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Apache Inspection - 1921 

Saw Hgret with dark legs, yellowish 

feet, small, at Nelson's Ranch, Sit- 

greaves 5/10/21.
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NECESSITY OF AQUATIC VEGETATION 

FOR WATERFOWL AND FISH 

Considering as a whole the number of Migratory 
Wild Waterfowl today in comparison to their num- 
ber twenty years ago there surely has been a de- 
crease. Many sportsmen who hunted twenty years 
ago that still hunt today, we are sure will agree 
with us. 

Regardless of this decrease in number where 
there are good feeding grounds there are thousands 
of Wild Ducks today, and in such places it is an easy 
matter to take your share. An authority, Dr. 
Nelson of Washington, D. C., who keeps an open eye 
on our supply of Wild Ducks says, their number to- 
day is greater than the available food supply, and 
they are actually starving to death during migration. 
We have every reason to believe this, knowing that 
there have been tens of millions of acres of waters 
and marshes destroyed by drainage. Marshes that 
were the feeding and breeding grounds for these 
Waterfowl. 

Did the Wild Waterfowl darken the sky over your 
waters last fall? If not, there undoubtedly is not 
enough of the kind of foods they like growing there. 
There are important Wild Duck food plants which 
will grow under almost every water condition that 
exists. You will find the more important and hardiest 
described on the following pages. 

| There are undoubtedly several food plants 
. adapted to your water conditions, and you will 

attract many more wild ducks by having a variety 
of these plants growing there. Different plants pro- 
duce food in various forms at different times through- 
out the season. Different species of waterfowl are 
more fond of certain kinds of food. Therefore, a 
variety of foods attracts a larger number of Wild 
Ducks and helps hold them over a longer interval. 
As a result you will have more ducks and receive 
better hunting throughout the entire season. When 
once a natural feeding ground is established it will 
grow and multiply from year to year. Better hunt- 
ing will be enjoyed for many years after. 
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Many of the same plants which are important 
food plants for the Waterfowl! are also important 
food and cover plants for the fish. Therefore, one 
will improve both hunting and fishing by establish- 
ing a growth of aquatic vegetation in their waters. 

Plant life takes a very important part in the 
purification of waters by taking up the poisonous 
gases and sending forth oxygen into the waters which 
is essential to fish life. These plants also support 
countless numbers of minute animal life upon which 
the young fry feed. They also provide excellent 
shelter and hiding places for younger fish to hide and 
escape the larger ones which are of a canabalistic 
nature, feeding upon one another. 
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MORE DUCKS 
Food Habits of Mallards and Blacks 

Mallards and Black Ducks are very similar ia 
their habits and seldom dive so as to disappear 
entirely beneath the water. They obtain their food 
in shallow waters by dipping the head and neck or 
by submerging all of the body but the tail: There- 
fore, practically all of their food is obtained within 
18 inches of the surface. 

Listed below are the aquatic plants and approxi- 
mate percentage of each eaten by Mallards and 
Blacks. On the following pages it tells how and 
where to grow these foods. 

MALLARD BLACK DUCK 
10% of Food Animal Life 24% of Food Animal Life 
90% of Food Vegetation 76% of Food Vegetation 
22 %Sedges 33% Pondweeds 

Rushes Sago Pond Plant 
Burreed Naias 
Chufa Redhead Grass 
Wampee Brownleaf 

14% Grasses Eel Grass 
Wild Rice Widgeon Grass 
Wild Millet 11% Grasses 

9% Smartweeds Wild Rice 
Duck Wheat Wild Millet 

9% Pondweeds 9% Sedges 
Sago Pond Plant Bulrush 
Redhead Grass Burreed 

Brownleaf Cyperus 
Eel Grass Wampee 
Widgeon Grass 6% Smartweeds 

6% Duckweeds Duck Wheat 
Duck Meat 5% Waterlily 

6% Coontail Banana Waterlily 
5% Wild Celery Yellow “ 
4% Hackberries Wokas 
4% Wapato & Delta American Lotus 

Duck Potatoes 2% Coontail 
3% Acorns 4% Wapato & Delta 
4%, Waterlily Duck Potato 

Banana Waterlily 3% Wild Celery 
Yellow SS 1% Muskgrass 
American Lotus 2% Miscellaneous 

3% Water Milfoil 
1% Muskgrass 3] 
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BETTER HUNTING 

Foods That Diving Ducks Like 

Canvasbacks, Redheads and Bluebills can dive 
in several feet of water for their food and prefer to 
feed in open waters on the tender roots and tubers of 
submerged water plants. These divers go down in 
3 to 9 feet of water and push their bill into the bottom 
soil, grasping the base of a plant and pulling it 
loose from the bottom with its roots and_ tubers 
bringing it to the surface where they feed freely 
nega these brittle roots, stollons, tubers and winter- 
uds. 

Listed below is given some data on the percent- 
age of aquatic plant food eaten by Canvasback and 
Redhead. The Bluebills food is very similar. 

CANVASBACK REDHEAD 
8% of Food Animal Life 14% of Food Animal Life 
92% of Food Vegetation 86% of Food Vegetation 

38% Wild Celery 30% Wild Celery 
18% Pondweeds 17% Pondweeds 

Sago Pond Plant Sago Pond Plant 
Naias Naias 
Redhead Grass Redhead Grass 

Brownleaf Brownleaf 
Eel Grass Eel Grass 
Widgeon Grass Widgeon Grass 

8% Wapato & Delta 9% Wapato & Delta 
Duck Potato Duck Potato 

6% Waterlily 5% Duckweeds 
Banana Waterlily 5% Muskgrass 
Yellow a 6% Grasses 
American Lotus Wild Rice 

6% Muskgrass Wild Millet 
5% Grasses 6% Sedges 

Wild Rice Rushes 
Wild Millet Burreed 

5% Sedges Wampee 
Cyperus 4% Waterlily 
“Rushes Banana Waterlily 
‘Wampee Yellow “ 

1% Coontail American Lotus 
1% Water Milfoil 1% Water Milfoil 
1% Duckweeds 1% Coontail 
3% Unidentified & 2% Unidentified & 

Miscell. Miscell. 
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WILD CELERY 

Brings Canvasbacks, Redheads, and Bluebills 

Wild Celery the favorite food of diving ducks. 
All parts of the plant are eaten, but the tender win- 
terbuds and rootstocks are relished most. Once the 
Wild Celery is established in your waters it will grow 
there permanently. There is no danger of the ducks 
destroying the growth for there are many tubers 
which break off remaining in the mud and many 
plants never molested which will produce the follow- 
ing year. Wild Celery being a submerged water 
plant is also important as a food plant for fish. it 
supports countless numbers of minute animal life 
which the young fry feed upon. 

What and When to Plant 

The Wild Celery propogates in three ways, by 
seed, runners and Winterbuds, a sort of tubers. 
It is by planting these winterbuds (tubers) during 
the months of May and June that one can establish 
a quick and very good growth of Wild Celery in their 
waters. 

Where to Plant 

Wild Celery grows best in waters from 2 to 8 
feet in depth preferably on a mud bottom, although 
it will grow on sandy loam or clay. It requires fairly 
fresh waters, that is waters which are not salty to 
taste or alkaline. This plant does not grow well in 
land-locked lakes or ponds. 

How to Plant 

Get a quantity of clay and moisten until it be- 
comes about the consistency of putty. Then take a 
handful of clay and mould it into a ball about the 
size of a tennis ball. Break this clay ball intwo and 
place 2 of the Wild Celery tubers between the halves 
and press firmly together. After a quantity has . 
been made take them to the desired planting place 
and drop one by one into the waters about 3 to 6 
feet apart. We furnish more complete planting in- 
structions with each order. 

One Thousand Tubers plant one Acre. Prices 
on Page 23. 
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WAPATO DUCK POTATO 

Rapid Growing Duck Coaxer 

The Wapato Duck Potato is a very good all 
around Wild Duck Food. Canada Geese and Swan 
are also very fond of this plant. The species of Wild 
Ducks which will feed upon Wapato depends largely 
upon the water conditions under which it grows. 
If the waters remain nearly the same level the year 
around, Mallards and other shallow water ducks 
will feed upon the tender shoots, tubers and seeds 
which it produces. In places where there is an over- 
flow or the water deepens during fall and winter, 
Canvasbacks and other divers will feed upon Wapato. 

What and When to Plant 

Wapato propogates largely by tubers which 
should be planted during April, May and June. 
Tubers planted in spring will produce fully mature 
plants the following fall. 

Where to Plant 

This plant is very hardy and will grow well in 
most any inland waters excepting those which are 
very strong of alkali or salts. It does the best in a 
fairly rich soil on damp lowlands, mud flats or in 
waters from 1 inch to 1 foot in depth. 

How to Plant 

The tubers of the Wapato Duck Potato are very 
easily planted, all that is necessary is to step into 
your boots or wadders and take a quantity of tubers 
to the place you wish to plant. Then push each 
tuber about one or two inches deep into the bottom 
soil, planting about three feet apart. More complete 
planting instructions sent with order. 

One Thousand Tubers plant one Acre. Prices on 
Page 23. 
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WILD DUCK MILLET 

Attracts the Shallow Water Ducks 

Also known as Goose Grass. Ranks almost as 

high as Wild Rice as a good Duck Coaxer in locali- 

ties where Wild Rice cannot be grown. Wild Duck 

Millet grows to be 4 to 6 feet high and makes very 
good blinds as well as producing a large seed head 
with an abundance of food for the Wild Ducks. 

SMARTWEED 

A Popular food with the Mallards. On the low- 
lands where Smartweed grows, from Canada to the 
Gulf, Mallards will surely stop during their fall 
flight. They are particularly fond of feeding upon 
Smartweed in places which overflow in fall, where 
they may dibble the seeds from the mud in shallow 

waters. 

What and When to Plant 

Seeds of both Wild Duck Millet and Smartweed 
may be planted during months of May and June. 

Where to Plant 

The Wild Duck Millet and Smartweed grows 
under similar conditions on damp lowlands and mud 
flats. They have proven very good along the Illinois 
and Mississippi Rivers, also on old Rice fields and in 
such places as can be flooded during the duck season. 
They do best on a fairly rich soil. 

How to Plant 

It is well to break the soil where possible. One 
may use a drag, disc or grub hoe. Then sow the 
seed broadcast, after which drag or rake the planted 
area so as to cover the seed. 

Forty Pounds will plant one Acre. Prices on 
Page 23. 
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DUCKSMEAT OR DUCK WEEDS 

All kinds of Wild Ducks feed upon the Duck 
Weeds. The shallow water feeders make up a larger 
percentage of their food of this plant than the divers, 
because it grows largely in shallow waters. It is also 
important for fish. 

SURFACE FLOATING DUCKWEEDS 

This is a very small plant (less than 14 inch in 
size) which floats in great clusters upon the surface 
of the waters. 

SUBMERGED FLOATING DUCKWEEDS 

Another very small plant (less than 14 inch in 
size) which floats in great masses, submerged near 
the bottom. 

COONTAIL PLANTS 

Seeds of the Coontail Plant are eaten by many 
Species of Wild Ducks, occassionally they will feed 
upon the foliage. This plant provides both food 
and cover for fish. 

ELODEA 

The Elodea is of value as a food plant for marsh 
ducks. It has a greater value as a food and cover 
plant for fish. It is also a very good water purifier. 

What, When and Where to Plant 

All of the above plants grow under very similar 
conditions and are transplanted in the same manner 
during the months of June, July and August. These 
plants should be transplanted into fresh waters from 
1 to 6 feet in depth on any kind of bottom in ponds 
or quiet sheltered bays and coves. The above plants 
are indestructable by Carp. 

How to Plant 
Just drop a handful of plants into the waters 

about every two feet. 

Five Bushels of plants to the Acre. Prices on 
Page 23. 
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DUCKSMEAT OR DUCK WEEDS 

All kinds of Wild Ducks feed upon the Duck 
Weeds. The shallow water feeders make up a larger 
percentage of their food of this plant than the divers, _ 
because it grows largely in shallow waters. It is also 
important for fish. 

SURFACE FLOATING DUCKWEEDS 

This is a very small plant (less than 14 inch in 
size) which floats in great clusters upon the surface 
of the waters. 

SUBMERGED FLOATING DUCKWEEDS 

Another very small plant (less than 14 inch in 
size) which floats in great masses, submerged near 
the bottom. 

COONTAIL PLANTS 

Seeds of the Coontail Plant are eaten by many 
Species of Wild Ducks, occassionally they will feed 
upon the foliage. This plant provides both food 
and cover for fish. 

ELODEA 

The Elodea is of value as a food plant for marsh 
ducks. It has a greater value as a food and cover 
plant for fish. It is also a very good water purifier. 

What, When and Where to Plant 

All of the above plants grow under very similar 
conditions and are transplanted in the same manner 
during the months of June, July and August. These 
plants should be transplanted into fresh waters from 
1 to 6 feet in depth on any kind of bottom in ponds 
or quiet sheltered bays and coves. The above plants 
are indestructable by Carp. 

How to Plant 

Just drop a handful of plants into the waters 
about every two feet. 

Five Bushels of plants to the Acre. Prices on 
Page 23. 
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WATER MILFOIL 
An excellent plant for fish ponds. Water Milfoil 

supports numerous kinds of animal life which is food 
for the fish. It furnishes cover, also shades the under 
water and purifies it, thereby, keeping it cool and 
fresh during hot summer. It is also of value as a 
waterfowl food. 

WIDGEON GRASS 

Redheads, Bluebills and Canvasbacks feed upon 
the roots. seeds and leaves of Widgeon Grass. It is 
considered the best Wild Duck Attraction for brack- 
ish waters. Mallards and other marsh ducks feed 
upon Widgeon Grass during low tide where it grows 
in bays and streams which are effected by tides. 

When and Where to Plant 

Water Milfoil plants are transplanted during 
June and July. It produces most satisfactorily in 
fresh waters from 3 to 9 feet in depth on a mud bot- 
tom in slow running streams or sheltered bays and 
coves. 

__ Widgeon Grass plants are also transplanted dur- 
ing June and is a brackish water plant. It grows in 
salt water but never in that of full ocean strength. 
It thrives in rivers effected by ocean tides. This 
plant grows in waters from 1 to 10 feet in depth ona 
mud bottom. 

How to Plant 

Both the Water Milfoil and Widgeon Grass 
plants are planted by simply pushing the roots of the 
plant down into the mud with an oar or a paddle in 
two to six feet of water. 

Three Bushels cf plants to the Acre. Prices on 
Page 23. 
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WAMPEE—DUCK CORN 

A good Wild Duck Coaxer for Southern waters. 
Marsh ducks are particularly fond of the Wampee 
Seeds which shell off the stock in late fall like kernels 
of corn shelled from the cob. It will help hold the 
Mallards and other shallow water feeders after 
many other foods are gone. 

PICKERAL PLANTS 

The Pickeral Plant has some value as a food for 
Wild Ducks and is of importance as a cover plant for 
small fish. This plant is also quite ornamental with 
large green leaves and purple flowers. 

When and Where to Plant 

Both Wampee and Pickeral Plants may be trans- 
planted during late May and the month of June. 
They grow in wet marshy boggy places or on fairly 
rich mud bottom in waters from 1 inch to 1 foot in 
depth. Plant them in the shallow waters of any lake 
pond or stream. 

How to Plant 

Just step into your rubber boots and take a spade 
or spading fork and a quantity of plants to the place 
you intend planting. With the spade or fork lift a 
bit of soil, then place the roots of the plant into the 
opening after which replace the soil and step it in 
firmly with your boot. We will furnish complete in- 
structions with order. 

Five Hundred plants will plant an Acre. Prices 
on Page 23. 
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WATERLILIES 

Spatterdock 

Also known as Yellow Waterlily make a fine 
Wild Duck attraction when planted in addition to 
other natural foods. Marsh Ducks feed upon the 
seeds in early fall. 

Spatterdock is considered an excellent winter 
food for the Muskrat as it grows in waters at a depth 
beyond the freezing point. 

Banana Watertlily 

A very good all round Wild Duck food for South- 
ern waters. Mallards, Blacks and other Marsh 
ducks will surely come to feed upon the buds, tender 
shoots and seed of this plant. Banana Waterlily 
planted with Wild Celery or Sago Pondweed will 
bring the diving ducks. 

White Waterlily 

An excellent food and cover plant for fish. White 
Waterlilies are very ornamental and will add to the 
beauty of your waters. 

American Lotus 

Has some value as a food and cover plant for 
fish and is also of some value as a Wild Waterfowl 
food. American Lotus is very ornamental having 
large cream color flowers. 

When and Where to Plant 

Tubers or rootstocks of the Spatterdock, Banana 
and White Waterlilies are planted during May and 
June. Seed of the American Lotus may be planted 
at any time. All wateriilies do best on a mud bottom 
in waters from 1 to 4 feet in depth. 

How to Plant 

Tubers and rootstocks are very easily planted. 
Cut a fairly straight stick about 5 feet in length which 

. is between 1 and 27inches in thickness. Whittle 
off one side at end to make a flat surface, then drive 

| two nails into this flat surface on a slant to make a 
| sort of crotch. Place a tuber into this crotch and 

push it into the mud about 3 or 4 inches. Plant these 
| about 3 feet apart. These tubers are usually planted 

from a boat. 

Seven Hundred Fifty Tubers will plant one Acre. 
Prices on Page 23. 
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COVER PLANTS 

Burreed 
Isa valuable plant to have growing in your marsh. 

Seeds which resemble kernels of corn, shell from the 
large prickly burr during fall and are eagerly eaten by 
Marsh Ducks. Burreed grows from 3 to 5 feet, in 
height and during early summer makes ideal nesting 
places for the Wild Ducks, also provides blinds for 
the hunter during fall. 

Cattails 
These plants grow to be 5 to 7 feet high and make 

good blinds. Cattail plants rank very high as a food, 
also cover plant for the Muskrats. 

Reedgrass 
Makes the very best blinds for hunters. It 

grows from 5 to 8 feet with numerous long narrow 
leaves, during late fall in the north Wild Ducks 
will seek shelter from the cold winds among the 
Reedgrass. It is also of importance for the Muskrat. 

Bulrush 
The Bulrush will grow in waters having very 

sandy bottoms where other vegetation can not be 
grown. It provides excellent blinds for the hunter 
and good shelter for the Ducks. 

When.-and Where to Plant 
The Burreed, Cattail and Reedgrass grow best on 

a fairly rich soil either on wet lowlands or in waters 
from I to 18 inches in depth. Bulrush will grow on 
any kind of bottom except stone, in waters from 1 
inch to 3 foot in depth. The roots of these plants 
should be transplanted during May and June. 

How to Plant 
Slip on your boots, take a spade or digging shovel 

and a quantity of roots to the place you are going to 
plant. In the shallow waters about 3 feet apart, take 
up a shovel full of soil and place 1 root in each hole 
then replace the soil and press it firmly into place 
with your boot. 

One Thousand Roots will plant one Acre. Prices 
on Page 23. 
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WILD RICE 

Mallards, Pintails, Blackducks, Teal, Widgeon 
and Canada Geese fly hundreds of miles to the Wild 
Rice Marshes. During fall they find the ripened 
grains in great abundance, also shelter and hiding 
places among the tall growth. 

When and Where to Plant 

__ New Patches of Wild Rice may be readily estab- 
lished by transplanting young plants during late 
May and June. Transplant them into fresh waters 
from 6 inches to 24 inches in depth in a mud bottom. 
There should be a slight depth of water throughout 
the entire year where planted. Wild Rice does not 
usually grow successfully where the water level 
fluctuates from drouth to flood of more than 4 feet, 
or in land-locked waters. 

Ten Bushels of plants will plant one Acre. 

How to Plant 

_ Wild Rice plants are transplanted by hand, 
simply make a hole in the mud with your hand or a 
blunt stick and set the roots into the hole and press 
the soil firmly about these roots to hold them in 
place. 

DUCK WHEAT 

Or Goose Buckwheat is a very rapid growing 
plant. It produces an abundance of seed which 
Wild Ducks and Geese are fond of. Most favorable 
results are obtained when seed is planted in June or 
July on places which go dry or can be drained during 
summer and flooded during the duck season. 

MILO MAIZE 

This plant is used in the same manner as Duck 
Wheat and is planted about the same time under 
similar conditions. 

How to Plant 

Break the soil with a plow, disc or drag, then 
broadcast the seed using about 50 pounds to the 
acre then drag or rake the planted area to cover seed. 

Prices on Page 23. 
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MUSKGRASS 
A few bushels of Muskgrass planted during late 

.summer or fall will produce an excellent feeding place 
for the Wild Ducks the following season. They 
feed upon the foliage as well as the many small 
tubers which are produced. Both Marsh Ducks and 
Diving Ducks feed upon Muskgrass. 

One will also increase their sport with rod and 
reel for the Muskgrass is a valuable food and cover 
plant for fish. 

Broadcast bits of the plants containing (oogonia) 
seed spores upon the waters anytime from July to 
December. Muskgrass grows in fresh or alkaline 
waters from 2 to 12 feet in depth on almost any kind 
of bottom. One requirement is that the waters con- 
tain some lime which will be indicated by shells or 
shell bearing creatures such as snails or clams in the 
waters. 

Four Bushels will plant an Acre. 

WATER CRESS 

The Water Cress is used largely by breeders of 
Wild Ducks, who consider it very valuable as a food 
plant for their Duck Farms. It grows very rapidly. 

When, Where and How to Plant 

‘Water Cress may be started either by planting 
seed or transplanting plants from April to July. 
It grows in cool waters, usually where there is a 
slight current, like in springs, brooks, small streams 
or shallow ponds. In transplanting plants simply 
set them out by hand in shallow waters 1 foot or less 
indepth. Seed is best planted by mixing it with mud 
and dropping bits of the mixture here and there in 
the waters. 

One Thousand plants or 3 Ibs. of seed for one 
Acre. 

CHUFA, NUTGRASS 

A very good all round duck food for places which 
are very dry in summer and flood during the duck 
season. Chufa does particularly well in the South 
and may be planted anytime from March to July. 
One bushel of the nut-like tubers will plant an acre. 
In planting break the soil, then broadcast the tubers 
and rake or drag planted area to cover tubers. 

Prices on Page 23. 
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SALT WATERS 

. Eel Grass 

The Eel Grass is the only important Wild Duck 
food plant which we supply that will grow in waters 
which are salty. All kinds of Wild Ducks will feed 
upon the seeds and foliage. 

When, Where and How to Plant 

Plants of the Eel Grass are transplanted during 
June in quiet, shallow salt waters covered at low 
tide. In transplanting these simply set them out in 
shallow waters during low tide by making a hole in 
the soil and placing the roots in it; then replace the 
soil pressing it firmly about the plant. 

Price on Page 23. 

BAITING DUCKS 

Sportsmen wishing to enjoy some good sport 
while allowing the natural food plants time to become 
established will often find it very helpful to bait the 
ducks by placing a mixture of corn, barley, wheat, 
buckwheat, or other grains in shallow waters where 
the bottom is fairly hard. This is a very bothersome 
and expensive method of permanently attracking 
Wild Ducks, as it necessitates the replacing of grain 
every few days during the entire hunting season. 

LIVE DECOYS 
One can also increase their sport by building a 

small pen of regular poultry wire in shallow waters 
near where they want the ducks to come and place 
several live Mallard Decoys in it. Throw a little 
feed in the pen and a little bait about the outside and 
the Wild Ducks will come up to feed with your de- 
coys. We furnish live Mallard Decoys during Fall 
months at $5 per pair, f. 0. b. Oshkosh. 

LIVE FISH BAIT 

Many fishermen who have found it hard to ob- 
tain small live frogs for bait place their order with us 
about 10 days prior to their fishing trip. We furnish 
these smal! live frogs at $5.00 per 100: $40 per 1000. 
No orders accepted for less than 100 frogs. 
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TELL US YOUR DUCK TROUBLES 

If there are not enough ducks on your local 
waters or at the preserve, or if they are not staying 
as long as you believe they should, write and tell us. 
We are always glad to help you with your problems 
free of charge. Send us a rough sketch or map of 
property and waters. Tell us if waters are fresh, 
alkaline or salt, also what the bottom soil consists of. 
Is there a permanent inlet and outlet. How about 
floods or drouth? 

DUCK HUNTERS PROBLEMS WE HAVE 
HELPED TO SOLVE 

A So. Carolina Customer Wrote As Follows: 

Wisconsin’s Aquatic Nurseries, 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 

Gentlemen: 
Having seen your ad in Field & Stream; please 

send free literature and advice in reference to plant- 
ing Wild Rice and other Wild Duck foods. 

The place I wish to plant is an abandoned 
domestic Rice Field, shallow fresh waters and a mud 
bottom. We have planted Wild Rice twice without 
obtaining any growth whatsoever. The seed we 
planted appeared to be alright, although it was very 
dry and would not sink to bottom readily, so we 
whipped it into the waters with willow boughs. 
What is the cause of our failure? 

Thanking you for a prompt reply, I am 
Very truly yours, 

The reason this So. Carolina gentlemen failed in 
his first two attempts to propogate Wild Rice is 
because he obtained worthless seed. Wild Rice seeds 
which becomes dry loses its germination. Good 
seed will sink to the bottom the moment it strikes 
the waters. He may as well have thrown his money 
into the water as this worthless seed which we later 
learned that he obtained at a reduced cost from an 
inexperienced dealer. We have made a life study of 
the development of Wild Waterfow! feeding grounds 
and have had many years of experience in the propo- 
gation of their food plants. We understand how to 
properly treat these aquatics, so as to retain a high 
percentage of germination and insure quick and 
satisfactory results. 
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One Michigan Sportsmans’ Troubles 

Mr. Wm. O. Coon, Pres., 
Wisconsin’s Aquatic Nurseries. 

Dear Mr. Coon: 
One of the Waltonians of Mason County referred 

you as an authority on how to attract Wild Ducks. 

Our problem is not to get the Ducks to come to 
the lake but how to get them within range. The 
lake is about 114 miles wide by 5 miles long, quite 
shallow throughout, with mud and sand bottoms. 
Thousands of Canvasbacks, Redheads and Bluebills 
and many other species of Ducks sit in the open 
waters throughout the middle of the lake. I spent 
one day in my blind and had five shots and got three 
ducks. It is not because I do not know how, for I 
have done better on other waters. Every shot here 
is a long range single shot. We have tried to drive 
the ducks near shore with motors but they circle 
about and drop right back in the old hole. 

How can we remedy our trouble? Please send 
literature. Your prompt reply will be appreciated. 

Tam 
Very Respectfully, 

It_happened that this very lake was one which 
Mr. Coon had visited at one time and knew at once 
why the Wild Ducks preferred to stay in the middle 
of the lake. There was a very good growth of Pond- 
weeds and Muskgrass upon which they could feed 
growing there. After studying into this sportsman’s 
location, etc., we found he was one of a club of ten 
Duck Hunters who had a point on the east side of 
the lake with a fair sized bay on either side and a rich 
mud bottom. There is considerable vegetation which 
has little value as Duck Food growing in both bays 
at present. 

The Club Secretary has placed order of ten thou- 
sand Wild Celery Winterbuds (tubers) to be planted 
this spring, half of the quantity for North Bay and 
half for South Bay. The Wild Celery is relished more 
by the species of Wild Ducks they have, than any 
of the natural food plants growing in their lake at 
present. Next fall their sport will start, and a second 
year they will not be able to drive the ducks out of 
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their celery beds. When bombarded the ducks will 
circle about and swing right over the point, back to 
the celery beds in the bay to feed. As a result this 
club of sportsmen will enjoy good hunting for many 
years to come. 

No Ducks At All On This Arkansas Hunters 
Property 

Wisconsin’s Aquatic Nurseries, 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sirs: 

I have several hundred acres located in the over- 
flow of the Mississippi River. There is a fair sized 
slough on my property, which has about five feet of 
water in the deepest parts during extreme drought. 
My place is right in the line of flight during migra- 
tion. A few ducks stop for a short time but do not 
stay very long. What I want is to induce more of 
them to stop and to prolong their visit. Please advise 
how I may accomplish my object and increase my 
sport. 

Tam 
Very sincerely yours, 

This fellow’s case is very pure and simple, no feed 
to attract the ducks. A few of the young ducks stop 
to investigate, others have either been fooled before 
or put wise by other members of the flocks. The 
above letter illustrates one of the most common 
problems that Duck Hunters have. We learn of 
these from all corners of the continent. The only 
way to remedy this problem is to start planting a 
variety of Natural Wild Duck Foods at once. 
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Here Is A Wild Duck Problem From Minnesota 

Mr. H. E. Kalbus, Sec’y., 
Wisconsin’s Aquatic Nurseries, 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Kalbus: 

Tam advised by Mr. Crowner of this city that you 
were supervising a large planting of Duck Food on 
Long Lake in our county last fall and while here 
made a brief survey of Rice Lake. My place covers 
the entire south end of Rice Lake and as you will 
likely remember there is a soft mushy bottom, next to 
impossible to bait on. My problem is this; the club 
at the North End of the lake have a fairly hard 
sandy loam bottom and put out bait every day. It 
costs them a heap of money but they are all wealthy 
fellows. They are getting al! the ducks. Mr. 
Crowner says that you stated there was practically 
no Natural Food in Rice Lake. 

Would it be possible for me at a moderate cost to 
establish a permanent growth of Natural Food at 
my end of the lake and attract a few of the ducks 
away from the other fellows so I can get some en- 
joyment as well as they are. 

Kindly advise what I may plant, quantity and 
cost. 

Thanking you in advance for an early reply, I am 

Yours very truly, 

This Duck Hunter had the right idea and has 
planted Wild Celery, Wapato Duck Potato, Pond- 
weeds, Wild Rice Plants and several other Natural 
Duck Foods. His sport has commenced and within 
another year he will have all the ducks and the club 
will have all the hell divers and mud hens to eat the 
grains they are feeding. 

Wild Ducks prefer Natura! foods to the bait same 
as a boy leaves his potatoes to eat his pie. 

The club will soon have to plant Natural Foods’ 
in place of bait in order to get their good shooting 
again. As a result the entire lake will eventually 
become a Natural feeding ground. 
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HOW WE COOPERATE WITH AND HELP 

THE SPORTSMEN 

Reprint from The Mason County Enterprise, 

Scotteville, Mich., Thurs. Oct. 16, 1924 

LEAGUE RECEIVES DUCK FOOD SEED 

Active Planting of County Lakes and Rivers is 

Begun by Disciples of Walton 

The Mason county chapter of the Izaak Walton 
league received its first shipment of migratory bird 
and duck food seed, consisting of 800 pounds of wild 
rice and wild celery. and another lot of 300 pounds 
of wild rice has been ordered. 

William Coon, specialist from the Wisconsin 
Aquatic Nurseries, arrived last Saturday and he to- 
gether with several members of the league have been 
busy planting the lakes and marshes of the county 
for the past week. 

Marshes Are Ideal 

The marshes of the Pere Marquette from Wal- 
halla to Custer were considered ideal for rice and two 
boats with five men were busy a full day in this terri- 
tory alone. The marshes near the state-road bridge 
and Lincoln and Sable rivers were also planted with 
rice. 

Next week the lakes around Freesoil and Hop- 
kins, Bass, Oxbow and St. Marys and other lakes 
that have been missed will be planted. Henry 
Pelawski, who has been engaged by the league to 
accompany Mr. Coon every day and learn the art, 
will oversee the planting next week after Mr. Coon 
has left. 

It was because of the large quantity of seed pur- 
chased that the company was willing to give a dis- 
count and supply the free services of an expert. 

Careful Planting 

Mr. Coon was very careful and painstaking with 
the planting, and as he assures the league that al! 
seed planted by him will have a reasonable growth. 
In case of failure he will replace seeds at half price. 
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Such a large planting undertaking entails much 
work and requires cars, trailers, boats and waders, 
the use of which was all donated by individual mem- 
bers. The members volunteer their services by al- 
ternating with each other in assisting Mr. Coon. 
The rice is strewn by hand from shore or from a boat. 
Celery seed is imbedded in clay balls which are brok- 
en into pieces and cast onto the water where they 
immediately sink to the bottom. 

Those assisting in the planting have become regu- 
lar aquatic gardeners and botanists. It seems that 
Mr. Coon knows the name, botanical structure and 
classification of every weed, grass or plant indigenous 
to this section of the country and their value as 
waterfowl food, and he imparted freely of his knowl- 
edge to those accompanying him. 

Ducks Prefer Rice and Celery 

It was learned that many lakes already contained 
much vegetable duck food, but these kinds were 
largely eaten because of necessity. By choice all 
ducks prefer rice and celery and none of this was 
found, except a minature variety of rice in Pere 
Marquette and Lincoln lakes. The kind of rice now 
being planted is a much larger variety called giant 
wild rice. 

Pondweeds, found in various quantities in several 
lakes in Mason county, comprise a large family of 
submerged plants such as sago, pondplant, naias, 
redhead grass and brownleaf. In Round Lake sago 
pondplant grows in liberal quantities. This plant 
has numerous tubers at the roots which form from 
30 to 40% of the food eaten by diving ducks. 
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Wild Celery Tubers, 5,000 or more $30 per 1,000, 1,000 @ $32, 100 @ $4. 
Wapato Duck Potato Tubers, 1,000 @ $32, 100 @ $4. 
Wild Duck Millet Seeds, 100 Ibs. $19 50, smaller lots, 2c per Ib. 
Smartweed Seed, 100 Ibs. @ $22, smaller lots 25c per Ib. 
Sago Pondweed Tubers, 1,000 @ $55, 100 @ $6.50. 
Brownleaf Pondweed Roots, 1,000 @ $60, 100 @ $7.50. 
Redhead Grass Roots, 1,000 @ $60, 100 @ $7.50. 
Surface Floating Ducks Meat Per Bu.. $7; 10 bu. or more $6, pk. $2.50. 
Submerged Floating Ducks Meat Per Bu.. $9; 10 bu. or more $8, pk. $3. 
Coontail Plants, Per Bu., $7; 10 bu. or more $6; pk. $2.50. 
Elodea Plants, Per Bu.. $7; 10 bu. or more $6; pk. $2.50. 
Water Milfoil Plants, Per Bu., $7: 10 bu. or more $6; pk. $2.50. 
Widgeon Grass Roots or Planis, Per Bu., $12.50; no order less than bu. 
Wampee Duck Corn Plants, 1,000 @ $150; 100 @ $30; 12 @ $3.50. I TT 

— Pickeral Plants, 100 @ $22; 12 @ $3. 
by Spatterdock Roots, 1,000 @ $180, 100 @ $18, 12 @ $2.50. 
© Banana Waterlily Roots, 1,000 @ $180, 100 @ $25, 12 @ $3. 
— White Waterlily Roots, 1,000 @ $150, 100 @ $18, 12 @ $2.50. Effective 

urreed Roots, 1, @ $90, 100 @ $12. 12 @ $2.50. 
Cattails, Roots, 1,000 @ $75, 100 @ $10, 12 @ $1.50. January 1, 1925 
Reed Grass Roots, 1,000 @ $75, 100 @ $10, 12 @ $1.50. 
Bulrush, Roots, 1,000 @ $90, 100 @ $12, 13 @ $2.50. 
Wild Rice Plants, Per Bu. $5. 
Duck Wheat Seed, 100 Ibs. $22, smaller quantities 25 per Ib. 
Milo Maize Sees, 100 Ibs. $9, smaller quantities 15¢ per Ib. 
Muskegrass Spores, Per Bu. $5, 10 bu. or more $4.50, pk. $2. 
Water Cress Plants, 1,000 @ $32, 100 @ $4, Seed per Ib. $8. 
Chufa Tubers, Per Bu. $15, pk. $4.50, qt. $1. 
Eel Grass Plants Per Bu $20, 5 bu. or more @ $18. 

Order Now—Orders are filled in turn as received. We make shipments at what we consider the prope: planting time 
unless otherwise requested. Our materials are the best obtainable. See guarantee on page 24.



GUARANTEE — 

We guarantee our seeds, tubers, and plants to 
grow and produce satisfactory results. If a com- 
plete planting or any portion fails to produce what 
you consider a satisfactory growth after allowing a 
sufficient time to grow and mature, we will agree to 
furnish an equal quantity to that which fails at 
one-half the list price. 

You are the judge as to whether or not your plant- 
ing has proven a success. If dissatisfied with the 
results, tell us about it and we will replace the order 
at half-price. 

Failures with good germinating seed and hardy 
plants and tubers such as we supply are few and far 
between. Marsh and water plants are very hardy 
and sure to grow. 

TERMS 

When payment accompanies order deduct a 2% 
discount. We will ship materials on open account 
to those having good financial rating or furnishing 
bank reference, payment to be made within 15 days 
after date of shipment. 

By receiving your spring order early in the year, 
we are able to plan our work in advance thereby 
making a saving. We therefore, will allow the follow- 
ing discounts on orders received during the specified 
months; Jan. 4%; Feb. 3%; Mar. 2%. 

All prices are f. 0. b. Oshkosh. If you wish us to 
prepay transportation charges please send sufficient 
money to cover same, otherwise we will ship, charges 
collect. 

Most of the planting materials are perishable 
and must reach their destination in the shortest 
possible time, therefore, all materials excepting 
Duck Wheat, Milo Maize, Smartweed and Wild 
Duck Millet are shipped either by express or Parcel 
Post. These mentioned are dry seeds and on quanti- 
ties of 100 pounds or more one can save by having 
shipment go by freight. 
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WE EXAMINE, PLAN AND PLANT YOUR 
WATERS 

At a very moderate cost we will send a specialist 

to make a thorough investigation and report on your 
waters and property. By having this service you 

will learn what aquatics are now growing there and 

their value, also what other natural foods it is advisa- 
ble to plant, what quantity should be planted and a 

map showing what and where to plant. You also 

get many other helpful suggestions as to how to im- 
prove the hunting or fishing on your waters. 

We are also glad to furnish the services of a 
planting specialist to supervise planting of materials 

at a very reasonable cost. The cost of this service 

is based on the amount of your order and distance 

from Oshkosh. The larger your order is, the lower 
the cost of supervising planting.



Many Years of Experience 

Enables Us to Produce 

WILD DUCK FOODS | 
7 

of Superior Quality | 
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Duck Sickness at Klamath Lake.~-E. R. Kalmbach reports that birds are beginning to | 

succumb to the duck sickness in the Klamath Lake region and states that there will probably | 

be an extensive outbreak of the malady this season. Dr. James F. Couch, associate chemist 

yr Re of the Bureau of Animal Industry, has been detailed to make biochemical studies of the 

Zon trouble, a work which is greatly needed. | 
Re | 
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WILD RICE 

Wild’ Rice (Zizannca Palustris) for min; gencrations cxe of the 
frineipal foods of the Chippewa Indians, and in recont years considercd 

fa Aclicacy by the whites, is found in abundance on the ifimnesota na 

tional Forest. Eore ideal conditions for its growth exist. ileny lokes, 

sluggish rivers with shallow, md-bottomed shores abound, where wild 
rice is: at its. best. 

~ Roughir, there. are 10,000 acres of wild’ rice beds on or adjoin- 
ing this Torcst, oid trey are scattcrod protty well over the whole Por~ 
est. If it could oll be harvested, that.is, cach acre cut.cleen as 
other grains arc cut, instead of 2 patch here and therc, it is ‘believed 
it would avcra2go ten bushels ver acre, weighing 32 to 40 pouncs per 

bushel, according to its cleanliness and moisture contents. Only oa 

small portion of the cron is gathcred and this almost entirely by In- 

Gians. Not ever 1,000 bushels at the outside are gathered even int the 
best of scasons. ‘The Indians gather only whet they wish for themselvcs, 

a little to sell and: then quit.regardlcss ‘of how large or small the 

crop is:or the prices «The price: in 1026. was 15¢ per pound at the cams 

but I have scen it sell for 30g when some outsice buyrers apveared on 

the market. 3 

The rice starts growing cs soon as the water warms up and by 

July has reached the surfacc. It then lies upon the wotcr until it 
has attaincd.a growth of four to six inches. After thot, as the plant 
attains strength, it gradually assumcs on upright position. By August 
first the plant has hooded. out and is reacy for the larvest by. the 
latter part of august or the first of September. ° During this period 

a foirly even stage of water is. necessary to insure a good crop, high 

water will choke its growth, and if the water is suddenly lowcred the 
plont folle over; the grain fails to ripen preperly, and in this prone 

position camnot be harvested. 

| 

When ready for harvest the rice resembles common oats, though 

the husks orc gomewhat larger but not as thick through the center, the 

kernel being about the diameter of the lead in a pencil and from one= 

half to. three-fourths of an inch long. -As the sccd: falls shortly after 

it ripons, the time for harvesting is limitcd. eae 

On this Forcst and in its immediate: vicinity, attcmpts have been 

made to gathcr the rice by snecially devised machincry consisting of a 

square nosed barge with a paddle wheel in the bow which pulls the heads 

into the barge'and breaks them off. On account of .thg shallow water 

and great cmount of rice 2nd wecds no suitable Gcvice for propelling the 

argc has boon found. : ; ‘ : j 

ag stated, practically all the wild rice on the market here is 
getherce by the Indians, using the soine methods that have becn used 

for goncrations. As is usually the case with the Indians, the squaws 

do most of the work. Canocs arc used almost entirely os they ccn be 
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pushed more easily through the heavy rice. One squaw sits in the 
stern and paddles or poles and another kneels in about the center 
facing forward with a canvas spread in front of her. As the canoe 
is pushed through the rice she pulls the standing stalks over the 

rail and beats the grain off with a small stick on to the canvas. 

After a load is gathered they return to their camps and prepare 

for the parching or drying out process. This is done by taking an 

ordinary galvanized iron tub, and placing some rocks about ten 

inches high uncer one side, giving the tub a tilted position. A 

fire is then built under the tub and a few pounds of the damp rice 

thrown in. As the rice begins to heat the squaw begins stirring 

it with a padcle, throwing it up against the high side and allowing 

it to roll back slowly. During this process the rice becomes parched 

and takes on quite a smoky flavor. 

After it has been dried out the threshing starts. Two dif- 

ferent methods are used in removing the husks. The younger 

Indians make a hole in the ground in the shape of an inverted cone 

that will hold about half a bushel, lining the hole with a heavy 
clay that bakes hard. After filling the hole with rice a pole is 

pushed to the bottom and then rotated so as to catch the grain be- 

tween the pole and the hard lining the husks being rubbed off in 

the operations. 

The old method, and it is still used by many of the Indians, 
consists of making the hole about the size of a bushel basket with 

@ round bottom. Two stakes about four feet high are driven on op- 

posite sides of the hole and a-pole nailed across the top of them. 

When this is ready one of the husky bucks wearing moccasins, oc- 

casionally barefoot, steps into the hole, holds on to the cross ‘ 
pole for support and performs a sort of cross between the shimy 

and a celebrated Egyptian dance. This method does not break the 
kernels as does the pole method and results in cleaner rice, that 
is, from the Indian's viewpoint. After th rice has been tramped 

sufficiently to break the husks it is winnowed in the wind by 
passing it from one birch bark basket held high to one placed on 

the ground. Following this the rice is then ready for use. 

Formerly wild rice was used only by the Indians but in late 
years it has come into use by the whites as a breakfast food, chief- 
ly on account of its high food value. This has created a market for 

it and more is gathered than formerly. The price ranges from 15¢ to 

25¢ per pound according to the crop. 

Wild rice is a great duck food and where it is found good 

hunting can be depended upon. On account of its attraction for 

ducks many private game clubs are sowing wild rice to provide feed, 

and a certain amount of rice is sold in the husk each year for 

planting purposes, but it is a difficult seed to handle as it «ust 

be kept in a moist condition at all times. If allowed to dry out it 
loses its fertility. 
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Wild rice will always be abundant ix ncerthern Minucsota as 

the area it occupics is worthless for other purnoses; but the har- 

vesting of the crop.depends upon the Indians until machinery is in- - 

vented that will make it profitable to the white man. : 

- " ‘Syoervisor Marshall - Minnesota. 
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pf Marshall's .erticle on wild rice should be of intercst to all 

fo-2 duck huntcrs. Wild rice,.is one of the best 311 around foods —~ 

/ fox practicolly all varieties of ducks. It is admirable for both eae 

) gome refuges and shooting grounds. One of the greatest needs in pre- 

serving migratory wild fowls is adequate fecding grounds clong the 

fly ways. If cnough individuals and clubs would only stock the 
waters with proper foods these splendid’ birds could be: kept in abun- e 

dance for the cnjoyment of nature lovers and sportsmén. Wild rice 
con be readily made to grow in any pond where the water is not al- 

kaline, where there is.little or no current, not too great 2 change 
in water level and where there is a soft mick bottou. Seed should 

be sown cither in early spring or late fall. Foll sown seed is usu- 

ally cleaned up pretty well by migrating birds and for tuis: reason 

mony prefer spring planting. .Seed should be sowed broadcast in the 

water os early in the spring as possible, prefercbly ‘just.as soon 
as the icé gocs out. Seed snould be Scattered in not’ less than two 

or more then five fect of water. Seed can be secured from a number. 
of reliable dealers whose advertisements appear regularly in outdoor 
magazines. Care should be.taken that the seed purchased is not 

sprouted too much or that it has not been injured by heating in stor- 
age. Seed siould not be allowed to dry out but should be kept in 

ice cold water if it. cam not be planted immediately upon receipt. 

Ten dollars worth of seed properly planted and established will 

be enthusiastically welcomed by the birds and incidentally will furn- 
aN ish some whaling gooc duck shooting. ; - 

Ne If anybody gets a rice plantation started, it will probably be 5 

possible to arrange a personal ficld examination with the undersigned! f 

‘ : 4 JOHN W. SPENCER - D. 0. 
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: I don't. like gucssing riddles, 

inc. wacn I'm full of big 
: I hate the pup who calls mc up * 

And says: "Gucss who this is.” 
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FOOD HABITS RESEARCH Wale ook 

Duck-disease Study Progresses.--E. R. Kalmbach reports some interesting develop— 

ments in the duck-disease investigation at Klamath Lake, Oreg. The disease has appeared 

Spontaneously in pens where the birds are kept under strictly sanitary conditions, and 

it has been produced experimentally by feeding the livers of diseased birds to healthy 

ones. In some respects these findings add to the airrigutties of understendime the trouble, 

but they also indicate that progress is being made. Mr. Kalmbach had the benefit of a brief 

visit from Dr. J. E. Shillinger, of the Division of Fur Resources, and of a month's sojourn 

at the field laboratory of Dr. James F. Couch, who conducts chemical investigations in stock 

poisoning by plants in the Bureau of Animal Industry.



Bigest of “Zhe Younding of Newenstle" (now Webster City, Ia.) 

Sarah Brewer-Bonebricht 

Historical Department of Towa, Des Moines, 1921. 

pe G7. Sai Zien weaves Sn Ration Ses Shee Se 
» at Hooks Point (en route to Des Moines). suthor 

located 6 mi. &. Webster City in 1946. 

p. 2 Grom Denage by pigeons, goose, sandhill erane, turkey. 

Pp. 57  Brassfield killed a total of 150 elk in Tow. 

Pe 72 digg yore “Oar beye Giseovered bear eign only a few 
t * One killed at Brasefield pleee? 

Pp. 139 Supp. Captured several young swans in 1450. 

pe la oa ‘Our hunters supplied us with eses . . from the nests 
wild turkeys ani geeas.* : 

p. 157 Prairie Fireg Several settlers caught and burned to death. 

Pe 215 Dea and Ue AeA EG Ory i te poet the ot *the 

severe am storms from the ".%, foreel the big game 
southward. At frequent intervale during the winter great 

droves of elk ani deer were seen making their way through 

the mountains of amow along the river east of towm. « « 
Hagel brush, branble-thickets an/ saplincs alone the path 
of the moving animals were browsed to the ground . . and 
good-sized trees were limbed and barked . . Big Gace herds 
were never so mumerous after 1653." ; 

Pe 220. Bic milled around in a solid mass of 150 to knep warm 

File: Tova 
Tarkey 
Bear 
Mlk 
Waterfowl
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The Author Photos by courtesy of the author. 

LL of America’s domestic animals are please and with a rare good sense, rarely met fuss as they waddle around on the first ice, but 

A of old world origin and this is also true with, they appear to know when they are well finally move into the barn yard for the winter 

of our domestic birds with the excep- off for they stay by the old home. and work at the litter thrown from the stables. 

tion of the turkey. Considering the wondrous The only care they ever receive is the feeding Though the birds do considerable flying and 

abundance of wild life in the early days of of cracked corn to the ducklings in feeding and are visited each spring and fall by migrant 

North America and the ‘proneness of mankind yards that the grown ducks cannot enter, and ducks, including their own species, I have had 

to tame and keep . a t only isolated in- 

the creatures of the — ae. me sig orm os = = stances of any of my 

open it is singular < i eet en é we c | birds leaving. Sev- 

that more of our 3 — —— se oe ae ay nae A ag = eral years agu two 

birds and animals 95s = —— =o ae ~~ of my ducks were 

have not been =e gee Sie Bt sh ati: _ killed by a liunter 

brought under the —— oe a fg Ee es: a at German Lake in 

peaceful dominion of a aa % = Ne Waseca county 

man. pe ate ro. aay about eighty miles 

We are about, en Z L =e south of my pond. 

however, to add d ait cone i ii SS , SS ~ 5 These two had evi- 

another of our native rs: 1g Gus roe Wie oP =P r pea SAN tee eee dently been lured 

birds to our domes- | gave a et): gle oN Lee NS . a away by a wild Mal- 

tic charges. The alt iE, eel Spinel ei a ie ard tira m= 

Mallard duck is @ ar ~ “a ears ™ FE Wace | gered with my flock 

Jowly but surely ir i Me ee 3) | wil the last of the 
finding a permanent @& bo eee Po eee mae asian pT ooo fall flights. Occa- 

place upon the farms wa ST lia” Panta OE EE 2 RGA REY ERLE TT RT sional losses such as 

of those engaged in Peggy Anderson and Some of her Pets this are offset b 

growing waterfowl. 
additions from th 

About eighteen years ago I began raising coarse grain such as wheat, barley and corn to wild. At the present writing there are several 

Mallards and my experiences may be of value the grown ducks. Old and young-are persistent visitors that dropped in last fall and they ap- 

to beginners with this exceedingly interesting rustlers. They range the pastures in early sum- pear to have settled with my flock permanently. 

and attractive bird. mer, the meadows after the hay is cut, and the One of them is a drake that came early in Oc- 

During the first few years I kept the birds stubbles and corn fields in the fall and with all tober and arrived in a badly wounded condition. 

pinioned and in enclosures. The results were 

a succession of disappointments. The birds 

mated readily, laid an abundance of eggs which 
viet — ae aes 

hatched well, but the mortality among the duck- 4 ‘ Aili . sey Aa See a 

lings was almost total. iin i% a cot ah eae ce” Ng aay x rt. se ‘| 

Finally despairing of any success I turned ) meg eA ! on Ps el da Pe 

the birds loose. On my farm close by the house, q sd j Ss a e a i * 

there is a small pond which proved attractive i ig ee i es : a 

and ever since liberation the original birds and i i Z e. “a gate 

their descendants have headquartered around | a a an ae - of 

this pond and flourished. They prepare their Ee - / 

own nests and rear their young without any . # { i a. v u f i 

aid except enough feed to supplement what oe agen ea a tod Rae 0. — : 

they rustle for themselves. pe : Ae ee ie 

The common domestic duck is a chronic + ‘ % PY : a eS. 3 

loafer and a confirmed gourmet. The ordinary 3 : a 

barn-yard duck will “eat its head off” and to ee ree eRe Ds : 

the average general poultry raiser or general ee Cutis he a tett Pe ee Cee Om e 

farmer is not only likely to be a pest among aa — nnn ———————_—_ 

other fowls but quite certain to be a money On Anderson Hill Farm at Hutchinson, Minn., are six species of wild 

Joser. Not so with the Mallard. geese, Canada, Lesser Snow, Blue, White-fronted, Cackling and 

For more than ten years I have annually Hutchins, also Brant. 

reared from fifty to two hundred Mallards. 

They are not wing clipped or pinioned and have their ranging and roaming their strong homing His early timidity has been overcome and, 

never been housed nor under any restraint what- instinct brings them back to the pond and barn though his strength appears to have been fully 

soever. They are free to come and go as they yard. When the pond is frozen they scold and regained, he has become almost as tame as any
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WAL, ceased except for an occasional vagrant cripple 
ya as Fi : or the blundering caller that left in wild alarm 

* he MG yh a upon sight of mankind. 

i i We i] A “Pe \/ 4 / web The settling of the country, the drainage of 
VT} WHAT ; Ks } ey sal bi the sloughs and lakes, and the increase of hunt- 

ey 3 HEX te ee — eat ‘ ers and improved firearms and ammunition has 

pee a iin. | itt Ni “ driven the old time visitors from their former 
. SA 1 ¥ VU ” . 

| Vad SL Me TTI SS u | ; Hl lomporsals Re haunts. . 
| ; he Dae \WNGAE The Mallards have restored the charm of the aN y . it ast é | ‘ 

yet . ~ ee pond of my boyhood. Happy in their security 
ae al th Rm ob ie my birds call out their welcome to the passing 

RE dae ares flocks and during the spring and autumn mi- 
: ss grant Mallards, Bluebills, Teal, Redheads and 

poe other varieties of waterfowl pause in their 

: flights to rest and feed on waters within gun 
: shot of my kitchen door and on their trips they 

: pass the word to others of their kind for each 

year these welcome harbingers of spring and 

messengers of winter stop and 

bird in the flock and bids fair to fj ae, call in ever increasing numbers 
be a permanent settler in the com- Cee y | bringing good cheer to their host 

munity of his own kind that has a, a ZN | who recalls the old days of Min- 
forsaken the perils of travel for ine we p : nesota’s wild life abundance. 

the safety and comfort of man’s ay fi BS by This abundance is gone forever 

protection and care. 2 ae m (i j ¥ but a remnant of this wealth may 

Mallard ducks grown under ra ay fn \ be retained by moderation in kill- 

conditions such as I have de- te R24 ~ ¢ es bv ing and by providing extensive 

scribed are profitable. Though | VF a Pay . “a | and widely distributed refuges. 

smaller than the domestic duck, A il a f o ig I hope the time may speedily 
they dress a better carcass by i a . fe _ come when along the lines of 
reason of larger breasts due to | 46 ae i a, or e flight in Minnesota and the en- 

their daily flights. They require ae SF ig setuid ole = i — tire Mississippi Valley there may 

less feeding than their domestic | =~ - : ie See be established sanctuaries and 
cousins and never need to be ee r ‘ = : “a eee refuges in sufficient number to 

housed. * ae Z - Pe “ casi provide food and shelter for all 

To beginners who hand-rear ee" : 2 7 222 | the hosts of waterfowl whose 
ducks, two things must be —— — —" presence adds so much to the 

avoided. Coarse feed must not be Snow and low temperature have no terrors for wild mallards if they >eauty and charm of our Great 
fed to ducklings nor should they have plenty of food. These birds were free to go south for the winter Out-Doors. 
be watered in open vessels. but were satisfied with a Minnesota farm yard. 

Coarse feed to ducklings during 

the first two or three weeks after hatching is a post mortem disclosed five ducklings in the NEW STATE COMMISSIONERS 

apt to kill them and cold water that they can stomach of the turtle. Sportsmen should shoot Among recent changes in state commissioner- 

get into will kill ninety per cent. of them. Chick on sight every mud turtle for I am satisfied ships are the following: 
feed or bulk oatmeal I have found best for the from my own experience and observation that = oe me : 

newly hatched birds. Water should be provided _ this reptile is the most destructive of any of the George W. McCullough succeeds J. F. Gould 
in vessels from which they can get plenty of enemies of wild waterfowl. in Minnesota; Gus H. Radebaugh has been ap- 

clean, fresh water but which they cannot get So nich for the practical side. My Mallards, pointed in Illinois to take the place of W. J. 
into, for cold well water baths are deadly to 

little ducks. ; ; . SB iy mn ¥ \ ; f oo Ye 
The best hatching results are obtained by r iP .\ WV f i 4 ab f i : 

letting the ducks keep their eggs. If hens are eS \ } hi P| ‘ vT) f om 

used the settings should be on the ground as : uw EN ' H) As Vy | 

duck eggs require more moisture than those of . EA, SS fy ‘ P f 

a chicken. When eggs are set under a hen in uN 4 A < \ 7 Py a 1 
nests off the ground the shells become so tough = NY i \ sme ed Lg 
that hatching is difficult and most of the birds ar aN ® % Puna m4 ox: 

are likely to die in the shell. Tak iy ee Pe 

‘Ducklings, too, that run with a hen do not > SS ene PRE eae 5 2k 

thrive as well with access to ponds as do duck- Tae LS : 3 Be eH rte; - . 
lings that run with their natural mothers. The i. peat i en aK p28 fle ksi e F 

mother duck in hovering her young provides an ae WE i Oo es un Roe a” 

oil for the coats of her young that is not pro- * € tag . $3) = yee es LCR Vite 

vided by the hen foster mother. Ducklings run- 3 g oe Av ARs ee eee eR 2 

ning with a hen foster mother should be kept ae ee, ae Late ee a SS ee eae . 
irom open water until they grow their hard te | REO Se ae eee = =< t 

feathers. One more word of caution. The dead- == a - 
liest foe to young waterfowl is the common “Jim”, the wild goose that turned out to be a mother, on her nest. 

turtle. I have suffered the loss of nearly fifty 

ducklings within a week by the activities of profitable as they may be from a poultyman’s Stratton, resigned to run for Secretary of 

one good sized rough backed turtle that sneaked standpoint, are valuable to me in a broader State; John L. Trumbo succeeds Geo. C. Wag- 

into the pond, lurked in its depths and took his sense. goner in Kentucky; and J. Arthur Mecham 

daily toll from the fleets of fluffy little birds As a child I used to see the pond filled with takes D. H. Madsen’s place in Utah. Mr. Mad- 

that cruised the waters of the pond. A patrol the migrant visitors. As the years passed they sen has recently been named Superintendent of 
with a shot gun finally ended the slaughter and came in ever diminishing numbers and finally the Bear River Refuge.
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Extract from BRITISH ECOLOGY, Class II. Birds, Div, II, Waterfowl (1776)pp. 22, 

"It (common heron) was formerly in this country a bird of game, heron-hawking 
being so favourite a diversion of our ancesters, that laws were enacted for the 
preservation of the species, and the person who destroyed their eggs was liable to 
a penalty of twenty shillings, for each offence. Wot to lmow the Hawk from the 
Heron~shaw was an old proverb, taken originally from this diversion; but in course 
of time served to express great ignorance of any science, ‘This bird was formerly 
mach esteemed as a food; made a favourite dish at great tables, and was valued at 
the same rate as a Pheasant. It is said to be very long lived; by Mr. Keysler's 
account it may exceed sixty years*: and by a recent instance of one that was taken 
in Holland by a hawk belonging to the stadtholder, its longevity is again confirmed, 
the bird having a silver plate fastened to one leg, with an inscription, importing 

it had been before struck by the elector of Cologne's hawks in 1735. 

* Keysler's Travels, I. 70.
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BATTLE OF THE WILD TERMED A DRAW Bdlnw &* 

From Hast Lake near Chariton comes this most interesting story of a 
battle to death between a bittern and a clam. Deputy Warden H. A. 

§ Holmgren in reporting the incident explains that the bittern was wading 
fo wy in the lake in search of food. It pecked at a live clam which closed 
4s its powerful shells together on the lower part of the bird's bill. The 

” bird managed to drag the clam up on the shore but was unable to fly or 
walk with the heavy clam fastened securely to its bill. When found, the 
clam was dead from exposure to the air and the bird's broken bill held 
fast by the clam brought slow death to the bird. P 

KNOW THE LAW 
It is unlawful to use dogs for the pursuit of fur bearing animals 

within the thirty days prior to the season when fur bearing animals may 
be legally taken.



Waterfowl folder .-~ 
Waterfowl Box 

Cross Reference 

See More Game Birds in America maps, "A Permanent Solution of the Waterfowl 

Season Problem, by dividing the U. 8. into Three Zones, based on Climatic 

Conditions as Observed and Reported by the U. S. Weather Bureau over the past 

46 years." (Filed in front of atlas.)
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HOW FAR DO BIRDS GO 
WHEN THEY FLY SOUTH? 

The marking of migratory wberatiel: as practiced by the collaborators 

of the Biological Survey, United States Department of Agriculture, has given 

evidence that it will be a most interesting and important investigation. 

Although the work has been in progress for only two years, notable results 

have already been secured. 

The ducks and other birds, whose movements are being studied by this 

method, are caught, mainly by the use of special traps, light aluminum bands 

placed on one leg, and then released. Every band bears a serial number and 

the legend "Biol. Sury., Wash., D.C." In the Washington office of the 

Biological Survey, these banded birds are card indexed so that when a 

hunter secures a duck bearing one of these bands and reports the data 

Connected with its capture, by referring to the card file, the route covered 

by the bird in question can be easily ascertained. When such records are 

received, the hunter is advised where the bird was banded, while the 

person who attached the band is informed where it was secured. 

During the fall shootingpsasons for the last few years, a large 

number of mallards and black ducks, with a few blue=winged teal and other 

species, have been banded at a small lake about 20 miles north of Toronto, 

Ontario, and many interesting returns have been received. 

Long Range Record. 

The best ‘long range’ record for these Canadian ducks is that of 

a blue-winged teal, banded September 24, 1920, and killed two months and 

seven days later, in the Caroni Swamp, near Port of Spain, on the island 

of Trinidad, just off the coast of Venezuela. The shortest flight that this 

bird could have made would be over 3,000 miles. It is a well-know fact that 

blue-winged teals and certain other ducks that breed in North America spend 

the winter season in South America, but it was rather a surprise to learn 

that those individuals that had bred in Canada would make the long flight 

to South America, because the species also winters in small numbers in the 

Gulf region and it is to that area that the more northern birds might be 

expected to go. :
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The return records of ducks of other species, banded near Toronto, 

have afforded valuable data relative to their migration. The lake where 

the banding was done, Lake Scugog, is surrounded by marshes and thus offers 

excellent opportunities for the ducks to feed and rest before starting the 

long flight to the south. The trapping and banding was carried on continuous= 

ly through the autumn, so that by the time the big southward movement began 

several hundred birds had been marked. At this time the season was open from 

the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico and the migrating birds had to run a 

veritable gauntlet of sportsmen. A large number of ‘return records' were 

therefore received. 

Mallards and Black Ducks. 

In tracing the route of these birds it seemed apparent that the 

mallards and black ducks traveled together and their course from Lake Scugog 

was southwestward along the shores of Lake Erie by way of the St. Clair flats. 

Here the route divided, the majority continuing toward the southwest, cross= 

country to the Ohio River, hence to the Mississippi Valley where many of then 

spent the winter. The second group, that parted from their fellows in the 

vicinity of Lake Brie, took a southeasterly route, crossing the Alle ghenies 

and reaching the Atlantic coast by way of Chesapeake and Delaware Bays. It 

is interesting to note that although both of these ducks are present and the 

black duck is plentiful along the coast of New England, none of the ean 

marked at Lake Scugog were taken in that region. The question that naturally 

arises is: Where do those ducks come from? So far we only know that some 

breed in that area, but we do not know jawt where the migrating birds come 

from that use that route. Bird banding will probably supply the answer when 

it has been applied more intensively at a larger number of stations. 

// 193-23
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MIGRATION RECORDS FROM WILD DUCKS AND OTHER BIRDS BANDED 
IN THE SALT LAKE VALLEY, UTAH. 

By ALEXANDER WETMORE, Assistant Biologist, Division of Biological 
Investigations, Bureau of Biological Survey. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The Bear River marshes at the north end of Great Salt Lake, Utah 
(Pl. I, Fig. 1), a region highly attractive to wild ducks and other 
waterfowl, are known as one of the great centers where such birds 
gather in the West, so that information regarding the migratory 
movements of the large numbers of birds that visit this region is of 
interest and importance. In the period from 1914 to 1916, the writer, 
while engaged in the study of an alkali poisoning prevalent among 
waterfowl in the Salt Lake marshes, had opportunity to band and 
release a considerable number of ducks and other birds (PI. I, Fig. 
2), a fair proportion of which were killed subsequently in other 
regions. 
‘Reports already published? have dealt with the so-called duck 
sickness, and have detailed methods by which a considerable number 
of the birds affected were cured. Before such individuals were set 
at liberty each was marked with a numbered band, and record made 

eg eg eg a eo een abet oli tt) dT 
> Reports made on the author's investigations of the duck sickness in Utah are con- 

tained in bulletins of the United States Department of Agriculture as follows: No. 217, 
Mortality among Waterfowl around Great Salt Lake, Utah (Preliminary Report), 10 p., 
3 pls., 1915; and No. 672, The Duck Sickness in Utah, 25 p., 4 pls., 1918. Other reports 
based in part on investigations then made are contained in Bulletin No, 798, Lead 
Poisoning in Waterfowl 12 p., 2 pls. 1919; and No. 986, Wild Ducks and Duck’ Foods 

. of the Bear River Marshes, Utah, 20 p., 4 pls. 1921. 
Norr.—This bulletin is a report on a study of the migratory moyements of waterfowl 

and other birds, based on banding operations carried on in Utah from 1914 to 1916. It 
is for the information of sportsmen, ornithologists, and others interested in bird migra- 
tion and the protection of game birds, 

27252°—23 
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of the number, the species of bird, and the date of release. In addi- 
tion to wild ducks, numbers of young of other marsh birds were 
marked in a similar manner before ed were able to fly. The re- 
lease of these banded birds was given publicity, and reports on bands 
recovered have been received from widely scattered sections in the 
United States and even from Canada and Mexico, An account of 
these records is presented in detail in this bulletin. 

Bands were placed on 1,241 individuals of 23 species of birds 
of large or medium size belonging to various families, the majority 
on wild ducks of 9 species. The bands used were of two kinds, 

both made of alumi- 
: Fy aT ee num and manufactured 

ee % g. \J originally for use in 
/ ‘ nd marking poultry. In 

ey ey oa A\4 each style a serial num- 
Noes ber was stamped on one 
oy 4 side. The reverse of 

foal h 4} one was marked, “ No- 
[ re, on p| tify U.S. Dept. Agt., 

a A ; ees X] Wash. D. C.,” and of 
omay the other, “Notify Bio- 

1 > . : 
] Cl Tee \ | logical Survey, Wash: 

: i ae Vee ington, D. C2 
i | In the case of birds 
j i. R that had been at liberty 

se i ¢ SA “4 for more than a year 
re, the bands returned 

S TX 3 were badly worn, and 
: those received after 

two years’ wear had be- 
: come thin and friable. 

i One band more than 
four years old was re- 
covered, but it is prob- 

Nia able that on most birds 
® eo that red beyond a 

period of three years 
pe the bands had become 

seam worn until they were 
Fic. 1.—Map of the western United States showing broken and lost. To be 

the Sait Lake Valley, Utah in tee years i914 used successfully, there- 
and release is inarked by @ eros (ppsition indicates £0Le, bands for water 
by an arrow). Localities where banded birds were birds should be twice 

Got in some eases representing several sewing, © as thick as those ordi- 
narily used for poultry. 

The thicker bands are now being employed by the Biological Survey 
in its extensive bird-banding operations. 

All birds banded as a basis for the present study were released 
near the Duckville Gun Club, at the mouth of Bear River, Utah, 
save for a few that in 1916 were given to the State fish and game 
commission for exhibition at the annual State fair in Salt Lake 
City; these were subsequently released near Geneva, Utah, on 
the shore of Utah Lake. Of ths 1,241 birds that were banded, 182 
returns have been received, or somewhat more than 14 per cent.
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Of the whole number banded, 994 were ducks, of which 174 were 
recovered. The number of returns from birds of this group, a 
little more than 17 per cent, indicates the results that may be 
obtained from work in banding birds of this family. 

In considering these records it is to be borne in mind that 
many of the birds banded at the mouth of Bear River, Utah, were 
individuals that had not bred there. Drake pintails and a few 
mallards begin to come in to that ne after the first week in 
June and continue to gather, perhaps from points far distant, from 
then until late in fall. Migration out to othee points begins about 
the first week in September, and there is a constant shifting of the 
waterfowl population during the fall as birds arrive from the 
north or leave for other points. The Bear River bays begin to 
freeze about Thanksgiving time, and in normal years by Decem- 
ber 1 ducks are forced out of this region, although an occasional 
open winter may permit their sojourn until in January or later. A 
few remain to winter in Utah in sloughs or channels kept open by 
spring water, but the majority perform extended flights to other 
regions. Some of the wintering mallards pass a short distance 

“northward into the Snake River drainage in Idaho. 
Returns from all the records cover a vast area (see Fig. 1) extend- 

ing from western Missouri and Kansas west to California, and from 
southern Mexico (Guerrero) to Saskatchewan, Canada. A study of 
the results indicates one general line of flight to the west from the 
Salt Lake Valley to California, a route followed by green-winged 
teals and shovelers and part of the mallards and pintails. Another 
line of flight, taken by a group of birds that includes cinnamon teals, 
redheads, pintails, and mallards, crosses to the Great Plains region 
and thence south into Texas. Indications are that some of the birds 
last mentioned fly north and east to cross the divide separating Snake 

. River from the headwaters of the Missouri and follow down east of 
the foothills of the Rocky Mountains; that all pursue such a route 
is doubtful, since there is nothing to prevent a direct flight to the 
east or southeast across any of the mountain passes. There is also 
a third general migration southward over the Rocky Mountain Pla- 
teau, probably by a comparatively small number of birds, that carries 
the snowy herons and some of the ducks through the scattered lakes 
and ponds found in central and southern Utah, New Mexico, and 
Arizona. 

MIGRATION AND OCCURRENCE RECORDS. 

/ Following is a list of species from which there have been no re- 
turns, with figures to indicate the number of individuals banded and 
set at liberty: oak 

BYY OS CGSe ges CE aes eres eee ee 
Pied billearatepe s) 0 Ee Ee See eee eee enna, 1G 
Maliforniaienll= S25 = 920 eS ee ee es ee 
Ring piled gulls ld 
Baldpate,.or Ameriean widgeon_._____-________-____-______. 14 

SEU TCEE VotCL CLR see ee ere ee ee eg 
American Bittern 80 9 2ebs iia eee deed 

2) Blackkerowned: night heront} 23 2iie ose fee 
SAN OCCT ee ere eae ee ee ee ee 
‘Black necked ‘stilt. =e. ee ee Te 
IPA DIOU: SOC Wie toe eee ee ee ee ee eae
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Species from which returns have been received are as follows, the 
numbers in the first column following each indicating the number of 
individuals banded, and in the second the number recovered and 
reported upon: 

Banded. Returned. 
Double-crested cormorant_.—..-_-._-.-.. 2 _--=_ ae aL 

A MEE ind 2 bees eo PEAR eS eee ND 22 
Gadel eee Se eee ee Ee ay 4 
Green-winged teal: ic .2.2-22- 22-2 ee) 888 49 
Glnnamon’ teal se oe AD 5 
Shoveler, (or spoonbill eee ee 48 9 
Sa ae Sf PA NAVE Seg Dect 5) 34 

Medhendit=: S60 toy tt Sd | are ee 2s A238 51 
White-faced: glossy ibis...52<2_ 245-6 te) 04 i 
Great blue Réroy!.4 fh is ae od 4 
STONY. LCE OT acta a eae ee 4 

BA MOET CHT GOOG a tne tee ce eee aL al 

MALLARD. 

In comparison with some of the other species of ducks, the number 
of mallards handled was comparatively small, as only 72 were banded 
and released during the three seasons in which this work was carried - 

| on. Of these, 22—a little more than 30 per cent—were killed and 
' reported subsequently (see Table 1). Seven were secured near the 
' mouth of Bear River within a few miles of their place of release, 6 

of them, and possibly 7, during the fall in which they had been 
marked. The other 15 individuals divide into two main groups, one 
of birds that remained until late fall or winter in the same general re- 
gion as the mouth of Bear River, and the other of birds that made 
extended migrations to other regions. — * 

In October two mallards marked during the preceding month were 
taken on Bear River near Tremonton, not far in an air line from the 
mouth of the stream. During November these ducks may wander 
more extensively, as, though several were taken during this month 
near the mouth of Bear River and one a short distance from Tremon- 
ton, others were reported in the sloughs near Great Salt Lake, west 
of Salt Lake City, and on Utah Lake, near Provo. In addition to 
these, late in November one was secured near Logan, Utah, and an- 
other on Snake River, in Fremont County, Idaho. Records for De- 
cember are more widely scattered. One bird was killed on Bear 
River, near Collinston, oe 13, and another on the Logan River, 
in Cache Valley, December 28. In the same month a drake was shot 
far to the south, on the Sevier River, north of Delta, Utah. During 
January one was taken near Pebble, Bannock County, Idaho, on the 
14th, and another near Stone, in the same State, on the 19th. The 
latter bird was free from June 17, 1915, to January 19, 1917. 

From this account it would seem that a number of mallards remain 
in ponds and channels kept open by the inflow of spring water after 
more extensive bodies of water are closed by ice. Such birds pass 
north in suitable localities as far as the Snake River in Idaho, 

Return records from other States are notable more for their wide 
: scattering than for anything else. One banded bird secured near 

Bishop, in Owens Valley, Calif. (in the Great Basin), on October 
16, does not necessarily indicate an early migration from the Salt 
Lake Valley, for it had been at liberty for two years, so that there 
is no certainty that it had come from Utah the year it was killed.
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A second bird was taken about March 1 in southeastern New Mexico, 
and a third on December 28, west of Houston, Tex. Part of the 
mallards from Salt Lake Valley, therefore, go west into California 
and nett into the drainage basins leading into the western part of 
the Gulf of Mexico. , 

TABLE 1.—Record of returns for banded mallards. 

Place recovered. 
Date released.! ALG TOCOV GIO == aad 

State. Locality. 

Sept. 16, 1914.......] Fall, 19142........] Utah............../ Mouth of Bear River. 
Banteay, 10140) 009s eidp eat ok tenlee tides somerset.) DB, 
Sept. 17, 1016.........) NOV, 98, 1906. ..s.0]-00-1-O.0 000-2.) Do. 
Bent. 98; 1916 5.50.1) MOV: 12, AWkOe scree a EDs sence ee Do. 

DG re we cnantasen|ooes tO seem acacngst|-seucAOrensccsnssed Do. 
O05 28, 1018. cosas] NOV. 36, TOG. et OD on esecen Do. 
Sept. 16, 1914.......] Dec. 28, 1914......|.....do............| On Logan River, Cache Valley, near Logan. 
Sept. 23, 1914.......] Oct. 9, 1914........]2..2.do...2........] 2 miles east of Tremonton. 
Sept. 25, 1914.......| Nov. 29, 1914......|.....do............| At Utah Lake, 3 miles southwest of Provo. 
Sept: 5, 1915.......1] Nov. 7, 1915...2...|.21.1do. 122 212221.] 2 miles south of Thatcher. 
Sept. 14, 1915.......| Nov. 26, 1915......].....do............] 5 miles southwest of Logan. 
‘Aug. 27, 1916....2.-| Dec. 31, 1916.222.2]02221d0.211122.122.] On Sevier River, 7 miles north of Delta. 
Sept. 7, 1916.--.....| Oct. 9, 1916........|.2..1do.7...11122.] 3:miles southwest of Tremonton. 
Sept. 28, 1916.......| Dec. 13, 1916......|.....do............| On Bear River, near Collinston. ‘ 

Sept: 29, 19161112211] Nov. 16, 1916..2.22]22221do.222122122.] West Lakes near Salt Lake City. 
Sept. 23, 19142222212] Jan. 14, 1915..2221.) Gdaho...122111121] Pebble, Bannock County. 

Sept. 24, 19141122211] Nov. 18, 1914.22.22] ...4d02021222.121.| On Snake River, Fremont County. 
Tune 17, 1915........| Jan. 19,'1917...2...|2.2.do............| Near Stone. 

Sept. 24, 1914..22...] Oct. 16, 1916...-...| California: ::11221] 9 miles south of Bishop. 
Sept. 25, 1914.......| Mar. 1, 19154......] New Mexico......| Newman Ranch, near Newman, 35 miles 

northeast of El Paso, Tex. 
Sept. 23, 1914.......] Dec. 28, 1915......] Texas.............| 25 miles west of Houston. 

1 All banded and released at the mouth of Bear River, Utah. 
2 his bird and the one following were Killed some timie after November 1, of the year in which marked. 
2 The band of one other mallard killed here late in the fall of 1915 was lost, so that information as to date 

of banding is not available. 
4 Approximate date. 

GADWALL. 

Only 17 gadwalls were banded during the course of this work, 
but of these, returns came from 4 individuals (see Table 2). As all 
were killed in the immediate vicinity of the mouth of Bear River 
during the year in which they were released (except possibly in 
one instance), they offer nothing in regard to possible lines of migra- 
tion of the species. Only one of the records is worthy of comment— 
an individual that was given its freedom August 27, 1916, and was 
killed below Willard, Utah, about October 12, 1916. Others lived 
at liberty only a comparatively short time. 

Taste 2.—Record of returns for banded gadwalls. 

Place recovered. 

Date released.! Date recovered... |_—-—$ $ 

State. Locality. 

Sept. 11, 1915.......] Oct. 1, 1915,.......] Utah..............] Mouth of Bear River.? 
Doe ee OC PRS Nar 00 crccs. |, DOs 

Aug. 27, 1916....-..| Oct. 12, 19163.....].....do............| Below Willard. 

1 All banded and released at the mouth of Bear River, Utah. 
2 The band taken from one gadwall killed in the fall of £915 waslost before the number was recorded. ‘This 

bird may have been released during 1915 or may have been one of three marked the previous year. 
3 Approximate date.
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GREEN-WINGED TEAL. 

Px, II, Fre. 1. 

Of the total number of birds banded, 336, or slightly more than 

; one-fourth, were green-winged teals, and 49 of these have been re- 
r fe G 4 

ported by hunters (see Table 8). Among 23 of these birds killed 

Taste 3.—Record of returns for banded green-winged teals. 

Se 
Place recovered. 

Date released.! Date recovered.._. 
eee 

State. Locality. 

f(a nnn nee ESE 

Sept. 16, 1914.......| Oct. 7, 19142......] Utah............-.] Mouth of Bear River. 
Sept. 23, 1914. ...... Nov. of W0ldssse-5| essed pssctcceseaces Do. 

Do...---c.cs2e-] Nov. 26, 1914......)...--d0....-..-----+ Do. 

Sept.24, 19142211221] Oct.10/ 191482 2.2-)-..--do..-.-..--2---] Bo. 
Gos oie sans eee? = vonneeace|axescQ0nersecessagne Do. 

Sept. 28, 1915. .2.22-| Get. 20, 1916..22.2-|--.-do....------+--] Dow 
Sept. 28, 1915......-| Oct. 1-8, 1915......]--.--do..-..--.----] Dow 
Sept. 2, 1916... --.-.| Oct. 1, 1916...2..2.)-.--.do..--...--1-+-] Bow 
Sept. 7, 1916......-0| Nov. i, 19162....0.]-2.-.do.......--.--.| Do. 
Sept, 11, 1916. .-.+22| Nov. 17, 1916.22.0.|-----do....+-+--40-- Do. 

, Ol ecco os) 6b, 20; 1916-20 2cc]--7--O0---22..--nen-| | DO. 
DO es Ocho, MiGs eg pales <d0-<-o22-nnaces|) FDO 

Sept. 17,1916. -...--] Oct: 20, 19172. --2.).-.--do....------+.-| Bow 
Sept, 20; 1916.......| Oct. 2, 1916.......-|--..-do.....-..--+--] Dow 

DO ccsece ccc, | Ott: 2h, 1916..0005.]---4-0....022.22 ef 7 DO. 
Sept. 25, 1916. ......| Oct. 20, 1916.-...2.)--.--do..----.--+---] Bow 
Sept, 20, 1916.......| Oct. 9, 1916.-..7.0.]--..-do.....--..+---| Bo. 

Hyp ue 20s | OgteRNOlG ee ekedorceeceresses| DO, 
Sept. 30,1916. ....-.] Oct. 10, 1916..7.--1]--..-do.....-..--++.] Bo. 
Oct. 3, 1916.........| Nov. 16, 1916..2...]-...-do........-..-,] Do. 

Oct. 15, 1916......-.| Oct. 20,1916..-....[2..2.do......-..2---] Do. 
Oct, 23, 1916......-.| Nov. 26, 1916 3..222).....d0...-..---22++ Do. 
Oct. 247 1916. .......] Oct-31, 1916...2.22[-..--do.....2..-e--+] Do. 

Sept. 16 Ald gianees Dec. 21, 1914.......]...--d0......----+++ New Moon Gun Club, near Salt Lake City. 

Sept: 287 1918.......| Deo. 21) 1915..2..-.).-+.-d0....-..-----.| Near mouth of Jordan River: 
Sept, 11, 1916.....-.| Oct. 20, 1916,....71]-2.-.do............-| Sloughs west of Salt Lake City. 

Sept, 20; 1016. ...-..| Nov. 17, 1916....01]-2.2.do...-.....-,-.] Junction of Mill Creek and Jordan River, 
near Salt Lake City. 

Oct, 10, 1916#......-| Oct. 12, 1916.......|.-.--d0..........--.] Utah Lake, near Geneva. 
Sept, 30, 1916.......| Nov. 1, 1916.......|-.:..do.............] North channel at mouth of Weber River. 

Oak 93, 1916.......1| Nov. 18, 1916......|-..,.do.........1...] Mouth of Weber River. 
Sept. 20, 1916.......| Jan. 28, 1917.......| California... ......- Yolo County, 5 miles from Sacramento 

Sept. 23) 1914222211] Jam. 17, 1915..0.2..].-.--do.........--..| Big Lake, 2 Imile from Clarksburg, Yolo 
‘ounty. 

Sept. 2, 1916....-.-- Jan. 27, 1917.......|-----d0..--.-----+++ Near Rutherford. 

Sept. 16, 1914.......] Oct. 16, 1916....... dass OOspeqey=-=ps>5! are Gun Club grounds, at junction of 
Cordelia and Suisun Sleughs. 

Deis ee! Jan. 17, 1915.......|-.---G0--.-2-2- 2200+ Near Gustin, Merced County. 

Sept. 30, 1916......- Jan, 28, 1917.....-)--+--GO-------- ee eee ‘Near Ingomar, Merced County. 

Do.....2-cces | Jan. 27, 1918.......|-----d0..-02.- 2-0 2e+ Near Los Bafios. 

Sept. 29, 1916. ......| Deo. 10, 1916. .-2-]-712-do.....,...-.-.] 7 mailes southeast of Los Bafos. 

Sept, 11,1916. ......| Dec. 16, 1916......:]-..-.do......-...,..] 8 miles southeast of Los Baiios. 

Sept, 147 1915. .....| Jan. 10, 1917 2......].2..-d0......-+.+++-| Near Los Baos. 
Orns! 1016... ....,| Dec- 2, 1916........|--+--40.,.-..-------| Near Brito, Mereed County. 

Sept. 30, 1916. .2.12.| Jam. 28, 1917-..2.22]20..2do.-- ees eeeee] DO 
Ot, 28,1916. ...2..,| Dec. 10, 1916.......[-2.--d0.............| Mouth of Pajaro River near Watsonville, 

Santa Cruz County. 
Sept. 7, 1916......--| Dec. 27, 1916......|...--do............-] Near Marieopa, Kern County. 
Sept, 16, 1914......-| Dec: 12, 1915.......]-.-..d0.....--+4---+ Near Porterville. 
Sept, 28; 1015.......| Jan. 16, 1916.......|.....do.............] 12:miles northwest of Waseo, Kern County 

oe 13, township 25 south, range 23 

east). 

Sept. 23, 1914.......| Jan. 6, 1916.,...--.|--+--d0.----.--.----] Semitropic. 
AERe 207 1916...2222_] Dee. 20, 1916.11.22]. <212do...2.2..2...-| On holdings of Chigg Land & Water Co., 

Orange ‘County, 33 miles below Los 
Angeles. 

Sept. 16, 1914.......| Nov. 17, 1015......|----d0.....-.------| Gun elub of Christopher Land & Water 
Co., between Santa Ana and Sunset 
Beach, Orange County. 

Sept. 28, 1915.......| Dec. 19, 1915.......] Arizona........-..| Near Miami, 
Sept. 30, 1916.......] March, 1917....... Colorado. .........| Near Sanford, Conejos County. 

Se EEA SS ee ee 

1 All banded and released at the mouth of Bear River, Utah, unless otherwise indicated. 
2 Approximate date. 
8 Released near Geneva, Utah, on Utah Lake.
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near their place of release (near the mouth of Bear River), 21 were 
taken during the fall in which they were set free, after periods vary- 
ing from a few days to more than a month. Two, however, sur- 
vived for slightly more than a year, only to be taken in this same 
region. Seven others were reported from Utah, 2 from the mouth 
of the Weber River, and 4 from the marshes along the Jordan River 
or the sloughs west of Salt Lake City. One, set at liberty on Utah 
Lake, was killed in the same vicinity two days later. ‘All 7 were 
taken during the fall in which they were banded. 

It would appear that the majority, or. at least many, of the green- 
winged teals found in fall in the Salt Lake Valley pass in migration 
to California, as 19 of the return records came from that State. 
Several were secured in the southern Sacramento Valley and others 
farther south in the marshes of the San Joaquin River in Merced and 
Fresno Counties. None were found north of Sacramento, but to 
the south records come from as far down as Semitropic and Wasco, 
in Kern County, in the interior; and from Orange County, south of 
Los Angeles, on the coast. A coastal record of interest is that from 
Watsonville, Santa Cruz County, south of San Francisco Bay. 
Several birds were secured in the famous ducking grounds in the 
vicinity of Los Bafios. One of these individuals was taken as early as 
November 17, and all others during the months of December and 
January. 

Elsewhere, one bird was recorded from near Miami, in south- 
central Arizona, in December, and one near Sanford, in southern 
Colorado, in March, Two of the ducks under discussion enjoyed 
their liberty for 24 and 27 months, respectively, before they were 
killed. Others were retaken during the winter following their release. 

To summarize the data presented, it would appear that the 
majority of the green-winged teals leave Utah to winter in Cali- 
fornia, a few are found in Arizona, and a few returning north in 
spring pass through Colorado, at least along the upper courses of 
the Rio Grande. 

CINNAMON TEAL. 

Five return records were received from 45 banded individuals of 
the cinnamon teal, a small number, but one that includes notes of 
considerable interest. One released October 3, 1916, was taken in the 
same vicinity three days later. Another, banded September 2, 1916, 
was more fortunate, as it was not captured until October 1, 1917, 
more than a year later, when it was shot 3 miles north of the Duck- 
ville Gun Club, in the same marshes in which it had been set free: 
its travels during that year may be only conjectured. One banded 
September 1, 1916, was taken November 4, 1916, near the mouth of 
the Weber River, and another, marked September 4, 1916, was secured 
subsequently at the Rudy Duck Club in the marshes at the mouth 
of the Jordan River, on October 8, 1916. The fifth record is that 
of a bird released September 16, 1914, and recovered January 20, 
1915, at Mainer Lake, Brazoria County, Tex., a short distance west of 
Galveston.
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Though the slender evidence available indicates a migration of 
this species from northern Utah to the Gulf coast of Texas, it is 

probable that with further data some birds marked in the same 

region will be recovered in California. Normally, the majority of 

the cinnamon teals leave the ae around Great Salt Lake before 

| the 1st of October, so that only straggling individuals are found 

later, after the opening of the shooting season. ’ 

Taste 4.—Record of returns for banded cinnamon teals, 

2 ON EO CABS OAR ONL BUT NE) Gs 
Place recovered. 

Date released, | Date recovered. _--———. —__$_$_{?TpT ->___+?_TpT 
State. Locality. 
. 

Oct, 3, 1916......--.] Oct. 6, 1016....... Utah..............| Mouth of Bear River. 
Sopt. 1, 1916........] Nov. 4, 1916...7...|...do..-...........] Near mouth of Weber River. 
Sept. 2, 1916........ Oct. 1, 1917........|..-d0.......-.-.---| Bear River marshes, 3 miles north of Duck- 

ville Gun Club. 
Sept. 4, 1916.....-..| Oct. 8, 1916.......-|-..0....----++---| Marshes at mouth of Jordan River. 

Sept, 16, 191d.2222._] Jan! 2, 1915.00.22.) Wexas..22721720011| Mainer Lake, Brazoria County, west of 
| | Galveston. 

Sp fy 

1 All banded and released at the mouth of Bear River, Utah. 

SHOVELER, OR SPOONBILL. 

The percentage of returns on banded shovelers, or spoonbills, was 

slightly higher than in the case of the cinnamon teal, as from a total 

of 48 birds released 9 were subsequently reported (see Table 5). 

Six of these were killed in the Bear River marshes (several in South 

Bay, one on the Salt Creek marshes, and one on the Chesapeake 

Bay) from a few days to several weeks after they had been banded. 

One was captured at the mouth of the Weber River, and another at 

the mouth of the Jordan, near Salt Lake City. The remaining bird 

was taken near Vallejo, Calif., nearly 14 months after it had been 

released. From this slight evidence it appears that some spoonbills 

migrate from Utah to pass the winter in California. 

Taste 5.—Record of returns for banded shovelers. 

to-agfom-sahjlon juilt ote tod itu Nii mike! pomniniy ate 
Place recovered. 

Date released! Wate Hevereds i sae ae i en ea 

State. Locality. 

Sept. 29, 1914....-..| Oct. 17, 1914.......] Utah..............| Mouth of Bear River. 
Sept. 1, 1916. ...2..) Oot: 12, 1016....500).6d0.-.cc6-------| Do. 
Bent, 25, 1916.......| Oct. 7, 1916...0202.[20-d0..2----c2---| DO. 
Sept, 28) 1916.22.22) Oots1) 1916... 2.0..|tcedo. LITT} Do. 

DO... 2200215] Olt. 8)1918..0-20¢-|0-dO-----re--c----| | DO- 
Dor eb. 7 IIe ele dole ses [0 NDB. 
Do. 22222221) Oct! 21, 1916......-|-2-do..............| Mouth of Weber River. 

Sept, 29, 1816..°7°2"] Oot. 20, 18164----|---do-.-2----0..-.-] Mouth of Jordan River. 
Sept. 1, 1916........| Oct: 28, 1917.......| California -+.-...-.| Near Vallejo. 

| 

1 All banded and released at the mouth of Bear River, Utah. 
2 Approximate date.
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+ Many of these recovered in a few days and were released, each bearing a numbered band on 
: one leg. (Photograph taken near mouth of Bear River.)
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Male at right; female at left. Bands were placed on 336 of these birds, and of this number 49 
were subsequently recovered. 
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Male at right; female at left. Reports were received on 34 of the 221 banded pintails released.
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PINTAIL. ’ 

Pr. II, Fie. 2: 

While only 34 bands have been returned from a total of 221 pin- 
tails Feidaeen, the distribution shown is the most remarkable of any 
of the birds included in the present account (see Table 6). Only 
7 banded pintails were killed near the mouth of Bear River, 5 during 
October of the fall in which released, 1 probably secured in Novem- 
ber, and 1 in Au of the following spring. Other records for 
Utah come from Bear River, a few miles above its mouth, the mouth 
of the Weber River, the Jordan River, and the marshes west of 
Salt Lake City, 4 during October and 3 during November of the fall 
of their release. Another killed near the mouth of the Jordan River 
was at liberty from September 29, 1916, until late in November, 1920. 
Many pintails apparently migrate in winter to the interior val- 

leys of California, as shown by 8 returns from the area between the 
marshes above Suisun Bay and the Imperial Valley south of Cali- 
patria. As might be expected, several of these birds were shot in 
the extensive marshes of the San Joaquin River, in Merced and 
Fresno Counties. One bird released August 20 was killed October 
16 near Dos Palos, Merced County, indicating an early migration, 
while 2 others were secured in November. Two were noted in De- 
cember and 3 in January, months when in normal years pintails 
should all be absent from Utah. 

Proper interpretation and presentation of data from States farther 
east is more difficult. The evidence indicates a line of flight to the 
northward to the drainage of the Missouri River, as one of the 
marked birds was secured near Glasgow, Mont., on September 15, | 
11 days after its release. Another fall record from farther south is | 
that of a bird from near Hyannis, in the sandhill region of Ne- — 
braska. A report from near Markham, on the Gulf coast of Texas, 
would seem to indicate a bird in its winter home. In the region 
from the Mississippi River westward to the Great Plains, numbers of 
pintails linger through the winter south of the line of ice and, with 
the coming of open water in the earliest of spring thaws, crowd 
eagerly northward during favorable weather, perhaps to be driven 
southward again in a few days by a sudden freeze that closes the 
streams and ponds. Their numbers are increased late in January 
by birds coming from winter homes farther south. Reports from 
Oklahoma and eastern New Mexico at the end of J. anuary, and from 
the panhandle of Texas near the end of F ebruary, are supposed to 
represent such restless early migrants. 

One of these migrants, a bird captured on the salt plains of the 
Salt Fork of the Arkansas River, in Oklahoma, had a history of 
unusual interest. In September, 1914, a pintail helpless with’ the 
duck sickness was noted on the flats of South Bay, as the writer 
was crossing in a mud boat—a flat-bottomed launch fitted with 
steel-bladed paddle wheels on either side and driven by an automo- 
bile engine, designed to run over smooth clay mud barely covered 
with water. A motion to the steersman was sufficient to change 
the course slightly, so that, dashing past in a spray of mud and 
water, a veritable charging juggernaut, it was possible to lean 
out, seize the duck, and draw it in. A peculiar crescent of white
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_ feathers marked this individual duck from others, so that it was 
easily recognized. On September 23, after a week or two in cap- 
tivity, the bird, now fairly tame, was banded and released. For a 
month it lingered about the duck pens, though the shooting season 
was on, and returned night and morning to be fed until late in 
October, when the laboratory was closed for the season. About 
February 1, 1915, this bird was captured in Oklahoma, and on 
March 6 of the same year was reported still alive and in captivity. 

TABLE 6.—Record of returns for banded pintails. 

erg Ne het eee eter ell cE DR 
| Place recovered. 

Date released.a Date recovered. |-AAaAiaiiaistyi—_ 

| State or Province. Locality. 

Sept. 16, 1814... Oct. 10, 1914......} Utah..............] Mouth of Bear River, Utah. 
Ose erat tele. es okt se [ ete IAD back scwodglt Do. 

Sept. 93, 1914222221) "Late fall, 9142222.)02la0l III] De. 
Aug. 27/1916.....0.| Oct. 12, fo16o..202/022ild0.SIIIIIIN] Do: 
eps, ANG .¢+,55-| Gob. 4, WIG csce ss dlessddOerg ouseccswsl) > pc NOs 
Gee 10, 16. Api 1807 ec ebse cee esgse | 
Oct. 15, 1916.....2.| Oct. 15, 19164. 220ITITao2 III) De. 

Sept. 28 1914227221) Oct! 9, 1914 b..2221)I222ldo.2LIIIIIII| Near Bear River City, Boxelder County. 
MIO) Sve cod cas s5t OORv aR, LOLS. sb Sela ccs MOen ss césceare Third Creek between Hooper and Warren. 
Do.........-.-.] Oct. 19, 1914.......|.....d0............| Mouth of Weber River. 
Dows.sc2..c2221] Now. 14, 1914.02221/2227d02222IIIIIIT] Central Gun Club, west of Salt Lake City. 

Oct. 10, 1916 6222.21] Nov. 15, 1916 8..02.)22222d02222IIIIIT) Black Marsh, near Salt Lake City. 
Dore......00220.] Oct. 24, 1916... 2|.1.11d0...1.....+..| 4miles north’ of Brigham City. 
Do.c............| Nov. 15, 1916......|.....do............| Mouth of Jordan River. 

Sept. 29, 1916222222 Late | November, PoetdAO, onc ckgdel. |) Y DOs 
1920. 

Sept. 16, 1914.......| Apr. 13, 1916......| Saskatchewan.....] Near Expanse. 
Aug. 20, 1916.......| Date uncertain f..|.....do............] Estevan. 
Sept. 4, 1916........| Sept. 15, 1916......| Montana.......... Beer een Or ue n cuca Ge 

lasgow. 
Sept. 16, 1914.......] Nov. 4, 1916.......| Nebraska......... iasniles north of Hyannis. 

Do.............| Date uncertain 7..| Oklahoma... ...._] Near Elmer, Jackson County. 
Sept. 25, 1914.221177] Feb. 1, 1915 6......|.....d0....--....._] Salt Plains of Alfalfa County. 
Sept. 28, 19142221122] Jan. 26, 1915.2.2221) Missouri: 22212111!] 2miles north of Asbury. 
Sept. 25, 1914.......| Jan. 26, 1917.......] Texas.............] Near Markham, Matagorda County. 
Aug. 20, 1916222221.] Feb. 28, 1917.....1].....do...----.. Olton, Lamb County. 
Sept. 4, 1916........| Jan. 29, 1918.......| New Mexico......| Arroyo Pecos, 24 miles south of Las Vegas. 
Aug. 27, 1916.......| December, 1916. ..| Arizona...........| Near Show Low. 

Do.............| Dec. 5, 1917.......| California.........| Near Eden. 
Sept. 17, 19162222122] Nov. 20, 1916..2221].....do.....11211] Near Cordelia, Solano County. 
Oct. 10, 1916 ¢.......] Nov. 13, 1918......].....d0............] Near Alvarado. 

Aug. 26, 1916.°.2.] Oct-16, 3916..21007]-070 do. 12200001] Near Dos Palos. 
O..---.++-----| JAN. 29, 1917.......]....-d0............| Near Brito, Merced County. 

Sept. 16, 1914-22200") Jan. 24, 015-200.07].000¢00 21001] remo County. 
Aug. 27, 19162022221] Jan. 97, 1918.20220]2212do2 2222220701] Buena Vista Lake, near Bakersfield. 
Sept. 28, 1914. ......] Dee. 2-8, 1917... 22 .|72222do...2222.21.| Imperial Valley, south of Calipatria. 

@ All banded and released at the mouth of Bear River, Utah, unless otherwise indicated. 
o Perma date. 
¢ Released near Geneva, on Utah Lake, Utah. 
@ Reported December 5, 1917. 
e Eee March 6, 1915, as killed ‘‘some time ago.” 
f Killed by a hunter within an hour after release. 

The most easterly report of any of the banded ducks was that of 
a pintail shot on January 26 near ely. in western Missouri, pre- 
sumably another migrant in northward flight. Two records for 
southern Saskatchewan, Canada, one in April and the other of 

, uncertain date, mark the northern limit from which birds have been 
reported. 
From these data we learn that after leaving Utah el of the 

pintails go to California to winter in the interior valleys, while 
others cross to the Great Plains and go southward to the Gulf
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coast in Texas, The spring migration carries the latter individuals 
northward through the plains again, eastward as far as western 
Missouri and north at least into southern Canada. Spring records 
in the Missouri Valley drainage ceased after 1915, as in the follow- 
ing year spring shooting in the United States was prohibited by 
Federal law, and no further returns came from ducks killed at this 
season. 

It may be noted that only a small part of the pintails found early 
in the fall in the Salt Lake Valley nest there, as the oe is 
only moderately common as a breeder in that region. igrants | 
from other regions, probably to the northward, arrive early, even 
in June, and continue to gather in suitable areas until fall. ? 

Banding records furnish some idea as to the average length of life 
of a pintail after it reaches maturity. Of birds Panded in Sep- 
tember, 1914, one was taken in April and one in November, 1916, 
one in January, 1917, and one in December, 1917. Of those marked 
from August to October, 1916, one was shot in December, 1917, two 
in January and one in November, 1918, while one was fortunate 
enough to escape until the last of November, 1920, a period of 
slightly more than four years. 

REDHEAD. 

Domestic ties in the redhead family are as loose perhaps as among 
any of the North American ducks. Several females may use one 
nest for their eggs, and when ducklings appear they are self-reliant 
little chaps that as often as not start off on adventurous explorations 
of their own, with no regard for the movements of their mother. The 
parent may forsake her charges when they are less than half grown, 
and it is the rule for them to be left to their own devices at an early 
age. Though like some other children in their lack of respect for 
parental guidance and opinion, young redheads are gregarious and 
seek others of the season’s hatching, so that they ordinarily travel 
in Sareny. These inexperienced birds, as they passed the duck 
pens where birds convalescent from the duck sickness were confined, 
came over in search of company, and clambered out on shore in an 
attempt to join the ducks in the cages. Trapping them when they 
were still unable to fly was an easy matter, so that in 1915 and 1916 
many were captured and 239 were banded and released. Fifty-one » 
of these have been reported by hunters (see Table 7), more than half, 
28 to be exact, being taken in the Bear River marshes, all during the 
fall of their release. 

Most of the birds were marked in August and September. Two of 
the returns came during the month of September, one from a bird 
found dead from the duck sickness, and one from an individual 
drowned accidentally at the duck pens. Twenty-two were killed dur- 
ing October, a number potted by hunters as they passed in boats up 
or down the river, others shot at points on the bays in the delta of the 

2 See U. S. Dept. Agr. Bull. No. 936, pp. 7-8.
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stream or near the river below Corinne. Two were secured on 
November 5 and two on November 12. 
Among 16 other records for Utah, 6 came from the vicinity of Bear 

River above its’ mouth, or its larger tributaries within a radius of 
50 miles. Five of these returns were secured between October 1 and 
17 of the year of their release. A single individual shot November 
22 near Honeyville was reported as thin and poor, and may have been 
diseased or injured in some way. One was killed near the Hot 
Springs, north of Ogden, on November 18, and 1 near the mouth of 
the Weber River, on October 29. From a little farther south 3 were 
reported from Syracuse, near the border of Great Salt Lake, 2 birds 
shot in company on October 14, and 1 on October 20; 2 were shot 
on October 2 in the sloughs west of Salt Lake City and another in 
the same vicinity about the middle of November. In the Narrows of 
the Jordan River, 20 miles south of Salt Lake City, 1 was killed 
December 24, 1915, while another was recorded from the Sevier River, 
near Gunnison, Utah, October 1. 

‘Three marked redheads were secured in eastern Idaho, all in or near 
the drainage of Snake River. Two of these were shot on October 
1 and 15, respectively, and 1 was taken in Bingham County on De- 
cember 8, more than two years after it was released. 

* Scattered records from east of the Rocky Mountains have consid- 
erable value, as they indicate a line of flight to a winter range. One 
bird released September 27, 1916, was killed about November 27, 
near Ordway, in the drainage of the Arkansas River, on the plains 
of eastern Colorado. Another, banded October 23, 1916, was secured 
near O’Donnell, Dawson County, western Texas, on November 22. 
A third, set at liberty August 20, 1916, was killed near Nashville, 
Kingman County, south central Kansas, April 21, 1917, probably 
while in northward migration. The last of these distant records, 
one without apparent connection with the others, is that of an indi- 
vidual released between August 27 and September 27, 1916, and 
killed January 25, 1919, on the Florence Reservoir, near Florence, 
Ariz., in the Gila River Basin. 

The majority of redheads on the Bear River marshes leave in fall 
migration between the Ist and 10th of September, and after that only 
stragglers are found. Indications from returns of banded birds are 
that the line of flight is eastward, probably to a wintering ground on 

“the Gulf coast of Texas, though no returns have actually come from 
that region. It is possible that part of these birds travel northward 
to the drainage area of the Missouri and then swing southward over 
the plains, since two records come from eastern Idaho at the proper 
season to support such belief. Release of young birds late in Sep- 
tember, after the bulk of the species has left, may induce more or 
less aimless wandering among some and account for part of the 
scattered returns. There is a distinct movement southward along 
the eastern shore of Great Salt Lake, however, for a distance of 60 
miles, that may be an indication of a second line of southward flight. 
December records for Utah and Idaho are perhaps from injured 
individuals unable to perform extended flights.
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TABLE 7.—Record of returns for banded redheads. 

Place recovered. 

Date released.! Date lene: | 

State. Locality. 

Aug. 15, 1915.......] Oct. 2, 1915.......] Utah..............] Mouth of Bear River. 
Sept. 3, 1915...211) Oct.1-8 191522 2°01]....do0 SII Do. 
Soph 1G WIS. 25. iidos 0H esis ll edO Ald doce Do. 

Sept. 20, 1915.22.22 Oct. 17, VIB. ITdo III] Dot 
Sept. 25, 1915. -1..1.] Oct, 8,1915..-.2..)....cd0..scscc-ss2| Dow 

DO.s:--ccs ss] Octsin8, 19'5..c.-2155 5. ores! iis. Do. 
MOOS re ocar anno e|scensUDwcjmareencens|eeescQO more scccus Do. 
DO oi cece cuenees sewer Orareresmsvea|ansssA0somasaccsna= Do. 
Bos. :05 tal Oot te lolb isc e.|: eeidpvaces 2es|| Da, 

Sept. 28/1916. 210.51) Oct 1-8, abEBO22LII a0. IT) | por 
D Oe posh tetaqisslae= RON se hard kp ee | cts eEOsssdcsaie SS Do. 
DO: pewaoecdss ss OChODEl, 1915. c2ccloess <0. 265 e.se sce Do. 

Aug. 25; 1016 552i || Oct 17, WIG: I2cS-1CF. cdo 2-8 ico Do. 
Sept. 2,1916.....7.:] Oct. 20, 1916......|.-...d0.-....0..2--| Dou 
Sept. 4, 19162211227] Oct! 10, 1916222 TTI a0l TIIIIIIN] Dot 

DO. a5 2025) -.1--5 | Octoben, 1916. --.<..5.1 .d0-353-220}. Do. 
Sept. 7, 19162211222.] Oct. 2, 1916.20 III] Dot 

Do. O16 Ge... OCS, 1010 2.3) do Psa aay Do. 
Sept. 8, 1916 -.222221] Nov. 12, 1916..2222]22221do.2 2272 Do. 

Dor! 232) 20) Bepel oe 4918.2 oa tay OR BO Do. 
Wol......2-4,<221| Och 2a P016. cu s6l ce MO} opi. best Do. 

’ DO. eget eo | Rept 1916 stores tdop. sce ese Do: 
Sept. 27) 1916002) LhOotes, 116? . fac i laos Saas: Do. 

Doe esceee spe: | Ochs 2p 06. cee clots dO ve sescapeee |, DOs 
Dol te. 21 Gs | Noy, totolete es stdo. cei. fe.) Do! 
Do sireryen-siags (Ont BIh 116s cls dovciaascc| 4 (Do. 

Oetele, 1016 <2-35. | Nov. b, 1980-42 | .d022 ees Do. “ 
Oewr21 age. £2 Fie Lendo ayia ca|solda. se. lis. 222| |aDor 
Aug. 22,1915.......| Oct. 1, 1915.......|.....do............] 4:miles west of Logan. 
Sept. 7, 1916...2222] Nov. 28, 1916...222)11.77do0l1 2 I2L22I01] Near Honeyville. 

Do.............] Oct. 11, 1916... ...|.....do-...........| Salt Creek, near Tremonton. 
Sept. 17, 1916.......] Oct. 7, 19162.....|.....do............| 3. miles east of Tremonton. 
Sept. 4, 1916. 22.222] Oct. 8, 1916....022/211.1d010 2 LLIIITIT] Near Bear River City. 

DO ered ene ORG Mi AUD coon! lott koa rae Do. 
Sept. 17, W916 22.22.) Noy. 18, 1916..2212). 070 ldo.21ILITIIIIL] Near Hot Springs, Boxelder County. 
Sept. 4, 1916. 211222] Oct. 29, 1916..2222.|201.ldo.2222IIIIIE]] Mouth of Weber River. 

Do. ............] Oct. 20, 1916.......].....do............| Near Syracuse, Davis County. 
Sept. 7, 1916 211221] Oct: 14, 19162000201]. la0l0 IIIT] Dow 

DO eeasee sbens|san-sQ0ee ssp hes ses|25s-nd0csiepaceie= an Do. 
‘Ang. 28; 191622 =) 13} Oct: 3,3016..52. 505/25. 100. Se scene Seca 
Kept ds $016. on ccnaf) os 400 pass. 0nicepe des. ocOOss - sdsnpscuel 10. 
Aug. 27, 1916.22.27.) Nov. 14, 1916222222/I022lao0.1 2 IUIIIIT) vicinity of Magna, near Salt Lake City. 
Aug. 22, 1915-2 22111) Dec. 24,1915. 2222.]2221ldo 12 IIIIIIII] Narrows of Jordan River, 20 miles south of 

Salt Lake City. 
Aug. 15, 1915.......] Oct.1,1915........|.....do............| 3:miles west of Gunnison. 
Aug. 27, 1916.......| Oct. 1, 1916........| Idaho.............| Mud Lake, near Hamer. 
Aug. 20, 1916.1 21111] Dee. 8, 1918. 222222] /...do2 2 2TIIIIT!) Panner Field Lake, Bingham County. 
Sept. 4, 1916.-20..2] Oct 18, 196..-200. 000 -do.2120221--] Blackfoot Swamp, 12 miles north of Soda 

rings, 
Sept. 27, 1916.......] Nov. 27, 1916......] Colorado.......... ordway Lakes, near Ordway. 

Aug. 20, 1916... 2... .| Apr. 21, 1917..212.| Kansas............] Near Nashville, Kingman County. 
Oct. 23,'1916....111.] Nov. 22, 1916....._| Pexas.............| Near O’Donnell, Dawson County. 
Fall, 1916 4..........| Jan. 25, 1919.......| Arizona...........| Florence Reservoir, near Florence. 

1 All banded and released at the mouth of Bear River, Utah. 
2 Approximate date. . 8 This bird and the one following were banded and released at the same time and when killed were 

still in company. 
«Released between August 27 and September 27. 

RETURNS FROM OTHER BIRDS. 

Records of five species of other families of birds may be considered 
briefly. 

An immature double-crested cormorant that was banded on nly 
. 8, 1915, was shot near the Jordan River, 12 miles northwest of Salt 

Lake City, on October 10 of the same year. 
Of 11 great blue herons marked in 1916 while in the nest, a return 

came from one bird, an individual banded July 3, 1916, and killed 
November 1, 1916, 4 miles southwest of Billings, Mont. The indi- 
cated northward movement after the breeding season is in accordance
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ae similar habits recorded for little blue herons and egrets in the 
Hast. ; 

An American coot, one of 18 marked on August 20, 1916, was shot 
on December 5 about 75 miles south, near Lehi, Utah. As this species 
is not hunted extensively in the West, nothing was heard from others. 
Though 104 young white-faced glossy ibises were banded in rook- 

eries where they nested in company with snowy herons, return has 
come from but 1 individual. This bird, marked July 8, 1916, and 
found sick on the shores of Tulare Lake, Calif., on October 22, 1922, 
indicates a migration movement from the Salt Lake Valley toward 
the southwest. 

The snowy heron nests in colonies in the lower Bear River marshes, 
and on July 3 and 14, 1916, 83 nestlings were marked with bands. In 
March, 1917, a peon at Mexcaltitan, Territory of Tepic, Mexico, 
brought a bit of aluminum to a Japanese labor contractor, saying 
that he had found it on the leg of a heron that he had killed and 
eaten. The band had been preserved out of curiosity, as the peon 
was unable to read, but chance had brought a return on one of the 
snowy herons that was marked in Utah the previous year. About 
June 1, 1917, another snowy heron killed on the Papagayo Lagoon, 
in Guerrero, Mexico (long. 99° 48’ W., lat. 16° 48’ N.), was re- 
ported through the State Department by the American consul at 

* Acapulco. A third record is of a snowy heron found on the San 
Pedro River, in northwestern Cochise County, Ariz., on April 13, 
1919; and a fourth is furnished by a heron recovered at Escuinapa, 
Sinaloa, Mexico, on January 20, 1923. 

These dates indicate that the breeding snowy herons of the Salt 
Lake Valley winter on the west coast of Mexico. Their route north- 
ward may follow the Colorado River, or birds may scatter in an in- 
land flight that carries them more or less directly northward. In 
Utah it was observed that though part of the snowy herons arrived 
early, others continued to join the breeding colonies until late in 
June, observations that coincide with the late date at which one from 
this region was secured in Guerrero.
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CHESAPEAKE DUCKS KILLED 
BY PHOSPHORUS POISONING 

Dead ducks in considerable numbers at the head of Chesapeake Bay, partice 

ularly near Spesutie Island, Maryland, caused much speculetion during December 

and January as to the cause, end resulted in an investigation by the Bielogieal 

Survey of the United States Department of Agriculture. The theory first ad- 

vanced was that concussions from heavy artillery in the vicinity of the Aberdeen 

I) Proving Grounds were killing the birds, but from the investigetion it is found 

i 

that all the dead ducks examined had eaten phosphorus and diec from poisoning. : 
IN 

The phosphorus was obtained by the ducks while feeding in a wild-celery 

bed of small area, where smoke projectiles or grenades containing that chemical 

had veen dropped during experimental firings from the Aberdeer. Proving Groundse 

The number of ducks reported killed in this way was somewhat exaggerated, as is 

usual in such disasters, but it probably totaled at least 500 birds in the 

recent poisonings and may nave considerably exceeded that number. 

When the results of the investigation were reported to the War Department 

the officials promptly adopted measures to prevent a recurrence of the trouble 

: 3 S44 x s 2 = 4 s : s 

in accordance with the recormendations of the investigator. At the time the 

firings were conducted it was not realized that destruction of wild birds 

might result, but now that the danger is known officials of the Proving Ground 

have arranged to modify their operations so as to cause no further mortality 

among waterfowl. 
So far as possible devices will be employed to frighten the birds from the 

wild-celery beds, where particles of phosphorus may still remain undissipated, 

and officials have agreed to limit the firing of similar projectiles to deeper 

water or land areas. Possibly some further deaths may result from poisoning in 

+he limited area where the projectiles were dropped, but it is hoped that the 

poison will be orgs! dissipated before the birds are permitted to resort thero 

again, undisturbed by the frightening devices. 718-24 
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WILD DUCKS MUST EAT 

The number of migratory wild waterfowl is considerable less today than it 

was 15 or 20 years ago. The area of water and marshes which were their natural 
feeding and breeding ground has also decreased surprisingly. Mr. Will Dilg a 

prominent conservationalist says tens of millions of acres of waters and marshes 
have been drained away. 

In spite of the fact of the decreased number of wild waterfowl, their number 
is greater today than the available food supply. They are actually starving to 
death in some sections of this continent during migration. Dr. Nelson, Chief of 

Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C., varified this statement in his talk 

on conservation, Monday, February 11, 1924 at Washington, D. C. 

Did these wild ducks and geese darken the sky over your local waters or at 

the preserve last fall? If not, there is some reason, undoubtedly the very reason 

is that there is not enough natural food growing there to attract them. 

Wild ducks cannot live upon waters without food and therefore migrate on 
to the places where they find plenty of the kind of food they like. In waters 

where their natural food does not grow now, it can very easily be planted and the 

waters made attractive to the wild waterfowl. 

There are important food plants for these wild waterfowl which will grow 

under almost every water condition that exists. You will find a few of the most 

important and most hardy of these described on the inside of this circular. 

There are undoubtedly several food plants adapted to your water conditions 

and it will be advantageous to have a variety growing in your waters. Different 

kinds of waterfowl are fond of different kinds of food. Different plants produce 

food in various forms at different times throughout the season. Therefore, a 
variety of foods attract a larger number of ducks and holds them for a longer 

interval. Asa result you will have more ducks and receive better hunting through- 

out the entire season. 

Be Sead alt sie we



p ? 4 Aquatic Plants and Percentage of Each Eaten by the Best Known Varieties of Wild Waterfowl a 
f sy 

LE This list compiled from data obtained from bulletins published by the United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of SSA 
y Biological Survey at Washington D. C., combined with knowledge gained by examination of the contents of stomachs of \ 
“YN wild waterfowl, taken from different sections of the United States and Canada. 

: By 
\W WM. 0. COON H. E. KALBUS 

Specialists on Development of Better Feeding Grounds for Wild Waterfowl] 

¢ Wisconsin’s Aquatic Nurseries, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, U. S. A. 

CANVASBACK REDHEAD BLUEBILL CANADA GEESE MALLARD BLACK DUCK TEAL Green-Winged TEAL Blue-Winged BALDPATE known PINTAIL known as 

8% of Food Animal 14% of Food Animal 15% of Food Animal 3% of Food Animal 10% of Food Animal 24% of Food Animal 10% of Food Animal 27% of Food Animal as American Widgeon Sprig 

92% "" ” Vegitation 86%” ” Vegitation 85%" ’ Vegitation 97%" " Vegitation 90%” " Vegitation 76%” " Vegitation 90%” ” Vegitation 73%” ” Vegitation 6% of Food Animal 13% of Food Animal 

38% Wild Celery 30% Wild Celery 31% Wild Celery 29% Grasses 22% Sedges 33% Pondweeds 39% Sedges 22% Sedges ou% Megitationt © 87% Tis! Yegitason 
18% Pondweeds 17% Pondweeds 15% Pondweeds Wild Rice Cyperus Sago Pond Plant Cyperus Cyperus 40% Pondweeds 28% Pondweeds 

Sago Pond Plant Sago Pond Plant Sago Pond Plant Millet Rushes Naias Rushes Rushes Brownleaf Brownleaf 

Naias Naias Naias 24% Sedges Burreed Redhead Grass Burreed Chufa Redhead Grass Redhead Grass 
Redhead Grass Redhead Grass Redhead Grass Cyperus Chufa Brownleaf Chufa Wampee Sago Pond Plant Sago Pond Plant 

Brownleaf Brownleaf Brownleaf Rushes Wampee Eel Grass Wampee 16% Pondweeds Eel Grass Eel Grass 
Eel Grass Eel Grass Eel Grass Burreed 14% Grasses Widgeon Grass 16% Pondweeds Sago Pond Plant Widgeon Grass Widgeon Grass 

Widgeon Grass Widgeon Grass Widgeon Grass Chufa Wild Rice 11% Grasses Sago Pond Plant Naias Naias Naias 

8% Wapato & Delta 9% Wapato & Delta 9% Muskgrass 12% Wapato ” Millet Wild Rice Naias Redhead Grass 15% Grasses 22% Sedges 
Duck Potato Duck Potato 7% Wapato & Delta Some Delta 9% Smartweeds ” Millet Redhead Grass Brownleaf Wild Rice Bulrush 

6% Waterlily 5% Duckweeds Duck Potato 8% Smartweeds Duck Wheat 9% Sedges Brownleaf Eel Grass "Millet Three Square 

Banana” 5% Muskgrass 5% Duckweeds Goose Buckwheat 9% Pondweeds Bulrush Eel Grass Widgeon Grass 8% Muskgrass Rush 

Yellow ” 6% Grasses 4% Coontail 5% Wild Celery Sago Pond Plant Burreed Widgeon Grass 14% Grasses 8% Sedges Chufa 
Wokas Wild Rice 4% Grasses 4% Pondweeds Naias Cyperus 13% Grasses Wild Rice Bulrush Wampee 

American Lotus ” Millet Wild Rice Sago Pond Plant Redhead Grass ex Smartweeds Wild Rice "Millet Three Square 11% Grasses 
6% Muskgrass 6% Sedges "Millet Naias Brownleaf Duck Wheat ” Millet 9% Smartweeds Rush Wild Rice 
5% Grasses Cyperus 4% Sedges Redhead Grass Eel Grass 5% Waterlily 7% Smartweeds Duck Wheat Chufa ” Millet 

Wild Rice Rushes Cyperus Brownies Widgeon Grass Banaria®? Duck wheat 4% Muskgrass Wampee 7% Smartweeds 
” Millet Burreed Rushes Eel Grass 6% Duckweeds Yellow ” 5 Muskurass 2% Waterlily 6% Wild Celery Duck Wheat 

5% Sedges Wampee Burreed Widgeon Grass Duck Meat Wokas ise Duckweeds Banana” 5% Water Milfoil 5% Muskgrass 
Cyperus 4% Waterlily Chufa 2% Coontail 6% Coontail American Lotus 2% Milfoil Yellow ” 3% Elodea 4% Delta & Wapato 
Rushes Banana” Wampee 1% Water Milfoil 5% Wild Celery 2% Coontail 5% Unidentified & Wokas Waterweed Duck Potato 
Wampee Yellow ” 2% Waterlily i Wampee 4% Hackberries 4% Wapato & Delta Miscell. American Lotus 3% Duckweed 3% Waterlily 

1% Coontail Wokas Banana ” in Walerwecd 4% Wapato & Delta Duck Potato 1% Water Milfoil Ducks Meat Banana” 
1% Water Milfoil American Lotus Yellow ” Biedes Duck potatoes 3%, Wild Celery 1% Burreed 2h Smartweed Yellow ” 
1% Duckweeds 1% Water Milfoil Wokas 8% Upland plants & 3% Acorns 1m Muskgrass 4% Unidentified & 1% Waterlily Wokas 
3% Unidentified 1% Coontail American Lotus grains 4% Waterlily 2% Miscellancous Miscell. Banana ” American Lotus 

& Miscell. 2% Unidentified 1% Water Milfoil 2% Miscellaneous Banana” Yellow ” 1% Duckweeds 
& Miscell. 3% Unidentified Yellow ” Wokas 1% Milfoil 

& Miscell. Wokas American Lotus 1% Wild Celery 

American Lotus 3% Miscellaneous 4% Unidentified & 

3% Water Milfoil Miscell. 

1% Muskgrass 

This is the average percentage of foods covering a large territory and wide range of growing conditions, which may vary in different localities where some particular food plants grow more abundantly than others



< 
How to Attract the Wild Ducks and other Waterfowl and Keep Them for an Extended Visit 
Provide plenty of food and the Wild Ducks will come in large numbers and stay as long as the food lasts or the season will allow. 

Once these foods are established in your waters, they will grow there permanently. 

Lure them with Wild Rice Wild Celery 
MALLARDS, PINTAILS, BLACKDUCKS, TEAL, WIDGEON AND CANADA GEESE WILD CELERY BRINGS THE DIVING DUCKS. CANVASBACKS, REDHEADS AND 

fly hundreds and hundreds of miles to the Wild Rice Marshes. During Fall they find the ripened Bluebills darken the sky over the wild celery beds. Wild celery is fully as important as a food 

grains in great abundance, also shelter and hiding places among the tall growth. If there are plant for the diving ducks as wild rice is for the marsh ducks. These divers migrate thousands 
several Wild Rice marshes in the vicinity, great numbers of these waterfowl will be seen passing of miles to find wild celery and feast upon the tender white shoots and buds which are produced 

from one marsh to the other. In the north only the freezing water will drive them out. In the very abundantly. 

south they will stay on these good feeding grounds throughout the entire winter. Wild Celery is also a very important food and cover plant for fish, supporting countless 

A field of Wild Rice once established makes a permanent feeding ground, for wild rice reseeds numbers of animal life which the young fish feed upon, also providing hiding places where they 
itself from year to year. may escape the larger fish which feed upon them. 

Best places for planting wild rice are usually in sioughs, marshy lakes or ponds. In bays or Wild Celery is a hardy submerged plant which will grow in almost any fresh waters from 2 to 

coves on larger lakes, streams or rivers where it will be protected from waves and strong currents. 12 feet in depth and does the best on a mud bottom. It grows well in slow running streams or 

Wild Rice does the best in fresh waters trom 6 inches to 3 feet deep where there is a mud bottom. rivers, also in lakes or ponds which are not land locked. Extreme Spring floods do not affect the 

Fall is the time nature has provided for the planting of wild rice, it will lie dormant until growth of this plant. 

Spring and then produce a growth of food for the coming season. Best results will be obtained | Seed of the wild celery should be planted during early Fall when it is freshly gathered. This 

if planting is made when ducks are not plentiful on your waters, plant now or place your order seed being very perishable and inclined to sour when stored, we cannot guarantee delivery for 

and we will reserve the seed in an imitation ofits natural state until the Fall flight is over and then late orders. Place your order now and we will make shipment direct from the harvest field and 
forward same for immediate planting. There is no question as to the quality of our seed, it is | send you seed which we guarantee to grow. Fifty pounds will plant an acre. 

the best obtainable, large seed of high germination, the wild rice which we guarantee will grow. | 1,000 pounds at $ .58 per pound 100 pounds at $ .60 per pound 

Fifty pounds of seed plants one acre. } 25 My 62 a Small quantities $ .65 per pound 

1,000 pounds at $ .58 per pound 100 pounds at $ .60 per pound | 

25 we 62, ” Small quantities $ .65 per pound Burreed 

A food plant for marsh ducks. The seeds shell off the large prickly burr-like kernels of corn 
Pondweeds Good All Around Duck Food and are eagerly eaten by mallards and other shoal water ducks; it also provides wonderful nesting 

Both Marsh Ducks and Diving Ducks feed upon Pondweeds in Spring and Fall. Pondweeds places for these waterfowl, and makes excellent blinds for the hunter. Burreed grows on damp 

furnish a very large percentage of food for wild ducks. In fact they produce more food. for the lowlands or in shallow waters from 1 inch to 1 foot in depth, on any bottom excepting sand or 

wild ducks than any other family of plants. These plants are more hardy than other aquatic gravel. Ten pounds will plant an acre. Burreed seed $1.00 per pound. 
plants and will grow under almost any water conditions. | 

The most important food plants of the Pondweed family are the Sago Pondweed, Brownleaf | Live Decoys — Mallards 
Pondweed and Redhead Grass; all being submerged plants and perennials. When once established | You can attract the passing flocks of Wild Ducks this Fall by putting out some real live 

in your waters insures a permanent feeding ground. Wild Ducks are very fond of the seed as | mallard decoys. Our stock of live mallard decoys are bred from original wild stock, are small 
well as the small white tubers and tender roots which are produced in abundance. in size and well marked with plenty of ‘quack’. a 

Pondweeds are very highly recommended as food and cover plants for bass, trout and other Many hunters use a few live decoys with their wooden decoys and make the whole bunch 
game fishes. The foliage supports a very large amount of insect life as well as providing excellent look alive. 

cover for the small fry. On club properties we suggest building a pen partly in the water and partly on land, using 

Seed of these plants should be planted now in waters from 2 to 8 feet in depth on almost any a small mesh poultry wire about 4 or 5 feet high and putting in 15 or 25 live decoys. The wild 
bottom, either fresh, stagnant, alkali or brackish waters. We guarantee a satisfactory growth. ducks will come right up to the fence to see what your ducks are feeding on and by placing a 

Forty pounds will plant an acre little bait around the outside of the pen you will be surprised at the hundreds of wild ducks that 

Sago Pondweed Seed________.__- $1.00 per pound come there. Early orders get the select stock. 

Brownleaf Pondweed Seed ______$1.00 a o Prices F. O. B. Oshkosh, delivery during August, $2.25; September, $2.50; October, $2.75; and 
Redhead Grass Seed -_-___------$1.00 November, $3.00 each. 

Wampee — A Southern Duck Coaxer English Calls 

Sometimes called duck corn is an excellent marsh duck food. The seeds shell off the stock English Calls are ducks bred particularly for decoys. Marked very similar to the wild mallard. 
in late Fall and will help hold the Mallards and other marsh ducks after many other foods have They are very tame and about three-fourths the size of a Mallard duck and very easy to handle. 

gone. The English Call is a superior decoy duck with five times the “quack’’ of the ordinary live 

Wampee seeds may be planted this Fall in waters from 1 inch to one foot indepth. It does the decoy. Hunters who want to be sure of their share of the ducks will have no trouble attracting 
best when planted in a climate where the temperature seldom falls below zero. Ten pounds will . the passing flocks with English Call. 
plant an acre. Early orders get the cream of our stock. Prices F. O. B. Oshkosh, delivery during August 

Wampee Seed______$1.00 per pound $3.50; September, $3.75; October, $4.00; November, $4.25 each. 

Spatterdock Guarantee 
Spatterdock or yellow waterlily make a fine duck attraction when planted in addition to We guarantee our seeds and plants to grow and produce satisfactory results. If a complete 

other natural foods. Mallards and Blacks are very fond of the seeds. planting or any portion fails to produce what you consider a satisfactory growth after allowing a 

Spatterdock produces a large strong root stock which is an excellent winter food for muskrats. sufficient time to grow and mature, we will agree to furnish an equal quantity to that which fails 
This plant is also an important cover plant for fish and quite ornamental, producing large oval at one-half the list price. This being enough to cover the cost of labor and material for packing. 
shaped leaves and yellow flowers. The seeds or plants on a replacement order will in reality be free. 

Spatterdock seed may be planted now in waters from 1 to 6 feet in depth on almost any You are the judge as to whether or not your planting has proven a success. If dissatisfied 
bottom soil. Ten quarts of seed will plant an acre. with the results, tell us about it and without a word of complaint we will replace the order at 

Spatterdock seed______$2.50 per quart half-price. 

This is a very liberal guarantee. But failures with good germinating seed and hardy plants such 
as we supply are few and far between. arsh and water plants are very hardy and sure to grow. Muskgrass — A Rapid Growing Duck Food ly are few and far b Marsh and 1 hardy and 

A few bushels of Muskgrass (chara) planted this Fall will produce a few acres of food for the 

ducks next fall. Wild Ducks feed upon the foliage as well as the little tubers which the Musk- Professional Planting Service 

grass produces in abundance. We are always glad to help our customers with planting materials by having the complete develop- 
Both marsh ducks and diving ducks will feed upon this plant. When once planted they will the selection of the proper natural food plants for their _ ment of better feeding and breeding grounds, for either 

grow faster than weeds in your garden. particular purpose and conditions. Write us telling wild waterfowl or fish, carried on by a specialist who 
A A ; 7 aetiee what you wish to accomplish; describe the water con- _ understands what, how and where to plant these food 

This plant is also valuable as a food and coyer plant for the fish and by establishing a growth idifous, wicther a constant low of water tvoudh inlet and cover plants, 

of Muskgrass you are sure to have more fish and larger fish in your waters, and will therefore or outlet. Are waters fresh or alkaline? What is the eo Sane a nee 
increase your enjoyment with the rod and reel. bottom soil, etc.? If possible send map or rough Bn Soe! ORCS OF Dao ane meters Sonu aee 

F ee r . ri : $1,500 to be planted wholly in one state and within 
Plants with seed spores can be planted now in either fresh or alkali waters from 2 to 12 feet in drawing of property. We will be glad to give the best 5.2 thousand miles of Oshkosh by railroad, we will 

depth on almost any bottom. The one requirement for a successful growth of Muskgrass is that possible help through correspondence tree of charge," 7s, Aish the services of a planting specialist to super- 
the waters contain some lime, which can be determined by the appearance of shell bearing If interested in having us come and examine, plan vise the planting, free of charge. Orders amounting 

ce ys i *. ee ye & Soiseang o _ and plant your waters and marshes, advise us of lo- to $3,000 or over to be planted within one State or 
creatures, such as snails, etc., or if there is limestone in the vicinity. Four bushels will plant an cation and approximate size and we will be pleased to —_ Province any place within the boundry of the United 
acre. Muskgrass with seed spores, $5.00 per bushel; $2.00 per peck. give a quotation. One can save time, money and _ States or Canada we offer the above free service. 

All Prices F. 0. B. Oshkosh, Wis. — Complete planting instructions furnished with each order. Plant now and save one year time. — Wisconsin’s Aquatic Nurseries, Oshkosh, Wis.
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How to Conserve Our Supply 

of Wild Ducks 
Sportsmen can continue to shoot wild | 

ducks and geese for many years if they | 
are conservative with the supply. Give 
these migratory waterfowl protection 
from the game hog, and supply them with 
feeding and breeding grounds. Then we 
can all shoot wild ducks and geese as long 
as we live and have plenty for the future 
generations. 

Set aside a small area of your property 
as a refuge and resting place for these 
waterfowl. Plant liberally of their natural 
food and cover plants; so that they may 
have nesting places and plenty of food for 
the young. Keep down the vermin and 
the ducks will do the rest. 

By this you will increase the number of 
wild ducks and geese, not only on your 
waters, but all the surrounding waters. 

It will increase your sport and enjoyment, 
and add to the value of your property as 
a hunting preserve. 
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Extracts from Shooting Records, Wenham Lake, 1897-1925, by John 0, Phillips, 

Pp 5. Spal) enniien “In my own time I have seen great changes in upland 
% @ native (ail vanished in the winter of 19031904, after 

a season of extraordinsry plenty, I note in my journal, for March 6th, 
1904, 'T don't believe any Quail could have pulled through’, Pheasants 
were found dead in the wods and I found patches of old snow on April 2h, 
We have never been able to get Quai) back te reasonable muabers since 

Sareea tee iat tase tx tbny, sare ta 1058, > worect and ret ones in 1897, more in 1698, ‘the spread ani 
inerease of these birds was phenomenal wt I have lived to regret 
the day ani now hold this bird responsible for the too great 
popularity of sport with all the attendant difficulties between land- 
owners ond shooters, We are apt to think of imported birds as 
beneficial to the Grouse in that they take away attention from our 
native species and in a sense this is true, tat we forget that we 
have ten guns today where we had one in pre~Fheasant times and numbers 
ao count, despite the fact that less than 5% of shooters aan kill 
Grouse with any real success." 

secovary of loodcods, “1 have seen sumer Woodeock shooting ruled off 
the slate, wa! thet bird, especially the local breeding stock, 
make some recovery, and have, I think, in the past few yenrs, seen a 
decided inerease of the autumn flight." 

SL EU ee "With Grouse, we did not hunt regularly in 
home coverts until about 1911, although a few birds, often not recoried, 
were shot near home before that. I have seen several periods of 
plenty and several of great scarcity. It would be well to note the 
good times between 1911 and 1915, the great depression whieh began in 
1915 and lasted nearly four years, the good. shooting of 1921, 1922, 
and 1923 and the unexpected slump again in 1924 and 1925," 

p.298, Jotale of Farm Bag, 1697-1925, 
Se paeetsrse torsos oo ta® Bufflehead eevee eeeeeeeeee 88 

Mallard TARE eccceccconvedee o1a Squaw Peete ereneoreee 5 

Semmes tabeses soeeeeseoes as American Scoter ...sseeees = 

Buropean Widgeon,......se0 White-wing Scoter ...s.ee6 , 
WIG. a scccecsescecneces ef Sarf Seoter Power eeeeneeoe 20 

GAEL dsaiorsessrccsenee OF Ruddy Duck csssecessesesee 466 
BW, Teal ORR eee eee ee 25 Anerioan Werganeer,...csss 7 

\ Shoveler SURO HOO eee eneee s Red~breasted Merganser son 
Pintail FORO HORE TOE H HHO Ee Hooded Merganser ebactcaced: me 

WOodeRade cececsccccssvecee us Seaup-unelagsified,.....+. % 

Red~head Seeeeeesoeereeneee Duckermisd,..ccsscevcevece (1899 only) 

Canvasbacic SOCORRO HO ee tt Canada Goose eeoeeceoeeece 378 

Greater Scaup .issesecseree Brant Goose ...cscsecsscece 1 

Lesser Scamp ..secssesseves QT Seoter-unclassified ...... % 
Ring~necked Duck ...see00- 3h Plod=billed Grebe .....6+6 30 
Goldem@y@ .csssscncscseees LIT Horned Grebe ..scesecnsees 5



Totals of Tara Bag, 1897+1925 (con't) 

Holboel s Grebe Seeebcncedaabens baat 

Grebes (mise,) Beesneesecaseedenene 

Common TOON sissesecessvecerevese 4 

Red-throated Loon metebeoratoees & 

Amer, Coot, or Mudhen secesseces 

Double-crested Cormorant oo.seess 7 

little doe SRO RHHHRHeEReR HOH ee 3 

leache's Petre) Se eeeeeeremenenee 1 

Greater Yellow-legs beeen oererene 85 

English Snipe Bees eeeeeeenerenee 185 

Black-bellied Plover eee eeeerne i 

TAMLIN sevtescocceccsesersessens 2 

Rail SOTHO ORR ee ee hee oe h 

White-rumped Sand-piper ....6c6. 

Gall SCHERER OR HERO R eH ee é 

Groat Blue Haron oysscseveceeses 
Ring~nedked Plover oenctoeceins & 

Killdeer Plover ..ssccsesscsesce, 2 

Ruffed Grouse dbnvecdisenscsenseee 

Wood-eodk soneasecnneeves oneeeeetee 

Pheasant POCO eee REO Eee e 

Quail STROH Ree eee eee 

Rabbits Cee eee eee eeeeeeeeaeeeeoe 

Hares SHORE HERO eRe Ree eee 14 

Hand~raiged ducks seereseseneseeiny 

Vox POT THHH HEHEHE HEHE REE HOO He 

DOF cosrccceveseseoecevervevees 2 
Mugkerate PCHRD OHH ECR Ee & 

men cm 

Gram, Total srcscnccececconeee 5247 

Pile: Quail 
Cyele 
Pheasant 
Waterfowl 
Digests



Cd Mt ‘ 
2222 Van Hise Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

February 11, 100 

Dr. HE. W. Nelson, ah hi 

ot Zeigen ree, (Hor ep) ; Ww 
Dear Doctor Nelson: 

: You may remember asking me to explore in more 

detail the possibility of making bag limits contingent upon 

rest days. 

I found so much accumulated business here on my 

return that I have not been able to get around to the matter 

until to-day. 

The enclosed sketch map gives the result of a 

hasty review of the “Game Laws for 1926~<6". 

I do not find mach existing state legislation on 

rest days to tie to. The middle jtlantic states are the 

only ones that seem to have rest days, and even there they 

are not usually statewide. 

; Of course we are interested in potential, as well 

as existing rest days, and I think we are agreed that the 

wider establishment of rest days is desirable and that a 

differential bag limit might set up a healthy incentive to 

such action. 

On thinking the whole matter over my conclusions 

are as follows:



Dr. HeWeN. 

(1) Rest days are not statewide, and probably 

shoul 4 not be. 

(2) Rest days are not necessarily a matter of state 

law. They may take the form of Club Rules, or they some- 

times take the form of Rest Hours rather than days. 

(3) Therefore, a simple arithmetical criterion of 

legal rest days within any state, on which to hang a simple 

arithmetical scale of bag limits, does not and probably 

will not exist. 

(4) Refuges are in the same class with Rest Days as 

a protective méasure on which bag limits might be con- 

tingent. 

(5) Refuges, like Rest Days, are not necessarily a 

matter of state law. They may take the form of federal, 

club, municipal, or private refuges. 

(6) Therefore a simple criterion of sufficiency of 

the refuge system within any state, on which to hang a 

scale of bag limits, does not and will not exist. 

(7) Bag limits could, however, be made contingent 

on a general skilled judgment of the sufficiency of the 

combined Rest Day and Refuge system within each state. 

any skilled observer has a picture in his mind of what 

a suitable Rest Day and Refuge system for a given state 

-2-



Dr. EeWoN. 

ought to be, ami could in his own mind rate one state 

against another as to the sufficiency of the existing 

system. This, to be sure, would introfiuce the always de- 

batable item of personal judgment, but it would be more 

flexible and elastic than a simple arithmetical criterion 

of number of Rest Daya, and more adaptible to varying 

local conditions and needs. For example: 

Por States with an inadequate system of ce | 
Refuges, Rest Days, and other local 
protective measures . .« » » « « « Bag limit 15 

For States with a fairly adequate system. % o> Ge 

Por States with a good system . ein % " “ 25 

There is another thought which oecurs to me. All 

straws point to the increasing importance of state coopera- 

tion in migratory bird administration, not only with respect 

to laws in the books, but with respect to law enforcement 

and with respect to leadership in education and demonstra- 

tion, of cultural and protective measures. The sufficiency 

of each state in all these respects might logically be 

taken into consideration in fixing bag limits. ‘Whether it 

would be politic to go so far at this time may be another 

question. 

There is, however, a possible objection to such 

‘ a principle. It would mean the virtual abandonment of the 

’ principle that federal bag limits are ia blanket maximum, 

«B-



Dr. HeWeN. ; 

within which the several states should fix their own 

limits. It would, in effect, fix the daily bag limit for 

each state by federal action. The state could continue to 

append possession, weekly, or season limits as most of 

them do already, but the basic daily limit would be fixed 

federally. 

We come, therefore, to the necessity of choosing 

between the o14 principle of a federal maximum and the 

new principle of a federal sliding scale based on state 

performance. 

I had always favored the principle of a federal 

maximum, although questioning the twenty-five limit as a 

oorvest application of the principle. On the other hand, 

TI have repeatedly advocated the selective treatment of 

states on a merit basis in matters involving federal juris- 

diction. If -I had to choose between the two, as now ap- 

pears necessary, I would, I think, consider the latter 

the more important. 

fi Very sincerely yours, 

_ Enelosare: ALDO LEOPOLD 
map 

[yi me 
| 

yt



Pebruary 26, 1926 

Dre Ee. We Nelson, Chief, 
Bureau of Biological survey, 

Washington, De Ce 

Dear Dr. Nelson: 

I have your letter of February 20. 

It had not occurred to me that the differential bag 

limit to apply on areas having numerous rest days could be 

applied on units of territory which did not comprise a whole 

State. I gather that your plan would be to use the same 

territorial descriptions as the State establishes for its i 

I rest dayae 

This would undoubtedly be simpler but I am not sure , 

that it would be free from serious objection. Let us assume 

that we have a State that has four legal rest days in a cer- 

tain group of counties and that in this group the differential 

bag limit would automatically apply. Inmediately adjacent, in 

another county, would be a large duck club with the same 

number of rest days but established, not by legislation, but 

rather by club rules. ‘This club might claim the privilege of 

the differential bag limit but their claim could not be allow- 

ed because of the technical different between legal and 

Sas



EeWele F 

voluntary rulese ‘This may be an extreme assumption but I think 
it shows that any attempt to closely meet local conditions is 

going to be complicated. 

Probably the old principle of uniform Federal maximum 

is the simplest and best after all. 1 cannot escape the con- 

elusion, however, that the present maximum is too high nor do 
I believe thet many clubs would seriously object to its redue- 
tion; at least, they would not object to the extent of disband- 

ing, as you fear might be the case. That may be true in a few 

instances in which you are personally familiar but I ao not 

think it would be true generallys Public sentiment has a lot 

to do with the length to which objectors will go and the evi- 

dence is constantly accumulating in my mind that. public senti- 

ment is over-whelmingly in favor of a moderate reduction in the 

present maximums Within the last two weeks I have encountered ; 

strong sentiment to this effect in correspondence with sportsmen 

from California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Wisconsin. It seems 

to me that the fact that a majority of States have already 

legislated lower bag limits is in itsel? strong evidence of 

the drift of opinion. 

With kindest personal regards, i 

Very sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, Associate Director



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

GPR February 20, 1926. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

‘ 2222 Van Hise Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am much interested in your letter of February 11, concerning 
bag limits and rest days. 

After reading over your suggestions it appears to me that you 

have not taken into consideration sufficiently the difficulties of 

administration in connection with having bag limits depend on condi- 

tions in individual States. To follow out that idea would, I believe, 

so complicate the administration with our small warden system that it 

would become much more difficult than it is at present, and it is now 

bad enough owing to our shortage of funds and lack of sufficient men 

to carry on. 

Furthermore, it seems to me that it would be impracticable to 

vary bag limits based on the general situation as regards rest days, 
refuge systems, and other factors in each State. That would lead to 

endless difficulties. : 

If you should see the very great numbers of suggestions for 

changes in the Federal regulations which are made from year to year, 

you would appreciate the fact that once we entered into any such 

system as that we should simply be swamped and would develop such a 

confused situation that I fear all effectiveness would be lost. 

I agree with you that we must depend very largely on the 

friendly cooperation of the States in carrying out the protection of 

migratory wild fowl, but that can be done, it appears to me, most 

effectively by a Federal maximum within which the States have the 
privilege of any further restrictions that local conditions appear to 

call for. I am inclined to believe that should \the matter of bag 

limits depend on the number of rest days in a State, a bag limit of 

25 a day, for example, in a part of a State where under the law not 

more than four days shooting a week is permitted and a 15-a-day limit 

where seven days a week shooting is permitted, would set up an in- : 

centive for modifications according to conditions in various parts of 

the country.
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There is, as you know, a great deal of antagonism toward 

: Federal work in the States, which in some of its phases is justified 

_ and in others is highly unreasonable among people not trying to dis- 
criminate between activities that are necessary and those that may not 
be. In handling the migratory-bird regulations it has been the 
policy of the Biological Survey to leave as much freedom with the 
States as is possible and carry out the purposes of the Treaty and 
the law. 

There is one thing that I believe you will appreciate, and that 3 
is that the maintenance of private shooting grounds really works out 
very much to the advantage of our migratory wild fowl. For instance, 
take the shooting grounds on the coast of Virginia, Maryland, and 

North Carolina or in the Illinois River bottoms, or elsewhere, and 
from the close of the open season, January 31, until the opening of 

the next season the following fall these areas are supervised by resi- 

dent representatives of the owners and are actually game refuges, 

where wild fowl may feed unmolested and in many places rear very great 
numbers of young, as in the case of the Bear River Club holdings in 

Utah, where many thousands of ducks are raised each year since the 

artificial flooding of about 8,000 acres of land. This has become a 
tremendous breeding area. : 

If too drastic reductions in bag limits are made without regard 

to the effect they might have, there is a possibility that many of 

these clubs would be abandoned and the areas thrown open to the public, 

in which case the shooting would amount to very much more than under 
club holding and the areas would not be so guarded as at present 

during the remainder of the close season. These are mere sidelights 
on a subject which is far from being a simple one. 

It appears to me that the Federal Government in handling the 

migratory-bird question mst try to work along as broad and simple 

lines as is practicable in handling these questions; otherwise we 
shall involve ourselves in a mass of conflicting interests which will 

render almost impossible any effective control of the situation. 

I am writing this with the knowledge gained by years of experience 

in actual administration. To one who looks at the matter from the 
outside many things appear very simple and desirable which under the 
cold light of experience are proved to be absolutely impractical. 

I am very glad to have your expression of opinion and later on may 

write you further on the subject. Meanwhile, I shall glad to have you 
think the matter over from various angles, and if you have additional 

ideas on the subject I shall be much pleased to receive them. The 
Biological Survey, as you know, is deeply interested in doing its best 

to maintain our supply of wild fowl, and to do this we mist have the
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good will and cooperation of the public and of the State game : 

authorities, not only at present but to an increasing extent in the 

future. 

Sincerely yours,



Waterfowl folder s 

Detailed reports on the status of various species of game 
in Saskatchewan, compiled by Commissioner Bradshaw, indicate a slight 
increase in wild ducks, but a decrease in all other species of game 
birds except the Hungarian partridge, which, it appears, has spread 

easterly from Alberta until it has reached the borders of Manitoba 
and occupies the entire southern portion of Saskatchewan. The advance- 
ment of this species of its own volition over such a vast area ina 
short space of time is a remarkable circumstance. Mr. Bradshaw also 

discounts the claim made by some that the Hungarian exerts any harm 
ful influence on native species, such as the prairis chicken. 

4& comparative statement of game birds killed in Saskatchewan 

is herein quoted in part from Mr. Bradshow's report: 

Game Birds Killed. 1924 1927 

Deeks oo ee ee ee a ee a OLS O00 530,716 
OC CO oe Gases ee es ae eee 7,996 
Presvie chicken <> 6250. «se 24: sha LOO O00 70,132 
Ruffed grouse(partridge). ..... 54,000 13,828 
Boogarian paertridsees. 3... 6S es a 10,943 
Number of returns made. ...... 5,200 4,100 
Estimated number of shooters. ... 20,800 16, 400 : 
Estimated total season bag of all 

birds per shooter. ......s. he 38 

= : «
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HE hunters of the WHITE STATES have STATES take place at the comparatively wealthy 

made sacrifices as an aid to conservation of duck clubs. It is further well known that the mem- 

our duck supply. They have done this by bers of these duck clubs and their friends are the 

passing State Laws reducing bag limits to 10, 12, heart and soul of the opposition to reduce bag 

15, or 20 ducks per day. limits to those of the WHITE STATES. The 

wealthier of these clubs have purchased the best 

The hunters of the SHADED STATES = to strategical points along the lines of duck migra- 

make similar sacrifices. They insist upon ki ae tion. Some of these clubs employ live decoys to 

the maximum permitted by the Federal Govern- entice the passing ducks in front of their shooting 
ment, which is 25 ducks and 8 geese per day. blinds, and some of them even systematically bait 

Is this great duck slaughter in the SHADED the ground in front of their shooting blinds. With 

STATES fair to the hunters in the WHITE such unsportsmanlike practices as these, and the 

STATES who have made these sacrifices in aid of best shooting grounds in possession of these com- 

conservation? Look at the fenced in State of Penn- paratively wealthy duck clubs what chance has 

sylvania. It has reduced its bag limit to 15 ducks our average duck hunter even in the SHADED 

per day, although the States entirely surrounding STATES to bag the limit? 

it, with the single exception of the small State of But these SHADED STATES not only persist- 

Delaware, still permit 25 ducks per day, being ently refuse to lower their bag limits to those of 

killed. And is it even fair to the large army of the WHITE STATES but they are at this time, 

comparatively poor hunters in the SHADED and have been for five years, carrying on extensive 

STATES themselves? It is a well known fact that and widespread propaganda to pass a bill through 

the greatest daily bags of ducks in the SHADED Congress which will levy a Federal Tax of one 

(over)



dollar upon every duck hunter of the country, the Ducks cannot under such slaughter any longer 
proceeds of which will be largely expended in the hold their own against the increasing army of 

SHADED STATES. Doesn’t this border upon tax- gunners and automobiles, against the more efficient 
ation without representation? For instance, what ammunition and fire arms and against the natural 
benefit will the duck hunters in the WHITE shrinkage of feeding grounds due to advancing 
STATES of Central and Eastern United States commercialism and civilization. 

Teco ay Coo MODE. spent for refuges ant Of course there are some locations, similar to the 
public shooting grounds in Utah and California? ae : : 

: . se neck of a funnel, along the principal lines of migra- 
The California ducks do not visit these WHITE “ : ¢ 

tion where ducks are still plentiful. They will be 
STATES. Why should the SHADED STATES 3 : 

: plentiful at such points long after they have prac- 
receive any money from the duck hunters of the ; 

- tically disappeared from the rest of the country. 
WHITE STATES or even from Federal Appropria- A : 

5 : Large bags, or pictures taken at such points, do not 
tions for refuges and public shooting grounds until - 

. ae prove a thing as regards the abundance of ducks 
they shall have reduced their bag limits to a rea- 5 

ble fi the WHITE STATES h done? throughout the country. To postpone making a 
pena He ure as tne ave cone? reduction in killing privileges until the limit of 25 - 

It is impossible to enforce individual daily bag ducks can no longer be bagged at these points of ———~ 
limits when the various members of a party (and congestion is the same as locking the stable door 
sometimes the guides included) will continue after the horse has been stolen. To reduce bag 

shooting until they have bagged the aggregate bag limits after the higher limits are no longer possible 
limit for the entire party. This illegal practice to attain is not saving the ducks. Bag limits which 
among hunting parties is what makes large indi- do not pinch the hunter are of no avail. 

vidual bag limits so destructive of game. This is 

partly the reason prompting lower individual daily NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF ONE HUNDRED 
bags. For instance a party of four hunters may, Epmunp Seymour, President. 

under an individual daily bag limit of 25, shoot 100 s 

ducks a day but under a limit of 15 can shoot but Wiuam Nest, Secretary. 
60 ducks a day. 150 Broadway, 

Daily bag limits of 25 ducks and 8 geese are New York City. 

antiquated. They are disastrous at this time. December 10, 1926.



A REPLY TO 

MISLEADING AND UNFAIR PROPAGANDA AGAINST 
REDUCING THE BAG LIMIT ON DUCKS 

The National Committee of One Hundred, or- Let us now look into the reasoning used in Bul- 
ganized as a protest against the present wasteful, letin No. 6, in an attempt to “prove” to the gen- 
undemocratic and unsportsmanlike bag limits on eral public that the bag limit on ducks is even 
certain migratory birds, published January 5, now 15 per day and, therefore, oe Bag Limit 
1926, a 61-page booklet, “Wasting America’s Reduction Bill proposing 15, is foolish. Bulletin 
Game Birds.” This booklet advocates a reduc- No. 6 starts out— 
tion in killing privileges on migratory game and “Provided that ducks could be shot every da: 

particularly that the present Federal bag limit of thruout the Federal seasons, the average limit a 
25 ducks per day be reduced to 15 per day. The the United States, as restricted by state laws, is 
booklet was published in support of a bill intro- approximately 15 a day.” 
duced at the first session of the 69th Congress, i; 

________to bring about such reductions. But this bill is Now, since ducks cannot be legally killed every _ 
meeting with the most violent and, in some cases, 4ay thruout the Federal season, nor for a total in 
most unfair opposition by persons or interests all states of 679 days of it (in addition to Sundays 

who do not want killing privileges of migratory in many states, and rest days in others) why make 
birds reduced. The booklet shows, among other Statement based upon a legally impossible as- 
pertinent facts, that the number of gunners have sumption? Such a presumption is grossly unfair, 
increased 50 per cent since the Biological Survey 0d has no bearing on our case. 

was assigned the duty of fixing bag limits and _ At this point, it will be helpful to give a list of 
open seasons eight years ago, yet bag limits and the states grouped according to the state bag 
open seasons remain practically the same as they Jjmits of each state. These follow:— 
were then. The booklet sets forth various rea- 
sons why. reductions in certain bag limits and 

open seasons should be made, and contains many STATE DAILY BAG LIMITS ON DUCKS 
testimonials of reliable and disinterested persons (From Game Laws of Season 1925-26) 

iad to the decreasing supply of migratory Alabama ........ 25 Alaska .......... 20 

Surprising as it is to us, one of the most active per tn ese - a ee oH 
opponents to the proposed reduction in bag limits V2 UOrmIa ......- _ Mississippi . | 99 
on migratory game seems to be the National As- Colorado teseece es BB Montanaee. 30 
sociation ef Audubon Societies. This Society, Connecticut ...... 25 New Hampshire .. 20 
founded by Dutcher, the great bird lover, to pro- Florida .......... 25 Vermont a) 
tect and preserve the birds, and financed by a Georgia ......... 25 Washington noes 20 
large and widely scattered membership who have Kentucky ........ 25 eel 
but one interest at heart, and that interest is Louisiana ....... 25 Total...........160 

; that—fer-which-the-Society-was-founded,-seems Maryland ........ 25 SS. 
thru its National Officers to have aligned itself Jassachusetts ... 25 SUNN Gioeer ee eee 
on bag limit reductions squarely beside those in- Nebraska ....... 25 Indiana ..5......« 15 
terests and persons who are violently opposing a New Jerse 25 Towa. vieecss.... 15 
reduction in killing privileges of migratory game. N eo oe Kansas .......... 15 

ae : . ew Mexico ..... 25 Michigan ........ 15 
But it is not with ethics that we are so much New York ...... 25 Missouri ........ 15 

concerned. It is rather with the reasoning used Noth Carolina 25 Nevada.......... 15 
in an apparent attempt to discredit those working Ohio a 25 North Dakota .... 15 
conscientiously to preserve on a conservative eRe yo Oklahoma ....... 15 
basis our wild life, many species of which, as Oregon .......... 25 Pennsylvania..... 15 
everybody knows, is progressively disappearing. Rhode Island .... 25 South Dakota .... 15 
Under date of May 1, 1926, the National Associa- South Carolina... 25 Tennessee ....... 15 
tion of Audubon Societies, issued Bulletin No. 6, Texas ........... 25 ween verses 15 
“Federal Power and Duck Bag Limits; Facts,’ a Utah............ 25 dcko te et i 
bulletin obviously intended to discredit the mem- Virginia ......... 25 Minnesota ....... 12 
bers of this committee, and by so doing to kill West Virginia... 25 Maine ........... 10 
their bill calling for a reduction in Federal bag ta 
limits on certain migratory game. ‘Total... s+ .+4 600 Total...........244



It may be seen that the state daily bag limits the maximum number which may be taken in any 

are 25, 20 or 15, except in three states where they day, and the matter of number of days this limit 

go down to 10 or 12, the average per state being may be taken as being entirely a different and a 

20.5 ducks per day. However, since abundance separate matter. As a matter of fact, seasonal 

of ducks, and consequently of duck hunters, are limits are seldom if ever enforced. If a hunter 

largely confined to those states having the maxi- did succeed in taking the season limit in one, or as 

mum limit of 25, the actual effective or practical a total of several trips, and he wanted to hunt 

limit is approximately 23 ducks per day per duck more ducks in the same state, he would very prob- 

hunter thruout the entire United States and no ably take another trip to a different section of the 

amount of shifting of figures can alter this fact. state and shoot some more. The matter of sea- 

With the above facts fresh in mind, we will sonal limits, even if they were enforceable (which 

now show the method used in Bulletin No. 6 to they are not) have no place in discussions of daily 
“reduce” the limit to 15 per day. Most of the bag limits as universally understood. Being prob- 

states do not permit hunting upon Sundays and ably introduced here for the first time in connec- 

thirteen of the states place a seasonal bag limit tion with bag limit controversies, they serve only 

on ducks, in addition to the daily bag limit shown to mislead, to confuse, and to give an impr actical 

in the table above. To illustrate, Pennsylvania Picture of what-is_really_a_simple_matter__For— —— 
has a state bag limit of 15 ducks per day, and a instance, if all of the states, instead of only 13 

state open season of 92 days (including, of course, of them, had reduced seasonal limits, it would not 

Sundays. If a duck hunter could legally kill materially change the number of ducks actually 

15 ducks for each of the 92 days, he could legally killed but would “reduce” the average bag limits 

kill in Pennsylvania, 15 X 92, or 1880 ducks dur- 40° to about 7 ducks per day by the reasoning 
ing the season, but because of the seasonal limit Of Bulletin No. 6. Even the Biological Survey 
he can legally kill but 60 during the entire season. when considering a reduction in daily bag limits 
This would be equal to the daily limit of 15 ducks ™USt of necessity base their conclusions upon in- 
for each of 4 days’ shooting, or to its equivalent. formation obtained from observers in the field, 

7 te % . _,, as to the apparent supply of ducks rather than 

The bulletin has “reduced” the daily bag limit ypon a highly theoretical analysis of national 
on ducks (shown above to be practically or in average daily bag limits. 

effect about 28) down to 15 by the following rea- 
_ soning. To illustrate, the Federal open season It will be obvious from the above that upon the 

extends for 107 days in Pennsylvania and the basis of the general and accepted meaning of 
state seasonal limit is 60 ducks, so that they daily bag limits that state laws (which are con- 
assume the average daily Federal bag limit for trolling) permit a maximum of approximately 
Pennsylvania is 60 ducks divided by 107 days, or 23 ducks being killed per day per average duck 
about one-half of a duck a day, instead of 15, as hunter, in the entire United States. It is well and 

given in the table. By similar reasoning they generally known that this is the basis of the pro- 

have “reduced” the bag limits for twelve other posed reduction in Federal limits from 25 down to 

states having reduced seasonal limits, and by this 15 per day, which has brought about this con- 
method arrived at their value of 15 ducks per day troversy. The 15 1/6 claimed in Bulletin No. 6, 
as an average. But to get the average daily limit even upon the unusual reasoning, is not even 
down to 15 for the entire country, they have legal, because the comparatively shorter state 
divided the total of the states seasonal bag limits open seasons take precedence over the longer Fed- 

by the total number of Federal days open season eral open seasons. Furthermore, altho the state- 
(including Sundays or rest days when hunting is ments pertaining to average daily bag limits, 

not permitted in some states). Since the state would if state open seasons had been used in ob- 

open seasons are controlling, the total of the taining them in place of Federal open seasons, 
states seasonal bag limits should have been di- have been technically correct from this unusual 

vided by the total number of days in the states viewpoint, it is, to say the least, most unfair to 

open seasons (less the closed Sunday and rest use such methods of “reducing” figures, and then 
days) and not in the Federal open seasons. This compare them with figures of daily bag limits 

would have given them about 19 per hunting day which are based upon an entirely different but the 

in place of 15 1/6 ducks per day, as an average generally accepted basis. 

for this basis of reasoning. Yet in spite of the above facts, Bulletin No. 6, 
Now we all understand daily bag limits to mean in further criticisms of the suggested Bag Limit



Reductions down to 15, made by this Committee, ing in effect in an undemocratic bag limit. That 
goes on to state, “In ignorance of the fact, as is, practically the only hunters who can kill the 

shown, that this is already the average national Present daily limit is that small percentage of 
bag limit, it is asserted that such Federal action duck hunters who are members, or who have 
will be the one panacea for saving the ducks.” entree to the most favorably located duck clubs. 

Novatel Wonetpanndsn’’ atstemaniavas that act It is nearly entirely from these hunters backing 

down in Mr. Pearson’s bulletin No. 6 has been oe vs wel re amet propagandists that 
winds by this committer the aggressive opposition to reduced daily bag 

; i ; . limits come. The great majority of duck hunters 

The reader will now readily sense the unfair- are strongly in favor of the proposed reduced bag 
ness of the first part of this quoted statement, and _ limit, as may readily be proved by a canvass. Prac- 

the unfairness of the second part will ee pone tically all duck hunters in the states now having 
from the following statement, in a publication of gq bag limit of 15 ducks and those in the other 

April 14, 1926, by this Committee, a copy of which states who do not have a chance to shoot at the 
is without doubt in the hands of the National As- best located clubs, not being able to kill the limit 
sociation of Audubon Societies. This statement of 25, quite naturally are in favor of the lower 

follows: _ nan limit for all states. By curtailing the killing by 
“We claim most insistently that by far the those more fortunately situated duck hunters dur- 

greatest menace to our wild fowl right now is the ing the days of heavy flights, more ducks would 
excessive killing privileges permitted the rapidly be available in the thinly duck-populated sections, 
increasing numbers of gunners.” thus ee better mth eas es ty a 

: : falas : jority of hunters occupying the outposts. is 
fee ee ae ee ae would tend to somewhat equalize the present un- 
mee . equal opportunities, and would allay the feeling 

limits and length of open seasons, or a combina- now existing among this large majority of duck 

tion of both, and these matters are ita bia hunters against the generally more wealthy min- 

ee Peete a o ee A A e “ee. ority who control the most favorable locations in 

ae é atagly 0 “bag oan err’ “the lines of duck migration. 

- ; Te (c) We do not agree with those who claim 
AS Senin cine Bas that if bag limits were reduced the gunner would 

ee dues : not honor them, and that there would be just as 
bag limits on ducks were at this time down to a many ducks killed then as there are now. If this 
reasonable value a would quite naturally advo- were true why have any bag limits? There always 
el ace Pee ee will be some hunters who will not honor bag lim- 

But Federal bag limits on ducks are not yet down Heo Ove wha Biey Ste Pot ele Ucracas 
Di . : are becoming less numerous. There is, we be- 

to a reasonable limit for the following reasons: lieve, little doubt that if bag limits were reduced 
(a) Bag limits of 25 ducks and 8 geese per day to 15 per day on ducks that there would result 

are very wasteful. We previously submitted evi- a substantial annual saving in ducks and the fur- 
dence that such high limits produce total bags ther benefits of (a) and (b) would obtain. 
so large that most of them must be given away. ‘ 5 

A typical example of misleading propaganda 

As a natural result, many of them reach the ash against reducing bag limits of hunters recently 
can, because by the time they are finally delivered appeared in a prominent metropolitan district 
they are no longer fresh, are sometimes spoiled, daily newspaper. The following title appeared 
particularly when shot thru the intestines, and in in heavy type, 
some cases are not really desired by the recipient, 

who must take them in order not to displease the GOVERNMENT REDUCES BAG LIMIT 

giver. Thus the economic value of the birds dis- BEYOND FIGURE HORNADAY URGED. 
carded is lost. Too often gunners care too little A careful reading of the two-column article 

about what happens to their dead ducks, so long yngerneath this conspicuous title brought out the 
as they have the “thrill” of killing them. fact that the conspicuously heralded “reduction” 

(b) The present high bag limits benefit a very consisted chiefly in placing a closed season on the 

small percentage of duck hunters and this at the black-bellied and on the golden plover. But 

expense of the large majority of them, thus result- how about ducks, geese and the large number of
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other migratory game on which bag limits were sary for us to continually correct such unfair and 
either not reduced at all or not reduced below the untruthful propaganda. Our literature is definite 
Hornaday figures? Is there no limit to which in stating that we are endeavoring to prevent 

some individuals or interests will go in an attempt wasteful and exterminating killing so that a suf- 

to discredit persons and their efforts in the line ficient margin in the stock of the various species 
of conservative conservation? of game birds may be passed on for future genera- 

This Committee is by reason of the unavail- tions to enjoy. 
ability to them of names and addresses of mem- Now we can understand why some persons may 

berships of the large and extensive bird and simi- honestly disagree with us on the desirability of a 
lar societies of the country, practically barred reduction in Federal bag limits on ducks and we 
from presenting its side before the bird and na- can appreciate and respect their viewpoint. But 
ture lovers of the country. It is still further is the unusual reasoning employed to “reduce” 
handicapped by reason of its very scant funds— the present daily bag limit to 15 of Bulletin No. 6 

its work being carried on by a few friends of the fair to the wild-fowl, fair to the members of this 

birds. If it were possible for us to place our side Committee and to their cause, and fair to the 
of this controversy along with that of the other large army of bird and nature lovers generally,? 
side into the hands of every bird lover of the Naiuraliy, we are disappointed that the great 
country, we have no doubt that their verdict National Association of Audubon Societies is not would be nearly unanimous in favor of the pro- actively supporting our bag limit bill calling for, 
posed reduced bag limits. among other things, a reduction of from 25 to 15 

In a similar way we are helpless to present our ducks a day. But it surprises us greatly to find 
side thru the medium of certain sporting maga- its president distributing under its imprint hostile 
zines, which publish articles from time to time, propaganda of the nature contained in their Bul- 
stating, or implying that this committee is en- letin No. 6 against such a reduction. If the Audu- 
deavoring to eventually stop all shooting. Then bonists do not favor lower bag limits, we would 
there are many individual sportsmen widely at least have expected this Association of Bird 
spreading, by pen and by mouth this propaganda. Lovers to have remained neutral upon a matter 
To these may be added officers of some of the of this kind. 
sportsmen’s hunting and shooting clubs who are 

actively spreading the same propaganda. Propa- THE NATIONAL OnE EE 

ganda that we hope to eventually stop all shoot- 
ing when circulated widely among sportsmen is Epmunp Seymour, Chairman. 
naturally, most deadly to our advocancy of reduc- Witu1aM Nessrr, Secretary. 
ing bag limits, yet there is no way whereby we 150 Broadway, New York. 
can effectively combat it. It ought not be neces- July 10, 1926. 
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March 15, 1926. 

me 2084 Navy Building, : 
Washington, De Cx 

Dear Rings 

I gather from your letter of March 8 that you had 

not noticed that Dr. Hornaday's bill for fixing bag limits 

by law has already been published in the last issue of Oute+ 

door Life. 

As you know, I am thoroughly in favor of lower bag 

limits, but I think it would be a calamity to begin legis-~ 

lating on such details. 

| : The bill also withdraws financial support from the 

; Migratory Bird Advisory Board. 

I am glad that the house hearings were favorable. 

If you have time, I would like to know why the bill was : 

changed back to include upland birds. 

I at last finished my article and sent it to ovid 

Butler with a copy for you on March 11. I am not at all 

: QB
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sure that the article will meet your expectations. It is 

a very easy thing to explain the New Mexico system verbally, 

put a very difficult thing to write it up. I hope you and 

Ovid will reject the article unless you comider it really 

G0 0d 

With best wishes, ‘ 

: Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD. * 

. 
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March 8, 1926. 

My dear Aldo: 

I have read with much interest your letter of 
February 11 to Dr. Nelson. It is illuminating. Have 
you heard that Dr. Hornaday is planning to launch an 
attack on the Biological Survey and the bag limit question? 
I understand he even contemplates introducing a bill fix- 
ing the bag limits. 

I attended the House hearings on the Migratory Bird 
bill and they went very well. As you no doubt know, the 
bill has been reported ont favorably with a few minor 

changes. I was sorry to hear that the upland game birds 
were not exempted from the provisions of the bill. 

I am returning your map. 

é 

My very warm regards to Stella and the boys and the 

fair daughter. 

Very sincerely yours, dl 

(petheee® Jee 

Arthur Ringland, 

Executive Secretary. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 5 
2222 Van Hise Ave., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 
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OUR MIGRATORY WILD FOWL AND PRESENT CONDITIONS 
‘ AFFECTING THEIR ABUNDANCE* 

: By EDWARD W. NELSON 

Chief, Bureau of Biological Survey 

3 United States Department of Agriculture 4 

INTRODUCTION 

Migratory wild fowl have always held a high place in the 

marvelous wealth of wild life with which America was endowed. A 
magnificent continental systen of streams, lakes, ponds, and marshes 
extended for their use from the Valley of Mexico to the shores of the 
Arctic Ocean. From ancient days these waters have furnished homes 
for countless millions of the beautiful and varied forms of wild fowl, 
which include two kinds of swans, thirteen kinds of wild geese, and 
forty kinds of ducks, with cranes, waders, and many others, 

Twice each year, in spring and fall, the mighty hosts of these 
birds wing their way to and from the northern breeding grounds. The 

‘ majority breed north of the United States, and probably more than 90 
per cent of them winter in the southern half of the United States and 
the northern half of Mexico. Not a single species of goose has ever 
been known to migrate south of the latitude of the Valley of Mexico, 
and only a comparatively small number of representatives of the ducks 

) winter farther south. Conspicuous among these migrating hordes are 
swiftly moving flocks of ducks and the more deliberate bands of geese 
and cranes, whose clanging and raucous cries never fail to quicken the 
pulse of the observer and bring entrancing visions of far wild places. 

With the growing occupation of the continent, the increase in 
the number of hunters, and the disappearance of great areas of marshes 

' and waters through drainage, the adverse effect on the supply of mi- 
gratory wild fowl became more and more evident. Finally, in 1904, 
George Shiras 3d, naturalist-statesman, prepared and introduced in 
Congress the first bill for the Federal protection of migratory birds. 
After years of effort, in 1913, this act, then termed the Weeks-McLean 
Bill, was passed by Congress, and in 1916, in view of mutual interest 

. in this country and Canada in the protection of these birds, a treaty 
for their conservation was consummated between the United States and 
Great Britain: In 1918 the migratory-bird treaty act was passed by ? ; 

™ Revision of an adiress made by the writer before the Outdoor 
Recreation Conference, at Washington, D. C., on January 21, 1926. 
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Congress to carry out the obligations of this country under the terms “y 
of the treaty. These successive enactments were the result of the deep 
interest taken in our splendid migratory bird life by the general 
public as well as by sportsmen. Practically everyone desires the 
perpetuation of these habitants of our woods and waters. 

The administration of both the original migratory bird law and 
the act to enforce the migratory-bird treaty was placed in charge of 
the Bureau of Biological Survey, in the Department of Agriculture. 
With the cooperation of conservationists, State game commissions, and 
others in all parts of the country, and of officials having to do with 

* the conservation of wild life in Canada, regulations to safeguard our 
migratory birds, including the wila fowl, were made and put into effect. 

The sale of migratory game birds was made illegal, since it was 
recognized that with the increasing population of the country game 
could not survive if market hunting were allowed to continue. The “ 
shooting of wild fowl in spring was prohibited by closing the open 
hunting season throughout the United States after January 31, thus 
leaving the-survivors of the hunting season and of the winter storms i 
and other seasonal périls to serve as breeding stock to bring back 
the following autumn the necessary surplus birds to maintain their 
kind. Hunting was limited to a period not exceeding 3 1/2 months ~ 
in any State, and definite, reasonable daily bag limits were estab- j 
lished. These fundamental restrictions authorized under the migra- 
tory-bird treaty act, form the basis for the perpetuation of our 
migratory game birds. By the terms of the treaty act, the States 
were authorized still further to increase the protection of migra- 
tory birds within the limits set by the Federal regulations. 

; The Biological Survey has continued studies of wild-fowl conditions, 
and as additional information has been obtained bearing on the need of 
changes in the protective measures, due to changed conditions, amend- 
ments have been made from time to time in the Federal regulations, 
and others are certain to follow in the future. 

It is gratifying to acknowledge here the fact that many States 
have by law increased the protection of migratory birds and have been i 
helpful in assisting in. the enforcement of the treaty act, so that much 
of the success of this conservation measure must be credited to them. ' 
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ABUNDANCE OF MIGRATORY WILD FOWL 
‘ 

The hunting season of the fall of 1925 and early winter of 1926 

has presented some of the strangest and most difficult problems to 

understand of any season for which there are records of the numbers 

-and distribution of migratory birds. Migratory wild.fowl have been 

exceedingly numerous in many places and unusually scarce in many. others, 

scattered rather irregularly over the country. Many of. these variations 

are readily explainable by extraordinary weather conditions. j 

J. B. Harkin, director of Canadian national parks, advises the 

Biological Survey that in British Columbia, Manitoba, and Ontario the 

migratory wild fowl have about held their own, while from Alberta con- 

flicting reports have been made, giving increases in some parts and 

decreases in others. The opinion is held that unfavorable weather . 

during the breeding season may account for the decreases reported in 

Alberta, as was the case in Manitoba. From Quebec, New Brunswick,. Nova 

: _. Scotia, and Prince Edward Island come encouraging reports of increases. 

This coincides with information from the New England States and northern 

New York. It may here be stated that reports from nearly all parts of 

i : the country indicate that the flight of geese during the present season 

-:has been large.. ; : é ie a8 

The following summaries of representative reports received 

from various parts of the country give a general idea of conditions 

as they were in the fall months of 1925 and in January and some later 

dates in 1926: : ee 

Texas 

t 

Near Lovells Lake, in southern Texas, early in November, many 

thousands of ducks and geese were seen flying toward the Gulf Coast. 

During the middle of January millions of ducks and geese were reported 

occupying the marshes along the southeastern coast of this State. On 

January 16 a correspondent in Brownsville; Tex., wrote that geese were 

unusually abundant and ducks very numerous but widely scattered among 

tne great number of inland-ponds created by ‘the excessive fall and 

winter rains. In Armstrong County, in the Texas Panhandle, in December, 

‘ ducks were reported to be too numerous to estimate on: the small lakes 

scattered over the plains in that region.. Enormous flocks were seen 

+ which appeared like clouds, one of which was more than a mile in... 

length. 

ie So}



Louisiana 
a : 

The Conservation Commission of Louisiana reports erratic c 

movements during the present season among wild fowl in that State. 

The numbers~were disappointing*in the eastern Louisiana marshes, but 

both ducks’ and geese were unusually abundant on the marshes in the 

southwestern part of the State, particularly in Cameron Parish, where 

there were countless thousands of -pintails, mallards, gaidwalls, widgeons, 

’< teals, and shoveler ducks, with numbers of snow geese, blue geese, and 

white-fronted and Canada geese. The food supply appeared to be ample 

and over great areas was practically untouched. 

5 ss : tte Radar a ‘Arkansas 1.8 3 * ‘4 Ay ges 

On January 16° ducks were exceedingly abundant on the Big Lake 

Resérvation, in Arkansas, being as plentiful there as the warden in 

charge had ever seen them. W. C. Adams, of the Massachusetts Department 

of Conservation, visited southeastern Arkansas during the season and 

states that»the concentration of mallards there staggerei the imagination. 5 

He estimated that there were about 400,000 mallards, with some teals 

and pintails, on the White River, about 15 miles above the Missouri 

Pacific Railroad-bridge at Goose Lake, with adjitipnal concentrations y 

of birds on the bayous in that section, exceeding anything he had ever 

seen. 

oe 8. BS) Illinois 
i eed 

In the fall of 1925 vast numbers of ducks, equal to those seen 

in 1924, were reported from the Illinois River section. Early in 

January, 1926, a huge flock, mainly mallards, estimated to contain more 

tnan 100,000 birds, was seen on the ice covering Crane Lake. From 

farther south in Illinois have come reports of a scarcity of birds 

during part, at least, of the season. 

j Florida 
(a oeeteee 

A report dated November 14 from Florida states that the marshes 

at the heal of Mosquito Lagoon and in Banana River were black with 

ducks as far as the observer could see, the number far exceeding those 

seen in that region for many years. An unusually large number of ducks { 

was also reportei on the marshes along the northern Gulf Coast, near f 

Dickerson Bay.’ & 

ode



‘ South Carolina 

: In December ducks were reported on the Santee River marshes of 

a South Carolina in as great numbers as ever before, or even greater. 

North Carolina 

According to reports received, there has been much variation 

in abundance and scarcity of ducks on the Currituck and Albemarle 

Sounds, the former body of water being in general very poorly and the 

latter abundantly populated with wild fowl. Geese have been reported 

more abundant on Mattamuskeet Lake than for years, the number there 

being estimated at from 40,000 to 45,000. 

Maryland and Virginia 

For the past three years the winter population of ducks on the 

Potomac River has been steadily increasing. Observations have been 

madé on these birds during frequent trips late in autumn, and in winter 

. and spring, from Washington to a point about 45 miles below the city. 

At least fifteen species of ducks, together with geese, swans, and 

\ coots, have been seen. Of these, the canvasback has been more abundant 

than all the others together, although scaups and black ducks have 

likewise been abundant. 

During the winter 1924-25 rafts of canvasbacks were frequently 

noted containing from 20,000 to 100,000 individuals. During the winter 

1925-26 the numbers were even greater, and on one day about the first 

of December it was estimated that more than 200,000 waterfowl of various 

kinds were on the Potomac. Considerable fluctuations in their numbers 

was noted, however, during the winter, chiefly because of the freezing-up 

of the shallow feeding grounds in the Potomac and its tributaries. During 

the latter part of the hunting season the number decreased considerably, 

and on one day, on account of ice conditions on the river, not more than 

50,000 were seen. In February and much of March there were nearly 100,000 

birds on this part of the river most of the time, except during periods 

of heavy ice, and on March 17 the number observed had increased to approxi- 

mately 138,000, consisting for the most part of scaups, canvasbacks, and 

black ducks. 

1 The reports of gunners are largely reflected from their luck, 

and are sometimes influenced by a comparatively few good or bad days, 

‘ often made such by wind and weather conditions. Careful observations, 

as onl:



however, by sportsmen and ornithologists on Chesapeake Bay and its 1 

tributaries indicate that there have been more canvasbacks than usual 

in these waters, particularly on the Susquehanna Flats and adjacent ’ 

tributaries at the head of the bay, up to the time of appearance of 

heavy ice there in January. 

An ardent sportsman and conservationist who has had many years 

experience in hunting migratory wild fowl on the Chesapeake Bay has 

supplied the following valuable summary of the wild-fowl conditions 

there during the open hunting season of 1925-26: 

Shooting on the Susquehanna Flats, at the head of the Chesapeake, 

was poorer than usual, chiefly because of constant disturbances to 

feeding ducks by the arrival of boats throughout the night in order 

that the gunners might be on hand at the hour for shooting to start the 

next day. The disturbance has been reported to be on the increase of 

recent years and frequently to be so great as to make it surprising that 

ducks should stay there or return to give any shooting at all. Just 

below the flats, on the Gunpowder and Bush Rivers and adjacent tributaries 7 

the shooting was very generally satisfactory. 

About 90 per cent of the ducks killed on the upper Chesapeake : 

in the opening days of the 1925-26 season were canvasbacks and red-heads. 

On the Susquehanna Flats the canvasbacks have been about as abundant 

as during the past two years and far more numerous than for some years 

before that time. They pass back and forth from here to the feeding 

grounds in adjacent tributaries and to the sanctuary found at the 

Aberdeen Proving Grounds, in wnich latter places their numbers have 

been far in excess of anything known in the past few years or even 

within the memory of those long familiar with the region. All agree 

that there has been a large increase in the flight of these ducks. 

Farther south also in the Chesapeake, canvasbacks have been 

unusually numerous, in some places, as at the mouth of the York, 

considerably in excess of former years. Frequently, however, they 

have kept beyond gunshot from shore blinds. 

A marked increase of such other wild fowl as pintails, baldpates, 

and black ducks also was noted on the Susquehanna Flats, though black 

ducks were more plentiful and in unusually large numbers farther south j 

in the Chesapeake. The numbers of geese and swans were far in excess 

of previous years, the food and weather conditions favoring the increase 3 

of swans on the Susquehanna Flats. 
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7. Tennessee 

Early in November, during the southward migration, vast con- — 
5 gregations of ducks and geese blackened the Mississippi River in. places 

between Peters Landing and Memphis. ; 

Maine 3 

4 sa d piasoss 
John €. Phillips, on September 22, wrote that he had séen 

a wonderful show of wild fowl at Merry-Meeting Bay, on the Kennebeck 
River, which he estimated to contain from 25,000 to 50,000 birds, mainly 
black ducks, with a few green-winged and blue-winged teals. He added 
that 25 years ago on the opening date of the hunting season, September I, 
the average number of ducks on this bay did not exceed 150 or 200. 

: “New York a 

& ss 
During the past few years waterfowl, mainly black ducks, have 

been unusually abundant in fall on the St. Lawrence River and in the 
’ small lakes on the northern slope of the Adirondacks. During the fail 

of 1925 residents in that region were surprised to see large flocks of 
migrating geese, a few of which alighted. One great flock passing over 

. was estimated to contain about 1,000 Canada geese. 

Montana 

It is reported that more ducks and geese passed through Montana 
during the fall migration of 1925 than for many years, and much larger 
numbers than usual spent the winter in the State. ; 

Utah &. 4 —- a 

‘ In January, a report from Utah stated that ducks in the Bear 
River Marshes had been about in their usual numbers, and on account 
of the open winter were remaining there through the season. 

LOCAL DECREASES ie 

As against the foregoing reports of abundance of migratory 
‘ wild fowl, are others from numerous places widely scattered over 
. the country concerning an unusual scarcity of birds and poor hunting. 

Reports of this kind have come from Back Bay, Virginia; Currituck 
r Sound, North Carolina; from Alabama, and from numerous western States, 
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especially California, Idaho, and North Dakota. y 

nia An unusually heavy northward migration of. wild fowl during ’ 

i the spring of 1925 and the known presence during the winter of 1925-26 

of millions of birds in many of the great wintering places of the 

country indicate that scarcities in many localities do not mean that 

; the birds have actually decreased as the local number would make it 

appear, but that either unusual weather, failure of food supply, or 

temporary changes in flight routes have produced the abnormal con- 

(oo) @ivions reflected in the distribution of the birds. 

See - The mild weather in the fall and early winter of 1925 in southern 

: Canada. and along much of the northern border of the United States caused 

great numbers of birds to linger in their migration. In many parts of 

the West an unusually early and abundant fall flight took place, ap- 

parently of birds hatched on southern breeding grounds. They remained 

only a short time, and following that the coming in of the usual heavy 

winter flight was delayea and straggling. The abundance of: birds on 

“southern wintering grounds, however, shows that they still exist in vast 

; numbers. 

One of the most puzzling situations has been that of the very j 

unusual scarcity of ducks in California and some of the neighboring 

States, although from California comes information that the scarcity 

is not so noticeable among the geese. This situation is probably wholly 

“ due to extraordinary weather conditions on the coast of southern Alaska 

“and northern British Columbia. Most remarkable and unprecedented weather 

prevailed throughout the fall and early winter in that region. Telegrams 

from Juneau, Alaska, dated January 17 and 19 stated that there was 

practically no snow below 1,000 feet elevation along the entire southern 

coast of the Territory and that ducks and geese were reported unusually 

plentiful on the Copper and Bering River Flats. From Wrangell, Alaska, 

it was reported that many ducks and geese had been frequenting the flats 

near there. A wireless from the Alaska Game Commission advised the 

Biological Survey that large numbers of mallards and thousands of geese 

were on the Stikine River Flats, which: were free from snow and ice, a 

remarkable occurrence for this time of the year. On January 20, a telegram 

statei that ducks and geese ware plentiful in the Yakutat region in 

southeastern Alaska, contrary to the usual conditions at this season. 

- A telegram from the secretary of the Game Conservation Board of the : 

Province of British Columbia, advised the Biological Survey that as late 

as February 6, 1926, the weather conditions along the coast had been * 
, without precedent, with no cold spells of any consequence. As a result, 
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+ large numbers of migratory wild fowl were remaining all winter in the 

numerous inlets along the west coast, in contrast with conditions later 

in the season a year previously, when the shooting was poor. The same 

telegram reported that in the interior of British Columbia the weather 

was much milder than in other years and that various migratory insectivorous 

birds also were staying there all winter. These doubtless are the birds 

that ordinarily would be wintering in California and adjacent States, and 

the reduced number of birds in these States is largely explained by the 

fact that the wild fowl were remaining in the north. 

In sharp contrast with these conditions in Alaska, it may be 

stated that just a year ago the Biological Survey was receiving urgent 

telegrams from tne Territory asking for help to save the starving deer 

that had been forced down to the beaches along the southeastern coast 

by an extraordinarily heavy snow, which was from 2 feet deep along shore 

to 15 feet deep farther inland. The amazing climatic situation during 

; the present season has been accompanied by a marked decrease in the early 

winter rains on the west coast, especially in California, a condition also 

unfavorable for waterfowl. 

EFFECTS OF PROGRESSIVE DRAINAGE 

The responsibility for the enforcement of the migratory-bird 

treaty act carries with it the necessity for a continual study of con- 

ditions affecting migratory birds throughout the country. The 

Biological Survey is enforcing the law and making these studies as 

far as its funds permit. Through its investigations came the first 

appreciation of the danger to migratory wild fowl from the rapid and 

progressive drainage of water areas. Attention once drawn to this 

menace, the public promptly awoke and, having been convinced of the 

real danger from this source, has actively favorei measures to meet the 

situation. 

Later investigations, especially during the past year, have 

shown such rapid and destructive effects, based primarily on the loss 

of water areas by drainage or from climatic conditions, that this ap- 

pears to be an opportune time to bring them to the attention of all ‘ 

4 interested. Conditions in several States typify the general situation 

in the country at large. 

} 
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California ‘ 

‘ 
Seventy-five years ago California had many hundreds of 

thousands of acres of lakes, marshes, and grassy plains, where untold 
millions of ducks, geese, and other migratory wild fowl found a winter 
paradise. With the increasing population of that State, the occupa- 
tion and drainage of these areas has steadily progressed, until the 
great Tulare and Buena Vista Lake basins and marshes in the San 
Joaquin Valley have become absolutely dry. Practically all the 

many ponds and lagoons which once occupied the coastal plains of 
southern California have been drained or filled and have disappeared 

forever. 

Tule Lake, once a large shallow body of water, near the 
northern border of California, was formerly the winter home of myriads 
of ducks and geese, while many stayed there to breed. Forming as it does 
a part of a developing irrigation district, within the past few years 
it has been drained until now only an insignificant water area re- 
mains, forming a sink in the bottom of the old lake bei. The drain- : 
age of Tule Lake has been accompanied by some drainage of the neighboring 

Clear Lake, a Federal bird reservation and still a great breeding ground ‘ 
for wild fowl. 

The last great marsh area left in California is in the Sacramento 
Valley, but the water that hitherto has been used for flooding great 
marsh and rice-field areas in this valley must now be permitted to flow 
down the channel in order to maintain a navigable depth in the Sacramento 

River. This is a serious menace to this great area formerly available 
for migratory birds, and may be the culmination of adverse changes that 
have progressively destroyed one after another the homes of wild fowl 
in that State.’ 

Oregon 

The developments adverse to the interests of wild fowl in 
Oregon are parallel to those which have been and still are taking 
place in California, as is indicated by the following recital of 
changes bearing on the situation at the end of 1925: 

4 
In the process of development of an irrigation project in 

southern Oregon and northern California, Lower Klamath Lake, once a 
great breeding place for many species of migratory wild fowl, anda og 
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federal bird reservation, was completely drained a few years ago, 

‘ and thus the homes of water birds over many square miles disappeared. 

In eastern Oregon is located the great Malheur Lake Bird Refuge,- 

which for many years has been and still is one of the most notable 

of the Federal bird reservations and a marvelous breeding place for 

hosts of migratory birds of many kinds, including ducks and geese. - 

Tne swampy lands surrounding Malheur Lake have been for some years 

gradually drying, ani no water of any consequence has been coming 

into the lake the past year except a small flow from the Blitzen River 

on the south. In 1924 the Silvies River, north of Burns, which formerly 

helped supply Malheur Lake, dried up. During August of that year only: 

pools of water were found along the course of this river, and. this - 

extremely low water resultei in an enormous destruction of fish. 

In 1914 the Geological Survey estimated that sufficient water 

was flowing from Malheur Lake into Harney Lake, just below, to irrigate 

50,000 acres. For the past three years there has not been sufficient: 

. water flowing into Harney Lake bei to wet the ground more than a few 

hundred feet beyond the point where the channel enters it. “ 

Swan Lake and Baca Lake, a few miles south of Malheur, are both 

entirely dry. Formerly Baca Lake covered several hundred acres and 

wag borderei with a dense growth of tules, furnishing breeding and 

teeding grounds for large numbers of waterfowl. During 1925 there 

was not sufficient water in that section to give a duck a drink. 

_The Warner Lakes in eastern Oregon have for many years been 

great resorts for migratory wild fowl and were favorite places for 

duck shooting in fall. During the past two years the flow of streams 

entering this valley has greatly decreased, with the result that during 

the summer of 1925 the waters of Flagstaff and Blue Joint Lakes, to- 

gether with the adjacent small unnamed lakes and londs, entirely dried 

up. The waters in Crump and Anderson Lakes have receded materially, 

put, being deeper, these lakes have not uncovered so. much land as have 

the shallower lakes to the north. It is safe to state that the waters 

in the lakes in Warner Valley do not cover more than half the area 

they did two years ago. 

9 

. Goose Lake, near Lakeview, as well as Abert and Summer Lakes 

: during the past three years have been reduced at least half. Alkali 

Lake, just south of Wagontire Mountain, in southern Harney County, 

has. driei up during the past three years. Silver Lake, which in 1912 
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- covered an area of approximately 15 by 8 miles, gradually receded and ’ 

went entirely dry during the sumwers of 1918 and 1919, and no water 

whatever has been in the bei of this lake since. Benjamin Lake, west : 

of Wagontire Mountain, has been dry the past two summers. Guano Lake 

has been dry since 1917. The Spanish and Desert Lakes, east of Warner 

Mountain, have had no water during the past two years. The bed of 

Christmas Lake has been dry for a number of years, and the spring that 

formerly. fed it was nearly dry in the fall of 1924. 

During 1914 it was estimated that the flow from Silver Creek 

into Silver Lake, Harney County, was sufficient to irrigate from 

8,000 to 10,000 acres. During the past two years no water whatever ve 

has reached the mouth of Silver Creek, and this has resulted in the 

entire drying up of Silver Lake. Kw 

With the exception of Lower Klamath, all of the Oregon lakes 

mentioned are in the eastern part of the State, and were frequented 

during the spring and fall migrations by large numbers of wild fowl, 

and many birds bred on them. Grave danger threatens the welfare : 

of our migratory wild fowl by this appalling drying up of water 5 

areas in eastern Oregon, as in the case of California. 

. North Dakota 

Less than -40 years ago in North Dakota, Devils Lake was a large -~ 

body of water connected with Stump Lake, and in both of them there ied 

grew an abundance of aquatic vegetation. The waters aboundei in a 

variety of game and other fishes and were favorite homes for great 

numbers of migratory wild fowl. Now Devils Lake has dried out from 

natural-causes until it is more than 15 feet lower than at the time: °°. 

mentioned. The town of Devils Lake, once on its shore, is now 6 miles 

away, and Stump Lake instead of being directly connected, is 12 miles 

away. The remaining water area in Devils Lake is in the bottom of a 

great barren basin about 30 miles in length. The water contains so 

much salt and alkali that relatively few aquatic plants can maintain 

tnemselves in it, and the only fish now found there in abundance is —. 

a small species, the stickleback. This decrease of water in the - 

North Dakota lakes is not due to drainage or to diversion of water . : 

tor irrigation purposes, but apparently to the lack of necessary 

rainfall to maintain them. Possibly the cultivation of surrounding 4 

farms may have lessened the drainage into this lake but not enough 

to bring about present conditions. i : 5 
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‘ : Arkansas ; 

paar : 
Arkansas has for many years been a great resort for migratory 

. wild fowl during the fall and spring migrations. In the midst of one 

of the favored wild-fowl areas is located the Federal Big Lake Bird 

Reservation. Of recent years the agricultural possibilities of the 

rich bottomlands of Arkansas have attracted attention, and drainage 
enterprises have already been consummated or are in progress on a 

large scale. The drainage work about Big Lake has jeopardized the 
existence of the reservation through the danger that the water will 
be drawn off or seep away through underground channels. It is hoped,’ 
however, that this can be prevented by certain measures now being 
considered.’ 

“For several years recommendations have been received favoring 

the establishment in the overflowed bottomlands in southeastern 

Arkansas of a large Federal bird refuge for the benefit of the hosts 
of mallards and other migratory wild fowl that occupy these waters in ~ 
winter. In the summer of 1925 an expert of the Biological Survey was - 

, sent to investigate this area with a view to determining and reporting 

upon the desirability of establishing the proposed Federal bird reser- 
j vation: The investigation showed the favorable character of the area 

for such purpose at the present time, but the report states that large 
ditches are now being dug for draining surrounding lands, and when these 
are completed they will also drain the area proposed for a Federal reser- 
vation. This area has, therefore, lost its value for such purpose. 

In 1925, in reply to a request addressed to a well-informed : 
sportsman living at Memphis, Tenn., and interested in conservation, 

as-to the extent of the drainage in the wild-fowl-hunting territory 
visited by him and other sportsmen from that locality, specific i 
inrormation was given concerning a series of drainage projects which 
have been completed in Arkansas and northwestern Mississippi, and the 
statement made that, in the opinion of this sportsman, approximately ; 
50 per cent of the former wild-fowl territory in that region has be- 
come dry through drainage operations in the past five years: e 

' ‘The foregoing statement of developments affecting migratory i 
wild fowl through the disappearance of water areas in various States 

Z from Arkansas to the Pacific Coast should give a clear conception of 
P the very imminent danger which faces the future of these birds from , 

tnis cause.’ : ; a 
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MENACE TO THE FOOD SUPPLY 5 

With the decreasing number of feeding grounds available for 

wild fowl goes an increasing danger of a failure of the food supply : 

in areas that are vitally necessary for the maintenance of vast 

numbers of these birds. The entrance of salt water into Back Bay, . 

Virginia, and Currituck Sound, North Carolina, has destroyed duck-food 

plants on such a scale as to indicate a serious menace to these great 

wintering places of waterfowl. A similar danger has threatened the 

coastal border of the great marshes in southern Louisiana, where per- 

haps because of a long dry period the supply of fresh water entering 

the marshes has been insufficient to hold back the salt, thus allow- 

ing strongly brackish water to flood and destroy the duck foods on 

considerable areas of the usual wild-fowl wintering grounds. Else- 

where climatic conditions may in one way or another cause a failure 

of the food supply with a consequent serious effect on the birds, 

possibly on some occasions resulting in the starvation of vast numbers 

or them. 

: LOSSES THROUGH DISEASE u 

The disappearance of feeding grounds and resting places is ac- 

companied by another acute menace to the welfare of the birds. As a ; 

result of the decreasing water areas migratory wild fowl are being : 

steaiily forced into narrower and narrower limits and are concentrat- 

ing in many areas in enormous numbers. The ordinary result of such 

over-crowding of animal life appears in active and exceedingly de- 

structive outbreaks of disease and of the poisoning of birds by alka- 

line concentrations that in the regions affected undoubtedly some- 

times cause a greater death rate in a single season than that.from the 

total bag killed by sportsmen. 

During the fall of 1925 duck sickness developed at Malheur 

Lake, Oregon, and large numbers of birds perished there. Later on 

disease was found in virulent form at Tule Lake, in northern Cali- 

fornia, where great numbers of birds were crowded into the limited 

waters and mud flats in the middle of the lake bed. The disease 

was s9 severe that a representative of the Biological Survey visited 

tne section and reported that on October 29 he found 75 ducks dead 

or sick in an area 25 feet square in the Tule Lake bottom. By count- 

ing the dead and dying birds on various squares laid off in this lake 3 

bottom and multiplying the number by the approximate total area. where 

such birds were found, it was estimated that there were at that time > 

about 50,000 dead ducks scattered about. _ 
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» A number of the ducks, alive but helpless, were collected on 

the Tule Lake Marshes and carried to pens, where they had access to 

F an abundance of fresh, clean water. Many recovered under this treat- 

" ment and were liberated, 

During the last of October many sick and dead birds also were 

found in the Sacramento Marshes near Gridley. For miles in the 

sloughs and flats along both sides of the Snake River in southern 

Idaho and across into extreme northern Utah, an outbreak of duck 

sickness, causing the death of many birds, was reported during the 

late summer and early fall of 1925. A report has been received from 

Torreon, on the Mexican tableland, stating that an outbreak of sick- 

ness among the ducks frequenting the flooded cottonfields in north- 

eastern Durango was causing the death of many birds during the season 

1925-26. 

The excessive mortality of wild fowl from alkali poisoning on 

the Bear River Marshes, Utah, a few years ago, and also that about | 

Buena Vista Lake, California, before it became dry, as well as the | 

) occurrence of sickness among these wild fowl in various other lo- 

calities were unquestionably induced by unusual concentrations of 

is these birds in limited pools, with the disappearance of the vast 

water areas formerly available for them. The duck sickness at 

Malheur Lake, in eastern Oregon, and Tule Lake and the Sacramento 

Marshes, in northern California, during the fall of 1925, can not 

well be attributed to alkali poisoning, since the waters frequented 

had not, so far as can be learned, sufficiently strong concentrations 

of alkali to affect the birds in the same way as on the Bear River 

Marshes. A sample of the Tule Lake water taken at this season shews 

that it carried a very moderate proportion of alkali and other salts, 

a quantity insufficient to poison the birds. 

Apparently where waterfowl are overcrowijed they are developing 

a sickness that may be somewhat akin, if not very closely related, to 

the cholera afflicting domestic fowls. Through the Biological Survey, 

the Bureau of Animal Industry, and the Board of Fish and Game Com- 

missioners of California, investigations were begun to ascertain the 

true cause of the sickness in that State, but the matter was under- 

taken too late in the season, since after a heavy rain the malady dis- 

9 appeared. Close attention will be paid to this subject during the fall 

of 1926, and every effort will be made to have a competent bacteri- 

ologist study the matter with a view to obtaining information on which 

‘ constructive remedies may be based. It is obvious, however, that until 
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there are sufficient water areas for the comfort and other require- 4 

ments of the birds that should be protected, there are likely to be 

recurrences of these maladies; and they may develop sufficiently to 

have disastrous effects on our future wild-fowl supply. Yi 

BAG LIMITS 

The influence of the present bag limits on migratory wild fowl 

is a subject that has received careful study for some years by the 

Biological Survey. It is a practical certainty that the supply of 

ducks and geese since the enforcement of the Federal migratory-—bird 

law was begun has not been seriously enough affected by hunting to 

warrant reductions. The combination of such other and far more 

serious factors, however, as the disappearance of water areas and an 

increasing number of hunters, may call for some reductions. The 

whole matter is receiving serious attention, and no situation imperil- 

ing the supply of wild fowl from overshooting will be permitted to 

arise without a proper reduction in the bag limits. 

The bag-limit question has had publicity out of all proportion 4g 

to its relative importance in the problem of maintaining our wild fowl. 

The overwhelming importance of saving the water areas so that the birds 

may have food and resting places should take precedence over everything ‘ 

else. 

With the Federal bag limit on ducks at 25 a day, it has been 

assumei as a fact by some who favor a reduction that all hunters are 

killing the full bag limit of 25 birds every day throughout the season. 

Information gathered by the Biological Survey, however, from nearly 700 

representative sportsmen in 47 States during the hunting season of 1923 

shows that, for those reporting, the average daily bag of ducks was less 

than 8, varying in the different States from less than 3 to nearly 17. 

Moreover, the total number of birds that may be killed is limited 

not merely by the maximum daily bag prescribed by the Federal regulations 

but also by the numerous additional restrictions imposed by State law, 

such ag rest days and the number of birds a hunter is permitted to have 

in possession at any one time, or the number he may take in one week or 

during the open season. For example, although the Federal bag limit 

on ducks is 25 a day, there are legal week-y limits established by some 

States of 50 birds, which would permit the sportsman to kill his bag 9 

limit of 25 on only two days in the week. This would average only a 

little more than 7 birds a day for the week. ‘ 
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In sections where rest days are established by law the number 

of birds that may be killed in a week is thus very definitely limited. 

On the Susquehanna Flats, in northern Maryland, there are four rest 

days a week, so that with the bag limit of 25 birds a day only 75 

birds may be killed a week by one hunter, should he be fortunate 

enough to strike a good flight, but as a rule the number taken is far 

less than that. Furthermore, wind and weather conditions frequently 

prevent shooting on some of the open days. In Currituck Sound, North 

Carolina, and Back Bay, Virginia, the law has established three rest 

days a week, so that the sportsman could take under the most favorable 

conditions only 100 birds in a week, should the flight be sufficiently 

good to enable him to get that number ~ in fact, bags for the season 

in this region average far below that number. 

CONCLUSIONS 

; There are apparently two great adverse factors directly men- 

acing the perpetuation of our migratory wild fowl, and these over- 

: shadow all others. One is the drainage of water areas by man, and 

the other is a succession of years of scanty rainfall, and its effect 

on a great area in the West, as indicated by the disappearance there 

of many ponds and small lakes. 

In efforts to conserve the big-game animals of the country 

it has been found that man has occupied most of their former winter- 

ing grounds, and the great conservation problem has been one of suf- 

ficient winter forage, the summer forage being usually abundant. In 

the case of migratory wild fowl, there is arising a like problem - 

that of maintaining sufficient water areas where the birds may feed 

during their migration and in winter, but there must be retained un- 

disturbed sufficient breeding grounds, the basis of all wild-fowl 

production., 

The danger to the perpetuation of the stock of wild fowl is so 

great and so imminent from the causes mentioned that there is the 

most vital need for all conservationists and lovers of wild life to 

3 sink petty differences of opinion as to details and to unite in con- 

structive work to insure the future of our migratory game birds. 

¢ 
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\ BREEDING BIRDS OF A WHITE MOUNTAINS LAKE 

WITH FOUR ILLUSTRATIONS 

By E. A. GOLDMAN 

HE WHITE MOUNTAINS of Arizona rise steeply from near the southern 

edge of the Mogollon Plateau in the extreme eastern part of the state. The 

plateau here slopes upward on the north from the Little Colorado River Valley 

to a general level at 8,500 to 9,000 feet, skirting the higher mountains where the 

country is largely open, rolling prairie, interrupted here and there by wooded ridges 

and low peaks. 

Mount Thomas, more familiarly known as “Old Baldy”, the dominant peak of 

the White Mountains, reaches an altitudé of 11,496 feet. Nestling in a little valley 

at about 9,000 feet, near the eastern base of this mountain lies Marsh Lake, locally 

known also as “Big Lake.” Although not large in the ordinary sense as applied to 

lakes elsewhere, Marsh Lake covers a sizeable area for the generally dry, well-drained 

region in which it is located. Along the southern shore a Canadian zone forest of 
firs and spruces extends from the flank of the mountains down to near the water. 
From the northern rim of the slight depression holding the lake, the outlook is over 

the rolling-prairie surface of the plateau. 
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Fig. 42. INTERIOR OF MarsH LAKE, WHITE MOUNTAINS, 9000 FEET ALTI- 
TUDE, ARIZONA, JUNE 20, 1915; SHOWS PLANT ASSOCIATIONS AFFORDING 

NESTING COVER FOR WATERFOWL. 

Field work for the Biological Survey during the early summer of 1915 by Dr. 

Hartley H. T. Jackson and the writer included visits to Marsh Lake, where investi- 

gations largely of nesting waterfowl were carried on from June 12 to June 25, and 
from July 19 to July 21. At the time of our first visit recently melted snow and rain 
had left the plateau boggy and barely passable for our wagon outfit. Small receding
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banks of winter snow still lay in sheltered places near the lake. The lake was about 
a mile and a half in greatest length and a little more than half a mile in greatest 
width. A small stream, one of the headwaters of the Salt River, was flowing out near 
the northeastern corner. The lake is very irregular in contour, owing to sinuous { 
shore lines. We found open water three or four feet deep; but the greater part was 
marsh consisting largely of sedges standing in water varying from a few inches to ten 
feet or more in depth. ‘The extent of the marsh evidently varies with the dryness of 
the season. Patches of tules were growing along the edges of the open water. 

With the aid of a canvas boat, hauled about 110 miles from the railroad, we were 
able to penetrate all parts of the lake area, and to make fairly complete collections of 
the nesting waterfowl and their eggs. Marsh Lake is of special interest as there are 
few places where so many species of water birds find favorable nesting conditions at 
so great an altitude. Recent drought years and over-grazing by domestic stock may 
have lessened the value of this body of water, however, as a breeding place for these 
birds. 
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Fig. 43. Nest AND EGGS OF AMERICAN EARED GREBE AT Marsu LAKp, 

WHITE MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA, JUNE 14, 1915; LOCATED AMID COARSE 
SEDGE IN WATER ABOUT TWO FEET DEEP. 

Among the birds whose known breeding ranges were, through our records, mate- 
ria ly extended are Ring-necked Duck and Virginia Rail. The following list includes 
only species dependent upon an aquatic environment. 

Colymbus nigricollis californicus. American Eared Grebe. About one hundred 
eared grebes were breeding or preparing to breed. On June 14 we found a colony 
nesting in the marsh near the open water along the southern side of the lake. Jackson 
counted twenty-three nests in a space fifteen feet wide and about sixty feet long. No 
young were seen and a number of nests contained incomplete sets of eggs. On June 20 
I revisited the place and found several new nests and several others in the course of 
construction. The nests were floating masses or platforms of sedge in water about
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one and one-half feet deep, partially concealed in tall growing sedges. At some nests 
the eggs were partially or completely covered with nest material placed by the parent 
on leaving; at others the eggs, ranging from two to four in number, were exposed. 
Three eggs to a nest was a common number. Most of the eggs were deeply stained 
by the wet nest material. Whenever we approached the nests the birds hovered not 
far away in the open water watching us suspiciously. When we returned to the locality 
on July 19, we noted that the number of adults in the open water appeared to be about 
the same as during our stay the previous month. A few young only were seen; perhaps 
they were not yet venturing out in numbers into the open water. 

Sternula albifrons antillarum. Least Tern. A single bird, shot as it flew past the 

boat on June 15, was the only one seen and it showed no signs of breeding. 
Anas platyrhyncha platyrhyncha. Mallard. About twenty pairs were noted in the 

vicinity of the lake, some of them flying about in small flocks and apparently not yet 
breeding as late as June 21. Mated pairs were, however, seen as early as June 12, A 

set of eight eggs, very slightly incubated, was taken on June 16, and the female shot 

as she flew off. The nest was a rather shallow structure of sedge leaves placed in the 
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Fig. 44. NrsT AND EGGS OF CINNAMON TEAL ON SHORE OF MARSH 
LAKE, WHITE MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA, JUNE 14, 1915; A DEPRESSION 
IN GREEN GRASS, LINED WITH DOWN. 

green sedge on ground several inches above the water line. The nest was bordered 
with a few feathers. Another nest found was similar in structure and location. The 
mallards were wild and usually difficult to approach near enough to shoot. 

Querquedula discors. Blue-winged Teal. I shot a single male as it rose out of 
the sedge in the marsh on June 14, A female killed by Jackson on June 12, in the same 
vicinity, may have been its mate. No others were noted by either of us. 

Querquedula cyanoptera. Cinnamon Teal. We estimated the number of Cinnamon 
Teal at sixty pairs. No other species of duck at the lake approached this in abundance.
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They were usually seen in pairs, except when females were flushed from nests. I found 
at least a dozen nests in the marsh, and among those located by Jackson was one on 
the nearly bare shore of the lake. The nests were of sedge, deeply cup-shaped, usually 
well concealed, and the interior heavily bordered with down with which the parent 
sometimes completely and evenly covered the eggs on leaving the nest. A nest found 
on June 14 was barely clear of the water; the nest freshly made of green sedge con- 
tained two eggs which were wet underneath. Another nest found on the same date, 
also barely above the water, was of dried sedge and contained five eggs. A nest found 
June 19 contained nine fresh eggs. This nest was placed in short sedge on ground 
clear of water but within six feet of the open lake. It was heavily lined or bordered 

. with down carefully arranged on the inner side high over and partially covering the 
eggs, the open space in the center barely large enough to hold the sitting bird. The 
Cinnamon Teal were not so wild as the other ducks seen at the lake and a number of 
pairs were left unmolested. When in the water they often allowed us to approach 
quite near before flying, and brooding females sometimes allowed us to approach to 
within a few feet. 

Spatula clypeata ? Shoveller. On June 13 Jackson found a nest that he believed 
to be of this species. It was in the barren pastured hillside at the northeast end of 
the lake, about a quarter of a mile from open water and fully forty yards from the 
nearest marsh grass. The bird was wild and left the nest usually before he had 
approached within two hundred yards. Several attempts were made to secure the 
brooding female, but each time it evaded being shot, and finally abandoned the nest, 
about June 18. The nest, containing seven eggs, was placed under the edge of a small 
rock, and was composed of down placed upon a base of grass. After the nest wasi 
abandoned the eggs, which were originally a bluish olive-green, bleached to a buffish 
color. 

Erismatura jamaicensis. Ruddy Duck. About a dozen pairs of Ruddy Ducks 
inhabited the marsh. They spent much time concealed in the marsh or in the small 
patches of tules, and were seen only occasionally in the open water. A nest containing | 
six eggs was found on June 14, but the parent was absent. The nest was revisited 
several times and always found uncovered. To determine the owner I finally set a 
trap and caught the female on June 19. The nest was placed on a well drained spot 
in the marsh within six feet of open water. It was a shallow structure of sedge with 
a little down intermixed. Another nest found on June 25 also contained six eggs. It 
was placed in a bunch of large green sedge standing in water four inches deep, the 
nest elevated enough to be dry, but shallow. It was lined with a few feathers. I was 
unable to find the sitting bird on the nest and resorted to trapping as in the preceding 
instance. 

Nyroca americana. Redhead. A flock of six redheads (three males and three 
females) was seen by Jackson on several occasions. The birds were wild and difficult 
to approach. On June 22, however, he saw a female dive under the boat, near the 
shore, and at first mistook it for a grebe. As it swam out into deeper water, raising its 
bill above the surface, it was recognized and secured. The ovaries showed that the 
bird would have begun laying in about ten days or two weeks. 

Perissonetta collaris. Ring-necked Duck. About fifteen pairs of this duck were 
noted. They were rather wild and hard to approach except when females sitting on 
full sets of eggs allowed us to come near before flying off. A nest found on June 19 
was built of sedge and placed in the marsh close to open water on ground from which 
the water had, however, receded. The nest was moderately deep and well bordered 
inside with down. It contained seven eggs. Another nest, with two eggs when found 
on June 13, contained seven eggs on June 21. It was placed in the marsh where the 
water underneath was about an inch deep. Between June 13 and June 21 I visited 
this nest several times, noting the increase in the number of eggs but not the exact 
dates they were laid. But the brooding bird was not detected on the eggs until the 
latter date, when she allowed me to approach to within twenty feet and was shot as 
she flew off. Sometimes I found the eggs partially covered with nest material, appar- 
ently hastily drawn over them by the bird in leaving. Ring-necked Ducks were seen several times flying about in small parties apparently consisting of several pairs. 

Botaurus lentiginosus. Bittern. The single bird collected was shot as it flew from the marsh on June 16. No others were seen, The specimen proved to be a female with ‘ovaries slightly enlarged. .
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Rallus virginianus. Virginia Rail. Jackson found a nest of a Virginia Rail con- 
taining twelve eggs on the evening of June 20. He had been lying in the marsh grass 
awaiting a chance shot at some mallards when he heard a peculiar “chuckling quack” 
back of him and started to discover its source. He was walking slowly through the 
dense grass when he felt the bird slip from under his bare foot as he was about to 

step on the nest. The bird ran about fifteen feet through the grass, then flew a short 
distance at right angles and dropped into the grass again. The nest was well concealed, 
built up some five inches above the shallow water of the marsh and fastened to the 
sedge stems. It was composed of dry sedge leaves and was but slightly hollowed. Two 
steel traps (no. 1) were set at the base of the nest, and on the morning of June 22 the 
male bird was in the trap. The following day (June 23) the female was caught. 

Porzana carolina. Sora. It is difficult to give an accurate estimate of the number 
of these birds inhabiting the marsh. They were shy and very seldom seen (two only 
were flushed in the course of all our work) but their call notes were heard here and. 

there throughout the marsh. The ordinary note, e-e-k—e-e-k, was heard at very fre- 
quent intervals during the day and very often during the night. The rattling note 
was heard less often. I found three nests, the first on June 14. The female was trapped 
at the nest and the eight fresh eggs were taken the next day. Another nest containing 

nine eggs was found on June 21. The female sitting on the eggs allowed me to 
approach to within three feet when she slipped off and darted quickly out of sight 
along a runway leading off through the marsh. She was soon caught in a trap set. A 
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Fig. 45. NEST AND EGGS OF RING-NECKED Duck aT MarsH LAKE, 

Wuite MountTAINS, ARIZONA, JUNE 21, 1915; LOCATED IN GRASS 
AND SEDGE WHERE WATER WAS ABOUT ONE INCH DEEP; DEPRESSION 

MODERATELY DEEP AND BORDERED WITH DOWN. 

trap was left at this nest where I found the eggs were being covered after the female 
was caught, and the male was taken in one on June 21. The eggs were nearly ready 

to hatch and were not saved. Another nest found on June 20 contained a single egg. 

This nest, freshly made, was apparently abandoned after my visit, possibly owing to 
my disturbance of the sedge near it so soon after the laying of eggs began. Another 
freshly made nest, of one of these rails, appeared to be ready for the reception of eggs, 
but was also apparently abandoned when I found it. I succeeded in flushing one bird 
which rose out of the sedge with cries of alarm, but flew only a few feet and with legs 
dangling conspicuously dropped into the sedge again at a point too near to enable me 
to shoot without destroying it as a specimen. All of the nests were of sedge leaves 
massed in tufts of green sedge about six inches above the surface of shallow water. 
The species may be said to have been common in June. Returning to the locality on
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July 19, we missed the notes which were nearly continuously heard during the evenings 
and until late at night at the time of our visit the previous month; a few notes only 
were heard and we assumed that the breeding season was entirely past. 

Fulica americana americana. Coot. Probably 250 of these birds were living in 
the marsh at the beginning of our first visit. Some were affected with a fatal disease. 
I saw at least twenty-five dead birds and there were doubtless many others in the 
marsh. Some of these had been dead for a number of days, but others were fresh. 
Early on the morning of June 20 two which had apparently died during the night were 
found about twenty feet apart. A small quantity of bloody mucous lay beside each 
bird. No signs of sickness were noted among the living birds. But few nests were 
found, considering the number of birds present. A nest found on June 15 contained 
seven partly incubated eggs. The nest was a platform of sedge fixed to sedge stems 
but floating in water about one foot deep. I found two other nests, both made of tule 
stems and floating in rather shallow water among standing tules. Some young, 
recently hatched and apparently all of the same family, were seen by Jackson on June 
25. At the time of our second visit, July 19 to 21, a number of coots, including a few 
young, were observed. In tramping through the marsh we came upon no fresh dead 
birds, and it appeared that an epizodtic, which caused the deaths noted the previous 
month, had run its course. 

Steganopus tricolor. Wilson Phalarope. Three only were seen swimming close 
together in the open water of the lake on June 25. One female secured as a specimen 
had very slightly enlarged ovaries. 

Numenius americanus americanus. Long-billed Curlew. A Long-billed Curlew 
was seen on a mud flat near the lake by Jackson on June 25. The bird was very wild, 
but was distinctly observed. Upon being approached the bird flew from the marsh to 
the arid hills, where it was followed but could not be secured. 

Oxyechus vociferus vociferus. Killdeer. Probably a dozen pairs of this noisy bird 
were noted around the lake. No nests were found, but at least seven pairs were sus- 
pected of having nests with eggs. 

Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus. Yellow-headed Blackbird. Perhaps fifty pairs 
were nesting, mainly in the small patches of tules in the marsh, but some nests also in 
large sedges. One of the latter category was fastened to sedge stems at a point about 
a foot above the surface of water a foot deep. The nest was of sedge leaves lined 
with the finer shreds. The eggs, taken on June 20, were partly incubated. Another 
nest of sedge leaves fastened a foot above the surface of the water among tules con- 
tained young birds on the same date. The antics of the males as they sat about on 
the tules or rose in the air with feathers ruffled and bills pointing upward, together 
with their gurgling notes, reminded me of the behavior of some of the troupials of the 
Tropics. When we revisited the lake in July, the adults, perched or flying about in 
the tules, were much more in evidence, and the odd notes of the young could be heard. 
The males had ceased their troupial-like antics and were much more dignified in 
behavior. 

. Agelaius phoeniceus neutralis. San Diego Red-wing. About twenty-five pairs of 
these red-wings were breeding at the lake. The nests were of sedge leaves fastened 
among sedge stems in the marsh, usually a foot or more over the surface of the shallow 
water. A set of four fresh eggs was taken on June 13. 

Euphagus cyanocephalus. Brewer Blackbird. About fifteen pairs were nesting, 
mainly in clumps of willows in the vicinity of the lake. A nest in the chimney of an 
old house contained hatching young on June 25. 

Washington, D. C., December 16, 1925.
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April 28, 1928 

The eorly cecurrence of “duck sickness" has been recorded 

in the reports of Clarke ae? and Wetmore (1918). In the fall 
of 1918 there wae a eoneiderable loss of ducks in the Sacramento 

Valley. Alkali poisoning was gonerally accepted as the cause of 

the disease, Since 1918 the only outbreake of any consequence 

have occurred during the past three years. 

During the fall of 1935 reports of duck sickness at Tule 

Lake in Wodoe Gounty were given much publicity. Several er 

made severscgesnene and the @isesse was diagnosed both as alkali 

poigoning ae a disease similar to fowl cholera. 

In August, 1926 sick ducks were cant pegeenet at Tule Lake 
and this comaiesion began an investigation, At that time the co- 

rite of the Hooper Foundation for Medical Research University 

of California, was secured. This oreeqrreee was effected through 

Dr. K. F. Meyer, Director of thet Institution, who is supervising 

the game disease investigations of the California Dividion of Fish 

and « 

Studies of the disease at Tule Lake have shown that in thie 

case neither bacteria nor parasites were the direct causative 

agents. Chemical analyses of water failed to show a eufficient 

: eoncentration of minerale capable of injuriously ocmapriny bias. 

fhe studies had to be discontinued in the latter part of ptember 

as no more Sick birde could be found. In previous occurrences 

cessation of the disease was usually noted avnhestag the first oe. 

eral rains, ta this case no rein had fallen, and the only physical 

change that could be noted was # considerable drop in temperature. 

Tule Lake e041 is very fertile and » rewarkable growth of 

vegetation results. Some products attendant to the decomposition 

of thie ee matter were suspected of being factors in the cause 

¢. the aeee When the weg rag oe oe seawenese 

when & drop temperature was c change 

could be noted, biochemical action was ilsbaee coun sould take 

place under certain thermal conditions a @limination it was 

found that certain gases including hydrogen ide, would be formed 

and liberated to 6 considerable e from the decomposition of 

a amounts of organic matter under conditions at Tule Leke when 

sufficiently high temperatures prevailed. Laboratory experiments 

demonstrated that fatal results would follow when ducks were requir- 

ed to drink and us¢ water into which small amounts of a sul- 

fide gas were introduced continuously. a. of theese birds was 

found to be etrikingly similar to that of sick irds from Tule Lake. 

Further work, however, is wee +o connect this experimental 

| observation with those made in the field. 

\ The succeeding summer was noticeably cooler and the sustein- 

\ ed moximum temperatures did not reach those of the previous year. 

\ There was no outbresk of the disease at Tule Lake in 1927. 

\ 

\
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After being dry for several years, in the spring of 1927 
some 23,000 acres in Buena Vista Lake were flooded, and the lake 
contained nearly this amount of water during the entire open 
season of 1927-28. 

During the latter part of October, 1927 duck sickness ap~ 
peared at Buena Vista Lake in Kern County. The sickness did not 
start until late in the season. Since all investigations had tobbe 
made during the open season, it was difficult to make accurate cal- 
culations of the number of birds affected because of the presence 
of sow Soewenee and dead birds from gun shot wounds. The numbers 
of ducks on the lake varied ere eee the open season. 
It is doubtful if there was ever less 75,000 birds on the lake, 
and at times there was probably 125,000 to 150,000. Estimates made 
on several occasions indicated that less than 54 of the maximum 
number mentioned were affected by disease, It is estimated by the 
deputies working in the district that at least 80,000 ducks were 
killed by hunters during the open season. An estimate made late in 
January showed that some 125,000 ducks remained after the hunting 
season. 

As the disease did not oecur at Buena Vista Lake until so { 
late in the season, it would appear that its cause might be differ- 
ent from other occurrences, The general conditions at Buena Vista 
Lake were somewhat similar to those at Tule Lake, especially in 
that — amounts of organic matter were present - but to some 
extent of different character. Bacteria or parasites were not the 
direct cause; and, again, the water did not show a oT concentration 
of minerals, in fact not nearly so high as was found in water in 
other sections where the disease has never occurred. The pathology 
of sick birds was considerably different from that of sick birds 
at Tule Lake. Study of the disease at Buena Vista Lake has not 
progressed far enough to permit definite conclusions to be drawn. 

At Buena Vista Lake, as in other occurrences of the disease, 
it was found that a large percent of the sick birds would recover 
if removed from the affected area and placed where fresh water and 
other food were available. In order to salvage as many of the sick 
birds as possible, a "duck hospital" was established. Some 700 sick 
ducks were collected and cared for until they had recovered to the 
extent that they could be liberated. All of these birds were banded 
before they were liberated. 

By the above it is not intended to confuse the issue or to 
indicate that the cause of causes of duck sickness in California 
have been determined, but merely to report something of the work 
that has been done, However, it is desired to emphasize the necessity 
of carrying such investigations to their conclusion, Definite know- 
ledge of the cause or causes of the duck disease is essential, With 
this information it may be possible oe Sees reduce or eliminate j 
the annual loss. In California this information is also needed for 
guidance in the establishment of waterfowl refuges which will be 
purchased or leased by the Division of Fish and Game with a portion 
of the hunting license fund, as otherwise, “death traps" might result 
that would defeat the purpose of such refuges.



Digest of 

"Historical Collections of Ida County" 

Dr. G. C. Moorehead, Pioneer Record Press, 192% 

p- 5. Water. “Wild ducks and geese lazily swam in the river, the water 

of which was so clear that schools of fish could be seen on the 

hard clean sandy bottom." (June 16, 1856) 

Hard winter, 1856-7 "coldest ever known in Towa." Also 1880-81, 
1887-88. 

p. 7. Migration of elk. “At one time, when the floating ice filled the 
_ vhver, the elk travelling north gathered on the land now occupied 

by Ida Grove in such mmbers that they covered the ground and 

a south as far as cold be seen." (Hlk lasted till 1870, 
p. 26). 

"Wild turkeys" were abundant." 
“Prairie Chickens were almost tame and were trapped and shot at 

pleasure." 

"Quails were as abundant as sparrows today." 

"Ducks, geese, curlews and sandhill cranes nested." The latter 
species is substantiated by a pet, which must have been canght 

young. 

p- 16. Prairie fires. “At times deer and elk and prairie chickens were 
driven south by these fires, and were the first warning the set- 

tlexr received." 

p. 102. Migration. “Cattle never learned to wigrate as the elk and 
buffalo did.“ 

Blk 
Prairie Chicken 
Waterfowl — 
Iowa report 

Parker 
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A’PLAN TO ASSIST AMERICAN WATERFOWL BY INCREASING 

MARSH AND WATER AREAS 

The efforts of the Government to establish a national system 
of wild-fowl sanctuaries as provided for by the Migratory Bird Con- 
servation Act of 1929 have been greatly curtailed and probably will 
not be fully resumed until the financial situation has improved. For 
American wild fowl this is a critical time. The vitally important 
work of salvaging and increasing waterfowl areas in this country must 
not be permitted to lapse, however, during the period that major Fed- 
eral projects are held in abeyance. The loss of water areas from 
drainage and other causes will continue, and the decrease of water 
birds also will continue unless positive measures are taken to counter- 
act the effects of the present unfavorable conditions. 

A plan is proposed by the Biological Survey that will provide 
a means for greatly increasing the total acreage suitable for wild 
fowl, using such resources as are available. It is suggested that 
the following organizations and agencies may unite in developing the 
projects: 

The Biological Survey, cooperating with other 
Federal bureaus. 

State game and conservation commissions. 
The Izaak Walton League of America. 
The American Game Association. 

The National Association of Audubon Societies. 
More Game Birds, Inc. 
The National Grange. 
American Farm Bureau Federation. 
The American Legion. 
The National League of Municipalities. 
Local organizations of sportsmen. 
Lastly, all societies and farmers and other individuals 

desiring to contribute effort in furthering a 
progressive project to increase the total area 
of waterfowl habitat in the United States.



The Federal project authorized by the provisions of the Migra- 
tory Bird Conservation Act contemplates a national system of extensive 
wild-fowl refuges. It is hoped under this Act to establish 60 to 100 
sanctuaries of upwards of 20,000 acres each. It is estimated that an 
area of 20,000 acres comprises a unit of ideal size for economical 
administration by the Government. Ordinarily a smaller unit can not 

be efficiently handled under Federal administration without greatly 

increasing the cost. There are, however, in the aggregate millions 
of acres of land in large and small units that can be made suitable 
for the uses of water birds and other wild fowl. This total includes 
many units ranging in size from an acre upward. These smaller pro- 
jects are ideally adapted for development and administration by local 
groups, and when so administered would supplement the system of large 
refuges established by Federal and State governments. It is possible 
that the area of small marshes developed by local interests might easily 
exceed in the aggregate the acreage of all sanctuaries that may be 
established under Federal and State administration. The plan contem- 
plated involves united effort to reclaim and create the shaller types 
of marsh areas. 

In nearly all localities frequented by waterfowl there are areas 
of land adjacent to water that, with some small expenditure and effort 
in the building of dams, the diversion of water, or the improvement of 
food conditions and cover, may prove highly attractive to wild fowl. 
Among such areas are sloughs, beaver meadows, small marshes partially 
dry, shallow flats and other depressions, creek and brook valleys, and 

other similar places that may be flooded at small expense. For this 
purpose no slough or shallow pond is too small to be considered if it 
can be made useful and attractive to wild fowl. In many instances land 
that has been unprofitably drained can be re-flooded, and shallow ponds 
and marshes not now attractive to wild fowl can be made valuable by the 
introduction of food plants and sometimes by the eradication of carp. 

The success of the project depends ultimately upon the interest 

and energy displayed by local groups. It is sufficiently elastic to meet 

the financial limitations of the local associations, however restricted 

or extensive these may be. There is hardly a community within the 

range of waterfowl wherein a few acres of marsh and water can not be 

created or restored or improved, at a cost within the resources of the 

local sportsmen. Each commmity must be encouraged to do its share, 

and the total benefits to be derived if the plan can be made reasonably 

effective will go far toward undoing the damage caused by drainage and 

the destruction of water areas for industrial and other purposes. 

In the examination of areas recommended as suitable for acquisi- 

tion under the Federal sanctuary project, the Biological Survey has 

found that many were too small for economical Federal administration, 

though otherwise suitable for development as waterfowl refuges. The 

examination of these areas included in many cases a survey of food and 

water conditions, as well as the gathering of data relating to topo- 

graphical features, ownership status, and availability for acquisition 
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by purchase or lease. The Biological Survey will undertake to supply 
this information on any such units to any agency or group desiring to 
take their development under consideration. In addition, though hav- 
ing no funds at its disposal to enable it to make financial contribu- 
tions to the work, the Biological Survey will furnish such advice and 
information relating to the development of these areas as may be practi- 
eable. It will furnish expert information concerning the development 
of suitable food supplies and proper water levels; it will give advice 
regarding the species of birds that the locality should endeavor to 
attract; and it will furnish such other detailed and specific informa- 
tion as the circumstances and conditions may require. 

It is suggested that the Izaak Walton League, the American Game 
Association, the National Association of Audubon Societies, and all 
other organizations and agencies having representatives in the field, 
may be of the greatest possible aid by employing their local agents 
to encourage and direct local operations. Organizations not having 
agents in the field may assist the project by the use of any available 
funds and by publicity and influence directed toward the encouragement 
of local interest in the plan. 

It is hoped that the development of the plan may be begun im- 
mediately in the principal breeding areas in the northwestern United 
States. An effort will be made to concentrate the initial efforts in 
this zone, though no opportunities will be overlooked for the establish- 
ment of waterfowl areas in other parts of the United States. It is felt, 
however, that this is a vitally important region and that a successful 
demonstration of the plan there will not only be of immediate advantage 
to many migratory birds but will serve to encourage the extension of the 
plan to other districts and regions. 

The Biological Survey will offer the services of qualified field 
representatives in so far as financial and other conditions permit. It 
is hoped that with the development of the plan funds may be raised among 
the cooperating agencies for the employment of qualified leaders to supere 
vise the work in the field. The plan offers a constructive project in 
which all interested agencies may cooperate without lost motion through 

duplication of effort. 

A campaign to inform the public and encourage local interest is 
being developed, and every effort will be made to secure the cooperation 
of outdoor periodicals, newspapers, agricultural journals, and other pub- 
lications. It is hoped that the State conservation commissions will 
take on active leadership in the program, each within its ow State, and 
lend aid by directing the development of the project. 

-3-
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mussels and barnacles of wharf piles. In Florida, however, the hermit- 
erab is said to be the bait regarded with greatest favor. 

As a food-fish, Albula has the disadvantage of being exceedingly 
bony, as indeed, are most of its kindred, but the flesh, like that of the 
shad, has an excellent flavor, and one who has the patience and skill | 
to cope with the bones will find it much to his liking. : 

DRT aa err e 
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ee Rei trierervier tos ee ea ee 
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Fic. 93,.<BOfiefish Albula vulpes (Linnaeus). Family Albulidae. TengtW<total) 

iches. Terminal Island, Los Angeles Harbor, California. October 28, oe 

INTESTINAL PARASITES OF WILD DUCKS AND GEESE* ~~ 

\ By E. C. O’Roxg, Parasitologist / 

(Diseases of fish and game in California. Paper 2.) 

While many different kinds of intestinal parasites have been reported 
from wild ducks and geese, our knowledge concerning the majority of 
them is meager and based upon random observations rather than upon 
concerted effort. This is not unusual. It merely represents a stage of 
progress comparable to that of our knowledge of the parasites of 
domestic poultry until in recent years. 

By comparison, we are safe in saying that parasitism in wild birds 
just as in domesticated birds deals with matters involving many factors 
and relationships. 

Foxt in discussing parasitism among wild geese and ducks at the 

__* This is the second article from the Bureau of Research on parasites of game 
birds. The first concerned parasites of the valley quail, and was published in the 
July number of this publication. We are grateful to the University of California 
for continued use of the laboratory facilities of the Zoology Department and to 
Professor C. A. Kofoid, chairman of this department, for helpful advice and for 
allowing the use of his personal library. Credit is due Mr. O. L. Williams of this 
department for finding and identifying the gizzard worms mentioned in this report. 

The work on parasites is a part of a survey of game diseases which has been 
undertaken by the Division of Fish and Game. The study of game diseases has 
been coe eee largely through the cooperation of the University of California. 
Dr. K. F. Meyer, Director of Hooper Foundation for Medical Research, has accepted 
an eS as Consulting Pathologist and is supervising our pathological investi- 
gations, 

; Fox, Herbert, 1923. Disease in captive wild mammals and birds (J. B. Lippin- 
cott Co., Philadelphia, Pa.), 665 pages, 87 figs. in text, pls. included,
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Philadelphia Zoological Gardens gives figures showing that of the birds 
that died in a given period of time at the gardens, 15 per cent of the 
geese and 4 per cent of the ducks were parasitized with various kinds 
of flukes and tapeworms. 

This situation suggests further analysis. Are wild birds in zoolog- 
eal gardens more prone to harbor parasites than they are in their 
mative wild state? 

What kinds of parasites are present in wild ducks and geese? What 
about their relative numbers? What about their host and geographic 
distribution? How do they directly or indirectly affect the welfare of 
the birds? 

Obviously questions of this kind can not be answered by drawing 
conclusions from conditions that prevail in domesticated birds or in 
wild birds in captivity, owing to differences in environment and feeding 
conditions, and the survey method is suggested as being the most logi- 
eal procedure to follow. 

For many years, serious losses among wild ducks have attracted the 
attention of those interested in their preservation. Since the nature 
of the malady or maladies has remained obscure, it was thought that a 
survey of parasites, in addition to being desirable in itself, might be of 
value at least indirectly or as a matter of elimination, in investigations 
of duck sickness that are now being carried on by this Division. 

Accordingly with the opening of the duck season in 1927 a survey of 
parasites was begun. Sufficient progress has now been made that a 

report can be issued at this time. As will be seen by the accompanying 
map, an attempt has been made to extend the survey to areas where 
duck sickness has been reported as well as to places apparently free 
from the malady. 

METHOD OF INQUIRY 

With the helpful cooperation of various gun clubs, employees of the 
Division of Fish and Game have been able to be present on shooting 
days, and have thus had access to more material than they could have 
obtained working independently. 

As the birds were brought in and the entrails removed, casual exami- 
nation was made immediately for any obvious or unusual conditions 
occasioned by parasitism. Samples of all parasites found were then 
collected, preserved, and taken to the laboratory for later study. 

The following table shows the results of the survey to date. Due 
to the unsettled condition of the literature on the Trematode and Ces- 
tode worms, no attempt has been made to classify some of the speci- 
mens into divisions lower than the genus to which the specimen belongs. 

Owing to lack of space in the table, the authorities’ names are not 

jneluded with the genera and species. In accordance with correct 

usage, however, the list is included and is as follows: 

Ascaridia lineata (Schneider, 1866). 
Hymenolepis lanceolata (Bloch, 1782) Weinland, 1858. 
Hymenolepis anatina (Krabbe, 1869) Cohn, 1901. 
Zysocotyle ceratosa Stunkard. 
Genus Diorchis Clere, 1903. 
Genus Amidostomum Raillet and Henry, 1909. 
Genus Notocotylus Diesing, 1839.
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Fic. 94. Outline map of California showing locations where collections of parasites 
of ducks and geese have been made.
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While the preceding table shows the numbers of different species of 
birds examined and the conditions of parasitism with regard to each, 
it does not take into consideration several interesting comparisons 
which are apparent when the subject matter contained in the table is 
rearranged. 

Disregarding kinds of parasites and arranging a table to show the 
number of birds of each species that were examined and the percentage 
parasitized, the tabulation is as follows: 

Number Number Per cent 
Species of bird examined parasitized parasitized 

Mallard.) fs oes oi Ee a tag ely 0 0 
Mpoon bill | ae oes se eee ee 0 0 
NWidweon i). Cty As ee eens ee Nee SAB 0 0 
Green-winged teal s- Se ss oe ee 28) I 4.3 
anata) goose 2225 22k Bi sees Be ees PG 1 16.6 
Mutchin’s goose). 2) ose See eG: 2 33.3 
intel joo = oe eee es ee ere Os 42 62.0 
Lesser snow goose-— 25-2 se ee 2 66.6 
Ross (snow - gooses2i2 ee oe ee Ee 4 80.0 

‘Potala .c2 5. pees. ee eae eae eee 52 39.4 

A further analysis of this table shows that with the single exception 
of the Canada goose, all of the geese are in the group that shows a 
high percentage of parasitism. If these figures represent an average 
sample of the conditions of parasitism obtaining among our common 
waterfowl, it would seem that the pintails and the geese are more sus- l| 
ceptible to parasites than the others are. This condition might have 
its explanation in relative immunity or in differences in feeding habits. 

As to correlations existing between the conditions of parasitism 
found and the localities studied, the collections from Vallejo and 
Bakersfield were so small as to be of doubtful value for comparison with 
those from other localities. Fortunately, Live Oak, Los Banos and Jack- 
snipe afford interesting data for comparing conditions in the Sacra- 
mento and San Joaquin valleys and in a typical salt-water marsh area. 
The figures are as follows: 

No. of birds Number Per cent 
Locality examined parasitized parasitized 

Jacksnineg 2222S See 20 3 11.5 
Wive, Oak (ooo oe eS es Se 28) 8 27.6 
Ose Banos preety epee eae Oe a GD, 26 41.2 

It would seem from this table that parasitism is more common in 
birds that frequent inland bodies of fresh water than it is in those i} 
that live habitully on the salt marshes. Also it appears that birds are 
more heavily parasitized in the San Joaquin Valley than they are in 
the Sacramento Valley. The various matters of migrations, feeding 
habits, summer conditions, ete., are so complicated that it is indvisable 

to draw too many conclusions from one season’s work with a limited 

number of birds. 
Referring back to the original table, it will be noticed that by far 

the most common parasite found was the small thread worm Amidosto- 
mum sp? This form is almost microscopic in size, about the diameter 
of ordinary sewing thread, and lives embedded in the inner surface of 
the gizzard just at the edges of the grinding pads, They averaged
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from one to five per parasitized bird, and the records show that this 
form was found in twenty-three different birds belonging to six dif- 
ferent species. 

The tapeworm Hymenolepis anatina was next in abundance, being 
found eight times, but only in pintail ducks. Four specimens were the 
most found in any one bird with the exception of two cases where the 
tapeworms were immature, and so small that an accurate count was 
not made. 

Another tapeworm Hymenolepis lanceolata was found but twice in 
two different species of geese. The round worm Ascaridia sp? was like- 
wise found but twice in only one species of bird. 

All other records are based upon finding the parasite only once and 
in one host only. 

From the foregoing tables and discussion it will be seen that intes- 
tinal parasites are present in nearly all species of our ducks and geese 
commonly taken during the hunting season. The fact that no parasites 
were found in the small numbers of mallards, spoonbills and widgeons 
examined does not necessarily mean that these birds are not parasitized. 
Another season might show a higher percentage of these birds in the 
bag and parasites in proportion to their number. No cases were found 
where mature parasitie worms were really abundant. With two or 

| three exceptions the parasitized birds seemed to be in as good condition 
as the unparasitized ones. 

The above studies being made in late fall and winter with mature 
birds give, of course, no picture of the situation that may prevail 
among the young birds in early summer where parasitism may be of 
considerable importance. In this connection it may be said that the 
life eycles of parasites and the susceptibility of various hosts to infec- 
tion by such parasites are the factors to be considered. The life cycles 
of only a few of the worm parasites of birds are known, and all of 
these involve complex factors of food relationships of the birds and 
the things upon which they feed. 

From the standpoint of intestinal parasites, the survey thus far has 
| disclosed no apparent relationships existing between duck sickness and 

the presence of parasites. 
: As has been mentioned previously protozoans, particularly amebae 

have been found in the digestive tracts of two sick ducks from Buena 
Vista Lake that were being kept under observation. This is of interest 
and suggests the desirability of making more extensive collections of 
these organisms than was done in last season’s work. To do this will 

involve the use of special equipment in the field for making up the 
material on microscope slides and preserving it immediately after the 
birds are killed. 

Those who observed the collecting of parasites in the field last year 
will recall that it is a comparatively simple matter. The following 
diagram will give an idea as to the relationships of the parts of the 
digestive tract and the places where parasitic worms may be found. 

The intestinal tract is removed from the bird and placed in a pan 
of water. It is then slit open with small scissors and examined in the 
water. Using a pipette or medicine dropper to squirt little jets of 
water into the opened intestine serves to free the parasites from the 
surrounding material. When a parasite is found, it is washed free,
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lifted out by means of a camel’s hair brush and placed in the preserving 

fluid. Round worms and flukes can be handled with a small pair of ; 

foreeps, but tapeworms are usually broken by this method of handling. 

The greatest danger of destroying tapeworms as specimens in the 

process of collecting them is to break off the scolices (heads) which are 

attached to the intestinal wall. It is important that these heads be 

intact for they are invaluable for identification. 

For collecting the small gizzard worms, a sharp-pointed pair of 

forceps should be used. 
Four per cent formaldehyde makes a good fixing and preserving 

fluid. An important thing to remember is that a generous amount of 

Esophagus 

ss Caecum 

Coecurn Worms 
Crop Tapeworm Tk ae ae 

Grid came 
i ee oll_intestine 

Proventriculus C/; \ 

Duodenum Le GE 
Gy p 
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Coecum ‘Coecurn Wor aus b 

Fluke,< ia 

Fic. 95. Diagram of intestinal tract of duck showing places where parasites may 

be found. 

the preserving liquid should be used. About ten times as much liquid 

as the bulk of the specimens is the correct amount to use. Most impor- 

tant of all is exact labeling, stating the host bird, the locality, date, 

the place in the host where the parasite is found, and the collector’s 

name. 
Interest taken by sportsmen and others in the parasite survey of 

game birds will be appreciated by the Division and we will also be glad 

to obtain any specimens that may be sent in. 
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Fic. 96. Rescuing fish from overflow area. August, 1928, 
Photograph by George Neale. 

FISH RESCUE AND RECLAMATION 

By Grorer NEALE 

(With three photographs by the author.) 

While the Division of Fish and Game has previously been engaged 
in fish reseue work principally of black bass, its purpose was, primarily, 
to fill requisitions for the stocking of barren waters or for replenishing | 
those waters which were over fished more than from a conservation 
viewpoint. No funds had been available or organization created to | 
carry on the work. | 

The work of rescue and distribution was carried on for a number 
of years out of Sacramento by the late deputy Manuel Cross and the 
writer. The conditions were ideal for natural propagation in both 
Yolo and Sacramento counties. There were more black bass, possibly, 
in those two counties than in all the state. A total of 507 shipments 
of large mouth bass were made during the years 1904 to 1912 to 
counties as far south as San Diego and north to Siskiyou. Up to this 
date the other spiny-rayed tribe, crappie and sun fishes, were not in 
sufficient numbers to justify their removal to other waters for stocking 
purposes. Since then these spiny-rayed fishes were introduced into 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys and thrived so remarkably 
well, because of the natural propagating conditions existing, that the 
angling fraternity has learned the economic and great outdoor value
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V . 9 x to have scarcely any young among them, and 

€é I I lemiGan } orts! ] lal ) S a this low percentage of young holds from New 

Brunswick to North Carolina. This is obviously 

BY JOHN C. PHILLIPS significant. The young birds, I might add, are 

President the American Wild Fowlers. very easily picked otit from the old ones during 

DMINISTRATION of any kind of adaptable, better used to constant changes of “ee = ei os oa ea: me 
: : i y a . 2 

game in our country starts with very food and water levels and better provided for Se OEE CONG en Oe nee eee ia ae 
Sh : ‘ cert ae nes : : average year, and the swan will do little more 

generalized hit or miss prohibitions. rapid and sustained flight than many other dellpaddit0 to15 fone) lati 

Finally when the stringency of these threatens groups of birds. Hence, their movements are thelg ee noe nah ae on e paste Dep euots 

to destroy the very sport and recreation for often extremely erratic and difficult to under- Speleeairs sete ei 

which they were framed to perpetuate, we are stand. Only observations over a long term of Banding Returns 

forced to dig deeper under the surface in order years with due allowance for changes in food, The mortality inflicted by the gun on any 

to develop more intelligent schemes. amount of persecution, the development of soc- given group of ducks is about 11 or 12 per cent 

For a long time we depended for our wild- turnal habits, etc., can supply the type of in- the first year, more than this if we band them 

fowl supply on the bounty of the mysterious formation by which we can judge the rise and right in the shooting season. We already know 

North, that alone we thought would take care fall of the reasonably true population of any this accurately from returns of banded ducks. 

of the stock. Then we began to see that some- given extant species or groups of species. Eyentually we may get back from 14 to 23 per 

thing more must be done. We stopped spring the Pesnahent mice cent of returns, depending on the species and 

shooting, the sale of game, and placed these r ‘ the locations of the banding stations. What be- 

migratory birds under the protection of the What can be said, off-hand, about the num- comes of banded ducks after that? We do not 

federal government. Then we paused with a bers of game ducks and geese which constitute {now, but we have reason to believe that the 

sigh of relief, thinking in our small way that OU" permanent investment ? We can, at the ands are worn out and lost. We have one 

we had put the wildfowl problem on a perma- present, arrive at this figure only by an arbi- return of a Pintail after 13 years, and we know 

nent basis. trary guess. It can not be less than from 75 to that ducks live and are fertile up to 8 or 10 

But our pause was short. The extraordinary 100 million birds, judging by the numbers which years at least. So we have probably been 

development of our country; its amazing in- We kill annually without greatly affecting the shooting more than 23 per cent of all those 

crease in population, hard roads, motor cars, stock. This estimate does not count the marine panded. More durable bands are now being 

and boats, magazine guns, and above all, leisure ducks, such as eiders, scoters and mergansers. — supplied by the Biological Survey. 
to use all these instruments, became factors 1% terms of actual meat value this sum repre- B 3 

* ut let ake th 

entirely underestimated before. This new de- Sents a sum of $150,000,000, or thereabout. But 5. 44), ee eS 
structiveness (as I might call it) at least bal- directly dependent upon this immense reserve of send aenche cay el OOO banded Hard. 12 

anced the “take” of old days and perhaps ex- wild life we must include the industries of the Ses oie ae at a se a kill ae ae 000, 

eecded it. gun and ammunition people, representing gross He es a ‘ e i a se d 

sales approximating $45,000,000 and in addition Seal See ee os ce e tt 

A Gigantic Puzzle all interrelated commercial enterprises having Oey CUES ee Secure an coemae pe ee 
‘ ‘ Bs ‘ : Does this 12 per cent kill leave us an average 

Doubts began to assail us, some well-founded, to do with duck hunting and sporting parapher- ‘4 
: z Bt es 2 margin over all natural losses, such as death 

many more mere snap judgments with no sound nalia. If to complete the picture of dependency arial Bird ai lati kali 

basis from which to work. But those in author- we add to all of this the enormous recreational Seat ha ane s ee aa pe mie i z 

ity found it difficult to sift the wheat from the value which our million or two million duck P 5 Co = boo le ae 
é . s . a by native kill in the far North? Add also loss 

chaff. They were torn in various directions. hunters expend and reap from their outing, we a é 
ss ys 5 from spring fires, the mowing machine, floods at 

One section of the country appeared worse off begin to visualize some conception of the cash y ‘ 
‘ i i z ‘i nesting time and droughts that may be just as 

than another section. Was this a temporary or value of our wildfowl. It sounds big, this : 
od ser i serious to new hatched young. And above all, 

permanent condition? What was at the bottom figure of 100 million birds, but compared to our : z 

ee ae - 7 i 4 i r do not lose sight of the cripples destroyed by 
of it, or behind it all? And one class of sports- increasing population and its access to game re- i : : ; 

a x Bg ont promiscuous and illy-aimed gun fire and birds 
men, with nothing to lose, sought to level op- sources through accelerated movability, it is eaely 5 3 

ie : Aas 2 pn uy left to perish in our marshes. This destruction 
portunities for sport by radical prohibitions, actually small. Not over one per capita in ; ‘ 

‘ fin ee may easily reach a figure of 2,000,000 birds. 
while another class sought to hold fast to what actual breeding stock. Z 3 

: t 5 : Almost certainly, however, we still have a 
it had. Compromise seemed impossible. Those The M . fear ‘ af e 

; an : ce ie Margin of Safety safety allowance with some wide ranging spe- 
with few opportunities for hunting wildfowi ae é tie - : 

thought that by arbitrary limits on the well-to- What can we regard as a safety margin in an 1S, Buch ae. the) Pinal ae ere 

do class they might better their own chances. annual kill, or to put it another way, how po it ae ae end yaneus fe 

Whereas, by causing the abandonment of great ™4"Y wildfowl eu face oithout drawing - 1t 4 @unceuiccuain te aie ae Sousa 
preserve areas, just the opposite result might 0 our capital investment of breeding stock? drawing on our reserve stock. Geese are better 

Lave ohtiined: ‘PHestsidatonmeae eueiemce Suppose we say that the average number of able to look after themselves than ducks, were 

puzzle, loaded with dynamite for anyone who fertile duck eggs is nine or ten; of geese five or it not for this none would naweRea te ga cte 
ehiose to. meddle ania! six; and of swans four or five. This will give are very different reasons why some wild- 

To cut this matter short, it became apparent US even in good seasons an average of not more fowl can stand more shooting than others, but 

that far more precise knowledge as to the actual than five young ducks placed on the wing in 1 cannot deal with this) phiasein seljstore 33 

numerical status of our game wildfowl was late August, probably less; not over three geese Paper i 

the first requisite in dealing with this very com- 2d perhaps two swans for each mated pair. Phew total Rule : 

plex problem. So, in 1927 steps were taken by Many of the geese do not breed until the sec- There are several ways by which we might 

the Biological Survey to supply links for some ond or third season; we must allow for that. get a rough estimate of the total kill of wild- 

of these gaps in our knowledge. We hope that We must also concede mortality of old birds fowl. One, already set in motion by some 

through the present voluntary census we may during moult on breeding grounds, and the states, calls for a return of actual numbers 

get some answer, first on actual numbers; sec- erosion of natural wear and tear going on all shot by each hunter. I believe this method 

ond on conditions which surround important the time. By no means do all females lay 1 should be taken up by all states, or all impor- 

concentration and wintering areas; and third, clutch every season. So if on the average any tant duck states. Although it may not have 

on those extraordinary fluctuations in num- population of ducks doubles between May Ist actual significance this kind of record does give 

ber, or shifting of wintering grounds from and September Ist, it seems to me that is about a lot of relative information, and becomes more 

one season to another. This shifting of all one can reasonably expect. We know, too, valuable the longer it is kept in operation. In 

wildfowl may concern only one or two that there are many bad breeding seasons and time, we shall learn how to make due allowance 

species, and yet it may include great mixed it is likely that there are periods of bad years for falsification of records and other errors in 

bodies of many species. Wildfowl are more 8 well as cycles of good breeding years. Dur- individual returns and hence to evaluate them 

a i ‘ ing some seasons, for instance, our Eastern with considerable success. 

Walle teseas oe Begone Conventicn of the Izaak Brant, as they reach us in November, are seen Another valuable set of data are now mostly
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being lost. I refer to the records of legitimate along with nearly 20,000, more than one-half Gustav Hansen 

duck clubs. By legitimate, I mean all those from California. The Green-winged Teal is One of the best known and most successful 
shooting clubs organized for pleasure and recre- fourth on our list with twenty and one-half Operators of a private trout hatchery in the 
ation and not for financial benefit of one person thousand, and the Blue-winged Teal much less. Northwest died January 6, 1929. The fishing 

‘i - If all tt : Z ‘ , resort of Gustav Hansen at Osceola, Wiscon- 
or group of persons. ; ; f all three teal species were added they would sin, was known far and wide. Mr. Hansen was 

This season, 1928-29, the American Wild appear as third in abundance, over 36,000. We a patron of conservation and a high grade gen- 
Fowlers, in cooperation with the Biological cannot stop to analyze further. I have attempted  tleman. 

Survey, designed a blank sheet for recording to point out some of the important ques:ions E. Lester Jones 
daily kills by species and by numbers of guns, concerned in getting at a proper understanding Conservation lost an earnest and influential 

and sent it out to some 2,500 duck clubs and of our wildfowl numbers. I have tried to sug- iwend #0 ie feat e eee Goo ae 
private preserve owners. Up to date, we have gest methods for increasing our knowledge. I vey, which oceucren iin Washington, D c Be 

5 . . ’ S a 3 

175 returns and 100 or more acknowledgements do not want to leave an impression that the April 9, 1929 at the age of 53. Colonel Jones’ 
scattered all over the country from Massachu- numbers I have quoted are much more than interests and activities were numerous, nearly 

setts to Southern California. These clubs re- intelligent guesses. If they will result in in- all being in the interest of public service. He 
A : ; i ; was an active member of the American Fish- 

port a total of 324,663 ducks and geese shot in teresting more people in this end of the wild-  gries Society and co-operated effectively with 

34 states, mostly, however, from Illinois, Vir- fcwl problem they will have fulfilled their pur- the American Game Protective Association. 
ginia, Arkansas and California. We have tabu- pose. Colonel Jones will, undoubtedly, in the future 
lated these returns as to total wildfowl per gun = fe ruown as the falter pk he eras Legion 

Be cause Ake Sica ie See ce Bey ee ee Oe Eo sump o Mee aver ae Members of the American Game Protective The death of Edward Howe Forbush, for 
membership of clubs we can get an idea of the Association will be gratified to know that Sen- many years director of the Division of Ornithol- 
average bag per year for each club member. ator Frederic C. Walcott of ‘Connecticut has ogy of Massachusetts, on March 7, 1929, at the 

This is smaller than one would think. I place heen assigned to the Senate standing committee 28 ci, lose ne Sx tacedaly eat ee 
e S i : reer. His lite was devoted to the study of birds 

it a not ae 7 and ie me oe 90, on Agriculture and Forestry, to which all game and to the publication of results of his research, 
and in our list of returns we have a great many pills are referred. Senator Peter Norbeck of which included many papers and books, the 
of the most famous duck clubs in the United South Dakota, co-author of the Migratory Bird most important being his last, a monumental 

States. The average kill for each club is about Conservation Act passed at the last session, re- work in three volumes, “Birds of Massachu- 

1,800 ducks and geese. The average bag, per mains a member of the same committee. Sen- Se ae ee it 

shooter, per day, is twelve according to the data ator McNary of Oregon succeeds Senator Nor- death has not yet been published. 
at hand. The Louisiana clubs, according to ris of Nebraska as Chairman of this committee. Mr. Forbush was a Fellow of the American 
state figures, average about 2,500 each per sea- In the House of Representatives August H. Ornithologists’ Union, Field Agent for New 
son, and the members average about 18 for Andresen of Minnesota, co-author of the Nor- poglend Gt the Aenea Association of Audu- 

each day’s hunt. beck-Andresen Migratory Bird Conservation B Bae ante Mie cornet ie ae 

Suppose, therefore, that we have 2,000 legiti- Act, is retained as a member of the Committee Department of Agriculture. x a gee 
mate duck clubs in the United States, forget- on Agriculture. Sint Clifford Sitton 

ting for the moment the large number of com- a The American Game Protective Association 
mercialized clubs. If our group of 174 clubs, CLUB PRINTS ANNUAL DIRECTORY ost one of its valued counsellors in the death 

here analyzed, is a fair sample of the whole, we Vion, N. ¥.—The llion Fish and Game Club of Sir Clifford Sifton of Toronto, Ontario, 
would have three and three-fourth million wild ewe : (4 which occurred in New York City on April 17, 
fowl Grey 2.000 odd clubs in the Inc., has issued a printed report of its activi- 1929. Mr. Sifton had been a member of the 

ae ne SnD eee leat ties for the past year which was circulated to BE Cornmniiies of the Pee Game 
past season. cones rotective Association since é e was 

What proportion of the total kill of all wild- 7 ee ee ee deeply interested in wild life conservation, rec- 
fowl does this represent? We do not know. If °rrT® ee : y, reation and outdoor sports. During recent 

i f : that it j third, th and much accomplishment in the line of trout years he has made his winter home in Florida. 
We sey tot baw pucss tee i Ten meee Te planting, stocking with pheasants, distribution He was a native ‘Canadian and had during all 

Cee eee ee ee of pheasant eggs, planting of fish, distribution his active life taken part in the activities of the 
geese for the United States as a whole. If we i vest d a h Dominion and in the Province of Manitoba, 
call it onechalf the total Jill) we get 7,460,000 1 (apple, transhooting and various lothe ae; wlicre! He) served suctesstally) as a (member ct 
§ Ge " isin tivities. The club took an active part in the the Provincial Parliament, as Attorney Gen- 

a eee y program endorsed by sportsmen for improve- eral, and as Minister of Education. He was 
This corresponds roughly with the figure pate : Canadian representative of the commission 

é 3 < s ment of conservation laws by the recent session hich eel he Nigel haiad : 
8,000,000 which I arrived at by estimating the : . cere eae . which settled the Alaska boundary question and oat : kk in 1923. That fi of the Legislature. This organization is affli- .-ryed on a number of Canadian federal com- 

ee acca) » That figure ated with the American Game Protective Asso- missions dealing with conservation of natural 
appeared in the introduction to my book on ciation and has made valuable contributions to resources. He was active in business and pub- 
ducks. the work of that organization in securing legis- lisher of a number of prominent newspapers. 

Variation by Species lation for the protection of migratory birds. C ee pa a ey 
. ules ommissioner Linus vens of the Vermont 

Now let us look at the total by Renee iia Department of Fish and Game died suddenly in 
many cases these are unreliable as to identi ca NECROLOGY office on February 25, 1929. Mr. Leavens had 

tion of species but with some of the most famil- George Mannheimer rendered long and conspicuous service to the 
iar kinds we can get some idea of the rela- George Mannheimer, President of the Ram- State of Vermont during two periods of encum- 

tire praorton, A th op tans th Mardy Cou Soon, Clu of Ramsey, Com. ne of he sof Sit Fiano . . . ,. ty, Minnesota, a leader in sportsmen’s and con- : 
Cry ae aodione hae eae servation activities of that state, was drowned 1921, when he was succeeded by Colonel Har- 
tail, with forty-seven and one-half thousand. while hunting on October 26, 1928. old P. Sheldon, now Chief U. S. Game Con- 

Now it is almost certain from this that the Mal- award BE vade rosie Officer. Following the promotion of 
lards are receiving a far greater degree of per- Fidward eri aiR vate eqihose lifer waeidevoted Poa ae at ee Go nep, a 

secution than the Pintail, relative, of course, to to promoting conservation, died at his home in at the beginning of the present year: : 
their numbers. The total stock of Pintails is Ogemaw, Michigan, recently. For the past 25 ey ‘ 4 ‘ pie His contmninicuetS newspapers and mag: Mr, Leavens sincere devotion to the cause of 
certainly as great and I believe much greater : ‘ 5 = wild life conservation and his efficient admin- azines on conservation subjects have been vol-  ; . é th 
than that of Mallards. Less are actually shot yminous and widely read. pce tl ee Fish and ome Depart. 

: eae = : 3 ment is indicated by the many accomplishments 
and less are relatively shot, judging from re W. McDonald Lee attained during his service in office. He brought 
turns of those banded. f Colonel W. McDonald Lee of Virginia, who the fish cultural work of the state to a high de- 

The Ruddy scores come mostly from Cali- ae Sor a number a ae Cinionan ot te Bree Gf ciency and secured the establishment 
. 1.237. This seems to me tate Commission of me and Inland Fish- of the first state migratory bird refuge in Ver- 

cnr te Deore - 7 R a lati eries, died in December, 1928, after an illness mont on Lake Champlain, comprising 1100 
out of al proportions to the Ruddy population 9 only a few days. His service with the acres of admirable marsh area for breeding, 
and size of breeding range. The Baldpate comes state commission terminated in 1926. nesting and feeding grounds for migratory birds.
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The Hand Reari f Wild Duck 
By HEAD KEEPER 

(Reprinted from Game and Gun by permission of the publishers) 

Before beginning to rear wild duck a saucer, care being taken that there is not unusual for some nests to come 

by hand, certain important prepara- are no level places by the sides in off in 26 or 27 days, and again others 

tions must be made, not the least of which an egg might remain if thrown may take anything up to 30 days. The 

which are the selection of a site for the out of the mest by a restless hen. actual time depends very largely on 

sitting boxes and the question of mak- Short meadow hay makes excellent the weather, the freshness of the eggs, 
ing the nests. The sitting boxes should lining for the nest, and if a very small and the amount of heat generated by 
be placed somewhere free from danger quantity of grain is scattered over the the hen. After the eggs have been down 

of disturbance by inquisitive dogs or soil, before beating it into proper shape, seven or eight days, during the whole 

other animals, as unwelcome attentions jt will quickly sprout and grow up, of which time insect powder should be 

will frequently disturb the hens to a making a nice cool fringe around the freely used on the hens and sprinkled 

fatal degree, Probably the best place sitting bird, and will also help consid- over the eggs as well, they should be 

of all, if any real choice is possible, is erably to retain the moisture that is so sprinkled with tepid water in addition 

a roomy and well-lighted shed, open on essential to the welfare of ducks’ eggs every alternate day for the next ten 

the south side. In order to keep out particularly in warm, dry weather. In days, and after that every day. As good 

intruders of all kinds, wire netting five fact, when there is a prolonged spell of a way as any to perform this operation 

or six feet in height should be erected drought, water should be poured around is to place the vessel containing the 

along the open side, Many hens will go and on the sitting boxes twice a week. water close to the nest and then to 

down on their eggs if put on gently Thirteen or fourteen eggs are quite dip the whole hand into it a few times 

and left in perfect quiet, but the same enough for such hens as Wyandottes or and to withdraw and give one quick 
hens will on the slightest interruption, Rhode Island Reds, both of ‘which shake each time over the eggs. 

get up and plunge about amongst the breeds usually make ideal broodies. Of For the first three or four days the 

eggs; and when they do go down again, course, any hen of fair weight and hens should only be off the eggs for 
they frequently only cover a few eggs well feathered, does quite well for food and water for about ten minutes, 

on one side of the nest. The result is hatching purposes, with the exception but the time may be gradually in- 

that the eggs will not be evenly incu- of Minoreas and Leghorns, All hens in creased until half an hour is reached. 
bated and the chipping stage will not poor condition and pale in comb, or This, however, should only be taken as 
be reached by all at the same time. having a watery discharge at the a guide—the operator must use his 
When placing a hen on eggs, the oper- nostrils, or scaly legs should be re- own judgment when the weather is 
ator should grip the hen by the legs jected, There ought to be little diffic- very hot or very cold. 

with both hands close up to the body, ulty nowadays ‘in getting the right Sharp six am. is the best time to 
keeping the head towards him and then type of hens, but in bygone days when begin with the feeding of the hens, and 
put her gently down, On no account rearing was carried out on practically it is imperative that that hour be 
should fowls be entrusted with valuable every estate, it was very often a most strictly adhered to. Tethering by the 
live eggs until they have been tested difficult matter and on more than one leg is a good way to keep them out at 
on sham ones. Anyone with experience occasion I have tried the non-sitting feed. A handful of coarse soaked bis- 
ean usually form a fairly correct idea varieties mentioned above but seldom cuit meal, with an occasional change of 
as to how long it will be before any inceed did even one of them sit for the steeped wheat or barley and a cup of 
newly brought in broodies will be ready full period for incubating a clutch of pure water, is all the sitting hens will 
to sit. If a hen will allow one to put eggs. Personally, I prefer fowls to an require each day, 
one’s hand under her and raise her up incubator, My chief reason for this When the chipping stage is reached, 
a little, and will then go down imme- preference is that if anything goes the greatest care must be taken or 
diately the hand is withdrawn she can wrong with the incubator during the serious losses may occur. Should there 
be assumed to be quite ready for the process of incubation, there is a great have been eighty eggs all put down on 
work for which she has been obtained. risk of all the eggs being . wasted, the same date, and amongst these 

The simplest way to make a nest is whereas if a hen ruins her eggs only should there be fourteen chipped, all 
to cut a sod which will exactly fit the that particular clutch is lost. The nor- that need be done is to put the latter 
sitting box, then after placing it in the mal period for the eggs to take to under one hen which has been observed 
box it must be beaten into the shape of hatch may be said to be 28 days, but it to be a steady light sitter, Her eggs of 
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GAME BREEDER 
course, should be divided amongst the pass through it, and the netting must rabbits entrails (but see that there are 

nests from which the chipped eggs have be drawn quite taut and firmly pegged no tape worms in these—they can be 

been taken. As soon as this lot is to the ground. Spruce branches should observed without opening.) It is best 

hatched off, the operator can give her be placed against the netting to provide to lay these entrails on a board and 

another sitting of chipped ones. I have shade from a hot sun, and shelter from chop them up a bit with a sharp spade, 

known a hen hatch over a hundred cold winds. These enclosures have to be The principal feed must be of grain and 

birds from one batch before being put moved occasionally, and the hens may given just before darkness falls, and 

out with a brood. be removed gradually after it is not- the largest bulk scattered in the edge 

The newly-arrived brood should then iced that the ducklings are congregat- of the water. By feeding at dusk, the 

be put into a flannel bag, and placed in ing together and attaining independence birds are restrained to a great extent, 

a basket lined with flannel and set in a_ of. their foster-mother, But one or two from flighting and their safety is there- 

warm place near, but not too near, a_ hens should be kept on as long as pos- by ensured to some degree. A very light 

fire. It is an excellent plan to visit hens sible to hover any weakly youngsters. tempting feed should be given regularly 

that are hatching every two hours or so During the period the hens are with every morning and the ducks will learn 

and remove the young ducklings that the broods they must be well fed. One to await the keeper’s arrival with it, 

have hatched. If this system is followed good feed a day and just a small pinch and on the morning of the shoot it 

there will be very few losses, but if the every time the young birds are fed, should be omitted. This will eliminate 

young birds are all left in the sitting mainly to make them call will, how- the risk of the duck being elsewhere 

box till the whole lot have hatched, ever, be quite sufficient. Water should when most wanted. 

some are certain to be killed. But on no be given and this should preferably be Wild Duck are rather susceptible to 
account must every duckling be taken from a pond or stream, and since the certain ailments, chief amongst these 

from the hens that have hatched them, ducklings will drink from the same _ being blindness. If a gummy matter is 

or some of them are sure to refuse to vessels, it is very important that these noticed about the eyes, or a discharge 

take kindly to a brood when put out in be very shallow, and of such a nature at the nostrils, all those affected should 

the coops. as to provide a foothold for the little be isolated at once. Some relief will be 

Between sixteen and twenty-four things. In cold weather it is best to given if the discharge is cleanly re- 
hours after being hatched out, the place stones in these vessels so as to moved, and the finest vaseline rubbed 

"young birds can be put out in coops, prevent the birds getting anything ex- gently on the affected parts. 
and it is best to put them out, when- cept their bills into tne water. Cramp occasionally attacks ducklings 
ever possible, in the forenoon. No Nothing better than Wild Duck Meal and if measures are not taken at once 
food should be offered till the hen has is required for the broods until they to check it there is a great danger of it 
hovered the brood for at least an hour. are a month old, when they can grad- proving fatal. Immersing the feet and 
Twelve or thirteen are quite enough ually be taken onto coarser fare until legs of affected birds for a short time 

to give any single hen. It is best to about eight weeks of age, by which twice a day in embrocation will some- 
put the food on a small board or slate time they will be able to take soaked times effect a cure. 
just inside the bars of the coop for wheat or barley for the evening feed. The keeper should teach the birds to 
the first day; afterwards it can be put The morning feed may consist of equal come to feed by whistle. If regularly 
on the grass in the run, and no more quantities of oats, Indian corn and bar- whistled from an early age, they can 
must be given than the ducklings will ley meal, scalded with boiling rice and be brought from a distance and flap- 
eat up at once. The food must not be rubbed up until it forms nice small pel- ping along in response to the feeder’s 
watery or the birds will get into an lets. In fact, this latter mixture could signal, soon teaches them to use their 
awful mess. If a handful of the food be given once or twice a day from the wings. 
is made up into a ball, laid on the time when the birds are a month old, 431i - 
palm of the hand and the thumb press- the other feeds being made of scalded ee zi ieee seo 
ed on it, it should if of the right consis- coarse biscuit meal, ete. were it not that so many sportsmen 
tency fall to pieces, For the first two When eight weeks old the ducklings have been disappointed with the very 
aie Baie eh oe f a oe Le be taken to their permanent quar- inferior sport their ducks have given 

ee 2 _s jas ee oe sad on the water, but they should not them the first and only time they went 
m. e allowed their liberty for awhile. An to the expense of having a hundred or 

one not before 6 pm. After they are enclosure must be made with wire net- two hand-reared. Usually when this 
a fortnight old, one feed a day less ting and this should include when pos- occurs the keeper is blamed, and I re- 
oe rhs eS al Na a bad a nice grassy slope, on which a gret to say that frequently this blame 

ERG. Ghd as eStart ne Re aC cise can be placed. The most suit- is just. Many a keeper is a first class 

are receiving two feeds a day. These ar ee a ee Pa ne bartridges HE BE ENO aa uisily’ fecad anouileee ee a Ss ae and the netting should but an absolute failure when he under- 
dueguen oth end about two yards into the water, takes the rearing of duck, and I am 
cg e season, and be pegged down all round; but it convinced that itis after the birds have 

ne - ais aati i rae peas ad be high enough above the water settled in their permanent quarters that 
eae eh aa 0 oe the ducklings from getting the greatest blunders are made. I have 
fata es ne ad OL Bian oe . n the course of eight or ten known of several instances. Perhaps 

Beaten stone oe es nee ae ‘s ae ley will have got accustomed to the most disappointing case I ever saw 
inser in a ird ti ice y ; e elr new surroundings, when the net- was on an estate where over two thou- 

twelve yards by meaee The ne f Dee a be removed and they may be sand pheasants were reared annually, 

the netting must be coeaa thas th en aii gc ue Eerencud and 2 oreuey mere a little variety in Bee, a ha ie wards, very coarse fare will satisfy the bag on a shooting day, the shoot- 
ucklings wi nd it impossible to duck—rotten potatoes, boiled turnips, ing tenant decided to have about a 
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hundred ducks reared as an experiment. the wild nature asserts itself in them lake and fed there regularly. In a 

This was done, and the ducklings did and they can no longer restrain their short time they will frequently resort 

well and when turned on to the water, longings to flight as darkness gathers thither to rest during the day and then 

were very large for their age, and jn, they will on practically every occa- the keeper should occasionally come 

from that time till the day of the shoot sion, be content to fly around a few near them, and keeping well out of 

had very little, or no attention, except- times and then alight on one or other sight, send his dog suddenly in amongst 

ing as much Indian corn (maize) as of their own lakes. On the other hand, them. When they rise let him fire a 

they could eat given them twice a day if they learn to fly with the old birds, couple of shots and he will soon find 

—morning and evening. On the day they may be led away to places where out the amount of wing power the birds 

the ducks were to be shot, the poor there are always guns awaiting the ar- have developed. When time will permit, 

fellow who had had charge of them was rival of flighting duck. It is best to and the surroundings are suitable, a 

all smiles—the birds were so large and continue giving a light feed of grain, second similar feeding place should. be 

plump, and looked so well swimming such as wheat or barley, morning and used. When the actual morning of the 

about the lake! Briefly what happened evening through the whole shooting shoot arrives, the guns will have to 

was, the birds would not rise until a season, Maize should never be given—it _ take their places in the “hides” around 

shot or two was fired at them, and is far too fattening—grit must always the sheet of water, and these “hides” 

then only flew from must be constructed 

one part of the wa- pg ae SEaRRSaeIS ae gre ee so that they actual- 

ter to another and |Ss@@qeemeaumesorsrapemscumtetete”. “aI Cite i Sa MEPEN NST CCS | | eI ~| ly will hide the 

never rose more |e Po ee ae rd ure Be RS Se SO he shooter when the 

than five feet above Tai ws Ae a4 seas MESES eA birds are coming 

the surface of the |e aia = me) Se Poe ee Ge a ap DAN a either off or or to 

lake. No more duck eS A  . Be e we a ee the water. Should 

was reared on that |} Meee iy. Oe eee Bae: a 5 ot Neher See), | they be at their day 

estate during the |)» "Wii, —-cegemeet” “paee eie i Bg Gg oe ees SY) y{| resort, finer shooting 

tenancy of the |g: Mesgqmgnsc wees I * ate th Ae > yy F is will be got at them, 

sportsman in ques- aoe ae ioe Dag ae I a coming to the water 

tion, The pity of it [eee Oe oa aa eo aa eae a he Ee | than when they have 

was that altho there |p re Te ER ES hg ae etal ae me f | to be flushed off it. 

were two lakes on |Eeeegecsee sare pCa aoc Saari t cca es fie! A | On places where 

the shoot, both bor- |=] : Bee Be he gos eee an cee yaa j.| there are two sheets - 

dered on three sides |S=ss2ame eae ear i i ona ieee | of water, the guns 

by belts of trees, es should be placed in 
Leen (Hone haeee MALLARD DUCKLINGS FINISHING THEIR MORNING MEAL Steet dine Deticen 

er seen the second lake, tho only about be placed where the ducklings feed. A them, when the birds can be driven 

half a mile distant. $ supply of boiled swedes or turnips, rot- backwards and forwards. 

Now where there are two pieces of ten potatoes, etc., should always be It is well to remember that duck al- 

water on an estate the task of getting available night and day. Nibbling at most always rise into the wind, and 

? ‘ ary this sort of stuff amuses the birds and continue to fly against it, 
the birds into such a condition as to : A 

: i prevents straying. When there is an It is quite unnecessary to save an 

ee moore Secon sport, is greatly abundance of this latter type of food equal number of ducks and drakes. Two 
simplified. Presuming that on these the regular morning feed of grain may drakes to three duck are quite suffic- 
oe ae a Nae of the ene be dispensed with; but since a keeper  jent, 
lings have been placed on one of the should always see his bi i : 
lakes, an attempt should be made, as ioe we Teck Ae No pike, ene coot or any 
soon as the birds are able to fly a lit- est to continue to feed, for his ap- vermin should be in or about a duck 

tle, to induce them to go to the other pearance and familiar whistle and lit- pond. When the season has closed, the 

sheet of water. Undoubtedly in time Je bit of pleasing fare has a soothing ducks should still have a small feed 

they would do this of their own ac- and reassuring effect on the birds, es- grain each evening, merely to induce 

cord, but probably not before they pecially if they have been scared by them to stay at home. Heavy feeding 

— see tele to join oe old birds vermin during the night. ae pe a pceoera . be eg 

that lived on the water in the evening ee a = irds to lay earlier than they should. 

flight; this is rather too late for one anes aes See cuaae cick <to When they have fairly begun to lay, 

or two reasons—first, because on their ®'V® fine sporting shots on a shoot two feeds a day should be given, and 
home water practically all the Where there is only one piece of water it is advisable to soak the grain of one 
natural food will have been consumed are undoubtedly considerable, but can cf the feeds with the liquid of bviling 

before this time arrives, and that on easily be overcome by a patient and  greaves adding the latter to it as well. 
the other piece of water may be, in a persevering keeper. If, when about ele- Ducks will, if their eggs are taken 

great measure going to waste. (Ducks ven or twelve weeks old the birds have from them lay two, and many of them 
eat considerable quantities of “duck been trained to flap along in response to _ three, clutches of eggs in a season. 
weed”, a plant which is found on al- the keeper’s whistle from one part No eggs should be taken from a nest 
most every pond). Secondly, because of the lake to another and likewise for until it contains at least five eggs. 
before the birds have arrived at a some distance out on land the practice After that, one of the oldest eggs can 
stage when they are capable of flying of drawing them landwards must be be removed daily after the bird has 
with the old birds, they should have ac- _ persevered with; and eventually they laid, so that the number of five or so 
quired the habit of going regularly be- should be drawn to a nice sheltered will be kept up. Too much cover can 
tween two sheets of water; then when spot with trees between them and the (Continued on page 243) 
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Changed. -@hroughowt.cthe..< protected): | acnw sperma so, esters = Cees TERED. 1p) Sau ea 
areas in the north, the commission has an 

placed placards bearing the slogan, >. PHEASANTS 
“Report Fires. Call Central. She Py say 

Knows.” and as soon as a fire gets Ere’ <  English Ringneck, Blackneck, Chinese and 
started in the woods, Central receives E> r ae : half Mongolian Pheasants, mixed, in lots of 
call after call from people wishing to % ‘ Le me 40 to 1,000. Young or adult cocks and adult 
report the fire. Se , < hens, October dispatch $3.75 each, f,o.b. 

With continued and increased support - Li — New York, including Import Duty. Young 
from the general public, which in time My ae. Hens, $4.50 each. 

will mean adequate funds for fire pro- team SS : 

tection and reforestation work, and - es HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES 
with a systematic working out of the a | 

forest crop law, there is no reason why Sgers fase NY Orders now booking, in lots of 60 to 1,000 pairs, for 

Wisconsin shouldn’t eventually have as ee delivery November 1929 to March 1930. Only sound, 
valuable pine timber as it ever had. strong Partridges sent. Live arrival guaranteed, Quota- 

tions given, f.o.b. New York, 

Payment can be deposited with Tobias & Company, Shipping Agents, 
PHEASANTS ON INCREASE 42 Broadway, New York City, who will clear the birds on arrival and 

Rapid Strides Being Made in Pheasant immediately forward to consignee. Reference can be made to Amer- 
Propagation ican Game Protective Association, 2273 Woolworth Building, New York 

Most encouraging is the outlook for Be ae Game Conservation Society, 205 East 42nd Street, New York 
ay hie inereace int pisacedte on! tie re: ‘ity, an 1 numerous State Game Commissioners, to whom large numbers 
cently established auxiliary state game of Partridges, Pheasants and Pheasant Eggs are supplied annually, 

refuges in Missouri. A yield of an SoS ee ie eee GN Z 

average of 300 pheasants on each of the Ph F 

au refuges is anticipated, and e easant arm 

this is exclusive of the natural preps: ad Uu 1 VE GREAT MISSENDEN, 
gation. As the Department previously 

liberated approximately 75 adult phea- SSL ae alee SELL ae ae BUCKS, ENGLAND 
sants on each refuge the natural pro- Je caRERO NENG 1 Grae wusnenien rs “CYRIL ELURINGHAME Es pegation will be far in excess of pre- Se See ee ete Scena as teeta 

vious years. To materially assist pro- 

pagation work, about 100 head of s a sa ae 

pheasants will be held for next year’s ets i Ve oh ee BN Soar. San 

stock, and the following year new blood 5 Ne or RA Sor phere 3 | - : 
will be imported. The Department is r me BAe ss Bool et aoe 

anticipating rapid strides in this par- g “¢ Soa pea : at : fuss” 

ticular field. ted eae ¥ aes 

SS i — Pes emer coe eee 

(Continued from page 232) | og 7 f 4 oS de 1 ave UE of yi a 

day if nobody cared? But somebody oY Sal ree re 

did care—and we have buffalo, so can — 2 Daamecge.ciecnosiie iaee oe aera 
we have martens and fishers if others SEE ee ae om ee Pia 

will care and pass on to the next gen- pee fo eee ae ee oan a =| 
eration a part at least of the great 

heritage which has been left in trust 

for us. Shall we waste it or preserve DURABLE ENCLOSURES 

it? The game farmers of America must - 

quickly decide this question for them- Of Crown Steel Construction 

Bee: Steel pens—strong, rigid, permanent, sanitary, neat in appearance—and 
low in cost. That is what Crown Steel construction gives you. Enclosures 
may be large or small, stationary or movable—and they may be adapted HAND REARING OF WILD DUCK ue the meguiremients of any bird or animal. The erection is easy—simply 

(Continued from page 229) rive post in ground and mee on top rail. E 

hardly be’pub on ground around a take | PEN euammeut the United Gare ee ton ee ee for ducks are especially fond of a dark purchased Crown Steel pen quipmnt for building thir new game farm at place in which to nest. It is a good plan Chino, California. 

to make a number of nests near the Write for the new catalog F7 today. Full descriptions and details. Com- lake and place sham eggs in them; these plete price lists showing large discounts on netting. 
nests must of course be formed in such 
places as can be reached with the least CROWN IRON WORKS COMPANY 
possible difficulty by the keeper when 1109 Tyler Street, N. E. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
collecting the eggs. — EE ee eee ieee 
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investigations of disease of game birds | year ten men and ten women received 

and animals, has resigned to accept a training. These students will go back to 

splendid position as head of the vet-| teaching and other vocations and in many 

: erinary laboratory of the Massachusetts | different sections will pass on conserva- 

Agricultural College at Amherst, Mass. | tion ideas to others. This seems to be a : 

Dr. B. G. O’Roke, who discovered and | fundamental means of reaching numerous 

explained a strange malady which at-| people throughout the state. 

tacks quail, resigned on September 1 to Yosemite National Park rangers were 

accept a position as assistant professor | given special training this past summer 

of zoology in the College of Forestry and and aided in the educational work. Camp 

Conservation of the University of Michi-| fires were held in two of the public auto 

gan, where he will continue investigations | camps, and here a ranger-naturalist talked 

| similar to those he prosecuted here. each night. In addition, outpost educa- 

In times past the better qualified men tional work was established at Mariposa 

at the State Fisheries Laboratory have | Grove of Big Trees, Glacier Point and 

been tempted to eastern positions by | Tuolumne Meadows. As a result of these 

offers of higher salaries; this time an im-| developments a larger number of visitors 

portant research program relative to dis- | was reached than ever before. 

ease of game birds and animals will have Two representatives of the division 

to be delayed until men can be found to| conducted a_ splendid educational pro- 

fill the places of these investigators. gram in California State Redwood Park. 

‘aoe at a ‘An innovation this year was the addition of 

eer DUCK SICKNESS . illustrative materials in the form of lan- 

/ During the past winter a number \of | tern slides and motion pictures, used in 

Pa experiments have been carried on to de- connection with lectures at the camp fire. 

i) termine the toxicity of samples of alkali] During the month of July more than 

secured where duck sickness has appeared\| 14,000 persons came in contact with the 

in years past. These experiments at | service by accompanying a party afield, 

Hooper Foundation for Medical Research | or listening to an evening lecture. The 

have indicated that relatively small con-| grand total for the month of August 

centrations may cause death. amounted to 12,617. 

The major work this past winter has| By making contacts with summer va- 

consisted of a series of chemical analyses | cationists the citizens of the state are led 

of soil samples collected in places free |in an easy and natural way to under- 

from disease and in those places where| Stand and take an interest in natural 

disease is prevalent. Samples have been | resources. 

secured at regular intervals and the result 
should show variation in concentration| PHEASANTS LIBERATED ON SANTA 
from month to month as well as indicate CATALINA ISLANDS 

; the main differences between the con- William Wrigley has been financing a t 

centrations at danger points and those | sizeable game farm on Santa Catalina 

places where disease is not prevalent. Island. Though largely a show place, a 

With the outbreak of the disease at | number of pheasants reared on the farm 

the Bear River marshes at Great Salt | have been liberated recently near Avalon 

Lake in August, Paul A. Shaw was sent|in an attempt to stock the island with 

to the area to continue investigations in| this game bird. Special publicity has 

the field. been given this liberation in order that 

An earnest endeavor is being made to] citizens may give the birds proper pro- 

solve this important problem related to | tection until they have become established. 

the conservation of waterfowl. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS 

SUMMER RESORT EDUCATIONAL Every game crop is the resultant of two 

} FRO aA forces: (1) the breeding habits of the 
As in past summers, the Bureau of | species, and (2) the environment in which 

Education and Research has made an en- | jt lives. 
deavor to reach summer vacationists with Breeding habits are constant. Hnviron- 

an educational program. The chief of the} ment is the variable. 

bureau spent two months in Yosemite] If the environment is favorable there 
helping with the nature guide program] will be a crop; if unfavorable there is 

and in directing and training a group of | no crop, and even the capital stock may 

students attending the Yosemite School of | decline. 

Field Natural History. Environment is the summation of 
As formerly, the number of students in} many factors—food, cover, predators, 

the school was limited to twenty, and this | hunting, disease, etc.
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Bird lovers, by and large, have made| the long run. There is a best way. For- 
the mistake of seeing only one of them— | esters can help find it. 

. hunting. Agriculturists as well as foresters can 
Sportsmen, by and large, have made/| help find it. The technique of environ- 

the mistake of seeing none of them. They | mental controls for game production must 
insist on turning out stock without re-|be dovetailed to both farming and for- 
gard to whether the environment is fit to| estry at every point, else it will never be 
receive it. If the environment were im-| practiced. Game is essentially a by- 
proved the constant planting of stock| product of farming and forestry. If 
would be unnecessary. It is often cheaper | the system of raising the by-product in- 
to improve environment than to con-|terferes with the main erop, the by- 
stantly plant game. product will not be produced. If it does 

Foresters are taught from the outset | not interfere, but actually benefits the 
the futility of planting in unfavorable en-| main crop, economic as well as altruistic 
vironments, They are schooled from the| forces will eventually bring about its 
outset to the broad idea of environmental | adoption. Most game crops can be made 
controls. Foresters can render a great| to benefit the main crop. “Hnvironmental 
Service to game conservation by helping | Controls—The Forester’s Contribution to 
to work out a technique of environmental | Game Conservation,” by Aldo Leopold. 
controls for game. Du Pont Promotion News Bulletin, No. &~ 

No state stands in greater need of| 35, May 24, 1929. 
such work than Iowa. The prairie 
chicken has been crowded out of the A NATION BEGINS BUT ONCE 
state, probably by reason of the elimina- “In a hundred and fifty years a virile, 
tion of residual patches of prairie cover. | resistless, acquisitive people have swept 
The quail is being slowly but surely re-| our country from the Atlantic to the Pa- 
duced by the grazing out of woodlots, the | cific coast. From Jamestown and Ply- 
devegetation of creek banks and drainage | mouth they have pushed the frontier be- 
channels, and the elimination of fence-]| fore them until it has disappeared. The 
rows. Waterfowl are shrinking before the | wild turkey vanished before the domestic 
advance of drainage. The only basic|hen. Sheep replaced deer. The buffalo 
remedy is environmental control. gave way to better beef breeds; grains 

Most thinking conservationists realize| and fruits have been substituted for nuts 
this. What they do not realize is that| and wild berries. The Conestoga wagon, 
favorable game environments in the past | the canal, the steam railway, the auto- 
have been accidental, whereas from now| mobile, and the airplane have followed 
on they must be built by human hands] each other in rapid procession—all within 
and brains, for the deliberate purpose of | the memory of father and son. Towns and 
raising a game crop. cities have been built, many of them 

Here enters the mission of game re- among the world’s largest, and more than 
search. It takes more knowledge to put | half our people live in them. We win 
together than to take apart. Just how] wars for other nations and lend them 
do we build a quail range? How much] money with which to mend their wrecked 
cover, and what kind, must be put] fortunes. 
into this gully to make it produce a “We are admittedly the richest, most 
covey every year? How can that cover| powerful nation in the world and we took 
be arranged to give minimum interference] this power of wealth out of the ground. 
to the adjacent crop and maximum ero-| Now, we must invoice our resources and 
sion control to the adjacent ploughland?| determine how we should proceed from 
What cover plants produce food as well] here. For a nation begins but once.” 
as cover for the quail? What kinds and} Hubert Work, Secretary of the Interior, 
numbers of predatory species can be] “Foreword” in “Our Federal Lands” by 
allowed to inhabit it? What supplemen-| Robert Sterling Yard, 1928. 
tary winter feeding is necessary? When? 
What mechanical arrangement will pre-| ELECTRIC BROODERS USED AT 
vent winter feed from being covered by GAME FARM 
snow or sleet, or eaten by less valuable Efforts to improve production at the 
species, when worst needed by the quail?| Yountville Game Farm have resulted in 

The exact answers to such questions| the use of an electric brooding system. 
must be worked out for each species and| Many difficulties were encountered last 
each region, just as analogous questions| season with domestic hens, chief of 
are being worked out for each species| which was the transmission of disease to 
and region in forestry. Some think a| young birds. Hence, it was decided, if 
guess is good enough, but foresters know possible, to eliminate the objectionable hen 
from experience in their own field that| and to rear Chinese ring-necked pheasants 
technique based on guesses is expensive in entirely by artificial processes,



Ducks? 
OW will the flight be this year? Every wildfowler and protecting our breeding grounds. All great wildfowl H dwells long on that question. Will the shooting be breeding areas should be purchased and set aside for all time 
better or poorer than last year? Have the birds been to come. The duck hunters of this country would gladly add 

favored with a successful breeding season? On the latter a dollar or five dollars a year to their license fees if they everything depends. knew the money was to be used to perpetuate and improve | 
When you read this, your duck season may be in full their sport. 

swing and you can answer. On the other hand, you may live Likewise it is claimed that 80 per cent of the waterfowl 
in the southern half of the United States, where seasons open killed are shot south of the Canadian border. We owe Canada 
later. As I write, in the month of August, no legal gun has much! She has already set aside thousands of acres of ref- 
been fired at waterfowl. Any opinion held at this time, there- _ uges. But unfortunately some of her best breeding grounds 
fore, must be founded upon reports made by men familiar are in agricultural. districts, where water areas, if drained, 
with conditions on the breeding grounds. would be worth much money. Such refuges must be pur- The situation, as it looks today, is black indeed. The chased. Would it not be possible, in cooperation with the ~> drought of 1930 will go down in history. Waterfowl suffered Canadian Government, for the men who shoot 80 per cent along with other crops—and far more seriously. of the ducks to help purchase and set aside in perpetuity 

Last week I attended the annual convention of the In- areas where those ducks are bred? Such an arrangement may ternational Association of Game, Fish and Conservation not be feasible. At least it would be the fair thing to do. 
Commissioners at. Toronto, Canada. This organization is 
composed of the game officials of the United States and the Wwe have a Federal law which was passed with the in- provinces of Canada. tent to save water areas for the ducks. So far it hasn’t There was no optimism in evidence when wildfowl were accomplished much. Some doubt that it ever will. First, it mentioned. Every province of Canada was represented, and depends on appropriations from Congress—always an un- I talked with all these men personally regarding the duck certain factor. Secondly, it provides that all areas purchased situation. It would be impossible to imagine a blacker pic- must be set aside as refuges for all time to come. This pro- ture than that painted by these game officials. Especially vision threatens to kill the usefulness of the measure. pessimistic were the representatives from the prairie prov- Many excellent areas, admirably situated for refuges, inces, from whence come practically all of our canvasbacks would be available were it possible under the law to reserve and redheads. parts of such areas for regulated shooting. 
Benjamin Lawton, veteran game official of Alberta, told “Establish your refuges somewhere else. This is the only in open meeting of the scarcity of waterfowl. He told of the place we have left where we can kill a few ducks in the fall.” drought. He recounted how the settling up of the country That is the story the Government officials hear when they had worked against the birds. Lakes seven feet deep several start hunting refuge sites. 

years ago are dry today! Sloughs and pond holes all dry! You can hardly blame a gunner, who sees his shooting Mr. Lawton concluded his remarks by saying he didn’t be- about to be taken from him, if he puts a few boulders in the lieve Alberta had 10 per cent of the ducks she had ten path of a proposed refuge. It is the most natural thing in years ago. the world for him to say, “Make your refuges somewhere A. E. Etter, Game Commissioner of Saskatchewan, then else.” No community wants to see its last bit of public shoot- arose and said to Mr. Lawton, “Why be so optimistic?” The ing water turned into a refuge. And no one thinks the duck- story told by Mr. Etter was most disheartening. “In areas’ ing clubs will be so public-spirited that they will part with where the roar of rising birds could be heard for miles there their properties. 
are no ducks today.” ‘What is the answer? The situation is serious, The framers The same story came from throughout the Northwest. of the first Game Refuge Bill foresaw this difficulty. To fore- No water—no ducks. Drainage plus two years of drought. _ stall it the original bill provided for regulated shooting under 

the supervision of the Biological Survey. But those who @ bright spot comes from North Dakota, where, Com- oppose all shooting said “No!” and by theiz intolerance they missioner Maurek says, many ducks, on losing their have crippled the worth of the measure. first brood, moved to deeper lakes and laid a second clutch It is not refuges the birds need so much as water! Marsh- : of eggs. He is planning to set back the opening date for lands must be restored and preserved. Under Federal law. shooting in his state, as many of the birds will be unable tothe whole country is a migratory bird refuge except for fly well by September 16th, ninety days or less each fall and winter, when ducks and Unless all signs fail, the waterfowl season of 1930-31 will geese and one or two other game birds may be shot under be the poorest in recent years. What is the answer? How regulation. True, the law is not well enforced, but it could can duck shooting conditions be improved? be if the officials had a little money to employ wardens, It_is very true that we can’t fight droughts, but it is What is the answer? It looks simple to one who has possible that droughts are to a certain extent man-made. We __ studied the problem for many years. The answer is money ! can put back much of the water that has been drained off Let the man who shoots furnish it. The fellow who can buy by promoters in order to sell the land underneath it. In many a box of shells will gladly spend another dollar or more, so Western States the water-table kas been lowered materially that he may have something at which to shoot them. by unwise drainage. If drainage continues, is it fantastic to Muzzle the few fellows here and there over the country believe that droughts will occur more frequently? who wept and wailed and pleaded so eloquently that the That group of men who place their trust in restrictive downtrodden duck hunter be not taxed. Then pass a Federal legislation will probably shout, “Shorten the season and _ license bill, Buy all the available ducking waters and make lower the bag limits.” Futile—entirely futile! Purely re- more. Enforce your laws and have ducks! 
strictive legislation never produced a bird. 

Tt is generally conceded that 80 per cent of our wild water- { Ae GP J fowl are raised north of the Canadian border. That being . olla. 8 true, we could easily double our 20 per cent by increasing \ 7 
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66 Field and Stream—December, 1929 

- = me beyond. The next moment I believed my- ing of the potato, I would give it. The 
, self the victim of an optical illusion. Northwest Territories Branch has placed 

MY GUN DOGS ae big Pee I gasped excitedly. at my disposal sence records avitclt 
} on’t move ! show crops garnered at Fort Good Hope, 

y i An instant before, he had dived from which is near where the Arctic Circle 
AY the heights at an almost perpendicular crosses the Mackenzie River. There, in 

PSN angle. Then he disappeared in a waver- addition to other garden truck, the Roman 
OT ing line of blackbirds spanning the west- Catholic Mission has gathered a good crop 

‘ ern sky, When I marked him again, he had of potatoes, up to sixty bags, practically 
ey s Meg flattened from his tumble directly over every year since 1866. 

Se pe “ole the bush concealing Dud. With a side- The Department of Agriculture has also 
Rl) ag er <i long twist, he lit in the tawniness a few furnished me with a map showing the pres- 
yh See feet away. — : eo ent northern limit for cattle grazing. The 
gy) oo ER By whistling and energetic pointing, I tendency is for this line to move north- 

ate YS ONE) WW acquainted Dud with his whereabouts. A ward. Cattle grazing directly affects water- 
= Ry aS 3 sharp click sounded over the meadows as_ fowl through the trampling of nests and 

ee BES ON he pumped a shell into the chamber. Know- 
QQ ys eS ing that haste would lessen his chances, [0°37 ae a 
ieee he sidled around the bush. Then he sprang |* aaeree petay iS LESSER, i 

7 = ee NS into the open, thrusting his piece to his 2. ScAuP } 
AE U7. shoulder. -/ ws unt! 
DS We The jack whipped from the vegetation [a ~ PS yi Lise 
EON with a flare of white. Putting every bit | a) net ty 

RoR of energy into his wings, he bounded to- ee as 1 terrae es 
2 ward the maples like an aerial cottontail. | ‘> $4. ERS él 

He faltered when the duck gun roared, =f Be) NS) cine ur Coe, 
True stories of hunting dogs by then spatted into the loam. The spent = (a>) PIn__@ CH °| 
the editor of Field and Stream. charge rattled into a haycock, ° NIN en a oh 
Good reading and full of informa- “Je-e-e-e-hosephat |” shrilled the farm- ° ss Re Wg te NS ey *. tion. Illustrated by A. L. Ripley er, stabbing the air with his forefinger. | 2 A. ESO oer © 
and published by Houghton Mifflin “Look! Look!” Without explaining his | pri SGaes sews we : 
Company, 2 Park Street, Boston, conduct, he ran to Dud as fast as his aged iter | rer ee 
Mass., at $3.50, legs could propel him. a 

: aS pS The side of the haystack bulged and the destruction of cover for nests and 
swelled. A wide hole yawned in its base. young, and indirectly through the demand RAY P Bear-like, two men scuttled out of the {for a winter ha supply. . HOLLAND t hands and knees. Their cloth », i aperture on hands and knees. Their cloth- ‘Then we have the latest grazing develop- Sati ing was covered with loose strands of hay, ment—reindeer grazing. The reindeer 
some of which had matted into their hair. grazing areas, which have been surveyed 
cast ae poet me Scrambling and found suitable, are indicated on the 

Yes! Your Gun Must Be Cleaned abject Cadet | Pt Lan ee daee, Deeper ate the ea pee 
PROTECT IT against LEAD FOULING Dud stood motionless, paralyzed by aS~ ment of the Interior. Other areas yet to 
and retain indefinitely that accuracy which tonishment, But not the farmer. Trembling pe surveyed, but which will probably be 
you enjoy in a New Gun. eon Hate pe ‘ee a suitable, are shown too, but marked with ; HOOKER’S SHOT GUN SCRUBBER notonl. = a query. Once reindeer grazing succeeds, 
PREVENTS but REMOVES LEAD FOULING a ee eee sey ey some additional demand will be made on 

$1.25 trated him with a slap on the back. So ee 5 
Postpaid “That,” he exclaimed, “was a heck of |” i Sheen eds | nose ca Sian a good shot!” L gael TT | 

01 . DOS wee 
(patesiF ens) : TWENTY YEARS FROM NOW? (LL o/4U> er aK (is The flexible head adapts itself to variance in : * Amt) SSS Og . ) bore—and retention grooves positively retain (Continued from page 39) LUO se SOR ik + the patch at all times, A perfect cleaning job. faych Lande!) aithioushviliiiine hooting am la aie (X, ~ , » FON ae ory PS 2 aie oot Ata Ee PATCHES areas, is the recent interest in marshes as Se wy -- ee & 
prevent LEAD FOULING 25c Box natural fur farms for the raising of musk- n Sat YS | 

ae ; rats. ° ee A aia ES ens RB Zeset reowes || To illustrate the extent to which west- | 7 WeceeERy: oes 
a Ct) Pin the tata or at home, (State |] ern agriculture will encroach upon the | s SSS EGE | CS NSH fivt'itanw- “Wom? || duck-breeding area, the 1910 and 1928 | 3/" ....,,  SBetaeagier des 

: 4 plete unit. wheat-growing areas are indicated on a = fakery 5 ay: Satisfaction Guaranteed or money refunded || man New wheats created by our Depart. tae. ss Lt ee IE aw 
pie Leman eas a eerie S, ae ment of Agriculture have greatly extend- the wildfowl supply, and the present de- THE HOOKER MFG. CO. "AE5iGF ed the wheat-growing area; and, surpris- mand for wildfowl as a needed mest fecd 

ing as it may seem, wheat ripens earlier willbe letsened 
‘ Pere see ee The present distribution of population 

Makers of Fine Guns [ AB Nt awe are in Western Canada is shown on another 
I< a 52 . 2 SCAUP. map through the courtesy of the Director 

We are prevaned to execute yaus orden fa OA ~ Sat ae of the Natural Resources Intelligence 
nuins built in ell caltbers, Double rifles, car ey YR ey CARY 2%, Service, Department of the Interior. ried in stock, Springfields restocked, fitted F a4 SMG a a \ Bird species seldom move from their with special barrels or completely rebuilt. Saree v Q SS) breeding range. Man has occupied and al- 
come ge ore a seen BNI ee eS | tered a great deal of the range formerly 
Hable and easiest adjusted on the market. Bom 7. g] Possessed entirely by wild life, and man Hunting and exploring expeditions completely p Nee ? g]| will migrate northward according to his 
outfitted for any part of the world. CM Mon | X OL 2 {yer} own free will and the availability of food 

GRIFFIN & HOWE Inc. Nec sees FB ee and occupation. Probably the lesson from 
202 East 44th St., New York City SS GR fstAe.| this is that a very definite restriction of One block from Grand Central ne ” 2a Ver =| the capital supply of wild waterfowl can 

ey eae ( WA « | be expected ultimately, not because of poor 
i = ee = conservation, but because of the advance 

SPERRY’S of human population throughout the water- Palen iceDan os et Fort enllign than at points far to oe breeding area. 
oe the south. An eighteen-hour growing day uman advance of this kind to occu 

DUCK DECOYS Ls P and high temperatures speed ifalong This the fertile lands suited for agriculture an 
aah Tee ees map is furnished through the courtesy of Western Canada will not be stayed, but 

Gtrowlarien request the Dominion Cerealist, Department of it rightly gives cause for thought to those 
Mfd. by MODERN DECOY CO. Agriculture. who wonder where the ducks will come 

P.O. Box 1484 New Haven, Conn. If I knew the northern limit of the ripen- from twenty years from now. Given breed-
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the author of the Game Refuge Bill, the; power of flight and then the ability to 

Protection of the American Eagle Bill] walk. In this helpless condition, even 

and the Predatory Animal Control Bill. should it be able to survive the ravages 

The committee has chosen as its secre- | of the poison, the bird often becomes the 

tary Morris Legendre, a graduate of | victim of the elements or of our preda- 

Princeton and a Rhodes scholar to Oxford. | tory creatures. 
He has made extensive studies of wild With regard to the recent lead-poison- 

life not only in the United States, but | ing outbreak in Vermillion Parish, La., 

also as a member of scientific expeditions | the Biological Survey report says there is 

to Africa, Asia, Alaska and the South | little doubt that water levels have a dis- 

Seas. tinct significance in the prevalence of lead 

The committee hopes that the exhaust- | poisoning in this coastal area. Practically 

ive study it plans to make will enable it | all the ducks succumbing there were 

to form a national legislative policy for | shallow-water feeders (pintails and mal- 

the replacement and protection of wild|lards) and in their feeding are able to, 

life resources of the nation that will en-| reach the bottom only when the water is 

dure for many years, a policy which has | of moderate depth. ‘ 

for its purpose the perpetuation of the Commenting on the condition in which 

wild life of our_nati e future | the lead is found in the stomach, the re- 

generatio jay enjoy it. port says “the pellets of lead at times 

Organizations and individuals who are ve worn down to mere discs of small 
interésted in this matter should address | siz@\that easily might be overlooked in 

théir inquiries or suggestions to the com-| a superficial examination. By syphon- 

ittee, Room 207, Senate Office Building, | ing with,an excess of water in a shallow 
Washington, D. C. dish thes@ small particles can be separated 

from other material of lower specific 

SHALLOW-FEEDING WATERFOWL gravity. ‘his condition, in which the 

COLLECT LETHAL DOSES OF | jeaq shot/are almost, if not entirely, di- 

SPENT SHOT. gested, has raised doubts in the minds of 

Lead poisoning, a deadly affliction be- | some field observers as to the cause of the 

~ setting wild waterfowl, again showed | mortality. If the bird has eaten only a 

itself in the coastal region of Louisiana | few sHot (3 to 6), it would be necessary 

during the latter part of the winter. ©. | that/these be ground down almost to the 

R. Kalmbach, a biologist of the Bureau of | vanishing point before the bird could m 

Biological Survey of the U. S. Depart-| assimilate a lethal dose. On the other 

ment of Agriculture, recently visited the | hand, cases arise in which as many as 20 

region and studied the causes of the mor-| or more shot may be found in a single 

tality reported among wild fowl there. | stomach. In such instances it often will 

His report shows that though less dis-| be noted that none of the shot has been 

astrous than the duck sickness of western | worn down to a mere disc. Death is 

states, which has made heavy inroads on | caused by the assimilation of the compara- 

ducks and other waterfowl during recent | tively thin outer surface worn from all 

years, lead poisoning is in some respects | the shot. Since the toxic action of lead is 

even more unfortunate. i slow and a bird may retain its power of 

The story is a simple one, he says, yet | flight for two or three days after having 

particularly deplorable. For many years | consumed a lethal dose of shot, cases in 

Jead in the form of scattered pellets of | which an apparently healthy bird is found 

shot from hunters’ guns has been sprayed | carrying a considerable number of shot in 

about favorite shooting stands. These | its stomach are explained.” 

stands naturally are in attractive feeding Continuing, the report discusses field 

areas, where the birds, puddling in the | conditions: “To visualize the conditions 

mud bottom for seeds and tubers of| under which ducks may obtain a lethal 

aquatic plants, come in contact with the] dose of lead, even though the shot be 

shot. To assist digestion they swallow | widely scattered, one needs only to recall 

the leaden pellets along with sand and | how thoroughly these birds work over an 

bits of gravel. The lead is slowly ground | attractive food area. A flock of 200 to 

down by stomach action and they assimi- | 300 ducks may find sufficient food in the 
late it. stubble of one rice field to hold their at; 

The slow toxic action may not reveal | tention for successive nights over a period 

itself immediately, but when once a bird | of several weeks. They go over prac- 

takes a lethal dose of lead there is no | tically every square foot of this area, and 

chance that it may escape the effects. | any shot overlooked by one bird is likely 

The affliction usually lingers and the bird | to be picked up by another. Furthermore, 

gradually becomes weaker, first losing the | although a duck may find a single shot
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only once every third or fourth day, the ) 784; mink, 26,695, brought $552,586.50; 
process of assimilation of the lead is so|and lynx, 7575, brought $462,832.50. 
slow that in the course of a week or two |The number of muskrat skins shipped in 
sufficient lead may be accumulated to pro- | 1929 exceeded by far those of any other 
duce fatal results, species. A total of 190,377 muskrat skins | 

“Any doubts that may exist concerning | brought a return of $194,184.54. Only 
the prevalence of shot in quantities suf-| 1547 beaver skins were exported in 1929 
ficient to be a menace to wild fowl in this.] because there was no open season on 
coastal area vanish when it is realized | beavers. 
that lead was found in the stomach of The kinds of skins of which there was 
every one of 18 birds on which post-| notable increase in number exported 
mortem examinations were made. The| during 1929 over the number for 1928 
pellets of shot varied from 1 to 24 in|are as follows: Red fox, 5884 increase; 
number, and in each instance character- | white fox, 7646; lynx, 2598; mink, 5658; 
istic symptoms of post-mortem aspects of | and weasel (ermine), 7214. Skins of 
lead poisoning were revealed.” “| other species showed somewhat of a de- 

The mortality in Louisiana this year | crease. 
was not so great as last, according to Mr. The report also notes that more than 
Kalmbach, and by no means equal to that | 34,000 seal skins were taken on the 
of 1921, when many thousands of water- | Pribilof Islands under the supervision of 
fowl died in this region, presumably from | the Department of Commerce, and netted 
lead poisoning. Deplorable as these re-|a gross return of $721,000 to the United 
curring losses are, the most unfortunate | States as part of the proceeds. 
feature of the situation, it is pointed out, 
lies in the fact that there is still deposited | TRAPPING AND HUNTING REGULA.- 
not only in the marshes and shallow wa- TIONS FOR 1930-31 APPROVED FOR i 
ters of Louisiana, but in those of many ALASKA. 
other states as well, lead shot that will New regulations concerning game and 
continue to kill waterfowl for many years | land fur-bearing animals, game and non- 
to come. The Biological Survey called | game birds, and nests and eggs of birds in 
attention to this menace in 1919 and| Alaska have been adopted by Secretary 
pointed out the hopelessnes sof any reme-| of Agriculture Hyde. The regulations, 
dial measures. As stated at that time,| which were recommended by the Alaska 
“all that can be done is to call attention} Game Commission and approved by the 
to the prevalence of lead poisoning and to | Bureau of Biological Survey, become ef- 
describe the cause and symptoms, so that | fective on July 1, 1930, and have just 
persons finding birds affected may under-| been published as Circular 7-C of the 
stand.” Alaska Game Commission. + 

Important among the changes in the 
SKINS WORTH MORE THAN 0,000) regulations is one providing that for resi- 
SAIREED RE ROME AE Roa alNeduze dents of Alaska there shall be no close | 
Skins of fur-bearing land animals to| season on large brown and grizzly bears 

the number of 297,448, and valued at| xcept on certain areas along the Gulf of q 
$4,513,863.76, were exported from Alaska | Alaska and on the Alaska Peninsula. 
in 1929, a report from the Alaska Game | Residents, however, may kill bears at any 
Commission to the Biological Survey of] time when these animals are about to 
the U. §S. Department of Agriculture | attack or molest persons or property. 
shows. This is $215,226.63 more than the | For nonresidents of the territory the open 
amount of the 1928 sales, although 38,629 | season on these bears in the restricted 
fewer furs were exported. The larger re- | area will be from September 1 to June 20. 
turn during 1929 resulted from increased | The restriction on the taking of bears 
market value of the individual furs. The| within the Kodiak-Afognak group of 
report is based on statements that fur | islands has been removed, and under the 
shippers are required to file with the| new regulations bears may be killed there 
agents of the transportation companies | as elsewhere in the territory. 
handling the shipments, or with post- Under the new regulations, caribou 
masters in case shipments are made by | may be taken by residents and natives for { 
parcel post. These in turn must forward | food at any time north of the Yukon 
the statements to the Alaska Game Com- River, instead of north of the Arctic 

mission. Circle as heretofore. South of the Yukon 
Red fox skins to the number of 21,023 | River the season will be from August 20 

brought a return of $1,042,740.80; blue| to December 31. The area between longi- 
fox skins, 7976, brought $808,208.08; | tudes 138 degrees and 141 degrees has 
white fox skins, 12,179, brought $773,-!been added to the area closed to deer
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A Larvicide To Ext inat M it 
‘ 

Without Injuring Waterfowl’ 
By Joseph M. Ginsburg, Ph, D. 

Biochemist in Entomology, New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, 

J While the mosquito has been annoy the larvae come up to the surface for ing mankind since the time of early 
breathing, their breathing tubes be- history, the necessity for its control 

: : ‘ has not been emphasized until it was come entangled in the oil film with 
definitely demonstrated that certain aN | he Sepult thay, the) ain Source i opar mosquitoes are disease carriers. At Ge , tially or entirely cut off, Furthermore, 
present we know at least of four dis- ( aS - the oil penetrates very readily into eases which are directly transmitted Ye Gs & the respiratory siphons of the larvae by mosquitoes. Malaria alone claims . Wy f d . i Bees 
a toll of thousands of lives in North A i j ae ob aes CAUSING, Girect  DoINOnInE: 
America and literally millions in the Wa \{ A) ‘dl within a few minutes if a highly toxic 
tropical regions. 1 NU Boe oil is used or gradual suffocation MAE | To control this pest requires the ee Nin XY over a longer period of time when a 
most modern methods of the applied : ae 4 \ heavy, non-toxic oil is sprayed. 
sciences. Some five hundred different ad ‘ Whi 4 ae 
species of mosquitoes have been thus AA A hile "petroleum oil is at present far identified, abiding in all climates our most reliable mosquito larvicide 
but only about fifty of them are of it is also injurious to plant and 
economic importance to man. Most animal life. We have been frequently mosquitoes of economic importance are MORE ark. asked by mosquito control workers 
rapid breeders, requiring from eight days to ‘ as well as by private property owners to rec- two weeks, under favorable conditions to com- 

i i I ill plete their life cycle. Irrespective of species or CUE rereas fecemucnl Aen ASnOuL habitat, they all pass thru the same life his- mosquito larvae without injury to vegeta- 
tory. It consists of four distinct stages: egg, \ ge / tion, fish and waterfowl. There is a large num- 
larva, pupa and adult. The adult female lays Pa ber of private and city ponds, streams, small 
ae ~ ae - shallow water, = whe eZ. areas of impounded water, etc., where water- mud, ete. either in large masses of 50 Beas “ Sat to 400 glued together or singly, depending SAY y Egy Such) ae rlucks gp yas and eevseuprevall upon the species. Under favorable condi- = i ) as well as water flowers are grown. These 
tions the egg may develop within 48 hours - places, while serving as ornaments around 
into a small larva (Plate 1) commonly called oe) |. 3s residential sections as well as birds and fish “a 1 ” . i 
ae After a few days of energetic 4 D sanctuaries, offer constant sources for mos- eedin; le i i ig the larva develops into a pupa (Plate We quito breeding. The owners and the authori- 2). The pupa does not feed at all in fact it Ay Possesses no mouth. Within two days or We ties in charge of these places do not dare to 
longer, depending on the species, the female ae apply oil lest injury to vegetation, fish and 
mosquito is already on her wa: to ‘pester a ‘ fowl should result. : : y to p ene 
us and to repeat the history of its race. any N . + . ‘ tong Studying the Life History of the mosquito oR N Experimenting with different chemicals we 
it becomes at once obvious that it is im- Beit found that extracts of pyrethrum are very 
possble to do anything with the adult al- toxic to mosquito larvae. The name “pyre- 
veady on the wing. It is equally hard to ex- thrum” or insect powder includes finely ae ine hg? ae aoe ot in PLATE 2. ground flower heads of a perennial plant ; ottom o e be , TUT TPA : i 2 5 tached to debris and vegetation. ee ce NO eine called Pyrethrum cinerariaefolium. This plant 

and third stages, however, are the we resort to chemical control, primar- is closely related to our common Chrys- 

weakest in the life cycle and offer ily by spraying petroleum oil on the anthemum, altho much smaller in size. 

“strategic” points for attack. All meth- surface of the water. As a matter of fact it is a section of 
; : 5 -] the genus Chrysanthemum of the Com- ods employed in mosquito control work The principle underlying the appli- aes ee oe = ae 

whether mechanical or chemical depend, : ee 5 DOPE OY uO ers (ene Ot cation of oil lies in the fact: that when 1 1 : f 
therefore, tipon, the <successtul exter 9. 9 aie ee ess extent the leaves and stems o 
mination of larvae and pupae. Where Paper of the Journal Series, New this plant contain a certain chemical 
drainage or filling-in is not possible, apn oadeiee Get anes Sta- which is very toxie to mosquitoes and 
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other insects, but not toxic to plants, carries is sufficiently strong to poison The fowls were transferred to two 

higher animals, or man. The active the small wrigglers. small water enclosures, (Plate 2) pro- 

principle can be extracted from the  pyppRIMENTS CARRIED OUT ON perly dammed and fenced off for this 

flowers by the aid of organic solvents WATER FOWL DET OeEe The larvicide Mee sprayed 
such as alcohol, ether, mineral oils, several times at weekly intervals dur- 

etc. The flowers contain only about (In cooperation with Game Conserva- ing the months of October and Nov- 

0.5% or less of this toxic chemical tion Institute). ember. 

called Pyrethrin. In order to test out the effect of this The results up till now show that 

Various combinations of this toxie larvicide on waterfowl, the coopera- none of the birds were in any way af- 

chemical were tested out during last tion of Game Conservation Institute, fected. Temporary symptoms of discom- 

summer on differ- : fort were noticed 

ent mosquito 2 : in ducks and 

breeding places ee PS ae 

in cooperation ae ae 2 | tact with the wa- 
with several 4 i yy Va Sa : t mint 

) SAYA eee ue Se er containing 

county mosquito PAM ke a7 Pla Vi oy Mee : the larvicide they 

commissions in bee " NE eT a ey oy : - | began to twinkle 

New Jersey. In i) VSN “Wi sail} by Ye Ry > AI P their eyes which, 

every case the Ve Uy | YS 3 A 7 (‘ae e i nate tee as far as ducks 

: \ Ce me aH ror ee ci mer! and geese go, in- 
larvae were killed 5 sor ap vo ; per er dicates irritation. 

within  twenty- nine pene | : ' | But, evidently, 
four hours. In |f i ee ate ' Mise: | _ they soon became 

order to avoid ir. te Pe j ; -| acclimatized to 

the use of large Kd Be a Pe | Bic 7 a the new environ- 

amounts of eith- i. et ment and were 
ee i 3 o 5 , oe = gracefully swim- 

ees en ‘ ee | omiing and ducking 
ical the follow- , j eee | sin the water, No 

ing formula was such symptoms 

‘ ; PLATE 3. r i 
sevised, ae FENCED-OFF ENCLOSURE WHERE LARVICIDE WAS TESTED ON pucKS, “7° obaetyed ae 
proved convenj- GEESE AND SWANS the swan. It is 
ent and compar- (Game Conservation Institute) planned to re- 

atively inexpensive in prepar- located in Clinton, New Jersey, was peat the experiment in the spring 

ing the larvicide. One pound secured. In this Institute systematic and summer in order to ascertain whe- 

of ground flowers is extracted Courses In rearing, up-keep, and man- they higher temperatures than those 

with kerosene or a light  petro- Booey of waterfowl and upland which prevailed during the fall might 

il simil: ; i il game binds area yuo eindenis by. not play a significant role in produc- 
leum oil similar to that used in ol expert instructors. It will not be an | P a : ne 

furnaces. One gallon of the oil con- exaggeration to state that without the ing toxicity of this larvicide to water- 

taining the pyrethrum extract is then facilities so liberally offered by the fowl. Tests are at present being car- 

emulsified with two quarts of water Institute it would have not been pos- ried out on the effect of this ‘larvicide 

containing about two or three percent sible to obtain the results here report. on “fancy” fish. : 

fete $5 tho aid of ia avita: ed within such a short period of time. From the results thus far obtained 

Si Corer x nate PS ~The conditions here were ideal for the it appears reasonably certain that mos- 

tion or pumping. The resultant mix- experiment. Mr, Arthur M. Bartley, uito breeding can be exterminated 

ture is a thick liquid which forms a Director of the Institute, kindly placed with this larvicide where waterfowl 

milky solution when mixed with water. at our disposal a number of Mallard prevail without any injury to the birds 

It was found that when one part of ducks, Canada geese, and one swan. or vegetation. 

this emulsion is mixed with 20 parts Feed th e Bir ds 

of water and sprayed on ponds, pools, : F 3 i 

or any other places where mosquiotes “Feed the birds,” is the appeal made heavy snows have either buried such 

are breeding, the larvae and pupae by the Michigan Department of Con- food as weed seeds, wild fruit, etc., or 

are killed within a period of 24 hours servation to all friends of birds, whe- coated them thick with ice. Consequent- 

: ther they are bird hunters or not; for ly there is little if anything for the 
or less. A few minutes after spray- ‘ : 3 

mn 6 ‘ oa, at present, starvation faces the pheas- birds to eat except what they obtain 
ing a very thin film of oil containing s : hale 

: is ants, quail and other ground feeding about farm buildings or at shocks of 
the toxic chemical separates out and e : ‘ 

birds. Unless many people establish corn which have been left in the 
covers the surface of the water. No y 3 Tae tes : y 
gue : feeding stations at once and maintain fields or at artificial feeding stations. 

ae effects resulted on vegetation them during the winter months, our Artificial feeding stations are unnec- 

growing either within the pond 7 loss of bird life may easily be so great essary where such corn is available, but 

along the edges. Evidently the ead that it will take years to make good a few shocks should be opened up so 

amount of oil present in the diluted the shrinkage. that the birds will not have to break ice 

spray is not sufficient to kill plant life. In the southern third of the state, to get at the grain, it is said. But else- 
while the toxic chemical which the oil rains followed by cold weather and (Continued on page 93) 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (3 ee 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY oad 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. we 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

GP-Z October 6, 1930. 
Drainage ° 

_ Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Previous to leaving Washington for Vermont last week, Colonel 
Sheldon requested me to get together for your use data in the Survey 
files relative to wild-fowl areas which have been drained and which 
might possibly be restored to their former value as feeding, breeding, 
and resting grounds of wild birds and animals. 

I have carefully searched our files and am giving you the 
following information therefrom: 

INDIANA 
The Kankakee River Marsh was formerly one of the most notable 

wild-fowl areas in the United States and was practically ruined by 
drainage. This marsh extended from Nomence, Illinois, north to 

Laporte, Indiana, a distance of approximately 50 miles and at places 
was 10 miles wide. We understand that only a small part of the 
drained area was ever successfully cultivated. However, we have no 4 

recent information on this point. It is believed that at least a 

part of this area can be restored as a wild life refuge, about 2600 
acres of which have already been taken up by the State Game Depart- 
ment for a game refugee Additional information might be obtained 
from Mr. Walter Shirts, Superintendent, Division of Fish and Game at 

Indianapolis. 

MICHIGAN 

Rush Lake is located about 60 miles northeast of Saginaw and 
was drained a long while ago, and we understand has proved a worth- 
less bog. Mr. W. H. Wallace, at one time Chairman of the Michigan 
Conservation Department, some years ago advised the Survey that local 
sentiment favored its restoration and that it could be done at an 
expense of approximately $1000. There is nothing in our files to 
show whether anything was ever done in this case.
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oo The drainage of Thief Lake and Mud Lake provides a conspicuous 
example of unwise drainage. The area of Thief Lake is about 1000 acres 
and that of Mud Lake about 5000 acres. It is our understanding that 
the bottom of Mud Lake was a peat formation and Thief Lake had a clay 
bottom end were not susceptible of successful cultivation. Our files 
do not disclose any recent information relative to these drained areas, 
put as floods have at times drowned out crops it is reasonable to 
suppose that restoration is possible. 

IOWA 

There are a number of lakes in Iowa which have been drained but 
about which we have little information. Among them may be mentioned 
Rice Lake, Lake Edwards, Eagle Lake. East Twin Lake, and Swan Lake. I 
pelieve Goose Lake, which is about 3/4 of a mile wide by a mile and a 

half long is worth looking into, as its drainage was unsuccessful and 
it is still more or less in former natural condition and might be im- 

proved at little cost. i 

MISSOURI 

Swan Lake, comprising about 1000 acres, was drained, and we 

understand about one crop every five years is partly harvested and that 
there is sentiment for its restoration. Large areas are occasionally 
flooded. We also understand Mingo Swemp was a wild fowl area before 
drainage, but we do not know its present status. 

WISCONSIN 

The outstanding drainage project, as you Imow, in Wisconsin was 
the Horicon Marsh, and I understand the necessary funds for its restora-~ 
tion have recently been acquired. There is a marsh, however, in this 
State known as Buena Vista Marsh which I am informed was a wild-fowl 
area and might be restored. 

You, of course, know that Trempeleau Marsh and the Winnisheik 

Bottoms are now in the Mississippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge. I believe 

a letter to any of the State Gams Commissioners of the various States 

mentioned would produce further information relative to the locations 

mentioned. . 

I regret to say I am unable to supply you with a map of the 
territory with a line locating the Prairie Lakes region in Minnesota. 

I believe, however, if you communicate with Mr. Geo. W. McCullough, State 

Geme and Fish Commissioner at St. Paul he can supply you or at least 

advise you where you can obtain the desired map. I have written to our 

U. S. Game Protectors covering the States mentioned for further details 

covering the drainage projects mentioned and to advise if they kmow of 

any other drainage projects susceptible of restoration. 

aoe
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Any further information which is obtained will be forwarded 

you at a later date. 

ds Very truly yours, 

Talbott Denmead, 
Acting U. S. Game Conservation Officer. 

aoe



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

GP -2 
Drainage October 8, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In further reference to my recent communication relative 

to your request for information concerning unsuccessful drainage 

projects which may be restored, I inclose copy of a letter just 

received from U. S. Game Protector, Marquis A. Charlton, covering 

areas in Ohio. 

Ve trul; urs Is ry y yours, 

Ladies 
Talbott Denmead, 

Acting U. S. Game Conservation Officer. 

Inclosure - 32792
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

LOSE BP EY REE 2106 Summit Street 
Columbus, Ohic. 

October 5th, 1930. 

Chief, Bureau Biological Survey, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to yours of October lst. 

The Metzger flats, near Bono, Lucas County, Ohio, of over 

a thousand acres, which was originally marsh land and later drained 

for farm land and is again flooded,in part. This was a wonderful 

waterfowl area 20 years ago. You have a description, maps, ete. on 

file. 

There is about 1500 acres in Wayne County, Ohio, known 

as the "Kiltuck Bottoms" that was partly drained by a County 

dredge ditch some ten years ago and stopped by injunction. The 

land drained was a failure as farm land and has mostly reverted 

to swamp and part of it dry this season. By placing 4 dam, 4 small 

one, to control flood waters it could be made into a waterfowl 

area. Part of it has always been shot by a Wooster, Ohio, gun club, 

Part of the swamp has tree stubs that has raised and 

harbored Wood duck in the past and there are a few there this 

season. 

You, of course, are familiar with the Kankakee marsh that 

was drained a number of years ago and of which was a great failure 

for farm land. I believe that with very little engineering this vast 

sand dune area, outside of the State park, the Indiana marsh could 

be brought back. 

Very truly yours, 

(sgd) Marquis A. Charlton 

5 ; Marquis A. Charlton, 

INCLOSURE B 39799 U. S. Game Protector. 

FROM 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
8—3365 

'. @, GOVERNAINT PRINTING OFFIC: 1000
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CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

Jenuary 19, 1931. 
GAME RESEARCH DIVISION . 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo - 

For your information attached is copy of 
two reports from Heyward - one on Baiting Ducks with 
Gravel and the other on Hawks and Owls as a Menace to 
Ducks. 

Most sincerely yours, 

: Fe nay a Woe Os a 
Le W. T. Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/c 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Columbia, %.C. 
Jamuary 16, 1931 

E.I.DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

Wilmington, Del. 

TO} ‘Mejor lL. Wiel. Waller: cdr. 

FROM: A. C. Heyward. 

Subject - Hawks and Owls as a Menace to Ducks 

On my recent trip to visit Mr. Sprunt in Wilmington, 
North Carolina, I ran across a very interesting and, in my opinion, 
enlightening situation pertaining to the damage done to ducks by 
hawks and owls. 

If you will recall, Mr. Sprunt has an old rice field 
just in front of his house, This field contains twenty-seven 
acres, and no shooting whatsoever is allowed in it, all of his 
shooting being done over in the cypress pond which is located 
about three miles away. 

The above mentioned rice field is the gathering place 
for what few mallards that are found on his place. It has been 
estimated by several parties that not over a total of four hundred 
to four hundred and fifty actually use that field, 

Early in December Mr. Sprunts caretaker began observing 
mallard carcasses lying about this rice field in varying statesof 
decomposition; some with just their heads eaten and part of the 
breast along either side of the breast bone wo practically the 

| entire duck being eaten. Closer observation indicated that there 
were apparently some hawks that were doing this damage, so the 
caretaker laid out in the field one entire day and was at last 
rewarded by observing a sharp shinned hawk in action. 

His attention was attracted to this hawk by its 
peculiar action. He was first seen hovering over a got, about 
twelve feet from the ground, of water in the field. Every few 
seconds he would drop swiftly, rise again and drop again. The 
caretaker sneaked over thru the marsh until he got within about 
twenty yards of where this performance was going on, and where 
he could get a clear sight of what was happening. The hawk had 
a green head mallard groggy from striking it in the head with 
his closed claws in the form of a fist, coming down on the duck 
each time with his legs straight and stiff beneath him. Finally 
the duck succumbed and the hawk began feeding first on its head 
and then along its breast bone. 

Trapping operations were immediately commenced with 
pole traps, and in a little less than six weeks, a total of 
forty-seven hawks and fifty-five owls were caught, all in this 
one small field of twenty-seven acres. During this same six



: - a. 

weeks? period, and including the first carcasses found, a total 
of thirty-six mallard carcasses were found in the field, all 
of them showing unmistakable signs of having been killed and 
eaten by either hawks or owls. As the travving operations 
began to bear fruit, it was observed that the number of car- 
casses found began to decrease. 

As no shooting is allowed in this field, and as 
there is no other shooting within ten miles, except in Mr. 
Sprunt's pond located three miles away, where there is very 

little mallard shooting as you know, it is pretty safe to 
assume that these duck carcasses found were not of wounded 
ducks. 

Assuming that the estimate of four hundred mallards 
using this field was correct, and from my own observation, it 
appears that the hawks and owls have in six weeks accounted 
for aporoximately ten vercent of the total number of ducks 
making this field their headquarters. 

The number of owls caught is startling, as I don't 
believe I have seen a total of fifty-five owls in all my life. 
Of course they get about mostly at night, but even at that 
Mr. Sorunt had no idea that there was anything like that 
number on his whole plantation. Practically all of the owls 
caught were either the great horned owl or the monkey-faced 
owl. The hawks included most all svecies from the duck hawk 
on down to the supposed inoffensive marsh harriere 

(s) A.C. Heyward.
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Columbia, S.C. 
E.,I.DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY January 16, 1931. 

Wilmington, Delaware 

TO: Major L. W. T. Waller, Jr, 

FROM: A. C. Heyward. 

Subject - Baiting Ducks With Gravel. 

Another interesting and, as far as I know, new experiment 
was tried by Mr. Lawerence Sprunt this year on his Orton Pond. 

Knowing that other species of birds like a certain 
amount of gravel with the regular diet, Mr. Sprunt got the idea 
that perhaps ducks did also. As there was absolutely no gravel 
of any kind in or near his pond, he conceived the idea that 
perhaps that was the reason the ducks left his pond during certain 
parts of the day in search of the gravel that was perhaps a necessary 
part of their diet. 

Mr. Sprunt baits rather heavily around each of his blinds 
so this year, in addition to the usual bait, he arranged a kind of 
retaining box like affair entirely under water and on the bottom 
of the pond where the water is anywhere from two to three feet deep. 
This was done around each blind and the boxes filled with gravel 
that he bought from a contractor. The gravel was of a fineness 
of about the size of a large pin-—head. 

Each retaining box held about a bushel of this gravel 
and it has been necessary for him to refill each box once since 
putting it out about the middle of November, In other words, the 
ducks have eaten about a bushel and a quarter of gravel from 
around each blind in a little less than two months, 

Whether or not this putting out of gravel has tended 
to keep the ducks on his pond he is not as yet prepared to say, 
this having been a very bad season with him as far as ducks were con- 
cerned and what ducks he has had have been more than usually wild 
and scary. 

He has proven one thing to his satisfaction at least, 
that ducks like gravel as a regular part of their diet and hereafter 
he is going to furnish it to them along with his usual bait. 

4, 0. Heyward 

Y
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A Parasite That Dines on Duck Flesh* 

WILLIAM A. RILEY, Chief / 

Division of Entomology and Economic Zoology, University ie St. Paul 

ae find the flesh general and apparent- 

of a tediously ly derived chiefly from 

acquired and ap- ig the report made by | 

parently choice duck vo Dr. C. W. Stiles, in 

filled with parasites ye = “ = 1893. There does not ( 

such as shown in the { seem to be in either 

accompanying ohoto- | 1 fel e ; the technical or popu- 

graph, is enough to i i Pi lar literature an ade- 

excite the curiosity _ | é ¥ od quate illustration of 

and the disgust of 4 " ri ¥ the gross appearance ‘ 

the hunter. Fortun- ' cs s of the parasites. 

ately, it is not a * re Dr. Stiles found in 

common experience T.) ¢ ; J | q the various collections 

but the fact that four ‘ : 4 at Washington speci- 

cases have been i ® a ‘ | ; mens from two shovel- 

brought to my atten- re bill ducks, one mal- : 

tion within recent y \ Ly 7 1 lard, and one merely 

years, leads me_ to ; labelled “from duck.’ 

think that the con- 3 The latter had been 

dition may be known i o @ sent in from Minne- 

to hunters more gen- ’ i sota by our pioneer 

erally than is sup- A Portion or THe Breast Muscip or a Witp Maniarp State Entomologist, 

posed. Duck,’ SHowine “Sarcocystis” Parasirps. Dr. Lugger. 
The first specimen, wees Fy Twien Narorau Size. mee “What are the 

submitted by Mr. things and how did 

Avery some years ago, they get there?” are 

was that of a mallard duck shot at Gray Cloud Island, the questions first profounded. A prominent scientist. 

in the Mississippi River, just below St. Paul. The | of the past generation answered by saying that they 

flesh was literally packed with little creamy-white were the immature stages of a tapeworm, similar to the 

bodies a little larger than a grain of wheat. Some- bladder worms which occur sometimes in beef or pork, 

thing of the abundance can be judged from the fact but his guess missed by a very wide martin. Surprising 

that a cubic half inch of the breast muscle contained as it is, they are actually a stage in the development of 

119 specimens, or, at the rate of some 30,000 to a a microscopic, one-celled animal. Ordinarily, Protozoa 

pound of flesh. Practically all of the skeletal muscles are invisible to the naked eye but this “Sarcocystis”’, 

were infested. (from the words sarkor, flesh, and cystos) is one of 

Soon after this finding Mr. H. J. LaDue called my the notable exceptions. 

attention to what was apparently another case of this Sarcocystis parasites are not uncommon in 

same parasite in a spoon-bill duck killed in Minnesota. ™ammals, species being reported for deer, caribou, 
i Bees : ; z reindeer, sheep, and rabbits as well as for domesti- 

i dt a eto inte a pine tl aie we uh le rly 
. s i Se ee aad eer fected but the species here considered has been noted 

had come to my direct notice until this Fall. Then eavecal tivies for tains aa well aafar qildeduole: 

in the space of a week, two specimens, both: of mal- There is not yet any agreement as to how the 

lards, were submitted for determination. The first, parasite is transmitted to healthy animals, though the 

sent HN Blas le Gy net be shot at Hartland, a yailable evidence indicates that it may be through 
Minnesota, the last of October, while the second, eating food contaminated by the excrement of the 

submitted by Commissioner McCullough, to whom aonsed ‘Gbek. * 

it had been sent by Minard Burt of Russell, Minne- The question as to whether the flesh of infested 

pote be Sa Iee mes very ney infested while Gucks is fit for human food is not likely to arise re- 

there were only scattered cysts in the latter. garding such extreme cases as that figured. It would 

Such’ cases are not unknown to parasitologists seem wise to discard any conspicuous infestations, 

but most references in the literature are very even though much lighter thau that illustrated. 

*Paper No. 228 of the Miscellaneous Journal Series of the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.
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The state should establish more black bass - 

ponds along the lines of the Hoover Pond now in Crippled Coots \ : 

operation. i 

We urgently ask that our trout season open R. C. W. Lyon, a reader of FINS, FEATHERS 

May Ist and close on August Ist, that the conser- and FUR, residing at Ellinwood, Kansas, was 
vation spirit may be given a chance for greater prompted to forward the following statement 
operation. We condemn the present law allowing 0D the migration of coots by a reference to the subject 

all trout regardless of size to be kept. in the February issue. He states:— 

We urge the state to enlarge its black bass and “You make mention of the Coot, or Mud-hen 

well eves pise production eal ae scale i keep OEE migrating at night, saying ‘One sunset will find a 
with the large BSNS, eat e CeOrn a .Sections 0 lake covered with the birds, the next morning they 
the. state, as conservation and restoration become will have left, with the exception of a few cripples.’ 

stronger and better understood by the public at x ; y 
large. Now it may be of interest to some to know 

We most respectfully ask that the laws cover- what caused the cripples, for, as you say, when a 

ing the netting of whitefish and tullibees be short- very large number’ leave a lake, there are some 

ened to a period of not more than 12 days. That the cripples left. 

Game and Fish Commissioner be given the power “About forty years ago or more and on one 

to close, change or shorten the season for netting other occasion since, I was fortunate enough to see 

in any lake or lakes that he see fit, governed by the migrations start by being on the west shore of a 

condition of the lake, size, location and amount lake and a full moon just rising in the east. When 

of eo a phore woes: sees i the migration started the birds began milling around 

: e heartily endorse Governor Olson’s reforesta- in circles and gradually rising until they were very 
tion policy and hope for its early application under high before starting off. 

a vigorous and permanent plan. Let all lake and 4 i : Z 

river frontage be excluded. These forests be made ‘The unfortunate thing for the birds is that 
ublic shooting grounds. ‘The beautification of our they do not all start at the same time nor do they all 

fighwars by planting and preservation of trees, and fly in the same direction, with the result that there 

elimination of the billboard. nuisance. are a good many collisions in the air and the crippled 

We urge that e sane and broad DOley be adopted birds drop back into the water. 
by our state in the conservation of all our waters “« i 

foe the benefit of the public, such as restoration of have fe eEU Oe wee Where y eno ee 

creeks, lakes and marshes as it may be needed from | might mention and that is that all the birds that 
time to time, and that all useless and senseless drain- gojlide are not just crippled but quite a number are 

age be done away with. The state should also con- jailed but they will have probably drifted to shore 
serve our flowing wells by laws governing the waste o; into the weeds by morning.” 

of same through flowing wells, if not our beautiful ; nae E 

flowing wells will be something of the past before Dr. Lyon’s statement is interesting, to say the 

many years. least; but it seems to the editor that there might 

We have all been busy of late talking Conserva- be another explanation for the falling birds. In 

tion, Restoration and Co-operation. But fellowmen ny raft of coots, late in the season, there must be a 

and legislators that will be all in vain if we fail to number of birds with shot wounds which may have 
provide protection. Hence in order to make our partially healed; when this extraordinary urge to 

program useful to mankind and reduce violations to migrate seizes the coots, these partially healed 

The minimum we must have more game wardens. cripples may attempt the flight with their comrades. 
That holds especially true in Northern Minnesota, The unusual exertion may break open the partially 
where the deer herd is sadly reduced each year by healed wounds, causing the bird to drop: and in 

Violators, which would reduce depredations if pro- its weakened condition, die from the undue strain. 
tection were in more general use and better co-op- This is only a surmise on our part—it would seem 

eration would be the general result. that only a fortunate combination of circumstances 

In a nutshell, we want laws which will decrease would give the opportunity for a real investigation 

violations—not increase violations. In other words on the subject; this we do know, that, many winged 

safe and sane legislation governing our game laws. birds are never recovered and die when the lakes 

Clearbrook, Minn., January 28th, 1931. freeze over. 

ROBERT L. HALTERMAN, President. aa Sau es 

ALBERT ANDERSON, Secretary. 
bo Pe eee DUCKS WINTERING AT ALBERT LEA 

SPRINGTIME There is an open pane of water near the Albert 

Tf thou the beauty of Spring do’st seek, Lea disposal plant in Lake Albert Lea that is this 

Deem not from verse this treasure to reap, winter providing room for several varieties of wild ft 

But hie you away to some woodland scene game. 

Where a brook finds its way through valleys of Fach year a few ducks have wintered in the 

Singing Nee of praise to Spring on its way reserve with Game Warden Turnbull supplying feed 

e Who so kindly fended its cruel captor away. when it was impossible for them to forage in the fields. 

By actual count there are three hundred ducks— 

Here do we find the hillsides adorned mallards, spoonbills, and mudhens and one pelican 

With blossoms which Winter’s dying breath and the birds are almost tame. 

scorned; Each day the mixed flock leaves the lake for 
non e erp say me ia vetrent: peepee fields where the birds forage for grain and 

Thus do we find Spring’s glories unveiled ony BiEhy they return to the water. ; 

With beauty that words to unfold would have It is a pretty sight to watch them bobbing and 

failed. swimming around in the water, and well worth going 

—A Minnesota Outdoorsman. to see.
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From Outdoor America we quote:— 

DUCK RANGES ENDANGERED e 

"Canadian conservation officials have repeatedly called at-— 

tention to the fact that agriculture is rapidly encroaching upon 
the remaining choice breeding grounds of the ducks in that country, 

where 75% of the waterfowl of this continent are produced. 

Awards at the 1930 International Hay and Grain Show in 
Chicago, at which Herman Trelle of the Peace River country, 250 

miles north of Edmonton, for the second time carried off the in- 

at we ternational wheat honors, may give Canadian wheat farmers much 5 

<} o encouragement. But it means just the opposite to those who are 

ww interested in the waterfowl supply of toth countries. 

Canadian wheat growers have been developing more hardy vari- e@ 

eties of winter wheat, which has made it possible for them to push 

the profitable wheat range farther and farther north. The section 

in which Mr. Trelle's prize-winning wheat was produced is one of 

the best remaining waterfowl ranges in Canada."
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Rare Parasite Kills | sion, also was in Colusa to make 

i a a further study of conditions, 

California Ducks | oT ee ee 
—— ° | 

coLvsa, Calit.—U.)—During | LAD A Hong Dione 
the second and third weeks of Sep- 

tember, between’ 9,000 and 10,000 

ducks died on Colusa gun club 
properties from a parasite that 

| finds its way into the craw and 

gizzard and affects the intestines, 
| according to the findings of two 5 

experts from the Hooper Founda~- 
[tion of Medical Research at San 
Francisco. 

| Alkali poisoning fzom stagnant | 4 

rice water is also combining with} 9 
the parasites to kill the ducks. The } } 

malady paralyzes the ducks from 

the necks to the wings and many | 4 

have been seen to plunge to earth 

like plummets. 

Experts were sent from here to 1] 
Gridtey, where a like condition was | 4 

said to exist. EH. L. Sumner, Jr. | 
assistant economic zoologist of the | 
California Fish and Game Commis- 

(EA



| 0 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE oy” 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY WV 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO July 13, 1931. 

BI-B-Waterfowle 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue Nat'l Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of July 8th and in reply to your inquiry 

I may say thet we have not compiled the banding records for water- 3 

fowl for the purpose of determining the sex ratio of the various 

species, However, this has been a matter of comment in this office 

and also among the operators of our waterfowl stations that the per- 

centage of males is very heavy compared to the females. 

It would not be a very big job to compile this information 

. and I am going to keep your request before me so that at the first 

opportunity we can make this compilation,which I am sure will be of 

genuine interest. I believe that we will be able to do this at an 

early date and as soon as the informtion is available I will be 

glad to see that a copy is sent to you. 

I greatly appreciate your complimentary remarks concerning 

thvericen Waterfowl", and I mst say that all reviewers have been 

most generous in their praise. 

With cordial regards, I am, 

Very truly yours, is 

: . #, C. Lincoln, 
Acting In Charge, 

Division of Biological Investigations,
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% UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE € Se 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY <i 

WASHINGTON, D. C. = 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

mano nereR To July 16, 1931. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave, Nat'l Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of July 13, I mst advise you that 
so far we have not been able to prepare any summarized information 

bearing on the longevity of ducks as illustrated by the banding 

work, The reason for this is that intensive banding of waterfowl 
has not been carried on long enough to warrant our information be- 

ing of very mch value. Up to the present time the oldest duck 

that has been reported was a pintail that carried band No,519, at- 
*. tached on September 24, 1914, in the Bear River Marshes by Doctor 

“qys* Alexender Wetmore, and killed at Brawley, California, on October 16, 
Rg 1926. This bird was adult at the time of banding so it certainly 

was at least 15 years old when it was killed. 

This is another subject that has intrigued me considerably 
for as you know during the first season after banding we anticipate 

from ten to thirteen percent return on any particular lot of bands. 
During the next two or three years additional returns are received 

to bring the total percentage for any one lot of banded ducks up to 
20 to 25 percent. After that we receive practically no record and 

I am unable to decide whether it means that the band has become 
so worn that the band drops off or that this 75 to 80 percent of 
pirds unaccounted for is represented in the lot killed but not re- 
covered, crippled, killed by natural enemies, or by disease. It 
seems incredible that 75% of our ducks can be destroyed in this way, 

but we mst either believe that or as previously stated, that the 

pends &@ not last. With reference to the latter consideration we 

are now having our duck bands made extremely heavy with the legend 

and number impressed as deeply as possible and I think that within 

nother year or two we should be able to state definitely just what 

becomes of the birds not reported. 

Sorry I cannot give you more definite information, but I 

trust that this will at least be of interest. With cordial regards, 

I am, 

Very truly Lata . 

i = F.C. Lincoln, 

Biologist, Division of 
Biological Investigations.
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July 13,1932 

Mr. Frederick C. Lincoln 
U. S. Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Mr. Lincoln: 

I wrote you the other day about sex ratio in ducks as 
: determined by banding. 

May I now inquire whether there is any summarized infor~ 
mation on the indications furnished by banding as to longevity 
in ducks? “American Waterfowl" contains clear information on 
mortality rate, but maxinum longevity is of course another 
nattere 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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We are in receipt of information concerning the duck refuge of L. H. 

Barkhausen, near Green Bay, Wisconsin — an area of about 480 acres of marsh 

& land, mostly fenced and protected from shooting. 

This area has been ditched letting in bay water, and artificial lakes 

have thus been created making an excellent refuge and breeding area for ducks. 

Duck foods have been planted and ducks are fed when necessary. 

This sanctuary is used by thousands of ducks in the fall, and many stay 

the year around. The keeper of the preserve estimates that about 800 young 
ducks were hatched on the preserve this year including mallards, black ducks, 

teal, blue bills and some Canada geese. 

Interesting banding operations have been carried on, last fall 1416 birds 

being banded. Their records show that about half of these birds are killed 

each season, returns being received from all along the Mississippi Valley as 

far south as Louisiana and including Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota and Con- 

necticut (five days after banding), Florida and Texas, as well as parts of 

Canada. 

Their banding records show that of the 1416 ducks banded, 654 were drakes 

and 762 were hens. This record is interesting as compared with that of Mr. 
E. W. Ehmann of Piedmont, California, whose banding records show that out of 

3370 ducks banded, 2360 were drakes and 1010 were hens. 

a
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS, U.S.A. 

Charles L Horn, Besident 

August 5,1931 

Aldo Leopold 

Game Survey 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sending you some information which I think 
will be of interest. I am also sending it on to Mr. Olin be- 
cause of the discoveries made by Mr. Anderson of the Gopher 
Campfire Club and his preserve. The first paragraph is of part- 
icular interest. The second paragraph is about game. 

I am sending this on to you and Mr. Olin because 
I think it has some bearing on the hazards of dried up areas 
which we have not heretofore understood. 

Yours very truly, 

cLHorn/ea FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORP.



August 4, 1931 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

The river is so polluted from city seware that it 
would be impractical to pump any of the water into the pond. I 
appreciate very much your offer to locate a pump for me. The wter 
placed in the pond by the Gopher Campfire Club, plus what we re- 
ceived from the rain Saturday, ought to givexe sufficient water 
for the remainder of the season, unless the record breaking drouth 
continues. My artesian well and hydraulic ram are again working 
so that if by any chance the pond did dry up, the ram would supply 
~~ water to keep the birds from dying of thirst. I discovered 

Trice ne ater Amal iy went@hed Tt Léee'S ind mortar bed“in whith a 
crane lot of the ducks bogeed down. Some f them died before I could 

resene them. This I am sure illustrates the condition that occurs 

in all of thecheallow prairie pond areas. In other words, during a 

year like this and the lest two preceeding years, the loss has not 

only been due to the birds dying of thirst ut also to their being 

submerged and swellowed up in mud flats. There im't anything to 

éo shout it that I can see except to pray for rain andbring some 

pressure to bear, if possible, to have the approaching duck season 

shortened. 

Saturday morning there was assembled outside of my pheasant 

pens, as near as I cmld count them, eighteen quail. Yesterday my farm 

manager saw thirty in one group in my thicket. This good news is off- 

set by the fact that I saw two cats on the farm yesterday, was unarmed. 

at the time and although I immediately went gunning for them, I was un- 

able to get either one. I am hoping with the assistance of the dogs to 

get them both very soon. There is no question but that the domestic cat 

is the most destructive enemy that upland game birds haw to contend with. 

Wpile I was hunting me of the cats in our hog lots the dog flushed 

four Ringneck pheasents in one rape patch and one Hungarian in another. 

Sem is away this week and next, attached to Company G of the National 

Guerd in its summer encampment. I shall be glad when he gets back home 

and afield with his 20-ga. gun. 

Sam G.Andersn



Copies to Messrs. Horn 
! Anderson 

dnge 7, 1931 " : 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 
582 Mariposa Avenue 
Rockeliffe Paric : : 
Ottawa, Canada : 

Dear Hoyess 

I was very sorry not to fini you at the Matamel: 
conferenee. I can appreciate, however, that you vere busy with 
the drouth situation end legislative matters. 

The purpose of this letter is to ask whether you have 
ever heard of young ducks getting boezed down in a drying marsh. 
My frien? Sam G. Anderson of Hutchinson, Mimesota, who maintains 
a private refuge on his fam ani has organized an aimirable series 
of publie refuges in the surrounting commmity, tells me that as 
his pond dried up this year, a lot of his ducks, presumbly young 
ones, bogeed down ani died before he could rescue then. Mr. 
Anferson's vouching for this occurrence in this single instance 
can be absolutely accepted. 

The question is how frequent is thie source of mortality. 
Anderson ig inclined to thinks that 1t might be important on the 
breeding grounis. If you imow of any instances, I would be 
interested to have a brief description and your general appraisal 
of whether this is a rarity or 2 common thing. . 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LAOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemical Building 
Madison, Wisconsin f 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter copy to Mr. 
Hoyes Lloyd. 

I am glad that you are investigating and making a check: pawuaw 
to determine whether or not ducks are generally lostoiKen$ 
marshes dry up. All the ducks that I lost were young ones, 
some that were nearly half grown and beginning to grow 
pinion feathers. The only mature duck that got bogged dow 
was a Woodduck female which I rescued in time to save her life. 
The birds appear to work out over the mud until they finally 
reach a mass almost like mortar, sink into it, spread out 
their wings and become hopelessly bogged down, the mud 
rapidly caking on their wings and bills. I am inclined to j 
think that what I observed in my pond occurs generally under 
similar conditions and that this accounts for a tremendous 
toll of ducks during years of drouth. It probably hasn't been 
generally noted by reason of the fact that in most areas these 
sticky mud beds are beyond the range of observation. I have 
consulted with a number of field men in Minnesota and have not 
yet run onto anyone who knows of this cause: of duck mortality. 
I shall be very glad to be informed when you hear from Mr. 
Lloyd. 

You will probably be interested in knowing that the Gopher 
Campfire Club, with hose borrowed from the City of Hutchinson 
and some neighboring villages, laid 3400 feet of hose from 
the nearest fire plug and poured enough water in my pond to 
probably carry me through until the fall rain. My appreciation 
of this fine service is only equal to my satisfaction at the 
cooperation of this community in efforts to conserve our wild 
Life. 

The Gopher Campfire Club, as you have probably already been 
informed, will hold its midsummer meeting at the usual place 
next Sunday and Monday, the 16 and 17. I was very much pleased 
at Mr. Ball's assurance that he would be with us and nothing 
would please me more than to have you join him. Dr. Preston 
Bradley will speak Sunday and the Governor and representatives ‘ 
of the Game & Fish Department the next day. 

The evils of politics have done some grievous things to our 
warden force but I am pleased to say that it might have been 
a mighty sight worse. Enough old men among the wardens have
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been retained to save what otherwise would have been a 
disastrous situation. If these older men are kept, things, 
I hope, will work out satisfactory. I have little faith 
though in any good to come from a conservation commission. 

You may be interested in knowing that I am in accord with the 
recommendations made at the recent conferencesat Edmonton 
and Bismarck to shorten the waterfowl season this year to 
thirty days. If the season is not shortened, permanent and 
vital injury will be done to our web-footed game. I know 
that there will be a tremendous howl from the selfish duck 
club interests in the winter concentration areas and I am 
apprehensive of their influence with: the powers that be. 

With best wishes, I am 

Yours Re lon 

SGA/MBT
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J. B. HARKIN, AT NATIONAL PARKS 
© COMMISSIONER fe Oo, MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT 

orca HISTORIC SITES 

DEPARTMENT ‘OF THE INTERIOR oe jer" 

NATIONAL PARKS OF CANADA yoo 

OTTAWA 

foals arena parce eo eee August 12,1931. 

Dear Leopold,- 

I can Quite believe Sam G. Anderson's 
account of the ducks dying in a marsh that was 
drying up. I do not know exactly how the drying 
of a marsh affects the ducks’ on it. No doubt 
this varies according to the condition of the 
water, food supply, presence or absence of algae, 
etc. There is no doubt, howéver, that the drying 
of a prairie marsh will kill all young ducks and 
a good many, if not all, of the flightless adult 
pirds. On the main southern breeding grounds of 
our Prairies this year the question is unimportant 
because there is no water and there are no ducks. 

With kind regards, I remain 

Yours very| truly, - LQ 

Hoyes Lloyd. oy 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
In Charge, Game Survey, 

4o4 University Avenue, 
National Bank Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin, U. S. A.



; ' Report of the Committee to Consider Plems for Alleviating fa 

the Shortage of Waterfowl 

The wiietthes wneh tithe of Messrs. Hoyes Lloyd, JeA. Munro, and A-E.Etter 

of Cenade, and W.L.McAtee and F.M. Uhler of the United States met in Detroit October 

24 to 26 inclusive and prepared a report consisting of three parts: (1) Discussion of 

the agenda submitted, (2) recommendetions for a research program, and (3) critique 

of the page proof of the book “Weterfowl". 

In presenting its report the committee assumes that there will be zealous 

protection of the existing remnant of waterfowl, upon the preservation of which es 

seed stock the entire future of the birds depends. 

The committee also assumes that any research investigations or manage= 

ment operations that affect both Cenada end the United States will be genuinely 

cooperetive in character, with respect especially to representation of both countries 

in all commissions, field parties, or other organizations, and that Dominion end 

Provincial, Federal and State laws and regulations will be complied with in every 

respect. 

Discussion of Agenda Submitted 

(a) Is it practicable to improve conditions so as to increase production in the wild 

of migratory birds in natural breeding areas? 

Ans. Yes, by proceeding along five main lines of management: (1) Reestablishment and 

stebilization of water levels, (2) improvement of food supply, (3) improvement 

of cover, (4) control of diseases, and (5) possibly by control of enemies. 

(1) Reestablishment end stabilization of water levels 

Conserve rumn off, as for instance by damming small streams in the 

Qutappelle Valley, Saskatchewan, or at Big Hay Leke near Edmonton, Albae, 

Whitewater Lake, Boissevain, Mane, or La Creek Marsh, Bennet County, S. Daek.; 

meny other areas can be named. 

Diversion of water, as of Rattlesnake Creek into Little Sale Marsh, neer 

Cheyenne Bottoms, Kansas. Other areas can be nemed. 

Se
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Reclemation of drained ereas as by damming the outlet of Waterhen 

Leke, Saske, end the outlets of Timber Lake and Middle Leke in Nicollet 

County, Mim. Other areas cen be namede 

The feasibility of improving existing or of creating new wild fowl 

breeding areas by the use of Artesian Water is suggested as a favorable 

subject for research. Mineralized water or soils are among factors which 

might defest the end. Poor location with reference to migration routes 

and the risk of damage suits where the water supply is already fully utilized 

might prove insuperable obstacles. 

(2) Improvement of food supply. 

Maintenence of water levels generally is essential. See section on Re= 

establishment end stebilization of water levels. 

Introduction of food plents into suitable areas where they do not now exist 

is a procedure that in most cases demands preliminary investigations. 

Protecting aquatic and marsh vegetation from grazing enimels may be necess- 

arye See also under Improvement of cover. 

(3) Improvement of cover. 

Control of grazing by fencing breeding areas, or perhaps in certain cases 

by the purchase of grazing end riparien rights would be necessary. 

Protecting breeding areas from fire; it mst be recognized, however, that - 

grazing sometimes is a valuable factor in the control of fires which may be 

destructive to cover and wild fowl. 

Due provisions must be made for the webering of stock; it might by necess- 

ary in sane instances to permit grazing to control weeds. 

The preservation and increase of existing cover plants may in same instances 

be profitably supplemented by introduction of other suitable species, as for ex- 

ample, certain kinds of willows (Salix), siiverberry (Elaeagnus), buck brush 

(Symphoricarpos), buffaloberry (Shepherdia), and rose (Rosa).
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(4) Control of diseases. 

A good example would be salvaging of wild fowl on botulism affected 

lakese 

By removing birds to fresh water and iwonhing them in enclosures 

if necessary, keeping birds away from infected areas by patrolling or 

by automatic flash gums, and draining or filling pools where ducks get 

the disease. 

(5) Control of enemies. 

See under Researche 

> 
1) Is it practical and possible with ample funds to establish end maintain 

water levels in such areas; if so, how? (Giving as many practical methods 

as possible). 

Ans. Yes, see answers to Question (a). 

” 
2) What would be the probeble cost to acquire such screage and whet should 

be the approximate acreage of each breeding ground under one menagement? 

Anse Cost depends upon so great a variety of local factors that it is impossible 

to specify exact figures in advances As a matter of information it may be 

seid that the cost of areas thus fer acquired under the United States Migra- 

tory Bird Conservation Act, totaling 111,517 acres hae averaged $3.87 per 

acre, end that for the Upper Mississippi Wild Life end Fish Refuge, 73,183 

acres, $6.5] per acre. 

Each erea has individual features thet must be considered in deci ding 

upon the acreage to be acquired. The most effective duck nurseries appear 

to be small bodies of water (potholes, ditches, etc) thet hay be scattered 

over enormous arease The acquisition of such lerge tracts may be impracti- 

eable but possibly a bonus to owners for birds produced mi ght be feasible 

end result in more or less general adoption of the methods herein recommended.
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It should not be forgotten that a multitude of individuals are concerned 

whose cooperation is essential to the success of any program for encourage- 

ment of the natural breeding of migratory wild fowl. 

(ec) If (a) end (b) are considered favorably, where are the most favoreble breeding . 

areas in the United States and Canada? 

Ans. In Canada, the southern quarter of Manitoba, the southern third of Saskate 

chewen, most of Alberta, a portion of the Northwest Territory north of Alberta; 

end in the United Stetes, the western half of Nebraska, the eastern half of 

South Dakota, most of North Dakota, and the eastern half of Montana. No allow. 

ence is here made for changes due to the recent drought. For details as to 

verious important species, see the accompanying mapse No account is here taken 

of Alaskan, Arctic, or Northeastern breeding grownds as being either in no great 

present need of, or not susceptible to management. 

(a) What would be the plen for the acquisition of these areas? 

Ans. The breeding areas defined are too large for acquisition. Desirable portions 

of them mey be acquired by purchase, lease, or gift; or riperien or other rights 

may be obtained in cases where the land itself is not involved. 

(e) Would experimentation in artificial propagation, using wild duck eggs, on 

these areas be recommended in en attempt to further stimulate production? 

Anse Artificial propagation is a proper subject for research and experimentation, 

always keeping in mind, however,the destructive results of any disturbance in the 

breeding arease See under Researche 

(2) Give approximation of probable cost on a given breeding area for geme menage= 

ment end other expenses necessary to secure best possible resultse 

Anse Smaller areas. Paying a farmer for maintaining end protecting a 5-acre slough 

might involve the following items of cost. In the case of crop lends (1) use 
of land otherwise available for crops, about $50, (2) compensation for damage’ 

to adjoining crops, possibly over as much as 10 acres at from $10 to $30 per acre,
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(3) pretestion from human disturbance. In the ease of grazing lands (1) fenoing 
out stock, in the ease of horses and cattle which are the animals involved over 

nest of the area, a simple fence (5 strands of barbed wire) will serve, at a probable 

cost of $50 for material mid $25 for lebory md in the onse of thoup at a somewhat higher 
costs (2) protection fran fire probably at no increased cost zs the rancher smast do this 
for his own sale; (3) compensation in same capes for water, although ascess of stook 

to water probsbly can be arranged without detriment either to the wild fowl or to stock; 
and (4) protection from human disturbances 

Larger areas (1) land acquisition by loase, about 10 to SO conts or purchase about 

$3050 to $6050 per sere, (2) full tine superintendent for the whole area, $2500 per year, 

and expenses $1500; (5) seasonal caretakers for unit areas who shall act as wardens, aif 

$100 per month when employed (about 6 months) $600, with perhaps an extra allowenoe in ibe 
same casos for oquipment furnished; (4) outside fonce (oattle proof) 935 to {50 per 
miles (5) improvements os for food and cover plents, and cost of mteriale for eoutroll~ 

ing water levels, extra labor, ote», say $100 per square mile ( the results fran these 
expenditures would be ewmilative). 

NOTE: No estimate is made of expenditures for artificial propagation or control of 

verzin, as the Committee is of the opinion that those measures might result 

‘im more harm then good, and should be made the subjects of exhaustive research. 

See under Researches ©
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Recommendations for a Research Progran 

The committee feels that there is pressing need for Research on almost 

all phases of the wild fowl progrem including those on which it has made recommen- 

dations. Among these are: 

(1) Application of ertificial propagation to the wild fowl, This may be a 

suitable subject for research, but should be engaged in only with caution, end on 

@ sme]] scale until proved desirable. Disturbance on breeding areas results in 

the loss of numerous eggs, from a veriety of causes, particularly as it facilitates 

the depredations of natural enemies 

(2) Control of enemies. Information as to the identity and the actual effect 

; of supposed enemies on wild fowl production is almost totally lacking. In every 

cease the necessity of control measures should be demonstrated by scientific inves- 

tigation before their application is seriously considered. Each area may present 

a different problem and knowledge gained in one locality should not necessarily be 

held to apply to another. In reality what is needed for intelligent management is a 

complete ecological study of every one of the larger areas. Without such guidence it 

is certain that many deplorable mistakes will be made. When control cempaigns are 

necessitated, they should be carried on only by properly trained individuals so that 

destruction of innocent species shall be avoided. All such forms of control as side 

hunts, or the offering of prizes or bounties encourage disturbence of living conditions 

for wild life end result in indiscriminate destruction. 

(3) The carp in some places destroys feeding grounds of wild fowl and the 

status of this fish should be carefully studied and methods of control devised where 

needed. 

(4) Deficiencies of certein water areas in wild duck foods or in duck population 
ere mown. The reasons for these deficiencies are not well understood and thorough 
study of the situation may render possible the improvement of the areas for both plants 
end ducks.
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(5) Bird Bendinge Far more exact knowledge then now exists is needed of the 

exact movements of individuals, colonies end species of wild fowl, as a basis for 

protective legislation end reguletion, Definite information of the migrations of 

wild fowl is of especial value in convincing sportsmen of the necessity of cooperation 

in protecting birds. The fate of the latter often depends upon treatment received 

throughout a vast renge, some parts of which are inhabited at one, others at different 

seasons,in all of which they must be adequately protected. Bird banding also is a 

most useful aid in producing definite results from studies in all phases of the life- 

histories of wild fowl. 

(6) Diseases of wild fowl. Exact information is needed on the diseases and 

perasites of wild fowl, their prevalence, distribution, modes of infection, and possible 

remediese The seriousness of the situation needs no further comment then reference to 

the millions of wild fowl knowm to have perished on the Bear River Marshes in Utah. 

Duck sickness occurs in numerous other localities among them, lakes and marshes in 

western Canadae 

(7) Effects of oil and other pollutants and chenges of water level on wild 

fowl production. 

(8) The feasibility of improving existing bodies of water or of creating new 

ones by the use of Artesian water supplies should be investigated. Wot only is the 

practicability of doing this in doubt, but it is entirely possible that meny Artesian 

water supplies are not suitable for the growth of wild duck food plents. If this con- 

dition is brought about by their mineral content, it is probable that settling in some 

cases may remedy the trouble; but as suggested,the whole matter is one requiring further 

investigation. 

(9) Life history studies of wild fowl. Intensive studies of the status and 

life historfes of all geme species of wild fowl sare needed as they may bring to light F 

details of vital significance to conservation. Such studies may well be the means of 

saving some species from extinctions 

Life history studies may be of almost eny scope and include most of the topics
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previously mentioned, besides food, the nature of which in sumer especially 

is unknown, preferencesas to nesting sites, number of eggs laid, period of 

imoubation, proportions of the sexes, the extent to which the territorial 

theory applies to waterfowl, the extent to which species deposit eggs in 

nests of others, and its sinpinttnonl (in illustration it may be pointed 

out that deposition of eggs of a shorter incubation period might lead to a 

pird's going off with the young, thus deserting its ow eggs), competing 

species (as coots), and many other lines of investigation that might be 

suggested.
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Hidden Lake Game Farm Hints on Duck Raising 
Route 2, Box 660 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON By B. G. ROBERTS 

Br oe ‘ 
Wie cic fe? HE constantly decreasing supply nests and rear their own young; the 
(Gora eeiM ae l of wild waterfowl has become other—more adapted to the small breed- 

5 ZA We SP mein alarming to the sportsman who er—consists of keeping the ducks in 

Mh fe f delights to spend a few days in the pur- small pens similar to those used for 

OR co Say suit of this kind of game every year. If quail or pheasants. The latter method 

arene i cate nothing is done to augment the natural will be dealt with in this article. 
(iia eves AN : supply of ducks and geese, wild water- If possible, I make my duck pens so 

~4 Nie igen fer poe shooting will soon be a thing of the ag to include a pond or small stream of 

AY — = BG er Pee water, as most varieties of duck will 

xe aha Sa Sat x Drainage of large portions of swamp reed more readily if given water to 

Re Pee eee ae ae oe ue swim in. The size of the pen depends 
MSO Sea ae reeding and fee: neo S for wal 2 on the land to be had, but a large pen is 

A! MOD — pee. fowl and the greatly increased hordes of to pe preferred, as it gives the ducks 

. ya OPS sa AME te SR hunters have cut the supply of ducks more room for exercise and also gives 

L my See cS and geese to a small number, compared yoom for more vegetation and cover for 
o ee Bie *s Sy. with that of a few years ago, so it is the pirds. 

1 pe FO Oy clearly up to the shooter who still I build my duck pens about forty feet 

wishes to spend some days in duck gqyare, along my spring branch, which 

We are breeders of pure game shooting to help increase the available provides fresh, cold water at all times. 

birds. Our rearing is done by supply of these fowl. I allow the stream of water to cross the 
experts along modern sci- It is a peculiar fact that many of the nq of pen and run the other end back 

entific lines, insuring strong. wild ducks native to America are pur- yp on the land so as to provide plenty 

healthy birds. When you think chased in large numbers every year of dry area, Wild birds may be pinioned 

of pheasants, think of us. from breeders in Europe for breeding nq kept in pens that are not covered, 

We solicit your inquiries. purposes. These could just as well be ut the best plan is to cover the pen 

q produced at home if proper plans were with wire similar to that used for the 

pu Eos Deiies SBE, developed for their propagation. walls of the pens. I use wire with two- 

BIRDS OF QUALITY MAKE FRIENDS A few years ago, about the only vari- inch mesh for my duck pens. That 

ee ety of wild duck that had been bred in galvanized after weaving is the cheapest 

captivity was the mallard. This duck is jn the long run. If pens are covered, 

stil] more common than other varieties wire 48 inches high will be all right, but 
and is therefore cheapest in price. jf open pens are used, I prefer 72 inch 

ILS Among the ducks native to America that walls, Birds may be wing-clipped and 

BRA have been bred in captivity are: wood kept in pens that are open at the top, 

duck, pintail, widgeon, shoveler, gad- put wings must be clipped about twice 

Don’t take any chances on losing wall, golden eye, black and canvasback. year, or birds may escape from the 

your birds after the hard wore oe Wood ducks have proven to be good pens. 

ae ae breeders under the right management Steel posts are more durable than 

; ae and are among the most beautiful of wood, so for permanent pens I use these 
_ Brailing is the selentihe war at check- waterfowl. Blue-winged teal have proven and wire galvanized after weaving. 

bee oss ae nee to be about the hardest to induce to ‘These are good for many years of serv- 

Brailing eliminates wing clipping, pull- preed in pens, but hope springs eter- cg without repairs. Cheap pens may be 

ing of flight feathers, wing tying, early nal in the breast of the game breeder, ged, but pens of good material will 
penning and other unsatisfactory meth- , ; 

ods of stopping losses. and sooner or later he expects to succeed prove much more satisfactory, as a few 

The birds regain full wing strength mle here Gece good birds that escape from a poor pen 
a few days after the BRAIL has been Pintails are hardy and are among the would have more than paid the differ- 

removed. most beautiful of the common ducks. ence in price between these and pens 

Fie Gis are otis ce genuineliedG While they will not breed so readily as made cf good material. 

Sine a hint eeecuisre\ sudicients amiout the more common mallard, they may be — Small brush piles, placed in the pens 

of natural oil to protect it against bred with fair success. They will eat pefore the birds are put in them, make 
all sort of weather. almost any food domestic ducks will eat, good nesting sites and hiding places for 

so are easier to keep than some of the the ducks. If this brush is put in in the 

Sample and instructions sent on request other wild ducks that are more particu- fajj, weeds and grass will grow up 

Priced: $7.50 per hundred; $65.00 per lar about their food. The first pintails through and around it, and make fine 

thousand I ever had were kept in a small pen nesting places. 

ws without running water and were fed the Hand-reared birds are much better 

same food as my tame ducks and did prospects as breeding stock than wild- 

VITRIFIED CLAY WATER well on it. captured stock, for the latter seldom 

DISHES breed the first year. Breeding stock 

5” Diameter—114” Deep ape eee are two methods used in wild should be procured in the summer or 

$7.20, pat’ Grote, EO B. Of duck propagation—one method where fall, so as to become accustomed to their 

Game Breeders Supply Co. the birds are raised under semi-wild con- new home before the breeding season. 

545 Fifth Avenue New York City ditions, being given range on a large Half-grown stock may often be pur- 

Nay A es el oes ee tract of land where they make their chased during the summer or fall, and 

280
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wm /-Ni : a B/N / ef || 38 Es By DR. FREDERICK C. LINCOLN 
7 : rea a Biologist, United States Biological Survey 

le \ fil wea ye yA 4/4 5} aN Nae Vo Since the inception of the bird-banding work in 1920 as | 
. Net He] ¢ BS ‘ ; a regular activity of the Biological Survey, attention has 

AN Us ‘ ay = {j been given to the large scale banding of ducks and geese. 
‘i Hi ant Sl i\ As a result, already these birds have been banded in num- 

“4 uy, Vee Q ee eee ot stations ae oe cae irom oe 
=: \\ | ae and South Carolina west to Washington an alitornia, and 
= ws CS Va from North Dakota, Minnesota, Michigan, and New York : 

(owes IRR Nyt er south to Texas, Louisiana, and Georgia. Other banding 
i i i NSS ey stations are located in Ontario, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and 

! , NON tos Alaska, and additional ones are being established whenever 
CK iN \ (hi de f\ — possible. The bands carry a serial number and the legend 
? 7qN| \ Si \\ “Notify Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.” Every 

a A i] \ # & \ er sportsman should aid in these studies by reporting each 
nes ys banded duck coming to his attention. In doing this he should 

bo Noe as 5 record the number with series designation (A, B, etc.) of 
Pon. the band, the date on which he took the bird, and the place 

cu where it was captured. In reply the Survey will furnish in- 
¥ ly formation as to when and where the bird was banded. 

Photo courtesy U. S. Biological Survey 4 ° 
Figs 1==Map chaning dispersalof duck from the Cheyenne oie operators are specially licensed by Federal and State 

Bottoms, Kansas. (or Provincial) permits, and if an applicant is unknown 
his qualifications are thoroughly investigated before a_per- 
mit is issued. The Dominion Government and the State 
Game or Conservation Departments work in close harmony 

ILL it work? This question came at once to my with the Survey in the banding work. .The numbered bands 
mind as I awoke on a crisp morning in September are furnished without charge by the Survey, but each sta- 

in a hunting lodge in North Dakota. True, my duck- tion operator supplies his own traps and bait. The trap 

banding trap was a crude-appearing affair, as the item is not a matter of much expense, but a flock of two 

. hills around the lake where it was set provided nothing or three thousand ducks, feeding day after day in the same 

better than choke-cherry saplings for the framework. The place, can consume a very large amount of bait. Here is 

result was a contraption that my host, a man who had lived _ one place where the most ardent “anti-baiter” will not object 

most of his life in the Dakota duck country, unhesitatingly to feeding the ducks, since it goes without saying that the 

said would never catch a duck. “They are too smart to go vicinity of a waterfowl banding station must be a sanctuary. 

into a clumsy thing like that,” was his rather contemptuous And how the ducks come to know it! In the autumn of 

comment. Maybe so, but just the same that trap had never 1922, as a guest of the members, I was banding ducks on 

failed me yet. the sanctuary grounds of the Sanganois Club in the marshes 

A hurried breakfast and we started for the lake, equipped of the Illinois River. Five traps were tended daily and on 

with bands, camera, and burlap sacks to be used in remov- each visit I was assured that my catch would include many 

ing captured ducks from the trap. These last, in 
the opinion of my companion, were useless impedi- Ps : ae ee ES 5 

menta. But as we crossed the little ridge that hid a > a ee % 

the lake from our view and came in sight of the 2 , oe - 
trap, I saw at once that my faith was vindicated. fe i 4 i . 

Fully 200 Mallards, Pintails, and Redheads awaited A pe ae be : 

bands, and a number of Coots clambered over the - ome a 

netting, mostly on the outside apparently trying to or oe jo yy i. 

get in, while a few that had been successful appeared gf 26 MH)! Pi 
just as anxious to get out. Ce a f oe 
* The scientific banding of, waterfowl in North c.. . jf . ~~ (eo 

America dates from the pioneer work of Dr. Alex- > - «  @ a - - 

ander Wetmore, who during the period from 1914 i? _. Kp” §#§| 
to 1916 banded about 1,250 ducks in the Bear River . . #~— 4  - 
Marshes, Great Salt Lake, Utah, as a supplementary < NS <1 / ) a a 
activity to his investigations of the “duck sickness” e \ mime eee A itd 
that was taking such terrible toll from these birds. | oe i ro hf 
The ducks banded during these years were chiefly : ose . 
those that had been gathered up sick and cured : ti 
through the ministrations of Doctor Wetmore. Pee 
About fifteen per cent of these birds were subse- C x 4 ioe <<  S 
quently reported, furnishing such illuminating infor- Pe - 4 fk 
mation concerning their migrations that it was obvi- ‘ < ree 
ous systematic banding of waterfowl on a large scale Se ene 

would yield invaluable data that would be of service Banding a drake mallard in the famous Illinois river marshes. 
not only to ornithologists interested mainly in their Thousands of ducks pass through this area on their yearly flight south- 

distribution and migration, but also to sportsmen, ward and much valuable information is gathered from the extensive 
conservationists, and to administration officials. banding activities. 
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“repeats”; that is, ducks that had been banded on previous m4 i \ M4 1 ny ea MS S77 

days. One old hen Mallard pees) haunted one of the bay WY + a 

traps, as she was in it every day for a week and on some Ht / 1 Des a 7, ‘ 

days I put her out both eens and evening. G +8) P| OR 

Sometimes one wonders how much ducks and other birds 4 i. ae 0 

are actuated by curiosity. A year or two ago, I was build- ue =) ; ( 

ing a duck trap on the Paul J. Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary SK / WAR i yo 

in Louisiana. Standing in water nearly waist deep, I was ap + AS (ef 

busily engaged in erecting the framework and was more or al waft rsa bas 4 

less oblivious of what was going on around me. Suddenly VY e Mt | Ae \F 

I became aware that I had company, as a flock of three or C XW ¥ OH i j 

four hundred Lesser Scaups and Ring-necks had congre- PEE Nae BU. ee | 

gated on the water. The whole flock was within easy ey Nee LY} ws + S\N, 

range and many of the ducks were within 25 feet of me, Noo ML. We hg j 

paddling quietly back and forth with heads up and yellow N bi fi X ae, 

eyes shining. As they appeared so much interested in this \ Re biu ; { i \ i 
queer performance of mine, I wondered just how far their Tf Rh hicks 4 

curiosity would take them. Accordingly, I climbed out on Ny Le) 2 eh \ 

the bank and withdrew a short distance. Immediately the c 2 UM 

whole flock swam in and entered the half-finished trap. p TA a 

Needless to say, in a few days Belle Isle Lake had a large Sect ie | eh to 

population of banded ducks. SCR fll ay 

The trapping is usually done in autumn and winter, at vay “ } 

which time cereal baits are readily taken by the birds. Work cae 

with waterfowl in summer is more difficult, as they then [\s wees 

seem to prefer the natural food, which is usually abundant. | — Br Vi 

Banding ducks at this season involves what is almost mili- ee ae [a ee 

tary strategy, and when working in the Bear River Marshes Photo courtesy U. 8. Biological Survey 

at Great Salt Lake, Utah, in 1926, I had to enlist the serv- Great interior waterfowl breeding ground and the prin- 
ices of a whole corps of assistants to make “drives.” The cipal migration routes. Shading indicates concentration 

half-grown ducks and their moulting parents were gradually GI eds: 

forced out of the marshes and into one particular channel, 

all other channels in the neighborhood having previously shooting marshes of the country the ducks that form the 

been closed by stretching netting across them. The birds targets of the hunters are birds of passage, and so every 

being concentrated in one channel, it was a relatively simple sportsman should be much concerned with the accumulation 

matter to drive them gradually into a large pen prepared to of knowledge concerning the breeding or wintering grounds 
receive them. The number of ducks banded in these marshes of his particular birds. 

is always considerably augmented by the successfully treated Only through records of banded individuals can such pre- 

ones that are picked up suffering from “duck sickness.” cise information be obtained. If the sportsman shoots on a 

Now what is it all about; or, in other words, does this marsh that serves also as a breeding ground, he desires to 

wholesale marking of migratory birds with numbered bands know where his birds go in winter and how they get there. 

have a practical application? Most decidedly it does. To Also what percentage of them are killed by hunters in other 

begin with, the proper administration of any of our natural parts of the country. Banding will tell, since it has been 

resources demands the fullest possible information. Con- found that the percentage of first season returns from 

stant research is an imperative need. In most of the big banded waterfowl are fairly uniform. 

=e % as a alee take a concrete case and one in which we are 

bo S today most vitally interested: Suppose the 

rr — rs drought conditions, which of recent years have been 

—r—“—O———:—Csi est te so disastrous to our waterfowl, should, with disease 

| FF, . #286) . and shooting, so decimate the flocks in the West and 

_ rT. [ aL : ee Ll. Middle West that it would be necessary seriously to 

~oot / 2 <4 “eet curtail the hunting of ducks and geese. The records 
Vy oO 1.1 5 4 : a from banded birds have shown that even for species 

kee i ar a ess P that have a continental distribution there is very 

‘ ui iste | ee 4 ee 2 little interchange of birds between the East and West 

| \-4 my ee during the migratory season. This, of course, refers 

FV eee ae ee Added xe | only to the United States but it means that whereas 

a ee < oe the ducks that migrate through the eastern and west- 

4 a Fier ier ede onic aS OE el ay Re ern parts of the country may have common breeding 

ee ee eee 4 Se and wintering grounds, they adhere closely to their 

2 4: eS oe ee eee ancient highways when on migration. It is very 

oe 3 a mt [SC unusual for a duck banded in the Mississippi Valley 

tn. YS _- ~=——m—s—r—- - ~~ _ __'| or eastward to be recovered in the United States 

: =| oo ee a —eaee—eese ee west of the one hundredth meridian. Also, it should 

aE ee be remembered that only one or two game species 

Ce 2S Sl breed commonly in the eastern part of the country, 

Ce and that the marshes of the Chesapeake and the val- 

ae eee eet Photo Courtesy of DuPont Company _ leys of California draw their redheads and canvas- 

Duck trap used at the DuPont banding station near Carney’s Point, backs from a common breeding ground in the north 

N. J., where many black ducks are banded. The trap is ten feet central states and the prairie provinces of Canada. 

wide, twenty feet long and extends six feet above the water level. Let us also consider the case of the little Cackling 
9
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Photo courtesy U. S, Biological Survey 

Fig. 2—Bear river marshes of Utah furnish breeding and feeding grounds for California ducks. 

Goose which breeds chiefly on the west coast of Alaska and there. Birds banded in that area have been recaptured in 
winters almost entirely around Tule Lake, on the Oregon- nineteen states, four provinces of Canada, Alaska, and 
California line and in the Sacramento Valley. During the Mexico. (See Fig. 1.) 
spring and summer of 1924 about 150 were banded by a In the administration of the migratory wild-fowl re- Biological Survey party working in the vicinity of the delta sources of the country the Biological Survey aims to apply 
of the Yukon River. The first season after banding more the latest and most up-to-date methods for obtaining data than 25 per cent of these birds were killed and reported by upon which to base its decision. Its staff, the author among 
hunters shooting in the winter areas mentioned. How many them, includes many enthusiastic devotees of the shotgun, 
were killed and lost or otherwise failed to be reported, we and no season passes without some of them spending more 
do not know, but the banding records show that for a species or less time in the wild-fowl marshes of the country. The 
with such restricted conservation of these 
breeding and wintering Zee u AMARA MNALEEREATAIAEATATHMM birds with the conse- 
grounds, the mortalit = .; = quent perpetuation of 

is exceptionally Hea = G*. the oe your local clave alte leak Walton reeene ee the BDH of wild-fowl- Durin g the time = ¢ tereste in cooperating with the Unite tates Biologic. urvey = ing is not: however, the 
h he bill = in duck banding activities, National Headquarters of the League, 222 r ? ‘bili , f when the bill to create = North Bank Drive, Chicago, Ill., will be pleased to aid in any way 3 SO0le responsibility of a the Bear River Migra- 5 possible. Write the League for full information and suggestions as to = small staff of scientific 

tory Bird Refuge was = how to inaugurate duck banding in your locality. = workers and a little 
being considered by & = corps of game protec- Congress, active sup- eC AAA tors, but one that rests 

port was given by most with equal weight on 
California sportsmen, but a little opposition developed on the shoulders of every person interested in these birds. Co- 
the part of a few who contended that there were not many operation has accomplished much in the past, and sportsmen, 
hunters concerned with the Bear River Marshes and that conservationists and scientists can do still more if they will 
the funds to be made available should be spent in other re- actively “band together.” 
gions. Through the records of ducks banded in these The present waterfowl crisis is likely to become more 
marshes it was possible to show that the majority of the acute even with favorable conditions in future years. Care- 
ducks in which California sportsmen were interested cither fully directed aid by all friends of these birds should begin 
breed in the Bear River Marshes or use this area as a feed- at once and continue a long time. We are not well informed 
ing and resting ground while en route to the great valleys of regarding drought cycles, breeding age, change of nesting 
the Golden State. (See Fig. 2.) Similarly, the successful area, sex ratios, etc., and the migratory routes must be much 
passage of the bill providing for the establishment of the more carefully studied. Trapping and banding will further 
Cheyenne Bottoms Migratory Bird Refuge was due in part such work. Why not ask for information on the subject 
to the graphic portrayal of the value of this area by map- and take it up among your friends? The time to express 
ping the recovery records of ducks that had been banded active interest is now. 
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aie International An Appeal to Canadians 

Problem..... from across the Border 

| Bay. Ww. le HON sk auNieAm DAY t, Sach ae SLs. 

Trustee, Permanent Wild Life Protection Fund 

or a quarter of a aca EO gress on our side, and 

Freentury it has MMe is | they have suddenly 

been the world- ‘ Bien ~ [222 captured the outer 

wide rule of ethics 7 “| works of the enemy— 

that propaganda for [Rage sue =~ “| allsave one. Whether 

the protection of wild ae aes, = _ Congress will hold or 

life shall not be ag aa ' surrender on June 31, 

halted by state or ees 7, =—«:1932, the bag - limit 

national boundaries. - a ee a = bastion that was won 

| In even the most #* ~ : \ ee 4 oon December 31, 

jealous of state- = ‘ ; 3 5 = 1929, is now very 

rights’ states in this ~ — ~ ial . i hl _ Sites a ee hha 

3 m oh " Se ee irae > = ion. he fight to 

ceo years ot yee ks eve the fur seal in- 
work have gone, no (== - ~ e— - ae ae SS dustry, from 1910 to 

state ever has resent- 7 RCE Me eee fue Be wy 

ed the appearance in a eee lll ena tea) he Sed 

its legislative lobbies == 9 “See BO One ae aoe 

of any sincere wid io aa 
life defender because Ta ee er Fe % . = make it 
he was not a “native. ce ge! Ce 1 ett | hs 

Our own work |) 
has touched Mexico, Meee CC ae , 

Canada, England, ead + 

France, Italy, Bel- cenit 

gium, the Congo, and ; wy 

every British ter- ae ~ 

ritory in Africa, and Above—A fam- e rt * “ 

with never a rebuff. ily group of ey ts 4 

I take pleasure in Canada geese, , Pe *% rs 

adding that among and at right, a bd » ee te 

the acknowledgments gathering of : a ee 

that I prize most mallards a < * 

highly none stand Courtesy American “ | ion ee 

any higher than those ue Gas ‘a Sra 

that have come to me Seg na easel 

from France and ae <A) = E 

England. 
eo . . 2 

Just now the sav- aie’ 4 2 > 

ing of Canadian- i 

American waterfowl ee 

on a basis of con- 

tinuation for game ! ? 

and limited sport has y 

suddenly hinged upon s 

the mental attitude , > 

of about 600 Ameri- f 
cans who today hold 
in their hands the power to make concede nothing more from “the _ stick. But it can be done! 

or break the future. With about killing privileges of sportsmen,” and Our federal bag-limit issue is not 

100 men of that group we have been their official citadel of defence is by any means “settled,” even for 

having a pitched battle seven years strongly entrenched. ten years. It is “settled” for “one 

long. They hold sweeping power, By savage fighting we have at season” only; which ends on Jan- 

they are hard-boiled, determined to last enlisted the 500 men of Con-  uary 31, 1981. We insistently call 
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for the passage of the excellent and time limit is (sometimes) the other causes in general, and to those that 
very necessary McNary - Haugen side of Eternity. Mr. Redington’s have made the most trouble for us. 
bill, with two amendments to correct destructive and wicked waterfowl And this reminds me that aside from 
the wasteful opens seasons, and reg- census—now in its fourth year—is a_ a gallant dozen or so of magazines 
ulate “baiting,” as the only means case in point. and newspapers that still stand by 
by which to put over and clinch In the saving of game, my allies us and our “drastic” causes, all 
sweeping reforms of three abuses. and I are rank opportunists. So are other American periodicals seem to 

Ten minutes’ study of the map of firemen who extinguish fires. When be boycotting us. I think they are 
the United States open seasons on we see game on the toboggan slide, tired of printing pieces that are dis- 
ducks and geese—85 per cent of swiftly shooting toward oblivion, we couraging and therefore reserve their 
them hatched and reared in Canada do not stop to make quantitative conservation space for articles (from 
—should be sufficient to convince analyses of their last year’s food enemy sources) designed to jolly the 
any open-minded observer that all supply, their manners or their mo- proletariat into thinking nothing but 
those killing seasons are too long, rals. We rudely rush in to stop some pleasant things about game. 
and that all of them should be re- of the worst of the killing, and let At the present hour, the only hope- 
duced to about eight weeks, instead those who will investigate after- ful feature of our American situa- 
of three and one-half months! Geese ward. ° tion regarding the salvage of game 
and ducks crossing into Minnesota The study of bird lore and “edu- and sport is the wide-awake obser- 
and adjacent states on or near Sep- vant and keen attitude of Congress. 
tember 16th are—if any of them _ The states are too lenient toward 
survive—subject to continuous fire « A the chief destroyers. If Congress 
from sportsmen and hunters until Qy ee : does not resolutely continue the ef- 
January 31st, when the season in SWS \ Ere we forts it so gloriously began in 1928 
the Gulf States ends, four and one- a) \ er LESS to salvage game and sport, no water- 
half months after the beginning of ee - LY oy fowl, grouse, quail or turkeys will be 
the barrage of guns in Minnesota. Otay Ga saved from the wreck. 

Canadian sportsmen can figure GEE Wim - Thanks to the news that has not 
out for themselves their own actual 22a IE yet been printed, the people of the 
open-water ducking season, before gr) States and Canada are equally igno- 
the ice of steady winter drives all i i rant of the facts and the purports 
waterfowl southward. Now, are the i i of Congressional doings since Jan- 
people of Canada satisfied with the " uary 1, 1927. We are yet able to say 
present division of shooting time or that “ Congress never yet has passed 
not? cation” are all very well—for people a bad wild life bill, nor voted down 

At all events, I am mighty sure who don’t shoot; but the hard-boiled a good one!” For example: 
that a killing season of three or three _bird-killers thumb their noses at it. In 1927 the Senate broke the back 
and one-half months is entirely too For them, there is nothing so good _ of the odious old “ game refuge bill.” 
long for any kind of North Ameri- as the Big Stick. In 1928 and 29 Congress passed 
can game in any country. At this point we gratefully ac- the Norbeck-Andersen sanctuary bill 

On our side of the. gentlemen’s knowledge the inspiration, the prac- and buried forever the remains of 
agreement that we call the Interna- tical advice and the constructive the “game refuge bill.” 
tional Boundary, there are a few assistance that our causes have for Now, the investigations that have 
actual defenders of wild life who years enjoyed from a host of distin- been set agoing to amass materials 
place the saving of birds from ex- guished and far-seeing Canadians. to determine—later on—what to do, 
tinction before all other considera- In the publication field we are really make me quake with fear. We 
tions. And they are weighted down particularly grateful to Rop anp feel that those murderously - long 
by crushing handicaps—bad ethics, Gun, the Montreal Star, Toronto open seasons should be shortened by 
mass indifference, wrong psychology Globe and Halifax Chronicle, for Congress next winter. Why delay to 
and lack of news publicity. And services rendered to conservation investigate the obvious? 
now still another In view of the 
drag has been CANADA HATCHES ano REARS agout 85% oF our DUCKS anoGEESE__- __ CANADIANS want US.OPEN SEASONor TWO MONTHS ONLY Canadian origin 

developed. It is op Ale waren g of 85 per cent 
called “ investi- oe Msn | “orversnaTEING HERE SEPT 16 ARE. Stor THRO of our ducks 
gations.” When aT j Loree Ne UoHdy Muoee tad) and geese, why 
all else fails to Rea Semriecy,  [eevtie- Deed wine a Sa | Ls should any Can- 
halt the progress Peta $0 fe A septiod in Zw. Soe 3 adian conserva- 
of bird conser- Te fay DAHO TW [setts ioe set \ nae Doug 2 ai RT SG tionist hesitate 
vation that is i eae i i eee sa SE es to say what he 
unwelcome to . Ne feels] MER Msi fs “gn, one ee SS thinks about the 
bird killers, \ Septic | UM feo {Sept to Deca ser aN 8K {Foe ga9 treatment of 
somebody starts CAL Noe fOct1-pec3)! SePt'6- Dec3) | ancy mor a Canadian ducks 
an “investiga- Ost A tance Serf Decal | SAPP oat ay ets and geese that 
tion ” — into the we Yaa Po) oa ee ee enter our terri- 
one thousand Otte dali ga tee ici RE oe fa eco NRA tory? I should 
and one “ condi- TNS i pag os wuss, ALA, OA say that Can- 
tions affecting dramas Vc Jad Sheet) Soret ada’s open sea- 
game.” The ex- oct ie. Sanat | Ocha | \ son in her own 
pense money al- OPEN SEASONS FOR J S$ ae waterfowlis 

ways is found in | KILLING DUCKS gxoGEESE in He UNITED STATES a from five to six 
four or five fig- COMPILED FROMTHE GAME LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES" ee weeks long, and 
seer ames dit tiie BULLETIN 1S75.\U.3,DEPT.OF AGRICULTURE 1929 smsreerion sone no more. But, in 

, (Continued on page 213)
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(Continued from page 172) ed ; " J Ee 

pe Everywhere, John Jameson Whiskey ea 

any event, the time for interested So is winning new friends. . . | 

Canadians to express their views on a 
cS 

this whole subject is NOW! ee Ce 

A copy of the McNary-Haugen CS Oo n 

bill follows. The proposed amend- pe 

ments are in italics: cee e S§ on pe 

71st CONGRESS ist SESSION | alm a 

IN THE SENATE OF THE | x x x Pe 

UNITED STATES | WHISKEY O 
October 30 (calendar day, November 6), Po Ee 

oes | ABSOLUTELY MATURE 
Mr. MeNary introduced the following Dd pe 

bill, which was read twice and referred be 
Be 

to the Committee on Agriculture and pas NOT A DROP IS SOLD— ee 

Forestry: pa Ee 

| | TILL IT’S SEVEN YEARS OLD | | 
A BILL ped Be 

To amend the Migratory Bird Treaty Act Bed ce 

with respect to bag limits and more Be 420 FEES 

effectively to meet the obligations of coe ed 

the United States under the migratory pe] JOHN JAMESON & SON LIMITED - DUBLIN pa 

bird treaty. Lee eee 
Bait enavedibu the Senaia aud ioled ——————— uuu mien muna aaa 

of Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, That the | _ 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, as amended, 
is further amended by adding at the end 
thereof a new section to read as follows: | » 

“Section 14 (a) No person shall—() Real Value in Outboard Motor Boats 
take, capture or kill migratory game birds ee 
in any state or: territory in excess of TAHT EH GT ae RT PH bape | 

the number permitted by the law of the a A a ee BE 

state or territory in force at the time of TI ETE EEE AES —— 

the taking, capture or killing; nor (2) a 

take, capture or kill in any one day more = 

than fifteen ducks of all species combin- 
ed; four geese or brant of all species ‘The “Canadian” Outboard No. 190, 16 ft.long, 46 in. beam, 17 in. depth, varnished 

combined; ten snipe; four woodcock; ten selected cedar. Price $150. Fittings and one pair of oars included. 

coots; fifteen sora rail; twenty other rails This sturdy, good-looking boat carries § or 6 comfortably, makes good time with standard 

and gallinules, not more than ten of outboard motors and handles remarkably well in rough water. It was designed to set a new 

which shall be of any one species; and high standard of value in moderately ee outboard boats. 

3] mi v We build id f outboard ski id t te boatin; quirement. Ful 

See a See eee recae) oatand’ Witte tor our extalonue 26-@) i) as au on 

5 (5) No person sill spare 1 posscesion ‘The CANADIAN CANOE CO., Limited, PETERBOROUGH, Ontario 
—(1) migratory game birds taken, cap- 
tured or killed in violation of the law of 
the United States or of any state or terri- 
tory in force at the time of taking, e¢ap—_ |; — AA 
ture or killing; or (2) migratory game 

Dadian exces ore A UMIDEr Reval for each state of the United States. With- or sink-boxes in order that the birds may 
by the law of any state or territory in Z Sree s se Bouak a heneb bidd. 

force at the time of possession; or (3) ™ the eight weeks limit herein prescrib- e shot, is hereby forbidden, subject to 

more than thirty ducks of all species ed, the opening date of the hunting season penalties. The placing or planting of grain 

combined; eight geese or brant of all shall be chosen by the State Game Com- and other waterfowl food im sanctuary 

species combined? and thirty snipe, wood- mission of each ‘state concerned, or the waters, or on shores not shot over, is not 

cock, coots, Tale cand gallinules of all State Game Warden if no Commission forbidden (or, is hereby authorized), but 

anacies mombinied exists, and it shall be communicated to it is also provided that all places so fur- 

is eens the Secretary of Agriculture not later mshed with food shall be marked as 

“(c) In computing the number of than April 1, of each year, for federal ‘sanctuary waters, in order that they may 

migratory game birds taken, captured, pyblication. The four weeks specified shall by plainly distinguished from shooting 

qlled ie poceee os cath ye vets run concurrently, in one unbroken period, waters or grounds. 

shall be included all such birds taken, and terminate automatically; and the “(f) This ; 
F : Ree 2 5 is sect shall tab - 

captured, killed or possessed by any other object of this provision is to permit each ee to Meay the Bestane ot Aen 

person who for hire Peaaes na or assists state concerned to choose its best hunting tyre and the President the power to 

ae ES rail ae LCE ae or period as its legal open season. adopt and approve, respectively, under 

f BE pene 1 “Section 14 (e) The feeding or ‘ bait- section 3, regulations giving further pro- 

“Section 14 (d) The open seasons for ing’ of ducks and geese by placing or tection for migratory game birds covered 

the hunting of ducks and geese of all planting grain or other waterfowl food by the foregoing provisions of this sec- 

species that are subject to hunting under in the waters or on the shore of waters tion; or regulations governing the taking, 

the terms of the Migratory Bird Treaty frequented by waterfowl, serving or in- capturing, killing or possession of migra- 

Act shall be limited to eight weeks of tended to serve in decoying waterfowl tory game birds not covered by the fore- 

the period now designated as open season within shooting distance of blinds, boats going provisions of this section.”
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RECENT WATERFOWL DEVELOPMENTS 

When the American Game Association's suggested $25,000,000 
bond issue federal license plan to restore waterfowl breeding grounds 
was announced late in September its reception everywhere was most 

encouraging. Leading national magazines and organizations got 
squarely behind it. 

In recent weeks considerable dissatisfaction with the water- 
fowl regulations in effect this year has been evident in a number of 
states. Officials and leading sportsmen in some instances have been 
pronounced in their criticism of the regulatory authority vested in 
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and especially to any measure 
which might enhance such powers in the matter of waterfowl management 
and law enforcement. 

Deviation from the regulations as originally announced, un- 
successful campaigns to get the season extended, and the mild weather 
which prevailed this fall, in the order named, were responsible for 
this unrest and apprehension. 

These criticisms and unjustified fears, coupled with the 
recent public announcement of a waterfowl plan by the More Game Birds 
Foundation, to be financed by a federal ammunition tax of lg per shell 
and split with the states, created a chaotic condition at the 
Eighteenth American Game Conferences 

It was very evident that unless the situation could be han- 
dled in a manner to arouse universal support no supplemental water- 
fowl program of any kind could be launched by Congress within the 
next year or two. 

Sensing the seriousness of the problem in hand, the 
American Game Association agreed to submit the matter to the Game 
Policy Committee of the Conference and to the National Committee 
on Wild-Life Legislation, As a result of their deliberations, the 

Game Policy Committee submitted the attached report to the Conference, 
which, after considerable heated debate on other phases of the water- 
fowl problem, unanimously adopted it. 

The proponents of the two waterfowl financing plans are now 
selecting the four members of the committee suggested. No doubt they 
will meet promptly to select the fifth member. After the Committee 
studies the needs, as well as the possibilities in Congress and else- 
where, a financing plan will be agreed upon. It may be one of those 
already proposed or it may be an entirely new one. Regardless of the 

result, it will be the duty of all organizations and individuals to 
join wholeheartedly in the promotion of the plan so agreed upon. 

AMERICAN GAME ASSOCIATION 

Washington, D. C, 
December 4, 1931.



REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE 
ON AMERICAN GAME POLICY 

In view of the critical condition of migratory waterfowl, the 
Committee has re-examined the recommendations on migratory bird policy 
made by it and adopted by the American Game Conference in 1930. It has 

also examined two current proposals designed to give that policy force 
and effect. 

The Committee finds that both proposals are substantially 
identical in the programs of action they recommend, differing only in 
the ways and means suggested for their execution. The program of action 
contemplated by both proposals includes: 

1. -Asking Canada to join the United States in the creation of 
an international agency to develop and coordinate the 

waterfowl restoration work of both countries. 

2. Large-scale public acquisition of breeding areas, rest 

grounds, and wintering grounds. Public acquisition and 
restoration of drained marsh lends and lakes, and public 

construction of new marsh lands and lakes. 

3. Practice of waterfowl management on such public areas, with 
a@ view to increasing the crop which they annually produce; 
including the establishment of refuges, the manipulation 
of water levels, food and cover, and the control of grazing, 

disease and natural enemies where necessary. Encouragement 

of similar practice on private areas. 

4, Research to find facts bearing on the status, life history 
and movements of each species, the improvement of manage- 
ment practice, and the predictability of dry periods. 

5« Artificial propagation where feasible. 

6. Law enforcement in full cooperation with the states. 

7. Amigratory bird treaty with Mexicoe 

The Game Policy Committee reaffirms its belief that these items 

are essential to any sound program ef national action. It also re- 
emphasizes the additional items recommended for state and local action 

by the 1930 policy, which are not here directly in question. 

One of the two proposals now current proposes a federal bond 

issue retired by a federal hunting license as the way to finance an 

enlarged restoration program. The other proposes an ammunition tax. 

In order that the present unanimity in program may not be endangered by 

divided counsels over ways and means, this Committee recommends: 

(a) That the American Game Conference request the proponents of 
both measures to creat a JOINT COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, 
which shall study the methods of raising funds and, after 
consulting with Congressional Committees and the Secretary
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of Agriculture, shall agree upon the most feasible means 

for financing the program herein outlined. 

(b) That this joint committee consist of four men, two to be 

selected by each proponent, plus a fifth to be selected 

by the preceding fours 

(c) That each proponent and each member of this Conference abide 
by the joint committee's decision and recommendations, 

and lend his aid to their enactment into laWe 

(d) That pending the joint committee's decision each proponent 
may continue its campaign, but not to the detriment of the 

other, and with notice to the public that it will abide by 

the committee's decision on ways of financing. 

This Committee recognizes that no decision or bill wholly 

agreeable to all concerned can be hoped fore Neither can we anticipate 

or settle all the detailed questions of policy which will come up, or 

determine the division of authority and responsibility for the execution 

of the program. We believe, however, that the proposed and existing 

agencies guided by the spirit of the Game Policy, ana seoking the 

counsel of all parties at interest can work out these details. 

We earnestly entreat all conservationists to recognize what 

by now must be apparent: That the more promptly and effectively a 

constructive continental program of restoration is launched, the less 

stringent will be the restrictive measures necessary to prevent further 

depletion of waterfowl. The conservation movement is confronted by the 

necessity of effecting a radical increase in waterfowl production and 

protection, or of accepting a radical curtailment in waterfowl shootings 

The restrictive measures appropriate in the interim period are 

not here covered, since they are within the authority of existing 

agencies and require no special legislation. 

ALDO LEOPQ@LD, Chairman
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E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 
inte? 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT : 
' aa 

ec: Mr, Seth Gordon \ 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
- 4735 Carruthers Avenue 
Memphis, Tennessee 
December 16, 19°21 

fo: MAJOR L,W.%, WALLER, JR, . 

From: Henry P, Davis 

The duck season which closed yeste is generally conceded 

to be the poorest acts period this poet ng ever oe Through+ 

out the Mississippi valley fuming was decidedly epotted ené ft have not 
heard of a single area on which good. shoving conditions were sustained 

éuring the thirty yee A number of sleeree ere violations havé 

been re ead at Reelfoot Lake but vey other areas in this vicinity 

had like the quota of ducke till the senson war well under way, 

Members of Wappanoea and Mud Lake Clubs, where ideal conditione are most 

generally onieeee — the shortest bag in history _end fewer aucke than 

ever before. 4 there ig a decided @uck shortage I believe is no lone- 

er denied by ae bets of this section, The shortage ie further borne 

out by the quite obvious seareity of young éucks, partioularly melierdes, 

Sepeee are to the effeot that fewer youns meliards heve been geen thir 

season then in any other similer period, Sven in the rice fielte of 

Arkamees where concentration game ogours. few of the oommeroist hunting 

@lube were running full biast all seagon, They are etil! waiting for 

the ducks "to come down,” 

Yours very truly, 

HENRY Abe: 

HPD: R!
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‘ Report on GAME ORBBRRVATIONS. fe 
, by Clyde B. Terrell, 33 Market St., Oshkosh, Wis. 

1. Mame the & best duck areas in your county (lakes, ponds, rivers, 
sloughs) in order of importance, and indicate by number the location 
on the enclosed map. 

1. *Lake Poygan. 2: *Lake Butte des Morts. 
2. Pages Slough. - “Lake Winnebago. 
2: *Butte des Morts Marsh/ 7. Rat River. 

- *Rush Lake. 8. Fox River nesr Omro. 

Which of these eight areas are considered the finest for hunting 
at the present time? 

Ans. All quite good now. Best are marked * above. Drought in. 
West usually concentrates more ducks here where there is water. 

2. List the three principal forma of aquatic vegetation in each of 
the eight duck arenas. (note; wild rice, wild celery, wapato, sago 
porid plant, mek gress, water cress, ete. ). 
Notes- Numbers refer to numbers of waters above. 

1. Wild Celery, Floating pondweed, wild rice. 2. Wild rice, 
floating ducks meat, floating pondweed. ;: Wild rice, bur reed, float- ing ducks meat. 4. Muskgrass, sago pond plant, wild rice. 5. wi1a 
Celery, sago pond plant, naias. - Wild celery, sago pond plant, 
potamogeton perfoliatus. { Wild rice burreed, floating ducks meat. 
8 Wild rice, wild celery floating ducks meat. 

Name the areas in which you think the planting of duck foods 
will assist in bringing ducks to this particular area. Ans. Suitable 
area locations are quite well stocked. In aress 1, 3, 5, 6, 8 lowering 
water level in winter by Neensh-Menashe dams has caused loss of much 
marsh and wild rice beds. When water is lowered in winter, ice and mud 
bottom freeze together and with quick rise of water during spring 

+freshets, marsh, plants and seed are carried i vi and usually deposited 
in deep water. Anything that may be done to prevent extreme loweri ng 
of water before Marsh lst, during winter, will relieve this situation, It 
also very seriously effects muskrats, an important industry in this 
county, because when water is lowered and ice freezes to the bottom, 
muskrat feeding beds beneath the ice are shut off. When this happens 
the muskrats starve or leave the marsh; a considerable part of these 
so-called “runners" die too, If the water is not pulled down extremely 
low in fall or winter before Mareh lst, this will save thousanda of 
muskrats, and hundreds of acres of marsh and duck feed. 

After March lst freezing weather is over and lowering of water 
during spring months is an advantage because it prevents the sudden rise 
of water which would carry out the frozen ice, bog and mid bottom con- 
taining feed plants and seed. The trouble is due to lower winter water 
level followed by high water and a quick rise in the spring. More marsh 
and duck feed could be produced haturally by making the conditions right 
for it, than in any other way. Simply by keeping the water high as 
possible during November, Dec., Jan., and Feb., so the ice will not freeze to the bottom, and by keeping the water as low as possible during the 
periods of spring floods in March, April, May and June, so marsh and 
feed beds will not be lifted un with the ice and enarried away.



Report on GAME OBBRRVATIONS (Gont.). Page 2. 

This plan also has other advantages. The lower water in spring 
prevents drowning out of young muskrats and ducks nests; water warms 
up quicker and plant growth starts earlier; a large area grows up to 
rushes and marsh growth providing food and cover for ducks and other 
wild life; and finally farmers are able to use more of their land for 
pasture and crops. For the utmost wild life and Bist food produbtbon, 
endeavor to keep the water up during the winter and down during the 
spring. 

Planting of duck food: - Not all areas where it might be advan- 
tageous to have more duck food are suitable for its production. The 
plants growing on or above the surface of the water such as wild rice 
or floating ducks meet need situations more protected from strong waves, 
winds or rapid currents which break the plants or wash them away. The 
plants such as Wild Celery, sago pond plant, which grow beneath the wate1 
are not as easily broken or injured by these forces of Nature, and 
extend their growth to the more onen lakes as well as the protected 
baye and ponds. Other conditions such as depth of water; chemical 
nature of soil and water such as acidity or alkalinity - lime content ~ 
amount of plant food available, @epredations of animals and fluctuations 
of water level, all have ff their influence on duck food production and 
should be considered when making plantings. 

Suggestions for increasing we food, Most of the wild rice in 
this vicinity produces small seed (sample no. 1 enclosed). By planting 
the larger wild rice seed (See sample No. 2) in shexkarmerxwikexrien 
suitable areas the amount of food can be greatly increased because the 
variety producing the larger grain will produce two or three times as 
much duck food per acre. Rush Lake has no wild d¢elery and attempts to 
introduce it in the deeper parts of the lake should be made. In 
general there is a very good supply of duck food in this area, few areas 
have as great an abundance or am many kinds of duck foods. 

3. List your eight duck areas with information as to whether any of 
the following varieties of ducks breed and nest on these waters. 
Me mallard, (b) black duck, (c) blue winged teal, (d) green winged teal, 

e) widgeon, (f) gadwall, (g) spoon bill, (h) pintail, (4) wood duck, 
i) mud hen. 

1. "a, b, *e, d,e,g,h,i,*j. 2: a,b,c,d,e,g,h,i,j. 
2. a,6,0,6,8,h,1,). ¥ Od, 6,h,1,4, 

a a,b,c,d,¢@,g,h,i,j. q- a,b,o,d,@,h,1,j. 

- a,b,e,d,h,i,j. 8. a,b,c,d,e,g,h,i,j. 

* Most aEARENS = A 
aon pitti e. of 

Lee, 3 la) ees 
4, Within the past two years have you observed any teal migrations 
before Sept. 167 Ans. Some bluewinged teal. In 1930. 
What do you think it the reason? (Gool weather. However there are 
always some bluewings here on Sept. 16. The greenwing teal stays longer. 

5. Estimate the earliest date the Canadian bred ducks come into the duck 
areas in your country. About Oct. 1, possibly some Bluewing Teal earlier. 

What are the principal varieties in order of abundance (note: mallard, 
black duck, bluewinged teal, greenwinged teal, pintail, spoon bill, 
widgeon, gadwall, lesser bluebill, greater bluebill, redhead, canvaasback, 
golden-eye, buffiechead (outterball), ruddy, old squaw, scoters.) 
Ans. Early flight largely mudhens, widgeons, mallard, bluewing teal, 
greenwing teal.
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1. Lesser bluebillis, 10. Butterball. 
2. Canvasback. 11. Spoondill. 
‘ Redhead 12. Wood duck. 

« Mallard. te Ruddy 
2° Bluewbing Teal. 14. Merganser. 

. Greenwing teal. 13 Gadweil. 
7. Widgeon. 16. Scoter 
$. Pintail. 17. Old equaw (extremely rare.) 
9. Golden-eye 
9a. Greater bluebill. 

How long do these exrly northern ducks stay on your county wators? 
Ans. 2 months, October and November. 

If they stay, to what do you attribute the reason? Good and 
abundant food and protection of pie bodiss of water and marsh. 

If they leave, is the oause (1) over shooting, (2) lack of feed, 
(3) lack of open water, (4) freeze out, (5) any other reason. 
Ana. 1 and 4, 

6. When does the princinsl flight of Canadian bred ducks come into 
your county? Oct. 10 to 15th. 

List all varieties in order of abundance. See 5 above. 
Bluebills, Canvasbacks, mallards, redheads. 

How tong does this main flight remain on your county waters? 
Ans. About# 1 month. 

If they stay, to what do you attribute the reagon? Ans. Food 
and protection of open water. 

If they leave is it on account of (1) over shooting, (2)freere out, 
(3) lack of open water, (4) lack of food, (5) any other reagon. 
Ans. 1 and 3. 

7. Ah approcimately what date do you get your latest fall shooting? 
Ana. Nov. 25th to Dec. Ist. 

List the varieties of late ducks. Mallards, golden-eye, bluebill, 
vlack ducks. 

8. Do the ducks in your county have a local flyway during their stay 
in your county between the waters you have listed or in the waters of 
neighboring counties? Name the bodies of water included in these 
flyways. Lake Winnebago, Lake Butte des Morts, Lake Poygan. 

9. Have you any acourate information on what bodies of water outside of 
your county the northern bred ducks follow in getting to the waters of 
your county? Indicate on map if possible. Ans. Wolf and Wisconsin Rive 
somewhat. Arrows on map indicate general direction of large flights 
geen. 

10. Have you any accurate knowledge what vodabtor water ducks in your 
county follow in leaving your county? Indicate on map if vossible. 
Ans. Lake Michigan, Horicon Marsh, Nock River, Lake Yoshkonong, 
Tliinois River, Mississippi River, Fox River, “isconsin River, 

11. The waters in your county are on a certain waterfowl flyway. Can you 
give the principsl bodies of water in the state that waterfowl follow 
in getting to end leaving your locality? Ans. in. 1. ®isconsin River, 
2. “olf River, Mississippi River, Fox River. gut. Lake Michigan, Yd 
Horicon Marsh, Rock River, Lake koshkonong, Madison Lakes. 

ae
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12. Of the three types of duck hunting, list below which is the most 
common in your county. (1) ances ine over decoys, (2) jump shooting, 
(3) passa shooting. Ans. Pass shoot ng if you mean standing out in 
the marsh or along lake waiting for ducks to fly over. i 

13. On your eight waterfowl areas are there any on which you esti- 
mate mid hens to be over-bbundant. No, the shooters take care of that, 
most would like to sce more of them. 

In your opinion do these mud hene have any effect on a duck food 
shortage? Ans. Plenty food for both ducks and midhena. 

Are muskrats plentiful aos to have an effect on a duck food shoriége? What areas? Ample food for both. 

14. In what bodies of water that you have listed in your county are carp present? Ans. All. 

De you consider carp injurious te duck foods in any of these 
waters? Not serious at present but would be if allowed to miltiply 
uncontrolled. 

15. Any other notes or particular information on the waterforl 
situation in Wisconsin will be aporeciated. 

The hatch on the Butte des Morts marsh estimated 65% of the 
1929 hatch. Deep water ducks not killed off as quick ae marsh ducke 
because protected on open waters that they frequent.
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D ucks or D ebates ° 
The time for dissension has passed. If we are to have ducks, we must have action—now! 

By SETH GORDON 

“7M plumb disgusted with the shoot- lean on the unstable belief that a swing unsophisticated sucker, but in the ma- 
ers of North America,” confided in the weather cycle and consequent re- jority of cases they have lost everything. 
one of this country’s best-known sumption of wet years will materially In some sections, those remaining on 
game authorities to me recently. check the alarming diminution of wild- these reclaimed ranches are wresting a . 

Coming from a man who has always life resources. Unwise and unrelenting meager subsistence from the soil, but if 
fought for the sportsmen, who has spent reclamation and drainage projects have they could move out today they would 
thousands of dollars of his own money been extended so rapidly that a per- gladly do so. They can’t let go, and they 
to continue the sport of hunting in the petual man-made drought exists on the will starve if they stay. 
good old American way, it shocked me. continent’s most important breeding On the other hand, there are some 
And if I were to tell you his name, you grounds.” irrigated and drained farm areas where 
would be shocked, too. But what he said Both times he hit the nail squarely on the people are prosperous and happy. 
next put cold chills right down my spine. the head. We all admit that with the But what all of these projects have 

“T no longer have any delusions about enormous increase in shooters during the done to the waterfowl breeding grounds 
these so-called sportsmen in the mass past decade, quick transportation, better is a crime! Something like 75,000,000 
being willing to pay for anything,” he arms and ammunition, and an appalling acres drained; millions of bushels of 
continued. “While they haggle and de- decrease in the breeding grounds there surplus grain; the ducks without breed- 
bate about a dollar or two the mortal has been too much shooting for the pro- ing grounds. An economic blunder of the 
enemies of all shooters—a small but de- ductive machinery. We also agree that worst kind! Are we going to haggle and 
termined coterie of non-shooting super- wet years will help, but they won’t bring debate, or are we going to do something 
sentimentalists—are taking their sport back millions of acres of breeding about it? 
right out from under their very noses. grounds where the drainage ditch has It might be interesting to cite a few 
We might just as well set aside a few done its deadly work. And since it will of the outstanding former waterfowl 
natural zoo areas, then hang up our always be easier to cut seasons, reduce breeding and feeding areas which were 
guns!” bag limits and add other “shall-nots,” destroyed or practically ruined: 

Now you sweat as I did. Of course, I the restrictionists can be expected to a Acres 
disagreed with him, and tried to con- play that one string and play it hard. Oe te ca. 20,000 
vince him that the sportsmen were will- What we need is some real duck in- Lower Klamath Lake, Cal. & Ore. 80,000 
ing to pay for any sound programs—but surance! Let’s restore those breeding Malheur Valls ose 38/000 
it was wasted effort. He was just “plumb marshes, and do it quickly. Every acre Mouse River, N. Dak. 22,000 
disgusted” and felt blue because sports- will help! Hilveule Benen o. Uae: aay 
men as a mass, and organizations too, Waterhen Lake, Sask. 20,000 
have differed and haggled while things ro has run hog-wild in Bi8 Hay Lake, Alta. es 
were getting worse and worse. I waved this country. Instead of retarding it, Thief Lake, Minn. 22;000 
the incident aside, but somehow my our own Federal Government has sped it Mud Lake, Minn. 30.000 
friend’s warning about the failure of the up. We would probably all be just as Sheboygan Marsh, Wis. 9,000 
sportsmen to stand together kept ring- well off if there had never been a Recla- }yimmestick Bottoms, Wis. pepo 
ing in my ears. mation Service. Behind the de-watering Kankakee Marsh, Ind. 400,000 

The very next morning an unusually and irrigation of every acre to increase Title Rivet, aie 41,000 é P; Mo. 25,000 large heap of letters greeted me. And plow land was a land promotion or a Squaw Creek Bottoms, Mo. 31,000 
right on top of the pile was a clipping ditch-digging outfit. Where these pro- ‘ke Mattamuskeet, N. C. 50,000 
from a Canadian newspaper in which moters could not get action in any other — An entire story could be written about 
one of the leading exponents of little or way, they brought political pressure up- each of these areas, some of which are 
no shooting in this country—a man who on Congress and obtained a mandate being restored, but I shall elaborate 
in his younger days killed far more than for the Federal Government to act. briefly upon only a few of them. 
his share—lauded our thirty-day duck Many will say, “Yes, but every ir- Tule Lake, California originally con- 
season, then wound up with the follow-  rigation reservoir is also a waterfowl tained 20,000 acres. Today its area is 
ing appeal: “Now it remains for Canada rendezvous.” less than 12,000 acres, and its avail- 
to join the United States in perma- Yes, a rendezvous where they can get ability as breeding grounds depends en- 
nently fixing one month as the maximum a drink, and that is all except possibly a tirely upon the amount of water which 
open season on waterfowl.” — retreat from shooters if a refuge is es- is permitted to escape from the neigh- 

There, Mr. Duck Hunter, is the next tablished. It is comparatively recently boring irrigation project. This year the play. One month now; next they will that such refuges were established on water held up very well, and thousands 
try for two weeks. And then— Well, it irrigation reservoirs, but as breeding of ducks bred there. y 
is about time that we get organized be- grounds the majority of these bodies of 
hind a constructive program and stop fluctuating water-levels are absolutely [Eyes Klamath Lake was one of the 
mixing our signals, or we will be doing worthless. They will never compensate “spirit of patriotism” gifts to those 
exactly what my pessimistic friend pre- for the vast breeding areas which were who had defended their country. Formerly 

dicted. ruined in the interest of agriculture. one of the greatest waterfowl breeding 
“Without a doubt,” said a Western In the Far West, men who know, and grounds on the continent, it is now one 

conservation leader recently, “we have who are independently situated so that of our worst examples of putting land 
gone as far as we should in the matter they may speak their minds, say that under the plow. Most of the poverty- 
of sensible limit reductions; the next from 65 per cent to 75 per cent of the stricken settlers have moved out. Others 
step cannot stop short of complete pro- original occupants of reclaimed lands, are still hanging on, but indications are 
hibition of wildfowl shooting.” both drained and irrigated, have long that the entire area will be abandoned 

And concerning the drought he said: since been compelled to abandon their shortly. The water supply is involved 
“There is no sense in deluding ourselves holdings. In some instances they have with a power project, but it is stated 
with untenable alibis. We should not been able to hook some other equally that the commercial club of a near-by
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The greatest menace to all waterfowl is the drainage ditch 
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The dried-up bed of Malheur Lake Hay instead of ducks. Formerly Mud Lake, Minnesota 

Some glaring examples of what drainage has done to waterfowl breeding areas 

town now realizes that this area would Western breeding grounds, originally but a burden to the landowners who 
be far more valuable if restored as a containing more than 80,000 acres, has hold title. 
great waterfowl breeding ground. been choked down by irrigation and In the sister state to the south are the 

And since this lake lies mostly in drought until at this writing it is bone- Milwaukee Sloughs and Long Lake, 
California, let me inject that California, dry. Many of the residents are squatters drained in 1918 and 1919 respectively. 
with her municipal water projects, irri- who pay no taxes. One of the big meat- Both of them were formerly the breeding 
gation and power, and privately owned packing companies owns the best water grounds of that region for canvasback, 
duck marshes everywhere, all vying for supply, but its cattle ranch has never redhead, bluebill, mallard, pintail, teal 
water supplies, has sought to help her- been anything but a bill of expense. and Canada geese. Now both are abso- 
self. She has not waited for Uncle Sam Then, jumping eastward, the Mouse lutely worthless for agriculture as well 
to come to the rescue. A number of River Marsh in North Dakota, lying as waterfowl. Oscar Johnson, Director 
waterfowl areas have been established, partly in Canada, was drained about of the Game and Fish Department of 
the latest one being a goodly share of eighteen years ago. Formerly one of the South Dakota, says, “We in South Da- 
the Suisun Marshes, lying about midway great breeding grounds, it is now dry as_ kota could within two or three years be 
between San Francisco and Sacramento. the Sahara. Forty miles of it, and three- producing ten times the ducks required 

Malheur Lake, another of the great fourths of a mile wide. And it is nothing to meet local demands if our available



Ducks or Debates? 
breeding areas are restored.” Other state in twenty miles of Portland, Oregon, is to be used for inviolate refuges, not one 
commissioners will tell you the same Sauvies Island, where an area of five or cent for areas where the man of ordinary 

thing. six thousand acres should be set aside means might shoot. But since the first 
Jumping to the north, there is Waterhen ior waterfowl breeding and feeding objective was to save the ducks, we were 

Lake in Saskatchewan, formerly one of grounds. proud to think that at last a start had 
the finest breeding areas for all the best And so one might go on naming liter- been made. 

2 species of ducks. It cost something like ally hundreds of fine former waterfowl But what a sad awakening we have had! 
$85,000 to drain it. The income from it so areas that ought to be reflooded right now The Department of Agriculture started 
far is negligible. It is estimated that $75,- and taken out of competition with agricul- out to round up a system of primary 
000 would again put not less than 15,000 ture. These tracts, varying in size from refuge and feeding areas, 20,000 acres and 
acres of breeding grounds to work. $ more to a tract. That was right for a 

Low Water ue in Alberta was mined start But it automatically eliminated 
by a private drainage concession. e ; rom consideration hundreds of tracts con- 
promoters went bankrupt. Due to this Haves ie a ee taining from 500 acres up to 5,000 acres. 
project, the lowering of the water-table eee anaGee ae és Refuge Bill So far something like 115 tracts have 
has materially reduced the yield of hay on and Ye a “Dollar § Deck 2” been examined, and at a very reasonable 
all the surrounding territory. This is a Tf Noa haver’e ae will find cost, too—about 2.8 cents per acre, in- 
very common result. Cana RHC tie ee . cluding office overhead. But examining the 

The two areas named in Minnesota, RS page. lands won't help the ducks unless there are 
Thief Lake and Mud Lake, were among funds to acquire them. And there’s the 
the most important breeding grounds in rub! 
the States. Minnesota has just restored 500 up to 50,000 acres, aggregate an enor- The first bite of the $8,000,000 program 
Thief Lake—14,000 acres—at a cost of mous acreage. And there are thousands of was $75,000 to inaugurate the work. That 
$108,000, and it will again become a great little sloughs and pot-holes all over the was easy. The next $200,000 also was not 
producer of waterfowl. Sportsmen are country which have been drained and difficult. But when it came to the $600,000 
urging that the Federal Government re- which ought to be reflooded. Just think for the current fiscal year, only $400,000 
store Mud Lake. what all of them, put together, would mean were actually appropriated. For the fiscal 

In Wisconsin the state has restored the as breeding and feeding areas! year ending July, 1933, $1,000,000 is the 
Horicon Marshes, and the Federal Gov- Then along the Atlantic Coast and the authorization, but Congressional promises 
ernment brought back the Winneshiek Gulf Coast there are large open-water in times like these mean nothing. 
Marshes as part of the Upper Mississippi areas, already Government owned, where A few weeks ago representatives of the 
Refuge; but the Buena Vista Marshes, a series of comparatively small inviolate National Committee on Wild-Life Legis- 
containing tens of thousands of acres, the refuges should be established, so that the lation, representing all the big conserva- 
Sheboygan Marshes and the Trempealeau ducks and geese would not be compelled tion organizations, made their annual visit 
Bottoms remain totally worthless, wrecked to go out to sea and raft up every day to to the Director of the Budget to urge the 
by man and his ditches. avoid the gunners. And all too often these full appropriation for refuges and to beg 

In Indiana the worst destruction was the weary birds are potted at night, when they for an increase in the funds for the en- 
drainage of the Kankakee Marshes, for- come in to get a bite of food, by unchecked forcement of the law, so that the present 
merly about 400,000 acres of the best kind market killers. staff might be quadrupled in order to 
of waterfowl marshes. Thirty-five miles Tf all of these areas, both large and stamp out the illegal killing of ducks for  ~ 
of arterial ditch replaced 150 miles of small, from one end of the country to the market. Not being in position to divulge 
meandering river. Four hundred thousand other, were set aside to produce and feed the conversation which took place, suffice 
dollars were spent, an average of $15 ducks, we would not be worrying about the it to say that the committee came away 
per acre, to drain the marsh and improve length of the seasons or the size of the from that conference feeling mighty blue. 
a lot of adjacent land. This had been a bags. If anybody believes that Congress will 
sportsmen’s paradise. Gen. Lew Wallace But who is going to do it? Everybody appropriate now the $1,000,000 promised 
floated his house-boat along the languid must help. Individual landowners, shooting from public funds for this waterfowl pro- 
waters of the winding Kankakee, and un- clubs, associations, communities, counties gram, he had better wake up. 
der the spell of its charms produced his and states can all do their share, but in the Personally, I don’t believe Congress 
famous Ben Hur. final analysis it is up to the Federal Gov- will ever appropriate anything like $1,000,- 

Some of the reclaimed marsh along the ernment to take the lead. And that takes 000 a year tee this work until the sports- 
Kankakee proved to be profitable farm money, and lots of it! men themselves come forward and put up 
land. Most of it has never been dependa- The original Game Refuge Bill was some real money. Then Congress may be 
ble. The thin layer of top soil either blows sponsored before Congress by the Ameri- willing to match them dollar for dollar, 
away, or else high water floods out the can Game Association. This measure in- but big direct appropriations now are not 
crop. This past summer a farm magazine creased in popularity with succeeding ses- in the cards, politically or otherwise. 
published a story about the fine farm land sions of Congress. The momentum it had And in the meantime? The drainage 
in the area, and to prove the case used a attained made it possible to induce Con- promoters are on the job keeping their 
picture of an elegant field of wheat to gress to authorize the expenditure of shovels at work. They are not being de- 
illustrate the story. That same wheat at $1,500,000 for the Upper Mississippi Wild- layed by Government appropriations. In 
threshing time weighed only 30 to 32 Life Refuge. Right on top of that fine pro- western Nebraska, for instance, they are 
pounds to the bushel. It was worthless, and gram, the state of Utah showed what could 
rotted on the ground. be done to help the ducks by setting aside 

Much of this worthless land has been an excellent area at the northern end of DUCKS FOR A DOLLAR 
abandoned. The balance of it has been Great Salt Lake. With that example as a 2 
a perennial land-promotion football. As criterion, Congress was then induced to IN the February issue we hope 
fast as one bunch of suckers freeze or appropriate $350,000 to flood about 30,- to publish the complete text of 
wiggle off, a new string of them is hooked. 000 acres with fresh water at the mouth the Game Refuge Bill as intro- 
Indiana sportsmen hope to see fifteen or of Bear River, which is also on Great duced in Congress. Also an ar- 
twenty thousand acres of this marsh re- Salt Lake. ticle telling what has been done 
stored, so that it may again become a and what you cao to make the 
sportsmen’s paradise. The Federal Gov- ye success of these two bills misled Game Refuge Bill a law. 
ernment is now studying the matter, but the supporters of the original Refuge 
there are no funds available for the Bill into believing that Congress would 
work. appropriate all the money necessary for an doing their darndest to drain ten of the 

Draining lands is not only a mid-West adequate refuge program. This grievous essential water areas in a region the Gov- 
and Western craze. We have had some of error, coupled with the opposition from ernment is trying to buy. So long as the 
it in the East, the worst fiasco on the certain quarters, temporarily spelled the drainage promoters can work faster than 
Atlantic Coast being the attempt to drain death knell of the original plan. And many the Government's agents, the duck-breed- 
Lake Mattamuskeet in North Carolina. of us, believing that this program could ing areas are bound to go. 
The bottom of the lake is below sea-level. be handled by direct appropriations, fell What is the answer? There is only one. 
From three to five millions of dollars have _ right into the trap. We unwittingly became The sportsmen must supply the funds, and 
been spent, but so far cropping has been the sponsors of more and better shooting do it quickly. Five or ten years from now 
a dismal failure. for the wealthy owners of private shooting _ will be too late. Even though the Norbeck- 

And in western New York is the grounds, and lost‘ sight of the original Andresen program should be carried out 
Montezuma Marsh, once an excellent poor man’s club idea. We went along with in full, about which there is very grave 
breeding area. In eastern Washington lies the Norbeck-Andresen bill in its revised doubt, we will have to wait ten years be- 
Moses Lake, formerly a great producer of form, and it passed Congress in 1929, fore the last of the eight millions are 
ducks and geese, now good only for peli- authorizing an $8,000,000 program over a available. In the meantime, where will 
cans, avocets, herons and gulls; and with- ten-year period, every dollar of which was the ducks be?



Field and Stream 

Without the breeding grounds, they will such a plan? They have found that the plan at the present session of Congress. 

keep right on the present toboggan. A public will not pay the bill; more than We can't afford to haggle and debate 

friend has urged the American Game that, they prefer to pay their own way. about it. The emergency is too serious. 

Association to accept contributions of $5 They are perfectly willing to pay it, even If you want sentimentalists who be- 

each from duck shooters to buy up water- though the refuges and the work of the lieve no living thing should be killed to 

fowl breeding grounds. Another has sug- enforcement officers will materially bene- dictate the duck policy of this country, 
gested that the Association start a “Buy fit non-game species, song and insectivor- then sit tight and do nothing. If you want * 

an Acre” movement to handle the work. ous birds. to see the grand sport of wildfowling 

This evidence of public confidence is Better still, the license plan is the only perpetuated, roll up your sleeves and fight 
mighty fine, but the results will be too way in which every man will buy a per- right now! Register your vote before you 
slow. We must have dozens of large pur- sonal interest in the ducks. Indirect pay- lay this aside. On this page is a coupon 
chases immediately. ments will never do it. And if there is one for that purpose. If you have already 

There are only two methods of quick thing that is needed, next to the breeding voted, get a friend to sign the coupon 

financing. One is the plan proposed ten and feeding grounds, it is that personal in- and send it in. 

years ago by the American Game Associa- terest. When a man becomes a direct 

tion, which would raise the money by re- stockholder in a business, he sees to it that ee Bas 

quiring a one-dollar. Federal license to his share is protected. The laws will then 

hunt migratory game birds. The other is be observed. Ask any state game commis- S the time for the Eighteenth Am- 

a tax on ammunition. sioner what happened when his state first Avice Game Conference approach- 

Even though the tax on ammunition adopted the hunting-license law. ed (New York City, December 1 and 

might be an easy, equitable method of col- One place where the present Federal 2, 1931), it was evident that there was 

lecting the necessary funds, the past atti- wildfowl protection is weak is in the Fed- considerable dissatisfaction in certain 

tude of Congress in the matter of sales eral courts. In sections where sentiment is states with the waterfowl regulations 

taxes holds little or no hope for funds from strong for the observance of the law, the this year; also that there was some ob- 

that source. The House Ways and Means courts impose penalties that mean some- jection to any Federal plan that might 

Committee has on two former occasions thing. In regions where that sentiment is enhance the powers of the U. S. De- 

turned down the ammunition tax flat. Con- weak, the fines are meaningless. Let every partment of Agriculture in the matter 

gress seems to be definitely opposed to hunter of migratory game start paying to of waterfowl management and law en- 

sales taxes. Unless that attitude—one of help maintain the sport, and his position forcement. 

long standing—is reversed, it seems like a will change instantly. So will the attitude It was quite apparent that while 

waste of effort to fight for a tax on am- of the courts. t ‘ numerous leading organizations and 

munition or firearms. cua The Federal hunting license will help states, and many thousands of indi- 
There is also considerable opposition to strengthen state license collections also, as vidual sportsmen, favored the “Ducks 

an ammunition tax among thetrapshooters, hunters who will take chances on their for a Dollar” plan of financing a big 

and a still more formidable opposition local courts will not dare to fool with waterfowl restoration program, others 

among the non-migratory game hunters Uncle Sam. favored the plan announced by the 
who object to having their ammunition P ry 2 ‘ More Game Birds in America Founda- 

taxed. It seems to me that the rabbit pees all in all, the direct contribu- tion—a cent-a-shell ammunition tax, 

hunter would have just cause to complain tion plan looks like the one that will split with the states. 

if his ammunition were taxed, to say assure results most quickly. In addition to “The proponents of both plans real- 
nothing of the farmer who buys shells to assuring waterfowl breeding grounds and ized that without united action by all 

protect his poultry from marauding law enforcement, it ties right in with flood- groups no waterfowl program could be 

hawks. i control programs; every dollar invested successfully carried through Congress, 
The position of the hunters in states becomes a double-duty dollar. 7 and the matter was submitted to the 

where non-migratory game furnishes the Thousands of letters from sincerely in- Game Policy Committee of the Game 

vast majority of the shooting must be con- terested sportsmen have been received by Conference. That Committee recom- 

sidered, Take Pennsylvania, for instance. Fiecp AND Stream and the American mended a special Ways and Means 

Not over 15,000 or 20,000 of her 525,000 Game Association. Many of these men Committee of five, four to be selected 

licensed hunters ever hunt migratory suggest this or that to aid in bringing by the proponents of the two financing 
game, and most of those go to other states. back the ducks. One will insist that auto- plans, they to select the fifth, this Com- 
To offer Pennsylvania a fifty-fifty split matic guns should be eliminated; another mittee to study the situation in Con- 
would probably not remove their opposi- will contend that baiting must be done gress and elsewhere and decide upon 

tion. And there are numerous other states away with; a third, that crows, gulls and the most feasible plan of financing. 
in exactly the same position, most of them other vermin on the breeding grounds The Game Conference, after discus- 

with large delegations in Congress. should immediately be controlled; a sing the situation at length, voted unan- 

To offer all states a fifty-fifty split on fourth, that illegal market hunting is the imously in favor of this suggestion 
an ammunition tax, on the basis of origin, real menace, and so forth and so on in- and pledged full support to any plan 
would not help much for two very obvious definitely. i that may be agreed upon by the Special 

reasons: first, it would not leave enough I’m frank to admit that the contentions Committee, whether it be one of those 
money for the Federal Government to do of many of these men are right, but now already announced or an entirely new 
a big job; and second, the states in which we need ducks, not debates. There is no plan. 
the most money would be collected would time to argue minor questions. We The budget submitted to Congress 
invariably not be the ones where the es- must produce before we can save. Breed- provides no funds to push duck res- 
sential breeding grounds lie. ing grounds are essential. Later, consider- toration work on a large scale after 

As a matter of expediency, therefore, it ation can be given to the many meritori- next July. The program will be at a 
looks as though the Federal hunting li- ous suggestions received. standstill—$1,000,000 short. It is doubt- 
cense plan is the safest bet. The response Let’s pass this “Ducks for a Dollar” ful whether Congress can be persuad- 
to the “Ducks for a ed to override the 
Dollar” plan has been recommendation and 
highly encouraging. Al- Se make a sizeable ap- 
most 100 per cent of propriation. 
the replies have been GAME REFUGE BILL CAMPAIGN The Committee is 
favorable, and there at work, and your 
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BI-B-Banding 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Several months ago you wrote to me and inquired whether or 

not I had made a study of the sex ratio of banded ducks as shown 

by the bird banding files. At that time I had not made such an 
investigation, but prompted by your inquiry i went over the records 
and prepared a paper that I read before the A, 0. U. meeting in 
Detroit last October. 

I have recently somewhat revised this paper and sent it to 

Doctor Stone, Editor of the Auk,for publication. A copy of this 
revised paper is inclosed herewith for your information. Because 

of the fact that I expect it to be published either in the April 
or July number of the Auk, you will understand my request in ask- 
ing that the information contained therein be not made public at 
this time. Trusting that you will find it interesting and with 
eordial regards, I an, 

Sincerely yours, s 

¥ oN Ree 

F, C. Lincoln, 

Biologist, Division of 

Biological Investigations, 

Incl, 0-35437. S



The Sex Ratio of Banded Ducks 

By Frederick C. Lincoln 

Tt is common knowledge among sportsmen that the average bag of 

ducks will contain more males than females, The author has personally 

made many observations of this nature and at shooting preserves, has 

participated in or listened to many "gun-room discussions" on the 

subject. The answer here, however, is not difficult to seek, since 

it is fairly obvious that in a mixed flock of ducks of both sexes, the 

shooter would consciously or unconsciously be led to his choice by the 

mae striking plumage of the males. 

Tt would seem, however, that the large cage traps used to capture 

ducks for banding would not be selective. As a matter of fact, observa- 

tions of the author on one species, the Pintaily indicate that the females 

are less suspicious than the males. Nevertheless, in the experimental work 

was conducted on the grounds of the Sanganois Club in the marshes of the 

Tllinois River in March, 1922, and which resulted in the development of a 

satisfactory trap, the catch of Mallards was-~males, 248, and females, 140, 

or a ratio of a little less than two to one. Personal experience since that 

: time in other regions, at other seasons, and with other species, has indicated 

a corresponding preponderance of males over females. Also, the operators of 

other waterfowl banding stations in their reports have frequently commented 

upon the relatively large numbers of males that were trapped in proportion 

to the females. The subject anvears, therefore, to merit some investigation,



f 

Generally speaking, all birds are naturally monogamous, $0 that 

theoretically at least, it would seem logical to assume a reasonably 

perfect numerical equality of the sexes. Insofar as it has come to the 

attention of the author, this condition is borne out by investigators who 

have studied the sex ratio of the domestic fowl. For example, Darwin worked 

out the ratio as 48.64 to $1.36 in favor of the female, while more recently, 

Professor Raymond uum, working on a basis of 22,000 chicks, obtained 

Srilagictprecnecerenernieennnnaane ter at Ne ETT Ee 

Sex-rationin Fowls. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., vol. 56, pp. 416-436, 

1917. i 
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a ratio of 48.57 to 51.43. This, it will be observed, is almost a perfect 

confirmation of Darwin's figures. On the other hand, it is the opinion 

of many poultrymen of long experience that while the usual condition is a Le 

practical equality of the sexes, there is a small but steady ae 

of males, indicating a sort of sex ratio similar to that exhibited by man 

and 0 others of his domestic animals. 

As a contribution to this subject it has seemed desirable to present 

and critically analyze the statistical data that exist in adequate quantity 

in the banding files of the Biological Survey, for certain species of ducks. 

The data used in the present report consist of banding records from ; 

about 50 stations located geographically from Maine, Connecticut, and South 

Carolina west to California and Oregon, and from Alberta, Saskatchewan, and 

Michigan south to Louisiana and Texas. The tabulation prepared covers ten 

of the most important game species, data for other species not existing in 

quantity sufficient to permit satisfactory analysis. 
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The total number of records used, 40,904, represents only a little 

more than half of the grand total of ducks banded, which at this time 

(October, 1931) is approximately 76,000. There are, however, certain 

groups of data that for various reasons, are ineligible for consideration 

in the present study. For example, the number of banded Black Ducks is 

exceeded only by those of Mallards, but because of the superficial similarity 

of the sexes, the record of sex is frequently omitted by the operator, while : 

in other cases some doubt exists as to the ability of the operator to make 

correct sex determinations. Similarly, other large groups of data for 

other species, with the sex determination indicated by the operators have 

been omitted, for the reason that the banding was done chiefly in the early 

autumn, and information is lacking as to the ability of the operator to 

correctly sex the immatures of the species concerned. In other words, 

all data that are open to challenge have been excluded. : 

a. :



TABLE I. 

Sex ratios of Banded Ducks 

Anas platyrhyncha 12,386 9,572 563 44 

Anas rubripes 477 344 58: 42 

Mareca americana 413 351 62 : 38 

Nettion carol inense 357 95 7 : al 

Querquedula discors 765 411 65 1 35 

Dafila acuta 6,308 3,759 63 : 37 

Aix sponsa 391 367 52: 48 

Nyroca valisineria 226 127 64 : 36 

Nyroca affinis 2,633 1,444 63 + 35 

Nyroca collaris £55 Lxd 19 $ 2h 

y 
In the computation of percentages, the figures have been carried to 

the second decimal, and the remaining fraction, if lese than .5 has been 

dropped; if more than .5 the next higher unit is adopted. Thus, the full 

figures for the Mallard are 56.40 : 43.58 . Accordingly, the percentages 

given are accurate only to one or two points and are given in this way to 

more clearly present the picture. 

oho



To better illustrate the full import of the situation as indicated 

in the table, it is of interest to examine in detail some of the significant 

groups of data that are incorporated in the totals. This is best done by 

species. y 

Anas platyrhynchos, Mallard.--The mallard is probably the most abundant 

as it is the most widely distributed of North American Anatidae. Despite a 

natural wariness it traps readily, and so has been included in the banding 

records for nearly every station. The largest number to be banded in a single 

season at one station was about 8,000, trapped at the National Bison Range, 

near Moiese, Montana, by former Reservation Protector Frank H. Rose. Of this 

total, 4,138 were males, 3,164 were females, while the others were immatures 

that could not be satisfactorily sexed by the operator. These birds were 

; Gaught during the period from September to December, 1928. This ratio of 

males to females holds in the records from this station for similar periods 

in the years 1926, 1927, and 1929, 

The results obtained by the author during March, 1922, while trapping 

in the marshes of the Illinois River have neon already mentioned. Work at 

that point was resumed in the following autumn and was continued until the 

middle of December, netting a total of 1,283 birds of this species. Of these, 

703 were males, and 580 were females. Another trapping operation in that same 

general region, in January, 1926, resulted in the banding of 615 male and 325 

female Mallards. Work on this oceasion was started as soon as the shooting 

season closed, so if we accept the premise that the mortality from shooting 

is heavier on the males than the females, then it would be expected that the 

females would have predominated among the flocks still present in this region 

of intensive hunting. Actually the ratio in favor of the males is nearly 2 to 1. 
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In September, 1929, the author banded another lot of ducks at Dawson, 

North Dakota, including 415 Nallards, of which 309 were males and 106 were 

females, in this case a ratio of nearly 3 to 1. f 

fhe groups of data that make up the total for this species represent 

87 distinct operations, and they are scattered well over the entire country. 

, In only 33 cases does the number of females équal or exceed the number of 

males, most of these being small operations. There are, however, a few 

instances where the number of females in a large total is conspicuously 

greater. For example, during the period from October to December, 1930, 

Edward Lovell, operating at Chilliwack, British Columbia, banded 180 male 

and 288 female Mallards, Curiously enough the year previous, R. M. Stewart, 

working at the same point from October through January, banded 316 males and 

294 females. 

Anas rubripes, Black Duck,--Despite the large number of Black Ducks 

that have been banded, relatively few have been carefully sexed. Neverthe- 

less in almost every case where these represent a total of 50 or more from a 

single station, a similar disproportionate number of males is noticed, the 

ratio in some instances being nearly two to one. Of 128 banded by BH. C. Smith 

at Carney's Point, New Jersey, during the period January to April, 1930, 80 

were males and 48 were females, ‘Working over the same period in 1931, this 

operator banded 212 males and 123 females. 

While trapping in the marshes of the Illinois River in the autumn éf q 

1922, the author banded 22 males as against 18 females. 

One case is of unusual interest since it represents nearly an equal 

division of the sexes. Arthur Rotch, of Brewster, Massachusetts, reported 

banding in November and December, 1929, 96 males and 92 females. 
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The only conspicuous exception in the groups of data for the Black 

Duck, is found in the birds banded at Rochester, New York, in November, 1927, 

by Dr. W. Bruce Large. His records list 62 males and 118 females. 

Mareca americana, Baldpate.--The data available for the Baldpate or 

Widgeon indicate a ratio of females of only a little more than three to five, 

The best example is found in the records of ®. W. Bhmann, who for several years 

has operated at Lake Merritt, Oakland, California. His first trapping of thie 

species in January, 1926, resulted in the capture of 7 males and 2 females. 

The record for subsequent years is: November 1926, 54 males, 25 females; 

February 1927, 37 males, 17 females; December 1927 to January 1928, 119 males, 

57 females; January 1929, 25 males, 14 females; Jamary 1930, 43 males, 47 

females; and Jamuary 1931, 42 males, 19 females. It will be observed that 

in only one year, 1930, did the females outnumber the males; in all other 

seasons the males apparently were much more numerous. 

The author's own experience with this species is limited to trapping 

operations near Dawson, North Dakota in September, 1929, when 14 males were 

taken as against only 3 females, 

Mettion carolinense, Green-winged Teal.--With only one or two exceptions, 

the males greatly outnumber the females throughout the figures from the eight 

separate stations that furnish the data for this species. 

The records from the Cheyenne Bottoms, Kansas, form an interesting 

illustration. The operator was Frank W. Robl, who has trapped at Pllinwood, 

: Kansas, from 1926 to date. His record for Green-winged Teal for the different 

seasons is as follows: March, 1926, 8 males, 1 female; March to April 1927, 

10 males, 1 female; February to April 1928, 33 males, 7 females; March to 

April 1929, 42 males, 10 females; February to April 1930, 16 males, 43 females 

(the only exception); and February to March 1931, 44 males, no females. 
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As it might be argued that Mr, Robl's work was done so early in the 

spring that the majority of the females of this species were at more southern 

points, the records for the period from February to March, 1930, by Wm. P. 

Sparks, at Waco, Texas, may be cited. Of 90 Green-winged Teal trapped at 

| this time and place, 58 were males. 

The author has had no experience in trapping these teal, but in 

January 1938, while sitting in a duck blind with a companion in saw-grass 

marshes bordering the Cooper River, South Carolina, an excellent flight 

of these birds was observed, at which time it was a matter of comment that 

most of those seen close enough to determine their sex were males. 

Querquedula discors, Blue-winged Teal.~--The data included in the totals 

for this species represent 17 operations conducted at six different stations. 

With three exceptions, each operation yielded an excess of males. ‘Two of the 

exceptions are from the same station, that of Clarence B. Chapman who operates 

near Oakley Depot, South Carolina. At his first work in March 1926, he reported 

one male and four females, and in the period from February to March, 1929, he 

trapped 17 males to 32 females. The other case is that of B. A. MeILhenny 

who during the period from November 1930 to February 1931, banded 75 males 

and 92 females at Avery Island, Louisiana. 

fhe sex ratio for this teal is again best illustrated by the work of 

Prank ¥, Robl at Bllinwood, Kansas, in the Cheyenne Bottoms. Yonr operations 7 

have been conducted as follows: April 1926, 12 males, 4 females; April to 

May 1928, 57 males, 33 females; March to May 1929, 206 males, 84 females; 

and March to May 1930, 286 males, 127 females. 
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Dafile acuta, Pintail.--Next to the Mallard and the Black Duck, this 

species has been trapped in largest numbers, The individuals whose records 

are included in the present analysis represent 63 operations at 30 points 

located chiefly in the Mississippi Valley and westward to the Pacific coast. 

A preponderance of males 1s shown throughout the station records, a 

good example again being found in the work of Mr. Robl at Ellinwood, Kansas, 

Starting in 1926, and operating from February to May, he caught 27 males and 

13 females. The record for subsequent seasons is as follows: February to 

April, 1927, 91 males, 53 females; February to May, 1928, 300 males, 210 

females; February to May 1929, 56 males, 37 females; Tebruary to May, 1930, 

688 males, 489 females; and January to March, 1931, 196 males, 153 females. 

A few other striking examples from other stations may be cited, 

During the period from December, 1929 to March, 1930, B. A. McTlhenny 

Caught 240 males and 135 females at Avery Island, Louisiana, and from November, 

1930 to Tebruary, 1931, he trapped 557 males as against 417 females. 

Willian P. Sparks, operating at Waco, Texas from February to March, 1928, 

Caught 225 males, and 189 females; in March 1929, he banded 99 males and 75 

females; and from February to April, 1930, he recorded 132 males and 85 females. 

The work of ©. %. Mhmann, at Lake Merritt, Oakland, California, presents 

other interesting figures that bear on this subject. In Jamary 1926, he 

caught 168 males, and 51 females. In November the sams year he obtained 198 

males and 70 females; in February 1927, 216 males and only 57 females; in 

December 1927 and January, 1928, the score was 485 males and 205 females; 

in January 1929, 368 males and 166 females, and in January 1931, 568 males 

as against 260 females. 
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This condition also is indicated by Pintails banded at other 

California stations. One, operated by %. Arnold at Buena Vista Lake, in 

February 1928, yielded 306 males, and 158 females; another operated by 

Mion R. Tucker at Irvington, recorded during the period from January to 

March, 1931, 282 males and 154 females; while a third, operated by A. D. 

Treme, also at Irvington, in January, 1929, reported 169 males and 162 

females. In this species, the last case comes the nearest to numerical 

equality of sexes of any lot of one hundred or more. 

The experience of the author confirms the figures from other workers. 

In March, 1922, a small lot of 47 Pintails trapped near Prowning, Tllinois, 

was composed of 31 males against 16 females, At Dawson, "North Dakota, in” 

September 1929, the trap ylelded 251 males and 239 females. " 

Aix sponsa, Wood Duck.--Because of its comparative immunity from 

shooting, it might be expected that the Yood Duck would more nearly represent 

the normal sex ratio, and, as will be noted in the table, the gross figures 

ao indicate a closer approach to numerical equality than is shown by any other 

species here considered, 

This condition also is fairly well indicated by a study of the data 

from the individual stations, although in most instances the number of ducks 

represented in the reports is too few to be accorded very much weight. The 

interesting feature, however, is the fact that in every lot of 100 or more, 

the females are slightly more numerous than the males, to this extent 

confirming the pioneer work of Darwin on this subject. 
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A fair number of these birds have been banded during the last four 

years by Henry A. Bowden at Litchfield, Connecticut, with the division of 

the sexes as follows: November, 1927, 51 males and 51 females; October to 

November, 1928, 78 males, and 96 females; November, 1929, 56 males and 64 

females; and September to November, 1930, 61 males and 77 females. 

In the totals for this species shown in the table, the slight 

numerical superiority of the males is explained by a number of small lots, 

with totals ranging from six to fifty, that have an excess of this sex. 

Eyroce valisineria, Canvasback.--The totals for the Canvasback 

indicate a heavy preponderance of males over females, but it is felt that 

the operations represented are insufficient to justify a definite statement. 

In each case where the captured birds numbered more than half a dozen (six 

operations), the males are much more numerous. During March and April, 1931, 

8. M. Batterson caught at Tillamook Bay, Oregon, 133 males and 89 females, 

while Archie Hull, when working at the Paul J. Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary 

in Louisiana, in January and February, 1929, trapped 74 males and 31 females, 

Nyroesa affinis, Lesser Scaup.--The totals for the Lesser Scaup again 

indicate a ratio of nearly two to one in favor of the males, which condition 

is further emphasized by an examination of the data from the respective banding 

stations. Twenty-one operations at ten different locations are responsible 

for the figures available. 
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In a study of these data the most outstanding feature is the fact 

that while an excess of males is consistently noted, there are two exceptions, 

both of which are conspicuous, Since 1926 these birds have been banded each 

season (except 1929) by S. M. Batterson, at Mohler, and at Tillamook Bay, 

Oregon. is first two operations in January and in December 1926 showed a 

few more males than females, but in all totals since that time(with one 

exception), the females have predominated. The figures are as follows: 

February to April, 1927, 90 males and 187 females; December, 1927, 16 males 

and 17 females; Pebruary to March, 1928, 6 males and 20 females; December, 

1930, 37 males and 43 females; and January to April, 1931, 107 males and 191 

females, 

The other exception showing more females than males is a single 

: operation conducted by George T. Baker, at Bemidji, Minnesota, in October 

and November, 1930, He caught at that time 11 males and 143 females. 

The remaining data for this species show a large majority in favor 

of the males, as the following figures will indicate: In February, 1930, 

. “Milby Burton, working in Colleton County, South Carolina, trapped 258 

males and 49 females; in December, 1929, Richard Gordon, Superintendent of 

the Paul J. Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary, in Louisiana, banded 70 males and 22 

females; during January and February, 1930, he caught 149 males and 26 females; 

while in the period from December, 1930 to February, 1931, he caught 539 males 

and 131 females, Working at this same point in December, 1929, the author 

trapped 427 males, as against 218 females, and noted at that time that the 

numerical sweriority of the males was easily observed in the large flock that 

gathered in the trap area. The station of @. A. UcIlhenny at Avery Island, 
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Louisiana, is not far from the Rainey Sanctuary. Two operations at that : 

point are as follows: December, 1929, to March, 1930, 771 males and 276 

females; and November 1930 to February, 1931, 43 males and 27 females, 

Yvroca collaris, Ring-necked Duck.--Without a single exception, the 

data resulting from seven operations with the Ring-necked Duck show a great 

majority of males over females. One other case (representing only six 

individuals) is evenly divided. All ducks of this species included in the 

present study, were trapped in South Carolina and Louisiana. The following 

examples illustrate the relative status of the sexes: During February 

and March, 1931, @. Milby Burton trapped in Colleton County, South Carolina, 

136 males and 66 females; in January and February, 1930, Richard Gordon of the 

Rainey Sanctuary, Louisiana, caught 52 males and only 9 females, while in 

the period from December, 1930, to February, 1931, he recorded 197 males and 

30 females; Archie Hull, working at the same place in January and February, 

1929, captured 36 males and only 2 females; and Dr. Henry Norris, operating 

at Waverly Mills, South Carolina, in February, 1928, trapped 20 males and 

8 females. 

Discussion.--From the figures used in the present analysis it appears 

that with many of our most important species of game waterfowl, the males 

outnumber the females, This statement is made in the face of the seeming 

truth of the hypothesis that more males than females are killed by hunters, 
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Additional data should be obtainable by the compilation of figures 

showing the actual sex ratio in ducklings hatched from eggs of wild parents. 

At the present time in several areas, large-scale experiments to artificially 

propagate these birds are in progress, and each year Federal and State permits 

are issued authorizing the holders to collect eggs of wild birds to be hatched 

by domestic hens or in incubators. This would seem to be an excellent op- 

portunity to obtain data that will conclusively prove the truth or error of 

the disproportionate sex ratio. The death of ducklings in the egg may be 

entirely discounted since, according to Saiki prenatal mortality is not 
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differential in respect to sex, and in consequence the observed sex ratio at 

hatching is substantially the same as the initial sex ratio in the early 

stages of incubation. 

In studies of the sex ratio of broods of ducklings, there is one 

danger that mst be carefully avoided. From some of the banding data herein 

cited, it will have been noticed that extreme sex ratios are more frequent 

with small grous of individuals. This is to be expected in summer and early 

fall when the flecks are not mixed, for it must be remembered that as the 

incubation season advances, the drakes show a tendency to flock together, and 

it is probable that a general mixture of the sexes does not take place until 

late in the autum or winter, when the gregarious nature of the ducke has 

resulted in the formation of large flocks. Consequently it is obvious that 

the sex ratios shown in the larger grouns of data are more indicative of the 

true situation than are those based upon small flocks (such as those less 
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than 25), which might represent merely a summer growing of males that had 

not yet broken up, or one or more broods of young with their mothers, 

Similarly, in small families of ducklings the disproportionate sex ratios 

may be more frequent than with larger groups 80 that adequate data must be 

assembled from a large number of carefully sexed birds before definite 

conclusions will be warranted. By marking each brood of young with colored — 

celluloid bands and sexing each duckling that dies, an important mass of 

information can be aceumalated. In this way, breeders of waterfowl can aid 

materially in this stuiy, particularly when their data are based upon young 

from eggs obtained in the wild. 

In conclusion it may be restated that the mass evidence now available 

from ducks of certain species captured at banding stations strengthens the 

popular belief that the males are more abundant than the females. This 

conclusion, however, mst be accepted with reservations, until confirmed 

by experimental means. (See Note.) 

Biological Survey, 

Washington, D. Cc. 
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When this paper was read it provoked considerable discussion, and 

several members of the A. 9, U. offered corroborative evidence from their 

own observations. During the following month (November, 1931) the author 

was engaged in work with watestosl in the marshes of the Illinois River, and 

had opportunity to examine many bags brought in. by hunters. During the early 

part of the month ducks were relatively scarce at many clubs and during that 

period it was noticeable that more females were killed than males. Later 

in the month the birds brought to bag showed about aneequal division of the 

sexes, with a few more males than females. Because, of the unusual weather 

and other conditions prevailing this season, the flight was far from normal 

and the behavior of the ducke also was variable in the extreme. 
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Reprinted from Screnor, January 8, 1932, Vol. 75, 

No. 1932, pages 57-58. 

PROGRESS IN WESTERN DUCK 
SICKNESS STUDIES 

A recrrau of the events and experimental work 
that have led to a new concept of western duck sick- 
ness, formerly attributed to the toxic action of certain 

soluble salts of “alkali,” was published in ScreNcE 
late in 1930.1 The findings there chronicled strongly 

suggested that a type of botulism was involved. A 
supplementary contribution by Drs. Giltner and 
Couch,? appearing at the same time, set forth the fact 

that the bacillus of Clostridium botulinum, Type C, 
was present in mud obtained at Tule Lake, California, 
as well as in the tissues of wild mallards, pintails and 
ring-billed gulls that had died of or were killed while 

afflicted with duck sickness. 

Despite the highly suggestive character of these cir- 
cumstances and other facts revealed, including the 
striking similarity of the syndrome of duck sickness 
and that of botulism as manifested in “limberneck” 
of domestic ducks, there still remained the necessity 

of demonstrating actual toxin production under field 
conditions, and in media or associated with food or 
water likely to be ingested by birds. With an organ- 

ism as prevalent and widely distributed as Clostridium 
botulinum, the need for such added evidence is obvious. 
As expressed by Geiger, Dickson and Meyer,’ “the 

1H. R. Kalmbach, ‘‘ Western Duck Sickness Produced 
Experimentally.’’ Screncr, Ixxii, 1878, 658-659, Dec. 
26, 1930. 

2L. T, Giltner, J. F. Couch, ‘‘Western Duck Sickness 
and Botulism.’’ Ibid., 660. 

8 J. C. Geiger, E. C. Dickson and K. F. Meyer, ‘‘The 
Epidemiology of Botulism,’’ U. 8. Public Health Bulletin 
No. 127, pp. 1-119, September, 1922.
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mere isolation of this organism from the suspected 
feed or intestinal tract or spleen of a dead animal is 
insufficient to support the diagnosis of botulism.” 
There is always the likelihood that tissues may be 
invaded after death by this saprophytic anaerobe 

which, in the form of a few adventitious spores, may 
have been making harmless passage through the ali- 

mentary tract at the time of the creature’s death, 

brought about by factors that may have been wholly 
foreign to botulism. 

Demonstration of toxin in the field, therefore, in 
concentrations lethal to birds and in, or closely asso- 
ciated with, likely food items, constituted the primary 

objective of the past season’s study of duck sickness 
conducted by the Biological Survey in southern Oregon 
and northern California. It was the logical sequel to 
the progress made in 1929 and 1930, and it constituted 

the final unforged link in the complete chain of evi- 
dence. Without such toxin demonstration the concept 
of botulism being the cause of duck sickness still 
would remain, at least to the bacteriological world, an 
unproved theory. 

It is gratifying to be able to announce that this 
primary objective was attained, not once, but in at 
least twenty different instances during the summer of 
1931. In each ease toxin was demonstrated by the 
feeding or inoculation of experimental birds (mainly 

pigeons) with material obtained directly from field 
sources. Necessary toxin-antitoxin tests were made on 

every occasion, definitely identifying the toxin as that 
originating from C. botulinum, Type C, of Bengtson. 

The media in which toxin was demonstrated in- 

cluded the bodies of birds dying of duck sickness, mud 
in the immediate vicinity of such bodies, water from 
shallow pools in infected areas, living and dead larvae : 

of sarcophagid flies, submerged barley and other 
grains that had lain on mud flats where they were
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subjected to high temperatures and an alkaline envi- 
ronment. Under conditions that were strictly experi- 

mental but which might easily occur in the field, toxin 
also was demonstrated in a mixed mass of insect 

remains, copepods, snails, algae and Lemna. The 
organism, but not its toxin, was also demonstrated in 
such apparently suitable toxin-producing media as 
the dead larvae and pupae of hydrophilid beetles, 

submerged wheat heads of the season’s crop, colonies 
of dead copepods, and miscellaneous insect débris, 

drifted ashore by wave and wind action. 
This array of demonstrated toxin-producing media, 

though admittedly only a beginning, already includes 
food items that would indicate the channels through 

which ducks and shore birds may contract the trouble. 
Added research we feel is destined to extend the cate- 
gories of toxin-producing food items of these two 
groups of highly susceptible birds and, bit by bit, 

round out our knowledge of the sources and vehicles 
for the toxin now known to affect more than sixty 
species of wild birds. 

During 1931, progress also was made in the study 
of other aspects of this problem. Mentioning only a 
few, attention may be called to the apparent and 

doubtless important correlation between the incidence 
of duck sickness and alkalinity; the presence of Type 
C to the almost if not total exclusion of other types 
of botulism in duck sickness environments; the degree 
of susceptibility of lower organisms, both vertebrate 

and invertebrate, the death of which in the course of 
an outbreak of the disease would greatly augment the 

quantity of toxin-producing media; the toxin-destroy- 
ing properties of high concentrations of certain alka- 
line salts and the possibility of thus explaining the 
absence of duck sickness from certain areas otherwise 
suited to its oeeurrence. These and numerous other 

aspects of the problem, mainly bacteriological in
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character, bid fair to make future studies of duck 
sickness of as great importance to the bacteriologist 
as to the conservationist of wild life. 

During the season of 1931 Mr. M. F. Gunderson, 
employed by the Disease Investigation Project of the 
Biological Survey, worked with the writer, and to him 

is due great eredit for the progress made along bac- 
teriological and toxicological lines. At present he is 
continuing these studies in the department of bae- 
teriology and immunology, University of Minnesota. 

It is a fruitful field for pure research as well as for 
the attainment of results of great practical value in 
the preservation of wild birds, and it stands to reason 

that, before the story of western duck sickness is com- 
pleted, earlier concepts of the disease as well as the 
prevalence, range and economic importance of Clos- 
tridium botulinum, Type C, will be greatly changed. 

E. R. Kaumpacn 
BroLoaicaL SURVEY, 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
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NOTE :—That the load of shot that misses a duck may kill him eventually is a far-fetched prob- ability, but it is a possibility, as is proven by the following two valuable contributions to FINs, Fearners ano Fur. The first article is reprinted from the “Proceedings of the Staff Meetings of the Mayo Clinic,” illustrated with cuts furnished by the author. The second was written especially 
for this magazine, and brings home to our sportsmen the little-known but extremely valuable work being done for them by scientists of the University of Minnesota and the Bureau of Biological Survey. 

LEAD POISONING IN; WILD DUCKS Wetmore obtained from one to twelve eae in ach 
om eo quart of silt. The water fowl are not alone affecte 

By T. B. Macarn, M. D. by the disease, for a report in a London sporting 
Section on Clinical Pathology journal of 1876 records the death of pheasants in 

— which a few pellets of lead were found in the gizzards. 
VER since the first In order to understand 

EB permanent settle- the action of metallic lead 
ments of this country, when ingested by a bird one records indicate that from must remember that these time to time devasting animals are equipped with 

epidemics have occurred s a gizzard, the opening of 
among our wild game. which lies at the top. Solid 
Some of these epidemics material, such as pebbles 
have been specifically stud- or solid food, must remain 
ied and their nature dis- Rr in the gizzard until it is 
cerned. There is some completely ground up and 
evidence that these epi- then can overflow from the demies are cyclic, and are top. Hence, when a bird dependent on such un- ingests a shot it must re- 
governable conditions as main until completely 
are caused by floods, high ground up; thus the birds 
or low temperature, high have an ample opportunity 
and low atmospheric pres- a to assimilate a large quan- 
sures, and other physical ‘ tity of lead whereas in any 
agents. In addition to - other vertebrates the entire 
these losses, the wild life of is hp: mass of lead would proba- 
America sustains a terrific ea a he bly be passed by the bowel. 
onslaught due to trapping e at About three weeks ago and hunting. M4 “ my attention was called by Another disease which * +e members of the Izaak Wal- has been very little studied * ea ton League to the fact that and which annually must ae ae . a large number of dueks take an enormous toll is ‘ were dying on Bear Lake, lead poisoning both in 5 southwest of Albert Lea, upland birds and in water Minnesota. This lake was fowl. Although the disease one. of the deep lakes of that ne pean anor since 1901, region prior to about Ht when Dr. Grinnell gave an = Deere : Sone years ago, and although account of ducks, geese and ane OF vy aa! BS MALvarp {SHOWING it was a Beod, fishing lake es a Ineestep SHor in Tan Gizzarp. Tuts Birp i 3 Beas swans on Currituck Sound s 7 zi am er patio 2 practically no‘ducks visited ~ eae Diep Turee Days Arrer Caprure.—Fur- 3 pots dying from the condition, ished By ADOT B Nina it. During the wave of en- it was not until 1919 that Pte anise aaa na aS thusiasm over farm land the first and only scientific that swept this state, the 
report of the condition was published. This obscr- lake was drained but the state Fish and Game Commis- 
vation was made by Alexander Wetmore in a study sion ordered a dam to be built to restore the lake. 
of the condition in ducks dying in the marshes formed The lake, which originally covered about 8,000 acres, 
by the Bear River Delta at the northern end of Great now covers in the neighborhood of 4,000 acres and is 
Salt Lake, Utah. Between 1901 and 1919, sportsmen shallow, heavily planted. with wild celery and rushes, 
reported water fowl dying on account of lead poisoning and has been’ an excellent duck-shooting lake for 
in many places in the United States, and in 1915 the about twenty to twenty-five years. This year there = Biological Survey of Back Bay, Virginia, showed was a goodly number of local ducks at the opening 
that whistling swans suffered from lead poisoning of the season, but a minimal amount of shooting 
as a result of eating shot. In the investigation of the was done during the rest of the season. The lake 
Great Salt Lake district, enormous numbers of birds, reached its low level this year, and in most places 
especially mallards and pintails, were found to be was not more than 2 to 3 fect deep. After the hunting 
suffering from lead poisoning after having swallowed season ducks came in enormous numbers, so that 
numerous shot. Wetmore stated that these birds are the sky was blackened with their flights. After they 
accustomed to feed in duck holes, which range in had fed on the lake for a week or ten days they began 
size from 1 to 15 feet in diameter, at the bottom of to die in large numbers. It is variously estimated 
lakes. The ducks dig into the mud from 6 to 18 that from 300 to 1,000 ducks died on the lake. 
inches, in search of succulent roots and tubers. They In visiting the lake we found several dead ducks 
obtain the pellets of lead in this manner, for over the along the margin, and from the local game warden, 
shooting grounds one can easily assume that countless Mr. A. O. Larson, we obtained other dead ducks 
numbers of shot may be found. By_sifting the and five live but very sick birds. These were taken 
mud from certain areas in the Great Salt Lake marsh, to the laboratory for observation and study. On
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examination of the dead animals it was found that A conservative estimate would indicate that in the 

aside from the fact that they were emaciated and neighborhood of 100 tons of lead is now present in 

evidently anemic, no gross lesions presented themselves, Bear Lake. Sifting a gallon of mud collected along 

but the gizzard of each duck contained from ten to the edge of the lake, where one would not expect 

seventy shot, many of which showed evidence of — to find many shot, revealed the presence of three 

having been ground in the gizzard (fig. 1 and 2). number 7 pellets. 
The live ducks exhibited rather characteristic symp- Wetmore’s experiments indicate that a bird 

toms, which corresponded to those described by Wet- does not have to obtain many shot to produce death; 

more. The ducks were unable to fly, and walked with they invariably die when as many as six number 6 

the greatest of difficulty giving the appearance of shot are fed them, and one ingested shot may actually 

being wounded. ‘There was evidence of what cor- killa bird; It may live from four to fifteen days after 

responds to “wrist drop” in the mammal, for the ingesting shot. Since arsenic is a common impurity 

crown feathers dragged on the floor, and the birds in commercial lead, Wetmore gave chemically pure 

| were unable to bring up the carpal joints of their lead to some birds and found that they died even 

wings. The gait was a stumbling type of locomotion, more quickly than when fed commercial shot, probably 

and the birds fell every few steps. There was also because it was softer than chilled shot. 

present a watery greenish diarrhoea, and as the birds The importance of lead poisoning in water fowl 

approached death numerous convulsoins were evident. becomes more apparent when one recalls the experi- 

The mallards seemed most affected and contained ments of Cole, of Wisconsin, who demonstrated that, 

the most shot. Blue-winged teal, green-winged teal lead produces a profound effect on the sexual cycle of 

and canvas-backs were least affected. Their gizzards birds, producing a condition of sterility in the male. 

contained only four to six shot, and these birds lived It is heal therefore that in wild ducks not only may 

longest after being captured, surviving five days. the ingestion be fatal, but it may also profoundly 

On examination of the birds that died, a high degree affect. the fertility of this much desired wild bird, 

of anemia was noted and microscopic examination — even if it does not kill in certain cases. 

of the liver disclosed enormous deposits of iron in the From numerous reports one may safely conclude 

cells, accompanied by cloudy swelling and necrosis. that lead poisoning of wild birds is common through- 

The kidneys, however, seemed to have received the out the United States and that it presents a serious 

brunt of the attack which had resulted in necrosis of — problem. The custom of baiting certain places 

large regions of the organ. Analyses for lead, con- for shooting probably is the most disastrous from the 

ducted by Dr. A. E. Osterberg, revealed the presence standpoint of lead poisoning, since enormous quan- 

of lead in 1 to 10,000 parts in the bones and in 1 to tities of shot fall into these places and then the ducks 

2,500 parts in the liver. It, therefore, became evident obtain them while feeding there. Up to the present 

that these birds died of lead poisoning as a result of time no very practical suggestion has presented itself 

ingested shot which was present in the mud of the lake. for handling the situation, and at least for the present, 
the fact must be faced that annually, especially during 

f times of low water, large numbers of wild fowl will 

j die from lead poisoning due to the ingestion of shot. 

| Moreover, as pheasant shooting becomes more pop- 

| ular, our fields will become leaded as well as our 
lakes, resulting in some deaths among upland birds. 

f 1 

| | THE OCCURRENCE OF LEAD POISONING 

| - AND WESTERN DUCK SICKNESS 

| - ” | IN MINNESOTA Ls 
| i 
| ia De sul | By Mitiarp F. Gunperson y 

. | Fs ; | From) the Cooperative Investigation of 
eo i The Department of Bacteriology, University of Minnesota, 

fi A ) and the 
" . Bureau of Biological Survey, United States Department of 

a a Agriculture. 

oo HE greatly diminished size of Minnesota lakes, 
Bs +, as 3 AG the result of intensive drainage as well as of 

td or recent dry years, has introduced two new dis- 
5 PE bap a ease hazards to Minnesota waterfowl. The large 

ak ’ a) i areas of exposed mud flats and the shallowness of 

| Ss 7 a ie; our lakes have brought about conditions favorable 

ing es :. ae ' to the occurrence of lead poisoning and of western 

ae a “ie duck sickness. The latter malady has been shown by 

toe a Kalmbach of the Bureau of Biological Surveys to 

a i 4 be caused by Clostridium botulinum, a bacterium 
that grows in soil and produces a deadly toxin. 

3 j During the fall of 1931 a number of large out- 
‘aie Se breaks of disease occurred among wild ducks on 

ee E several lakes in southern Minnesota. While only 

2 3 an incomplete study of these outbreaks could be made, 
our investigations show that some of the losses were 
due to lead poisoning from the ingestion of lead shot, 
and that other losses, in the southwestern portion 

‘ of the state, were probably due to western duck 

Puorocrarn or Suor in Gizzarp or Witp Hen _ sickness. Ducks sick with lead poisoning show no 

Maiarp, Dyna or Leap Poisoninc.—Furnished by loss of appetite. The gullet of a duck dying from 

Dr. T. B. Macarn. this disease is generally engorged with food, parti-
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cularly that part of the gullet which enlarges as it during the hunting season contained shot. He has 
enters the gizzard to form a small bulbous organ also noted the occurrence of bile in the gizzards of 
called the proventriculus. In lead poisoning this such birds. : 
organ may become as large as the gizzard. The food Botulismus, usually called western duck sick- 
found in the gullet and gizzard is, in most cases, ness, has been considered a malady peculiar to wes- 
colored green with bile; the grinding pads of the giz- tern lakes, particularly lakes having a high content 
zard, also, are deeply stained with green. The fecal of salts. Its occurrence was formerly considered 
material is green and watery, due to the increased due to the ingestion of large quantities of the dissolved 
secretion of bile. Ducks dying of acute poisoning salts; hence the disease came to be known as the 
from large doses of lead are fat and in good flesh,  “‘alkali disease” of ducks. In 1930 Kalmbach found 
while those affected with chronic lead poisoning that this disease was botulismus. In 1931 Kalmbach 
from small quantities of lead become extremely and the author succeeded in finding the specific 
emaciated. In acute poisoning, shot are found in toxin in the field, in materials apt to be eaten by 
the gizzard, but in chronic lead poisoning no shot is ducks. Toxin was demonstrated in the bodies of 
found, as they have been ground up and absorbed. birds dying of duck sickness, in the mud in the im- 
Wetmore has shown that the ingestion of six pellets of | mediate vicinity of such bodies, and in water from 
number six shot invariably proves fatal. In the case shallow pools in infected areas. 
of two mallards, each of which he fed one pellet of Here we have a situation analogous to food 
number six shot, one died in nine days and the other poisoning in man, in which case food materials, 
recovered after being sick for a time. generally home-canned goods, become toxic from 

A duck suffering from lead poisoning is observed the activities of related strains of botulinus. In 
to exhibit symptoms of general weakness. Due to a chickens a similar disease is called limberneck. Thus 
paralysis of the muscles governing the wings, it is we see that duck disease is in reality caused by the 
unable to fly. The wings, instead of being held close ingestion of a poison manufactured by a bacterium, 
to the bird’s body, hang loosely at its sides and float under suitable conditions, from food material. 
on the surface of the water. When no longer able The earliest symptoms of western duck sickness 
to fly but still able to swim, the bird usually seeks to be noted is lameness. Paralysis extends rapidly 
the shelter of shore vegetation. If the bird is able to the wings, which are rendered useless. The duck 
to walk at all, the wings drag along the ground. As loses control of certain wing muscles, so that in swim- 
the disease progresses, the leg muscles become affected ming, movement against the water forces the tips 
and the bird can no longer support its weight. Birds of the wings to an angle above the back. The leg 
sick from this disease are easily excited and, when paralysis becomes so severe that the body can no 
disturbed, become greatly alarmed. longer be supported out of water, although the ability 

Ten ducks were received alive from the outbreak to swim still remains. As the bird becomes more 
occurring near New London. These birds were all helpless, it drifts to the shore, where it endeavors to 
that remained of a group of about one hundred taken leave the water. The neck muscles become affected, 
from the lake and placed in recovery pens. Of this so that the bird is unable to control the position of 
group of approximately a hundred birds, therefore, the head. If the duck is floating, its head may fall 
ninety had died after being taken from the lake. helplessly into the water and drowning results. Af- 
Shot was contained in the gizzard of only one of the fected birds sometimes avert this catastrophe by 
ten surviving birds. In this duck six pellets were found. throwing the neck and head backwards, so that it 
The bird was emaciated. The proventriculus was rests in an unnatural position on the back of the bird. 
stuffed with corn, and the gullet crammed with wheat. In this disease a paralysis of the muscles controlling 
The gizzard was filled with macerated vegetation and breathing also occurs. Signs of air hunger are mani- 
was deeply stained with bile. The other nine birds fested by the bird’s gasping as though attempting to 
did not display marked evidence of lead poisoning, swallow air. Finally, the bird becomes lethargic 
and were found either to be cripples or to be so far and lies apparently dead for a period varying from a 
recovered from the disease that no traces were left. few hours to several days. The body becomes cold, 

Twenty dead birds from the New London and the temperature falling from the normal of 108° F. to 
Albert Lea outbreaks were examined. In most cases 100° F. or even as low as 95°. However, the most 
there had been no loss of flesh; the birds were, in typical symptom is the paralysis of the third eyelid, 
general, very fat and heavy. The assumption may. 0! transparent membrane which covers the eye of a be made that the course of the disease had been brief. bird when it blinks. Birds suffering from botulismus In this group of birds, numerous shot were found re unable to draw this nictitating membrane over 
in the gizzards. The numbers varied from a maxi- the eye as they would naturally do when the eyeball mum of 108 in one case, to only one in two cases, 38 touched with one’s finger or some instrument. 
while the average number found was 25. In the m severe cases the eyelids become cemented shut 
birds received dead, evidences of lead poisoning by the increased secretion of fluid from glands sup- 
were apparent, since the proventriculus in all cases Plying the eye. Fluid runs from the nasal passages 
was distended with food and the gizzards were stained Ito the throat and, because of the inability of sick 
with bile. birds to swallow, death frequently results from stran- 

In addition to the birds examined by us, the ulation. Another symptom to be observed is the 
gizzards of 51 mallards found dead at Mud Lake  ¢aking of the vent with green feces from the copious 
were examined, at our request, by Warden Erickson _ intestinal discharge. 
of New London. He discovered shot in all but a, It appears that one of the outbreaks among ducks 
few ducks. The gizzards examined by him contained im Minnesota this fall was botulismus or western 
from 3 to 80 pellets. each. Mr. Erickson further duck sickness. This outbreak occurred on Oakes 
reported the discovery of shot in the gizzards of ducks Lake west of Windom. On the opening day of the 
found dead on Tamarack Lake in Stearns County. season, hunters were surprised to find large numbers 

Since it is known that there is an abundance of ! Sick and dead ducks on the lake. The situation 

lead in lakes where shooting has been practised, a ®% called to the attention of Mr. Brady, the game study should be undertaken to determine to what warden, who brought two dead ducks to the laboratory 

extent lead shot may be found in the gizzards of ducks at the University. These ducks showed no evidence killed during the Mating ponson | Protector Wa 8: of lead poisoning. At the time that Mr. Brady visited 

Williams of the University faculty reports that the Oakes Lake he found 119 recently dead ducks lying 
4 gizzards of the majority of ducks examined by him (Continued on Page 23) F
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SOME MORE DUCK HAZARDS 

(Continued from Page 9) 

along one shore. He estimated that more than 200 
sick ducks were floating on the lake. 

On Sunday, October 4, collection of specimens 
for study was attempted, but none could be found. 

The sick and dead birds apparently had been eaten 

by hogs which had access to the shore and whose 

tracks were seen along the lake margin. A farmer 

whose chickens fed along the lake shore was questioned 
as to possible losses, since it is known that botulismus 
in chickens may result from the eating of maggots 

on decomposing carcasses. He had lost more than 

one hundred leghorns at the average rate of ten a day. 

These losses had ceased when a drenching rain oc- 

curred. A flock of domestic ducks which fed on the lake 
was completely wiped out during the same period. 

An attempt to isolate botulinus from the two 

duck carcasses brought in by Mr. Brady has given 

negative results. However, the identical organism 

shown by Kalmbach to be responsible for this disease| 
in the western states has been isolated from maggots 
on one of the two ducks, from mud, and from dead 
snails found at the lake margin. The toxin of this 
organism has produced typical duck sickness in ex- 
perimental birds. The sudden appearance of the 
Oakes Lake outbreak, the involvement of chickens, 
domestic ducks, and wild birds, the sudden cessation 
of the outbreaks after a rain, and the proven presence 
of Clostridium botulinus, type C, makes it appear 
that this was an outbreak of western duck sickness.
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AND REFER TO 

GP-Z February 9, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Game Survey, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have delayed replying to your letter of January 22 until 
I could have at hand the report of U. S. Game Protector Tonkin in 

connection with the incident referred to in your letter. So far 

we have been unable to find any evidence supporting this story, and 

the text of the article also seems to indicate that the alleged 

slaughter of ducks took place some nine years ago. 

In years past I have had some small experience as an aviator 

and I know that at that time we would have considered it extremely 

dangerous to have a duck or any other object of equal weight strike 

our propeller blades. Since this story was printed we got in touch 

with experts in the War Department and they confirmed the impression 

that it would be a highly dangerous proceeding, even with metal 

propeller blades of modern type. We have reason to think that oc- 

casionally ducks are killed in this fashion, but I believe it is : 

rather through accident than design. Frankly, I do not believe that 

any slaughter of the kind referred to in the article would be 

possible. Planes are sometimes hired by farmers in an effort to 

frighten ducks away from certain crops, and it appears possible that 

in order to make a good story an incident of a patrol of this 

character may have been greatly exaggerated. Experience indicates 

that ducks very soon become accustomed to planes and will not rise 

from the water when they approach. One of the people in the Bureau 

accompanied an aviator down the Potomac a few days ago for the 

purpose of getting aerial photographs of ducks. Several times the 

aviator dove his plane at a flock of ducks on the surface of the 

river without apparently disturbing them in the least. It is too 

bad that this sort of a story gets so much publicity, for the 

impression conveyed is not wholesome. I am confident, however, 

from my own knowledge of facts and probabilities, that nothing like 

this ever happened. 

With best wishes, I am 

"Bd clon 
H. P. Sheldon, 

U. S. Game Conservation Officer.
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_ Head Poisoning Experiments 
ra qth 

1, when do ducks take shot? : 5 . 

Offer them (a) with, end (b) without grit? Measure the comparative | 
consumption. 

2. At what rate do ducks grind shot? ; 

Compare weights per shot, (a) original, and (b) when passed (or  it«*s 
after duck dead) for drop, chill, and copper coated, when teken 
(c) with grit, (d) without grit. Weigh the ducks throughout all 3 

experiments. 2 

3. Gan ducks differentiate shot from food? é f 

Grind some grain to same shape and size as shot, mix with shot, 
and feed to ducks with (a) plenty of previous grit, (>) uo 

: previous grit. . ug 

h, Can ducks @ifferentiate shot from grit? ; 

Grind some grit to same shape and size,and feed (a) with shot, 
(bv) without shot, to grit-humgry ducks. Compare consumption. ; : 

; 5. Pathology. Study effects of time and amount of lead, symptoms, EI: 
lesions, etc. Possible difference between sexes and species. Effeet ; 
on fertility through at least 2-3 generations. i 

i : Nh : 

< 
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haat Waterfowl Poisoned by Phosphorus from Rifle Range. —- On March 18 reports 
reached the Survey that wild ducks were dying in great numbers on the tidewater 
area of Pohick Creek, a tributary of the Potomac River below Alexandria, Va. Autop- 
sies of specimens collected were made by Dr. J. E. Shillinger, in charge of Wild 
Life Disease Investigations, and by EB. R. Kalmbach, of the division of Food Habits < 
Research The birds were found to be in good flesh and apparently had been in 
1ormal health, no disease condition was observed, and parasites were especially : 
scarce The digestive organs, however, revealed the presence of phosphorus, which was 
found to be the cause of death. The odor of this element was distinct, typical oe 
phosphorus—poisoning lesions were found, and small, pale amber masses of the sub— 
stance were identified Further investigation disclosed the fact that during the i 
past several months rifle grenades containing phosphorus had been fired from the Fort 
Humphreys rifle range over the shallow waters of Pohick Creek On this area wild ) 
rice grows abundantly, and a large raft of wild ducks had fed there the day before ‘ 
the extensive losses were discovered, apparently having picked up small quantities of 
unburned phosphrous in feeding on last year's submerged crop of wild rice Excep- \. 
tionally high tides had flooded the marsh area and led the birds to feed farther up 
the creek than usual Phosphorus, unfortunately in this case, keeps well under water 
and deposits such as those on the Pohick Creek area may remain over a long period ' 
of years a constant menace to any wildfowl feeding there. Somewhat similar cir- ¥ 
cumstances occurred on marshes at the Spesutie Narrows adjacent to the Aberdeen 
(Md.) Proving Grounds in 1923. In this instance the War Department cooperated 9 
in preventing further losses by patrolling the area and frightening the ducks with ; 
a flash gun and other mechanical devices These measures may not be required on the 
Pohick Creek area, but the officers there have expressed their willingness to co~ 
operate in preventing further losses of like nature These two instances of phos— 
phorus poisoning have led the Biological Survey to suggest that cooperative measures 
be taken with the War Department for the prevention of future occurrences at other 
ranges also. General advice on how to protect the waterfowl in feeding areas near 
ranges is being formulated.
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Waterfowl Bill Ready for C sess \ 
G Nine country ee ae Committee Appointed at Eighteenth on piens anes en ao ge 

. AROMA 5.4.55 02d decistis 
sent to Congress a bill calling seeticnn Game Conference Backs the POR OD oi 68 ce nase toni atone OB, 000) 

for a penny-a-shell levy on shotgun Penny a Shell” Tax Plan to Finance Pennsylvania .......... 264,200 
ammunition to finance a program of Extensive Conservation Program Rhode Island .......-.. 5,000 
state and Federal Government game South Carolina ......... 52,000 

restoration activities. departments in their work to restore up- South Dakota: ..0..0.5.6..5. 66,000 

An outcome of the American Game land game. Pro-rated on the basis of the STEHNOSBEO i iaaiac scinic)s sje soi BO 000. 

Conference, held in New York last De- number of hunting licenses sold in each ROXAS ete tc ne csts cinGee rare OSL OO 

cember, attended by representatives of state, funds accruing will be turned to TURRET pores stetsho cee teeithaiewis tse O00! 

all national sportsmen’s organizations, purchase of pheasants, quail, grouse, VOTMONG -vonisinns wsiecins «sas 22. 20;800 

fish and game commissioners of states rabbits and other upland game. States WATEINIE sesctisns eee us eeiekee ER SUU. 

and provinces of Canada, United States will also rebate to trap-shooters all Washington 605i. 32 oe 110 400 

Government officials and scientists and funds collected on shells used at traps. West Virginia ............. 76,300 

called for the purpose of adopting a na- Financing of projects to assist the WiAsCOHBIN Geis isroas nas occ 107,100 

tion-wide plan to cope with the serious farmer in propagating game, institute of NAgeierber yee aa le Mentee iene cae eaecenmmen! la os 1121) 

depletion of American game, the bill is game breeding and management courses _ 

probably the first of its kind ever to be at state agricultural colleges, acquisition $3,656,700 

presented to Congress. Drawn by sports- of upland game refuges, establishment *Estimated, no report from this state 
men and for sportsmen, the bill, in ef- of winter feeding stations, these and the *V#!!able. 
fect, asks that all classes of hunters be many other game restoration activities Upland game has declined in some 

allowed to “foot their own Dill.” of state game departments will have a States to such an extent that sportsmen 
It is apparent that no one else can be eW source of revenue. are almost wholly dependent upon stock- 

expected to provide the necessary funds Based on figures secured from the Bi- ing by state agencies for their sport. 
—least of all Congress. Sportsmen in- ological Survey, United States Depart- Ability to supply the demand for more 
tend putting their own pennies to work. ment of Agriculture, an estimate of the game and longer open seasons is con- 

The proposed method of raising money amount that would be apportioned to tingent upon the amount of funds avail- 

is not new. Through revenue stamps on ‘states has been made by More Game ble for the purpose. No state game de- 
tobacco sportsmen have paid millions of Birds in America Foundation. The fig- partment can be expected to produce : 
dollars into the United States Treasury, res are based on an estimated total fifteen or twenty dollars worth of game 
through state gasoline taxes they have — Yield of $7,000,000 per year from the for each hunter on a small license fee. 
helped to build highways. Now they pro- penny-a-shell, and pro-rated according Under provisions of the bill forty-five 

pose to build up our fast disappearing tc the number of hunting licenses sold per cent of the net amount collected, 

game through this nation-wide plan. The in each state. amounting to nearly $3,000,000, will go 

only innovation is the fact that all con- Alabama i.) 3..8c ans so. 6 $44,300 to the Department of Agriculture to be 
tributing their penny-a-shell will have ANBONA csr as). 1 oe sik eee B00 used for acquisition and restoration of 
the satisfaction of knowing that all YK AMAR oe acec.odets cee 48400 breeding grounds and refuges and such 

their money will be returned to them Californias .. 6.65. 2... cs. 120200 other necessary work for increasing and 
in the form of more game for their own COLT RES isc Sie. < « laen sorters S000: protecting migratory game birds. 

hunting. Connectlert . ..s..sh a's 14900 Some species of waterfowl have been 

While the serious situation facing the Delawareis...015 fees couse 1,100 threatened with extinction by factors 

country’s waterfowl, more than any Wlotiday Ghee sic-nss sca, LA G00 which yearly have become more and 
other one thing, has brought sportsmen GeOteian ae bc as eee. Ses B00 more dangerous to survival of the sport 

together on the necessity of co-operative EGGS, B55 secs os ts tos ~ 45,000: of duck shooting. Several consecutive 

action, longer hunting seasons and more WMIHGIS? 2255/57. eee seed TOO) years of drought, along with drainage 

game of all kinds is the main objective TRGIGQHA Ge cine wos aoe DOU projects, have resulted in drying up of 

behind the bill. TOW aie ieeln thie re last; ais etehetayete i 9000) nesting areas; tremendous increase in 

Shortening of the open season on KANSAS) ciish saya > seme eeu ONO: numbers of sportsmen afield, lack of 
ducks and geese last fall to 30 days REBEUGICY: < fosiese siete one alert eae) OTE OO enough winter refuges, lack of sufficient 

created more dissatisfaction than prob- Lomisiana: 3.06. s<csecaesen 06400 protection, ‘these are but the principal 

ably any other government measure. It MEIC Coir erie te coin es egeeisie 4d, 000 causes of decimation of some species of 

was the only remaining means of cur- MBP yAN Ge 1:52) opheinie/a’s cs 8 ts eOU ducks. 

tailing the kill of waterfowl that the Massachusetts ............ 62,200 The United States Department of Agri- 

Federal authorities could resort to aside *Mississippi .............. 41,800 culture has been aware of the serious 
from still further limiting the season, or Michigan (....2c...0% 0. ven 218,400 plight of our waterfowl. Conservation 
closing it entirely, as was advocated by Minnesota. .....---.--.+.2. 128/600 efforts of the national government have 

some conservationists. It was in line MISSOUDI tamipte satire claeiess ayers, 20,000 taken form in successive reductions of 

with measures previously employed. Re- Montana, <<6.2.0005,s.00s%6 43,600 the open season and bag limits culmin- 

ducing seasons and bag limits has been WNGDYas Ra ois) seals i. a tase 91,900 ating in the wholly unsatisfactory open 

the usual procedure for years—but still INGY At amr sotictetin. esate cue 3,700 season of thirty days in 1931. 

there has been less game in coverts and New Hampshire ........... 28,100 Funds available for migratory bird 

marshes. New Jersey ..............- 120,100 work have been limited. Under the Nor- 
Under provisions of the bill 55 per New Mexico :...8%1..... 9,500 beck-Andresen Act approximately $8,- 

cent. of funds collected, amounting to New) York <0.),..gc 06 eet) OCOOU 000,000 was to be provided, in yearly in- 

nearly $4,000,000, will be apportioned North Carolina ............ 65,000 stalments, to finance acquisition of 

among the states for use by state game North Dakota 2c itjsc.i0000 1100: (Continued on page 122) 
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SS . 
Waterfowl Bill Ready for Congress 

Ql AIL (Continued from page 111) 

FEEDERS waterfowl refuges. Appropriations under 8. The proposed sent a shell is absolutely 

the Act will nowhere near furnish suffi- faunition factory: (itis earaplis Coibe ane 

(Glass Clabber Dishes) cient Cands (vog catTy One ee rhe prapoeed levy este et 
es work and allottments are already $882,- Hach pays exactly according to the shells 

(Metal Grain Feeders) 000 short of what was originally author- —_gasoilne tax. The man’ who uses one bos 
j i of 25 shells would pay 25 cents, the 100 

ece ee : shell man would pay $1.00. (‘This is the 
Advising the Secretary of Agriculture number of shells used per year by the 

Egg Shipping Boxes on migratory bird hunting regulations Pa a Pema een aise ae 
Clay Water Dishes in the past has been an advisory board, pou ey. uy If any man uses more, 

eae more. ay vie tk d Bs composed of conservationists and sports- 9 thus with esch doninnine Ante scone 
(Vitrified) men. Under provisions of the bill a new ere: poe lemi icant Sount they will 

. : ether pr 
Feed Cookers regional board will be created composed EremendcHe rand lete: ceeded eo mcrae 
Oil Bushers of fifteen members, ten to be selected pe migratory waterfowl and upland 

from among nominees presented by Nore It_ is estimated ee there are 
Song etween six and seven million shooters ; 

Nest Boxes game commissioners of ten groups of a180, that about seven hundred million 
: 4 i i i ition: shells are used per year. This gives an Brails states having similar climatic conditions averagelof about one hundred shel cor 

c and five members at large, all to be epooter: Thus “Mr. Average Shooter” 

mops chosen by the Secretary of Agriculture. vee pay only about one dollar per 

Traps a caer: ge oe in The bill is a development that has 
eacl = . eee oe aE been brewing for years. Sportsmen’s 

ee eee eer of s ae "8: ae groups have been endeavoring to formu- 
i £ +. : Game Breeders Supply Co. waterfow a ng ne gae Ss is i late something that would bring every 

545 Fifth Avenue New York City Be a ind creation of the proposed sportsmen’s organization in the country 
Tel. Vanderbilt 3-4091 = aa oe AOE Ren together on common ground. The rapid . 

not prop s : decrease in flights of ducks, which 

penny-a-shell Bill is establishment in jyougnt about government action radic. 
the Bureau of Biological Survey of @ any shortening the 1931 hunting season, 

Heads, animals, birds, and fish ee charge te Bie ts eee tice that if corrective action in the form 
mounted; skins tanned’ and made to the administration and enforcement 4+ 4 pian, nation-wide in scope, was not 

into, rugs eal pts EBS ou of laws for the increase and protection ,opteq immediately, some oeciee of - 
ant [supplies it eicnrenat: aie of game mee EE of migta-  qucks would suffer decimation and pos- 
that die, as Peacock, Pheasant and others with tory game bird refuges. sibly extinction along with the passen- 
bright colors. Skins from Tigers, Lion, etc., i 

wanted. Brief Digest of Bill eer pigeon: 
M. J. HOFMANN, 989 Gates Ave.,Brooklyn,N.¥- 1. + provides that those who use shotgun At the December meeting of the Ame- 

t _Shells shall pay a penny a shell. rican Game Conference all in attend- 
2. That the funds thus secured shall be pl 

used oe to ingress: the oan ance were in agreement that a definite 
cededly diminishing supply of migratory fea fae 

BLUE PEAFOWL Waterfowl (See paragraph 6) and upland pe es yee z an a rue 
game. (See paragraph 7. @ adopted and enacted into law. Ways 

BEST QUALITY ONLY 8 No sopropriation irom phe enere funds of achieving their objective were ap- 
*, om ° e Treasury is sought. In requesting és 

ae yee ae pee ene the oe of aa Hoe ye ee parent but means of raising adequate 
“ e s are asking a ey be permitte 0 : 

colnreas creinsy ace) kot Rone ae cane brovide, ample funds each peut o as ie funds to finance the project struck the 
= > lefinitely plan in advance for and make _ gp, i i inion. 

birds for sale. expenditures that certainly, will increase Be Oe Cereb oo 
D. W. RICH the supply of game birds—the ‘“‘crop.” Two methods of raising money were 

si = . G 4. Of such funds not to exceed 5% is to championed by the major sportsmen’s 
‘oute 1, Box 88 be used for administration and research. Be 

SAN GABRIEL, CALIFORNIA Thus the entire proceeds yl be used organizations. One proposal called for a 
to benefit those who are taxed by in- ; ‘ 
creasing the game “crop.” $25,000,000 bond issue, authorized by 

5. The remaining 95% is to be divided as Congress and to be retired through sale 
follows: e i i 

ae @: Horty-five % ia to bs expended upon: of one dollar federal migratory bird 

i] tt —$——$==—_= obtaining the necessary breeding hunting licenses. The other proposal 
Samm grounds, refuges, etc., for migratory 

| | Mh Ml i TLL | iS tentG Had: for the proper, practica) Called for enactment of a penny-a-shell 
I | 4 y ) management of such areas. These expen- levy on 

| WAI | ditures will be made under the super- Se ee ae ed 
MU i | | vision o re Secretary cs ec to be apportioned on a percentage basis 

wh NM \ This bill merely provides additional “ a 
yas I \ {| Runde for camerine tomward tie work to the Department of Agriculture for 

ae MG? Ys contemplated in the Migratory Bird migratory bird purposes and to the 
a ed) fs gs te fe) ees Treaty Act and the Migratory Bird Con- . 7 Purp: : 
EET, Ik Se ete NS fod servation Act. The plan is poroeued in states for upland game restoration and 

AG RRR RR SR wales atl fairly complete detail in “More Water-  y, i 
a $4.80 Coniplete fowl by Assisting Nature” prepared in rebate on shells used at trapshooting. 

Brooder be callevoraton ee tee States ae Lengthy debate on methods of financ- 
ad Ma’ Game Farms Janadian game officials. copy 0: is < A x 

You tacks cee irosdee (ies you can buy. book will be sent you without charge by ing resulted in reference to a commit- 
No tools needed but a pair of shears. The ma- More Game Birds in America—a Foun- eg of this most important question. 
terials, including heater, will cost you only $4.80. dation, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York : 

Broods quail, pheasants, etc. City, upon request. Chosen for service on the committee 

T will send you plans for making the Brooder, 7. Fifty-five % is to be apportioned among were Brooke Anderson, former presi- 
together with a Putnam Brooder Heater for $4.75. the various states based on the num- i ? 

All postpaid. The Putnam Brooder Heater ber of hunting nee Lene os ces dent of the Camp Fire Club of Chicago; 
ms it Attention state. These funds are to be_ use ; Bs 

t aie heeeee Pec entcie sau dunt aay aes to increase upland game (not limited David H. Madsen, supervisor of wild 

the best brooder you ever used, return the Heater 0 game birds) in the States and to life, national parks, Utah; Major A. 
ta) 40) days) and) ect your wager Back oe on shells used in trapshooting. This is Willis Robertson, fish and game com- 

ey tea estimated at slightly less than 10% of missioner, Virginia; William C. Adams, 
I. PUTNAM, Route 485-G, ELMIRA, N.Y. the shells used. , ; . . 
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SS Sy (Continued from page 123) www 

N E W *Copies of this book are available for “WILD” é 
distribution through More Game Birds in s 

a America Foundation, 500 Bist Avenue, C? 
ew York City; the American Game As- Importations of NET Le avast: DRI Weanlaee ; 4a 

ton, D. C., and other organizations. Wild Turkeys ge} 

PHEASAN | s The following organizations have al- , 

ready agreed to support the nation-wide eed’ ‘ 
Marvelous new varieties now in jee ee on abso- 

. ‘tel, free fi 
and acclimated, more on the way. movermen’ tor cree of iar pul dato feuge mnie pro- \ 
Why not get in touch with this fa- law: More Game Birds in America duces 2 wild, ( 

< aa Pa n% + + a0, ealthy bird far mous farm containing America’s Foundation, American Game Associa. superior to the pen’ raised binds) My 

Test Bseorument of pheasants, tion, International Association of Fish ne Bee bey for raee Ge of them- 
quail, partridges an loves. x ieee z selves when released. Now booking or- 
Breeders—profit from the advan- and Game Commissioners, Izaak Walon ders for future delivery. 

tage of new blood—Chukars, League Chapters, Game Conservation GILBERT F. JOHNSON, Blabon, N. D. 

Francolins, Sand Grouse, Red Jun- Society, and others. De 
ern “= s 7 || SF
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An Analysis of the Conservation Measures 

Necessary to Protect the Waterfowl of America 

By W. L. McATEE 

United States Biological Survey 

N the beginning game was plentiful and only has the Bureau this unexcelled view volunteer observers in all parts of both 
I hunters relatively few; no closed sea- of the situation, but it is charged with re- the United States and Canada. With the 

sons were then necessary. With in- sponsibility for the perpetuation of water- information from all of these sources avail- 
crease in human population, territory avail- fowl; it can take no chances therefore but able, it would seem that the Survey is 
able for wild life production rapidly de- must give the birds the benefit of every surely in better position than any individual 
creased, thus the natural supply of game doubt. to reach reliable conclusions as to the trend 
diminished while at the same time the num- Men commonly are not satisfied to accept of the wild fowl population. 
ber of hunters increased; restrictions on a situation until they have informed them- Hunters are likely to get rosy views as 
the kill, of which one was progressive selves about it, seen it in its broader re- to the numbers of wild fowl by seeing sat- 
shortening of open seasons, were necessi-  lationships, and formed some sort of isfactory local concentrations of them, but 
tated. It is axiomatic that a supply of philosophy about it. When they have done so long as wild fowl exist there will be 
game which must be renewed from natural these things, they may be fully satisfied local concentration—that is the nature of 
sources, themselves undergoing constant with a decision that at first seemed quite the birds. We may say as an extreme ex- 
restriction, cannot long withstand shooting objectionable. The average sportsman ad- ample if there were in all only 50,000 wild 
by an ever increasing army of gunners. mittedly is not in position personally to ob- fowl left, there might be ten thousand at 

A game supply that has been in exactly tain a general picture of wild fowl each of the following famous wild fowl 
this predicament for many years is the abundance, and no doubt will be interested resorts: The Susquehanna Flats, the Cur- 
North American wild fowl. It needed no to learn how the Biological Survey has  rituck Sound region, the Mississippi Delta, 
reports of severe drought in the breeding proceeded in the matter. Every full-time the Bear River Marshes, and the Los 
grounds to convince those in Banos region of California, and 
position to see the broad picture none elsewhere. Gunners at 
of waterfowl over the whole A Reminder of Bygone Days those particular spots probably 
country that shese bite for still would ont the birds 
years have been gradually dwin- Guy numerous when on the contrary 
dling in numbers. The drought, Wit DEARY, for Gh MY. 7) they would be on the verge of 
however, which has_ struck aut (i l . oy 3 fir. ee extermination. 
heavily at the heart of the [== OOK § fa Pia LOAD> Sy’ BRNG YY, 7 hi a (ay, | vee PA USED Y 
breeding area for the last three l My. Pverrsit Li = eis yeom TH LP VY pees reports on local con- 
seasons, being a more spectacu- A 4 GB LI \\ HOT ARAKEE swam? {Mp centrations of wild fowl, a 
Jar menace, is one more easily | ‘ | Vx fe ch t i LOADS OF EM) common source of impressions 
comprehended by the rank and (oA Ay | ! eS Me Ul, a= Wy) as to abundance of the birds, are 
file of sportsmen. em) | {| SR int weeZ notoriously misleading. We may 
Now that they at last realize axe D)) sos 1 TTI 1 “\ eS cite for example two which 

that the waterfowl supply is 4 4 j})) ZY % DSi Fa\\ | have flourished mightily within 
une sorienien should be ’ ie Gas} PE iy at y= als recent months relating to ne 
able to review and envision the Yl Shes = BAC WY 264 = predations by ducks, one in Im- 
entire situation and to see and LLG g 2 pe Zi— Yj. = | perial Valley, California, and 
acknowledge, as naturalists - Saw f |i — a) UY Vi EG the other in Western Missouri. 
have, the portents of destruc- = rey GZ, WANG YN) 4 /ggep| Upon investigation it was found 
tion. A game supply affected it we a] I NY ; Lj Leo that neither of the instances was 
by such a multiplicity of ad- \SSEAy A), Yj j= in any sense an indication of 
verse conditions as are the = eu Ks , LON eee unimpaired abundance of water- 
waterfowl can not but diminish. L24a7ZVy—_ | | EN WO fowl or even of unusual local 
When such a dwindling stock is = $e QS [=i See numbers, though such they 
pitted against a steadily increas- ——_ pete EEA BB i; === | were widely taken to be. 
ing number of gunners, no ee SEO AA] LD ZEEE In judging the real status of 
prophet is needed to predict the ae ZZ EB LF wild fowl and wild fowl pro- 
result. That result is sure to be Ba LA" 7 tection, it certainly should be 
virtual extinction of some of AL Zi yp helpful to seek comparisons 
our finest species. 7 within related fields. 

It is certain, however, that : - <AaR. In the case of the short sea- 
there is no true sportsmen who Shoe Wika? son on the water fowl, or 
would do aught to hasten such Courtesy, Chicago Tribune aquatic game birds, it is nat- 
extinction, or who on the con- ural to ask what has been 
trary would not make sacrifices found necessary for the protec- 
to prevent it. In full confidence that such Federal game protector and some of the tion of the species of upland game birds. 
a spirit existed and that their action would deputies, and every leader in predatory Consulting the annual compilation of game 
have public support, federal authorities de- animal and rodent control work submits laws issued by the United States Depart- 

cided to reduce the open season on water- monthly reports on the waterfowl situa- ment of Agriculture, explicitly Farmers’ 
fowl to one month during the year 1831. tion in his district; combined these reports Bulletin No. 1647, “Game Laws for the 
Action giving the birds some relief was cover the whole United States. Besides Season 1930-31,” we find data on the open 
imperative; whether the step taken was this information the Survey has reports seasons (for the year 1930) on the prin- 
sufficient, or whether even more drastic from others of its field workers especially cipal upland game birds that may be tabu- 
measures may be necessary, only time and assigned to the task of checking up on the ated as follows: 
experience can tell. Meanwhile sportsmen numbers of waterfowl; these men visit all 
should maintain a cooperative attitude and parts of the country, last season one went Prairie Ring- Go ouse Wild Quail 
abide by whatever decisions are made by through the drought-stricken area of chicken necked iewtipl turkey Secon) 
those to whom the protection of our water- Canada and further work is planned for group pheasant 
fowl has been entrusted. The resources at that region this year. In addition to all Number of 
its command put the Biological Survey in the facts gathered by its own men the States hav- 
the best position to comprehend the status Biological Survey has at its disposal quar- ing open 

of the birds over their whole range. Not terly reports from a corps of about 1,200 deason) 2.1.6 218) 18 Pree 34 
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Migratory birds need more, not less, protection than upland game birds. Practically every spot the water fowl visit (with the excep- 
tion of refuges) is a hunting ground, and the birds run a gauntlet of such places every year. 

Sea of ges £83 S252 There is much food for thought in 
Peelers &°=8 #2... 333g 3sZise_ these data for those who decry the placing 
season .... 11 20 20S 13 ssiz seis $°22 2822 of additional restrictions upon hunters, 

AyeTIBe nue Eucm Eee 8828 #222 with especial reference to regulations 
me Ce SeE : B5es ga"  maseo eSee under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 
season 5s 4 E19 ~~ 809-8689 7423 235 £222 The tabulations prove beyond any doubt 
Further figures gleaned from tables pre- 5 that those responsible for the upkeep of 

pared by Frank G. Grimes of the Biologi- Ring-necked - a : stocks of upland game have been forced 
cal Surveys are of interest in showing the Onno "5 Ae ie c Bee to restrict the kill, the States concerned 
trend of legislation relating to the protec- Wig anaes i ie ; 6314 faving responded in case of the five most 
tion of upland game birds over a recent Grouse group.... 39 it 15 66.66 important groups of upland game birds 
decade. They are presented in the follow- Prairie chicken to the extent of. from 50 to, 100. per. cent. 
ing.-tabulation: group ..:..... 12 7 5 100.00 (Continued on page 31) 
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A 
The Short Season On Waterfowl 5 ” 

Nl rT 
(Continued from page 21) 1S eS. 

It may be a surprise to many to learn whether open or close seasons are in effect. 3] NX | i Ss 

that in 1930 there were in the States a We hear repeatedly that only the sports- 

total of 82 close seasons as compared to men can perpetuate game birds, but at the 

89 open seasons on the five groups of up- same time we are warned that sportsmen Hed 9 amazin 

land game birds mentioned. Five of the lose interest in and will do nothing for - don s 3 ig new 

States, namely, Colorado, Iowa, Nebraska, species taken off the game bird list. If improvement in lures 

Utah, and Wisconsin, had no open season these sayings are to be taken at face value, mk ce 

on any of these birds.* The weighted aver- they indicate a lack of logic, not to speak ( ¢ fen, St, Paul, 
ry Ns 8} y : : Bren 2 = Minn., writes 

age number of days in the open season for of absence of interest in wild life for its S69 eee 

the birds treated is 22.39. Contrasting this own sake, that would be ample reason for Se a Ay 

with the 3% months on migratory water- denying sportsmen any controlling interest] “Nia aaRer™ es & if Never before 
: : oe) Ey SS y aaa par ce ies Es 

fowl, which has hitherto prevailed (a ratio in it. id t vu t iy Ate baits like 

of 4.1 to 1), it is evident that the Federal To those who criticize restrictions, it] ja@ii@'e4 4 a these! 
> : - . . i a J 1) ae 

Government has been prodigally lavish must be said that in case of need the most] |am bay aa 2 You have had fsh- 

with the open season it has permitted. direct method of conserving game is to re-|  ¥ oa a FS and fish-action: 
» nee h if Now Heddon brii 

duce the kill, and restrictions (such as aes hy Son GAT mist viet 

IGRATORY waterfowl need more, losing the seasons) often may be indis- a 6 ‘thing of all: 

not less, protection than upland pensable to prevent the extermination of| True “Fish-Flesh”? Appearance 

game birds. The latter must be hunted all species. Through Transparency 
yer the land and fairly dri fi hei The short season on waterfowl was de-| These new “Fish-Flesh” baits by Heddon are 

over the land and fairly driven from their 474 4, tint tion showine that| Semi-transparent and startlingly life-like un- 

coverts; they have a much better chance a bi ae eee = oe ormation showing that| §oPWatae tus new and exclusive feature actually 

of evading gunners than the waterfowl, the birds were con ronted by a vital emer-) douties thelr turing Dover Oe one acre Gig catches 
which do not harbor in cover and must S€NCY, and it was fully justified. If com- you will Jand, ‘Remember, your batt is the most im 

: : i ni your tackle. mak - 
come to restricted feeding areas where the Peeve eee ee of tne a of| Porfoure good fun or fist failures ss 
hunters need only station themselves and os oe Speenade eueue indicate cm Now Heddon Offers You 

await their arrival. Practically every spot that a Eee Shi the iclose season, OF ee ene Baits - 

the birds visit (with the exception of Vem more far-reaching Protective meas- eee ee 
f « } : id he ures, are necessary the decision should be Ment in fish lures. These new 

refuges) is a hunting ground, and the faa 7 : ae be fates are guarentced indesruc: 

birds run a gauntlet of such places every Sa ee eee ma ee a C0& ™» tible, too. ‘They won't break or 

year. Waterfowl moreover are baited and portsmen may have every confidence that , ae cer even wae poten aeaee 
‘ any decision made will give full considera- % iy Sig socks, or ground ia & mus 

decoyed to their doom to a much greater Y heir i ae us considera: 4g _, Hle'sebarp teeth. 

extent than are upland game birds. With on to their interests. Js % y 

the cards so stacked against them they ee id rs ve & 
— Ce Sea eo, 

have been expected to endure an open sea- rah fa Oe as é we 

son of 3% months—longer than exists on STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, | iim. lem if Fi is; 
any species of upland game bird anywhere CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT ||" oe ae ae. k é 

in the United States. This season is much OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, é a 2 8 akee ee 

longer even than any on the a in Of Outdoor America published Monthly at Chicago, | Ki: A Jaa a a a 

the areas where that bird is the beneficiary Ilinois, for April 1, 1932. 
: a 6c 29 

of immense game management projects. State of Minois, Yes Sure lands the “big ones 

In view of the greater dangers to which County of Cook $ 7 Se Warton Sad ane eon akoe Mehta tee 
migratory waterfowl are subjected and the ,, Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State and| proves it. Mrs, Geraldine, Winsor, of Mcintosh, E county aforesaid, personally appeared Cal Johnson, who,| Ontario, sends photo of 2 big muskié she janded. H 
proof from State action that decidedly cur- having been duly sworn according to law. deposes and) Christensen, of, St. Paul, Minn. writes, “It's a fish= 

: : P : “serve sass that he is the Editor of the AMERICA, | getter for pike,” and so’ the = 
tailed seasons are necessary to preserve and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge fhusiastic ‘fishermen. Youll eek eae 2% 
game it would seem that if the evidence na ee : pina pean mae ae the cymeraiit, manage- your tackle box this season. 
oo ! = ment (ai a daily paper, the circulation), ete., of the 
indicates our waterfowl to be really in seri- aforesaid publication for the date shown, in the, ipove| TWO “FISH-FLESH’”? Models 

a |. caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1012, em- 
ous danger, protective measures So SWEEP-  fogied ‘in section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations, For ALL game fish 
ing should be applied that there can be no _ printed on the reverse of this form, to-wit: A Floating 

‘ : vine 1, That the names and addresses of the publisher, ant meee baitanda 
question of their having the effect of  caitor, managing. editor,. and business managers are:| EER ‘Sinki 
materially cutting down the kill. Publisher, Izaak Walton’ League of America, 222 North Creer akon Pagina a 3 Sait 

So far as a 314 months’ open season on Rath Rank ’Dure: Chicaso, He Atinasing Hatton, N 2 eS Head 2 s North Bank Drive, Chicago, DJ. Managing Editor, None.| = - jeddon 

waterfowl is concerned, there never has Business, Manager, M. KX. Reckord, 222 North Bank i e h \ eres 
os: : ays: = rive, icago, L. 

r 

been legitimate reason for it in this gen- stop that the owner Sst (TE owned by a corporation, | Hf i H Sieinerewinina belt 
i 4 its nai ind address ust ye sta’ ane so imme-| ZS i jombines the weil- 

Cae The ony excuse a that no rea- diately thereunder ‘the names, and eraret er won| |i E ; > Soon deh oes 
$s sea olders owning or holding one per cent or more of Ee JP aap! wi 

son) for such a season has been to so BM t"G Sot iP ndonteh, fs Sraarton Fe ikea se 
spread it over the migrating period that ee And addresses of the individual owners must S eae Soe 

. : e given. If owne ‘a firm, company, or other un- cams: 
toe early as well as late migrants could be incorporated, conermn. ies name’ and adress, as ‘well as aie Oo 

i 7 those of each individual member, must be given.) Izaak | Shiner: sucker: percht 
unted. This is a feature, however, that {&ifon' Venue of America, 222 North “Bank Drive, | pike; Fainbows and red. ai. meaaon 

has entirely failed to take into considera- Chicazo. Tl; Dr Preston Bradles, President, ga Law-| $2.50. Well worth ‘NSS a, “Sooo” 

: { ence Avenue, Chicago, Ii.; Fred N. Peet, Secretary, | it, too. me q ies) —sinking 
tion the welfare of the birds. It reminds 51/°Wv, Huron t., chicago. in. Porto C. Doering, Treas: gg” sypemaproven fish get 
one of a plea in the 70’s for wing shooting ee oe x eee yen ee i. = “i a atgoks amazingly like a live 

: PA 8 = at he known bondholders, mortgagees, an a inncw , chasing {y ‘i 

of bull-bats (or nighthawks, which are other security holders owning or ‘holding Le peecen a or — Ree ac ene tee eee 
< * + more of total amount of jonds, mortgages, or other Ss = ISITE x 

most useful insectivorous birds), so that  feeurities are: (if there are none, £0 state.) None. ME %, 
there would be something to shoot in 4. ‘That, the two paragraphs next above, giving the ee => 

= ; names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, = q 
August. Evidently every other month was finy,”‘contain notonly the list of stockholders. and oo q » 
then provided for, but as the slang expres- security holders as=théy-appear upon the books of the) Colors: SX ”  Ontlasts «dozen = 

Pon Risin © company, but also, in cases where the stockholder or| shiner; perch: wooden lures. ) Zz 
sion has it, “Them days are gone forever. Security holder appears upon the books of the company] pike: tanber! Fri este live WO ; ine ; e es Ste pany | nd red-head: \ 8 
ee | it be hoped are gone also @f the yerson or corneration for whom such trustee. ts : aa te 

idea . i acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs con- | (iam 

a less tha tegen shooting of Gio ue iat uae, os] MRE roel Yosfons ex Blt 2 > 2 5 belief as to the circumstances and conditions under| | @matrcnanr * Chart and 1932 Catalog 
- sy . which stockholders and security holders who do n - = “ 

or ev a at all. Whether there should be is Dear ‘upon ‘the hooks of the company ae trustees ald News Bea fn Te ee 

a x as ac- Stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a] Pigg) —oFemiiG 1d WHEN, under all conditions. Sent ely a sae Sf cristae, and prac-  }ona fide owner; and this afflant has no reason to be-| POMC Ets ce on rediueg, ameter, with Hed. 
y, in the deciding of which conser- Heve that any other person, association, or corporation matty coupon today. fa] 

sation of the stock slculd be the cull has any interest direct or indirect in ‘the said stock, a 
s ruling bonds, or other securities than as so stated by him") JAMES HEDDON’S SONS p.2s?t.2%%, 

factor. 15;,;That the average numberof copies of each issue Dowagiac, Mich. 
5 slle of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails| «=== == === See en 

, A common cry 1s that restrictions do not or Cenacle te pail saeco beny during the six ‘months Gentlemen: Send me complete Free Catalog. and. the new Bedgon 

increase game; this may be true, but ex- Preceding the date shown above is... . . (This in-| Eulscnmade tackle 8 ees 5 s required from daily publications only.) 
ploitation certainly does not. Constructive CAL. L, JOHNSO! D “*Spook’* Baits {) Casting Reels D Trout Fly Rods 

action is independent and supplementary ENE (Other Baits Bait Casting Rods [Base Fly Rods 

and must be taken without regard to ae STOrm f9,and subscribed hefore mo this °2nd day Of} ryame = 

re G. W. LOCKHART, 
iUintess by local exception on order of game (sxa1) Noy Rie: | AM STS ee ee 

officials, SEAL : , 
. (My commission expires Feb. 17, 1934.) ee 
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Turtles Like Duck Di 
HEN we started work at Win- By its little pointed snout about the sur- 

W tergreen Lake, we realized, from CLARE RUNCHEY CORSAN face of the water. Mid-morning and 

our experience at Echo Valley, late afternoon were the best periods for 

through which a winding creek runs wy. these trips, for it was then that the 

downward to empty its waters from the Bumper crops of waterfowl and turtles travelled on the lake. We used 

upland country into Lake Ontario, that dupes "ea nat be produced in the .410 shotgun when out in the boat, 

we would have to be ever alert for those * but when the Birdman shot turtles from 
: the same lake at the same time. - 

predators that are peculiar to strag- . % a the shore, he always used the little .22 

gling streams and small marshy lakes This article points the way to rifle. The best time for this wofk, nat- 
and to the land immediately surround- “snufft-box” predator control. urally, is a quiet, warm day when the 

ing such waters. Mink, raccoons, weas- a water is not riffled by the faintest 

els, snapping turtles, leatherbacks and breeze. It is then that the turtles love 

water snakes would be always on the from its mauling, but at least its de- to linger on partly submerged rocks and 

lookout for a tender duck, a delicious stroyer was prevented from performing logs, sunning themselves throughout 

goose, a swan, or for their eggs. Baby further depredations. I noticed the the long hours of late spring and sum- 

swans, of course, when it came to these seized bird had generally been grabbed mer, absorbing the heat that feels so 

larger birds, though we did lose one by one leg, and that the skin would be pleasant to their cold and sluggish 

nesting swan—a black penne—one torn loose from the leg and body dur- bodies. Though anyone who has gone 

night, when a large mink wandered ing its struggles to escape from its turtle hunting knows how quickly any 

through the Sanctuary on its travels ferocious, though not large, captor. kind of turtle can flip itself off a log 

about the countryside above Gull Lake. Therefore, it was with quite mixed into the shaded depths below where it 

Before we were settled at Winter- feelings that I heard that a well-known is securely hidden from pursuit. Some- 

green Lake, we had discovered that the American lawyer had called, and was’ times, on these trips, we had to look 

home we planned for the game water- taking us to task for destroying so twice, or at least I had to do so, to be 

fowl swarmed with turtles. As a mat- many turtles, although he did not think sure the little tip showing above the wa- 

ter of fact, all the streams and lakes we had killed enough cats. Other vis- ter was really a turtle’s snout and not 

in Southern Michigan seem to be alive tors, at different times, had objected the still folded tip of waterlily or spat- 

with these reptilian monsters, all sizes to even one cat being killed! A still terdock leaf seeking a place in the sun. 

and all ages. There must be millions more famous American lawyer, whose While we shot hundreds of the thou- 

of them in that State alone. There were hobby is a bird sanctuary of his own, sands of turtles that were captured at 

any number of snappers (mud turtles agreed with us that all predators must Wintergreen Lake, the majority, how- 

or mossbacks) and of leatherbacks, both be kept under control on any bird sanc- ever, were taken in traps which we put 

of which were particu- in the more shallow sec- 

larly vicious when it tions of the lake. At first 

came to satisfying their Cylinder some of these traps were 
voracious appetites on made on the Sanctuary, 

teal, ducks, the smaller ae while others were bought 

geese, and on numerous ra Cones at ends of cylinder. from a Mid-West manu- 

baby ducks and goslings. be = pe facturer; later, when we 

The other varieties of Bs. needed more traps, they 

turtles, including paint- tN aoe ete ee ig Se EB She eS were made by the young 
ed, map, spotted, etc., Ne men who had come to 

Were More destruc Ve tO. OT ee ee a SE be. longjtudinal section. work at the Sanctuary. 
fish and to the submerg- Ge i tees wt Xi a ag these traps were 

ed duck foods that grew : | Fig. Levout for end cones. similar in construction, 

in the lake. We were | | } but our home-made ones 

not so concerned with 4 c | : TURTLE TRAP were of heavier mesh 

these varieties—except in | efi wire and were not col- 

conserving the natural | | 17 Fi63. P % z lapsible as were those 

foods for the waterfowl ; | ' SS rae we purchased. 
—but we certainly had ' el | AREER PPPEEPPEPEEEE PEPPERS 
to keep after the snap- {| 28 igo ae GS eee rere Coe N making turtle traps, 

pers and leatherback tur- —-——'{—~—_,-+——> a Regee ey I we rall (eeoeee ee ——.......1.5 GES ey generally used No. 
tles, or we would not have A 16 or 14 gauge, one inch 
had any teal, ducks or Corsan turtle trap—Reprinted from August, 1931, issue. mesh wire, 6 feet wide, 

geese on the lake at all. cutting off pieces 6, 7, 
More than once, during those earlier tuary or game preserve, that is, if one or 8 feet long. A piece of mesh wire 

years at the W. K. Kellog Bird Sanc- wishes to have any success at all in 6 feet wide and 6 feet long would make 

tury, I have run out into the lake, re- keeping game and song birds on such a tubular or cylindrical trap 6 feet long, 

gardless of damage to shoes and stock- places, instead of having them notice- with a diameter of nearly 2 feet, while 

ing, and rescued baby duck or gosling able by their absence and all kinds of pieces 7 and 8 feet long would make 

from a marauding turtle. And cap- predators homing in their stead. traps of slightly larger diameters. The 

tured the turtle, too, which never was two cut edges were laced firmly and 

larger than the palm (not including iS THE earlier days of the Sanctuary, securely together with flexible wire, or, 

fingers) of the hand which pulled the we spent many hours on Wintergreen if the cut edges had prongs or sharp 

young predator out of the water. It Lake, I rowing the boat, and the Bird- ends sufficiently long, these were wound 

was seldom the rescued bird recovered man shooting any turtle that showed (Continued on page 186) 
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. . Turtles Like Duck Dinners Raise Game Birds 
2 Continued from page 169 For Pleasure and Profit : Tom DageNS) 

One pair of Sleepy Hollow pen-raised - i 
sual should produce epyroxinately 40 eggs around whole meshes on either side, reset each trap in the same place or in 

Hy's0 birds can be raised to aanurity, bring, | Until the two cut edges were knit firm- some new spot that seemed more ad- 
nee ee arnt peered obec ance ly and closely together so that it would vantagous. We carried two pails with 
scp summer or early ah ae (oats cone be impossible for any large turtle, us in the boat, into which we would 

th ti 'e Iso. SU) + : 
Boal eee coegentl pees trapped inside, to force a hole and so pour the smaller turtles from the traps, 

eee ieee acre po mace De. i while the larger snappers and leather- 

PRICES: These wire mesh tubes were fitted packs had the freedom of the boat. 

Pea Atal ese an cane | Sith funnel shaped entrances, one: st Semnetimes, we hd fo koop Cheb oxtelpy 
Quail see rccce SP each x i : clea h hae keeping these larger predators literally ‘ingne: . 
Heth Saree 2.00 aes = ee ene eas eae under our feet but, as a general rule, 

Rii k Phi t ae .50 doz. eet wide, were requir: r eac. Tap, : 

One hundred eggs lot... 18.00 two pieces for each end. While the il- pao ie ieee acon oe acne 
Special Prices on Large Orders. ‘ i retire to the ends of the boat and take 

lustration shows the funnel-shaped en- 
Write for free literature Graneevcnelin one pisce iis realy pee shelter in the semi-darkness under the 

Sleepy Hollow Game Preserve ter to cut each funnel entrance in the %°#45- 
Bowel (Crosley, Je) otra two gored pieces, so as to have more ae 

NORTH OVERNON “spring” at the smaller end of the fun- W E DID not use bait in the traps in 
_. _ a Tae ah melawhentthe trap( is completed. ® The order to lure the turtles inside. 

oe wider end of each gored piece must be Their capture seemed easily effected 
Game Breeder Advertising cut long enough so that when two pieces without bait, but if bait is used, it must 

are laced together, the larger end will be renewed each day, or at least every 

Insures Your Market fit exactly in the end of the wire mesh other day, for turtles do not care for the 
wy tube; that is, each piece must be cut offensive odor of stale, wet bait. We 

about 3 feet on the wider end to fit a would often find fish in some of the 
trap 2 feet in diameter. When you have turtle traps, however, for the lake 

LEAR See SECTS t= Se ee laced the two gored pieces together, us- swarmed with catfish, bluegills, small 
. ° ing flexible wire, and leaving the small- mouth black bass, perch, etc., and these 

itetal e eer er end of the funnel sufficiently springy doubtless aided, more or less, in attract- 
so that quite a large turle can force its ing turtles into traps the fish had in- 

By Wm. M. Newson way through the very narrow opening, yaqgeq. 
The whitetailed deer is the com- you fit the funnel into the end of the = ; ; 
mon oe oo ae ee ebatee 640k tubs In spring and autumn, the migrating 
th Ww e Unite 5 sa > a 
the only fonm of bie ean whlch We used flexible wire to fasten the PeTiods for turtles as well as for other 
people in general get an opportu- creatures of the wild, we would always nity to hunt, but strangely enough larger end of the funnel to the end of 
its natural history, its distribution, nencats All of t fartle Grane, shoot a number of turtles along the 
andthe methods of hunting | it ee eee vu a)  poundary, fence surrounding on Gncloe- have never been adequately set the way, were made two-way, that is, > 5 
forth before. Mr. Newsom’s book Ee g ing Wintergreen Lake. Turtles are like which is partly in the form of a with an entrance at each end, so that 

narrative, jand highly readable turtles could enter from either direc. ™2"Y humans; those outside wanted to 
tells all that anybody could wish come in, while those inside wanted to to know of the subject. tion, thus making the traps that much 3 i h 
Illustrated mee (PERO DO and more effective. One Tunnel on each trap Ee Hy ne BDrnE: q mr outside 

poe was fastened to the tube with flexible Wanted 2 ee Their SESS cit tea 
Price $3.00 postpaid wire for only about threequarters of diate vicinity of Wintergreen Lake, 

The Game Breeder the circumference; the other quarter While those already within the bird 

205 E. 42nd Street, New York City was laced with stout fish cord so that it >¥eeding area preferred to deposit their 
Book: Department could be easily unlaced and the turtles 88S ear one or other of the nearby 

emptied out of the trap by tilting it swales. In the ae they had an- 
endwise into the boat, other reason for preferring entrance to 

ress from the lake. Then it was BOOKS ON ALL OUT- We placed the traps at the edges of ° °8 ze 2 
DOOR SUB} ECTS the patches of water lilies and spatter- “ je their ae — peri cied 

dock; in open. water or passages be- °® SSGr WARCEIIRS | TeDuL es evenly: 
tween such a. ia a tree Wanted to bury themselves in the mud 

Consult our partial list 3 AS z of neighboring swales and lakes, while near shore; on either side of the foot- ® 
of books on page 196. The bridge that crossed the channel between thers preferred to spend the long win- 
book you wish may not be lake and swale; while a shallow ditch ee tonths libernating=in the imud/of 

. there but we can fill your that brought water from another nearby Wintergreen Lake. ‘ 
order if its in print, swale was another runway much used Of course, there are alll Kinds of 

by turtles. In fact, wherever we thought stories about anything you are hunting 
Ask us to recommend the turtles might pass, we placed traps to continuously and continually. Turtles 

book for your particular effect their capture, for we knew Win- were no exception. Before we settled at 

purpose. 3 tergreen Lake would not bea safe breed- Wintergreen Lake, there was the big 
ing area for game waterfowl until such turtle that was put in the burlap sack, 

Book Department predators as snappers and leatherbacks, carried over to Gull Lake, and left be- 

at least, were practically eliminated. side the car for Mr. Kellogg to take 
THE GAME BREEDER It always required at least two hours into town and leave at the Sports Shop 

205 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. every morning to make the rounds of for window exhibition. Later in the day, 

the turtle traps, remove the turtles, and (Continued on page 190) 
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all.” The fencemen would throw stones : 
at him while they ate their lunches 

: along the shore of the Wintergreen 
re Lake, for he always came to watch 

them, while the estate manager, who 
had gone to fish at the lake, one eve- 
ning, came back with quite a tale. : 

“He came alongside the skiff rather 
unexpectedly,’ he reported with some 

é excitement, “and stayed in one spot, 

without moving, for half an hour. I 

swear he did. He was so large and so 

motionless that it seemed uncanny, and 
TURTLES LIKE DUCK we really became rather scared. Didniy 

DINNERS know but what he might try to get into 
the skiff with us.” 

(Continued from page 186) The tales grew, but with all our ef- 
it was discovered he had not seen it at forts, we never saw. this monster until 
all. Inquiries were made far and wide, quite late in the autumn when the Bird- 
of everyone on the estate, but the mys- man came upon him while rowing across 
terious disappearance was not solved the lake and finally shot him, waiting 
until the next day, for no one had seen an hour to be sure he really was settled 
the sack at all. About the middle of for good. 

the next day the burlap bag, with the 

turtle quite intact, was found wedged pet the best turtle tale was of that 
between two tall trees that grew rather one that travelled in a neighbor’s 
closely together. The turtle had smelled car- to Muskegon. The neighbor was 
the direction of Gull Lake, from the camping near that city while at work in 
top of the hill and inside the bag, or the vicinity, and had come over, while 

si had heard the gentle lapping of the home for the week end, for a good sized 

- waves on the shore, and had started for turtle. 
home. He had almost reached it, too. “I want to show those men at camp 

Then there was the “biggest one of how good a snapping turtle can be when 
i it is properly prepared,” he told us. He 

threw the turtle in the back of the car, 

started on his way North, and forgot 

all about his unusual passenger. 

Nearing Muskegon, he picked up a ; 
pedestrian, a foreigner, who was hiking 

into town, put him in the back of the iii cal 
car and continued townward. Presently 

an unearthly shriek rose above the roar 

of the car’s fast running. 
. “What is it? What is it?” the for- 

eigner demanded, dancing excitedly in 

the rear, shaking our neighbor wildly. 

“Let me out! Let me out! I will walk.” 
The car was stopped for investigation 

: but our neighbor suddenly remembered 

? the snapping furtle. It had bitten the 
’ man’s ankle, through boot and trouser 

i leg. ; 
% “Oh,” he said easily, “that isn’t any- 

thing. It’s just an American bedbug. 

Sit down. 

But when turtles are after wild ducks 
and geese, on bird sanctuary or game 

preserve, jt is really a serious matter. 
If you are planning to breed waterfowl 

on a natural stream, pond, or lake, you + 
a had best be absolutely certain you do 

not have such predators abiding with 
your birds; otherwise, there will be lit- 

tle or no breeding. Clear the breeding 
area of turtles before putting your birds 

down in their new home, and, after- 

wards, be on the lookout for whatever 
you have missed. Little turtles are al- 

ways growing up to maturity, and it 

isn’t an easy matter to be sure you have 

4 them all with one season’s trapping, 

hunting and shooting.
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GROSS REFERENCE 

See “Land Economic Inventory of Northern Wisconsin, Sawyer County", 

Publ. No. 138, Wisconsin Department of Agriculture and Markets, October, 

1932. Filed Land Economic Inventory Box, Wisconsin No, 10. 4
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CONCLUSION 

LOCAL DUCKS . 

The number of local Mallards end Bluewinzeé Teal? 
produced in Wisconsin wes probably slightly in excess of 
last year's crop. fi 

In certain sections of northern Minnesota, the 
number of local ducks produced was creater than for last 
year, while in the southern, western end central parts of 
the state, the supply produced was well below normal. In 
both of the Dakotas this year's crop of local ducks was 
far below that of normal years and well below the previous 
year's hateh, while in Iowa, which is a small producine 
area ot best, there was a normal supply of Mellards and 
Bluewing Teal. 

WATER LEVELS ‘ 

The lakes in Wisconsin and Iowa have suffered less es, 
shrinkage than those of any of the other states visiteds. ; 
There is, however, a general slow receding of their water 2 
levels. ~ 

Outside of the northeastern corner of the state, - a 
the lake levels in Minnesota have all receded. In the ee 
southern, central, western and northwestern parts, the eS 
effect of the drought has been most severe. Countless = 
small lakes, swamps and potholes are boné-dry this year. Ao 

In the two Dakotas a greater proportion of the o> 
former lakes and swamps has probably been lost than now FS 
remains, Practically all of the potholes and even meny ee 
of the smaller streams have dried up completely, in North =e 
Dakota the general water table has dropped approximately Sa 
10 feet in the last ten to twelve years. =e 

NORTHERN FLIGHTS : i 

There are two main flight routes in Wisconsin, one oe 
of which enters the State in the northeast corner and the ee 
other in the northwest corner. Heavy flights of Canvas- ; ae 
backs and Lesser Seaups pass into the state over the oes 
former, while the Lesser Seaups are the principal ducks 
to come in over the latter, Canadian and Snowy Geese 
enter in the northeast corner and pass south over land 
just west of the east shore of Lake Michigan, coming to 
rest and feed in small numbers immediately north and south , 
of Oshkosh and in the vicinity of Portage, but the main 
body of them concentrate in the neighborhood of Janesville, ; 

: :



Edgerton, Melton, Delavan, Elkhorn and Lake Geneva in the 
southwast. Mallards come in over both of these routes but 
are not abundent on either of them. 

There ‘was one very heavy Mellard flight area in 
Minnesota which entered the state in the region of "Lake of 
the Woods", passing over Bagley, Detroit Lakes, Ottertail 
and Battle Lake on south to Heron Lake and into the Spirit 
Lake area in Iowa, The flight of Mallards over this route 
was exceptionally heavy this fall, It is not surprising 
to note this fact because in normal years this general flight 
area is several hundred miles in width, while this fall it 
was compressed into a lane of travel not to exceed fifty 
miles, The fact still remains that the total number of 
Mallards that went south was at least one-third to one-half 
less than last year, Bluebills came into the state over 
Winnebigoshish Lake and Leech Lake south to Mille Laces 
Lake and then on to the Mississippi River below the Twin 
Cities in great numbers, but at other places their numbers 
were well below normal, Canvasbacks, Redheads and Pintails . 
were also below normal in numbers, z 

In the Dakotas the flights of northern ducks were 
exceedingly spotty. There were no well defined heavy con- 
centrations because of the lack of sufficient water areas 
capable of providing resting places and feeding grounds for 
them, In North Dakota it was estimated that the flight of 
northern ducks would only be about half that of normal years, ‘ 
In South Dakota there were very few northern waterfowl. 
At no place visited in this state were there any considerable 
numbers of birds, The local nesting birds provided at least 2 
90 percent of the kill, t 

Eighty pereent of the northern ducks killed in Iowa - , 
were shot in Dickinson, Clay, Emmett and Palo- Alto Counties, 
where there wes an ebundance of feed and open water on which is 
these birds could rest and feed, Mallards and Bluebills my 
furnished the major portion of the birds taken in Iowa, e3 

Sentiment against baiting of waters was strong in are 
all areas, : ea 

In none of the states covered in this survey wes there ee 
any considerable artificial feeding done, a 

Se 
Of the Mallards examined in the bag, there were ve | gn 

one and a half young for each old bird taken, Obviously this 
proportion is out of natural balance, Apparently something 
interfered with the normal hatch of ducks in their northern 
breeding grounds, Po 

. = 

Sportsmen in general, realize the approaching ser= 
iousness of the decline in abundance of ducks and express => 
their willingness to accept further restrictions in hunting 
privileges, as an immediate step in the restoration program, 

=. Sena 2 * nie ieee “es “Sp eit) CMM. GF Lhecw. ipsa
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BLUE HERON WANTONLY SLAUGHTERED buy 25 1933 

Bird lovers and sportsmen living in the vicinity of Burlington 
are seeking the vandals who shot between 30 and 40 blue herons which 
make their home on Big Island south of Burlington according t9 news 
story printed in the Burlington Gazette. It is said that the 
colony of herons has grown fron three nests seven years 2go until 
it now numbers between 400 anc 500. Interested persons found the 
dead birds when they had gone to the islnnd to see them, 

ATTENTION! BAIT FISHERIEN 

A survey of fishing waters of the state conducted by the Stxte 
Fish and Gaise Commission discloses a serious shortage in the sinnow 
stock. ‘Bait fishermen are urgec not to teke more minnows with -them 
on their fishing trips than they know they can use because the or- 
tality of minnows held in minnow pails is high. Own a good minndw 
pail or change the water often and if at the end of the fishing cay 
a few minnows are left return these to the water. .
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ONSIDERABLE space By PAUL L. ERRINGTON and This treatise is restricted 

in sporting or conserva- LOGAN J. BENNETT in scope and admittedly pre- 

tion journals has been mature. It is written for 

devoted the past few yearsto guitable rearing grounds must have water, what immediate utility the 

the subject of waterfowl food f he duckii d suffi contained information may 

breeding ground deficiencies DIOper OCC the ducklings, an Suis have to those engaged in 

and to what could be done Cient vegetation to afford them protection maintaining or restoring the 

about it. Prospective means and hiding places. Nearly any mid-west productivity of the mid-west 

of raising money—shell taxes, rysh or sedge-grown marsh with enough for waterfowl. 

federal licenses, and the like . . The following data relate 
sae water will suffice. : 

—to remedy existing unfor- to the locations of two hun- 

tunate situations are familiar dred twenty-seven duck and 

topics to persons who have goose nests, mainly from 

followed the editorial fortunes of our ducks and geese Towa, Minnesota, South Dakota. An _ effort has 

during the recent drought crisis. been made to list nest sites typical for each species, to 

From the welter of proposals and controversy which give as nearly an accurate cross-section as possible of 

has marked our attempts at waterfowl management, the sort of environment needed or chosen. Data from 

concrete conservation projects have now and then birds of questionable wild stock, or living in a state of 

materialized. Most of these have taken the form of semi-domestication, or from birds nesting in places 

the public acquisition of privately-owned marshlands obviously unusual, have been largely omitted from the 

or the reflooding of drained areas. Worthy of emphasis quantitative figures. 

is the fact that certain mid-west states, even in times of Of the two hundred twenty-seven nests, Bennett in 

financial stress and political upheavals, have under- Jowa worked with sixty-two the summer of 1932. The 

taken programs involving careful planning, much work, files of Dr. T. S. Roberts, of the University of Minne- 

and the expenditure of money. Worthy of emphasis  sota, yielded statistics on fifty-one and Professor W. F. 

also is the fact that not all of the obstacles hindering Kubichek of Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, supplied 

waterfowl conservation are legal, economic, and en- data on forty-four more for South Dakota. Data on 

gineering in nature; the little matter of whether the the balance of seventy were obtained to a prominent 

ducks will use a given area after it has been provided extent from the notes of mid-west ornithologists and 

for them warrants consideration, as well. naturalists and through notes taken in the field on 

In Iowa, at any rate, as the new state conservation nesting sites pointed out to Errington by reliable 

program began to gain momentum, it soon became outdoorsmen. 

apparent that nobody knew any too much about water- CANADA GOOSE—Branta canadensis canadensis (Lin- 

fowl ecology. Innumerable questions arose. Did our naeus) 

important breeding species have their own rigid en- Six Minnesota nests. Three were on muskrat 

vironmental requirements or would the same area houses, one amid the willows of a lake island, one on a 

suffice for them collectively? What types of vegetation, mound in a marshy lake, and one on a pocket gopher 

terrestrial or aquatic, were suitable? How far did mound in a closely grazed pasture. Reports of sparse 

ducks nest from water, and at what elevations? Specifi- nesting on northwest lowa muskrat houses are re- 

cally, where could ducks be expected to make their ceived now and then, so it appears that these or similar 

nests? elevations in marshy country are singularly attractive 

The first step toward the answer, in a preliminary .to the Canada goose within its breeding range. jl 

way at least, to the latter question was to find out MALLARD—Anas platyrhynchos platyrhynchos (Lin- 

where ducks had made their nests. naeus) (Continued on Page 18) 
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Ol ; | hi MID-WEST DUCK BREEDING two in bushes, and one at the edge of a plum 
GROUNDS thicket. Not so well concealed was a nest 

gered C ot hing Store is in rocks on a badly pastured shore line. 

2 ee ney: (Continued from Page 8) Hollow, rotten stumps held two clutches of 

MINNEAPOLIS Sixty-seven nests: Iowa thirty-three, eggs. 
Cherry 6162 South Dakota twenty-two, and Minnesota Optimum nesting conditions for the 

twelve. mallard according to the data at hand: 

Hardly is it possible, after contemplatin hummocky lowlands bordering marshes and yi Pp iP 8 4 4 h 
where nests have been found, to come to a grown to deep, coarse vegetation such as 

Minnesota conclusion other than that the mallard may tall marsh grass, sedges and low brush. 

a nest in practically any conceivable place. The nesting grounds should n> be over- 

Nests high up in trees, on hay stacks, in grazed, if pastured at all, and should not be 

Since 1670 farm yards, in city parks, in coniferous subject to overflow from ordinary fluctuations 

PAINTS—VARNISHES woods, on swampy hummocks virtually in in water level. Muskrat houses and oc- 

LINSEED OIL the water, in all kinds of debris and junk— casional small brush piles may enhance the 

thus novel and contrasting nest sites might attractiveness of a given oe for the breeding 

Special Finishes for Natural Log be listed indefinitely. Of course, it stands birds, especially where livestock is allowed 

eee apace to reason that nests so diversely situated the mo of the land. The distance to water, 

MINNESOTA LINSEED OIL PAINT CO would not be uniformly successful; the within a half mile or so, does not ae 

Minneapolis, Minn. extremes, nevertheless, illustrate the adap- count much as long as the ducklings are 
tivity of the species. well protected by vegetation the length of 

their route of travel from nest t hy 
Despite the fact that the mallard notes Sales Be ea SR eee 

S rearing grounds. 
have something of an aspect of chaos, per- ‘ 

SSS EE haps enough of the nest sites have features GADWALL—Chaulelasmus streperus (Lin- 

ENGI WN |] Ad in common to justify generalizations. Mal- naeus) 

lards as a rule nested fairly close to water, Eight nests: South Dakota four, Minne- 

ee a ee ee rarely more than three hundred yards away.  sota three, North Dakota one. 

CoA BPA\ AW bey two — feet of ees — The scanty data indicate that the species 

ae Ener rc tCCntES ae ee Bs ee tee may be partial to lake shores. Five of six 

ae aoe bie ee ae is Soe nests were within one hundred feet of water. 

moet ere La eee See e waters The sixth was in a sweet clover field at a 

edge ane the sixty foot mark. As to eleva- distance of a quarter mile. One other was 
tion, thirty-seven percent of the forty-one sa wheat field. Nest sites secre aasamonly 

ARTISTS Se sehsels eon ae ao ae found among shore boulders amid sparse 
ess than six inches above the water level, or treed Soom 

DESIGNERS and sixty-eight percent were under eighteen BISteYE U eres ee yt 

ENGRAVERS inches. Only twelve percent were over four PINTAIL—Dafila acuta tzitsihoa (Vieillot) 

feet. : Eighteen nests: South Dakota ten, 

329 SOUTH 7th STREET Twenty-five of the sixty-seven nests Minnesota four, Iowa two, North Dakota 

MINNEAPOLIS were situated in marshes, thirteen on islands, two. 

see eee oie nine on lake shores, nine in meadows, four The pintail reveals considerable adap- 

on the prairie, two beside roads, two on  tability and frequently nests rather far from 

muskrat houses, one in a tamarack swamp, water. About half of the nests were fifty 
ATLAS one in an alfalfa field, and one in a last yards or more from rearing grounds, and, 

year’s corn field. of these, one was three hundred yards, one 

Various vegetational types may serve as six hundred yards, and one a half mile. High 

EXPLOSIVES ee cover; i. e., tall marsh grass (Spartina) in ground seems preferred, though a third of 

seventeen instances, bluegrass (Poa) in the nest sites were in or near marsh land. 

Meet all the requirements eleven, vervain (Verbena) in nine, nettles Two were adjacent CORMSLEE, three in dry 

of the new conservation (Urtica) nine, sedges two, bulrushes two, rush patches, one in a single plowed furrow 

movement. cattails one, goldenrod one, and alfalfa one. On @ sandy beach. Another wee rocky 

A right grade and kind of Miscellaneous grass and weed growths con- barren island. Other locations, besides nine 

explosive for every job. cealed eleven nests. Use made of more in pastures, included one in a stubble field 

-_ substantial cover is demonstrated by the and one in the weedy growths of a roadside. 

Blasting caps, Safety fuse location of five nests under brush heaps, From the data we might suspect that 

ectric asting caps, a two under fallen branches, two in willows, rolling, glaciated prairies only under partia’ Elect: Blasting ps, all der fallen branch Ik Li 1; d | di 1 

blasting supplies. 
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cultivation typify pintail nesting environ- five feet or less from water in grassy growths a eae 
ment in the middle-west. Lakes and marshes adjacent to marshes. 

distributed here and there, knolls and low WOOD DUCK— dix sponsa (Linnaeus) A, a 

hills with boulders partially protruding Mie UNineiote neste One. wae Gna i G) 

from the sides and tops, lightly grazed hollow log; the other in an oak cavity five 24 fel bo & 

Eaerree grown to wheat grasses, bluegrass, or six feet deep. Wild river bottomlands 4G ¥ Be 

Meee goldenrod, buckbrush, haws—here with tangled jungles of live and dead timber K ‘¢ D> 

the pintails nest. crowding in on potholes and bayous con- Vi=| y Me 

GREENWINGED TEAL — Nettion caro- stitute choice wood duck country. From ‘ “| Y a 3 

linense (Gmelin) some localities have come reports of this /| =f (\—-) en 

One South Dakota nest seventy-five species nesting on piles of marsh vegetation 4 pA aN = oe x 

feet from water in grass among rocks of a ™OF OF less in the open; to what extent this WEEE ir 
Iabecsh ore: takes place our fragmentary data do not es Fes 

. indicate, probably not nearly enough to eS =—— CT? 
BLUEWINGED TEAL—Querquedula dis- offset the damage done breeding grounds by —S- 

cors (Linnaeus) bee and ’coon hunters, woodcutters, and the Ce 

Eighty-two nests: Iowa forty, South like, destroying dead and hollow trees. A aw 
Dakota twenty-one, Minnesota nineteen, REDHEAD—Nyroca american (Eyton) ry 

North Dakota one, Nebraska one. Thirteen nests: Minnesota ten, South LAND LAKES 

Bluewinged teal nest sites were not by Dakota three. x e - SWEET CREAM 
any means restricted to a single type of ‘The redhead has guste definite nesting BUTTER 
environment, but they were usually to be requirements. It practically demands wet 

found in one of three general locations: marshes; only one of the thirteen nests was 
twenty-five nests were on rolling prairie land and that was fifteen feet from the SE ae eae cee ro 

grown to vervain, bluegrass, wheat grasses, Wt°t- pe er tee ceaecy Auaaceess Nash west aiatet are sold National- 
lesser ragweed, goldenrod, and so forth; in a few to several inches of water commonly ly under the brand name of 

twenty-three nests, in bluegrass or other harbor the ao though the eggs may be LAND 0° LAKES. 
fineverasd; meadows: aineteen ‘acstarinshummon scm Buc weectron, citlem grOnned Or ee 
mocky, coarse-grass lowlands. Four others 
were on a railroad grade, two along a lake North Western Fuel Company 

shore, two on an island, two in fence rows, 
two on muskrat houses, one in an alfalfa Exclusive Sales Agent for 

field, and one at the edge of a wood. 

Bluegrass growths comprised the prin- 

cipal background for thirty-five nests. In 
twenty instances tall marsh grass predomi- 

nated. Wheat grasses were important in 

seventeen nest sites, vervain in twenty, and PROCESSED COALS 

sedges in eight. Three nests were in willow IN THE NORTHWEST 

clumps, one in nettles, and one in alfalfa. 

One was at the base of a fence post and St. Paul - - Minneapolis - - Duluth 
another was inside of a small roll of barbed Superior and Milwaukee 

wire. Altogether, the bluewinged teal did 

not display anywhere near the versatility 
in the choice of nest sites that the mallard 

did, except as concerned distance from water. } Ys 

Only forty-six percent of the nests were LZ , 

within two hundred feet of the water, and As legal 
thirteen percent more than six hundred MA Ny 

thirteen percent were more than six hundred IMO , 

feet away. Of these latter, five nests were a Hele % THE FINEST 

half mile or farther from anything that eee | FOODS FROM 

could be termed rearing grounds. Bennett’s =4 We 
figures for thirty-one nests show eighteen is ae EVERY LAND 

situated one foot or more above the water Pe ae seos 
level, seven being between nine and twenty 

feet. KE 

In the management, then, of bluewinged Pre 
teal breeding areas it should be remembered Pome aS [7 ream) Good Taste 
that, aside from the grassy vegetation ex- a =H) : h 
tending out from marsh borders a hundred Ces Li Demands Them 
yards or thereabouts, small patches of blue- Que 1 

grass meadow, amid cultivated fields, offer oy Eas , 
inviting nesting cover. Comparatively un- °c a 

pastured knolls overlooking or reasonably 

close to rush and reed-grown sloughs are 
likewise of superior value. 

SHOVELER—Spatula clypeata (Linnaeus) GRIGGS, COOPER & COMPANY 

Four nests: South Dakota three, Iowa ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

one. These nests were all located seventy-
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floating. Nests of similarly marsh-breeding BOYS WHO MADE 

ASPHALT EO) o. ate vite pote in by a redhead, CONSERVATION A HOBBY 
which is not overly judicious in other respects 

shiva EST. 1879 Gaee as to where it deposits eggs. Three of the (Continued from Page 9) 
par nests were partially submerged and fiepadhousenich ecedat allgcoailers eect che 

eserted. : BEA 
WS NOTT _ evergreen family. They were distributed 

one RINGNECKED DUCK—WNyroca collaris through school children and the newspapers, 

COMPANY (Donovan) aided by printing instructions for planting. 
AUTHORIZED Two Minnesota nests, both at the water’s To supplement this, the boys had pamphlets 

edge, one of which was built on an old printed with the same instructions and 
muskrat house. handed them out with each pack of seeds— 

CANVASBACK — Wyroca valisineria (Wil- all printed at their own expense. 

ROOFERS son) At troop meetings there were talks by 

Four nests: Minnesota two, South field men and others of the State Forestry 
“A ROOF Dakota two. Division and a school of instruction was set 

FOR EVERY, Canvasback breeding habitats are about up in fire prevention and care of fires in the 

30) } est BUILDING SLATE the same as those of the redhead; namely, boys’ own camps. 

ROOFING ROOFING marshes with a profusion of rush, sedge, and A special poster class was organized. 

thers @)e ea reed clumps in water varying in depth from Posters dealing with conservation, in vivid 

a couple of inches to a couple of feet. Where colors, the work of the boys from their own 
e the: marshes are extensive the nests may be jdeas, were made and distributed to neigh- 

Armco Pipe and hundreds of yards from shore. Canvasback borhood stores and eagerly displayed by 
nests are parasitized conspicuously by red- merchants. 

Cane? Culverts heads and ruddies. The youngsters looked back over 1929 
NW are always branded LESSER SCAUP—Wyroca afinis (Eyton) with considerable satisfaction and decided 

W/ with the blue ARMCO Seven nests: North Dakota three, they would have to do something else about 

ingot iron frisngle: Minnesota three, South Dakota one. this conservation thing in 1930. They 

The scaup exhibits much less dependence knew more about the job now. They wanted 

The blue triangle stamped on your upon a specific type of environment than do something larger to tackle. It came in an 

culverts is your best guarantee of a the redhead and canvasback. One nest was offer from the commissioner of parks and 

reasonable purchase price—low cost of between some boulders on an island, oneon a _ playgrounds for the boys to survey Riverside 

transportation and handling—long sec- river bank, one in a clump of the previous Park, an area of some 600 acres and see 
tions—immediate backfill—no repairs— year’s wild rice in a bayou, one on a railroad what they could do about it. 

long life—and with all these advantages grade one hundred thirty-five feet from a The youngsters secured two hundred 

in material go the proved fair dealing— | marsh, one in grass and weeds fifty feet fifty trees from two and one-half to four 
service—and dependability of the from water, and one on high ground three feet in height, all sugar maples, deciding 

hundred feet from a lake. that kind was proper for a new park. But 

LYLE CULVERT & PIPE COMPANY | AMERICAN GOLDENEYE — Glaucionetta #t was a year of disappointments, was 1930. 
171 27th Ave. S. E. clangula americana (Bonaparte) The trees had to be watered as the year 

Minneapolis, Minn. Three nests: Minnesota two, North Was hot and dry. There was no water in 
Dakota-one; the park, except a little creek that found its 

One was in a hole in a dead birch thirty- Way to the Mississippi. But this brook was 

five feet from the ground and with water a (Continued on Page 21) 

quarter mile distant; another was in a dead 
S t Me pine; the third in the top of a dead stump, 

mar onéy one-half mile from a lake. To be sure, the status of our ducks is 

RUDDY — Erismatura jamaicensis rubida not to be interpreted solely in terms of 

Bu S (Wilson) breeding resilience. The guilelessness of the 

iy ooo * Ten nests: Minnesota seven, South bluewinged teal toward early season hunters 
Dakota two, North Dakota one. may conceivably be regarded a more con- 

One nest was on the ground about six vincing primary explanation for its decline 

feet from the water line; all the others were than any postulated inability to adjust 
over water in marshes. The nests them- itself to the changes man has wrought in its 

A - selves may take the form of piles of coarse environment. Sundry factors, adverse or 
Sor Economical Transportation vegetation, or they may be hollowed out of favorable, we know have their role in de- 

—| — reed or comparable clumps, or they may be termining population levels, but species vul- 
/ CHEVROLET J constructed as canopied baskets in the midst erable through their breeding are vulner- 

al —— [ooo of cattails, rushes, sedges, and so forth. In able, indeed. 

wo general, marshes of high dense growths No remarkable perception is needed to 
with occasional open patches and water understand how the cumulative effects of 
lanes appear representative of breeding drought and drainage over the breeding 

environment. range, plus over-shooting, could reasonably 
In appraising the adequacy of waterfowl lead to crisis for species inherently burdened 

breeding areas it is essential to bear in mind _ by behavior inflexibilities or physical speciali- 

- the importance of considering such areas zations of, at present, doubtful or negative 

Midway Chevrolet Co. both from the standpoints of nesting and survival alae! «See of these species aie 

1389 University Ave. rearing grounds. Suitable rearing grounds have not the biological equipment to endure 
must have water, proper food for the duck- as heavily hunted game birds under existing 

lings, and sufficient vegetation to afford conditions. 

i them protection and hiding places. See
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Crows are the ducks worst enemy. He eats all the duck eggs he can fird. Read my 1934 bulletins for positive proof. 

Findlater, Sask., Canada, March 25, 1934 

STATUS OF WATERFOWL 1934 
Another year has rolled around and again we find the northern migration has commenced. 

Waterfowl have left their winter homes and are winging their way northward to the great breeding 
grounds of Canada. 

To my old subscribers the Status of Water fowl requires no introduction, but to any new sub- 
seribers I would respectfully refer you to The American Game Association at Washington, D.C., The 
National Association of Audubon Societies, New York City, to Mr. J. N. Darling of the Presidents com- 
mittee on wild life restoration, or to any one or all of the recognized bodies connected with restoration of 
wild life, who received my bulletins during past years, as to it’s accuracy. 

Optimism with respect to the future of our waterfowl is quite in order at this time. With the as- 
surance of some twenty-five million dollars alloted to restoration and improvement projects in the 
United States and facing the best water conditions for nesting birds throughout the former great nesting 
grounds of Canada we are quite justified in feeling optimistic. 

On the other hand however we must admit that it would be quite possible for thousands of pot- 
holes, marshes and lakes throughout the great prairie nesting area of Canada to become bone dry by the 
first week in August with the consequent loss of hundreds of thousands of birds, possibly the equal or in 
excess of that experienced during recent drouth years. 

Especially during 1930 and 1931 the loss was tremendous, because in those years there was 
some water to hold the birds here. In 1932 waterfowl began migrating deeper into the far north and last 
year fully eighty-five percent. of our breeding birds migrated deep into the far north, because their for- 
mer prairie nesting area was completely dried out at the beginning of the season. That is why we ex- 
perienced an increase during 1933. 

Conditions over practically all of the former great prairie nesting area will be ideal at the be- 
ginning of this season. _ This condition is going to hold hundreds of thousands of birds, which migrated 
deeper into the far north during last migrating season. They are going to nest over the great prairie 
area in far greater numbers than during any season since 1928. Will food for maturing waterfowl com- 
mence it’s growth this year in sufficient quantities to sustain life, after a drouth period of which the area 
mentioned has never previously experienced? Will the water levels be maintained? 

Remember it is the birds that come back each spring ard their ability to raise large broods that 
counts most of all. If my readers could have experienced what I have over a period of the greatest 
drouth ever known in this part of Canada, I can assure you that it would be quite easy for you to under- 
stand why our waterfowl have been so terribly depleted. The more Game Birds Foundation, who made 
a survey of the great prairie nesting area during last year will vouch for this, but I can assure you the 
parties making this survey did not witness anything in comparison with respect to loss of birds as had 
taken place during 1930 and 1931. 

I was recently in receipt of a communication from The American Game Association in which 
they advise, it would not be necessary to have a closed season next fall unless breeding conditions were 
very bad. They advise me, that where all the ducks came from last fall was beyond their comprehension, 
however my bulletins issued during 1933 state exactly where they went to during the spring migration 
of that year, the success they were having during the entire season, with respect to raising their broods, 
and full information regarding the great flights out of the far north were given. I have never as yet been 
an advocate of an entirely closed waterfowl season, but please let me warn you that should we experience 
a season during 1934 like that of 1930 and 1931 it would in all probabilities deplete our remaining stock 
to a point where an open season would be impractible. s 

Being located in the heart of the great prairie nesting area, we know here that the major part 
of the birds are going to be with us at the commence ment of the season. They are going to commence 
nesting operations here, and all over their former great prairie nesting area. What will the outcome be? 
The whole situation is covered in my bulletins exactly as it exists, and is written in a manner which will 
enable any person to intelligently understand it. You will quite understand that it would be impossible 
for me to cover this great area personally, but the in tegrity of those who give me assistance in making 
this Status possible is beyond question. They are trained men with years of experience. A considerable 
area is investigated by myself personally. All reports are carefully scrutenized by myself, tabulated by 
myself and the Status issued under my personal su pervision. Bulletins issued during past years speak 
for themselves. We have made no erros and even the long range forecasts have proven absolutely correct. 

For the benefit of new subscribers I might say here, that the bulletins will be issued on the fol- 
lowing dates, and are mailed to subscribers promptly on these dates: April 15th, May 15th, June 15th, 
July 15th, August 15th, September 15th, October 15th, November 1st and November 15th. Should there 
be a concentration of late mallards here after Novem ber 15th, an additional bulletin will be mailed im- 
mediately that flight leaves. This is done to keep subscribers well posted as to what they may expect. 

My Status covers concisely the following: water conditions, food condition, precipitation at 
various points as per government registeration, date northern migration general, unusual flights, com- 
parison of migration with other years, comparison of hatch, death rate and cause, increase or decrease 
various species, percentage of nests and young birds destroyed by crows, southern migration, showing 
various species as they leave, and a great deal of in formation which I know will be of interest to readers. 

Thirty-five years intensive study of waterfowl in the United States and Canada has without 
question given me the experience necessary to report accurately on this most important question. I will 
advise you definitely away in) advance exactly regarding the 1934 increase or decrease. I have done this 
during past years without a single error and I will continue doing it with accuracy. I will embody infor- 
mation in my bulletins during 1934 which you can not secure through any other medium. They are the 
greatest five dollar value, so far as correct waterfowl status are concerned that you can buy. Old sub- 
scribers know this, but for the benefit of any new ones I want to say that I am so confident of what I 
say that I will immediately refund your subscription price in full at the end of the season, if you will 
simply advise me where a single error had been made throughout the season, or if the Status had not 
been the greatest value you have ever received, so far as waterfowl conditions were concerred And 
~emember the whole of the great prairie nie sung ar ez is covered. 

We sincerely hope the birds will do well throughout their former great prairie nesting area this 
year and if they do we shall see a great improveme nt in the southern migration next fall. On the other 
hand should we become dried out again the results are going to be drastic. No living person can state 
definitely at this time what may happen, after so many years of great drouth, but I will venture to say 
this—We must have further precipitation during the spring and summer months. Please use the form be- 
low and send in your subscription at once. First bulletin will be mailed promptly on April 15th. 

Please detach here and mail at once. 

Harry L.-Felt, 
Findlater, Sask., Canada. 

I enclose $5.00 herewith for which please forward me your Waterfowl Status commencing 
April 15th, as outlined in your letter of March 25th, 1934. 

Write name and address plainly. ee ee
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IOWA DUCK STUDIES 

By Paul L. Errington and Logan J. Bennett 

Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa 

Towa’s cooperative* wildlife research program has as one of its 
primary objectives a thorough study of waterfowl ecology and life 

history requirements, with particular reference to management ap- 

plication (Errington, 1933c or 1933d). Data from two seasons’ 
investigations are now at hand. 

The waterfowl areas of the State tend toward two main types; 

river country on the east and west sides and the prairie lake and 
marsh lands. 

From the field work in northwest Iowa, we may be entitled to 
some tentative conclusions. Northwest Iowa, contains a few lakes 

and green, wet marshes, which, while but trivial remnants in com- 

parison with Iowa before drainage, are much less trivial compared 

to the lake-bed sepulchres of the drought-ruined Dakotas. Iowa 
still has duck breeding grounds of local excellence, and limited 

extent. The prize breeding grounds are in the vicinity of Ruthven, 
and here Bennett located his 1932 headquarters and in 1933, the 
State College established a wildlife research station to facilitate the 
work. 

NESTING 

Including data from out-of-State as well as Iowa and extending 
over a long period of years (Errington and Bennett, 1933b), the 

investigation has records to date on around four hundred mid-west 

wild duck nests. 

Despite a late start, Bennett obtained data on 62 duck nests 

(blue-winged teal, 31; mallard, 30; shoveler, 1) during the season 

of 1932. Of these 18 succeeded and 25 failed, the latter largely 
through mowing (Bennett, 1932). It is not to be inferred that this 
proportion is a true proportion of the total number of nests de- 
stroyed by mowing in the area; mowed-over nests are commonly 

found only as they are destroyed and such figures have littlé value 
as quantitative nest destruction data. 

The season of 1933 gave us the only data which may be consid- 

*Iowa State College and Towa Fish and Game Commission, cooperating, with financial 
contributions from J. N. (“Ding”) Darling. 

FROM TRANSACTIONS OF THE 20TH AMERICAN GAME CONFERENCE, 
JANUARY 21-23, 1934 

HELD UNDER AUSPICES OF AMERICAN GAME ASSOCIATION 
INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.
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ered representative for a given environment under given conditions. 
Bennett studied 131 nests, supplemented by 6 that Errington ob- 

served incidentally. These were; blue-winged teal, 79; mallard, 44; 

shoveler, 7; redhead, 3; ruddy, 2; black duck, 1; pintail, 1. The 

percentage of failures was extremely light and amounted to but 21 

or 15.3 per cent. 
Mowing was again responsible for the most nests destroyed by 

a single factor, accounting for nine. This figure is probably more 
correctly quantitative than that for the 1932 season, though the 
1933 ratio of mowed over nests to the total number may be too low. 

General mowing of marshy haylands was unusually late this year, 

and the majority of nests happened to escape disaster. 
Six nests were deserted; two flooded, two on account of too early 

human attention, and two were trampled by livestock. 

One incubating teal was killed by a mink and another nest was 
evidently rifled by crows. 

Two other nests were destroyed by unknown enemies. 

This low nesting loss from predation—foreshadowed by the in- 

complete 1932 data—seems distinctly correlated with excellence of 

nesting cover and with a technique of study (Errington, 1932b) by 
which the greatest of care is taken to avoid attracting potential 
enemies to the nests. 

Juvenite Morrarity ; 

In an effort to arrive at a numerical evaluation of juvenile mortal- 
ity, brood counts were made until promiscuous flocking habits of 
ducklings rendered counts unreliable. Our data are limited, but 

give 6.5 birds as the average blue-winged teal brood by mid-July. 
Their clutches averaged 10 eggs and the average hatching date was 

June 20. It appears that the losses from all causes during the 
critical first three weeks amounted to a third of the young. Evi- 
dence of dead young became less frequently encountered as the 

season progressed. i 

Specific causes of juvenile mortality were practically impossible 
to trace down quantitatively. Driving rainstorms were thought re- 
sponsible for the deaths of intact small ducklings discovered float- 
ing on the marsh waters. One of 170 gullet contents of juvenile 
marsh hawks tethered in the waterfowl breeding areas (for tech- 
nique, see Errington, 1932a) showed the foot of a few day’s blue- 

winged teal. Bones of a part-grown teal were also found in a
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horned owl pellet. While mink prey “caches” and feces demon- 
strated ability to capture ducklings, pressure from this enemy 
seemed reduced in proportion to the far greater abundance and 

availability of other staple prey species. 

Aputt Mortatity 

Little detected loss from predation was suffered by adult ducks 
in the observational areas. Remains of a mallard were found in a 
coyote den, and a state-wide study of red fox food habits (un- 
published) listed sporadic occurrences of wild ducks as items of 

fox prey or carrion. Mink were known to take ducks to some ex- 
tent, but mink depredations, appeared only occasional except in the 
fall when the hunting season made great numbers of cripples 

available (see Errington and Bennett, 1933a). 
The great horned owl was the one predator studied with 

which the ducks did not seem fairly able to cope. Forty-three 
pellets gathered during the rearing season contained bones of three 
blue-winged teal, including the juvenile mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph. About the marshes, however, this owl is hardly numer- 

ous enough to make much impression on breeding duck populations. 

Migrating ducks yield some toll to horned owls. 

We believe that shooting is by all odds the supreme mortality 
factor affecting adult ducks in this region. Accidents of various 

sorts, hail storms, miscellaneous ailments as those caused by para- 

sites or lead poisoning, all appeared of minor consequence. We 
have had no experience with recognized botulism. 

Whether attributable to shooting or something else, there seems to 

be a greater shortage of breeding ducks than of breeding grounds— 

irrespective of the havoc of drainage, drought, grazing, and in- 
tensified agriculture. Bennett has found that first class environment 
can accommodate at least a nest per acre, but this density rarely 
occurs in areas of any size. He located for study but 45 nests in an 

excellent 400 acre nesting area, which he combed thoroughly with 
the assistance of a specially trained dog. Assuming that halt of 
the total number were missed, the density would remain lower than 

one per four acres. 
The best of migration summaries (for example, see Bennctt, 

1933) are apt to be so scattered and so located that it is difficult to 
get from them anything approximating a true picture. Wintering 

concentrations, flights along especially favored migration routes
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and concentrations in remaining waters of drought areas add fur- 
ther confusion and tend to divert attention from vast stretches of 
former waterfowl country (Errington, 1933) where the decline has 
been so great that the present stock is no more than a vestige com- 
pared to that even of ten or twelve years ago. 

The disastrous breeding conditions of late years have, of course, 
accentuated the crisis now confronting many duck species, but it 
isn’t all a matter of species inadaptability or of breeding range 
shrinkage. The mallard is remarkably adaptable and has a wide 
breeding range (much outside of the drought or drainage areas) 
and while our most abundant duck, yet is showing strong evidence 
of not holding up. 

CoMPETITION 

Ring-necked pheasants frequently laid eggs in duck nests, though 
we have no figures on the extent to which this is done. There are 
plenty of instances of ducks laying in the nests of other duck 
species, particularly redheads and ruddies. What may be the net 

result of such parasitism our scanty data give no idea. In one case 
a hatched pheasant egg was found in a clutch of hatched teal eggs; 
at other times it was apparent that the foreign eggs had been 

placed subsequent to the desertion of the original clutches, to’ be 
abandoned in turn. It is possible that the intrusion of outside birds 

may cause the desertion of incomplete or shortly incubated clutches. 
Early in the season, the combativeness of coots on Mud Lake, 

not only among themselves but toward ducks as well, gave rise to 

the thought that this species might affect the productivity of the 
ducks. It was soon to be noted, however, that the ducks permitted 

themselves to be driven out from inferior nesting cover south of 

Mud Lake, but to the north, where the nesting environment was 

of their chosen type, they stood by their marsh territories. 

Foop 

We have as yet no reason to believe that Iowa’s existing waterfowl 

areas, are significantly deficient in food. Mr. Neil Hotchkiss, of the 
U. S. Biological Survey, spent about three weeks making a survey of 
lakes and marshes in the northwest portion of the State, and with some 

exceptions he found aquatic food plants well represented, especially 

pond weeds (Potamageton) and duck potato (Sagittaria). 

Iowa’s cornfields constitute incomparable mallard feeding grounds
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during migration. Corn remained available all winter in the Ruthven 
area, and thousands of mallards stayed over the season of 1932-33. 

It is indeed hard to visualize how anything not approaching total 
failure of the corn crop in the principal corn raising states could 
reduce this type of food so that it would not suffice for the present 
flights, or even for any increased flights within reason. 

PREDATORS 

On the whole, a substantial predator population was resident 
‘ in the half dozen square miles about Mud and Lost Island Lakes 

where the intensive 1933 spring and summer studies were carried on. 

Cold-blooded duck predators were quite uncommon. Snapping 
turtles were barely represented in the marshes and snakes large 

enough to handle duck eggs were rare. Pickerel were fairly nu- 

merous in certain waters. 
Red foxes appeared uncommon, their place presumably taken by 

coyotes which were seen from time to time in two of the most 

important duck nesting grounds under observation. Housecats and 
dogs were present in numbers regarded as ordinary for farming 
communities, and there was strong evidence of some dogs leading 

feral lives. 
Lakes and sloughs were exceptionally favorable to mink, and abun- 

dant sign of this species was to be found. Both striped (Mephitis) and 
spotted (Spilogale) skunks as well as badgers and weasels were resi- 

dent also. Striped and Franklin’s ground squirrels, fox squirrels, 
and muskrats comprised the rodents of flesh or egg-eating ten- 

dencies. 
Hawks Anp Owts Nor Bap 

Adults and young of a family of great horned owls hunted over 

Mud Lake throughout the season, and had convenient access to 
waterfowl, as the pellet analyses made obvious. The numerous 
screech owls and sparrow hawks and the occasional short-eared 
and barn owls displayed no departure from the predominately 
mouse and insect diet usual for them. 

There were at least six pairs of nesting marsh hawks in the ob- 
servational areas, but these were nearly all that one could expect 
to see for miles, previous to the late summer influx of juveniles 
and drifting adults. The marsh hawk gullet examinations conducted 
during the summer disclosed no material vulnerability of ducklings
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on high class rearing grounds. Fully grown blue-winged teal rest- 
ing or feeding on open water typically betrayed no more than a 
slight restlessness upon the approach of hunting marsh hawks; 
larger ducks plainly considered themselves out of danger. A similar 
indifference of adult ducks toward the red-shouldered hawk was 
noted. We have no data on other common Iowa hawk species as 

possible enemies. 

Crow Damace to Ducks? 

‘ Crows, conspicuous enough locally as wintering concentrations, 
were fairly common during the breeding season. Looking over 

what quantitative data we have—from but one high grade environ- 
mental type not over populated with crows to be sure. It is ap- 
parent so far that much of the damage is heavier on paper than in 

actuality. Moreover, a certain amount of the alleged damage when 
subjected to critical inquiry proves dubiously classifiable as damage 
at all. 

Assuredly, crows eat duck eggs. Pecks of crow-opened egg 
shells could probably be gathered around Mud Lake alone at the 
beginning of the laying season, but at this time quantities of waste 
eggs are available as abandoned small clutches and single eggs 

scattered over the countryside. In fact, wild populations observed 
seemed not to take nesting seriously prior to the first week of May. 
It is also true that the breaking up of many live nests before the 

growth of cover may simply mean a slight delay in bringing off 
broods, for the birds readily re-nest this early in the season. 

Destruction of mid-season nests, on the other hand, as nearly as 

we could ascertain, meant the termination of reproductive effort 
for the year. By the fore part of middle May when the green 
cover had come up, however, well-situated nests were not only 

amply hidden from crows but from other enemies. Conversely, 

poorly situated nests (if we may generalize from pheasant and 
quail instead of the duck data which are deficient in this respect) 

were vulnerable not only to crows but to many other egg-eating 

species. Our experience has been that game bird nests exposed on 

account of human meddling, mowing, close grazing, insufficient 
natural cover, precarious locations, etc., were quite apt to be de- 

stroyed irrespective of the presence of particular predators. It 

seems to us rather immaterial whether crows clean up a clutch of 
exposed eggs or ground squirrels, or skunks or dogs or pigs or
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whatever else may run across it; the end result is more than likely 

to be the same. 
Similarly, we suspect from limited observations that crow de- 

predations upon ducklings may be largely linked with exposure. It 

is not surprising that many instances have been reported from 

drouth regions. Small ducklings forced into shrinking puddles 
with yards of sticky mud between them and the nearest cover are 

truly in a bad way. Crows may get them, or marsh hawks, or other 

flesh-eaters, or they may mire down, or die of thirst. This, the 

drama of the doomed, the old, old story of environment incapable 

of supporting population. Depredations may be more correctly 

a matter of how many ducklings are ready to be picked off rather 
than one of few crows or many crows. 

This discussion is not to be construed as an attempt to whitewash the 

crow or any predator. It seeks to call attention to the usually over- 

looked fact that the basic principle underlying predation is availability 
of prey. Until we can consider the divers phases of our wildlife equa- 

tions apart from bias of any sort, we cannot hope to progress in 

evaluating things as they are. 

At one extreme we have nests unavailable to enemies by virtue of the 
excellence of the environment. At the other we have nests exposed as 
by mowing, and their consequently high availability to creatures that eat. 
Between these we have all gradations in quality of environment. From 

egg to adult, the predation suffered varies according to the protection 

afforded by the environment. More and more the accumulating evi- 
dence supports the thesis that the one effective mthod of game manage- 

ment predator control is to make game difficult for predators to get. 

Wuat Can Be Done? 

Correction of many of the adverse effects upon waterfowl en- 

vironment brought about through drainage, cultivation, and settle- 

ment, may be impracticable, but the worst consequences of certain 

agricultural practices may be averted. Burning, pasturing, and 
mowing could conceivably be better handled in the interests of 

wildlife without undue expense or trouble. 

Burning is very often done for no really good reason and in a blind 
and arbitrary manner. Marshy and fallow vegetation doesn’t al- 
ways have to be burned simply because it is dry and will burn; 

habitats of this kind, besides providing nesting cover for waterfowl, 
furnish wintering cover for prairie chickens and much interesting
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and valuable wildlife. Where burning is desirable it doesn’t or- 
dinarily need to be done at seasons when the birds are on their 
nests. 

A great many of the best marshes in northwest Iowa are nearly use- 
less as breeding environment on account of the surrounding nesting 
grounds (for specific duck nesting requirements see Errington and 
Bennett, 1933b) having been closely grazed to the waters’ edge. Mod- 
erate pasturing by cattle or horses is not necessarily ruinous to nesting 
grounds, but over-pasturing, and especially by hogs or sheep early 
in the season, is quite a different thing; if livestock would not be 
admitted before July, to be removed before the cover vegetation 
was cropped short, that is, while sizeable tufts of grass remained 
in quantities here and there, a grazing schedule might be entirely 
compatible with waterfowl management. 

Granted that an absolutely ungrazed marsh border may be ideal, 
where we are dealing with expensive lands we may have to be satis- 
fied with less. It may be possible, nevertheless, to fence shore strips 
to a width of a hundred yards or so, leaving corners or lanes per- 
mitting stock access to parts of marshes for drinking or for relief 
from flies. Sportsmen or conservationists who wish to spend money 
upon something that counts could very well bear the expense of 
fencing around suitable farmer-owned marshes or reimburse the 
owners for the use of the land to be withheld from pasturage. State 
conservation departments might find it within their province to f 
engage in activities of this sort. 

Another highly commendable activity of state bodies would be 
the part-season leasing of wild haylands important as nesting 
habitat. Iowa haylands could be safely mowed after the first week 
or two of July, with scant perceptible detriment either to the 
current nesting or to that of the year to come. 

We are not inclined to view with complete optimism the use of 
such devices as flushing bars in connection with mowing; undoubt- 
edly the percentage of incubating birds killed or maimed by the 
sickle is materially lowered, but experience with pheasants has 
shown that nests do not have to be mowed into to be lost. Aside 
from desertion of clutches during laying or in earlier stages of 
incubation, the nesting sites are made conspicuous by the isolated 
clumps of uncut vegetation, and crows, dogs, or other curious or 

astute creatures have a way of investigating. Hence, the advisable 
policy is to keep the mowing machines off the wild haylands al-
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together until the bulk of the nesting is over. Flushing devices 
may serve primarily to save adult birds in alfalfa and fields mowed 
early or repeatedly. 

Wuat To REMEMBER 

In addition to adequate facilities for resting and feeding, balanced 
waterfowl environment should have proper combinations of nesting and 
rearing grounds. The latter two must be considered together, and, to 

be functional, must have one characteristic in common. There must be 

cover for both land and water—reed, rush, sedge, smartweed or like 

growths over the water and dense grassy or weedy vegetation on land 

adjacent. 
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DUCK CONDITIONS IN CANADA - 1934. 

(up to August 31st.) 

by Hoyes Lloyd 

Supervisor of Wild Life Protection 
National Parks of Canada 

Department of the Interior. 

The waterfowl situation, particularly the duck situation 

continues serious especially in some parts of Canada. 

In the Prairie Provinces duck breeding conditions were 

worse this year than they were in either 1932 or 1933. Up to the 

first of June 1934 there was less precipitation in this area than 

during the same period in any year since 1928. During June 1934 

there was abundant rainfall in the prairie area and this may be 

the first hopeful sign towards the probable change for the better 

which was mentioned last January, but of course one month could 

not remedy a situation thai several years have caused. 

Over five hundred (500) reports on conditions this year 

in this the prairie duck nesting range have been submitted by the 

=oyal Canadian Mounted Police, Royal Canadian Air Force, Provincial 

came Officers and others. These reports show conditions to be as 

Zollows: 

Good Fair Bad Total 

Manitoba eo 31 18 74 

Saskatchewan 80 69 62 211 

Alberta 105 72 50 230 

Total 210 172 133 §15 

In British Columbia and in that part of Canada north of the 

prairie duck nesting range, and also in Canada east of the Manitoba- 

Ontario boundary, breeding conditions were favourable so for as our 

reports indicate. 

The chart shows, (1) Precipitation in the prairie duck breed- 

ing range for the years 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933 and up to the end of 

July 1934 as taken from the reports of the Dominion Meteorological



eau as 

Service, Department of Marine; (2) The waterfowl conditions 

actually noticed by our waterfowl observers. The agreement of 

these two absolutely different and indppendent sets of records 

is remarkable. (3) The dotted line on the chart I have made so 

bold as to call the extinction curve for prairie species of ducks. 

All of these summaries of conditions should be read in 

conjunction with the duck range maps issued some years ago, 

because these maps show how each species is affected by prairie 

drought. If this is done it will be obvious that the Ruddy Duck, 

Buffle-head, Canvas-back, Redhead, Ring-neck, Teal, Shoveller and 

Gadwall must be at low ebb, while the Mallard, Pintail, Bluebill 

and Black Duck are believed to have held up fairly well. The 

onslaught upon the more abundant species will jeopardize them 

because in some areas where both prairie and non-prairie bred 

ducks winter, or occur in migration, the attack on the non-prairie 

ducks will be intensified. 

Failure of the duck crop in the drought section of the 

Canadian Prairie Provinces is e matter of greater concern to the 

United States than to Canada, as such failure affects only a limited 

area in Canada, while in the United States its influence is felt from 

the Atlantic to the Pacific, excepting only the northwestern coast 

and the New England States. See the range maps again. 

Any attempt to close the duck hunting season in Canada 

would be met with strenuous objections from British Columbia, 

Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces because as the facts 

of duck migration and distribution show prairie drought affects 

these areas but slightly, although its influence is felt across 

Ontario and the extreme south western part of Quebec wherever 

prairie-bred ducks occur in their migration to the Atlantic Coast. 

To sum up, it is doubtful if the hunters can continue 

drawing upon the diminishing duck supply at anything like the present 

rate as this spells the extermination of some kinds and grave 

depletion of others.
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Waterfowl folder 

i Cross Reference 

See "Migratory Bird Protection in North America" by John C. 

Phillips. Special Publication of the American Committee for 

International Wild Life Protection, Vol. 1, No. 4. 1934.
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Who does not stir . Who wants to say 
At the thrilling sight ‘ 4 As they go by 
Of a wild-fowl wedge Who does not think Who does not wish “A beautiful sight— 
Winging steady flight With a mind ieee That the Guiding Hand But the last!””—Not I. 

Of the northern lake Will put them safe Will K. Higgie. 
; Where they nest their In their sunny land 

7 young 

Where Do They Come From— 
Where Do They Go? 

By FREDERICK C. LINCOLN 

VERYONE is intrigued by the flight of water- scribed areas. The number of ducks killed locally are 
fowl. Even the casual observer, who has neither designated in the circumscribed area or are shown close 
the sportsman’s interest nor the bird lover’s en- by at the end of a short guide line. From the circum- 

thusiasm, wonders where they come from—where they _ scribed areas, lines have been drawn to the several states 
go. Are they bent for the “Land of Little Sticks,” Hud- and provinces where the banded birds have been retaken. 
son Bay or Alaska, where they raise their families? Or Numbers placed near the end of these lines represent the 
is their trek toward the southern wintering grounds in total return records for that state or province for all 
the marshlands of the Gulf of Mexico? species. In a word, these maps show the data available 

These questions are being answered by investigators for study and interpretation. . They also provide a gen- 
who capture ducks and trace their travel courses by eral picture of dispersal from the different concentration 
affixing dated metal bands to their legs. Knowledge of areas, although they do not illustrate the exact routes 
the dispersal of waterfowl from breeding and wintering that may have been followed, some of which are highly 
grounds and from points of concentration on the migra- complicated. 
tional flyways is vital to the official charged with their Experience has shown that on the average about half 
conservation. Under the provisions of the Migratory the total returns from any lot of banded ducks will be 
Bird Treaty, this conservation responsibility lies with the received during the first shooting season succeeding band- 
Biological Survey in the United States and the National ing.* The number of these first-season returns, however, 
Parks Branch in Canada, which accounts for their close will be influenced by several factors. For example, they 
attention to the banding of ducks and geese. be be gee for a lot of birds banded just before or 

uring the early part of the shooting season than for a 
: i 98,948 Banded similar number banded in the same area immediately 

On July 1, 1932 (the date on which these analyses after its close. Also, the data obtained in these two 
were made), a total of 98,948 migratory waterfowl had cases may have different applications to the delineation 
been marked with Biological Survey bands from which of migration routes. For example, the southward flight 
an important series of recovery records have been ac- of ducks banded in North Dakota before the opening of 
cumulated. Banding has been done on a scale large the shooting season is clearly defined by the bands re- 
enough to yield definite results in twenty-seven states turned from birds taken at all points during the same 
and provinces, in several of which productive bird band- season they were banded. Had these birds been banded 
ing stations are in operation. during the northward flight in spring, those shot in the 

This banding practice is a thoroughly modern method succeeding open season would have been to their breeding 
of investigating a great natural resource, and is the grounds, which might have been in the general vicinity 
“Court of Last Appeal” where indisputable evidence may of the banding station or in some unknown area farther 
be applied to the restoration of wild waterfowl. north. 

For this reason spring banding will not show the 
Study Maps course of flight unless information is available covering 

The accompanying maps graphically illustrate the dis- all seasons of the year. 
persal of ducks banded in the various political divisions, —~—~——— : . ‘i 
the banding point or points being shown by circum-  o¢ Banding Renee cre fe aT eee oe aricciene ate aesorae
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aa, i Ss 5 coast to preferred winter quarters in Virginia and North 
7 we i a, i, 2 4 Carolina. Nevertheless, the banding data resulting from 
PrSZ Macher f | 7g A the operations of the stations in these states and on Long 

7 NY —. Island, furnish strong evidence that there is not an ex- 
& teas e SRD tensive migration among the native black ducks of New 
‘ / i : England and the Maritime Provinces. 

meee a Ge pe si Flyways Traced : 
ae z & i \ (Fak In contrast to the black ducks of the northeastern 

por ees t Guriee zi coastal area, banding data for this species from stations 
if pe eunes ue ia ENS we or in Ontario (Fig. i and Michigan hye indicated well- 

ey potese se br i defined flight lanes. Two distinct flyways are traced, 
oe ray SINS which may be best illustrated by considering the data 

Co oe Wa IN from birds banded in southern Ontario. The course of 
i pee | eee ae pf NIE NS all these migrating birds on leaving the banding station 

rf i Pan ee ee i ‘neta (Lake Scugog) is apparently southwestward along the 
one poe paregy se i shores of Lake St. Clair and the north and west shores 

eran ets : , | of Lake Erie. Upon reaching the southwestern ex- 
Ace mes aaa tremity of Lake Erie the route divides, many birds con- 
ene \\ tinuing the southwesterly course cross-country to the 

We ees ela Ohio River, which, flowing in the same general direction, 
nea ® \ serves as a oe the ee 8 a other 
) oetreak Z a route, taken by a larger number of birds, follows east- 
ST a Loe Ts ei ward along the shores of Lake Erie and probably to some 

Soe oot . “2 | extent the shores of Lake Ontario. A cross-country 
LT pf s| flight is then made to the Atlantic coast, which is reached 

SS ,*| in the general vicinity of Delaware and Chesapeake Bays. 
: I \s ay The birds continue to drift southward in considerable 

< a “| numbers as far as Florida. It is worthy of note that 
= 2 EN very few Ontario-banded black ducks have been recov- 

See ; : ered on the Atlantic coast north of New Jersey. FIGURE |.—Distribution of Returns from Ducks Banded in Ontario," Oa ations farther south on ey Rael ge ee 

‘ in South Carolina and Georgia, have been responsible 
Instinct Prevails for data indicative of a hitherto unsugpected route from 

On the other hand, almost all evidence points to the the coast to the Mississippi Valley. The birds have been 
homing instinct in bringing birds back again and again, chiefly scaups and ringnecks, with fair representations 
not only to their exact nesting site of previous seasons, of mallards, pintails, widgeons, and blue-winged teal. 
but also to the same wintering grounds, and to resting The evidence clearly points to an important cross-country 
grounds while en route between summer and winter 7 — zi 
quarters. An interesting case in point is a banded female | plsra-io ps Ce ae \ wy 
mallard (No. 555414) which for seven years has re- boy fA aR . 
turned to her nest site, a box on the roof of a barn at > o hee : %, pte : 
a game refuge in Nebraska. Ral Se wed ws 

Most waterfowl banding has been done just before or ENGNG AS Naeeae i 5 ae 
during the open shooting season, resulting in nearly every GN? : pe 
case in a heavy local return ratio. The few records from Op a Coe heres g RA 
other states and provinces indicate only very short mi- lie i Ane see “Ss. 
gratory movements as indicated by mallards banded in §% \4ira\ i i a 
southern British Columbia which seem to be local birds 34 ANG hin sO) 
that are almost sedentary. Of 254 recoveries of mallards ’ 4 Nees is A 
banded in this region, 224 were in the general vicinity % 2 SAY : i . iA 
of the banding station while forty more were reported Means’ \ i ‘GH ; ‘ Ue 
from across the international line in Washington. A few : ‘ions 2 \\ wets ef Be ‘ i 
did travel south to Oregon, but none reached California. fens ] ee re er v7 
One was recovered in Alaska and another in Missouri. mee TREN Na tf eye) = j 3 

A similar situation concerns the black ducks of the i os ~—S \\ ee A) Se 
Atlantic seaboard, particularly those in the northeastern (pens NW De aie e es 
part of the range. Banding stations in Maine, Massa- Gee re Gass SES 2 Pe ay 
chusetts, and New Jersey have marked about 3,000 black =queae Ges —S— eee 
ducks, from which normal recovery ratios have been 2 Nie, Ske 
obtained. In the case of the birds banded in Maine, one reat “E ss 
was taken as far south as North Carolina, while another ey oes NaN Zs i 
traveled north to the coast of Labrador. Massachusetts- Cry: eee \| 
banded black ducks show practically the same distribu- ERS Copan ov 
tion; that is, a short migration of a few birds south as pene PE yy 
far as North Carolina and north to Quebec and Labra- te? FL Ae curs Sy 
dor. Returns of black ducks bamded in New Jersey in- NS fi HA uctan 
dicate a somewhat larger number of migrants, particu- ranean bine Ne 
larly as shown by the flights to the north, which suggests ee RL a heats (4 iW 
that the ducks banded in this region included focally AK YN 
bred birds, with a small number of travelers from areas | Oe 
in Maine, Ontario, and Quebec. It seems probable that 2 
after being banded these birds continued on down the FIGURE 2.—Distribution of Returns from Ducks Banded in Kansas.
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route across northern Alabama, Tennessee, and Ken- YO oye © Trae, 

tucky to the Mississippi River, thence north to breeding ee NS VRC se) 
grounds in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ontario, £e oe . Sa * 

and the Prairie Provinces of Canada. No duck banded o ; a % \ 

in Georgia has been subsequently recovered on the At- eco | a t= ib “st 

lantic coast north of that state, and only a few banded Va ‘ i 2 ma a 

in South Carolina have been so taken. 7X Chay ae ins 4 

In the Great Plains part of the country important tA oo | S r| 
banding of ducks has been conducted in Alberta, Sas- 02) y Aa 
katchewan, Manitoba, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Minne- ¥ ie i i 

sota, Wisconsin, North Dakota, Kansas, Nebraska, and p of Ha Alseea th i 

Texas. The data resulting do much to clarify what are . HGin2g | / 
probably the two most important arterial flyways on the i i i \ 

continent—that along the Mississippi River and that Aste ae ‘ i 

through the Great Plains. Space does not permit de- Vaal | a ‘ \ 
tailed statements of these routes, which in some cases i) a \ 

are rather complicated, but I should like to refer more a NA Mont-ty iN Dake-3 SN 
specifically to the distribution of returns from ducks ee ih (een Se 

banded at the Cheyenne Bottoms (Ellinwood), Kansas Se A pio Spek | 2 mary al 

(Fig. 2). Nearly 7,000 ducks and geese of five species ee ll aoe ae Aye LK 

have been banded at this station with 590 return records cern SS ewe 
available for study. As will be seen from the map, > He N Uh = an eo 

ducks banded in this area have been recovered through- ce \ \ par aes oe 

out nearly the entire continent, on the Atlantic, Pacific, ie, SSS aa 
Arctic, and Caribbean coasts of North and Central AE |\\niver\ Note BNA ee 

America. ee IA eel allaan| 
Two active banding stations in Louisiana each year ay male aaa Ce a 

add to our accumulating knowledge of the movements ay Son Tex-52 eae 

of North American wildfowl. It is significant that of ei SG 
more than 15,000 ducks banded in Louisiana, only three IY oh | 
have been subsequently recovered in Mexico. Two were Se At pues 7 

pintails and the third was a green-winged teal. aia ie A 

It appears from the material at hand that the majority Oar : 4 
of the ducks wintering in Louisiana come from the bates, SNF Pa te 
Prairie Provinces, although it is noteworthy that many i NS Me YS A oo 

eZ i) = —— FIGURE 3.—Distribution of Returns from Ducks Banded in Utah. 

FN, mar v Lf : \ Be P ee come from the subarctic regions of Mackenzie, Yukon 

? | os Territory, and Alaska. Two Alaskan records and one 

‘ { aig L ANG : from Yukon are of pintails, while three Mackenzie 

Dye . okt : q)\-/ | records are of two lesser scaups and one ringneck. 

oe | ch Ti Western Ducks Trek Three Ways 

‘ep = : > 79 ee Data from the banding station at the Bear River Mi- 

f] 8c4 Beetle! gratory Bird Refuge, at the north end of Great Salt 

KX i Lake, Utah (Fig. 3), give a remarkable insight into the 
yy Ale gp fe 13: rea flight routes of our western ducks. This is best illus- 

6) f s - trated in the case of the redhead. These birds, which 

Wy p. at! breed commonly in the Bear River marshes, start their 

N} : Ly, + As te } r southward migration in almost every direction except 

LY / Cae south. Some proceed west across northern Nevada to 
| ol Be HES the lower part of the Sacramento Valley in California 

f Vi bs Pale es and then turn south through the San Joaquin Valley to 

| Uy sp ha} J winter quarters around Salton Sea, while a few continue 

WH Urs Ree Secay 27S fA on along the east coast of the Gulf of California at least 

CE Beet rl as far as the Territory of Nayarit. A smaller branch 

Zs eae EX ( from this route swings north of west across southern 

(Gate ee A “ \| Idaho, curves through southern Oregon by way of 
a Klamath and Tule Lakes, and enters California at the 

NS TAky-a--<" extreme north end of the Sacramento Valley. 

\& PSnksx| : \ A second route lies almost due east across southern 

NY so Sh ees Wyoming. An offshot from this turns south in north- 

\ f Y Ant western Colorado, crosses the Grand Valley, passes 

Y Lies through the San Luis Valley, and continues south 

Se a through New Mexico and as (Continued on page 9) 

p \ Xe" ‘A more extended account of the flights made by the ducks banded in 27 
a G States and Canadian Provinces will be found in Bird Banding, Vol. 3, pp. 

ee Sy 7? 140-142, October 1982 (Alberta); Vol, 4, pp. 19-52, January 1953. (British 
‘olumbia, California, Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois, Towa, Kansas); pp. 

| ET fa 88.99, April 1933 (Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, 
é Missouri); pp. 132-146, July 1933 (Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New 

York, North Dakota, Ontario, Oregon); pp. 177-189, October 1933. (Penn- 
bs sylvania, Saskatchewan, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, Wisconsin). Re- 

printed in full in The Maryland Conservationist, Vol. 10, pp. 1-5, 12-25, 

FIGURE ae DiLultion tat Raturne: from Ducks: Banded: tw Calicomntars « utaet waeg 050 me 42) 28) Nall Yaee 2922 NO
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and means of overcoming circumstances of like nature sentiment toward favoring local projects. The League 

in the future. as an organization can and has assisted in putting 

The fact is appreciated that one inch of run-off water through favorable legislation along sane water conserva- 

from melting snow over frozen ground is equal to three tion lines, and its membership is still fighting water pol- 

inches of rainfall in late spring or early summer when it lution. 
comes to filling lakes and sloughs; yet a three inch rain- Izaak Walton League Chapters can aid in locating and 

fall at the proper location on a watershed would in a determining favorable sites for water impounding proj- 

comparatively short time fill any of our lakes. Since the ects, and in lending its moral support, which is no small 

snowfall during the past winter has been so sparse, it is item. 
hoped that the spring and summer precipitation will be The American Legion, Boy Scouts of America, and 

sufficiently heavy to provide run-off water to restore, at Civic organizations are assisting in this vitally important 

least, a few of the lakes and sloughs to their former work and it is through these combined efforts that the 

productiveness. American public is really becoming “Conservation- 

It must be confessed that until such a time as the minded,” and this applies to conservation in all its 
State is favored with rainfall, all the efforts and expend- _ branches. 
iture of funds are as nothing, yet we should not forget a 

that “preparedness is a battle won,” and this water con- is 

servation problem has certainly been a battle. When it Where Do They Come From-Where Do They Go? 

is over, which it will be some day, the best prepared com- (Continued from page 5) 

munities are going to win! They will get the “cream” far as the State of Michoacan in Mexico. The main 

of the moisture when it is most needed as well as at a_ part of this eastern route turns south through eastern 
time when it will do the most good. In the meantime, Colorado and, spreading out fan-wise, continues in a 

South Dakota is not going to show the white flag in her southeasterly direction across Oklahoma and Texas to 

defensive struggle against the lowering of her water the Gulf coast. 
levels until she knows that she is defeated, and that point A third important route leaves the Bear River 

has not yet been reached. Marshes in a northeasterly direction. Upon reaching 

The sportsmen of this State, or of any other State, northwestern Wyoming, in the general vicinity of Cody, 
that have been affected by the drying out of their lakes, this flight splits into three components, part of the birds 

marshes and sloughs cannot afford to wait until a wet swinging east and south over a great semicircle to join 

season to carry on a water conservation program. They their companions of the second route in the Laramie 
must get into the harness and push forward to more ade- plains in the southeastern part of that State. A smaller 

quately prepare to receive the precipitation each winter flight continues directly northeast across southeastern 

and spring. The trouble with many of us is that we are Montana to North Dakota, while a larger number travel 

a little like the owner of the house that leaks; he figures almost due north from northwestern Wyoming to the 

that when it didn’t rain there wasn’t any need of repair- Missouri River in north central Montana, where they 

ing the leak, and when it did rain, he couldn’t do it. Even turn abruptly east and join the second branch flight in 

though the South Dakota Game and Fish Commission western North Dakota. The route continues eastward 

has had to abandon its efforts in the water conservation and it is noteworthy that over an extensive region these 

program temporarily, it hopes to again proceed still birds are now traveling at right angles to the course of 

further along the line of conserving the run-off and some of the redheads from the Canadian breeding 

otherwise waste waters. grounds. This crossing causes some of the Bear River 

We are jealous of Old Man River and his appetite birds to make a right-angle turn southward across the 

and mean to put him on a reducing diet, even though it Great Plains, but many continue east and southeast, fol- 

be in a small way. Judging from past experiences, the lowing the line of the Great Lakes, finally making a 

South would like very much to see his waistline reduced cross-country flight to the Atlantic coast. This is one 
to conform to what it was in by-gone days before the of the most remarkable of all waterfowl migrations. 
white man destroyed the protective forests on his water- Several active stations operate in California (Fig. 4) 
shed. where more than 7,000 ducks have been banded. These 

State and local chapters of the Izaak Walton League have contributed nearly 800 records of recovery at 
can assist their Game and Fish Departments in water other points and more than 700 of recapture in succeed- 
conservation programs. In fact, the South Dakota Chap- ing seasons, at the banding stations. The intensive 

ters are doing just that. shooting that takes place in California is well shown by 

The League and its chapter members can mold public the number of locally killed banded ducks. Of the 542 
local recoveries, 463 are for pin- 

; j tails. The records farthest east— 
: one from Arkansas, two from Lou- 

\ isiana, and two from Manitoba— 
4 : : also are of this species. The nu- 

¥ merical status of the recoveries in 
‘ 7 the different states and provinces 

WA ; : clearly indicates that the pintails 
‘ a age | and baldpates that migrate to Cali- 

a — eapet fornia come from two major breed- 
‘ et ; AP Sik La ing areas, Alaska and the Prov- 
: Y fe 4 a 2 inces of (Continued on page 14) 

‘ i ys mer pene ie > Sie) K f J i Alberta and Saskatchewan, — ; 

Es 5 oe oe ag GA tee This summary is necessarily brief, but 

; DL. ay Ha tae ee ey Pip “3 serves to illustrate the “accuracy that | is 

ya) en ea ae iS SION S." Ms oe possible in the delineation of migration 

vee EMRE i 8 Loe Sos AP a he routes by the application of banding data. 

: Seb Bore. Recs ie eh bait ey. | The Biological Survey hopes eventually to 

3 ye i v eee ee ee ? " eee . issue a more SOE ee 

ona fae tk oe ener, F AC : : , : : wie 
G3 Sag PO ier ae gy, ; : | ee this subject can be discussed in de:
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Waterfowl Management Plan Needed (Continued) 

DOUBT if we can expect much as- By WALLACE GRANGE Lease on the basis of ducks produced, 
sistance toward a Cooperative paying a bonus for ducks actually 
Waterfowl Investigation. A re- This Departinent has certain ideas ‘c#ted im excess of a certain minimum, 

search set-up for such an undertaking Gf what such a plan should incor- thus acquiring a certain amount of 
will need be privately financed, just porate. We present them in abbre- Management with the acquisition. 
as the Quail Investigation was. It Jijred form with the hope that some This policy, applied to some of the 
could profitably be tied in, however, 6 our readers may be able to do some- Canadian Provinces, might go far 
with the Biological Survey, to gain sp;7¢ about them toward solving the problem of further 
its experience, data and men. 6 : agricultural encroachment. Ducks 

One of the most effective steps THE PLAN should be made to pay more than 
which could be undertaken for the wheat. 
solution of our waterfowl problems I. Emergency Measures : 
would be the endowment of such pri- __1. Close the duck season this yeat 77 Agditions to Present 
vate waterfowl research as was de- éf such facts as are available indicate the Programs 

scribed in this department last month. /ack of @ surplus. Admittedly a tem- eee 
- As we consider the-enormous invest=-— Pofary measure, this restriction would 1. Institute-a-much more effective 

ments in ducking properties, in club nevertheless conserve seed stock with Management system on x Nera 
houses, in guns, equipment, dogs and which to expand more rapidly our federal refuges and continue the refuge 
services pertaining to wildfowling; as waterfowl resource for continued acquisition program. Artificial re- 
we weigh the fact that one of the shooting enjoyment. stocking, predator control, engineer- 
hardiest of American outdoor sports 2. Develop a combination farm re- 18 Operations to improve the physical 
is in danger, we can but believe that lief, drought relief, unemployment CYitonment, and such ee a 
there must be enough public-spirited relief, duck relief program of indivi- baiting for the purpose of bringing in 
men in this country to underwrite dual contracts with farmers who are ducks from heavily shot areas should 
such an undertaking. As business willing to donate or lease lands for re- all be undertaken. There eee ae 

men, many of our prominent duck flooding. The essential elements of why ducks will BOE bait "as readily 
hunters believe no expenditure is too this plan are: (a) Ten year lease by 2” Dees areas as upon the Illinois 
great to get the facts on their own the government, at 10c. per acre of River! 
commercial product; no effort is too newly flooded area, and with restric- 2. Increase the supply of local 
great to boost their sales; nothing tion of all hunting upon the flooded breeding pond ducks throughout the 
must be left undone to make their areaforten years. (b) Construction of country by artificial propagation. 
businesses succeed. As business men, dams by federal money, where needed. Many of our un-occupied duck waters 
they know that both work and cash This is something on the order of the can be successfully re-stocked with 
are required to put any successful Dakota plan, yet would be extended mallards, teal, pintails and shovellers 
project across. on a large scale to include such drain- produced either wholly by hand or 

Yet, whatever our practices and ex- ge districts, marshes or other areas under semi-natural conditions. 
penditures as business men, we Ameri- 48 may be voluntarily offered by the 3. Undertake reasonable predator 
cans are still children reaching out for Owners. Here is a means of creating control in important duck-breeding 

gratuitous candy when we go to our ew wealth, by increasing wild water- areas as rapidly as facts indicate the 
duck marshes. Is it not time that we fowl, while at the same time putting desirability of so doing. Snapping tur- 
changed all this? Is the customary thousands of men to work, making  tles and crows would be a good start- 
reverberation of the larynx our only substantial payments to farmers and ing point, with other species to be 
contribution to the future of American Conserving water. The system would designated for control only when the 
waterfowl? Is our go-getter spirit later be expanded, after detailed sur- evidence very definitely indicates a 
something that we have only when it eys, to become a permanent policy. clear-cut case for reduction. Even 
comes to the acquisition of money? 3. Acquire, privately or otherwise, then, all control work must be done 
Are we as duck hunters going to such areas in the United States and with careful regard to other values 
“take it’’ right on the chin without Canada as are in danger of going under and other effects. _ : 
the merest struggle? It would seem the plow or into other use, tending to 4. Clean house in certain Southern 
to be full time for us to get down to reduce waterfowl. Large units of States where duck hunters are no- 
earth, to make plans and to act. ownership would not be necessary. (Please turn to page 157) 
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oddity or ornament because of its long | 
and curled plumage. Of your list, all 
normally breed at two years old in a 
wild state, but may not breed until 
older in captivity. 

Of the varieties you mention, all are 
reasonably hardy, except the Maned, | 
and: sttould be able to’stand your win- 

ters with the shelter of a sheds. 

PRACTICAL GAME \ 
MANAGEMENT 

(Continued from page 144) ‘ 

toriously forgetful of federal limits 
and legislation. 1 

5. Increase the duck stamp tax 25c. 
per year until it reaches $5.00. 

III. Investigative Program 

1. Form a private foundation to 
underwrite fundamental waterfowl 
research to be integrated with the 
work of the Biological Survey, and 
which would permit field work in 
Canada. 

2. Put 25 trained investigators in 
the field, 15 in Canada, 3 in Alaska, 
and the balance in the United States, 
to obtain the necessary data on nest, 
juvenile and adult mortality from 
climatic factors, disease, predators and 
other causes, and to test out new 
management measures. Make these 
men responsible to a central head, who 
would direct their work into practical 
channels. 

3. With the aid of the above, de- 
velop a duck census system. Largely 
through banding operations, deter- 
mine the lines of flight from particular 
regions and secure accurate informa- 
tion on the percentage of kill by guns 
and otherwise.



Sex Ratio 
Longevity 
louisiana 
Waterfowl 

Extract from Bird-Banfing, Vol, V, No. 4, October 1934, p. 195. 

BANDING PAPERS 

Tonisisna,"—- ", A, MeIlhenny, ‘the Auk, LI, 328-337. ‘this interesting 
paper swmarizes results from banding 21,996 water-fowl of 19 species, 
2116 recoveries have been reported--9,6 per cent, An impressive map 
shows that bands “have been returned from a territory covering the 
breadth of the land from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, and from the 
Aretic to the Tropics." Homing experiments were made on a number of 

| ducks trapped in Louisiana, Of 276 liberated on the Pacific Coast 40 
were retaken in the Mississippi Valley and 9 along the Pacific Coast, Of 
164 Liberated on the Atlantic Qoast, 30 were “retaken from the Mississippi 
Valley and two from the Eastern Route, showing that the great majority 
of the birds sent out of their home rance return to the migration route : 
from which they were taken,” 

One of the most ummal returns was that of a Pintail (Dafile seuta tzit- 
gihog), bamied at Avery Island February 14, 1930, liberated on the Potomac 
River near Washington, 0, C,, and killed in California, November 2, 1932. 

( Three birds cae: o at soon 10 years old--a Govie lone Seaup 
+a e Ring-neck (liymes collaris), a siana Heron 

eae ee sier mftonliia). 
As to sex ratio, MeIlhenny has found a great preponderance of males, 

the ratio of males to females being as follows in five species: in 6159 
Lesser Seaup, 2=1/2;1; in 7067 Pintails, 1e/ 342 in 913 Ringeneeks, %=1/2:1; 
in 992 Bluewinged Teal (Grenmetula dascora), a)5:1; and in 461 Canvasbacks 
(Manila valisinerie), 4-1/2:1,
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Duck Restoration With» 

OW that the sum of By A thermometer is sus- 

$8,500,000 has J. W. EVERETT and R. L. DAVIDSON pended from the edge of 

been set aside for the hover so that the bulb 

the purpose of saving our waterfowl, even temperature and can be shut off clears the floor at about the height of a 

everyone is wondering just what will be during the day when no heat is re- day-old duckling. The brooding tempera- 

done and what the results will be. In quired. Peat moss is used throughout ture is 95° F. the first week, and is 

all probability a great deal of land will the house and also under the hover. It dropped 5° each week until they are 

be purchased for breeding grounds. This should be changed at least every two able to do without heat. : 

will be one big step in the right direc- weeks. The chicks are taken from the incu- 

tion. The ensuing problem will be to Two yards are necessary for each bator after they are thoroughly dried off, 

populate these areas with ducks and “to house, one 20’ x 10’ and the other and not more than 300 are put in each 

insure their return as breeders.” Since 50’ x 75’. The smaller run is enclosed brooder house. 

the instinct of waterfowl is to return to by a small mesh wire between two and Wet mash is immediately fed in 12” 

the place where they have been reared, it three feet in width, and the ducklings chick ie For the first week the 

seems logical that ducklings not over five are kept in this run until they reach two young ducklings are fed wet mash regu- 

weeks of age would be larly at 6 A. M., 10 

the best material for [ 5ycK RATIONS USED AT GAME CONSERVATION INstiTuTE | 4M. 1 P. M. and ¢ 
stocking. , \ , P. M., and dry mash and 

: 31 Starter 31 Developer fore th 

Economical and effi- Parts ‘Ingredients Parts Ingredients water are kept before the 
cient hatching and 25 Ibs. Gr. Yellow Corn 20 Ibs. Gr. Yellow Corn birds at all times. The 

brooding of so many 207 On Gee Winter Wheat pe rae water should be disin- 

birds will be a problem 10 ‘\ Wheat Bran 10 ‘\ Wheat Middlings fected before using. 
cs : 10 Alfalfa Leaf Meal 10 Wheat Bran : 

requiring careful consid- 10‘: Fish Meal 10 ‘Alfalfa Leaf Meal During the second 

eration. As a possible Deo eae oe Att ett and fifth weeks the 

—— 7 solution, we suggest the fo Ee ee 3 {1__Bone Meal se = ducklings are fed at 6 

following method, i a ee eae A. M,, 1 P. M. and 6 
which was successfully TicIbe, Toul joe ite toc P. M. in larger feed 

used at Game Conserva- Der cent Protein vane cite en nats 1a. | Pendent Proves caniuk nena 19.07 hoppers, and from the 
tion Institute. Bab nnennnsnmmnncnnns BB TE EE accannna 4.87 fifth to the eighth week 

Aforced drafttorsec [ox oe HE pe a aan | — they-are fed twice daily 
tional incubator may be Nutritive Ratio \..ssscseccssscssevsessessesseseend 1367 | Nutritive Ratio vo ssscessscseeneesccsssneeed 3S in wooden troughs 3! 

used. The forced draft ; : long, 4” deep and 6” 

machine is started at x i be Starter 5 22 Developer wide. One-quart water 
arts ingredients aris ngredients - 

99° F. and held as near 30 Ibs. Gr. Yellow Corn 20 Ibs. Gr. Yellow Corn jars are used for the first 
as possible to that 20" Gr. Winter Wheat 20. Gr, Oatmeal two weeks. Pebbles are 

temperature until the A eee eo See Bcd aes placed in the fountains 

hatch is completed. In 105 8 is est Meal 10, jp Altalta Usat Meal for two or three days to 
6 : 15 Fish Meal 15 Fish Meal a 

the sectional machine, a 2Y, “\ Bone Meal 2‘ Bone Meal prevent the ducklings 

starting temperature of | 1/2 1. Qyster Shell Flour 2 eee from getting too wet 
° 1 —_ — 

; be e io meee oe 99%, Ibs. Total 100 Ibs. Total coe Pee ae as 
tst week, 102° F. for Per cont Protein cescccssssecccsssesesssenee1O.77 | Pet COME PLOLEIM ..coreeeccernrseneernsivinreee 955 second week, live-galion 

the second and third BEB AB ssetessesetneenseneenssneesneeis, 34S BES Bat sessssssssssssessesseanensenenee 3108 water fountains are 

& Fiber vooessn 2s seas ad Biber ste jn ciate atk weIBd 
weeks and 102.5° F. “8 Carbohydrates ovcccenes4726 | * “Carbohydrates .ccmcnennennen31.90 used. 
from that time until the INWPTIIE RAO cocscscscceseseccncsrsstactieccsstl 200 LO | NMITEIMG RAHO. <creccccsnseccasotstsctstcnrsecied ekL This year two. dif- 

completion of the hatch. ferent feeds were used, 

Moisture and ventilation are regulated by weeks of age. The larger run is en- the ’31 and ’32 duck mashes, both of 
: : 8 y 5 8 ; 

calculating the weight loss every fifth day closed by 5’ 2” mesh wire attached to which were computed by Mr. L. G. Mac- 

and also by watching the development of 2’ 1” mesh wire, the lower part of Namara, former instructor at Game Con- 

the embryo. Approximately 13.5% is a which is buried to make the pen vermin- _ servation Institute. The ducks raised on 

satisfactory weight loss. proof. The birds are left in this run these rations were very large and were 

In the brooding of these ducks the until maturity. able to fly at ten weeks of age. In both 

square type of house is used. There are During the first two days the duck- cases the ducklings were fed the starter 

two windows in the front, covered with lings are kept near the brooder stove for five weeks, and developer for the re- 

window tex, and opening at the bottom by a small mesh wire enclosure that en- maining time. These rations are given in 

for ventilation. The lower part of the circles the hover within a distance of 18 detail in the table accompanying this 

two sides and back of the house are inches on all sides. After the first two article. 

opened for additional ventilation. days the wire is removed during the day An accurate account of all expendi- 

An oil heater having a 56” diameter and is replaced each night thereafter for tures was kept and the actual cost per 

hover is used. The advantages of this about two weeks, to keep the ducklings duck, to eight weeks of age, was com- 

type of heater are that it holds a very near the heat and prevent crowding. (Please turn to page 227) 
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N.A.G.B.A. DIRECTORS MEET | DUCK RESTORATION WITH FANCY PHEASANTS 

The first 1934 fall meeting of the di-} |NCUBATOR AND BROODER DesendansanreedingsGtock <x. 

rectors of the North American Game i 
; cant (Continued from page 208) pertly Reared by Recognized 

Breeders’ Association was held at the ‘ x Breeders of Real Experience. 

offices of the Game Conservation Society puted. There was very little difference 3 

Bc chet ad He mac all attaeden | ue the comiparalive.cost of the, cations; ©} leiayate — Syiines — Mes 
A tone of optimism pervaded the discus- the ’32 mash was slightly more expen- h Amherst = Golden = Silvers 2. 

sions as encouraging reports from the | S1V¢ than the “31, but it also raised a |} Mongolians — Old English Black- 

field were read by the secretary, C. S. slightly larger duck. : peo 
Bedell. One of the high lights discussed ‘The following is a table comparing CANADA GEESE 

was the improved outlook for a better the results of our experiment. We do not sell for price. Satis- 

market and higher prices—a survey of 31 RaTION ! faction and full value for your 

the field showing a decided shortage of | l/em Cost per bird See eee 

good Ringneck stock and indicating a Reedwnmase tenes eae es er oe Robinson Bros., Aldershot, Ont., Can. 

scarcity of Northern Bob-whites. Mem- Buel a ssesssesssseeeeeeeeeeeeetsesesien .009 

bers report prices holding firm and on Distinfectant «0.0.0.0... .008 RALPH E. WEIR 

the increase. Many are holding Ring- Litter... eeeese tect eessseesseteneeees 029 Otiers tom parfect specimens “Mongo- 

necks for $3.00 each—Northern pen- | Depreciation on equipment.......... 063 lians, Ringneck, Ring-Mongolian cross. 

Pred Bopeeiiice ae $5 00 pe ae j Eggs, Chicks, any age—day-old and started. 

pe ace PT obaP OSE Es fol tctssien tstrcecnsmrcte ee ae corresponcenee 

°32 RATION MEADVILLE PENNSYLVANIA 

C. L. SIBLEY Item Ce (6 ee ee 

REPORTS ON STANDARDS Feed vane ccccontucncih 27 | Landand Water 
Brother Sibley, the curly-haired, hard- Fuel .....sscceeceeeseeeeesesseesees 009 BIRDS a if 

working chairman of the N. A.G. B. A. Distinfectant «0... 008 POF 

committee on standards, reports that al- Litter .......scceceseeeeseeceeceens: 029 G. D. Tilley eee 

though he is as busy as the proverbial Depreciation on equipment.........._ .063 Naturalist Y 

“one arm paper hanger,” he still finds ae i : 

time to scratch up a little material on Total cost Dee eh Crepe a7 9 Daren, Conn 

rere se aE ate 97 per cent of the birds fed the "31 

standards front single-handed—and has mash and 96 per cent of those fed the W 

been ever since the committee was °32 mash were raised successfully. The ILD DUCKS 

formed. He is not going to raise the cost per bird can be cut considerably by By Captain W. Coape Oates 

white flag, but he would like to have  |iberating the ducks at four or five weeks A practical little manual which describes 

help and advice from all those interested —of age. the reacing ed socnae Renee aay 

in seeing the standards established. Send In our opinion, stocking the proposed ome Bice homes aoe and_ sitting, 

up that reserve knowledge and help him breeding grounds with ducklings raised es 

over the top. in this manner will go far towards re- Price $1.75 Postpaid 

a aA storing the hordes of waterfowl that GAME Breeder & Sportsman 

N.A.G.B.A. MEMBERSHIP once populated our lakes and marshes. 205 E. 42nd St., N. Y. City 

LIST GROWS 
A. M. Bartley, chairman of the Mem- SHOULD GAME BIRDS 3 Fine, Hardy Stock 

ben a epee BE STANDARDIZED | “"**Sfiants, Beb-wnite Gua,” 
ct ag ilk . 
See aes bast ing can (Continued from page 209) Aipyieees itraeaone tale ote caste 

summer. Ac total of 22 new members cally omitted. A Mutant that is perfect FRANK W. FULLER 

have been added to the Roster, swelling in color will not show the white barring BO NAGE A eT 

the roll to 105. Mr. Bartley says “In Of Markings on wing feathers. This is 

numbers there is strength,” and calls upon PC way : telling a cesses a, CHANGING LOCATION 

all active members to get busy and go Talsosliave a sttein’ of Vgtane Wa MUST REDUCE STOCK PHEASANTS, 

after those of their friends who should ! breed from birds iene, from an- UAH, ETC. 
lend their support to the N. A. G. B. A. other source. These birds have blue Special Price Sale Now On 

PP breast and neck, and the green back Send for list prices 

has a blue tint. When two birds—one PARAMOUNT GAME FARM 

NEW BOOKS of each type—are put side by side, there MARTINSVILLE INDIANA 

(Continued from page 221) is a great contrast. The tail of the second * . ————_ 

of illustrations and 4 colored plates, most type has golden and black color with ge \ eg WIRE FABRICS 

of the sketches being from the superb blue tint to fringes of tail feathers. | a fee AND FENCING 

designs of the author. The content There have appeared in my green ag \. cei : 

covers every imaginable subject in connec- Mutants two cocks—very dark birds— Bee Se ZA rene aa ser oh 

tion with the manufacture and use of — with almost white legs. Most breeders See ey | Bier aes ie 

decoys from pre-historic times to the pres- say Mutant legs should be dark. I have qe RAS WA steel posts for en- 

ent, both here and abroad; also practical an idea that the Mutant should have page (7 I0GUG eee Garis trod: 

decoy making and painting; the reason light-colored legs, else how can we ac- 4) PMRANE 6 oe’ & 

: : Yaa rea pend on 

for the various types developed and the count for white toes on most Mutants? F@ S74 ee Crown. 

manner in which they are used. I do not expect that all breeders of Daw yee i a CROWN 

No shore gunner’s library could be said | Mutants will agree fully with my ideas - -@geeegg 1RON WORKS 

to be complete without this book. The as to the characteristics that denote 2 V6 72 0GGGg| Sea B 

price is but $6.00. good Mutant, but hope that this article LL Ves pani iGraconsiic, Minn, 

Tue Epiror. will revive interest in the subject. J aN aE: 
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Aldo Leopold, 19314 

GALS POPULATION DENSITIES olrhoul 
Acres z 

Species Place Size of wait Per Head Remarizs 

Quail Calif. 22,000 acres ll MacLean,1930. Foothill range 

Wis. 600 acres 5 Univ Arboretum, vinter 1933-34 

Ho. 6 sqemi. 5 Leopold, unpubl. 
S. Iowa Inhabited farms an) Most frequent density, = 

Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 
Mo. 260 acres 1.3 Phil i. Smith fam, 1923 
" i if 3el it " " a 5 1929 

eae 

Pheasant Mich, 600 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 

t " tf 12 " winter 

Datzota 640 acres 2.6 Johnson, spring 
NW, Iova Inhabited range eu Most frequent density, 1931-32 

a ae eta enetiecnnhesnttn nent 

Grouse Britain(Red) 5,000 acres 4 Leopold & Ball, spring 
wT wt " uw 15 " " i ‘i fall 

Minn. (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 King, spring 
MN a cpg permet ements 

Hungarian England 6,500 acres uy Maxvell, spring 

Partridge HT. Iowa Inhabited range S12 Most frequent density,1931-32 
i a a ath nr 

Rabbit Pa. 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 

England 2 0,15 Spring density (Haddon) 

Idaho (Jack) 5,000 acres 1 Rabbit drive, winter 
u " 64uo tt 0.5 High of cycle 

Ariz. (Jack) 5,100 " 1.8 April, 1925, drive 
" tes0° 4:0 May, 1923, drive 

2,560 " 2.1 ‘ov., 1920, drive 
He Mex. 640 9 4.0 June, 1927, drive 

5 ee a aa i i a a ie cee ees ara acini a Rn 

Ducks Ohio 1,500 acres 0,1 Fall density,locals (Day) 

Minn. & lakes 1.0 Fall density,locals (Leopold) 

a i em er i ai epee pe riasas 

Deer Neve 750 acres 7-5 Enclosure 

Minn. 390 sq.mi. $e Itasea Parix, 1920 

Mich. 22 sqemi. 30 Grand Island, 1923 

Ind. “16 Morgan County, 1320 
Pa. 12.5 Present density of deer range 

5 25 Est.capacity of deer range 

France(Roe) ? 25 Common densitz:,roe deer 

Bohemia( Red) ? 100 Common ered * 

Calif. 1,142 sa.iai. 30 Stanislaus U.F., 1921-23 

Ne Ys 16 sq.mi. 91 Adirondacks, 1929 
(Towmsend & Smith) 

i i a cee ere 

Antelope i.Mex. 4, 650 sqemi. 1200 Ligon, 1926 

IR a aa ee ee 

ELE Yellowstone 3,400 sqmi. 100 Yearlons range, 1927 

Park



_DUCK STALP InCENDS 

B-66008-!. (1934) 
Vv “TALLARD DUCKS COIMING IN FOR A LANDING" by J. i]. (Ding) Darling was the 

first of the amual series of migratory waterfowl hunting stamps issued by the 
Feceral Goverment. It was released in 1934. 

"Duck Stamps", as these are popularly called, are about as larje as a 
special delivery step and must be purchesed bv all nigratory-waterfowl hunters 
over 16 years old. They are sold at post offices at $1 each. Proceeds are used 
to buy and maintain national wildlife refuces adainistered by the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, United States Department of the Interior, for ‘the protection 
of migratory waterfowl. a‘ 

B-5774=1. (1935) 

"D123 CANVASDACKS" in their first sweep through the air after taking 
off from a placid surface interspersed with water plants, the scene depicted 
in the 1935 inisratory waterfowl hunting stamp, second in the annual series 
issued by the Federal Government. It was desir-ned by Frank F. Denson, "dean of 
American etchers." 

"Duck Stanps", as these are popularly called, are about as lerge as a 
special delivery stamp and imst be purchased by all nigratory-vaterfo. 1 hunters 
over 16 years old. They are sold at post offices at .1 each. Proceeds are used 
to buy and maintain national vildlife refuges adainistered by the Fish and 
‘ildlife Service, United States Depart:sent of the Interior, for the protection 
of migratory vaterfovl. 

B=-5950~!, (1936) 
ve “THES CANADA GEUSE" on the wing were shorn on the 1936 migratory water- 

fowl hunting stamp, third in the annual series issued by the Federal Goverment. 
It was executed by .tichard E. Bishop. 

Note the band on the right leg of the center bird. By means of numbered 
bands, the Fish and \.ildlife Service can trace the migration routes of migratory 
birds. 

"Duck Stamps", as these are popularly called, are about as large as a 
special delivery ste:ap and must be purchased bv all micratory-waterfovwl hunters 
over 18 years old. They are sold at post offices at {1 eache Proceeds are used 
to buy and maintain national wildlife refuges adainistered by the Fish and \ildlife 
Service, United States Department of the Interior, for the protection of nigratory 
waterfovrl. 
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~~" Bs6609-1: (1937) 
a "FIVE SCAUPS", or bluebills, speeding over a vindswept reach of marsh 

water were shovn on the 1937 inigratory-waterfovl hunting stamp, fourth in the 
annual series issued by the Federal Govermment. It was drawm by Je D. Knap. 

"Duck Stasns", as these are vopularly called, are about as lerze as a 
special delivery sterp anc must be purchased by all nisratory-waterfovl hunters 
over 16 years olc. They are sold at nost offices at jl each. Proceeds are used 
to buy and maintain national wildlife refuges adninistered by the Fish and 
wildlife Service, United States Department of the Interior, for the protection 
of migratory waterfowl. 

UV Be?30Gei. (1938) 

"A PINTAIL DRAKE ANT: HEN" coning in for a lanuing were pictured on the 
1936 migratory vaterfo:l hunting staap, fifth in thé annual series issued by 
the Federal Goverment. It was desimmed by Roland Clark. 

"Duck Stanups", as these are nopularly called, are about as large as a 

special delivery stamp and rust be purchased by all misratory-waterfovl hunters 
over 15 years old. They are sold at post offices at ‘)1 each. Proceeds are used 
to buy and maintain national wildlife refuges administered by the Fish and 
“ildlife Service, United States Department of the Interior, for the protection 

of micratory waterfowl, 

v B-7699-1: (1939) 

"A DALD AND FLLALD G3REN-),INGED TEAL" standing at a marsh edge, with 
five teals descending for a landing in the background, provided the subject of 
the 1959 migratory-vaterfowl huntin; stamp, sixth in the annual series issued 
by the Federal Government. It was dravm by Lynn Bogue Hunt. 

"Duck Stamps", as these are popularly called, are about as large as 
@ special delivery stemp and must be purchased by all migratory-waterfowl 
hunters over 16 years old, They are sold at post offices at {1 eache Proceeds 
sre used to buy anc maintain national wildlife refuges administered by the Fish 
and \.ildlife Service, United States Department of the Interior, for the protec- 

tion of migratory waterfowl. 

v B-8021-!: (1940) 

"A PAIR OF BLACK DUCKS" flying dovm vind over a marsh area with wild rice 
shown in the background, was depicted ina draving by Francis L. Jaques for the 
1940 migratory-waterfovl hunting stamp, seventh in the annual series issued by 
the Federal Goverment, : 

"Duck Stamps", as these are popularly called, are about as large asa 
special delivery stamp and must be purchased by all migratory-waterfowl hunters 
over 16 years old. They are sold at post offices at il each. Proceeds are used 
to buy and maintain national wildlife refuges adninistered bv the Fish and Wildlif® 
Service, United States Department of the Interior, for the protection of 
migratory waterfowl.



¥ B=8304—i2 (1941) 
"A PADILY OF 2UDDY DUCKS" was dravm by EB. %» Kalmbach, of the Fish 

and ‘ildlife Service, for the 1941 micratory-waterfovl hunting stamp, which 
vill go on sale at post offices at 1 each on July 1. The stamp is the 
eighth in an annuel series iss ued by the Federal Goverment. 

"Duck Sta:nps", as these are popularly called, are about as large as a 
special delivery stamp and must be purchased by all micratory-vaterfowl hunters 
over 16 years old. Proceeds are used to buy and maintain navional wildlife 
refuges acninistered by the Fish and Wildlife Service, United States Departnent 
of the Interior, for the protection of migratory waterfowl. 

J Be8520-1; (1942) 
"BALDPATS" along a coastal marsh are the stibject of the 1942 mnigratory= 

waterfowl hunting stamp, ninth in the annual series issued by the Federal 
Government for sale at post offices. From a drypoint by A. Lessell Ripley, the 
new design shos a nair of the baldpate ducks, also called vidgeons, with a 
second male coiing in to join then. 

"Duck Stanps", as they are popularly called, are about as large as 
special delivery stamps and must be purchased by all migratory-waterfowl hunters 
over 16 years old. Proceeds are used to buy and maintain national wildlife 
refuges administered by the Fish and ‘‘ildlife Service, United States Department 
of the toterior, for the protection of micratory waterfowl. 
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UNITED STATES DEPART: ENT OF THE INTERTOR 
Fish and \.ildlife Service 

Chicago, Illinois July 29, 1943. 

FOR I! BDIATS USE 

PHILATULIC DATA Oli 
1943-44 DUCK STAI P 

YOFi: A photograph of the artist's desicn is available upon request to the ‘ 

Fish and ildlife Service, Public 2elations Division, Chicago 54, Illinois. 

In addition to being required equipment for all migratory waterfowl hunters 

over 16 years old, the "duck stemp", as it is familiarly knovm, is rapidly becom- 

ing a “nust" iten for thousands of philatelists all over the country. 

About trice the size of a special delivery stam, Federal migratory-bird 

hunting steps, first issued in 1934, cost ‘)1 and may be purchased singly or in 

complete sheets of 23 stamps. The 1943-44 issue was placed on sale at all first 

and seconc-cless post offices on July 1. 

The following philatelic data is supplied for the benefit of collectors: 

Color: Indian ted. Origin of meteriel: Photorraph of an etching by Walter E, Bohl, 

furnished by the Fish and \ildlife Service, United States Department of the : 

Interior. Designers: Central desigh by ialter E. Dohl; frane and letcering by 

Victor S. HeCloskey, Jr. Encravers: Vignette by Charles A. Brooks. Outline 

frame, lettering and numeral by John S. Ednondsone The plates of 112 subjects 

each are numbered 152826 and 152027. 

The artist, Walter EH. Bohl, according to a short biographical sketch sub- 

mitted to the Fish and “ildlife Service, was born in Colwibus, :.isconsin, in 

1907, and as a boy derived particular enjoynent from drawing pictures of birds 

and animals. hile coivalescing from a swirmminy; accident in 1930, he turned to 

@ravring game birds and hunting dogs as a pastime. An art departiuent buyer in 

one of Chica:o's large stores, vievriny his drevings, sug,ested to Bohl that he 

use the medium of etching on copper plate. 

In puttine this suggestion into operation, the artist advises that he built 

his first press from a discarded clothes wringer while studying the art of etching 

from library books. In 1933 he made his first etchings of game birds, dogs am 

horses. f year later he married and with his wife set out, with camp equipment, 

to stucy suitable subject matter in the South and i.est. 

Ir. Bohl's etchings first appeared in a national marazine in 1955 when 

Esquire published some of his work. Since then a nuuber of magazines have 

featured his vork, with Usquire frequently puvlishin; oth etchings and water 

colors. Several of Bohl's etchi-cs are now in a permanent collection in the 

National Gallery of Art at \:ashington, D.C. 

Duck stamp sales for 1941-42 amounted to (1,439,967. For the 9-month period 

from July 1, 1942 through larch 31, 1945, a total of 1,319,636 stamps of the 1942- 
43 issue have been sold. Winety vercent of the proceeds from the sale of the 
stamps are earmarked for the establishment and iuaintenance of Federal migratory 

bird refuges throughout the country. ‘the reaining 10 percent is used for printing 

and distributing the staaps, administrative purposes of the _igratory Bird cfunting 

~~ Stanp Act; and other Federal activities for mipratorv bird conservation.



B-8629-M (1944-45) 
fe "WHITE-FRONTED GEESH--part ofa flock coming in", designed by Walter A, Weber, 

is the eleventh of the armual series of migratory waterfowl hunting stamps issued 
by the Federal Government. 

"Duck Stamps", as these are popularly called, are about as large as a special 
delivery stamp and must be purchased by all migratory-waterfowl hunters over 16 
years old. They are sold at post offices at $1 each, Proceeds are used to buy and 
maintain national wildlife refuges administered by the Fish and Wildlife Service, 
United States Department of the Interior, for the protection of migratory waterfowl.
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B 8566-—M 1943 Federal Duck Stamp Design 
Wood Ducks ; ret, 1 
Drawn by Walter E. Bohl 3 - 6S 6 6 /V| ; 

This photograph is property of the 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Credit should be given for its use.
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This photograph is property of the 

FISH AND WILBLIFE 85VICH 

U. 8S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTHRIOR 

Credit should be given for its use.
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Baldpate or Widgeon | ae FS 20 - | 

Peken by. 

This photograph is property of the 

FISH AND WiLDLIFE SERVICE 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Credit should be given for its use.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE & \ ye 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY Que 4 

UPPER Mississipp! RIVER WILD LIFE AND FISH REFUGE Ne wn) 

FEDERAL BUILDING, WINONA, MINNESOTA (AR \ 

ADDRESS REPLY TO SUPERINTENDENT 
a 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER 

eat JAN 45 {935 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, In Charge of Game Research 

College of Agriculture, Univ. of Wisconsin 
New Soils Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: 

At last I have gotten around to forward to you the record 

of ducks killed on a Puget Sound club during period 1905 to and 
including the season of 1926 and 1927. I am quite familiar with 

this particular club, having visited it several times each season 

for a good many years, and I believe that it is typical of the 

West Coast clubs. It is situated near the head of Puget Sound 

between Olympia and Tacoma, near the mouth of Nisqualley River. 

I trust that this information will be of some interest,and poss- 
ibly value,to you. In event you are able to work anything tan- 

gible out of it I would be more than glad to have a copy of your 
conclusions. 

We have had another quite heavy fall of snow, and our 
feeding stations are working overtime. I am more than pleased 

with the result of our feeding efforts this season, especially in 

the area from La Crosse to Nelson, Wisconsin. I believe there are 

more upland birds in this area than any other similar section on 
the entire Refuge. It is surprising how many quail show up at 

this time of year. Likewise, a majority of the sportsmen are 
mere’ surprised to fine the number of ringnecks that are showing up 

| at this season. During the past hunting season many sportsmen 
complained of the scarcity of both ringnecks and quail. I real- 

ize, of course, that the birds are concentrated at this season in 

the more favorable localities; nevertheless, I am convinced that 

the average hunter fails to flush, to wing, many birds that are 
actually within flushing distance to them. It has been especi- 

ally interesting to me this winter to watch the maneuvers of ring- 

necks on the snow, and if they employ the same tactics during 

the hunting season it is not at all surprising that a compara- 

tively few birds are put into the air by sportsmen. I have al- 

ways maintained quite a respect for the ringnecks’ ability to 

hide and stay on the ground, but I have come to realize this winter, 

more than ever before, the cunning of these birds in avoiding an 

enemy.
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The boys at last have come to realize the value of the hog 
wire feeder we have been using for some time past. Until this 

season most of them were rather skeptical of these devices, but 

now all of them say it is the easiest constructed and more satis- 

factory than some of the more elaborate types that we have used 

in the past. I suppose their favor of this feeder is partly due, 

at least, to the fact that it is not necessary to build elaborate 

shelters over them. 

A concentration of sharp-tails in the bottoms is still dis- 

appointing. We get reports of scattered groups but nothing like 

the numbers that have frequented the bottoms in former years. 

I hope to come over to Madison sometime during the next 

month or six weeks and discuss with you some of the development 

work that I hope to undertake on the Delta Fish and Fur Farms 

property (when and if we acquire a0): I am sure you have some 

good ideas regarding the work that we can do there, and I want to 

take advantage of every constructive suggestion I can obtain. ny 

am sure we can make a big thing of it, and I do not want to over- 

look anything that can be undertaken there that will be of value. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

a 0 Steele, C 

Superintendent



Season 1905 -06 1906-07 1907-08 1908-09 1909-10 1910-11 1911-12 191213 

Mallard 47 81 88 191 185 76 162 152 

Pintail 139 479 149 348 43 313 149 133 

Baldpate 550 204 72 103 r 21 49 65 

feal . 281 515 490 511 182 645 732 320 

Shoveller 103 432 14 53 58 8 52 125 

Seaup 54 132 10 107 128 77 163 124 

Golden-eye 8 5 i 5 15 3 11 11 

Canvasback 14 11 2 52 6 3 4 7 

Redhead c a i 2 

Bufflehead 37 36 8 15 26 2 4 9 

Gadwall 2 9 1 2 2 1 a 

Ruddy 2 

Geese and Brant 1 i + 3 1 

Wilson or Jack snipe 32 88 59 59 70 45 54 43 

Plover and Curlew 8 4 15 9 4 

Rail ; 5 2 1 1 

Quail i 17 8 13 34 28 33 

Ringneck Pheasant 4 10 8 4 13 

Ruffed Grouse ‘ 3 7 6 

Not identified i121 5 

Total pieces 1280 2013 907 1426 773 1237 1432 1048 

Total guns 110 124 108 128 104 103 124 88 

Average per gun 11.23 15.57 7.73 10.67 6.58 11.18 11,52 10.76



Season 1913=14 1914-15 1915~16 1916-17 1917-18 1918-19 1919-20 1920-21 

Mallard 438 357 581 455 508 344 413 39 

Pintail 173 204 301 273 150 290 426 199 

Baldpate 76 329 422 388 165 186 58 476 

Teal 202 211 435 187 79 223 297 252 

Shoveller 37 118 88 68 53 205 69 28 

Scaup 52 33 10 22 1 13 3 10 

Goldeneye 11 8 1 3 2 1 2 6 

Canvasback 3 9 2 1 1 

Redhead 2 

Bufflehead 16 6 10 5 3 11 5 3 

Gadwell 1 1 3 5 4 

Ruddy 1 2 2 a 

Geese and Brant 1 2 4 i 

Wilson or Jack snipe 24 30 3 22 28 39 23 1s 

Plover and Curlew 1 

Rail 2 

Quail 23 18 16 i 2 

Ringneck Pheasant 22 a4, 8 2 5 

Ruffed Grouse 1 

Not identified 1 9 2 3 

Total pieces 1080 1373 1884 1435 1004 1315 1302 1037 

Total guns 38 121 122 135 ar 104 113 

Average per gun 11.46 10,54 15.21 10.43 11.24 12.52 9.17



Season 1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 l925=26 1926=27 

Mallard 366 359 668 252 644 260 

Pintail 571 427 503 628 155 283 

Baldpate 138 128 137 657 89 285 

Teal 300 190 119 398 39 55 

Shoveller 145 38 110 77 2 8 

Scaup iL 1 5 4 A, 

Golden-eye 1 6 8 £ 

Canvasback L 3 3 7 3 

Redhead 

Bufflehead 22 7 3 9 2 2 

Gadwall 10 2 

Ruddy a 1 1 2 

Geese and Brant 4 

Wilson or Jack Snipe 41 91 96 54 48 22 

Plover and Curlew 

Rail 2 

Quail 

Ringneck Pheasant 9 3 5 6 

Ruffed Grouse 

Not identified 

Total pieces 1564 1254 1651 2102 994 993 

Total guns 127 106 132 161 115 109 

Average per gun 12.31 11.7 12.5 13,05 8.64 7.55



ie UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN fale! 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 7¢ We 
MADISON, WISCONSIN \ae 

DEPARTMENT OF GENETICS 

February 19, 1935 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Old Soils Building 

Dear Aldo: 

Iam enclosing herewith copies of the 

replies I obtained to the questions submitted 

by the National Association of Audubon Societies 

with respect to the waterfowl situation in 1934, 

Copies of this correspondence have also been 

submitted to the Biological Survey. 

eK Le Cole 
Professor of Genetics 

Encs. 
LJC 3m



The plering information is See requested 4 the 
National Aseoclation of Audubon Societies. Any reliable 
data relating to the state, county or soeni ine which you 
can furnish on the basis of your experience will be greatly 
appreciated. 2 

1. Have Ducks and Geese increased, decreased or 
held their own as compared with 19337 Three years ago? 
Give figures. 

2 Which species have shown a decline? Which have 
increased or held their own? Give figures. 

3. Was the Duck and Goose kill this last seseon less 
or greater then in 1935. Give by species if possible. 

4 Would there be strong opposition to a closed season 
on waterfowl in 19357 Give names and addresses of individuals 
and organizatione that would oppose. 

5. What percentage of the Ducks and of the Geese in 
your area do you feel confident were shot, crippled and lead 
poisoned this past season?
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Madison, Wise msin 
February 6, 1935 

Prof. L. J. Cole 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Cole: 

It is practically impossible to give you accurate answers 
to your questionnaire of February 2nd in regard to the status of 
waterfowl in this section. I have answered the questions as 
best I could, but it must be kept in mind that in answering these 
questions, I have taken into consideration just this section of 
the four lakes, primarily Kegonsa. 

I did quite a bit of rambling around last year and I find 
that in various sections of the state, for instance Wood County and 
places farther west, that they had better shooting there than for 
many seasons, and also that they shot many varieties of ducks which 
normally they did not have. I have come to the conclusion that, 
information received on the 1934 duck shooting season, would not 
give a clear and accurate answer as to the supply of ducks, and 

: whether or not they are on the increase. 

Most of my shooting has been done on Lake Kegonsa, and 
territory nearby, and I have hunted this section for nearly 
twenty years. Whether we have shooting or not, in this section, 
depends entirely upon weather conditions. When we have high water 
and plenty of small ponds throughout the country, many of the 
surface feeding ducks migrate through this way and the shooting is 
always good during these years. When the water is low and there are 
no ponds to feed, they will follow the Mississippi River in their 
migration south. Therefore, with a year, such as 1933 and 1934, 
the shooting would increase in the Mississippi section at the expense 
of other sections. As to the deep feeding ducks, I find that there 
has been @ gradual falling off of these for the last few years. In 
our lakes, this is due I am sure to lack of feed in the lakes. I 
have stood in the blinds for hours in the past few years and watched 
thousands of ducks migrating through in a day, but they will make 
one circle of the lake and continue south. If we had feed, I am 
sure many would stay. Our lakes seem to be only a resting place 
for them and when a flock drops in, they stay well out and rest; and 
usually the aa. day continue on. Whether lack of feed is 
caused by polution of ovr lakes, from the carp, or carp seining, 
I do not know, but I do know that we do not have the weed growth in 
our lakes that we had a few years ago. 

I visited one lake in Adams County last year that was alive 
with Bluebills. The hunters were getting their limit every day 
and they claimed that it had been years since they had such an 
assortment of ducks on their lake.
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In your question #4, you asked if there would be strong 
opposition to a closed season on waterfowl in 1935. I believe 

there would be from all ammunition stores, gun clubs, and a certain 
type of hunters that are greedy for game regardless of future 
hunting. I am not‘in favor of cutting down the season such as in 
1934, but would favor cone y closing the season over the 
entire United States as to allowing certain days over a short period 

to shoot. My reasons for this are that the average hunter that 
can get out for a day or two does not have a selected place to 
hunt. These hunters if they hunt over the entire season will get 
only one or two ducks. The gun clubs and others wealthy enough 
to control the best shooting grounds can always get away whenever 
the season is open, and the number of ducks they kill is tremendous. 

Two years ages I saw a poli imit-end-prebably—mere-in that evidently 
had been baited where five or six hunters got their limit and 
probably more in pa a short time while many of other hunters 
could not afford land went without dueks the entire season. Unless 
the ducks are very plentiful, the average hunter will not get many 
ducks, while even if they are not plentifvl, those who have the 

choice lands will continue to make large killings when we should be 
trying to increase the supply. My suggestion would be to close 
the season entirely wtil we had an adequate supply so that all 
desiring to hunt ducks would have equal opportunity to get them. 
This is not a "“sour-grape"' statement on my part as I have fine land 
to shoot on, and I usually get at least my share. However, I have 
many friends who are also duck hunters, but are not so fortunate, 
and I am speaking in their behalf. 

On your question #5, I feel that 2% was all the ducks that 
were killed in this section. This was due, of course, to the 
fact that most of the ducks went through without being shot at. 

Before closing, will say I have another suggestion I would 
like to make. During the Spring, thousands of Sas migrate north 
and stop over on our lakes. Many of us have watched this migration 
take place for —s. It might be a good idea to send out 
a questionnaire in the Spring getting the opinions of those 
living around the lakes and flyways as to whether there ere more 
ducks or less ducks than usual. The water is usually well uw in 
the Spring and the migration of the birds ——. here would be the 
same year in and year out. There is plenty of feed at this time 
around in all of our lakes, and I would think that information 
gathered at that time would be worth more than information gathered 
last fall when the unfavorable season had so much to do with the 
change of the migration. 

Hunting is my favorite sport and I want to see it continue for 
many years to come. 

If there are any further questions, or if I can be of any 
service to you in matters of this kind, I will be glad to 
cooperate with you. 

Yours very truly, 

T. S. TOAL



1. Ducks have decreased. Geese appear to have increased. 
Surface feeding ducks decreased about 50%. Diving or 
deep feeding ducks about 754%. 

2. Mallards and Pintails decreased 25%. Other surface feeding 
ducks 60% or more on nearly all kinds. Deep feeding ducks 
about 75% on all kinds. 

3. Less for three reasons. 
1. Less hunters due to poor luck previous year, 
and added duck tax. 
2. Shorter Season. 
3. Less ducks because of the conditions of our 
shooting grounds and shortage of feed in the lakes. 

4. Yes 
1. Gun Clubs. ; 
2. Arms Supply stores. 
3. Greedy hunters. 

5. Not over 2%.



J. M. Rodger Lumber Co, 

Fox Lake, Wis. 

Feb. 4, 1935 

Mr. L. J. Cole, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Cole:- 

I am very much pleased to make my report 
to you in regard to the duck situation. I have been 
hunting Lake Puckaway and Fox Lake for the past 
three years and my report is based on these two 
lakes. I am writing this letter as an addition 
to the questions you have asked and it is unbiased 
in every respect, 

My recommendation would be a thirty day 
sesson with a limit of five ducks of all kinds 
except woodduck, butterballs, and ruddy ducks. 
Shooting to start at sunrise and stop at noon. It 
would be well to close the season on redhead but I 
am afraid the average hunter could not tell them 
in flight. 

As to Lake Puckaway on the same date Cans 
were very thick and I judge 15% less than 1933. 
However the same situation occurred as at Fox 
Lake. When Wed. shooting came at least 60% were 
gone. I take it from these circumstances that 
they were on their way south. We had a very warm 
month in Oct. and I beleive that a good many ducks 
did not stop. It looks to me as though the biggest 
decrease was in bluebill, at least this was most 
noticeable to me. 

I sincerely trust that I have given you 
the information you want. If I can be of any further 
service in anyway would be pleased at all times to 
give my honest opinion, 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) Edw, Adams



1. Geese have decreased about ten pet as with 1933. 
Ducks about 20%. Geese have decreased about 20% 
and ducks 30% with 3 years ago. 

2. Mallards, sprigs and teal have held their ow. 
Redheads, canvasback and bluebill have decreased 
with redhead showing decrease of 70 pet., canvas- 
pack 20% and bluebill 10%. I cannot give any figures 
on different species of geese as but very few stop 
on our lakes. 

3. Less on geese. Mallards, Teal, and sprig 
greater than 1933. Cans, redhead and bluebill less. 

4. There are no eh oan gun clubs near my locality. 
Most opposition would come from local poor hunters 
who get some meals out of the ducks. 

5. 10%.



1. Ducks in this locality have been steadily decreasing. 
Geese have ee have held their own. 

50% 

2. 25% Widgeon Decreased Teal held their om. 
25%-Grey Duck * Mallard held their own. 
254 Pin Tail * 
50% Blue Bill * None have increased. 
50% Red Heads * 

3. Much less, in all species in this locality. 

4. Do not believe that under the present conditions 
there would te. 

5. 10% 

(Signed) Edwin &. Bryant 
McFarland, Wis. 
Lake Kegonsa



Re. Lake Kegonsa 

1. No information on geese. 
Canvasback and bluebills have decreased 50% ~ 1933 

to 1934 and probably 75% from 1931 to 1934. 
Mallards have apparently increased. 

2. Canvasback have been steadily decreasing for past 
five years. Bluebills have also steadily decreased. Both 
species I would say are not now 10% of the number that 
existed in 1930. Mallards appear to be gaining. 

3. Wo figures on geese as I do not hunt them. Duck kill 
on canvas and blue bills much less in 1934 than 1933. 
1933 a good mallard year - 1934 nearly as good. Possibly 
the mallards were bred in Wis. as they were killed early 
in the season. I observed many in other lakes and marshes. 

4. Closing the duck season would materially reduce the 
fees received and reduce funds for protection. I favor 
a bounty on crows. 

5. No information on lead poisoning. Very few crippled 
ducks were lost. 

My information is gained largely from hunting 
on Lake Kegonsa and the Door Creek marsh near McFarland. 
Mr. L. D. Atkinson of the Union Trust Co. has figures 
for several years back on the total killed each year by 
our club. 

(Signed) J. H. Coe 
Ast National Bank
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Conservation Department 

Madison 

February 6, 1935 

Professor L. J. Cole 
Department of Genetics 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Cole; ; 

Relative to your letter of February 2, I am 
enclosing questionnaire filled in as we see it here in 
the department. 

Census reports will not be fully compiled for 
another eight of nine weeks. I can fe you the 
specific information then on the 1934 kill by species. 

With beet wishes. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

‘ W. F. Grimmer 
Supt., Game Division



1. Wisconsin: Dueks decreased as compared with 
1933 - 3 years ago. Geese apparently holding their ow. 

2. Greater scaup, lesser scaup, canvasback, redhead, 
bufflehead, ruddy, goldeneye, blue-winted teal, green- 
winged teal, gadwall, shoveler, widgeon. 

3. Census reports not available as yet. ‘Was less than 
50 per cent of 1933. 

4. Difficultrto say at this time. Doubtful if there 
will be great opposition to a closed season in the event 
such closed season applies to all of Canada and the 
United States. . , 

&. We have no accurate information on this. 2
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COMMONWEALTH TELEPHONE COMPANY 

122 West Washington Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 
February 8, 1935 

Mr. L. J. Gole 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Cole: 

This is in reply to your inquiry of February 4, 1935. 

My duck hunting for the last three years has been ae 

confined to our club shooting grounds covering about 1000 

acres in Columbia County, Wisconsin. Our shooting is on three 

shallow lakes, having about 200 acres of wild rice which is 

the principal duck food, although several other varieties of 

aquatic plants grow in the lakes. We have never fed corn or 

other grains, and shoot not more than 3 or 4 days a week. 

Replies to your questions will be based on my experience on 

this shooting ground, comparing 1934 with 1933 and 1931. 

1. Duck increased 1934 over 1933 more than 50%. Duck 
increased 1934 over 1931 about 25%. 

2. Teal, Ringneck, and Scaup decreased about 25%. Mallard 
increasing about 50%, and Pintail increased 75% during 
the past three years. The increase was more noticeable in 

1934 as 1933 was the low point. 

3. our duck end increased 75%, mostly Mallard and Pintail. 
Teal, Ringneck and Scaup kill decreased about 25%. 

4. I believe there will be considerable opposition to a closed 

season on waterfowl in 1935, but the real sportsman will 

support such a move. 

5. Not more than 1% of the ducks in our area were shot, and 
6£ this number less. than 2% were crippled and lost. We 

have no losses from lead poisoning in this area. 

‘ Very kindly yours, 

R. H. Runkel
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7 UNION TRUST COMPANY 
28 West Mifflin~-St. 

Madison, Wis. 

Feb. 5, 1935 ; 

Mr. L. J. Cole 
Department of Genetics 
College of Agriculture 
Madiso, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Cole; 

I appreciate very much your letter of February 3, asking 
for information concerning the status of waterfowl in this 
section of the country. I will have to admit that you have 
given me a rather hard examination to answer but I will do the 
very best I can, and instead of attempting to answer the questions 
as outlined in the questionnaire, I prefer to answer them in a 
more general way as I cannot give answers in the form to some of 
the questions that you ask. 

In answering these questions, I am basing my information on facts 
that have been quite apparent from our own observation. Our 
hunting club is located on Lake Kegonsa, about fifteen miles 
south of Madison. There are six or seven members in the club so 
you have somewhat of a combined opinion of these six. 

In regard to Question No. 1, it would be impossible for us to 
answer this accurately. Our opinion, however, is that the species 
of ducks known as the marsh ducks increased while the deep water 
ducks decreased. There were apparentlyiliterally thousands of 
ducks that went over our lake, many of which might have stopped 
had it not been for the activity on the lake; I mean by this, 
numerous boats, carp seiners, and so forth. As far as our om 
hunting grounds were concerned, however, the deep water ducks were 
exceedingly scarce while the marsh ducks, due no doubt to the dry 
year, our grounds lying adjacent to the lake, increased. 

In regard to Question No. 3, this I feel is probably answered under 
Question No. l. 

In regard to Question No. 3, as far as our territory was concerned, 
the duck and goose kill last season was decidedly much less than 
the previous year, due perhaps somewhat to the fact that the 
open season for wisconsin was too early and did not catch the 
regular flight of birds. We know of no particular opposition 
that would be made to a closed season in 1935. No doubt 
there will be individuals opposing this the same as they would 
oppose any action that might be taken. We feel that if there 
is to be any open season at all, it should be along the lines 
of that used by Illinois; that is, the hunting season should 
be limited to a very short time each week during the fall.
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Question No. 5 is very difficult to answer. As far as our 

territory is concerned, the percentage of ducks and geese that 

were shot was extremely small compared to the number that passed 

through this locality. This was due largely to the fact that they 

did not stop and remain there. It would appear there was & 

decidedly and very noticeably less number of geese. 

I am sorry I cannot give more definite figures but this is entirely 

impossible from just general observation. As far as our club is 

concerned, we are willing and glad to abide by any decision 

that may be for the best interests of wild life and hungers, 

generally speaking. 

: Do not hesitate to call upon me again if there is anything I can 

do to be of service. 

Very cordially yours, 

L. D. Atkinson



Another set of answers to waterfowl 

questionnaire. 

L.J.C. 

fh “ o her 
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1. Gan only answer this question in so far as local conditions 
are concerned. In Lake Mendota at Madison the food (wild 
celery) disappeared and as a consequence there were only a 
few ducks on the lake at any time. 

8. The divers - such as Canvas Back — Red Head - Blue 
Bills - came in about usual numbers but left almost at once 
on account of absence of duck food. 

3. Probably very much less. 

4. Personally I feel it would be a mistake to close the 
season - as the stamp tax money would be a great help to 
provide feeding and rest sanctuaries. 

5. Possibly 1%. 

James A. Jackson 
440 N. Patterson 
Madison, Wis.



Waterfowl Questionnaire 

From L. J. Cole 
Univ. of Wisconsin 

& 

1. Decreased. In our marsh and on Lake Mendota there were 
many wore ducks in 1931 than 1934 and more in 31 than in 
33. Also more in 33 than 34. 

2. Canvas Back, Red Head and other diving ducks have decreased 
tremendously. 
Marsh ducks are also less plentiful. 

3. 1933. 150 ducks killed in two clubs. 
1934. os: * " § 8 " — 79 in one club. 

The 79 killed were marsh ducks and 3 of 6 killed at 
other club were marsh ducks. No geese killed at either. 

4. I do not think so, 

5. 5% at the maximum. 

Please consider this a joint answer from my father, 
Hobart S. Johnson and myself. We have discussed your questions 
together and feel that there is without a doubt a decline in 
ducks and geese. 

We have given figures where possible, but do not 
feel qualified to give figures in answering Questions 1 and 2. 

We also think a closed season will help but of course 
when there are no feeding grounds the birds must decrease. 

Regarding Question 6 - it is very hard to answer — 
for we could not judge the small flight that stopped for a 
day in our marsh. The flight on the lake to our knowledge 
was practically nil. 

If we can be of further assistance please let me know. 

Very truly yours, 

H. Stanley Johnson, Jr.



3 DUCK STAMPS -- The Biological Survey has started to use the income 
| from the first Duck Stamps, 904 of which must be used for refuges and breeding 

grounds, the other 10% for defraying the cost of distributing the stamps, aiding in 
the enforcement of the migratory bird regulations, and for administrative purposes. 
The Talcot Lake Refuge in Minnesota was the first project financed with Duck Stamp 
funds. 

= Up to the end of March, 1935, the Post Office Department reported L 
i§ 611,959 stamps issued. Since the passage of the Kleberg Bill instructions have been ui 
“Ss issued to postmasters to sell out the first stamps to all comers without restriction, « - 

- S$ They will be withdrawn from sale after June 30, when the 1935-36 stamps will go on ee, 
s sale. URGE YOUR FRIENDS TO. BUY SOME OF THE OLD STAMPS AT ONCB! + = 
3 * 0 

“SS The sale of Duck Stamps for the first year was below expectations G 8 
~ because many hunters had trouble in securing stamps, others refrained from hunting Pa 4 

> ducks and geese, and stamp collectors and conservationists who would gladly have 0 
x) bought stamps to help the waterfowl program did not buy stamps because of the "red S 

tape" involved. In the future, the annual sale of these stamps should increase very 
decidedly. ee |] 

breeding £ 
Minnesota, one of the important/states which, according to the re- 9 

cords, has been killing the most waterfowl each year, led all the states in the 6 

number of Duck Stamps sold with a total of 50,216. Next in order came Texas, 

en Illinois, 40,512; Wisconsin, 40,482; California, 37,316; Washington (and c 
Alaska), 31,621; Oklahoma, 27,732; Michigan, 23,975; Missouri, 22,570; Nebraska, 3 
21,251; New York, 20,053; and Louisiana, 19,723. 624 of the first year's stamps & 
were bought by these twelve states. § 

The complete list, which contains a number of surprises, follows? S 

DUCK STAMPS SOLD TO END OF MARCH, 1935 = 

3 
1 

| Alabama ........ 2,440 Louisiana. ....<+0sb9,723 North Dakota ... 5,811 “@ 

< | o Apigong si saves 25470 Maine scassesaetn © 6,407 OWNG seayenvesse Denee 2 
S|: Arkanaas <...... 11,739 _- Mopyland......1+» 6,020 Oklahoma .....+. 27,732 

SSO | CslsPortiia ..4.5-57,516 Massachusetts ... 12,956 Oregon s.cisansie 12,828 20 

iss Colorado ..«sse+ 10587 Michigan «....... 25,975 Pennsylvania.... 7,682 +H 
Soon | Connecticut..... 4,002 Minnesota ....... 50,216 Rhode Island ... 1,899 = 

“, Delaware: sissuse 6,008 Mississippi...... 4,187 South Dakota ... 12,416 a 

Pa Dist. of Col... 961 Missouri ........ 22,570 Tennessee ..--.. 6,838 
= Piorids' \vieuers 6.220 - Mottamasadin dass 14,051 Togas .chuesises Steere g 
> Goorpla ‘eessese Ly S27 Nebraska .....+-. 21,251 Uteh .scsceueens Oe oe 

oO TORO jas erechan Ty e0k Nevada .....+..+5 2,449 Vermont ........ 1,563 4% 
LULinois: sas eee's 40,512 New Hampshire ... 1,383 Virginia ...sacs S40T 

j-- Indiana <asesee Oy hi? New Jersey ...... 11,526 Woghine ton. 4s0ne:Si,621-** 
LOWA igasssgauadnloggue New Mexico ...... 2,542 West Virginia .. 353 

Kansas .<sss sees 16,902 New York .......+ 20,053 Wisconsin ...... 40,482 

Kontucky <.s0+s.< 2,074 No.& So, Carolina 6,076* Wyoming uiseress 5,001 
i Dew e  salie's «esac sebencbos ces Oe 

; Grand Total all states vo caciss sels sss csadece «Olle oo 

* Not separated in tabulation from P,0,Dept. ** Includes Alaska
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WATERFOWL CONDITIONS IN CANADA - 1935 

a Lloyd * 
Supervisor of Wild Life Protection 

: National Parks of Canada 
Department of the Interior. 

Breeding Conditions. 

Generally speaking waterfowl breeding con- 

ditions throughout Canada in 1935 were better 

than they were during the previous six years. 

The improvement in the west is the result of 

greater precipitation, and in the east, to a 

recovery of the Black Duck from a serious 

set back of two years ago. 

From British Columbia, the waterfowl observers, 

who cooperate with the National Parks Service of 

the Department of the Interior, Ottawa, reported 

waterfowl breeding conditions good. 

In that portion of the Canadian duck nesting 

area situated in the southern part of the Prairie 

Provinces, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, 

water conditions were much improved over those of 

the past few years, The chart gives a general idea 

of the precipitation, in that part of the duck 

breeding grounds, as determined by averaging the 

annual records of the official weather stations, 

for the years 1928 to 1935. (Location of these 

stations was shown at the American Game Conference, 

held in New York, January, 1935.) The black in the 

column indicates precipitation up to the end of July 

in each year, when water is so essential to the 

raising of young ducks. 

Presented at the North American Wildlife Conference, 
Washington, D. O., February 3 - 7, 1936.
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In the rooded srea lying to the north of the 

prairie duck breeding grounds in alberta and 

Saskatcheran, rater conditions continued approximately 

normal during 1935. That area did not suffer to any 

great extent from the last drought. It vas reported 

that Lesser Slave Lake in Central Alberta, reached 

the highest point in forty years. 

To the north of the prairie section of Manitoba 

conditions were mostly favourable during 1935, except 

that in the vast breeding grounds around The Pas, 

lianitoba, lov water and fires in the marshes seriously 

affected the 1935 duck crop. 

luch of the northern part of Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan and a small part of northeastern alberta 

fall within the Aarchaean formation which, while very 

well vatered, is generally unsuitable for waterfowl. 

In the Canadian nesting Pea ae Black Duck 

which extends eastvard from Manitoba across Ontario, 

the southern part of Quebec, and the Maritime 

Provinces, conditions during the 1935 waterfowl 

breeding season were satisfactory. In the Maritime 

Provinces there ~as an improvement over the 1934 

season rhen there vas a decrease of from 40% to 60% 

in the normal supply of black ducks. 

The 1935 fall migration of vaterfowl from Western 

Canada was three or four veeks earlier than the 1934 

migration. Last fall, winter conditions came suddenly 

during the last fer days of October which had the effect 

their way - ; 

of hastening the birds on sheexy to the wintering 

grounds. It was reported that on October eSth and 29th,
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large flocks of ~aterfovl were moving southward. The 

sudden lorering of temperature resulted in the hurried 

and concentrated migration which gave the impression 

that an unusually large number of ducks had been 

raised in the northern part of the breeding area. 

Concerning the fall migration in eastern Canada 

there vas no outstanding feature. liild veather prevail-— 

ed throughout the duck hunting season, and while reports 

from sume sections indicated plenty of birds, compari- 

tively few were taken. 

In the Maritime Provinces eei-grass conditions 

shoveé. no improvement. Consequently there was very 

Little goose and brant shooting there during the 1935 

fall migration. 

Wild Geese 

It mist be the case pretty generally throughout 

Canada that the hunting of viid geese of the several 

species which migrate across the settled portion of 

the country is mostly a thing of the past. As breeding 

birds, Canada Geese have practically disappeared from 

the settled parts of Canada. Unlike the more southerly 

portions of Oanada, the Aretic and sub-Arctic regions 

still afford a nesting area for many kinds of geese, 

and there has been perhaps no great change in their 

condition in recent years save for the serious 

depletion of both the geese and prant of the Maritime 

Provinces of Canada. ate 

Good breeding conditions on the Canadian 

preeding grounds will not provide a waterfowl supply for 

the continent. The gouthern prairie section of the 

Ganedian west has diminished in importance because of
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Sere ‘: invasion of agriculture and because. of other interfering Se 

' "factors, and will probably never again hold the place it | 

- once held. Between this agricultural prairie belt and 

the Archaean to the north and northeast, lies a fringe of 

waterfowl breeding territory of importance as a breeding 

ground for many species of waterfovl, and always well 

watered. We hope that breeding stock to keep this good 

waterfovl breeding area working at capacity will be 

supplied from the south each spring. 

It is just a question whether this area is 

working at capacity now. The demand will always be 

as great or greater than the possible supply, and so 

the utmost caution in safeguarding this wild live stock 

must always be exercised.
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brecipitation in the lrovinces of Alberta, Sasxatciewan and 

fanitoba during the years 1928, 1929, 130, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934 and 1935. 
Vlack in column indicates precipitation up to the end of July each year. 
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From W. T. Hornaday Waterfowl 

RESOURCES OF THE STATE GAME DEPARTMENTS 
And Possible Losses in License Fees by Year of No Waterfowl Hunting 

Jeph. 
is > Total uck Average Total Loss on| Balance | Appro=. 

Stamp” | License Duck | for Game Tr Cen’ 
elas “ae ee Fee Peo Hunters hae pence 

1934 1933 1935? 1935-36 1935? 
Alaska | BO Pisce ots koe Sees Ia0 irs tiered are 
Alabama = | 54,169 1,759" | $1.27_ | 68,739] § 2234 |§ 66505] suse 

Arkansas | 42,237[_ 10196 | 1.27 | 53,526] 12,949 |__ 40,577] 32% 
California | 154,003] 31.642 | 2.94 | 453,139 | 78,027 |__375,112| 204% 

: ‘Cosmin cect tases sas mal 028 7161S SNe | ees 55.8 fee 100;7 18 es Sale 05 047 SHS 
Florida 38,723) 3,899_| 2.32 | 89,978] 9,046 | 80,932 114% 
‘Georgia | 39.227 | S42 | 219 | 86,000] (2063 | 83.9871 mig, 
Idaho | 64,325 F 4,300 | 1.97 126,413 — 8471 |_117,942| 714% 

dilinois| fo 28 152237796,502_| 78. |__ 221,014] 28472 | 192542) 145; 
“Indiana | 340,541 |__7,808 | 1.01 | 342,789 |_7,886 | 334.903] 216% Towa | 225,696 | 15,626 | 1.00 | 226,062| 15,626 | _210,436| 724% 
Kansas | 78.210) 16.162 | 115 [90,152] 18,586 | _71,566| 259%0% 
Kentucky | .71.249| 1,679 | .86_| 61,331] 1,444 | __ 59,887! 234% 
Louisiana [59.3671 17.479 | 1.04 | 61,861] 18,178 | 61,861] _2916% 

“Maine | 103,080] 6,155 | 1.00 | 102;815| 6155 | __96,600| 624% 
“Maryland |_ 63.1551 4.928 | 167 |= 105,710| 8,230 | 97,481] 8% 
“Massachusetts |_ 74.227) 11509 | 2.15 | 159,798 | “247447, 135,054 | _18340% 
Michigan | 399,090] 23,107 | 1.21 | 484.164] 27,959 | 456,205! 6i4o% 
“Minnesota | 253,297] 46,905 | 1.04" | 264,710] 48,781 | 215,929] 224% 
“Mississippi |_ 80,305 | 3,303 | 1.38 | 110,445] 4,558 | 105,887] 430% Missouri | 160.629) 21.253 | 1.23 | 196.550| 26,141 | _170,409| 15340% 
“Montana | 88.762 | 13.396 | 1.71 | 143,092 22,807 |__120,285|_18%40% 

“Nebraska | 139,379 | 21,717 | 1.03 | 143,456| 22,368 | __ 121,087] _1534% 
“Nevada | 5 95)280/) 25266258 | © 113,665)| 15,912) | 7,753| 4316% 
“New Hampshire [2253132 eSaees Slee Or 120,036| 5,105 | 114,931! 414% 
‘New Jersey | 108,575| 9.864 | 209 | 227,815| 20,615 | 207,200| 9% 
“New Mexico | 15,697] 2,020 | 461 | 72.457] (9,312 | _. 63,144| 124% 
New York _ | $23402T 18.229" |1.87_|__982.051| 34,108 | 947,943 | 314% 

‘North and South Carolina-{ 125.722| 3.312. |, 1.66. | 210011] 5.498 | 204,514) 235% 
North Dakota | 37,392] 5.314 | 1.72 | 64,284| «9,140 | 55,144] (1414% 
Ohio. | 379,797| 9,314 1.00 “| 380,203} —.9,814=|n-370;889]™ 236% 
“Oklaboma emejmrg2 293 | 25847" |) 102 -[ 94.2101 26,364 | 67,855 | 279%0% 
‘Oregon =| 30.820 | 10,660 | 340]. 1755791 36.351 | 197,228) 20%40% 
Pennsylvania | 529,303] 6,856 | 2.02 | 1,069,236] 13,849 | 1,055.387| 134% 
“Rhode Island [293196 |S ALSS = | 62419 1 ARGel | Saas] = 16/3409" totem 
“South Dakota |_ 69,938 | 12,262 | 1.34 |. 93,986] 16,431 | 77,555| 175% 
“Tennessee | 48,002] 6,101 | 1-71 [82,347] 10,433 | __71,914| 12%% 
‘Texas | 85,272 | 35.043 [191 | 163,266| 66,632 | 97,634] 4044% 
‘Utah [33;585-[) 7.810 | 2.47 83,123 | 19,291 | 63,832| _2314% 
“Vermont |_ 45,565] 1.472 | 1.35 | 61,816| 1,987 | _ 59,829] 314% 
‘Virginia | 126,032| 2,959" | 1.61 | 203,992 4,764 | 199,228) 214% 
Washington (and Alaska) | 127,596| 28,249 | 2.36 | 302,054 66,668 | 235,386 | 22140% _ 
“West Virginia {145,079 | 295 | 1.16 | 169357| «342 | 169,015 | 14 0f 1% 
‘Wisconsin | 184.315 36,296 | 92 | 170,053|_ 33.392 |. 136,661] 1994% 
“Wyoming — [17.228] 3.056 | 3.95 | __ 68,265 | 12,102] 56,163 | 17%40% 

| | 545.815* | | $8,747,242 |$874.954 | $7,925,566 | 
SI The total figure recently quoted is 611,000, but we have no state apportionment for the final 65,185,
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SELENIUM AND DUCK SICKNESS 
SELENIUM in’ varying coneentrdtions has heen 

known to exist for some time in certain marginal and 
submarginal areas. It has been found not only in the 

soil of these areas but also in the vegetation in. vary- 
ing quantities from mere traces to high concentra- 
tions.' Oeeurring in grains and grasses in some locali- 

1H. G. Byers and H, G, Knight, Ind. and Eng. Chem., 
27: 902, 1935. : 
ties, it has been believed to be a source of chronic and 

acute disease (formerly known as “alkali disease’) 

among live stock. 

Because of the marked similarity of the effeets of 

toxie grains known to contain selenium on experimen- 
tal animals, as studied by Franke and colleagues,” 
.2U. 8. D. A. Cirenlar 320, August, 1934. : 

and others,? which show symptoms very closely related 
30, A. Beath, J. H. Draize, H. F. Eppson, C. 8, Gilbert, 
ee C. MeCreary, Jour, Amer. Pharm, Assoc., 23: 94, 

to-those of duck sickness, it is possible to -consider 
selenium as a cause of duck sickness. In general, the 

range of duck sickness has been confined to regions 
of alkaline waters of western United States and 
Canada which are characterized by marshes, mud-flat 
areas and overflowed lands.‘ Greatest concentrations 

4U. 8. D. A. Bull. 411, May, 1934. 
of selenium have oecurred during dry years and in 

areas identical with those in which great. numbers of 
migratory waterfowl have perished. Sereet 

- Although the evidence for botulinum poisoning as 
the causative factor is considered valid, it seems 
desirable in the light of recent work to thoroughly 

investigate the possibility of another eanse, namely, — —— 
selenium and salts of related metals. Experiments in 
which tame and decoy ducks were used to show that 

sodium selenite added to drinking water in coneentra- 

tions of 50 p.p.m. and above, produce lethal results 
im about ten to: twelve hours, depending upon the 
amount of water consumed. When 20 p.p.m. sodiun 
selenite were added, death usually followed within 
fifteen to twenty-four hours, Delayed and less severe 
symptoms resulted when lower concentrations of the 
toxic element were added to the water. 

It is noteworthy that a definite parallelism may 
exist between selenium poisoning and the syndrome 
of duck sickness. A difficulty in respiration was first 
noticed. This was-followed by weakness in the legs 
as a state of unbalance became apparent. The birds 

showed difficulty in holding their wings in position 
and, while resting, would support their heads and 

necks over their backs with bills vesting on their 
breasts. Watery discharges flowed from the eyes-and 
nostrils and in some cases formed encrustations which 

partly elosed the external openings. A characteristic, 
green, fluid diarrhea was present in all cases. Syb- 

; normal body temperatures (100 degrees F.), followed 
by rapid drop as low as 96 degrees F', just before 
death, accompanied the sickness. The last stage was 
characterized by complete prostration, in which the 
neck and head were stretched out flat on the floor of 
the cage. Post-mortem examinations revealed slight — 
congestion of blood vessels of the small intestine and 
in some eases an indication of a hemorrhagic condi- 

tion of the cerebellum. 

These experiments show that low concentrations of 
selenium produce poisoning in ducks in which the 

syndrome is identical with that produced by Clos- 

tridium botulinum type C.* This would indieate thal 
selenium may be a contributing factor in duck sick- 
ness. Further experimental work is in progress and 
a more détailed Paper will appear at a later date. 

eee - Arvatr C. Twomey 
Saran J. Twomny 

Universit’ “OF Tuuindis "| : . -
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Water-Fowl Restoration Program of the 
Biological Survey 
By Raymond Soderberg 

AG account of the Bureau of Three months later, on July 1, 
Biological Survey’s Migratory 1934, Mr. Darling christened a new 

Waterfowl Restoration Program division of the Survey—the Migra- 
should be prefaced with an acknowl- tory Waterfowl Division. Although 
edgment of the sincere appreciation it was in this new Division that he 
due E. W. Nelson, former Chief of had centered all of the activities 
the Bureau, who in 1915 first an- anent the conservation, restoration, 
nounced the need for a water-fowl and custodianship of migratory 
restoration program based on the water-fowl refuges and interests, it 
Federal acquisition and improve- was not much of a christening, as on 
ment of sanctuaries. Because of lack that opening day there were but two 
of funds, comparatively little prog- employees in the whole Division. 
ress was made with Dr. Nelson’s From that nucleus there has 
plans until the enactment, on Feb- grown, not by any ‘presto chango’ 
ruary 18, 1929, of the Migratory methods, but by determined and un- 
Bird Conservation Act which au- flagging work, an organization that, 
thorized the appropriation of about at the peak of its first year of ac- 
$8,000,000 for this purpose. Al- tivities, employed an army of 4500 
though only $1,082,525 was actually biologists, refuge reconnaissance 

appropriated under the Migratory men, hydraulic, cadastral, and con- 
Bird Conservation Act, it was suffi- struction engineers, sutveymen, 
cient to give some impetus to the draftsmen, and laborers, all working 
project. : to complete the first leg of the 
When Mr. Darling came to Wash- restoration job while funds—the 

ington as Chief ofthe Bureau, in $8,500,000 which Mr. Darling had 
March of 1934, he Saw the oppor- secured by dint of his now-famous 
tunity of allying the water-fowl feat of ‘‘sucking money through 
relief program with the Govern- borrowed straws from the other 
ment’s program for human relief. fellow’s money barrel’’—still re- 
He presented so forcibly the need. “mained available. 
for prompt, remedial action that | Fronr,the wealth of data previ- 
$8,500,000 of emergency funds was ously compiled by the Bureau, the 
allotted to the Bureau. The pro-” maze of plans which had been sifted 
gram which Dr. Nelson had visual- and evaluated by the President's 
ized and fought for years before was Committee on Wildlife Restoration, 
about to become a reality. and the thousands of proposals 
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which continued to stream in from be applied quickly to the long- 
all sections of the United States, awaited practical restoration pro- 
there was evolved the acquisition gram. It was, of course, a foregone 

and development of nineteen major conclusion that restoration measures 
areas for migratory water-fowl, and were to be applied to each of the 
thirteen secondary refuges and nest- four major water-fowl flyways, and 
ing-grounds, totaling 840,268 acres. it had been early determined that 
In passing, it may be mentioned that the program would provide three 
these proposals, in addition to the main types of refuges: breeding- 
thoughtful recommendations of sin- and nesting-ground refuges, inter- 

cere conservationists, included just mediate or resting and feeding 
about every kind of real-estate refuges in the heavily overshot por- 
scheme from the Federal acquisition tions of the migration routes, and 
of the Pacific Ocean to the purchase refuges in the hereditary wintering 
of city lots in the heart of the grounds of the South. But on which 
Chicago loop district. flyway or on which portion of 

‘Where to begin?’ was the first which flyway was the work to 
problem which confronted thenewly begin? 
created Division. With funds avail- The Bureau biologists had con- 
able for only one year, more or less siderable knowledge of the numbers, 
abstract biological concepts had to varieties, and distribution of our 

Headquarters Buildings, Cape Romain Refuge 
Photo U. S. Biological Survey 
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migratory water-fowl, and there good fortune in that it also made it 
was conclusive evidence that such possible to secure the services of 
restrictions and modifications of twenty-two CCC camps. Also, by 
the open seasons and bag limits as accident, or perhaps by design ot 
had been applied were not sufficient nature, the same drought-stricken 
to preserve a breeding stock capable and depleted lands which had proved 
of sustaining a mean population to be adequate no longer for agri- 
during the drought period. Alarm- cultural usages were, in many Cases, 
ing decreases had been reported year formerly the finest water-fowl pro- 
after year. Accordingly, it was de- ducing areas in the United States. 
cided to acquire and restore first, as Although the moneys with which 
nearly as possible to its original the first year’s restoration activities 
state, the great Duck-hatchery re- were prosecuted came to the Bureau 
gion of the Northwest—the breed- definitely labeled as submarginal 
ing-grounds of the Dakotas, Ne- land-retirement and drought-relief 
braska, Montana, Minnesota— funds, and although the expendi- 
where thousands and thousands of tures of these moneys had to con- 
lakes, ponds, sloughs and marshes, form to the technical definitions of 
pot-holes and pools produced, in the purposes for which these moneys 
former years, untold numbers of were originally intended, the Bu- 
water-fowl, but which now, as a_ reau, in developing the restoration 
result of severe drought, unwise program, has never lost sight of its 
drainage, soil-erosion, and overly main objective—to provide a more 
extensive grazing, lie denuded and abundant water-fowl population. 
barren—unfit for both birds and Each area had to meet very rigid 
men. requirements before it was con- 

In this connection it is curious to sidered to be of sufficient merit to 
note that it required a period of warrant inclusion in the set-up. 
national economic adversity to bring Careful investigations were made to 
within range of Mr. Darling’s make certain that there was avail- 
‘straws’ the necessary money for able an infallible water supply, that 
the restoration program, for which the area was strategically located 
sportsmen, naturalists, and conser- with reference to the well-defined 
vationists had been pleading for lines of water-fowl migration, that 
years. The Nation’s effort to extend the area was biologically attractive 
relief for man and agriculture in dis- or that by relatively simple restora- 
tress made it possible for the Bureau tion methods it could be made so, 
to come under the banners of the and, finally, because of the nature 
submarginal land-retirement and of our funds, that the area was truly 
drought-relief agencies and thus to submarginal in character. In order 
secure a small portion of the Federal to assure the utmost conservation 
moneys which were being spent to value for every dollar expended, 
alleviate the distress of the ‘for- each and every recommended area 
gotten man.’ This same accident of which appeared to be worthy of 
circumstances became water-fowl’s development was subjected to very 
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exhaustive and critical studies. It the first year, had reached that stage 
may be pointed out that, within of development. Space does not 
the span of the first year of restora- permit a description of the high 
tion activity, 720 individual tracts, caliber of the work performed and 
spread out over every state in the of the tremendous service rendered 
Unionand embracing 8,251,670 acres the water-fowl restoration program 

of land, were carefully studied to by the Agricultural Irrigation Engi- 
determine, scientifically, the bio- neers, but a visit to one of the refuges 
logical suitability of the respective and first-hand observation of the 
areas. To the casual observer it ap- close correlation which has been 
peared that so extensive and critical attained between biological and 
a study was unwarranted and un- engineering factors will provide 
necessary. In fact, one of the Bu- ample evidence of able codperation. 
reau's biggest public relations jobs In addition to the plans and speci- 
was to educate the public (particu- fications, there has been compiled a 
larly those impatient souls who tremendous amount of data regard- 
were offering to sell land to the ing watersheds, run-offs, artesian 

Government) to an understanding reservoirs, and kindred subjects per- 
of the fact that this basic ground- taining to water supply on migra- 
work was a very necessary prelimi- tory water-fowl refuges. 
nary step, not only for the success of Only when complete biological 
the first year’s activity, but for the and engineering data demonstrated 
anticipated and so fervently hoped- a proposed refuge area to be one of 
for continuation of the program. outstanding desirability, was ap- 

As soon as the biologists had proval given. Each area had to 
placed their stamp of approval on meet specifications in every detail— 
an area, the Bureau of Agricultural strategic location, ample and un- 
Engineering was called into the failing water supply, adequate acre- 
picture. At the outset of the pro- age, food, and cover. Then, and 
gram, arrangements had been made only then, was the green light—the 
for the Engineers to shoulder the go-ahead signal—flashed to the Bu- 
water-control work. They did, and reau’s Division of Land Acquisition. 
are still doing a fine job. During If the purchase of 33 refuge areas 
the first year the Engineers made totaling 840,268 acres was simply a 
preliminary engineering examina- matter of making land appraisals 
tions of 54 major refuge sites in and negotiations, it in itself would 
25 states. Careful surveys were be an impressive accomplishment. 
made and detailed construction plans But such a statement of the year’s 
were drafted for improvement and Jand-acquisition activity gives no 
control works for 26 of those ref- notion of the headaches and heart- 
uges. Further, and most important, aches, the stubborn and tenacious 

for the immediate program, the fighting required to carry the op- 
Bureau of Agricultural Engineering tioned lands through the tangle of 
has supervised the construction legal safeguards so that title could 
work on 11 refuges which, during be vested in the United States. It 
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was amazing how many things less, the job was done. Let us look 

could not be done with the land- at the record given in the tables 
purchase money. The submarginal below. 
land restrictions and the technical People often ask, ‘‘Just what does 
rulings of the Department of Justice, this refuge development entail? 
the Budget Director and the Comp- What is there to be done?’ For the 
troller General had to be observed answer, one need only go to the 
in minute detail. Further, since the record of what already has been 
construction moneys were available done on the Bureau’s thirty-two 
only until March 31, 1935, title to mew refuge areas. Headquarters and 
all construction sites had to be service buildings and patrol towers 
vested before that date. Neverthe- have been erected for efficient main- 
——_____________ tenance and protection. Modern 

optencd’,. laboratories have been constructed 
committed in order that those interested in the 

Project Acreage | and title l . het 
desired | — being natural sciences may pursue their 

gleed to studies amid ideal field conditions. 
States An extremely important item of 

es eres | deres work was the construction of dams > Arkansas: White River.......] 110,000 | 107,968.18 A ces 
California: Sacramento.......| 10,880 | 10/880.00 dikes, levees, and jetties so as to 
Illinois: Chautauqua Bottoms.| sooo | 4/786.37 
Louisiana: 
UDEL ea REE UE era deters) « tense ae | 7,000) 2 30.860\07,9 1) aaa a 
Lacassine Refuge..........] 30,000 | 29,814.00 Acreage 

Ne eo ot e| areas |137;233100 jeptoned oF 
Lake St. Clai Existing Refuges Enlarged | 4, i 
Ses el ween aes and Rchabiitated | Gesied | “being. 
Mina PFO Project cleared to 
Mud Lake. ............-.+| 53,000 | 52,713.00 the United 
Rice Lakes... 2.2.04... 41) To6oo | toseBo.co States 

Me cat eh dieds oe ares | dees emerge Bea Gin Bee rkansas: Big Lake........0.| s.es0e | csceeees 
Me a ee ie igneous (oa les aes 

Lake Bowdoin.............] #640 | *640.00 Cente ie yearns ee +] 5,000 | 4,897.00 
Medicine Lake............| 23,700 | 21,528.00 Maryland: Reve |Sn uate eos 
Red Rock Lakes...........] 25,000 | 20,860.00 Nebraska: | Weel ae 

Rees: eentoe Lakes...| 68,910 | 67,747.21 Nicbrareretuge coe aS aa 
ort! arolina: . Seeeit cat rer vy Ee a 

Lake Mattamuskeet.......] 50,000 | 50,000.00 mere eeilraad Valley... --} veers | eee eeees 
No Dakota: Cape Romain. <....:0..55..| 7,700 4993.00 

ETc eeee tui a rials OCP | SAME GE CC Sevannalt Rivers. . cf, ol.ssjooor|\/at6reco Denes 2 ierroll tara 7e se ueentn Rives ’ , Larewogd 200000 00000:] gop | 2588s : Pee een ee as, 
wer Souris..............] 50,000 | 47,026.71 c a ‘i 

Upper Souris..............] 34000 | 29,676.78 Total acreage..........| 42,400 | 30,149.11 
Oregon: “Lake ‘Malheur and Testa aaa 

Blitzen Valley.............| 64,720 | 64,720.00 
South Dakota: eae ————EEE 

doa Creeksauinpensn nee’. 95362 9,362.06 Acreage 
Mat ANCE ites trod ele ae eae 365 347-53 optioned or 
Walibaysicis. i. ciascccuas 2,645 2,117.08 committed 

Pe Sand Lake................] 20,000 | 20,303.50 Duck Stamp Acreage | and title Tennessee: Lake Isom.......| 4200 | "907.00 Project desired | being 
Texas: Muleshoe............] 5,978 5,811.00 cleared to 
Washington: Turnbull.......] 4,500 | 2,412.00 the United 
Wisconsin: Trempealeau..... 6,112 6,112.00 : States 

Total acreage.........| 878,475 | 840,268.25 Minnesota: Talcot Lakef.....| 1,029 | 1,029.00 

*Remainder (14,160 acres) public domain trans. Duck stamp funds were not available until very 
ferred by the Reclamation Service. late in the year. 
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greatly increase marsh areas by control structures. On the basis of 
means of storage reservoirs to main- their specifications bids were solic- 
tain stable water-levels throughout ited and contracts were awarded for 
the marshes. Also of the utmost the nesting-marsh restoration struc- 
importance was.the food and cover tures. 
plantings for wild life, especially During the same interval, the 
migratory water-fowl, and the gen- Biological Survey’s architectural 
eral revegetation of ranges. Artesian staff had not been letting any grass 
wells have been drilled to furnish, grow under their feet, so to speak. 
where needed, additional water Plans were drawn for sixteen com- 
supply. Cattle are excluded by the plete headquarters and administra- 
erection of multi-strand boundary tive building set-ups. Each unit 
fences. Roads, bridges, and truck- was planned individually so as to 
and foot-trails were provided and meet fully the conditions peculiar 
fire-lines established. Refuge mark- to the refuge for which it was in- 
ers have been put in place to warn tended. Specifications were written. 
against trespass and thus pro- Bids were advertised. The result 
vide the isolation so essential to was a modern headquarter and labo- 
the birds. Check-dams have been ratory unit for each of the sixteen 
built to stop badly eroding gullies, refuges. Much could be said of the 
and bank-erosion protection has thought and the care, the planning 
been given the shores of all water and the computing that went into 
areas. Stagnant water bodies, espe- those buildings so as to insure every 
cially those with feather edges, modern convenience and substantial 
have been eliminated, together with construction at the lowest possible 
other conditions which foster botul- cost. It is sufficient to say that every 
ism and other water-fowl diseases. member of the Biological Survey 
Patrol boats are being provided for family is proud of those structures. 
the larger refuges and suitable docks Much of the success attained by 
and shelters for these boats are being the Restoration Program must be 
constructed. In so far as is compat- credited to the twenty-two CCC 
ible with the primary purpose of camps. Under the direction of the 
the refuges, public recreational areas engineers and biologists, these boys 
are being provided. This involves have been performing the thousand 
the development of picnic grounds and one important jobs so necessary 
and the construction of bathing to the success of the refuge. To take 
beaches, bath-houses, and public one example of the manner in which 
toilets. These various items of they are helping to make those 
work, added, represent a typical water-fowl refuges attain the high- 
refuge development. est serviceability to the birds, one 

It was stated previously that the may consider the excellent job of 
Bureau of Agricultural Engineering seed-gathering and food- and cover- 
made the engineering surveys and planting. 
drew up the plans and specifications Trees, shrubs, vines, and herba- 
for the water impoundment and ceous plants all contribute to the 
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development of the game refuge, and In addition to the many indige- 

since the existing stand of natural nous food- and cover-plants, exten- 

food-and cover-plants was often in- sive patches of corn, wheat, barley, 

adequate to meet the demands of millet, and the like, were developed 

game and other birds, measures which will augment the natural 

were taken to promote their growth supply of food. 

on all suitable parts of the refuges. The dearth of trees, shrubs, and 

Prime consideration was given to vines in the Great Plains region 

those plants that produce the great- makes it imperative that sufficient 

est abundance of desirable foods, stock be raised in nurseries. Many 

many of which likewise furnish ex- an embryo nurseryman was dis- 

cellent cover. The higher portions covered among the camp enrollees 

of the refuges were developed for and, under the direction of Bureau 

upland game. biologists, the necessary nursery 

Tons of seeds and tubers have been program now is in full swing. 

collected by the CCC boys for the To induce the greatest number of 

fall and spring plantings. Huge birds to use the refuges, prior to the 

quantities were stored in specially time they reach their maximum 

constructed cellars in order to pre- productivity of foods, the boys have 

serve the seeds and tubers and to trucked in grain elevator screenings 

induce germination. Farm machin- to be used solely as feed. Elevator 

ery was employed to harvest a few operators have codperated heartily 

species, but most of the choice seeds by donating screenings. At present 

and all tubers were, of necessity, 80 tons have been stored in CCC- 

collected carefully by hand. constructed granaries. 

Red Rock Lake Refuge, Montana 
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By referring to the list of the first pass the first year’s growth. Many 
year’s progress, one will note that, of the pitfalls of the first year will 
in keeping with the original plans be avoided. With personnel thor- 
of the Bureau, the restoration ac- oughly trained, it is expected that 
tivity was concentrated in the 43 new areas will be added to the 
Mississippi Flyway,and more partic- refuge set-up by the end of the pres- 
ularly in the breeding-grounds of ent fiscal year. These, together 
that Flyway. However, it should with the 32 established last year, 
also be noted that substantial prog- and the 105 previously established, 
ress has been made toward the will bring 180 migratory water-fowl 
rehabilitation of the other impor- refuges, totaling 3,448,837 acres, 
tant water-fowl flyways, as, for under Federal jurisdiction. 
example, the great Mallard-winter- With the united support of Amer- 
ing concentration area on the White _ica’s millions of biologists, lovers of 
River in Arkansas; the Sacramento nature, conservationists and sports- 

Refuge in California, which will be men, the goal—7,500,000 acres—is 
of special value to western Geese; not at all impossible of attainment. 
the 50,000-acre tract in North Caro- Mr. Darling’s successor as Chief 
lina, encompassing Lake Matta- of the Bureau, Mr. Ira N. Gabriel- 
muskeet, which is the most impor- son, has stated: 

tant Goose- and Swan-wintering “Certain basic principles of restoration of 
area on the Atlantic Coast, and on wildlife can be controlled or manipulated 

the western coast, in Oregon, Lake by man. Cover, food, and water within the 

Ries se er si age, Se een tcl tt 
embracing 64,720 acres of what is Thess factors can be controlled. Disease, floods, 

felt to be the greatest water-fowl drought, and other weather conditions of 
area on that coast. abnormal severity cannot be controlled, but 

The National Migratory Water- their ill effects can be minimized by sound 

fowl Refuge Program now is well ™anagement.”’ 
on its way toward its second birth- This aggressive philosophy is to 
day. With an additional $6,000,000, be the foundation of the Federal 
in hand, the present indications are custody of the Nation’s water-fowl 
that in this second year it will sur- and water-fowl refuges. 
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WATERFOWL . a 
Duck Shooting—Homemade (Bedell) July 1936. a 
Raising Wild Geese (Kiehlbauch) Jan. 1936. ® 
Raising Wild Ducks (Roberts) Dec. 1935. “% 
Wild Domestic Wildfowl (Seabrook) Noy. 1935. @ 
Stocking Waterfowl (Seabrook) Oct. 1935. 
Handling Wild Mallards in Captivity (Grange) 

July 1935. Z 
How to Tell Mallards of Wild Type (Grange) 

- July 1935, | q 
Duck Restoration With Incubator & Brooder— 

Nov. 1934. | 
' The Shelduck Family (Sibley) Nov. 1934. 
+ Raising Whistlers (Henry) Sept. 1933. 
* Foreign Sheldrakes (Southwick) Aug. 1933. 

Canada Geese in Captivity (Elder) Aug. 1933. 
Reviewing the World’s Swans (Rockel) May 1933. t 
Mallard Facts and Fancies (Pirnie) Feb. 1933. : 
Wood Duck Facts (Sibley) Aug. 1932. 
Our Native Geese (Sibley) Apr. 1932. : 
Concerning Swans (Sibley) Mar. 1932. See 
The Wood Duck (Bendick) Dec. 1931. | ; 
Waterfowl in Wintertime (Corsan) Dec. 1931. : 
Wild Duck Propagation (Taylor) Mar. 1931. 
Winter Care of Wild Waterfowl (Corsan) Dec. | 

2 1930. 

Breeding Wood Duck (Porter) Dec. 1930. 
_ Selling and Shipping Waterfowl (Laidlay) Feb. 

1930. 
Breeding the Blue Geese (Bendick) Oct. 1929. 

: Handrearing of Wild Duck—Aug. 1929. 
. - Hutchins Goose (Bendick) June 1929. 

. Rearing of Wood Ducks (Willard) May 1929. 
Breeding Wood Ducks (Durst) Mar. 1929. 
Blue Geese (Buckingham) Feb. 1929. 
The Canvashack (Bendick) Feb. 1929. 
Food Habits of the Mallard Ducks of U. S. A. 

(McAtee) Sept. 1928. 
as Breeding Woodducks (Randall) May 1928. 

Breeding Wild Ducks (Huntington) June 1927. 
The British Swans (Frohawk) June 1927. 

a



1532 University Aveme 

Jamary 26, 1937 

Mr, Frederic Leopold 

The Leopold Company 
Burlington, Iowa ‘ 

Dear Fritz: 

I don't lmow what to mike of the king rail. I have 
heard of winter records of bittern, but never rail. Your 
observation was certainly quite an oddity and I am filing your 
letter to record the bird, 

I know Howard Reed of Oshkosh, He used to be an 
understudy for Clyde Terrell of the Terrell Aquatic Nurseries 
and later cut off and set up for himself, As far as I lnow 
he would deliver you satisfactory service, tut I would not be 
as sure of him as I would of Clyde Terrell, particularly if 
you could get Terrell personally to mike the examination, 
This might, however, be difficult, since he has accepted a 
salary job and presumably is delegating his examinations to 
others, 

With best regards, 

Yours,
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CBuilders of DESKS and OFFICE FURNITURE 

January 20, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Ayenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Do you know amything about an outfit calling 
themselves: Wild Life Nurseries and Game Farm, Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin? Their letters are signed by Mr. H.E. Reed, 
Manager. They are trying to interest us in a planting 
program to produce duck feeds at the Club. 

Ifigure that our lake is in good condition 
to make a start on some under-water vegetation due to 
the comparative absence of carp, and would like to get 
hooked up with the proper people from whom to purchase 
our planting stock. 

Here is one that you will find hard to under- 
stand. I flushed a king-rail out of the ice covered reeds 

\ and from the frozen ground at the club last Sunday. So far 
AVA as I could see, he appeared to be thrifty and vigorous. 
Se ( Of course, they never fly far. 

Rw? Regards to all. 

Yours, = 

FL: R. CO 

BU REIN G TON LO W-A
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1937. 

taclosed will find the summary of the Bioleries] Sure 
ver*s siuker wntenfoot census, I obtained this from Mr, 
Lincoln, of the Biological Survey ~~ ue ee oe 
tion, sh sek you, therefore to be se kind as to treat 
it as confident for the tine being. I thought that 
it would be of interest to you a8 bearing upos any dis~ 
Gussion of duck pe Which ve gay have at the Soard : 
weeting on the 27th of April. _ 

ihe Tiguree axe appresximate Se the Reaweet UhlUbnat tne 
the unons may not add exactly. ; 

The states mentioned in the headings are not intended = 
See a eeenn teetaees INEAT GA9S O@ Aten oF the pile oe 
the countzy involved in the regional set-up. 

The Biel cal Survey recent! ve out an official news 
Soheaee 4k ten ont that Ate Gances hen Samnnhon sane 
Bine and @ helf million ducks and geese, and then pro- 

coocamnanee oan tae pel on present in’ the county a ° wa a 
that date, I am satisfied that there is no logi De 
sis for the estimate, but we do know that the census ite 
self wae pretty inadequate and that certain territory 
was not covered at all, 

The important revelation, however, is that of the nine 
and a half million, over two million are American Ooot 
cutee Gps en ani’ coven Unt saat 
geese counted was only seven and s half million. if 
you corer ee Survey's formule of four to one to that 
figure result shows no apprecisble increase in 
quantity over the figures given out by J, Ne Uarling 
while Chief of the Siclogical Survey a couple of years ee 
ago. There are cone manifest errors in the enclosed 
table, such ae the dietribution of the *hite-fronted 2 
Gooee, but I do not think the error came from my copying. 

Dad, 
John H, Saker, 

Ene, Executive Director,
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Ducks “ 
Predation 

* Abstract in Bird-Banding, Vol. X, No. 3, July, 1939, p. 129: 

- 14. Social Behavior of Eider Ducks.-~(Die Brutv8gel der Hismeerinsel ; 
Heindsaaret.) Paul Ruthke. 1939. Beitrfge Fortpflanzungsbiologie der V8gel, 
15:41-50. Somateria m. mollissima is very abundant on the Finnish island 
sanctuary Heindsaaret. After the young hatch, families join forces and all sorts of 
combinations from three females with eighteen young, two with six young, six with 
five young, thirteen with six young up to twenty leading females are seen. Some- 
times a few males join such companies. The adults defend the young from the Great 
Black=backed Gulls (Larus marinus) by coming close together, hissing, kicking up 
the water and biting at the Gulls. It is only when young are with a single mother 
that the Gulls are able to capture any. ;



koh University Farm Place 
August 21, 1 

TAvision of Wildlife Management 9 

Dr. Ira H. Gabrielson, Chief 
| Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D, 6. 

Dear Gabe: 

Just a line to tell you that May Holland's editorial, 
in the minds of some of us at least, has had the effect of 
crystallizing support for the U.5,3.5. 

I am trying to apply Walter Lippman's "The Indispensable 
Opposition" (current issue of abate to Ray Holland's attitude. 
His opposition is certainly ve. It takes real thinking 
to detect his fallacies. If the duck hunter is disposed to do any 
Yeal thinking (which I doubt), he ought to get a liberal education 
out of Ray's editorials. 

I feel free to express these views, te you and Ray, be~ 
cause I have often criticized the Survey myself, hence my support 
in this case is hardly to be construed as “automatic”. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce R.P.Holland Professor of Wildlife Management 

af i ‘ 
Stich, Wr -
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O° aie Duck Seasons: 
HEN can we shoot ducks this fall? How many not even the most pessimistic anti-shooter. The late- 
can we shoot? What changes will be made in lamented duck shortage was confined to diving ducks, 
the regulations? Will the bag limits be raised or and no one ever shot divers over live stool. But some 

lowered ? Can a fellow use a couple of live decoys? And one thought live decoys would be one more thing that 
if not, why not? could be taken away from the duck hunter, and presto 

Those are just few of the many questions that were —no live decoys. And look how the canvashacks have 
asked and re-asked at the thirty-third meeting of the increased! 
International Association of Game, Fish and Conser- It is true that black ducks were shot heavily over live 
vation Commissioners at San Francisco in late June. decoys, and we did have a poor season or two on 
None of them was answered. All the boys could do blacks. The shortage came, however, after the nuisance 
was hope and guess. regulations had been in effect for a year or two, and 

On Wednesday, the 28th, Ira N. Gabrielson, Chief | was due to a severe winter and no duck food. The birds 

of the United States Bureau of Biological Survey, met that survived were sent back to the breeding grounds 
with accredited delegates of the states represented. At in such poor condition that reproduction that season 
this conference, migratory-bird regulations were dis- was practically nil. 
cussed behind closed doors. The consumer, the mildly No one can deny that unregulated feeding or bait- 
curious and the press were all excluded. ing may develop into vicious practices, unsportsmanlike 

In justice to the Chief of the Survey, it must be said and detrimental to the supply of fowl. Feeding under 
that these star-chamber sessions are not held because regulation should be beneficial to the birds. If a heavy 
of any belief in the divine right of kings or any bureau-__ fine were imposed on any gunner found shooting within 
cratic dictatorship on the part of Bureau officials. Even a hundred yards of where ducks had been fed, the birds 
though this may appear to be the case, the reason ad- would receive ample protection and the sportsmen 
vanced for locking out John Public is because John could and would feed black ducks during bad winters. 
won't keep quiet while the boys are discussing what Government officials advance the argument that feed- 
else can be removed from the patient without killing ing under regulation would be too hard to enforce. 
him. Game commissioners say such argument is not sound. 

Prior to the meeting, the commissioners asked ques- After all, the Biological Survey required the gunners 
tions of each other and talked of the injustice of this to tell the difference between redheads and scaups on 
and the absurdity of that regulation. After the meeting the wing. Such a law must have been rather hard to 
they talked little and grumbled less than in previous enforce. In fact, any game law is hard to enforce. 
years. They seemed more resigned. “It’s in the bag,” 
said one, and he wasn’t talking about the decision of the o commissioner said more ducks starved last win- 
Louis-Galento fight to be held that evening. ter in his state than were killed by gunners. The 

The chief dissension seemed to center on the regula- Survey man in charge of that district said he had not 
tions which start the duck hunters’ day at 7 A.M., pro- heard of such a calamity and he didn’t believe it. It was 
hibit the use of live decoys, and make a crook out of — said the Survey fed starving ducks in one place and by 
the sportsman who feeds hungry fowl. All of the mistake used grain poisoned for rodent control and 
Bureau’s prohibitions and their relation, if any, to the killed the whole flock. A Survey man said this was 
future of the waterfowl were discussed and sometimes untrue, although something did poison a lot of ducks. 
cussed, but the three mentioned came in for the bulk of And so the arguments went, with everyone record- 
the abuse from the groups gathered in the hotel lobby. ing an increase in birds. Knowing waterfowl to be 

Anyone who knows his country and his duck shoot- more numerous than for many years, state officials 
ing has always known that the seven o’clock opening hoped for this or that change in the law to give their 
hour was impractical and unfair. Some bright boy some- constituents a little better break. 
where at some time figured it would make his work as After the meeting Chief Gabrielson said that from 
a game warden easier if shooting started by the clock his records he thought there were from 12 to 14 per 
instead of by the sun, and presto—we had the regula- . cent more birds on the breeding grounds than at the 
tion which starts legal duck shooting at 7 A.M. same date last year, but that he was afraid to make 

any predictions on regulations. “If,” he said, “the water 
a we cross this country time changes three times, holds up and there is no heavy loss on the breeding 

making three zones where shooting is legal while grounds, some concessions may be made. If the water 
it is still too dark to see a duck and right across an goes and young ducks die, the regulations will be the 
imaginary line wildfowlers must sit and watch the same as last year or tightened up.” 
sun climb up above the horizon before they can legally This is written in Idaho, where I have been trout 
fire a gun. It doesn’t make sense. The ideal opening fishing for several days on the way home from the 
hour for wildfowling is thirty minutes before sunrise; San Francisco meeting. At almost every turn in the 
always has been and always will be. stream I was threatened by a hen duck with a big brood. 

The use of live decoys can be abused. Maybe. Cer- Old-timers here say there never have been as many 
tainly sportsmen could be permitted the use of a drake wild ducks nesting in this section. Saskatchewan is re- 
and a susie or a couple of geese in the stool without porting cloudbursts. 
harming any species. And it is my understanding that A bumper crop seems assured. All we can do is guess 
game laws, the enforcement of which is financed by and hope. 
the men who hunt, are enacted for the purpose of per- 
petuating both the game and the sport. 

Mallards were principally shot over live decoys. No Ae GP . 
one ever claimed there was a shortage of mallards— oF *
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Lawrence Johnson sends in a note stating that another : 

result of the Nov. 11, 1940 storm was found when Norman Sutliff, 

@ local Boyceville trapper, found a Blue Heron the next day on 

the Hay River with its wings frozen to the body. He removed 

the ice from the bird, but it was not until three days later 

that it was able to fly away from the immediate locality. 

Passenger Pigeon, Vol. III, No. 3. 
March, 1941. pe 30.



Collision-death in Coots 

Dr. Sam Chase,in October 1941, saw two large flocks of mdhens flush from 

Dry Run Lake, Roberts County, South Dakota. The two flocks flew toward 
each other and merged. At the moment of merging two birds collided, 
fell to the water, and were picked up by Dr. Chase, both dead. 

This account was given me verbally by Dr. Chase in January 1942. 

Aldo Leopold 

ee for Dr. Chase 
accident song 4 } 
coot folder



Wire Mortality in Grebes 

Dr. Sam Chase, one April about 1910, saw three "hell-divers" (doubtless 
pied-bill grebe) suspended by the head from a double electric cable on 
Mound Street, Madison. They had apparently hit the cable while migrating 
at night, and shipped their heads into the narrow space between the conduit 
wire and the steel supporting-wire to which the former is attached. 

I have seen rails meet the same accidental death. 

This account was given me verbally by Dr. Chase in January, 1942. 

ec for Dr. Chase 
accident folder ene Polder Aldo Leopold
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List of men meeting at 10th North American Wil@life Conference 

informally to discuss waterfowl investigations. : 

Mendall, Howard Maine : 

Gashwiler, Jay Maine 

Siegler, Herbert R. New Hampshire 

Wright, Willis 

Kutz, H. L. New York 

Anderson, John M. Ohio 

Elder, William EH, Missouri 

Anderson, Harry ‘ Wisconsin 

McCabe, Robert Wisconsin 

Bellrose, Frank C. Tllinois 

Hawkins, arthur Illinois 

Marshall, William H. Minnesota 

Cottam, Clarence Fish & Wildlife Service, Chicago 

Low, Jessop B. Utah



STATE t- Tllinois i 

ORGANIZATION: Illinois Natural History Survey, Natural Resources Bldg, 

Urbana, Illinois 
PERSONNEL : Arthur S. Hawkins (resigned to accept employment with U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service). 
Frank C. Bellrose Jr., Game Technician, Havana, Illinois. 

Harold C. Hansen, Assistant Game Technician, Nat. Resources 

Blég., Urbana, Iliinois. 

1. - Detailed status study of the Greater Canada Goose in the Mississippi Fly- 
way with special referonce to the Horseshoe lake, Illinois, flock. Study 

started seven years ago. Bulletin now in preparation. Jack Miner banding 
data and considerable information from the breeding and wintering grounds to 

be included. Project Leader: H, C. Hansen, Popul2tion and kill figures, 

migration dates, changes in status, and similar information from other water- 
fowl technicians along the flyway would be wolcomed and suitably acknowledged. 

2. Wooddnck studies, now in the eighth year, are being completed this season. 
Life history and nayaenent have received major consideration. An exchange 

of information with others who have worked with woodies is highly desirable. 

3. Waterfowl banding studies started in 1939 have involved over 70,000 ducks 

and geose. We are interested in all the problems that go with banding studies. 

4, A critical study of the proposed flood control plans for Illinois of the 
U. S. Engineers is F. C, Bellrose's major concern these days. Some of the 
nlans conflict seriously with biological interests, Bellrose's job is to 

ferret out these conflicts and propose modifications, 

5. Other studies. 
a. Waterfowl censuses and census technics. 
be Kill analyses. 
c. Populaticn analyses through bag inspection. 

d. Critique on kill sampling methods. 
e, Upper Mississippi waterfowl survey. 

f. Control of noxious aquatics. : 
&  Hand-resaring of waterfowl.



ST.TE : Wisconsin 

ORGANIZATION: University of Wisconsin Wildlife Dept., Madison, Wisconsin. 

PHRSONNEL : Robert A. McCabe, Leader of the University of Wisconsin 
Arboration and Wildlife Refuge Waterfowl Program. 

1. Wild vs. Semi-wild Mallards. This is a study of a resident population 
of about 100 mallards. ‘These birds are semi-wild and do not (we think) mi- 
grate. We are getting data on longevity, turnover, reproduction, brood 
success, etc., to compare with wild populations. 

Trapping and banding operations have been carried on for a number of years 
with varying degrees of success. Color bands are used on year classes and 
have worked very well. | 

During migration wild birds are banded at a station only 150 yards from the 
area frequented by the semi-wilds. 4s yet no semi-wilds have been trapped 
at this station. : 

2. The Establishment of a Goose Refuge. On 2 islands in 20 acre ponds on 
the south shore of a small lake (Wingra) goose decoys and corn have been 

used spring and fall to induce the birds to stop and feed. The decoys used 
were 6 live adults in a large holding pen and a grou of 40 silhouettes. 

Thus far 2 small spring flocks have stayed for several days in 1945, 

This spring the student in charge (Arnold J. Jackson) is attempting to raise 
goslings to start the refuge going. The plan is similar to that used at the 
Kellogg refuge in Michigan, 

3. Woodduck Restoration. This is an effort to establish a colony of wood- 
duck on range it once occupied, but which has not had a bfeeding colony in 
25 years. Through the generous cooperation of the Illinois Natural History 

Survey 100 woodduck ducklings were sent to the University of Wisconsin in 
July 19uy, These birds were raised and released on the Arboretum and Wild- 
life Refuze, In the spring of 1945 two of the released birds returned and 
raised broods, Three other broods were also found that indicated that 3 more 
pairs perhaps bred on the Arboretum. The progress of the introduction is 
being watched and studied,



Sale : Maine 

ORGANIZATION: Maine Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, Orono, Maine 

PERSONNEL : Howard Mendall, Leader, Maine Cooperative Wildlife Research 

7 é. Candatler, Assistant Leader, Maine Cooperative Wild 
life Research Unit. 

1. Distribution and abundance of waterfowl in Maine. 

Assignment: H. L. Mendall 

2. Food habits of waterfowl in Maine. 

Assignment: J, S. Gashwiler - H. L. Mendall 

3. Life history and management of the woodduck, 

assignment: J. S. Gashwiler 

4. Life history ané nanagenent of the black duck. 

Assignment: HEH. L,. Mendall 

5. Life history and nanagement of the ring-necked duck, 

Assignment: H. L. Mendall 

6, Waterfowl banding studies on the Penobscot River. 

Assignment: J. S. Gashwiler



STALE : New York 

ORG NIZATION: New York Conservation Department, Albany 7, New York 

PERSONS EL :. H, Lee Kutz, Ontario - St. Lawrence Waterfowl Project Leader 

1. Migration 

a. Banding dabbling and diving ducks. 
be Observation of concentrations and migratory movements. 

ec, Analysis of banding and migration data. 

2, Breeding Population 

a. Species breeding in the region. 
b. Their relative numbers. 
cs, Brood production and success. 

a. Late summer concentrations and local movements. 

. 3. Analysis of Existing and Potential Habitat 

a. Location and evaluation of habitat. 
be Aquatic plant survey. 
c. Food habits of waterfowl of the region. . 

4, Evaluation of Certain Management Practices ‘ 

as Improvement of breeding habitat. 
be Establishment of trial refuges. 
c. Release of hand-reared Mallards. 

e 1. Degree of success in establishing as a breeding species. 

5. Composition of the Hunter Bag 

Me, Dirk Benson, Game Research Investigator was formerly on a study of 

“She stocking of marshes with hand-reared Mallards", In addition, informa- 

tion was compiled on the life history and ecology of the black and wood 

duckse



STATE : Missouri 

ORGANIZATION: University of Missouri 

PERSONNEL 3: Dr. William H, Elder, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 

4. Projects which are Completed and Unpublished. 

1. A preliminary survey of the nesting waterfowl of Missouri. 
A graduate student made a brief study by means of a question- 
naire of the distribution of breeding ducks. Aside from wood 
ducks there seem to be very few nesting ducks; Blue-winged teal 
and mallards are very sparsely distributed as breeders while : 
Lesser Scaup, Shoveller are probably accidentals resulting from 
cfippled females unable to make the migratory flight. 

B. Projects Being .ictively Pursued: 

1, A thorough survey of all areas in the state that might prove 
suitable for immoundments adapted to use by waterfowl. This is 
veing carried on by Pittman-Robertson men in an attempt to supply 
the Conservation Commission with data for the selection of areas 
that can be developed as public shooting grounds and state refuges. 

C. Projects Planned for the Fall of 1946: 

1. A study of the movements of Canada Geese in the state to ascer- 

tain the local flight lanes and their relation to the movements of 
geese in adjacent states and the Mississippi and Central flyways, 
It is hoped that trapping, banding, and color-marking of birds 
attracted to farm ponds now having captive decoy birds will reveal 
the turnover in wintering population, the relation to the concen- 
trations at Swan Lake and Squaw Creek Federal refuges in the 
state and degree to which Missouri geese use the Horse Shoe Lake 
region and wintering grounds farther south,



stata : Wieah 

ORGANIZATION: Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit 

PERSONNEL : Jd. B. Low, Leader, Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 
School of Forest, Range, & Wildlife Management, Logan, Ute 
Graduate assistants 

1. Population Studies : 

Bag Inspection Studies: To determine through bag inspection, 
dandings and other methods the juvenile: adult ratios and the 
sex ratios of ducks and geese as a means of indicating popula- 
tion trends, fluctuations, migration habits, and weights of 
waterfowl. 

2. Waterfowl Harvest é 

Xill Records and Hunting Pressure: To determine the hunting 
pressure on waterfowl shooting grounds as 2 means of ascer 
taining the needs of nanaging marshlands to obtain the ereatest 
returns to hunters consistent with other aquatic interests. 

3. Food Habits Investigations : 

_ Field Observations and Stomach Analysis: Determination of 
food habits of waterfowl in Utah. 

4, Marsh Inprovenent Studies 

Cover and Food Plantings: By experimental plantings determine 
desirable food and cover plans and methods of improving food 
and cover on Utah's state and private marshlands, This study 

é to be correlated with use of the vegetation by waterfowl and 
other aquatic birds for nesting and brooding and by hunters 
during the waterfowl hunting season.



ORGANIZATION: U.. S.. Fish and Wildlife Service, U. S. Dept..of the Interior 

PERSONNEL +: Representatives of the Service stationed in different states 

either on refuges, in laboratories or attached to educational 

Institutions s 

Title of Project Personnel & Address of Project Leader 

Cattail Control F. M. ‘Uhler 
Patuxent Research Refuge 
Bowie, Maryland 

Propagation of Waterfowl ae 
Food Plants 

Canada Goose Restoration F. M. Uhler and R. BE. Stewart 
Patuxent Research Refuge 
Bowie, Maryland 

Wildlife Plant Manual to A.C, Martin and Arnold Nelson 
Cover utilization of all Patuxent Research Refuge : 

plants by American Wildlife Bowie, Maryland 

Marsh Resources Neil Hotchkiss 
Patuxent Research Refuge 
Bowie, Maryland 

Control of Pest Plants in John Steenis 
Waterfowl Management. Paris, Tennessee 

Botulism Cecil Williams, et al 
: Brigham, Utah 

Distribution and Migration Chandler Robbins 
: of the black duck 

Winter Distribution of Alaska May T. Cooke 
Breeding Waterfovl Patuxent Research Refuge 

: Bowie, Maryland 

Distribution of Canada Geese in Robert Smith (Harold C. Hanson) 
the Mississitri Flyway Upper Mississipvi River Wildlife and 

Fish Refuge 
Winona, Minnesota 

Distribution of Species and John Aldrich 
Races of Wild Geese in North Fish and Wildlife Service 

America Washington, D. C.



Distribution and Status of the Harold S. Peters, Robert H. Smith, 
Ducks and Geese of the Four George B, Saunders, Stanley G. Jewett, 

Flyways Peters — 54 Folly Road, Charleston, S.C, 
Smith - Upper Miss. River Wildlife Refuge, 

Winona, Minnesota 
Saunders ~ 1623 N. W. Washington St., 

; Brownsville, Texas 
Jewett - 600 Weatherly Building 

Portland, Oregon 

Botulism Contraol at Bear Ralph J. Hervey, G. Hortin Jensen, Cecil 
River Refuge S. Williams, 

Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge 
Brigham, Utah 

. &. R, Kalmbach, Charles C, Sperry 

Wildlife Research Laboratory 

545 Custom House 
Denver, Colorado 

Erling R. Quortrup 
Patuxent Research Refuge, Bowie, Maryland 

Duck Carcasses and Charles C, Sperry, Wildlife Research Lab. 
546 Custom House, Denver, Colorado 

Cecil S, Williams, Bear River Migratory 
Bird Refuge, Brigham, Utah. 

Maggots ond Botulism Charles C. Sperry, Wildlife Research Lab.. 
5u6 Custom House, Denver, Colorado 

Mergansers Charles C. Sperry (Denver) 
: F, M. Uhler (Patuxent) 

Appraisal of Depredations Ralph H. Imler, Johnson A. Neff (Denver) 
to Croas by Waterfowl Chavl2s C. Snerry (Denver) 

Banding Ducks in Colorado Ralph H. Imler 
and Neighboring States Johnson A. Neff (Denver) 

Devising Methods to Prevent Ralph H. Imler 
Depreditions by Waterfowl E. 3, Kalmbach (Denver)



State Programs under the Federal Aid (Pittman-Robertson) not revorted 
in detail olsewhere are listed below. : 

Title of Project Personnel & Address of Project Leader 

Specific Waterfowl Projects 

California 20-R Dr, Herbert L. Mason 
Dept. of Botany, Univ. of Calif. 

Illinois 26-R John Jedlicka 
Palos Park, I1Ll. 

: 28-R Francis X. Lueth 
RFD 3, Canton, Ill. 

Massachusetts +R Robert H. Johnson 
15 Huntley Terrace, Malden, Mass. or 
Phillips Wildlife Res. Lab., Upton. 

New Hampshire 7-R Hilbert R. Siegler 
Fish and Game Dept. State House, 
Concord, N. Hy 

New York 20=R Dr. He L. Kutz 
Chaumont, N. Y. 

21-R 5 Charles I. Mason 
Pathology Laboratory 
Delmar, N. Y. 

Ohio 41-R Carl R, Warren 
RD 3 
Norwalk, Ohio.



General Waterfowl Projects 

Arizona 9-R Theodore Knips, et al 
1635 Adams Street, Phoenic, Ariz. 

Arkansas 11-R R. H. Holder, Fish & Game Commission 

Little Rock, Arkansas 

Colorado 4-R Jack Culbreath 
2692 Julian Street 
Denver, Colorado 

Indiana 2-R Wm. B, Barnes, et al 
Rm. 10, State House Annex 
Indianapolis. 

Maine 8-R Mervin Marston 
38 School Street 
Augusta, Maine 

Minnesota 11-R J. Donald Smith et al 
Marine, St. Croix, Minn, or 
1005 Commerce Building, 
St. Paul, 1, Minn. 

Missouri 9-R Paul Q.. Tulenko, et al 
Conservation Commission 

: Jefferson City, Mo. 

Nebraska 15-R Levi L,. Mohler 
Game, Forestation and Parks Com, 

Lincoln,. 

Utah 17-R or Noland F, Nelson Z Project not yet 
‘ a new project address not known submitted.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Van 
Fish and Wildlife Service ee 

: . Chicago 54, Illinois as 

: : October 15, 1946..:. .. 

MEMORANDUM :NO..2 TO: Selected Waterfowl Technicians. 

FROM : : Division of Wildlife Research, es : 

SUBJECT: 1946 Waterfowl Age and Sex Ratios in Canada. 

THe all-out effort to obtain accurate and detailed information on hunters! 

kill is off to a flying start. Art Hawkins, who has just returned to the 

“States for opening day in the northern zone after a summer and fall in Canada, 

reports that the Wildlife Management Institute's Delta Waterfowl Research ; 

‘Station had classified more than 3,000 ducks by October 2, (The shooting 

‘ séason on Delta Marsh, Manitoba, opened September 16. Since no shooting is 

: permitted on Sunday in Canada, this total was for 15 days, a rate of 20Q in- 

spected per day.) Seow 

Three species made up the bulk of the bag at Delta: mallard, canvasback, 

and redhead. Mallards aged and sexed numbered over 1,000, cans about 750, and 

redheads 550. Seventy-five per cent of the ducks examined during the 15-day 

period were. in this trio of species. On opening day the kill of mallards ex- 

ceeded that of cans and redheads combined by 3:2; thereafter the diving ducks 

became ‘increasingly prominent in the kill. On several days the redhead, 

despite its precarious status, headed the list of ducks shot. 

Hunters on opening day noted that their kill was without exception in drab 

plumage. Those who picked their ducks could not avoid the observation that the 

| birds were at the height of the moult. Primaries of many birds were so unde- 

veloped that flight must have been inhibited. In fact, some of the ducks brought 

in obviously had been killed on the water for the condition of the flight 

feathers was such that flight would have been impossible. But by October, a 

few mallards had fully-green heads and curled tail feathers although many still 

had the notched tail feathers characteristic of juveniles. Some adult mallard 

hens still had primaries with soft quills indicative of a flightless period 

not long before. The condition and appearance of most cans had improved greatly 

by October 1. Most adult redheads were in good plumage by that date, but many 

young of that species were late-hatched and had been on the wing but a short 

time. 

Mallard age retios changed from 2 young per adult the first week to dad 

young per adult the second week. Probable reason: Most full-winged mallards 

left the marsh and moved to the lake (Manitoba) because of the heavy shooting, 

leaving adult hens with undeveloped primries behind. These hens were easily 

bagged by hunters, thereby giving 2 bag inspection ratio more adults than the 

local mallard population actually had. Can ratio was 10:1 in favor of juveniles 

while redheed juveniles exceeded adults 7.5:1.
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Bruce 3, Wright’ 

To a Weaterner, the country east of the Lakes 

ie considered to. be a duckedesert, Where the Westerner talks 

of his hundreds and thousands of hirde, the Sasterner thinks i 

of tens and twenties, fut what is not generally appreciated 

ie that the Eacterner ie Just as enthustastic a duck hunter ‘ 

ao Lia his cousin of the western prairies who hage ten ducks 

te his one, He is just as keen to see wise management 

practices used on the supply of his game as any other sporteman 

in the country, and he is willing to put up the money to _ 

sack them, : 

For the very reason of the ahundance of ducks 

on the prairies, all of the large seale waterfowl studies 

have been carried out there, In 1945, however, Ducks Unlimited 

(Canada) vegan a study of the waterfowl hreeding conditions | 

in the Maritime Provinees anf in Guchee with specicl emphasis 

om the Slack Duck as it is the principal game duck of 

this region, j ; 

sa tho: Ducks Unlimited aoe Zhe author was e ¥ 2 % te carry 
outs etuly) of fhe frecding eanlog of fe Mack Duct ty 
Sagtern a The summer of 1 
ee ee on winter at the Department of 
$a. at oe at the University of “Wisconsin, ‘The . 
eo + ee ee Se eee eee 4 

final age on survey is he a a 
writing, Panis. HAT teas th Gn ctor 46,008 othee 
of car travel ani about 900 miles of eanoe travel, through 
7a. ca — 6 of Sastern Canada is the 
© a, :
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The Black Duck of the continent are confined 

to the two easternmost flyways, the Atlantic and the 

“Niselesippi, with the former probably heing the more important, 

The Atlantic Flyway falle into two natural sub-divicions on 

the wreeding range and also on the winter range, ‘The first 

ef these subdivisions ie the Sastern Section consisting of 

the breeding areas trimutary to the Atlantic seahoard ani — 

the St, Lawrence River, and a wintering ground along the 

Atlantic seaboard from Nova Scotia to the Jersey Capes, with 

the majority of the birds remaining north of Long Islané 

Sound, ‘The second subdivision is the Western Section with 

the Wreeding range trihutery to Hudson ana James Pays and the 

Great Lakes, and wintering grounds from the Jersey Capes 

arouné to the mouth of the Mississippi, F 

Of these two sections, the first or astern 

Seetion is the one upon which the gunners of the northeast - 

@epena for their duck shooting, The birds of this section 

are true northerners and do not migrate to a southern climate 

even in the dead of winter, This relatively short migration 

makes this section of the flyway a compact population unit 

which lends itself well to study, and it is here that the 

investigation of the hreeding ecology of the species has 

‘ween carried out, .
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By March 25th, in the average year, the 

northern migration is well underway and the vanguard has 

eronsed the Canadian line, The great problem at thie time 

{is to find open vater, and the tulk of the migrating Mirds =” 

must etick to tide water ac they go north, At this early 

Ante, the great inket of the sea which is the lover “t, 

Lawrence, with it's shifting ice floes and great “hatteurs", 

or lee floea frozen to shore, provides open water ané mul 

ware by ice movenents and tide much farther inland then 
any of the surroun@ing lakes and rivers, Yor this ressen 

the Blacks cross iecehound Meine and New Brunewick and 
arrive on the St, Lawrence before they reach Prince Edward 

Island along the coast, 

By April 15th, they have arrived all along 

the St, Lawrence from the Ottava River to Mingan on the Gulf, 

end the coastal migration has reached Prince tdward Island, 

By April 25th, they have reached Loup Bay in 

southern Labrador and have ty then arrived on their hreeding 

grounis in Newfoun®land, By May 2nd the Hamilton River is 

reached and by May 26th, they are at Makkovik on the leak 

northern coast of Lasrador, 

Black Ducks are found during the breeding 

season in Ungava Day, and there is one record of then having = 

erossed the strait to Baffin Island, but the main wreeding 

grounds are farther south in the great hinterland of “uehec, 

the Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland, : '
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During all of this journey north, the vanguard 

of the migration is well ahead of the break-up of inland water, 

Therefore they must depend entirely upon tidal water in their 

. geareh for food, The numer of open rapide which are available : 

would scarcely be more than a welcome change from the salt 

water where they have paesed the previcus four months, 

The adultes travel in paira, formed on the 

wintering ground, and the young of the previous year arrive 

in emall flocks of five to eight, Thies is the period of 

gourtship and e female may often he seen leading three or 

four young drakes in e strenuous cowr'tship flight over the 

ays and river mouths; she quacking loudly andputting on a 

@ieplay of aerial gymnastics which keeps the drakes straining 

every muscle to keep on her tail, 

By the first week in April, the great day hae 

arrived in the southern part of the breeding range, ‘This is. 

the day when the ice breaks up on the inland lakes and rivers 

am they are free again to leave the tidal cstuarice and move 

inlend te fresh water for the firet time in four months, Do 

not think, however, that they move immediately te the marshes 

an@ sloughs where you find them in the fall; far from it; for 

in this region every marsh and slough becomes an open Lake 

and it is along the edges of these flood waters that the Plack 

Duck find their early spring food, Often this is half a mile
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or more inland from, and ten feet above, the wildrice hed 

where you flush them in September, Here they forage along 

the edge of the cultivated lands showing above the freshet 

and often well into the coniferous forest along flecded 

Logging roads, 

Just what they eat at this time ia not well 

known, It is too early in the season for insects so their 

food must consist of secede and the remains of last year's 

erop on the cultivated lands and, in the northern hinterland, 

entirely on seeds and aquatic animal life, In the recion of 
Lake St, Peter on the St, Lawrence, Black Ducks are found at 

thie season feeding in farmer's fields far from water after : 

the fashion of stubwle mallards in the West, This ie the 

only place where I have heard of this occurring in the “ast, 

 AweLlemA1Lity seems to be the largest factor in their seleetion 
of food ana they are truly omnivorous birds, =~ 

Almost as broad ae their choice of food is 

the choice of the nest site hy the female, Nesting starts 

imme@iately upon arrival on the inland waters, and she may 

select a hole in an overhanging dead treo where a hranch has 

wroken off, or a pile of logging slash on a hilleide a mile 

yack from the river, There are holes in trees along Portobello 

Greek in New Srunowick whieh are used year after year by 
Black Qucks at a time when these trees are a mile from any 

dry land and when the water is ten feet deep around then,
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The Duck must fly to the edge of the flood to feed from either 

her tree nest out in the flooded woods or from the hiliside 

behind, Thigg the females do just after sundown when they 

may he seen joining their mates at some fence row or other 

high spot still above water, 

The drake Black Duck dees not appear to defend 

@ specific ares or territory, as does his close cousin the ; 

malierpd, Rather is he a vigorous defender of his mate from 

other drakes and he will not tolerate drakes of other species, 

gush ac the Pintail, approaching too clese to her, The 

apoarent lack of a defended territory may well be accounted 

for »y the constant alteration in the position of the shoreline 

ae the flood ewhe and flows, Thugg he would have considerahle 

@iffieulty in finding a territory to defend which 414 aot 

either dry up into an open field or disappear heneath the 

waters, 

By the first week in May, the first neste are 

wuilt and Laying has commenced in southern Canada, The peak 
nesting period is the month of May and there ic very little 

4ifference between the time of peak nestings in the southern 

part of the wreeding range and in the northern interior, 
These records we have from the north show thet the eggs are 

laid on the upper Hamilton River by May 23rd,
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When the eggs are laid and the duck is sitting, 

the drake leaves the breeding area, That they wander far is 

shown by the arrival of drake Black Ducke on the prairics 

during the moulting pericd, The nearest breeding arene for 

them to have come from are shout the head ef the Great Lakes, 

' Prom this time until the sexes rejoin before the fall 

migration, the drakes keep to themselves, ‘They start moulting 

_ ae soon ae they Leave the duck and have moulted their primaries 

and are ‘flightless by mideJuly, 4s soon as they can fly 

again, they begin te gather at concentration points for the 

fell migration, One euch point is the north channel of the 

Island of Orleans helew “uenec where cach year a concentration 

of Mlack Ducks builds up during Auguet, Juiging by size and 

the few specimens I have secured, this appears to he &@ pre~ 

migration eteg-party which 1s later joined hy the feuales ; 

and young of the year from the surrounding district, and then 

finally »y part of the population of the lower river ao they 

are Slown into calmer waters hy heavy weather in the Gulf, 

‘ The ueusl clutch of eggs Le S-10 but it may 

vary between 6-12, ‘They are inoubated for 26.26 days hy the 

fuck and the first »roods appear in southern New trunswiek . 

by May 15th, It is at thie time that the Black Duck is very 

Vulnersble to predators, The nest itself, situated deep in 

the woods, at the edge of the ficlde, or in trees in the 

flooi ed aren, ie vulnerable to crows and coons, foxes, mink
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 an@ gkunks, and we have evidence that nest losses may be high, 

The seven week period, May 15th « July 7th, 

is the time in which the annual crop of Black Duck is 

hatehed in the Eastern Section of the Atlantic Flyway, 

The young are just hatching in Ungeva Bay when the carly 

| Sew Brunswick broods are beginning to fly, 

When the hatch occurs, the duck starte at once 

to lead the young to water, ‘This may be a tvo mile walk 4 

through heavy tangled wilargrowth or slong an o1d logging 

read, Curing this journey the ducklings are at the morey 

ef any predator that hapyvene along, The duck will attempt : 

te Grew off the wedator hy feigning injury and the ducklings 

will hide, but until they reach water their chances of 

escape are slight, 

The rearing cover sought by the duck is 

usually some overgrown creek or ditch and the denser the 

eurrounding cover the better ehe likes it, Into this well 

sheltered spot she lends her wrood and they begin hunting 

inseets ani larvacfor food, During the first week or ten 

days of life, there is heavy duckling mortality end it may 

_ he that the coincidence of the peak of the hatch and the 

peak of the Wlack fly season in the northern bush has more 

than passing significance, A disease caused by a hicod 

parasite which is transmitted hy the bite of the black fly
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hag heen found to he highly lethal to ducklings in Michigan, 

and 4t is khown to he wide spresd throughout the breeding 

range of the Plack Duck, ‘The extent of the mortality caused 

by this parasite is unknown, but the fact of the drop in 

‘wrood size down to 5 or 6 before the ducklings arc two weeks 

ola is significant, Ag yet, there is no known practical 

method of checking thic disease in wild ducks, | 

Other predators taking their share of ducklings — 

are pickerel, bald eagles, crows, mink and foxes, Ali of 

these are common over parts of the breeding range, ‘i% wae 

very moticeahle that crows were in the treea heside every 

slough with 2 Wrood of ducke in 4t, although I was never 

' @hle te cateh one in the sct of killing os duckling, ‘Their 

depredetions are probably more serious as nest rowers than 

es @uckling predators, although I have several relishle 

Preperts of their taking ducklings, 

The flood has now passed its peak and is 

receding, and the broods have moved out of the overgrown 

pot holes and ereeks into the main rivers and lakes, ‘They ; 

may now he seen among the wildrice ac it Lies flat on the 

eurfece of the receding water, still too young to stand, ] 

This ie the time to make brood counts and the crew is kept 

“way checking every Likely looking piece of water, 

Ae the marshes gradually rise out of the receding 

flood, the ducke move into them and their diet changes again
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to the aquatic plants every sporteman knows as duck food, . 

These well known plants such as wildrice, pondweeds, and 

wildeelery are preferred duck foods, it is true, but they 

only enter the picture hetween mid.July and the freozesu, 

 +Ghldrice, for instance, falls long »efore freezesup and there 

are acres of it along the 5t, John River in New Druncyvisk 

which held no ducke at all after the rice kernels fall, The 

yeason for this is that the water is too deep for da’hling 

@ucka to reach the sunken kernels, Therefore the popular 

eonception that these plants are what wild ducks Live on is 

true in this region enly for four monthe out of the year, 

The rest of the year, the ducks are living on tidel waters 

or flood waters far from the freshwater marshes where these 

pleats grow, 

The ducklings now grow rapidly and thrive on 

@he abundance of food, Insects are everywhere and they are 

learning to eat parts of the new growth of aquatic eoyetetion, 

By the end of their seventh week, their primaries ar- formed 

an they make their first short flights, Soon they ore flying 

lenger and longer distances ani the duck leaves them to 

gowLt in the densest part of the marsh, ‘The young trarel 

together as a family group for a while, but there seoms to be 

@ goneiderahle tendency to explosive movement within the 

wrootis, as flying young are found in small groups right across
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the continent to the foothills of the Réckies by late Aueust, 

By the first of September, the concentrations 

are forming on the St, Lawrence at Cap Tourmont, the island . 

of Grleans, and at bake St, Peter, These groupe are still 

emai] ag the lower river birds are far to the northeast, ' 

: The Plueswinged Teal sre massing in the river 

sarshee and will te away in a week, but the Blacks will stay 

rafted out in the channel during the day and drop inte the 

‘gayshee to feed at night when the tide is right, and the last 

of them will not leave before mid-November, The Snow Geese 

Will eeme down to Cap Tourmont and will use the seme hare 

and gan spite with the rafted Slecke, Between them they 

present a ehequer card of black and white in the hay that is 

@ wildlife spectacle unsurpassed in the east, 

As the weather »ecomes woree in the Gulf, the 

viride are driven up river to the sheltered channel hetween ‘ 

the ieland of Crlcane and the north shore of the river, 

Hany Leave the main lower river and move down into New ®runewiek 

and Meine via Lake Temiscouata and other routes, but the main 

shift seeme to he.up river, The far eastern birds from 

Lahrader and Newfoundland arrive in Tahucintac Lagoon anti 

Sathuret Bay on the northeast coast of New Brunswick, ani at 

the Tantramar marshes on the Nev Brunewicklova Seotia vounfary, 

Ag had weather drives them out, they move southwest to the 

| eetuary of the St, John River, This influx brings a great
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vevivel of duck shooting to the river ae the local birds ? 

had teen driven off a month earlier by shooting at the 

heginning of the season, The Grand Lake Meadows and Portobello 
Greek then some into their own once more, as first rate 

shooting grounis, The next stop is probably Merrymeeting Bay | 

in Haine, el though mony birds winter on the southern cousts 

of New Brunswick end Nova Scotia, and from there te the main 

wintering ground along the New ingland coast, 

In an average year, the birds have reached 

the wintering grounds by mid-November, As the spring migration 

is well under way by Narch 25th, they spend approximately 

150 days on the wintering ground out of the 365, or ahout 

one-third of the year, 

We have followed the species through one complete 

‘wreeding cyole from the time they left the wintering grount 

in the spring until they return to it in the fall, Let us 

mow exakine the evidence which tells us whether the population 

of the Castern Section is rising, falling, or remaining 

: fo show conditions as they were prior to 

settlement of this region, I would like to quote three statements 

out of quite a nuter I have accumulated on the numher of 
waterfowl present, ‘The Rev, Willian ©, Raymond, in his hook 

“The River St, John", page 25, quotes the early settlers on
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the Si, John in this wise, "Baird says that at certain seasons 

they were so abundant on the islands" (in the St, Johnl, “that 
hy tho skillful use of a club right and left they could bring 

down birds as hig as a duck with every blow", in L7i7, 

Semucl Penhallow, the historian, descrives a duck hunt he 

witnessed on the Kennehee River in Maine in which 4,600 ducks 

were killed wy the Indians without the use of guns, in 1764 

one, Deameley Glazier, said of the intervale lands of the 

St, John, “Wildfowl of all kinds, cocks, snipes and partridges 

are eo plentiful that the gentleman who was with me swore it 

was mo sport as he could shoot 3 or 4 at a shot", These j 

references give ue the picture of conditions in thia flyway 

in the early days, Let us now have a look at conditions today, 

In 1945, Ducks Unlimited (Canada). laid out, 

inventoried and surveyed a 32,500 acre study area in the beat 

seetion of the intervale lande of the St, John River in lew 

Drunewick, ‘This survey showed a population of one duck for 

every five and a half acres of mareh at the end of the »rood 

season, This, mind you, 1s the time when the maxiaua 

population for the year, not counting migrants, is present, 

The shooting season of 1945 was adjudged lecally to he one 

@ of the poorest on records, ‘This survey is still going on, and 

the 1946 data have not yet been completed, liven so, one fact 

atande out very plainly in the 1946 season, it is that the
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west professional waterfowl men in the sountry all agree that 

for every ten ducks coming north to breed in the spring of 

19%, only seven came north in 1946, wre 

Let us now examine a little more elesely the 

gauace of thie drastic down swing of the population curve, 

She nesting cover of the Plack Duck is not being drained or 

mate umausable to him in any way, Be foes mot euffer trom 

sotuliom or drought as de the western breeding species, Fe 

suffers losses toth to nests and ducklings hy preastors, tut ; 

this he has alwaye done singe befereythe white man's day and 

there is no evidence that these losses arc excessive, He 

probably cuffers duckling mortality from Glaease, hut there 

is ne evidence that this has not always heen so, Over the 

greater part of his hreeding range, he ie completely 

undisturbed hy man whe is aheent at a trading post on the 

eeast during the time when he ie using the inland waters, 

in other words, there does not appear te he any natural Cotter 

tc which can he attributed the major share of the slene for 

the steady decline of the flyway, and more especially, for 

the drastie drop in the pepulation of local wreeding Minds in 

the last two years in the southern srea, Ye cannot say that 

gush a drop has occurred over the whole northern hreeding 

ground, as there ie no information availahle on which te hese 

euch o statement, but if the more fertile areas south of the
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Laurentian Shield show such a decline, there is no roagon to — 

selLeve that the northern arcas woula be any better, The only 

sheek we have on the total population is the January lav entory 

of the U.S, Fish and Wildlife Service and the picture I have 

olven is the ene seen hy the fielamen etudying the hresding 

hirds on a small part of the nesting grounds, It remaine to 

‘we geen 4f the two will coincide, , 

If we are correct in our contention thet we . 

cannot attribute the major portion of the blame for thie 

Gepletion to any naturel factor, then we may reasonably assume 

that the flyway is being overshot, The birds hreeding scuth 

ef the Canadian Laurentians are shot on their home marches 

from Opening Day until they are killed off or driven away, 

wut the birds of the lower St, Lawrence do not run inte serious 

Gunning until they reach the Island of Orleans, From hore to 

the wintering grounds, and on the wintering grounds, the species 

_ is hunted heavily as it te the largest and best tele duck of 

| the flyway, The lack of a buffer species to ahsorh gone of the 

shooting may he a serious factor affedting the ability of the 

species to stand the exeessive Bunning, The Lehrader and 

Tewfoun@land birds run into their firet serious gunning on the 

nerth shore of New Srunswick. and they are then followed through 

the Maritime Provinces to the wintering grounds, The Jona@ian 

Rill in total 4c, however, but a small fraction of the total 

annual kill, .The greatest proportion of the annual kill takes 

place slong the famous waterfowl shooting sreas of the New 

| “Sngland seahoard south to Long Island Sound,
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In the one-third of the year which is spent on 

the wintering ground, the hirds are subjected to the most 

drastic interference with their normal life cyele, Ueverer, 

‘thie is not wholly the gun, ‘The process of draining salt 

marshes for mosquito control and to previde huilding lets for 

gummer cottages has robhed them of many of their reguler 

feoding areas, ‘The continual building up of the human 

population of thie region hos caused the gradual ebrinting — 

of the area available to the species as winter range, _ 

. |. These two factors appear to be the main causes 

of the decline of the Slack Duck in the “astern Section of 

the Atlantic Flyway, and we who are attempting to manage the 

Gana@ian breeding grounds to produce more Dlacks are fighting 

| . @ lesing battle until more breeding stock comes north in. 

the pring. 
There are acres upon acres of food an® cover 

availehle on many of our rivers through which you can patéle 

for hours without finding a duck, Natural re-stocking 1s the 

only remedy for this situation, fruc, there are many places 

in Ganada where Ducks Unlimited could improve the amount of — 

feed present, hut why spend money to do this until the omisting 

areas are fully stocked? In the language of the day, there is 

| _ no housing shertage, or food shortage, nor coupons needed on 

the wrecding ground, 411 we need are some tenants,
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fagust li, i947. 

Hr, Jos Hickey, 
G/o Patuxent Research Refuge, 

Leure], Maryland. 

Bear Joes 

I «es gled te heve your frank statement of August 6 sbout regule- 
tions and "statitis.* 

if you vere to travel with so over the country and get a field 
point of view as well ss the view from the office chair, I as quite 
gure that you would see another side to these regalati«ne than the 
possible number of dwys bunting fron a few key cities in the country. 

Incidentaliy, I cannot quite follow your figuring. Thia, however, 
ia e minor poiat. 4A knowledge of the actione and the habits of the 

birds, ee well ae the reacticn of gens administrators and the public. 
‘I em quite certsin would present « different side te this siturtion, 

nn aot ae ae ce a 
seen enough of the practice! side of 1 to know that idealisa is 
a good thing to etrive for, but to obtein it one eometines has to 
take devious routes. 

4a another side of this picture, consider what would heve hep~ 
pened had pelitical pressure forced ourhands to divide each of the 
States and make two or more sones in each Stete that wented it. In 
ay opinion that wasmere than just ea possibility. We were just about 
eoupelled to give the States broader letitude in selecting their per 
ticular period of shooting, end im a few eases this has developed « 
patchwork quilt; yet in considering the country as « whele it is not 
at 211 serious, and I-~for one-- will predict thet no seriously ad- 
verse consequences will develop. If they showld, nevertheless, I 
hope we have brains enough te attempt to take some action to pre- 
vent a recurrence during another year. 

Had the season been longer than 36 days, we would have shown 
: the sessons as ve heve ia the past, But any time regulations are 

asde, you my be sure they are not satiafactory te everyone concerned. 
Off the record, I ean confess there are a few aspects of the regule- 
tions that de sot suit me, tut I think the same is true of snyone 
thet hos had anything to do with them. However, it wae a exse of



fecing a real and difficult situstiom in conserving a greet national 
resource end in keeping administrators and sportsmen in line sufficiently 
to conserve that resource. Ws cre not unmindful of the situation in 
Canada, as I beliewe I have read each of the reperts by Hswkins, Snith, 
and the 16 others whom we have im Canads and Alaska, 

When you come through Chicego or when I visit Patuxent, we can 
diseuss this matter more thoroughly, and I believe it will be help- 
fal te 211 of us. 

Fronkly, it is gretifying to receive « few letters of your type, 
because the vest majority of people are hurling brickbats satus for 
being Audubonites and dickey bird lovers to the extent that we are 
opoosed te shooting. Cslifornie end ¥eshington are about to seeede 
because of our “unfair” restrictions. All of which convinces we that 
any administrater in hendling « natural resource must realize that it 
is just about as important to sdminister people as it is to sdminister 
the details of that resource, and if he does not succesd with this, 
you may be sure that resource is going to be exploited and destroyed. 
Again I say that I do not believe we have erred seriously chis yeer, 
end I believe even you will admit this leter. Anyway, way I say thot 
your basic wish is not fer afield from my own. 

With kind personel regerds and best wishes te you, Peggy, and a 
the young deughter, I sm, 

/ Sincerely ycurs, 

Clarence Cottam, 
‘ Assistant Director. 

CCrseD 

ect Hr, Belson 

2
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C/o Patuxent 

August 6th, 1947 

Dear Clarence - 

Every one who has seen the new weterfowl regulations is 

wondering who in F end W is suffering from statitis. What with 

: a 40-day season around New York City, 66 days around Philedelphie, 

and 70 days around Chicago, this suspicion should not be taken 

too lightly. 

Statitis is a high-pressure disease; the cure is said to come 

from periodic visits to Canedian marshes, those in southern Manitoba 

being highly recommended. I'd feel very much relieved if you 

would, take the cure right now. While July is seid to be more 

effective, it may get awfully hot in Chicago this month. 

Best regards, 

Sincerely 

JoeHickey 

This need not be answered.
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sugaet. 255 197 : 

Dr. Clerense Cotten 
US Fish and Pildlife Service : 

Dear Clorences ’ 

Shaniw for letting we see Joo Wickey'a lebter and 

your reply of gust LU). : 

Being onm of thoge double honed fellows, T can 3 

: de interested to know whet hoypened fn the ¥iaconsin 

== : vival delegation of duck banters vas on naad end a 

a mak ths ahees tanliees See ints. Se ae = 
—_— was 9 unandnou ite PA siprrovak of e 1 season jon on th + 

With best regards, sn = 

" 
e Yours as over, = 

ALgPM Ade Iaopeld a 

EeS. Thanks also for your good letter of ingust 19 ee 
about Ducks Unlimited. =o



3 IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

E UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR : 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE P 

CHICAGO 54, ILLINOIS 

fugust 27, 1947. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, — 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Many thanks for your letter of August 25. Advice and opinions 
expressed by you are always of interest to us, and are always worthy 
of serious consideration. 

We are calling together all of our flyway biologists and water- 
fowl people who have had anything to do with the regulations or with 

management, at a meeting at Bottineau, North Dakota, on September 4, 
5, and 6, At this meeting all of our flyway biologists will be in 
attendance as well as Dr. Swanson, C. S. Williams, W. E. Crouch, 
Richard Griffith of our Refuge Division, Hortin Jensen end others 
who have been studying nesting conditions in the Stetes, and several 
representatives of our Region 3. 

We have invited the Canadian authorities, and the thought occurs 
to me that if opportunity presented itself you would have e chance to 
hear a discussion by all our people who were in Canada last summer 
about the conditions they found on the breeding grounds. If you care 
to attend, we would be highly honored and pleased to have your counsel 
and advice at this meeting. 

The three primary objectives of this meeting are: 

1. To analyze the data secured this summer; 

2. To outline a better approach to securing factual and 
honest data on the breeding grounds; 

3. To work out a better approach to our winter inventory.



I am sure you could contribute a good deal, and I believe you 
would learn considerable about the true facts regarding the waterfowl 
situation. 

The meeting is not being thrown open to the public because it is 
an internal discussion by our own group-~primarily research men-— 
analyzing the picture as they see it. 

I wish it might be possible for both you and Joe Hickey to be in 
attendance. - 

I read with great interest your comments about the unanimous approval 
of the late season for Wisconsin. I only wish the sportsmen of Wisconsin 
were apprised of this. We are receiving many letters—-some very extreme 
and unreasonable—-condemning the Service primarily, and the State mildly, 
for the very late season. Probably our most severe criticism of the 
regulations came from California and Washington. Also, a number of 
Ducks Unlimited people in Nebraska are appealing for Presidential aid 
to oust the Audubonites of the Fish and Wildlife Service because of 
the reported unnecessary restrictions. By and large, however, we are 
receiving no more criticisms than we had in previous years. Most of 
that has been from people who feel that we have been too restrictive. 
We have had relatively little or none from the group that feels we were 

too liberal. Therefore, it is a bit gratifying occasionally to see a 
suggestion that perhaps we have been too liberal on some particular 
regulation. 

T have much to discuss with you regarding the split season. Funda- 
mentally, I question that your views are much different from my on in 
regard to this. There were extenuating circumstances this year that 
almost demanded that we either grant a split season or divide a number 
of the States. There is much about this that I would like to discuss 

: with you when the opportunity permits. 

Sincerely yours, 

horses pO 
Clarence Cottam, 

Assistant Director. 

2
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sngust 30, 1947 

Mr. Clarence Cottan 
US Fish and Wildlife Service 
Merchandise Mart , 
Chicago 54, Tliinois 

Dear Clarence: 

} I mohjappreciate the invitation to the North 

Dakota heoting on September 4. 1 thinlse you 
imow how mech such a meeting would interest 

me tut I can't make it. ‘Thanks just the sane. 

Yours as ever, 

- ALsPM Aldo Leopold



g 0. S, Williams, In Charge, Waterfowl Invest. Sept, 30, 1947 

A. &. Hawkins, Biologist 

Opening week of the Waterfowl Season, The Pas, Manitoba 

During the first five days of the waterfowl season at The Pas, Manitoba, 
the following birds were classed either as juvenile or adult: 

Species No. @ of Total 

Mallard 1032 78 
Pinteil 168 12.5 
Mise, ducks 20 1.5 

Black Duck: 1 
Gadwall; Gr... 
Widgeon 2 
initesioocoont 
B. Teal 1 
G. Teal 6 
Shoveler 2 : 
Cenvasback 1 

= Hooded Nrg. 1 

Canada Goose 95 7.0 
Mise. Geese 14 1.0 

Richardson's G: 1 
White Fr, G 15 

Ts2o 100.0 

Note that mallards, pintails and Ganada Geese composed nearly 98 per cent 
of the bag because these ere the main stubble feeders, and mostof the shooting 
wes done in stubble fields or along the marsh adjacent to such fields. Based 
on limited observation, I believe that mallards and pintails were by far the lead- 
ing ducks on the mershes as well as over the stubble, Sucktonmmesinemocexmetkxeer 
mxexxtkexxkukkiex In the marshes west of The Pas, source of the figures herein 
reported, I saw few diving ducks and few debblers other than mallards and pintails , 

There were 15 juvenile mallards per adult and 23 juvenile pintells per adult 
bagged. This discrepancy from a normal ratio of about 1,.§ juveniles ver adult 
might be explained by either differential movements of the two age classes or 
differential feeding behavior making the ju enile much more vulnerable to the gun. 
My guess is that a flight of juveniles has further “watered” an already thin 
residual breeding stock (all intensive studiesin that area during the past summer 

| indicate low breeding stock), Studies in Illinois haverevealed that an early 

flight of an almost pure culture of juveniles is not exceptional. For exemple, 

up to October 1, 1944, the banding station in Cook County Illinois handled 34 
juveniles per adult but bes as e season's totel (to Dec, 10) 1.9 juveniles per 
adult, due to late infhuxes of the older birds, Almost without exception, the 

adult hens taken at The Pas had soft-tipped primaries suggesting that they had 
moulted nearby and presumably nested therealso, If it is true thet dueks do not 

move far until their pr feathers ar 
influx of adult hens ea viaeee “Sinse adele {ae Ase’ etme ftr seare coin”



Seaton ; I Ga 

: the. bag, it shoul@ follow thet no real influx of the adult cless has eppearéd, 
ae Af the adults present represett Aoehl_breddihg stock{ of the past season, the 

B juveniles must represent. singe, ratios of.15.or-20 young per adult are 
j greater than any Seer Ci etat see bee hegee oie. even essuming that 

¢ _ ell the adults. produced wkimin=sizéa families 9°19 

bess Sek The complete absence of pinteilf drakes in the bag suggests that the great 
“" | eoneentrations of moulting adult drakes on Shoal Lakes, Delte Marsh and else- 

- where areiat tke expense of the Saskatchewan Delta end probebly other areas as 

i % There were 1,4 juvenile Canada geese per adult. Only 20 of 55 young geese 

: were fetiales, All but two of the 15 white-fronte were adults. 

i oe According to deteiled studies made in Illinois in 1940, late September 
; mile drake mallards averaged about 2,7 pounds, Weights taken during a g 

. ».\ \similer period at The Pas were closely comparable. The 111, weights taken in 
1949. are use@ asa basis for comparison because no better series of weights 3 

- @ifferentiated by age classes for tint date are avaliable. So far as I know, 
~~ 1945 was not Gonsidered a year of many late broods, but this year DU has claimed 

-° thet early nestings# failed while late hetckes saved the dey, We found no evid- 
; ence in the weights thet an unusually large proportion of the mallard crop res- 
wee ulted from late nests in 1947, ¢ es 

5 Gameda goose weights (totel @f 53) ranged from 6 to 11-3/4. pounds iomintiex 
with adult males averaging 10 pounds, juvenile males 9 pounds, adult females 6. 
:pounds, and juvenile females 7 pounds, fhe Richardson's goose, e young female, 
weighed & 5 15 ounees, All of the 13 white-fronted goose weights fell be- . 

2 ~~ tween 5-3/4 and 7? pounds, including those of 6 females, The upper weights sre 
“heavier: than those given by Kortwrigit, for the “nitefront »nd heneé poses the 

_- » possibility that tre Tule Goose pass thru fhe Pas, ° ; ; 

‘ - Hunters” ss datas During the five-dey period, $70 hunters checked at the 
See qaaae — of their hunts had 1052 waterfowl or 2.8 dueks and/or geese per gun, 

he first.two deys were best with an everage of 3,4 birdsper gun, Shooting fell 
- off during the third and fourth and fifth days to between 2 and 2.5 birds per gun. 

.~ The opening day suecess figure for The Pes this year was -bout the same as at 
“\. Delta Morsh lest year, slightly better than in the Detroit Lakesy Minnesota area, 

} but poorer than at Stuttgart,- Arkansas, s 

. Q@rtepling losses varied from very heavy for those. who hunted the dense. marsh 
3 margins and standing grain fields without dogs to ligt for: those who had retriev- 

“|<. ers-or confined their efforts to open stubble fields, : 

- ..» LE estimated thaton opening day, 150 hunters took home about 500 ducks and 
» o\ -geese, Thesecona- day's take wes about as large and the third--e half-day holiday 

3 “« for.fue Pas merchants--only slightly lees, The total take for the first week 
es was not. far from 2200, if my caleulations are corgect. 

“= Brom-all I could learn, most of the hunting in the Manitoba sector of the : 
. Saskatchewan Delta has been confined to the area covered by the above survey. 

: . One Game Guardien treveled ‘he entire length of the river from Cedar Lake to 
et The fas end saw only one small boat containing hunters, .“eystone Fisheries plan. 

~ « Organized trips: down the river later, but I was told thet none has heen taken to 

eae sy : j
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oe ee eT lee a ee 
EO ee Be orca SHT. JO-TVAMTAA TAG .. oa ae ee 
a Dinter Be erie, Jovont, Hei Bente. 90, 2967 

ae apes lt © Moat. tunteve 8 AA Bone cone e cffisiels.at Te fas believe that Yereere 
_ , Rove deake tn the sree this yeor tien lest, I man't theres yeer uso co oon 

| _> Hwang soma tre stubble fiigéte of North tate te, Tilinoie ent Avnaes, I 
 Wkpetted Dus fifled to Tint, souething comereble at Te Pos, espeticlly in light ~ — - Of We optinietie reports, Opening day I shared wit: the hunters the foeling tet 

> She ape mee “oreWling with duce”, Ap previously: deseribed, the stron: wind and 
| @0Ld Westher cnuged the dueks.to ‘sep Bowing uné ferging in the ctubble ali deze © oe gg yn ee eet mek of the ee ené smell bubehes to be upe— 
<< RUG Seo Mights Toliowing I cow god flights inte two general vrece--aowiting to.  _, & few thoudande of duckawené I thdugit Viet wes « wideepresd condition, A Brond= 
| ae veeonsiosente she Toliowing tw: algits, however, ceused wo. to, condlude trat 

either aminy of the daeke bed Geparied following the fire: two data if shooting op 
.., Si6@ the Concenteetion wae guek-mors restricted aud smller tien suspected, Bo - 

| Seah sunaet and dus on- two successive nights X drove un averace of 16 miles sep Right <né gounted ovly 150 dues sack Right during the course of the arive, Al- ; 
_  Seough the grein fielda ct tie aren ere confined to ubout 20 sadtions ond barley, 

co ee ppg, Dyes ined by the u0ks, to Lese tiinn Kalfot the gultivated.erea,  — 2 see unadle st fin any ‘Aishte eompornble in size to these seen ot Lelte wars - PhdsPoll where an estigated 50,000 sirds were wovking the étubble, 48 to el#re 
oo, Mbere dn the Seeiitehown Dalte, Tox Lemb, misicret runever Phil Jiester, Geve Sunnie <: ie i Gene Guardien en ali spamalal fms sopeeste 

_. Phanes in she Guraerberry Herehes, Sy Taported 9 mar searcity of waterford outside
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6ffice serorendun é 

‘tor +5 ten ee, Oe OO 
Prom As S» Hewkine, 

Subjects Goaning Wook of taterfowl Hunting in Southern Honitote 

j at Botley Kaveh at the South Sad ofLeke Winnizeg 

fuck busting in Hendtobe soutt of 68? epmed et Setoher 1, On hand 
 detemeine hunter anmaetthan 06 the toa out een Oees akan 

Husieees Gono Gusdisnn, Lphe Swhe of the Wildlife iangeniah Rastioate unt 
the author of this report, This group aeted us c teem w fetemiine reacite 
aot only on the spaming dey det also thvoughout epentag re oo 
fone ent Minlocists wrktet torstrer on road Mocks ond bwmters in the 

~ BP ie ee ee ee ee ee ee eee 
Bireotor Beisuer oni Gidget Gene Guardian Seenil cleo spent several 0 fe 
teiting firgtehant inform: tion on basting conditione st Setley. 

Daring the foureGay Sheeting period, 1680 duche (16 speeies), two esene 
(toth Riatardsen’s) en 1) oote ware classifies ec te apetier, ace ont smty 
RebSiers made up 96 seat of the Ba, “ittgetive yer cent of the dueke were 
mellnrdng ihe tear kustins apnehons ee eee teldpete and blue 
Winget tesl, soagonet G: per cent of the Gaky &2 ved heeds wore token 
Om this femeus redkesd bre dine oersh whieh thie geer wes o web owt, Guns 
tunteret 27, 

ne an Sathay woe Satthe “he ce eommmmataineasinn tae deaaiienen ox Bin Pee retic at tet he wy e 
i wentdonet the possibility thet © higher paeportion of juveniles teen s@ults — 
wers using the stubble, thas influcmoing the jyreeile-ndult setée in atubbine 
fickle shoots. Mridence wee obieined ot Hetley thet auch wme the enem, Bore 
etulte were founé in bege token tu the eenter of the sure them elom: ite edges » 
‘the wen retio is Juveaile oclicris veo oleect i¢entdcal, bat im the s@ult olese 

per cent wore bente Bony of the adult hene oti)] bed softeticoped orimories, 
it e-peece “int these females are at 5 @landveniogs (2s fochbews pointe’ out 
4m hic teck) even with om Getober opeming, Yo of the HS mallards wore bended 

The member cf piataile exmine’ et Hetle aad Tie fee was alaioot the seme 
(282 end 169) bat the Juyemtic adult ootdoe were entirely ¢iffermt, As come 
pered to 23 young par adult at fhe Poe, the retio et Netley wes 13th, Adah 
G@rokes, ahaent «t The Pao, wees the leect oom @less «9 Bath, Atalt bens 
were neatly thea with fuwentie/ hemo, the act comnts 

AS ObcaPYed im the Minnemsta symple Lest your, e@alt drers thas etuce 
pall out sooner tem other age tiaceer of this speeies, Graeemering ¢re xen 
ales were aeboent ae were Bingnec on? Goldeneye dre vets
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Siete! Bumtersneverscet move duske or gum et Hetley Gen =t Te ros, 
© Gt -MA at The ten everaced Oy for the Fivat waut, shile ot Hetiey 

everngtd Syl, The tog of SG! hunters oi Bethe ene axed im detorsining t« 
OPER Se Kostol the dats aene from reed Mocks et the conclusion of the duyty 
Pe dtitlons] sastecSigare: weve obteiaed by the Game Caerdicns during 
Peetelde bus thens wii be given in reports % the Gane Brame hence are aot 

ei Reerte These nea reeord huuter-eaocers deta ae 2 camtine preceture, 

seoerding to our Tiadiage hunters wer ejsakly cusanceful thefiret sna £ third éoye ef the anneom, toe most euccesaful on the semend day end too Lecst 
eetcerstul the fourth ayy Peeaite teneed ores em ewsrage of 498 duce pac 
G2 Om the bees day to 255 oo he woret, The Werther woe coal, dlouty, with « the teurtly Senttne prema cee ig ins Giant Wistar Sets ealily ay sat clone 
the fourth, Sunting procsure me atoat the mao on ie the Suwth dors, ene Lighter ia betwoems At ite teeviert, hontdne preseure ces sodese es an 
compared to the everge smerfeen morth, cmtept In te more esonaseble pleses, 
Memy prte ef the Marah were almost frec fren wh oting, theme to the feresicht 
ef the Gene Beaneh in prohibiting de use of power Weots axesst in the min Stanntles Kumtere tllim: 19 werk for their aor enn find erene wemgbney 
heve Little or ac competition, Fee tee ee Se ee St Sane 

" gBhe territory, Ge estiente tet stout 9CO busters eave the Rave? 68 open 
ing tay ar kO serea per guns, Toeee busters took home «heat 1900 dacs 
OR the opmner end got fer tee 6,055 durdas the first mak, Gehichine loses 
ete Very heevy «3 Betley due to donee of piver talruch, Phregmites, White ter and other veerta stom, bense it taf protebhe thot « eriypled duoc 
tes Left in the mexeh for ewery one toxen tomeg bringing ihe Sires week*e 942i 

we bat bo 

‘Thdethhe mere in used prineipelly by Rondtebs banters, but at leest & 
Somsh susricwas hunted oh averge of S Gaya cee during Ye first wake The 
OM y wimericielinntios noted in the scrsh ome “Meeting Boden" owah beturaioied 
Cabin Boats cageble of endling up t © gamece whieh Spork” ©: > pedat on 
the Ghatael Bearest the bucting crounding tare gre Minerous privete scbine 
bet nenry ell the eerch to opm to the freelence hunter, 

Moot state law enfoowenant cqosshes could Leeuwen ouch fves the 
Pg — a gtk ary tage pep 
Wioletin: gnc lume Fith one emeeption, the wrk of ear om agente 6° forse. 
choe baa@, Illinois im lati, 1 hewe newer seen hunters chesied ae offietentiy 
eRe Shorouchly es thay gure ot Hetley thie yout, The same ganrttene spent 
the Gay in the mrad contesting every hunter shat could be fount, Some wate eet they unde oimiles aheake in the otuthts Pieldng fee eight <t Leset one 

wubuultimatelen Fo Tt Ligones: cere not only ome 
eo cate guorthante settinhe are nesseaal uaee *f Some in the ou tne att the gore cuariients initinie we recorded, (ihen Ue benter tne teat Gacre be fe themed for the sensume)e Heny hunters hevo tw or three enteten
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ea their licenses few hawe eeenped ememiue tion, hone who thiak 
‘cme iar caouopaett te ioe cect ee 
en waplugced gums 4 for have this Their gume are teren end east be 
bought beck fron the Gane Brancheghue she fine and eourt costa, tenivobe is 
® dig place, the ayetem of intensive exfercament is new, the staff of enforess 
ment officers amall, but under the lenderehiy of Director Heleher, Chier Gane 
Sueréinn Sowell and District Gaze Gunréien Pavey, Henicobe ts showing its 
hesle to mny s cte$e, 

while checking the dueke of five hunted hunters one io bound to hear a efece~sertion of hunter-thoaghts and gripes, Hany of the humters 444 not dpe Bane oxmsenvedens "toe Sather eas onine ce ahah ae naan anny seogpeen for home conwusption, The matber one gripe wa thot we have ne sessante 
Lindt in tee stetes, Whether Justified er not, the hunters veeconed thet in & Seday sencon et four per dey, « bunter could toke 120 dagka, Heaitebsne ere linited to 2 this sanson, so they rensoned thet Acerieanc @ould teke pore 
Shan three timen the birds they could, a Oe ee ee 
anerienas doulén*t poositly bunt mere then fear or Mive im % ders or 
thet 8 ceevonta Linkt de difficult to enforee aete nm éitfersnen, t wree thet 
the reguletions comeittes epacider « secsonts quote, anfereenble cr not, Such & lew would help out intermationel reletions, imenaely, 

These seme Chee hunters did auch te furtier dampen my fadth in hunter 
Peports of witerfoul donditions,e Tse efter tine bunters eleost aide by side 
geve aluost ospesite view eet lavécauaan inhiaes Raa Severci hunters with g0 or more years of experience haunting on Betley were interviewed, Their enalyeie of the duck populetion this yoer renged fron “the aoet ducks I hove seen bare in £2 yeers” to Bihe poorest flicks I howe 
aver secn*, deh ®alliven, « keen netursliat who Pac = ledge in the beert of 

. She sere end lives there set of the peer eansiders the flight in hin cree 
Geom 26 yer Gent from lest your, 

; 2 gar on oxmelient mlieré atubile Might in te Deep Leke » Gevilte Greck 
aren involving severe] thoucen? bina, I aleo sew fair sumbers in the 
Soldeye Leke = Setley Mmmm Leke arons snd st the south end of Praden Bay, The Paresien « folster Lake area wea obesrved at the opening aulwe and the 
wexiswa nunber of birds seen in the air a® the Besult of this herrage was ese then » thousand, « very onsll musber for the size end quelity of the ere, Becsuse of this opetty tiwtribution, sone huaters eroxe of senreity while othere procldimes abuncanon, Gonaiéering that Hethey Harsh is one of = balfadozen Mejor gutbering points for duties in Een itobe, I sew no reason for (6 unbounded Optizion of anee enewl observers, Letor obserwetion ahould tall whether the 
feir musber of cabblers oné slorteue of divers ie « loesh or cenere] condition, 

arthar a, Bowtins, 
Biolocist
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WATERFOWL INVENTORY REPORT INDICATHS DUCK DECLINE HAS BEEN HALTED 

"The continental population of wild ducks and geese has apparently hit the 

pottom of the decline and leveled off," Albert M. Day, Director of the Fish and 

Wildlife Service, told Secretary of the Interior J, A. Krug in presenting his 

report on the results of the annual waterfowl inventory conducted by the Service 

in January. 

“After analyzing all the data turned in by our observers, it looks as though 
we have about the same number of birds this year as we had last year. We have 

been unable to detect any appreciable change either upward or downward in the 

number of waterfowl."  . 

In certain areas, particularly in the Mississippi flyway, the Atlantic fly- 
way, and the Pacific coast states of the Pacific flyway, some encouraging in- 

creases were reported, Mr. Day said, These were offset by a decrease for the 
Central flyway~-the bright spot in last year's inventory—-and decided decreases 
for Mexico and Canada with the exception of the Maritime Provinces, 

Director Day gave credit for the halting of the decline of the past three 

years principally to the rigid hunting regulations of 1947 and to the fact that 

the hunting season was generally poor throughout the country due to the type of 

weather that prevailed. In addition the director cited the value of the Service's 

wildlife refuges which provide resting and feeding places for the birds on their 

annual migrations. 

In concluding his report Mr. Day said, "Although the situation this year is 

encouraging compared to what it has been for the past three years, it holds little 

hope in the way of relaxation of the waterfowl hunting regulations for 194s. 

Sportsmen and conservationists will agree that we would be too optimistic if we 

let the bars down before we are certain that the duck population trend definitely 

oints upward. We must still continue to hold the line," ) wt, Pp p Vv (we Low 
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RSSTOCKING PROGRAMS 

: At the conference between Minnesota and Tisconsin waterfowl biologists on 

Jamary 21, 1948, Leopold stressed the inoressing preasure faced by state 

Conservation Departments to restock locel waterfowl range. Three alternatives 

wore discussed: 

(1) Detention of spring migrants by artificial means (qutting flight 

feathers, pulling stumps, ete.). 

(2) Artificial incubation of wild ages by an outfit euch og Delta and air 

transportetion of young tostate Ugrartments for loge] release. 

(3) Standard game~-farn production. 

The group felt thet overy effort should be made at the garlicst possible 

moment to get into the literature (and our news letter) sound biological 

appraisals ofithese alternatives...and that thie task would be entmsted to a 

Restocking Committee. 

(2) Detention. Iaittle is imowm for United States conditions; according 

to Lord William Percy, very suecessful in Mngland. Mepicins will try 

exporinental detention this spring in Wisconsin. Smith will investigate 

possibility of parallel study in Mianesota. 

(2) Ineubation of wild eggs. Suecessful at Delta tut unpublished. Some 

sort of restocking at Blackwater Refuge (Md.) was carried on with Pa. 

(gane-farn?) birds; it my be desirable to get results of this into 

print. (One could write Cecil Williams or J. 0, Salyer). 

(3) Game~farms. Michigan work needs analysis at once; Pirnie (1935) 

published only a preliminary report on bandings that van from 1932 to 

1942. Now York state active in this work; PR 21-2 is now set up to 

analyze New York waterfowl bandings and should be approsched re this 

although New Yori 1s not part of our group.
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Known survival. The following table was taken from I and ¥ bonding files 

dy J.J. Hickay on December 3, 1947, It involves birds banded through 193% only: 

When ' ago in years when reported she 5 ghot 
band Om ine oes el NR Se Oe? [HG Bed Glo Totel tiat yea 

' : 

dune + WO 10 ae Ee ee, ee ee 
Jaly 4203 32 eee ee ee * 82 
ag. 1125 15 5 0 89 © 0 Of) Us * Bb 
Sept. § M2 10 ppp § 8 8 8 me .* 76 

Recovery yates. Thia has not been explored, although some data on it are 

in the ¥ and ¥ files at Patuxent Refuge. 

Among those working with hand-reared birds which wers banded at time of 

Telease wore: 

#2. Jones Gait. is ior 
A. K. Plester Dela. 1929 Mi. I. Parnie Mgeh. 1929-32 
A. @. Denkes 4.4. 1940 B. HR HALL 1932 
A.a. ise Minn. 1929=30 ¥. Hopleine We. = 1929695 
AH. Miner Hing. 1938 G. Fung Vie. 1927 
WP, Houle . Mima. 1935 Peter Yard Men. = - 1952-41 

H.A. Hochbaum Man. 1932-42 

Jung in a letter to Hickey indicated he would try and work up the Wis. 

data. ‘The Michigan and Yew York tate Conservation Department deta are the two 

nost inpoptant blocks of data in this respect avaiting analysis and publication. —
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Perey, Lord William 

Bnglish Method of Restocking with Breeding Ducks, 

American Game, Feb. 1, 1914 ppl. 

The English method consists in pulling the stumps of wing-clipped ducks 

just before the time of (spring) migration with the knowledge that when the 

: flight feathers have grown out again, in approximately three weeks, the birds 

will not go north, but will nest in the immediate neighborhood, It has also 

been proved that the progeny of these birds will return in future years to the 

place in which they were hatched to breed. 

"Widgeon, Gadwall and Pintail may all be said to have been in that cate- 

gory (breeding in Ieeland and not in the British Isles), and today they are 

comparatively common breeds throughout the northern part of the British Isles; 

but the system is mainly useful as a means of increasing the nuniber of in- 

dividuals of a species that already breeds in the locality where the system 

is worked, 

The ducks are caught throughout the winter in traps, and turned into a 

large wire enclosure, ‘The flight feathers of one wing of each bird being cut : 

sufficiently short to disable it from flying over the six-foot wire, They are 

fed in this large enclosure throughout the winter, and when the time for the 

northward migration in the spring arrives, these birds are of course unable 

to follow their instinot to join in that migration, i 

Toward the latter part of the migration period, each of the wing-clipped 

ducks is caught and the stumsof the feathers in the wing that was cut are 

pulled out by hand, (This is easily done, but care must be taken to hold the
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bird's wing firmly in a natural position to avoid risk of injury, and the 

bird is put back im the enclosure till it has regained ite power of flight. 

This takes place in eighteen to twenty~four days, and as each bird regains 

the power of flight it leaves the enclosure and flies out to the nearest 

suitable nesting place, ‘These birds are at this time of the year sexually 

ready to breed, and their migration having been artificially delayed in the 

manner described, their inclination is to pair at once and nest in the im- 

mediate neighborhood, Not only does this ensure en increase in the number 

of birds breeding in that locality, bat it also ensures with no less certainty 

that any young birds that have been successfully reared by the liberated 

birds will themselves return to that locality to breed the following spring,"
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WATERFOWL SEX RATIO SiZET 

NAME DATE TIM: FROM TO. 

WEATHER(temp.,sun,wind, precip.) 

LOCALITY* EQUIPIENT(pover of glass, etc.) 
* eee 

HABITAT TYPH(check one): Lake Bay__Pothole_lMarsh_Swamp_Streain__ site 

Remarks (use 
Est. total baci of sheet 
using area for notes on 

Total sexed Leave (sexed plus courting, % 
SPECIZS SEX iM Fi blank | unsexed) paired, etc.) : 
Mallard iu : ; 2 : 

P ‘ i i i i 

Black Duck : i i ‘ | 

Gadvall M 1 | i i i i 
F : | : i | 

Baldnate 4 | | i i : 
F | i i | i | 

Pintail M | { ' 
F | | | i 

Green-ving M | ' { i i 
? i | | i i | 

3lue-wing uM i ' i i i 
EF ! : | 

Shoveller = ea | | 
F i | i | { 

Yood Duci: M | | ; ! | | 
F | \ i i | E pil rtteatie cin ae aA ee a ae 

Redhead Md } eae { | ' 
z= | | : i i i 

Ring-neci 4 \ | i \ \ | 

E | | 
Canbasbacic M | | i | 

F | | =o maa I I 
Scaup M | i \ | 

P | | | 
Goldeneye uM ' | | i | 

F i \ \ j i j 
>_ COS hs se ee el 

Bufflehead M I | i i i | 
F i | { ' } | : 

Hood. “erg. if i ! { i i 
F | | | : | 
Fa rrr aarti reper cee ae terete eee es ent ee ereeecteirtmtsieamtn 
Amer. Merg. M ; { ‘ i i 

F | | | i | 

Red-br. ‘erg. M i | | i 
z : 

Ruddy Duck HM i ' \ | 

F \ i | 

ae es | 
Coot i i : / 

| | | 
; : i : ' } i | e 
*Be snecific.**ise separate shéet for eadh Habitat tyne Genstised, and for each 
new locality.



Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

WOOD DUCK QUESTIONNAIRE COVERING PERIOD INCLUDING 1946 SEASON 

The following questions referring to the Wood Duck have been 
supplied to this office with the request that our field personnel 
answer them to the best of their ability. The information is 

necessary for a detailed long-term study of this bird for this 
area, Please return questionnaire along with immediate action 
Annual Game Questionnaire attached covering the same county or 
territory in both reports, 

NAME TITLE OR OCCUPATION 

P, 0, ADDRESS 

AREA IN WHICH INFORMATION APPLIES: STATE COUNTIES 

NAME OF LAKE OR WATERWAY : 

PERIOD COVERED BY OBSERVATIONS IN ABOVE AREA 

Has the wood duck nopulation increased, decreased, or remained 

static since 1942? _ PRN eile eS ee ES 

Do you believe the "one wood duck in bag" law has been 
responsible for a decrease in wood duck numbers. in your 
territory? 

NESTING. Does the wood duck nest in your locality? 

Please give figures on number of broods or nesting pairs seen 
per day, or per mile of stream, or per square mile of swamp, or 
other unit of area, =e 

Do you believe there are enough nesting sites for wood ducks 

in your area? 

Have wood duck boxes been used in your locality? 

If so, how many and with what results? 

MIGRATION RECORDS: Please give any figures and dates you have 
on early, average, and late spring arrivals and fall departures, 

jt 3-17-47



WILD-FOWL 

How oft against the sunset sky or moon : 

I watched that moving zig-zag of spread wings 

In unforgotten autumns gone too soon, 

In unforgotten springs? 

Creatures of desolation! Fer they fly 

Above all lands bound by the curling foam, 

In misty fens, wild moors, and trackless sky 

These wild things have their home. 

They know the tundre of Siberian coasts 

And tropic marshes by the Indian seas. 

They know the clouds and nights, and starry hosts 

From Crux to Pleiades. 

Dark flying rune against the western glow, 

It tells the sweep and loneliness of things, 

Symbol of autumns vanished long ago, 

Symbol of coming springs. 

Pai Ta-shun



= January .1 Pine Bale’ File : 

TO WATERFOWL : 

At the right time, at the right place, it takes 

little imagination to class ducks among the song-birds. I 

: do. not mean that low, slavish, wingless creature, the do- 

mestic duck, who ambles awkwardly round the barnyard or : 

awkwardly swims in muddy duck-ponds, uttering the while 

trivial and raucous quacks; but a real duck, = a mallard, 

- sitting on a sedge-margined pool that accurately reflects 

mallard, sedges, and sky; a mallard that paddles joyously 

on a surface of burmished silver, discoursing to himSelf 

in dusk oh language or trying to entice a partner from the 

sky; en old greenhead that, hearing your approach, beats 

his wings against the sedges, leaves you with a parting 

ecuss-word at your impudence, rises against the wind, and 

then rides down it on whistling wings like an avion du 

chasse. He speaks a various language; but it all means 

the sky and the wind, the rustle of dead erass, sunlight ~~ 

on water, the smell of brown Sutenn: gusts of rain, volleys : 

of hail. = 

For duck-shooting is vastly more than duck-killing. 

The bleeding carcass of a green-winged, red-headed teal is 

an anticlimex to the sensation of accuracy you experience 

when you stop that mad flight; and you pick him up with the 

feeling that his painted wings, now rumpled and useless, were 

é made to flash in the sun and whistle in the wind until nature
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was-through with him. There are, it is true, two-legeed 

mammals that pot-shoot ducks resting on the water. But 

they are mere killers. They wander in darkness; and for ; 

them is appointed the fate, through eternity, of shooting 

asbestos decoys on brimstone Aakes- nae wading as their s 

quarry = without boots. ie : 

As you sit in eon blind, only dully aware that 

; your feet are freezing as you wait for enawea 4 spoonbill, 

i widgeon, or sprig to defy your skill, you dimly perceive 

at the outer rim of the earth a wavering line of black. It a: 

disappears against a background of dark cloud; it re- 

- appears, faintly, like aureus motes; and at eet it becomes - 

what you knew from the beginning - an undulating flight of zi 

geese. Out of the wild north they emerge, uttering melan- 

choly lamentations over the weariness of endless flight; and 

far overhead, in wedge or echelon, they drive on against 

storm or darkness to an unknown goal. You see but an in- 

‘finitesimal arc of their pilgrimage; the rest is clouded 

in mystery. Flying there above you, strung out in ordered 

; : rank, breasting the leagues of the ocean of air with tire- 

less will, they are the ultimate symbol of that wild fies 

: dom which opposes an.eternal vigilance and wariness against 

the wariness and vigilance of man. ; : 

It ‘is true that the Almighty fashioned other game 

Dirks also; but, looking at them, you perceive that when he x 

did so, he had already devoted his greatest skill and love 

ae :
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of finished perfection to the Waterfowl. As for Man, Lord : 

of Creation and Jovial Destroyer of Life, he also has tried 

his hand at this job; he has made the Clay-Pigeon. 

: W. 8. 

nS .
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v WHAT LUCK? | 

|| The Burlington Hunters Are | 
| Wary of This Question as | 

\ as Inquirer Might Be the | 
| Game Warden. | 

“Did you get any ducks?” £ 

)An oldish sort of a man, who seemed 
to be a small farmer or a rivermany 
accosted two Burlingtgnians who had 

returned from a trip up the river. (| 

Unsuspectingly they admitted that 

they did, and showed their bag. And 
then the stranger asked their RERICe| 

and addresses, and then passed on. 

The two Burlingtonians were not ex- 

actly pleased. - They expect a sum- 
mons to appear before the federal 

court at Keokuk, and that is an ex- 
pensive proposition. They are con- 

fident that the stranger was one of 
Harry Barmeter’s assistants and that 

they will have to pay jwod money for 

a couple of ducks, iS) 

Others who witnessed the incident} 
and who were planning a day’s shoot 

revised their plans and found that they/ 
had no time -to go hunting just now. 

What makes spring duck shootin, 

more unpopular here rests in the fact}) 
that some people have observed a man 

with a spy glass on the North Hill} 
bluff spending considerable time | 

watching the river. No doubt oe | 
watcher meets the hunters, after they 
come in, or some “partner” of his has| 

the duty of interviewing the sports- 

men. 
. It may be that it is all imagination, 

and there is not a game warden within 

| fifty miles of Burlington. But it is 

more than likely that the game war- 

dens have taken to disguising them-| 

selves instead of wearing a uniform 

| ana a badge as big as a pie plate so 
that everybody can distinguish them 
as soon as they come within sight. 

| And at all events hunters believe it | 
-pays to play safe. They do not want 

to get into federal court, and are 

keeping away from the duck shoot- 
\ing grounds this spring.



Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
: : March 26, 1920. 

Ur. J. Grinnell, : 

Kaitor "The Condor", 
Hollywood, California, 

Dear Mre Grinnell; 

I received the following letter from Mr. 
John A. Gregg of Burlington, Iowa, in response to ; 
my article on "Differential Sex Migrations of 

_ Malleards in New Mexico" recently published in the 
Condor. Mr. Greag is an experienced sportsman . 
and @ keen and reliable observers 

"I was particularly interested in your 
article for the reason that for a great many 
years I have noticed the same differential 

: applics in-this territory. 

: "I recall shooting one evening in Novem- 
ber, either in 1901 or 1903, on Mercer swale 
in Crystal Lake Grounds, when there was a 
great flight of mallards on, commencing about 
3:00 peme They came in in very large droves, 

: : and it was the exception to see a drake among 
them. I was out early the next morning and 
for the first few hours there were very few 
ducks, but about 10:00 or 11:00 o'clock there 

E came a flight of mallarde similar in size to 
. the flight of the evening before, and this 
flight was erento ey all drakes. I have 
noticed this on a number of different occa- 
sions, but never in a more pronounced way 
than on the day named. ; 

"In the old days when the regular Fall 
migration of Prairie Chickens came this way, 

, I used to put in a good many mornings and 
evenings on the Mississippi bluffs shooting : 
near Burlington and although at that time I 

: was only a boy, I discovered that it was the 
exception to kill a cock chicken; the great 
majority of the migration was hense But in :
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the Winter, going into the upland corn 
fields in this locality, I would find a 
preponderance of cocks, which led me to 
believe that the hens travelled South and 
congregated somewhere in that territory, 
leaving the cocks behind." 

, Very sincerely yours, 

Ts 

AQ 

f a2e : 

i



JOH “ a. GREGG 

ae estes 
BURLINGTON, 1OWA Merch 22 1920 

Mr Aldo Leopold 

Albuquerque N Mex 

Dear Aldo:- 

: ie “~ IT received your letter of March 20th end in reply will say 

if you think my observations regarding the flight of ducks and chick- 

ens Will be of any interest, you are at liberty to have them published. 

In regard to the exact date of the instance regarding the flight of 

méllards referred to, I am not certain whether the year was 1901 or 

1903, but I know thet it was in the month of November, end that within 

& few days after the flight, everything was frozen up in this locality. 

In regard to the chicken migration; my observation 

covered this immediate vicinity, and in the old deys when there was 

& regular Fall migration following the river and turning into the 

bluffs here at Burlington. 

You inquire as to whet headway is being made in regards to 

the Spring shooting proposition. Phere hes been @ Warden here during 

practically all of last week, and at the present time there are three 

U.S.Wardens here in the City,although this is not generally known. 

They have been unable to secure a motor boat from anyone, and for that 

reéson have been rather handicapped, but one of the Wardens has secured 

evidence on eight different Spring shooters, and while no arrests have 

been made, I @m assured that there will some be made leter on, on the 

evidence secured. I am &lso advised that two of the Wardens leave here 

today, but that one of them will remain here. Unfortunately, the ; 

newspapers discovered that there was & Warden here last week and the
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violators are very wary; in fact, there is mighty little shooting 

being done, which of course is what we game protectionists desire, 

although I could wish some of the most flagrent violators could be 

caught red handed. Shere is @ very big flight of ducks here now 

and they heve been here for some few days. The fact that the shoot- 

ers are afraid to go out on account of the newspaper articles, will 

save meny a bird that otherwise would have been killed. I enclose 

an article taken from Saturday morning's Hawk-Eye. 

I shall hope to see you later on, as I understand that it 

is still youwrintention to pay us @ visit before the year is very old. 

With kind personal regards, I remain, 

Yours very truly, 

JEG ee 
G-S
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(Rough draft) 
é Marcéh 20, 1920. 

Editor, The Condor, 

Hollywood, California. 

Dear Mr.:Grinnell: 

3 In response to my. article appearing in the .....e. 

issue entitled, "Differential Sex Migrations of Mallards in 

New Mexico", I received the following from Mr. John Gregg of 

: Burlington, lowa, an experienced sportsman and a keen observer 

of game birds; 

"I was particularly interested in your article , 
: for the reason that for a great many years I have 

3 noticed the same differential applies in this terri- 
tory. ; 

: "I recall shooting one evening in Ma ,L90/, 
on Mercer swale in Crystal Lake grounds, when there 

ass 2 was a groat flight of mallards on, commencing about 
3:00 p.m.; they came in in very large droves, and it 
was the exception to see a drake among them. I was 

; out early the next morning and for the first few hours 
there were very few ducks, but about 10;00 or 11;00 
o'clock there came a flight of mallard similar in size 
to the flight of the evening before, and this flight 
was  yractically all drakes. I have noticed this on a 
number of different occasions, but never in a more pro- 

: nounced way than on the day named. : 

"In the old days when the regular Fall migration 
of Prairie Chickens came this way, I used to put ina 
good many mornings and evenings on the Mississippi 
bluffs shooting, and although at that time I was only 

; a-boy, I discovered that it was the exception to kill 
.@ cock chicken; the great majority of the migration 
were hens. But in the Winter, going into the upland 
corn figlds in this locality, I would find a preponder- : 

i ance of cocks, which lead me to believe that the hens



travelled South and congregated somewhere in that 
territory, leaving the cocks behind.” 

Very truly yours,



Albuquerque, N ew Mexiéos. 
March 20, 1920. 

Mr. John A. Grogg, Bos 
4120413 Tama Bldg., ; 

: Burlington, Iowa. 

Dear Uncle John; 

: : ; I was much interested to get your letter 
of March 15 to Carl. 

In my opinion your observations are vale 
uable and should be published, especially sinee 
this particulsr subject is receiving a good deal 
of discussion in the magazines. I am enclosing a 

: draft of a letter to the Condor, in which my ar- 
ticle was published, and would appreeiate your filling 
in the blank spaces. I am not sure that I have 
given the correct impression in regard to the exact 
regions to which your observations on prairie chick- 
ens apply and if this is the ease I would like to 
get you to make the necessary corrections, 

What luek are you having on the local 3 
spring shooting proposition? You may be interes : 
ested to know that we have sonesvel had a Federal 
Game Warden assigned hore and he states that senti- 
ment in New Mexico toward the Federal law and the 
actual observance of the lew is better here than in 
almost any locality which he has visited. ‘This is 

. entirely the result of our game protective associas 
tions, and I think indicates the need of something 
similar back home. 

3 I was much disappointed at having to post- 
pone my trip Hast but I hope to aake it next year. 

with kindest regards, 

: Very sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leg 
Ene losuree wold. 

Naz



eae A. GREGG 

ee ee ee 
BURLINGTON, lOWA Merch 15 1920 

Mr Carl Leopold 

c/o Leopold Desk Co 
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Dear Carl:- 

On my return to Burlington lest Friday I found yours of 

March 8th with enclosures from Aldo, eweiting me, and I have read 

these over with & great deal of interest, and am returning them to 

you herewith. 

‘ I was particularly interested in aes article on—the- 

"Differential sex Migrations—of.Mallards.iniew-Mexieo", for the 

reason that for a great many years I have noticed the same differ- 

entiel applies in this territory, snd—t—emsetisfied thet-thehen” s 

ait es Seeie Setene ee eee pmsl po Ant 4b uvl4055 

I recall shooting one wrens, F* Mercer. swale in Crystal 

Leke grounds,when there was a great flight of mallerds on, commencing 

about 3:00 otgtunice . ceme in in very large droves, and it was 

the exception to see @ drake among them. I was out early the next 

morning end for the first few hours there were very few ducks, but 

about 10:00 or 11:00 o'clock there came a flight of mellards similar 

in size to the flight of the evening before, and this flight was 

practically 411 drakes. I héve noticed this on a number of different 

occasions, but never in & more pronounced way than on the day named. 

In the old days when the regular Fall migration of Prairie 

Chickens came this way, I used to put in & good many mornings and 

: ite Wwuainarfihs ren Runana ter, 
evenings on our bluffs shoot nex although &t that time I was only
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& boy, I discovered thet it.was the exception to kill a cock chicken; 

the great majority of the migration was hens, Bad@in the Winter, going 

into tne dom fields in this locality, I would find ea preponderance of 

cocks, which lepd me to bélieve that the hens traveled South end x 

congregated somewhere in thet territory, leaving the cocks iad es 

from Northern Iowa to the Canadian border.” Possibly these observations 

might be of interest to Aldo, and if so, pass this letter on to him. 

I wes very much interested in the log of the “Binnacle Bat III" 

and I wish all sportsmen could get the idea thst the pleasures of an ouw- 

ing does not consist in killing a great quantity of game. Aldo and his 

pal put in four or five days and I know had a bully time, and did not 

kill a great many birds, but did kill e11 they needed, end the pleasure 

of the outing wes not wholly one of destruction. 

AS you know, I heve made @ good many trips into-North Dekota 

during the last Falls, and while we have had opportunities on these 

trips to make great killings, we passed them up, and it was the ex- 

ception for any of our party to kill the limit in a days shooting. 

This last Fall I wes in winnesota for @ week, and there was no day 

while I was there but whet I could have killed a great many ducks, but 

on no occasion did I kill the limit, end the limit in that Stete is 15 

birds. I did have a bully time and am going again next Fall. 

It is very likely that you do not know thet there was a 

United States Game Warden here last week to see me. Unfortunately 

I was out of the City, but he left word thet he was not going to see 

anyone else here, as he did not care to have it noised about that he 

was in this locelity. He had expected to find the ice out of the 

river, but in this was disappointed, emi left word that he would 3 

probably come back here, and I have written him that if he could be



“ Joun A.Grece, ro___Mr Carl Leopold arn 8/15/20 pce 3 

here this week he would very likely be able to pick up some of the 

lew violators, and I do hope that this result will follow our efforts. 

Your Mother told me last week that Aldo's visit to 

Burlington which had been expected in March, has been postponed; 

I hope that this does not mean indefinitely and that we will see him 

here in the near future. 

Thanking you for sending me Aldo's articles, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

feet fa 
G’ 

G-S
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For "The Gondor". REP 

fg Gta 
A Seven Year Duck Census 

of the Middle Rio Grande Valley p aed. Filden 

By Aldo Leopold 

4S Sinee December, 1917, I have kept an ocular esti- 

: mate of the number and kinds of ducks seen per day during 

ak? my hunting trips in the Middle Rio Grande Valley in the viecin- 

~ § ity of Albuquerque, New Mexico. The record ends with 1923 

$3 because of my leaving the state. 

z . Inasmech 2s the U. S, Biological Survey is now 

Cw ; ireulating a questionnaire as to increase or decrease of 

as gs he duck supply, it may be of interest to publish the records. 

os As to the accuracy of ocular counts, I made it a 

§ PErmotioe, in first developing the method, to compare totals | 

s oe ena of the day with Mr. Ward Shepard, with whom I fre- 

é 2 questly hunted. We nearly always checked within ten per cent. 

3 There is one source of error which it is impossible 

to appraise or eliminate, nemely, the increased movement of 

“3 given number of birds due to the inéreasing number of hunters | 

; : i. recent years. Thus if there were 1000 birds in a given 

Gos i territory they would give a higher count if there were enough 

{ 5 to keep them moving all day than if there were only 

a few hunters and the birds settled down in some unhunted' 

eh 92 Sopot. The inecresse of hunters would tend to make the counts 

ae i des recent years too high in comparison with the earlier ones. 

y ¥ @, his probable error is, however, offset by the system of ref-~ 

< Sages installed along the Rio Grande in recent years, which



gave the birds a place to settle and thus tended to offset 

the increase in hunters. It is my judgment that for aver- 

ages through a period of years the two errors compensate each 

other. 

All the other conditions favored accuracy. For the 

most part, the hunting days were at weekly intervals through- 

out the open season. Hach month,and sometimes even each dg, 

I hunted the various available kinds of territory, including 

sloughs, lakes, fields, river bars, and river points. Hach 

year I covered the principal shooting grounds from Albuquer- 

que to Soccoro at least once. When I was out for fractional 

days the count was converted at the time of writing the 

Journal to a per day basis, using my best judgment as to what 

a full day would have counted under the particular conditions 

prevailing at the partiqlar time and place. An experienced 

duck hunter can do this and strike a better average than the 

fractionel results would have given. 

Figure 1 gives the daily record. The blank space 

in early October, 1917-21, and late January, 1922-3, are due 

to shifting the open season fifteen days earlier in 1922. 

_ The other blank spaces are absences from the region. It is 

significant to note that the sudden decrease of birds after 

Opening day is less noticeable in recent years. There is not 

the least doubt that this is due to the installation of refuges 

and their gradually improved observance by hunters. 

~2<



The taut grape 
igure ¥ shows the seasonal fluctuation in abundance 

of birds. It coincides with my kill record in poitbing out that 

during the average year we have a heavy October flight of mixed 

ducks, a late November flight of mallards, a dwindling popu- 

lation of resident ducks during December, and the beginning of 

a return flight of mallards and pintail in Iste January. 

While the average count per day is a better indicator 

of changes in abundance than the total count per season because 

of variations in the number and distribution of days, never- 

theless I have shown the total count by years in Figure J. 

Figure Hl gives the final index to abundance in the 

average daily count by years. Violent fluctuations in both 

E ena Hf are of course to be expected gue good and poor 

seasons. Thus the extreme drouth of 1922, when the Rio Grande 

went dry from Isleta down, shows in both graphs. : 

While it would take at least ten years (the climtic 

cycle is said to be 11 years) to justify any general conclu- 

sions as to whether ducks are increasing or decreasing in the 

Rio Grande Valley, I think it is safe to say that my figures, ~ 20 

Ate“aot ‘carport the claim frequently made in recent years that 

ducks are on the increase. ‘ 

-i
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: December 26, 1923. 

Weight of Canvas-backs. 

Dr. Pettit’ says he has systematically weighed all canvas- 
backs Killed for many years and has only killed one which reached 
the weight of 3 lbs. This one was killed this fall. 

: m
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out being molested, and that in spite of a couple of showers the poison paste 
was found still effective, The repellent creosote-pine-tar solution is, of 
_course, more economical in driving the mice from the seeds, though the strych- nine coating would evidently kill them. 

George Rogers, a deputy State game warden, of Wallowa County, Oreg., 
reports that there is a marked decrease of coyotes in that section and that 
although he has spent most of the past year'in the mountains and on the stock 
range he has seen only one live coyote, He states that evidence of the decrease 
in predatory animals is shown in the enormous increase in grouse throughout his 
territory. 

Eunter Wm. Krepps heads the list of best catches made in the month in 
Colorado. He can imitate the call of the'adult coyote so well that when he 
discovers the parent coyote close to a den he hides near by and calls the ani- 
mal within rifle shot. oe ; ; 

Hunter Carrell, in making his round of trap lines in the San Luis Valley, 
Colorado, discovered the nest of a mallard duck that had been partly destroyed 
by a badger. The eggs apparently had been just about ready to hatch. Since 
this area is becoming quite a nesting ground for wild ducks it is more than 
likely that there is considerable destruction of duck eges by badgers. 

Rapid progress was made in the Columbian ground squirrel campaign during 
May in Washington, with the use of calcium cyanide. By June 1 about 227,000 
pounds of the poison had been distributed in eastern Washiagton-and_northern 
Idaho, 132,000 pounds of which was sold by Whitman County to farmers. 

With the appearance of rabies among dogs and coyotes in the San Iuis 
Valley, Colo., 10 hunters were sent to the section to suppress the disease, in 
a cooperative undertaking between the six valley counties, the State Board of 
Stock Inspection Commissioners, and the Biological Survey. 

Two flower growers of Olympia, Wash., report that moles and mice are 
responsible for the loss of 500 flower bulbs this spring. The loss was recently 
noted when the bulbs were dug for transplanting. Since the damage is usually 
done in the winter and early spring, it is ordinarily not discovered until too 
late to apply preventive measures. 

An unusually large wolf was captured in the Porcupine Mountain District, 
Mich., during the month by Hunter Loshaw, who states that while he has caught 
nearly 500 wolves in Michigan, this one is by far the largest, weighing about 
130 pounds. 

While Inspector Jewett was in Lakeview, Oreg., an operator along the 
California-Oregon line told him that he had been pasturing ewes and lanbs on 
the floor of the valley for the past twelve years and that until this year be- 
cause of bobcats and coyotes he had had to put them in sheds every night. He 
said, however, that during the past thirty days or more these ewes had been in 
the pasture continuously and not in corrals or sheds, and that not a single ewe 
or lamb had been molested by a predatory animal. He attributes this state of
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affairs entirely to the fact that his own and neighboring ranges were thor- 

oughly poisoned by Hunter John Lewis during the spring, 

A trip was made recently by Leo K. Couch, Washington district leader, 

to Smith Island, to investigate rabbit conditions. It was found that domestic 

rabbits introduced on the island twenty-five years ago had increased to thou- 

sands. They have burrowed extensively and eroded the island badly in places, 

and are rapidly destroying a small tree area by girdling. Native grasses are 

practically gone, as the rabbits dig up the roots in dry weather. They do not 
seem to touch the tarweed and bracken fern which cover the island. Most of the 

buildings and the water tower are said to be endangered by rabbits burrowing 

under the foundations. it is planned in August or September to kill the rab- 

bits through establishing poison stations. 

Seven years ago a rancher near Greenville, Tex., received an old prairie 

dog and four young ones from Archer County. These have spread until now they 

cover an area of 15 acres of pasture land. Three hundred and ninety-two holes 
were counted recently, and from 4 to 5 young prairie dogs were observed about 

the mounds of 60 per cent of the holes of the town. 

Inspector Musgrave recently destroyed an old female wolf that came at 

night to try and coax away the dogs of a rancher in southern Arizona. This 

wolf was poisoned within thirty feet of the front door of the ranch house. 

FUR RESOURCES ‘ 

Dr. D. E. Buckingham, of Washington, D. C., was appointed assistant 

biologist on July 1, 1924, to make a two months' tour of inspection of fox 

farms in Southeastern Alaska from the Juneau district in the north to the 
Ketchikan district in the south. The main objects. of the. trip are to study 
methods of conducting the fox farms and to investigate the prevalence of dis- 
eases of blue foxes due to parasitic or bacterial infection, and local methods 

of treatment and control of parasites and diseases. Doctor Buckingham left 
Washington on July 8 for Seattle, from which place he will go to Juneau to 
join Ernest P. Walker, Chief Alaska Game Warden, and arrange for his inspec- 

tion of the fox farms. This is a reconnaissance trip and will lay the founda- 
tion for more detailed work later on. Most of the travel will be on the Sea 

Qtter, a government-owned boat. 

Mr. Ashbrook during the past month has twice visited the Experimental 
Fur Farm at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., the first visit being for the purpose of 

planning construction work to be undertaken this coming year. He found that 
the young foxes born this spring are doing very well. The second trip was 
made in company with Dr. D. E. Buckingham, in order that the latter might be- 
come acquainted with the work being carried on at the experimental farm. Mr. 

Ashbrook and Doctor Buckingham, in company with Doctor Hanson, who is in charge 

of the fur farm, visited a number of silver fox ranches in the general region 
about the experimental farm. 

The marriage is announced of Mr. Frank G. Ashbrook and Miss Caroline 
McKinley on July 14, in New York City. Congratulations and best wishes are 

extended.
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WOOD DUCK 
(Aix sponsa) 

Small woodland pot holes and crecks are sought by these ducks 
for nesting sitese They nest in hollow stumps and trees from four 
to forty foct above tho ground, and are found in all the forests 
of Region Nine. sae 

Due to logging and fires, many home sites of the wood duck 
have been ruined and this is no doubt tho cause of its decline in 
numbers the past two docadese Closed seasons will help save the 
remaining stock, but steps should be taken to establish new homes 

wherever possible. 

Wood duck nesting boxes should be placed along wooded streams 
and small woodland lakes. They are best placed beside the shore on 
some tree or snag which overhangs the watere Use only trees and 
snags which are sound and not apt té windthrow.e Each camp should 
make from fifteen to fifty nest boxes each Winter and have them 
nailed or screwed in place before the ice leaves in the Spring. 
Nesting boxes may be placed from ten to forty fect from the ground, 
and often may be attached close to human habitations, and if the 
birds are unmolested they will become as unconcerned about the pres- 
ence of man as barnyard fowle It is desirable that we place some 
of the nesting boxes around recreational areas if suitable water is 
present. 

Hollow cedar logs may be used for nesting boxes, provided 
they are the same dimensions as in the accompanying diagram. A 
board back and a board front with a six inch diameter entrance 
hole must be placed over the ends of hollow logs. 

A backboard fastened to the back of the nesting box should 
be provided so the boxes can be nailed to the trees. Nailing nesting 
boxes for birds to trees is pormissiblo. 

HOODED MERGANSER 
(Lophodytcs cucullatus) 

GOLDEN-EYE 
(Glaucionetta clangula americana) 

BUTTER-BALL or BUFFLE-HEAD 
(Charitonetta albeola) 

These ducks possess habits similar to the wood ducks They nest 
in hollow stumps and trees in the Lake regions of oll our Northern 
Forests, but unlike the wood duck are not found in the Illinois ond 
Missouri Forests. Many of our nesting boxes for wood ducks will be 
used by those species, but as they are desirable ducks to propagate 
they should be unmolested. Although the hooded mergansers are fish 
caters and also to some extent the golden-eyc, they will not prove 
to be a nuisance on our lakes and rivers, and under no consideration 
should any of these ducks be shot out of soason on National Forests.
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GAME MANAGEMENT CIRCULAR #4 

NEST BOXES FOR WOOD DUCKS 

By 

Dean Amadon 

Of the wild ducks that nest commonly in Connecticut, the wood 

duck is the only one that uses hollow trees for this purpose. 

Since natural hollows of the proper size are often lacking, es- 

pecially around small or private ponds, it is necessary to supply 

artificial nesting boxes if wood ducks are to remain and nest in 

such places, This is essential in the case of wing-clipped birds 

liberated for breeding stock, 

The following dimensions for wood duck nest boxes are taken 

from Farmerst Bulletin No, 1456 of the U.S.D.A. 

Floor of cavity- 10 = 28 in, 
Depth of cavity- LOGO 15. Ata, 
Diameter of entrance- 6 in. 
Height of entrance above floor- D Ais 

Any wooden box of approximately these dimensions, or even an 

empty nail keg, will do if supplied with a suitable Opening. By 

following the designs commonly used for small bird houses, however, 

more attractive results may be secured. The ducks prefer boxes 

built of weathered, unpainted boards. 

Wood duck boxes should be fastened to trees near the water, 

and at elevations of four to twenty feet. If the birds are wing- 

clipped, the boxes are places four or five feet from the ground, 

and a board extending from the box entrance to the ground at an 

angle of about 45 degrees must be provided, Small cleats are 

nailed across this board at intervals of four or five inches to 

assist the ducks in climbing to the nest,



: = . 

These boxes may be put up at any time during the fall or winter. 

If the work is postponed until spring, they should be up, if possi- 

ble, before the first of April, About the time the ducks return 

in the spring, it is a good plan to clean out any boxes already up 

and place a handful or two of hay in each. This encourages the 

birds to nest. 

Although it is frequently stated that wood ducks may be greatly 

increased by supplying nest boxes, experience indicates, at least 

for this state, that truly wild wood ducks are very reluctant about 

using man-made nesting sites. Boxes intended for such birds, 

therefore, should be constructed to resemble natural hollow trees 

as closely as possible, This may be done by using bark-covered 

slabs instead of plain boards, etc, or perhaps tree stubs contain- 

ing natural cavities can be secured and placed near ponds or streams 

frequented by wood ducks. Such natural "bird houses" are used 

successfully for some small birds, but they are difficult to supply 

for a bird the size of a wood duck, 

Fortunately, however, wing-clipped or partly tamed birds 

accept nest boxes much more freely, At the state wildlife sanc- 

tuary near Bantam Lake, wood ducks are raised in considerable 

numbers on a pond fenced for that purpose, Mr, Bowden, the game 

keeper at this sanctuary, once found twenty-three wood duck eggs 

in one nest box, All had been laid that day and, of course, each 

by a different bird,
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In the Interest of MORE GAME 
at least five to six million acres to guar- break up unsportsmanlike’ practices and substitutes, and, second, that the drain- 
antee future forests and recreational fa- bring about better understanding and age of inundated lands may ruin them 
cilities. This can best be accomplished cooperation. for these purposes without making them 
by earnestly supporting the. $25,000,000 “Closer cooperation between landown- available for agriculture or realizing any 
Forest Purchase Loan which comes up ers and sportsmen can be brought about other advantage commensurate with the 
for final approval by the 1925 Legis- by a clearer understanding of the view- cost of reclamation and the loss result- 
lature, and then the approval of the point of each group. Sportsmen, par- ing from the disappearance of the wild 
voters at the general election the same ticularly those belonging to organiza- life formerly sustained there. In Cali- 

< year. More public hunting ground and tions for the promotion of better things fornia, a notable example of such an 
8 future forests are absolutely imperative. in conservation, can do much to remedy economic blunder is furnished by the Pd 

“2, Creation of at least 200 Auxiliary this condition by making a united drive drainage of Lower Klamath Lake, which 
State Game Refuges with public hunting to apprehend and punish to the limit fifteen years ago supported vast num- ] 
grounds around them to supplement of the law vandals who, under the guise bers of wild fowl, constituting what Dr. 

7 present refuge system. (Now have nine of being sportsmen, commit depredations H. C. Bryant terms ‘one of the very 
Auxiliary Refuges.) of various sorts. best breeding grounds found in the “ 

“Auxiliary game refuges can be estab “7, Aid in overcoming depredations United States. In 1917 a reclamation 
lished anywher* in the state if the own- from game by transfer from sections district was formed, against the pro- 2 
ers singly or jc:atly will permit the state where destroying crops. test of the Director of the service; the 
to take charge of the hunting rights on “Where game is causing destruction water supply was cut off, the lake dried = 
1,000 or more acres for a period of ten to crops and fruit trees, which annoy- up and today we find an alkali waste 
or more years. Such arrangement does ance occurs mainly during early spring of 80,000 acres, less than one-half of 3 
not interfere in any way with the regular before new growth begins in the forests, one per cent of which is supporting a 
management of the property but will such game should be removed or trans- crop of rye grass! . i 
permit the creation and stocking of ref- ferred to sections where it will not be “Here is work for conservationists, 3 
uges in sections within easy reach of in- a source of annoyance to’ private land- sportsmen, bird lovers. The alkali-pois- 
dustrial centers, usually in localities owners. All thinking sportsmen will oned pools which have developed in the 
where the state will probably never be readily agree to such procedure. San Joaquin valley are bad enough, but | ¥ 
able to purchase lands. Such refuges “g.-A comprehensive lecture program there have been compensations. At 
will be the future salvation of small throughout the state on the value of all Lower Klamath Lake there have been 
game and guarantee hunting to posterity. wild life, including song and insectivo- none whatever. If there is any way 

“3. Further extension of regular game rous birds. to accomplish the restoration of the lake, 
refuge system, including migratory water- “A lecture program to carry the mes- we must bring this about.” = 
fowl refuges, surrounded by public hunt- sage of wild life conservation to all cor- Twenty-two thousand four hundred 
ing grounds. (Now have 32 regular up- ners of the state, particularly the schools acres of Lower Klamath Lake were set i 
land game refuges.) and young people’s organizations, will aside in 1908 by President Roosevelt as 

“Most of the present available lands develop a more thorough appreciation a bird sanctuary. It was an ideal spot 
for the large regular game refuges sur- of the value of beneficial wild life and for this purpose. Today it forms but 
rounded by public hunting grounds, with a corresponding respect for the laws one of the many glaring examples of the 

“\keepers in charge, are either taken up protecting it. results brought about by unwise drain- 
“sin the process of being acquired. “9. A more extensive general educa- age. 

‘“are still a few desirable locations tional campaign concerning the activities ¢€ 
-ich can be obtained by proper co- of the Board, especially quarterly re- From Montana 

vperation on the part of owners and ports to interested organizations and the EPORTS from Montana state that 
sportsmen. All the regular refuges so general public. R there have never been so many 
far created are upland game and wild “Much more general knowledge and geese killed there as last fall and also 
bird breeding grounds. A number of understanding of the work of the Board that mallardsthad newer Been co plentiful ‘ 
suitable wild waterfowl refuges should of Game Commissioners is quite desir- jin that state. It was a curious fact that 
be created as promptly as possible. able and can be brought about through while most of the hen mallards went y 

“4. Much more extensive but safely the issuance of enlightening bulletins, Se ee alas eet 
conducted vermin control campaigns ex- continued aid of the public press, use south at_the usual _time, the-steen-ee 

clusively | under the direction of the of moving pictures, more frequent re- {deen tact ee oe 

Board, including employment of addi- ports, etc.” _ ; 5 stiyed all winter feeding in the grain 
tional trapping instructors and such The Association believes that most of stubbles and resting on the ice of the 
other agencies as may be necessary to the other states will gain something of Jakes. Owing to the extreme drought 
reduce game destroyers. interest if they will turn an attentive ear oF the past summer, however, Montana 

“Vermin campaigns conducted by the to what is going on in Pennsylvania. sportsmen fear there will be few ducks 
State along constructive lines will in- left in the state this fall. 
crease game and wild bird life materially. Lower Klamath Lake The flight of ducks and geese last fall 

At least 50 per cent of the game and HE Audubon Association of the Pa- was very “spotty.” In many sections 
wild birds reared fall prey to vermin of ae cific publishes in its July issue a where great numbers of wild-fowl are 
various kinds annually. Since 1913, the pote on the unfortunate conditions ex- generally shot, few appeared, but in other 
sportsmen of Pennsylvania have paid out jistent at Lower Klamath Lake in Cali- districts there were plenty. of them. The 
of revenue collected from license fees more fornia. The note was written by Mr. reason for this’ is probably twofold. In 
than $1,000,000 for bounties, exclusive 4, §. Kibbe, President of the Associa-~ the first place, because of the late sea- 
of administrative expenses. Much more tion. We quote direct: son in the North the birds remained 
Zemin to be done along this line. “Anyone who may be able to inundate until the last possible moment, and then 

5. More extensive winter feeding of fertile agricultural lands and keep the along certain lines of flight went South 

game and wild birds. water there, can thereby create a lake. without stopping in the usual places. 
“Natural food and cover for game and Many ill-advised reclamation projects The second reason is that the drainage 

wild birds is not sufficiently abundant have had their genesis in the hypothesis of vast areas of lake and marsh land 
during winter months. Much artificial that the converse is also true. Events seems to be definitely changing the 
feeding has been done by sportsmen, of the few years just past have placed migratory habits of these wild-fowl. 
farmers, boy scouts and bird lovers dur- the country in the way of learning two When their usual haunts have disap- 
ing past winters, but a more concerted things: First, that swamps and marshes peared they have been forced to change 
and better organized drive to feed the which furnish shelter and breeding their line of flight to those sections where 
game and wild birds during the winter- grounds for wild fowl and fur-bearing they can still find feeding and resting 
time will produce still better results. mammals constitute assets of real and areas. This is a vivid illustration of the 

“6. Aid landowners and sportsmen to material value, for which there exist no (Continued on page 77)



WILD DUCK BREAKS WORLD RECORD 

“The Biological Survey reports a mew 
A world’s record for longevity of a banded 

{ bird. A pintail duck banded at the 
mouth of Bear River in Utah on Sep- 
tember 16, 1914, was captured’ near 
Brawley, Calif., last October 16.) The ! 
longest previous known record was that 
of a white stork, which carried a band 
of the Rossiten (Germany) Bird Ob- 
servatory for 11 years. The new record 
made by the duck is practically 12 years,
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Largest Mallard Ever |-— 

Killed? ] 
Editor Outdoor Life:—Herewith find 

a photograph of the record wild mallard 
duck for the whole world. It was photo- 
graphed alongside a two-pound and a half 
common wild mallard duck, the record 
bird weighing exactly 714 pounds on tested 
scales. 

This bird was killed by J. C. Stotts, a 
Cody, Neb., druggist and good sportsman, 
from a decoyed flock of mallards at 
Lamb’s swamp, near Clear Lake, S. D. 

It was just before dark in the evening, é 
when a large flock came in and Stotts 
immediately took this big one for a goose, 
and concentrated all his attention upon it. | re 
The birds came in fine, with this monster | Br 

- showing the way and Stotts succeeded in | _ 
killing it with his first barrel, and the bird 
pictured with it, with his second. | 

Now, without a doubt, this is the big- | 
gest wild mallard ever killed by any man; 
it was brought to me for information as 
to its identity and so on, by Mr. Harry 
Root, a wealthy retired business man of 
Omaha, and an inveterate wild fowler, who | O 
has a modern shooting box at Clear Lake, & 
in close proximity to Lamb’s Swamp, and | al 
he now has the bird in exquisitely mounted | . 
form at his home here. th 

My deductions are that the bird is a } yo 
hybrid, or perhaps a half-breed from do- | no 
mestic mallard hen, and wild mallard | E. 
drake, for as you know there are many | _ 
parties in this section of the country, and 
the lower Canadas, making a business of 
the inter-breeding of the different species 
of wild ducks, and this I believe is the 
true status of this wonderful bird. é 

It is a perfect specimen, with the char- 
acteristics of the wild bird preponderantly a 
marked over that of the domestic bird; 
with all the lines and delicate colorations \ 
of plumage, graceful, keen, shapely, well- | wx 
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Caer ee | 
Left, the tremendous mallard, probably 

the largest on record 

Right, a mallard of usual size 

formed and graceful in general conforma- 
tion, from occiput to the mallard beauty 
mark, the iridescent curl above the short- 
rounded tail. 

Eyes and legs the proper color, in fact 
the bird is a wonderfully neat pattern of a 
cloud wild cock mallard. 
Nett: Sanpy Grisworp.
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The following from the New York Herald, New York. “\, >A) 

BABY DUCK PROBLEM SOLVED 

"The ingenuity of man seems to be winning over the secretive 

‘ instincts of nature. Science has at last solved the baffling prob— 

lem of "How to make the baby wood duck eat in captivity." 

With the rapid depletion of the wood duck tribe, a native of 
the United States and a year around resident of nearly every state, 

Federal protection was given the species. He is coming back slowly 

and man has added his ingenuity to help him. Wood duck eggs were 

secured in many instances and hatched under foster mothers or in 

electric incubators to increase his number. The baby ducks were 

healthy and strong, but foster mothers could not teach them to eat, 

so the little fellows actually starved to death in the midst of 

plenty. Forceful feeding was resorted to in some cases, but failed. 

Scientists, game breeders, college professors and others 

schemed and tried innumerable methods to entice the little wild 

babies to eat, but to no avail until one finally hit upon the simp- 

lest idea and it worked like a charm. He approximated natural con- 

ditions for the wood duck. 

Knowing that baby ducks usually pick up food in water and 

mud, the experimenter cut a piece of sod about a foot square and 

two inches thick. He hollowed out a small basin in it, soaked the 

entire sod and placed it in the coop. In the small basin he put an 

inch depth of water and sprinkled the same food that the baby wood 

f ducks had refused under all other conditions. The little fellows 

immediately "puddled" in the miniature basin and started picking 

up the food in the water. The demands of instinct had been met." 

From the American Game Protective Association.
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For afternoon release / : 

University of Michigan News Dissemination Service 

: Duck Disease Traced by University Experts 

Ann Arbor, Michigan, November 17, 1930. Evidence that a disease. : 
which has threatened sericus losses among young wild ducks in the state — 

; is caused by.a.blood parasite which is spread among the birds by the 
~~ “pites of black flies, was dissoversd—as a resilt of study carried out at g 

the University of Michigan Biological Station at Douglas Lake. 

The direase is apparently harmless to adult birds, but is fatal to 
ducklings about 35 per cent of the time. The disease does not appear = 
until the ducklings are about two weeks old or more, since the parasites 
require at least twelve days to undergo development in the blood of the 
bird after having been injected into the biood stream by the fly bite. 

The fly which carries the parasites is the common black fly which annoys 
humans with its bite, and on the ducklings observed it was not unusual 

3 to find 75 of these sucking the blood of the bird. When the disease 
appears it runs a rapid course and the duckling dies or recovers within 

: a few days. oe é 

The ducklings used for experiment at the Biological Station by 
E. ©. O'Roke, Professor of Forest Zoology, were white Pekings, Indian 
Runners, and wild mallards, 92 were wild and 78 domestic. The wild 
birds at the State Game farm near Mason were uniufected there, but of 
those taken from there a large percentage became diseased after being 
liberated in the marshes near Douglas and Munuskong State Park. Wild : 
black ducks, both adult and young, which were shot or captured in 

2 Emmet and Cheboygan counties were found to be all infected with the : 
parasite. 

Adult ducks are apparently not harmed by the parasites, nor are — ee 
they dangerous to human beings, Professor O*Roke points out. Experi- 
mental work did not progress to treatment or control during the summer, 
the study did indicate, however, growers would do well to keep their 
young stock removed if possible from localities in which black flies 
are found. Unprotected wild ducks are at the mercy of the flies, and 

- in the light of experimental findings it is possible that losses among 
vhem may be severe, although this phase was not investigated in detail.
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By ALMA M. BENDICK Sa, i 
| <f -PeS ME | 

HE Wood duck is a most strik- and joins his family again just before | we a ae AY 
] ing bird, exquisitely colored and starting for the South. Fe 2 Ges TH © ign , 

the most beautiful of all American How the young are brought to ground | See 
ducks if not of all ducks in the world. 9, water is unknown. Some birdmen we ze ae cectiying pies ee 

the Mandarin duck of China 48\chelonly) ay that the old: birds carry them an HEE Giyie Gos. eee ee 
Caen reap approach our Wood duck their pills or on their backs. I really Wejepecialize in pre Pe Lae a 
in plumage, in fact some birdmen ‘say cannot say how they carry them in the limited supply of breeds stock now 
that the Mandarin is the more beautiful Wild state but D know that they just available. Quality and purity are 

of the two, but I prefer the Wood duck. ‘ , peraonie eee. tere eco) te 
a shove them out of their nests when breed trash. A trial will convince 

Wood ducks, upon arrival from the i be you. 

south ready for the nesting season, seem reared in captivity. mess seer Write us 

to be already mated. They take a short planned near the pond at a heig e Badd 1) Davin, Supe | 
rest after the long hard journey, but only about five feet. As most breeders | 

soon start selecting a home in a hollow pinion the birds so they cannot fly when BIRDS OF QUALITY MAKE FRIENDS 

stump or tree, or in some abandoned they rear them in captivity, this may 
nest of owl, Woodpecker or squirrel. The ave a jot to do with the birds shoving ae 

nests are found a mile or more from any the young out of their nests, for the 

water, the same as in the case of the mothers cannot very well carry them 

Golden-eye. on their backs when they themselves RINGNECK 

The Wood duck, while a small duck, Te unable to fly. 
is considerably larger than the Blue- I got up very early one morning to PHEASANTS 

winged Teal, and I cannot for the world witness a Wood duck taking her young & 

understand how they enter some of the ones out of her nest just before sun- 

very small holes and slits in the hollow rise. The mother started talking to her HUNGARIAN 

stumps and hollow trees that they use fluffy little ones and soon she began 
for homes. It does not matter how de- tc shove them out, one by one. When PARTRIDGES 
cayed the tree may be, they evidently the last one was out, down came the & 

have no desire to make the hole larger old duck, taking her little brood to the 

as they easily might by picking at the pond. It is a hard task to get me out so BOB WHITE QUAIL 
soft wood. No grass or leaves are placed early in the morning, but a wild bird 

in the nest—nothing but a little de- can get me out any time of the day. * 

cayed wood in the bottom of the hole. 
Nine to fourteen ivory-colored eggs WY? ducks feed on oats, wild rice, WILD TURKEYS 

usually constitute the setting on which roots of many aquatic vegetables, * 

the mother sits for four long, weary numerous kinds of insects, acorns and 

weeks, while the extremely handsome’ grains. I have never seen Wood ducks MOUNTAIN QUAIL 

drake is on guard in a tree near the go out in the grain fields like our Mal- 

nest and talks to her. The call, ‘“Peet- lards and Pintails do. The migration Also a Full Line of Other 

ae is to encourage her or a seems to take place early. Like the Rud- Game Birds and Fancy 

er of threatening danger. A very faint dy ducks, when the water begins to get Birds 

answer comes from the nest sounding cold, the Wood ducks begin to assemble 

like, “Peweee,” in response. The Wood in family parties preparing for the 

drake is not like the male Mallard, who southern journey, made mostly at night. Write for Prices 

leaves his mate as soon as the duck Wood ducks become exceedingly at- 

starts her household duties, departing tached to their homes, and will come W. Je MACKENSEN 

to join a drake club for the rest of the back to their old nests year after year, 

summer, but stays with her until the if these are not destroyed by fire or Mackensen Game Park 

young are hatched and well started. man’s axe. Approaching civilization and YARDLEY, PENNA. 
Then he leaves them and goes to moult its noises do not drive the Wood duck 

with other drakes on big weedy marshes, back. It is the lumbermen and the 
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——————————————— EE sportsmen that crowd out the Wood 

duck. 
Nearly all birds can be kept in our Bobwhite Quail 

country if they have water and the 

nesting places are there for them. So —We Offer— 

- 2 many people ask us why the Golden- : aes 

Big Field-Reared Pheasants eye or Wood ducks do not nest in their Pure native Virginia hand- 

locality. With further information we reared Bobwhite Quail for 

NOT BROODER - REARED find that the area had been heavily breeding purposes. 

ine Matrone’Aving: binda-cthat wooded and naturally there had once Bird teed A : 

fe i irds raised under experi- 
give ie andental sport, and have been a lot of natural nesting places for a oe Pp 

learned to take care of them- the birds and they had nested there, enced supervision. Can fur- 

selves in spacious rearing fields. but with the disappearance of such nest- nish any references. 

By aa tae FE eeny oe sens ing places, they departed. How is a 
ully selecte Angnec} ens 7, . ; 

crossed with pure Mongolian Wood duck or Golden-eye going 2 nest UPLAND GAME FARM 

cocks. in a treeless area? The duck is com- 

pelled to move to a place where she SALEM VIRGINIA 

Reeves and Silvers can find natural hollow stumps and ———— 

Now offering a limited num- trees. However, artificial nesting boxes 

ber of 1931 Reeves—cocks and stumps hollowed out can be planted WEATHERLY FARMS, INC. 

and hens are unrelated. Also and prepared for the purpose near ponds 706 Weatherly Bids. pee 
me 19 ilvers f le 0: Breed ff Chi Ri ‘k, Mongolian, 

coe ee Se rae ce fa and streams. These ducks take very English. Ringneck, and Blackneck - Pheasants. 

blood. kindly to artificial nesting places and We have oe ite ade for fl cages 
can be propagated and increased in large EGGS IN SEASON 

le numbers. Your Correspondence Invited 

Millbrook Pheasant Farm The same applies to the Canvasback a 

MILLBROOK NEW YORK and many other ducks that once nested eS 

Phone, Millbrook 239 locally but since have been forced to yy I 

find more suitable localities. In many a. oo | 

a , § instances we find that the ponds have Oats os . 

: been drained down so that the water's ¢ SS a 

Wild Turke Ss edge is too far away for the reed-nest- SI ye 
, ing ducks, or many times the reeds and ef Lee Sis tiie L.) pte 

We still have a number of fine Wild grasses are kept down by cattle, horses See “hap <a ated 

Turkeys. We don’t claim ours the best i ie fe eee cee aK 

in the world, but we do believe they are On fire, And the poor, birds \cAUnOL Com | |\(Gamer,(Orasiy) Crested) Calit) Valley Quail 
the best bred in captivity. Expert advice ceal their nests. So how can they be (also Called peacock partridge) $40.00 per 

Be en yc by Monciatmeke Bay || expected to rear their families in such | $e. "hiened wil shrive, increase” and 
oe pide cary vere ee aoe localities? However, reeds can be plant- stay, eae ia any climate in the U.S Full 

Ark Farms stock. ed. Best of all is the Predacrus, com- shipment. Peis ordered eee! Aceioand: 

Wal cisa aes ven monly known as Yellow Water Flag. Paige (broods ple eae Serine NT OEN 

pair of Fallow fawns This grows from three to six feet high LANE, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 

Write for information and prices when planted partly in water at the 
edges of lakes and ponds. It furnishes a ° 

¢ WILLET RANDALL extremely good nesting places. When =e ee he | 

The Ark Farms and Zoo these yellow flags are in full bloom you "Delivery Aug., Sept. and Oct. 

NORTH CREEK = NEW YORK will have a sight to behold. We have || Also have some fine yearling birds for im- 
—— sold the roots to many bird lovers Special prices on orders of 100 or more 

and shooting clubs from our nursery nes LA BRANCHE ETS WORE 

here at Leduc, Alberta. £ 

We offer for fall delivery 
800 RINGNECK PHEASANTS M%. husband and I find the best [as 35 

o spend our holidays is to take 

Our birds are large and healthy some tools, instruments and: climbers, Hungarian 

Prices Upon Request then off for the woods we go to study Partridges 
wild nature. We also spend much of 

SUMMIT GAME FARM dattina i F ae ol é : 
Box 97 WESTHAMPTON, L. I. one me am ee Gees Me p sey Py SHIPMENT 

e ree-nesting ducks. any stumps 

that are partly decayed can be hollowed NOVEMBER-FEBRUARY 

out. Hollow trees with but small open- : 

Letters on Health ings can be made accessible by enlarg- Ringneck Pheasants 

By ing the entrances. Old nests of wood- For Fall Delivery 

Specialist on Health and eckers also can be made larger for the = 
e Hygienic Living ee 5 Bred from finest imported and 

$2 each I know of some game breeders that domestic stock 

= . 2 could not get the Wood ducks to nest 

In Meenes advise Symptoms; give until they planted some hollow stumps, JULIUS LOEWITH, Inc. 
diet, including everything eaten 
and drunk. Give age, weight, and soon found that the ducks could be 150 Nassau Street 

height, occupation. so induced to nest for them. Not so NEW YORK CITY 

GH. CORSAN | ns af, te Won uot wus cased |! ane ze fri Pei 
Whittier California Ba a ge aten Suge at ad er 
|__| «ing species. It was on the same trail SSS eee 
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as the Great auk and the Passenger 
pigeon. A number of states prohibited 

shooting for a number of years and the * 
same action was taken by the Federal ss t s A tt t ! 
Government. This has greatly helped the | or smen en 1on e 
situation. Artificial propagation, too, 

seems to have changed the situation for 
the better. I believe our reliable game SQUARE DEAL HUNTING CLUB 
breeders had a lot to do with getting 

our Wood duck back in a wild state. | 
There is very little danger of the Can Accommodate a Few More Sportsmen 

Wood duck becoming extinct, as the 

game breeders both in the United States 
and in Canada are breeding the Wood 100,000 ACRE PRESERVE WELL PROTECTED 
duck and the Mandarin duck very suc- 

cessfully. Also, Holland is rearing a lot M E \ 
of American Wood ducks and selling A P L E N T I I U L 
them back to us for big prices. 

I think that a Wood duck is far too . : > 
beautiful a bird to be killed for food. Fine Open Shooting—Trained Dogs and 
Its value for this purpose is too small Guides Available 
to be worth a moment’s consideration. 
My husband says that he would no more 

think of shooting or killing a Wood duck FINE CLUB HOUSE FURNISHED 
that he would a Bluebird or a Balti- 
more oriole. | 

Fat 1 wae moan Rates Reasonable 
GAME BREEDERS’ DOGS 

(Continued from page 372) Communicate 

owned and handled the winner, Fire- 

heels. She is a real spaniel and has J. S. LONGFELLOW 
proved herself to be such from every LUMBERTON NORTH CAROLINA 
standpoint. Second went to Noremac 

Meg, owned by F. N. B. Close and han- 

dled by Harry Cameron. Third was ee 
Banchory Flame, owned and handled by 

Dr. Samuel Milbank, and fourth to In- MANAGEM E NT 
veresk Carminetta, owned by Rowe B. of 
Metcalf and handled by Cameron. Game Preserves, Farms and Country Estates 

And thus ended another good meeting BURLINGAME, KING & DUNK, Inc. 19 West 44 St. 
with a lot of credit going to Mrs. A. R. : . New York, N. Y. 
MBit end to Regi Cra Oe ee es ee 

CONNECTICUT BREEDERS’ ] 

ANNUAL MEETING PHEASAN or Breeders 
(Continued from page 367) 

At the dinner, those in attendance Pure Mongolians, Chinese and Blackneck English Ringneck Pheasants bred 
were entertained with some very good from Mongolian and Chinese Cross. 
motion pictures of game propagation Our specialty is furnishing high-grade stock and eggs to breeders. 
also with music, humorous stories and 

some excellent original wild-life poems EGGS IN SEASON. PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW 
by Mr. Wm. Craig. < 5 il d THOCGAate aces Triata that! thers Prices of birds, brails and eggs on request. 

will soon be numerous other state game oe 
breeders’ associations that will work, 
with the full cooperation of the Interna- HERMAN A. BUSS, Pres. 
tional Association, for the improve- UD: AM ARM CO . 
ment of conditions both local and tele a oe i Hudson, Ohio 
throughout the entire field. 

18 BEAUTIFUL a One 3-year renewal, or one new 2- 
FREE 4-COLOR GAME . with year subscription, or two new 1-year 

ORGANISM KILLS DUCKS BIRD PICTURES subscriptions to The Game Breeder 

(Continued from page 374) 

hy sommes pe oe cone Dunbar Game Farm wild ducks report losses of 70 to 100 per : a 
cent. Among Doctor O’Roke’s experi- Now is the time to plan for next year. Place 
Peay Geka: iu inaiicedren aunts your order for next year’s eggs and Pheasants. 

SE eo ar aan hear eatih a FREMONT INDIANA mer’s study were 35 per cent and in the Quality in Quantity 

second summer 85 per cent. = 
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THE SURVEY son. phe i 

Collect Birds on the Carolina Coast.-~A. H. Howell and T. D. Burleigh, field 

naturalist stationed at Asheville, N. C., with Allen Duvall, of the Washington office, 

as assistant, made a faunal survey of coast regions of North and South Carolina 

from May 17 to June 8. Traveling by automobile, they followed the immediate coast as 

closely as possible from Back Bay southward, in order to study the distribution 

of bird life on the marshes and sea beaches. They collected about 200 specimens 

of birds, including series of the resident marsh wrens, seaside sparrows, and other 

coastal varieties, and some forms new to the bureau's collection. They also ob— 

tained important information relative to the distribution of the various species 

and subspecies. The work was facilitated by accommodations furnished by the Pine 

Island Club, near Poplar Branch, N. C.; the Bureau of Fisheries, at Beaufort, N. C.; 

and the Charleston Museum, Charleston, S, C. 

Mallard Nests in Same Box for Sixth Consecutive Year.—-The female mallard 

that carries Biological Survey band No. 555414 has nested six consecutive years 

in the same box. This duck was banded November 29, 1927, after she had nested 

in a box on the roof of a barn on the ranch of F. J. Keller, near Antioch, Nebr. 

i Since that time she has returned every year and hatched her eggs in this unusual 

cut nest site. The dates of her returns are: March 12, 1928; March 10, 1929; March 

we 11, 1930; April 9, 1931; and February 21, 1932. Her last set of eggs numbered 

r 14, all of which hatched. Mr. Keller has contributed an interesting account of 

py the way in which the mother bird got the ducklings off the barn roof: Leading them 

‘a to the edge she flew lightly to the ground, quacking softly. The downy young fol- 

lowed one after another, and they were so light that despite their lack of wing 

feathers they were in no way injured by the drop.



(e~ Wood Duck 
WOOD 
DRAKE 

ee Re Information that the lover and breeder of 
Pz _ iy this most beautiful of American waterfowl 

ft , will find both fascinating and useful. 
i ( f ; 4 

Sum K r By C. L. SIBLEY 
nin! ° 

i number of eggs, it is well to let the owned a pair of Wood ducks in the 
female lay her clutch; then, when it is midst of a crowded city. The ducks 
noticed that she is pulling down from were kept in a small pen four or five 
her breast and getting ready to incubate, feet square, and had only a dishpan of 

O many people write in to our office the eggs should be taken and placed water to drink and bathe in. This was, 
S asking about the feeding, breeding under a bantam. Within ten days she however, often renewed and kept fresh 

and rearing of our most gorgeously will usually start laying a second clutch, and clean. A number of children, sev- 
colored American waterfowl, the Wood often a third, but rarely a fourth, al- eral dogs and some neighborhood cats 
duck, that I believe the very widespread though last season, after we thought constantly used the yard for a play- 
interest in Woodies merits as much all the Woods had stopped laying and ground. No more unlikely place for 
information as can be provided. For had given up looking into the nests, one _ breeding could be imagined. Yet in spite 
this reason, I shall set down a few facts of the Wood hens laid a clutch, her of (or perhaps because of, as the birds 
based upon some of our own experi- fourth, and hatched her babies and had became exceedingly tame) all this, the 
ences at Sunnyfields, with the hope that them on the pond before we realized female laid and incubated two clutches 
they may be of help to others. what had happened. It was then too of eggs in one season and reared the 

Confinement-reared Wood ducks late to catch them and pinion them, young. Apparently the proper food for 
(preferably handreared; i.e., hatched as we usually do when a few days old, egg-making was supplied in this small 
and reared with a domestic bantam or as it would have disturbed all the other enclosure, as the birds could get nothing 
other fowl) will breed readily under ducks on the pond, so we allowed the to eat except what was given them. 
even very artificial conditions anywhere duck to rear them, which she did, and Woods nest in holes in dead trees in a 

in their breeding range, which is exten- we had this one brood full-winged and _ wild state, so we must provide a substi- 
sive, taking in almost the entire United flying in and out of the pond at will. tute in confinement. A box twelve 
States and southern Canada. However, inches square, ten inches high in front, 
be certain that your birds are not wild- WHILE hatching and rearing with eight inches in back, with a removable 3 
caught, for wild-caught Wood ducks, bantams is the most satisfactory cover for once-a-season cleaning after 
like all wild-caught ducks, are very way to rear young Wood ducks (and the birds have nested, set two or three 
difficult to breed in confinement, and Mandarins too) it is sometimes more feet out of the water or off the ground, 

practically certain mot to breed under work than a busy person wishes to im- will do as well as anything. In the front 
any but absolutely natural, wild condi- pose on himself, and if your pond is not a four-inch round hole should be cut, 
tions, which most of us cannot repro- too cold, is free from vermin (especially _ five or six inches from the bottom. Put 

duce. turtles), and there are not too many a sod in the bottom of the box to pre- 
Woods will usually breed when a year other ducks on it for its area, the mother vent broken eggs, and line with soft hay 

old, although not always, and the Wood Wood may be allowed to hatch and rear or leaves. If your birds are pinioned, 
drake assumes his beautiful bridal plum- her own babies, but in this case she will make a ladder for them to walk up into 

age when six or seven months old. A almost never lay a second clutch of the box. A rough slab with the bark on, 
clutch of eggs will vary from three or eggs. Also, it is difficult to catch the obtainable at any sawmill, is excellent. 
four for the first laying of a young duck young ducklings when a few days old 
up to sixteen or seventeen for some indi- and pinion them, as is the best way of Wwoons. like other ducks, need the 
viduals. Two years ago a pair of Woods doing, unless the birds are to be raised proper food for best breeding re- 
nested under a pile of brush here, rather for liberation, when they may be left sults. It is well to get breeding stock in 
than in one of the houses set up for the full winged. Pinioning is a simple mat- the fall, so that they may be accustomed 
Woods and Mandarins, and incubation ter with baby ducklings; just take a to their new quarters before the breed- 
was well along before we found the nest. sharp pair of scissors and cut off the ing season, also that they may have the 
The female was a three-year-old and had first joint of one wing. There will be proper maintenance ration during the 
sixteen eggs in her nest, all laid by her- almost no blood, and apparently no dis- winter. Woods need very little shelter 
self, judging by the uniformity of shape comfort to the baby itself. in winter, an open shed to retire under 
and size. Placed under a couple of ban- Woods may be kept in almost any during heavy storms being sufficient. 
tams, the eggs produced sixteen duck- quarters and still breed, if they are not During the winter the following mix- 
lings which were raised to maturity. wild-caught stock and have the proper ture of grains has been found satisfac- 

In order to get the largest possible food. I know of a case where a family tory with us: whole corn, one part; 
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oats, two parts; barley, two parts; woop eggs take twenty-seven to AFTER the first two days, duck meal 
buckwheat, one part; red wheat, one twenty-eight days to hatch, and the may be mixed with the hard-boiled 
part. This will do for the birds up to babies are about as attractive as any egg until the ducklings are two or three 
the middle of February or the first of ducklings we have, with their big, dark, weeks old, when the egg may be dis- 
March. Provide all the green feed pos- lustrous eyes and their soft, dark gray carded, but a small quantity of high 
sible, such as lettuce, spinach (which down. When hatched with a bantam, grade beef scrap should then be mixed 
was cheap in price this past winter and _ they should be allowed to stay under the with the meal. Plenty of green food is 
an excellent green feed), cabbage, mother until about twenty-four hours essential, and the ducklings should be 

apples, ground carrots, beets, turnips. old, but be sure there is no crevice in the kept yarded—not allowed to run at 
Later, garden weeds, Swiss Chard, lawn nest box through which they can escape, large—as they will run so incessantly 
clippings, etc. are good. Give broken as they can crawl up the smooth side of when on free range that a sort of paraly- 
lump charcoal, and sis or leg weakness 

plenty of sharp aaa ae sakes, Scent may result when 
grit, sand or gra- on cers Geet ne UB e eee he eee ae from four to six 
vel. After March Mei ae EK er Ree ot ee ge, §=eweeeks old. When 
Ist, cut down on Pees <3 Saabs g - Pg ; Ro Ive 7 < no es six weeks old, they 

the corn in the [iA wogiecc sane Cae ae yr See B Ts = oF te may be allowed to 
grain ration, and as EARP Adee pao en aimee i YON ES Bie eam go into the water 
soon as the weather 5 ? Lg a zs ane m a eae o a swim, oh 
gets warm, cut it «© i ‘ ete On sn ge “Nal rg ew minutes the 

out entirely. At the : i sna A ae “ee ght SB es 5 56h! oe day, longer 
same time, start rand ee ad Gin Hn FR ui AS pid eqareeeerees. the second, until, 
feeding in a rain- s acc e+ fj yee BS pres af eee at the end of a 
proof hopper, (am en oy RS * Saga Fin neers, Ooees week, they may be 
where it is available ee at Set | ap tt ‘ Seeeg? ? allowed to swim as 
tothe birds at all E “DAE SSS ee sayy fas Pony much as they wish. 
times, a good grade Get ad ' P = “ > £¢ » A shallow pond 
of dry mash such sl ee ] 4 - 4 hse’ te — I which is well 

is fed to layin a. rm fees - warmed by the sun as is fed to laying ee 2. a warmed by t 
poultry. However, te , = is ideal, and if there 
be sure it does not : er. in is a good amount 
contain much corn : Mees me eR . of weed growth in 
meal. A mixture F : ‘ S : eK Pi. the pond, no better 

e f - eto ee 
of bran, oatmeal, = a an a ee | conditions can be 

a —— One of the ponds at Sunnyfields showing Wood duck and Mandarin nesting boxes spend: Wood drake, 

part each of high during eight 
grade meat scrap and fish scrap makes a board wall with their tiny sharp claws. months of the year, from fall until the 
an excellent mixture to induce egg and can manage to get through an in- following June or July, is admittedly 

laying. credibly small opening. Remove mother the handsomest of our native water- 
Woods are great fighters, so:do not and babies to.a coop, preferably with a fowl, and some people even feel that 

have too many pairs in an enclosure wood floor ‘covered, with dry sand and he is the handsomest waterfowl in the 
or poor fertility will result. Five pairs a small covered yard. entire world, but that is of course a 
on a half-acre pond will probably give Woods ‘and: Mandarins are said to be matter of. personal opinion. In June or 
you more fertile eggs than will ten pairs difficult to start feeding, but we do not early July he molts his gay coat and . 
on the same space. Be sure that you find it so. For'a first feed, boil eggs hard. acquires his “eclipse” plumage, much 
have even pairs, and not more females (twenty minutes), then put through a the same sober colors as his mate, but 
than males or vice versa. Occasionally potato ricer on.a flat board.or shingle.. with the approach of cold weather, our 
a male will mate with two females, but Leave this in front of your brood coop. Lothario again assumes his gay nuptial 
this is very unusual. Ordinarily: they and go away. An hour-later it will be coat, and preens and poses before the 
are the most devoted of lovers, and their found to be eaten. Angle worms, cut admiring eyes of the lady Woods, all 
soft “Tweet, tweet” as the male swims into small pieces, and dropped into a in preparation for the coming spring’s 
around his little bride, or rubs his bill very shallow pan of warm water, make mating that will insure the perpetuation 
against her head, is as pleasant a sound a good first feed, and may be continued of his race. 
as we hear from any of the waterfowl for the first week or two. Do not let 

tribe. baby Woods swim until they are well 
This season at Sunnyfields a Wood feathered, at least five or six weeks old. OSCAR NEEDS NEW NAME 

drake mated with a Mandarin female, We find that the best way to, supply All last year, Oscar was quite a pet 
and at this writing we have eight fer- water is to fill a shallow pan with gra- with the roundhouse gang of the 

tile eggs incubating from this pair. It vel, then pour in water until it shows Canadian National Railways at Jasper, 
will be interesting to see what the between the bits of gravel, but not high Alberta. He was quite tame and his 
youngsters will be like. A recent letter enough so the little ducks can get into fame as an entertainer grew so rapidly 
from J. C. Laidlay of Scotland says that the water and get wet. They will work that tourists from Jasper Park Lodge 
he purposely mated up two pairs in the over this gravel, and have a great time, would come over to the round house to 
same way this season to see what would getting sufficient water but not getting feed/him. In the Fall, Oscar disappeared 

result. Usually, however, Woods may themselves wet and chilled, a condition and nothing was seen of him again until 
be in the same pond with any other fatal to almost any variety of duckling. a few days ago, when he returned. He 
varieties of the smaller ducks without Sharp sand should be available from the was not alone. Two cubs trailed at his 
any danger of cross breeding with first, as the duckling needs it for heels. And now the roundhouse gang 
them. “teeth, is looking for a new name for Oscar. 
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OOD DUCK KILLS MAT oe 

Editor of THe Game BREEDER: Ww 
I was very much interested ins the 

article by C. L. Sibley on Wood 
ducks in your last issue of THE GAME 
BREEDER; and thought I would give you 
my experience, in hope that it might 
save one of these fine birds for someone 
else. Two years ago I bought a good 
pair of Wood ducks, and had no luck 

the first year. The duck, being very 
wild, only layed two eggs and neither 
hatched. This spring I fixed her a nest 
in the top of the pen, arranged the lad- 
der for her to get to the nest, and she 
layed six eggs. I let her do her own 
setting, and she hatched all the eggs. 
The first morning she brought them 
out in the open pen, I went over to 
feed and found her fighting the drake, 
and, to say the least, she was putting 
up a good fight. She had the drake 
nearly killed when I got there. I sepa- 
rated them, but the drake died. This 
pair had been together for a year and 
a half. I left the young ones with the 
mother duck, and she has raised all six. 
I do not know whether this fighting 
spirit is common among Wood ducks or 
not—but after this I will place the 
drake in another pen before the hatch. 

J. W. Warvet, N. Manchester, Ind.
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Unusual Duck Tragedy até, 2Wey 22g Sl «SCs ppite of this handicap 523 birds were res- 
Kl th L: - y gal mew XN fe cued and brought to the government pens 

ama ‘a! cy Le oe OH a. _ in Klamath Falls by sundown. Tuesday, 

By R. H. Cook ae Ne. oe however, Worcester had his organization 

. — = —- ~~ = ~~ ~~ =~ ~—=—~—_—CCSéperfected. Trucks, crates and helpers were 

Seem oS z e > re i more birds were saved. It is impos- 
weather that for severity eae ee a ene i - «= -@  _ ible to estimate accurately just how many 

passed any, in ‘the memory of even the UM eM A | ids were frozen in but when one con- 
es! i ae ; @- ____ siders that an area of several miles was 

of Upper Klamath Lake (Oregon) were P| Ree ~=—S~tétthiccy lotted with these victims of win- 
ee oe as a few hundred Yards long o . ter’s wrath, it can be readily seen that 
the shore. he temperature was falling | | es the loss was enormous. 

rapidly and by uae eres i oe ee It was an interesting sight to watch the 
es ue he eae aaa a ore ee e army of workers. Every class was repre- 

and thousands of ducks were seeking rest- (Re ~ 36 Mm oe ines : 
ing places on the waters that heretofore | "iam ed Se ae ee es an cee 
had been a haven of refuge. Scarcely had ee We saw one old gentleman about sev- 
they settled in the water, when it turned cieeee om oe enty years old, down on his knees in the 
to slush and then to ice, imprisoning all but ge 7 sates | ice and snow, chop out at least 150 birds, 
the Jargee aoa Pica oped eons oS _. ee place them ane crate and then trudge 

TOUS eto WSU sec ee ce OM i ® ‘three and a half miles to shore over slip- 

pee an : th eae ak ns - ~~ =~ — pery ice to the trucks. All the time he 
he news that thou: ot wi 2 .— - .. ~~ was cutting them loose one could hear 

frozen in the ice was phoned to Game Pro- a, — ~=—E—shr'=s_—_L._ him saying, “Poor little devils,” or “quit 

tector Hugh Worcester, He immediately = kh picking at me will you, I'ma friend.” For 

enlisted the services of radio broadcast- A Fle the ducks, even though half frozen and 
ing systems and newspapers, asking for rt—OS ~, starved, would peck their rescuers. 

volunteers ee in ee. the birds. It bo ee. _ ‘Twas a pitiful sight; birds were frozen 
was impossible on such s ort -notice to a eae _.. in everywhere, some held only by a leg, 

secure sufficient help and equipment but in Caught in a death-trap, unless rescued others half covered with ice, here and 
there just a head appearing above the sur- 
face, while on all sides dozens were com- 

OL pletely covered and dead. 

fe lLClUrlrrr—~s~—~<ASrrrr i rss—< ra a a_i Caribou Refuge in 

— ——<“—i—t~—~s~s—s—~—~—CM , 
a  .. BY ORDER of W. T. Cox, Minnesota 

ee siete at naa sag ies Commissioner of Conservation, a large 
eg pee * - = ~==—SS~S:*~S*«srea «comprising about twelve townships 

ee : oo ee | == —=—S—~Sswnnor th of upper Reed lake has been set aside ee ll : -— : 5 — PME De ec tae ties 
se ..- .. eee Eg mene tay «9S 2 Wild-life refuge or sanctuary. The 
ee |  & 4 a es a 4 order was effective November 1. This ref- 

ee a em = Suge is designed, first of all, to preserve 

Rg from extermination the only band of wood- 
ON ee = Sn land caribou in the state, in fact, the only 

-_ Oh —— rr S— . - ~~ = #+~_ ‘temaining animals of this species in the 

Oe : <-> SCS entire United States. 
ce ee me tst—<“‘i=™S ee A macden being assigned to the area 
a : J d he will be given assistance by warden: eC Tr—eFeN EE ee a ANG NE WDE Ne IVet: ass: De Weancens 

: a i ee ee a ao ae oe ~—whose districts border on the tract. It is 

eg cl -. ~. ~, proposed to give the refuge thorough pro- 
eon — . <a ees tection not only because of the presence of 

< ae ' ™ Se tthe rare caribou but also in order to build 
eT Se 225) up the moose and deer populations and to 

ee Soma of the area a great breeding ground 

Volunteers working at Klamath Lake to rescue thousands of ducks frozen alive in the for both waterfowl and upland game birds, 
water for which it is well suited.
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By 
OW uch oes Ray P. Hottanp 

Few sportsmen can tell you the 2 
approximate weight of their fa- 

vorite species of waterfowl dad I ] C ( IZ ‘e 

ISHERMEN talk in terms of In the old days, along the Missouri and Being strictly an inland site, the birds 
pounds and ounces. Waterfowl the Mississippi, it was often possible to found here were almost entirely of the 
hunters always refer to the num- put fifty or a hundred mallards on the ‘river and pond’ group with quite a 
ber in the bag and not the weight scales at a time. Where these birds were sprinkling of geese. For the weights of 

of the individual specimen, yet a gunner of mixed sexes it was remarkable how birds obtained in this locality, thanks 
should know everything possible about regularly they averaged 214 pounds. A go to Mr. Egbert R. Jones of Ceres, 
the game he hunts. Such knowledge adds hundred birds would weigh very close to California. 
much to the sport. 250 pounds. “The second site, indicated in the fol- 

When the question of weights of game I weighed other species of waterfowl, lowing tabulation as Suisun Bay, was a 
is under discussion, the meager knowl- but always the larger ones, as there private duck club in the marsh lands ad- 
edge possessed by most gunners is sur- seemed to be little or no interest in the jacent to Suisun Bay, which itself is a 
prising. While there is no great variation weight of teal or other small ducks. northeasterly arm of San Francisco Bay. 
in the weights of game birds as compared Recently I received from Mr. C. S. Though within a mile or so of deep water 
with fish, there are big specimens and Seabrook of Richmond, California, the in the bay, the birds examined from this 
small specimens of every species. In table of waterfowl weights reproduced locality were also of the river and pond 
speaking of weights, especially where the below. In explanation Mr. Seabrook says: variety, and thanks in this case go to Dr. 
larger species are concerned, the hunter Eric Anderson of Oakland, California. 
is not unlike the fisherman of fable. He pa actual weights of our many “The third locality, noted as San Pablo 
never underestimates. species of native waterfowl is a Bay, was a shooting site on the main 

Many years ago I began weighing subject which has received very limited northerly arm of San Francisco Bay. 
Canada geese in an effort to find out just attention as far as the average sportsman This is what might be termed a deep- 
how big an old honker had to be before is concerned. Last fall I determined to water shooting site, and the birds here 
he was worth boasting about. I started go into this particular matter and at- obtained were largely of the deep-water 
on this campaign of weighing geese be- tempt to secure at least a start toward variety. Our thanks in this case are due 
cause friends of mine were always killing some very definite information on the the Rod and Gun Club of the Standard 
14- and 15-pound birds, and I never was subject. Oil Company of California. 
able té do so. “The actual task of securing the data “All birds examined were weighed be- 

Since my interest was first aroused I was made possible through the coopera- fore drawing, so that the weights shown 
have never seen a big goose without try- tion and efforts of three different parties, are, to all intents and purposes, equiva- 
ing to get him to the scales as quickly as each shooting in a different locality, all lent to the live weights. When the shoot- 
possible. I have ing season was 
weighedhundreds WATERFOWL WEIGHTS Tots! number of over and all 
of them in many : : Rees ree weights had been 
different sections California, Nov Dec, 1932. = obtained, they 
of the country, AVERAGES AND TOTALS oF ALL THREE LocaLiTiES were segregated, 
and the largest gst? AVERAGE classified and fi 
wild Canada I be Jereleg er] eg|e egfers awe pele gaa] WT [ee faite] we [oleae | er | se nally condensed 
ever saw tipped +> ee ree gee em eee te Seay eee tee Oa o_o teow tbe Ost into a brief tabu- 

intail Jie fe- of of2- efaifinvafzife-a[ eliis[4 fera[i-io] 2- 2] 4a fa-efia] s-14] 34 [ena|i-al 2 0 [77 . a 
the scales at 12 “pygemfadsf-astsieet TTT past sstetertestost steaiat ie[ee lation as exhibit- 
pounds 14 ounces. GWTeal |o-[ialor2| sloralsforel2| | [ | Jorslo-1| 0-14] 16 [o-5[o-10| 0-12 | 10 Jo-slorol 0-13 | 26 ed here. 

I am inclined As seal pee et tet Hee eee spel a u 
i eveler [i-alali-s|s | u “ i x 

ee ee ee ee 
average run of watiara [sei te«lel 11 | [111 foalsals-e [1 [eolzal are [2 [s-zlea| 2-10 | 3 pet Taine 
Canada geese “Biackduek{ens| [awl | | 1 | fennlens| aris | 1 feriolacol aol 1 |enalewl au [2 the said tabula- 
would be about ‘Wood Duck pe ee 3 tion is self-ex- 

it A. Merganser} 2 
Fond ind ig ceamebecl| CT PT palalesiaealea|ee [arfsatrelas easafist eras, Pannen, The 
stn ee spt Ped at es estates alee tera eses ou au 
yet my friends in =? Golden Eye | (WatcAlspedres] nor kadna)| [2-3 [2 [0] 1|-4|2-2| 2-3 | 2 [-e|i-e] 1-611 [e-afre] 1-15 | voted to a classi- 
all sincerity are _Redhead |zo|s[rsis3{( [ [TT | | feztnal 2-0 ['s [ao fis] is [3 fazfial 2-0 | 3 fication by locali- 
still telling me of Hes feta forts | TTT TT feafie [2 [i Yousjona| one [1 [ra fora to [2 ties of the birds 
eese that weigh ee a ag ee oe Tt 2d ana t 

B 8 L.Snow Goose] [asta ET ee sa eae ee & . 
ed 15 and 16 and — “fess Goose [| [a1 [2 | fat Wot TT TE ssiesf a1 [2 divided further 
even 18 pounds. Hutchins » Epstein a nea eet ee 2 into the two 
It is not the in-  —Gackling> TT en fio] 3-10 J sexes, with the 
tention of any of average weights 
these fellows to misrepresent the truth. three localities being, however, within a and numbers of birds examined. 
Either the geese had been weighed on hundred miles of San Francisco. In each “On the right-hand side of the table 
faulty scales, or else the weights had of these three localities the conditions of are shown the totals and averages from 
been estimated. shooting were also different, resulting in all three localities, divided once more 

For the same reason I started weigh- quite a wide variety of species over all into male and female, and finally an 
ing mallard ducks. Gunners would talk three areas. average of both sexes. Here the limiting 
about drake mallards that weighed 314 “The first locality was a shooting site weights are also shown, in addition to 
or even 4 pounds. I could not kill any in the San Joaquin Valley about thirty- the average weights and the number of 
that large. In order to get at an estimate five miles south of Modesto, and within birds examined. 
I weighed mallards in lots of ten or more. a mile or two of the San Joaquin River. “Any freak- (Continued on page 46) 
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ee Field & Stream—August, 1933 
AN AUSABLE EXPEDITION es is ae ae ey nee a I wrote Mr. Seabrook along these lines 

: vs they earn the right to live. May their tribe and he replied: 
(Continued from page: 2) increase—but not too rapidly. “Your remarks about the mallard are, 

I slithered about trying to get to the Away upstream the other two were of course, very pertinent. This species, 
foot of the pool and failed. So I fished fishing. I followed a path among the big along with others where only one or two 
downstream with a loose line by throw- trees and enjoyed the sight of the dark- specimens were weighed, were included 
ing high and beyond the rise and bring- some pools of a little brook, the lush moss for the sake of completeness—not because 
ing back the rod tip at the finish. This on great logs which had lain prostrate they had any value as averages. 
delivers the line in a series of unsightly for a half century, and the tinkling voice “In the case of the mallard we have 
but useful curves which permits the fly of a shaded waterfall where a furtive another very interesting consideration, de- 
to travel quite a distance before the cur- thrush showed her olive back. manding not only a very large number of 
rent straightens the line out and drags The voices of Charlie and the Major weights, as you point out, but in addition 
the fly. came across the river. Hidden from sight, to this, weights from various parts of the 

Bang came the trout, and he missed. Or I watched their lines flash out. From be- country. Out here in California, almost 
did he turn aside? I've noticed that hungry hind a tree I sent forth the who-who-who every duck club and rancher has from a 
trout seldom miss. I once took five out of of the great horned owl as I had heard it dozen to a hundred either domesticated 
seven which rose in succession on the each night on Lake Alma among the great or semi-domesticated mallards running 
Medway and nicked the other two. hemlocks of Nova Scotia. around the place. These birds or their off- 

Other casts failing, I concluded that They stopped to listen, and finally the spring drift out gradually into a condi- 
my fly was not on his bill of fare. It Major said, “It’s an owl!” Later he tried tion of semi-wildness, we might say, breed- 
looked like a native; so I changed to a to explain that what he said was, “It is Al.” ing in the swamps in company with other 
tiny Black Bivisible, which suggests a But I know owl when I hear it, even wild ducks. The result is obvious : there is 
black ant and is always attractive to if they do not. It is no disgrace to be a continual interbreeding of wild and do- 
Fontinalis. fooled by an experienced owl caller. mestic stock in this particular species. 

How do you change flies in midstream, The next day we left this noble stream, “Further, we find that the so-called wild 
standing on slippery rocks in fast, deep thrilled by its power and beauty. There mallards killed out in this country show 
water? I find that a ring pinned to my was regret when the road led down and an unholy variation in both size and col- 
coat, which holds the butt of the rod and the mountains fell away, but all of our oration. I came to the conclusion some 
gives both hands free play, isa great com- lives cannot be spent on the heights, nor time ago that I really didn’t know what 
ioee phe pare eave was He and again can we always be a-fishing. a real wild mallard looked BES? : 
the feathers floated across the trout’s “win- Personally, I have no fear that this 
dow.” Up he came, but this time he clearly HOW MUCH DOES A DUCK interbreeding with tame stock will ever 
sciised It. oe WEIGH? seriously affect the anid obae aa 

“Come and try this pool,” called to sia die > lards, as all the ducks that might be bre 
the Boss. “Here’s a rising fish, and he (Sopseaied (or pare 17) in captivity would never be a drop in the 
hasn’t been pricked. And there are other ishly high or low weights were thrown bucket as compared with the great 
fish here waiting for the bold, brave man out, so that the so-called limiting weights hordes of birds that drift south from the 
who is able to wade down and fish from indicated were not in any case far re- Dakotas, Saskatchewan and Alberta. As 
the foot.” moved from the weights of the general run is the case with the wild turkey, I believe 

With the water nipping at the tops of of the birds. Weights given are accurate that the tame blood will quickly breed 
his boots, the Boss finally gained his ob- to the nearest ounce, which we deemed out rather than deteriorate the wild stock. 
jective. He placed his fly just above the sufficient for the purpose of the study. If any of the readers of this article care 
fish, which had no time to study it. There “It will be noted that in the case of cer- to cooperate with Mr. Seabrook, Fretp & 
was a splash. He had him! tain species quite a large number of birds Srream will be only too glad to forward 

That is, the fish had the Boss, for it were weighed, which means that the aver- the information to him. Above all, such 
scurried down in the fast current and hung age in these cases should be quite accurate. data must be authoritative. Birds must be 
flopping on the very lip of a waterfall. In other cases, the number of weights ob- weighed carefully, and the weigher must 
Over the falls meant a sure break. In the tained were very few indeed, resulting in be certain beyond question of doubt as to 
rapids, where it was straining the leader, an average of considerably less accuracy. the identity of the birds weighed. A letter 
there was no chance of pulling it upstream. This may be said, however: that to those should accompany the weights stating the 
The rod was sturdy and the leader new. who are entirely unacquainted with the location where the birds were killed and 

There was only one chance, and the weights of the species under consideration, other information of value. 
Boss took it. Twenty years of wet-fly the weight of even one specimen is quite 
experience enabled him to get down over worth while, for the variation oa the BASS AND ARTIFICIALS 
an impossible stretch of rocks. Mean- average in most cases is very small. - i 
while, by stripping in his line, he kept his “It is hoped that a continuation of such (Continued from page 11) 
fish where it was. When he got abreast studies for several years will bring con- eddies and pools of slow-flowing rivers. It 
of his prey, it was no trick to pull the clusions of real accuracy. is true that you can take bass from riffles 
little battler across current to the net. “If sportsmen in different parts of by casting upstream and across, but I have 

the country will take the trouble next year always taken more and bigger fish in fast 
aE was a real victory—the high to weigh and record the weights thus ob- water with spinners and ordinary wet flies 

spot of the trip—and it brought the tained and send them to me in care of or submerged bucktail lures. In bug fish- 
confidence necessary to land several other Fietp & Stream, I will be glad indeed to ing we must again take into consideration 
trout. Gone was his talk about rises, for tabulate and classify all such information. the fickle temperament and feeding habits 
the Boss had arrived. In this manner we should be able to secure of the bass. Lures which at times are con- 

Upstream were many pretty pools, and a mass of data of importance to the sport- sistent fish-takers lose their charm on 
at the right a little brook came in. Fish ing fraternity.” other occasions. 
rose to the fly in the boiling current as It will be noticed that Mr. Seabrook Just last summer I fished a small Con- 
it sped past the mouth. No winged fly gives the average weight of mallards as necticut lake with a friend. I put on a 
could live in such a rough spot, but the 2 pounds 10 ounces against my weight of 2. feather minnow which had proved its 
double hackles rode through. Submerged, pounds 8 ounces. Of course, the weight worth on many a former occasion. In 
they bobbed up merrily. These trout had given in the table was arrived at by weigh- fact, I looked upon it (and still do) as 
only a fleeting glimpse of the fly. They ing only three birds, which is not a suffi- one of the best patterns ever devised. But 
had to be teased with many casts. cient number on which to base an average. I cast and cast without even a hint of a 

My basket soon began to feel heavier. I called Mr. Seabrook’s attention to this rise. 
One artful dodger lay deep under the lip and also to the fact that in the East many After almost an hour’s thorough trial 
of a rock, and to him I owe the pleasure gunners have told me recently of killing my friend handed me a new hair floating 
of an exciting quarter hour. Every time semi-domesticated mallards which were bug that he had purchased, with the sug- 
I was able to float the fly by his hide in considerably larger than a true mallard gestion that I try it. I declined with 
just the right line he rose, slapped his tail should be. In fact, many students of water- thanks, reminding him that it was his 
and returned to his lair. An inch too far fowl fear that breeding mallards in cap- turn to fish while I took the oars. 
in or out, and he would have nothing to tivity and then allowing them to fly off At the first likely spot a bass rose and 
do with it. Not once did the hook touch with flight birds is going to have a ten- was hooked on the new lure, and my 
him. It was good casting practice. He dency todeteriorate the species. The super- friend took five more before we switched 
seemed to say: “Cast right, and I’ll honor intendent of the Wyandanch Club on places. I tied on the hair bug and dropped 
your effort. Keep it up; it’s a great game, Long Island, who served his apprentice- it near a submerged log. The water boiled. 
and we're both having a good time.” ship as a wildfowler in the old market I struck and the line tightened, but the 

I left him as I have done many another, days, told me recently that so much tame bass did not budge. Then he swam toward 
wondering how a more expert angler blood had been mixed with the mallard the log with dogged determination. Inch 
would handle the matter. Some of the most stock that it was a rare thing to see on by inch he went, and I could not turn him. 
interesting fish are those we cannot take. Long Island the trim, racy mallard he The leader snapped, leaving us both with 
They furnish such good fishing that their knew years ago. the empty feeling that all of us experience
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News Release Jan. 18, 1934 File Canvasback 
Iowa Conservation Dept. (Renna) 

i 

ee DUCKS GET BIG BREAK FROM WAR DEPARTMENT | 

Ducks are getting a break from the War Department, according to a 
bulletin of the American Game Association. More than 50,000 canvasback 
ducks have dicd in the last 10 ycars from cating poisonous phospherous | 
from shells fired at.the Aberdeen Proving Grounds in Maryland in 1923. | 
This phosperous, lying in the mud at the bottom of Chesapenke Bay, | 
would prove a deadly poison for many years to come, chemists declare. | 
But now the War Department announces that it will remove it or else 
cover it over with dirt so that the ducks cannot pick it up. Elimin- fas 
ation work is to begin soon as part of the Public Works program, it was | 
said.



River Ducks folder — 

Goose folder 

Cross-Reference 

See "Recent Developments in Waterfowl Conservation in Eastern Canada 

(Zel Grass Situation)" by Harrison TF, Lewis, Canadian Field-Naturalist, 

Vol. XLVIII, No. 2, February, 1934, pp. 25-28.
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Mallard“ Swan - 
Turkey Breeding & 

Fheasant Nesting Habits 

Extract from The Instinctive Emotional Life of Birds by Herbert Friedmann. P, 25, 
(Quoted from Dewar) 

"Parent birds sometimes kill their young deliberately in a state of nature, 

We have already noticed some cases of such behavior on the part of the duck, 

"It is said of the wild cock turkey, whenever he 'finds a nest he breaks 

it up, and he never neglects to break the skulls of all the young chicks he comes 
across.' ‘The males of other species of the Fhasianidae sometimes behave likewise, 

"It is well kmown that the male swan is apt to kill his offspring if these 

are left alone with him on a small piece of water."



Mallard 

Hrom Bird-Banding, General Notes, Vol. V. No. 2, April, 1934, p. 95. 

FINNISH MIGRANTS FROM ENGLISH EGGS°. - an extraordinarily interesting exneriment 
carried out in cooperation with the Zoological Museum of the University of 

; Helsingfors by Karl Fazer, who unfortunately died in 1932. In the spring of 1931 
@ mumber of eggs from English Mallards (Anas p. ce were sent to 
Taubila, between the Bulf of Finland and Lake Ladoga; 86 hatched and grew wo in 
freedom on the lake with tame and wild ducks. Regular feeding kept them half-tame, 
and on August 7th, 62 were banded. The wild Mallards left the middle of October, 
except for six that remained with the experimental birds; all became restless the 
middle of November and soon flew south. Eleven were recovered, nine in the 
winter, all the way from Holland to southwestern France and Jugoslavia, as shown 
onamap, One duck was found in Holstein in May, 1932, on a nest with twelve 
eges; another was found dead July 5th in Baden, In the spring of 1932 no less than 
34-36 returned to Lake Ladoga and nested there! ‘The percentage of recoveries-- 
18 is high, and that of returns--55-58 exceedingly high, 

English Mallards are strict residents, but these birds behaved like typical 
Finnish migrants, the recoveries all falling within the regular migration-routes 
of Finnish Mallards, It will be noted that the birds returned to Finland to nest 
and not to England, 

ep, Hornberger, Ornithologische Monatsberichte, 1934, 42, pp. 26-27.



File: California : 
River Ducks,“ 
Diving Ducks 

See “Summary of a Record of Duck Shooting on the Suisun Marsh" by Emerson 
A, Stoner, The Condor, May, 1934, pp. 105-107. 

P. 106, Table showing relative abundance of ducks on the Suisun marsh, 
based on above summary of ducks killed at the Tule Shooting Club: 

Teal (Green-winged and Cinnamon) .........¢00000+3005 
WRG CU AIAELD a onn od cep nuned akewnwneeenkesce 
Wario CULE RARR) hone cased vitnncerenedescciens OR 
SeOOMPTTL, CUTIE) | oid cdceescvcccnccenenecee Be9 
CONVRAPREREE. pi cnrnnsecveaecdvenbndecnsorebevnnee Tan 

Black-jack, Blue-bill (Scaup and Ring-neck)..... 3.0 
Butterball (Bufflehead) ......ccccsccceseseseces LeB 
GRRWALL svcd ekeeedos soeeneseenesenraerdenesebeee’ ae 
WOOd DURE cdsccvcecesovnceveccsoseeeesentenaebee aa 
Redhead, Ruddy, Golden-eye and Merganser ......._.1 

100.0



Bluewing Teal 

On September 29, 1934, Jack Harlow of Mikana, Barron County, 

killed a bluewing teal with a crop completely stuffed ‘with whole 

acorns, This was on Red Cedar Lake. I know of no previous 

instance of teal feeding on acorns. 

Klass
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F : C landers’ and Cayuga Ducks 

N THEIR search for a quick solu- By WALLACE GRANGE Cayuga ducks are very similar, 
i tion of the declining waterfowl although not identical. 

shooting problem, game propaga- The Bureau of Game, New York 
tionists are beginning to wonder if, Mr. Grange will answer questions Conservation Department, which is 
either by accident or design, a new of general interest muiled to him studying these ducks to determine the 
tailor-made duck can be developed to care of this Department. Enclose facts, is authority for the statement 
supply shooting. Such a duck, to be self-addressed : sae envelope that the Cayuga duck has bred wild for 
successful, would need be easily reared Ege Personal reply. several generations on Cayuga Lake, 
in captivity and in quantities. It would New York. The duck migrates, sur- 
also have to be wild enough to sur- vives in a state of nature, and is not 
vive on its own resources, and to main- We can with Mallards, Black ducks unwelcomed by the sportsmen, the 
tain itself, once established, on its own. and our Teals. We shall have more most important fact of all when it 
In a word, what is desired is a duck to say in this regard in succeeding comes to its future place in the sun. 
which will do in the realm of water- issues of GAME Breed@ and Sports- [f this duck, or some other captivity 
fowl what the pheasant has done in man. developed duck, can survive in aquatic 
the world of upland game bird shoot- However, for those who doubt that areas whose virginal environments 
ing, namely, provide an abundant, there exists any threat of a mongrel- have dipped below the point accept- 
cheap, reasonably sporting bird for the ized semi-wild duck, we cite the so- able to native ducks, then we have a 
much abused “average hunter.” This called Flanders’ duck, bred and de- pheasant in the duck family, for prac- 
being a socializing period of our his- veloped by the Flanders Club, of Long tical purposes. More facts are needed, 
tory, everything, we might add, is for Island, New York. It is a cross be- of course, before any assertions as to 

the benefit of “the average hunter.” tween our wild Black duck and the final or permanent results are made. 
Consequently, proponents of the new common Mallard with an admixture But you can expect to hear more about 
“average duck,” albeit they are quite of other species. Its development these and other semi-wild ducks as 
modern in their approach, do not de- started fourteen years ago and today time goes on, especially if you live in 
mand stream lining, nor so rapid is to all appearances a greatly im- the eastern portion of the nation. 
acceleration, nor so canny an “engine” proved Black duck, heavier and quite 
in the new model average era duck trim. Occasionally there will appear yao = at a time when 
as has been requisite for the water- a throw-back showing decided marks every effort should be bent 
fowl we found in possession of the In- of the cross but on the whole it main- toward supplementing the wild sup- 
dians. The rest test, therefore, is not tains true Black duck characteristics. ply of native ducks with hand-reared 
one primarily of quality. Better, the The Flanders’ duck is reported in ducks, especially where a native sup- 
story goes, to send Mr. Average hunters’ bags not only from the Long ply has been absent for some little 
Hunter home with some duck, than Island vicinity but also from on down time, the Biological Survey announces 
with no duck. Shooting at some duck the coast several hundred miles. It an apparently inelastic regulation mak- 
probably has a certain amount of zest, is said to decoy warily, to present a ing it extremely difficult for the or- 
and certainly a lot more zest than difficult shot, and to “go wild” rapidly. dinary commercial waterfowl breeder 
shooting at xo duck! Of greater significance, though, is to secure good stock. Commercial 

Every old time waterfowl hunter the so-called “Cayuga duck,” which breeders will be forced, as a result of 
will rumble and grumble. He'd rather js of the self-propelling type. The such arbitrary regulations, to breed a 

put up his gun entirely than waste origin of the Cayuga duck is thought new type of shooting duck. It would 
ammunition on a semi-wild, half do- to be rather similar to that of the be regrettable to see the mongrelizing 
mesticated new breed of duck not akin Flanders’, but with this difference, of our native stock, if this can be 

to any wild American quacker. But, that the Flanders’ was bred in cap- avoided. Some will say, and in all 
sentiment or no sentiment, Mr. Aver- _ tivity, and the Cayuga duck developed probability the Biological Survey will 

Ee $ : e say, “It can’t be done.” Nothing can age Hunter will have his duck, and in the wild, presumably from stray de- Bed opens . . 5 5 i ~ 3 e done, if you leave it to the Bio- 
if we do not do something fairly pro- coys mated with wild drake Black logical Survex,.. fic is A : 5 ; gical Survey, if it is new, different 
ductive fairly soon the tide of the mon- ducks. The decoys may have been 6; slightly at variance with what has 
grels will be upon us. While there East Indian, Mallard or Call, one or already been done. But it will be 
is still time, it behooves us to do all all. In appearance, the Flanders’ and done! That's the sad part of it. 
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How to Tell Mallards of Wild Type 
N THE June issue I discussed the By WALLACE GRANGE General Appearance: The wild 

| Flanders and Cayuga ducks, men-, drake is very graceful and even, one 
tioning the probability that game : ‘ might say, delicate. His build is lanky, 

breeders will develop other mongrel- Mr. Grange will answer questions streamlined, trim. His plumage is neat, 
: fps ; of general interest mailed to him 4 
ized varieties of sporting ducks unless bare ofthis Deparment Enclose every feather in place. He presents a 
our strides in the breeding of native self-addressed stamped envelope “smooth” appearance. He carries him- 

stocks are quickened. Our opinion, for personal reply. self, on land, with body axis parallel 
however, is that several common wild = /——______ ts with the ground, and often with his 

ducks, notably the Mallard, the Black rhynchos), it is the common opinion neck curved, head drawn down close to 

Duck and the Blue Winged Teal, can among breeders that, starting with pure the body. 
be produced in captivity in satisfactory i1q stock, either eggs or wild-trapped The dry-land drake is much coarser, 

quantity, and that quality can approach birds, a degeneration or departure from with far less grace either of build or 

very nearly the original wild proto- type : almost certain to occur over a carriage. His plumage, though very 
___.____ types if sufficient attention is given both period of years. Instead of the grace- good, is not so neat, especially on the 

to breeding and to handling. That “f,) trim, lean, fast-flying aquatic wild head. He carries himself with the tail 
many present stocks of Mallards \ralard’ alert and wary beyond belief, depressed, as though one had placed a 
(greenheads) are far below the quality come of the captive birds, after a very weight upon his rump, thus tipping up 
of the genuine wild bird of the same 5... generations, turn out to be clumsy, the breast. The body axis is, therefore, 
species indicates the necessity of more stout, fat, almost flightless dry-land _ tilted, and not parallel with the ground. 
careful breeding. Our starting point in qucks which are alert only for the din- This characteristic is very constant. He 
improving captivity stocks of Mallards 2, bell, and wary in name only. Must moves about with neck fully extended, 

must be the clear recognition of the 4h:. be so? Certain people believe this for the most part, and with head held 
wild standard as the ideal, shaping ,, be the case. I cannot subscribe to high, more like an Indian Runner duck, 
breeding and handling toward produc-  jpat opinion. although not so extreme as that, of 
tion of birds which conform to that To appreciate the differences be- course. 

standard. It is perfectly possible to tween degenerated dry-land Mallards Coloration: A physiologist might 

have “pure wild Mallards which do and the actual wild flying Mallard, let perhaps explain why the two drakes 

DOL au DLOxnate the wild standard. compare two drakes, the one taken should differ in color; I cannot. The 

Our thesis is that this is not mecessa-  ¢:om a commercial flock built up over wild drake has a very brilliant, metallic 
ruy SO. a period of years, originally from wild green head. It gleams and sparkles as 

Before proceeding, however, I wish eggs, and into which flock the breeder far away as one can see, in good light. 
to correct a statement in the June issue jnsists no other variety of duck has It has a beautiful luster. It is one of 
that the Flanders duck “is to all ap- been introduced, the other a wing- the most spectacular of greens. The 

pearances a greatly improved Black tipped Mallard brought down from dry-land Mallard, however, has the 
Duck.” Onthe contrary, I doubt if any the South Dakota skies last fall. Under green somewhat covered over with blu- 

mongrelized duck can equal any pure the various characters let us put down, ish or purplish, a far darker green than 
wild American duck, and it is my opin- side by side, the likenesses and dissim- in the wild bird. In exceptional lights 
ion that the Flanders Duck is not equal __jJarities. it approaches the brilliance of the wild 

to the genuine Black Duck. I regret General Behavior: The South Da- bird, but in most lights it presents a 
that, in process of editing, the above kota drake is, of course, shy. He keeps bluer and darker luster. The wild bird 
statement appeared under my name. at the other side of the pond, occa- can be picked out of a flock of a hun- 
The whole point of what I am trying  gjonally tries to escape by leaping into dred typical degenerated Mallards, 
to say is that our native stocks afford the air, even though he has not flown merely by the difference in head color. 

the greatest and most satisfactory op- on his crippled wings for six months. The bluish-purple head goes with the 

portunities, but that unless these oppor- [he dry-land duck is not shy, although heavy, tilted-tail dry-land duck, and 
tunities are grasped, mongrelized and he objects, naturally, to handling. the brilliant green head goes with the 
undoubtedly inferior semi-wild stocks These differences are no greater than trimmer wild bird. This characteristic 
will be sooner or later developed. might be expected in almost any two _ is also constant. 

Getting back now to consideration individuals of a wild species, one wild, The neck ring of the dry-land duck 

of the common Mallard (Anas platy- the other hand-reared. is broader than in the wild bird. In 
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fact, the wild drake’s ring is very nar- does not hold his feathers flattened 
we oe narrow band. down to the body as closely as does the F IE L DR E A R E 

e breast markings are quite simi- wild bird. In weight, the wild Mallard D 
lar. Some flocks of dry-land Mallards — tips the scales at 2% pounds while the 
show the reddish-brown breast mark-  dry-land bird goes a fraction under a VIGOROUS STOCK 
ings extended too far back, occasionally half pound heavier—a half pound, but 
even to the extent of washing the sides. what a difference! Improve the vitality of your 

This is an obvious defect. In the wild Similarly, in total length, from tip of birds by introducing new blood 
bird the line of demarcation between the bill to the tip of the tail, the wild from our hardy, vigorous, quality, 

the brown breast feathers and the lacey drake goes 221% inches, with the dry- field reared pheasants raised to 

side feathers is sharp. : land bird only 114 inches longer. Not withstand the severe weather con- 

_ The legs of the wild bird are a bril- sq great a difference as one would ditions in Northern Minnesota. 

oe Pee pink. ae of oS think, looking at the two birds at once. Ri k Melanisti 
an ird are, in addition to being r wpe . ngnec elanistic 
ats. ae eee The length of the bill is identical for . 

usually heavier and coarser, less bril- 5 ae : * Golden Pure Mongolian 
: ; z oth birds, 234 inches from the tip to 

liant, and more orange than pink. Rens . . Sil Pare Chi 
‘ 4 ; oe the corner of the mouth, at the junction ENCE, Roe. 

The tail feathers are diagnostic. In  (¢ ‘i 
2 : ae of the feathers, measured from the side. Lady Amherst 

the wild drake they are, on their outer py owey, h ‘ S 
See ite ave white © lntthe diy owever, the measurements belie ap- a 

land bird the tail feathers are washed Peatances, Ouest a eae ai ae ver ei ae 
iis aS i Sea eine ke graceful head of the wild drake gives English Call Duck Eggs and 
with gray, or even flecked heavily with ek 5 Breeding Stock 

en oa ? ., the bill a longer sight-of-eye length BRE OHO 
brown or black. A brilliant white tail ie 3 Sete 

: : : than for the dry-land bird. The line of 
ona Mallard drake almost enables one demarcation between. bill and! feathers 

to classify the bird as of wild quality, i Hacper Rare wild bird. Soe Glendalough (ame Farm 

although doubtless many characteristics : mee ne Battle Lake Est. 1927 Minnesota 
: Tene ally a There is a constant difference in bill ‘ 
in com ination are a etter gull e. : = . eb ah ° Member of North American Game 

The color of the bill in the wild peor in the breadth, or width, Prins ASS. 

drake is green, but with a yellow ochre ‘lin, ou he wild bird mcasules 24 
area near the nostrils. The dry-land Beh eee with the dry-land bird 26 
Mallard’s bill is not greatly different. ™. cee ue ree ae = in ae 

ae : e ae quickly noted by ey s *. 
In fact, there seems to be considerable a fg ae ean sue ore a4 Fine, Hardy Stock 
variation in bill coloring as between . d : ; eae Ot ie ie a Uesy 2OU Ringnecks, Goldens, Ambhersts, Silvers, 
individuals\ both wild and captivity- ‘dex of quality. saonee Siac Mean 
bred. However, on the top of the dry- There are equally pronounced dis- iAlsoveige) iy season | Tie, ue wanes: 

land drake’s bill, from the base of the similarities between the ducks, or hens, __ FRANK W. FULLER 

feathers forward to above the nostril, but enough has already been presented Bet Boe ities Ree Bic: 

there is a distinct black median line of to indicate that the genuine wild Mal- 
stripe, which is missing on the wild ae type differs markedly from the 
bird. This characteristic is also diag- dry-land Mallards of common type. 
nostic, but I am not positive it is al- These differences have been checked HATCHING EGGS 
ways constant. A black stripe on the with a fairly large number of individ- Ducks Geese Peafowl 

top of the drake’s bill, near the feath- uals, so that I consider them safe Seale Durer 8 ee uel! 

ers of the head, is good reason to set guides. Sete \ ss aoeae 
: : e 4 ill have surplus pairs and o 

the bird aside as somewhat doubtful. The happy thing about all this, and Diedeeroesecle a thie following varieties: 

Both drakes have a triangular black the encouraging thing, is that Mallards ci MES, eee 

bill tip. . : equivalent to the wild flying genuine Be a eae | Wants 
The eye of the wild drake is darker, article can be produced in captivity. Bgyptian, Spurwing, Magellan, Barhead, 

Fees De ae ; 5 s : ‘Andean. 
and, strange as it may seem, the eye Coloration and measurements corre- DUCKS: White & Grey Calls, Mallards, 
opening is larger. Measurements indi- spond admirably. How to produce nia le aca oar Widecan Vy ceee 

as the geste of the eye opening is them is a separate story, which will be Teal Rows, Bs ms - ie 
: on a a pera eae and - as up in a later issue. hema Recves, Nepal Melanonetcs, Jane 

e about two millimeters greater ADIe mucietion @ All chs al heated, _ Black-throated Golden, " Bels, 
: : ae aga ; S) ¢ Brown Manchurian, Blue Manchurian, 

than for the dry-land bird. The differ- the restoration of wild ducks in the Sqintoe, Elliotts, Gray Peacock, Siamese 

ence is very ee without meas- field, are so intimately bound together uae ire Maer ce 

Hae with the two birds side by that it is difficult to discuss one without thee White, Blackwinged, 

sl a a "i _ discussing the other. For this reason, Oe ene ace: Mountain. 

. ie a ca | are ee wat I have departed somewhat from discus- GUINEAS" “Pearl, White, Lavender, 

ih eee ae Th Coot aEen etween sion of actual field management to go Fae TEMG. lack-tailed Jap, Black 

ve He nae ie most outstanding into strictly technical matters of propa- Hoseeom) White Silkie, Buff Cochin. Eggs 
of these differences are the brilliant gation. In defense of this, be it said "ROSA FOWL: Tene sailed sacred fowl 
green head, the narrow, bright neck that much of the difficulty in attempts Cia eens cn f 

1 rj 7 = “ * fe = ur price list t tl stor: tl 

x the a aan legs, and to restock wild environments with above and many more items, aad i ee 

= eae ite tai ° the wild bird. hand-reared ducks can be traced back eee ener ae eee iscsi large ces 
ea ne ring, legs and tail differen- to the propagation itself. turn on your investment of a 3 cent stamp 

tiate the two birds beyond mistake Gn that sanguine Here sownere: 

Avie. actual measurements, the | Renew Your Subscription | Box G 
ifferences are not so great as_ |] WATEINGD ORD aCONN) Ue a ee on Ae GRIME OER 4 sw HAT yo grant WHEN you wag a 

, Z i yD | a you’re glad to pay.” 

bird looks bigger than it really is. Per- | | ; SPORTSMAN Member N.A.G.B.A. 
haps this results from the fact that he Mailed to you for 3 Yeers for $5. |h 
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Handlin i allards in ivi ing s in Captivity 
By WALLACE GRANGE 

N THE previous issue some of the —————_ Should be eliminated. You will find 
more important differences between Ren Cran seul ai aien Guedion your best birds pairing, swimming 

_ mallards of true wild type and those ‘of general interest mailed to him about together, feeding together, and 
of barnyard type were pointed out. care of this Department. Enclose often with the mallard drake not far 

Having recognized the differences, the self-addressed stamped envelope from his nesting mate. I have not been 
question is, How can we produce mal- for personal reply. able to determine whether the pairs 
lards of that quality in captivity? anal iceac meacet ie moltinpaseaso 

The answer to that question is not or not, or whether the family groups 
simple. It, no doubt, involves gene- color departure from the standard. To unite later in the season. Nor am I 
tics, breeding skill, nutrition, environ- carry along exceptionally dark hens, or certain that the pairs mate for more 
ment and general management details. ones which “throw white,” is the surest than a single year. Nothing has im- 
To produce good flying mallards which way to degenerate your stock. Cull pressed me more, with respect to the 
will match up with their wild counter- the flock again and again, remember- differences in mallards, however, than 
parts calls for the blending of the sev- ing at all times that the breeding ideal this fact that good wild stock tends to 
eral factors named, with careful at- is a trim, flying, colorful wild bird. pair and remain paired for at least one 

tention to each. Unfortunately, less culling seems to be breeding season. Barnyard ducks, on 
Breeding is, no doubt, of the fore- done with mallard stock than with other the other hand, seem to lose this ten- 

most importance. It may be possible species of livestock. In fact, in some dency almost completely. 
to breed back to wild Of course, as you re- 
type from mallard Linen 3 Pet ; Ea es member back to field 
stock which has de- ee 3e5 —-- a Mi observations of nesting 
veloped into barnyard ee gee SiS SS or breeding ducks, you 
stock over a period of is ge = Sy PCE? 5. ee will recall many a pair 
generations, but I do |fiee a ee | Cf: malilards you have 
not believe we can say —=— a on le. © pe ag! cs | seen, feeding in the eve- 
positively that this is > a pe ee 7 Eee | Cnning, or awing before 
the case. Rather than ee Cee 3 . La | the clutch of eggs has 
take this doubtful aie - ae i B | been completed. 

chance, it is the part of P : et : There appears to be 
wisdom to start with mee a surplus of drakes in 
stock that meets the |& all a the wild. This has 
standards in the first | % 5 been pointed out by 
place. Unfortunately, Dr. Frederick C. Lin- 
such stock is not par- age coln, of the Biological 

ticularly easy to secure. Survey, in connection 
One thing that has with banding counts 

operated toward the and sex tallies. The 
degeneration of mallard A Thriving Brood Biological Survey has 
stocks in captivity, is accumulated a great 
the fact that most game farm mallards cases, culling has been in reverse, sav- deal of invaluable data from the band- 
are handled in flocks. Little or no ing the heavy, meat type of ducks. ing of waterfowl. Its efforts in this 
effort has been made to breed from Incidentally, it is a very common direction mark the beginning of factual 
selected individuals. Wild drakes are belief that mallards in captivity are administration of our waterfowl prob- 
occasionally used, and this is, of course, highly promiscuous maters. This is lems. 
ideal where feasible. true in most flocks. However, the Where the breeder is so fortunate as 

Even though handled in flock units better type your birds, the less tendency to live in good natural mallard coun- 

rather than in pairs or trios, the there is for promiscuity. Good mal- try, this fact (of surplus wild drakes) 
breeder can do much toward improve-  lards have a tendency to pair up, and works in his favor. Given a fairly 
ment of his mallards. Eliminate all to remain paired, like geese. Extra natural environment for his waterfowl, 

birds, hens or drakes, which show any drakes, where you have paired birds, he can count on a considerable num- 
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ber of wild-flying drakes to mate with Wildness, itself, for example, appears 
his clipped or pinioned hens. He need to be an acquired trait rather than an ack SAME a 
never handle these drakes; they are instinctive one, at least for some birds. AS SS 
quite content to remain with their cap- Pheasants are quite wild by nature, and Y/ oFFERING “2 
tive mates, having found mate-hunting tend to remain so unless great pains are = oo 

‘in the wild a disappointing failure. No taken to tame them from the start. 6 30 B 
other fact can work so much to the Mallards, on the other hand, are not in- 1 PARDE CRINGNECKS Fg 
advantage, and towards the eventual herently wild when hatched, and their s HORAEe /S 
improvement, of captive flocks of mal- alertness, wildness and response to the ee ~, 
lards. Imagine, if you will, being able wild environment seems largely to be 4 S 
to breed your flock of mallard hens to learned. Perhaps this is one of those ° 
full-flying wild drakes which you have facts which breeders have overlooked. 
no expense in handling, wintering or If you have listened to the conversa- SERENA Na 
purchasing! ‘There, indeed, is a prin- tion of waterfowl, you know how soci- 
ciple upon which-waterfowl conserva- able and communicative these wonder- RAMSEY N.J. 
tion, through breeding, can forge ahead. ful birds are. Not by language, of Bide oat C4 at1 
There is no law, either, which can course, but by action, attitude, inflection 
compel these drakes to go elsewhere. and emphasis the mallard hen out on THE Se CHER ERE: 
Merely leave them alone! the pond impresses upon her offspring AG ALWAYS R Thay THe p 

Aside from breeding, it is my opinion, something which no incubator, brooder QUA! ALSO: a4 
(based on observation and impression or domestic hen can ever inculcate. If algal epee 
rather than upon careful research or you have handled wild-trapped ducks, fonts 
formal experiment), that natural en- which steadfastly refuse to domesticate, Saf 
vironment is the second most important you know whereof I speak. I have seen dead 
factor in maintaining mallards of wild a mallard drake, wild-trapped but long 5 
type. Dry-land ducks, incubator- captive, leap out of the water in a vain 
brooder ducks, or any ducks produced attempt to fly, and with all the terror 
under highly artificial conditions, ‘ it and expression of a bird schooled in the © _¢——_______ 
scems to me, ae given every incentive traditions of human fear, of wily . ot. lh ilar. to “go barnyard instead of to go wild. evasion of guns; jealous of his free- D. ‘ae Ly, 
Try as one will, there is no substitute om, This is a far different sight than = o> Or 
for water, for moving aquatic insect) the startled dry-land duck, devoid of a Ti, re tadpoles, green stuff, and exercise. The ~ heed ane 2 a au Naya ee dey land duclee waddlestonen cro, ne 5° traditions or education. ’ ey A oa 

mash hopper and loads up, without No doubt there are some readers yy eo | 
effort. Until the next call of hunger, who will firmly insist that the above is z aia 
all he has to do is to loll about, often pure speculation, or perhaps fantasy. RINGNECK. PHEASANTS 
under rather unsanitary conditions. To them I can but heartily grant their Hen Hatched, reared on open range. Turn those same ducks out on a good right of opinion, merely adding that to Deliveries starting August 20. 
pond, with their natural mother, and me our waterfowl themselves answer PLEASANT VIEW SCAME FARM observe the difference! As little fel- the question. There are few more Mt e ee 
lows, scarcely hatched, they Xercis€ wily, intelligent and teachable birds iste their legs in swimming, travelling over a A : : ; : than mallards; quick to size up a situa- the water with great speed, burning up : z —$<————— that surplus fat which the dry-land ti quick to respond. I am convinced 
duck accumulates, « later dao and eur: that the education of most game farm FIE LD R E A R E D 
prisingly little later, they are “tipping- mallards has been sadly neglected, and 
up,” chasing pollywogs, doing all man- | insist that machinery cannot do it. In VIGORO US STOCK 
ner of things which it is natural for breeding, and in the very psychology of 
little wild ducklings to do. How can the birds, I believe we will find the Improve the vitality of your 
they help becoming trimmer, more difficulties which have led to the popu- birds by introducing new blood 
alert, more wild, than their dry-land Jar assumption that mallards cannot be from our hardy, vigorous, quality, 
brothers? reared up to look and behave like wild field reared pheasants raised to 

Another thing of importance, it ducks. I do not believe this latter is withstand the severe weather con- 
seems to me, is their training. We true, provided conditions are provided ditions in Northern Minnesota. 
have too much of a tendency to consider which permit retention of wild c a 2 hie 
that man himself is the only educated acters, eae & aes a. Ringneck Melanistic 

animal, (Whether a himself has the ficial propagation of dry-land mallards Coen Be mMoaechan right to so think of himself may be a is concerned, U offer it as my opinion Silver Pure Chinese 
very debatable point). We XN Uerhat wedo nat yer now hon to do he Lady Amherst 
apt to forget that many species of birds trick, and that re: vardless of the number 
and mammals receive “‘schooling” quite of ae a a eae Lh 1 Also Wild Mallard and small 
as much as man does. Not all birds —~ Tee Re eee ee English Call Duck Eggs and 3 Bane : more to it than that. Further discus- Breeding Stock. are like the cowbirds, which, reared by . a 5 Bore) z : “sion of the subject will be forthcoming. many species of foster parents such as 
warblers, sparrows, ovenbirds and a ), Renew Your Subscription Glendalough (iame Farm 
host of others, remain always cowbirds | GAME BREEDER & Battle Lake Est. 1927 Minnesota in tradition and action, with cowbird Several Na AmebelGont 
notes, characteristics and habits, ap- | SPORTSMAN Breeders’ Ass'n. 
parently by instinct. Mailed to you for 3 Years for $5. 
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; Breeding Habits 
ad Mallard ~~ 

A hen mallard at the Dickson duck pond, University Arboretum, 

had six eggs on Easter Sunday, 1936. A fire burned over the next and 

presumably scorched the eggs, On May 25 after an interval of seven 

weeks, she was still sitting. In order to save the hen the nest was 

destroyed, 

This seems an exceptional case of incubation of spoiled eggs. 

AL.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON. WISCONSIN 

May 2, 1936 
“a4 if POULTRY HUSBANDRY 

i] 
| Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

| New Soils Bldg., 
| University 

| 

| Dear Dr. Leopold: 

{ I want to thank you for sending me the letter from Mr. Bell. 

As near as I can tell from reading this letter he is trying 
| to find out something that I think we have kmown for generations. We have 

known,for a long, long time that we could raise, for instance, Mallard ducks 
| in captivity. We have known that it was easy to increase their body size and 

| soon develop a race of puddle ducks with corresponding loss of wild characters 
\ | including lack of ability to fly, and by good care can get egg production from 

a " Wh them at most any time of the year. I have kept Mallards, for instance, in cap- 
Sv tivity for the last twenty-five years. I found it necessary when I was breeding 

ww them in a definite way to make careful selection each year and eliminate those 
| that did not develop good wings. That is, I had to constantly select in order 
\ to keep the wild characters and then had to wing those that retained their 

| wild characters to keep them from going south. I had some of them go south. 
\ I had bands back from Louisiana, Alabama, and I had a band from a bird shot 

| in Manitoba. The Rouen duck, of course, is nothing but a domesticated Mallard. 
| Standard weight for a Rouen duck is 9 lbs. It took a number of generations of 
| breeding them up to that weight.
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MALLARD—PINTAIL HYBRID 
This unusually fine specimen was shot by Mr. John T. Upton at Avoca Island near Morgan City, Louisiana, Novem- 

ber 24, 1935. It is a male hybrid between the Common Mallard or French Duck, ANAS PLATYRHYNCHOS PLATYRHYN- 
CHOS (Linnaeus), and the highly prized American Pintail or Sprig, DAFILA ACUTA TZITZIHOA (Vieillot). It has been 
mounted by the Department’s taxidermist, Ambrose Daigre, and is now on exhibit in the Museum of the Department of 
Conservation. An examination of the specimen is necessary to convey the beautiful blending of the colors and patterns of the 
two familiar species of ducks into this beautiful hybrid. 
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LEECHES KILL DUCKS 

Leeches prey on bluewing teal as well as coots, according to 

Clarence Sooter, graduate ieabcek yee Gee Cooperative Research and 

Demonstration Project of the American Wildlife Institute, U. S. Bureau 

of Biological Survey, Iowa State Conservation Commission and Iowa State 

College at Ames, Iowa. Mr. Sooter has found that in studying the causes 

of mortality in young coots leeches seem to be a prominent factor, according 

to a recent communication from the American Wildlife Institute. 

While considerable mortality apparently results from leeches 

among teal, it does not appear to be as great as with the coots. Only four 

leeches are necessary to accomplish the demise of either a coot or teal. 

They crawl into the nasal cavities of the birds and cause death by a combina~ 

tion of suffocation and loss of blood. 

While undoubtedly some strong, healthy ducks and ducklings 

occasionally succumb to these leeches, it is believed that mortality from 

this source comes generally when the birds have first been weakened by some 

other causee The leeches find the sick birds easier prey, crawl into their 

nostrils and administer the coup de grace. 

: Losses from leeches have been reported as serious in various 

parts of the country, but no careful study has yet been made to determine 

the real importance of this factor. To get this information is the purpose 

of these research projects. By careful soientific research under expert 

supervision these nine cooperative projects and others which are being 

planned, will ferret out the problems and needs of wildlife and determine 

the answers. These findings will then be tried and proven on actual demon- 

stration arease
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GRAZING IN RELATION TO THE NESTING OF THE 
BLUEWING TEAL 

By Logan J. Bennett 

U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey* 

To many people the word grazing means over-grazing and the evic- 
tion of wildlife under all circumstances. In the past few years much 
has been said and written concerning the effects of grazing, over- 
grazing for the most part, on wildlife. The Iowa Wildlife Research 
Program, sponsored by Iowa State College, the Iowa Conservation 
Commission, and the U. 8. Bureau of Biological Survey in cooperation 
with the American Wildlife Institute, is endeavoring to work out 

. wildlife management practices that are conducive to better land use. 
As many pastures in northern Iowa border marshes and constitute 
the nesting margin for puddle ducks, a study of the relationship of 
grazing to nesting ducks was initiated in 1932. This paper presents 
data that may show the way for better use of state-owned duck nesting 
margins of marshes in Iowa. 

Dewey’s Pasture, a bluegrass (Poa pratensis) tract of 392 acres, 
Clay County, Iowa, was purchased by the Iowa Fish and Game Com- 
mission during the summer of 1934. This tract is within the Wisconsin 
glaciation and lies adjacent to Mud Lake which is privately owned. 
Within the 392 acres are 44 potholes, ranging from one-quarter acre 
to eight acres in size. The distribution of potholes in relation to sur- 
rounding duck nesting cover creates an ideal bluewing teal nesting 
area (Bennett, 1936). 

The author began duck nesting studies in the area in 1933, one year 

before the tract was purchased by the state. The duck nesting popu- 
lation and mammals have been carefully observed in the pasture each 
year since 1933. 

In 1933, 85 head of cattle grazed the area from the last of May to 
September 15. In that year there were on the area, 37 successful 
bluewing teal (Querquedula discors) nests, two mallard (Anas platy- 
rhynchos platyrhynchos) nests, two pintail (Dafila acuta tzitzihoa) 
nests, and one shoveller (Spatula clypeata) nest. Three striped skunk 
(Mephitis mesomelas avia) dens were also found in the pasture. A 
normal rainfall insured the vegetation against over-grazing by the 
85 cattle. 

In 1934 Iowa witnessed a severe drought. The hot winds and lack 
of rain burned out much of the bluegrass in the pasture. In its 
place grew lesser ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), hoary vervain 
(Verbena stricta), and golden-rod (Solidago spp.). Drought stricken 

*lowa State College and Iowa Conservation Commission cooperating with 
the U.S. Bureau of Biological Survey and the American Wildlife Institute. 
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cattle were shipped in from the West and sold to Iowa farmers at low 
prices shortly before the drought was felt in the state. The manager 
of the pasture in that year placed 175 cattle in the area for grazing 
purposes, some of which were low priced drought stricken cattle. The 
entire pasture was severely over-grazed as a result. Hight bluewing 
teal nests were destroyed because of lack of cover (trampling by 
cattle and by predators). There was one active skunk den and one 
active badger (Taxidea tarus) den found in the pasture that summer. 
The area was purchased by the state that summer, but the cattle 
grazing contract could not be cancelled until the close of the grazing 
season. 

The spring of 1935 found the area free of cattle. Nearly normal 
rainfall gave the bluegrass and some of the prairie plants an excellent 
chance to survive and flourish. Most of the lesser ragweeds and ver- 
vain were crowded out by bluegrass. However, the drought of the 
year before caused about one-third of the potholes to remain dry. Dur- 
ing the nesting season 28 bluewing teal nests, one mallard nest, and 
one shoveller nest were found. Two of the duck nests were destroyed 

by striped skunks. By the end of the grazing season about 13 skunk 
dens and two badger dens were located. 

With continued protection from grazing in 1936 (Figure 1), the 
area grew up into a mat of grasses. The new vegetation, mostly blue- 
grass, grew up to 18 inches with a mat of old grasses underneath. The 
vegetation was so dense that ducklings, after hatching, probably had 
difficulty in walking from the nest to water. Thirty-three bluewing 
teal nests, two mallard nests, and two shoveller nests were found. 
Four duck nests were destroyed by skunks and two duck nests were 
pilfered by badgers. Approximately 40 skunk dens and four badger 
dens were found that summer. Table I shows the data tabulated for 
the four-year period. 

TABLE I._DEWEY'S PASTURE—392 ACRES 
o} relia teal sll clog Jenne he Beles ose, ff aes8 eeaese: 

Extent of Grazing Moderately Over- No No 
Grazed Grazed Grazing Grazing 

Cathie .ce eee ee ene 175 0 ane 
Duck bate.) ky SA MS Bete gg 8 30 37 
Skank Gene 220-3. te a 3 1 13 . 40 
Duck nests destroyed by skunks __ oO oO 2 4 
Matgar deen). cant teod fia, 0 1 2 4 
Duck nests destroyed by badgers 0 o o 2 

The bluewing teal, the most common nesting duck in Iowa, builds 
its nest almost invariably on dry land in the grasses. The average 
distance of a nest from water is about 40 yards. The little ducklings 
walk to the water shortly after they hatched. From observations the 
author has noticed that the mother teal leads her young from the nest 
down old roads, cow paths, and other open areas where the young do 
not have to over-exert themselves. During 1933, in Dewey’s Pasture 
the 85 cattle grazed open spaces and made paths for the youngsters
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to get to water without a great deal of struggle. By 1936, the pro- 

tected vegetation had become so rank that the young evidently were 
forced to traverse almost impassable barriers of plant growth. 

Another aspect to the protection of the pasture from grazing was 
the increase of skunks and badgers along with the development of the 
vegetation. The fall of 1936 found a very high population of skunks 
in the area. Some parts of the pasture were literally dug up by 
skunks in their feeding activities (Figure 2). Such a skunk popula- 
tion could very easily cause much nest destruction. The data (Table 
I) show that the increase of skunks was evidenced by an increased 
number of skunk-destroyed duck nests. 

Several pastures within one mile of Dewey’s Pasture furnished 
check data. One pasture, Area A (Table II), of 20 acres was grazed 
each year at the rate of one cow per two to three acres. Such grazing 
in the drought years, 1934 and 1936, reduced the grazing capacity to 

nil by mid-August both years. One bluewing teal nest was found 
each year in 1933, 1935, and 1936. There were no skunk nor badger 
dens present during the periods of observation. 

TABLE II—AREA A—20 ACRES 
PateR alien waren cad eh 1933 1934 1935 1936 

Extent of Grazing Capacity Over- Capacity Over- 
Grazed Grazed Grazed Grazed 

(CR GEIO Sr . 8 jg 10 11 
nck Neate eS a 0 1 1 
SORT 5 OIG iio on nese tt ts oO oO 0 oO 
See Cee oO o oO oO 

Check Area B, a bluegrass tract of 110 acres, was grazed by one 
cow per four to five acres throughout the four-year period. With the 
exception of 1934 the area supported one bluewing teal nest per ten 
acres each year (Table III). There was an increase in skunk and 
badger populations in the pasture but the increase was slight as com- 
pared with that in Dewey’s Pasture. 

TABLE I1I—AREA B—100 ACRES 
. 1933 1934 1935 _~+1936 

Extent of Grazing Moderately Over- Moderately Moderately 
Grazed Grazed Grazed Grazead 

Cttte = er a 23 27 Asie 
TE a cheese 12 3 10 9 
Seunksdens fo ee oO oO 2 3 
Te 0 0 oO 1 
Duck nests destroyed by skunks or 
GO SOTS le o o oO oO 

Can a duck nesting margin be pastured? The data presented bring 
out some rather complicated factors. By checking back to Dewey’s 
Pasture in 1933 (Table I) it seems as though a certain amount of 
grazing (one cow per 4.6 acres) was beneficial to nesting ducks. Check 
Area A, with capacity grazing, one cow per two acres, supported one 

duck nest per 20 acres each year with the exception of 1934. Check 
Area B, with moderate grazing, supported one duck nest per 10 acres 
with the exception of 1934. Dewey’s Pasture in 1935 and 1936, in an ’
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ungrazed condition, supported one duck nest per 12 acres. In addi- 

tion, Dewey’s Pasture in 1935 and 1936 harbored a skunk and badger 
population that showed evidence of being a factor in duck nest de- 
struction. After all, the same area was grazed by bison (Bison bison) 
a century ago. It is known that the area was a waterfowl paradise at 
that time. Each animal in its natural state must have played a part 
in balancing nature. Thus, it seems as though grazing to a certain 

extent is needed, even today. Light grazing apparently destroyed the 
ideal skunk and badger habitat in the study area. (There was an in- 
crease in skunk and badger populations over the state, 1933-1936, but 
the increase in Dewey’s Pasture was abnormal, the increase in Area 
B indicated more nearly the actual state-wide trend.) 

Pastures can be safely grazed, from a pasture standpoint, in normal 
years in northwest Iowa one cow per two acres. In drought years 
pastures may be reduced to no carrying capacity by mid-summer. 
From all observations to date the indications are that one cow per 
six acres in normal years is beneficial to the duck nesting areas in 
Towa. The state can obtain at least five dollars per head for the graz- 
ing period on the state-owned nesting margins. Dewey’s Pasture, 392 
acres minus 50 acres of water, would support about 57 cattle, netting 
the state two hundred and eighty-five dollars. This income would pay 
the upkeep expenses, such as fence repair and the construction of 
earthen dams at the outlets of the potholes. 

The Iowa Conservation Commission at the present time is making 
arrangements to allow grazing at the rate of one cow per six acres in 
Dewey’s Pasture for the grazing season of 1987. 

SumMMaRY 

1. Dewey’s Pasture supported one duck nest to 9.3 acres when 
grazed one cow to 4.6 acres. 

2. Dewey’s Pasture supported no nests when over-grazed. 
3. Dewey’s Pasture supported one duck nest to 11 acres when un- 

grazed. 

4. Area A supported one duck nest per 20 acres when capacity 
grazed, one cow per two acres. 

5. Area B supported one duck nest per 10 acres when moderately 
grazed, one cow per five acres. 

6. Skunk and badger populations increased abnormally in areas 
protected from grazing. 

7. Grazing one cow per six acres in normal years appears to be 
beneficial to duck nesting areas in Iowa. 

8. The income derived from grazing rights may be used for the up- 
keep of the nesting area. 

LITERATURE CITED 
Bennett, Logan J. 

1936. Duck Nesting Carrying Capacities in Iowa. Proceedings of the North 
x American Wildlife Conference, Washington, D. C., pp. 494-498.



Crow 
Mallard” 
Nesting 

(Card from D. B. Wade, Elkhorn, May 3, 1938) 

"Saw crow carry mallard egg yesterday~-pierced egg with both 

mandibles together, then carried with one mandible (upper) inserted 

with lower acting as actual carrier. Might not have carried egg away 

if I hadn't chanced along."
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2 STATE OF WISCONSIN pwd 
FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT " we 

GRD 

e\ ~~) State Fish Hatchery 
NESS Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin 

February 22, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Chair of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

I had the opportunity to obtain a number of ducks taken from Lake 
Michigan on a fish tug lifting nets about seven miles SE of Sturgeon 
Bay Ship Canal while taking data on lake trout February 19. 

The gill nets, 44" mesh type for lake trout, were set on the bottom 
of the lake in 20 fathom of water and had not been lifted for 12 days 
due to heavy weather. There were 16 birds of the same species(0ldsquaw) 
entangled in four different gangs of nets. According to the fishermen 
as many as 60 of these ducks have been taken from nets in early spring. 

I found only shell fragments and some seaweed while examining several 
of these birds, I had imagined that they were fish-eaters since they 

are found in such close contact with the nets. 

I am sending two specimens to you by express. They may be of some 
value for your reference and data. I would greatly appreciate any 
further information you could give me concerning the life cycle of 
the Oldsquaw. 

Truly yours = 

Arthur A. Oehmcke 
Biology Division
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Mallard 

; kek University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management December 2, 1938 

Dr. Sigurd Gunderson 
Gunderson Clinic 
LaCrosse, Wieconsin 

Dear Sig: 

It was thoughtful of you te send me the mallards. 1 have delayed 
reporting back because I wes waiting for the return of my graduate student who 
has been in Canada all summer studying duck plumages, and I wanted him to pass 
on the hybrid drake. 

He confirms what was my opinion, namely that the dark drake is not a 
hybrid bleck duck-mallard, but rather an ordinary mallard drake mech delayed in 
getting his full winter plumage. ‘The weight of the dark drake is 1244 grams. 

The large greon-head weighs 1527 grams or 3.35 pounds. This is a very 
large bird and you will not often get them larger. I imagine you have heard, as 
I have, of 4-pound mallards, but I have never met one except in one case where 
I suspect the mallard originally came out of a farmer's back yard. This duck 

was killed by my brother and I am writing him for the weight and will send it 
to you when I get it.” 

Thanks again for remembering me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S, Hochbaum, my student, says that all the detailed characters of the dark 
bird (1.e., characters other than the general darkness) suggest a cross with 

barnyard duck rather than black duck. ‘The double white ber on the speculum is 
a mallard character; the black has only the outer ber. The absence of white 
neck ring is, to be sure, suggestive of black duck but is also frequent in barn- 
yard birds. ‘The short bill and heavy body suggest barnyard. The feet and bill 
had changed color teo mech te be considered as evidence. 

Anent the big greenhead: Hochbaum weighed 300 in Manitoba this fall. The 
heaviest was 3 pounds, 10 ounces. 

AL. 

(From Frederic Leopold's letter of Dec. 8, 1938). “Arthur Hawkins has the exact 
weight of the green-head that I showed you this fall. On the scales we have at 

the club, he balanced at 3 lbs., 3 oz. Later on in the season another green-head 

was weighed in at 3 lbs., 12 oz."



: Copies fort Mallard:~ 
Migrati n 

. Hochbaum 

Extract from "Notes on the Distridution of Whistling Swan and Canada 
Goose in California," The Condor, Vol. XLI, No. 3, May-June, 1939, 
PRPs 93-97. By James Moffitt. 

"Ny. A. L. Brown of Litchfield, who is employed by the State : 
Division of Fish and Game, advised by letter that the cold winter of 
1936-37 was the hardest on waterfowl in many years. In mid-Jamary, 

: there were two feet of dry snow on the ground, temperatures as low as 
32 degrees below zero, and open water only around the hot springs at 
Wendel and Amadee. About 350 Canada Geese and 800 ducks were wintering 
here. By Jamary 15, 1937, many of the birds had become so weakened 
that they could not fly, so Brown commenced feeding them grain. Feeding 
was contimed until February 12, by which date there were approximately 
1500 Canada Geese and $00 ducks present, all in good condition. ‘the 
failure of the ducks and geese to migrate to more favorable onvironmont “3 
with the advent of critical conditions is similar to the case of 

_ Mallards in Alberta reported by Rowan (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 
: vol. 38, 1926, pp. 161-163, and elsewhere). His explanation that 

physiological condition of the birds, governed by photeperiodism or 
effect of daylight upon the gonads and migratory urge, makes migration : 
under certain conditions a physiological impossibility, even though it : 
may be a physical possibility, appears to be a plausible theory that 
probably applies to the ducks and geese wintering in Lascen County." 

‘ :



Seminar 4/9/40 i 

sowns - sex naero’>) of sucks oO” THR ILLINOIS AIVER - SPRING OF 1940 

Sex Batic Delta Nese Sinesta Coumt'™? —«etanensy Count?! 
Species Mo. Tellied (male:fomsle) Ho. Retio Hes, Ratio ies, Ratio 

*Mallerd 277s *57 243 267 56:4e 21,958 56244 3,4 50250 

Pintail 1395 Gorke 156 Gor4o 10,067 63:37 23,674 66:34 

Canvasbeck 3924 7922 116 | 5624 353 4:36 

Redhead, 2056 69:31 Sh 64336 

Lesser Sceup Oak 87:13 4,077 65235 8,356 7O:30 

Mingneek 6,126 T7323 

Bluewing Teal 8,027 64236 

16.595 5 SS nas 

; “frepping ratio on 123 mallards was 96:42. : 
(1) Mineola, Frederick ¢. Do drakes outmumber susies? Auer. Gane, Yol. 21, No. 1, Jan.-Feb., 1932, pp. 34, 16-17. 
(2) MeTlhenny, B. A. Sex ratio in wild birds. Auk, Vol. 57, Jamiary, 1940, pp. 85-93. 
(3) See wan fenest. the sex ratio in wild birds. Amer. Naturelist, Vol. 73, Ho. 745, Mar.~Apr., 1939, 

pp 2
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tha 
Gabe 

sowzs - sex ratro'3) oF pucks on THE ILLINOIS RIVER - SPRING OF 1940 

Sex Ratio Delta Eggs Lincoln Count‘? McIlhenny Count ‘2? 
Species No. Tallied (male:female) No. Ratio No. Ratio No. Ratio 

*Mallard 2774 #57243 267 «58:42 21,958 56 :4y 34d 50:50 

Pintail 1395 60:42 156 60:40 10,067 63:37 23,674 66:34 

Canvasback 3924 79:21 118-5634 353 64:36 

Redhead 2056 69:32 84 6436 

Lesser Scaup 6446 87313 4,077 65:35 8,356 70:30 

Ringneck 6,116 17:23 

Bluewing Teal ; 8,027 64:36 

16,595 625 36,455 49,014 

“Trapping ratio on 123 mallards was 58:42. 
(1) Lincoln, Frederick C. Do drakes outnumber susies? Amer. Game, Vol. 21, No. 1, Jan.-Feb., 1932, pp. 3-4, 16-17. 
(2) McIlhenny, H. A. Sex ratio in wild birds. Auk, Vol. 57, Jamary, 1940, pp. 85-93. : 
(3) See a Mayr, Ernst. ‘The sex ratio in wild birds. Amer. Naturalist, Vol. 73, No. 745, Mar.-Apr., 1939, 

pp. 156-179.
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es : Wood Duck Record 

7/9/44 - Nest #4 . 

' Last evening at 5:30 when we inspected this box, Edith © . 

could hear a tick in the eggs - hen being gone. We all got up at : 

4:55 A.M. Arrived “ nest 5:05. Partly moonlight and part dawn. 

Brought my coffee and toast along. Stood under tree and listened care- : 

fully, could hear nothing. 5:25 Edith and Edith, Jr. joined me, 

bringing a blanket to sit on to avoid the dew. 

We located about 30 years from tree and off to the side 

where we can just see opening clearly. Trying to keep quiet so as not 

to influence tne action of the duck ty letting her know we are here. 

Belle has her eye on my toast - a covetous eye. 

Hen left nest at 5:38 flying directly out over river. Wo 

previous looking out of hole by hen. 

I put up ladder and inspected nest. No visible sign of 

hatch. Listened to 6 eggs hearing no peeping. Edith, Jr. went up 

and brought down an egg in which we could hear a steady pipping sound. 

: Down cover showed no sign of deterioration. This nest has a : 

particularly heavy down cover. : 

A Another round of breakfast coffee served by E., Jr. ; 

We are speculating on how the hen raises the down from 

between and under the eggs when she prepares to leave for her feeding 

period. Perhaps we can revamp our nesting boxes nest winter to pro- 

vide an observation panel - glass - with a indcoanet removable that 

could be left in place until her laying is complete? special glass- 

one way visibility. : 

She has been off 57 mimutes and I am watching from picnic 

spot for her return, to see if male accompanies her, Girls watching. pox.
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6:55 still no return. I wonder whether the variable length 

of incubation period on woodies is related to variable habit on 

length of daily feeding period? i.e., does a hen have to spend S 

a constant number of hours - net - on the eggs to produce a hatch? 3 : 

7:02, She came in low from river, rose for the bluff, saw 

me, flared, eiraled and swung into nest, enteréd at once. No sign 

of the male, mi he might have broken away before I saw her. 

Inspected nest afternoon 3:00 P.M. 7/9 and found hen on 

nest. 

Inspected nest 6:45 A.M. 7/10 hen on nest ) 
listened carefully 

" "5:00 P.M. 7/10 " © ® ) '& could hear only 
hissing of hen. 

" 270 7 /il 

This hen has never flushed at inspections. 

Inspected nest - Edith, Jr. 4:39 P.M. 7/11 - exclemation 

quietly! Hen gone and first impression Edith had was that ‘nest was 

empty but no! the ducklings were "freezing" and wery much there! I 

could make out only nine but Edith says 10. Two or three half shells 

around edge of nest. Ducklings on top of the down. Birds are dry so 

can't estimate exact hatching time since hen has been on at each in- 

spection since Sunday 7/9 A.M. 

Stormy weather with threatened rain from the west. 

When I pecked lid, or rather slid lid for more light, the 

ducklings gave a woick start or convulsive movement, immediately 

froze again. Tried tapping box smartly with finger nail, rémained 

frozen. On lightly vibrating box they moved ever so little. All 

bills of birds were hidden excepting one bird. Looked dead. ‘Only 

darkest parts of plumage showing.
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Now very nearly and dark and threatening. 

5:00 P.M. hen not returned yet. 

No egg shells on lawn around tree- larch. : 

_ Leaving for N.Y. tomorrow 6:20 A.M. but maybe she'll es 

come off before that in the morning. ‘ 

, Nest also inspected by Marie, Pat, Marmy, E.D.L., Suzie, 

Vickey. 

: Rain starting. 

The only eyes visible are on the one duck in center with : : 

bill in sight. Other heads definitely tucked down. 

Hen returned at 5:10 P.M. : 

' TREK OF THE WOODDUCKS 

July 12, 1944. . 

5:40 A.M. Edith, ies, reported for duty to watch Woodduck 

box. ‘Then Dan and Marmy came over to say goodbye and catch the train 

for NYC. Mother joined in the watch for the exodus of Box #4, at : 

. 6:10 AM. Had blanket situated on West side of Fern Bracken. We didn't 

check box for fear of delaying chicks leaving the nest. At 6:15 AM the | 

Y Hen returned i nest after feeding. It rained last evening and the = 

ground is very damp. Worthnest wind and weather blustery and slate 

gray. 6333 AM we watch the Zephyr slide across the railroad bridge. ‘ “ty te 

Have a good time in NYC, Dan and Neray. Put Bell and Wally in the i : 

house, they objected strenuously. en ‘ ; 

: : - 6:45 AM hen struck her head out of the box opening and it 3 

f remained out until she left, for goodi Stayed frozen, then after 

; awhile she began bending her head around and peering at us, the sky, 

the ground. We must have bothered her so at 7:40 Mother and I moved
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around to the North side of the Fern Bracken because Hen was ap- 

parently scared to bring its ducklings out. NEWS FLASH: Two 

women laid on blanket for one hour w/o moving and/or taliing! 

(Method used to shift position of blanket and watching; Combat 4 

crawling position with equipment between. Mother's rear bumper 

at half mast, mine flat, while maneuvering.) 

8:00 A. M. Hen fluttered to ground and walked up to beneath : 

tree. Two checks fell out immediately and the three of them 

: walked to the foliage under the Dogwood tree. ‘the. hen made no 

noise. Eight more ducklings tumbled out of the box to the ground, 

so all ten eggs had hatched and made it out to the open country. is 

Two of the birds hit the limb while falling. They didn't use their 

: wings, but just fell out, bounced 3", recuperated in a few seconds 

and stood around in a bunch at the foot of the Larch. They were 

very alert, with heads held high. Yellow buff breast and front ; 

neck and gray black head and back. At $:05 AM all ten had left 

box and Mother started to quack quietly for them te join her. She 

walked up towards them and they wandered S fashion towards her. 

Hen couldn't see me. Snapped two pictures of duclings, maybe 

they'11 turn out OK. Last seen walking along path toward Churchill 

fence leading to Myesissippi River. 

8:14 AM Mother and I hed driven down to Switch house by 

Railroad and ran up tracks to Ama's bluff. I ran ahead of Mother 

and just as I got below the Chute the Hen appeared. When she saw 

me she acted like a cripple and started South. Then the ducklings 

appeared beside me. So I headed back North in order to allow the 

Hen to guide them over the tracks, down the bank and into the river.
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The ducklings had a difficult time jumping over the railread tracks. 

The hen would walk over the tracks to the river side and one or two : ; 

would follow. Finally three were still left between the tracks and 

could not seem to make the final jump. We were oreyine that no train <o. 

would come. The Hen walked back to the inland side of the tracks, 

then back out to show her babies how to go over. Finally they all 

made it. There were ten when she left the nest and seven when she © : 

reached the railroad tracks and river. We could hear her quacking ; 

softly to them all the while urgint them on over the tracks and down 

the bank towards fies river. The Hen Gould see us so she kept walking 

South and so did the chieks as they tried to flounder over the 5" steel 

rails. As soon as they were all over the Tooneville Line and going 5 

down the river bank we rushed up to watch them. Could hear lots of 

peeping and quacking. 

8:35 AM spotted them, the Hen and 7 ducklings, in the water : 

: a few yards from the bank. The babies hung on to the Mother's wings . 

: and tail feathers. Snapped two pictures. ‘The Hen headed for the 

Illinois shore and presumably her "Area". (Note = no information on 

: : this). Twice a chick slipped loose from the Mother. She would stop 

paddling and slide downstream so it could hook on again. The current 

pushed them Southward swiftly. At 8:46 AM they were about uidstwian. 

a She tried to head upstream as she crossed the "Old Mississippi" tat fe 

transit lost 3/4 of a mile to the current. They were last seen through ‘ 

the field glasses a few yards from shore just North of the drainage 

ditch into Carthage Lake. It was 9:00 AM. Mother and I wandered back 

. to the car. Saw many Goldfinches, one I,digo Bunting eating black- 

berries, a Red-breasted Grosbeak (male, female, and 2 kids) eating 

gravel. Looked around for the missing 3 Woodducklings beneath the
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chute but no luck. Went back to the car and drove home. Got Bell 

to hunt for the missing babies on the bluff with no return. - 

Finis ; 

: Edith L. Leopold 

Comments by FL. : 

Hen took her morning feeding flight before taking the 

ducklings out. 

: She waited an hour with head out of box for humans to 

disappear. ; \ 

All ten ducklings vacated within five week toe after the . 

hen signaled them out. 

Ten minutes consumed in negotiating bluff to the tracks : 

3 young lost in those ten minutes. 

Five minutes to cross two R.R. rails. : 

Immediately started on one mile swim across river, 25 

minutes swimming time. \ 

: Hen sunk low in water, perhaps to make it easier for chicks 

to hang on. :
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| NESTING NOTES ON WOOD DUCKS © OR 3 

. This article covers a study of wood duck nesting habits 

“including the periods of egg laying, incubation, exodus from : 

the nest and_travél of the young brood to water. — 

Observations were made over a period of four years during eile 

: which twenty-three nests have been available, These nests were 

all located close to my home so that it was unusually convenient 

to watch the progressof events, The time available for this ‘ 

purpose consisted largely of evening hours after a day's office 

work together with occasional mornings before leaving for my vee 

regular work, Then there were days when a brood was being brought ; 

off when I devoted the greater ack of a day to watching the ducks, 

During the 1946 season upwards of 400 inspections of nests 

were made, the previous year 300 and the two earlier years a much 

 gmaller number. : : 

The nesting area involved is within the city limits of 

Burlington, Iowa, and it extends one city block along the bluffs 3 

overlooking the main channel of the Mississippi River which, at 

this point, is approximately one half mile wide, The bluffs are 

about one hundred and thirty feet high and very steep; in part 

precipitous, They are grown with a thicket of brush and wild . 

grapevine. At the river's edge is a single track railroad everacross | 

: which all broods mist’ travel in order to reach the river, 

Across the channel lie the broad bottom lands of the 

Illinois shore, densely wooded near the river,with lakes and 

sloughs in and beyond the timber, ons is the feeding and resting 

ae 
, : \
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ground of the ducks. Much of the larger timber has been cut from. 

: time to time with the result that nesting trees with suitable — - 

cavities are scarce. As a consequence, the wood ducks are more 

interested in my nesting boxes than they would be under fully 

natural unis ena 5 

In 1939, Mr. Arthur Hawkins of the Illinois Natural History 

' Survey brought fifty nesting boxes to Crystal Lake Club, which is 

located in Illinois, two miles from Burlington. These were obser wd, 

for four years, Boxes in some areas at the Club were used fairly 

well by wood ducks but in other areas no nests were made, S 

In the early spring of 1943, with Mr. Hawkin's permission, 

_three of these boxes were removed from the Club grounds and in- ‘ 

stalled in my Mother's yard on the bluffs dbove the river. Up to 

this time no one, to my knowledge, had ever noted a wood duck nest, 

nor had woodies been seen in the big trees thereexcepting on one / 

occasion, when Mr, Hawkins and I saw a pair, probably prospecting 

for nesting sites, in the spring of 1942, 

To our delight and surprise, each of the three boxes placed 

. in 1943 was used by the ducks and successful hatches resulted in 

each case. 

; ‘The following winter five more boxes were put up making 

a total of eight. Also, one natural cavity in a soft maple was i 

: improved to make it habitable, Five nests were established that 

year. : 

Before the 1945 nesting season, five more nesting boxes 

: were built and located. Three of these were hung further from 

ke the bluff edge than any of the earlier boxes. It is interesting to
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+ note that these three boxes have never been used. Wine nests re= 

sulted in this season, - 

No boxes were added for the 1946 season since it was 

apparent that there were more than enough to meet the demand, Six 

pairs nested making a-total for the four seasons of twenty-three , 

nestSe 

All of my boxes are copied after the design used by the 

Illinois Natural History Survey. The material is rough, unplaned, 

one inch thick lumber, Oytside dimensions are 12" by 12" with 

height of 24", The lid is flush at the back and sides but pro— 

jects about an over the front. It is held in place by two screen 

door hooks plus-an inner lid which fits loosely into the inside : 

of the box, The 4" entrance hole is located 4" below the lid, s 

A perch, or lighting strip, 1" by 1" by 6" long, is attached two 5 

or three inches below the entrance. The box is securely hung on : 

a hanger bolt with large washer and wing nut. This bolt passes © 

through a hole in the pack of the box directly opposite the center 

of the entrance, When the box is mounted on a fast growing tree 

it is advisable to release the wing nut a few turns after a couple 

of years to compensate for the growth of the tree, eS 

A minimum of threeto four inches of decayed vegetation 

must’ be provided so that the ducks can bury their eggs and later 

form their nests, The ducks carry no nesting materials. 

One improvement has been added to the Natural History 

Survey box, as an aid to inspection. I have nailed small cleats ; 

of wood at either side of the entrance, The upper ends = these
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cleats are tapered away on the inner face so that a stem of casi 

or other vegetation can be wedged in between the strips and the . 

face of the box. This strip of grass passes across the entrance : 

opening. A duck in entering or leaving breaks or, at least, : 

. @isplaces the grass. The. proper use of this device does not 

disturb the ducks and saves mch climbing of ladders. A much closer ~ 

record of the comings and goings of the birds can be secured than . 2 

was practical without it. This device is useful only in situations cee 

where boxes are, checked very frequently. 

; My earliest ducks have usually appeared in late March, A 

: pre-season check of all boxes is advisable to be sure that they : 

_ are ready for prospective tenants. Squirrel nests should be removed 2 

unless they contain young. If bees have moved in they can be . 

eliminated by finding a beeman who will take them, or they can be 

destroyed by leaving off the lid in cold weather, or by an applica— . 

tion of cyanide gas. i 

If the Litter in the box has packed down, it should be 

loosened. Excessive amounts of refuse from previous nestings, 

such as down and egg membranes, can be removed. 

‘ NESTING : ; ae 

When the ducks are ready to start nesting you will see 

the pairs sitting Se Jeatiees ee: near the boxes during the early 

mornings The first visible evidence of their having been.in the 

Sixes will usually be that the litter will be formed into 4 : 

shallow cup or nest shape. ‘They may work on several different 

boxes in this manner before coming to a decision as to which one 

, is to be used, ; 

; As soon as the hen starts laying, the hollowed out nest
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; shape disappears and the eggs are covered with the litter to hide 

them from predators. / This often results in a low pyramid of litter 

covering the eggs. Most eggs are laid in early morning, the drake 

5 waiting nearby while the hen is engaged in depositing her Ce. 

An egg a day is the normal rate of laying. . : i 

The down which will serve to keep the eggs warm while the 

hen is off for feeding during incubation, usually starts to be . 

deposited at the sixth or eighth egg, although in a few nests, the 

first down appears as early as the fourth egg. As the supply of 

down increases, the eggs are raised from under the litter and ; > 

the nest takes the conventional saucer shape with the ‘ions over ay 

the eggs. By the time the full clutch has been deposited, the down 

blanket will be sufficient to cover all the eggs to a thickness 

of at least an inch and a half, This covering can be raised as a j 

whole by lifting carefully from one edge, without its breaking : 

apart. The insulating value of down must be substantial since 

the morning and evening flights of the incubating female sometimes 

J cover a period of two hours, during which the eggs must stay warm, : : 

On returning, the hen separates this blanket to form a border 

around the eggs so that her warm body contacts the eggs and the 

heat is held in around the edges by the down. - :
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For information on starting dates of nest, see table, 

NEST STARTING DATES : 

March April April - May May June a 
83 = 3lst 1-— 15th 15 - 30th 1 — 15th. 16 - 3lst 1- 20th Total ; 

4 6 5 2 2 ‘So es 

Mid-April represents height of nest starting activity. : 

Earliest egg laid March 23rd, : 

_ Latest nest startedon June 20th, 

: INCUBATION ‘ 

Occasionally more than one hen will deposit eggs ina single 

nest, The largest number of eggs I have found in a nest of this 

type is twenty-five which is approximately twice the number normally 

laid by one hen, Larger numbers have been found by other observers, 

tn my boXes I have never had more than one hen incubating in a ; 

single nest although this strange phenomenon has been observed : 

- elsewheres os 

In the nest of twenty~five eggs which I watched in 1945, 

strangely enough, two drakes were seen on four successive evenings : 

returning with the hen from her feeding flight. This during the > 

fourth week of incubation. Three days later the nest was abandoned 

and, on inspection, all eggs were found to be dead although all but 

one showed some development of the embryos. Presumably, this female 

was unable to cover such a large number of eggs and those on the 

cool outer edges died from insufficient warmth, so that eventually az . 

all eggs were dead, 

In 1946, a double laid clutch of twenty eggs was hatched 

100% by a single bird, indicating that the maximum number of eggs
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successfully covered by a duck may be twenty or slightly more. : 

The normal behavior of the duck during incubation is to i 

leave the nest for feeding, water and relief twice daily, in the 

early morning and latex afternoon. The direction of flight ie 

substantially uniform for a given bird, both going off and coming 

back. No calls are heard bY either male - female near the nest. : : 

Usually the female leaves and returns to the nest without pausing 

in or near the hole. I have ikves found droppings of adult ducks 

- in the nest despite the long continuous hours of incubation. I . 

have never noted any indication that the male, at any time, helps 

incubate the eggs. : 

' The hen, 'on leaving’ the eggs, joins the male, presumably 

at the courting or mating area, No mating has been observed in or 

about the nesting area during the egg laying period, 

‘saree The drake often returns with the hen, She enters the*nest 

directly while he usually flies on past and swings away to return : : 

; to the feeding ground or to alight in the open water for a while, 

The extent of the attendance of the male during incubation 

xe seems to vary greatly. In one case I have seen the male at the 

nest, in fact, in the nest on the day the ducklings left. In 

another case the male flew in from a nearby tree and lit near the 

nest during the time the ducklings were jumping out. This may 

have been on account of the activities of an inquisitive blue jay 

which lit on the box at this time, The drake flew in and lit above. 

The blue jay departed and so did the drake.
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Records onother nest show the latest return of the drake ES A 

with the hen from her evening rest flight on the first, second, 

_ fifth, (two) tenth, eleventh, fourteenth, seventeenth, twenty-firet, 

and twenty-ninth day of incubation. Much more information is 

required on this subject before the normal can be established, 

As to the extent and time of the hen's rest flight, the 

; shortest evening period observed extended forty-six minutes, the 

average seventy-five minutes and the longest two hours and seven . 

minutes. Usually the evening rest flight is omitted during the ‘ 

hatch, while a rest period is almost always taken early on the 

morning of the day the ducklings are to leave the nest. 

On the evening flight, the hen usually departs between five 

and six o'clock and returns before seven, Central Standard Time, 

Morning flights are generally over before 5:30 A.M., sometimes 

before 5:00 A.M, 

Nest inspections should, of course, be made so as to 

cause the least disturbance to the duck. This is easily accom- é 

plished decease the laying period since the box is deserted excep- 

ting for the short time taken to deposit the egg. At this time, : 

the inspection ,jhaving been completed, a strip of grass can be 

tauerted Ae the cleats provided for the purpose. As long as the d 

grass is in place, you can be sure no duck has entered. When the 

grass has been disturbed, it is probable that the duck has : 

revisited the box. Occasionally a curious flicker or squirrel : 

will use the hole, but this is the enosstien, By watching the : ce 

grass gate much information oan be secured without continuous 

watching. ; a
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Inspections, during incubation should, so far as practicable, 

: be made during the time of the rest flights. However, no serious 

interference is caused if she happens to be at home. Individuals , 

react differently when the inspection is made. ‘The mere placing 

of the ladder will flush some hens. Others, on having the lid ‘ 

raised slightly, will crane the head up toward the intruder and, = 

opening their bills wide, make a respectable series of hisses. 

Others lay their heads low and freeze. Any one female is apt to be. 

quite cenatant in her reaction to an inspection. I have never had = 

a nest deserted on account of my inspections. 

Nest predation has not, so far, been a~problem in my area. 

Gray squirrels have been plentiful and fox squirrels are seen 

occasionally. Young of both species, especially the grays, are 

raised each year in natural cavities in trees in the yard. No | 

spring census of squirrels has been attempted but certainly a half ; 

dozen adults is a conservative estimate. 

In January, seven gray squirrels were visible at one time 

feeding on acorns under one red oak that bore a big crop last autumn. 

Coons and opossums are not present and snakes are fairly rare. 

In wilder areas, the nests would be subject to heavy losses that 

have not occurred here, as yet. :
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DATA BASED ON 23 NESTS IN 4 YEARS 3 

No, of No, of Total Eggs _ Eggs Loss of ducklings 
_ Eggs Laid Nest Eggs Hatched Infertile in reaching water 

9 1 6... 4 oe 

10 1 10: * Ig 0 3 out of 10 

ik 5 55 53 0 11 out of 11 
= 11 out of 11 

> 12 3 36 28 2 

ia 3 39 34 2 1 out of 11 

‘2S a oR os 6 out of 13 

15 2 30 29 0 1 out of 15 
: A ‘ 5 out of 14 

<7 i 17 Loto: 0 

aks Boo 26 35 ee) 1 out of 18 
hens : 

20 Ok 20(2) 320 0 ae 

B25 1 wel?) 0 + : 
23 9 265 ia 39 163 

83th 3. 76% 38% 

Smallest number of eggs - nine : : 

Largest number of eggs laid by single hen — eighteen 

‘Largest number of eggs — twenty-five : 

- Average eggs per clutch —‘fourteen ‘ ; 

Most eggs laid in nests of eleva to fourteen Cggss 5 , 

Largest number of eggs thought to be laid by one hen = eighteen (2) : 

Total losses from egg to hatch 17%. Of the remaining 83% which 

hatched, we lost 38% inreaching the water, leaving 513% of total 
5, 3 ez 

_ number of eggs that developed into ducklings at water edge at an age 

of ebout one day. Who knows the further percent of losses before 

| _. these ducklings reach*the age of flight? : 

/
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. The table gives figures showing an average hatch of 83+%, 

A surprisingtgmall percentage of eggs is shown to be infertile, 

less than 4% of the total, The heaviest losses have been during 

the exodus from the. nest and particularly in the trip from the 

nest to the river, The complete loss of two broods of eleven each 

Was due to interference by observers. One case is described later 

in this article, This fact invalidates my figures as far as shel, s 

representing natural conditions is concerned. 

THE EXODUS AND TRAVEL TO WATER ‘ : 

Ducklings are not fed in the nest so, of course, it is 

j essential that they reach a place where they can be fed, watered 

é and protected from predators at a very tender age. This means a 

: marsh or the weedy edge of a pool, or river, where the water 4 

‘ extends into the vegetation for at least a few feet or yards. ‘ 

Open water along a bare shoreline is unsafe and insufficiently 

productive of food, ; 

: The brood is taken from the nest on the morning following 

; the hatch, As previously mentioned, the mother takes her rest : 

flight before preparing to evacuate her young. On her return she 

enters the nest as usual and may brood her young for from one to 

seveeet hours before preparing to start the hazardous exodus and 

trip to water, \ 

When she feels assured that no danger is threatening, as 

far as her ears can detect, she will thrust just her head out of 

the entrance and without. further movement, she will scan the world 

for quite a lengthy period, A strange noise or movement will send 

her beck tae the nest at once where she may remain for as long 3 

: : |
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_ a8 half an hour before starting the process again. If, this time, y 

nothing frightening occurs, after a preliminary peek, she will / : 

pull her body into the hole so as to increase her are of visibility oe 

and again she may pause watching for from five to twenty minutes in 

this position. ee : : eo. 

: In the case of one‘nest located near our driveway where a 

; cars, people, dogs and hougehold noises worried the hen, I wateued : 

from my blind from sunrise to ‘sat noon before the hen finally : 

- decided to take a chance on moving out her babies, Time after we 

time she was discouraged by interference of one kind or another - : 

and retreated for long periods before taking another look. 

: Bad weather, such as a cold rain with blustering wind, 

does not interfere with the departure of the brood. It seems that 

| it is instinctive to get that brood quickly to a place of greater  . 

' gafety and to food and water. . ; a 

when a deliberate scrutiny of the surroundings indicates z s 

that the time is ripe to leave, the hen gives a soft call--repeated 

. frequently—-kurr, kurr, kurr. This call cannot be heard more than e 

twenty to twenty-five yards at the outside. The call usually 

; starts as she is still,gat the nest and, in one oan where the’ 

‘nest was in a natural cavity with a generous opening, one duckling 

jumped before the hen left the nest. = 

The hen now sails to the ground near the pase of the tree ae 

calling as before, The ducklings answer in a chorus of rapid . 

pee-pee-pee notes, much more piercing in quality and louder than ‘ 

the note of the hen, : : 

: : \ { . : t.
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As each duckling reaches the opening he calls loudly, 

3 gives a springing jump and with winglets extended, drops to the 

ground, Normally the fall does not: injure the bird and he is : 

immediately on his feet and runs to join the hen and the other . 

ducklings. If no braches or twigs interfere, the baby alights 

“on his breast. If he strikes a twig on the way down, iv een= ; 

: librium is upset and he may light on his back, in which case, he , 

may be temporarily stunned but is seldom seriously hurt. 

In.striking the ground, the ducklings actually seem to 

bounce’ as much as three or four inches,‘ especially on bare hard p 

ground or very closely cut grasse j 

The point of contact with the ground is often asmuch as j 

three or four feet forward froma point directly under the box}; 

due to the jump aided by a pit of drift from the tiny wings. 

Ly dopethed with members of my family, have nevér seen a . 

duckling aohve the nest by any other means than jumping. Nor . 

have I seen one hurt by the fall to a degree where they were unabie 

to follow the hen, This covers six broods totaling seventy-five 

young. ; - 

‘ The inner surface of the boards on some of my boxes are s 

: probably somewhat too smooth and of too hard wood, since I nares 

had several distressing instances of apparently healthy young 

ducks being unable to reach the hole to enable them to make the 

exit jump. In watching such a brood, I have a record of the hen 

waiting on the ground and calling for fifty-five minutes before 3 

‘ } A 2 

3



leaving the site. She wandered about on the lawn under and near : 

the base of the nest tree, occasionally going forty feet to enter 

the edge of a bracken thicket, then coming back into the open again. : 

When the ninth duckling got out, he joined the family in the bracken 

and, although I could not see, I think the hen started, at that 

time, for the river leaving five young in the box, In a few minutes, 

_when I felt sure she had departed, I took the five young out and ; 

: carrying them in a small sugar sack, I set out to attempt to restore ; 

them to their mother, Although I saw the brood along the railroad 

track at the river's edge, I did not succeed in my effort to com— a 

plete the family circle, 

This experience led to an even more distressing situation. 

A few days later, when another clutch hatched and was due to leave 

k their nest, I had conceived the idea that a strip of carpet tacked, 

~ ¥nap-inward, under the hole would help the babies climb out. So, 

on the morning of exodus I watched the hen leave for her early 

rest flight, then placed and climbed my ladder to the box, carrying 

a@ proper piece of carpet and a few tacks. On opening up the lid, : 

the ducklings "froze" as usual, I located the Carpet properly and 

lightly drove two small tacks to hold it in place--replaced the lid ; 

and started down, 

Before i reached the ground, ducklings started pouring out ¢ 

all around. me into the lily-of-—the-valley bed under the tree, I - : 

"made no attempt to recapture them thinking the mother would assem- 

ble them on her return, I was forced to leave the area for a few 

minutes to use the telephone and she must have returned and left 

again in this interval, for I waited over two hours:and never saw S 

her return, The ducklings, meantime, scattered out on the bluff,\ : 

all going in the general direction of the river, and keeping up 3
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@ constant pee-pee-pee eall, : 

Probably the hen, on returning during my absence, was : 

distressed by the carpet in the box and the dispersal of her : 

brood to a point where she deserted the whole cette, 

As to why the ducklings jumped instead of "freezing" when 

I drove the tacks, it would appear that there comes a point where 

| instinet reverses that tendency to "freeze" and the young, in the 

absence of the mother, take to their heels. 

: In watching other broods leave the nest I have, on three 

’ occasions, seen the hen leave the nest aside 4mecdiately on the : 

descent of the last duckling. No delay whatever, This ig Gtobanly : 

accounted for by the cessation of peeping in the nest box rather 

than an ability to count, : : ‘ : 

In pbserving a family depart from my one natural cavity ; 

nesting site, where the nest level is‘only six inches below the p 

hoe,” Ane complete brood of fourteen jumped in a clocked period 

of slightly under one minute, There certainly was no hesitancy ' 

or fear about the jumping out. 

Before I had seen my first brood leave their nest and : 

negotiate the steep brushy bluff, I had been concerned about 

the ability of the babies to jump the railroad rails, which mst - 

be crossed, but that proved a groundless fear. Although these 

rails areheavy duty size, the jump is easily made. “The hen usually : 

calls them all over the first rail, then the second ruil, A 

couple of minutes is enough for the whole operation. 

The outer side of the railroad embankment is at the river's 

edge, there being only a narrow sloping shoreline covered with
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vegetation, When the water stage is high so that the water extends 

into the weeds, the travel emergency period seems to be over and 

the young family disappears from view; but if the river stage is 

: down and even a narrow band of open beach separates the water from 

cover, then invariably the mother will set out almost at once to 

take her ducklings across the helf mile of open water and rapid 

current to the far shore where sloughs and ponds offer security. ' 

This seems a tremendous undertaking for birds scarcely i 

twenty-four hours old, but the hen uses e@ novel method of assisting 

‘ her babies on the journey, They group tightly around her sides 

and wait and appear to engage their toes in her feathers so they 

are towed along, at least ‘in part. Watching with binoculars, I 

‘often see one or more ducklings fall behind, then the hen slows 

her pace until the laggards, catch up and then away they go as a 

tight group again, : : ; 

; of course, the young are able swimmers and for short moves, 

such as ia normal feeding, they swim on their own, but it seems 

clear that on a ian fociee tity they are assisted in the manner 

described, : 

My estimate of the distance covered in this cross river f 

; trip is three quarters of a mile, as the crow flies, but due to 

the rather strong current, the hen quarters upstream making the 

actual mater distance substantially greater. I have timed several 

broods on this swim and they all take about the same time--twenty 

minutes—-which further corroborates my belief that the female, at 

‘ least in part, tows her babies most of. the way, for it is impossible 

to believe that the day old ducklings are capable of such speed for : 

such a prolonged tripe : 
eS 

eo
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a My wife and daughter have written an account of their 

impressions of the first brood observed through the process of 

. leaving the nest, reaching the river and then crossing to the 

Illinois shore, It makes interesting reading and I am, there- 

fore, repeating it here, : : F ; 

es e TREK OF THE WOOD DUCKS 

5:40 AM. ‘Edith, Jr. reported for duty to watch woodduck 

box. Then Dad and Marmy came over to say good-bye and catch the. 

ie train for New York City. Mother joined in the watch for the exodus ; 

of Box #4 at 6:10 AM. Had bianiet situated on west side of Fern 

Bracken. We didn't check box for fear of delaying chicks leaving 

the nest. At 6:15 AM, the hen returned to nest after feeding. 

It rained last evening and the ground is very damp. Northwest 

wind and weather blustery and slate gray. 6:33 AM we watch the 

Zephyr slide across the railroad bridge. Have a good time in Bee 

: New York, Dad and Marmy. Put Bell and Wally in the house, they 

objected strenuously. - 

’ 6:45 AM hen stuck her head out of the box opening and it 

ceun aed out until she left for good. Stayed frozen, then after 

ahile she began bending her head around and peering at us, the 

sky, the ground. We must have Eetaese her so at 7:40 Mother and 

I moved around to the north side of the Fern Bracken because hen 

was apparently scared to bring its ducklings out. NEWS FLASH:: 

Two womeri laid on blanket for one hour w/o moving and/or talting! 

(Method used to shift position of blanket and watching: Combat 

crawling position with baitneaas between. Mother's rear bumper 

/at half mast, mine flat, while eenegeheine.) . 6 : oy 

es : 5 ‘ ;
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8:00 AM Hen fluttered to ground and walked up to beneath 

tree. Two chicks fell out immediately and the three of them walked 

to the foliage under the Dogwood tree. The Hen made no noise. 

Eight more ducklings tumbled out of the box to the ground, so all : 

ten eggs had hatched and made it out to the open country. Two of ‘ 

the birds hit the limb while falling. They didn't use their wings, 

but just fell out, bounced 3", recuperated in a few seconds and . 

stood around in a bunch at the foot of the Larch. They were very 

alert, with heads held high. Yellow buff breast and front neck 

‘ and gray black head and back. At 8:05 AM all ten had left box 

and Mother started to quack quietly for them to join her. She 

walked up towards them and they wandered § fashion towards her. 

Mother ran for car keys and I sneaked along Bracken staying where ; 

Hen couldn't see ae. Snapped two pictures of ducklings, maybe _ : 

they'll turn out OK. Last seen walking ‘along path toward Churchill 

fence leading to Wéstesi ppt River. 

8:14 AM Mother and I had driven down to switch house by 

Railroad and ran up tracks to Amats bluff. . I ran ahead of Mother ; 

and just as I got below the Chute the Hen appeared. When she saw 

me she acted like a eripple and sertnn South. Then the ducklings 

appeared beside me. So I headed kak Sorte in order to allen the : 

Hen to guide them over the tracks, down the bank and into the rivere 

The ducklings had a difficult time jumping over the railroad tracks. 

s The Hen would walk over the tracks to the river side and one or two 

would follow. Finally three were $till left between the tracks and 

: could not seem to make the final jump. We were praying that no train 

Sonia come. — Hen walked back to the inland side. of the tracks,
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then back out to show her babies how to go over. Finally they 

all made it. There were ten when she. left the nest and seven when 

; she?reached the railroad tracks. and river. We could hear her : 

oe quacking softly to them all the while urging them on wae the : . 

tracks and down the bank towards the river. The Hen could see us 

so she keptwalking South ada so did the chicks as they tried to 

flounder over the 5" steel rails. As soon as they were all over 

the Tooneville Line and going down the river bank we rushed up to 

watch them. Could hear lots of peeping and quiet quacking. 

- 8:35 AM spotted them, the Hen and seven ducklings, in the 

water a few yards pee tn bank. The babies hung onto the Mother's 

wings and tail feathers. Gneveva two pictures, The Hen ended tor 

é the Illinois shore and presumably. her "Area". (Note - no informa- 

tion on this). Twice a chick slipped loose. from the Mother. She 

would stop paddling and slide downstream so it could hook on again. 

The current pushed them Southward swiftly. At 8:46 AM they were | 

about mid-stream. She tried to head upstream as she crossed the 

"Qld Mississippi" but in transit lost 3/4 of a mile to the current. 

They were last seen through ‘the field glasses a few yards from shore 

ie’ North of the,drainage ditch into Carthage Lake. It was 9:00 AM. 

Mother and I wandered back to the car. Saw many Goldflinches, one — 

Indigo Bunting eating blackberries, a Red-breasted Brosbeak (male, 

female and two kids) eating gravel. Looked around for the missing 

three Woodducklings beneath the chute but»no luck. Went back to 

the car and drove home. Got Bell to hunt for the missing babies on 

the bluff with no return. % 

: FINIS 

: \ :
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Wisconsin Conservation Department ae 
Madison 2, Wisconsin aoe we 

All Papers Lb \ 

Madison, Wis.---It is going to be easier to catch yourself a 

mink coat in Wisconsin, 

Effective January 5 and continuing until February 28, mink trap- 

pers in 40 southern and central counties may use water sets for mink 

excenting shat no water set shall be made within 10 feet of any muskrat 

house or muskrat runway, the conservation department says. : 

There is no bag limit. 

The counties in which wet sets may be made are: Adams, Buffalo, 

Calumet, Columbia, Crawford, Dane, Dodge, Dunn, Eau Claire, Fond du 

Lac, Grant, Green, Green Lake, Iowa, Jackson, Jefferson, Juneau, Kenc- 

sha, La Crosse, Lafayette, Marouette, Milwauee, Monroe, Outagamie, 

Ozaukee, Pepin, Pierce, Racine, Richiand, Rock, St. Croix, Sauk, 

Trempealeau, Vernon, Walworth, Washington, Yaukesha, Waupaca, 

Waushara and Winnebago. 

The mink season in all other counties s™.all continue until Feb- 

ruary 28, no bag limit, with dry sets only. 

A water set is defined as any trap set or staked in such a manner 

as to permit the trap or trapped animal to reach water at any point. 

The regulations were approved by the conservation commission to 

permit better utilization of an exceptionally heavy mink crop in the 

counties listed that are causing severe denredations to muskrats, game 

birds and poultry. Wild mink pelt prices are at the highest level 

in years. A 

(  Ma@ison, Wis.---A mallard duck banded on Wisconsin's Sheboygan 

marsh on July 18, 1933, was shot last fall at Rockland, Idaho, after 

successfully dodging shot for 15 successive seasons. 

| The duck was shot by Richard Nelson, Rockland, Idaho, who wrote 

| to W. A. Ozburn of the conservation department's experimental game and 
four tar, Poynette. Mx, Nelson was given the data that he had really 

| bagged an old, old duck. 

oo zpn



DUCK C ar e e ( ) 

A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 

201 Bank of Commerce Chambers, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
June 13, 1917. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
WISCONSIN, Ill. 

c Dear Aldo: 

Copy attached will no doubt be of interest to you. 

Kind personal regards, 

Yours truly, 

BW. Cartwright, 
Chief Naturalist. 

Bic/BM 
Enc. 

To Increase and Perpetuaie the Supply of Ducks



Abstract from a study of existing projects by W.L. Sutton - Mortlach 

And now I'm going to attempt to desoribe an incident which took place 
on Friday morning and I assure you I neither need my eyes nor my head examined. 

I saw a female Mallard with four ducklings coming towards me along the 
edge of the slough north of Campbell's house. A male was following them and 
the female was quite agitated. The male made repeated attempts to tread her 
and succeeded when only about a hundred yards from me, much against the ‘ 
females wishes, A short distance farther on a Coot made several rushes at 
both the female and the ducklings, The male pursued her around the edge of 
the slough and was joined by a second male Mallard and a male Pintail. One 
of the male Mallards again forced the act of copulation. This second treading 
took place well up on shore. The female returned along shore and only had 3 
ducklings with her, She then cut across land toward south slough and I 
approached, hoping to scare away the males, but the female left as well with 
no pretence of injury. I went dow and searched the shoreline for the 
missing duckling but could find no trace. Hence, I can't say whether the 
Coot killed it, whether it got lost or whether it was killed during struggles 
between male and female, The ducklings were rejoined by the female and one 
male end on several subsequent observations the male was still with them but 

eee At no time did the male in any way bother the 
ucklings
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Maveh 9, 1948 

Franz Theodore Stons Laboratory 
Pat-in-Bay,Ohie 

Dear Milton: 

I wead with intense interest your letter to 
Paul Springer. You certainly are getting inte 
thie duck behavior question, and you are very 
generous to let tho rest of us have a look at 
your ideas. I notice you have sent a copy to 
Albert Hochboum, and I am taking the liberty of 
loaning my copy to Bruce Wright, with the request 
thet he return it for ay files. | 

I am sorry to miss seeing you in St. Louis. I 
had te forego the trip on aceountof the recent 
eye trouble. I am doling very well, however, ; 
and expect to be completely out of it before 

With personel regards and thaniding you again 
for your generosity, 

Yours as ever, 

ALepa Alde Leopold
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February 18, 1948 

Mr, Paul Springer 
So ae 
le Grange, I is 

Dear Mrs Springers 
I reeread many times your interesting letter of Febs 11 Peletive to duck vehsvair. 

‘ oie pte gtd Ryan, dummnted Dore Doedigeaed 
itched prefer escaped) me diving was most interesting. I have 

fake ad eedige Seetigrsnivegs thinte tae Sis pease eee te ae lake and rocky, boulder~strewn shores are not conducive to’ eet hl becides whenever the female dives) the mle apparently mistokes ag & desire to copulate and excitedly follows her. Ke can see her plainly in the 
piety riety <omalpaydacndlgembns gos forelagarneny 2 Bon ctor 

until she finally dove, and swam parallel te the shore te opposite the place 
where che usually sneaked through the brush. After she had submerged the drake 

i became suspicious, and when she emerged he arose in the air, so that by the 
time she had crossed the barren beach he was hovering over her and escape 
was impossible. She returned te the water and later escaped by out=flying him. 
In reviewing my notes upon escape I find some evidence to support the theory that escape ie most difficult fer the female early in the season, and becomes 
progressively easier as the season advances. 

Concerning Bisekelallard hybrids. I have no reason to question 
the ability of Bleck-tellerd Fl hybrids to back cross. They do so readily in 
captivity, The fact that most of the hybrids I have seen show only a trace of one species, rather than a more nearly half and half combination ef the P+ 
Fi hybrids, indicates that they are back crosses rather than Fl. During the past hunting season I collected 20 Blacka; 3 showed traces of Mallard blood of which 
& were males. In each ease I did not know that the bird had hybrid blood, but being unable to decide whether they were adult or immature, I shot them, In 

1946 I gathered considerable data upon the fell courtship behavior of « hybrid 

-* ase ceundine Ge E aiptias OF semett beet a AcO.3, ‘ September, T went to the islands near Teronte on the scheduled field trip. The islands have 
® large population of Bleck~mellard hybrids from supposedly wild birds, I 

gathered (maybe incorrectly) that seme of the Mallards were captured elsewhere 
and induced to breed on the islands, Feeding tended to hold the croup tegether even in winter. Many were shot during the hunting season, although in Septexber the birds were very tame. It ms difficult for several of us to find a Black 
or “Mallard which we believed did not have some bleod of the other species in its 
A fow Blacks appeared to be in typical plumage but showed one or more curled 
rump feathers. These birds are readily back crossing. 

Here are some things that I would like to knows 
Have Blacke and Mallarde always crossed as abundantly as we know they do in
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recent years? 

If not, what are the causess 
Is it being fed and becoming tame as did the Toronto birds? 
Does crossing oceur most abundantly on the eastern breeding edge of the Mallard's 
range, and again on the western edge of the Black where the 1 species greatly 
outuumbers the other % 

Dees crogsing oceur wherever the 2 species breed together? 
Can a possible western extension ef the breeding range of the Black since pre- 
Columbian times be a cause? 

On March 28, 1947 I first found a pair of ducks near Chapman's Point,. 
the male of which was a Black, the female a Mallard. The plumage of both seemed 
typical for their respective species. I watched them for 5 weeks, and saw them 
copulate. I was ready to collect the young if she appeared with them, but an 
adverse nesting season resulted in few broods, and the Mellard hen and her 
potential brood never appeardd. Mallards are quite rare as nesting species on 
our island, but are more numerous 4 miles away on the mainland. 

I spent hours watching this pair. It may have been because of 
my too vivid imagination, but I always felt that the pair were somewhat 
incompatible. Often the male would start to court; all would go along alright 
for a while; I would successfully predict the next move as I de with pairs 
of Blacks; but sooner or later something went wrong (and my predicting ego 
was deflated). It reminded me of incompatible couples who really strive to 
be compatible and cant. Occasionally, their specific differences would pop 
out under stress. Once an airplane circled low over the pair. Blacks head 
for open water for safety; Mallards for cover since they are truly marsh birds. 
The result was a futile milling about with the Black trying to forces the 
Mallard toward open water away from shore and she wanted to sneak in the weeds. 
The tension finally became too great, amd the female Mallard flew to shore, 3 
the male Black out over the big water. 

Concerning plumages of hybrids. All of the presumed back 
creeses which I have seen, have been very inconsistent in their plumage. 
One would show the curled rump feather, but no green on the head. Another 
would have much green but no curled feather; another would have the feet 
and bill colors of a Mallard and few green feathers. So far I have seen only 
1 character which all have; the white edging along the distal black bar of 
the speculun, 

Pad cs we t eae Ob des toe coe te 
line and others do note At times I th it might be age or sex, but later 
these were disproved. last fall I began to wonder if the white line was not 
an indication of hybrid blood, and that the white line tended to remain after 
other colors had washed out. One of the first color break-dwwns in second or 
third generation captive Mallards is an inerease of white around the neck. 
In wild drakes this white ring is uniforms in even first generation captive 
birds one can sometimes find a widening of the band. White may be a dominant 
or resistent color. At any rate I believe that all of us should carefully 
examine all Blacks with white line in wing for indication of hybridism. 

I was pleased to learn that your observations en fall 
courtship behavior agree with mine. Since writing the Wilson Bulletin paper 
on courtship I have made more observations and hed a particularly good 
1947 fall season despite fewness of birds. My peak numbers for a day in both 
1944 and 1945 were over 1200 Blacks; in 1946, over 7503 but only 42 in 1947. 
Most of the birds observed during the 1947 fall season were adults and in pairs. 
I observed 4 pairs copulate; one pair under what I would not call a “rather 

warn, sunny day.”



8. Springer 2/18/48 

On Nove 8, 1947 a pair of Blacks alighted in very rough water about 150 
/  teot from my blind, The temperature was about 32°, it was spitting snow and the 

/ waves were 4 feet high where the birds were. Upon alighting in the rough water, 
both birds began head bobbing, a few minutes later the female flattened out, 
the mile mounted by grabbing her roughly ®t the base of the skull. Probably 
because of the high waves the birds did not remain horizontal in the usual 
sopulatery position, but appeared to be forced into a vertical position with 
the posterior halves of each bird submerged, and their open wings beating 
vigorously in order to maintain their position. Attempted copulation continued 
uninterruptedly for 3 minutes, 20 seconds, a time record. As often with fall 
Copulation, and in this case perhaps caused in part by high waves, the act 
appeared to be more vigorous than are spring matings. In spring there is 
much billing and feather streking which may be absent in fall matings. It is hard 

; to understand why 2 birds in fall should attempt to copulate under what I would 
op ew conditions. At any rate, it was not a warm, sunny dey as is usually 

CABSe 

In December I spent an afternoon disouseing duck behavior with Drs Ernst 
Mayr. later he sent me si several paragraphs “in German, written by Heinroth 
(Birds of middle Furope). Heinroth describes fall courtship in the Burepean 
Mallard in detail and quotes Gesener (That guy published on fall courtship in 
1556 /). Heinroth stated (in my translation in which anything can happen) 
"As soon as she has her young, he deserts the female and associates with other 
males. In the fall they come back te the old place (I presume the male territory) 
the 1 s who were mated and again remain together. This 

@ more § e species ‘ook for a new mate and begin courtship 
over againe” As I gee it, both return to the male territory after the moult is 
completed and young reared and reunite, presumably for another year. Now that 
is something I have suspected and would like to see provens I would guess that 
when possible they do rerunite. : : 

I plan to weit.1 or 2 yeare before again publishing on Black Ducks. 
I will then publish a of spring courtship, especially the 
methods used by the female to escape, and his methods of forcing her inte his 
territory, and what happened’1947 when female Fl, the mate of male Ml, would 
fly inte the territery of male M2. I want to gather more data on flock behavior 
and on hybrids. lest fall I became very interested in flock eit One 
aftertioon lest fall I lay for, 2 hours within 100 feet of 22 while they 
fed on land. Most of them were paired and I got a lot of interesting data on 
what happens when one feeding pair OTcenee se and their method of feediggs 

Under separate cowl am send $2 you the reprints you requested 
and some others. ; 

Sincerely, 

Milton B. Travtmn 

ce 

He As Hochbaum 

Je Van Tyne : 

: eye



Waterfowl Folder 

See "Food of the American Merganser (Mereus Merganser 

Américanus) in British Columbia, by J. A. Munro, and W. A. Clemens. 

Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol. XLVI, October 1932, pp. 166-168.



File Diving Ducks 

(Extract from letter from Albert S, van Pulling, Paris Falls, Wis. March 10, 1934.) 

On Feb. 21, 1934, I stopped at Moose River CCC camp, also in our Mineral 
lake District, Post Office, Glidden, Wis., C. L. Barnes, Camp Supt. They 
had a live duck, that lit on a fire break where the men were working, 2 days, 
about, before that, I think Feb. 19. It was still too weak to more than 
stand, but was picking up slowly, and when I saw it on March 6 (I took a 
picture of it then), it could almost fly. Chester Tessendorf, enrolled man 
draughting in the office, is taking care of it. It is apparently an immature 
or (or both) Old Squaw. Its favorite food seems to be raw potatoes and canned 
salmon!! I haven't a scrap of ornithological library here with me, so I'm 
not at all sure of the bird. Tessendorf is going to skin it, if it dies from 
the diabolical diet, Think it will live, however. It prefers its coop in the 
office to being outdoors! But Chet takes it for a walk every day! 

One other point is that another duck lit on the woodpile at Mineral Lake 
Camp, Marengo, Wis., W. G. Wilson, Supt., between Feb. 10 and 15, 1934. That is 
as near as I can fix the dates. It was a fogsy, windy day. The duck died 
and is being stuffed by a Chicago taxidermist, so the evidence is 0.K. ‘hey 
identify it as an 01d Squaw.



Pile: California 
River Ducks } 
Diving Ducks ~~ 

See "Summary of a Record of Duck Shooting on the Suisun Marsh" by Tmerson 
A, Stoner, ‘The Condor, May, 1934, pp. 105-107. 

P. 106, fable showing relative abundance of ducks on the Suisun marsh, 
based on above smmary of ducks killed at the Tule Shooting Club: 

. Teal (Green-winged and Cinnamon) ....sseeeeereees 3005 
Peete VPARMEL) an cccccedasnesenensseveceseenensthe 

Widgeon (Bal.dpate) 6606 cerebonsdesscedesensesouneet 

Spoonbill (Shoveller) POPC COOH H HEHE Hee eH eeEneee 8.9 

Camyame back ccccceceseevesecccasescocewdoreosoes Te2 

Mallard PERO HEHEHE MH EHR HEHEHE HEHEHE EEE 344 

Bladie-Jjack, Blue-bill (Scaup and Ring-neck)..... 3.0 
Bautterball (Bufflehead) eee eeeeeeneereroreeeeee 1.8 

Gadwall SEO ROEH OHHH HEHEHE HEHE ROH HT EHO HEE OH EE > 

Wood Dudek SCORE OTHE HEHEHE HEHEHE HOH OR ORO EEE Py & 

Redhead, Ruddy, Golden~eye and Merganser ......+ sh 
: 100.0 :



Diving Ducks 

CROSS-REFERENCE 

See mimeograph, "An Index to the Food Habits of the American 

Merganser on Michigan Trout Streams and Other Waters," by J. Clark Salyer, 

January 16, 1935. Filed in Predator (Birds) Box.
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WOOD DUCK REFERENCES X 

1. USES BY INDIANS 

a. Food, 
Barrett (1933) p. 386. “The animals' remains that reoresent a large 
part of their food supply aret,.."(2 vertebrates and invertebrates listed 
dneluding) "Wood Duck (six sponsa)" 

bd. Ornaments, i 
Wilson and Bonaparte (1831) p. 203. “Indians. “Among other gaudy 
feathers with which the Indians ornament the calumet or pive of peace, 
the skin of the head and neck of the sumer-duck is frequently seen . 

covering the stem," 

e. Abott (1895) pe Indians. "It idnot strange that the eos Duck should 
have strongly attracted the attention of the Indians. Its wonderous 
beauty naturally appealed to a savage people fond of personal decoration 
and bright colors, They carved the head of this duck in steatite as an 
ornamental smoking-pipe, and we find it aloo moulded in clay in the ela- 
borate pottery of the mound~builders." 

2. USES BY THE WHITH MAY 

ae Food. 
Wileon et al (1931) ». 203 "They are frequent in the markets of Phila~ 
delphia." 

Grinnell (1901) p. 540. “They were nette® in great numbers in Michigan 
for market,!..* , 
Treutman (1940) p. 57. (Ohio) "According to market hunters broods of 
Wood Duck were..,sufficiently abundant before that time (1890) to warrant 
the swamer combing of swampy fields with dogs in order to capture the 
larger ducklings and sdults in the flapper stage," 

Dawson (1923) p. 1799. (Calif.) “Unceasing exposnre to gun~fire has 
brought its min, And for what? Simply that the great American belly 
must be filled..,Becanse its flesh was sapid its bridal array was 
stripped from it and flung on the dump, while its quivering ounce of 
meat went into the pot, The lord of creation has dined = but where is 
the, Wood Duck." 

Hawkins (1940) p. (Wis) “One market hunter,.,recalls a fall about 
1883 when he irilied over a thousand duch and up to 77 in one day. 
Wood ducies were then the most abundant duck,..” 

be Sport. 

' Dawson (1909) p. (Wash-) "It is reported to us on the hichest authority 
that members of certain shooting clubs in Portland obtain the = limit 
(now twenty-five but with recently fifty ducks per day in Oregon) of 

«this species alone during the September shooting." 

: Yorbush (1929) p, (Mass) “Spring shooting brought the species nearly 
to extinction in the carly part of the twentieth century,"



Cooke (1906) p. (General) "So persistently has this species been pur~ — 
sued that in some sections it has been practically experminated." | j 

Ce , 
¢, Ornamental. \ ee 

Wilson et al (1831) p, 203, "“Thia deantiful bird has often been tamed... 
I have seen individuals so tamed in various parts of the union, Oaptain 
Boyer,.., informs me, that about 40 years ago, (Revolutionary “ee 
a Mr, Nathan Nichols..., had a whole yard swarming with summer Beene 
latham says thet they are often kept in Huropean menageries,.," 

Forbush (1929) p. “At that time (early 1900's) there wore said to be 
more Wood Ducks in Belgium than in the United States, a The Belgium 
pigeon and poultry fanciers recognizing the value of the Wood Ducks! 
peerless bearty and the danger of its extinction, tmported them and 
raised them artificially in large numbers and the time came when 
Americans who desired live Wood Ducks were forced to buy them from the 
Belgiuns at exorbitant prices," Wy) 

a, Other uses, 
Hallock (1883) pe “Wood Ducks ares,.priszed for their fine plumes end 
feathers which form quite an article of commercesmm Mo better trout 

; and salmon flies are made than those mumfactured from these feathers," 

3. INDIRECT DRCIMATING FACTORS | 

Yortmsh (1929) py, “No doubt lumbering also had something to do with 
the decrease of this species.) ‘ 

frautman (1540) p.55 “During the early years of the nineteenth century 4 
hunting was probably the major reason for the marked decrease in the . 
number of these ducks. later, during the twentieth century, when hunt=- 
ing ceased to be a factor, the Wood Dusk remained a rare nesting species \ 
because of the almost total absence of suitable nesting sites." i 

|, DATING macro se 
4 

Fisher (1901) p. (General) "this beautiful bird seems to be in danger \ 
of extermination," « 

4 

Cooke (1906) », (General) "She Wood Duck is constantly dimimishing , 
in masbers and soon is likely to be known nly from books or by tradition, 

Grinnell (1901) p, 540. By 1883 - “Then these birds were searce, the | 
onee prolific Michigan lale...no longer paid the netters,.." 

Barrows (1912) p. (Mich) "Twenty years ago it was one of the most 
abundant ducks in the state." 

Kumlien and Hollister (1903), p. 20 (Wis.)"«.,in mich smaller numbers 
than thirty years ago." 

Trautman (1940) p, (Ghio} "Between 1890 and 1900 the mugbers of Wood 
Ducks began to decrease sharply." 

Dawson (1923) p. (Cal) “Reports are unanimous that the Wood Duck... 
was on the verge of extinction by 1913." 

Note: Apparently the decrease started by 1870 or 1280 tut suddenly became 
apparent about 1890, contiming sharply downward during the last decade of the 
19th century.
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PROPOSID LATTER 

Yobrusry 10, 1947 

My, Livingston 2, Osborne 
Conservation Sietian titeoie Departaent 

Dear ifr, Osbornet 

Since you have taken exeevtion te cur resolution sbowt Horseshoe 
tale geest, I want to say that I wrote the resolution, I persuaded 
the Comaiesion te pass {t, and I sugencted tranaaittal of conies to 
our neighbor states. In short, I tale full resvonsibility, and an 
therefore writing you direst, in yorsen, 

Tt seems to me there are two questions, the question of propricties, 
and the question of fects, 1aiall MMsouss then separatelye 

PROPRIRTING 

I dan now see that I wae wrongs in bronching this matter te other 
ceotaaies bur ela see ba median fea ed ee 
spologize sy aa sending a eony 0 3 letter 
states receiving the original resolution, I sim enclose a list 
of these states, should you wish te write then. 

Pacts 

x8 geuat to se that the foltoving deste, ave selevantt (2) the Matory 
Set ae eS (2) the content ef the acres= 
mont, (3) the observance of thé agreement, 

Se Rk Mite Se Late 156 ten Senate Geese ot the Masine 
af have wintered largely at Horseshoe Lake Refuge, Their 
laistory since 1939 4s portrayed in the following fracuents which 7 
have gleaned from my library and ft lest 

Year Wish and Wildlife Genes ALL of "Clubs" ot 
at start of shooFing season Boraeshne 

1980 has sow 7 : 

qa ? ? 

28,000 Stee 

I think these figures without interpretation, sustain my belier that the ileshsalpe! Flyway shone, from 1939 to 1946, had 
steadily declined, ond that the main reason for the decline was the 
@xcesaive kil] at the Horeeshoe Take Olubs, tL ae 
mise of the 1946 agresaent. If you think the cremise is tty, I 
would be glad to hea from you.



The spirit of these clubs, and the degree of law observance vrevelent 
smong thea, is reflected by two incidents, ‘he 9,000 BA11 in 
3948 uyerven a 6,000 lind’ agreed on by you and the Fish ant WAlAiS¢e 
Services, the 6,000 kill in 1945 everran a 5,000 limit sat by the 
Wish and Wildlife Services, these overruns are relevent because these 
Clubs are under your Jorisdiation, aid Wisconsin ie part omer of these 
Zeaae, 

fae sents Mr, Albert Qay asked the ieconaia Comission, in 
v whether Wisconsin would "go along® on a closure of 

Canade Oooso tn the Washastonk Fiyeey Sa 19 provided Tiliaets ould 
disperse the Horseshoe lake Refugo, the objective was clesrly atatedt 
te force these geese to seatter over the sendbers of the lower Miasiaoipnt, 
aa they formerly did, The meons of disversion were lao discussed in 
failt they facluded the use of sirplancs and the cousation of feeding 
on the refuse, ‘the Wisconsin Cowalesion replied they would ao along on 
thio plane 

SBeetruans of thn IE persed Visvonals, wateraliy oeconats oe snr 
who lmows geese would ascume, that if disyersion was te 

de accomplished at all, it wld have to begin with the first arrival 
of the geese in early Oetover, Then I attended the Midwestern Wlidlife 
Conference on Yecenver 5, 1946, I learned from several eye~witnesses 
whe had recently bean at Horseshoe that feeding was then sti11 going 
Oe ee eat rece ee att er a eee ee 
outside the refuge, On my retarn I wrote the resolution to whieh you 
have taken exception, 4 

i have learned since that your representatives ot forseshoe Leke re- 
rates BA i ey ee 
col, es tt eperse the geass, “aa 

request, but it woe either October or early Jovember, 1946. 

My ¢onelusion is that up to mid-Hovesber thers was no effort te dis- 
: parse the refuce geese, 

2 secont your statement that you later sade such an effort, but this 
hardly beers on the question of whether our rewolution was fogtualiy 
sorrect when passed, I alac submit that dlepersion after the geese 
had “settled intent of tue agrees not have carried out 
the original intent of the agreement, h al cow Pe ameesy 

I also note that you now propose « now plan: permanent closure of 
the Horseshoe Leke region, @inee this was not part of the agreement, 
it harkiy seens relevant te the present discussion, 

I realise thst this letter ascumes that the vlan proresed te and 
agreed upon by Yiseonsin was alae agresd te by yous If there ie any 
doubt about that, it ia a matter for you te diseuss with the Fish and 
Wildlife Services, ‘then Myr, tay closed the flyway, we aeaumed his 
yroyosal had been agreed to by youe I am sending him a @dopy of thine =. 

In gumary, I have aduitted an error of provriety, wut I see no error of 
feet, If you think I am in error on the facets, I would be glad to hear 
from yous 

Youre sincerely, 

"a enn AB teem te
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February, 1947 
(Mot for sublication) 

Horsdshoe Lake Regions, Illinois 

(Compiied frou Ayars, J, $, Bonkers of Horseshoe Take, Amor, Forests. Out. 
1946; Zider, ¥. 8, Tupitcations of a Goose Concentration, 11th N, A, Wild~ 
life Conf., 1946, "h1-"l6, and from private corresvondence,) 

Year October Gensus Reported Ginb Estimated Total Percent Total 
KAlL Mortality Mortality 

1999 pe t 12,898 17, 300 35% 
* 

1940 ? 10,017 13,300 ? : 
1941 45,000 6,074 7,500 ie 19h2 a 6,379 8,100 16% 
198 9000 11,162 14, 300 36% 

(1) 19 oe : 7,025 (1) 9,000 (1) 2h 
? 

(2) 19% 26,000 , 54150 (2) 6,000 (2) 236 
25,000 

1946 28,000 closed closed closed 

Aeoren nt Census at maxinm vopilation, ually in lete October 
er most of the geese had errived but before shooting toll ss heavy, 

Pigeres iu breckets represent conflieting counts, prabably made by differ- 
ent observers or at different times. 

Reverted oa Extracted from the bag recorés at "Clubs" required 
by Tilinois state lews. 
“Estimated Total Mortality": Reporte? Club kill, vivo estimeted cripples, i 
plus estimated iil] on Missouri side of River, vluc a fer Milled in Ken~ 
tueky. 

See aera Above divided by October census, Where there 
are two fizures for October census, the larcer is used, a) 

{1} Season limit of 6,000 set by ¥, ¥. 2h. Service. “a 
2) Season limit of 5,000 set by F, W, Lb, Service. :
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(pera d 
The Wisconsin Conservation Commission at its regular —— 

monthly meeting held in La Crosse on Friday, March 15, adopted 

the following resolution: 

RESOLUTION 

The geese of the Mississippi flyway, which formerly 

scattered in waters over the whole lower valley, are now 

largely concentrated on the Horseshoe Lake Refuge in 

Illinois. Here they have been subjected to commercial <-@ 

shooting on surrounding "clubs". The population has been 

reduced by half, and the situation is getting worse yeaxly. 

At the recent North American Wildlife Conference all who 

had personal familiarity with the Horseshoe Lake situation 

agreed on one point: failure to remedy the situation in 

1946 might force the closure of the whole Mississippi valley 

to goose shooting for a period of years. 

These geese have immense value to all of the states 

they fly over, not only for shooting, but more especially 

for the pleasure and interest of all who see them. These 

are Wisconsin geese as well as Illinois geese. We, there- 

fore, feel entitled to express our opinion about the issue 

now presented. 

We urge the United States Fish and Wildlife Service 

and the Illinois Conservation Department to formulate a new 

policy aimed to accomplish two major objectives: 

1. Temporary closure to goose shooting of the 

entire Horseshoe Lake area.



Be 

2. Breaking up the Horseshoe Lake concentration : 

of geese by aircraft, rockets, and other mechanical 

means with a view to reestablishing the normal dispersion 

of geese over their normal range in the lower Mississippi 

Valley. 

jeh ; 
3-18-46
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Memorandum on the 1945 Goose Kill at Horseshoe Lake Ie 

Attention: Dre Tehon 

I expect strong reverberations from the Alexander County 

goose situatione My reasons are given below. 

In 1939, conservation-minded people throughout America 

were stunned by the news that 17,500 geese had been killed in 

the Horseshoe Lake areae Since that time the Fish and Wildlife 

Service and the State Department of Conservation have experi- 

mented with possible ways to bring the kill within reasone The 

daily bag limit has been réduced from five in 1938 to two in 

1945; shooting time from a high of 60 days to a low of 5 days 

and from 9 hours a day to 4 1/2 hours. Restrictions have been 

placed on the spacing of blinds and the number of hunters per 

blind. An unlimited take has given way to a yearly quota. In 

1945 all of these supposed controls against over-shooting were 

applied at one time. Here are the resultss 

1. Opening day's kill in 1945 (noon to 4:30 PeMe 
only) equaled the season's kill for 1938. 

2e It almost doubled any other single day's kill 
On seBBRe Yecerd, 

3. The kill on every one of the five days of shooting 
in 1945 was greater than for any single day in pre- 
vious yearso 

4. The rate of killing in 1945 was 225 per hour as 
compared to 42 per hour in 1939 when everyone was 
so alarmed about the terrible slaughter. 

5-e In 1939, 17,500 geese were removed from a flock 
estimated to be 45,000 strong, a 30 per cent har- 
veste In 1945, 6,000 out of a flock of 25,000 
were ¢liminated, nearly 25 per cent. 

6. The 1945 harvest of 25 per cent was undoubtedly 
more a to the welfare of the Horseshoe 
Lake flo than the 30 per cent kill of 19359 be- 
cause the age and sex ratios in 1945 had been 
thrown out of kilter by excessive shooting every 
year since 1938. Also, the 1945 kill came from a 
population that had slipped from 35,000 in 1974 
to 25,000 in 1945. 

- ji = s : oe OA feo lls: In, Cin Uae daVineled me E Meatn dpi] ol le 4 4 = a CFE ileal "Corfe B fabreelsern 
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I made detailed studies 6f the Horseshoe Lake flock in 

1940 before leaving for the Army. I was amazed this year to 

note the changes in behavior that affect the goosets vulner- 

ability to gunning. The geese have forsaken the comparative 

safety of the river bars in favor of a life of ease on the 

refuge and adjacent fields. Nearly all of the 1945 kill took 

place within half a mile of the refuge boundaries and at no 

time during the hunting season were the geese noted along the 

river. In 1940 the geese used the bars almost as much as the 

refuge . Much of the 1945 kill was made along the east side 

of the refuge (away from the river). In 1940 the east side 

fields seldom were used by the geese, consequently the Fill 

was light. 

In 1940 everyone who knew geese observed that the Horse- 

shoe Lake flock was abnormally tame. But the flock is much 

less wild now than then. This marked degeneration in wari- 

ness was strikingly apparent to me upon my return after five 

year's absence. The birds no longer are terrified by aero- 

planes, and are quite nonchalant about eagles, traps, men and 

even shot gun fire. Some combination of factors has destroyed 

the innate wildness of these geese and they are nelplessto pro= 

tect themselves from the hunter. 

The Horseshoe Lake flock is headed toward certain de- 

struction unless all hunting is stopped in Alexander County. 

Nothing less than complete protection will work so long as the 

refuge is operated as it now is. Of course, closing the season 

will bring howls of rage from the club owners. Why not? They 

have reaped a tidy sum from "selling*geese. They will want a



compromise probably a one bird limit -«but there is no room for 

a compromise. If we do our part for this tottering flock--md 

an important principle governing our entire outlook in wild- 

life conservation is at stake--we can take only one stand, a 

closed goose season in Alexander County. To back this stand it 

is highly important that the goose study be inprint by early fall. 

It is my recommendation that this study be given priority in 

facilitating publication over all other game management projects. 

Arthur S. Hawkins 

Game Technician 

Natural History Survey
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COMMISSIONERS \ : GENERAL HEADQUARTERS 
— 536 NO. HARLEM AVE. 

CLAYTON F. SMITH CUMMINGS SQUARE 
PRESIDENT RIVER FOREST, 

FRANK BOBRYTZKE FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT ILLINOIS 
WILLIAM BUSSE TELEPHONES 

5 ELIZABETH A. CONKEY WIGAN N. ERIERGON OF COOK COUNTY Con uMeU Se oe ort 4470 
PETER FOSCO 

REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL 1c! . KAVANAGH 
Tenn ecan ILLINOIS Pease 

ENERNEY 
Bechgee MILLER Cee eae 

ORGE F. NIXO! GB seo “ 
Aaey g. een : ILLINOIS 

DANIEL RYAN TELEPHONE 
EDWARD M. SNEED FRANKLIN 3000 

JON: ET TRARGRI CHARLES G. SAUERS, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT 

3: December 6, 1945 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

All the geese left Tuesday, December 4 (98 including the 16 
_Canada's which arrived Sunday, December 2). You said this 

ele of szezed departure was important. 

Jedlicka is counting the muskrat houses on all our sloughs. 
Banded 102 ducks yesterday, including 16 blacks, but the 
mallards are still running about 7 males to 1 female. 
Where are the old hens? 

Cordially yours, 

ae 
Superintendent of Conservation 

RM/ah 

cc: Mr. A. S. Hawkins 
Game Technician 
State Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois
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IN REPLY REFER TO \ 

UNITED STATES aie 
we. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ole 

KY FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE Gul i 

NECEDAH NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE < 7 ant ee 

NECEDAH, WISCONSIN wn 

Auge 21, 1945 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 

Madison, 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

We have a residential flock of geese at the Nededah 
National Wildlife Refuge which wes started in 1939. 

Since 1943 the parent flock and young have all been 
flyinge I am not sure how many we now have as they 
are away from the Refuge apart of the time. 

The flock sighted may have been Refuge geese, although 
they do not fly in such a large flock while around the 

: Refugee They are in smaller family flocks while here. 

Any further information I can give will be gladly sub- 

mitted. 

Yours very truly, 

—— 

Burns T. Carter 
Refuge Manager 
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5136 South Kimbark 
Chicago 15, Illinois 
February 27, 1944 

Dear Art and Betty, 

If you have recovered from receiv 
you had better retire to an easy Mice fae the cextaen et this 

lengthy epistle. We certainly have no end of things to catch 
up on and I hope this is the start of a new era which will be 
marked by closer liason between our two forces. 

We were again amazed to learn of 
under such difficult civensahineen, | re is poo er pal page eo 
to hear your statements comcerning the coming realieation of o 
the importance of repeats and we really second the motion. I 
tried fe tie to get this idea across to Hanson while at 
Horse Shoe this fall. I am afraid he is utterly unaware of [] AGH. 
Oe ee oe peene pate wactae particulery amized by his re- | eee 

bands have been put one. oer ee 

Last month the Fish and Wildlife Service had a week of 
meetings and through the efforts of Paul and the Professor I 
was invited for the afternoon of the waterfowl session. You 
would have been eienty pleased to hear the Horse Shoe Lake set- 

up getting both barrels from all directions -- Maurek, Thompson, 

Cottam, May, Paul and myself. It was especially interesting to 

me to realize that everyone there who was either informed or 

interested in the geese was a direct pregse® of Paul's crusading. 

It was very encouraging to note that both the director and the 

assistant director were really the very finest sort. Nothing got 

by them and no one fooled them (this is a lot more than I could 

say of many of the dead timbers I saw there). From Gabrielson's 

statement I believe there is little doubt that some drastic and 

effective measure will be taxen before another slaughter can ensue. 

ye all plugged for an automatic closing of the season when 6,000. 

birds are killed. This seems to be the only solution that is both 

practical and infallible. All the other tamperings with the regu- 

lations have obviously prooved utterly ineffective. 

In rereading your letters I realize how many oP you 

have brought up which I have failed to answer 80 il try to cover 

them now. I got as mich kick out of reading these over as visit- 

ing Horse Shoe and have long cherished the hope that some dey not 

too far off we can return to tackle the details of the goose pro- 

gram together (Nina reminds me that this is four of us!) 

: I believe you have not seen the enclosed pape. of Taverner's, 

and though I need it frequently,I am enclosing it,for I know you 

will be as interested in it as I was and I want you to keep it long 

enough to have a chance to wrestle through the goose measurements
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which I am enclosing. I hope you were able to gather some more 
measurements on your Texas geese. Through studying this paper and 
Kortright's book I believe that you will agree that wintering ; 
geese in Texas mist include typical specimens of the Common or 
Greater Canada, the Lesser Canada and undoubtedly a complete 
series of intergrades. From the list of measurements which you 
sent me last year you were unable to discover a key to the sit- 
uation through ci/men measurements; this, I believe due to the 
fact that you arg dealing with intergrades. Only the one male 
with the culmen measurging 3S inches is clearly referable to 
pe eouinels and the adult e with clilmen measuring 1 3/4 in. 

8 cebtainly an intergrade. All the rest of the measurements of 
male's bills are definitely in the range of B. c. canadensis 
though their weights definitely throw them at the very bottom of 
the range of the weights of this group as indicated by Horse Shoe 
Lake data. The only other usable measure which we have is the 
wing (normal, not extended) since we failed to taxe tarsal mea- 
surements. Your wing measurements indicate that the males are 
the larger bird or in the region of over-lap. But, since the 
wing measurements of the females are ail either in the region of 
overlap or the range of the Lesser, I become suspicious that even 
so sensible a taxonomist as Taverner is sadly lacking in material 
of known age and sex. In other words I think that eventually 
especially in sioply ma turing birds like geese) (where there Is a 
distinct sexual dimorphism sixes keys sed on measurements must 
come to give separate ranges for each age and sex. It seems 
evident that the adult males of a smaller sub-species of goose 
mast overlap in their measurements, the females of another larger 
subspecies. 

Ernst Mayr's new book brings out the interesting sain. 
that the Canada Geese have differentiaZted into many subspecies 

because their breeding populations remain as entities due to the 

fact that they migrate both north and south as families and ’ 

thereby, an entire population returns to its ancestral nesting 

area. Similarly Mallards have not so split up because pair for- 

mation on the wintering ground or during spring migration causes 

a random assortment of populations from different nesting areas. 

Though I have not as yet found any conclusive proof that our goose 

families remain that closly associated I am fully inciined to pelieve 

that it is true. In the near future I will chase down his refer- 

ences and , if necessary, write to him for further proofs. 

We recently bumped into an interesting old publicavion on 

geese by Sergius Alpheraky, origionally published in Russian and 

translated about thirty years ago with the new title "The Geese of 

Europe and Asia". We have'nt had a chance to finish this yet for 

it is available only in the Crerar Librery which is up town, but | 

he has some wonderful dope. 

I believe you are right that geese loose weight in early 

winter but also believe that they gain weight before migration in 

spring; however, I have little to support this (unforturnately 

Hanson will be unable to help here for in spite of my urging, he 

could'nt see the need of taking reweights.) "@cmm'c Cimmartlcis
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(stabts putting on fat 

Blanchard in her big bulliten on the Whit e-crowned Sparrow 
showed that the migratory subspecies”as the pre-nuptial mai is 
a until a 21% weight increase is attained. This sé 

we fat accumiletion is lost during. the northward migration. 
fhe non-migratory subspecies, present on the seme campus, showed 

no such weight gain. 

The gradual progress of the tail molt that we have both 
observed in juvenile geese holds also for the body molt. I 
plucked eae birds last year to discover this and later found 
that Alpheragky stated the same for his species of geese. 

While et Horse Shoe on our week's vacation we concentrated 
on bag inspection and measured all bursae, for the first time. 
We were surprised to find that a goodly per_centage of birds with 
adult tails hed bursae of the same depth as juvenile birds. So 
at last we heve a sure criterion for the two-year-old age group. 
To make certain of this we spent a week-end at Barrington (and 
plan several more) and were abie to get measurements on the bursae 
of male and female geese of one and two year old groups and fur- 
ther were able to show that the bursa did not persist the third 
year. This was qiite a thrilling discovéry for us though it 

certainly was to be expected since Kortmighb has brought out 
that the bursa persists in sane individuals of species that do 

not breed their first year. We found that in a few individuals 
of the 1941 hatch the bursa had completely atrophied and in 

these individuals the oviduct was open. This wes to be expected 

for we know that some of this age group nested last year. It 

is of further interest that Andrews working with Kirkpetrick at 

Purdue induced total atrophy of the bursa by daily injection 
of sex hormones. I performed this same aap ete at Barrington 
a-yearegoslest:summer by implanting pellets I made of pure — 

eryatatine sex hormones. Though we induced complete maturation 

of the penis, cloacal size,toviducal opening, my technique and 

help at that time was inadequate for examining the bursa in live 

birds and , dern it, the geese could'nt be sacrificed. 

I recall that you examined a female last year with a 

closed oviduct but apparently no bursa. This sudeubiedig wae 

a female in her third year, one of the 75% of the population 

that does'nt breed its second year. ‘Though we have not measured 

many of this group at Barrington we have foundya small burse e& 

thee ranging from 4 to 15 itm. they have 

The ability to distingkish the two-year-old age class in 

the bag will, I believe, open an entirely new vista for a 

statistical attack on the meke-up of the population and its turn- 

over at Horse Shoe. 

ugh Swarth showed in 1913 that the number¢g of tail 

feathers ti unreliable as a subspecific diagnostic criterion 

we did not know of thts reference prior to the acquisition of 

considerable data on the point. For your interest I an enclosing
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rough Bistogrems of these data. Again, I believe, they demon- 
strate the importance of being able to group such data by age 
and sex. I fear the odd distribution of juvenile female data | 
indicate insufficient numbers. 

I am sure that, as Paul Smith etna say, I have told you 
all I know twice! As you know I will*eageriy awaiting you re- 
action to these notes. ! 

With our very best regards to you both,



i “ge 
Sarasota,Florida, 0 yee P oe 
January 31,1944, et rate 

oF 
Dear Aldos— do 

That big goose thing started when I was a kid and saw a man 
carrying a pair of them, I never was able to kill geese as big as those I 
saw, Weighing geese became an obsession. I will bet I have weighed more 
Canada geese than any two men alive. In those days opportunities were 
plentiful,especially when they were piled on a dock waiting to go to 
market. I am still weighing every big goose that looks like he might 

top twelve pounds, 

The heaviest goose I ever weighed on reliable scales,went 

12 pounds 14 ounces. A twelve pound goose is 2 big one. I am talking 
about birds shot out of the air that have never lived in a bard yarn. Some 
of these old fellows that have been in captivity will weigh much more. 

When with Burnham in the A.G.A. I wrote a lot about the weight 
of geese in the monthly bulletin that was used by the sporting mags. I 
believe I also ran an article or two in the quarterly Bulletin of the 
Association. These items in the sporting press brought in a lot of data, 

authentic and worthless. Among many others old Capt.Bill “ershon got 
all excited and backed up my contention that there had once been a 
larger Branta Vanadensis. 

This bird made only a partial ee if any. It ranged from 
Central Kansas through Nebraska and South Dakota and into North Dakota. 
It was greyer than our big Canada,a comparatively silent bird and was 
never seen in large flocks. Seventeen and eighteen pound birds seemed to 
be the regular thing. 

Mershon took all the stuff I had written,to-gether with letters 
- he had from shooting friends in that area and went to Dr.Nelson and tried 

to get “elson to establish the "Holland—“ershon" goose, Dr. Nelson talked 
to me about it and said he didn't thing there was enough authentic data 
to estabish a new species:—long since dead. Apparently he talked this 
over with John Phillips,for John wrote me and asked me to send him my 
file on the subject. : 

In the mean timé to keep the subject hot I had Mershon write the 
piece you refer to,which I used in Field & stream. John Phillips 
examined the big mount that Mershbn produced and declared it was nothing 
more than an over stuffed Canada.That ended matters until a number of years 
ago a zgentleman,whose name I have forgotten for the moment,wrote me from 
California,that he was reclassifying the geese and asked if I would send 
him my file on the big goose. 

Later I received letters from hia saying that undoubtedly this 
big goose was a distinct sub-species. He called at the Field and Stream 

’ office after I was out from under that load,and left the file with my 
ex-secretary. This man was in service at the time and on his way over-—seas. 
He said he wanted to see me and would do so when he returned and he 
wished to talk to me about the big goose which he intended to recognize. 

My old secretary asked me if I wanted the file and I told her No." I 

think she sent it to my home anyway. The piece you refer to by Wm.5. 

| Mershon,arpeared in either April or May 1925 Field & Stream. Furthermore, 
deponent sayeth not. cmeghd- 

Goodluck, 2 gi beth. ee
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4 Jamary 19, 194 

Lieutenant Colonel William B. Mershon, Jr. | 
The Cavalry School 
Fort Riley, Kansas 

Dear Colonel Mershon: 

I did not realise you were in military service, and of 
course understand that you can't dig around in old records 
at the present time. 

Yes, indeed, this University would be interested in the 
big goose and especially the passenger pigeons if, for any 
reason, the University of Michigan is not interested. 
However, I know Dr. VanTyne too well to suppose that he 
would decline such an offer, unlese by chance he has 
plenty already. Passenger pigeon skins have a considerable 
monetary value, as you doubtless know, and of course 
seientifically, they are diamonds. 

In accordance with your sug<estion, I am writing Ray Holland 
to see if he can spot the article on big geese. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

3 oe Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Mr. Holland 

= Gets a ti d 

Uwe nite to VOL om Sh Vaut pee: 

thin



LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM B. MERSHON, JR. 
THE CAVALRY SCHOOL 

FORT RILEY, KANSAS 

13 January 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor Leopold: 

When Father died this year it was necessary to close his 
office and the 01d home. I had only a few days away from my 

military duties to effect these changes, and as a result I could 

not give the attention to some of Fether's priceless documents 
that I should have. What records I could lay my hands on I gave 
to the Hoyt Library in Saginaw. The information that you require 
about the big geese must be in Father's correspondence. Father 
had the old-fashioned letterpress method of keeping things, and 
I never did know what he did with his various articles, They are 

probably in letter presses. 

It will be impossible for me to obtain any of this informa- 
tion for you until possibly after the war. I have a stuffed 
specimen of one of these large geese. I wrote Dr. Van Tyne of 
the University of Michigan the other day to see if he wished to 
have it. I also have a pair of passenger pigeons. If the Univer- 
sity of Michigan is not interested in these specimens, ,would you 

. de? 

If I remember correctly, a good deal of the writing in re- 

gard to this big goose was with Ray Hollands of Field and Stream. 

I will keep you in mind and if I ever run into any of this 
data I will send it to you. 

Sincerely, 

Welbon, Werded, 
William B. Mershon, Jr.
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; Jomary 5. 1944 

My. W. 3B. Mershon 
Saginaw, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Mershon: 

fen or fifteen years ago your father published an 
article, I think in some sporteman's magazine, dealing 
with an extinct race of Canada goose once found in 
the Dakotas. He presented old records of weights of 
these geese, some of which he had killed, and projected 
the theory that they were a subspecies that had since 
@isappeared. 

_I am anxious to quote this article, but have been unable 
to loeate 1%. It occurred to me that you might possibly 
heve a collection of your father's mis¢ellansous 
writings, or that you might remember where and when 
this article appeared. If you can give me any light 
as to how to look for it, I will appreciate it very much. 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo 1a 
puctieied of Milne tensed 

Alsh



geese folder — 

For correspondence from Arthur Clark on 

geese which were killed by electrical storm 

in Stone County, Missouri on Nov. 6, 1943, 

see accidents folder.
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5132 Soiith Kimbark : 
Chicago 15, Illinois 

August 23, 1943 

Dear Professor, 

It was mighty good to get Nina back though I'm a:raid you still 

need? her. We are anxious to hear that the leg is better. If the 

physicians remain stumped I hope that they will recommend an 

osteopath. When the X-ray and other clinical means fail in aid- 

ing diagnosis the "rubbin' doctors" (as Happy calls them) some- 

times bring remarkably quick relief. ‘ 

Jim Stevenson (friend of Joe's in the F. and W. S.) loaned me a 

thesis by Glazener on the wintering geese of Texas. It was a good 

survey and I got a good over-all picture from it. Some interestig 

observations“ere: (1) Geese feeding in corn and flax fields 
| often flew one hundred miles for water before late afternoon feed- 

ing began. (2) Airplane disturbance prevented the normal feeding 
flight, necessitated night feeding and increased depredation for 
it rendered frightening methods ineffective. (3) Grass made up 
66% of all material found in gizzards. Most palatable crops are 
harvested before geese arrive. Main damage was to flax and by 
Canadas only. (4) The "Warf" club had 1,200 shooters in 1940 and 
killed 1194 geese. (On a par with Lansden Club!), 

I am enclosing a copy of his tables. These figures don't seem too 
unreasonable to me except for the Blues. How do they look to you? 

Conant's "Reptiles of Ohio” came as a very pleasant surprise. It 
is amazing how extra copies of things keep turning up around your 
office, but darm nice for us. Conant's state déstribution maps 
with inset maps of the species’ continental distribution are the 
most effective I have seen. 

Many thanks for sending down the minutes of the Havana staff meet- 
ing for I did not receive a copy. I see no mention was made of 
Jess Low's leaving for Logan, Utah. His new set-up sounds fine -- 
full time research until after the war when the college again gets 
some wildlife students. 

We are sending Seton's little volume which Nina says you Have not 
read. I was interested to note his clear recognition of mammalian 

territorialism nearly forty years ago. 

Withesincerest hopes for your rapid improvement,



OFFICE OF THE STATION VETERINARIAN [» ?” 
Station Hospital 

Amarillo Field,Texas 

: November 29, 1942. 

Dr». William H. Elder 
* Horseshoe Lake Refuge 

Cache, Illinois 

Dear Bill: 
Many thanks for your detailed summary of Honker weights. In case you 

don't know about them, somewhere in our records are nearly 100 goose weights 
which you did not list in your summary; weights from bag inspections made in 
Decenber 1940 plus a few from the Lilinois Valley. However, the series you sent 
will suffice for comparison with our Pan-handle geese. This comparison is 
interesting: 

Tilinois Geese Panehandle Geese Difference 

Average i/eight(species) 7.71 lbs. 5.55i1bs. 216 lbs. 
" " (gander) 8.28 6.10 2.18 
a " (goose) 7.08 4.95 2.13 

The figures for the Pan-handle are based on 42 specimens examined, 
Differences in weight by age classes are about the same as the differences shown 
above. My average weights may be a bit low ——_— 5 goee pope, inelude about 
four Hutchin's goose weights. Since it sem appearS tha ser Canada Goose 
is about two pounds lighter than the Greater Canada, it might follow that the 
two races are easy to separate but unfortunately they are not (at least based on 
weights alone, I find no overlap in adult weights as between these races ( my 
heaviest adults are lighter than your lightest) but there is a bad overlap among 
juviniles, perhaps due to the fact that some of your minimum weights are from 
races other than the Greater Canada, By the way, that "Hutchins" which you 
recently added to the collection-weight 2/90z.- sounds like a Cackler to me. 

I am rushing this letter to you because it should be pointed out that 
weights alone are insufficient criteria to differentiate between the races of 
the Canada. Perhaps Kortwright has solved the problem I haven't seen his book 
yet- but I'm sure that the figures you quoted from Traverner and Peterson are 
in need of revisionybadly, I hope you will find an opportunity to obtain a good 
series of standard ornithological medsurements before your Illinois season ends. 
If you do, I think we can shed some real light on the Canada goose problem. Since 
the various races of Canada goose have different nesting grounds, migration routes, 
habits etc,, I consider it basic that in studies of the Canada goose the researcher 
should know exactly which race he is dealing with ( there are undoubtedly times 
when two or more races occur in mixtures which might confuse population estinates, 
for example,if your Horseshoe Lake population was a third Lesser Canadas and two- 
thirds Greaters, the kill might well be in the same ratio hence the drain of 
shooting would be divided between two populations in which case a kill of 30,000 
would be less serious than if the entire kill was centered on one population only), 
Remember that one major objective of banding at Horseshoe is to determine if the 
Greater Canada population of the Mississippi Flyway is an entity which is not affect-— 
ed by ups or downs in the Greater Canada population in other flyways. It is as 
important to be sure that we are not confused by intermingled races, That is why 

: i think a little tine spent on race criteria would be well spent. 

Sincerely yours,



September 1942 
Gur. 02d - 

Canada Geese stop at Delta both spring and fall. In the 

fall they feed on the stubble fields, loaf on the lake usually 

well out in open water, on the shore in rough weather. Morning 

flight to stubble leaves at dewn; they come back to the lake 

in mid-morning. Every flight leaves at 4 to 4:30 p.m; they 

come back to the lake in late dusk or after nightfall. The 

flights to the stubble fields always cross at certain passes 

over the wooded ridge. Skunk Creek is one. They may feed in the 

marsh, but I have not found them feeding there. 4 

In spring the Canada Geese push right through Delta. A few stop 

loafing on the lake and feeding on stubble, but most of them pass 

right through without stopping. 

Blue and Lesser Snow Geese stop at Delta in spring only. 

Thus we always have heavy flights over the marsh in migration and 

large congregations which loaf on the lake shore and feed on the stubble. 

The two species are always seen together (blue and snows). Sometimes 

a few Canada Geese are seen on the stubble with blues and snows, but I 

have never seen them flying with the wavies. 

The blue and snow geese usually arrive the first or second week in 

April, remaining until late April or early May. Last year a snow goose 

was shot on the marsh in October and in November 1940, I saw a large 

flock of wavies going south high above the marsh, but they are very 

rare in autumn. 

The Canada Geese usually arrive at Delta in late March, and we see 

flocks passing through throughout April. In autumn they arrive late in 

September and stay on until the lake freezes. 

Albert Hochbaum



Hunting Wild G j oie unting Wi eese Is No Trick At All “ ye 
another blind with Ryal. When we walked aross A wy 

Wild goose hunters in southern Illinoise enjoyed the wheat field there were hundreds of geese ¢ 

some of the best shooting between October 22 flying around the field. Twenty or more hunters 

and October 30 that they have seen in years. who had come out at 7 o’clock already had shot 

Not even the old timers in the Miller City and their limits and left. Just one party was stay- 

Olive Branch area near Horse Shoe lake can ing on to finish out their day’s limit of four each. 

remember such bags of wild geese as have been They left before we finished shooting. 

made this season. The flight of the geese back and forth over the 

One guide with whom we hunted years ago wheat fields and the adjacent corn fields was so 

when the limit was larger and feeding was per- beautiful that it was worth $10 (the cost of a 

mitted, told us that he couldn’t understand the day’s shoot in any southern Illinois goose hunt- 

way the honkers have been pitching into the ing field) just to sit in a blind and watch it. 

wheat and cornfields from morning until night. They came in flocks of 5, 10, and 20 or more. 

He still was a little incoherent about the remark- There were singles, doubles, and all kinds of 

able shooting when he led us to a pit blind and combinations. The birds filled the air with their 

warned that we’d be out with our four geese be- sonorous honkings. 

fore we had time to get well settled in the blind. Fill Bags In Short Time 

Old Guide Was right After watching this unbelievable parade of 

Everything that Paul Ryal, our old guide said the geese for a few minutes we loaded the 12 

about the gabbling geese pouring into the wheat gauge for action. Even though we picked our 

fields from Horse Shoe lake was true. If any- shots to avoid long range bombarding and tried 

thing, he understated the situation. to kill time, it was all over in 50 minutes. Barr 

William V. Haerther of Lake Forest and Lyman and Haerther dropped three out of one small 

Barr of Highland Park, moved into a pit blind flock of four birds to fill their limits. It was then 

not far from us about 8:30 a. m. We slid into only 9:20, but we were through for the day. 

November 5, 1939 

WAKE UP, YOU DUCK AND GOOSE HUNTERS 

Above is a reprnt from the Chicago Tribune, dated November 2, 1939 and writ- 

ten ve Bob Becker. : 
hy is this wholesale commercial gunenier of geese allowed in Illinois? 

The Horseshoe Lake Country that Mr. Becker writes, is the last concentration of 

' Canada Geese in the Middle West. These birds are enticed to that area by Horseshoe Lake 

a wild life refuge, and are killed in the surrounding area in winter aheal fields planted 

there by the commercial shooting clubs of Illinois. 
_ Five years ago live geese decoys were ert in the United States. Up to that 

time the Big Foot and Rock prairies in Walworth and Rock Counties in South Eastern 

Wisconsin were alive with geese. Since ot only an occasional flock of geese 

are seen there. They are now being tempted to Illinois like a magnet. 
When geese decoys were used in these prairies the annual take of geese did not exceed 

500 We season, about the daily bag at present in Illinois. : 

dae his year the U. S. Biological Raney reduced the bag limit on geese from five per day 

o four. 
It’s been five years since decoys have been prohibted aad now the Survey says there is 

no increase in geese so the bag limit is reduced. aeey 

It is impossible to kill geese here without live decoys. That goes not only for Wiscon- 

sin but surrounding states as well, with the exception of Illinois. 

If the prohibition of live g:ese decoys for five years has not increased the son of 

geese in America; what is wrong! They most surely are being killed someplace. e an- 

swer_is—Illinois—as the enclosed clipping verifies. See 
Last year 12 geese were killed on the Big Foot pram in South Eastern Wisconsin. At 

the date of this writing—November 5, 1939—about half that number have been killed. 
Is it any wonder as the sportsmen are turning sour on the Biological Survey, espe- 

cially when they read the aitlele by Bob Becker! z 
This article is not being written in an effort to bring back live goose ose As far as 

we are concerned it would be better if they were never allowed, providing they were not 
being slaughtered, as they are today, in Illinois. 

_ . It.isn’t_ just right for the Northern States, who have always. copes with the U. S. 

Eaogical Survey in their waterfowl program, to be left holding the bag, ‘while Illinois, 

who have fought the Survey for years, is getting the cream of the crop. ‘ 

You will note in the enclosed article by Mr. Becker, that 24 hunters killed the limit of 

Canada geese in less than two hours—that’s 96 geese. : 

_ You will also note that these birds were killed on winter wheat fields. Winter wheat 
is a grain | ean and the Federal Game laws state that it is prohibited to hunt waterfowl 
on areas where grain or their products are left planted, deposited, etc. : 5 

at _,-Perhaps-this-law,-as-it-appears,-was meant for all the states- with the exception of Mi- —-——>— — 

nois. 
Itsn’t it just about time that this commercial slaughter of geese was eee Why 

eee the Survey allow this? Why don’t they step in and stop this slaughter before it is too . 

ate? 
This article is written, as stated before, not in an effort to bring back live geese decoys, 

only in a futile attempt to protest the slaughter of geese in Illinois. 
It is time for the sportsmen and nature lovers to protest this killing. It has already 

gone too far and our patience is becoming exhausted. : : 

Doesn’t it appear that the U. S. Biological Survey is favoring Illinois? If not, why did 

they grant them a 66 day season on killing mud hens, while the rest of the 47 states were 

allowed 45 days. 
oe smells to the high heaven somewhere and it’s about time this stench was 

removed. 
There is no time like the present for action. A letter directly from your club or your- 

self to the Biological Survey would have the greatest effect. 

The Wisconsin Sportsman’s Association, 
Racine, Wisconsin
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1, Freehold, N. J. By Jack Miner 
d ‘for circular 

Was is far harder work for me 
‘ than splitting rails, ditching or pack- 
ing out moose meat, but hearing so many 

, meee. | different stories about the above-mentioned 
pe : F.. | subject I feel it my duty to pass along what 

a, fe |1 actually know about it. As my knowl- 
OO me vege |\edge is personally gathered from New- 

ta 7 3 Nee f | foundland to Alaska and every province of 
mn ee Canada and the great majority of the states 

} RO fp | in the Union, surely I should have some 
. % a @ | idea what I am writing about. 

re cM) During the last twenty-five or thirty 
- a years I have fed hundreds of thousands of 

ing A\ ie 
Sy _ : 

onth— — 
ae 

f its kind ' 2 _ 
° og 2 | 

blished— a} es 

S FROM MY Pe, | 
PFIRES Wy Ay = 

- pe 
\taking panorama of Amer- ||), 7 “2 | 
nd fishing over a period of | |_| : g£ | 
: author, Col. Frank H. : x | 
years of age, lit his first 4 | 

50, when he was ten years a. ) 
the woods. He lit his last / ) | : 

sar, During the intervening | 2 2 oo 5 | 
garters of a century!!!— ||| 7m a. 
turned in a thousand differ. ||) | .— | : 
is continent, and in Africa ||) (¢y9§ a tac _ 
escriptions of the shooting ||| (9 %i) a= 7 | 
the “old days” and of the || (#906 seise. / | 
aditions year by year is not ae ee 
ly interesting, but a most —————— wc 

jcal document. You'll enjoy Jack Miner feeding two whistling swans z 

*t miss it. It begins in the 
wild Canada geese here at my sanctuary 
at Kingsville, Ontario. These birds hatch 

December and mature in far northern Canada. They 

: start congregating here the last of October 

ald ? and would stay all winter if I could afford 

’ to feed them. They don’t average over 8 

tr pounds each when they first arrive from the , 

eam north, but it is surprising how fast they 
will put on flesh. We feed them the very 

Pithis truly great sporting | choicest of American corn, ninety per cent 

Pec he ai daven timely of which is fed on the cob. Each evening | 

irticles, and the usual nine | they tower high and pass over three miles 

\ very splendid issue. of no man’s land and one hundred to five 

hundred shooters. The geese land abouts two ‘ 

miles out in Lake Erie and at night swim 

ysdealer NOW to or fly ashere to the big sand bars, which 

’e a copy for you. _|{are from one-quarter to one-half mile out 
d 4 | and fully two miles long. 

. See ra 4 At daybreak they either swim or fly a 
ear’s sub- ; Wi | short distance into the blue water, then 

gee! | just about sunrise they again tower high 

sci 4 | and string after string are seen passing 
aa. A.” fe, | over this same territory three miles back 

rn Ea ~ to their cafeteria, where they find acres of 

Pei) { | alfalfa and wheat. All of this feeding 

a ' : EP oy © | ground is bordered with an evergreen wind- 
se Pes - break from ten to thirty feet high. Here ‘i 

pee a 4 - ‘4 | they feed, drink, rest and sleep; play and 

ee sia ig | sun themselves contentedly. 
Ia. oe Se. Now and then a few hundreds or a thou-



IOWA BANDED GOOSE Cunnaclen grow 42" KILLED IN FAR NORTH 

A wild goose, crippled by an illegal shot in the spring of 1934, 
nursed back to health and released in April, 1934 at the Municipal Air- 
port lake at Des Moines, carrying a band of the State Conservation Com- 
mission #57, was shot and killed by Joe Trapper at Hannah Bay, Canada, 
on October 10, 1935, according to word just received from Truman 
Michelson, Biologist for the Bureau of American Ethnology who writes 
from Moose Factory, Ontario, Canada. 

4 2K KK 2k 2k 2K 

COMMISSION TO MEET 

The Conservation Commission will hold its next regular meeting at 
the Crescent Beach Inn on Lake Okoboji, Friday, August 28, 1936. 

28 8 2K 6 2K OK OK



New Soils Building 
‘March 12, 1934 

Mr, Manley F, Miner . . 
Kingsville 
Ontario 

I am delighted to hear from you and wish it 
were possible. to accept your kind invitation, 

Ags nearly as I Imow, our committee is. now dis+ 
solved, but I think that Mr. Darling, who has been desig~ 
nated as head of the Biological Survey, thoroughly 
appreciates the fect that not everything that is calied . 
a refuge conserves cane, 

. I hod heard personally sbout three or four of 
your banded geese being killed out of one flock near 
Cairo thie winter, : 

My offictol work for the present is entirely in 
Wisconsin, and much as I would like to, I cannot often he 
get outside the state. A 

: Yours sincerely, 

: 

In Charge, Game Research 

At/vh elk



y 9 yp wort 

MAKING A GARDEN rae C aa HAVE FAITH 

Man ploughs and plants and digs and weeds Canst thou take the barren soil 

oat iia aeeateieeta BTTATATT TTT) mats ee WESTIE TOM TELE, esate 
ican egee a \ os i ho ee eee nd turns the heavy sod. al ingsville, Ontario \‘}) > : sunset colors weave 

es we Canada ae pclae mat perce nat 
—Ipa M, Tuomas Canst thou still thy troubled heart, 

And make all cares and doubt depart 

Thee eee aco iaithtess man, 
@itice nf Manty Forest Miner Have faith in God, He can! 

March 9thg,-1954,. —S, W. McClelland 

Mr. Aldo Leopold. 

Madison, Wisconsine 

My dear Mr. Leopold:- ‘ ig 

Father is overly anxious that if at all possible you 

will try and visit the sanctuary in the parly part of April and if atoll 

possible the other two members of the Committee also. He has just came to 

my office and insisted I write to you at once, because with us having 

tagged 12,000 Canada Geese naturally we have information which at this 
time is really valuable to you and your committee. Information that has 
never been printed and is first hand information written by the men who 

shoot the geese, for illustration dowm around Cairo, Illinois your Federal 

Government has a large Migratory Game Reservee I believe that if is one ; 

of the largest Federal reserves for geese. ‘hat has happened the last few 

years, the farmers owning the land surrounding this big reserve have turned 

their property intSnooting grounds where they have dug pits and sell you 

privileges to shoot from these pits at $10.00 a day, over baited fields and 

live decoys. with the result that on Claude Clinton's farm, there were over 

650 geese killed, on Miller's farm a mile or so away there were over a 

thousand killed, mostly by men from Chicagd and St. Louis, who went there and 

paid there $10.00 a day to shoot. Around this one reserve we know of at 

least three thousand geese that were killed from such pits by men who pay 

$10.00 a day who shot over baited fields and live decoys, this is not 

guess work thisdtacts. 7 

If you will look up the September, October & November 

Sporting magazines such as Field & Stream, Outdoor Life you will find all 

these ments advertisement. Je have not dow#® any shouting about this because 

our idea has been to get in touch with men like you and get such situations 

remedied by either abolishing live decoys and baited ficlds. Or forbidding 

men of wumhing such a slaughter house for commercial purposes or getting the 

Government to feed heavily artifical grain in these sanctuaries. Because 

these birds don't belong to the men who e= happen to own land around the 

Sanctuaries and are able to Commercialize eff of them any more than they do 

you or I living a hundred miles away. Moreover these birds don’t belong to 

the few men who are abk® to pay 510.00 a day, anymore than they do to the 

citizens who are notablee 

I could go on telling you such facts for a week but it 

wouldn't remedy the situation kmowing a few facts like these father wants 

you men if at all possible to come here to our home and see for yourself 

how the birds are cared for here and talk over this whole matter and perhaps 

result that between us all some suggestion can be made which will stop such 

slaughter, These birds I am talking about and being commercialized by the 

farmers, were raised and stayed at least nine months ane cared for in 

Canada, and naturally for such Bhaughter that took place last fall around 

this @@® sanctuary, natuzeally you can understand how it makes Canadians 

feel, You don't have to take our word for it just go and see Claude Clinton 

of Cairo, Illinois, and see his system of getting 310-00 a day, from a hunter. 

TRY AND COME HERE EARLY IN ofiUee SINCERELYe yz , 0 .



— VF 1 shot at Canoes River, south of the Albany River. 
a j 1 shot at Nettichi Creek, a few miles south of the Albany 

River, James Bay. 
. ™! LY x 1 Killed’ at Missanabic (at Trout Lake, 25 miles north of CG. P. 

i: » Me . Railway). 
se oF me, - 1 killed about 20 miles up the Lawabiskau River. 

Om re wl Ne > 1 killed right in front of Moose River Post, James Bay. 
oy ~ NO 1 killed on the shore at the mouth of the Albany River, James 

~~ : Ww Say. 
i | Vv Soe ~~ x ~~ 4 killed at Nettichi, south of the Albany River, James Bay. 

i 4 + ~ . yar 1 killed at Fishing Creek Lake, situated on the north of the 
Albany River, about 50 miles up, James Bay. x - pe B . . ¢ a ~h ¢ . iKilled 60 miles up the Kapiskau River, James’ Bay. 

? \ ns So oT ma Ly ee ws 3 killed about 25 miles up the Canoes River, James Bay. 
ba ee 4 a ‘. ? va. » ss 1 killed on Winnipegomatawa River, James Bay. 

, 2 ay a ey 1 killed on the north channel of the Albany River, James Bay. fe a! ~Y Le: ar. t- XM oe ki 4 <a % 1 killed about 50 miles up the Canoes River, a few miles south 
on bAad be XS ys : bey, of Albany River, James Bay. 

are PQ ee EE oe TE Bae SH 1 killed about 20 miles up the Canoes River, James Bay. 
<1 . ve bi 1 killed about 35 miles up the Albany River, James Bay. 

& 2 killed on the oe River, James Bay. 
c . - - ae 1 recovered about 35 miles up Partridge Creek—a small river 
Puma iS ae ME ge eee Ma running into James Bay just east of Moose River. 

by 4 Rs LN hy ad. 7 es Wine (4. 1 shot near James Bay (Ontario) ; fa SN FD ea? ) ee} r¥ are. 8 cul Egangine (or nae Ay ALA ary ee é, eens : F ee 1 found dead at the mouth of the Saugin (or Saugeen) River, 
hed " sy Ley bk Navy 80 ee: Hg. iH * at in the Abitibi Reserve, on Lake Abitibi. 

Sie Atak easement ae RA Stet a 8 = oe ae Rene 1 shot on the shore of Lake Huron, between Amberley and Kin- 
f Se “3 tail, Huron Co. 

ee 2 killed,—reported by a resident of Moose River, James Bay. 
1 killed at the mouth of the Albany River, James Bay. 
2 shot in - Point Marsh, oor Point Island, Lake Erie. 

woe 7. 5 recovered,—reported by a resident of Moose Factory. 
Geese Rising off one of the Ponds on Miner Sanctuary, 1 found dead on a farm three miles north of Auburn. 

. 2 shot in Sarnia Township, 14% miles south of Lake Huron. 

4400 we tagged. You will note that 224 have been reported — 2 recovered at Kincardine. 
3 3 : - 1 shot at Burlington Bay near the Dundas Sanctuary. 

killed-in Canada while 690 were reported from the United 1 shot in the Marsh of Paddlefoot Syndicate which adjoins that 
7: i of Shepen Marsh along Fish Creek in Malden Township. 

States; with as many from North Carolina as from all 1 captured—reported by a resident of Brigden (R.R. No. 1). : i imiski Island, James Bay. 
of Canada. These facts should cause sportsmen to realize — 2 shot,—reported by a resident of Stayner. 

3 e 1 shot near Moose Factory. 
what the overflow of this sanctuary in Canada means 1 shot at Hennepin Islands, 6 miles west of Blind River, near 
to this generation and the generations that will follow. It 1 killed 12 miles from mouth of Moose River, near James Bay. 

Bao ae 1 shot at Jake River Post, 20 miles north of Moose Factory, 
should make every Christian regardless of church affiliation | James eee Dee 
. . : report Ys St. Joachim. 
interested in spreading the gospel when they see where these 1 killed 3 mites south of Lake st. Marys. ‘ Z > x 2 killed on Akimiski Island (on the northern’ point of the 

gospel messages are being delivered and what they have meant _, Islana) in James Bay. 
to numerous people. If you could read some of the letters we QUEBEC 
have ‘received=from: men who" have accepted Christ; by thawte st Pere eorees vemes 

. “ sys ’ 3 messages carried by these “Fowls of the Air,” you would help — @ fined at tames Bay. OTE®? Tames Bay. 
see-that the-work is perpetuated.and—will not_be stepped for — 7 Mitton cmt sian ot Feds pam James. Bay. 

$. ‘ 1 killed 30 miles north of Rupert House, James Bay. want of financial assistance. 1 killed near Cape dones, (Cape Jones is between Tudson and 
When you have read where between 1915 and January 1, 2 Wied toe een ne ones 

~ 5 BO ra Pe a 4 . 1 shot at Cape Dufferin on the east coast of Hudson Bay. 
1931, these Canada Geese have delivered messages, W hat will 2 “presumably” shot on the coast of James Bay, approximately 

you contribute? It is left with you. Mey SE ee 
The following are the records: peace ea eeneerarmn acces 

ne Peer Saas ee cars 
ss i. ee 

NAMEs oF PLrAces WHERE CANADA GEESE, WHICH CS _ Se 
7 i = ae Se Pe a 

WERE BANDED By JACK MINER, AT KINGSVILLE, ee _ 2 
: r Pe Be Be rr 

Onvt., HAVE BEEN REporTED KILLED From ee : ee oe Ree : Beate ce a 
A eee cinaciii 3 FG RC ee eas. aR a a I915 TO JANUARY TF LOR Ts ee ee 

Pe eNO | 
NEWFOUNDLAND—LABRADOR, 1 killed one mile north east of Desaul- pices inne 3  r—sS 

1 killed at a place called Sabascashieu, niers. peas ae ce em 3 pe Os Be Oe os Feces Be A we 
ee et gituechas of Take Mlviie, 1 Killed on the south side of the A fg 

well toward the head of the lake. bany River. a ee 
1 Hamilton Inlet, Labrador. 1 killed at James Bay, between Moose ee eco Beach aes ease Gere rece ae 

and Albany on the coast. rt oe epee ecu pecs Santen manne ee en 
NEW BRUNSWICK 1 killed on Nomansland Point between a MS ae — HARP Le SE MPI E CRORES 

Peg ae rnc Albany ‘and Moose Rivers. . ... .. 
NORTH WEST TERRITORIES, 1 killed about 15 miles up the Albany Sees peasant eee Esedeke ces ances ania ee ee 

1 killed on the north east point of River from James Bay. ne ‘ s | es Hesse nee ats Pee cept ee 
Charlton Island, James Bay. 1 shot at Willow Beach. ieee es Besvarcic ene tae ce ua nee ee 

11 killed at Belcher Islands, Hudson 1 shot 34 mile north of Kingsbridge, on Fe SS eee lec mse eww ie 
Bay. Fi the Blue Water Highway, Tp. of  =:35seeeeee Ss fee eemans aan Ge ee 

2 killed on Baffin Island. Ashfield, Huron County, about 500 eo ae Bese Bae connie re me 
1 killed on Chariton Island. yards from Lake Huron. ae ae Pe Oe ES See 
1 killed on Twin Islands, James Bay. 1 shot by a resident of Dungannon. Sos eg Pee 
1 killed in the vicinity of Amadjuak, 2 killed at Bushy Tree, Canoes River, a Pee Ca ee Gene enon eae coset 

Post, Baffin Island. south of the Albany River. ee Oe 
1 recovered at Moose River Post, a gf RS Oy Sih ree 

ONTARIO James Bay. — s ae a ee ee 
2 killed at Hannah Bay (of James 1 killed at Chikaney Creek, to the SS ae Be ere mes Ser ine in nicer cores... AS fl ee core 
3 killed at Fort Albany, James Bay. 6 killed at the mouth of the Lawabis- 

: 1 killed about 30 miles west of Moose kau River, James Bay. CANADIAN NATURALIST HONORED 
River, along coast of James Bay. 1 killed at Moose River Post, James 

3 shot in Kwataboa River, about 100 Bay. The above bronze plaque was presented to Jack Miner, well known 
miles from Albany Post, Ontario. 1 killed 45 miles south of Can, Nat. Canadian naturalist, recently, at a meeting of distinguished citizens of Detroit, 

6 killed at the mouth of the Moose Railways, at Fauquier. and is worded: ‘‘To Jack Miner, whose life and deeds have exemplified all the 
River, James Bay. 2 killed on the shore of James Bay, objects of our league, this plaque is respectfully presented by the Detroit 

1 killed at Salt Water Lake, near about 20 miles south of the Albany Chapter, Izaak Walton League, February 28th, 1930." Dr. James W. Inchs, c r 
James Bay (Ontario). River. former Detroit Police Commissioner, made the presentation to Mr. Miner (left).



1shot on the Ottawa River, between 1 killed about 100 miles east of Atlanta in 
; Montreal and Ottawa, 30 miles above Putnam County, Eatonton, on Oconee 

fy ‘ . iver. sous ib ge Vi os ; Note: Out of one hundred and nine (109) 1 killed on the Savannah River, about 
yall WN, Aly Wey ty, ‘ Canada Geese banded from 1915 to 1922 seven miles up from Augusta. 
Sag: ao Vi ep ie . thirty-nine (39) were killed on the east 2 shot on Flint River, Molena. 
ey SR ade ae ee dé side of Hudson and James Bays, prior 1 killed at Atlanta. a Se Be Wie ga to January 19, 1925, 1 Killed at Towns. 
ey. “30a ae Ni We 1 shot in latitude 59.5 and longitude 79.5. 1 killed on the Chattahoochee River, 48 
PE te 1 a Ve 1 killed on St. Lawrence River at Ste. miles west of Atlanta, at Heatchness 

a ee ark i i piles Croix, Lotbiniere County. Ferry. 
at bead eS ey ay 6 Killed in the vicinity of Cape Dufferin, 1 killed on the Flint River, 12 miles south 

tise. agg EE ae ee et Hudson Bay. of Thomaston. : 
ig foca Pae ene Coe cee 3 : 1 killed north of Fort George, James Bay. 1 killed at Artificial Lake above the power 
Met tere, Oh Ske : ag een i pebe 1 ae 170 miles north of the Turgeon loom of the Georgia Power Co., Jackson. 
Aah are ae rae a ees ‘ iver. 1 killed d i y : 
Epa gal" Galles amg Peet aCe 2 killed in the Province of Quebec, 125 i alieai tas Covington; Gaver ee” 
we € 6 202 we of Fe es Se miles from the Ontario boundary line, 1 killed on the Etowah River, Cartersville. 
ce SP eee ee ee 1 2otth of the ‘Transcontinental Railway. 

mci pe rk Sie tee a ns we iilled at Gull Lake, one hundred miles eae 
ho ang 3, hee alla at ae mee # na Senneterre. Sos 

x nares Wes hot i a i i Saas se US SS ee Oe Ge en ee Killed in Mississippi River, near Rey- 
= Pe ee 2 killed at Montmagny. We ce. Militant hs 
_ ee 2 killed at Fort George, James Bay. Heeeuticuae tedamimei ce oe 6 (presumably Canada Geese) presumably les, caaierscin, see OS Be 4 : ee ee kil fi i r . : _ : ee Ce. Rueda By Usitimos in the Great Whale 4 \itled at the Mississippi River, close to 

- a 27 recovered,—reported_ by residents of 9 pHePes. 
oo a Fort George, James Bay. SEH oe eaten 
ee . & os Several killed on the east coast of pee St Greod ower me 3 oe Hudson Bay. 2 killed on Horse Shoe Lake, near Cairo. 
oe is » _ Note: Out of approximately four hundred 7 Killed in wheat field - about 1% | miles 
a Ps by ia (400) Canada Geese banded from 1922 to ee ee 
5 S 1924 thirty (30) were shot on the east ee Ot Ceri er Cain, tn 

. side of Hudson and James Bays prior ee oe wih ‘ oy mre eae 2 killed at Hunting Club in Miller City. 
io CC 1 shot in latitude 58.15 and longitude 78. + Killed on a sand bar in Mississippi River 

. : 3 co 2 killed near Makamick. ... oe 
BE ec — _ IMkilled! ion, the (coast of James’ Bay, 10) 07 Fe Chu Zar jadjoining Horse} Shoe 
ees oe pes miles north of East Main a De a oie Rew 6 Best Main. 1 shot at the David Wicker Hunting Club 

eas So eee A few killed Bay. tensa on, 
". oe ec ‘mi, Jem ~ a James Bay, approximately fifty miles sissippi River, near Miller City, Illinois. 

ee eS Se south of Fort George. FER ane Crom Bache. Sane ee 5 killed on the coast of Hudson Bay near} Killed by a resident of Oblong. 
EERE RR Great Whale River. ae eee in esners County: 
Bee ye SW ee 1 shot a few miles south of Hudson Bay } , captured” by a resident of Wolf Lake. OO ae engt o few, miles -couth ok Hulse! 1 killed by a resident of Carlyle. _ 

Sat a 1 killed at Comb, Hills, 4 point on the  * ,wed)08 @ sand bar in the Mississippi yA ar ge eee Eiled: or, Comb ili 8 pont on the River, near the mouth of the Ohio River. 
ee ota A gouth of Hudson’s Bay Company, Fort eae eet 

eorge. S “ 
eal i 11 shot in the vicinity of Hast Main, James + Aule# on the Miramel Bar in the Missis- 

Se SG oe i Bey: RnAnARER Girardeau, “Missour', and Grand Tower, 
aon 4 ee ee i eae ee eee 1 killed,—reported by a resident of Rock- 1 killed by a resident of Valmeyer. 

eg eT re 1 “captured in-a crippled condition’ on the 
ie gr oa.) Le c ” ; Rise en coe i aren River, near Cairo, Illinois. 
ee ee 1 Killed on the Chattahoochee River, sixty 1 sabe wane Fooneen 5 SO | miles north of the Florida Line, on the 1 Killed on the Ohio River, four miles eee es ae Sa a ne between Georgia and Alabama. He Brsolport. 

.  —_— is, ra ee ‘Maantene 1 killed on the Hamburg Farm in Union 

Coe Ge, ae. “ " 1 Killed by a resident of Grand Lake. 1 killed,—reported by a res. of Jonesboro. 
ee a ee oo LS cae a ae pea ete illed on the Arkansas River, 25 miles led on a sand bar in the Mississippi 

2 oo 8 ee eae Bis ik ee meta south east of Little Rock. River, near Cairo. tia Doe i te eee See eee ee eee 1 killed on the Mississippi River near Os- 1 Killed at Newton. 
nama ; a Peole: 1 recovered by a resident of Clay Cit; . : e iden y City. 

E ‘ ~~ LY + 1 killed on a sand bar in the Mississippi 1 killed,—reported by a res.of New Haven. 
x , Rivers near andabre: 1 found’ dead by a resident of Cairo. 

a a» ~~ w 1 recovered on the Mississippi River,— 1 shot by a resident of Catlin. : ; > feported by a resident of Osceola. 1 killed on a sand bar in the Mississippi 
me af v . 1 River—reported by a resident of Cairo. 

~— <a> wy ELAWARE ed at Fayville on the Mississippi 
Re wae ~ ~t 1 killed,—reported by a resident of Frank- , Pivot Near Cairo. 

uv = ~oar 4 ST \ ford, about three miles from the Mary- } fired at Clay City. 
: NA pe a ; land boundary line near Fenwicks Is- PIES ael on eee an ooeine” ak, Se as va eS ws tid Cento: ton Township, Washington County. oF ‘ «a wr Oe 1 killed reported by a resident of 2 Killed.—reported by res. of Okawville. 

- ne f& Pe a Ng oN Bins : 2 uted anor by a res. of Vandalia. 
Ye ON ao aa ae ad deel 3 aa 1 captured,— 7 ee eco) apse dunt, Stee Ported by a resident of 4 \itled at the Burnham Island Hunting 

meee ne ee 1 killed or taken at Frankford. SER Gao ae an SOP NG aT Ee EOS Lg SE ee sg 1 killed at Millsboro. Me bane nine ee " ay ToT eN Pe a f eR he qe c vrank. 1 Killed on the east side of Little Wabash 
= Ve Aas at SUN aa Be ite Ls ene * Pe ree nSia es vere a x , River, probably 1% miles 8. of, Emma. 
a ae =) 8 a? Acne seed ok OC ed about 10 miles north of Cairo. 

lo Bay», Delaware 1 recovered, —reported by a resident of 
FLORIDA igway, rollaten ounty, oute 7. 

1 guptured reported by resident of 1 killed on or near the Mississippi River, 
Saint Marks. 3 kill i . : : d killed, reported ‘byyarresident of Saints 4 ned ar waneen eeiianin dear RIGeeR 

Bird Life on the Miner Sanctuary. Marks. 1 shot tisar the Horse Bios, Lake’ Game 
1 shot on Goose Island, off Florida coast. Preserve: Olive! Branch “ain 

led on St. George Island. ¢ d rs 4 Aluminum tags contain- _—‘1 killed at Apalachicola. Sie eee eke 
Me ee hay) eo >> ing Jack Miner's post- 1 killed at St. Marks. 1 killed, =-reported ti atree. of Dw Quoin: 
Fed poate ae office address which are 1 shot at Lake Miccosukee, Leon County. 1 killed’ at Horse Shoe Lake near Miller och ont ri Placed on legs of birds, City. 

. Lem" 2 tS o study their migration GEORGIA 1 killed near Cairo( on the Mississippi R. 
bye a& % ae as , ae route. On opposite side 1 found dead on Oconee River, six miles 1 killed at Benton Sauer eee ‘ad Wars; fe of tag is placed a north of Milledgeville. i 3 killed at same time near Mt. Carmel, 
fe, Ot Bsa ys) verse of Scripture, Jack 1 killed on Coosawattee River bottom ‘Wabash County. 
PA bs eee =¢ ae pane VSI 2 lands, about seven miles north east of 1 Killed at Harvey, near Horse Shoe Lake. et ‘ ae | spreading the gospel to Calhoun, Gordon County. 1 killed on the east side of the Mississippi 
a Tig foeth who take fegs't) 1 Killed in a swamp near the waterworks | River, 40 miles above Cairo. 

é td ee md at ens. led at a place about 14 miles north 
Missionaries for inter- 1 killed in the Coosawattee River in Gil- west of Cairo. 
retation. DP . mer County. 1 killed near Miller City.
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1 recovered—reported by res. Stumpy. between Calhoun Falls and Elberton, 
h 1 v'\ POuR* > fae eae 1 shot at Point Harbor Surrituck s 2 Georgia. cane ay 4. 

B l rs , i Ma 2 killed in Currituck Sound—reporte shot on the Wateree River between 
a gee KK yoy’ ae by res. of Corolla Island, Corolla. Sumter and Camden (Reported five 
(5) a y i oS 1 killed at Bertha, Currituck Sound. times by different people). 

9); be oaurtoBN C 1 killed in Pamlico Sound—reported by 1 killed at Abbeville. 
Re ‘ ee + ; g a resident of Ransomville. 1 killed on an Island in the Savannah 
ee cou | y) ie o Z 1 killed at Attamashaw. _ River near Mt. Carmel, a small sta- 

vay? I NeM\ ! CANA DA da 2 killed near Grandy, Currituck Co. | tion on the C. & W. C. Railway, be- 
aie i ie on a) ‘ fis mw 1 killed in Currituck Sound between 2 tween Anderson and Augusta, Ga. 
Bek ie km WIN 9) \ io club houses, Narrows Island and 1 killed in the swamps of the Santee 
Bereta | mee NS Q ‘ oveorr gf \. Currituck, about three miles from River, about 25 miles e. of Camden. 
is a aie RE I : i J ar Poplar Branch. 1 killed’ on the Wateree River, 12 miles 

. retin acs ‘ va Soames 1 shot in Currituck Sound near Curri- from Ridgeway. 
P32 MONTANA | paxon( 5): eR oN ose \ tuck Lighthouse. 1 killed—reported by res. of Ridgeway. 
b. a Vas pmaizforal SS / % i 1 shot in Currituck Sound just opposite 1 killed on Catawba, upper S. Carolina. 
Se LS pHa Sef : aN > he rye Jarvisburg, 17 miles n, Kitty Hawk. 1 killed in South Carolina. 

Ons YT 89 2) GSD wee Nes eaten 1 killed on Pamlico River, 18 miles be- 1 killed on ite Bae aivee between 
(97 T SS Sj GE mmagy ORK (aig low Washington. reat Falls and Camden. 
Sh dine Pe aae ini e. (4 ae SNCS LF Sate = ae 1 shot in Currituck Sound—reported by 1 killed in Wateree River near Lugoff. 
1 We UNNI E D NRK E20) thew a resident of Wilmington. di 1 killed—reported by res. of Blaney. 
1 Ne e ipwa isc PY eA NEW 2 killed in Currituck Sound at Jarvis- 1 killed on Tiger River, in Union Co. 
LRG — | weprasua Ue eee Lif LN ie aesey burg. i killed beside the Wateree River. 

Socunnye gt 7 ENA Ss q 2 killed at Narrows Island Club, Pop- 1 shot at a club in South Carolina. 
uTaAH | Yp ome Lb. em HRN ODay ie{3) @) lar Branch. 1 killed—reported by res. Liberty Hill. 

nggtenin ae! A\WB Ltt \\ 6) AY. Del. 2 killed at Mackay Island. 1 shot in Beaver Creek sec., Kershaw. 
ON TANS i eeenactn Ne accual SEK22) \AkSs = 1 shot in Currituck Sound—reported by 1 killed on the Wateree River, 18 miles 
fi OF SITATES ys prey’ \\_.-— eA a_resident of Greenville. east of Winnsboro. 
icant ak iaemet pe Ps esree foie ME hs EAS (3) Jf Ly — 5) Varorn: Oy 2 killed near Duck, 30 miles south of 1 shot ‘in an oat field at Jacksonboro. 

feast APs LAL LTT Jog [7 \ Yee” the Virginia line. 1 killed on Broad River near Columbia, 
ae i joKLAHOMA JA13) eae ee & 1 killed on Currituck Sound—reported Richland County. - 5 

bowa | pew ij i Nias) tN fat ces, N by a resident of Scranton. 1 killed—reported by res. Darlington. 
1 MEXICO j Ne Q x (6) \@ Y & 1 killed on Currituck Sound—reported 1 shot in South Carolina. 
i i S/O \ Sw © 5 by a resident of Charlotte. 1 shot at Mount Pleasant in Charles- 

: i ref 2 /\ssaw, R v 1 killed on Currituck Sound—reported ton Harbour, at mouth Shem Creek. 
Hee Sie Gael qd) i 2) i i y by a resident of Elkin. 1 killed on the Catawba River, 10 miles 

Peeler Paisrexas 4 (9): ee a aN ie 1 taken in Currituck Sound—reported above Camden. 
\ pousaNn a are 4 . by a resident of Raleigh. 1 killed at Ridgeway. 

Hi SE Om 1 killed at Rodanthe. 
LO wy Be 1 captured at Colington. TENNESSEE 

Pros - A piled pt Menone, 1 killed at Kenton. 
3 (3) SFr. ee tub, Currie 1 Killed four miles west of Kenton. 

( ie Dd rite. 1 pace ae Penny Hill Club, Curri- 4 jitled on a sand bar of the Missis- 
y oye " e sippi River, rep. by res. Tiptonville. 

¢ os eo 1 killed—reported by resident of Bath. 4 \illed on Darnell Bar in Miss. River, 
i ae pn eae” about two miles from Tiptonville. 

Map shows where Mallard Ducks tagged between 1909-1915 at Jack Miner's Bird TEhot about 12 tulles South of Manteo, 9 Killed—reported by resident “of Polk. 
Sanctuary were killed. What earlier records are there re migration of ducks? Thus Roanoke island, ‘and’ east of Bodie, bfecpvered: at Chapel ill. |" 
the Sanctuary is the pioneer in tagging ducks on the continent to any great extent. Sere iaitnodde.' aboureea? tiles killed—reported | by 
Now hundreds of people are tagging thousands of ducks. north of Cape Hatteras Lighthouse.  , Castalian Springs. 

a ee a eg iinet aries eee gt ified) ‘near Marteolon the preserve < aaatcauateasianesb 
of Mr. W. J. Day, adjacent to the  { Iuiegd at Gerre Gordo. 

NORTH CAROLINA 1 killed on the Reedy Fork River. - Bodie Island Club. 1 Ellicd sab souneonsOlery 
i e 1 killed on Pamlico Sound at Big Por- 1 killed on the North River in Curri- 1 Killed’ om Milastadippr aktiven;-thires 

1 killed at Crane’s Hunting Lodge, on Le Ce oo Xilled on, Mississippi Rive 

Currttyck Sound. as comb Tc airaaha= wie aaah eotts 1 killed_on Gull Shoal near Hatteras _, 70s West OF y 
1 killed at Ocracoke, Hyde County. iS Light. t. > 

1crippled, caught alive in Carrituck Sd. 1 shot at Lake (Madam) Mattamus-  , kiled in the Southern part of the 1 shot on the Big) Tennessee River, 50 
3 killed on the Pee Dee River, Montgomery keet, Hyde County. : Sovan, oiee Ge Devidecn: Gaunt 1 Milles above’ Chattanooga. 
County. 1 Killed at the east side of Currituck 4 fond at Norwood. shot along. the Tenness ; 

2 killed at Lake Landing. Sound at a point about a mile from  { jited near ‘Bodie Island Lighthouse. ., miles j Chattanooga, ag 
1 killed at Waterlily in Carrituck County. the lighthouse about half way down —} {itled in North Carolina. ied on Piney Creek, 
1 killed in Currituck Sound, 9 miles south the sound. from Spring City. 

of the Virginia line. 1 killed—reported by res. of Fairfield. NORTH DAKOTA VIRGINA 
1 killed at Chaplins Bluff, Currituck Co. 1 killed in Carrituck Sd. near Aydlett. 1 recovered in North Dakota. ae cinni, poll oe 
1 killed on the Roanoke River. 2 killed in Crain's Shooting Club, Car- aan fee ae Se ee 
81 killed at Lake Mattamuskeet. rituek Sound. . Of i 
1 killed—reported by res. of Woodleigh. 4 killed in Grandy. 1 found dead 1% miles south of Lake 1 found just north’ of Tangier’ Island, 
1 killed—reported by res. Poplar Branch. 1 killed at Harbinger, Carrituck Sd. piercer: 1 Cnpsspeake Bay. ck shootin 
1*shot near Oyster Creek, Currituck Sd. 1 killed at Spomtsmen’s Home on the 4 shot—reported by res. of Curtice. Killed at the is 
3 killed at Rose Bay, Hyde County. eastern side of Carrituck Sound. 1 killed one mile north of Coldwater.  , Club, Cape Henry. 
J shot—reported by res. Blizabeth City. 1 shipped from North Carolina to 4 killed on farm just out of Columbus. Killed about 12 miles helow Freder- 
1 killed on the Monkey Island Gunning Stratton, Colorado. dT Chok eeo neat fel orthe Grand ieksburg on the west, side of | 

Property, Currituck Sound. 1 shot at Gull Shoals Club in Gull Is- Faceeenic: “Mercen Oouney Rappahannock River, Caroline Co. 
1 shot in North Carolina—reported by a land, Pamlico Sound (about 40 miles 9 jailed on’ Grand Reservoir in Celina. Mote: ‘Two banded, géeso stayed at a 

resident of Pottstown, Pennsylvania. north of Cape Hatteras). SHOE On ae pamtncne ihe ate Marys place about eight miles from Cape 
1 killed at Deep Bay, Swan Island Point, 3 Killed—reported, by res. of Grandy. Reservoir in Auglaize County, | Charles —reported by 

Hyde County. resident of Jennings wrote to Mr. = 4 captured about six miles south o! h 
1 killed in Indian Creek, a tributary to Miner telling him she had received Lake St. Marys. 1 killed at Kittywan Club on James R. 

Currituck Sound, Currituck County, N. his address in an amusing way 1 shot at Lake St. Marys. 2 i Ried on Ghoritone Spree . 

Carolina. (band?). 1 shot—reported by resident of Celina. tg ee eee eee a oee of Norfolk 
1 shot at Clevis, Floating Island, Wills 1 killed—reported res. Poplar Branch. ‘A resident of New Bremen reports 4 jer ee ee ae ie 

Bay, Currituck Sound. 1 killed at Porpoise Point. ‘“ephese geese were killed November S eeeored near en le 

2 shot off Carners Island, Currituck Sd. 1 killed—reported by a resident of 11, 1930." (does not state how many). 1 Tegovered near Danville. 
1 killed on the Pamlico Sound, 20 miles Stumpy Point, Dare County. 1 kdiied at St. Marys. Killed’ 

south of Roanoke Island. killed at Pea Island, Dare y. qT eantised near ithe (ered cReservolr, ille. ' 
1 killed in Currituck Sound, opposite Curri- 1 killed in the mouth of Rose Bay, Pein cide of Bt eMarga ands Galina. 1 Kdllled—reported by a resident of 

tuck Beach Light. Hyde County. 1 captured at Lake St. Marys. i niens agen, eal paalieaitns 

1 killed at Goose Point, Currituck Sd. 1 shot—reported by res. of Englehard. 4 shot near Milan. killed on the Hopyard jon, the 
42 killed in Currituck Sound. 1 killed in Carrituck Sound—reported  { shot just. above Higginsport, on north side of the Rappahannock River 
2 killed—reported by residents of Powell's by a resident of Jarvisburg. Ohio River. : fr fiefs oor County, sayantclb 

Point, Currituck County. 1 killed on Currituck Sound near 1 killed in Muskingum River, Cones- miles ceed a oe eerie) ae 

1 found dead on beach of Mackay Island. Jarvisburg. ; : File, eCostocton Coutity: 1 shot at andy Bay which is part o: 

1 killed—reported by res. of Fairfield. 1 killed—reported by a resident of 4 {iNed at a place near Celina. er ee a BN 
1 shot on Currituck Sound just off from Salvo, Dare County. Su 1 killed on the south side of St. Marys 1 oe ae re ite leys Islan ut 1s 

Currituck Courthouse. 2 killed at Kitty Hawk Bay, Kitty Reservoir. ‘ se : ac hea Pelee huis 

4 killed at Poplar Branch. Hawk. ae ; 1 found dead at Lake St. Marys, Aus. 1 killed—reported by resident of Galax, 
2 killed at Bluff Bay. 1 killed on the Pamlico River, 6 miles Taize and Mercer County, about 120 1 killed on the Rappahannock River, | 
1 killed in Currituck County. from Bath. . miles from Toledo, South Ohio. a le oe Be es ene 

1 killed in Brock Bay. 10 killed at the Currituck Shooting 4 Shot--reported by res. New Bremen. appahannock River—repy y 
1 killed—reported by res. Knotts Tsland. Club, Currituck Sound. = T ahot cde caliainorthr a Grande neeer= resident of Tappahannock. ok 
1 Killed in Bailey's Island Bay, Currituck 1 killed—reported by res. Ansonville. voir (Lake St. Marys), Celina, Ohio. 1 Killed enn tia deren iver nent sort 
County. 4 Killed on Knotts Island. i Willesden a: ponds ab Wavette Contity; Fowhattan betwee y 

1 killed on Currituck Sound near Grandy. 1 killed on the High Rock Lake in Gentral Ohio, near Washington Court. , Falrmoutns 
1 killed—reported by res. Poplar Branch. Rowan County. ce house. Ri jer eae beck. email 

1 killed near Lafayette. 1 killed in Currituck Sound, about 15 PENNSYLVANIA iver opposite City Point, a small 
1captured at the Harbor Island Duck miles below Currituck Court. aN town about 20 miles from Richmond. 

Club at the Junction of Cove and Pam- 5 killed at New Holland. 1 reported by res. of Chaneysville. 1 killed—reported by res. of Munden. 
lico Sounds. I shot in the marshes off the Town of 1 shot in a corn field at Muir, Schuy- 1 found crippled on the South Shenan- 

$ killed—reported by residents of Grandy. Fairfield. kill County. doah River near the joining of the 
1 killed on Great Shoal, Dare County. 15 killed at Pine Island Club, Poplar Genel beoaas north and sou enandoah Rivers, 

reed; shallows 0: Long ranch. = e le 

1 eral at the mouth of Alligator River, 2 killed at Upper Currituck Sound. 1 killed on the Savannah River, about 1 killed on the James River, off the 
some 30 miles south of Norfolk, Va. 1 killed in Pamlico Sound just inside three miles from Calhoun Falls, near shore from Westover, Charles City 

1 killed in Richmond County. Cape Hatteras, the seaboard airline railway trestle County, 24 miles from Richmond.
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Cc. E. HOLMES H. L. RUSSELL, DEAN AND DIRECTOR ponder 
G. E. ANNIN } 

ae September 21, 1931. A 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

404 University Ave. Nat'l. Bank Bldg., 
Medison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: ; 

Gled to get your letter of September 14th, and 
the reference from Mr. E. A. Quarles. 

I have raised quite a good many wild geese 
and we never yet had a wild goose female lay at one year 
of age, but the males will often apparently mate at one 

year. I am quite positive that young year old wild turkey 

males would probably mate if given the opportunity, because 
they hold right down through all of our poultry that the 
male has a tendency to be sexually active before the female. 
Consequently, I am quite sure that these observations that 
you have are not based on possibilities but upon what 

actually happens, the young male being immature is driven 

away from the female, in my opinion. 

I know that the same thing happens with wild 
cattle. The young males are driven out of the herd and it 
is the same thing, of course, with wild horses. Young males 

are driven away from the females so that a writer would say 
that the young males do not mate. The reason that they do 

not mate is because the old males drive them away and not 
because they are especially inactive. I believe that if you 
will trace this down you will find the same thing probably 
holds for wild turkeys. 

Yours very truly, 

JGH:B / Professor/of Poultry Husbandry.



Geese 

Massachusetts 

GROSS REXERENCE 

Phillips, J. C. 1932. Fluctuation in numbers of the Eastern Brant Goose. 

fuk, Vol. XLIX, October 1932, pp. ‘45-53. :



, : Waterfowl 

Rhus Gproe 

: Cross Reference 

"The Blue Goose in its Winter Home," by EB. A. McIlhenny. ‘The Auk, Vol. XLIX, 
No. 3, duly 1932, 279-306. 

\



| Cartwright, B.¥. "Wild Geese Killed by Lightning" Canadian 

Field Naturalist Vol XLVII No 4(April 1933) pp72-73. 

Witnessed 52 Lesser Snow and Blue geese fall from sky near 

Elgin Mani bebe. »April 22,1932.’ 

i { 

)



Canada Goose folder 
Trempealeem Co, 

June 17, 1936: Ray Steele saw S Canada geese decoy to pinioned birds on 
Trempealeau Refuge on June 7, 1936, Latest record for wild geese on Upper 

Mississippi Refuge, 

Flock aleo seen flying near Whitman dam at Cochran--probably same birds. 

AVL.



Canada Goons,“ is 
Predation folder 

CROSS REFERENCE : 

See "Ring-billed Gull Killed by a Canada Goose," ‘The Condor, 

Vol. XXXVII, No. 2, March-April, 1935, p. 79.



‘ River Ducks folder 
Goose folder ~~ 

Cross-Reference — 

See “Recent Developments in Waterfowl Conservation in Eastern Canada 

(Zel Grass Situation)" by Harrison 7. Lewis, Canadian Pield-Naturalist, 

Vol. XLVIII, No. 2, February, 1934, pp. 25-26.



Canada goose 

CROSS REFERENCE 

Article, "Status of the Canada Goose in California," by James Moffitt, a 

filed in California folder. Calif. Fish & Game, Jamary, 1931, pp. 20-26.
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Herre Lighten, beta Preguert Gaur 

Beginning early in February and extending into March, there are 
extensive migrations of geese through eastern Nebraska. The species 
inelude the Lesser Snow Goose, Chen hyperborea perborea, (possibly 
also the Greater Snow Goose, Chen Hyper orea i: the Blue 
g@oosé, Chen caerulescens, the Cackling Goose, Branta canadensis minima, 
and the Canada Goosé,Branta canadensis. The Canada Goose comes earliést 
in the season and usually stops Only momentarily, while the other specie 
frequently remain in the vicinity of the Platte River for several 
weeks. The Blue and Snow Geese are most abundant, flying often in 
mixed bands of irregular formation, the dark slate-colored geese i 
standing out in striking contrast bo the white birds. Of the light 
and dark species, the Snow Geese are much more abundant, and I have 
seen areas of several acres in extent, literally white with their 
numbers(1931). The Blue and Snow Geese seem to be restricted to east- 

‘ ern Nebraska, and although T have had occasion to travel the length 
of the st>te during the migration period, I have never observed either 

of the abbve species west of Grand Island, Nebraska, although small 
bands probably drift down the Platte west of this point. How far east 
they extend, I am not prepared to say, although I have observed them at 
both Lincoln and Omaha. One specimen of the Blue Goose was collected 
by myself on the Blue River, northwest of Crete, Nebraska, April, 1930, 
on a federal permit. : 

During the spring of 1926 I observed an interesting miscalculation 
on the part of a flock of Cackling Geese. One evening about 9 p.m. ; 
(I cannot be sure of the exact date) during the latter part of February, 
This flock(of about 20) of birds came down near the edge of the city 
of Crete, Nebraska and attempted to light on the wet pavement. The 
night was very foggy, making visibility uncertain at any great distance, 
and they evidently mistook the light shining from the pavement as 
reflected from water. The noise of their honking attracted considerable 
attention, as they continued to mill around for several minutes, although 
they alighted but once and finding their mistake, immediately took 
wing again. After ©" .s a few minutes they flew off in the direction 
of the Blue River, only one mile distant.



Moffit,dames "Second Anmal Black Brant Census in California" : 
Cal Fish and Game, Vol 18,Nol,pp 298-310 (Oct 1932) -
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Wm, Chandless. AMaaL to Salt lake. Cee Smith, Mder, & Co., 

yp. 103, “among these (sagetushes), like grouse among heather, 
but STE) Ten the cope henes Uists EM 6 Hemes Seer 
that gtay-hen and guinea fowl, and on the average the 
size of a good pullet, to which, ac delicacies, they are not 
inferior," (This was between the last crossing of the Platte 
and the intersection with the Sweetwater, Were these sagehens 
or sharptails?) 

Pp. 140, Drought and grasshoppers at Salt ake, 1855 and 1956, ; 

Pp. SU. Gseae. "Our road lay by a broad sluggish river, on which, ani 
en clover pastures around and beyond, were millions and 
millions of wild geese, white and grey, the latter a good deal 
the most wary! I saw more geese there in two hours than in my \ 
whole life before or since,” (1 day east of San Pedro, Calif,) \ 

Filet Digests 
Utah ’ 
Sagehen 
Cycle 
Geese. 
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The big goose of the Dakotas, a large Canada goose, and an unusually large American white-fronted goose 

de much does a wild goose weigh? This question 
has created nation-wide discussion among sportsmen 

and scientists both in this country and in Canada 

OME time late in 1921 Ray P. Hol- just quoted from Dr. Phillips’ letter—the conclusion was a new fellow and should 

land, in the publication he was then 12-pound maximum. be called the Holland goose or the Mer- 

editing, the Bulletin of the American Then I began to sit up and take notice, shon goose or the Holland-Mershon goose, 

Game Protective ‘Association, asked for I had killed larger geese and knew of but science said “No!” The ornithologist, 

the question, “How much does a wild larger geese, and in some correspondence by measuring a toe-nail and watching the 

goose weigh?” At the time, he possibly with Mr. Holland he advanced the idea expansion of the iris of the eye in a 

was not aware that he had asked a ques- that he believed we had discovered a new mounted specimen, and noting the distance 

tion which would stir up a lot of comment race of geese that was just as separate the nasal orifice was from the tarsus, not- 

and bring answers from far and wide. and distinct from the ordinary Canada withstanding the taxidermist might have 

On the Atlantic Coast, a 12-pound goose as the smaller species, the Hutchins made a mistake, concluded that there was 

Canada goose is conceded to be the maxi- goose. Although almost identical in mark- no difference; that the 14-pound and 15- 

mum, and the ordinary weight of a full- ing with the regular Canada, the Hutchins pound and 16-pound goose was Canuck 

grown Canada goose is around 9 pounds. is much lighter in weight and, therefore, just the same. So there you are. But 

John C. Phillips, of Wenham, Massachu- accorded a seat in ornithology all its own here is the story of the big goose. 

setts, an authority on waterfowl, in a let- and by itself. 

ter written in July, 1922, said: “I have Time went on and not much progress Ae back in 1883 I began going to 

weighed a great many Eastern geese, and was made, but in an article written by North Dakota, goose shooting. Daw- 

last autumn at Wenham I got the finest the late Cornelius Ackerman, of Keyport, son, in Kidder County, was probably the 

and largest pair of geese I think I ever New Jersey, telling of a goose hunt in greatest goose hunting grounds ever 

have seen. The male weighed 12 pounds central Kansas many years before, he known or that ever will be known. When 

even and the female a little over 11 spoke of the killing of Canada geese and I first began going there, it was on the 

pounds. I showed these two geese to a also of killing five “big ash-colored western edge of the wheat belt. Great 

great many sportsmen, and they all said geese” that he never had been able to wheat ranches were being formed by 

they had never seen such large birds. I classify to his satisfaction, which were Eastern men of means or syndicates. 

regard those two geese as the maximum much larger and entirely different in The big Dalrymple farm, I recall, con- 

for our Eastern Canadas.” appearance. i tained about 30,000 acres of wheat. The 

Replies to Mr. Holland’s inquiry began I am going to describe the big goose Troy farm, near Tappan, the adjoining 

coming in, and they bore out what I have that both Holland and I had come to the station to Dawson on the east, had 1,000 
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Big Geese 

acres of wheat. It was named for people his smaller brother, the Hutchins, had Bert Laird and William Pigeon, of Wain- 
from Troy, New York, I believe, who come in thousands and thousands and wright, told him that they had shot geese 
dumped their money into this enterprise. were literally covering the fields at feed- weighing 16 pounds each, but had not 
The wheat crops on the Red River Valley ing time, these big geese held aloof and seen any the last few years. He further 
were virgin’and enormous. As these pio- did not mix with the others. If they hap- says: “These two men state that these 
neers worked west, gradually drought, pened to alight on the same stubble field, geese came to the field alone and did not 
rust and one thing or another killed the it would be in a different part of the field mix with any of the others.” 
industry, but while it lasted it was great from where the big lighting took place. 
for geese. They came into their feeding ground ] RECENTLY obtained a photograph 

N old i Pa * Ft quietly, without any honking or noise; from J. J. Gokey, who formerly lived 
AS Os Sequence of mine, who had {new right where they wanted to go and at Dawson, North Dakota, at the present 
ea ioe Hee pre Oa a hotel did not circle about, but went right to time living at Coopersville, Michigan. 
baer a. Boa Te- their feeding ground. ae Gokey is over eighty years of age, one of 

ditions that “the cro; vane auch “bu Tey RY fay Le Oe Sarat Beta ee ie cam euides a Da nep, te washed aati corake F , Tt the air as the other geese. If we had On the back of this old photograph is writ- 

was never quite clear in a Sindiwhl ther shot at a bunch of them, the geese we go} ten under date of 1886, “These two geese tf ‘ re a oh Whether | were all big ones. We would never get were killed by me in 1886. One weighed 
nee oe Bee aa eel geese Or | out of the same flock one large one and| 16%4 pounds and the other 17 pounds. 

whether he only referred to Branta cana-| one small one. By “small geese’ I mean| They were presented by me to S. S. Lyon 
densis and family. He had taken over anything 12 pounds and under. of the Merchants National Bank of 
poole to io ite town ae cumpes a Now as to the weights of these big fel-| Fargo, North Dakota.” 
a ie ne en yo ing aoe a ae h lows, which we all recognized as a differ-| I alluded to the late Mr. Ackerman, 

lacksmith ; so ave no doubt that he | ent goose from the ordinary Canada.| who wrote under the nom de plume of 
recognized that there were both human | When in North Dakota, some time in the| “Widgeon.” In his article, “Wildfowling 

geese as feathered ones that were stuck] Jate eighties, 87 or ’88, a gentleman in Days in Kansas,” published January, 1922, 
ENE Aer feedi private car adjoining our old “City of] he says, “five of them being the big ashy- a e used to ene a fee tug eroune Saginaw” hunting car came in with aj colored geese that I never have been able 
w fa geese woul ; Sees ee in the} goose that he had weighed and claimed| to_classify to my satisfaction.” 
aa ze Pea Rtie Th ‘ate Saree ae 4\ that it weighed 18 pounds. To my mind| My friend Charles E. Deane, of Chi- 
eee ace if aed oes that stood as a record, and we were al-| Cago, some time ago wrote me that in the 

pat seme ples a ns 2 pa ae ways trying to obtain an equally large or early ’90s he _was at Carrington, North 

birds had auihed their feeding and ad parece ate, fog tat yeaa edo e Pesce trojebtie papas Sees I i : ction is that they weighe 
agerierL to thee ate tine Dice s noua E frequently had them 14 and 15| and 18 pounds. There were only five or 
nee ie os OEE a eT pounds. My friend Sanford Keeler,| six in the bunch and they were the only 

Aig coe ae es Be an t that time General Superintendent of the| ones of that type that he saw, although ae 2 eee ee eee a : ‘ere Marquette Railroad here in Saginaw,| there were millions of Canadas and snow 

deep—scatter the earth so as not to igs eee eee eno ee Danegs one | See era i 
mounds, and pull stubble and set it out Fee eee ore etn SIUC fo taL le SS saunter 
all around the disturbed area so that ieee Berube on lates an petore, alluded So CIV, eam SE ce So nee ck ee Tee He killed one that weighed 1714 pounds,| Tuary, 1924, speaking of the geese in the 
en be Wee Ree OL ane tee and I shot one that weighed 17 pounds, | old Dakota days. He said: “Talking 

and_wait for the Aes or ae, ae ren pave had letters_giving about large geese. that_ms.got-al-Daysone 
flight, or we might do all this work be e ee toe ‘eae Peete oon oe 
fore daybreak so as to get the morning iia kind ane i fe es age ioF ene 
flight. We continued hunting in this lo- Co te he North. comestiroughoan ithe tally trout nt ee é Sa | the North. They are a larger bird and they 
cality for eee a oe 4 y ie all nested there and they would not mix 

Now as to t ce ig cones: - jones Li oN with the other geese. I shot one once of 
that some omies be ore one ight ha pone AY Le 18 pounds, and Mr. Charles E. Wilson, of 
from the eo , an ‘ wi ale Be Ere sti £ | -. oS Troy, New York, was with me and got 
engaged in shooting local ducks or sharp- {05 A = ~ sone of 1734 pounds at the same time.” 
tailed grouse, local fe (ee ANGeoteNat | 
eese — the geese pawmmeaemeccmmrne = = = = MM pe Bee: 

that had bred in a 6h Ur , oe ee Bo) ean nen 
e Ce ee concurred in that locality Ee Cee cretion, 

would come on to iii ll lL > y ~-_— of: Dawson, North the feeding ground, re : a = | Dakota, the best arently each Fe ec fl UM ee , 
ie d by itslf— fA ae <r ~~ «goose hunter and rood by id sé RO nm 0 oe rr Pe | ~~. old-time sportsman 
the woe ee CE CUit was ever_my and five or six Be - ae Be ep Le - \ 3 i ‘ood fortune to be me- Me eed ti ttt o young ones, so} Vig 0 ey re SSiith. 
times not so manv. —| | a =. —=6=6hmhe “ee Ve i 
Possibly at times eS ie MN March, 1923,1 
two broods would ag A — eee 0UlC(iCK received a letter 
join and occasion- et Fa oO eT hg bs Se 2 from Fred Kimble, 
ally we would see ad fs D \ oe a oan old-time duck 
as many as a Pe 7 9 iS \ Sia =. =) 4 Cséibunter of the Kan- 
dozen or fifteen 7j® Nae bP ie ee CCKsakee, now living 
together. ee ae eS ¥ x rH TO ys Ron mind Fr in Los Angeles. In 

HEY were alt [= | = MUM MM ageey 0 | «speaking of a Tip ve re? See zoos hunt at 
oe” ol Ss Ul — on | a nuGe inevthan sesh, | ey ha BD contest ot 

general markings gs ae epee 
of the Canada “ SAC ily not give the year, 
Sonetbere biel tie a Se oe but it must have 
Sia head and : : been around 1890), 

neck with white : peas one throat and cheeks, Bear in mind that the big goose in the center is only a gosling ae he. got 25 
they were lighter 

eens ee solbtetin gy a jplbceasbygueencealy epecer: Sorespondent writes that Dr. Follinsbee, geese, and Mr. _ Stinchcombe weighed 
eae che ee ae es a ° a monton, Alberta, shot a goose the them and they weighed 1614 pounds each. 
chunky ons 5 2 2 storage weight of which, after the AS quotation, from a letter from Lee 

Been chee the fh dion Paine fe ead and neck were cut off, was 1634 Pettibone: “Six Canada geese, killed in 
Nanhcondere She ated a Hoon ie pounds, and that Dr. Rooney, in the fall October, 1886, by George C. Howe, of 
gddee tie: saute eos EEG ghing of | , shot one that weighed 16 pounds. Duluth, and myself on Lake Isabel, three i g , the Canada and This same correspondent says that Messrs. (Continued on page 63) 
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Field and Stream—May, 1925 : 

matters as maintaining a standing balance, peers SS Ss Sr 

the knack of dropping quickly to your| || “Sa : ae. a estes 
knees when any unlooked-for incident oc- Bee. WA ee at 

curs, how to steer with a pole and swing ae a ae aie ae ae . h ne 

the bow. Poling on both sides of the _ ae ee 8 fick Sp eae gle ee 

canoe should be practised for the sake of iy nee “Se arecen z i 
becoming thoroughly familiar with the SO - a, i 3 

game, although in most stretches of fast) | ee pe oe ae Pec oe 
water, poling is confined to one side of Ls Me PS. e Pee, aggre 
the craft. A pole being more unwieldy| | Mpeg gees = J F cera ass bi 

than a paddle, you can’t always shift from oe F ee ek dan “ae A! p gorte <3 

one side to the other in midstream as with A SMM nl > « 8 aera psa ams 

a paddle. ~ BA O08 ‘ai 
When two men are poling, both operate t ie 7's fi: at a Cas 

on the same side of the canoe. In han- i ] WAS Se Cogerrs 2 

dling a pole, get your body into the shove a ig emg wes FAO came eaters STS 
much as you do with the pull of a paddle; ae “ oN thes Va Ps es | ‘ 
throw your weight against the pole. Re- f A if \\ es shee oe ed | ; 

member, however, that the manipulation ——-. K Cy MR yg 8s eat , 
of a pole is quite the opposite from that Md ey hy \) : } © iy ee 

of a paddle. It’s a push instead of a pull. Paz (RE 2 GP bea eo ee < A Ee 

When about to plant the pole, don’t reach fo esse a rae... gama 
too far forward. am a a saa a. ee — oe =e. or : 

2 ee Se tee pe 
eS tackling fast water, the indispensable Fe as . Booeia Pia ages = {ee 

factor is keeping the canoe under control. Daal SS). gee °c eee 2 

This sometimes means quick work with] | same a - 2 . Kidding the Breakfast Getters 
the pole in swinging the bow; sharply ce ee oe ae — They hated to leave their Airubber Mattresses. 
shoving the stern to the left will head the| | |i ic 5 Zee y 
craft to. the right, or reaching sidewise to] | /i@ Ss gh oe . 
the bottom at the right will sheer the bow si ae 
to the left. Both of these opposing re-| | am ie 2" ee 
sults are negotiated on the same side of] |B . a 
the canoe. a) a ee 
When approaching a steep pitch of fast 4 ee ig 

Chie Rat he ortect on cfc leuee| \ a Se eee 
rock for a few moments and look the| | ——=<aeee Wha { ) Rest for Sleepers, Swimming for Bathers, 0} bs a 1 : 
prospects over. When ready to plunge oe \ ae b Comfort and Safety for Boating and 

into the torrent, dca Bune the bow to the Ps, a Canoeing, Pleasure for Touring 
current immediately. Drop the stern out oe 2 a 4 and Joy for all 
nignte current first. Then shove for- a mf i el A yf OUTDOOR LIFE. 
ward. oS ee Airubber Swimming Devices: Torped: 3 ee aie ie ' f s Torpedo 

And_if you hope_to_climb_the_top—of|- ees _ ae | ee ee _ Float, Atlantic-CityFleat-and- Neptune 
the pitch without a wetting, keep the bow iy he eed i | Float are safe, sane swimming devices eee 
headed straight into the current. Once or prey ated ern ree aae nh eecaelys hold air 
it starts to turn and begins to swing fairly PA en Lape \ ig Swimming Belt i * . 

irosdede, ne power you pone ceo 75) | ie [J Swimming, Bete is convenient, practi 
it. Keep her headed straight into the cur- EY ie ll, 7 the bathing suit, eee 
rent. That is the most important element ie i i, 4 Airubber Canoe, Boat and Utility 
of poling a canoe up fast water. ’ lle, i / Cushion makes a comfortabie, cool dry 

It’s mostly a matter of accurate, steady mz i i seat out of a hard, hot or wet one and a depend- 
imine of the bow. And a light end is| | |MM4@°Cazce [> SMa mms — able life preserver in an accident. Bends “U” 

a ng of the bo a lig! - if iy shape fe a 

more easily pointed than a heavy end. ert ne Pel ard an be eed nt fern ee 
Therefore, the distribution of weight in cases |: — ie swing, a hammock, or baby crib, etc. 

the canoe should tend to a heavy stern “a aw vo ee Ati A f 

and light bow. ae a ) egiteh > Airubber All Purpose Cushion for 
2) Pixar | iV boat seats, sitting on the ground, camp 

oo ve .—\ } q sielb ony neers a dry, cool, comfortable seat 
; eS F le is required. 

BIG GEESE Y we fi gi! few ounces sso a, 
i 7 a ‘ gi slipped in your > ¥ 

(Continued from page 27) \ > " 4 : yA ee insures Ha y/ 
ae 4. a and Re y 

, “ ae ion comfort under : 
ee cone ace: a SEE Ad all conditions. -all-Purpose vushion 
pounds. There have been several geese| | /™ . Weare ares eee Pillows replace 
shot here weighing 19 pounds, but ordi- re Ya EN Forseat’ He ot, stuffy feather pillows with one F y ccm * 7 that will be cool and restful the whole night 
narily this type of the Canada goose lat 2 end through. Easily kept clean and sanitary, and 
weighs from 14 to 16 pounds if shot after / at a Back. Hey eae oe aie when traveling. 
@ctaber Tek? fora ™ ae ery small when deflated. 

I received from Lee ‘Pettibone al] q 1a N Re Arab hee Sleepesy Mattress. Airub- 
mounted goose that he described as fol- pes. MN ber Mattresses do more than any other 
lows, and it is from this goose that I have ~ aa NN eae beanie Sa SS 
had made the accompanying illustrations: \ ie ee Test, no matter how damp the suede z : y es ts i : te pa corte pace I find it has been Z long : aon MS camping you will want to 

i s this goose was mounted, It Our Auto Cushions take hair mattress and never becomes lumpy. Made in 
was killed in 1903, about the first of Octo- h h is sizes that fit any cot, sleeping bag, bed (single or 
ber. I was in my duck blind at Lake Isa- the ache out of touring double) or camping car. Light, very small when deflated; durable and convenient. 

bel, aud Ee butch of forty or fifty Canadas as 
came along and lit about 300 yards from T t 
ay bund I could see there Wee one much he Airubber Corporation 
arger than the rest of the flock. His call|] 508 N. Dearborn St., CHICAGO, Il. 4 
was different, but this was owing to his ‘ a SA ig aie at 
being a young bird. His weight was 1434 3 Rinciacte aeconns SANhOK hie 3 x i & SG 
pounds - foe he would have made an wr - he i (as 

-pound bird if in good condition, or Rie a Ck < s 
rather in good flesh. As they swam in I Seeaee, , Pe ~ ae “es 
could see that he was of a different color NEW = i Ns ‘ 1 
than the rest of the flock, and I could CATALOG — 4 Terre ee 2 eS ee “ a é 
very plainly see the different markings Geer er rae ee 
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| | and size of this bird-asitttey-swam toward 
ae a ee ae my blind. These big geese never went in 
ee . — i ee ee large flocks, and this cad seemed to be 

Ee oi — lO a eee lost, as he was continually calling. He 
COT sr CU eee eee looked to be at least a fourth larger than 
Ce ee ew on Le - ee the other Canada geese. 

4 Kaew 3 Me vy, 2 ce areas — The accompanying photographs have, 
a. 3 po Oe ee for comparison with the big Boese, iu 

a... hh [6hUlUkR SS CUt~sCiCW ee aun sized ordinary canadensis or Canada 
— oe eee i — my ieee | goose, and a very large white-fronted or 
4 ee Oa oo  —— laughing goose. The big goose, remem- 
> _ : a ber, was a gosling and weighed 1434 
y a, i * ‘ p pounds. 
ig a Ee - ra The United States Bureau of Biological 
3 SERRE: — Survey has been investigating the subject 
ae. re of this big goose for some time. What 
i ee Sa, the result will be I don’t know; learned 
_... 3 — bodies move slowly and cautiously. But 
“=a ee ‘ no matter what the verdict may be, as an 
zs = yeah i old-time goose hunter, it is firmly fixed in 

my mind that this big fellow is just as 
SEA SI ED DINGHY different from the ordinary Canada goose 

| as the Hutchins goose differs from it; in 
| D fact, there is more difference, for there 

| IF THE BOAT HAD NOT TIPPE isn’t one hunter in a dozen who can tell a 
s . Hutchins from a Canada, and you can 

Improve your “luck” fishing and your aim shooting by tell the big fellows every time because 
eliminating small boat consciousness. Work and move without noes x a pao eelorationy: have 
consideration of tippiness, in a Sea Sled Dinghy. Between nee Beg iiese doen ae ar merch 

times relax in uncramped comfort. more than the very largest old Canada 
Ideal for water sports as rowboat, outboard motor boat or that ever existed. 

yacht tender. Easily rowed and turned. 

Send for Descriptive Literature at Once 

Dealers investigate. Generous discounts allowed. Apply See POWDER 
for particulars, indicating your interest as a dealer. | (Continued from page 23) 
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“Who was that?” asked Horace, fitting THE SEA SLED:CO., Ltda. ||.S es 
TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PATENT OFFICE ey Picture of Aunt Eulalie in the 
WEST MYSTIC, CONN. “Diana Peabody. You met her—danced 

SS ee = a with her at the club. She's as mad as a 
a ‘ a ? slapped tiger because she’s married to a 
el ’ . es fs Grecian urn, or something in a museum, 

| It Ss Time To Choose < / and can’t go hunting. She’s tried every- 
R d thing, even feeding him animal crackers; 

| Y N f but the only thing he wants to shoot is 
; i our ew 0 L. Vy worm holes a thousand years old.” 

| Spring’s in the air and in the water. % Zi “Oh, I remember her. Athletic baby. A 
The fish are beginning to move. f by rouge scorner. Too bad she can’t join up. 

} You're surely going fishing—but y ke My heart goes out to anybody who—— 
‘1 f are you, ready? % Zs é ee ‘There goes Aunt Eulalie’s left 

| : y eye! 
|} Don’t delay selecting your new rod yp i “Put up that gun. You'll have shooter’s 

) until the last minute. Choose it rs so / cramp. Well, we seem to be all ready for 
= yeemg liberately after seeing what ; L the circus to start. Say, Horace, once 

ae | - the best you eau buy ioe Ae oe again I ask you—can Boob go with us?” 
La Br areas abont Hee Blot 4 : el thought we put a period after that 
|_| side 99 (shown here) for bait 3 4 dog question. Honest, I’m not springing 

+) | casting and the Brookside 220 ; any wise gag at all when I tell you he'd 
re | for fly fishing. never survive the primeval. He looks like 

ie) There are good reasons why a dog, yes. But his component parts total 
IN.Z) you should have one or both in the mass—jackass.” 
| of these rods—matchless action 5 A : 
Fes] Al strength, unique uae waterproof clothing ae oes ae ceases 

A | tion. "Il tell you all about . i - . ° 
mo en if peat write us—why Heres eee cae Somehow Boob has a hunting look about 

fF) | they cast more accurately than OUR ep ae ; him. But there was no use starting a row Ms ordinary rods, why they will of balloon cloth, absolutely waterproof, Detaceuneaciecs 
fe «| stand more strain and we'll tell can be carried in small roll without in- : 

; | you where you can see them. jury to coat, weighs only 24 ounces. 5 a ; oN : 

q o | Th oderat ices, too, will : W were just preparing to take a ca 
ue irocse so You'll find it Perle cOb ote tae due nap to gather aid, strength and com- 

hh i Ges well west your, while to write BO Ne ee Ta fort for the long journey ahead, when a car 
= ad 3 The name Alligator is your guide to a whizzed up to the house. Horace answered 

534 wide selection of styles and models for the ring at the door, and then, as Shakes- 
ne SO) Lake Shore sport and everyday wear for men, peare used to put in his scenarios, “Enter 

ROD & REELCO Ge women and children. Trouble.” Also surprise. Diana Peabody 
= — Sold by leading dealers everywhere popped in among us, dragging Impedi- 

————_—_————— et Alligator Clothing Co., St. Louis, U.S.A. menta by the hand. 
Well, Impedimenta was a tall, rangy 

roan person with tortoise-shell eyeglasses, Here It Is, Sportsmen _ [indices laity being captured by can Z 4 nibals. He had the look of a double- 
Patented aluminum Fish Basket, removable bait box, strong, cool and ordained deacon who has been asked to 
sanitary. Will last a lifetime. 2 sizes serve the drinks at 4 poker party on Fri- 

‘Weight 12 oz. capacity 12 Ibs. Price $6.50 Weight 15 oz. capacity 20 Ibs. Price $7.50 day night. The intrusion seemed to need ex- 
1. tnot CHAS. FORSBURG & SONS = WILLIAMSPORT, PA. || ?!2"#!0ry footnotes, and we soon had them. 

(Continued on page; 82) 
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Digest of 

"The Blue Goose and Lesser Snow Goose on Southampton 
Island, Hudson Bay" 

By George Miksch Sutton 

The Auk, Vol. XLVIII, No. 3, July, 1931, pp. 335-364 

p. 351. “Among them were numerous dark-plumaged birds, many of them 

their own young, no doubt, others both adult and young Blue 

Geese. The number of white birds, however, was much in 
excess of the number of dark-colored individuals, indicating 

either that relatively few young had been successfully reared, 

or that, due to immaturity, many of the apparently full-grown 

birds had not. bred." 

p. 357- “It is my belief that these birds frequently mate for life; 

put I think that if one mate is killed another is taken during 

the winter or in the following spring." 

p- 363. “It is my belief that such hybridism as occurs between the 

Blue Goose and Lesser Snow Goose on Southampton results 

from the proximity and similarity of the two species, combined, 

first, with overabundance of one sex or the other in either 

species, and second, with the strong tendency toward monogamy 
which is known to be characteristic of geese in general." 

File Geese —~
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The Auk Wilson's Snipe 
July, 1915 
Vol. 32, No. 3, p. 368 

“ an 
Wilson’s Snipe Wintering in Nova Scotia Mr. R. W. Tufts of 

Wolfville, Kings County, Nova Scotia sent me a Wilson’s Snipe (Gallinago 
delicata) which he shot at Wolfville, February 17, 1915. He said this bird | 

(which proved to be a male) was discovered in a sheltered spring swamp 

or bog, which never wholly freezes and where the grass shows green even } 

in the severest winter weather. The bird was in fine condition, being 
well protected with fat.— Jonn E. Tuaymr, Lancaster, Mass. | 
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Zersonal September 23, 1927. 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell, 
Museum of Vertebrae & Zoology, 

g Berkelay, California. : 

Dear Dre Grimneli: : 

I om forwarding the attached note from my fricnd 

John &. Main of Madison with the recommendation that you 

consider it for publication in the Condor. Myr. Moin's obsere 

vation agrees with my note published last year that the 

winnowing sound in Wilson snipe is not produced by the wings, 

or at least is not synchronous with the wing beats, but dis+ Di 

agrees with my observation in that 1t indicates that the sound 

is not vocal. 

With kindest regerds, 

: Very sincerely yours, 

alto Leopold 

Enclosure: ae 
Letter (8/5/27) 

je oe a £ tion. > sie Zs 1927
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: x JOHN S. MAIN CO. 
Madison, Wis. 

: : August 5, 1927. 

Editor of the Condor, 

Dear Sir: : 

In the January number of the Condor Mr. Aldo Leopold 

gives some interesting observations on what he calls the "whistling" 

of the Wilson's snipe, and I thought that in this connection an 

experience of mine this spring might be worth recording. 

On April 28 a small party of us were out on an all day 

hike through one of the picturesque valleys of southeectern 

Wisconsin. The day opened fair but by afternoon the sky was veiled 

with clouds. It was around 3 o'clock when we heard an unfamiliar 

sound over head and looking up made out the form of a jacksnipe 

flying at a height of four or five hundred feet. In fact the 

height was such that it was not easy to see the bird with the 

naked eye, but with our binoculars we could see it distinctly 

and could follow it throughout its course. 

It was flying in a wide circle with a diameter of some 

300 yards, extending roughly from the road where we stood to the 

slopes of a wooded hill. Midway between, and a little below us, 

lay a piece of marshy ground which marked the approximate center ~ 

of the circle. The flight consisted of a succession of upward 

and downward courses, averaging perhaps a hundred yards in extent 

and being at an angle of rather less than 45 degrees. On each



downward swing we could plainly hear that vibrating sound which 

has been well described by the term "winnowing". It was clearly 

a wind sound, reminding me strongly of the small fanning mill that 

stood in the granary of our old farm. At the start of each upward 

turn - and this is the point I would emphasize - the winnowing 

ended abruptly, beginning again only with the next downward flight. 

This surely indicates that the sound was not vocal but was produced 

by either the wing or tail feathers. Most probably the latter, 

since the spacing of the sound vibrations was not the same as 

that of the wing beats. 

The evolutions above described were continued for 

some 15 minutes while we watched and rested. Finally our bird 

set its wings and executed a straight nose dive, winding up with 

a graceful curve to drop gently in the marsh. The show was over 

and dinner was still six miles away. 

. Very truly yours, 

(Signed) John S. Main
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, so we KU 

421 Chemistry Building, oe. 
University of Wisconsin, \a 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have read with great interest your paper 
on "The Decline of the Jacksnipe in Southern Wisconsin". 

; Enclosed please find a table showing the number 
of birds seen and killed by me from 1919 to 1928. You 
are welcome to use this table in any way that you see fit. 
Until I prepared this table, I thought that I was quite a 
snipe hunter, but the figures have caused me to change my 
mind. Reference to my notes shows that I hunted these 
birds very little until recent years. Dashes afterthe 
number of birds seen represent field trips and not hunting. 
On all the dates mentioned, I was not out more than half a 
day. I believe that my table substantiates your findings. 
Certainly, considering the times in the field, the birds 
were more plentiful. from 1919 through 1922 than they have 
been since. 

Very truly yours, 
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WILSON'S SNIPE - SEEN AND KILLED, 1919-1928 

A. W. Schorger, 11-27-28 
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Prepared for me 
Wilson Bulletin 
Dec. 10, 1929 ; 3 

The Decline of the Jacksnipe 
in Southern Wisconsin 

; Aldo Leopold 

The purpose of this paper is to present evidence of a recent decrease 

in jacksnipe, to the end of stimiating action for the conservation of 

this bird and its habitat. 

_ Its original abundance in the Mississippi Valley was probably beyond 

our present imaginative powers. ee (1874) killed 340 in a singhe 

day on the Salt Creek bottoms of the Sangamon River, and wagered to kill 

100 straight in a day on this area, There were no takers. He says; "Our : 

bag was s@ldom as snail as seventy five couple at the right time. . . Snipe 

are vastly more abundant in the West . .. than in the East." : 

(2)gunlien & Hollister (1903) say of the jecksnipe: "still common. . . 
(out) . . . we should be at a loss to express its numbers in former years." 

This refers especially to Walworth County, Wisconsin, where Kumlien began 

his observations about 1368. 

(senonger (1929) gives the jecksnipe as an abundant migrant in Dene 
County, but states that "a gradual decrease in numbers has taken place during 

the last fifteen years." ' 

The extent of this recent decline may be roughly measured by means of 

the following table and chart, compiled from Schorger's ornithological notes 

for 1919-1929, and my shooting journal for 1924-1929. ; 

“Ti) Field, Cover & Trap Shooting, A.H.Bogardus,J.B. Ford & Co.,N.¥., 18744, p.136. 
(2) Birds of Siatons hs Fy Rami Sen Foot tister, Bull. Wis. Natural Hist. Gociety, 

(3) Biris oF Bane Go.siis. A.W. Schorge?, trans. Wis.Acad, Science, Yol.XXIV, lov. ,1929.
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The table reduces the number of jacksnipe seen and killed by each of 

us to yearly averages of the number "seen per trip" (Graph A) and the number 

"killed per hunt" (Graph B). The reason for distinguishing "trips" and 

hunts" is that Schorger made many trips caving which no hunting was done. 

In both cases trips and hunts varied from a quarter day to a full day in 

length, and all were made in or near Dane County. 

My journal records the length of each hunt, so that I was able to 

reduce my figures to terms of jacksnipe seen and killed per fall day (Graphs 

C and D). ‘The table, for simplicity, omits these caleulations, but the 

greater smoothness of graphs C and D, as compared with A and B, reflects 

the removal of the disturbance due to varying lengths of time in the field. 

The downward trend of ali four graphs is apparent at a glance. A 

median line, drawn by averaging coordinates in groups of three, has been 

added to Graph A in order to show its general trend, as distinguished fron 

ite temporary fluctuations. A dowward trend is apparent in all the graphs 

except B, and is clear in this case when figures have been reduced to kill 

per full dsy on Graph D. The chart, therefore, indicates a progressive 

decrease in the abundance of jacksnipe in Dane County. Can this apparent 

local decrease be accepted as actual? If so, does it reflect a general 

decrease? 

A downward trend in birds killed might reflect poorer shooting rather 

than fewer birds. That there was no significant deterioration in my ow 

shooting is indicated by data in my journal on shells per bird in bag up to 

1926. As for Schorger's shooting, my impression is thst it has improved 

rather than deteriorated. Both of us have used the same guns and I used the 

same dog throughout the period covered. Even if there were no deta on
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marksmanship, however, the downward trend of birds seen would still 

indicate a decrease. Moreover, the graphs make no allowance for increasing 

skill in where and how to seek birds. At the time our records begin I was 

new to the region, and Schorger had never hunted snipe systematically. That 

we have both learned something about their local habits is shown later on, 

In my judgment, even a horizontal trend in the various graphs would be 

reason for suspecting a decrease. 

Another explanation of the downward trend of all graphs might be that 

local shortages in food and water caused the migrating birds to pass over 

or around this locality. In so far as known, jacksnipe food is a function 

of water. The water in the remaining snipe marshes of Dane County is com= 

paratively stable, because the marshes either lie at the level of artificially 

stabilized lakes, or are spring-fed, or both. Late summer and fall rainfall 

makes some difference, even in spring-fed or lake-level marshes, but not 

nearly so much as in marshes fed entirely by river overflow or w vain. 

Rainfall figures for August to October of each year are entered at the bottom 

of the chart. I do not recall any year in which there was either a great 

: shortage or a great surplus of snipe-water throughout an entire shooting season. 

Insufficient grazing might have reduced the attractiveness of our local 

snipe grounds, and thus account for an apparent decrease in birds seen and 

killed. It is not likely to have affected these figures, however, because 

Dane County is in the heart of the Wisconsin dairy belt, in which both the 

number of cattle and the allogation of areas used as pasture are quite con- 

stant from year to year. Snipe ground mast ordinarily be grazed in order to 

be good, apparently because ungrazed ground does not offer enough exposed 

mud. The maddy or boggy shorelines of receding ponds are used when available, 

expecially early in the season, regardless of whether grazed or no, but this
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exception merely proves the rule. late November birds often resort to 

floating bogs covered with heavy ungrazed vegetation, but this is during 

cold weather. Apparently wnder such conditions the shelter-value of the 

vegetation offsets its obstruction of free access to the mud. Moreover, 

these floating bogs are then often the only ground left unfrozen. (These are 

all things Schorger and I have learned during the period covered by the 

graphs. If the supply of birds had remained constant, this added knowledge 

should have produced a rising trend both in snipe seen and shipe killed.) 

Drainage might be another source of error. It is estimated that the 

available ground in Dane County has been shrinking at the rate of perhaps 

ten per cent per year by reason of new ditches. At this writing there are 

practically no large snipe grounds left except at lake-levels, where drainage 

ean be effected only by pumping, and hence is seldom attempted. Numerous 

smell upland potholes and springheads, however, still remain undrained. 

Ditehed ground is usually worthless, even when wet by rains, and is avoided 

in hunting. Henee the only way for drainage to have invalidated these figures 

is by switching the migration route. I cannot appraise the probability of 

such a change, except to say that since there is still enough ground to hunt 

on, there would appear to be still enough to detain a normal density of 

migrating birds. : 

The actuality of the seeming decline in snipe is corroborated by the 

reports of local ornithologists on the spring migration, at which season the 

birds are not dependent on undrained marshes. For several years past the 

: local bird-men, who each spring scour much country in search of other birds 

while the hunters are not afield, have been reporting a scarcity of snipe. 

All of the forgoing evidence pertains to Dane County and its innediate 

environs. In order to get a rough check on conditions elsewhere in the state,
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12 selected jacksnipe hunters, all from different counties, were asked for 

their opinion on recent trends. Of these, 5 reported no perceptible change 

in reeent years, 6 reported a decline, and 1 reported that recent flights 

have been more sporadic than formerly. 

faking everything together it is my conelusion (1) that jacksnipe 

in the region of Dane County, Wisconsin, have decreased perhaps fifty per 

cent since 1924; (2) that this may be due to their passing over or around 

us, or to a temporary slventance cycle, or to an actual decrease in the avail- 

able supply; (3) that the only reason for doubting an actual decrease in the 

available supply would be positive evidence that they have increased or held 

their own in the rest of the Mississippi Valley. : 

i If there is any such evidence of increase, I have not seen or heard of 

it. Such slight evidence as I have for the remainder of Wisconsin indicates 

that the decrease here indicated for Dane County has been statewide. 

The possible causes of the decrease are a matter of conjecture. One 

likely esuse is the shrinkage in southern breeding ranges, which were possibly 

the most productive. ‘7)sogardus says that jacksnipe formerly bred as far south 

as the Calumet River and the great Winnebago swamp in Illinois, where as 

(3) gehonger is in doubt whether they still breed in Dane Coumty. ‘The twelve 

snipe hunters whom I questioned concerning the status of jacksnipe elsewhere in 

Wiseonsin reported their breeding in Sheboygan, Winnebago, Rusk, and Sawyer 

counties. The most southerly of these is Sheboygan. From this, their present 

known southerly limit, to the Calument River in Illinois, their probable 

southerly limit in 1874, is 120 miles, “me only really comprehensive check 

against the further shrinkage of marshes would be to accord undrained marshes a 

special tax status in view of their public service to migratory birds, just as 

ungrazed farm woodlots and managed forests are beginning to be accorded a



it : 

special tax status in view of their public value to watersheds and timber 

supply. 

Overshooting of jaéksnipe doubtless oceurs, but not so far in southern 

Wisconsin. sie inaban phe eaitesinnnien to then as yet, but the ial % 

rapidly increasing. 

As nearly as I am aware, the diseases, parasites, and predatory 

enemies of jacksnipe are unknown, and their food nearly so. An adequate 

life-history study would seem to be one of the obvious first moves toward 

a@ conservation program. 
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File Woodcock Ns : 

; Extract from The Auk, January 1930, Vol. XLVITI 

General Notes, p.117 \ 

Thomson on the Migration of the European Woodcocke-- 
This paper! deals mainly with the movements of the bird 
in Great Britain and Ireland and is based upon banding 
returns. It is found that a majority of the individuals 
are resident but that possibly one-third are more or less 
migratory. There is a well-marked autumm movement from 
Scotland and the north of England to Ireland, while some 
individuals pass on to the continent. Curiously enough, 
however, there is no evidence of a return to the place of 
origin. 

It is admitted that various artificial factors enter 
into the record, especially the shooting on the home estate, 
so that the data cannot be treated statistically. Ninety- 

: five per cent of the recoveries relate to the first four 
years of the birds! lives, but certain individuals are found 
to live to eight, eleven, twelve and even twelve and a half 
yearse-.5. | :
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Dee 

Dr. T. C. Stevens 
Editor, Wilson Bulletin 

Morningside College ; 

Sioux City, Iowa : 

Dear Dr. Stevens: 

: ; I am sending you a paper entitled "The Decline of the 
Jacksnipe in Southern Wisconsin," which is accompanied by one 
table and one graph. A. W. Schorger of Madison, whom you doubt- 
less know, has kindly given me the use of valuable data from his 

: journals, as a basis for this paper. If you care to publieh it 
in the Wilson Bulletin, I would ve glad to have you do so. In 
this event I would like to order 100 reprints. If the paper is 
not suitable for your use I would appreciate its early return 
with a view to placement elsewhere. 5; 

As you will probably discern, I have an ulterior motive 
in publishing this kind of a paper, namely, to prove to sportsmen 
that they can contribute to ornithology as well as to their om , 
enjoyment by keeping suitable records, and to further the general 
principle of using specific facts to illuminate conservation problems. 

If you detect any ambiguities or bad logic in the paper, 
I would appreciate your criticism. In such event, with Schorgers 
help I would be glad to revise it for publication. 

With kindest personal regards, 

; Yours sincerely, ; 

AIDQ LEOPOLD



Che Wilson Ornithologiral Club 
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2.40 0, RiPRI EKER 
MRS. MARGARET M, NICE. CoLUMBuUS, oO. 

Sioux City, Iowa, 
January 18, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madisen, Wisconsin; 

Dear Mr. Leepold: I acknowledge receipt of your 
: letter of the 15th with the paper on decrevase of 

jacksnipe in Wisconsin. I am glad to accept it 
for publication in the Wilson Bulletin, not later 
than September or December issues; I might be able : 
to run it sooner than that, and will be on the 
lockout for such opportunity. It is a very interesting 
paper, and is based on exact data, making it the more 
valuable. 

The table of birds seen and killed I think we had 
better set up in type, rather than reproduce yours by 
photography. By putting it in 8-point I think we 

may d2° able to squeeze it on one page. a 

The graphs we shculd reproduce by photography. If 
you would be willing to redraw this sheet on quadruled 
paper printed in blue, then im can put your graphs and 
lettering in good black ink (India ink or Higgins' Eter- 
nal ink) ani the black will copy while the blue will 
not, thus avoiding all the rulings in the reproduced 
zine plate. The rulings add nothing much to the under— 
standing of the graphs, but may be more or less confusing 
to the eye. If you do this please send it pretty well 
protected te avoid cracks and wrinkles. 

I assume that the jacksnipe you refer to is Gallinage 
delicata, called by ornithologists the Wilson's Snipe. To 
remove any dou§t we should probably insert this name in the 
proper place in your paper, which I can easily do. 

Win} aAtrosa Denke be adAted af he Sincerely yours, 

Anos 9 Uvoe, 2 2 oe 

ee barveg : on pot T. C. Stephens, Editor 
Vradtem ? .



1229 Traver Road, 

: Ann Arbor ,Mich o, 

: June 30 ,19350 » 

Mr.Aldo Leopold , 
421 Chemistry Building , 

Madison ,Wise 

My dear Mr,Leopold ,= 

So many wheks have passed since Mr.Mcfurray asked me to put this data 
in shape for you that you will probably have to be reminded afresh whet it is 

all about . 

It has been my practice for the past ten years to keep records of 
each season's mmnting , ani Mr.McMurray ,with whos I have shot a great deal dur- 
ing that time ,knew of these records ,which he mentioned to you .When he asked 
me to make copies for you ,I was far more eager to do so thah the length of 
time it has takem me to get them to you would indicate . 

: There is a good deal in the way of explanation which I mst add to make 
the tabulations entirely clear to you eThe records of the first two years are of 
hunting in the vicinity of Kalamazoo ,MicheI have ,as the records show ,done no shoot- 
ing in thet section since 1919 (save for a couple of trips during visite , of no 
value in such a tebulation )but I know that altered comiitions in that part of 
the country have given the records a hegative rather than a positive value . For in- 

stance ,practically all the snipe shot in that district were killed at Harrison 
Lake and Brown's Marsh (located roughly 14 miles south-west of Kalamazoo ,and a 

little more than a mile apart ) Twin Lakes , six miles north west of the city ,and 
Allison Lake (some three miles almost straight north of Gull Leke ,and a bit less 
than 20 miles north east of Kalemazoo ) .Since my records were made in 1918 and 
1919 all four of these marshes have dried up to such an extent that they have 
almost wholly ceased to be shooting grounds o- 

The Ann Arbor records should be more valuable for your purpose ,but they too 
require a good deal of explanation »As you will probably see from the amount of 

game shot ,they record a great mumber of short trips and very few alleday affairs. 
The duck hunting ,particularly of the shallow-water ducks ,usually means at most an 
hour or two in the morning or late in the afternoon ,Even the snipe-shooting trips , 
of which he had an extraordinary number last fall , ordinarily covered only a 
morning or an afternoon ,sometimes only a couple of hours .As a rule , the opening 
day of the season is the only one on which we are out from sunrise to sunset 4, 
and on those days we are usually after ducks and do very little combing of the 

marshes for the emaller birds . 

These records make no allowance for several factors .I have set down 
only brids actually shot ,retrieved and brought home » ani I have not recorded the 
number of birds shot by other members of the party .This is sometimes misleading ,as 
there Bave been plenty 6@ days on which I shot badly while my companion got a 
respectable bag .And no record at all has been made of days on which I shot 

nothing ,although these may as a rule be inferred ,the mumber of trips made each 
season being pretty much the same Another inaccuracy creeps in through the num 

ber of birds shot and not retrieved .Most of our shooting is done over ground where 

adog is necessary for retrieving ,and trips taken during the period when a new 

dog was being trained or when no dog was taken frequently resulted in a good 

many lost birds .Lest fall ,for exemple ,I got rid of a trained Chesapeake just 

on the edge of the open season because I simply could not efford the upkeep ofa 

hundred=pound dog who was such a prodigious eater , and I lost a good many birds 

during the few days that his successor was being trained . 

As the records will show (and those same records ,I fear ,will have to be



ar \ 

edited before publication as I shot more birds during the season than one is sup= 
posed to take !)we had quite unusual snipe shooting from Sept.22 to Nove} . The 
bulk of the birds were shot at Washburn's Pond ,a piece of marshlend which we leased, 

and on which we had never shot before eHow good the snipe shooting there may have 

been during the other years covered by my data I have no way of knowing The 

Pond is ,I should say ,somewhere between 400 and 600 yards long and perhaps half 

as wide , with fairly firm shores and a peninsula of "rubber ground * from 50 to 
100 yards wide running down the center of the pond to within seventy-five yards of 

its entire length .Practically ell the snipe were shot on this peninsula .As the 

pond lies at mo great distance from similar ground over which we shot in other 

years » and as some other ponds ,notably the one listed as “Mud Lake ® and "Waterloo" 
had almost as many snipe last season ,1 take it that the greater mumber of birds 

was common in most places ,and not simply due to our discovery of a new pond ,Infor- 

\ mation sent me by some of my former shooting companions in Kalamazoo bear out 

| this theory . 

Two factors will explain the small number of ducks shot each season »The 

‘ group to which I belong has declined to make use of live decoys in shooting mal~ 
lards ———a method which is the common practice in this vicinity .The best duck 
ponds and marshes near Amn Arbor are leased by men who do use live decoys , and 

their records would of course show much larger bags .We have thus far discovered only 
two lekes near the city —-Whitmare and Pleasant ---on which any considerable 

mumber of the deep water ducks stop during their migration ,and on both these lakes 

shooting conditions are so poor that they hardly repay the effort ,It looks to us 

as though the bulk of the southern flight faile to pass through this region elfe 
have relatively few bluebills ,redheads ,golden eyes ami fish ducks , and their stey 

is usually short . 

It has been a real pleasure to me to send you these records .They have 
been a source of satisfaction to me ,ami that feeling is vastly increased by 
having them put to their first practical use .I sincerely trust that they may 
prove of some use to you e 

Very sincerely yours , 

‘ i ~ e . 

3 ee



Page 
1918(Kalamazoo ,Mich.mand vicinity) ey 

Sept.16 2 ducks,(m. and b.d.)3 plover ,1 rail,l snipe(Harrison Lake 

Brown's Marsh. ) 
" 19 2 plover pre ponds) 
* 26 1 duck (?7)2 plover ,7 snipe ,1 rail .(Twin Lakes(?) 
" 21 rail ,1 snipe (73 
# av, 1 duck ,@ 2 rail ,3 plover ,11 snipe (Twin Lakes) 

o& 1° 1 duck (Harrison Lake ) 
fl 2 1 snipe (7?) 
" 4 i reii (7) 

" 9 6 snipe ,3 plover (Twin Lakes) 
“ 10 11 snipe (Twin Lakes 
sad 5 snipe ,3 plover (? ~ 
Boas 5. snipe ,1 plover . ¥ an 
“- 16 1 duck ,12 snipe (Brown's Marsh) 3) << he 
tS 4 snipe (Weeds' Lake ,and ponds ) Bee 
" 26 1 duck (m.) Wolf Lake. = 

28 4 snipe. 
Nov. 3 1 rabbit (7) 4 

7 1 snipe (?) 
* 10 4 ducks (Probably Austin or Gull Lake) 
1 13 1 duck (?) 

Déc. 7 1 duck (Probably Gull Lake ) 
NOTE None of the birds listed above good possibly have been shot 

more than 10 miles from any of the places memtioned ,and the 

chances are that they were shot at some of those actually 

listed by name. 
ROO GOR OR ROO oko Rak oka Roki tok a ik a ee 

1919 (Kalamazoo ) 
Sept.16 3 ducks (m. and b.d.)1 snipe(Allison and Wilkinson Lakes) 

Ay 4 snipé ,4 rail (Twin Lakes) 
" 18 2 ducks (m.) (Ponds near Richland) 
#9 4 snipe ,4 plover (Twin Lakes) 

21 1 snipe ,3 rail (Richland Ponds) 
Ws «26 5 snipe ,2 plover (Twin Lakes) 
W235 1 shipe ,2 rail ,2 plover (Harrison Lake) 

ES 1 duck(shoveler $7 snipe ,l rail ,1 plover (Twin Lekes) 
" 27 3 snipe waa and Austin Lakes 5 

28 1 snipe (Allison Lake) s 
Got 3 7 wnipe ,3 plover} rail (Twin Lakes) pd 

3s 1 duck (g-w.t.)1 snipe (Bake Lake) an 
« 16 @ ducke (m.,b.b.)(Aliieon Lake) 2 
" 19 1 duck (b.d.) 1 snipe (Allison Lake) stg 
" 30 2 ducks (b.b.) 2 snipe ,l rail (Allison ) ee 
W.-22 3 snipe rs} \ 0 

26 3 ducks (m.,b.b.) 3 snipe ,1 rail (Allison Lake) 
" 28 3 ducks (b.b.) (Crooked Lake } 

Nov. 2 3 ducks (m.p.d.)(Allison Lake 
" 4 1 plover eed Lake ) 
" 5 2 plover (Allison Lake ) 
" 7 1 duck (m.) 1 rail ,1 snipe (Austin Lake ,ponds near Harrison) 
" 2 3 snipe (Allison Lake ' . 

ae 1 duck (7) (Gull Lake ): 
*.-¥9 1 partridge (Austin Lake ) 

D&c. 7 2 ducks (m.b.b.) (Atwater and Indian Creeks ) 

NOTE The Allison Lake ,mentioned so frequently in the list for 

1919 ,was visited again five years later and found shrunk to less 

than a quarter of its former size and quite devoid of birds of 

any sort.



é Page 2. 

/ 1920(California ) > 

a 1921 (Ann/Arbor ,Mich.sand vicinity. 
Sept.16 /1 duck {hese ———* plover (Estelman's Pond .) 
"18 / 1 duck (mf (Estelman ) / 
ey 5 snipe ,I plover (Crossroad Bond =--s small pond within two 

a miles of the city’,since entirély drained S /r 
a / 26 7 plover (Crossroad Pond) ya / & ‘ 
"“ 29 4 snipe ,2 rail (Crossroad Pond,Dead Lake) / saofiggpinw 

(et. 5 3 snipe (Crossroad Pond »Estelman ) Wo" 
eas 1 snipe ,2 plover (Zetelman,) i —ha 4 oo [2 iv Név. 7 2 EsteIman ) / fT 
" 24 /4 ducks (m. sob. ,merg.) Horseshoe Lake (ae S Dec. 4 / 3 ducks (bcb. ,but.bail,x.h.) Horseshoe Lake . = " 6 1 duck (but.bal) Horseshoe Lake. Z # 

BEIOOIGISIGISIGIO I GIOIOGIGIOIOIO IEG ISO OIGIGGIGIGO RIGO OI SOR GIO Oko i roi a Roiok 

; 192% (Ann Arbor 
Sept.16 5 ducks (b.d.) 1 plover (Estelman 

® 22 1 snipe (Four Mile Lake) 
" 28 1 rail (West Lake) 

Octe 2 2 duck (bed) 2 rail (West ) 
8 1 duck (wid.) West . tQ 

® 22 4 snipe (Four Mile ) mA 
® 26 2 ducks (mal, merge) West . " Oe oe 
& 31 = snipe wv Wor 

No#,. 10 2 ducks (Estelman (probably mallard) (2 
* 14 1 duck (Estelmn) '* ’ 3a 
" 16 luck 41 snipe (Estelmn) 5 
© 93 1 duck (Reteluan ) (Qh 

Dece 6 1 duck (Estelamn ) 
Heo RR RC RCo oe RCC Ra 9 oe ofc oe fe i oc ae ic oR Ro a RC aR I I i A AC oi a a ic oe fg oo i oi ae ai oi a ai ok ae ac akc ae ac a oie akc aie 

‘1923 (Ann Arbor ) 

Sept.16 1 black duck ,1 snipe (Estelman } 
17 l black duck ,1 shipe (Four Mile 

8 23 1 black duck (Estelman ) 
® 25 1 black duck ,1 king rail ,4 plover (yellow legs) (Campbell's Marsh) 

Oct. 8 2 yellow legs ,1 snipe (Cempbell) 
*® 10 2 snipe (Campbell) 

36 3 enipe ,1 plover (Cempbel1l) by 
« 2 1 snipe — ) 7 coots and amiller rail (West ) 9 5 av 
® 23 4 snipe (Nest and Mud Lekes ) eaten 
* 24 1 mallard (Estelman ) 11 wy 
" 28 3 rail (West § ~~ aaa 
* 3 1 mallard (Estelman ) ee 

Nove 6 2 snipe (Campbell ) r Q) 
*® Rex15 1 golden-eye (Half-Moon Lake) . 
* Be OO IGE IG OOOO GO GI OOO OSI IGOR ORIG ISO IIS IO IOI i iio ii ket 2k i 

: ; 1924 (Am Arbor ) 

Sept.16 1 black duck (West) 
18 1 black duck ,1 yellow leg (Estelman ) 2 yellow. legs (Campbell) 

® 20 l black duck (Campbell) 
® a2 2 snipe ,1 yellow leg (Cempbell) 
& 26 1 bleek duck (Estelman ) 

Oct 5 2 2 snipe (Campbell ) 
os 4 snipe ,2 yellow legs (Greening's Pond ) 

* 3 snipe (Greening ) 
* 3 snipe ,1 plover (Campbell) 
eae 1 snipe (Greening )



1924 (céntimed ) Page 3. 

Oct. 14 3 anipe (Cempbell) 
. 16 7 coots ,1 snipe (West) . : 
= - 20 7 snipe (Campbell) 

Nove i 3 coots aaa ) ' 
" 2 3 eoots (West) hy 
8 3 2 coots 41 snipe (West ,Greening) an 
" 6 1 black duck ,1 mallard (Estelman) ma 
" 7 2 eoots »1 gallinule (Mill Leke ) vu : 

ae 9 2 snipe (Greening } ee 
5 12 1 snipe (Greening 
So 1 mallard (Estelman) 
® 19 1 mallard (Sandy Bottom Oreek ) 
ee 22 l snipe (Traver Creek ) - - 5 

JISC ICRI ICICI IOI OOH OO IG OIG IGI I IG IO IO IGOR IK atk kaa a aca ak ak 

1925 (Am Arbor ) 

Sept 16 1 hooded merganser (Gorman's Leake ) 1 widgeon (West ) 
"Vy 2 yellow legs (flooded ground near town ) 

& 27 1 widgeon (est ) 
o&. 1 1 coot (West ) 

. 3 1 mallard ,1 coot (West ) 
: 5 2 yellow legs cos Pond ) See 
1a l yellow leg (West ) Ap 
oc 1 coot (West ) pg alk 
: 19 2 yellow legs (Geddes) \w 
. 21 4 yellow legs on 
s 35 1 yellow leg (Whitmore Lake } : 
® 27 3 redheade ,1 coot (Whitmore 
" 29 1 redhead (Whitmore) 
ot 1 redhead (Whitmore ) 

Nov. 1 1 bluebill (Whitmore ) 

Rest of open season spent in Southern Texas , 

FEO ICO I IO IG GIO IO IGG IG GI FG IO GIO SOI SIO ok ick sa acti ok aeok akc ok a 

1926 (Ann Arbor ) 

Sept. 16 1 black duck (Estelman) 
8 22 1. mallard (Fleming's Pond } je 
‘3 1 black duck (Spruce Lake \ an \ 

ot. 4 2 yellow legs (Campbell) “7 R 
* 10 1 black duck (Clark's Pond ) 1 Wh 
8 i 1 snipe (Clark) " 
8 26 1 redhead ,1 bluebill (Pleasant Lake) 
® 31 1 canada goose (Waterloo Swamp ) 

Nove 5 1 biluebill (Whitmore ) 
8 q 1 bluebill ,1 golden eye (Pleasant ) 

DAR a fe fe oe oe 2h AC A OK ie 2c It he af ea afc 2 a 2 3 ee oe RC ice oR ae 2 oe ae ae a a oe Ae ake oc of fe ic eo 2c 2 2 fe oie ok ic 2c oi oi ake 2 ic fe fe a a ais ok ok oc 2 of 2 fe oi oi ai oi ofc ake as 

1927 (Am Arbor ) 

Sept. 25 1 ‘snipe (Clark's ) 
* 30 1 black duck (Greening) 

Oct. 5 7 coots (West ) 
* 14 2 snipe (Campbell) 
® 15 1 snipe (Pond near Pleasant ) 
* 17 1 shipe (Campbell) 
" 19 2 snipe (Campbell ) 
" a4 1 mallard (Greening )



1927 (cOntinued ) ~ Page 4, 

Octe 27  — 1 snipe (Waterloo) QA ie 
Nov, 3 2 bluebills ,1 merganser (Whitmore) a Na 
Dee 1 snipe (Campbell) ye 

FEO OIG OGG IO IO IG OR OIRO IGE OE GG IOC og bo ago Gg ok bk doiokokick iia 

1928 (Ann Arbor ) 

Sept. 16 l black duck ,1 snipe (@aupkett}x (Estelman) on “Sng 
. 17 1 black duck (Campbell) 
a 6 1 black duck ,1 pintail pe 
* 19 1 enipe ,1 clapper rail (Campbell 
. 23 1 snipe (Campbell ) : 
8 29 4 snipe (Cempbell) . oo 

Och. 2 1 widgeon ,1 snipe (Estelmen) ¥ yz 
. 3 1 snipe (Campbell) \%b Lew 
® 4 1 snipe (Estelman) re a 
. 6 2 enipe (Estelman) oY" 
8 a 1 snipe (Greening ) \ Der cee 
. 11 1 snipe goeesiis 
e 16 2 snipe (Campbell 
® 18 1 mallard ,1 snipe (Cempbell) 

Nav. 7 1 mallard ,(Estelman) 
8 8 1 snipe (Estelman ) 
W436 1 mallard (Greening ) 
® 15 2 bluebills ,1 golden eye (Pleasant ) 

BARR RR Ae AR A ae hee of A ae A A Aa CA ae a Eo 2 2 a I Ee oe fc ai 9 9 A IE A AC ofc 2 He i RR I oR a fe 2 ee 6 2 2k 2 a a 2 

1929 (Aun Arbor ) 

Sept. 17 2 black duck (Estelman) 
Wo 8h 1 snipe (Estelman ) 
‘ 22 l black duck ,9 snipe (Washburn ) 

ee 1 mallard 53 snipe (Washburn) 
Oct. 21 10 snipe Haan 

8 2 5 snipe ,(Washburn 
" 4 l black duck ,1 snipe ,1 rail (Washburn) = 
" 6 10 snipe (Washburn) bi 
® 8 6 anipe (Waterloo ,Mud Lake ) NE 
, 9 2 snipe (Estelman ty DP 
W "je 10 enipe (Washburn 2. toe ‘i 
oS eee 2 snipe (Estelman, % 
8 12 8 snipe (Waterloo \ 
" 15 6 snipe (Waterloo 
® 16 3 snipe ("ashburn : 
* i 6 enipe (Waterloo 
a 27 5 anipe (Washburn, 

Nove 3 4 snipe (Washburn )



daly 8, 1930 

Mr. Donal Hamilton Haines 
1229 Traver Road 
4om Apbor, Michican 

Dear ir. Halnest 

I appreciate very meh your taking the pains to com- 
pile your shooting journal. 

I have prepared the attached appendage to based 
on your records and your explonation of then. T would appreciate ft 
very mach if you and Professor Meiarray would go over this in con- 
junction with my article, cory of which ws sent Professor Melerray, 
oo Sears a Se tase tn petite eves 1 oe See 
the date you have sent me. f would partiqularly like you te check 1 
cn ar ahiaanas “Gastar ealee Gees gramiah 18 toy aubate to wae 
hunted then.” 

The direct value of your figures for the particular 

Teanga ren st ets ting "9F Tevoy str wt fa no 

be to recall the ro your figures on 1%. Under 
the eircumstences I think the best plan is to present your figures 
simply for a generalized compartzon. 

My paper is scheduled for publication in the Wileon 
Bulletin in September, hence the sooner you can comment on my summary 
of your data, the more likely I can get it included, 

Dahans oun Sy ses, See yous Seth, cat Matas 0 5 
have the pleasure of meeting you sometime while I am in Ana Arbor, 

Yours troly, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

. Inel. |



Bote: Since preparing thie mumseript I obtained from Mr. D. 2. Haines 

of Aun Avbor, Michigan, through the kind offices of his shooting companion, 

Prof. Kenneth MeMurray of the University of Michigan, a digest of the former's 

Sheeting Journal by days. this is summarized by years as follewat 

in tees 
aout shesa ToDo = of Tita 

1918 Kalamazoo & 2 

igag * uy 26 

1920 (absent from state) 

1922 Aan Avbor 1 nu 

1922 le 7 13 

“3923 a a 15 as 

1924 * 8 ae 23 
1925 e " eo 15 

1926 a ® 1 10 

1927 " ao 9 +o 

1928 * 8 is 1s 

ase a ak 
Total 300 180 

Average 27 16 

Mr, Haines! bag of shipe was obtained in conjunction with and 

sometimes incidental te a good deal of marsh duck mmting, hence his 

figures are not so direct an infex te alunience as Schorger's or my own, 

Yor this reason they were not aided te the graph. levertheless he assures



me that whenever enipe were present in any mmbers he usually mmted thea. 

With respect te frequency, length, and regularity of mmts, his practice 

resembles Schorger's and mine. 

Mr. Haines’ Amn Avbor bag was above average in 192% and 1929. 

(The exceptionally high 1929 figure was coincident with leasing some favor- 

able marsh ani Imnting it oftener than umeal.) Our grephs show high in 

1922 and 1924, anf iniieate en improvanent in 1929. 

Mr. Haines! bag was lew in 1922, 1925, 1926, and 1927, Our granhs 

show low in 1920, 1923, 1925, 1926, possibly 1927, and 1928, 

The comparison is contradictory in only one year, 1922, ani shows 

 gnough correspondence te sugcest that Michigan and Wiseonsin may both feel 

the some fluctuations in abundance.
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1229 Traver Road, 
Ann Arbor ,Miche, 
August 10,1930 , 

Mr.,Aldo Leopold , 
421 Chemistry Building, : 

Madison ,Wis, ; 

My dear Mr.,Leopold ,=- : 

My delay in replying to the letter from you which reached me a month 
ago hasn't been the piece of mere carelessness which it must have appeared to 

you ,1 had the idea that Mr,McMurray would be in town off and on during the progress 
of his work in the north ,and I delayed replying until I had talked with him .At the 
same time ,I tried to see if I could collect any more data from local sportsmen , 
which proved a useless effort ,as this seems to be one of those benighted sections 
in which most of the men who shoot do not regard the snipe as a serious game bird 
at all. 

There is nothing in the summary you made from my data which needs cor- 
recting ,and the statement that “whenever snipe were present in any mumbers he ue= 
ually hunted them" is rather an wunder- than over-statement of the facts Both Mc+ 
Murray and myself have always taken greater sheer pleasure from snipe than from 
duck shooting ,and our usual method of procedure ,since both birds were to be found 
in nearly all the ponds and marshes we shot regularly ,was to deal with such 
ducks as might be present when we first arrived ,then devote ourselves to the 
snipe .This held for all seasons when the snipe were here in any mmbers at all . 

: During the last week ,I have-been looking over the Washburn marsh ,where 
most of our shooting was done last fall .0n the firet visit ,I put up something between 
thirty-five and fifty ducks ,mostly black duck ,with a few mallards and one small 
flock of wood duck --~apparently one drake and three hens .There was no sign of snipe, 
which is quite normal ,as the birds have never appeared to summer in our district , 
usually appearing just before or after the middle of September .The only shore= 
birds in evidence were the ubiquitous killdeer, ' 

Shooting conditions this fall promise to be abnormal .The protracted drought 
has left dozens of the smaller ponds and marshes looking like so much concrete ,and 
many of the native birds have been driven to the marshy shores of larger lakes Our 
own pond ,which had a fairly large acreage of open water last September ,is merely 
a series of smell ,widely separated puddles . 

I hope my belated comments haven't arrived too late to be of any service 
to you . 

A Very sincerely yours , 

¢ 

4
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THE DECLINE OF THE JACKSNIPE IN SOUTHERN WISCONSIN 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

The purpose of this paper is to present evidence of a recent de- 

crease in jacksnipe or Wilson’s Snipe (Gallinago delicata), to the end 

of stimulating action for the conservation of this bird and its habitat. 

Its original abundance in the Mississippi Valley was probably 

beyond our present imaginative powers. Bogardus' (1874) killed 340 

in a single day on the Salt Creek bottoms of the Sangamon, River, and 

wagered to kill 100 straight in a day on this area. There were no 
takers. He says: “Our bag was seldom as small as seventy-five couple 

at the right time. . . . Snipe are vastly more abundant in the West 

. . . than in the East.” 

Kumlien and Hollister? (1903) say of the jacksnipe: “still com- 
mon... [but] ... we should be at a loss to express its numbers in 

former years.” This refers especially to Walworth County, Wisconsin, 

where Kumlien began his observations about 1868. 

Schorger® (1929) gives the jacksnipe as an abundant migrant in 

Dane County, but states that “a gradual decrease in numbers has taken 
place during the last fifteen years.” 

The extent of this recent decline may be roughly measured by 

means of the following table and chart, compiled from Schorger’s 

ornithological notes for 1919-1929, and my shooting journal for 1924- 
1929, 

The table reduces the number of jacksnipe seen and killed by each 

of us to yearly averages of the number “seen per trip” (Graph A) and 

the number “killed per hunt” (Graph B). The reason for distinguish- 
ing “trips” and “hunts” is that Schorger made many trips during 

1Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, A. H. Bogardus, J. B. Ford & Co., N. Y., 
1874, p. 136. 

2Birds of Wisconsin, L. Kumlien and N. Hollister, Bull. Wis. Natural Hist. 
Society, Nos. 1-3, April-July, Milwaukee, 1903. 

8Birds of Dane County, Wis., A. W. Schorger, Trans. Wis. Acad. Science, 
Vol. XXIV, Nov., 1929.
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which no hunting was done. In both cases trips and hunts varied 

from a quarter day to a full day in length, and all were made in or 

near Dane County. 

My journal records the length of each hunt, so that I was able to 
reduce my figures to terms of jacksnipe seen and killed per full day 

(Graphs C and D). The table, for simplicity, omits these calculations, 

but the greater smoothness of graphs C and D, as compared with 

A and B, reflects the removal of the disturbance due to varying lengths 
of time in the field. ~ 

The downward trend of all four graphs is apparent at a glance. 

A median line, drawn by averaging coordinates in groups of three, 

has been added to Graph A in order to show its general trend, as 

distinguished from its temporary fluctuations. A downward trend is 

apparent in all the graphs except B, and is clear in this case when 

figures have been reduced to kill per full day on Graph D. The chart, 

therefore, indicates a progressive decrease in the abundance of jack- 
snipe in Dane County. Can this apparent local decrease be accepted 

as actual? If so, does it reflect a general decrease? 

A downward trend in birds killed might reflect poorer shooting 
rather than fewer birds. That there was no significant deterioration in 

my own shooting is indicated by data in my journal on shells per bird 

in bag up to 1926. As for Schorger’s shooting, my impression is that 

it has improved rather than deteriorated. Both of us have used the 

same guns and I used the same dog throughout the period covered. 
Even if there were no data on marksmanship, however, the downward 

trend of birds seen would still indicate a decrease. Moreover, the 

graphs make no allowance for increasing skill in where and how to 

seek birds. At the time our records begin I was new to the region, 

and Schorger had never hunted snipe systematically. That we have 
both learned something about their local habits is shown later on. In 
my judgment, even a horizontal trend in the various graphs would be 

reason for suspecting a decrease. 

Another explanation of the downward trend of all graphs might 

be that local shortages in food and water caused the migrating birds 
to pass over or around this locality. In so far as known, jacksnipe 
food is a function of water. The water in the remaining snipe marshes 
of Dane County is comparatively stable, because the marshes either 
lie at the level of artificially stabilized lakes, or are spring-fed. or 
both. Late summer and fall rainfall makes some difference, even in 

spring-fed or lake-level marshes, but not nearly so much as in marshes 

fed entirely by river overflow or by rain. Rainfall figures for August
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JACKSNIPE SEEN & KILLED 
A.W.SCHORGER & ALDO LEOPOLD 
DANE CO. WISCONSIN 1919-1929 
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Ficure 16. Graph showing diminution in number of Jacksnipes seen or 
killed from year to year during these studies.
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to October of each year are entered at the bottom of the chart. I do 

not recall any year in which there was either a great shortage or a 

great surplus of snipe-water throughout an entire shooting season. 
Insufficient grazing might have reduced the attractiveness of our 

local snipe grounds, and thus account for an apparent decrease in 
birds seen and killed. It is not likely to have affected these figures, 

however, because Dane County is in the heart of the Wisconsin dairy 
belt, in which both the number of cattle and the allocation of areas 

used as pasture are quite constant from year to year. Snipe ground 
must ordinarily be grazed in order to be good, apparently because un- 

grazed ground does not offer enough exposed mud. The muddy or 

boggy shorelines of receding ponds are used when available, especially 

early in the season, regardless of whether grazed or no, but this ex- 

ception merely proves the rule.. Late November birds often resort to 
floating bogs covered with heavy ungrazed vegetation, but this is dur- 

ing cold weather. Apparently under such conditions the shelter-value 
of the vegetation offsets its obstruction of free access to the mud. 

Moreover, these floating bogs are then often the only ground left un- 
frozen. (These are all things Schorger and I have learned during the 

period covered by the graphs.. If the supply of birds had remained 
constant, this added knowledge should have produced a rising trend 

both in snipe seen and snipe killed) . 

Drainage might be another source of error. It is estimated that 

the available ground in Dane County has been shrinking at the rate 

of perhaps ten per cent per year by reason of new ditches. At this 

writing there are practically no large snipe grounds left except at 

lake-levels, where drainage can be effected only by pumping, and hence 
is seldom attempted. Numerous small upland potholes and spring- 
heads, however, still remain undrained. Ditched ground is usually 

worthless, even when wet by rains, and is avoided in hunting. Hence 

the only way for drainage to mave invalidated these figures is by 
switching the migration route. I cannot appraise the probability of 

such a change, except to say that since there is still enough ground to 

hunt on, there would appear to be still enough to detain a normal 

density of migrating birds. 

The actuality of the seeming decline in snipe is corroborated by 

the reports of local ornithologists on the spring migration, at which 

season the birds are not dependent on undrained marshes. For sev- 

eral years past the local bird-men, who each spring scour much country 
in search of other birds while the hunters are not afield, have been 

reporting a scarcity of snipe.
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JACKSNIPE SEEN AND KILLED 

A. W. Schorger and Aldo Leopold, Dane County, Wisconsin, 1919-1929, 

1919 1923 
Schorer Schorger Leopold 

Date Seen Killed Date Seen Killed Seen Killed 
OD eee cares erage Ue ee OO ee NT) x 

CH omits ahem iat by x ) 5 
eS Be ier * 9.29 Seen. 9 

165 10-6560. 13 
een per Trips cc, 0D 10:21 ee x 
Killed per) Hunt. 22. Ros ee io 6 

1920 DLO seas) 2D: 2 

lt ae Te a arg ee 140 30 
DIB) ee cosas tian ee eee nas 18) x Seen per Trip.. 20 
DOLD aiiecentomieriaibetatctsceterecereiveasc 9 8 x Killed per Hunt 8 

= aes 1924 
53 3 

Seen per @ripmincsmaea 9 Oi Baas eee eo: Al 4 2 
Kalled per Hunts:..255 ches SOLA me Witte 15 3 

1921 LO See. 3 1 

EUG seas cee eee ee 20 se 10:2 rece) 15 2 
De oie cl eeeseetesechudeere eis eee OO) DLO Ae Bowe facts 15 4 i022 Settee Nem emmIN) Ait eae ae eh eae eb 
1028 eae on LOT A eee eens 80) x 30 a 

161 16. 1014 eo. 50 9 
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*The symbol x means no hunting done.
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1925 1927 
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All of the foregoing evidence pertains to Dane County and its 

immediate environs. In order to get a rough check on conditions else- 
where in the state, twelve selected jacksnipe hunters, all from different 

counties, were asked for their opinion on recent trends. Of these, five 
reported no perceptible change in recent years, six reported a decline, 
and one reported that recent flights have been more sporadic than 

formerly. 

Taking everything together it is my conclusion: (1) that the jack- 

snipe in the region of Dane County, Wisconsin, has decreased perhaps 

fifty per cent since 1924; (2) that this may be due to their passing 

over or around us, or to a temporary abundance cycle, or to an actual 
decrease in the available supply; (3) that the only reason for doubt- 

ing an actual decrease in the available supply would be positive evi- 

dence that they have increased or held their own in the rest of the 

Mississippi Valley. 

If there is any such evidence of increase, I have not seen or heard 

of it. Such slight evidence as I have for the remainder of Wisconsin 

indicates that the decrease here indicated for Dane County has been 

statewide. 

The possible causes of the decrease are a matter of conjecture. 

One likely cause is the shrinkage in southern breeding ranges, which 

were possibly the most productive. Bogardus' says that jacksnipe 

formerly bred as far south as the Calumet River and the great Winne- 

bago swamp in Illinois, whereas Schorger® is in doubt whether they 

still breed in Dane County. The twelve snipe hunters whom I ques- 

tioned concerning the status of jacksnipe elsewhere in Wisconsin re- 

ported their breeding in Sheboygan, Winnebago, Rusk, and Sawyer 

Counties. The most southerly of these is Sheboygan. From this, their 

present known southerly limit, to the Calumet River in Illinois, their 

probable southerly limit in 1874, is 120 miles. 

The only really comprehensive check against the further shrink- 
age of marshes would be to accord undrained marshes a special tax 

status in view of their public service to migratory birds, just as un- 

grazed farm woodlots and managed forests are beginning to be ac- 
corded a special tax status in view of their public value to watersheds 

and timber supply. 

Overshooting of jacksnipe doubtless occurs, but not so far in 

southern Wisconsin. The majority of hunters pay no attention to 

them as yet, but the number who do so is rapidly increasing. 

As nearly as I am aware, the diseases, parasites, and predatory 
enemies of the jacksnipe are unknown, and their food nearly so. An
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adequate life-history study would seem to be one of the obvious first 

moves toward a conservation program, 

Note: Since preparing this manuscript I obtained from Mr. D. 

H. Haines of Ann Arbor, Michigan, through the kind offices of his 
shooting companion, Prof. Kenneth McMurray of the University of 

Michigan, a digest of the former’s Shooting Journal by days. This is 

summarized by years as follows: 

JACKSNIPE KILLED IN MICHIGAN 

By Donatp H. Hatnes 

Year Place No. Killed No. Hunts 
TOG PKelamazoo cece! ere tae eects.) (OB) 21 
JOTOR Kalamazoo i222 seca Pn CAC 20 
1920 (Absent from State) 
ODI SerArn Arbor tsa coe eee LA 11 
Ooo Anne Nebo eee eee te 13. 
NOD SUP ATi MAb On aie Mea ee ee 14 
JODA Anno Arbor 1. oie eee noe ee ol 23 
LORS] Aring Arbon wegen ar ing) Sere 2 10 1D 
1926 eAnmp AR bor) ics stee hater ee eet ote 10. 
LOOT Anne Ath ore ace tan. meee eee nO ll 
LOB AnnwATbO nism. tec orate LG 18 
Topo Ann Arbor = (stiunew sie enee ee VOU 18 

CU Uae ssa tosses oats eae te Carles Gene S00, 180 
AV CUA Cra ee eect ere eaaie ee bee hee 7, 16 

Mr. Haines’ bag of snipe was obtained in conjunction with and 

sometimes incidental to a good deal of marsh duck hunting, hence his 

figures are not so direct an index to abundance as Schorger’s or my 

own. For this reason they were not added to the graph. Nevertheless 

he assures me that whenever snipe were present in any numbers he 

usually hunted them. With respect to frequency, length, and regular- 
ity of hunts, his practice resembles Schorger’s and mine. 

Mr. Haines’ Ann Arbor bag was above average in 1924 and 1929. 

(The exceptionally high 1929 figure was coincident with leasing some 

favorable marsh and hunting it oftener than usual). Our graphs show 

high in 1922 and 1924, and indicate an improvement in 1929. 

Mr. Haines’ bag was low in 1922, 1925, 1926, and 1927. Our 

graphs show low in 1920, 1923, 1925, 1926, possible 1927, and 1928. 

The comparison is contradictory in only one year, 1922, and 

shows enough correspondence to suggest that Michigan and Wisconsin 

may both feel the same fluctuations in abundance. 

GaME Survey, 

Mapison. Wis.
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to flush two birds from the same grassy tussock in a obtain examples weighing from 8 to 15 ounces. A 
meadow—a most unusual resting place. Last winter, diminutive specimen of 5} ounces has been recorded as 
however, there was a notable scarcity of woodcock against Yarrell’s famous woodcock which scaled no 
in many parts of the country, especially in Devon and less than 27 ounces. An example weighing 20 ounces 
Cornwall. was killed only last season, and from time to time 

: For this scarcity various observers offered different exceptionally heavy birds are recorded. Concerning 
reasons. Whilst some ascribed it to the severity of these, our fathers believed there were two kinds of 
the previous winter, which they state caused wholesale woodcock, and even to-day one hears speak of a double 

destruction, others believed that large numbers of woodcock in the same sense as a double snipe. The 
migrating woodcock were driven out of their way and larger birds, in olden days, were termed muffled wood- 
destroyed by the severe autumnal gales we experienced. cock or muff ’cock, a term which would seem to indicate 
A third theory ascribed the diminution of numbers to some distinction in plumage, which is not borne out 
the abnormal drought of the previous summer, which by any preserved specimens. Some people, however, 
dried up many natural feeding places. still maintain that the muff ’cock was’ once a distinct 

Serious notice need only be taken of the first and species which has since died out. A considerable 
second theories, and it is doubtful if more than a small variation in plumage may be noted—buff, white, cream 
percentage of migrating woodcock actually perish on and almost black specimens being encountered occa- 
the journey. It is open to doubt also whether their sionally. 
numbers are greatly affected by a severe winter, for Possibly the habit of the woodeock which has caused 
after a few days’ frost the birds move southwards or most controversy is the manner in which the youngsters 
westwards in search of more open feeding grounds. are provided with food. Nesting some distance from 
At the same time it is possible that the milder winters suitable feeding grounds it is apparent that the chicks 
we have experienced of late years have induced more are at a disadvantage when hatched. But the difficulty 
woodcock to remain on the Continent. Certainly the is overcome in an unexpected and ingenious manner. 

J numbers of our native birds continue to increase steadily, If food cannot be brought to the chicks, then the latter 

| as more and more birds remain throughout the spring to must be transported to the feeding ground, and this is 
nest in this country. accomplished by the parent bird carrying them with her 
Nowadays it is more difficult to gauge correctly feet. For many years it was doubted if this transpor- 

the numbers of migrating ‘cock, a task which is never tation really took place, and one sportsman naturalist 
easy on account of the birds’ movements being nocturnal ; offered a sum of £50 for definite proof. It is now 

but years ago the sight of a ‘cock in the woods was the generally established that this strange feat is accom- 
signal for a shoot to be organised regardless of pheasants. plished in some cases if not in all, as testified by the 
To-day the woodcock is regarded only as a sideline to evidence of numerous and competent observers. In 
the main bag, and the coverts are not disturbed no matter some instances where food is obtainable near the nest 
how many ’cock may be seen. Consequently the pre- it is possible that the youngsters do not get a “free 
valence of woodcock does not always coincide with flight.” : 
shooting days, hence it is difficult to obtain a correct Twilight has long been known as ‘* Cock-shut time,” 
estimate of its numbers. and the expression owes its origin to the practice of 

For the woodcock is an essentially secretive bird netting woodcock on the way to their feeding grounds. 
whose motto appears to be, “ Here to-day and gone A bird of regular habits, the woodcock usually flies down 
to-morrow.” Certain coverts and feeding grounds the same woodland glade each night towards dusk, and is 
possess a peculiar appeal for the wandering birds, which, easily entangled in a net spread for his capture, a method 
like stoat, fox, and badger, display a preference for commonly employed before guns came into universal 
particular localities and pathways. Thus a_ bush use. Another method of capturing woodcock was to 
which has afforded shelter to one woodcock may shelter erect a ridge of earth across the marshy feeding grounds 
several others during the course of a season. Woods frequented by these birds. At intervals small gaps 
with a dim light and north-eastern aspect are supposed were made in the ridge and horse hair nooses were affixed 

; to be especially favoured by woodcock, yet it has been therein. When feeding, the woodcock never uses his 
remarked that of two coverts offering the same advan- wings if he can walk round an obstacle. So instead of 
tages, one may be frequented by cock whilst the other flying over the barrier he endeavoured to pass through 
does not receive a single visitor. And again a wood the nearest gap and was caught in the snare. One of 
may be full of ’cock one day and deserted the next. the best descriptions of a springe with which to take 
It is this uncertainty of movement which imparts an woodcocks,- is furnished by St. John in his Natural 
added charm to the bird in the eyes of the sportsman. History and Sport in Moray, but the practice once 

It is an open question whether woodcock collect commonly employed is now seldom encountered. 
together and travel in company, or whether each bird Finally, woodcock are almost entirely night feeding 
acts independently under a common impulse. For birds, hence the state of the weather after nightfall 
although the woodcock may be seen occasionally in affects their behaviour the following day. For if the 
large numbers, it is essentially a solitary bird. A score night is calm and fairly light the birds journey to their 

R of ’cock may settle temporarily in the same small favourite feeding grounds and feed freely so that the ° 
spinney, but each bird selects its own resting place and next day they are heavy and sleepy and lie close in the 
ignores its companions. woods. But if the night is dark and stormy food is 

The migration of the woodcock is not the only mystery not obtained so easily, and throughout the following 
about the bird. Few, if any species show e greater day the birds are hungry, wakeful and restless and easily 
disparity in size, for while the average weight of a put to flight. 

| normal bird is about 12 ounces, it is not uncommon to H. J. W. 

i a
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
National Bank Bldg; 
404 University Avé. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir; 

‘ Your letter and the articles received, for which 

accept my hearty thanks. The only thing that makes me mad, 

is that I will have to wait a couple of years before I can 

do some reliable work along those lines myself. Always pro- 

viding my luck holds out. 

Your article on the rapid recent decrease in the 

number of Jacksnipe interested me very much. It put me in 

mind of a very similar experience with Missouri Snipe. The 

firet time I hunted those elusive little rascals was in 3 

1920, when I killed 14 birds in two hours, hunting the ; \ 

Audrain Co. prairies with a .22 rifle. I cannot give def- 

inite figures, but I remember that the prairie seemed full : 

of birds, and loud with their call. They congregated in , 

flocks of 35 or more, and were calling from every field. 

I recall that it was a very wet Seaton. 

In 1925 I again went out(having been out of the 

j state for five years) and saw only one flock of about 12 

birds over the game territory, in a day's hunting. This 

season I went out and saw not a single bird. I may add 

that this hae been an exceptionally dry season With us. 

I am reminded that as you perhaps know, 

during this time, the prairie chickens have decreased 

to what amounts to extinction. I know of three in that 

Co. Yerg Boal
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A PROPOSED WOODCOCK STUDY 

By Dr. O. S. PETTINGILL 
Cornell University 

It is evident, when taking into consideration the extensive investiga- 

tions which have been conducted in behalf of such game birds as the 

Ruffed Grouse and Prairie Chicken, that very little scientific research has 

been directed toward the American Woodcock, one of our most popular 

game birds. With this thought in mind, we at Cornell University felt 

that the time had come to begin a study of the woodcock, especially 

since it was reputed to be decreasing rapidly throughout its range. In 

the fall of 1930 we undertook this work in a definite attempt to assemble 

as much information as possible concerning its life history and present 

status. 

In our investigation to date we have been gathering, where possible, 

all the data that has been published in the various scientific papers, 

journals, and books. Together with this, we have started a study of 

the bird in the field as a means of confirming and adding to what has 

already been learned. Thus we believe that we are in a position, with 

this work as a basis, to study the woodcock in an intensive manner, plac- 

ing particular emphasis upon those parts of its life history which we 

have found in need of further knowledge. 
This coming spring we intend to study the bird on its breeding 

grounds. In the near future, too, we plan to gather data on the feeding 

habits of the woodcock, an important part of its life cycle which has been 

worked upon but very little. We will also make it a point to gain an 

estimation of the numbers of woodcock throughout its range. Of those 

birds which we get in the flesh examinations will be made to determine ~ 

the presence of parasites and diseases. 

NEED CO-OPERATION OF SPORTSMEN 

Briefly, then, this will be the scope of our investigation. In order to 

carry this out with any degree of success, however, we will need the co- 

operation of sportsmen and naturalists. Therefore we ask your help in 

furnishing us with data on the numbers of woodcock in the regions with 

which you are acquainted. We would appreciate it if you would forward 

us the viscera of the birds which you secure during your next woodcock 
241
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season so that we may have them for food determinations and other 
studies. We have already 58 stomachs for such purposes but we are 
in need of a great many more. 

Just now we are very anxious to have specimens in the flesh from the 
mid-west, particularly those states in the vicinity of the Mississippi 
Valley and Great Lakes’ Basin, so that we may have birds to study com- 
paratively along with the specimens which we have from Nova Scotia, 
New York, New Jersey, and North Carolina. Many of you, no doubt, 
have made many observations on the bird, some of which would be of 
great interest to us. We would certainly like to have an 
account of them. In short, we most urgently solicit any help which you 
can give us to make this study as complete as possible.



4e stadgments that will give us some estimate of the abundance of the Woodcock 
in summer and in winter in places (i.e., townships, counties, etc.) concern- 
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Information relative to the four following headings is greatly desired: 

1, Dates of early spring arrival end late, fall departure of Woodcock. 

(Please state definite localities,) 

2. Records (including dates and localities) of Woodcock nests and young found 

wy you or persons of your acquaintance, 

3. Other records of Woodcock's occurence in your locality, or localities with 

which you are familiar. = 

. (over)
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Extract from "The Status of the Dowitehers with a Deseription of a New Sub- 
species from Alberta and Manitoba," by William Rowan. The Auk, Vol. XLIX, 
No, 1, Jamary, 1932, pp. 1-35. 

(2) Inland Dowitcher, Lb. griseus hendersoni, subsp, nov. (P1. IZ). 

This group is represented by a very different bird. To fully appreciate 
the difference the two forms should be seen together in life in the seme flock. 
In summer plumage the veriest tyro can distinguish them almost as far away 
as they can be seen. 

The series comprises some 40 skins from California, British Columbia, Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario (Toronto), and South Carolina, but the majority 
are breeding skins from Alberta and Fort Churchill, Maniteba. 

The outstanding features of the Inlend group are the following. The bills 
are Gonspicuously shorter than in the Long-billed class, while the actual 
Gifference between the two sexes is greatly redvced. The average length ef bill 
for the females (18 specimens) is 6.16 em. as against 5.69 om. of the males 
(34 skins). The former ie but little below the average of Long~billed males. 

in wing-length this group exceeds even the Longbilis. 

The spotting is generally comparatively ecanty and not concentrated on the 
throat (Plate II). Thers is in some skins a suggestion of a band of spotting 
along the extreme anterior limits of the bresest, but the spots average larger 
than those on the throat of the Long-bills and are always more scattered. In 
the best marked skins spotting is sparsely distrituted all over the breast and 
delly, The breast shows no barring on the sides although bars oceur sparingly 
farther baci. 

The general color on the under side is nearly as deep as in the Leng-bills but 
has a yellowish tinge. In a specimen freshly out of its winter plumage these 
breast feathers are more generously tipped with whitish than in the case of the 
Long-bills and there is in some skins (either sex) an admixture of white feathers on 
the belly. Tn the majority they are wanting and their presence might conceivably 
indicate a bird of the previous year (said to be the case with though 
this is probably unlikely, s fully white belly belng typical of = & . 
White feathers occur on some birds that have undoubtedly bred. one female, 
with about the maximum amount of white on the belly had « shelled ogg in the 
oviduet when collected, 

The feathers of the back offer an even greater contrast to the first group. 
' In life, when side by side with Long-bills, the Inland birds look so pale as to 

suggest an entirely different species. Both the barring and the edging of the 
feathers are wide, as well as paler, than in the first group. The bars on the 
tertials are similarly wider and paler. The two cantral rectrices are black 
but are crossed by considerably wider bands of buffish than in the long-bills. The 
color of these bars is never deep and may, in fact, be white. The underteil 
coverts may be mixed white and buffish, but they are never as richly colored as 
these of the long-bills and tend to be terminally spotted with black rather than



barred. The upper tall~coverts are white than those of group (1) with the 
terminal bar of blackish replaced by a cireuler spot. 

One August skin has been exemined. It shows the dark, worn condition of 
in comparable plumage, but there is no barring of the 

. rectrices, moreover, and its measurements, 5. be : *
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~ Snipe Shooting America Sixty Years Ago 
By GEORGE L. HARRISON 

GOOD many years ago a writer in Blackwoods— by the time I had gathered all, I would perhaps kill 
A famous Shikari—wrote that there were only several more; the majority of which would have 

two things in India worth shooting, tiger and escaped unshot at had I sent a dog or man out for them. 
snipe. Henry was very expert and exact in his marking, 

I have never shot tiger but I have shot snipe in three and it was astonishing with what precision he could 
continents whenever I have had the chance. mark down and remember the locality of several dead. 

One of the few men who has left in book form a birds at the same time. My field-staff consisted of a 
record of snipe shooting is the late Mr. J. J. Pringle, man to drive the wagon when I was shooting (when 
whose shooting grounds in Louisiana were known to not shooting, I always drove myself), my man, Henry, 
many English sportsmen of two generations ago, but to carry spare cartridges and the birds, and at times 
whose name I suppose is known to but few snipe shooters especially when I expected to find many birds, I took 
of the present day. another man or boy, sometimes two more, to act as 

An account of this shooting written by Dr. George beaters, carry cartridges, game, etc. 
Kingsley, a brother of the author of ‘“ Westward Ho,” On reaching the ground and getting out of the 
was sent to the Field in 1873 when he visited Mr. Pringle wagon, I would station it on a ridge, with orders to 
with Lord Dunraven. keep within signalling distance, and when I required 

Mr. Pringle had his records printed in a small volume more cartridges, or my men had as many birds as they 
and it is a résumé of this book which may be of interest could well carry, I would signal, and it would come 

to present day readers of the Field. The book was com- to me as fast as possible. 
piled for presentation to friends and, as far as I know, When practicable, I shot down-wind, with a marker 
no copies were sold. or beater walking quite abreast of me, about fifteen 

The volume opens with a description of the country yards off; with two beaters, one on each side of me. 
and of the manner of shooting, followed by portions of I would have the wagon meet me to leeward, and 
the Journals and ending with many tables of figures when I got to the end of the beat I would drive over 
showing bags by the year, six best days, six consecutive the ground I had just beaten (so as not to disturb : 
best days and other statistics. These figures show only the rest of it) to windward, and take another parallel 
the snipe which fell to Mr. Pringle’s own gun. beat down-wind, and so on until I had shot all that 

In the autumn of 1867, two years after the Civil War, ground out. 
Mr. Pringle returned to the south-western part of Louis- Oftener, however, I would begin on the weather side 

iana where he owned some property, and on December of the ground, and beat across wind. 
2nd began his game book. In the preface he says ‘“‘ Every My beaters, if I had more than one, were then both 
day on coming in from shooting, the birds were taken to leeward of me, the one next to me about fifteen 
from the game box of the wagon and laid out in rows yards off and somewhat behind me, the other the same 
of twenty, and the number reported to me, when I distance from the first and a little behind him. 
always counted them over carefully myself, and at once So, as snipe on rising generally fly to windward, I 
set the numbers down in the game book, from which got shots at the birds rising, not only before me, but 
the following extracts are made: ” before my beater or beaters. 

The ground shot over was ideal—low-lying marshes This would give me longer shots, but more of them. 
adjoining open prairie. This prairie was only about In shooting up-wind—which from the lay of the ground 
fifteen to thirty inches above the marshes “sloping I sometimes found it convenient to do—my marker 
down to them with a gradual and almost imperceptible would walk on a parallel line with me, about fifteen 
descent.” In the depressions in the prairie snipe were yards off and well behind—the wilder the birds, the 
also found. farther behind; with two beaters, one on each side 

The following extracts show in Mr. Pringle’s own of me, I walking in the middle and well ahead. 
words his methods : For the first few seasons I shot with guns of Lang, 

“As a rule when birds were abundant I kept the Purdey, and Grant; afterwards, altogether with 
dog (setter or pointer) at heel and only used him to Purdey’s hammer cylinder; then, when they came 

find dead not to retrieve, for a dog sent out to retrieve in, with hammerless choked (the perfection of guns, 

would have put up many birds. in my opinion)—they shot so hard, wore so well, and 
I had a negro (one of my old slaves), Henry, who handled so beautifully as to leave nothing to be desired 

was a wonderful marker, and it was his business in a —weighing 6lbs. 10 oz. 

hot corner, when the birds were rising fast and the I used No. 9 chilled shot, sometimes No. 8 for the 

shooting was rapid, to mark down and keep count of left barrel ; I stuck to black powder for a long time, 
the dead birds, and report to me the number down. for I always had a feeling that it shot stronger. Even- 

Then, he keeping his place, I would walk to the tually, however, I used Schultz, though to the end I 
dead birds, he telling me as nearly as possible the occasionally used black for the second barrel. 

whereabouts of each. 3 I shot with only one gun at a time; had no loader, 

At times, when the birds were numerous, I would. but loaded my gun myself ; had I shot with two guns 

sometimes have ten or twelve down at the same time, and had a loader, I would, of course, have killed a 

and by pursuing this plan, in going from one to another, great many more birds, but in those days and in those
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parts it was impossible to get a man that could be Dark and foggy until 11, when the fog lifted, and it 
trusted to load, and it would have been hard to train clouded up, and the light became very bad ; and with 
a green hand; and even with an efficient loader, it a dark day and no wind (for it was very calm all day), 
would have been, at times, awkward for him to hand the birds were so wild that at one time I thought of 

me a second gun, floundering about in the mud, as we giving it up. 

often would have been. 5429 SNIPE killed to date. Ther. 54. 
Then, too, the drives to and from the grounds were 1875, March 8th ; Monday ; 37th day ; 

sometimes so long, and the roads so bad, it was not CAMPERDOWN ; 

easy to take to the field more attendants than were 305 SNIPE 
absolutely necessary. : " : P E 

B e . . 
Though much exposed to wet and cold, I was never ae Coa ee poate pees ae 

: 7 b irds numerous, lying chiefly in Deep-Prairie and 
prevented from shooting by ailment of any kind, Sh. 2 5 

z allow-Sloughs ; very few in the Great-Sloughs ; 12 
except one in the season of 1878-79, when I had a 5 

4 é on the Harding burnt ground. 
severe attack of rheumatic gout, complicated with Th 

i ie eas e wagon got badly bogged by the carelessness of 
malaria, but it did not prevent my killing that season 2 Se erste 

es 2 my man July, and in extricating it I lost half an hour 
3,085 snipe in twenty-nine days. 

Z i eae a of the best part of the day. 
During the Civil War the Parish of St. Mary was ° 

zs = Birds rather wild for such weather. 
overrun by the Federal troops under General Banks, i 

d th a + of th Plo Sitch 4 th 5734 SNIPE killed to date. Ther. 35. 
Bee ec rer Deneaeas Care OO RIB LAO: Ge 1877, December 11th; Tuesday; 10th day ; 
prairies were carried off ; the slaves were manumitted, 

and for the most part left the plantations, which were CYPRE-MORT. 

neglected and uncultivated; the fences were torn 366 SNIPE; 1 teal; 4 rail; 3 garde-soleil; 374 

down or burned, and the drainage was destroyed. head. 
So that when I began shooting the country, and for Penn-Pasture all day. Light, east wind and clear 

some time after, the abandoned and undrained planta- until 1 o’clock, when the sky was overcast with heavy 
tions and the adjacent prairies afforded good feeding clouds, and the light became very bad. 

ground for the snipe, which resorted to them when Birds very numerous though wild, as they generally 

the lower grounds were submerged. And as the country are in such weather, but they were well distributed 
was practically fenceless, I could drive across the’ all over the grounds, and the shooting was not only 

unenclosed fields and prairies and pass with great very fast, but very regular. 
facility from one ground to another, getting the cream I had two markers, Henry and another negro, all 

of several grounds in a day’s shooting. day, and three from 12 o’clock ; when Penn, hearing 

As the country recovered from the ravages of the the shooting, came to me, and I pressed him into the 

war, the abandoned lands were gradually fenced and service ; Henry is always to the fore, and first-rate, 
reclaimed, and also the greater part of the outlying but the others were of little use, except to carry the 

virgin prairie, which had heretofore been used as birds and cartridges. 
pasturage and never cultivated, was also enclosed and 1640 SNIPE killed to date. Purdey choke. Dash. 

put under tillage.” 2 A 1887, December 19th; Wednesday; 14th day ; 
A few examples—all but one of which are typical CYPRE-MORT 

days, will show how the entries in the journal were <a ae s . 
ee 3 J 262 SNIPE; 1 wild duck; 1 Blue Wing, 1 Green 

AG Wing teal; 265 head. 
1874, November 25th ; Wednesday ; 7th day ; East wind ; passing clouds. 

CYPRE-MORT. 2692 SNIPE killed to date. Ther. 60. 
301 SNIPE; 1 rail; 2 garde-soleil ; 304 head. Purdey choke, 26; Grant gun, 236. 

The “ Loyon” ground all day. Fresh, north-west In the past seven consecutive shooting-days, I have 
wind; clear, cold, bright day ; birds generally lying killed to my own gun, 1943 snipe; the best seven 

well, except in the deep water; cover good. consecutive shooting-days I have ever had. 1268 of 

This Loyon ground I discovered a few days ago. them killed in Penn-Pasture, which, take it altogether. 

(See 3rd day, Tuesday, November 17th, 1874). It is the best and most reliable ground, for all kinds of 

seems to be one of the best grounds within shooting weather, within reach of me. 

distance of the Snipery. I am sorry I did not know 1878, February 2lst; Thursday; 27th day; 
of it before, but it is fenced around and rather inac- CAMPERDOWN. 

cessible. I named it to-day, “‘ The 300 Ground.” * 

IT had out onl: di Dash, who having b 18 Oa SNe 
ey 2 vet Oe aetna! ae ae fick Most of the birds in Deep-Prairie, but found, as 

ee iG Ey bred, ‘andi thic usual at this season, a good many on Lacey burnt 
cover was very slow in finding dead; had I had a field. 

fresh dog, i think I would have got 20 birds more. 4061 SNIPE idlled to. date. Ther. 67. 
1,230 SNIPE killed to date; 7 days. wae = eaten « 
Ther. 50 Rem eae hs ie BBtek Gab Philip Schuyler shot ; his score not included above. 

ee ee ee ee eee He arrived on the evening of the 16th, and has been 

Sos PenOBth a RAGA RoE ae shooting with me since then; though owing to the 
, Mare! ; Friday ; ith day ; searcity of the birds, we have not had good sport. 

CYPRE-MORT ; : The Garde soleil mentioned in the Game lists were 
172 SNIPE; 1 hare; 173 head. bittern, so called by the French who settled there on 
Dumesnil, 45; Second and Third Cypre-Mort, 127. account of the position the birds assume when in the 

Birds abundant but very wild. reeds. They were highly prized as food by the natives.
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From these extracts it will be seen that very few days, Days. Snipe. 
then as now, were without their drawbacks, and I 1878-1879 .. & i. S20 3,085 
suppose that Mr. Pringle, like almost every man I know, 1879-1880 .. a Peo 2,434 
consistently shot below his average, although a snipe 1880-1881 .. re we Ad, 3,493 
bog may be different from a Grouse Moor in this respect. 1881-1882 .. oo eee 239 3,238 

The following is a condensed record by years : 1882-1883 .. ma Sel 2,521 
Days. Snipe. 1883-1884 .. 3 ane AO) 3,734 

1867-1868 .. if3 oad: 1,861 1884-1885 .. és Ga Sh 2,403 
1868-1869 .. bx - 38 3,645 1885-1886 .. a: Tin 3,744 
1869-1870 .. = -. 40 4,091 1886-1887 .. Ae p26 2,085 
1870-1871 .. af He 320) 3,412 ened Sees 
USTLAST2=o. aS ue 37 4,142 Twenty Seasons .. some 69,087 

1872-1873 .. a B28) 2,006 Afterwards .. oe sie 9,515 
1873-1874 .. ie s7k FPeSe 3,100 ae aaa 
1874-1875 .. ase sede 6,615 Total ie es 78,602 
1875-1876 .. cad sone AD 5,048 Included in this number are 1,469 snipe shot when in 
1876-1877 .. zs fe DS) 3,116 pursuit of other game. The days on which they were 
1877-1878 .. a ivi 5,314 shot are not included in the number of days given above. 

IRD lovers, schoolboys and the average residents We will meander down the valley, keeping close to 
in the south of England are thrilled at the mention the gurgling waters, where trout and an occasional 
of that much glorified and noble bird of prey, the salmon lurk, and before many minutes have elapsed our 

golden eagle of Scotland. ears will be greeted with the warning cry of a male 
How few and far between are those people who have buzzard, urgently summoning his spouse to quit her 

any knowledge of the birds of prey to be found in the nest and join him in his aerial circlings. His ery is a 
south of England. loud and weird mewing scream which is quickly rein- 

It is indeed a goodly list and includes such birds as forced by that of his agitated mate. By now they have 
the Montague harrier, the hen harrier, the peregrine circled up above their beloved oak tree and we are able 

falcon, the kestrel, merlin and sparrow hawk, and last to watch them at our leisure. They are “ noble birds ” 
but not least that stately bird of birds “‘ brer buzzard.” indeed, over four foot in wing span, soaring in a stately 
The harriers and the peregrines are, alas, too scarce for way overhead, with widely expanded wings, slightly 
any but the favoured few to ever hope of studying, or inclined upwards, which mode of flight is similar to that 
even viewing in their natural haunts; but our old of the golden eagle; and indeed the two types are 
nursery friend brer buzzard is ‘‘ there for the asking.” practically indistinguishable if their size and colour 

Let us away to Exmoor Forest for our Easter holidays cannot be noted. Their nest is easily found in the biggest 
and for once in a while give the cold shoulder to that oak tree, and is a large open one, constructed of good 
favourite seaside town of ours. Let us choose the un- sized sticks, and lined with green twigs, leaves and all. 
beaten track, and indeed miles of it exist on these moors Their eggs are usually three in number, of the size of a 
which stretch from Dunkery Beacon to the westward. hen’s egg, heavily blotched with rusty coloured markings 
The Great Western Railway will kindly and comfortably on a white background. 
carry you to sleepy old Dulverton, the paradise of the Their oak tree, though large, is not unclimbable, and 
“ Flyfisher ’ community, but we do not tarry except on peeping into the nest we can view the nestlings, 
perchance for our first west-country meal and a tankard busily tearing at the carcass of a rabbit, carried there 
of cider. If we be hale, hearty and energetic, and energy in the talons of one of the fond parents, The nestlings’ 
“be summat ”’ essential for our programme, we tramp diet consists of rabbits, rats, moles, mice and various 
with packs on our back, a mere dozen miles or so to reptiles, and we should be astounded at the size of their 

Hawkridge, Exford, Winsford or Withypool. The choice appetites. In the space of an hour’s walk we can find 
is ours and we may pander to our fancy ; Withypool a round half-dozen pairs of nesting buzzards; and 
has it. undoubtedly get the thrill of seeing one or more lordly 

“Our choice ” lies in the Barle valley, snugly hidden stags, accompanied by their submissive and graceful 
between Winsford common and Withypool Hill. The hinds. 
slopes of the valley are “olde Englande ” indeed, Other birds, rare to the south of England resident, 
thickly covered with giant oaks and noble beeches, such as the ring ousel, dipper, blackcock, and greyhen, 
which proudly lean over to gaze with paternal affection the curlew, nightjar and merlin and a host of others, 
at the leaping, gurgling and ever-scurrying Barle river. can be found easily during our two weeks roaming of 
On either side of the wooded slopes, the majestic and that delectable bit of the West Country named the 
lonely heather moors stretch away as far as the eye “Moors of Exmoor Forest.” 
can see. B. HG,



Woodcock ——~ 
Maine 

Phillips, J. C. 1932. Northern New England Woodcock. 
Auk, Vol XLIX, October 1932, pp. 466-467 
(General Notes)



Wood tect Felder 

Reprinted from Tux Avx, Vol. XLIX, October, 1932. 

Northern New England Woodcock.—In the vicinity of Farmington, 
Franklin Co., Maine, a party of three or four sportsmen, headed by the 

late Richard C. Storey of Boston, hunted Woodcock for thirty years. 
Through the courtesy of Mrs. Storey I was able to study the records of 

these annual shooting parties. They extended through the best part of 

the October flight and averaged about fifteen days of shooting each autumn. 
The records are a model for this kind of upland shooting. In nearly all 

cases each individual “cover” is mentioned by name and the number of 
birds started and shot in it are recorded every day. Thusit is easy to total 
the number of birds started and shot each year, and the length of time in 
days of each annual hunt. 

There has been a great difference of opinion on the status of the Wood- 
cock and as in all cases of the sort, loose statements based on casual ob- 

servations have been given more credit than they deserve. A generation 

ago it was held by some competent naturalists that the Woodcock was a 
doomed species. Even now, when for at least twenty-five years we in 

New England have noted a rather steady advance in numbers, the story is



far from complete, and much more must be learned about its habits, 

migration and periods of scarcity. It seems fair to say that the range of 

the species in the Middle West, where it was never very plentiful, has been 
greatly curtailed through drainage, improved farming and over-shooting. 

On the other hand, there may have been an extension of range in the East 

due to extensive lumbering of coniferous growth, burning, and abandon- 
ment of farms in the New England States. However, in eastern Quebec, 

land is still being cleared and rough “stump farming”’ is extending up to 

the very border of northwestern Maine. It is quite likely that the Wood- 
cock is still extending its range in a northerly and easterly direction in the 

St. Lawrence Valley. 

In order to evaluate the Farmington figures more easily from the stand- 
point of increase or decrease, I have divided the records into three nearly 

equal periods, or decades. The first period is from 1901-1912 (ten years) 
with the records of 1910 and 1911 missing. The second period is for the 

ten years from 1913-1922 inclusive and the last period is for the nine 

years, 1923-1931. 
The following figures seem to be the most significant; the average number 

of birds started each day for each period, the number of birds started per 

trip, per period based on a trip of fifteen days, and the number of birds 
shot per fifteen day period for each decade. It will be seen that this last 

figure does not increase as fast from the early to the late period as the 

figure for “birds started.”’ This is probably due to more leisurely hunting 

methods with advancing years, and also to the lower federal and state 
bag limit. 

1901-1912 1913-1922 1923-1931 

(2 years (9 years 
missing) only) 

Average number of birds started per 
Gay, per:decade s5...5 cic sine wns «a 9.2 11.2 Las 

Average number of birds started per 

year per decade................. 189.2 171.5 310. 
Average number of birds started per 

fifteen day trip for each decade.... 188.3 169.5 255. 

Average number of birds killed per 
fifteen day trip for each decade... . 84.2 100.5 108.5 

It will be noted that the figure 310, the actual average number of birds 
started per year for the last period is much larger than the figure 255 

representing the theoretical number for a fifteen day trip. This is because 

during the last period the hunting trips were longer, averaging over eight- 
een days actual hunting each autumn. 

To sum up, there would seem to be no tendency to a decreasing supply 
of birds in the Farmington region and even allowing for greater knowledge 

of hunting territory, better roads and better motor cars there can be little 

doubt of some actual increase in this part of northern New England in 
the past thirty years—Joun C. Parties, Wenham, Mass.
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Extract from a letter from John C. Phillips, October 24, 1932 

; *y ‘iat you oe reprints from "The Auk" and am 

particularly interested to know what you thought of the woodcock 

figures from Farmington, Maine. I personally feel that I should 

have qualified that note because I believe that the woodcock 

has reached the end of a cycle of increase. We have had a couple 

of poor years and now that the covers nearly all over New England 

and in various other parts of the northeast are well kmown and the 

shooting so much more intensive, it seems to me hard to believe 

that this increase, which was a real increase, can continue 

indefinitely. I very much fear that we will see a decline in 

woodcock beginning about 1930."
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December 7,1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison,Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of December the Srd 

to Dr, Allen,I am enclosing a copy of my paper on the woodcock 

study which I read at the Game Conference. I would highly 

appreciate any comments on this paper which you may care 

to make. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Jil > e se oom 

Olin Sewall Pettingill,Jr.



Dec. 13, 1932 

Mr. Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. : 
MeGraw Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Mr. Pettingill: 

I thank you for sending me the woodcock paper, 
which I have read with great interest. I assume I may 

have it for my file on this species. 

It seems to me you have uncovered some very 
valuable leads, of which the most interesting is the separ- 
ate territory of the male. I wish I had lmown this before 
my book went to press. ‘The prairie chicken is the only other 
game bird where the female comes to the male, only in that 
instance, of course, the males are gregarious. 

The fruit food is very unexpected. 

I hope you can find some way (by colored bands, 
for instance) to verify whether they breed as yearlings, or 
whether they wait till the second year. 

T hope for a chance to diseuss all this in 
person. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh ?



Progress Report on the Woodcock Study 

: At the Research Conference a year 

ago I told you of some of our plans at Cornell University in 

undertaking a study of the American Woodcock, Briefly I outlined 

the scope of the work stating what we intended to do and what we 

hoped to accomplish, Since that time we have gone ahead with the 

study. The results so far obtained,although accumulating as slowly 

as predicted,have,nevertheless,been quite gratifying. 

In making a report at this time on 

the progress of the woodcock study,I shall attempt to state as 

briefly as possible certain conclusions which have been drawn 

from results secured up to this time. These conclusions can only 

be of a preliminary nature as the study has scarcely more than 

begun. They will,nowwwer,give you some conception of the results 

we are accomplishing. 

To make this report as concise 

as possible,I shall confine my conclusions to four phases of the 

study. 

The Study of the Breeding Habits 

: During the past spring ten nests 

were found in the vicinity of the Cayuga Lake Basin and each gave 

us variable amounts of information. The activities of the pairs of 

birds to which these nests welonged were observed over continued 

periods, Some of the data so far obtained from this phase of 

our study follow:
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1. Only five out of ten nests were found in the typical 

habitat consisting of sparsely growing poplar,scrub 

birch,willow,and alder/Three were found in an open 

/ grass covered field-far from a woodland,one on a fallen 

log in a swamp,one deep an a heavily wooded forest,and 

one on a wooded island in the center of a pond. 

2. The incubation period,said in various publications to be 

from twenty to twenty-one days in duration,was found to be 

Nineteen days in length. 

3. Among nests found in April and early May the clutch of eggs 

was typically four but in nests of the last of May and June 

the clutch of eggs was usually three. It was believed that 

these late nests were second ones,the first nests having been 

inserrupted. Since the second clutch of eggs is more liable 

to be incomplete or imperfect in most birds,this fact 

undoubtedly accounted for the typical three clutch in the 

case of the woodcock, 

442 ,Incubation of the eggs was carried on entirely by the femake. 

fnis geems quite unusual when taking into consideration the 

fact that in all other shore birds,the group to which the 

woodcock belongs,both sexes take part in nesting activities, 

incubation being performed almost entirely by the male. 

5. The young were reared entirely by the female,a situation 

quite different from that in other shore birds.
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6. The male was found to have a defined territory of his om 

where he remained throughout the breeding season. It 

bore no relation to the nesting territory and,in most 

. cases,was far removed from the nest. It was doubtséul 

-if the male was even aware of the location of the nest. 

7. Courthsip and mating took place on the territory of the 

male only,the female arriving and departing entirely 

of her own ee female,during the period of : 

courthsip and incubation was determined to be present 

on the male's territory during his early evening flight 

performance. 

8. Careful observations and experiments were conducted in an 

attempt to settle the dispute as to whether or not the 

woodcock jurriea its young. Only negative results were 

obtained, Three broods were watched diligently during the 

days directly following hatching. The females in care of 

the broods were flushed approximately 30 times and not once 

did they make even an effort to carry their young. It is 

our impression,after a survey of accounts of reliable 

; observers who have actually witnessed this act,that the 

carrying of the young is purely an accidental occurence, 

: the chicks being caught between the legs or entangled : 

among the feathers and thus lifted from the ground. At 

the present time we are of the opinion that the woodcock 

does not intentionally carry its young and seldom does so.
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9. The young were capable of flight on the 14th day after 

hatching. 

The Study of the Food Habits 

The percentage of food content 

in the stomachs so far examined is approximately as follows: 

Earthworms 40% 
Insect larvae 20% 
Adult insects 15% 
Vegetawle Matter 15% 
Mineral Matter 10% 

The insect larvae have been for the : 

most part dipterous and coleopterous. The adult forms 

have been mostly coleopterous, Centipedes have also been 

found to be taken commonly as food. Numerous small seeds have 

been observed in stomachs but the fact that they were*taken 

as food is questionable, It seems more likely that they were 

picked up along with the fine bits of mineral matter 

required in digestion. Numerous berry seeds,in one instance 

those of the red elder berry,were found in some stomachs 

giving us evidence that the woodcock occasionally feeds on 

this type of fruit. 

The Study of the Causes of Mortality 

: The compilation of data on this 

very important part of our study has been gradual, We have 

. surveyed the literature bertaining to this subject and have 

secured many references.But we are still in need of a great
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deal more information as to the causes of death, especially 

those due to natural enemies. 

It is doubtful. if there is a bird in 

North America which is more subject to hazards that the 

woodcock. When considering the great mumbers of woodcock 

killed each year,it seems almost unbeliewable that the 

woodcock,laying customarily but one four-clutch of eggs 

annually,has been able to hold its own up to the beginning 

of the icncent century. : 

The fact that the woodcock is a game 

. bird and therefore subject to a depletion in numbers each 

fall does not seem to be so great a cause of mortality as the 

fate which befalls it during migratory flight. And this,of 

course,is saying a great deal! Each year records of woodcock 

flying into objects such as telephone wires,fences,houses, and 

lighthouses grow in number. While its erratic,zipzagging flight 

saves it once in a while from the spread of shot from the 

double-barrelled and even automatic shot gun,it,neverbheless, 

brings destruction to the bird during the seasonal flight. 

The fall migration @¢ the woodcock 

is controlled in a large measure by weather conditions. The 

bird seems to depend on a drop in temperature before going 

southward. Under normal weather conditions this may not mean 

a loss in numbers but under abnormal conditions it spells 

disaster. For a sudden daveré drop in temperature deprives it 

of food by freezing up its feeding grounds within a radius
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of hundreds of miles. Many birds become at once weakened, 

emaciated,and unable to cope with the low degree of 

temperature and die,very often falling an easy prey to 

their natural enemies. In the Eastern section of the 

; woodcock's range a wind of high velocity from a 

northerly direction(during migration)drives them coastward 

and sometimes far out to sea where they are ultinately 

lost. 

At the present time we are lacking 

in sufficient information to present a list of the natura | 

enemies of the woodcock. The hird,no doubt,has its share 

of predators but it is difficult to gather evidence against 

them. Of the data which we now have,the domestic cat seems 

| to take the greatest toll of woodcock. All the records which 

we have of cats taking woodcock are dated in the spring when 

the bird is sitting closely upon its nest. 

The Study of the Present Status 

Although I am in no position at the 

present time to make a report on the present status of the 

woodcock throuchout its range,I can,nevertheless,say a few 

words in regard to the species in the vicinity of the 

Cayuga Lake Basin in Western New York. 

From an estimate made during the past 

spring approximately 50 pairs of woodcock were breeding in 

the vicinity of the Southern End of the Cayuga Lake Basin. 

This is a decided increase over the estimate of past years.
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Of course,this increase may or may not hold true for 

the species in other sections of its range. But I feel 

that it shows that the woodcock is not as rare as it is 

said to be and that it is by no means approaching 

extinction. This estimate may indicate that we may still 

have woodcock for Many years to come provided people 

are judicious in enacting legislation for its protection 

‘ and,above all,are aggressive in enforcing such legislation, 

I should like to continue discussing 

other phases of this study but my time is limited, 

I have pointed out some of the important phases in the 

study and hope within a year that we shall be able to more 

than double the informatign that we now haves: and that the 

report a year ‘hence will approach a greater degree of 

finality.
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Woodcock 

From Bird-Banding, Vol. V,No. 2, April, 1934, p. 91 

AN AMERICAN WOODCOCK RECOVERY OF INTEREST.- An American Woodcock 
(Philohela minor), apparently stunned, was picked up on the streets of 
Fairhope, Alabama, and brought to me for banding on December 16, a93e., It 
was recovered on October 31, 1933, at Sydney, Nova Scotia, Canada, by 
John E, McCurdy. - Helen M. Edwards, Fairhope, Alabama,



Alabama Game & Fish News File Woodcock 

May, 1934 
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1anpep WOODCOCK TRACED\, 

A woodcock, banded in Fairhope, » 
_ Ala., Dec. 16, 1932, by Mrs. W. H. | 
Edwards, was taken near Sydney, 
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, on Oct, 31, 
1933. The banded woodcock, bearing 
the numeral A408449, was identified 
by Duncan McIntosh, who is in 
charge of Mrs. Edwards’ banding 
while she is abroad in Russia, after 
the department had been notified of 
the finding of the bird by Hoyes 
Loyd, supervisor of wild life in Can- 
ada.
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f CROSS REFERENCE - 

See The Earliest (1805) Unpublished Drawings of the Plexibility 

of the Upper Mandible of the Woodcock's Bill, by Henry Mousley, The Auk, 

Vol. LI, July 1934, pp. 297-301. E : :



File: Woodcock” 
Food & Cover 
New Jersey : 

From General Notes, Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XLVI, No. 3, September 1934, p. 200. : 

{ : ‘ 

: oo in the Feeding Habits of the Woodcock.--While the Woodcock 
(Philohela minor) is known to eat seeds of various plants, its normal diet consists 
largely of earthwoms and insects. On a recent field trip to New Jersey, State Game 
Warden Joseph Mathis and others gave incontrovertible evidence that the Woodcock, , 
at least when hard pressed for food, will take grain. During the umsually cold 
freeze of February and early March, 1934, when snow covered the ground, the warden : 
placed cracked corn on a cleared surface for Bob-whites, three or four times each 
week, On the second visit to one feed patch near New Gretna, Burlington County, 
New Jersey, he saw five Woodcocks, along with a covey of Bob-whites, eating the 
cracked corn, ‘These were observed eating the corn at the feeding station at each 
subsequent visit for fully a month. Other observers reported the same habit.-- 
Clarence Cottam, U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, D. C, . 

; \
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nee WOODCOCKS INCREASING IN NUMBERS Wwoedco Ow Lega 

UV The Woodcock has shown a decided increase in numbers within its 
eastern breeding range according to Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr., of 
Middleton, Mass. The re-establishment of the splendid game bird in its 
former nesting regions was attributed to the recent protection given the 
bird through restricted or closed seasons. 

Mr. Pettingill's monographic study of the Woodcock is to be pub- 
lished shortly by the Boston Society of Natural History. This study has 
disclosed that the former range of this bird extended west rarely to 
Nebraska, but records from western Iowa are extremely scarce. 

Recent Iowa breeding records, as furnished to Mr. Pettingill by 
Philip A. DuMont, of the Iowa Fish and Game Commission, included ones 

from Story, Boone, Washington, Black Hawk, Clayton and Allamakee count- 
ies. Woodcocks have also been noted during the summer recently in Sac, 

Buena Vista, Polk and Winnebago counties. It is probable that the Wood- 

cock nests along most of the damp river bottoms in eastern Iowa, princi- 

pally in the region of the Upper Mississippi River Wild Life Refuge. 
*



if : Shorebirds 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See general note, "Shore-birds and Decoys" on D. $2, The Auk, 

. Vol, LII, January, 1935.



Woodcock 
: Longevity 

From Reviews of Recent Literature, Bird-Banding, Vol. VI, Jamary 1935, p. 38: 

Lapwings (Vanellus vanellus) of six and one half and seven and one half 
years, a Woodcock (Scolopax r. rusticola) of six and one half years, a Kestrel | 

(Felco tinnunculus) of eight and one half years, and a Starling (Sturnus ve 
vulgaris) of at least nine years are reported in British Birds.
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ANNUAL TAKE REPORTED IN NEW JERSEY (Rounded to nearest a rienee paaton aa: Senet 
nearest 1000) - **Closed season on grouse 

Year 

Species 1934] 1933]. 1932 | 1931 | 1930 | 1929 | 1928 | 1927 | 1926 | 1925 | 1924 

Rabbits ape 43, 0001550, 000 {512,000 yug srialiin snail 000 1423, 000 | 364,000 

sees aR aiaseclote cts needle Gail! on teal, 3 scl - ho, nls. 2 2 gael | ees 
Stiga. 48é.net ase, coalagi G00! <é,cp0| 8.060 | 77.0001 2.0001 91,000) 76,000| 0,000 va,agn 
Quail 000 | 2.0) Shepbia| si.000| 63,0001. 72,000! 68 ecitl faited 9,000 | 

ona 10,0001 _8,000| 9,000| _3,600/#"1,2001 soo) 10,000 11,000 
Woodcock 11,000| 12,000] 15,000/ 20,000] 12,000 | clit bed ul tae pel 9,000 Forest Game 

a” seal 4.30! _a,fon) 1,901 1605] 3.00) _2,490| 1.en0| 1.7001 1.2001 a,40m 4 
Ducks ee ee Pe 1,000! 65,000! 72,000] 64,000! 64,0001 63,000} $1,000] 95,000 ; Waterfowl 

Geese & Brant eal Seal 4,200| 4,500 200|__4, 600 000 = pee eee 000] J 

PREDATORS ((Rounded off to nearest 100) 

Cats 10,800] 9,600] 11 sins conn | 9,900| 10 ak aie 11,600] 11 en ai aed ig 200) ws .N ge ee | 2 addy - gharg fn 

Weasels 4,400| 4,200| 4,007 100; 6 at ne] 4,200 000 000 Hs ata Ol Mus 

{ 
j i g \ 

Foxes 1,200 1,000? | ii eed g00 (ole) g00 ‘00 700 | 

FISH (Rounded off to nearest 1000) 

Trout WYO, 000 [460, 000 [LOU, 0001411, 000 1269, 0001300, 000/264, 000/230, 000 |206, 000 | 185, 00C | 168, 000 
Bass 171,000 1177,000 |160,000]147,000[100,0001104,000| 88, 000|112,000/112,000| 86,000) 121,000 
Pickerel 194, 000 | 201, 000 |201, 000 |233, 000 1165, 000/204, 000/178, 000 1196, 0001177, 0001135, 0001191, 000 

‘(Rounded off to nearest 100) 
Licens Teelcs, 150, 200/137, 900|121, 800}134, 400] 202, 200| 202,000} 195, 200/189, 800}175, 700]173,900 159, 600|



ANNUAL STOCKING IN NEW JERSEY 

Species Year 
f 19 1934 [ 1933 | 1932 [ 1931 [| 1930 [ 1929 [ 1928 | 1927 | 1926 | 1925 | 1924 [1923 | 21922 

fete... liaise a alae ated. .ol pesos cts ooshasvteas| yn, xp.00e sie 
Pheasants 4, 000 | 30,000 |22, 000 28,000 |24, 000 | 32, 000 i comin cine 000 }16,000}18,000/17,000}14,000) 6,600 

on ik a al 

ellie ee a ed 

Cost Items Per Bird 

Huns Reported
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JOHN B. BURNHAM 
ESSEX, NEW YORK 

June 24, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wise, 

Dear Aldo: 

I appreciate very much your sending 
me those interesting pamphlets, and I shall read them through 
at the earliest possiblemoment, f 

Do you happen to have any data indicating 

woodcock second broods? My foreman, Ernest Mussen, found a 

woodcock nest with three eggs in it on June 10th of this year. 
I do not believe the bird had begun incubating the eggs. 

Various members of the staff of the 
Biological Survey have told me that they have no information 
whatever on the point of woodcock raising second broods, 
I think the sportsmen generally believe that second broods 
are raised; and I believe that this idea is chiefly based 
on the fact that in the fall six or eight birds or more are 
sometimes found in the cover where it is believed only one 
pair of mature birds nested, combined with the fact that 
at times (particularly when the shooting season was earlier) 
immature woodcock ¥8dRd. June 10th, however, is the latest 
thet I have ever known a woodcock nest with eggs to be 
found, The next earliers is an instance related by Bill 
Mershon about a month earlier, 

Very sincerely yours, 

2 Sn 
: th 

: SBB/Ai



June 29, 1936 

Mr, John B, Burnham 
Essex 
New York 

Dear John: 

I am delighted to have a word from you, 

No, I have no evidence of second broods in woodeodk, 
but I agree with you that June 10 is a late date for fresh ezes. 5 

It is not too late, however, to exclude the usual explanation: 

re-nesting after destruction of an earlier nest. 

Our woodeock on the University Arboretum had flying 
young by the middle of May, 

I notice that Pettingill has just published his book on 
woodeock and it may contain something on second broods. ‘the book 
is put out by the Boston Society of Natural History, 234 Berkeley 
Street, Boston. 

My son Starker ig at the Yale Forest School in New Haven 
this year. I told him that if he ever got near Essex, to give you 
a ving. His tastes lie very much in our line--in fact, I rate him 
as a pretty good game manager already. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management ; 

vh
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JOHN B. BURNHAM Rew j ola 

ESSEX, NEW YORK f } 

Q oo i at 
December 9, 1936 ie ae 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
Professor of the Div, of Game Management 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Iam.enclosing one of the blanks of your Division 
of Game Manegement filled out to the effect that I desire to receive your 
publications, even though my use of them may be quite indirect. You are 
blazing the trail to new and more successful things in conservation, How 
fortunate the young Schmidt was to have a biographer of your caliber. 
I should like to make a few comments on your report as Chairman of the 
Techinical Committee of the American Wild Life Institute, 

As to the general scope of the species to be studied, 
my only regret is that you did not include woodcock, The handwriting is 
on the wall that if we are going to save the woodcock, a Federal closed 
season is imminent, I personally do not believe effective regulations can 
be made until we know more about this bird, and particularly its routes of 
migration, 

I have talked with a number of interested persons on this 
subject, and some who have official or semi-official standing, such as 
Henderson of the Biological Survey, and Fred Walcott, I feel very strongly 
that some results from banding should be obtained before the season is closed, 
in order to more surely assemble needed facts on which to base future regula- 
tions, We still have plenty of woodcock dogs available, and as you know, 
without them it is difficult to locate woodcock, : 

I find all kinds of disparities in the reports I get this 
year, There are certain localities where I believe woodcock are still abundant 
in the Bast, and other localities nearby where they have practically dis- 
appeared, 

In the Canadien breedingterritory woodcock were apparently 
very scarce this fall except in concentration areas in Nova Scotia, ‘+hroughout 
New England, with the exception of the west side of the Green Mountains in 
Vermont, there are equally scarce, Shooters told me that they found no cock 
in Westchester County and New York and southern Connecticut, where up to this — 
year there have been good flights. The winter came early through this section, 
and by the middle of October in Essex County, New York, we had nine inches of 
snow, There: ¥*gt least a month's time when under ordinary conditions the section 
last named should have had good flight shooting, 

Where I live on the west shore of Lake Champlain I have 
more than fifty localities marked on my geological survey map where native 
woodcock have been accustomed to breed, We hage ideal country for woodcock 

on the east side of the Adirondacks and in time past have produced many times 
the amount of woodcock that have been locally killed, Essex County is larger 
than Rhode Island and as far as I know there are less than half a dozen shooters



JOHN B. BURNHAM 
ESSEX, NEW YORK 

#2 Mr. Aldo Leopold Dec, 9, 1936 

who have woodcock dogs and who make any pretence at shooting woodcock, As you 
know many bird dogs will neither retrieve or point woodeock, Our local shooters 
in this country are deer and fox hunters, possessors of hound dogs, 

On the west side of the Adirondacks there appears to have been 
very fair woodcock shooting last fall but I have not been able to learn of any 
abundance of woodeock from the St. Lawrence River west as far as Michigan, 
Ontario woodcock shooters have reported a rotten season, 

In Michigan woodeock have been reported by shooters and by 
the Game Department to have been on the increase for the past four years, 
the identical period duning which the great decrease has occurred in my section, 
This of course cannot be due to a change in migration routes but probably to a 
closed season, which I understand they hed in Michigan for quite a few years, 

Also I am inclined to think that the Michigan birds passed 
through and wintered in a territory where they were not subjected to over~ 
shooting, Whereas I think that the birds we raised on the east side of the 
Adirondacks fiad to run a gauntlet of hard shooting, Of course this is merely 
guess work, 

Iam of the opinion that not many woodcock are killed in the 
neighborhood of our breeding grounds (with the exception of certain Canadian 
sections where rich American sportsmen have shot them hoggishly in the early 
season) but that the depletion takes place farther south down to and including 
their wintering grounds. I know in time past of excessive bags taken in the 
coastal Carolinas, A little way in the birds are very scattering and you don't 
get the same concentrations, : 

For example, in southern Alabama back from the coast, where I 
heave done more or less quail Shooting, one is not apt to put up more than a 
couple of woodcock in a day's shooting. If we can find where the sore spots 
are, we could take the necessary measures to ameliorate the condition, But 
after forty years of woodcock experience, I have fery little in the way of 
recommendation to make, 

Of course all that I have said has reference to the depletion 
of the supply through shooting, After a closed season has been established, 
the other factors can be worked out perfectly well, But my point now is that if 
we don't get information about the routes of flight of woodcock, and the danger 
points along such routes, it will be next to impossible to get such data after a closed season has been established, A letter I have from Gabrielson indicates 
the immediate proximity of a closed season, Therefore I am asking you if possible 
to include the woodeock in your species for study as laid out in your confidential 
program which I have just received @nd read to the extent of determining 
they flyways, 

You would get some help in such a study, I believe, from 
the Bidlbgical Survey, Mr, Henderson tells me that they expect to do a certain 
amount of work on the woodeock = if it has not already commenced,



JOHN B. BURNHAM 
ESSEX, NEW YORK 

#8 Mr, AlddcLeopold Dec. 9, 1936 

Fred Walcott also, I am sure, feels the 
importance of such a study. 

pe aaa Sebi . 

JBB/Ai



1532 University 4veme 
December 15, 1936 

Mr, John B, Burnham 
Essex 
New York 

Dear John: 

I was not aware of the eastern shortage of woodcock, 
We had noticed no decline here, in fact, if anything the increase 
hae contimed, ‘ 

Our committee hardly needs urging aa to the need for 
a woodeoek study. I suppose the reason the species was not men~ 
tioned in our report was that Pettengill's book had just come out 
and it geemed best not to offend him by implying that there had 
been no work on woodeoodk, As a matter of fact, I think Pettengill 
aid a very nice job mt barely scratched the subject of woodcock 

ecology. — 

The funds which the comaittee is supposed to distribute 
do not yet exist (except the funds for the nine units). Our report 
is being used in the campaign for funds. 

In order that more than one member of the committee my 
ve fully posted on your arguments I am sending your letter to 
Stoddard for his information. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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Developing th i ping the Jacksnipe Bog 
HESE are the days out here in Wis- rangements for keeping the soil well 

7 consin when the first “scaip, . . . WALLACE GRANGE supplied with moisture. This may 

scaip, . .. scaip” cries of the dodg- involve dikes, dams, shunting in a 

ing jacksnipe hurtle back at us as the one delights in the wet lowland, new water supply, or the creation of 

long-billed, brown bird, with a pro- especially those peaty, acid lowlands reservoirs up above. 

clivity for buff suspenders, mounts into which are saturated throughout the A second thing which seems to be 

the air. From now on, more and more summer, and which in spring are often needed is the occurrence here and there 

snipe will come into the bogs each eve- flooded. Usually, these summer snipe of spots of mud. ‘Too uniformly dense 

ning until in the frosty mornings a marshes are cluttered up wonderfully grass or other vegetation is not good. 
couple weeks hence, when the bog be- with the debris of protruding tamarack tending to interfere with free move- 

gins to show signs of crusting, the stubs, overturned spruces, or occasional ment of the birds, thus excluding them. 
jacksnipe will be everywhere. white pines, all of which in this part For this reason, the borders of little 

Discriminating huntsmen love the of the country have gone the way of pools and ponds are greatly favored by 
jacksnipe. They love him with an the fire, or, more rarely, the way of the snipe. Consequently, any measures 

enthusiasm that transcends the ecstasy the beaver. In fact, the old beaver which will increase such ponds or pools 

of the duck hunter and of the prairie meadow, long deserted and now grown are greatly to be desired. 
chicken gunner. The jacksnipe hunter up to grass, is often an ideal summer An even better system, and one 
is in a class apart. And usually the nesting site. which is usually readily feasible, is the 
class which is willing to tramp, stumble In such places along in May, the plowing of furrows throughout the 
and clamber over tussock and quiver- winnowing whistles of the adult birds marsh. The usual dead furrow, in 
ing turf, or along some muddy flat (presumably the males), float down which the plow throws one furrow 
where the air is rich with the feel of from the sky in that quavering wild right and the other left, is excellent. 
the fall, and the calls of birds from call which is as distinctive of the North No doubt the irrigation and ditching 
lake, woods and marsh reach him from as perhaps any other of its wild voices. machinery on the market would be ad- 
all the compass points. And, again, there comes the “pip, pip, vantageous, but the ordinary plow will 

Yet, which of us has done anything pip, pip, pip” call of a grounded bird, do the job. The furrows do not want 
for the jacksnipe? I presume that I or perhaps from one sitting on a fence- to be plowed too deeply. Just enough 
could count on one hand all the readers post or a tree. Jacksnipe in trees? so the loose, soft soil is exposed and 
who have contributed more than a few Yes sir! Frequently! They often will be even wetter than the surround- 
empty shotgun shells to the continued perch so, and for some reason this pip- ing land. In the course of the spring 
well-being of this fine bird. ping call which I have attempted to and summer, grasses will bend over 

There are things we could do! First describe is often heard at just such the furrow, thus providing a place of 

of all, undoubtedly, we could provide times. I have watched jacksnipe security and refuge. You will find 

decent nesting places. I am often sur- in such places, (watched with glasses) rails there, and sometimes woodcock, 
prised at how few persons know what many times. and often such small birds as the 

decent jacksnipe nesting conditions are. I may not have jacksnipe psychology swamp sparrow. 

I will admit that my experience is entirely worked out, but as I get it, The more of these dead-furrow feed- 
limited almost solely to the Wisconsin these birds demand that their summer ing grounds you can make, the better 

and Minnesota nesting of the species. marsh retain its saturation for most of the jacksnipe like it. It is better to 

But the general environment is likely the season. Marshes which dry exces- err on the side of too many than too 

the same throughout the more northerly sively, in other words, are less and less few. And in times of flood, you may 

range. satisfactory. No doubt the food supply even find the mallard and the teal 

To my mind, the summer jacksnipe diminishes as the dryness penetrates the scooping up grass and sedge seeds there. 

bog is typically composed of what w’ muck, and even though it is undimin- Nesting sites want to be just high 

call “bluejoint grass”; a tall, attrac- ished, difficulty must be experienced by enough to be out of the water. Little 

tive species which grows coarsely, the snipe in making use of it. So one islands in the marsh are an advantage. 

rankly and dense. It is listed as Calam- of the first requisites in developing the In some instances, it may pay to create 
ogrostis scientifically, and there are snipe nesting site is to look to the sub- artificial islands, perhaps in conjunction 

numerous species. But the common surface water supply and make ar- with the ditching already suggested. 

929
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Opinions Aroused by Pettingill’s Monograph on the American Woodcock.—One by one 
and at an accelerated rate our North American birds are being studied for the purpose of writing 
exhaustive accounts of their lives. On April 30, 1936, the Boston Society of Natural History pub- 
lished as volume 9, number 2, of its memoirs the final report based on a five year study of the 

American Woodcock by O. S. Pettingill, Jr. The volume contains 223 pages and 10 plates; it sells 
for $3.50 in paper covers. 

Dr. Pettingill’s patient industry in preparing this book will be appreciated by those bird 
students of the future who will have to come to it for an acquaintance with this reclusive bird, 

especially if the whims of civilization completely exterminate it. He has made a better than 
; average report upon a difficult topic. It is obvious, even from casual examination, that the aim 

primarily was to provide an instructive book, not one that would be merely pleasing to the 

reader. It is fair, then, to consider the work as a pattern for other serious studies of single species 
and to see if any improvements in method be desirable. Persons intending to prepare monographs 

on single species can learn much by thus analyzing the reports already in print. In the following 

paragraphs are indicated several opinions on the preparation of a report on the life of a given 
bird, along with examples, from Pettingill, which do not agree with them. According to these 

opinions a writer should observe especially the following rules: 

Discard any part of an original outline for which materials do not become available. 

“Defense of Nesting Territory” (p. 287) is discussed without any supporting evidence. The 

third major division of the book, “The Struggle for Existence”, is so far below the standard of 
the rest as to indicate that it should have been eliminated and the usable facts placed in other 

sections. 
Give full details where required for clear indication of significance. 

Usefulness of the list of vernacular names (pp. 187-188) would be enhanced if we knew 

something about each one—the time, place, and frequency of application. Surely the most im- 
portant parts of such a list would be citations to authorities. 

Base general statements on evidence presented, not on some generally accepted theory or 

supposition. 
It is demonstrated (p. 278) that woodcock sometimes “travel at a low level”, but where is 

the evidence that they “generally” do? Uncertainty in treatment of the topic “Breeding Territory” 
is indicated (p. 280) first by declaring that the “rule” implied in the concept is in the wood- 
cock “subject to great variation,” and second by defining, in the first three paragraphs, five 

separate kinds of territory—breeding territory, wooded territory, open-country territory, diurnal 

territory, and nesting territory. Considerable influence of a traditional theory of territory is shown. 

Is there evidence (p. 305) that polygamy actually occurs in this bird? The explanation of injury 

feigning (p. 332) seems not to follow the evidence or even to agree with it. There is probably 
as much volition involved here as in the mating flight or any other type of motion. It may be 

doubted that the bird consciously plans any of its activities. The discussion of migration (p. 277) 

seems to say that migration in the woodcock results from influence of the gonads and is controlled 

by weather conditions, but surely this is not the correct interpretation of the “recently advanced 

theories” alluded to. 
Condense such items as those dealing with occurrence. 

The forty-five pages of material on distribution and abundance could easily have been tabu- 

lated in much smaller space. The half page devoted to California could be replaced with the state- 

ment that there is no satisfactory record of the species for this state. Ten degrees of abundance 

require too fine discernments to be appreciated by the reader; anyway it is doubtful if the in- 

formation justifies more than five such adjectives. 

Verify the spellings of names of persons. 

Names like Hoffmann, Oldys, Ridgway, Saunders, and Seebohm (each misspelled) can be 

found with very little search. 
Make the printed report compact. 

A book more than nine inches wide and twelve inches high is too cumbersome for ready 
handling in reading or storing; not many book shelves will accommodate it. The wide type bed 

(63 inches) makes reading tiresome and wastes paper where short lines occur, as in tables and 
in the bibliography. The colored plate could have gone in a seven-inch book without reduction. 

Place photographs with the text. 

The increased value of illustrations near the discussion rather than collected in plates at the 
end of the volume is surely worth the possible greater cost. Also, it more than balances the loss 

of detail which may result if they are printed on text paper. 
Use terms in their generally accepted meanings, or else define them. 

It is misleading to describe bill, eye, and feet under “fleshy parts” (p. 188). In the diagram 
and discussion of flight song the term vertically is used in a sense opposite its usual meaning. The 

reader is likely to wonder what is meant by “level apex” (p. 288). It is not quite clear what is 
meant by the term “successful species” (p. 245). Can any species exist at all that is not successful 

according to the definition given? 

Make the summary an abstract rather than a list of contents. 
A large number of important facts could be recounted within the two pages devoted to a 

bare listing of the topics treated——Jean M. LinspaAre, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University 

of California, Berkeley, August 7, 1936.
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might be open.” Dr. T. Gilbert Pearson has stated in the National Geographic 
Magazine, that “the sharp dagger of the heron spears fish”. Presumably most of 
the species of herons are capable of using their beaks as spears, though the 
Boat-billed Heron (Cochlearius cochlearia) has a broad, blunt bill and would be 

unable to use it in this manner—Lawrence E. Hunver, Dallas City, Illinois. 

[Coues (Key to North American Birds, 5th ed., 2:863) states: “Food... 

generally procured by spearing.” Surber (in Roberts, “The Birds of Minnesota”, 

1:186) referring to the Black-crowned Night Heron, states: “So far as I could 

observe, the Herons seemed to grasp the fish between the mandibles and not to 

pierce the body as is usually done by the Heron Tribe.” The Boat-billed Heron 

is placed in a separate family—O. A. S.]. ep 
pk 

CORRESPONDENCE = 

In the review of Pettingill’s recent monograph on The American Woodcock* 
7 written by Dr. T. C. Stephens in the Witson Buttetin (Vol. XLVIII, No. 4, 

‘ December, 1936, p. 317) occurs this statement: “The author discounts the claim 
that the Woodcock carries the young away in the event of danger.” Since this 

seemed to me a misinterpretation of Dr. Pettingill’s text I wrote Dr. Stephens 

concerning the matter, and he has been kind enough to agree that such a mis- 

interpretation might arise, and to suggest that I discuss briefly my views and ex- 

perience relative to such an act on the part of the Woodcock. I therefore suggest 

as being more nearly in accord with Dr. Pettingill’s discussion the statement, 

“The author discounts the claim that the Woodcock purposely carries the young 
away in the event of danger.” 

It is easy to realize that to a person who has not seen it the carrying of a 

young bird by a parent Woodcock must seem a fantastic performance. Never- 

theless, on pages 333 ff. of Dr. Pettingill’s volume there are a number of eye- 

witness accounts of the act to which credence is given, among them an account of 

two such occurrences observed by the writer. I shall attempt below to amplify 

the notes quoted there, part of which had already appeared in the Auk (Vol. 47, 
pp. 248-249, 1930). 

The first of the two observations was made on May 7, 1926. My father, a 
trained observer, Mr. Charles Hefner, and the writer were engaged in spraying 
an apple orchard near French Creek, Upshur County, West Virginia. An adult 
Woodcock and two young were flushed, the young birds appearing to be well under 
half-grown. The birds scattered, but we followed the adult, our attention being 
called to its peculiar flight and appearance. Since there was little cover nearby 
we were able to follow it closely and to flush it almost immediately. When it 
rose again we could see clearly that it was carrying a young bird, apparently 
holding it between its (the adult’s) thighs. The young bird dangled below the 
feet of the adult, and the flight had much the appearance of the ordinary “injury 
feigning” behavior, with which we were familiar. All three of us again pursued 
closely, and a third such flight was made, the young bird still in plain view. 
These flights did not average more than ten feet in length, and we could easily 

*The American Woodcock. By Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. Vol. 9, No. 2, 
Memoirs Boston Society of Natural History. Boston, 1936. Pp. 168-391.
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keep up with them. All three of us were in complete agreement as to what we 

saw. 

fs On the fourth flight the old bird had dropped her burden, and this time she 

flew much farther. We examined the last point of departure and found there a 

young bird in downy plumage. I must confess that we made no attempt to 

weigh the young bird, nor did we consider, at the time, that we had seen an 

especially unusual sight. My father had had an account of such a performance 

from Dr. Edward A. Preble, of the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey, and we 

accepted our own experience as a matter of course. It should be emphasized 

again that conditions for observation were unusually good, due to the poor cover 

nearby. 

. My second observation was made on the same farm on July 11, 1929. From 

the neighborhood of a small seep hole in a meadow an adult Woodcock and three 

young were flushed. As the old bird rose a fourth young bird was seen hanging 

“ between her(?) legs. This time I was so fortunate as to be carrying a good 6x 

glass. I ran to her quickly, and forced her into three more short flights before 

the young bird was abandoned. I should say that the young in this case was 

nearly half-grown. My impression is that the flights were made with the feet of 

the adult uncrossed, but I cannot be certain of this. The young bird carried was 

held well between the legs of the adult, and there was certainly no grasping of 

the young in the feet as has been reported by some observers. Th young bird 

appeared perfectly limp, and its feet dangled a considerable distance below those 

of the old bird. 

Dr. Pettingill, who has not been so fortunate as to see this performance by 

the Woodcock, suggests a possible explanation for it. His theory (as given in 

his monograph) is that as an adult with young flushes to feign injury its feet 

become braced and its muscles grow tense with fear. If a young bird happens 

to be between the feet and legs at the moment of tension and flight it is raised 

from the ground and carried for a short distance. To this theory I can add noth- 

ing. Dr. Pettingill believes (and I agree) that a purposeful act of this nature 

on the part of the Woodcock is out of the question. Such intelligence is entirely 

too much to expect from a shore bird. For the fact that I have seen three and 

H four such flights made in series I can only propose the explanation that the birds 

were followed so closely that their muscles did not relax between flights. It is 

common experience that after an “injury-feigning” flight a Woodcock will squat 

close to the ground and look around before it attempts to move away. In the 

eases noted above this pause each time was very brief, since we were within a 

few feet of the points of alighting. 

Until the miracle of a moving picture caméra in exactly the right hands at 

exactly the right time and place we shall in all probability have to be content 

with eye-witness accounts of this phenomenon. I am abundantly aware of human 

frailties of sight, as well as human abilities to stretch facts, but in my own case 

I can only fall back on the comforting reflection that “seeing is believing”. * 

Maurice Brooks, 

Department of Botany and Zoology, 

West Virginia University, 

Morgantown, W. Va.



Arboretum 
Jacksnipe / 

5/8/37 Snipe Nest at Arboretum 

The jacksnipe nest containing 4 eggs was found by Prof. Wm. 
Longenecker about May 15. (He mentioned the find to me May 18.) 

The nest was found to be deserted with one missing June 4th. 

June § Mr. Madden and I visited the nest. Two more eggs were 
broken and only one whole egg remained. 

The nest was located about 50 ft. east of the Experimental Bog 

in the tall grass on level ground. 

It was lined with dried grass and was just large enough to hold 

the eggs. 

The ground was comparatively dry where the nest was located, 
although it was of a swampy mature earlier in the spring. 

Orville 8. Lee
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MR. OR MRS. DOODLE? oe ° ° : ae 

By C. M. Palmer, Jr. 

| Assistant Secretary, The American Wildlife Institute 

R is it Mrs. Doodle? There lies a study it seems safe to assume that wood- the soft earth of boggy alder and other 
problem. Both male and female cock whose bills are longer than 72 mm. thickets with umerring accuracy and 
timberdoodle, better known, per- are females and those whose bills are withdraws therefrom the delectable (to 

haps, as woodeock, or, in the language of less than 64 mm. are males. Between them) earthworms. As sportsmen and 
the ornithologist, philohela minor, wear these dimensions the story runs about as men of science know, the bird can manipu- 
the same garb. Their plumage gives no follows: late the flexible end of the upper mandible 
inkling as to sex and there are no other ., ,. B of the bill so that the worms may readily : o 4 64-66 mm.—95% males 5 2 : signs to tell whether the hunter of autumn ., ~ oe RCE be grasped and firmly held during the ‘ mp 5 66-70 mm.—50% males and 50% females : ; * 5 5 alder thickets has bagged the “master” or ps oe withdrawal from their moist habitat. : 70-72 mm.—95% females a , the “missus.” Over eighty-seven per cent of the food 

Hunters for ages have considered that Dr. CM. Aldous, in charge of the of the birds examnied were earthworms. the hens are the larger birds. Sporting Maine Cooperative Research and Demon- The balance of their food consisted of 
literature has made this distinctiog for Stvation unit at the University of Maine  jnsects and other animal matter and a few 
years and there has been “no question” at Orono, will welcome weights and mea- small seeds and other vegetable material. 
in the minds of those particularly inter- Surements, carefully made, from other he birds included in this study were all 
ested in woodcock as to the “persuasion” parts of the country. taken during the fall so that this 
of the birds in the bag. The big ones Earthworms continue to be the piece- information represents their fall food 
have been the hens and the little fellers de-resistance most preferred by these in- and is not a complete picture of their 
the cocks. But is this actually so? teresting little game birds. For these the year ’round diet. 

One of the major studies of the coopera- “doodle-bird” drives his long bill into On the whole the woodeock seems 
tive research and dem- to be a _ healthy little 
onstration project of the — eee a cumesgen cuss. A careful study 
American Wildlife Insti- RANE : CEE 7 CE Z =’ tj mg of available specimens, 

ig Baiceraite SO SESE GALA Fv for parasites and~dis- tute* at the University \ OS jE SMa VIED pare 
of Maine deals with this RON yy Lay free Zo | ease, indicated that less 
grand little game bird ee Je G Gy ie {KFA | than fifty per cent were This study has been in PRK OC A. “iy, ti, Ups d infected with tapeworms, 

panin : : RAS Ose, a Yep \ tH, | Vi Se roundworms and_ flukes, operation about three XMS SRG OZ Sse Ye oO tify Wf] é TI } 1 years and is producing PEN RES/9//// jf jag f Y& Z gy hese, however, seemec 
ractical res ie : NEE Bee /// LM A ee Jp Lippe SE | to be having little effect practical resutts, eee CURIS IIRC the birds. Little evi The average weights ae BR Li UY BE || LESS Be eee ae oe et = S Riri Bp Ste “BAL || XZ BOR LOO!” YZ dence of disease could be of birds studied, and the S889 Nae PSN | YZ SRS OG found anywhere sex definitely determined ee ee i “So Sf th Wig Ly b ttt! M os ne f pee a Wie) Oo ea ti F EGS ti) 7 Ni anageme: ractice: examination, was found een | pe i | GeoVie 4 Yjpjy fi = — Bass to be 216.4 grams for SS a Aig SR Lig fe GY eee coos the females snd 178 4 ee Lg Se ee, SSP yy fi? irked out at this research ‘ (oh s S Z (EE NSP aes LAY) Yi) tH YY VL 7 a 5 strati rave grams for the males. i 7 BOOS Stans eile 7) iy TB | aud dentonsteation es) But the correlation of ree : ARS Lay tate eee tj ae” Z| ect in Maine. Managing € a : = Me Spe Nas Ses ICA 4! fle w cock is 2 2w ides size to sex does not in geet ha Nee eS Wess 3; gli woodeock is a new idea _ to 8 Co Ae Lae eae = oF hae GhY Y to many people but it is all individual cases hold Si iaea\: INNS AR th nA an 2S Be “9, 2 E 

au aes OG : 4 ENS eatin See not so far fetched as it The only really positive hi bet cr Gas EN te might at first seem. For 5 F telling who is ; Ne ae ee Nez PS AN fee ether of police w LD is ‘ | ie WA eee gree aN ‘ example, one of the essen- Mister and who is Missus 4 ane e . Sea pele peer tials of the woodeock is “doodle bird” is, of , ED ON. | ae SPN ee ample singing grounds of ° Der I) Ne PTR ENN NN SS at eee eae : course, by a careful post EMM, Fapha <8 Ww a suitable type, in his 
mortem examination. i naa a WY YS. SSS PERS breeding range. This is a However, a rather reli- wanhw QQunn we a an SON “must” and where there able method of segrega- oe ve eae are no singing grounds 
ting male from female 2 = at SSS there are no breeding birds alive has been de- SESS wwe: ET Sie woodcock. At the Maine veloped incidentally. It S SEA se Se? a ee project a series of artifi- has been found that there ny Mag <a pe ee ee cial singing grounds were is a rather close corre- Se é mel developed by clearing lation between sex and “SZ 8B. te is SSS S$] small areas of proper bili length. From data de- 2% gs EBs = = SSS A size and type. These veloped thus far in this = 74 ge SSS S| artificial singing fields Reiner = 1 AZ So SSS ae Shas “2 SG ae SS— have been well accepted *U. S. Bureau of Biologi- 2 . ORCET cal Survey and Commissioner ce z Se by the birds and used of Game and Inland Fisheries = ——. Ee ‘a of Maine cooperating. es 3 regularly.
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42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management April 24, 1939 

My. John D. Beule i 
24g South Burrowes Street 
State College, Pennsylvania 

Dear Johns 

; I am much interested to learn of your experiences 
with woodcock and I know that Peeney and Don Smith and my son 
Carl will be likewise interested in your letter. The group 
here has uncovered @ lot of new material this spring, but so 
far no great success with trapping and banding. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



ws rr 

Dr. J. Van Tyne, 
Museum of Zoology, 

University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Dear Dr. Van Tyne: 

Mr. Leopold has sent me your letter 
of August 21, regarding the sex ratio of the 
Wilson Snipe. Your data on museum specimens 
are extremely interesting. I fear that my data 
will complicate the problem for I have found an 
excess of females. I have sexed a total of 143 
fall specimens aaé the ratio being as follows: 

Males 65 # 45.5% 
Females 78 = 54.5% 

I have also looked up the data by 
Art Hawkins. He collected and sexed 31 specimens 
and his findings substantiate the above: 

Males 13 og 428 
Females 18 = 

My data haygnot been analyzed with 
sufficient care to arrive at a conclusion on the ; 
sex ratio, There seems to be a tendency for the a 

females to migrate somewhat more numerously than 
the males the end of October when the shooting is 
best. | 

: Sincerely yours, 

AWS: MA ‘A. W, Schorger



4o% University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management oplader }. 90 

Dr. J. Yan Syne 
Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan e 

Dear Dr. Van Tynes 

I see no flaw in your method for getting sex ratio in Wilson snipe. 

fhe exeess of males is very interesting. Apparently waterfowl lean more 

heavily toward excess males than other birds. My student, Albert Hochbaum, 

has found an equally radieal excess in ducks. 

There are three persons who hevedata on sex ratio in jacksnipe: 

=> As W. Schorger, Madison. 1 am forwarding your letter to hin. 

See Tllinois Natural History Survey, Urbana. 1 
think he orger are writing a joint paper on snipe. He is one of ay 

former students. 

ere University Farms, St. Paul. One of Swanson's men 
doing a thesis on gon snipe. I do not know what data he has, but he is 

reported to be good. 

Yes, the Valley Quail rumor is true. ‘hat's more, the Department 

is proud of it. Some survive several years, despite the utter incongruity. 

I know of no instance which better illustrates the width of the hiatus between 

ecological and sporting conservation. 

Items for your "ornithological news": 

ee has accepted an aseistant professorship at Washington 

State College, . He will teach soolegy and wildlife management, and 

conduct research on an experimental area recently acquired. His last position 

‘ was as wildlife technician in the f.V.A. 

Ade Ta: who ie advising the Peruvian government on the manage 

ment of guano bi ‘on the Peruvian islands, reports a recent recurrence of the 

periodie upset in ocean currents which depopulates the rookeries temporarily. 

Vogt has now completed his first year of study. 

H. Albert Hochbaum has returned to the Delta duek station, Delta, 
Manitoba, for @ second season of research in the breeding ecology of waterfowl. 
He reports a short crop of dabbling ducks, especially pintail. 

Bixd Population Symposium held at Put-in-Bay, Chico, in Angst. If 
you do not have this, suggest you write Charles Walker. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopolad
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (Phe ee 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. U. S. A. fos } pom 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY Aug 21,1939 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have long been interested in the sex ratios among birds 
and have been attacking the problem from various angles. Everyone,jncluding Mayr 
in his recent American Naturalist paper, has assumed that a study cog museum series 
was useless because of the fact that the collectors have ,conscio or otherwise, 

tended to select o's to collect. It occurred to me,howeeer, that in the case of 
such a bird as the Wilson Snipe no such sézection has occurred. Therefore I have 

made a note of the numbers, dates ,and sexes of specimens of Snipe in several 
museums. There are 737 skins in the 11 collections I have examined and they are 
divided thus: 415 ¢ and 322 ?s . As an indication that this is probably not just 
chance, I may add that there is a surplus of c's in about this proportion in every 

single one of the 11 collections ! Can you or Schorger explain this away 7 
I have not done much Snipe hunting myself and I know you two have. 

I am inclosing a clipping of an article I noticed in the New York Times. Is it 
true that Wisconsin is planting Valley Quail in place of Bobwhite 7? 

The September "Wilson Bulletin" is nearly ready to go to press and I am very 
| short on material for "Ornithological News". Do you know of any items , such as, 

‘| Jobs accepted by ornithologists, new research undertaken, expeditions starting or 

{ returning, or the like ? 

Sincerely, 

Nam Vo) 
aM «Van Tyn 

Ww \ 

spp
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a? . State Farms and Hatcheries Are Active 
Aids to the Fisherman and Hunter 

ee ey 

By ROBERT WINFIELD as in several inland lakes—deep- 
¢ AYFIELD, Wis.—In fish and| water trolling for lake trout has be- 

game management, so close-} Come a major sport. 
ly identified with the inter-| With such a distribution of fish 

| ests of the vacationist and|it is little wonder that Wisconsin 
the sportsman, this is to be Wis-|is a State that fishermen dream 
consin’s year. The largest fish|about. At the tourist bureaus of 
propagation program ever under-| the large cities, in the tackle shops 
taken was launched here this| 4nd wherever else men gather, one 
Spring, and an intensive program|¢@n now hear them speaking of 
of game management and produc-|Such famous sections as Eagle 
tion begun last year is to be con- River, where the natives assert 

tinued and enlarged. The combina-| that a man can get in one day a 
tion should bring further honors to| bigger string of more kinds of 
a State already famous for its| 84me fish than can be caught any- 
sports attractions. where else in the country. There 

In the thirty-four State hatcheries | “uring the Summer the capture of 
to be found in all sections of Wis-|>ig muskies is an everyday occur- 
consin, from the rolling hills along| tence. Wall-eyed pike, small-mouth 
the southern border to the pine-clad | 2"4 large-mouth bass and pan fish 
region that forms a southern shore| Of all kinds are plentiful. And fa- 
for Lake Superior, the fish produc-| Mous among fishermen everywhere 
tion program is in charge of men| are such trout streams as the Deer- 

who have devoted their lives to the|Skin, Tamarack, Haymeadow, 
work. During 1938 for the second | Black-Jack, Pine and Brule. 
consecutive year the program pro- Fishing Centers 

duced a total of a 1,100,000,000 fish} popular fishing towns are Winter 
for planting in the lakes and|in the Winter Lakes region in 
streams of the State. This year the Southern Sawyer County, Mercer 

goal is the production of two billion | in the iron-range country and Bay- 
fish. : field on the shore of Lake Superior. 

To the average fisherman these/ at Winter, one of Wisconsin's larg- 
figures are not necessarily a cause| est fish hatcheries produces mil- 

for rejoicing. The fisherman may] ions of fish every year for this 
be inclined to ask whether there be| region. 

more fish for him to catch, or just} at Bayfield the great sport is 

a mess of fry to steal his bait. trolling for giant lakers on the reefs 
Scientific Methods of the Apostle Islands, off the north- 

According to officials of the Wis-|ernmost tip of Wisconsin in Lake 
consin Department of Conservation | Superior. Originating in “Jichigan, 

| science is being called upon to| this “deep-sea” sport spread rap- 
[rae the fry already planted to| idly to Wisconsin, and now at Bay- 
legal sizes quickly and efficiently. | field thirty well-equipped and li- 

It has been found that by spread-| censed power boats, most of which 

ing fertilizer around the shores of| have complete facilities for the an- 

a lake to aid in the production of| gler’s comfort, may be chartered. 
the minute organisms that most | Heavy tackle is necessary for this 

fish feed upon the average size and| sport, where the angler trolls with 

number of fish in the pond can be| weighted copper line for the big 

more than doubled. And by exper-| fish, but the prospective voyager 

imenting with breeding habits fish| need not hesitate because he lacks 

production can be increased. In| tackle. The charge for most boats 

the last two years, for example, | includes both the services of a guide 

both large-mouth and small-mouth| and the use of complete tackle for 

bass have been produced by arti-|the whole party. The lake trout 

ficial culture. caught range from ten to forty-five 

As a result the fisherman visit- pounds, with record catches run- 

ing Wisconsin this year wili find ning even larger. 

that no matter what section of the |’ Wisconsin’s game animal and bird 
State he selects as his base of oper-| production program has kept pace 
ations there will almost certainly| with the fish program. It centers 
be a large supply of game fish on| about the State Experimental Game 
hand. Black bass are to be found/an.. Fur Farm at Poynette, just 
in every one of the State’s seventy-| north of Madison, the State capital. 
one counties; with very few excep-| There, during 1938, the State pro- 
tions wall-eyed pike may be caught | duced 192,668 game birds, including 
in every county; northern pike | several varieties of pheasants, Chu- 
are about as well distributed as|kar partridge, valley quail, which 
wall-eyed. Stream trout, the na-| have proved better adapted to the 
tive brook, rainbow and browns | region than the ‘‘bobwhite”’ variety, 
are to be found in the streams of | and wild turkeys. In addition, 10,- 

fifty-one counties, and.in Lake Su- | 073 brecding..birds, of ~which~9,273 
a i—as well | were pheasants, were liberated. —-> erm re ee ea. ee aT



Woodcock : 

From "1001 Outdoor Questions," department conducted by Iroquois Dahl. 
(Excerpt from Field & Stream, December, 1939, p. 100) 

‘or record of such a Aight, Its apite likes 
are numerous reports of identical phenrans 

Towa Wtlentoe lier and orotate tie yeos 

member the New England woodcock flight 

pe



Che Wilson Ornithological Club 
FOUNDED, FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS, DECEMBER 3, 1888 

OLIN SEWALL PETTINGILL, JR. The Wilson Bulletin JOSSELYN VAN TYNE 
entiriece: minuKiov OFFICIAL ORGAN Eareameriy onalcne oe 

oe presibent, LAWRENCE EMERSON HICKS, onio WILDLIFE RESEARCH STATION iecescen sane 

GUSTAV SWANSON pasy viensaustbene: GEORGE MIKSCH SUTTON, consi untvensty, LIBRARIAN 
a ITHACA, NEW YORK FRANK RIDLEN HARRELL 

SL BAUL, WINKMEOTK SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT, be i i ete he UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, Saas eae 

councittors, MAURICE BROOKS, UNIVERSITY OF WEST VIRGINIA, ; se 

1 en ee 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The Upland Plover paper by Buss and Hawkins was published Dec 23 

and you have probably seen it by now. I hope you are pleased with its appearance. 

The seven cuts for this paper cost the Club $30.48 (with 10% and 10% discount given 

us by the Crescent Engraving Company of Kalamazoo). If you still feel that you can 

give us some contribution toward the cost of fully illustrating this paper we shall 

be very grateful for the help. Any contribution should be made out to the "Wilson 

Ornithological Club" and sent to the Treasurer or to me. 

“ will be interested to know that my latest figures show that 21 of the larger 

bird collections in this country contain 1,090. sexed specimens of Wilson Snipe. 

i? | Of these 654 are d's and 483 2's , ak No single collection having more than a dozen 

/ | 
f \ specimens of either sex fails to show this surplus of males. 

Se: Sincerely, 

x Yom pyre 

Ne J-Van Tyn 

0 : een 
\ a hearer )
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VETERINARY DETACHMENT 
Sheppard Field,. Texas 

August 30, 1942 

Dear Aldo; : 

While I'm thinking about it, I have two references which may 

interest you: 

a Edelmann, Mohler & Eichhorn. 1935. MEAT HYGIENE. Lea & Febiger. Phila. 
Ce esse 

Se : On page 54 is a table comparing the eruption and replacement of the 

teeth in horses, cattle, sheep, goats, hogs, dogs and men,{ Perhaps the 
ellow who reported on the Javalina in the last Pittman RobertsonnQuarterly 

might have used this table to good advantage. I note that he was unable to 

age the animals which he inspected. On page 55 is a table giving the 

- composition and nutritive utilizability of the meat of many meats including 
some game and fish species (after KSnig 1904. THE HUMAN FOODS AND DELICACIES) 
This book also contains a good account of some of the disease which affect 
deer and other range animals as well as @divestock. 

‘ Trum B.F. (Capt. V.C.) 1942. Grass Intoxication and Tetany. Army Vet. Bul. 
i Vol. X*KVI No. 2. Apr. pp. 110-116. 

ne aees gin Sees teeter eee $$$, 

—— thie auahior gives a detailed account of grass poisoning in cattle \ 
caused by thesemspectes: Agropyron spp., Bouteloua curtipendula, and | 

vv Andropogon ssp. Trum says, "This disease is, in my opinion, a mineral | 
» OY imbalance ond nee nl the ingestion of the new) 

rass".{ He also says that more cattle died from this disease in Nebraska ( 
where he was conducting his study) inithe Springs of 1940-42 than from 
all other diseases. Major outbreaks come in wet springs. 

Speaking of references brings up a problem which has troubled me 

greatly for some time. I have the feeling that the wildlife profession 
is growing out from under me. The reason is, of course, that I (amout of 

contact with both the work and the literature. The greatest service that 
' the wildlife society could offer its members who are now under the colors 

would be to keep us abreast with the main contributions to the profession. 

The Wildlife Review is fine but much too brief. One might send for reprints 
if he could judge which were contributions and which weren't. I'd sure 
appreciate it, Aldo, if when you run across some real literature you would 
let me know and perhaps let me borrow the paper, if you can spare it for a 
short period or have an extra copy. ™>- : : i
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: Last Monday Walter Taylor stopped to see us, but it happened 
to be the one night in weeks that I worked overtime. Betty had 
@ nice visit with him but he was forced to leave just a few 
minutes before I arrived. Today I had a set ity from Pete Henika 
saying that Walter had been to see him at hist airie chicken 
area where Pete is now spending full time. 

I have been able to write another chapter in my experiences 
with upland plovers. Starting about August 7 a heavy flight 

' passed through. On the tenth Betty had a wisdom tooth removed. 
She (and to a lesser extent I) could not sleep for about three 

oe nights. During this period from ten to 25 plovers passed within | 
f ‘hearing during the hours of darkness. On August 22 we left for 

vx la fishing trip at 4 AM. From midnight to 4 AM no less than 25 
ye birds had sounded off within our hearing and we were asleep much 

v of this time. We reached the fishing grounds about 50 miles away 
‘ before daylight. Plovers were passing over there, too. In fact 

\\ She flight continued until 9 AM, it being a cloudy day. In one 
\ flock we counted 20 and in another 5; hence for every sound record 

| We had during the darkness an average of at least 6 may have been 
| Passing over. Counting each sound record as only one bird plus 
| the 20 we saw after it became light our total for the one night 

| and early morning was aaver 50, about equally distributed between 
the two points 50 miles apart. I consider this to be a major 

\ flight. (tneidentally we have heard only 2 plovers since, indicati 
ne that the peak was wpeached the night of August 22. 

I was surprised to see solitary sandpipers -here on July 5. 
- Pintails, teal and wood ducks had made their appearance by August 

23. Curlews were observed by us the same day. Blue quail and 
bobs are very plentiful in suitable habitat. ( My experience with 
blues has broadened somewhat since I last wrote. They.seem to 
be dn excellent bird for the rougher parts of the range country.) 
A roadside count of rabbits by car headlights on August 23 showed 
37 cottontails to 53 jacks in 50 miles. On ene ranch antelope — _ 
are increasing nicely. We counted 21 in one herd. Late in July 
we found the nest of a painted bunting. Roadrunners have crossed 
our path frequently but luckily not so with rattlers. Now ané 
then we see a kite. Bass have been my Nemesis. After 5 complete 
failures, I connected with 2 lunkers on my last trip but lost 
them both. My fishing pardner and I use flyrods and bugs exclusi- 
vely and fish by wading. Only difference is that he catches some 
dendies and I don't. One of his hit 7 lbs. 

Z I'm trying for a furlough about the time the duck season open 
in Wisconsin. If convenient, please let me know the dates of the 
Pheasant and grouse season as I may try to get it then. 

Betty sends her love. 
As ever, 

ant 
Pleat tay Kell, DB Yre MAAS oS Eghille,
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1943 
file woodcock folder,— 

(copy is also in accident fdler) 

Mendall and Aldous, 1943. Ecol. and Management Amer. Woodcock. See p. 154 

fable 17. Woodcock mortality from accidents. 

(Maine and maritime provinces) 

Type of accident No. of records 

Wires 46 

Fires (nests) 17 

Automobiles 9 

fraps 6 

Nest-trampling by cattle 2 

Lighthouses " 1 ‘ 

At. 
Nhs



é Nechenijes 

Gotober 31, 1944 

Dr. Josselyn Van Tyne 
University Museuns 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan : 

Bear Dr. Van Tyne: 

BAL Schorger asked me some weeks ago to send you my 
jackenipe date. I regret the delay in doing this, bt 

IT am now enclosing my information, such as it is. Part 
of the weights, as you will see, are without sex differ 
entiation. 

I have a larger volume of pre-1930 data, including some 
measurements, which I have rejected because the birds 

were weighed on an inaceurate stale, Should these measurements 
which are not differentiated by sex ve of any use to you, 

I will be glad to send them to you. 

I await with interest your final conclusions. 

With personal regaris, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Dr. Sehorger
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Sloat ip aie a as 
(Compiled from Hunting Journal for J. Van Tyne) 

10-15-30 Wes: 141, 140, 137, 143, 121. 

: 10-14=34 wes: 109, 103, 113, 12%, 113, 118, 102, 110, 107, 112, 104, 100, 

110, 125 (Camp Perry) 

10-13-34 Wess 99, 100, 108, 102 (Riley) 

10-20-34 Wes. 93, 115, 118, 112, 95, 142, 106, 94, 117, 10% (Lodi) 

Wes: 133, 112, 109, 111, 105, 100, 147, 107, 126, 128, 113, 107, 

121 (Rowan Cr.) 

10-7-40 «Wee: «6-134, 12h, 153, 150. 

* Several hundred birds prior to 1930 are rejected because of error discovered 
in scales.
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New Mexico Sandhill Crane 

Library ot March, 1934 

Eildo Leopold 

A S the result of many cot cai a sd for the past several 

( 
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Reports had reached me that cranes still breed on the marsh west of 
Buffalo Lake in Marquette County. On June 27 W. R, Major, who has a 
farm on County A west of the marsh, told me that the cranes are not only 
there, but to his personal knowledge have bred there since 1846, In 
that year his grandfather settled upon the present farm, and his grand- 
mother, in trying to catch a young crane for a pet, had been “spiked" 
in the arm by one of the parent birds, and carried a scar the rest of 
her life. The blow, he says, nearly broke her arm-bone, 

Mr, Major says the birds now breed on and about the "old Mitchell 
place" in about Sec 35, Oxford township. He last saw them there 4 years 
ago, at which time there were 5 or 6 pairs, but he has seen and heard 
them flying about as late as 1933. Cranes, he remembers, were much more 

plentiful when the region was first settled. - 

Only July 16 my brother Carl and I inquired of W. J. Somerton 
(Packwaukee P.0,) about cranes, He has a farm on the north edge of the 
marsh opposite the Mitchell place. Mr. Somerton assured us that one 
pair usually nest on his haymeadow, while 2 additional pair nest near the 
Mitchell place, 

Mr. Somerton has lived near this marsh since 1874, and on it since 
1892. In 1892 3-4 pairs nested on his place, and during migration his 
meadow was often “black with cranes" mmbering up to 1,000 head, About 
30 years ago he found some nearly-hatched eggs in the hay and set them 
under ahen, One chick survived and grew up unclipped in his barnyard, 
During wet weather this chick would attempt to get under the hen for 
warmth, but being mech taller and stouter than its foster-mother, the old 
hen would be hoisted upon its back and slide ignominiously off its tail. 
The chick learned to fly but was finally killed by a dog, 

About 1926 the breeders on the Somerton place were reduced to one 
pair, which raised one chick in 1932, failed in 1933, and judging by 
their movements and actions, again failed this year. He said this pair 

usually stayed near an oak-island which he pointed out to us, 

We went over there, and were standing under the oaks, scanning the 
marsh with glasses, when with loud trumpetings the psir flushed from 
the edge of the woods not a gunshot away. It was a noble sight. This 
oak knoll is partly a hillside bog and partly dry woods, surrounded by 
hay meadow except where a stringer of tamarack bordered by cane transects 

it east and west. 

‘ Mr, Somerton says the cranes eat some kind of bulb which they dig © 

out of the marsh. The identification of this plant might give a valuable 

clue to distribution and renge improvement. In fall I understood him to 
say the migrants often tear up corn shocks to get at the grain.



- ~ 
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Endeavor Marsh is undrained because it lies at lake level. When this 
country was first settled, the marsh was mostly solid tamarack, tut there 
were large openings, When the tamaracks were thinned for fenceposts and 
houselogs, the grass got in and this enabled fires to gradually extend 
the open area. The haymeadows still show many tamarack stumps, cut flush 
with the ground. At present the appearances indicate that land, when not 
cut for hay,is invaded by cane, There is a remnant of black spruce on 
the south side. ‘There is a patch of rice along the creek in the main 

opening, 

The tamaracks contain a few partridges. Mr, Somerton has never seen 
a sharptail there. Sixty years ago (isa) prairie chickens were so 
abundant as to threaten the corn, There were several hundred chickens : 
last year, There are a few deer, We saw one track, 

Passenger pigeons nested in this region three years, once near : 
Friendship, once north of Westfield,
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New Soils Bulldi 
Septenber 15, 1978 

Dr, ¥, L, MeAtee 

Bureau of Biological Survey 

Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear MeAtee: 

Franklin Schmidt, Wellace Grange, and I have been 
developing an increasing interest in the remant of breeding 
sandhill cranes in Wisconsin and have by now made a pretty 
fair census of what we have left, ‘hese birds are also involved 
in the marshland resotration projects which the University is 
now handling for you, 

We bump into a difficulty, however, when we start to 
think about just what constitutes range improvement for sandhill 
eranes, For one thing, I have no notion of what they eat and 
the literature seems to be almost a blank on this question. 
Somebody suggested to me that you might have unpublished infor- 
mation or possibly published information in a spot where I have 
not encountered it, on the food habits of sandhill cranes. If 
30, I would appreciate your telling me, at your leisure, where 
to find it. 

It goes without saying, of course, that our birds are 

too scarce to stand any killing of specimens for stomach analysis, 
We have not to exceed 20 breeding pairs in the state, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ; Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL-vh 

/j |
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| UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE \ 0 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY oe 

WASHINGTON, D. c. Ze 
nee yw 

ADDRESS REPLY TO Gn yw 
CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-B September 21, 1934. 

Sandhill cranes 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

New Soils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of September 18, I may say 

that we do not have too much information in our files about 

the food of the sandhill cranes, but I will give you the 
benefit of what we have. 

Eight stomachs have been examined and the principal - 
content of these was grain such as corn, wheat, and oats, 

together with leaves, glumes, and other remains of plants of 

the grass family (81.4 percent). Cranberries constituted 
1.2 percent and there was a trace of sedge tubers and seeds. 

Insects and other invertebrates, including grasshoppers, 

crickets, beetles, caterpillars, ants, millipeds, and mollusks 

made up a little over 10 percent, minnows 2.8 percent, and 

rabbit remains 1.8 percent. It is worthy of note that bones 

and fur of mammals formed a trace of the contents of fow of : 
the eight birds. 

In literature and letters, sandhill cranes are credited 
with eating many grasshoppers, frogs, lizards, snakes, rats, 

mice, and even birds and their eggs and mollusks. Items of 
vegetable food mentioned are acorns, rose hips, white potatoes, 

sweet potatoes, corn, wheat, barley, milo, and sprouting grains. 

Complaints of damage by these birds are rather frequent 

and we had a considerable number last fall. They must gather 

in large flocks during the migrating and winter season in order 
é to do the damage with which they are charged. States from which 

damage was reported last year, according to my recollection, 

include South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Oklahoma, Texas, and 

New Mexico. 

Sincerely yours, 

LU UAC 
W. L. McAtee 
,’In Charge 

Food Habits Research.



File: Cottontail 
Sandhill Crane “_ 

: Cycle 
Adams Co, 

December 3, 1934 

Memo for Wing: 

Franklin Schmidt tells me that cottontails are plentiful on the 
Cardo farm on the east side of Shiprock Marsh in Adams Co. 50 rabbits 
have been killed on 300(7) acres already, but there were still lots of 
tracks and a limit of 5 rabbits was killed recently by one of the Cardo 
boys in two hours. Evidently the cycle has not yet hit the cottontails ; 
in this locality. 

Prairie chickens on the Cardo farm are more plentiful this winter 

than last, but sharptails less so. 

The cranes left the Shiprock Marsh shortly before October 20, _ 
They were still there on October 13. The maximum number occurred during 
the shooting season about October 1, when as high as 100 were seen in the 
air simultaneously, 

AL.



, Sandhill Crane ~~ 
South Carolina 

Jamuary, 1935: H. L,. Stoddard tells me there are 50 pairs of sandhill cranes 

breeding in the Okefinokee Swamp in South Carolina, 

Vi a ; 

Ax f



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
MADISON dh 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM S yr? 

WILLARD GROSVENOR BLEYER, DIRECTOR fa» 

University Club, 

Jane 21, 1935. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

2222 Van Hise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The Milwaukee Journal quoted you Sunday through 
a "special correspondent" relative to the number of sandhill cranes now 

living and upon some of their habits. 
I know you will be glad to learn that there is 4 

far larger number of these cranes now living than the "twenty-five pairs" 

you are quoted as mentioning. Of course you know that not all of these 
birds migrate, and for that reason an estimate based upon those seen in 

the North could hardly be accurate. The article did not make clear whether 

you referred solely to the migrating portion or to the entire species. 
But I assure you that Wisconsin does not possess "two-thirds" of the 

sandhill cranes now living. 
My home is in north central Florida, where I spend 

each summer, and in two marshes alone where I do considerable fishing and 

photographing there live as many as twenty-five pairs--this in the summer 

when the migrating portion is summering in the North. As to the number 

of cranes to be found in other portions of the state nearby, not to mention 

the Okefenokee and the Everglades, it surely must be up in the hundreds at 

least. 
The sandhill crane does need protection, for the 

Florida Cracker shoots it whenever possible. I have often heard them say 

that the meat is excellent. My acquaintance with some of their habits 

goes back at least nine years, and I have quite a numbet of photographs 

of theme One of my friends in Florida has some excellent motion pictures 

of this so-called "mating dance" which seems to be performed at all tims 

of the year and at all times of the day. This fiiend has succeeded in 

taming the cranes reared in the wild and brought to maturity in that 

state to the point where they eat from his hand, and I have frequently 

fed them in this manner. They make interesting and amusing companions. 

If you care to, some time when you are dining at 

the club, ask for me and I'll be pleased to show you some of my photos 

and diseuss with you the habits of these birds. 

Sincerely yours, 

A 

Keoegs J 4 (Bird ;
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5 Lawrence BH. Walkinshaw, D. DB. S. 
i 1421 West Michigan Ave. 

f Battle Creek, Michigan 
Phone 7804 

February 1,1935 

Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

3 I was jleased to recsive your letter tne othex aay 
concerning the Sandhill Crene. I have been looking over s,ec- 
imens and receiving measurements from some of the dluseums out 
find that our Grus canadensis tabida are rather rare in most of 
the larger Museums even. There are only two s,ecimens fromtne 
National Museum. We have only six adults in the University of 
Michigan Museum from Michigan, some without good data are to ve 
founa in the smaller Museums and in private collections, put 

as far as meking a study from skins and birds to oe found it 
will teke a long time to work out anything from measurements end 
klumeges. However, it is a most interesting bird ana I intend 

to study them through out our Michigen areas, of whicn I know 
of several. Fublicity, as Dr. Firnie says has helped lately in 
locating another possible oreeding erea of the species in Micnh- 
igan. Leanord Wing wes telling me thet you observed a migrat- 

ion of seventy or eighty some birds during this lest fall. I 
wonoer if some of these oirds were nesting vizas in Wisconsin 

; 01 whether they were all migratory? I oelieve someof our U; er 

Feninsule oirds must migrate through Wisconsia. There ale some 

very good breeding ereas in the Upye: Feninsule. 

Tne largest number of ovirds which I have onservea was 

eight et one time. Last fall northeast of Jackson in tne tort- 

age swamps we ooserved six on Sept 27; just one week latex Z 

ooserved eignt in the marsh where the nests have veen founda 

east of Battle Creek. Both areas are oreeding a1eas, consequently 

I velieve wnere tney are found during migrations they-are ayt 

to ve found nesting and vica versa. Tne Seney marshes in the 

Upper keninsula nave a few present but during the past summer 

I was unaole to locate any nests. In fact the oirds flew imm- 

ediately when flushea to some distant ;lace and did not cirele 

about me as I hiked as @o the birds in our area ere. There 

preeding e:ea must have been neer though. The Seney marsnes 

are spread over quite an area. 

Do you know whether you nave many specimens in your 

Museum at the University of Wisconsin and whether any of these 

are from Michigan? oe 

During early July 1934 I spent 2 cout @ week in Nortnsern 

Wisconsin searching through the jack-,ine areas fox Kirtlands 

Weroler whéca I believed to oe nesting tnere. I found 2 covey of 

Young Sherp-tailea Grouse + mi. from the Michizen Line on thes 

aighwey wnich leaves Michigan at the most nottowesternly Spat 

in the Upper Feninsula, only a short distance .rom Lake Super- 

ior. I am sending = photograph of one of these young oi1as if 

it oe of any use to you. We found a Loons nest at Lake Nancy



Fs cag 2 
Ta ae 

in Washburn County,west of Minong(?)( I am not sureof the town 
not having a map of Wisconsin here at this time) 

Ernest G. Holt is in Wisconsin at this time at LaCrosse. 
He published a paper on the Floriaa Crane in the Wilson Bulle- 
tin in Sept. 1930. I suppose that you have seen that paper. I 

think that you had an article on “The decline ofi the Jack- 

snipe in Wisconsin" in the same issue. 

I am always glad to heew news of the Sandhill Chane ano, 
hope to hear from you in the near future. 

Yours sincerely, 

Lawrence H. Walkinshew
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New Soils Building 
February 6, 1935 

Dr. Lawrence H, Walkinshaw ; 
1421 West Michigan Avene 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Dr, Walkinshaw? 

Thanks very much for your interesting letter, for the 
reprint, and for the very excellent pictures. 

The information in the reprint will help me get at what 
T had in mind, namely a map of breeding colonies for Michigan, 
Minnesota and Wisconsin, Would you care to indicate on the 
attached outline map the Michigan colonfes which you lnow about 
and your estimate of the mmber of breeding pairs? I will then 
compile my Wisconsin information and reciprocate by furnishing 
you & copy. 

I might mention that the mumber of birds present in 
summer is, according to our experience, no indication of the 
number of breeders, In at least some of our colonies, the number 
of non-breeders far exceeds the muber of breeders, If your 
estimates do not differentiate, 1% would be well to so specify. 

We have no bird collection here that amounts to any= 
thing, so it is doubtful if we can help out in your study of 
skins, I myself am not posted on the taxonomy of the species. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold : 
a In Charge, Game Research 

Bnel.
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Lawrence BH. Walkinshaw, BD. D. S. 

1421 West Michigan Ave. ae 

cl Battle Creek, Michigan ; 
Phone 7804 

Feoruary 14,1955 

F.of. Alao Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison,Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am sorry that I am probavly unavle to 
give at the ,»resent time all of the known breeding areas of the 
Sandhill crane in Michigan. As Leanord Wing will be aole to tell 
you, extensive work in the northern ,art of the lower ,eninsula 
and the whole upper peninsula has never been 46 undertaken so 

ae, that tne status of certain species in these Larts 1s hard to 
ascertain. We have three good ouservors in tne Ujpp,er ,eninsula. 

Magee at Sault Ste Marie, Bryens at McMillan ana Di. Curistofferson 
at Blaney. They are all in tne eastern part of the peninsula ana 
the only work done in tne western part of tue ,eninsula «sas veen 
done aguring tne past few years py men making tri,s for a iew aays 
or weeks to this part of the state. 

I spent tnree weexs in tne gounties of 
Chippewa,Luce ans Scnoolciaft auring tne past summer ana founu the 
Grane only at Walscn west of Seney in Scnoolcraft County auring 

early June. I am sure they oreed there out cannot tell in waat 
quanities. Dr. Cristofferson says in his notes on the species " 
First seen Mar. 27. 1919, 13 in one flock near Driggs. Estimated 

.pjhere are 150 there.(Tnis is near Walsh wnere I ovuserved tue oirds 

last summer.) 
(2). Sept 1920 5 seen, 5 miles south of Rexford 
(3) First seen June 9,1922,1 near Auger Creek 6 miles north 

: and two miles 4f east of Newberry. by Tom Winkler. 

(4) First seen May 27,1933 a pair on sand plains 7 miles east 

of Strongs,Chippewa Co. by Dr. L.E.Reid. 

(5) June 1, 3 on Goose maish Munuskong in Chip ,ewa Co. 

(6) Tune 17, 1 seen oy Geo. Cowell on Sana Jack tine ,;lains 

on way to Spectacle Lake. : 

(7) Also saw 4 or 5 Aug 1,1912 ana May 18, anu <4,lyl4. They 

flew {s}and from the ,oint and Mr. Butler tola me of seeing 5 

near his home in spring of 1912 and one was pure waite(¥. AMW8od ). 

: (c) May 86,1927 6 at Cuarlotte River S- of Soo. May 1255, 14 mi 

EB. of Rosedale on vanks of Charlotte R. 

(9) Sept 3, on plains of Taquememon oy D.H.Moloney. 

(10} 1929, Earl Rinshaw said they were to be found in Town 49- 

7 West in Sec 13 ana 15 near Little Falls of the Taquemenon. He saw 

59 tnere. 
(11) Mey 29, 1 seen in Sec 5 Blanem. (1930) 

(12) May 16, 1931 2 seen in Sec 5, Blaney. 
(13) Octooer 8 1931,23 onserved in Sec. 355 7T43,NR 19 W.Delta 

County. 
(14) " u " 3 a " 3. ane 16°" 2 

This is the completion of his notes.



(2) Aldo Leopold) 

None of these are of breeding records and yet I am sure they 
cen oe found breeding from Whitefish Foint in Chiy,ewa County 
at least across to the Seney marsnes in Schoolcraft County. rro- 
bably we can find them common in some of the marshes tiwougn the 
central part of tne U. BP. In the extreme nortnern part of western 
part of the U.F. it is very rocky and fewer of these marsnesto ve 
found. Probably they do not occur here. I never have been in the 
south-western ,art so cannot\ say as to their oeing founda tunere. - 

Oscar McKinley Bryens says in his notes on tne species at 
McMillan,Luce County: 

Year First next Last Numoer of days 
seen seen seen ovserved 

1922 April, 15 -(2) 

“1925 Aprids 2... Aprils e 

1928 May 10 ,(2) May 15 June 22 6 

1929 Aird 25) 1 

1930 Sept 29 (8) 1 

1931 Sept 8 (4) Oct 8 (14) ee 

(notice same date in Dr. Cristoffersons re,ort) 

1932 Sept 21 (2) F 

1934 Avril 20 (1) April 21 May 30(5) 5 

In addition to these in an article in tne Auk Vol« Ll, | 

1934 ».22 W.Bryant Tyrell in “Bird Botes from Whitefisn Foint 

says,"At Sheldrake, avout two-thirds of the way vetween Emerson ana 

Whitefisn Foint, the road crosses the Si elarake River, woicn winds 

off to the west tnrough a series of sandy riages with swamps 

between, wnere Wilsons Sni,e nests, as well as the Sandaill Crane, 

a bird not as rare as some people think--~ we saw six in one af ter= 

noon.” 
Dr. Firnie told me that he observed two at the Seney mai - 

shes during last August (1954). I am sure that he also ovserved tne 

pird during a n earlier year at Munuskong Bay ,Chip,ewa Co. 

It is my opinion that the Crane nests from Sneldrake, 

“slong the Snelarake river, along tne Tequemenon River, the Two- 

Heerted River and througn the Seney marsnes. 

Mr. Huloert,formerly of the Conservation Dept. says that ne 

sew some at Grand Saole Lake at Grand Varais north of Seney also.



= *@ (5) (agae Leapoia) 

Concerning the lower peninsula there ar many moreooservors and 
brooably iewer virds. 

: Barrows in"Michigan Bird Life" gives many locations, many of 
which still have thetr Cranes, and ,many of which tne diainage 
curse nas eliminated them £fGn oreeding sj,ecies. 

During recent years nests nave been founda near Battle Creek as 
stated in the reprint whicn I sent you, ana a place near Howell, I 
oelieve in Livingston County. Walter Hastings ooserved tuis nest in 
1951 and I have never just found wnere it was exactly located. 

; (Lossibly Leanord Wing knows). Taen there is the area of the Fort- 
age Lekes in Jackson County. and tue Chandlezx Marsnes nortn of HE. 
Lansing,yet in Clinton County, woere tne Cranes still occur in 
the summer months. There provably aie only one, possioly two ,airs 
oreeding in any of tnese areas. In the autumn larger numoers occur, 
and even during the breeding season,as you state occurs in Wis- 
consin, more birds probably are present tnan are oreeding. 

Mx. Huloert nas worked tne area of the Cnandlez Marshes north 
of E. Lansing and Dr. Firnie state he velieves he ovservea young b 
one year recently. But Huloert told me only a few nignts ago at 
E.Lansing that he never found a nest. Tne erea was so large tnat he 
nad never haa this good fortune. (5000 acres) 

The Convis,Calnoun Co. area consists of only about 1000 acies. 

+ The Portage leke area is mucn larger. (Wing knows more about tnis 

than do 1 i 

Concerning the numoers of Cranes ovserveda oy myself ana locat- 

ion,the following is the complete data: 

Year 

1930 -- August 10,4: August 14, 8: August 17,6.(Convis Twp.Caln.Co. ) 

1931 -- May 3,2:May'5,3: May 7,2: May 10,2: May 24,2 (same area) 

Sept 27, 2 (Little Lake in southern Barry Co) 

Merch ; 

1932 -- A/¢dd 27, (neardat least two mear Lake Odessa, Iona Co, 

yet they were so far up that I coula not fina tnem no 

matter now naid I lookeé) : =: 

April 3,2; May 1,1; May 8,2:May 15,2 adults and two young: 

One young was ke,»t oy s fTriena when we though it parents 

had deserted it until July 10 when it diea. 

These were all in Calhoun Co. 

1933 -- March 26,2:April 16,1: April 30,2:May 14,2: May 21,2: 

May 22, Two adults and one downy young:June 1b,1. 

All in Calnoun County. 2 os aes 

Sept 17, 3 at Fortage4Lakes in Jackson Co by C.J.Henry ana 

x myself. eo ne sar ww ovo thera) my SS 4 pr oD Ar nit (Barry Co,aren )( at 2 Uomenhe 

1934 -- March 25;S7April 6, 2: April 15,2: April 27,2:May 6,2: 

Way 13,2: and May 27,4. (Calhoun Co.area) 

June 2,1: June 5,9. (Seney, Uppex Feninsula, Scnoolcraft Co.) 

Sept 27 6 (Portege Lekks Jackson Co. 

a a4 Oct 4,8, (Calhoun Co. ) DetTe1s s) by Me es MT. PeTprson.



: . (4) Aldo Leopold) : 

As might ve seen my work is still young on tne Sanahill Crane, 
yet each year it seems to increase in area. Tuis year I intena to 
do less on some of the otser species anu spena most of my time on 

the Crane and Yellow Rail, which uses the same areas. 

I nave only pleced on the map tne large dots where I em sure £& 
the Crane breeds, excepting the Livingston Co. area, the exact 
location of which I am not sure, and hope it meets witn your ajpp- 
roveal. If there is anyone else you wish to write to I will try to 
give their address to you. I would like to inquire from the Con- 

servation wardens through out the state for these areas yet 

it will oe some time vefore such can be worked out. 

The small aots are where I nave ooserved oirds yet do not feel 

sure that they breed there. 

Yours sincerely, 

Lawrence H. Walkinshaw
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POLLY AND ANDY ON A VISIT TO THE HOUSE 
She was his first lady love, but her coming did not lure him back 

to the wild so she had to come and court him 

Andy's Last Chapt 
How he helped to dissolve the barriers 
between his own kind and man 

By GEORGE. L. BIRD 

IHE history of Andy, a \. ) Mie OS ‘ ty bor’s flock of chickens, how 

Florida sandhill crane, is | y ‘ teva re he was imprisoned in the city 

one of the most remark- ~. 9 Ag ” ” ore Be jail and released after he went 

able bird stories ever recorded. . a oN eee eee On hunger strike: 

This lovable rascal  enter- _ wa Andy’s escapades seemed 

tained us for nearly eight . = | ee | Pee - endless, but he had many traits 

years, and kept us fearful the : A ‘ ar that endeared him to his 

last four as other cranes came rot / rp friends. However, he was alien 

visiting and tried to entice 4 BN to the city, and so he came 

him away. _—— oa finally to Camp Manywings 

Some time ago NATURE . bah Si a oe on Lake Grandin in Putnam 

MacazineE told of the adven- [™ Ben Ghee NX County, Florida. 
: : aon a . me 

tures and mishaps during the i" 7 : a He was perhaps four years 

first half of Andy’s life. How i ee eee . - old and already a dignified 

he was brought from the Ever- sie . dandy when he was given 

glades to Keystone Heights, (03 #o 599" = S WW 4 refuge at Manywings, the 

Florida, where he grew into =~ oe ¥ aes ; - XY Cia, ee home of W. E. Browne, deep 

a mischievous youngster that ey Merge ed a6 Wee Eau Sige in the Florida woods. Here he 

jealously guarded the family eal a be te ea had the freedom of many 

estate from straying dogs and ei ee af a $ ee. acres of woods and cultivated 

chickens, chasing them, as well ee ta a ’ Sia aN ~ lands and long stretches of 

as passersby, precipitately ee WANG, = = —Sst=<“C~tsésdae shore. Hee quickly esta 
Ce as ae ee 3 ; 5 

from the property. How city "== ee eee PE SIRS lished himself on a basis of 

officials tried and convicted POLLY WAS TRIM AND BEAUTIFUL mutual respect with the half- 

him on circumstantial evidence Every matt ae ould eee for poe wild dozen assorted dogs, and won 

ona charge of killing a neigh- abit eee asebiaieeys ei... suchye place in the affections 

KOR, MARCH, 1935 Ligh



c- of the strictly masculine establishment that no one would Being a bird, he was locked out of the garden, where- 
willingly have parted with him. upon he would whoop indignantly like a spoiled child. 

But he had a right to feel more certain of his welcome Strangest among his queernesses, perhaps, was his habit 
here than his host had that he would remain, inas- of washing and wiping his long, thin shanks with a piece 
much as his freedom was never restricted. The difficulty of wet cloth. His gestures were awkward, but he did a 
was that occasional sandhill cranes flew over the point of — good job. We never discovered the reason for this, for 
pines a hundred yards from the house where Andy spent certainly his legs were clean and healthy and as sturdy as 

many hours in solitude. But Andy’s tremendous, rattling _ those of any other crane. 
whoop echoed around the lake for three or four months 

before any of the wild cranes heeded him. ae ¢ eee ee ek a 
Then one day some visiting cranes came. But long be- . ar 3 oe a 

fore that exciting day arrived, calling Andy to mating 5. a =a P a at . 

and freedom, he had begun to reveal the human side of _ “ & 5. Ee iy - 
his nature. For instance, when he went adventuring into e- oe gee a7 Ss : > , ] 

the woods, his seven-foot wings took him over the fence for Ie 
easily enough ; but when he grew tired of exploration, he = =) ss Siam = ¢: : 

returned to the gate and whooped and whooped until of 4 * 4 ae ies 

some one came to admit him, like a runaway youngster ie — } ( at = 
wanting help to get out of trouble. ae a a 

Among his peculiarities was his great fondness for y : ia Fas “ty % 

| meat from the kitchen, which he never ate until after he pre 2 ep ‘ «| 
had thoroughly washed it, as he also did with mulberries, . ae ‘—_ : _g a St 

: ~ ali ON eh: . r « 

| ge 4 se : ‘ 
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, ' 7 ANDY POSES WITH HIS HOST 

% ‘ i ; For four years he lived at Manywings, the home of 
4 Piseteos W. E. Browne in Florida, and there he rests today 

: ae ee Many phases of his unfolding personality were re- 

é a . corded in some extraordinary motion picture films, such 

t me i ee as that showing his ludicrous but tremendously interest- 
i ) ae am nial ing dance, in which his lean, ungainly figure drew out to 

wo M . a i F = skin and bones until he looked like a feathered scarecrow 
ee er es 7 oo aN & come to life. 
ne a oe As interest in Andy developed, speculation became in- 

ANDY AND POLLY AT THE SHORE tense as to what the coming of other cranes might do to 
Sometimes he was content to follow her lead, but his attachment for Manywings. Interest rose to a high 

he was a bird with a mind of his own fj : i 
pitch one morning as a number of cranes sailed by un- 

the only fruit he ate. Yet he never washed lizards or in- usually low. Andy saw them and whooped to them joy- 

sects, which he caught for himself. ously with a cry that sounded like the noise made by a : 
Apparently he had a sense of humor, or deviltry, for if _ stick held firmly against the wooden spokes of a rapidly | qo 

he found a bucketful of minnows, he would catch them revolving wheel. 

one by one and Jay them down carefully nearby but never The flock of thrée or four cranes alighted on the lake- 
tried to eat them. This in spite of the fact that in the wild _ shore well away from the house. They approached closely 

state these cranes do take fish, for I have seen them catch _ to the wire fence that barred them from the grounds and 

| bass up to eight inches. ~ conversed with Andy through the barrier. Andy, spied 

Andy made it nearly impossible to plant bulbs or set on through field glasses, showed great excitement. It was 
out small plants. He’d pull up row after row until some- a tense, trying time for his friends at the house. The 
one stopped him, though he never ate them. Had he been cranes flew away, however, in a few minutes, leaving 

human, he would have been soundly thrashed in time. Andy standing lonesomely beneath the pines. 
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Presently Andy wandered back to the house to take up _cajoled. Let out, he followed his new master to the kitchen 
life without any changes apparent to human eyes. Early and begged to be fed. Strangely, the two male birds never 
self-congratulations on having won him from his wild life fought again after that. 
were made to seem a bit premature when a few days later Then one day in March Polly disappeared. It was dur- 

the flock came calling again. Anxiety at the house grew ing the nesting season, and she was never seen again. 
as three cranes landed this time within the fence, and Likely she met some gunner. A month later the second 
Andy stalked among them as if granted a new lease female and male deserted Andy, and for three months he 
on life. was again a lonely bird, as he wandered about whooping 

Then slowly the marvel of Andy’s attachment to Camp _ to the sky unanswered. 
Manywings and his power of attraction for his wild On the second of July a little female paid him five 
friends began to unfold. The four cranes consorted to- visits. On the Fourth she came nine times. On the ninth 
gether for perhaps an hour. Then two of them departed, she returned and landed in the orange grove near the 
leaving behind a beautiful female. She was a trifle more house. Accepting her human companions for better or 

slender than Andy, perhaps, and had a bit less red on her worse, she has been returning ever since. Some evenings 

crown. In other respects they looked exactly alike. at sunset she goes to the lakeshore where she takes off for 
For several days Andy stayed with his new love, shun- a secret roost. On other evenings she is pleased to remain. 

ning the house entirely. The female, of course, was too Usually Lady, as she came to be known, and Andy just 

shy to come to the house or to let anyone approach. These _ before sunset find a stick or a bit of Spanish moss, and 
were anxious days, too, for everyone hoped she would _ they dance an awkward, formless darice full of flying feet 

adopt us all. and flapping wings. 
Then one morning about ten o'clock the little female These great birds have brought untold hours of plea- 

flew away. Andy stayed behind and remained for most of _ sure to the household and to numerous visitors, but they 
the day on the pine-covered point where he had first met have been repaid with more than food and attention. For 
her, as if ashamed to face his friends now that he had instance, Andy once broke a two-inch piece from the 

been deserted by his wild love. But to the surprise and lower mandible and, not able to eat, would have starved to 

pleasure of everyone, the next morning his mate returned. death. But first an inch and a quarter and then a second | 
And thereafter each day the female came at the same time, _ half-inch were trimmed from the upper bill until the two 

stayed away through the night, and returned at daylight. matched as evenly as before. The operation was highly 
This beautiful little female came to be known as Polly. successful and the patient lived. 

She returned daily to Manywings for ten months, grow- All told, five of the cranes became tame enough to 
ing tamer as time passed. Finally she learned to eat corn- come to the kitchen door for food; three of them, besides 
bread, tossed at her feet, whenever she could get it. Andy, learned to eat from the hand. Perhaps the break- 

The solitary effort made to restrict her freedom failed. ing down of the barriers of fear and difference of kind in 

Once she was lassoed and a few of the primary feathers _ these great birds is not so unusual as I think, and perhaps 

were removed from one wing. By the third day she flew _ there are parallels elsewhere. It would be pleasant to learn 
as well as ever, and in her indignation stayed away three of them. I know, of course, that small birds are easily 

months. When she returned, bringing a second male with tamed, and at Camp Manywings these smaller pets lit- 
her, she had regained her trust in man and was as fearless _ erally fill the air. 

as ever. Her new male friend became tame likewise, and Well, one day the inevitable happened, and Andy died, 

together they would fly away just at dusk, returning each in his eighth year. The violets he loved to pull up while 

morning. This they did for three months. Then they left _ he lived were planted over his grave. His mate to our de- 
and stayed away nearly two months. light is still a daily visitor to Camp Manywings and has 

Their return on this occasion was something of a tri- recently learned to eat from Mr. Browne’s hand. 

umphal procession, for they led a flock of twenty-two One other incident has occurred during this writing. 
cranes across the lake. Eleven of the flock alighted as if to The male crane with whom Andy fought has returned 
check up on Polly’s tales of high life among human be-_ with his mate, and they have several times driven Lady 
ings. They remained for three hours, but to the disap- from the place. But whenever she can find Mr. Browne, 
pointment of all left together. she alights near him for protection, apparently knowing 

Weeks later Polly returned, bringing with her two that there she is safe. 

other cranes, a male and a female. They proved to be How the struggle between the three cranes, and the 

quarrelsome, and the male picked a scrap with Andy, who fight within the birds themselves between their love for 

was badly beaten before he could be rescued and locked _ the wild and their attachment for Camp Manywings will 

up. When Andy was released, he hurried to attack the be settled, will be fascinating to watch. It is a delightful 

other male. So he was locked up again, but the following privilege to have a seat on the sidelines watching the 

day the two males renewed their feud through the fence drama unfold. 

of Andy’s pen. Such episodes must convince us that the gulfs between 

Trying other tactics, Mr. Browne lassoed the visitor man and the creatures of the wild are not so deep and 

and locked him up for a week. The crane was fed twice wide. A little kindness and help bridges the barrier, and 

each day on cornbread. He was talked to, scolded and we are trusted as friends. Is it not the better way? 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN—MEMORANDUM 

March 25, 1935 

Memo for Sandhill Crane folder: 

Ray Roark tells me that sandhill cranes ate part of his 

wheat crop on his ranch in Saskatchewan (?). He very clearly 

observed that they beat out the kernels from bundles of wheat. 

AL.
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‘ April 5, 1935 
. 

; Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Research, 
New Soils Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo:- 

I read with mich pleasure the copy of the letter 

that you sent to Mr. Baum regarding the proposed "Varmint 

Hunt" and notice that you made some very constructive 
suggestions to that august party of conservationists or 
"so-called conservationists". However, they really : 
did turn out to be conservationists because they have asked 
me for one hundred copies of mimeographed literature not only 
on the birds of prey but concerning fish-eating birds and others, 
to be distributed to the various gun clubs about the State. I 
may add that sufficient pressure was brought to bear to cause 
them to call off the hunt,and the whole controversy really did 
do some good in giving us opportunity to put a word in defense 

of the raptores in our newspapers and so forth. 

You remember when I met you the other evening at the 
Izaak Walton dinner, I told you that I would give you some 

e information on Sandhill Cranes. The man who knows about them 
at New London, Wisconsin, is the postmaster there. I have all 
my files at home on the farm and have not that data ready at 
hand, but just write to the postmaster at New London and he 
will give you all the dope on the cranes in that area. 

There are also several pairs in the big marsh within 
| a short distance of where the Clam and St. Croix Rivers have 

their junction up in Burnett County north of Grantsburg.. 
Three or four years ago we knew positively that there were 
three pairs in the area and found the nest of one paire 

In the town of Bagley at the edge of the Peshtigo Brook 
marshes in Oconto County northeast of Suring, Wisconsin, we 
caught the young one that.is on display in our group, and for 
three years tried to find a nest but without success. However, 
we are pogitive that there are several pairs in that area. 

aw *he man who can tell you most about them and who spent a great 
: deal of time with us was Mr. Walter Schoenebeck, Route 1, 

Suring, Wisconsin. If you wish to find out more about these 
birds near Grantsburg, write to Mr. Hollis Barrett, R.F.D., 
Grantsburg, Wisconsin. He was with us when we found the nest 
up there.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- 4-5=35 

There is also a large area over west of Marshfield, 
Wisconsin, in that fine prairie chicken and prairie sharp- 
tail grouse country near Pittswille. Mr. John F. Stierlg 
of Marshfield, Wisconsin, told me one time that he was not 

/ | jure but had an idea that they were nesting over in that area 
f and I saw a bird that had been killed in that region. It might 

be well worth looking into. 

Mr. Charles Richter of Oconto, Wisconsin, told me 
@:: at one time he knew of @ pair that nested over near 

ue hilton, Wisconsin, but far further information you would 
have to contact him. 

If I am not mistaken, you told me that you know of 
bhe ones over at Endeavor. The above is all of the material 
that I have on this species in this state and I hope that it ; 
will be of some help to you. : 

Your sincere friend, 

O. J. Gronme. 

OdG:IR
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Ce : Ne Ww NV OR Ids By Jack Van Coevering 

. Fe  , a & LONG as a female mallard is laying her eggs, the drake 

ee ' will “hang around.” As soon as the last egg is laid, 
Cae ee i COCK QUAIL the drake deserts his mate. 

a , : 
a ae cs | he makes a good Ro grouse and snowshoe hares may often use the 

=. yh mother same dust wallow. Feathers and hairs have been found 
ie os | in the same spot. There is a possibility of parasites being 

ae. a —-_—_ carried from one to the other species in this manner. 
ee OO Ee 

a em és ‘ > 
os ee 4 TES interior of a pine forest is no more attractive to deer, 

ved grouse, and gray squirrels than is a desert. In the 
Luther Forest Preserve in New York, plantings of white, 

TPE average cock quail is a much better “mother” than red, and Scotch pine, made fifteen to twenty years ago, 
i the hen. Taking advantage of this trait, Dennis Hart, have been checked up and it is found that grouse and rab- 
game rearing expert of Lebanon, New Jersey, now liberates bits seldom penetrated the forest more than 200 feet from 
day-old quail chicks with a cock quail in charge. its edge, that deer and gray squirrels never went farther 

The chicks peep, and walk over to the foster-father. He than 200 feet into the pine forest. For maximum game 
then usually spreads his wings and hovers them, and the production, pine plantings not over 400 feet in diameter, 
peeping drowses off into quietness. This means that he interspersed with hardwoods, food-bearing shrubs, and 
has adopted them. If the peeping continues for some time, open land, are recommended. 
and the cock makes no effort to hover the chicks, he is a 
rare bird among his kind. Mr. Hart expects to use this i a average sportsman has little use for field mice and 
method for cutting down the costs of rearing quail. . shrews, but Prof. Sam Graham of the University of 

Michigan School of Forestry has found them a help in 
ps seem to lose their instinct to go South when they fighting the larch saw-fly. When the ground is covered 
LY are kept North of the normal wintering grounds by with moss and other loose material through which mice 
means of artificial feeding. If, for any reason, this feeding and shrews may burrow easily, Ptof. Graham found that 
is stopped at a critical time of winter, the ducks are likely they opened and destroyed as much as 60 percent of the 
to get caught by the weather, and, instead of going South saw-fly larvae. 
where the climate is milder, they succumb to starvation and mie, aa p 

cold. AGE chickens in Yellowstone Patk are suffering from 
> coccidiosts, a disease common in domestic poultry. The 
disease has been found fatal to many young birds. 

cee Wie deer can jump 20 feet at a single bound, it was 
; eo discovered in a study of mule deer in California. The 

] Me ee : normal walking gait of mule deer is from 15 to 30 inches. 
- * _ — The greatest height to which a mule deer can jump, actu- 
6 ae Whe ae - ally measured, was a full eight feet. 

. Z ~~ «4 aceite ces : Pei . 
: a pone of eel grass on the Atlantic Coast is one 

ee: . : of the outstanding biological phenomena of recent 
es ote ~~ << times. Eel grass is staple food for geese and brant. In 

. ? oe ee ps small areas, eel grass is now beginning to come back. 
oe ee 

DEER MOUSE—may become eight years old , ‘ 

Miss deer mice have become eight years old in the pp 
i laboratory of Dr. Lee R. Dice of the University of f oe 
Michigan Museum. In the wild, the mice probably would <— - : 
have fallen prey to other animals as soon as they lost their oo a ee 
alertness or agility. — os ad eee: Cs 

Wee quail or Hungarian partridge are in good health, ae pe in 
they have little difficulty in escaping in flight from a cl Se yo = ” 

hungry marsh hawk, observes Ralph E. Yeatter, game eS a. ee - a 
specialist for the Illinois Natural History Survey. ee ses ee ne aed 

A are only about twenty-five pairs of breeding sand- ean o ete ts aes 
/ALhill cranes in the States of Minnesota, Michigan, and ar fi Ogee ete 
Wisconsin. However, do not confuse breeding pairs with it “ or. ee ome 

\/_ the summer birds which do not breed. Often there may wet ue Vee ES 2 va eel : 
be three times as many resident cranes as breeders. Sand- si ma p39 pee x Patan 
hill cranes are more numerous in Florida, Georgia, and tees ee poy S 6 ge oe 
parts of Canada. ee ge ting oS Bete oe ; 

: Oe et ee ee ne 
no trout are most resourceful fish. When they oe Steere “ee *, Cea igs a. a Seem 

. could find no gravel in Michigan’s Green River in Ke gee ee eee 
which to spawn, the trout gouged out great chunks of marl pe Oa io rhs Lote 3 ce Sone at 
from the bank to make their nests, enough to make a wheel- EERE 2 RE a Be ke eo es eee 
barrow full. Unfortunately the trout did not know that the Sue cae Se pense ee ae ts see 
marl is soluble in water, and their eggs perished from SAND-HILL CRANE—fifty breeders in three States 
silting and lack of oxygen. (Photo: Courtesy U.S. Biological Survey) :



Symposium on Sandhill Crane 

Kumlien Club, June 15, 1936 

Breeding Age. Prof. Bird says captive cranes, living unconfined 
in Florida and mating with wild birds, did not breed until 4th 5 

year. 

Red Color. Prof, Bird says no "red" birds were seen by him on 

the Plorida range (except, of course, the young). 

Breeding Remnants. A. W. Schorger says there is a breeding 
remnant somewhere in Washington, Somebody told me there are 

breeders in Nevada. 

Stopping Places, Perkins of Milwaukee Museum says cranes stop 
at Golden lake, Wade has an unconfirmed report of cranes 
stopping near Clinton, Rock County. 

AL. 

Sandhill Crane folder “ 
Breeding Habits folder
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: ; its own beauties. I shall never forget the pic- 
turesque cypress trees that were so characteristic 

“ ee Re of Louisiana. 
Lo poe Since I am interested in all Nature, I would 

- a CR | like very much to become a Louisiana Nature 

i Cc rt — Guardian. Please send me an application blank. 

a Sincerely yours, 
. wy A ’ CHARLES SHICK. 

: ‘& : Of course, we are happy to make Charles an 

. honorary Guardian. We wish him much success 

v in his chosen work. 

e ae Edna Dufrene, of Allemands ‘says: 
: I’m eleven years old and in the fourth grade. 

: ee : I am sending you one of my little poems: 

THGRUS AMERICANA) DEAR VIOLET 
One of the rarest of all North American birds, the beautiful 

Whooping Crane is probably on the verge of extinction. No one Dear little Violet 
really knows how many of these birds are left. The above speci- 
men was shot by mistake by a hunter at Gueydan, Louisiana. It Don’t be afraid 
was mounted by Ambrose Daigre, Departmental Taxidermist, and ¥ zy 
is now on Exhibit in the Department of Conservation Museum, Lift your blue eyes 
237 Royal Street, New Orleans, La. WHA ph ya
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Sandhill Crane Folder : 

Dr. Gabrielson of the U. S. Biological Survey stated in a speech at the 
Audubon Convention that there were 75 pairs of sandhill crane on Malheur Lake 
in Oregon in 1936, October 27, 1936 

\
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' Sandhill Crane 

Some ornithologist from Nevada told me at the Game Conference, 1936, : 

that cranes nest at Ruby Leke, near Elkhorn, Nevada.
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Cranes at Manywings 
By W. E. Browne 

(Reprinted from The Florida Naturalist—October 1, 1936) 

Many tales of Andy have been written telling of his antics and how 
he became domesticated at Manywings, the sanctuary of the writer. 
But the very unusual story of the cranes he attracted out of the wild 
during his seven years has not been told and may be of interest to bird 
lovers. 

Andy passed away in 1934, but before and since his passing there have 
been few weeks in six years that there haven’t been from one to three 
wild cranes on our place, and sometimes as many as eleven. 

There are two, called “Polly” and “Pal”, who have spent most of 
the time for six years coming and going. Their longest period of 
absence was six months. In March, 1935, we noticed that these two 
birds did not, as usual, arrive in the early morning and leave at sundown. 
They remained in our pasture about a thousand yards from the house. 
We soon learned that a nest had been built and that their habit of 
coming to the house for cornbread had changed. Only one came at 
a time, but they came many times during the days that followed. Imagine 
our surprise one morning when at our kitchen door we found the proud 
“Polly” and “Pal” had arrived with a baby crane. Our household, 
having never seen a baby crane, was uncertain as to whether it was a 
crane, or a baby duck on stilts. 

The thrill of knowing we had our first young crane on the place 
inspired us to set ourselves for a study of their habits with moving 
pictures. ‘This pleasure, however, only lasted a few days. One night 
we heard the old cranes making an awful fuss, and the following 

morning they arrived for breakfast, alone. As evidence of the assassin, 

we found large opossum tracks near the nest, and the next morning a 
very large female opossum in our trap. It was indeed a tragedy to us, 
and we speculated as to what course nature would next take. To our 
amazement the entire procedure was repeated, and they arrived with 
the second baby after some weeks. 

This time the results were more than satisfactory. We started taking 
movies the first day, when “Skippy”, as we named the baby, was about 
six inches high. Thereafter we took them every two weeks for about 
twenty weeks, when “Skippy” learned to fly. At this time the three 
birds resumed their former habit of arriving in the morning and taking 

wing at dusk.
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As “Skippy” grew up he became very tame and would eat from our 
hands and come when called, often more quickly than some of the 

seven dogs who were always romping about. These birds were as 
sensitive to a strange person or voice as the dogs. 

During the fall and winter there was rarely a day that they were 
not on the place even during our coldest weather. It was a great treat 
to see these three stately creatures wandering about on the lawns. Then 
another March arrived, and “Polly” and “Pal” allowed “Skippy” to 
stay here no longer. ‘They fought him and drove him away, and made 
his life so miserable that he finally remained away and has only dared 
to visit us a few times. ‘Then “Polly” and “Pal” went back to the 
habits of March a year ago. 

A nest and another baby crane. ‘This baby arrived at the house as 
did the other two, six inches high. Now in July he is fully grown, and 
the old habit of arriving in the morning, spending the day, and then off 
to their rookery for the night. We know that the lure is fresh-baked 
cornbread. But when we consider that these two old birds have been 
our visitors for over six years, that they have hatched one bird on three 
occasions and brought it to the house almost as soon as it could walk, 
we know that this is truly a rare study of our wildest bird. Since this 
bird is so shy that few people ever come close enough to it to detect the 
bright ruby head. 

During these years the writer has, with study and feeding, tamed 
three old birds out of the wild, and still in the wild, as well as two 
baby birds to eat cornbread from the hand. 

The study of these cranes had revealed some of the most amazing 
traits. As the young birds have grown up they have been taught the 
queer dances the old birds indulge in. First one and then the other old 
bird will start with a mighty jump into the air with outspread wings, 
landing and up again, then hopping in mad circles. After a few minutes 
of this wild dance the old birds pause and stand stiffly to their full height. 
‘Then when the mood is on, the young bird does the same thing while 
the old ones watch. After which they all go into the dance. It is a wild 
but very graceful affair, and often lasts for ten minutes or more. Our 
pictures of these dances only show how hard it is to describe them in 
mere words. 

One morning after “Skippy” had been driven away by the old birds, 
we heard the cry of a number overhead. The writer went out in the 
open garden to find that six were circling very high in the air. The 
flight became lower and lower, until they were over my head a hundred 
feet or more. Then out of the six, one circled and landed almost at



my feet. While the other five sailed away. It was “Skippy” bringing 
his wild friends to show them Manywings. He spent the day following 
me about, and at dusk he was off to the wilds again and there has been 
no sign of him since. We feel sure he will return if perchance some 
hunter doesn’t wake some morning and say, “It’s such a lovely day, let’s 
go out and kill something”. 

These rare and wonderful birds should have protection, but I am 
often told when someone has shot one. 

During my residence in this section, I have seen many of these cranes. 
At one time I counted forty-three in one formation. At another time 
eleven of them landed in our grove, while eleven more circled over 
the place and failed to land. A friend who camped on this home site 
tells me that there was a rookery in the same location forty-five years 
ago. The birds we have told you about always go in the direction of 
this rookery. 

If we had space we could tell you many more tales of the wise traits 
of these birds. We wonder how many more years these rare creatures 
will be allowed to live where one finds so many people who seem to 
have no appreciation of what Florida furnishes, and the marvels of our 
wild life. Let’s hope for the best and do our part to protect the birds.
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Bird Life At Grandin Estate Related 

e e e 

In Article In The Florida Naturalist 

Cites Putnam County Sanctuary As One Of Most 
Interesting In State 

Appearing recently in The called “Andy.” This kid, with a 
Florida Naturalist, an article wing injury which prevents 

dealing with the bird life at Ma- flight, was placed in care of Mr. 

nywings, Grandin estate of W. Browne seven years ago, and he 

E. Browne will be interesting to is now the lord of the manor. He 

many residents of this section who stalks about the twenty acre en- 

are familiar with the Putnam closure, drives the dogs, threat- 

county sanctuary. ens the intruders, and guards the 

The article folows: waterfront. But he has a sense 

“MANYWINGS” of humor, too. After taking his 
By F. Beacon Rich bath in the lake he dries himself 

Encireling the lower end of by a great flapping and stretch- 

Lake Grandin, about three miles ef wings on the dock or by long 

from Interlachen, is the beauti- running leaps about the grounds. 

fully secluded estate of Mr. W. This latter gymnastic dance, Mr. 

E. Browne. During the past 9 Browne calls “Andy’s Whoopee,” 

years while developing increas- and he has succeeded in filming 

ing acreage into a veritable para- the performance from beginning 

dise in the wilderness, the owner to end. To wash his long legs 

has begome an intimate friend to Andy has learned to use a wash- 

the large number of birds found cloth. Holding it in his sharp 

in the region. Today “Many- bill and manipulating it with 

wings” provides one of the most twining neck, he is able to scour 

interesting meccas for bird loy- from toe to shank without too 

ers in the state of Florida. much difficulty. 

About 8 years ago Mr. Browne Despite his damaged wing Andy 

begun to feed peanuts to the com- is a young buck and every year 

mon birds on his place, and as the for five years he has attracted 

different species became more an elegant mate from the wilder- 

numerous and friendly, he gain- ness. At first the female is very 
ed their complete confidence. shy, but as the days go by and 

Soon they were not only feeding under the fearless tutelage of 
about him, but such kinds as the Andy, she loses all fear. Finally 

tufted titmouse and the cardinal she follows him even to the back 

were accepting food from his door of the house for the regu- 

hand, the brim of his hat, or oth- lar portion of johnnycake. In this 

er points of vantage. And then way Mr. Browne has succeeded in 

a female red-bellied woodpecker virtually taming eleven sandhill 

invented a new trick. One day cranes, but each time the call of 

she swooped from a tree trunk the wild is too insistent, and they 
and deftly caught a bit of pea- return to nature. Andy, however, 

nut on the wing. This manner has no desire to leave, and the 

ef garnering the daily food was two times that he has happened 

cbserved by the other birds, but to get through the fence, he 

it was a year or more before they squawked and made a fuss until 
adopted the same method. Among they opened the gate and let him 

the species now regularily catch- in again. So today this rare per- 

ing peanuts “on the fly” are: red- sonality may still be seen in all 

5 bellied woodpecker, cardinal, blue his-glory covering the watrfront. 

jay, mockingbird, red winged Mr. Browne has excellent home 

blackbird, tufted titmouse, myr- moving picture films of these 

tle warbler and English sparrow. friendly birds and their ways 

It is a sight indeed, to watch Mr. which he showed at the annual 

Browne call his myriad of meeting of the Florida Audobon 

feathered friends to their daily Society and elsewhere, but they 

feast and to see them as they cannot hope to convey the true 

flash from arbor and tree to catch charm of such a sanctuary. Only 

with unerring accuracy the tiny a personal visit will suffice, and 

bits arching into the air. bird lovers will always find a 

Perhaps of equal interest at warm welcome from both Mr. 

“Manywings” is a stately and Browne and his birds at “Many- 

individualistic sand hill crane, wings.” 

ee



Minn. Conservationist 

Jamiary, 1937 Sandhill Crane 
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Crane 

From Auk, Vol. 54, No. 3, July, 1937, General Notes, p. 388: 

AN ILLINOIS RECORD FOR THE LITTLE BROWN CRANE--As far as known, the 
Little Brown Crane (Grus canadensis canadensis) has never been reported 

from Illinois although it has been collected in Clark County, Missouri, 
in eastern Nebraska and in western Wisconsin, Recently, among a lot of 

kitchen-midden bones from a pit on the Ed. Korando farm, near Jacob, Jackson 
County, the distal end of a tibio-tarsus of this crane was found. Remains 

of the Whooping Crane have been found in a pit near Sand Ridge, Jackson 
County, as well as in kitchen-midden material from other places. The 
Sandhill Crane was represented in bones from pits on Plum Island, Ie Salle 
County. YVorty-four species of birds have been identified from Indian 
mounds and village sites in Illinois. The Little Brown Crane, as well as 
the other bird bones, were identified by Dr. Alexander Wetmore, Assistant 
Secretary, Smithsonian Institution, in charge of the United States National 

Museum.--Frank C, Baker, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
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Sandhill Crane 

4/27/37 

Arthur S, Hawkins tells me that an informant whose name he does not 

recall said that sandhill cranes stop in spring on the Palmyra Marsh, 

ADS



1532 University Aveme 
; October 29, 1937 

Mr. Owen J. Gromme 
Milwaukee Public Museum 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin : 

Dear Owen: 

If you can spare them I would mech appreciate 

copies of the yearbooks containing your sandhill crane 

papers. 

I am surprised about the flock you saw on the 

lake shore. They must have deen from the Seney marsh in 

Michigan and on their way south. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

S. A. BARRETT, DirEcTOR how 

October 25, 1957 Cr oa 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo:- 

We have never had printed any separates 

of our. Yearbook articles. However, if you wish, 
i will sénd you another Yearbook in which the 
article appears and you can tear out the pages 
for your file. 

About two weeks ago I saw five low- 
flying Sandhill Cranes over our hawk trapping 
station on the Lake Michigan shore near Cedar 
Grove, Wisconsin. They were all in the pearl 
gray plumage. 

Your friend, 

Q. J. Gromme. 

OJG:IR



f bt 

Sandhill Crane folder 

November 4, 1937 - 4 sandhill cranes seen going east over Lake 

Geneva. 

D. EB. Wade 

Tee.



MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

S. A. BARRETT, DIRECTOR 

December 21, 1937 gov 

caw 
Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo:-= 

I am in receipt of your most recent publications 

and wish to thank you for keeping me on your mailing list. 
I read your beautiful triyte to the crane twice. Your 

excellently written article had the pleasant effect of 
carrying me all the way from the day of creation to the 
millineum. Only a man who"has worked with these noble 
birds can possibly grasp theyfull import and depth of your 
written words. There is no sound on this earth that stirs 
the primitive in me like the indescribable wild rattle of 
the Sandhill Crane. Well, I guess that you understand. 
You said it alls 

I am sending along some prints of the nests and 
eggs of the Sandhill. We made these pictures on various 
of our trips up north. I, Sf course, have pages of written 

notes. 

Enclosed find a copy of a letter that I wrote to 
Hein yesterday. He is working up a series of short articles 
for newspaper publication to be used for scrap books by 
school children. I complimented him on his work, and the 
rest of the letter is self-explanatory. I hope he shows it 
to MacKenzie, but I guess that nothing less than dynamite 

will stir them out of their complacency. 

If your department keeps up its good work I am 
beginning to feel that public demand will someday turn the 
whole job of conservation over to you. I understand that 
the latest dam fuol stunt is to go into the peacock raising 
businesse The whole business makes me sick when I think: of 
the work that could be done to improve game environment and 
to learn something about our native species. 

Your friend, 

O. J. Gronme. 
OJG:IR 
Enc.



ANNOUNCEMENT 

With the close of 1937, the Nebraska Ornithologists’ Union completed 

the fifth volume of its official organ, the Nebraska Bird Review, which 

started as a quarterly journal with the January, 1933, number. These 

five volumes total 692 pages and contain eighteen illustrative halftones 

and maps. Aside from the usual organization minutes, membership rolls 

and personalia, and the editorial discussions, these pages are devoted to 

a diversity of ornithological material, involving data not to be found 

elsewhere. Of special interest to the ornithologists of Nebraska and 

adjacent states are the General Notes (about 100 pp.), covering a great 

variety of topics, and a migration record (about 160 pp.) for the entire 

state, with a complete tabular summary of the dates of first arrival of 

each species in several representative localities for each year. Bird stu- 

dents of the Missouri Valley will also be interested in the three published 

parts of the “Brief Synopsis of the Birds of Nebraska”, which together 

cover the loons, grebes and totipalmate birds, and in the published first 

five parts of “A History of Nebraska Ornithology”, which deal, respec- 

tively, with fossil Nebraska birds, aboriginal Nebraska men and bird 

life, early Spanish and French explorations, and the ornithological re- 

sults of the Lewis and Clark and Pike Expeditions of 1804-06 and the 

1811 Missouri River trips of Bradbury, Nuttall and Brackenridge and 
the returning Astorians in 1812-13. 

Much of the material in these five volumes is of more than local interest, 

as for example the monographic treatment of the present status of the 

i howpitis Crane (19 pp.), two papers on the measurements and weights 

0: fe three races of Canada Goose found in Nebraska (22 pp.), a 

synopsis of the known information about the Carolina Paroquet in the 

Missouri Valley region (5 pp.), and for this region detailed studies of 

the distribution, migration and hybridism of the Rose-breasted and Black- 

headed Grosbeaks (14 pp.), and of the distribution and migration of the 

races of Great Horned Owl (27 pp.), with shorter studies of the songs 

of the Pine Grosbeak and Western Meadowlark, the habits of the Bronzed 

Grackle and Purple Martin, trees and shrubs of value for bird food in 

the Nebraska sandhills, and other subjects. Each volume has an adequate 

separate index. 
The publication policy of the Nebraska Ornithologists’ Union always 

has been that of a distribution of its surplus publications as widely as 

possible through their sale at a concession in price, rather than of hold- 

ing any considerable supply in reserve. It is very interested in having 

complete files of the Nebraska Bird Review in the libraries of institutions 

and of individual bird students, particularly those located in the Middle 

West and especially in the Missouri Valley states. The edition of each 

number of the Review is but, 250 to 300 copies, nearly 200 of which are 

mailed at once to members and subscribers. The remaining set on hand 

are now offered for sale to libraries and interested ornithologists at $5.00 

postpaid for the five volumes, which is $1.75 less than the actual cost of 

these twenty numbers to the organization. Less than fifty sets are still 

available, and four numbers can be supplied only with complete sets. 

The five volumes when bound make a handy sized book. 

Beginning with the year 1938, the Nebraska Bird Review will be issued 

semi-annually instead of quarterly. Proceedings will be abreviated, the 

membership roll published less frequently, and personalia largely elimi- 

nated. The annual migration tables will be continued. More monographic 

articles will be published, and the General Notes will be expanded. It is 

hoped that the synopses of the birds of Nebraska and the historv. of 

Nebraska ornithology may be continued whenever space is available. 

These changes in policy it is hoped will make the Review of broader and 

more general interest. The subscription price will remain $1.00 a year. 

Orders for sets of the first five volumes and subscriptions to the 1938 

volume should be addressed to Myron H. Swenk, Editor-Custodian, 

N. O. U., 1410 North 37th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska.
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Reprinted from Tur Convor, Vol, XL, January-February, 1938, pp. 18-22 

THE.STATUS OF THE SANDHILL CRANE 
IN UTAH AND SOUTHERN IDAHO 

WITH FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS 

By JOHN W. SUDGEN 
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and Wyoming, are known to support breeding Sandhill Cranes. They have been 
reported breeding in Yellowstone Park along the Bechler River, a tributary of the Snake. 

Typical breeding grounds are the open grassy or rush-covered valleys in the remote 
ranges. The nests are placed in the shallow ponds or soggy meadows fed by the reservoirs 
of melting snow. They may be placed in open water, among the rushes, grasses or other 
vegetation of shallow ponds, or even on the ground of stream banks. Large rounded 
piles of rushes, vegetation and debris, and algae from the bottom of the pond, scooped 
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Fig. 9. Nest and eggs of Sandhill Crane in a small slough where the water is 
shallow and the young rushes are just growing. 
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Fig. 10. Close-up of nest shown in figure 9. The nest is composed of wads of 
debris and algae gathered from the bottom of the slough, with a few sticks 
and reeds deposited on top.
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Wheeler Survey, states that the Sandhill Crane was “first seen at Fish Springs, Utah, in 

August, 1872, by Dr. H. C. Yarrow.” “It is fond of frequenting the old stubble fields in 

the vicinity of the settlements.” 

The earliest breeding records are the statements of Ridgway of his field work from 

June, 1867, to August, 1869, when he covered the route from Sacramento, California, 

to Salt Lake City, Utah. He was in Parley’s Park, an elevated park mostly a “luxuriant 

meadow,” lying at the eastern base of the main chain of the “Wahsatch” at an altitude 

of 6500 feet, and reports that the bird was breeding, but rare. He also states that the 

: species “breeds in the Salt Lake Valley.” His records from Simpson Lake, Utah, and 

Humboldt Lake, Utah, and the eggs from Simpson Lake, Utah, 1869, in the National 

Museum, are now referable to Nevada, since that region was cut off of Utah at an 

early date. 

Old settlers have confirmed the report of the breeding of the Sandhill Crane along 

the Jordan River, which undoubtedly included many satisfactory areas. But with 

the early growth of Salt Lake City, these locations would have soon been deserted; 

the bird.has not been seen there for many years. 

Fish Springs, in Juab County, Utah, is at the north end of the Fish Springs Moun- 

tains, these extending northward into the Great Salt Desert. The waters from the 

Springs flow out from the mountains and are soon absorbed by the parched desert. 

Where the moisture is present, rushes grow. Formerly, this site was a Pony Express 

station and a prominent point on the Overland Route; but now the road is nearly 

deserted and almost impassable. The remains of the Pony Express cabin are now a small 

pile of rocks. 

The Sandhill Cranes that were seen at Fish Springs by Dr. H. C. Yarrow in August, 

1872, were probably breeding birds. Without doubt, there have been breeding birds 

right along in this region. The present rancher at the Springs knows the bird, has seen : 

the nests which he states “contain two eggs,” and has endeavored to protect the birds. 

The young have been seen, and on one occasion he “picked up a pair of nearly matured 

kids” to help them over a net fence. He reports that ten years ago there were about 

six pairs but that they have been gradually decreasing and in 1936 there were “two . 

of three pairs.” When the location was visited May 17, 1936, one bird was observed 

and definitely identified, but it was impossible to locate any nests. 
An unconfirmed report is that a pair has nested in Snake Valley about fifty miles 

south of Callao in the valley west of the Fish Springs Mountains. The most southern 

breeding record in the intermountain region is that by Mearns who states that “a few 

pairs breed at Mormon Lake, where a Mormon settler took its eggs in 1886.” Leopold, 

in a manuscript, January, 1919, reports “Reservation Ranch, White Mountain Apache 

Indian Reservation, seen July, 1910. Evidently breeding there.” In a recent letter, 

Vorhies, who has visited both places and is familiar with the conditions there, is 

confident that there are now no breeding birds at either place. 

The southernmost record of the breeding of the Sandhill Crane at the present time 

in Utah and the Great Basin is at Fish Springs, Utah, where, in spite of minimum 

molestation and maximum protection, the breeding colony is gradually decreasing. The 

Jordan River region, Parley’s Park and Cache Valley have not supported colonies 

since the “early days.” 

In southern Idaho, the highland grassy meadows and water-soaked valleys in the 

more inaccessible parts of the mountains give safe retreat for the wary birds. Many 

of the valleys of the headwaters of the tributaries of the Snake River, both in Idaho
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and Wyoming, are known to support breeding Sandhill Cranes. They have been 
reported breeding in Yellowstone Park along the Bechler River, a tributary of the Snake. 

Typical breeding grounds are the open grassy or rush-covered valleys in the remote 
ranges. The nests are placed in the shallow ponds or soggy meadows fed by the reservoirs 
of melting snow. They may be placed in open water, among the rushes, grasses or other 

vegetation of shallow ponds, or even on the ground of stream banks. Large rounded 
piles of rushes, vegetation and debris, and algae from the bottom of the pond, scooped 
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Fig. 9. Nest and eggs of Sandhill Crane in a small slough where the water is 

shallow and the young rushes are just growing. 
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Fig. 10. Close-up of nest shown in figure 9. The nest is composed of wads of 
debris and algae gathered from the bottom of the slough, with a few sticks 
and reeds deposited on top.
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up in wads with the bills of the birds, make up the nesting structure. If in a wet site, 
the nest is large enough to keep the eggs in the shallow depression in the top out of the 
water. If on higher and dryer land, it may be a mat of sticks, grass or stems about 
three feet in diameter and only a few inches thick. Apparently anything at hand, even 
cow manure, is acceptable as nest material. 

Late May and early June is about the time of nesting; but it is variable, so that 
on the first of June eggs may have hatched or be almost fresh in the same locality. The 

young are adept at hiding. 
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Fig. 11. Nest and eggs of Sandhill Crane. This nest is composed of a large mass 

of rushes. 
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Fig. 12. Nest and eggs of Sandhill Crane on bank of a stream, The nest here 
, is composed of a thin mat of sticks, twigs and leaves.
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Thirteen eggs from southern Idaho average 9.75 cm. in length and 6.14 cm. in 
width. The shortest, 8.89 cm., is 6.10 cm. long; the longest, 10.59 cm., is also the 
narrowest, 5.75 cm., and the widest, 6.50 cm., is 10.23 cm. long. 

In walking, the birds hold their heads partly lowered; the head moves backward 
and forward as if to take up the recoil. At intervals, they stop, stand still and lift the 
head high for better observation of the surroundings. In this attitude, but not in 
the same habitat, they somewhat resemble large Great Blue Herons of lighter gray 
color, At shorter distances, the most prominent characteristic of the breeding crane is 
the deep red, with a suggestion of mauve, of the head. 

When disturbed, both adults may exhibit the so-called “injury feigning,” by limping 
and flopping away in a manner similar to that of the curlew but made more pronounced 
and ridiculous by their large size. On the nest, they may remain motionless, watching, 
with the neck extended vertically or with head and neck close to the ground as if to be 
as inconspicuous as possible; and it is remarkable how so large a bird can blend in 
with its surroundings. In leaving the nest by flying, the hoarse, guttural croaking is 

emitted, but while on the nest, the bird apparently remains silent. At the time of court- 
ship the male (apparently this sex) struts about its mate, sometimes with body and 
neck extended forward. Then it springs into the air a few inches to a few feet, repeating 
the dance and steps many times in rapid succession. 

Spring migration through Utah varies from late February through much of March. 
In 1933 small flocks of eight or ten to fifteen or twenty were reported flying north 
over Utah Lake; and on March 2 one large flock was located in Box Elder County, 
north of Great Salt Lake, and it was reported to have been in the locality for the 
previous ten days. It seems that the migrating flocks congregate in this or similar 
regions prior to mating, separating for the scattered breeding grounds about the 
middle of April. 

On this date the flock numbered 400 (counted on a moving picture film), and it was 
estimated by other observers that 1500 had been present the week before. The birds 
shift from place to place, but they seem to have been in the habit of seeking the feeding 
grounds in the morning, departing at about 11 a.m. to return about 4 p.m. and continue 
feeding until dark. They were extremely wary and it was impossible to approach the 
flock in the open country, As they took to wing, the voice had a somewhat goose-like 
quality, but with numbers “talking” it had a deep frog-like guttural croaking sound 
that continued to reach the hearer after the flock could no longer be seen. 

At Fish Springs, the rancher reports that the cranes usually appear about March 
15 to 20 and depart about September 15 to 20. In 1936 they arrived March 19. No 
records of fall migration through the central part of Utah have been obtained. It 
seems as if the southern migration is farther east, following the valleys of the Green 
River to those of the Colorado River, to the winter range in the southwestern United 
States and Mexico. 

Conclusions.—Fish Springs, Utah, at the southern end of the Great Salt Desert, 
marks the southern limit of the present breeding range of the Sandhill Crane in the 
intermountain region. The spring migration seems to be through the central part of 
Utah, with the birds congregating in the open valleys north of Great Salt Lake for 
feeding prior to separating to seek the breeding grounds which are in the isolated 
valleys in southern Idaho and Wyoming drained by the Snake River. The fall migration 
is farther east, following the drainage system of the Green and Colorado rivers, 

University of Utah, Salt Lake City, October 11, 1937. 
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jue RESETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION iv 

315 West Gorham Street aw 
Madison, Wisconsin 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

R2-6c-FSH 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

1532 University Avenue P oa 

Madison, Wisconsin JUN 23 inge 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The following quotations from a report of a recent inspection 

trip by Mr. Wallace Grange to the Waterloo and Yankee Springs 

(Michigan) Projects are thought to be of interest for your files. 

"It is of particular interest to know that eighty acres of 

the Waterloo Project area tract is being used by a pair of 
Sandhill Crangs. The Waterloo area adjoins 4 rather ex- 
Teuslie Ter tin connected series of marshes in Jackson, Ing- 
ham, Calhoun, and perhaps one or two other counties. Sand- 

hill Cranes are still present in spite of relatively inten- 
sive occupancy of the land by man. The main contribution 

which I think could be made to the further preservation of 

this species in and near the Waterloo area would be the ac~ 

quisition of some additional marsh land on the northern 

side of the Project. 1 personally should consider this of 

very great importance from a wild life, and especially from 

a State Park standpoint. 

I was very much interested in learning that the Waterloo 

area was originally comprised of both woods and'oak open- 

ings'. I had previously supposed that the area was entirely 

forested. In connection with the policy of limiting plant- 

ings to native species, and considering the scenic values 

desired in a State or Federal Park development, the thought 

occurs to me as to whether it might be possible to build back 

at least a fragment of the original Waterloo area conditions, 
‘ especially to reconstruct a typical ‘oak opening’ of the 

original type. I believe such a unit would be of great 

value and that there are enough people in Michigan who 
would appreciate and use the opportunity to visit and see 

an original forest type."



f , 

aia 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

"On both the Waterloo and Yankee Springs areas the policy 

is followed of limiting the cover planting operations to 

native species of plants, or to species which are present 

on the areas as wild escapes. For example, no conifers 

are used on the Waterloo area, since the region is said 

not to have been in the pine range." 

Sincerely yi Zt 

Edw. G. Grest 

Asst. Regional Director 

Land Utilization Division
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Crane. 

(Extracted from Mimtes of Meeting of the Board of Director, National 
Association of Audubon Societies, April 19, 1938) J 

Mr. Baker reported upon his recent trip to Florida, most of 
the time being spent afield with the Association's wardens. He gave a 
full report of his observations and stressed the responsibility which 

is the Association's as regards preservation and restoration of Roseate : 

Spoonbills in that state; the need in connection therewith of at least 

one year's careful study of the life history of this species. 

He spoke particularly of the large roost of Florida Cranes 
on the western Kissimmee Prairie; this apparently builds up from a low of 
around 200 to 250 birds during the breeding season to from 600 to 1,000 
birds at peak. He had visited the area with the principal owner of the 
land and had visited with the people who lease the land for grazing. 
There is rather imminent threat of drainage of the area. He had talked 3 
with the Chief of the Biological Survey as to Federal purchase of the 
sections of land involved. No definite plan of action has been settled on. 
Important considerations are involved, the answer to which is not now 
known, which again emphasizes the need of at least one year's study of 
the life history of this species. Failing action by the Biological Survey, 
Mr. Baker stated that he would approach the National Park Service and 

si in the event of failure of both to act would seek to interest individuals 
in putting up the purchase price of the necessary land for an Audubon 
Sanctuary. 

Dr. Murray, who had spent nine days in March in Florida with 
Mr. Sprunt, stated that he felt that it is highly important that the 
Executive Director keep in touch with field scanctuary conditions and 
protective needs not only in Florida but elsewhere, and further more that 
he feels it highly desirable that as many of the Directors as possible 
see at first hand the work which the Association is carrying on in Florida. 
He spoke particularly of the opportunity which he feels is the Association's 
in connection with the Key Deer.. He stated that it was his impression 
that we have in Florida a pretty good set of wardens and that he doesn't 
think the Association is over-manned in that respect, in fact, he recom- 
mended the addition of a roving warden if it could be financed.



: ; : File: Cranev 
Texas 

Stop in Baca Co., Colo. and Panhandle of Texas to feed in sorghum fields. 
In November but not much in spring. ; 

Phil Allan thinks these are largely Little Browns. 

Local people say they are increasing. Complaints of damage. 

Migration goes down W. tier of counties-~never get as far E. as ; 

Amarillo. Winter near Aransas Pass. . 

10/39 
: A.L.



Sandhill Crane 

Extract from South Dakota Conservation Digest, July,1938, p: 

"Several scattered pairs of geese and cranes were reported nesting in 

the state and several large flocks of pelicans were observed this year."
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Sandhill Crane 

Excerpt from Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 11, 
November, 1939, p. 4: 

Sandhill Cranes 

F. R. Zimmerman and Ralph Conway of the game division were 

able to get a close-up view of sandhill cranes in a field about two 
miles south of Endeavor, west of highway 51, on Oct. 12. There were ~ 

about 36 birds in the group. 

While driving along highway 51 they noticed seven cranes flying 

Z southwest and then noticed further that about 12 cranes had just 
alighted in a corn field. They were able to use cover along a fence 
to get a close view of the birds. Calls and movements of the birds 
were clearly noted and when the birds flew away an examination shoved 

that they had been feeding on waste corn. 

J. N. Smith of Endeavor has reported to the department from time 
to time that he has seen large flocks of these birds in the marshes 
west of Endeavor. 

\ 
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ORIGINAL AND PRESENT BREEDING RANGES OF CERTAIN GAME BIRDS 

IN THE UNIUED STATES 
By Robert 0. McClanahan 

Biologist, Division of Wildlife Research 

Information on the original as well as the present distribution of 

various game species is indispensable to the game technician who is work- 
ing for the increase of wildlife on an crea, Attempts to introduce or 

F propagate game birds and mammals outside their natural ranges usually end 
in failure or expensive and doubtful success, although there are notable 
exceptions. Wildlife-manazement practices therefore should to a large ex- 
tent have to do with species that occur or have occurred in the region. ; 

: This leaflet is designed to summarize in convonient form information on the 
former and presont distribution of certain game birds in the United States, 
for use by Federal, State, and private workers on game probloms. 

x It is generally recognized that ranges are not stable, but are continu- 
ally changing. The rapid spread of the English sparrow and the European 
starling after their introduction into the Unitea States, the appearance of 
the ring-necked duck as a nesting bird in Maine, and thespread of the 
prairie chicken northwesterly ere striking examples of recent extensions in 
range. 

The extinction of the passenger pigeon and the heath hen and the great 
reduction in the breeding area of the trumpeter swan are extreme illustra~ 
tions of reductions in range that have taken place. 

: In the case of waterfowl, the drainage of sloughs, ponds, and lakes for 
cultivation and mosquito control has eliminated many of the former breeding 
areas, Drought, partially the result of unwise drainage, has further re~ 
duced the ranges of many species, and as a direct result of lowered water 
levels botulism has taken its toll of the diminished waterfowl population. 
Markot hunting, spring shooting, and other unsportsmanlike practices did 
not permit sufficient numbers of birds to return to the breeding grounds, 
and because of continued shooting over the same waters, lead poisoning be~ 
came prevalent. In coastal areas oil pollution took a heavy toll, and in



the case of the brant, failure of the food supply played an unexpected part. 

Destruction of nesting sites and reduction in the number of birds returning 

to breed could have but one result--reduction in range. 

Fortunately there have been factors that. have encouraged some species 

of waterfowl to nest beyond the limits of their former ranges, Large ref- 

uges established by the Federal Government and many other areas under State 

or private control have been the most notable factors, but irrigation proj- 

ects and vator-power impoundments also have provided now nesting sitcs. 

These additional habitats, however, are insignificant compared with the 

vast areas thet have been destroyod. 

Among upland game species, also, ranges have been reduced by settlement 

and cultivation. Market hunting and shooting for sport during an open season 

that extended into the breeding period or that opened before the young birds 

wore fully grown eliminated species from some areas and reduced their numbors 

clsowhere. Also taking their toll of wpland species were disease and in- 

clement weather conditions. 

Settlement mai changes inagriculhral practices, inimical to the in- 
terests of some upland game species, have enabled othsrs to occupy new terri- 

tory, the extension of the prairie chickon northwesterly being an example. 

Introduction of. gamo birds into now localitics also has resulted in an in- 
ereasod rane for some specics, although in most casos this practice has ended 

in‘ failure. 

Through the accompanying series of 37 maps (pp. 3-21), an attempt is 
made to picture the original breeding range or the area occupied by the birds 

before the disturbing hand of man was active to any great extent. To contrast 

: original and current conditions, the present range also is given. In some 

cases this illustrates the success attained in preserving the "ancestral" 

renge, but in too many instances it illustrates the depletion that has oc- 

curred in the ranks of wildlife. 

‘ Undoubtedly the maps are incomplete for some species, although no at— 
tempt has been made to show accidental or occasional records. To supplement 

known facts, with a viow to making the information more generally available, 

additional data are requested from all ficld workers. Since many nonbreed~ 

ing birds, especially ducks, are frequently seen during the breeding season 
in areas where it is known that they do not nest, all breeding records should 

be substantiated by reports on the location of a nest with egcs or on the 

observation of young incapable of flight. A definite’ locality and date 

should always be given, with any other pertinent data. Through this cooper 
ation it is hoped that a more exact knowledge of the past and present distri- 

bution and population trends of our game birds may bo obtained. 
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR pb 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE Cr gee” 
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge 

Austwell, Texas 
August 24, 1940 

Personal 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, = 
Department of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This is a fine time to acknowledge your letter of January 11! 

I appreciate your kindness in sending me some of your department's 

reprints and especially the sandhill crane paper. I moved my office 
recently and for some reason have gust seen your letter. 

No, we don't have the main wintering body of whoopers here, 
Unfortunately only some 18 to 22, I dare say not more than 40 or 1 

winter in Texas and perhaps only a couple of hundred in Texas, Louis- 

iana and Mexico. Many birds appear to be mated sans immatures. A few 

have one young terra-cotta colored bird and we have one record of 
a family group with two young. I guess this is what you would call 

batting 1.000. 

Sorry I couldn't make it to the Wildlife Conference. I shall 
try to reach the Memphis meeting, I certainly want to get acquainted 

with you and I wuld like to talk cranes with you and Mr. Hamerstrom. 

Some day I'm going to put my whooper notes on paper and present these 

at the Conference or publish them in som bird journal. Wish we could 
do more to build up the population. The main thing in management is 
plenty of room and a laissez faire policy. We have had some success 

: in planting oats and barley for them. 

I enjoyed your fine "Marshland Elegy", Come down sometime and 

see what impressions you get from a visit with the "bugle" cranes! 

My regards to Albert Hochbaum when you next see him. Wish 

there were more young men like him, 

Sincerely yours, 

es 0.Stevenson 

sst. Refuge Mgr.
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sandhill crane folder UY 
June 6, 1942 

Extract from letter from Donald Brown, Frienship, Wisconsin 

to Aldo Leopold, June 6, 1942. 

"The sandhill cranes haven't been around as much this year as they were 
last year. I can give no reason for this except that there is a little 
more farming going on near the marshes. It doesn't seem as though this 
should have much effect, for the change is slight. About two weeks ago 
they were around a lot. We heard them evéry day. They were often within 
a quarter of amile from the buildings. I heard them once yesterday, 
the first I have heard them for about ten days. cece 

"The last few days there have been a half dozen or so two-motored 
Douglas transport planes flying aimlessly and continuously around this 
region, seldom getting out of earshot. They fly anywhere from 100 to 
3,000 feet high. I am afraid if they come back here every day for 
a while they may drive the cranes away from this region."



/ file sandhill crane folder ~~ 
September 11, 1942 uu 

Mr. Brown of Friendship, who owns a farm just west of Pilot Knob Marsh, tells me 

a flock of cranes flew over his yard this morning, and when they veered upon 

seeing him, one emitted a prolonged squeak which he had not heretofore heard in 

this species. Neither have I. It may be some alarm note of the juvenal birds. 

He also tells me that the young cranes, when they first began to fly, had trouble 

in keeping up with the old ones, flying with a fast labored beat like a crow, 

end even then often dropping behind. 

Aldo Leopold 

cc F. N. Hamerstrom



‘ Fits Scene folder 
Excerpt of letter’ from Donald Brown, Friendship, Wis., Sept. 30, 1942 aS 

"Since the first of August the cranes have been around a lot. In 

spbte of the north wind and snow they are still here. Thursday afternoon 

(Sept. 24) I saw a group of them trying to fly against the icy northwest 

gale. They could hardly make it. Their cries were more plaintive and é 

concerned than any I have ever heard. Until the first of September there 

seemed to be one group of three and one of four(probably two families coming 

to hates. enckiie grounds after the young ones learned to fly). 

‘ The local Ranger fire warden, Walter Leuck, says that a few years 

ago he and another neighbor caught and later freed a young crane which had 

come from a nest.on the forty cornering us to the northwest. Mr. Leuck 

is a very reliable man and a very practical and serious conservationist, so : 

there is no doubt that his story is true. Since the first of September there 

have been many more cranes around. For the last three weeks there have 

been about forty cranes around. Every morning they fly south in groups of 

from four to fifteen. They come back in the evening. Several times we 

have gotten a count of at least forty. They seem to be roosting somewhere 

in. the first mile northwest of us. Mr. Leuck told my father that an 

airplane flew low over his place Sept. 28 and scared up about 200 cranes 

in the marsh nearby. The evening of that same day when it was nearly dark 

I saw a fairly large flock of cranes flying quite low. I wouldn't have noticed 

them had not one "whistled through his nose", Although they were quite close 

I could not get an accurate count because I could hardly see them at all. 

I think there were at least fifty, and maybe a hundred. The forty had ; 

already gone to foost and were still mttering among themselves, so these : 

were newcomers. It is my theory that the central Wis. Marsh and sandy land 

is the collecting ground of the region for the cranes big flight ees 

My picture explains it a None 
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REWINISENCES OF LAKE HORIGON ale 

: By i ia 
Hackme tack chen i = pt 

Taken je vor’ yor 
from Ss i uw 

CHICAGO FIELD devoett 
Vol. Ik —- Ho. 2 

; 1878 : 

Lake Horicon, situated in Dodge Go., Wis., is virtually the 
| head of Hoek River, the strram flowing from it at the village of 

Rorieon (at the foot of the Ilske) southward through Hustisford, 
Watertown, Fort Atkinson, and joined near Janesville by the 
confluent from the chain of Madison lakes. In sarly days it was 
the Winneba:o marshes, but with eivilization came the demand for 
power for industrial pursuits, and the great marshee had a dam 
placed at their foot of some eighteen feet in height, thus back- 
ing up the water over a seope of territory 16 long;by four to six 
miles in width. All this vast sheet of water was of a slight depth, 
varying from six inches to that wany feet, with here and there a 
deep hole. The bottom of the lake was one vast bed of black ooze 
apparently without bottom--as I have often tried it by slipping through 
a @uskrat hole, in places that eeemed fit to walk over. To get stuck 
in to your erm-pite and heve te be helped out «ives a man a geod 
memory of that pert of the country. 

Miles of thie lake wes only covered with water enough to allow 
& boet to be pushed over the water and ooze, there net being depth 
of water to allow of the use of oars. This broad =e was grown 
full of weeds, wild rice, rushes, cat-taile, flaga, éte., with here 
ané there a wuekrat house. There was also quite a number of islands, 

. making fine points to shoot from. Here ducks of all kinds bred and 
hatched their young; wild geese also bred and hetehed here; thie I 
know, as I had three of them as pets that were taken from the nest 

. before they ever reached the water. fut ducks bred here by thousands, 
as with such cover they could not be disturbed. I heve found many « 
nest full of eges, and seen the old mother duck with her little troup 
ef little ones ovianing after in the quiet coves. Here snipes, plovers 
and all kinds of aquatic birds were to found. I saw a pair of large 
white pelicans killed on this leke in 1866. 

| When I first ceme West in 1864, Lake Horiecon was then the paradise 
of the seeker after wild fowl; during “ end Septeaber the water 
would be black with them, and to say millions, would not be to oe 
On the southwest shore lived a German named Meisekie who followed duck 
shooting for a sane disposing of his ducks to hotels. 2c. I have 
known him to kill ge11 3,000 in one season. There were no game
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lews then, and he begen te shoot in the Spring as soon as the 
ice was broken and continued ti11 the lake froze up in the Fall, 
yet his example might be followed even in these — of reetrictions 
in sheeting. He never killed the female duck in the Spring or 
Summer; not till in the Autumn, when her callow brood was large 
enough to care for themselves, did he shoot the mother duck. His 
keen eye could tell the differerice in the sex at any distance, and 
he claimed there were alweys fer more drakes than ducks; that after 
the ducks hed paired, if he killed the male {n the morning, before 
night she would have another partner. 

Weisekie was a genius in his way; he loved to hunt better than 
to eat, and was also very fond of company, and I had the good 
fortune to stand well in his gooé graces. He would come to my 
place ané coax me to go with him, when the hunting wae particularly 
good, and the fact was, I Gid not need much urging. 

It was on one of these trips that I killed my first wild goose. 
I agreed to meet him on the west side of the lake one evening early 
in April, as he told me he knew we could get some et. Well fixed 
with lunch, ammunition, &c., I found him in « little cove with two 
boats and hie retriever, Pecos. Ye worked out to the feeding 
grounds carefully, but the luck was against us, and after working 
till éark had to give it up. He proposed to go to "Caw Caw" Island 
and stey all night in the then empty club house there, of which he had 
a key. I was agreed, ana soon we were im possession. fe built a 
fire in the old stove--for it was cold--and by good luck found a 

pisces of candle to “— ue long enough to eat our lunch and make a bed 
of some straw on the floor; we had plenty of wood, but the bed was hard 
and the house cold--we roasted one side and froze the other. Not much 
sleep visited our eyelids that night, but we wanted m goose bad, and 
4i@ not grumble. Ay 3 a.m. we were a-atir, and after a frugal bite to 
eat, started. It had frozen so hard during the night that the ice 
was half an inch thick in the begs, but we broke our way through 
to the coveted location and picked our cover, sbout a hundred yards 
apart--then come a dreary hour til) sunrise. I almost froze, and 
as the first rays of the morning sun came flashing serose the lake, 
I wae all of a shiver. 

It ecemed that the inatant the first ray of the sun struck the 
water 1t awoke the geese; we could hear their musical “honk* in 

the distance and see emall flocks on the wing; then I shook worse 
than ever. I was disgusted with myself, and teking # little flask 

I had kept by me for an emergency, I emptied it at one dose; that 

braced me up. Soon the flocks came nearer, but they were all too 

far off for a fair shot. Just se I felt like giving up altogether, 
we sae a flock coming directly for us; I crouched down among the 

reeds, my heart thumping so that I wae sure the geese would hear 
it--but etraight on they came. As they came opposite me--about 

twenty feet high and not more then thet number of yards distent-- 
I rose to my feet. I could see the white in the ey of the o14
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gender that was leading; I pulled for his head, hoping to kill him 
with the first barre] and get a shot at another, but with the 
crack of my gun he veered off to the right, apparently unhurt. 
I was disgueted with myself, but gave him the other barrel direetly 
astern. With a long, sailing piteh he struck the bos about a 
hundred yards off, with both wings spread, stone dead, the balance 
of the flock scattering in every direction; some passing over 
Miesokie he got one also. His was not quite dead, and by the time 
hie dog hac retrieved it there wae not a live goose left within 
miles of ue. uch an inferne] clatter I never heard before, but 
they left mighty quickly after we fired our guns. When I eres 
Up my goose I found, to my diszust, that I had put the whole load 
of shot under his left wing, killing him really with the first 
barrel, and the etern shot I gave hia might as well have been 
deovted to another member of his flock; but it did not good to 
grumble then, the next thing was to get baok home. The wind had 
erisen, and we hed a row of five or six miles right in the teeth of 
it. I had a "Bond" boat, and we had to cosst the shore to avoid 
the waves. I filled the boat once with a big roller, and had te 
jump out in three feet of water to save my boat and gun. After 
three good hours’ work we reached his house, where we hed a good 
het breakfast, and I cen assure you there was « huge cavity in the 
inner man te fili mss That done, I had a walk of four miles to my 
own home, and I muet carry my goose too--there would be no use to 
ge home unless I had ay ~~ along te show; he weighed near. fourteen 

pounds, end, with gun and heavy shet belt, meade a good losd; But I 
made the trip finally, feeling proud over my luck. We tried te cook 
the old fllow, but it took longer to get him tender then it did te 
kill him; in fect, we all concluded we @14 not like wild goose. 

Another time I had « goose hunt on the leke in « different 
style and temperature. Early in the month of August I wee out 
on the inke with Meisckie, leoking for young mallerds, which, at 
that season, begin to be big enough to eat, and very fine they 
are, too, at that age. The day wae «till and very hote-not « 
ripple on the surface of the water. Ae we rounded out from behind 
& point of reeds. Meisckie's quick gye caught sight of an old 
mother goose and some half dezen of young onea, some half mile 
away. instantly we stripped for the chase. They were two-thirds 
grown--flappers you might oall them, as they could not fly yet, 
although they were almost in full feather. A astern chase is 
& long one, and I tell you a young gocse can swim fast. We had 
two good paddles in the boet--he never used oars--so, throwing 
off coat and vest, we gave way and made our light cance fairly 
jump from the water. The goose family took in the situation at 
onee, and gave wey, too, with their peddlers in a manner not to be 
despised. After a half hour's pull we were near enough to risk 
a shot; firing into the flock we crippled one, and with come little 
effort got him inte the boat. By that time the others had 
sonttered and were a long way off; taking after the nearest one, 
another long pull brought ue within reach. On pulling the gun
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up to fire, he dived instantly; then came a comical chase; we 
would row to the epot where he Saree and weit for him to 
come up; the inetant he would come to the surface down he would P 
@o again, and when under water he would change his course so thet 
there wae no telling where to look for him. After several fruit- 
lees shots we crippled him and finally took him in. Ye were so 
nearly used up that we hesitated about trying another, but finally 
did so. This one was about tired out, so were we; he would dive, . 
and when he came up show ar his head. After many trials we got 
within reach of him, ag bewlidered and frightened, he made a és 
take and came up near the boat, and a quick shot settled him; then 
we quit. We were sompletely exhausted--not a dry thread of clothing 
was left on us, and ay wrists were so sunburnt, where my shirt 
sleeves had elipped up, that the skin peeled off afterwards; but 
we had three fine, fat young geese for our prize, and such sport as 
is not often had. A goose chase of thet kind is ee exciting st a — 
fox chase. It was a "wild goose chase" i; but with a satisfactory 
termination. Pulling eshere then, on a small island we took a rest, 

some lunch, smoked, ete., and hed a good laugh over our excitement. 
In the cool of the day we paddled homeward, picking up a few ducks, 
and elosea the day, well satisfied *ith our trip. when these young 
geese were nicely roasted next day, no one founa fault with their 
toughness. 

in the latter part of AuguetS the young mallards were big enough 
te fly, ond in the evenings, just at sunset, they would fly from the 
upter feeding grounds down to the lower part of the lake to the clear 
water to roost. There was one fly-way between two small islands, 
where we used to get from ten to twenty to each gun, in the hour 
just at dark. we gould shoot till it was too dark to see, and etill 
hear the wiistle of their wings overhead. I nad a fine o14 Gerdon 
setter, Grant by nase, that wae a most exselient retriever, end all 
I had to do was to stané in the reeds and bring them down, and o1d 
Grant would bring each one to ay feet, looking happier then his 

master, 1f powsible. Had we owned a breech-losder in those days we 

eould have doubled our bag. : 

A day's hunt along the shores of the lake in those days was 

productive of a grest variety of game. With my old dog Grent I would 

be sure of every duck I brought down. If two or three were knocked 

down, as it sometines xeerenet he would bring the wounded ones firet, 

leswing the dead ones till the lest. Then in crossing some point 

we would not unfrequently find a covey of prairis chickens. The ela 

dog would drop his ducking ideas, and point his oniskens as ‘honey 
he had. never seen a duck. Getting what we could of them, we would 

strike into a soft pasture and pick wp a few brace of snipes, and 

oocasionally a stray woodcock would be added to the list, and in © 

the timber of the islands were to be found ruffed grouse. 

Of ducks a fair shot was tolersbly certain in those days of from 

thirty to fifty in o dey. I have known of members of the "Caw Caw 

Club" bring in ninety to one hundred in one days’ shooting. I saw
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forty-six killed at one shot by this man Meisekie. It was in 
this wise: He would prepare a feeding bed near o blind, and 
bait it with corn, wheat, ete., plentifully seattered in the 
edge of the water. He had a large single-barrel gun, Ho. 6 
Gauge, using sbout three ordinary charges. With this, when the 
papi. ay pr ducke were thick on the feeding bed, he would blow 
a swath right through the thickest of them. That was murder in 
the first degree, but he waa shooting for market. 

Besides the wild fowl I have mentioned brant was plenty, and 
in the Fall of the year sand-hill cranes were often to be found. 
One day while laying on & TAVOrttée point, cropping an occasional 
@uek, I — the sound of quite e strange clatter off to the 
windward. Calling Meiseckie's attention to it, he pronounced it 
to be a sand-hill crane jubilee. I proposed we go over and see 
what they were doing. After quite a long pull in our boat, we 
traced the noise into a —_ space covered with reeds and cane; 
we had to leave our boat and try to reach them on foot. It was 
® vain effort almost, as there was no bottom te the mud; but by 
carefully stepping from tussock to tussock of the roots of weeds, 

, *6 made out to get within sight of them, but far too distant to 
_ shoot. The centre of the reed bed was rather bare, with some 

: | mud islands here and there. On these were at least 300 sand- 
ye _ hill cranes, jumping, hopping end going through all manner of 

* _ Strange antics; in fact, “dancing® aa Meisckie seid. It was a 
“  nevel sight, so comical that you had to laugh in spite of your- 

_ self to see their ungainly motions; and the most infernal clatter 
_ they kept up all the while--they seemed to be having a Fourth 

of July of their own. After watching them as long as we cared 
to, Meisckie concluded to try and get nearer in hopes of a shot. 
The mud was too deep for me to try, but Meisekie could go where a 
muskrat could, but the wary cranes had their sentinels out, and 
he could not get within shot of the main body; so he revenged 
himeelf by slaying one of the trusty guards. When his = oracked 
it would have done you good to see the crowd seatter. y all 
left then and there, and 414 not wait to consider the subject long 
either. I hed hoped for a flying shot, but not one came my way. 
Meisekie eame beck presently, all mud, and hung over hie shoulder 
the dead bird. It was huge--in the way of legs and bill. He 
must have stood five feet high at least; he wes quite a trophy, 
as, although not an uncommon object, they were rarely killed. 
So I took him home with me, and as I had often been told that the 
gand-hill crane roasted was as good as a turkey, we roasted him. 
Was he good? A delicious, juicy morsel, like a nine-months'-old 
gobbler? Well, you see I like turkey, and I don't like crane, so I 
would not like to give a positive decision, as it might seem to be 
prejudiced. it is well enough to kill one of the long legged chaps 
when you can; but when you are hungry I am satisfied turkey would 
suit you better. 

On one of the islands in the lake, in 1864 and 6, there was a 
large heronry, or breeding-place of a species of heron that was
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galled the “Quagqua." The small trees of the island were loaded 
with their nests, and to go aBhore there one the breeding 
season afforded a rare sight; thousanda of birds in the air, all 
— their harsh cry, *qua-qua" which gave them their loeal 
name. It wae perverted into “caw-oaw* by the shooting elub from 
Milwaukee, who re the ieland, drove off the herons, cleared 
the small trees brush off, built a fine club house and named 
it the Caw-Gew Giub, and, by~the-way, the club still retainge the 
name, although they long ago were forced to desert their splendid 
shooting grounds, and have now settled on Lake Puckaway, near 
Kingston, Wisconsin. There used to be high old times at the Caw- 
Caw Club house when the shooting season was open--made up of some 
of the best shots and beat fellows of the Cream City, there was 
plenty of fun, as well as good sport, as the boys used to say: 
Nothing was too good for them.* Sut, after staying on the lake 
for a number years, the club wae foreed to move, on account of 
lack of water to move their boats in. 

The dam at the foot of the lake at Horicon village was taken 
Gown and the attempt made to drain the lake to reclaim the vaet 
amount of land that was covered by only a very shallow depth of 
water. The success of the enterprize was not first-rate, but it 
succeeded in spoiling the best ducking ground in the whole 
country, as there ie not water enough left to run a boat, and the 
mud ta too soft and deep to walk over. Where there wae good depth 
of water, now ie all reeds and mud--plenty of ducke are there, and 
breed there yet, but no one ean get them, for if you knock one 
down the mud is so deep and soft that you dare not risk even 
sending your 1 Pegher’ 4t. ‘The glory of the place has departed~- 
Meiseckie, too, & quit his shooting and gone to farming. 

During the season a fair bag of snipe ean be made along the 
shore, ané with a stray chicken and an o¢casional duck that has 
strayed to the outside of the reeds, = gunner sight do a little 
shooting, but nothing like the old-time days. 

Milaukee, Wis., Feb. 9, 1673. 

Copied: VT 
11/9/42
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March 15, 1943 

: Mr. William Tucker 
State Game Commissioner 
dustin, Texas 

Dear Bill: 

Someone told me recently that some ten years ago 
the Saturday Evening Post carried an article which 
related to a hail storm in Texas. The article 
described some sandhill cranes which had had their 

; wings broken by hail. As I may have told you, 
I am making a collection of queer accidents of this 
kind, and I wonder if you have any recollection 
of either the storm or the Saturday Post article. 
Naturally, I don’t want you to do a lot of 

laborious digging, but if something is at the top 
of your mind which would mie-this +—~(.01 tli. ates 
I would appreciate hearing from you. 

I am sorry I didn't get to Denver and get a chance 
to say hello to you. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Depertment of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Deer Aldo: 

This acknowledges your good letter in reference to en article 
which appeared in the Saturday Evenin» Post relative to sandhill 
cranes being injured during a hail strom in this State. 

I do not remember having read the a-ticle but maybe it was 
read by my good friend, J. Frank Dobie, and he will give me the 
information if he possesses it. 

Hail hes damaged almost everything else in Texas at some 
time or another and I would not be surprised to have it verified 
thet it broke the wings of migrating sendhill cranes. 

We certainly missed you at the Denver meeting, but I enjoyed 
very much the beautiful contribution which you mede to our ordere 

I em very glad to know you are making a collection of accounts 
of queer accidents to wildlife. 

With e11 good wishes, I am 

ia 

: time Ye Tucker, 
Exgéutive Secretary 

WITs:rs
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December 10, 1943 

Mr. 0. De. McKeever 
P. 0. Box 143 

Rensselaer, Indiana 

Dear Mr. MeKeever: 

Your letter is very interesting indeed, and I appreicate 

your letting me have a copy of the data. I hope that 

some day you will publish it. 

I, too, have seen cranes present during the breeding ; 

season on marshes where I am quite sure they did not 

breed. My supposition is that these are yearling birds 

not yet mature, or birds which for some other reason 
are not breeders. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence)
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STATE OF INDIANA ae 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION : 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Commission fg = =) Hugh A. Barnhart 
E H. Atki ee one, \i: i: Pe talicak ve ch Director 

Milton Matter wa ay 
William W. Roth 

Rensselaer, Indiana 
December 6, 1943 

P. O. Box 143 

ir, Aldo Leopold 
Professor of wildlife lianagement 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear ur. Leopold: 

i wish to thank you for your letter and for the reference of Mr. 
Hamerstrom's Wisconsin Crane Stucy. 

I have made some inquiries of the residents and of the former super- 
intendent of the Jasper-—Pulaski State Game Preserve and have learned of no 

records of the nesting of the sandhill cranes in this locality. 

i think that you may be interested in the sandhill crane observetions 
which have been made by ir. Merle Jacobs and me during the past three migration 
periods. The dates and numbers seen are tabulated below. 

Sanchills 

1942 Fall 1943 Spring 1943 Falk... 

Sept. 17 2 Mar. 10 (Heard) Oct. 5 a2 
3 iL 6 ? 23 

Oct, . 6 6 ie SL. 20. 105 
3 38 413 60 23 Lod 

20....120 a 100 26 ie 
ab he. 18 150 28 «145 

a7 235 ek 350 29 66 
Noy. 3 88 to 

12 87 30 350 Nov. 3 2 

a ee oe 183 o 12 
25° 123 Apr. 4 160 10 3 

5 3. 12 9 
6 2 

& nee 
Lo 6 

i 6 
2 6 
a5 16 

20 10 
28% (Heard) 

May 26 iE 
27 i 

28 iL



~ *"" Letter to Mr. Leopold December 6, 1943 

When Mr. Jacobs saw the one straggler in the latter part of May we had 
high hopes that possibly it would nest at the Preserve. We observed their 
mating dance during the time 350 were present. For the past two migrations 
and I believe also during the fall of 1942 one individual was noted with a 2 
broken leg which dangled when the bird was.in flight. 

sates "8 De Kicwer 
E O. D, McKeever, District Leader 

Pittman-RKobertson Project 2 

ec Kirkpatrick
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December 19, 1944 

Mr. 0. D. MeKeever, 
State Dept. of Conservation 
P. 0. Box 143 
Rensselaer, Indiana 

Dear Mr. McKeever: 

Thanks very much for the old crane nesting records for Indiam. 
These are valuable, and I would suggest that you publish them 
so that they won't get lost. It is unlikely that I would ever 
get around to publishing similar records for anything outside 
Wisconsin. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



STATE OF INDIANA od 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION ze yw \ 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Commission be oo Hugh A. Barnhart 
Ernest H. Atkins fz a i) Director 
J. I. Holcomb BAe)? 

Milton Matter sO 
William W. Roth 

Rensselaer, indiana 
becember 14,1944 

Ps-0. Box 143 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wilalife Management 

University of wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Macison, wisconsin 

bear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of November 2, 1943 inquired about records of Sandhill 
Crane nesting at the Jasper—Pulaski State Game Preserve. Since.replying to 
your letter I have learned of two records, one about 15 miles southwest of 
the preserve; the other, about 20 miles. 

A Mr. Cora Davis, Kk. RK. Lake Village, reports nesting in the Beaver Lake 
Area in Newton County about 1880. A more recent record of nesting was about 

ik years ago, between Parr and Fair Oaks, Jasper Co., reported by ir. Eimett 

Pullens, kh. ik. Rensselaer. 

Amos Butler, Birds of Indians,1897, reported nesting in Starke County 
which is to the N E-of the Preserve. Since the above records are to the 
southwest and since the terraine is similar in this iankakee marsh region 
it is probable that nesting also occurred et the site of the Preserve, 

: Yours very truly, 

OP Mefierr? 
O. D. McKeever, Listrict Leauer 
Pitiman-Robertson Project 2-Kk
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THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

Friendship . 
27 Jan. 19% pnt 

Ly 

Mr, Otis Bersing. 
Game Management, 

Dear Sir: 

This is in answer to your letter of Jan, 21 in regard 

to the damage caused by cranes to crops on the farm of Mr, 
Bd, Mahon of Coloma, 

Ever since I came here in the fall of 1945, large flocks 

of sand hill cranes have been feeding in the corn fields on the 

Mahon farm. To my knowledge that is the only place they go to 

feed, This year the first birds arrived about the first of Oct. 

and there were still birds feeding in the corn about 15 Nov, 

I have seen flocks totaling between four and five hundred birds. 

They come in to feed twice each day, early morning and late 

evening. 

When Mr, Mahon complained to me I went out to view the 

oo and we agreed to settle for three tons of field corn. 

At this time I called Mr, Grimmer and he authorized me to make 

such a settlement. I was unable to get three tons of cob corn 

go Mr, Mahon agreed to accept the equivalent or 4500 lbs. of 

shelled corn. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ George G. Johnson ‘ 
Conservation Warden 

COPIED 
jah 
1-29-47



NoG-WE- Vo. L Sandhill Crane . 
l 

Extract from Geology of acount 1873-79, p. 599: 

227. Grus Canadensis (Linn.), Temm, NORTHERN SANDHILL CRANE. Group II. 

Class c. 

This species was formerly abundant in the state, and some used to breed 
here, It appears, however, to have taken the Dakota fever and gone west, 
like other people, to take up new claims.



Sandhill Crane 

Extract from The Instinctive Emotional Life of Birds by Herbert Friedmann. 

P25 

"Hume (9,p.373) records the behavior of an enraged female Sarus crane 

in the following incident: He had found its nest and had sent his assistant 

to it to collect the egg it contained for his collection, Before the man 
returned to him from the nest, some fifty or more yards away, the female, '... 
had regained the nest, and after minutely examining it and making certain 
that the egg was gone, she stood on the top, and with bill, legs, and feet, 
commenced throwing the straw about in the air in the most furious manner, 

as if beside herself with rage. ‘Then the male came up trumpeting vigorously, 
but directly he came near she flew to him, and he scrambled off half-running, 

half-flapping, through the water, and making more noise than ever."



c/r for sandhill crane folder 

Hackmetack 1878 : 
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Reminiscences of Lake Horicon. Chicago Field, is a 

vol. IX, no. 2, 1878, (Copied By Wis. Cons. TD Grondatt 

Dept., Nov. 1942, 6 typed pages) frtdlir + 

Filed Wisconsin history box
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a" : Dy Caudill rans 4, 

Digest of 

Kenzie, Mrs. John H. Vaeubun Banta Publishing Co. 
Menasha 1930 

(Covering period 1831-1333) 

p. 13 “little glades of prairie opening to the water" on shore near 
Mackinaw City, Mich. 

p. 22 Rattlesnakes common at Portage (Carver makes same statement), 

\\ p. 55 Sandhill Cranes seen at Buffalo lake, ~~ 

p. 56 Wild rice plugs river between Buffalo lake and Portage. 
(Carver also says this), 

p. 59 Prairie lay between Portage and Fox River, “thickly wooded 

ridge" to N, 

p. 103 “sometimes the elevations (in the rolling prairie) were covered 

with a thicket or copse, in which our dogs would generally 

rouse up one or more deer." This just south of Madison, 

p. 107 "In this open country there are no landmarks" (Speaking of 
trail from Blue Mounds SE to "Hamilton's diggings". 
(Iota, lafayette Co) . 

p. 115 Pecatonica was broken and timbered. po 

p. 142 Sand dunes at Chicago covered with "stunted cedars, pines, 

and dwarf willow trees." 

Pp. 153 Engages outfit, “To these (articles) if his destination 

were Leke Superior or some point further north, where such 
articles were not to be obtained were added one or two 

smoked deerskins for moccasins," 

p. 204 Furman hunting diary in "Chicago Antiquities 1481-pp85-92," 

p. 239 N, of Barney Lawtons lay “a prairie, stretching away to the 
‘ WE, Wo living creature was to be seen---but circling over 

our heads were innumerable flocks of curlews" loc? 

p. 240 "Sassafras" in oak opening at Dankley's Grove, 

p. 256 Brook trout camght at Turtle Creek, N. of lake Geneva. 

p. 256 Descr. of bird sonzs incluie “the warbling bass of the 
grouse, the drumming of the partridge." This was in spring. 

Sharptail or P C meant by"grouse",



p. 256 Forest "thick and tangled" between Turtle Cr. and Koshkonong; 
had to swamp road with an axe. Banke of Koshkonong were 
wooded with oak openings at mouth of Rock River. 

p. 260 "Twenty-mile Prairie lay between Koshkonong and 4 lakes. 

p. 262 “Husting's Woods" at Poynette, on Rowan Cr. ‘ 

pe 335 “woods alive with pigeons" on bank of Fox River 1|2 day 
north of Portaze, halfway to Butte des Morts. 

P. 337 “woodticks" on Garlic Island, Lake Winnebago. : 
Evidently chigcers, 

p. 384 Winter of 1832-33 was mild; “snow scarcely enough at any 
time to permit the Indians to track the deer."



wy 

Digest of oy 

Talay, George, Belen Se ee America. Debrett, 

>. %, The cane,..is an evergreen, and is, perheps, the most nourishing 
food for cattle upon earth, Me other wilk or butter has such 
flavor or richness as that which is produced from cows which feed 
‘upon cane, Horses which feed upon it work nearly ac well as if 
they were fed upon corn.” 

Pp. 100, “The buffalo are moatly driven out of Kentucky, Some ere still found 
upon the headwaters of Licking Creek, Great Sundy, and the headweters 
of Green River, Deer abound in the extensive forests, but the elk 
confines itself mostly to the hilly and uninhabited places, 

“fhe rapidity of settlement has driven the wild turkey qite out of the 
middle countries, but they are found in large flocks in all our 
extensive woods, 

. “amidet the mountains and broken countries are great mumbers of the 
grouse I have described, and since the settlement has been estab- 
lished, the qmail, following the trail of grain which is necessarily 
seattered in the wilderness, has migrated from the old settlements 
on the other side of the mountains, and has become a constant resident 
with us, The bird was unknown here on the first peopling of the country." 

Pp. 120, Bk. (Quoting Carver) "fhe Mississippi below Leke Pepin flows with a 
gentle ourrent .., the land between the mountains on either side is 
generally covered with grass, with a few groves of trees interspersed, 
near which large droves of deer and elk are freqmently seen feeding." 

p. 128 (quoting 1) “Born to destroy the inferior race of 
: . ee er cnask oii nature, af, by a fecundity superior 

to his depredations, they did not repair the perpetual havoc he makes, 
But death is only the sinister of life, and destruction is the parent 
of reproduction," 

pi sonemedly *.,.the existence of life is in proportion to the period 

” of roquired to produce maturity, There are exceptions to this 

principle te be sure; as the crane ani the hawk, for instance, which 

seem to acquire maturity as early as most other birds, and are imown 

to live a century ani upwards," 

pp. 129134, Queer maples end mgar making, 

p. WL, Climatic Chance, “It is well known that the climate upon the Atlantic 
Coast of America is in the extrene of heat and cold, and that it is 

more Variable than when it was first settled by Biropenns; tt the winters 

; are milder," 

» & Rabbit. “there coumont Every part of this country but nowhere so 

~ Wamerous as on the other side of the mountains, tus, There is not 

a wild here in all Ameriea,)" (Though hares were unknown to Inlay, 
he lists most of the Arctic mowaals in his list, 4,1.) 

File: Buffel, Sagehen, Quail, Crane, Cottontail, Digests
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THE DANCING CRANES 

(FLORIDA) 

z Gray wings rustling, | 
Great birds forming 

Massive clouds in silver flakes; 
Dipping, circling, 

Fast descending, 

Seeking shores of mirrored lakes. 

| Singing, whooping, 

As they flutter, 
Chanting with their measured art; 

Twenty, thirty, 

Pirouetting, 

With two sentinels apart. 

Each advancing, 

Then retreating, 

Spreading wings with classic grace; 

Rising, whirling, 

Then descending, eS 

As another takes its place. 

Now a wilder, 

Subtler movement, 
First in couples, then alone; 

Mystic ecstasy 

Of springtime 

Mingles with its lyric tone. 

Daylight dawning, 
Rose clouds forming, 

As they sound their trumpet cries; 

Rising, soaring, 

Without warning, 

{ Wing their flight through azure skies. 

ANNE VAN Ness Brown. 

a
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/ Sandhill Crane 
f folder 

j 

} Extracts from "Fauna of the National Parks of the United States" by Wright and 
| Thompson. Fauna Series No. 2, July 1934. 

| Pp. 10, "The sandhill crane is an example among large ground=-nesting birds. 
| ; These birds are so shy that the constant presence of people, such 

] as fishermen tremping back and forth, often causes them to abandon 
the locality or fail to bring off their young. Only two eggs are 
laid, and even the sudden rising of the brooding bird when 
frightened may cause an egg to be kicked out of the nest." 

p. 30. "Among Yellowstone birds, the sandhill crane is reputedly the wariest. 
Its bearing is always patrician. For all that the swan is a tradition 
of grace and dignity, still the familiarity that breeds contempt brings 

a day when one is close to confessing this bird's kinship to certain 
immates of Si Farmer's duckpond, The sandhill crane never gives a 
chance for femiliarity. In its aloofness there seen to be more than 
fear, A first acquaintance made in 1930 left an impression that sub- 
sequent events have failed to erase, It seemed as if the cranes eschewed 
close association of any sort with the whites who had come to trespass 
upon their chosen solitude, Only with the dire need to protect their 
young did the barrier break down. 

"In early June 1931 we stood on the edge of a lost, lily pad leke 
in the Bechler River district. The gleam of sunlight on a rusty red 
head pressed closely down revealed a sitting crane. Though we halted 
in our tracks and made no movement, she could not endure our presence 

for more than a couple of mimtes. I could not tell afterwards how she 
rose from the nest, but there she went, crossing the lake with slow, 
sweeping steady wingbeats, uttering that strange unearthly call which 
is the very embodiment of all wildernesses. Slowly she lifted, gaining 
just enough altitude by the time she reached the iake's far shore to 
clear the lodgepoles and disappear from our view. There were two eggs 
well advanced in incubation on the flat raft of tule stems. 

"In 1932, this time on the last day of July, while we were riding 
across a wet meadow near Tern Lake, two sandhill cranes permitted us to 

come much closer than usual. The explanation was right under foot. Our 
horses jumped aside as a half-grown baby exploded from the young lodge- 
poles and went careening out across the uneven ground, We tried to 
ron down this grayish-pink fledgling, but our horses were at a dis- 
advantage, and once it reached the forest on the other side our quarry 
disappeared like magic. The one parent that remAined on the scene 
flew from one hillock to another in silence. In alighting it would 
come in on a long slant, lightly touch its feet to earth in twelve to 
fifteen giant paces, and finally come to rest with wings folded, 

"We had always maintained that this was one bird which would never 
consent to abide with man, but the summer of 1933 proved us wrong. 
All througn the season two pairs of cranes, each with a single young, 
fed unperturbedly in the meadows north of Fountain Geyser in full view 
of the constant procession of cars. On September 13, when last observed, 
the youngsters equaled their parents for size, though readily dis- 
tinguishable by the reddish-brown streakiness of their bodies and the lack 
of color in the head markings. ‘That same day we located a third family 
with two juveniles not more than a mile airline from the other two, It was 
a gala day indeed, for we felt that it marked Yellowstone's high achieve- 

ment in perpetuating the primitive in the presence of man."



Library of Sendhill Crane -~ 

Fildo Leopold | 

Extract from “The Primitive Persists in Bird Life of Yellowstone Park," 
by George M, Wright. The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, Mo. I, July-August, 1934, : 

p. 14s, 

"The Sandhill Crane never gives a chance for faniliarity. In its 
; aloffness there seems to be more than fear, A first acquaintance made in 

1930 left an impression that subsequent events have failed to erase. It 
seemed as if the cranes eschewed close association of any sort with the 

whites who had come to trespass upon their chosen solitude. Only with the : 

dire need to protect their young did the barrier break down. 

"In early June, 1931, we stood on the edge of a lost lily-pad lake in 
the Bechler River district, The gleam of sunlight on a rusty red head pressed 
closely down revealed a sitting crane. Though we halted in our tracks and 
made no movement, she could not endure our presence for more than a couple 

of minutes. I could not tell afterwards how she rose from the nest, but there 

she went, crossing the lake with slow, sweeping, steady wingbeats, uttering 
that strange unearthly call which is the very embodiment of all wilderness. ; 

Slowly she lifted, gaining just enough altitude by the time she reached the 
lake's far shore to clear the lodgepoles and disappear from our view. There 

were two eggs well advanced in incubation on the flat raft of tule stems. 

"In 1932, this time on the last day of July, while we were riding across 

a wet meadow near Tern Lake, two Sandhill Cranes permitted us to come much 

closer than usual, ‘The explenation was. right under foot, Our horses jumped - 

aside as a half-grown baby exploded from the young lodgepoles and went 
careening out across the uneven ground, We tried to run down this grayish- 

pink fledgling, but our horses were at.a disadvantage, and once it reached 

the forest on the other side our quarry disappeared like magic. The one 
parent that remained on the scene flew from one hillock to another in silence. 

In alighting it would come in on a long slant, lightly touch its feet to 
earth in twelve to fifteen giant paces, and finally come to rest with wings 

folded, 
"We had always maintained that‘this was one birds which would never 

consent to abide with man, but the summer of 1933 proved us wrong. All . 
through the season, two pairs of cranes, each with e single young, fed 

unperturbedly in the meadows north of Fountain Geyser in full view of the 
constant procession of cars. On September 13, when last observed, the 

youngsters equalled their parents for size, though readily distinguishable S 

by the reddish-browm streskiness of their bodies and the lack of color in 
the head markings, That same day we located a third fanily with two 

juveniles not more than a mile airline from the other two. It was a gala day 
indeed, for we felt that it- marked Yellowstone's high achievement in 
perpetuating the primitive in the presence of man."
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Sandhill Crane — 
: Waukesha Co. ee 

I. J. Perkins of the Milwaukee Public Museum heard migrating 

\ sandhill cranes on a marsh near Golden Lake in March, 1935.



Sandhill Crane 

Extract from article on "Bird Notes from Vancouver Island, 1933" by Hamilton 
M. Laing. Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol. XLIX, No. 3, March, 1935, p. 56: 

"In regard to the nesting of the Sandhill Crane on Vancouver Island as 
reported previously in The Canadian Ficld-Naturalist (Vol. 46 Nov. 1932) 
it is a pleasure to be able to record that the species still is holding to 

old haunts. On October 5 while deer-hunting near Lower Quinsam Lake, four 
Cranes were observed winging in the direction of the former nesting swamp. 
Two of them were plainly juveniles--even in the matter of their voices as 
they were still in the whistling stage unable to emulate the croak of the 
parent, The lateness of these young suggested a second nesting, as normally 
the young of this species are as far advanced as this by mid-August or 

September first."



Sandhill Crane 

Extract from "The Farmers' Attitude Towards Bird Protection" by Elmer R. 
Waters (Indiana Audubon Year Book, 1937). 

"I never ceased to enjoy the solemn and grotesque dances of 
the Sandhill and Whooping Cranes. Father brought one in which had a f 
crippled wing, and never have I looked on a more vicious bird. He told 
me he knew of an Indian who was killed by a Crane stabbing him in the eye.":



Crane folder 

Extract from "A Visit to 'Manywings' by W. E. Browne. Bird-Lore, 
September-October, 1937, pp. 358-361. 

pp. 360-1. "Looking out in the orange grove we see two beautiful 
stately Florida Cranes, known as 'Polly' and 'Pal.! 
They have been constant visitors to 'Manywings' for 
seven years, and have even nested nearby for three. 
They have hatched three baby Cranes in two years, 
within a thousand yards of the house. Should our visit 

be from May to March, we might see these two with off- 

spring anywhere from six inches high to four feet or more. 
They are more timid when strangers are near. Our host walks 
out to meet them with large squares of freshly-baked corn- 

bread. The lure of cornbread has enabled him to train even 
these, amongst the wildest of American birds, to eat from 

his hand. If the Cranes are in the mood perhaps we may see 

them go into one of their wild dances as a result of certain 

calls our host makes. It is a most fantastic and graceful 
affair, one that will long be remembered."
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Dayton, Rev. Francis S. Sandhill Cranes Breed at New London © fl CAtnte 
: 

prrded 

Extracted from THE PASSENGER PIGEON, Vol. 3, No. 10, October V9h1 . 2p. 91 

October 3, yearly, Sandhill Cranes congregate four miles east of New London in 
the Great Blueberry swamp. I have long suspeeted them of breeding up the 
Enbarrass river in the marshes northeast of New London but this year two 

pairs established breeding sites in the Blueberry swamp, which is four miles 
a ' long and from one to two miles wide. They were seen all summer. On September 23 

I saw 13 congregated and now there are 17 of the great birds. Last year the 
flock grew to 33 before they set off southwest down Wolf river for winter 
quarters, probably Texas. This took place late in October. Under protection, 
these fine stately birds are coming back.
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PRESENT STATUS OF THE TRUMPETER SWAN 

By Dr. Josrry S. Drxon 

Field Naturalist, National Park Service 

One of the most urgent conservation problems in North America at 

this time is the preservation of our most magnificent and largest species 

of native waterfowl, the trumpeter swan, which is today threatened 

with extermination. The situation is critical. 
From the data we have obtained, it appears that the only surviving 

remnant of trumpeter swans known to be breeding in the United 
States in 1931 is in Yellowstone National Park and in adjacent territory 

in the states of Wyoming and Montana. 

Our extensive field investigations in Yellowstone this year revealed 

a total of ten pairs of trumpeter swans actually present in that region 

during the past summer. Of these, only five pairs were known to have 

nested this season. We have learned that where trumpeter swans have 

been raised in captivity the young do not breed until they are three 

years old, and it is our belief that the five non-breeding pairs are young 

birds that have not yet reached maturity. 

The five pairs that bred this season in Yellowstone hatched broods 

as follows: 6, 4, 3, 3, and 2 young, respectively. A careful check on 

August 1 showed a total of fifteen young swans, the broods then con- 

sisting of 6, 3, 3, and 3 cygnets. On September 17 the brood of six 

was found to be still intact and practically grown. Ranger A. F. 

Hanks in a report of October 15 states that this family of young swans 

grew up and ‘“‘were seen to leave in flight on October 11 and they 

evidently had left Tern Lake for good.” The latest report (September) 
indicates that about ten of the cygnets will grow up this season. This 

is very encouraging. 

PREDATORS DESTROY MAny 

Our field work shows that predatory species of birds and mammals 

destroy many of the young swans each season so that under ordinary 

circumstances only a small per cent of those that hatch ever reach 

maturity. While the relative importance of the various natural enemies 

of the trumpeter swan still remains to be worked out, we have learned 

when and how certain important enemies operate. For instance, 
238
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we have seen ravens in the act of destroying swans’ eggs in the nest when 

the mother swan had covered the eggs and left the nest to secure food. 

Once they are hatched young swans are relatively safe as long as 

their mother broods them at night, but as soon as the cygnets begin to 

leave the protecting maternal wings, then serious losses occur. On 

July 16, 1931, I watched a family of swans on Trumpeter Lake. These 

swans were not aware of my presence since I remained out of their 

sight in order that I might observe their feeding habits under entirely 

natural conditions. Previous to this date the cygnets had returned to 

the nest each night, where their mother had hovered them; or later 

they had hidden with her in a dense growth of thick tules. However, 

on this particular evening the entire swan family consisting of the 

father, mother, and four young, each about the size of a mallard duck, 

left the tules and went to roost out in the middle of a small barren lake 

where there were no protecting cattail or tules. At nine o'clock in 

the evening the swans retired to the center of this lake where they 

remained for the night. In order to be on hand in case of need, I 

crawled into my sleeping bag and spent the night beside the little lake. 

There was no noticeable disturbance or commotion during the night, 

but at daybreak I found that there were only three young swans. One 

cygnet had vanished between 9:00 p.m and 5:00 a.m. Had there been 

any decided commotion or outcry made by the swans during the night, 

I would have detected it. 

Hornep Ow. Takes CYGNETS 

My first thought was that the culprit might have been a river otter, 

but a thorough search revealed no otter sign anywhere in the region. 

I next searched the muddy margins of the lake for coyote tracks, but 

found none. Neither could I find any telltale white down in the grass 

and sagebrush surrounding the lake. However, a clue was eventually 

found in the form of a bit of blood-stained juvenile swan down on the 

summit of a large granite boulder that overlooked the lake. A horned 

owl was seen and known to use this particular boulder as a perch when 

hunting muskrats in the lake at night. The circumstances indicated 

that the horned owl had struck down and carried off the downy young 

swan during the hours of darkness. It is significant that the whitest 

cygnet, most conspicuous in dim light, was the first to go. 

At Crescent Hill a brood of two downy cygnets disappeared without 

leaving a trace and it is believed that horned owls were the culprits in 

that case also.
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In one instance, in late summer, a family of river otters invaded a 

lake occupied by a family of half-grown swans. Soon afterward the 

cygnets disappeared one by one. Examinations of the droppings 

left by the otters showed clearly that they caught and ate muskrats, 

coots, and both old and young ducks. No positive remains of the young 

swans could be found in the droppings examined but suspicion points 
strongly toward the otters. 

It is possible, although definite proof is lacking, that coyotes catch 

some young swans. The greatest danger from coyotes occurs when 

the young swans are about one-fourth grown, for it is at this stage 

that the whole swan family often leave the home lake and travel over- 

land through the grass as far as 150 yards in order to reach some ad- 

joining shallow lake or pond that is rich in aquatic insect life, such 

food being the staff of life of the downy cygnets. The old swans are 

able by flight to escape sudden attack from enemies, but when making 

such portages the cygnets travel slowly and, unable to fly, cannot escape 

the sudden attack of some lurking coyote or other hidden enemy. 

DANGEROUS OVERLAND CROSSINGS 

Experiments have shown that the swans persist in making these 

dangerous overland crossings between lakes. They refuse to remain 

in their “home” lake. It has therefore been suggested that a narrow 

lane between adjoining lakes be fenced with poultry netting, through 

which the cygnets could travel between lakes in safety. If this failed, 

a “drift” fence might be constructed at strategic points so that the 

young swans would be confined to protecting tules of their “home” 

lake where we have found them to be relatively safe. As a further 

protection, we have recommended that during the breeding season two 
rangers be detailed to study, observe, and protect the various broods of 

young swans until they are able to fly. 

Although both the trumpeter and whistling swans are protected 

throughout the year in Canada and in the United States, there is no 
doubt that hunters are responsible for the death of many swans outside 

of the park boundaries. 
We should know more about the wintering grounds of the trumpeter 

swan. Real protection must be given these birds in their migration 

flights and on their wintering grounds as well as on the breeding ground 

if the species is to be saved from extinction.
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Ghee are easily our most spectacu- By CLL. SIBLEY nested and reared young. Oftentimes a 

lar waterfowl, and excite the inter- pair may appear to be mated, but will 

est of amateur and collector alike. e not breed, and other swans will be put 

It’s an interesting thing that visitors to into the same enclosure, whereupon the 

Sunnyfields Farm, nine times out of ten, Authoritative Information on a male may desert his apparent mate and 
are more impressed with our yas than fascinating subject by a really mate up with a newly arrived 

with a of the other waterfowl in the veil inown breton female. Evidently this apparent mating 
collection, passing by with little interest is simply because no other bird of the 

other waterfowl far rarer and more val- e opposite sex is available, and the birds 

uable. Even the rare and attractive make the best of their lot. Swans are 
Red-breasted geese fail to attract the during the breeding season it utters a temperamental about mating. They like 
attention that is given the swans. A oud and trumpet-like note. The domes- 9 choose their mates, and simply put- 

pair of swans with young is a center of ticated bird utters only a loud hissing, ting a male and female of breeding age 
interest for everyone, while a Cereopsis but both sexes, when caught, will utter together doesn’t mean that they will 
goose with five goslings is accorded only 4 Plaintive cry. I can well remember pair and breed. : 
a passing glance, yet the latter isarare catching up a young female to move 
sight in this country, while breeding her to another enclosure. She immed- Me swans will breed sometimes at | 
swans with young (Mutes, at least) are ately began to utter her plaintive note, three years of age, more often not 

fairly common. and a big old male rushed at me and _ until older than that. In mating, a very 

ee There is a great deal of misapprehen- nearly knocked me over With a blow of good method is to put two or three 
sion regarding swans and their care as his wing. In this connection, it may be males and an equal number of females 

evidenced by the many inquiries con- said that the blow of a swan’s wing is into an enclosure together and leave 

cerning them which come to my desk sufficient to break a man’s leg. them for several months. They should 

at all times of the year, and it is with Once thoroughly mated, swans are be not less than two and a half years 

this in mind that I am attempting to paired for life. I should say that old. After several months, there should 

tell a few facts about the various varie- swans are truly mated when they have be one really mated pair, sometimes 

ties. two, but it is rarely that all the 

Easily first in numbers and i 3 4 - ri couples mate up, and those which 

general interest is the Royal or : ’ have not mated should be put 

Mute swan of Europe. Domesti- . j , with other unmated birds, so 

cated for centuries, it is now ‘ i} that they may choose mates. 
common in confinement but al- : pote ee Among swans there are “old 

most extinct as a wild species. 4 - maids” and “bachelors.” Such 

Frohawk says that it still breeds J birds, no matter how attractive 

in Sweden and nearby countries, 4 { may be birds of the opposite sex 

but there are probably ten Mutes nh = -e@ = =€60rwh ich are put in with them, will 

under domestication to every = eo) never mate, 

one that is wild. | ‘ Swans have gotten the reputa- 

In England a couple years ago, “3 ~— ne tion of being “hard to breed.” 
I was impressed by the fact that : e 4 Really they will breed as readily 

nearly every body of water had : » ‘ as geese, once truly mated and 
at least a few Mute swans on it. 5 5 of breeding age, and with proper 

Sailing on the Thames from Lon- . ? | surroundings and care. In past 

don to Kew, one sees Mute swans Fe years many of the swans import- 

on the river all the way. At | ed into this country were un- 
Bristol an immense aggregation y ‘ Pay : ae sexed and could not breed, which 
of Mute swans greets the visi- ee en a eae j has given rise to the belief that 
tor, begging to be fed. In fact in lia ‘nine as waa i ont pos cae swans are difficult to breed. Then 

all parts of the British Isles, ee ss i = too, many swans have been kept 
wherever there are rivers, lakes — s under conditions where it was 
or other suitable sheets of water. 9 = . a impossible for them to breed. 

this noble and highly ornamental e Leal Each pair of swans should have 

bird is to be found. i. 2 its own enclosure if kept in 

The name “Mute” is a misnom- small quarters. On a large lake, 

er as regards the wild bird, for Young Male Trumpeter Swan it is easily noticeable that each 
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pair has its own particular territory, The eggs of the Mute swan are of a without loss or sickness. And, by the 

and woe to the swan, male or female, pale whitish-green color and, in size, are way, most of the sickness of swans is 

which happens to trespass on the terri- about 4 inches long by 214 inches wide. caused by improper feeding. Properly 

tory of another pair of birds. Mute swans in the northern tier of handled, they are hardy and vigorous 

Swans must have water to mate in, states in this country nest in early May; _ pirds. 

preferably water which is fresh and farther south, they nest earlier. The The Mute swan can be distinguished 

clear. & pond with a brook leading into incubation period is from 37 to 38 days. from other swans by its unusually 

it and witha good outlet makes oie ideal Rearing young swans with hens has graceful neck and the color and forma- 

place for a pair of swans, especially if been tried but is not too successful. If, tion of the beak, which in mature and 

there Js a good growth of rushes or cat- for any REBEOn the eggs must be set healthy specimens is a bright orange- 

tails in a portion of the pond. There under domestic hens, they should be lib- = ares. 

should be a good-sized area of land con- erally sprinkled with water during the pee os ge Beaks ine S 

nected with the pond, preferably with entire incubation period. tubercle at the goueHen Dee ee 

i beak, the nostrils and the cheeks are 
plenty of grass and weeds for grazing, ,. 4HE Ut 2 . lack the 1 a fect. In adult 
as the swan is a vegetarian, and, if I pare ‘ood of swans consists black, as are the ees an eel: oe me 

plenty of vegetable feed is available, no of aquatft plants, water insects and the entire plumage is snowy white; in 

grain need be fed. an occasional frog. In domestication young birds less than a year old, the 

they will graze like geese if grass and plumage is a dusky gray on the upper 

ene are said to prefer small is- weeds are available. Barley and oats parts and somewhat paler below. Both 

lands or beds of reeds or rushes for make suitable grains for them, with oc- sexes are alike in color, but the female 

-their nests, and is smaller than the 

many times dO (eu eppeee EE menu §«male and has a 
build in such loca- 8 7 oo ae I eo smaller __ tubercle. 

tions; yet last year _ i - ls itll / An adult male will 

we had a pair of a le en ia — |. a average about five 

Mutes which select- ae oo VX, ill, itt a le feet in length and 

ed the highest and 4 DD, i weigh from thirty 

dryest and hottest Shi, “io i : to thirty-five pounds 

place in their en- 0% a a. * e : when in good flesh. 

closure, up on the eae Ss he es 

top of a little hill, Se ee ee 
right near the en- . ee : “ a swan, discussed 

closure fence, and Go... Saeed “ .* . first because it is 

there built their et jo he - | the most numerous 

nest and laid four oy ae » and best known of 

eggs. No hotter eS 3 ot : ee tne swans, itis 

place could have sali bie ass fee4 60 only fair to con- 

been found, and 4 sider the two noble 

there were half a species indigenous 

dozen places which to America. One of 

would appear to This Royal swan shows how to be graceful though angry these, the Trumpe- 

have been far pre- ter, might almost 

ferable for nesting, but there they nest- casional additions of buckwheat. When be discussed in the past tense, for it 

ed, and there the birds incubated under on a large lake, with plenty of pasture has almost reached extinction. It is safe 

the hot sun, fully fifty feet from any available, swans can eat corn and thrive to say that not over a dozen specimens 

water. upon it, but in general corn is a dan- of the Trumpeter swan are in captivity 

The nest of the Mute VE is a large gerous grain for swans and can easily in this country, and possibly no more 

mass of flags, Tushes, aquatic plants and be left out of their menu at all times. than a couple of hundred wild birds sur- 

whatever debris is handy. When swans In winter, cabbage, chopped timothy S = anannetiereat hordenathiat cae 

have finally selected a place to nest and hay, ground up carrots, beets and tur- yeye 2 . Fs 
. parce : A nished the Hudson Bay Company with 

started their nest, it is a good idea to nips, chopped apples, etc., are splendid | = 

dump a load of straw, corn-stalks or feeds for swans. I knew of a man who ae po te veun ls obey Eia auty, 

other available material nearby, as bought lettuce by the bushel for his SW@? skins. 

there is rarely enough material in a swans all winter long. It’s a good feed, The Trumpeter, in former times, bred 

small enclosure to build a proper nest. of course, but beyond the pocketbook of in the northern United States, never 

When finished, the nest is four or five the average man. The other green feeds 80ing far North to breed as does the 

feet—sometimes more—in diameter, and mentioned will do quite as well and are Whistler. Even today there are one or 

two to three feet high. The Mute swan, much lower in price. Swans should at two pairs nesting in Yellowstone Park, : 

when young, lays three to four eggs, all times have access to plenty of good and one or two small flocks are known 

put later on, in the prime of life, will sharp gravel and sand, as well as char- to exist in southwestern Canada. Yet 

lay ten or more to the clutch. Just coal (fed them in lumps—not ground). unless the remaining wild birds can be 

when is the prime of life for a Mute Mute swans, Whistlers, Whoopers, trapped and put onto a _ properly 

swan is hard to say, as they live to a Bewick’s, and Black swans are hardy patrolled Jake within their natural 

great age: records of birds seventy enough to withstand our average north- breeding radius, possibly fed when 

years old being known, and a female ern winters with little or no shelter. If necessary and protected from vermin 

swan over fifty years old has been it can be arranged so that open water another splendid race of American birds 

known to nest and rear a brood of is available, the varieties mentioned will join the Passenger pigeon, the Great 

young. It is probably safe to say that need no shelter, although a building, auk and the Labrador duck. Poaching 

many swans will live to be a hundred roofed over and closed on all sides ex- white men and Indians, weasels, otters, 

years old and, like the Canada goose, cept the south, so constructed that a mink, turtles, eagles, hawks, owls, etc., 

will improve with advancing years as stream of water can flow through it, combined with one or two unfavorable 

breeders. will help greatly in wintering swans (Continued on page 88) 
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Concerning Swans 
RINGNECK (Continued from page 70) 

PHEASANTS breeding seasons, could easily wipe out bred at the Wyandanch Club on Long 
the remainder of the great race of Island, but on tracing the story, found 

es Trumpeters. that it was undoubtedly the Mute swan 

One other method might help to re- which bred there, as the Mutes have 

HUNGARIAN establish them, as it has the Wood- become naturalized on the south shores 
ES ducks: allow responsible and properly of Long Island and breed in quite some 

PARTRIDG equipped game breeders to have the cus- numbers there, entirely wild. 

& tody of a pair or two, possibly under Whistlers in the wild state breed with- 

bond to the government for the safe in the Arctic circle, and do not relish 

BOB WHITE QUAIL keeping of the birds, and, when a fair the hot, dry summers of the midwest 

stock has been worked up, to turn back and the east, although cold seems to 

2 to the government for release a certain have no terrors for them. Undoubtedly 

WILD TURKEYS number of young. At the present time, they would breed well in confinement 

according to a splendid article by George in our northwestern states, which have 

& Corsan in the December number of Out- a climate similar to the moist, equable 

door America, the two or three pairs climate of England where Whistlers 

MOUNTAIN QUAIL nesting in the Yellowstone lose their have been bred. They are a splendid, 

young each year through ravens eating regal-looking bird and well worth work- 

Also a Full Line of Other the eggs or otters killing the nearly ing with for a long period, if they could 
Game Birds and Fancy grown young after they leave their par- so be induced to breed. As soon as con- 

Birds ents’ protection. Even with many years finement-reared stock is available, the 

of breeding vigor, such as long-lived problem of breeding them in confine- 

Write for Pri birds like the Trumpeters must have, ment will be much simplified. 

rite for Prices there cannot be any great advance until 

proper measures are taken to protect the ase o< RS Ore of oot site . ern Europe is sometimes seen i 
Ww. Je MACKENSEN Soe Res raised by one waterfowl collections in this country. It 

Mackensen Game Park or two breeders in Europe, and as their 8 almost as large as the Trumpeter, but 
YARDLEY, PENNA. breeding range is within the Unitea 48 easily recognizable by the coloring of 

States, should breed quite readily in ‘ts bill. The basal part, extending be- 
confinement. Trumpeters seem better !0W and beyond the nostrils, is yellow; 
able to endure the hot dry weather of the top of ihe bill about half way be- 

TA G i D E R i i ST midwest and eastern summers than the ee ERS: and ne Bead to Daren 
Whistlers, but Trumpeters do not like e bill is slimmer in shape than that 

ee ae pateeon any great amount of cold; unlike the te the Trumpeter... The adult plumage 
into rugs and ladies’ furs. Game Whistlers which can stand our northern 38 PUre white, but the young, dike those 

ia oe - fon Be ea winters with no protection whatever and ©! the Mute swan, are grayish brown 
glass eyes, etc. Cash paid for birds | ™""~ » come through in the spring in splendid above,. and paler underneath. 5 The 
bright colors. Skins tan teste thes oe condition. It would be well for breeders await ieee hb a 
wanted. Is - 
M. J. HOFMANN, 989 Gates Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. ee ee ly as Sreat as the Mute, but much racier 

severe winter weather. in build, and weighs only. from 20 to 25 

PHEASANT EGGS Trumpeters simply cannot be obtained a ae ie a ee Sa 

eee een Gham market’ prices oe ce and He eyerable, eo of the nen ee ese ie a a 
Orders taken for all deliveries. many times their weight in pure gold. f 

Ray M. Davis, Mgr. I understand that Mr. Blaauw of Hol- counity. although it has been bred many 

UPPER HOLLOW FARM land, who has a splendid breeding pair ‘™es in Europe. tied ok 
Austeritas Coumadin Co. cN- Y, of Trumpeters, is not able to get birds Bewick § we Saletan opps Bia 

of outside blood, and sooner or later the Sountr Ys 18 a eae ae aa yous 
effect of close inbreeding will tell on very much like a smaller edition of the 

me eee oe Whooper. However, the color of its 
y quantity, Feb.-Mar.-Apr.; order early. even so hardy and vigorous a race as the : a 

< ee and Eggs aes mrumpater: beak is some wat different, the yellow 

BO LD WALEREOOE portion of the bill being wedge-shaped 
All species) tor restocking, (ste, + low, prices. UR Whistler swan is a splendid, and not extending to the nostrils, the 5, Varieties Peafowl O 2 E ‘ 5 7 Other fancy land and water birds and deer. game-looking bird and, during the rest of the bill being black. The weight 

cag Sun ee ee ee es last few years under Federal protection, of the Bewick’s is from twelve to fifteen 

has increased to the point where there pounds. I have been able to get no data 
are flocks of fair size to be seen at mi- as to whether or not the Bewick’s has 

gration time. The Whistler is smaller been bred in confinement in Europe or 

BLUE PEAFOWL than the Trumpeter by ten or a dozen America, but probably has not yet been 
BEST QUALITY ONLY inches, and adult birds usually show bred in this country. It would be inter- 

= Raised’ on\imy place from the best exhi- more or less yellow in the face, where- esting to try to breed this small and 

bition stock. They are tame, beautifully as the face and bill of the Trumpeter dainty member of the swan family. From 
colored, trains are gorgeous and carried i a 
as they should be. Adult and young are entirely black. While Whistlers have its habitat, it should not be at all af- 

ee tor been bred in England, and other parts fected by cold weather, and doubtless its 
D. W. RICH of Europe, so far as I can ascertain they “feeding and management would be much 

mae Gane 1, Box 806 RORNTA have not yet been bred in confinement in ~the same as that of other swans as out- 

: America. I was told that Whistlers had lined under the discussion of ‘the Mute. 
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TRUMPETER SWANS STILL 
HOLDING OUT 

Editor of Tur GAME BREEDER 

Here is copy of letter about Trump- 

eter swans I received recently from Mr. 

Whiteman of Moran, Wyoming:— j x 
Mr. George Hebden Corsan, am : ee ‘LX VJ 

tier College, WS al 
v ot ornia pew 

Waar kaoeraey lice bear aeh ate 

duit‘Thasiptte ‘ewan ty hie claivortood 
now and they live here the year Sand nest 

Thei reatest enemies here are thoughtless 

tdi ie fully duce oe oes ee : 

ee ae a 
It occurred to me that you would like to 

This is mighty goo tee Poe a 
suggestion of Mr. Whiteman should b 

I should very strongly advise that 

eeding, that tT ae a see 

Gaye a Ge tag ee 
= water close to nests of these extremel: : s 

rare 1d valuable rds. This will feed 

them up to the point of laying mo 

ggs and do away with the risk of the 
female having to go long distances from 

ravens, magpies, crows and te wii : 

Pied remalils dion, GA sae 

nearby rege eal eo of la e Pp ce ine 

Khia Lis Ange Yee oI Ap 
/ A 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR oe 
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESS 

FOR RELEASE MARCH 5, 1934 

The trumpeter swan, which about 15 years ago seemed doomed to extinction, 

is gaining in numbers rapidly in Yellowstone National Park under Federal protec~ 

tion, according to Arno B. Cammerer, Director of the Office of National Parks, 

Buildings, and Reservations. 

During January, the warmest first month of the year know in park annals, 

large groups of these rare birds were seen at various points in the park, 

Acting Superintendent Guy D. Edwards reports. Early in the month 47 trumpeter 

swans were seen near the Fishing Bridge portion of Yellowstone Lake, of which 

23 were cygnets or young birds. The following day the lake froze over and 

there was considerable activity noted among this particular group of birds, 

many of them moving to other waters in the park. 

At the close of January, 50 of these swans were noted in the Yellowstone 

Lake district and throughout the month groups were seen at points many miles 

away from that lake. 

Fifteen years ago no trumpeter swans were recorded as nesting in the 

United States. A few in northwestern Canada were believed to be the last 

remnant of this interesting species of waterfowl. 

Then, five years ago, one or two pairs remained in the Yellowstone through- 

out the nesting season, but without raising any young. After that special 

protection was given these birds by park rangers during the mating season, with 

the reault that many of the cygnets survived, the band increased, and the 

birds spread throughout the vark. 

fT tT 
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: Otter : 

Extract from "The Primitive Persists in Bird life of Yellowstone Park," 
by George M, Wright, The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, No. 4, July-August, 193%, p. 151. 

“We walked up the crest of the hill on the west side of Tern Icke 
where we could get a good, though somewhat distant, view of the Trumpeter Swan 
nest that we had been studying. Both parent birds were out of sight, so we 
started on, At the last opening in the trees we hesitated for the fateful last 
look, : 

"A black object loomed by the swan nest. With field glasses glued . 
to our@yes, we saw that it was an otter stretching its full length upward to 
peer down inte the next. From one side it reached out toward the center and : 
pushed aside the material covering the eges, Then the commotion started, With 
rapt interest, the otter rooted around in the dry nest material, heaving up 
here and digging in there, until it was more haystack than nest. ‘Then the otter 
started to roll, around and around, over and over, ‘This went en for a mmber of 
minutes, At frequent intervals its long neck was craned upward, and the serpent- 
like head retated around to discover (we supposed) if the Swans were returning. 
At last the otter seemed to weary of this play. It climbed from the nest to 
the outer edge, then slid eff into the water. Swinming off along the edge of the 
marsh grass, it was the undulating silver denon of the water world, Once it dove 
and several times detoured into channels through the grass, only to come right 
out again and contime on, It never turned back, and was finally lost to sight. 

“Where were the Swans all the while we had been praying for their 
return? We well remembered that time two years ego when they came flying in 
from a far corner of the lake to drive off a Raven which had already broken one 
egg. Careful search with the glasses revealed the parents, all thet we could 
see being the water-stained heads and black bills protruding from the marsh grass, 
One was about six hundred feet from the nest, the cther not more than two hundred 
and forty feet. Yet both birds gave no evidence of concern, Seeing that the ; 
damage was already done, and another year's potential Swan crop for the Mirror 
Plateau lost irrevocably, we saw no further reason for caution, So we stripped 
off our clothes and waded out across the shallows. We wre azazed to find all 
five eges intact. There they were, ali together, rolled:to one side but perfectly 

: whole, So much for circumstantial evidence, Had we gone on, Mr. Otter wuld 
have had one order of scrambled Trumpeter Swan eggs charged on his bill,"
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Excerpt from note in Wilgon Bulletin, Septenber, 1935, pe 238, by 
William Johnston Howard, Petoskey, Mich, 

"The Mute Swan is ordinarily supposed not to mite before three 

year of age, but this pair was approximately two years of age at the 

_ time of producing young," 

(
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U.S. Guarding 
Vanishing Bird 
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75 Trumpeter Swans in 

Montana Are Only Known 

Flock in World 

Yellowstone National Park-(P)-Up 

at the headwaters of the Missouri 

river the federal government is 

experimenting with swans, hoping to 

fill the air with trumpeters again. 
The swan, largest waterfowl on 

the continent, is an almost extinct 
species. The 75 that live in the Red 
Rock game refuge of Montana and 

near by are the only ones known to 
exist in the world. 
From this nucleus, Supervisor 

Archie Hull of the refuge hopes to 
raise thousands of the birds. 

“But it is a hard job,” says Hull. 
“Predatory animals get some of 
them. Others get frozen in the wa- 
ter. And before we had the refuge, 
which was established two years 
ago, hunters killed a few.” 

There were 26 baby swans in 1936 
and Hull hopes for an increased 
“crop” each year. 
The 75 birds are all that remain 

of thousands that roamed North 
America in the middle of the nine- 
teenth century. Many were killed 
for their down, valuable for com- 
forts and ladies’ hats. Hunters took 
others, 

“The ones that live in and near 
the game refuge have been here for 
years and do not migrate,” Hull ex- 
plains. “Because of that fact we 
have hopes we can protect them until 
they increase.”
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American Wildlife Trumpeter Swan 
January-February, 1937 : 
Vol. 26, No. 1, p. 15 

Trumpeter Swan \| 
“The Trumpeter Swan is now yne al 

>wans have been increasing during th | 

news comes from no less an authority 
than the U. S. Bureau of Biological Sur- 

former numbers, these stately birds have 

ornithologists and conservationists dur-— 

Last year when the Red Rock Migra- 
tory Waterfowl Refuge was established i 
there were a few swans on the area, 
This year, however, a census of their 

there e at least 30 adults and 26 cye- . 
jets living within the safe confines of 

han this number because at the time 

the count was made several nests were 

i
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 5 yo 
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESS 

_ FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE : 

With the opening of the 1937 waterfowl season in the northern Rocky Moun- 

tain States, conservationists and sportsmen are soliciting the cooperation of 

gun clubs and duck dhestars in continuing the care exercised for the past few 

years not to shoot by mistake the rare trumpeter swan, the only breeding ground 

of which, in this country, is Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, and adjacent 

areas in Montana and Idaho. 

j Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes initiated a crusade in 1934 to 

* save this species from extermination, calling attention to the fact that its 

numbers had been reduced to Less than 50, and that during the preceding hunt- 

ing season at least seven of the birds had been brought down, wantonly or 

through ignorance. Local pride in the three States nearest to the only area .. 

within the United States which is still the habitat of the vanishing species -- 

Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho -- further stimulated the Secretary's campaign. 

Duck clubs, hunting lodges, the press and other publicity channels were circu- 

larized with pictures and descriptions of the rare bird, and Nation-wide inter- 

est in its preservation was aroused. = 

' Protection of the trumpeter swan has now become a matter of patriotic ob- 

ligation to every true sportsman. In April 1935, President Roosevelt joined in 

the movement by establishing, through Executive Order, the Red Rock Lakes Migra- 

tory Waterfowl Refuge in Montana, which is administéred by the United States 

Biological Survey. This refuge is some 30 miles west of Yellowstone National 

Park, on the waters of which the trumpeter swan has long found sanctuary.



In the summer of 1936 naturalists of the park cooperated with the Biologi- 

cal Survey in taking what is regarded as the most complete census ever obtained 

; of the trumpeter swan. To avoid duplication thé count was made by the two 

services during the same period. A total of 114 birds, adults and cygnets, was 

the joint estimate. Of these 50 were observed on the waters within the Yellow- 

stone, 57 made their habitat at the Red Rock Lakes refuge. 

This year's swan census gives an estimate of 158 for the Red Rock Lakes 

refuge and Yellowstone National Park, of which number 90 have their habitat in 

the Red Rock Lakes refuge. Other trumpeters, not included in the Government 

census, are still to be found in a limited area in Idaho. . 

Government naturalists attribute the gratifying increase in the swan popu- 

lation to the assistance given the trumpeters during the nesting season by ex- 

cluding people and livestock from the area, and by the safety factor added in 

constructing for their use artificial islands at a distance from the shore. 

The trumpeter swan is the largest, as well as the rarest, of our native 

wild fowl, attaining a weight of 30 pounds or more. Its note has been compared 

to the timbre of the French horn. Plentiful at one time throughout the north- 

ern section of the Great Plains, by 1934 it had become so reduced that it is 

believed by ornithologists that it was saved from total extinction only by the 

efforts for its protection launched by Secretary Ickes. 

tt # 

P. N. 5309 2



File: Accidents 

Swans | — 

Jamary, 1938 

J. ©. Salyer tells me that at the Red Rock Lake Refuge,Montana, 
trumpeter swans nest principally on muskrat houses and that a scarcity 
of mskrats has been successfully met by building artificial houses 
for swan nesting. 1 

' He also states that the sygnets are especially late in developing 
powers of flight and that some birds, learning to fly in September, 
beat their wings on new ice and effectively pinion themselves, losing 
their ability to fly. Such individuals under natural conditions would 
of, course perish. He does not know whether these September fledlings 
are normal or whether they are the result of late or repeated nestings. 
Several have been rescured and distributed to zoological gardens. : 

Ach.
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: Fish and Wildlife Service 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sirs: 

In American Forests for October, 1941, is an article 

entitled "Rare Trumpeter Swans Increase". It is 

evidently based on a release fom the Fish and Wildlife 

Service. Annual counts are given from 1934-1941. 
The 1941 count is broken down as between adults 
and young. I am writing to inquire whether the 

other counts can also be broken down as between 

adults and young. If so, I would much appretiate 

receiving the figures, as I have a new method of 

analysis which seems to shed light on the rare ‘ 

species problem. I would be glad to send you a 

copy of the analysis if you can supply me with the 

breakdown. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence. = t
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IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR A ae 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE gar 

WASHINGTON* 
CHICAGO 

October 23, 192. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2), University Farm Place, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Further reference is to your letter of September 19 reporting a statement 

by one of your students that two Yellowstone Park officers had told him thet 

no trumpeter swans were seen in the Park last summer. ‘The report did not seem 

plausible, and we wrote to the Park Superintendent for comments and for a brief 

report of the success of the swan nesting season. 

The customary thorough census of trumpeter swans in Yellowstone National 

Park could not be carried out this year because of the shortage of personnel 

and the unusual demands for fighting fire. Even though we do not have complete 

data, the following will indicate that at least nothing unusual has happened 

to the swan population. Several lakes, which are in sight of the Park high- 

ways, had swans on them during the summer. Among these lakes were Swen Lake ~ 

and Trumpeter Lake. Swens were seen on many occasions during the summer on 

Yellowstone River between Lake and Canyon. As you kmow, much of thé portion 

of the river is in sight of the highway. Manifestly, the informers of this 

student had had a very restricted experience within the Park. Superintendent 

Rogers and Assistant Park Naturalist Condon have given us their random records 

of swans observed in the Park during last summer. I think you would like to 

know the data and how they compare with comparable figures for 191 end for 

1937 (the latter being one of the most successful nesting years). Please 

remember that these are only random samples, and the lakes named do not include 

all of the swan-used lakes. 

192 1941 1937 
Ad. Cys Ad. Cy. Aas Seys 

Geode Lake 2 0 2 sie eae 3 
Medison Jct. Lake 2 0 2 0 £ 0 
Swan Lake 2 9 - - 2 2 
Trumpeter Lake 2 0 2 in 2 7 
Grebe Lake h 2 ae a 2 0 
Slide Lake 2 0 - - ies - 

Beaver Lakes-Sepulcher ) 0 - = - bs 
White Lakes 2 0 6 0 2 0 
Tern Lake 2 5 fy 0 2 5 
Riddle Lake 2 h Ee 2 3 b} 

Yellowstone River 2 0 - - - - 

Delusion Lake 2 ? 5 0 3 oO 

28 2 a5 12 20 20



This sampling of lakes, or other waters, is so small that one does not 
dare to draw too many definite conclusions. It is interesting, however, 
to see, if one compares 19lj2 with comparable figures of 191, (is e. omitting 
Swan and Slide Lakes, Beaver Lakes-Sepulcher, and Yellowstone River), that 
we get for 192, 18 adults end 11 cygnets; while for 191 there were 25 adults 
and 12 cygnets -- a relatively high cygnet crop. If we compare 192 with 1937, 
(highly successful nesting season), we get for 1942, 20 adults and 11 cygnets; 
while in 1937 there were 20 adults and 20 cygets. 

The lakes mentioned above include only 20 to 30 per cent of the park 
waters usually inhabited by swans. Lakes that were used for nesting this 
year may have no swans next year, for a pair may seek an entirely different 
slocation. One would need to visit practically all of the lakes in the park 
during late August if he were to obtain reliable facts on the adult population 
and on the success of the nesting. Therefore, as I said above, about all we 
cen infer from the samples given us is that the adult population of swans 
appears to be normal end that the cygnet crop does not seem to be visited by 
any real disaster. 

Sincerely yours, 

es 

Victor H. Cahalane, 
In Charge, 

National Park Wildlife.
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September 17, 1943 

ti, Willise L. Tinley 
BR. 0, 10 
Portland, Oregon 

Bear Bills 

I heve bad some dideussions with Mr, Mehard Follett, whe 
desires the League te act as sponser for his plan of raising 
Trumpeter Swans in the vieimity of Red Boek Fefuge, in order to 
tuilé up the presently lew numbers of the birde through erti- 
ficial propsgetion, starting out with eygnets seeured from the 
Refuge. He elains he can raise the necessary funds, ourchase the 
lend and get it started the first year, after whieh it would be 
donated to the Tish and Pildlife Service, for gubsequent operation 
by thes over a ten-year period. 

Gabrielson, whe hes just returned from Aluska, has gone di- 
reetly to Waehington, is unsvaileble end in dieevssing the satter 
with some of his Lieutenants there seems te he sone confusion ss 
to whether the Fish end Wildlife Serviee would fever and cooperate 
with this plan or not, Clerk Selyer is frankly eppesed to it; 
Bell is dubious snd willing te see it tried; while Cahalene is 
spperently in between, Gabrielson is revorted by Follett to be ~ 
interested and anxious to ecoperate, but I have not yet had an op- 
portumity to diseuse it with Gabe, : 

‘ Yard is dubious of any experizentation that risks the lives 
of even « fraction of the remnant of Trumpeters until it bas had 
the approval of the best bird men in the netien, He suggests thet 
we write for your opinion on this eatter. 

Sincerely yours, 

SARE Keitmeth A. Reid, 
2a/Seott,terd Leopold... Exeoutive Director. 

P.5. I saw two of the Trumpetera when I wes in Yellowstone Park 
recently following the hearings. Also, several Send MM12 « 
Cranes at rather close range. 

j 1s: MII canine ~
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> NATIONAL OFFICERS PRESIDENTS EMERITI EXECUTIVE BOARD 

IVAR HENNINGS DR. HENRY BALDWIN WARD DR. PRESTON BRADLEY OTTO C. DOERING TAPPAN GREGORY ARTHUR J. HODGSON 
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA URBANA, ILLINOIS: (CHICAGO, ILLINOIS CHICAGD, ILLINOIS: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS MAQUOKETA, IOWA earsioen CNRNEN 
WILLIAM L. FINLEY vanmenrouis, MINNESOTA rarer i We t 7 > of J 2 on oun 

Wat eto ox teen Zu y On gue y ere YY DR. GEORGE B. EUSTERMAN Vice-rateibenT oonesten, MinkEsOTA DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILDLIFE ove ©. R. HALLOWELL woosTen, ono cumeve; ova St 
VICE-PRESIOENT ays > EARL GROMER & d Chain LENO 

OR Sasuneron ace Yi ‘A OR. ARTHUR W. HENN Weecemesiocnt PY S miereeunan, remarevanin 
JOHN P, RHODA ey coe ae esate, FERBEYLvaNIK » , fecensoue oscar WEBER sevens Point, wraconat HARRY F, HARPER 
ynensunen NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS te 

KENNETH A. REID ralaaternl Cox 1818 LASALLE HOTEL eemenas reuwors 

ae | omyeenerany ° CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS 
— eo — TELEPHONE CENTRAL 5855 

Loo LEoPoLo = 
CONSERVATION CONSULTANT September 28, 1943 

NATIONAL DIRECTORS Mr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
COWARD M. APPLE, DEThorT, wICx. Madison, Wisconsin DR. W-R. BAGLEY, ouLurm, Minne FLA, GARNES, Cos'anaeiss: OALP- RUSSELL BINNING, Teme navre, no. 
FRANK BRADY, ATKINSON, nes Dear Aldo: BURT BRICKNER, Hiern, 

W.5. CAMPBELL, we LeAnsaaho, (UL 
16, Garter", votes onus Yes, we sent along the copy of the letter to Bill G. E. CONDO, HAMILTON, 0. = > = = 

S:NBARLING"oce ors, Finley on the Trumpeter Swan thinking you might care to 
JOHN BEDI, wear tanner, make some comments. Meantime, we've done some further 
PS Nay guRmnnee Wise checking on the matter with the Fish and Wildlife Service 

WALTER feTAESS, wonfout we and have decided not to do anything about it, as the HN ER Recah A fs Angee Es, GEBBIE, mennes tS Service feels very dubious about the desirability of such 
OTTO GROSSMAN, amgoss Ino . AO, HARRISON, aanrucovice, oxtA an attempt. JOHN HEDDENS, acen ecurn, 1, 
Sete ce : 
SR cee Ne According to their information, the Swans have in- 
WD, JEWELL, cnano mario mc creased from a low of about 80 a few years ago, when they 

GROVER C. LADNER, miLADELenia Px. undertook to give them protection at the Red Rock Refuge OR. HARRY LEARNER, BUFFALO, N. Y. 
> 

oe to 212 birds. Certainly, we would not want to embark on 
O° & Necture, Srnene 0 such a venture unless there was practically unanimity amongst 
ER EN, ear those who should know, and present information indicates 
KARL E.MUNDT, waoisonre Be that such is not the case. CARL NORGREN, oewver cous, 4.6. OCHSNER, Font Masison, te DR 7, G. PEARSON, new vow wiry. 5 

CHARLES €. PIERSALL. canren, wo. Sincerely yours, W.H. PRINGLE, rienne, so. D. s: PRITCHARD, Tmrewevicie, wis, Louis RADKE, nomicow, wis, EDWIN f RINEHART, counous, 0. . WILLIAM R- ROSS, aaeccey, cove DR. JOMN W. SCOTT, Laramie, wvo. 
SOHN M. SNYDER, Urten Mn 
ee Kehneth A. Reid, 

TRYGVE STORM, tort warnes iO. Executive Director. 
A. W. STORMS, Manitowoc, wis. 

Gu'k. SUTHERLAND, Wominv onLK. 
fom watuage sogewat Sane 

BOC WEATHERS TAcoKe wone ec/Dr. Seott Ook, WEYGANDT, muwmoe FALCS, © SUDSON L- WICKS, minmenrotis, min HARRY WILLIAMS, oawvicce, eu Hot WILLG; Graneuen ite Dik HA. WILSON: South weno, Ino. DAWA WRIGHT, oy Jonn, Wo.



i File: Ravens 
; Swans, — 

Extract from a letter from Joseph Dixon, filed under Antelope 

: "We had a wonderful time with the breeding Trumpeter Swans in Yellowstone. 

One pair had been Imown to have bred in the same lake each season for five years 

in a row without ever raising a single young swan. This year we made it a point 

to be there at the critical period and found that ravens (which had bred up 
through man-made conditions) were pecking holes in the swan egzs (when the swan 

was off her nest) and carrying off the embryos to feed their ow young. I used 

the shotgun on the ravens and now for the first time in six years this pair of 

swans has a fine healthy brood of six young."



Mallard Swan — 
Tarkey Breeding & 
Pheasant Nesting Habits 

Txtrect fron The Instinetive Buntional Life of Birds by Werbert Friedmann, F, 25, 
(Quoted from Dewar 

"Parent birds sometimes kill their young deliberately in a state of nature, 
We have already noticed some cases of such behavior on the part of the duck, 

"It 1s said of the wild cock turkey, whenever he ‘finds a nest he breaks 
it up, and he never neglects to break the skulls of all the young chicks he comes 
across.' ‘The males of other species of the Phasianidae sometimes behave likewise, 

"It is well kmown that the male swan is apt to kill his offspring if these 
are left alone with him on a gall piece of water,"
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Mr. Aldo Leopola, 
Assistant District Forester, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was very glad to receive your letter of July 18, 

and will act upon your suggestion. However, the catch of 

beaver we made last fall for transplanting was by use of steel 

traps, which is not altogether desirable. we hope to extend 

this work and transplant quite a number more, undertaking it 

about the first of next month. Xanger Shropshire has some 

ideas in regard to a suitable method which I am going to try 

to get him to work out. His plan is to make a sort of crate 

or box with a trap door, placing it at the entrance of the 

burrow or house; then cut the dam, causing the beaver to come 

out when the water becomes lower, and in doing so entering 

into the trap. I have not all the details as to the mechanism, 

but one end of the trap will be wire-screened so that the 

animals can see daylight on the other side in coming into it. 

I would like to ister th I know just what success 

he has. I am rather hopeful of his plan and I think it has 

been successfully used somewhere in the southwest. 

the pair which Ranger Gallegos transplanted last



year located and built a house, so I think it is safe to say 

that the work was & success. Neither of them were injured be- 

fore they were able to get them out of the trap. 

We are still working a way trying to get the fish and 

game protective and propagation interests a little better or- 

ganized. Last spring we organized a local Fish & Game Pro- 

teective Association at saguache, which has at present something 

more than 100 members, 67 of whom are affiliated with the Colo- 

rado State fish & Game Association. We have also organized a 

local fish & Game Association here at salida, with 110 members, 

but have not as yet accomplisted a great deal in getting the 

members to affiliate with the State Game &% #ish Association. 

However, it is probable we can get most of them to do so this 

fall. Also organized a small Fish & Game Protective Association 

at Sargents, Colorado. ‘the Saguache Fish & Game Protective 

Association took over the financial management of the small 

fish hatchery we have been operating there in cooperation with 

the local people. they built a house last spring for the 

hatching work, put in a number of additional trougs, and in- 

stalled a more satisfactory water supply to them, with the re- 

sult that we have had a much higher percentage of success. We 

have about 700°0r 800? fry from the project, which have been 

placed in nurse ponds for the present. Most of the fry are 

Rainbow trout. the fish hatching projeet has, aside from its 

direct benefits, been of considerable benefit in arousing in- 

terest in fish propagation in thet locality. 

I am very much interested in Supervisor Shepherd's



Some 

¢[ra[2 | dictionary of "Spanish verms for #orest Kangers." Is there any 

arrangement whereby I could purchase one, either from the Fforest 

Service or Mr. Shepherd personally? 

With kindest remembrances. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Sic
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Release = Immediate ; 
November 14, 1922. 

BEAVER FARMING PROMISING 

IF PROPERLY CONTROLLED 

Beavers are of importance as fur~bearers and conservators of water 

and soil. Their unique habits make them animals of general interest. In 

’ esrtain types of forest country, or farms, in irrigation ditches, and 

E along trails, roads, and railroads, they are capable of doing serious 

damage. It becomes netessary in such cases to remove them or te control 

: them intelligently. 

S Their control, however, is not difficult. United States Department 

ef Agriculture Bulletin 1078, Beaver Habits, Beaver Control, and Possi- 

5 bilities in Beaver Farming, by Vernon Bailey, of the Bureau of Biological 

Survey, discusses in detail the kinds of traps, fences, and ether control 

: measures which have proved satisfactory. The bulletin also points out 

M that beaver farming may prove a successful branch of fur farming if 

carried on in suitable localities. Beavers in our national forests if 

‘ properly controlled would conserve water and soil, weed out timber of 

A little value, and yield good returns in fur. In connection with projects 

for reforestation with conifers on well located burned and cut-over 

, timber-lands, beaver culture might prove profitable. These lands are 

frequently covered with a second growth of aspen, willow, and pin cherry, 

which are ideal food for beavers, while having little commercial value, 

Aspens and willows are abundant also in the certain northern areas 

of Canada and Alaska, where beavers were formerly very numerous. In such 

areas experiments might be made to determine the practical possibilities 

i in beaver farming. ; 

Note for Editors: The continuation of the story may be added to the 
above by those publications desiring further details. 

Only two centuries ago beavers inhabited the greater part of the North 

American Continent and were an important source of food and warm clothing to 

_ the native people. Traffic in their skins promoted early settlement of the 

country. They have been exterminated over much of their area by intensive 

trapping, but for the last 2@ years they have been given special protection in



te Soto < 

many sections of the country and under favorable cenditions have thrived and 

increased rapidly. : 

While it would be obviously unwise to restore the animals to cultivated 

fields and orchards in agricultural areas, there are still many localities 

where they could be introduced without harm. By storing water in the reser= 

voirs alang mountain streams they would help prevent floods and extensive 

erosion and would increase stream flow in dry weather. 

Beavers with the darkest, most beautiful, and most valuable fur are 

found along the southern shore of Lake Superior, in Wisconsin and Michigan. In 

other localities the fur is paler and less desirable. In making suggestions 

relative to raising beaver for fur, the importance of using the best types of 

animals for breeding stock is emphasized. 

Department Bulletin 1078 describes in considerable detail the interest- 

ing life and habits of beavers, which rarely dig on the surface of the ground 

and never make a burrow with an exposed entrance. In carrying materials they 

use their strong incisor teeth for transporting logs or large pieces of wood, 

and for mud and small sticks and twigs from the bottom of the pond to be placed 

on the dam or house, they use their forelegs as hands and arms. The flat 

ae heavy tail is a rudder or propeller in the water and a prop or brace on land. 

Beavers nccasionally damage choice trees but the most serious damage 

is occasioned by their dams, which raise the water levels in streams, ponds, 

or lakes, flooding low ground and frequently killing great areas of valuable 

forest trees. When railroad grades are flooded in low ground the result may 

be serious. A suggestion is made in the bulletin for using an outlet pipe to 

keep beaver ponds at a desired level as one means of preventing heavy damage. 

One of the simplest and most important means of beaver control is fencing. 

Many of the cheung stock-fences are satisfactory. Full directions for 

trapping with various types of traps are given in the bulletin. Light-furred 

pelts bring frem $6 to $8 each, heavy dark-brom skins from Canada and Alaska : 

: bring from $20 to $25 each, and the rare "blaek beavers" from the south shore 

| of Lake Superior from $38 to $5n, 

// 475 —23
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2 Bulletin of the Colorado Game and Fish Protective Association 

{brary of 
ae ® COLORADO BEAVER Collins and Loveland. This damage is confined to times when 

Fildo Leonold By Frank H. Rose the beaver are making repairs to dams or lodges. 

Beaver once occupied practically the entire continent of North MINOR DAMAGES 

America, but are now found on only about half of their former Damage to fish: Through diverted water, decadent vegetable 

range. The aspen belt marks the area of most suitable climate matter or increased water temperature. At the Tom Adams ranch 

for beaver. Figures collected by the Forest Service last year on the South Fork of the Rio Grande beaver continually divert 

indicate that there are about 40,000 beaver in Colorado, either the water from a retaining pond where large numbers of trout 

in or adjacent to the National Forests, an increase of only 15 are planted each year; and if it were not for the efforts of Mr. 

per cent over the 1919 figures. While the experience on the Adams this work of the beaver would cause the death of the 

Cochetopa, where the original estimate was later reduced by one- young fish through the lack of a sufficient water supply. In the 

half, suggests that these figures, in cases, may be high, still there East it is believed that some damage is done to fish through  . 

are some colonies that were overlooked which would tend toward quantities of decaying vegetable matter in certain streams and ‘ 

conservatism. Although the estimates make no claim to accuracy through the higher temperature reached by the water spread out 

or to covering areas other than those in or near the National in shallow ponds. This is less true in the swift streams of Colo- 

Forests, the map shows the area occupied by beaver has been rado, but_may be a minor factor in some very small and sluggish 

pretty well covered in the tabulations, and it is very doubtful if streams. Some beaver dams may also form impassable barriers 

there are to exceed 50,000 beaver in Colorado today. The at- to fish at low water periods. 

tached tabulation indicates that beaver are doing damage in 12 Freshly set fence posts near streams are frequently cut. A 

per cent of the places they have now occupied. Since any farmer on the Rio Grande left a load of poles by a stream bank 

attack on beaver will come through these damage areas, it may over night, and returned the next day to find that the beaver 

be well to attempt to set down or tabulate the nature of the had cut up and stored the poles for winter food. The farmer's 

harmful and beneficial activities of the beaver. loss of $6.50 is charged to the beaver, though perhaps like lots 

The damage beaver do can be chiefly classed under the fol- of other beaver damage, it should have been avoided. Polluting 

lowing headings: of water may be charged to the beaver, though this damage is 

Damage to cultivated lands: Through flooding and the forma- probably more Imaginary than real. Foraging on garden crops, 

tion of beaver holes, i.e., broken-in burrows and channels which undermining foot bridges, destroying scenery and other depreda- 

interfere with cultivation. About eighty acres of bottom land tions occur, but are hardly real enough to mention. 

have been flooded on the upper Williams Fork on the Arapahoe. As beneficial activities we may credit the beaver with— 

Beaver are also charged with considerable loss this year on Routt Regulating stream flow: A series of dams on the tributary 

County ranches under this caption. Three or four acres have mountain streams, storing the flood waters and taking it out into 

been flooded or rendered difficult of cultivation on possibly 100 the willows and swamps is an important factor in preventing 

farms in Colorado. ~ floods and stabilizing run-off. Beaver help here very materially 

Damage to irrigation ditches, canals and headgates: This in a big conservation objective—the integrity of our mountain 

damage is due chiefly to checking the flow of irrigation water watersheds. 

during the night and the cost of clearing. It also includes some As an example of the effect of beaver on short water streams, 

damage through diverting of water, checking drainage and wash- Joseph Carnigee took up a 320 on Tie Creek near Sargents, 

ing out of ditch banks. It is estimated that beaver do about Colorado, five years ago. At that time he could irrigate only 
$3,000 annual damage along the Rio Grande to timber, head- a garden of two acres. Beaver established themselves on the 

gates and riprapping. stream and built several miles of dams along its lower course. 

Damage to roads, railroads and trails: Through flooding and Carnigee amply irrigated twenty acres the past dry season, and 

softening the roadbed. One thousand dollars worth of damage expects to double this amount. Farmers on Beaver and Cache * 

was done to the county road just out of New Castle in North- Creeks near Rifle want to plant beaver on the headwaters of 

western Colorado through the changing of the course of a creek these streams, because from their observations on other portions 
and the resulting flooding. A road on Beaver Creek on the Battle- of the Grand River District, they believe the summer flow can 

ment was made impassable last year. Beaver have dammed Sun thereby be increased. 

Creek and East Elk Creek on the Gunnison National Forest so Conserving irrigation water: Several ranches were thoroughly 

that the roads leading from sawmills to market are flooded and irrigated and the second crop of alfalfa started through the cut- 

made impassable for loads of mill products. One-half mile of ting of beaver dams on Silver Creek of the Cochetopa last July. 

new trail was constructed on the White River to go around a flat The Hughes ranch on Three Mile Creek near Glenwood Springs 

flooded by beaver. Frequently this type of damage might have has secured water enough to irrigate eighty acres of meadow land 

been avoided by more carefully planning the location or protec- twice during the past summer through opening the beaver dams 

tion of the improvement. near the head of the stream. 

Damage to reservoirs: Chiefly through closing spillways. Mr. Conserving stock water: Stock are now using several ranges 

George Saunders, Water Commissioner of the Mesa District, esti- on the National Forests which a few years ago could not be suc- 

mates that beaver do $100 worth of damage annually to the cessfully utilized on account of lack of water. An instance of 

Currier and Ketson reservoirs on the Battlement Forest by dam- this is upper Buzzard Creek on the Battlement, where stockmen 

ming up the spillways. The measuring Weir of the Bull Creek are now using range which was formerly useless on account of 

Reservoir Company near Grand Junction was dammed up every the lack of water. 
few days until finally a piece of woven wire fencing was placed Checking silt: Beaver ponds on mountain streams make ideal 
about the headgate, which stopped the trouble. settling basins and prevent the silting up of reservoirs, ditches 

Damage to timber and forage: Through flooding and cutting. and fields during heavy rains. The silting up of old beaver dams f 
This damage, though of minor importance in Colorado, may be forms many small mountain meadows. In this connection Ranger Se 7 
considerable in a flat country. Considerable timber is reported Brown writes that while stopping to get a drink on Beaver Creek, a s 
cut along the Rio Grande between Monte Vista and Del Norte. a tributary of the upper Laramie River, a tree stump, in situ, 
Sometimes shade trees are cut. If beaver are permitted within was noticed which was being uncovered by the action of the 
cities, valuable trees near streams or lakes would have to be water. The place appeared:to be a small open park of grass and 
protected. In numerous places small areas of coniferous timber willows with pine saplings creeping in from the sides. An ex- 

» are drowned out, and of course many aspen trees are cut, though amination down the stream disclosed an old beaver dam, the lines i 
it must be admitted they are of little value. Some grass is of which were still well defined. This lead to examinations of 
drowned out when ponds are enlarged. numerous creeks along with the timber reconnaissance work, and 

Damage to stock: The greatest damage to stock comes as nearly as could be determined the following constituted the 
through the occasional drowning of a critter after breaking normal course of events: 
through the snow-covered ice on a beaver pond in winter. Two The pond was occupied only as long as the food supply lasted 
cows were lost in this manner on the Mary E. Wright ranch in or only so long as the pond remained large enough and deep 3 
Unaweep Canon on the Uncompahgre in 1919. Considerable enough to afford protection. Silting in the mountain ponds 
annoyance and an occasional loss also occurs through the ob- progresses rapidly once the pond is abandoned by beaver. After x “ 
struction of fords and the digging of underground burrows. two or three years the beaver canals are practically dry and their ~ 

Damage to water supply: Building activities above an intake course only indicated by depressions in the litter and silt. The 
may muddy the water supply. This has happened on Kahnah deep channel next to the dam is the last to fill, and produces a sa 

* Creek above the Grand Junction intake and, I believe, at Fort rank growth of sedges before it is finally filled. Spring floods “ee
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cut a channel through the dam, usually at one end, and spring 
floods add an additional layer of silt to the pond surface. It is 
not improbable that many a mountain meadow and mountain The 
ranch owe their origin to the industrious work of succeeding 

eencraiiene of beaver. aa ; hme Fi h 9 P di 
mproves fishing: Through providing retaining ponds for fry; r 

providing deep water for fish in winter; preventing injury from 1S e man S ara 1se 
floods and stabilizing stream flow during dry times. Many young 
trout are aay planted in beaver dene are ere a stream May be found along any of the innumerable 

freezes to the bottom in winter; cloudbursts often kill most or 5 és 

all of the fish in certain small streams, and of course the fish fishing waters of proved worth in 

are killed if the streams dry up. 
Johnson and Beaver Creeks, tributaries of the Laramie River, 

each have a few colonies of beaver. The upper headwaters are Colorado, Utah and 
-well stocked with vate fry and fingerlings, the ae waters ee x 
fair-sized trout, which do much to maintain the fishing on the N M 
Laramie by feeding into that stream. Stuck Creek, adjoining the ew ex1co 
other two streams, has no beaver ponds and no fish, although it 

is much larger and a better stream than the other two. Reached by the Main Line and Branches 
Attracts tourists: The beaver is an interesting and attractive £ th 

animal to Colorado’s visitors. One of the chief attractions at the of the 
Woods Lake Resort on the Holy Cross is the colony of beaver. ie 
A pair of beaver were brought to the lake many years ago and D d Ri G d 

now have a flourishing sslane in the lake and numerous colonies enver an oO ranae 
in nearby streams. The proprietor of the resort hauls down two e 
or three wagon loads of green aspen poles before the lake freezes Western Railroad 
over, piling them upon the bank near the beaver house, and the 

beaver cut the poles up and sink them in the lake for winter food. Very attractive Hunting, Fishing and Camping Fares to 

The late Enos Mills recognized the attractive value of beaver all of the principal Sportsmen’s Resorts in Colorado will 

and played them up to the public in the Longs Peak section. be in effect each Saturday, May 26 to October 13, inclusive. 

Increases duck shooting: Numerous beaver dams and sloughs Final return limit fifteen days, including date of sale. Let 
make any country more attractive to ducks and, in fact, all water us help plan your next vacation trip. 

birds. 
Economic: Beaver provide the raw material for a fur and 

meat industry in Colorado which, if intelligently handled, will FRANK A. WADLEIGH 

amount to thousands of dollars annually. Passenger Traffic Manager 

s These credit values are harder to measure in dollars and cents Denver, Colorado 
than the damage liabilities; but since probably less than 12 per 
cent of the beaver of the State do any damage, and from the very ee 

fact that their effect on stream flow, flood, fish and irrigation are 

hard focmeasutey it behooves us 4 think carefully before we per- of water. The farmers of Beaver and Cache Creeks on the Guard 

mit this resource to be exploited. 3 River District want to plant beaver on the headwaters of these 
Analyzing the map and tabulation of the 40,000 beaver in and streams to increase the summer flow. 

near the National Forests, 12 per cent are partly detrimental in On the headwaters of streams which are used for irrigation, 

their present locations, 88 per cent are wholly beneficial, and beaver undoubtedly do considerable good, but they should be re- 
nearly 500 places are indicated where the introduction of beaver moved from the lower portion of streams where the cultivated 

is desirable and, so far as we can foresee, would neyer become land and irrigation ditches are found. 

er eae. 3 On the Montezuma there are now a total of 830 beaver. At 

To: more clearly see the problem we might more closely ex- two places they have entered irrigation canals and should be 

amine three sample forests: The Battlement, a forest of many transplanted. They are, however, charged with no financial loss. 
reservoirs and ditches; the Montezuma, a forest where beaver The beaver as well as the fish are kept out of the San Miguel 

re snot thoroughly established; and the Holy Cross, where we and other streams by the presence of mill tailings, and the western 

believe conditions are about AVEIEEE: e : part of the forest is considered too dry for beaver, although it 

On the Battlement for 160 colonies that are beneficial, thirty- would be interesting to experiment with planted beaver on this 
. five are doing damage. There are five streams needing stocking. part of the forest. 

Total beaver -.....-eeseeee recess eee ees 6,070 : One colony is shown as doing damage, and eighty-two not 

Doing damage ........+..-+++++++++++++ 1,090 doing damage. Thirty-three suitable streams are shown in need 
Beneficial. .csids a.ciinisia dee top ee OBO of stocking. 

A tabulation of the damage shows— Clearly an open season is not warranted in this section of the 
Divide Creek and Highline Ditch.............. $ 75.00 State, but a rather extensive extension program appears desirable. 
Damage to cultivated land in meadows......... 100.00 On the Holy Cross there are 2,845 beaver; adjacent to this 
Damage to irrigation ditches, Collbran Dist..... 300.00 forest are found 600 additional, making a total of 3,445. It is 

Damage to reservoirs, Mesa District........... 100.00 estimated that for every fourteen colonies of these that are doing 

Damage to ditches, Mesa District.............. 50.00 damage, there are 114 colonies wholly beneficial. The annual 
X aa damage is estimated to be $800, and eight suitable streams are 

EP OUANS Sie cainie ts curhios Melee eee oes Sie oie. ie AOA OIOO. in need of stocking. 
An estimated increase of 1,070 since 1919 is less than a normal About 375 beaver are doing $800 annual damage, 3,000 beaver 

increase, but numerous trapping permits have been issued, and are wholly beneficial; their value ranges from about $6 or $8 up. 
these figures would indicate that some 2,000 or 3,000 have been Valued at $10, 3,000 beaver should yield about $7,500 annually, 
_trapped. as they increase about 25 per cent per year under satisfactory 

The 6,000 beaver on and near the Battlement could produce conditions. ‘This seems ample to cover the damage being done. 
about $15,000 worth of fur annually in addition to their regulatory The main question raised by ranchers and owners of patented 
effect on streams, conserving irrigation and stock water and aiding land on which there are thriving colonies is the extent to which 
in fish propagation. This $15,000 would easily repair or prevent the State is going to increase the number of beaver. These beaver 
the damage and extend beavers to all suitable waters, leaving are the property of the State, but many of them are bred on 
their immense beneficial influence as a clear profit to the locality private land under enforced protection. 
and to the State. Beaver are just arriving at the headwaters of An open season on beaver would result in almost complete 
the streams and are beginning to reach the reservoir systems, extermination, and their value in the propagation of fish and con- 
and if not controlled, damage of this nature will increase. On servation and storage of irrigation water certainly justifies 100 
the other hand, the stockmen using Upper Buzzard Creek range per cent protection. 
can now use range that formerly was useless on account of lack Similar conditions exist on all the forests, with the number
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i i = ¥ if there are that many, should be doing damage ranging from 1 per cent on the Monte. Colorado Ss 50,000 beaver, if t c 
os et on the Gunnison. Our figures are incomplete able to sustain a yield of 12,500 furs annually, or a ae 
on the actual money damage being done; within the forests it is amounting to well over $125,000 each year, and oops 0. aa 
very small, but statewide it may amount to several thousand dol- built up to several times that figure. I believe this problem 
1 : ossibly $25,000 annually should be regarded as an infant industry to be fostered and con- 
Breer ap. 2 z ‘ 5 served. The great danger is in improper regulation which will 

Concerning this damage, Supervisor Clark of the Rio Grande Gf the lclliae tat) Gar enldentenaes 
writes: “There is much question in my mind if there would be mane e aoe iS oe See al pees domexdanies 
any huge cry as to damage being done if by chance the beaver _/ Strong: ee aa a sys ant Rege iaiche vhandleduby the 
were not the valuable and decidedly coveted fur animal that he ut be See ae eiaton Siti the Wiblb ean Secvey. 
is.” Supervisor Harry French says: “I believe that in a great ete, pre! ! Bye Boe yes I aesurtments 
many instances where it is reported that beaver are doing dam- Nie a eoepeaye eine ae pea ig ate er "They 

pec thst, damage 1s in 2: measure, expecerated by the ‘ible. ae would inereate its enehcial cites of beaver over the State, stop 
Bice rneason ut at 8 Ged Secs sans af veesibie the damage and in time return a cash profit to the State treasury 

Beaver do not seem to care for streams which are not bordered from the sale of hides, Wherever beaver are doing damage they 
by some kind of woody growth, and ordinarily do not place their should be promptly removed, without expense to the person upon 
dams so as to flood more area than would be flooded by high whose property they may happen to be, and also without profit. 
water. This is especially true of the small mountain streams. This work should be handled on a budget and the full value of 

Destruction or transplanting of beaver colonies that are doing the hides taken returned to the State treasury. So long as de- 
damage can give but temporary relief. The real cause for the sirable waters remain unstocked, beaver should be trapped alive 
bresence of beaver a such insrances is ue ne Lovaas ae practical one tens ane are waters. This may 
conditions must be favorable to beaver activities. pn, e done at a time when furs are no! a F 
these conditions are favorable, there is found to be practically On all patented lands suitable for the purpose, beaver farming 
an annual repetition of the beaver colonies and their resulting under proper restrictions as to reports and inspections should be 
damage. Ss Soe the mere often - bigjeb me ee permitted, 80 ates a = De faieaene 

S impracticable. Many cases of acute damage can, however, be his fields may find it a profitable sideline. The man 
controlled Pm fencing, drainage pipes, oe othe papthodss cat litte nat low. oe care i handle a ie: himself should be able 
expense. In other cases trapping under restrictions show to have them removed by reporting the damage. 
undertaken and will furnish points of outlet for the surplus beaver We should make a survey of our beaver resource and plan for 
of the surrounding territory. its conservative seen SiS should: slay ered 

The economic value of the beaver as a fur producer, aside on public, forest and private lands, and the extent to whi 
from its beneficial effects on stream flow, justifies the recognition should be permitted to increase. An estimate should be zante 
of this animal as a State resource and a farm product, and the sr oach decades sre amalee a ey Be ee onionch searient 
roblem that he creates should not be neglected to the point of still provide for the complete rehabilitation of s : : 

piverting this revenue to unscrupulous and wantonly destructive This survey should prepare a plan for the economic banging of 
trappers. Provision should be made for the legitimate farming our beaver and suggest the needed legislation to put the plan 
of this resource by law-abiding citizens before we are blinded to into effect. A p al 
the great good by a small but insistent damage and permit the Since the color, quality and value of the fur varies widely, 
itinerant poacher to mine the accumulated capital. bringing from $6 to $50 or more on the market, and the best 

ee ~~ furred beaver (found along the southern shore of Lake Superior) 
are being rapidly reduced through an unregulated permit system, 
Colorado would do well to stock a beaver experiment farm with 
the fine furred beaver from the Lake Superior region and plan 
to increase the value of the fur produced in this State. 

ESTIMATED BEAVER ON NATIONAL FORESTS 
= ~ OF COLORADO 

2. (Special study made in 1922) axtdermis ee y & 
= SE } 4 3 x 25 i 

{ : 2 8 o& BSso ow B® 1025 ivy op 2p at She 
\ Forest Boe 58 Se oso 4.8 

S28 884 S36 G22 E82 ; i 4 Arapaho -Wssce was ce 2030 19 93 19 17 
Battlement ......... 6,079 36 125 2 ot ‘| Cochetopa ........: 5,776 7 204 21 33 i Colorado ........,. 2.975 9 3725 20 
Gunnison ........... 4,975 21 54 0 28 E Holy -\Grosssa:5 5-0, 2/820 13 152 ie 8 
Leadville. ...502..20. 810 18 81 1 18 ee Montezuma ........ 830 af 81 36 1.2 2 Pike srs ate eisieis/6) 2 ene's) 3000 8 65 4 1 . < Rio Grande ........ 1,770 14 132 29 9 = = LOUEG cis. 0'< de eee OUD) a1 155 20 12 an San Isabel ......... 1,501 5 72 38 6.5 [ San Juan <......... 4,125 4 37 0 10 ss } Uncompahgre ...... 419 3 42 ET Tt , oe _ White River ....... 1,370 5 51 6 9 

- Totals...........39,340 184 1,381 458 11.8 
q About 12 per cent of beaver reported are doing some damage. 

a no 
on request. | 

eee eee



ow : Beaver used Negrite just below Oteres until 1894,few \¢ : 
now on seme stream near Keanys, also Jilita @*
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thruout Colorado, provide many EI ANE ETS a n 

thousands of acre feet of water Scenes along the beaver streams of Colorado. 1I—A beaver in a characteristic attitude. 2—Showing how 
eyery late summer and fall. te braver airs me oh fom a NE ey ete ae Bere ne Aaaet Ay the iey water until a eae 

Of former years the beaver/got ut.) °F Fespectable proportions: has been ormed, A typical bea’ as W . 

tle eredit ‘for ‘his’ painstaking and 
s 7 . mer and fall to irrigate farm land) the beaver has to come. out in thi ; n 

ttiono: efforts” tm, jeonstructing these | iia, otherwise taight he lett dry... Popen.» At ‘this point he. builds his ha 
strong and well-bullt:-water, Holders. In fact, such recognition has. been| house, of wood and mud. Bh 
DAMS BUILT afforded him that a scheme has been “The dam usually retards sufficient 

EAE prune Mane yiieretin MSER Abe: Wranuvertad! Soisigy ENR hi tence unuaby das ATTITUDE AF * 4 ion where ver are pletely, 8 r 

cess tire ne a ane arnt, eave from parts of the state where they'| three or four exits underground from 
F = es abound, to other portions where they | the house to the strearh, 

him ungrudging credit for his Indus: |. 4 unknown and need js felt for thelr : rt try, but, human-like, asked, ‘Where BEAVER BUILDS 
igaal Hing dite anyway ?'t work of dam building. DAMS THOROLY. 

a ee soca ne Quite a lot is known about the ‘ 5 
Others, a little better versed in nat- Senival “His natural habitat is the water, , 

ural history, knew that the building | 7°14 to look at, hig fur makes | #0, that he likes plenty around. Sener 
of dams are part of the beayer's pro- a pee “Now, suppose a coyote or a lynx ; . Fi CWetlon Abuines ‘aneivos;-nuotr ad'"tay| =, NODMEP Goat ans Dems SOW GA riots beagursen Tue en ce m'| FONT: HeSiaeOty Ll 6M 
coyote and lynx. apwaticintsrdish-ahe: Hulda elaborate | Stream. Possibly that stream would . ¥ 

Lately, however, thru research car-| itm and houses: propagates fairly |P@ DUt a few inches deep normally, | Leaving White House 
ried on by the United States forest | -apiay, and ean give axmen pointers | Md, Would not repel the predatory | 
service, definite status has been given | oy ouitine down trees Jjenemy. But the dam has changed | And Italy for Scr 
to the busy little animal as a con- % |that. Quite possibly there ig a depth But how many know that the beaver } 
server of water which can be used in ig'one.of the best arguments the of several feet. The beaver is at enero 

the nortnally dry pert. of: Mate stim: | veyetarinne havet | Tis: beaver naveri| Sie, tn.,tUs, weer i! The . Ise ot (By Assoeiat 
| touches flesh.. In the summer, roots ‘ % if Vv. 10.—Woc 

and aquatic plants form his bill of | Jess prepared prey. Washington, No ‘ 
fare; in the winter :he eats the bark Me teen eee es ceeeae | American people directly Saturday 

of tri hich he has felled and cut i: oly: built. i 1 ob Ree otter he They are extremely hard to pullapart, | left the White house, declared Am 
CONSERVE WATER zr ona such ts the py, of the beaver | war was ‘‘deeply ignoble, coward 

‘ ; | Pon 20,000 ACRES. cmc ue ee France and Italy, Mr. Wilson 
Recently, to obtain some definite|* s ‘ “ ; 

~ ||aata as to the actual useful work done| “Beavers ususlly live and work in | World affairs, have made “waste p: 
_|| by the beaver in his dam bullding, a Ve Bi saclay ee eayeorne The former president said th 

~ survey of the ‘little animal’s activities | *e2ver Start the colony. In. the firs} ‘ ; | fi the Cochetopn national forest, near |¥C22 they probably will have three or | States could show its true app 
(Continued From Page 11.) | the San Tuls valley, was conducted | ve young, which are known as kits | Armistice day was by resolving 1 e 

to, crown. it off, a visit ae they new | Uadel fie Cetlon or’ eaed ABRs) tod pbeienneat the third year, when they | formulate and act upon the high 
monster of the air, the “Shenandoah,” | forest supervisor. ‘ ; 2 
nh Written tere ernst iatn ‘As a result of this wurvey it was |8Fe thrown out to start housekeeping Mr. Wilson spoke exactly fir 

@ possi ities re are limitless, tabHehed aba re ‘ 4 an ah themselves. . F 

Thus you attract the citizens of the | established that beaver dams in the| wo 7 a. ine law beavers cannot be |#> His home here and his messa; 
5 a Jebra-|Cochefopa forest impotinded a total! |” United States by making the cel [of 827.84 acre feat, capable of irrigat-| 4pped save in’ tho event that they |of the country. 

tion primarily a-national one, en ting e0.0000Ga ee aa Gale commence operations in irrigation | Re Oat Rees at inlaes eee stimulate his interest and curfosity, |1n& 30, acres 0! RUM FO Aer caver So théysubest- the beter pf | 
, ; him | 8pectable total. and when he gets here, show hi wPhig survey was carried out on|things, Then a special permit must ‘SECOND FIRE HITS 

Colorado on the mAb aaihe jae move ligitver creeks, where in a. distance. of| 2 obtmined ito. kil thebn, «There: tain seen any state etic, opening oe five and three-quarters miles a total |™&ximum penalty. of stx months AUTO SPEEDWAY 
Aja, ehiea ain oie of forty-six beaver dams were discoy-|J*!! and a fine of §260 for illegal he abrives before the festival, encour- aaa 7 Ades. "The eukvey wag | trapping of beaver. 

him to travel about the state and ' - er : 
fo . ft i . it nelebentt jf | undertaken for the purpose of estimat- Tee forest. service, .to.licarry. out NEAR LOS ANGELE 

e  eeeainés ducing the celebration, en. {{n@ the amount of water impounded | {# Plan of transferring the animals he comes during the celebration, en- Nie preasfoeldlgeat tier sain. Gosche ieiva tt: to new territory where thelr tnaustry ee 

OU a pouty ans. travelll ie in the case of a shortage for the |Can- be turned tothe benefit of hu | Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 10.—( 
SST ee eto irrigated lands in lower country and|™Ans, traps ie hia an ammens® | thousand feet of the Beverly Hins 

for the purpose of arriving at an esti- PNburieion® ia ihraciie tomobile speedway near here, 
o mate of the value of the beaver’s ) burned Saturday in the second WORLD CONTEST || sors: 18 WILLOW, within: eo eas 1g was the 

“The forty-six dams impounded! ‘The favorite food ts the aspen and jend of the track. Speedway offi 
FOR CHAMPIONS from one-fortieth to five and one-half | the willow. They seldom attack pine, {sald reconstruction work would 

feet of water each. We did not take|and in this they are an advantage | started imynediately and that 

By J. B. Lawrence, 634 Emerson| count of a large number of small dams |'algo, clearing the country of trees of | track would be restored for thy 
street, Denver. constructed in willow flats, or the | little value. | tHlonal automobile race schedule: 
“My ‘suggestion for the proper cele-| RUmberless ramifications which were| “These beaver have been known to |Thenkasiving day, Damage is 

bration of the opening of the Moffat | Only auxiliary to the main dams, Attack and cut down trees elghtdéen | mated at $100,900. 
qurhel testo hold a wocld championship | “The average distance between a/ inches fm diameter. When the tree {s | See ee 
exposition, in which all world cham-|4@™ was ten chains, tho it should be/ felled, the beaver strips it of its ‘STABLE CURRENCY 
pionship titles will be contested; box-|™entioned that the dams occur gener-| branches first, Then the sharp tecth 
ing, racing, ‘wrestling, world neries [OO in groups. are brought into play, and the tree | : 

baseball games, tennis, speed and aiti-| COST OF DAMS trunk: is cut into lengths. of “about | IN YEAR EXPECTED 
tude contests between aircraft, etc.,| WOULD BE $10,000. ie feet which, with the branches, | 

opening with a 250-page edition of The| “A total of 16,000 Colorado statute Me carried to the stream near the | HIGH SOVIET OFFI 
Denver Post, setting forth the great |inches of water would, it is estimated, | eaver’s house and there left for use 

achievements of the Rocky mountain|be available every twenty-four hours OF itive: food. eres 

states and the promise of the future, | from the dams in Silver Creek alone, Beavers display a high degree of 5 : 
os Agee went on. “And, if an equal num- | intelligence, exemplified in nearly | Moscow, Nov. 10.—Mints 

ber of concrete dams were constructed | everything they do. One example we | Finance Sokolnikoff, speaking 
BRING COLORADO ies that creek in the same places as we | can quote is in one dam we found’on| !iament Saturday, said he ho; 

found the beaver dams, the cost would | Silver creek. Almost seventy feet | Country would be able to pa 
across, is to stable currency during the |be in the neighborhood of $10,000, with | across, this dam. was constructed in| bl i a tt 

TO THE FRONT |individual dams ranging from $11 to| spot which an engineer could not | Year. According to the minfst< 
| $1,026 in cost." help but see was the ideal one. are in circulation jn. soviet 

By Mrs. Joseph Bryan, 2728 West| After expounding the beaver's acttv-| “It was built across the stream in ei ec Tear oaae, 
Whirty-sixth avenue, Denver: |tttes from. a purely economic point, | a small canon, and the cost of a simi-| Fs wiee APs ee ee a 

I would suggest something after) Agee shed some light on the life and | lar concrete dam would be in the-neigh- | kee pap 4 
the order of a state fair, in the build-| habits of the busy animal. borhood of $1,000." i. wr 

ings of which could be housed Colo-| “The beaver builds his dam as a| Another incident illustrating the} e 5 
rado exhibits, both natural and manu- | protection from his enemies,” he said. | uses of beaver in dam work was cited | e 
factured. In each exhibition building| “At first this 1s not clear, but when| by Agee. A power company in the| 
a pageant might be stared, showing | the animal's method of building a/| south owned a concrete dam which | 
all modes of transcontinental travel| home is examined, it is evident that | consistently leaked. The hole could| ; 
from the oxen caravans to the pres-|he has struck a bright idea. | not be found: One man connected with 
ent ‘opening of the Moffat tunnel.| “The beaver commences his home| the company, knowing of beavers, ob- | ee 
This, I think, would bring Coloradi|by digging a burrow on the bank of| tained ‘two and turned them loose in| Qhieago, Nov. 10.—Nex¥ } 
to the front by showing her natural|@ stream, under tho water. The | the neighborhood of the defective dam.| y41) he held in Denver, Colo 
resources, progress made and the| building of the dam proceeds at the| “Inside of three days those beaver| " ctarday ant os 
glories yet to come whey Denver will|same time, This naturally impels the | had located the leakage and had/ Committees Saturday announcec 
be the “Chicago of the west," water up the burrow, so that finally ‘stopped it,"Agee sald, | ee jered for a banquet to be held I



DISTRICT 2 - ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT 

The Economic Value of Beaver as Water Storers has been vividly brought 
out recently by Supervisor Agee who made a special study of the water 
storage on certain creeks on the Cochetopa Forest. He found 43 beaver 
dams having a winter storage of 62 acre feet within a distance of six 
miles on Silver Creek. On the Forest as a whole the estimaied water 
storage by beaver is 1,240 acre feet, capable of irrigating 30,000 acres 
of land for a period of 24 hours, The artificial storage on Silver Creek, 
one of the creeks on which close measurement was made, would have cost 

at least $10,000. The study has aroused great interest locally and re~ 
quests have been made for use of the information in such publications as 
Popular Mechanics, 

: -5-



Rg lev P.251. assem iC c Ux‘ 

P.232. Litter “seldom more than 3, maxi p 5 : 

P. 232. "Often fells a tree 8 or 10 inches in diameter". 

(I have seen cottonwoods completely cut through by 

beaver at Embudo at least 24" diameter). 

P.236. Prices paid for dried skins at the "Rendevous" 

$2 - 8 per lb. These prices seriously depressed 

at time of Ruxton's trip by competition of silk : 

and nutrea seal for hat material.
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Lincoln Inspection 2 Leek 

Beaver on Ruidoso are cutting corn and dragging 

it into creek, Messer says they do not open 

the cobs - at least they don't in the field, 

No dams, I think they must drag it into under- 
ground caches and eat it there, although it 

would doubtless spoil unless eaten green,



Gila Inspection - 1922 

Beaver should be kept cleaned out of the 

lower Gila up to » because of damage 

to timber needed for erosion control. Seem 

to dislike alder.
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ye t DALLY EULISTIN : 
No. 25-89 U. S. Forest Service October 15, 1924. 

Southwestern District 

Training Camp Closine Today: The D-3 Ranger Training Camp which has been run- 
ning on the grounds of the Southwestern Forest Experiment Station sine Septem= 
ber 15 came to a happy and successful ending today and the rangers are leaving 
Flagstaff for their regular forest assignments. It is the general expression 
by both those who attended the camp and those who gave instructions that the 
institution surpassed expectations in effectiveness. 

Where Beavers Are Useful: It is reported that the water supply stored above 
the dams constructed by beavers in the Cochetopa National Forest, near the 
San Inis Valley, Colorado, is of great economic value in irrigation work. The 
plan in operation in Colorado is to save the water stored in the beaver dams 
until the dry swamer months, when it is needed by the crops. The dams are then 
cut and the water drained into the irrigation ditches. Within twenty-four hours 
the bepters have the dams repired,which, had they been built by human labor, 
would have cost about two hundred thousand dollars for the Cochetopa Forest 
alones a en ee 

Rew National Forest: The Denning National Forest created by presidential pro- 
Clamation in the northeast part of Georgia is announced by the Washington Office 
of the Forest Sertice. The new forest is located within the area embraced by 
the Fort Lenning Military Reservation of which atout 80% or 78,500 acres are in~ 
cluded within the forest boundaries. ‘The Eonning National Forest care into being 
under one of the provisions of the Clarke-iicNary act passed by Congress in June 
1924. The War Deyartment will still have unhampered use of the area for mili-~ 
tary purposes but in other respects it will be handled as is any national for- 
est. That is, timber, grazing, protection and general administration will be 
under charge of the Forest Service. ‘The usual 25% of the gross receipts will be 
paid to the counties for schools and roads in lieu of taxes and the customary 
additional 10% will be used for the construction of roads and trails within 
the forest. The new forest has an excellent stand of southern pine timber. 

How to Make Bark Stick on Logs Used for Rustic Construction: ‘The following 
methods for preventing bark from flaking off logs in rustic structures has been 
recommended by the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin. Any one 
desiring to construct rustic summer homes, lodges or resorts may well profit by 
any of the followixy methods: (1) Cut timbers late in summer and score on two. 
Sides; that is cut off narrow strips of bark for the entize length. Pile in 
shade in open pile to allow thorough circulation of air. Allow timbers to sea~ 
son until following spring or summbr before using. (2) Proceed as in (1), and 
in addition coat ends, stripped portions, ami knots with coal-tar creosote, us- 
ing one coat & few days after timber is cut and another just before using the 
timbers. (3) Proceed as in (1) but do not score bark. jjhen timbers are in 
place, tack bark on with large-headed nails, placing gue to every square foot 
of surface. Paint heads of nails to resemble color /bark. (4) Tack or nail the 
bark on without particular attention to time of cutting or other treatment. (The 
nailing method has been used successfully by one Western company which maintains 
aumerous rustic hotels and also on a large rustic building erected for exposition 
purposes.) 

field; lang (Coconino); Kiddoo, Loveridge (Training Camp) Hussey (Santa Fe) 
Randles (Manzano). : 

visitors: Chaplins (/ashington) Jornado Range Reserve; Shoemaker (Washington) 
Santa Fe. Dwire, Feight (Carson) District Office. 

Asting: Marsh.
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Qs ga VEN RANGER TRAINING CAMP 

Arrangements have now ¥e@n completed for opening the ranger 

training camp June 1 with 14 men. Ranger Chappel of the Holy Cross and 
Ranger iahan of the Pike will assist if. Keplinger this year. There are 
eight ranger vacancies and there will be ten newly-appointed men put 

through the training school, which will leave a surplus of two, if they 
all finish the course. This will provide for unexpected vacancies and 
also provide material to fill the short-term jobs throughout the District. 
Four of the men attending the camp will be rangers now under appointment, 

who were selected during; the past few months to f411 vacancies where the 
Services of rangers were needed imnediately. 

Six of the men have been selected from the Forest Ranger register, 

three from the Junior Forester register, and one from the Junior Range 
Examiner register. Of the six selected from the Ranger register, most of 

them have had technical forestry training. Several of the men selected 
were on more than one register, but obviously, they have been selected 

from the one where they were within reach. All of these men are to re- 
ceive appointments as Rangers of one grade or another and be worked into 

the regular administrative force according to the scheme outlined by the 

Forester some months ago. _ 

2 c. J. STAHL - D.O. 

3 #4 ee A 
J \ 

a : ee Ny 

< When a11 the streams were quite low in October, & man told me 
that there are hundreds of trout about three inches long in Willow Creek, 

, that the creek is so low and hardly any water is running out of the holes 
Vf and these fish cannot get out and when this stream freezes the fish will 

most of them be killed. I immediately got’ busy and got some more men to 
promise to go and do whatever is best to release these smll trout. A 
few days afterward the man told me that they had gone up to Willow Creek 
and cut the beaver dams above where the trout were, letting 2 flood of 
water dowm and washing practically all of the trout down into the larger 
stream where they would be all right, thus there were several hundred 

trout saved for the fishermen by the aid of the water that the beaver had 

stored in their dams. 3 

Ranger Cayton - Montezuma. 

Question; ‘hat is more useless than a tire pump in a canoe? 

Answer: 4& life preserver in a forest fire. 

(Life) 

- Page One -
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4 OUTLINE OF GRAZING DISCUSSION S 
presented by lr. Hatton at the 1925 Ranger Meetings. : 
4 request has been mde for copies andi we are carrying 

it in the colums of the Bulletin. -- Hd. 

&. 1905-1909. Period of Organization and Adoption of Policies. 
1. Ten Basic Principles 

(1) Timber and watersheds first consideration. 
; (2) Grazing to be permitted to that extent. 

I. (3) Bro-i, liberal policies in early adjustments. 
(4) Seas. sa] control and bettor distribution and range 

20. years classification first steps. 

(5) Reductions to follow if above inadequate. 
in (6) Citizens and settlers given proference over tramp 

: and alien stocimen, 
National (7) New settlements and home builders encouraged. 

(8) Prior users and vested rights given reasonable 
Forest protection. 

(9) A fee (1/1/1906) charged as against competitive 
Grazing bidding. 

(10) Permits personal privileges and not vested rights. 
Admin- 2. Legality of regulations established through Supreme Court. 

3. Much administrative authority transferred to field. 

istra- 4, Cooperation with other bureaus and agencies begun. 

tion 8B. 1910-1911. Period of Refinement in Regulations. 
1. Stock organizations up to latter pert of this period 

more for fancied need for self-protection. 

2. Range plant collections and cconomic notes emphasized, 

3. Experiments in coyote-proof pastures. 
4. Experiments in shed lambing. 
5. Destroying brush fields by goats. 
6. Range reseeding experiments, 450 of them. 

: C. 1912-1916, Period of Strong Favorable Sentiment and Increased 
‘ Demands. 

: 1. Stockmen organize for purposes of cooperation - 359 assns. 
2. Reseeding experiments abandoned and attention given to 

improving native conditions. 
3. Larkspur eradication methods developed. 
4. Plant co «ctions stressed. 
5. Range sai.itation omphasized in cooperation with B.A.I. 

{1) Texas fever cleaned up in southern California. 
(2) Scabies situation attacked and practically controlled. 

6. Intensive recommaissance methods developed. 
7. Southvestern stock and range experiments inaugurated. 

8. Wild life studies in cooperation with states and federal 

d government. 
9. Great Basin Experiment Station. 

10. Studies of Fire and Grazing (circular). 
ll. Studies of Range Improvenents (bulletin). 
12. War and attendant influences. 

- Page Two -



DAILY 2ULIDTIO 

Bi0. 28-6 U. S. Forest Service September 21, 1927 

Qy! Southwestern District 

Lf lating Busincsss Ranger Lancy c2lls attention to the inercase in 

y Oo mumber of wood sales on the north end of his district since a mum 

x per of the wood hwlors have visited the J, P.,reports the Menzano Ranger. 

4 Suit-Case Exhibit: ‘The pictures which were formerly used on the county 

exhibit panel Mo. 1, Forestry Fundamentals, have outgrown their uscful- 

ness as 2 panel exhibit, having been used for over two yoars as 4 county 

exhibit. These have been removed and framed on cards 16x20 with ccllu- 

loid fronts and arranged so they can be hung om a wall for display at 

school houses and other similar places. ‘The titles are also framed with 

the pictures so that they tcil the story of forcstry Protection ,—Timber- 

Forage-Health, as told when mounted on the pancis. The display consists 

of 21 pictures and fits in 2 suitcase box 17"x21" by 6" thick, and weighs 

approximately 30 pounds. ‘Thc.cxhibit cam be shipped by express very read= 

ily and will be available for use on any of the forcsts as desired. Onc 

or all of the groups my be used dcpending upon the space available. This 

will mke a very sizable, attractive small exhibit at any point. 

A Market For Aspen: The town of Green Mountain Falls hired E. 4. Armen- 

trout to haul green aspen to the lnke in front of the post office to be 

devoured by the city's bcaverse They paid him 25¢ per hundred lbs. for 

matcrial 2 to 5 inches in diameter. Following is the ration for the ycar 

1926, There are 2 to 5 of the furry animals in the lake. 

1926 gmount_in Lbs. 

4/27 700 
5/11 800 
7/13 700 
8/10 800 
8/12 400 

: 9/16 800 
" 800 

9/28 400 
10/9 600 
10/23 800 
10/29 400 
11/23 800 
11/29 220 
eyo 1000 

TOtal 9200 

During the fall they carried 800 lbs. into the lake during a single night. 

At the above rate it appears that 2,000 lbs. of green aspen is about 

right for a ycar's dict for a single beaver and probably somewhat in ex- 

cess of the amount used umisr natural conditions. 
. (The Review-D-2) 

Field: Kerr, Lang (Apache); Craft. Randles, Cheney, Long, Mullen 

(Coconino); Wilson (Gila); Shoemaker (Crook); Calkins (D-2) 

Visitor: Loveridge (Washington) Gila 

Acting: . Jones



Bro” 
che BEAVER VISITS TO" cept 

Vol. Na. 13 On March 24 2 live berver wes found wandering about the streets of 
Opie 193 the little town of Quentin, Lebsnon County, and wis subsequently captured by 

, Game Protector Melching of that section and brought to the offices of the Com- 
mission at Harrisburg. It was an adult specimen weighing about fifty poundse 
Melching, when crlled to capture the animal, thought he would have his hands 
full. However, upon sneaking up to it in an attempt to place a barrel over its 
head, tho beaver made «: dash for the inside of the barrel, to hide. It is 
thought that the benver is one which has been observed from time to time at 

Mt. Gretna, fifteen miles away. During spring male boavers, particulorly, 

. have been known to trivel long distances, some records showing as much as 

sixty miles.



Ga, ‘ed her pole 

rhea 193) Q 0” 
Vom, Ne. 14 TRAP BEAVERS ~ 

State trapping experts have started trapping beavers in numerous sections 
of the Commonwealth and restocking them in more desirable locations. Like the 
many problems which followed the tremendous increase of deer and ring-necked 
pheasants, there are also following in the wake of the ever increasing number 
of beavers, complaints of damage, which, just or unjust as they might be, call 
for prompt action on the part of the Game Commission. 

Complaints usually refer to damage to commercially valuable trees on 
private property, burrowing under fields, flooding valuable lands and important 
roads, appropriating reservoirs as homes, retarding the operation of mills, and 
other forms of depredation or nuisance. Last year several hundred beavers were 
trapped. 

It is almost unbelievable that from one pair of beavers presented to 

Pennsylvania by the State of Wisconsin in 1917, and an additional 12 pairs pur- 
chased from Canada in 1920, has sprung a beaver population of between 5,000 and 

| 6,000 animals. Yet, due to continuous protection such an increase has resulted, 
and today there are over 1500 established beaver colonies scattered throughout 
40 counties of the Commonwealth, 

A law protecting the beaver was enactod in 1903. The penalty for 
capturing, killing, or molesting any beaver is $100. Thero have been but few 
prosecutions brought for molesting these creatures. People took an interest in 
them at the outset and this, together with the fact that they have few natural 

enemies, was responsible for their rapid increase. 

The beaver's chief natural enemy is the otter, but this mammal is com- 
paratively rare in the State, the most recent record of its occurrence coming 

from Monroe County in December, 1930, when it was learned that a family of three 

otters had made their headquarters in the same dam with a family of beavers. 
The otters were promptly removed, however. 

In the spring male beavers, particularly, often wander considerably, 
and within the past few weeks several have been killed by automobiles.
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Beaver in Itasca Park an 
EDITORIAL NOTE:—Leslie W.Orr, Forest Entomologist of the Agricultural College of the University of 
Minnesota, in'a recent number of the SMOKE SCREEN, presented some views on the disposition of the 
surplus beaver stock in Itasca State Park. Of the three suggested methods of disposal, it would seem that 
restocking of beaver-barren areas offers the best solution, both from a tactical and practical point of view. 

= HE beaver in 2 TE a eT) a that. of changing food 
a. Itasca Park pre- aa | E habits, is evidently 

sent one of the | i taking place to some 
most important im- N A i extent. Many of the 
mediate problems im 4 ee | ime birches along the lake 
connection with the a : ? \ ee shore were girdled last 
administration of the LH summer. The trees 
area. The population oh 5 ee were seldom cut down 
has increased very pa e but the bark was more 
rapidly in recent al - “ or less completely re- 
years with the result He é - moyed as high as the 
that there is now an Se Ee animals could reach. 
acute food shortage. Pah e oe of A very large percent- 

. The maximum in the ON meer a ae c age of this girdling 
population curve was Pe satier trae ee sek a ae) P took place this last 
probably reached three RP i aS ae 2 summer, indicating 
or four years ago. ge fe ees Se ie that it is probably 
Since that time there ease a a 4 not a SE feeding 
has apparently been eng a4 wie habit. The bark so 
a ene in TUTEDes a RES? Bsa eae ae a Es removed was almost. 
very largely due to ae Seep completely eaten, as 
this lack of food. I* i : Sh a ee usually only a few 
had hoped to be able 2 GE ME et Sw small pieces were left 
to make a_ general on the ground and 
survey of the situa- Braver Freping these were mostly of 
tion, with special at- the outer ‘paper’ bark. 
tention to the feeding Other forms of food, 
habits and food supply, this last summer but lack of — such as various shrubs and herbs, are probably being 

- sufficient funds for an additional field assistant made taken in larger proportions than normally, although 
it necessary for me to concentrate my efforts on the no definite observations were made to indicate this. 
insect projects already underway. However, I did A very important point that must be considered 
find time to make a few general observations which in connection with this food shortage and change in 
may be of interest. feeding BApteS. abe pose Stock teh it a have 

. ee . on the general health and vigor of the animals. 
a ene Reine Loneer tee oogeen ete . oF uae generally accepted biologic principle is that an organism 

ei * ¢ aspen. will reproduce to the limit of its food supply, other There are practically no aspen trees left within at Sachora baica € ble cake 2 this as tt 
2 least two or three hundred feet of the shores of Itasca *®Ct0TS Delng Tavoranie. AERA ACE DUANE Ruane 

we must expect to find a sharp reduction in the rate Lake. A few scattered large trees have been left but * . . : . “i of reproduction of the beaver in Itasca Park. This these are evidently distasteful to the beavers, as most aan : 
of them will be found to have had a few chips bitten ™®°Y be brought about by a lowered birth rate or by 
out and then left as though they had been found 22 increased mortality of the young. Also the animals 

; unsatisfactory for some ee Sou of these scat- aan ee and more subject to diseases 
tered trees were cut by the beaver last summer but “ The foarhs eae mate = % 

. . possibility, that of artificial feeding, is 
very, little feeding: was done son. them. generally out of the question from a practical stand- 

In most cases the majority of the original avail- point. It might well be done at the north end of 
able aspen was within two or three hundred feet of Itasca Lake where the beavers have an unusually 
the lake shore. This means, then, that when this high esthetic and educational value but could not 
supply is exhausted, as it practically is now, some be attempted for the park as a whole. 
radical change must occur. Several possibilities This leaves only one solution that appears to me 
suggest themselves: (1) the animals may starve, tobe really feasible. I believe that it is imperative that 
(2) they may leave the area in search of a better food an immediate artificial reduction be made in the 
supply, (3) they may attempt to use other types of existing population. Otherwise, many of the animals 
foods to a larger extent, (4) they may be fed artifi- will die or move to other territory outside the Ate 
eally, or (5) a large part of the present population where they may as well be considered as lost. any 
must be removed by trapping or some other means. have very likely already been lost to the state by these 
It is impossible to predict with any degree of certainty natural forces. 
just what will happen but. it appears inevitable that There are at least three possible outlets for such 
a reduction in numbers must take place, perhaps animals as may be removed from the park (1). by 
through a combination of the above changes. Some _ sale of the furs, (2) by sale-of live animals for breeding 
of the smaller ponds have dried up and the beaver purposes, or (3) by liberating breeding stock in other 
colonies in them have been forced to go to the larger _ parts of the state on state-owned land or where they 
bodies of water, thus making food conditions even could be given better protection. _ 
worse around these concentration areas. Undoubtedly The first two of these methods would make possible 
some will emigrate to points outside the park, where a considerable direct monetary income for the park. 
they are very likely to be trapped. These individuals Most authorities seem to agree that there are an aver- 
are therefore a direct loss. The third possibility, age of six or eight individuals per colony and that
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Aspen Grove Cur By Bravers 

under favorable conditions half of these can be removed _ of Itasca State Park. The purpose of such a study 
each year and still maintain a constant population. would be to determine what species are present, 

; There are certainly at least fifty colonies in Itasca their relative abundance, their life histories and feed- 
Park, perhaps even twice this number. Allowing ing habits when not already known, their relationships 
six per colony and even fifty colonies, we have at least to each other and to their physical and biotic habitats, 
three hundred individuals. Because of the present and finally to propose such measures as may be deemed 
food shortage I would advise reducing this numberto advisable for the regulation of the abundance of 
not over twenty-five colonies of four individuals, each, certain species. In other words, the ultimate object 
or a total of one humdred beavers. Perhaps not even would be to accumulate sufficient information so as 
this many should be left for a few years because it will to make possible the administration of the wild life 
be necessary to keep the number considerably below of the area based on scientific principles, and thus 
what should be the normal population until the food insure the perpetuation of this area as one of the 
supply is somewhat restored. At the present prices last natural plant and animal communities of the 
for furs or breeding stock two hundred beaver would - country. 
bring a return that would make possible some much ata 
needed improvements in the park, providing this 355 “ 
income could be turned over for use for such purposes. THANK YOU 

Continued trapping should then be done each Editing any periodical produces many _brick- 
year so as to keep the total number down to a safe bats and a few bouquets—naturally the latter are 
limit at for least ten years, or until the aspen has had more highly prized, if only for their scarcity. 
a chance to recover sufficiently to provide food for Among several appreciative comments on FINS, 
a larger number. Studies should be made to determine FEATHERS and FUR recently received is included 
just how much food 1s required per colony so that the following from a Minneapolis friend: 
intelligent management can be practiced. It may be a 2 
that very little aspen reproduction will succeed in Mr. A. C, Hanson, Publicity Director, 
becoming established because of the large number of Game and Fish Department, 

deer in the park. The deer are destroying the pine State of Minnesota, 
reproduction and may be the limiting factor in the St. Paul, Minn. 
case of aspen also. Certainly rabbits have not been Dear Mr. Hanson: Pose : : 
abundant enough in recent years to be responsible Fins, Feathers and Fur’ is an interesting 
for this lack of forest reproduction. magazine for the nature lover, and it is hoped 

Tikeet Pare Gai a doeearinle Beene eontiGons that it will become increasingly popular. The 
RE APS SSE BOO OAT ieean SiG: COBCLMONS articles in the June and initial issue are inform- 

that are so likely to develop when man sets aside an oe 7 - i = 
i = oe ative and readable. We wish you success area with the avowed purpose of preserving the sneethe torte york 

natural flora and fauna indefinitely. Unusual pro- ve eo ee 
tection is usually given certain species while other so- Sincerely, 
called destructive or predatory species are destroyed. “ 
The net result is not the maintenance of truly G. T. LINDSTEN, Chairman 
natural conditions but instead a very unnatural State Legislative Board, 
association is developed. In this case the predators Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. 
such as the wolves fd coyotes have beet, desert See eh 
to a certain extent, hunting and trapping have been 
prevented as far as possible and consequently such ee 
spenies as the deer and beaver have increased beyond American Legion members of the Ortonville, 
the point that would be most desirable. Minnesota, and Milbank, South Dakota posts recently 

I believe that the Division of Entomology and held a joint fishing party on Bigstone Lake. Living 
Economic Zoology should be given funds for use in near interstate waters has some advantages when 
making an intensive survey of the vertebrate fauna it comes to fraternizing with over-the-line friends.
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We are reproducing herewith two articles on one of Minnesota’s most interesting mammals; 

one by Arthur G. Torgerson, a former Warden, at Fosston, and the other by Felix Klett, at the 

present time a Warden stationed at Spring Lake. There are many divergent observations as to | 

| various habits of the beaver, possibly due to geographic differences in the places where the differ- 

| ent observations have been made. All observers agree on one point, however,--the beaver’s moss | 

| formidable cnemy is the poacher--the greasy, ill-smelling thief who would contribute to th, | 

extermsnation of one species of our wild-life family that he might gain a few paltry dollars 

aive was credited with being weather-wise to a high 

The Beaver Past and Present degree. From his actions, the nature of the com- 
> + ing winter was predicted, and plans to meet it 

By ARTHUR G. TORGERSON, Fosston, Minn. were made accordingly. Faith in the beaver’s ac- 
Good literature on the beaver is extremely tions and activities as a basis for weather-fore- 

scarce; no writings are available except Mills’ casting was almost absolute. If the beaver began 
work. All Indian tribes in North America appear work early, the winter was to be an early one; 

to have one or more legends concerning the if the beaver laid up a large harvest, covered 
beaver—most of these tales credit him with being the house deeply with mud, and raised the water- 
a worthy and industrious fellow, and the Chero- level of the pond, the winter, of course, was to 
kees are said to trace their origin to a sacred be a long and severe one. 

and practical beaver. The beaver hastened, if it did not cause, 
Before the coming of the white man, beaver the settlement of the country. Hunters and trap- 

were widely distrib- e pers blazed the 

uted over North 1 a TS trails, described the 

America, perhaps * 4 f natural resources, 

more widely than i i g and lured the per- 
any other fur-bear- 4 i manent settlers to 
ing animal. The bea- 4M e possess the land and 
ver population was t , i} build homes among 
large, and probably 0 a the ruins left when 
was most dense ri ie the beaver were 
southwest of Hud- a r ‘ trapped out. Large 
son’s Bay and ws 2 Sas trading companies 
around the Missouri a: ae eo were formed early in 
and Columbia rivers. Be Ri 3 ao the fur industry, the 
The scantiest popu- enaere4 ee Me] es : Hudson Bay Com- 
lation areas appear- i > Pr ey e a pany becoming the 
ed to be around the eee ee fo aS largest and most 
lower Mississippi Ree ih reer G incor Pe stir : widely known. 

3 valley. The beaver Pe og Se ior on Today beaver are 
and his pelt lured Oia Bt a ss apparently extinct 

r the hunter and trap- MSS Seok: car te “ over the greater 
per into all the orem . portion of the area 
American wilds. This Bett afd eT E I inge Ne Be which they formerly 
pelt was one of the Cg a ee ag a I occupied, and are 
earliest mediums of scarce in the re- 
exchange among the settlers of North America. maining inhabited areas. The beaver often does 
For many years beaver pelts were one of the a large amount of work in a short time. A small 
most important exports, and for a longer time dam may be built up in a few nights, or a num- 
they were also the chief commodity of trade on ber of trees felled, or possibly a long burrow 
the frontier. A beaver skin was not only a stan- or tunnel clawed in the earth during a brief 
dard by which other pelts were valued, but also period. In most cases, however, beaver works of 
the standard of value by which guns, sugar, magnitude are monuments of old days, and have 
cattle, hatchets and clothing were measured. required a long time in construction, being prob- 
Though freely used by the early settlers for ably the work of more than one generation. It 
clothing, they were especially valuable as raw is rare for a long dam or canal to be constructed 

material for the making of hats, and for that in one season. A thousand feet of dam is the 
purpose were largely exported. Next to impor- accumulated work of years. An aged beaver may 
tance of its skin, the beaver was valued for the have lived all his life in one locality, born in 
castoreum it yielded; the pelt was also believed the house in which his parents were born, and 

to be an excellent preventative of colic and con- he might rise upon the thousand-foot dam which 

sumption. held his pond and say, “My forerunners half a 

The old hunters, trappers, and early settlers, dozen centuries ago began this dam, and I do 

sometimes with misplaced confidence, forecast not know which one of my ancestors com- 

the weather from the actions of the beaver—it pleted it.” (Turn to page 6, please)
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ins. eathers and fir 
2 4 among the best; his life is full of industry, and 

The Beaver in Minnesota rich in repose. He is home-loving and avoids fight- 
(Continued from page 3) ing. The beaver has a rich birth-right, though 

E S ‘ born in a windowless hut of mud. Close to the 
The color of the beaver is a reddish brown, primeval places of his birth the wild folk of both 

sometimes shading into a very dark brown. Occa- woods and waters meet and often mingle in the 
sional white (albino) specimens are found, and pjjes of driftwood and among the fallen leaves 
a jet-black strain has been developed in Min- of the forest. They learn to swim and slide, to 
nesota. The beaver is not a handsome animal, ive quickly and deeply from sight, to sleep and 
and when in action on land is very awkward. to rest motionless in the sunshine; ever listening 
The black skin which covers his tail appears to to the strong harmonious stir of wind and wa- 
be covered with scales, though it is the forma- er, beginning serious life when brilliant clouds 
tion of the skin, and not actual scales, which of color enrich autumn hills; helping to harvest 
gives this appearance—the tail somewhat re- trees wearing robes of gold, while birds pass by 
sembles an oar. The all-important tools of this for the southland in the reflective autumn days. 
workman are his four orange-colored front teeth; The beaver would help keep America beau- 
sharp-edged, adaptable and selfsharpening. They  tiful. A beaver colony in the wilds gives a touch 
are set in strong jaws and operated by powerful of romance and a rare charm to the great out- 
muscles—as they are worn down, they grow with of-door life. The works of the beaver have ever 
surprising rapidity. Thus equipped, he can easily intensely interested the human mind, and no 
cut the toughest wood. The beaver is larger person can become intimately acquainted with than commonly supposed; mature males are about the ways and works of these primitive folk with- 
38 inches in length and weigh almost forty out having observant eyes opened, and acquiring 
pounds—the mature female being a trifle smaller. 4 permanent interest in the wide world in which 

When standing erect the beaver is at his we jive, 
best. In this attitude the awkwardness and the The beaver is the Abou-ben-Adhem of the wild 
dull appearance of all-fours are absent, and he is may his tribe increase! 
a statue of alertness; then he has the happy, B 

‘ childish eagerness of a standing chipmunk, and 
the alert and capable posture of an erect and listening bear. My Beaver Friends 

It is probable that the beaver mates for ue By WARDEN FELIX KLETT, 
all that is known of their home-life would indi- A ' 
cate that they are good parents. The young are Spring Lake, Minn. 
usually born during the month of April; the num- We are fortunate in having a few beaver 
ber varies from one to eight, four is perhaps Which are among our most valuable animals re- 
a close average. A short time before the birth maining in Minnesota. We have all read many 
of the young, the mother invites the father to stories about beaver, but in order to appreciate 
leave, or compels him to do so, or he may go their wonderful work each of us should study 
voluntarily—-and she has possession of the house them for ourselves. 
or burrow alone at the time the young are born. Beaver pair off late in the summer when they 
The young’s eyes are open from the beginning, strike out to seek new homes. As a rule they 
and in less than two weeks they appear in the follow streams, but they also migrate over the 
water, accompanied by the mother. Beaver reach land to some extent. When they find a suitable 
maturity the third summer, and at this time they location in a stream in which to make their new 
commonly leave the parental home, pair off, and home, they start to build a dam across the stream 
begin life for themselves. from the bottom. As the water rises they build 

The beaver is practical, peaceful and indus- up their dam twelve feet or more and as long 
trious. He builds a permanent home and keeps as necessary to dam the water. In some streams 
it clean and in repair. Giving thought for the they will raise the water until it is from ten to 
morrow, he stores a food supply for the long fifteen feet deep. 
winter along the sides of his home. These and In this kind of engineering they do quite a 
other commendable characteristics give him a bit of damage to the meadows and surrounding 
place of honor among the hordes of homeless, timber, but on the other hand by keeping the wa- 
hand-to-mouth wanderers of the wild. During the ter dammed they help to prevent forest fires and 
winter he has but little to do except bathe and floods and keep the necessary water supply in 
eat his two or three meals a day from the food the forests. 
stored away in the autumn. ‘Towards spring, The young are born about the first of May 
when his wild neighbors are lean, hungry and and from three to nine in a litter. Occasionally 
cold, he is fat and comfortable. In spring he they have two litters in a season. When the col- 
emerges from the house, but then his only work ony becomes too large for their food supply and 
is to cut an occasional twig for variety in food. their house becomes crowded late in the season, 
In the summer he plays tourist, visits other the old beavers mate off in pairs and leave the 
colonies, and wanders up and down streams for young ones in possession. The reason one beaver 
miles from home. In late summer or early au- is occasionally found alone is because it cannot 
tumn, he returns, makes repairs, and harvests find a mate. This may happen with either male 
food for the coming winter. or female, after they have lived alone a while 

Among the natural enemies of the beaver they do not care to mate, the same as old maids 
are the wolverine, the otter, the lynx, coyote and and bachelors, but remain single the rest of their 
wolf, and bear; hawks and owls will occasion- lives. 
ally prey upon young beavers. At rare intervals Trappers have a hard time catching the fe- 
they die from disease; man is his bitterest .male when she is expecting or has young, for 
enemy. they do not move about more than is necessary. 

As animal life goes, that of the beaver stands When a female that is (Turn to page 12)
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and will either break or bite his leg off off. Cut skin loose around legs as far as 

above the trap. The disturbance he makes possible from outside. 

me will cause all other beavers in the same C.—Cut around tail just clear of fur. 

8 & pong ee be trap-shy. EB. to D—Make straight cut from center 

— “This.drowning process can be modified in of lower jaw through vent to connect with 
ae ae 4 sees oe as a ae pole or 2 cut made around tail. 

as —. 3 large stone with wire attache rown into By et ‘ 

“a oe deep water, but old experienced beaver trap- ae at . ae tree ee poe 

~ y = ae pers are agreed that the ten or twelve pound ale eres Cee ety TOts aa ct acre se 
a — ae weight securely fastened directly to the trap re 2 E A 

fe "a ou Ui is the best method. Hone oo well down the side of neck 

ey pe UY “In placing the trap to catch a beaver it ae oa ee A f a ‘ 
| must be remembered this animal does not 7 soe on ig sei oe ee pul 

“iy use the front feet while swimming, but holds ont poue e holes made when cut was 
ad - them at rest at-its sides. The first part of a ™de around feet. ia 

beaver to strike the shore line is its throat Do not slit the skin on any of the legs. 
‘ or breast. The trap should be placed back After all legs are pulled out, skin well 

cn from the water or in water shallow enough down both sides, turn carcass over-and loosen 

ue so the animal is in a walking position before Sin around base of tail. 2 
wae reaching the trap. Traps so placed are most _ The skin cannot be pulled from a beaver— 
— apt to catch the beaver by the front foot. it must be cut loose all the way, therefore, 

4 q This is desirable as they drown more readily beginners should use great care and plenty of 

De than when caught by the hind foot. time as every cut reduces the value of the 

; Lee Vipenyetanennehasstaucedto comenrences pelt. By using great care and working slow- 

I 2 nt deeablesplneese ns ienite frosh nanen ly, the skin can be removed practically clean 

dimbec with ae tips eee Ee eaee ae of flesh or fat. This is desirable as the flesh 

Harry VanCleve, Ass’t Chief, Bu- tying them so they cannot be dragge a into aa fat is difficult to remove after the skin 

reau of Predatory Animals, and the water. Thus they can get a taste of it “~,."*” i 
expert trapper, outlines correct but must come out over the trap to get more. onstrotelnan drew te Fe Hebost meth 
methods of trapping and skinning (After deeine al) qinter on’ the: wetericered od known is to lace inside a hoop. The old 

beavers, food Ge Tava stoted= andar HOLL the Indian method was to cut a sapling or hoop- 

FR pee Jen acne ibe and ans oi pole and shave it until it is about the same 

Very few men in Pennsylvania have ever Teadily. The temptation will be great at ee enn a ee g 
et Fe tree and fasten the ends together, thus form- 

trapped beaver or had any experience in times to set traps in the paths or shallow ing a hoop about 2% feet wide by 3 feet long. 

skinning the animals and preparing their eae es pee Lace the skin inside the hoop beginning 
pelts for market. Therefore, in view of the drows tis behver it will not b ee 8 th with the nose at the point where the hoop is 

rapidly approaching season, a thorough study morning.” os us not de there m the fastened together. Stretch out in all direc- 

of the proper methods of doing these things Wh: : ; z A 3 tions until the skin is oval or almost round. 
at use is there in trappin; beaver if : 

should be made by every trapper who ex- sont do nce knew howto ae fe prepare If you nail the skin to a board surface be 

pects to be active in this field. To aid in the pelt for marketing? Mr. VanCleve also Sure Gees up Oe Spm eet? 

such a study, Harry VanCleve, Assistant outlines clear-cut instructions on these sub- piston iso the aitacen Be ioaute fanaeide/ or 
Chief of the Bureau of Predatory Animals jects, the fur will mold and spoil. ; 

of the Game Commission, an expert trapper If you will write the Game Commission 

and a man who knows beaver has prepared CORRECT METHOD OF SKINNING A about the first of November you will be 

some instructions which, if followed closely, BEAVER able to secure a pamphlet outlining the 
will prove yery valuable and probably pro- A. & B.—Cut around both fore and hind above instructions. This little leaflet can 
duce the best results. Quotations from Mr. feet just below the fur or cut the hind feet conveniently be carried in the coat pocket. 

VanCleve’s instructions follow: eee me Res en ene We re ee a ee 

“In market terms beaver pelts are classi- ae pees a Re ie i 2 a | 

fied three ways—fall, winter and spring pelts. ¢ Bee ae ee Re ae oe 

Beayers are never at their best until about ee a a 
February 1st, however. Those taken in the ee — oy es, 
spring months are worth at least 25% more ae Nts. ee 
than those caught in winter. In any well ° eS ee Stee oe Se ee 
regulated beaver trapping operation they RS er Ai ee ee 

should be taken only during the months of ee 
February, March or early April as about this a a SN ae 

time they commence to show signs of shed- i. Pre ee =o ee re 

oe VS eae A eee es 
“In using the steel trap for beaver, noth- i Be a : 3 

ing smaller than a No. 3 trap should be used e — rl rr a a PP, 

and as it is absolutely necessary to drown EON ONS pp BS a as 

the animal at once, a weight, either a stone ae — ‘ ee _ ba ME Be an Ae Se 

or casting of at least ten pounds, should be ae i A Ee ye a ee 

be attached to the trap chain and should be ee a ee 
of sufficient length to allow the beaver to - os “2 ee ek ry “ Ce 

plunge into ‘water deep ‘enongh to drown. te ge 
Traps should never be set, staked or fast- eS ae eo eee ee eg ee 

ened away from water or in shallow water [Nn ee Ce ee 

as a beaver struggles frantically to escape é
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1c order that the trappers and hunters of re i] Sis . r 

the State may be fully conversant with ON Ay hh weer 
the reasons why the Game Commission de- ¢ ates Pie = ee 
clared an open season on beavers during i in B te ees b 
1934 (March 1 to April 10), the following erry ~ ss F a ' ‘ i 

data is given: Sed fo bitieen’ Ph gp ; 
It can readily be seen, particularly after a "Ss Sr § oe am ies ead ey ON 

reading the paragraph setting forth the tre- — it es : hg — Bel en iy «oA eS 
mendous cost to the Game Commission in cep SRS a arb sa a ser = AI 

noe oa - Yee — Poh Ge Oe lms NS N 
trapping these animals, that there is simply ee ft we ee ag i ¥, ae ee . 

no other solution to the problem. The Game ae Bar ee Er ae Ses i se 
Commission, having vested in them the con- Hel 7 fe Be Pree Ge aie & eed A! 
fidence of the hunting public, cannot con- Fee Mai era eo eee ee Se 
scientiously continue to use the sportsmen’s P gor ea ea BP OP 
money for this purpose. fe : 2 Pee A ol 3 ra * 

Today it is costing the Game Commission 3 oe Pos eg Se j — Se 
approximately $26.00 to trap one beaver— 3 = ae tn PS ae 
money that otherwise could be, and would 2 4 te 2 . Ew SF 
be, used for game propagation, restocking a =, te 
and protection. Such an expenditure is far Loe en cet ps 
too great for trapping) an animal whose . Sts ma — 
prime fur value, under the present prices, ties a = ee 
amounts only to about $8.00 or $10.00. oo — 3 : es 

The trapper, on the other hand, has little ee a : oe a 
overhead other than the cost of traps, and 

can reap a profit, even though prices are low, Beaver in Vernon Bailey Live Trap. 
and at the same time reduce the beaver popu- 

lation a great deal without any danger what- At the present time it is exceedingly diffi- damage control annually, the following fig- 
ever of exterminating them. cult to find places where beavers can be ures may be of interest. In 1981, with a 

Beaver Population planted and not immediately cause damage. beaver population estimated at 5,000, 90 dam- 

When, in 1920, twenty-four pairs of beaver Beavers have been. sold to other states until age complaints were received. Beaver popu- 
were introduced into Pennsylvania from the this demand is exhausted. Representatives lation estimated at 9,000 in 1932 resulted in 
Algonquin Park in Canada, a close season of the Forestry Department report that 250 complaints. To continue for another 
was declared on-these-animals. “Since that beavers in excessive numbers are undesirable year without an open season and the aid 
time they have been continually protected in state forest lands. The Department of of hundreds of trappers throughout the 
by close seasons. Their increase was rapid, Fisheries is indifferent to the presence of state, would involve an expense to the Game ~. 
so rapid, in fact, that a survey made in beavers in the streams. Anglers in many Commission which would be prohibitive. The 
1981 revealed a population of approximately sections of the state are demanding the re- property owners would sustain the loss and 2 
5,000 beaver in this Commonwealth. moval of all beaver from the streams. The no one would derive any benefit from the 

In normal years of rainfall, when the Game Commission has found the beaver are beaver. 
streams do not become dry, the beaver popu- destroying much grouse, deer and woodcock 
lation will double each year. With the crop cover. There are no longer any requests for OPe? Season Benefits Trapper and Land 
of kits in 1982 and 1933, we can conserva- beaver except on private property, and when Owner 
tively estimate a population of more than planted in such areas a request invariably Money has been spent to propagate game 
15,000 beavers in the state. These animals follows to have them removed within two for the benefit of the hunter. The money 
now have a range covering fifty of the sixty- years, spent for the purchase of the original beaver 
seven counties of the state. was for the benefit of the trappers, who con- 

Damage Complaints Cost, of Control trol the vermin, and who must purchase a 
In 1927 beaver damage complaints were Accurate data may be secured on the cost hunting license before they can trap. The 

first reported and control methods started. of controlling the beayer in Pennsylvania. class of people who will trap the beaver 
Very few complaints were received at that During the first six months of 1933 four will have no expense other than the pur- 
time, but’ as the beaver population increased, trapping instructors, with cars and equip- chase of traps. The money derived from 
the number of damage complaints became ment, devoted all their time to this work. the sale of beaver pelts will go to people 
proportionately numerous. The control Their salaries and expenses amounted to who haye sustained property damage and 
methods used are to live-trap the animals $5,002.93. Four men from the office and to another class who may have no other 

causing damage and restock them in other three men on temporary work devoted part source of income than the beaver they trap. 
sections of the state. time to this task. The salary and expenses : : 

In 1981 it was necessary to satisfy ninety of these additional men was $500.00. The Beaver Will Not Be Exterminated 
damage complaints. At that time two hun- ee ae ee) aes =e There is no danger of exterminating the 
dred and ninety-four beavers were caught or the Six month period. ie number 0: . 
and areata es beavers caught was 206. This would indi- ~—— ane oe see et the ee 

In 1982 two hundred and fifty complaints cate that the cost of. trapping each beaver is 1 the year when the pelts are prime. At this 
were reported. The nature of the complaints $26.88. This expense of trapping beaver is Hime usualy pay eee ace Co imda 
follow: 107 flooding; 55 cutting timber; 50 Very high owing to the traveling expenses in water which makes it very difficult to trap 

undesired in watersheds, and 38 miscella- Satisfying complaints in every section of the beaver through the use of steel traps. The 
neous complaints. state. beaver are not very active in the early spring. 

During the present year by the middle of Present control methods could not continue The provision in the law prohibiting any- 
July 125 complaints were received and 290 for another year. With a present population one from interfering with their houses or 
beavers caught. of 15,000 beavers, which doubles each year, dams is also an added safeguard against 

It may be safely estimated that the yearly we could expect at least 30,000 beavers in exterminating these animals. It is doubtful 
damage caused by beavers to property owners the state by 1935. Damage complaints are if the annual production: of beaver for a 
in Pennsylvania is in excess of $20,000 an- in proportion to the beaver population. To year can be trapped during this one open 

nually. illustrate this increase in the cost of beaver season.



Uxeerpt from letter from 0. R. Zownsend, Port Menier, Anticostie Island, 
Canada, March 15, 1934, 
ea ne a RR A A ONE ROC AT NE ET AE SE AA AB A AO RR A A A 

_. . £ have been groping for the light in a great many probleas in con- 
neotion with our game (I here include fox ao a game animal); for instance, 
oar fox take shows enormous variation from year to year, varying from lesa 
than 500 to more than 1600, incidentally if you are interested, I would be 
@ied to sen’ you a graph of the take for the last 15 years. 

he Btsentan say salve OF Sateen) Whoee 3) Oe Mate fe 
in the winter; our beaver live largely on conifers (we buat few broad 
leaved species) and the staple food in the winter is the bari of the spruce; 
vhile only 20 partridge were introduced here and we now find them all over 
tie Teens ant sinaatens Samaents eee Se atestanely no sien os Sit asnnte 
from inbreeding; eli: breed infrequently, once in four yours {9 probably 
correct. 

Filet Deer 
Rnffed Grouse 
Wik 
Yood and Cover | 
Beaver |
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BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY RE- Z 

PORTS ON EXTERNAL PARA- 

SITES OF BEAVER 9..." 
Dr. Harold §. Peters, of the Bureau of 

Entomology, U. S. Department of Agricul- 

ture, has already reported to the Game 

Commission his findings on the recent trip 

to investigate external parasites of beaver. 

Dr. Morley, of the Biological Survey, has 

not yet finished his work on the internal 

parasites of beaver found on the same trip. 

Dr. Peters reports the findings of only . 

one species of external parasite: Platyp- : 

syllus castoris, sadly miscalled a “flea” by 

the layman, but he found these in great 

abundance on practically every beaver ex- 

amined. 

“From my observations on that trip (March _ 

22-28) I believe about 95% of the Pennsyl- ie 

yania beaver are infested with these para- a 

sitie beetles. They seem to leave the host 

after it begins to cool after death, but if ‘miata 

the skin is not removed from the carcass TE 

beetles may still be found alive 2 (and pos- 

sibly 4) days after the beaver’s death. How- 

ever, if the skin is removed the beetles 

seem to leave it immediately. They were 

not found on any pelts examined. They 

do not seem to damage the hide and the 

best pelts seemed to have the most beetles. 

I found about 40 on each of 2 beaver ex- 

amined, the trappers told me the parasites 

are frequently very common; so as many 1 

as 100 or more must be found in many . i ema 

instances. No other parasites were found. es 

Nothing was learned of the feeding habits ——————— 

or life history of these parasites. We were 

much surprised to learn that these para- 

sitie (or possibly symbiotic?) beetles are 

i so common. They had heretofore been con- 

sidered quite rare and very few specimens 

are present in collections. I obtained about 

100 specimens but should like more if you 

ever have a chance to get any more. 

“The abundance of this beaver parasite - 

clearly illustrates the great need for com- 

plete examination and elimination of para- 

sites before game is introduced into a new 

region.” 

Dr. Peters also reports finding EIGHT 

embryos in the carcass of one beaver, an 

unusually large number, though seven were 

found repeatedly, and as small a number . 

as three found only once on this trip, with 

dozens of carcasses examined. 

These embryos were fully furred and very 

large and would undoubtedly have been 

porn in ten days (the mother was trapped 

on March 26). 

7
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oe a 
pe ee "a oe Er : Be 

ee ee —— a : ee = oo Pet ae 

i eee ie _ DR. MORLEY’S REPORT ON IN- 
a TERNAL PAR SITES OF E yi aa = 

In looking dyer my notes I find that 2: . 
ee . esc ee a eae eee ah pee CO ee re 
een eS te beaver were examined for internal parasites ay 

Sao Seema - during the week that I spent in Pennay po 
Re eae _ vania in company with Dr. Peters. The num. SE Ee S 

Se eee ber of beaver and the county from which iia ee 
EE eee ee Sa they were secured are as follows Center Sa 

County, 1; Union County, 11; Potter Coun. ieee 
eet 3; Cameron County, 3; and Sullivan cee ee Sea 

eens ae a pr ae ae N ematodes were fou 1d in all of the beaver iti ee 2 

Seog a 3 Sa a4 ecorded and the number found varied from 
St one to several hundred. The largest num- ‘ Sareea ST 

ber of parasites in an yf the specimens seein: ee a B 

et _ beaver from Union County and one from EE 
Potter County were infected with amphis. = bis 

i = se 250% pS gaa a Wir aie Reet ag | ana I “ County was preserved in formalin solution. 

er organisms were shrunken by the formalde. — 7 
a a _ hyde and it was impossible to determine — , 

See -—— whethe they were Himeria or Isospera. It ss eo ee 
was impossible ) sporulate any of the ee sms pea ies 

. 5 LEAR DE organisms pr rved in this SO lution. eS e So Sete Se 

=A tions of specimens of beaver from all of the i ae 
—s eounties with the ception of Potter County ae ee 

= —— were taken and pres = d in glycerin. This a . 
epee i "material was sent to Dr. R. G Green for ' ; s 

OR Ea aaa njection into guinea pigs. Tl injection ee poe ee ae ten 

- f this material gave negative results in Fe eee ree - 
ove = nee every case. No pathology was found in any, . 5 oe ae 

SIGs eee of the specimens examined which would eee 
____ indicate the presence of any infectious dis; ‘ 

snihere were two types of nematodes found, | ae 

‘ pe mag ae canus, which is found in the stomach, Thes —— 

todes From North American Mammals, sal See 

was described by Ru ol hi iy 1 4, “This eae 
agar pare e was first found in the colon of os z 

Suropean beaver : ae oe
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oS =e ot as cata Pi ie Yee a 

ee lee Ce ee 
Ss ae ss aS = i = 

= — Pm ay \ | == Cae A clever little 
2 sy) p = : SS SS ACCS Se e\- 

SO A a Se ae) engineer who works 

TO Bee ea a ae kx i , Sry —<( ae ee ae ye ZEN without pay 

ea a ae a Vere ay 
0 SE ER gill ONE NSS DID Ge LIS GZ 

SP We LN I hee 

A  Four-Footed Game Manager 

NE game manager who does a WALLACE GRANGE this part of the country, and other 

vast amount of work to the plants take their places elsewhere. 

general benefit of wildlife of Rails anda great number of small birds Furthermore, — the 5 beaver flowage 
other sorts seldom receives duis * chedit-: - asin nathod the beaver Tews usually | abounds with animal life; 

It is our purpose herein to enumerate age attractive, while big game from mud minnows, frogs, tadpoles, crayfish, 
some of the accomplishments, from a eer and moose to caribou and bear W°™S caddis worms, dragon fly lar- 
game standpoint, of that interesting troq the larger dams, drink from V2 etc.—food for many denizens of 
fellow who goes by the name of Castor the ready water supply ABE eeanon the woods. In some instances the larg- 

canadensis in the museums—just plain the vegetation or animal life which de- © and deeper lakes may have good ani- 
“beaver” to you and me. His works velops. The beaver pond -often-brings mal life but it is unavailable to ducks, 

are well known and have been duly just that diversity, that little environ- and you will find the flocks spreading 
recorded, but his effect upon ther’ ental unit celal sade paneeieto out to the beaver ponds for easier for- 

game species is less well recognized. round out an otherwise deficient game “8° 

Of course, I am not going to say range. « Certainly, the range is made WORD, too, about cover. So 
very much with respect to the improve- more attractive. Over much of the A many lakes nowadays are broad, 
ment of trout streams by beaver, since continent, from Alaska and throughout open expanses, with limited cover, per- 
it is rumored about that asatrout man- Canada, on down to the Rio Grande, haps dotted with blinds. Well, Sir,— 

ager the beaver is better on ducks. and across the northern states, beavers after a good pounding out in such areas 
Some fish culturists are so unkind as to contribute this variety and add to the  there’s no better place for smart ducks, 

say that his dams slow up and warm up water areas of use to other wildlife. —Blacks and Greenheads—than a bea- 
the water of originally cool streams to Mallards and Black ducks are par- ver flowage full of dead standing tim- 
the point lethal for trout, in which ticularly at home in beaver flowages. ber. Cover, until its difficult enough 
case Mr. Beaver comes in for some Tp many sections of the country, nearly to get in and out of the pond! And 
very unhappy publicity, and is per- every flowage can be counted on for a_ if there’s any shooting heard back in 
haps vacated by force from his brood of young ducks, sometimes sev- there, you can be sure someone has 
former domain. On colder streams eral broods. Newer flowages which worked hard to get it, and has to be 
as those in the mountains, some of the  inundate weedy growths, such as vari- ‘on his toes” in the timber. Beaver 
finest trout fishing may be in the beaver ous smartweeds, provide a feast for pas- flowages are wonderful hide-outs for 
ponds themselves. Much seems ro) de- sing waterfowl, which stream in to fav- ducks, often nestled away in the most 
pend upon the stream. But that’s fish ored ponds in great numbers. Older outlandish and inaccessible places. 
management! ponds, in which the aquatic vegetation Old flowages which fall into disuse 

From the general wildlife stand- has become permanent, offer induce- for one reason or another form a new 
point, any agency which will set about ment to Blue Winged Teal, out here habitat; usually a grassy, moist open- 
to dam up tiny streams, creating little in the Mid-West, and, of course, to ing, in which there is a preponderance 
ponds here and there throughout wood- Woodducks. Just this morning four of small birds, small mammals, and, 
land areas—which often are rather ex- beautiful Woodducks got up within a perhaps, a few nesting Jacksnipe. On 
tensive and unvaried—is a public bene- rod of me on a tiny beaver flowage, and the borders there will be Woodcock 
factor, and is deserving of a few extra with rapid wings and querulous calls and grouse, and perhaps if the old flow- 
quacks of commendation from every dodged out of the timber miraculously, age touches brushy country, some 
Woodduck, Black duck, Mallard and it seemed. “ Sharp-tailed grouse or Pinnates. Straw- 
Teal which stops to enjoy the bounties Pond-weeds, Ducks Meat, Water _ berries ripen on little knolls out in the 
it affords. Jacksnipe, Yellowlegs, soli- Smartweed, Arrowhead and many marsh, and there are raspberries, Jewel- 
tary Sandpipers, Bitterns, Herons, other good duck plants are likely weed and other delicacies in the alders 
Kingfishers, Red Wing Blackbirds, to be found in beaver flowages in which fringe the “beaver meadow”. 

952
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tm 
Even in disuse, the flowage is of valte; I< 
It may grow up to willow or dog- 

= NE / wood after a while, in which case deer Fo r $ a le 
2 xe ARMS =.. and coyotes will use it; often lying out 

= <2 P, —s = in it, or plunging into it when pressed. RI N G N E Cc K 
Sm oe EA) Ferz= Environmentally, the beaver works : a 

= Ly = (( 3 a profound change wherever found as a and 

: (SS QE =o pond animal. On some rivers the ani- 
[= BARRING mals live with little or no engineering Cc H I N E Ss E 

faa work, and are of less importance. But 
very few, if any, other species leave a 
deeper or more useful: imprint on the PH EASANTS 

, woods. A century after they are gone, 
EDWARD Ss signs of their work still remain as a 

monument to their industry. Full-Winged 

5 ele dogs eaeched Into the pond at the farm, created by : 2 q 
pero e restoring a very old beaver dam, I have Field-Raised Birds 

? introduced several beavers. ‘These ani- z 
Edward’s are now ready for : ea on ' $2.75 each in one-hundred lots 

n mals are of very real assistance in keep- 
delivery and, no doubt, by the ing the earth dam in good repair. They f.0.b. Dundee, Il. 
time this ad appears, other spot leaks quickly and tote in mud, Cocks only or mixed sexes 

branches, stones and grass from hither 

varieties will also be ready. and yon to stop the water. They do not N 
do a perfect job, but they do a substan- Dr. P. B. MAGNUSO 

tial one, and they have mastered some DUNDEE ILLINOIS 
difficult, but to them simple, engi- 

S| neering feats which are seldom men- 
tioned. ‘They know, for example, that 

ENGAME pee g pre ee ACCORDING TO NEW stirring up and puddling clay is effec- WILEY R. REYNOLDS 
There are 8 Major Reasons Why tive in making a waterproof job on the GAME PRESERVE 

: Newengame Forage-hardened dam. Elabersse ee ee i Specializing in 
: written by engineers on the colloida’ 7 a Its : > # CHUKAR PARTRIDGE 

Ring-neck Poult i action of puddled clay, and the thin and 
Mee ih Mem Serlous Conan cue: film it forms as it settles. Beavers don’t CANADA GEESE 

eat Som top oe ae eae write treatises, but they do make use RARE PHEASANTS 
2)--Grown to six weeks old under New- of the film. 7 Oe ieee eealtiees teooder es steal EXOTIC WATERFOWL 

(10,000, Capacity). Many state game and fish depart- PARTRIDGE—QUAIL 
ee eect od Ee we ead “cap: ments are utilizing the beaver in game WILD TURKEYS 

(4)- Our, strain will breed and produce restoration work, as well as establish- eee ear eee 
fertile eggs at 7 months old when * : . . 

ripe) beused and sted: ing the animal for its own sake. The Rees en eee, 
oa nalts aly Lepdcael ped ee idea is a good one. It deserves to ee Seancn 

(6)—Lowest prices in the Country for top- be considered by game clubs and indi- necnenees Consideréd, 
qualit; ing-necl oults. i ale 4 . e! = 

(7)- eae eee” Gusranice of complete viduals as a project for game restora- : 
petiataction on every. tanseption. tion and development in northern Business Address: 

8)—Cust fe in 23 States. ‘a . . 

_ ENGLAND GAME. ASSOCIATES wooded areas possessed of a suitable Reynolds Building. 

ATTLEBORO 2 MASSACHUSETTS supply of poplar or aspen, and where Jackson, Michigan 
Member of N.A.G.B.A. the small watercourses can be dammed Preserve, R. D. No. 1, Jackson 

Send for prices and Illustrated Bulletin without undue injury to other interests. Pace No a7. E OK Member N.A.G.B.A. 
| There is no more effective or perman- 

ent méthed of ‘building ponds economi= |) ——___—_—_—— 
Sai cally. The beaver is a true game man- SPECIAL 

: ager, and asks only the right environ- CLOSE OUT SALE 
Deired SM Game Par ced ouconcble pint anes te | | ee ee er 

Centar Chis one stock of pheasants and bantams. 

FAIR OAKS CALIFORNIA F t ‘ Pheasants 
5—1934 Reeves breeders (1 male, 4 females); 

atiers PHEASANTS 1 trio 3-yearold Silvers and 1-1935 hen: 2 
' trio 3-year-old Goldens; 6—1934 Golden males; 
{ Rincnecks Msheolian, MMeitene mor 24-1935 Goldens; 54—Ringnecks,  4—1934, 

Several hundred mosan, Blackneck: Full winged cocks, re- balance 1935. 
leasing stock, and breeders. Also orna- Bantams 

4 enta ; 
Ringneck Pheasants mens AVA TERFOWL Buff Cochins, 13 females, 3 males, breeders 

Bir Tnammedinte ‘Deligergel facet! Wild and: 37—1935 birds, none less than 4 weeks 
and Mallards in three grades. (Breeders, Shoot- old, Back Corin Pasian, ¢ | tamale, © eoaat Men eo) , male ‘breeders and 161933, birds; | White 

a a J ie Silkies, plain, 5 females, 1 male breeder and 
Chukar Partridge th eo ee 58—1935 birds; Barred Rock Bantams, 5 

Blue Winged Teal, Wood Ducks, Pintails pestle ee ee ane binds 
2 and Canada Geese, all pond-reared, next pd Ge es Ua ey) isin cies Grae 

Ready for Delivery. to. wild: Stock your. local. waters!” Bool breeder and 81935 birds. 
filer i aoned Special ale ntide Season I am ready to quote very reasonable prices’ 

+ Prices. on each of the lots listed and will consider 
Also booking orders for orm fair offers for the entire list. 

ER GAME > The birds are subject to prior sale, so act Faricy Stock. Beavers, Deer, Cottontails, Varying promptly if you are interested. 
J = Hares. Price snoopers will please not answer this 

Member of North American Game ee Starke Come arm Gide Oe ee borers cory as 
Breeders’ Assn. PHRAIM WISCONSIN Box 67, GAME-Breeder & Sportsman, 205 E. —SWesiern Union: Sturgeon Bay, Wis. ‘42nd St, New York, N.Y. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE fl 

v 

Warren, Penna. 

G July 6, 1936 
Fish & Game 

Beaver Trapping Season - 1936 
Allegheny 

% 

Dear Sir: : 

In early March through the local newspapers, I told you about 

our beaver manugement studies on Salmon Creek and Elkhorn Run. There 

was not sufficient time then to write to each of you about this impor- 
tant and interesting subject. I now have the necessary data to give 

you the results of the recent beaver trapping season and tell you more 

about the beaver study. 

During the two weeks! open season, a total of 461 beaver were 
taken on Allezheny National Forest, or approximately 20% of the total 
number trapped within the State. We were able to weigh only a few of 
the total number of beaver trapped, but of those weighed, 63 pounds 

was the largest and 43 pounds the average weight. The average price re- 
ceived for the pelts ran close to $9.00. Kits and damaged skins brought 
$3.00 to $4.00, while some of the larger skins brought as high as $18.00. 
All of the pelts examined were prime and no complaints were heard con- 
cerning the date of the open season. The last two weeks in March, there- 

fore, seem to be a suitable time for a beaver trapping season, both from 

the standpoint of the trapper and good beaver management. 

Seventy~five per cent of the beaver trapped were caught by local 
residents. Using the average price of $9.00, the total value received 
for all the pelts would be $4,129.00. This amount, of course, repre- 
sents only a small part of the total value or monies derived by various 

individuals, either directly or indirectly from these pelts. For ex- 
ample, the trappers purchased traps, gasoline, etc.. and the fur buyer, 

tanner, tailor, and merchant will all realize a profit from these skins. 
From a purely economic value alone, beaver on the Forest, if properly 

managed, could be the source of a sizable annual revenue.



In keeping with the policy of putting every acre of land on 
Allegheny Forest to its best use and also from the standpoint of wise 

land use planning, we cannot entirely overlook the beaver until a 
thorough study has been made of the problem. This is why the Forest 
Service made a survey last fall to determine the beaver population on 
the Forest and initiated a beaver mumagement study on sections of Sal- 

mon Creek and Elkhorn Run. Beaver management, in harmony with other 
activities, is being practiced in various parts of the country and it 
is believed that a careful study of our problems will enable us to 
likewise practice successful beaver management. The purpose of the 
beaver management study is, therefore, to determine the effect of beaver 

on the streams and their relation to other animals and birds on the 
Forest. This study should provide the necessary data to develop a 
beaver manngement plan on Allegheny Forest which we hope will insure 
an annual crop of beaver on a sustained yield basis and eliminate the 
present conflict between fish management and other forest activitiess 

The initiation of a trial test of such a plan will necossitate 
your support and cooperations 

Very sincerely yours, 

A of Ca - LAT, 
L. S. GROSS, 
Forest Supervisor 

fie
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it that in the morning Grey Owl had to 
open the door with a shovel. Spring 

iB O O K S brought no relief, for as the kittens dis- 
____ appeared, and one beaver started a dam, 

another began the construction of a com- 
Beaver and the two Indians had their hands full. fortable _lodge inside Grey Owl’s cabin, 

They could only sleep in the forenoon, rushing in with mud from the bottom of 
Tates or AN Empty Capin—Grey Owl \ when the beaver slept. The rest of the day the lake at the rate of twelve loads an —Dodd, Mead ($3). and night the tireless animals, in their hour. -. ‘ 

1X years ago a jibway Indian frustrated industry, gouged up the floor, Grey Owl’s account of his life with the 
named Wa-Sha-Quon-Asin, which he trans- gnawed through the partition, built high beavers takes up about one-third of Tales 
lates as Grey Owl, headed west from north- scaffolds in an attempt to reach the water, of an Empty Cabin. The remainder is 
ern Ontario with a family of beaver. With climbed into bed with Grey Owl and his _ stories of the North woods, Indian legends, 
a view to popularizing his campaign to wife. The Grey Owls put a tank in the personal reminiscences, a tribute to the 
preserve wild life, Grey Owl had started room, which pleased the beavers, although remote Mississauga River of Ontario, 
a colony of these engaging little animals, the water soaked the floor and moisture descriptions of wilderness heroism, appeals 
written books about them, lectured in spoiled the food. Meanwhile, since the for the preservation of wild life. In part 
Canada and England, was rewarded when _ beaver is a loquacious beast, with a range an amateurish piece of work, it is never- 
the Canadian National Park Service pro- of sounds almost as great as that of theless lighted with many passages of ex- 
vided him with a permanent establishment humans, a constant chattering, wailing and tremely keen observation and made en- 

3 gaging by Grey Owl’s sincerity and humor. 
Off 4 e , oe 4 Grey Owl did not intend to be a writer 

jf ¢ ‘ _ and when he started did not know what he 
‘di £ rt ‘ was letting himself in for. Now, with his 

7 .. : fourth book, he says, “I fully realize that 
. iP 4 my : : all this while I have been sauntering 

ie ui ‘ around on holy ground, improperly dressed 
Z oe and with my boots on.” Haunted by mem- 

‘ ties =x ories of his dying race and of the disap- 
4 ‘ él al 4 pearing wilderness, Grey Owl has taken to 

1 Bik ee staying up all night in the woods, finding 
| Seer ae! ; that he can observe wild life more clearly 

: y 5 : at dawn and that his imagination works 
: better in the dark. Once a passionate 

ad hunter, he has lately developed an almost 
w 7 4 mystical sense of kinship with animals, sits 

tg fi ORs Pr motionless for hours on a raft near the 
ag im Ae pH £ a p pe beaver dam while his personal menagerie, 
Ne ee . vA : = consisting of a moose, beaver, muskrat, 

es OTN ee re SEA Ba] f Be Soe f| deer and squirrels, circulates around him. Be ae A eee a ae fe a 
IES ae) Sa: eo  ee| Vicious Circle tha 2 vara Fg a <B at 4 ie : - fe Some or My Best Frienps Are Jews— 

1 7 < Mees = = = # —8| Robert Gessner—Farrar & Rinelsart ($3). 
Canadian National Railways Robert Gessner was working in Holly- 

e z wood, preparing the script of his Indian 
Grey Owt & Jetty Rott story, Massacre, when Hitler came into 

Three little kittens went for a ride. power in Germany. A broad-shouldered, 
heavy youth, author of a book of poems 

in Prince Albert National Park (northern outright crying accompanied their gnaw- and holder of a pilot’s license, Robert 
Saskatchewan). The mainstays of Grey ing and splashing, until the imperturbable Gessner, born in Escanaba, Mich. in 1907, 
Owl’s beaver colony were a husky intelli- red man was almost a nervous wreck. had not thought much about being a Jew 
gent male called Rawhide, and a chattery, Once he even pulled Rawhide roughly by before that time. There had been a few 
60-Ib., temperamental female called Jelly the tail, but he was shamed immediately painful instances of hostility in his boy- 
Roll. For almost a week they traveled, after when one of the kittens rushed to hood, more when he got to college, but 
the beaver riding in a huge, specially con- Rawhide, uttering whimpering sounds, before Hitler “race hatred and the Jews 
structed tank, Grey Owl staying beside it clutched him tightly and “made a little were interesting subjects, but not press- in the baggage car. At the first site chosen, scene about it.” ing.” Now he found that even in Holly- 
on Riding Mountain, the beaver built a Grey Owl’s account makes these kittens wood Jewish actors and executives were 
house 8 ft. high and 16 ft. across, Jelly sound like something out of a Walt Disney jolted out of their complacency by the 
Roll gave birth to four beaver kittens. cartoon. One always walked erect, “‘stag- realization that “a pogrom could actually 
Then the enlarged party moved on, leav- _ gering around like a decrepit old man.” occur in a highly civilized country in the 
ing established -highways at Waskesiu Another discovered he could ride on his Twentieth Century.” To study anti- Lake in Prince Albert Park traveling 30 mother’s flat tail, would catch a ride when- _ Semitism at work, and write a book about 
mi. by water to Ajawaan Lake, where ever Jelly Roll waddled around the camp. it, he went to Germany, which left him 
everything was packed over a half-mile Sometimes three kittens would ride, one — still puzzled so he went on to Poland, 
portage and the journey finished by relays passenger standing on the tail with one leg then to Palestine, to Soviet Russia. He 
with a canoe. and marking time with the other on the wound up with a mass of information, a By the time a cabin was built in the floor, like a child scooting along on a_ collection of good photographs, a few 
centre of the 2,300 sq. mi. of wilderness Kiddie-Kar. Jelly Roll would pay no at- good anecdotes, no final answer to his 
that make up the Park, winter was ap- tention whatsoever. problem but a deep understanding of its 
proaching, and the beaver were kept in- “I think,” says Grey Owl owlishly, “we international magnitude. 
doors. Transplanted beaver try to get would all be considerably better. off if we Last fortnight Author Gessner published back to their old homes before a freeze-up, could emulate the poise, unconcern, and _ his findings in a forthright volume calcu- particularly when they have stored away dignified composure that permitted her to lated to force Jews to a realistic appraisal 
a winter’s food supply, and in their anxiety retain her peace of mind.” As soon as the of the position of their race, to give Gen- 
swim long distances, get lost, “and run lake froze over Grey Owl let the beaver tiles, except those whose prejudices have around in a manner directly contrary to under the ice. Jelly Roll reappeared with petrified, an uneasy realization of the their usual habits.” Grey Owl had already great loads of mud, tried to plaster a crack crimes that are committed in the name of wired his wife, Anahareo, who was visiting under the cabin door. Working hard all racial hatred. Mr. Gessner admits that her parents in Ontario, to come help him, _ night, she would pile so much mud against he got very nervous, perhaps even fright- 
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The Beaver, Foremost Wildlife Citizen 
By WILLIAM L. FINLEY 

(Eprror1aL Note: The following discussion concerns one of North America’s 
most interesting mammals, interesting not alone because of the fact that the search 
for the beaver’s valuable fur led to revealing and historically important explorations, 
but likewise interesting because of its own extraordinary habits and abilities. 

The beaver, thanks to the efforts of the Department of Conservation, is increasing 
the population of its colonies in Louisiana.) 

In the West where forests, streams and snow- beaver, has a good warm coat, but his greatest 

clad mountains lie just beyond the centers of pop- service has been in creating our earliest industry 

ulation and where primitive areas are not all de- of conserving soil and water. In the West he has 

stroyed, interest is growing stronger toward the proved to be the most valuable wild animal in 

public use of the out-of-doors for health and hap- existence and one that built up a vast amount of 

piness. Commercialism is still driving to make wealth. 

money, by rapid cop laieetien. Can we check the a eonsenver sor cal dnd wvatersine busy. 

quick private profits on natural resources that b ; i Bicaloamia stalls witha more per 

have been running the people’s account into the a EE ean ae ‘ oe : 
boa? sistent purpose than man in building dams. Both 

i have the same incentive, to store up water. A 

Who is to watch the public’s interest in our beaver dams a stream to create a moat around 

wildlife resources when they are wasted by greed his house for protection. Man dams a stream to 

and carelessness? The average citizen hasn’t the create a reservoir for irrigation and power. In 

time, and what is everybody’s business is no- this day and age when western people are so con- 

body’s business. Education must be used as the scious of dams the beaver ought to be crowned 

key to conservation. The children of today must as our wildlife citizen number one, because in 

straighten out the tangles of tomorrow. arid areas he builds reservoirs to save water 

To the promoter and exploiter, all our wildlife Se pueee ns 

resources have had but one use, killing for profits oe ie Beane up Be a 

of some kind. The conservation history of Amer- ee es 

ica reveals many examples of killing the goose A long time ago when the great mountain 

that laid the = ranges were 

golden egg, the ce” j ‘ lifted up from 

most striking 5 ro. ed ps ee: . the Atlantic to 

of which is the nf a tee ah, t | the Pacific, the 
trappers’ cam- eee <a, bg: ae a on Z ae : rains came 

paign against ee ay Ps Pl NW Ge Fa > Na Hy re e and the floods 

the humble |{é f Fahy q pi i a kere ie yee & He swept down 
beaver to get os K or Pe di iis te aan * oan the gullies and 

quick profits BLY of or, Ted aes SS @es| canyons, wash- 

on his hide. It 5 > J RE piri se Tare cy eae Se gk ing the rich 

is very much | } ¥ x4 Bo Oe Poy oe Soak | ers Bowes. top soil to the 

like making a |PRP*  os igen Cg eee ip Nieiten ee mael:| sca. Then the 

stew out of a |p Ean gs or aN on ae fh nee beavers moved 

productive hen | cet OB AI ig i My os Z ae RO in, building 
or a roast out Be abe kit. fa el Ee FS eed ean. dams along all 
of a fine milk we as UN at ES the little 

cow. Nature’s streams, stop- 

engineer, the). ee NE Ne ates sae ea eee ke incite, rueh
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wie ee ae GPS dia: fr wae f D. KS a eit With no beaver engineers left 
a Rt Baas ge eX. Fa yo : se ‘ to take ae of the dams, the 

wy z Cans § P| ea se © Nebiou aa eat % ponds disappeared. Gra ssy 
z een a) \ ue Kee" res ‘A \. aes built up by sub-irri- 
tine at ns ; Wher e3 a Me eae 7% gation died out. Instead of 15,- 
a FOU AN ACB my : = BG sy Os . | 000 tons of pasturage along the 

: bb an ee a | Sen SS a streams, worth $3 to $5 a ton, 
Notes S ee he AY 3 St i ee aa case the amount was reduced to a 
4 sae ee ~ | = er x es -"s few hundred tons. Each year 
ee” EO as Pash ahi tw? “ Pha the water supply lessened. Good 
a $ 4 of 4 ! nek Seaside, | trout streams disappeared. 
¥ ae id oo ts ee ow >>. Ranchers had to dig wells and 

‘ : “ a aan » ‘ pump water for their stock. 
i é aie wth, ; — Farmers lower down who had 

Ea hee x used the water for irrigation 
ae ee watched their ranches revert to : 

5 a desert. 

A dam constructed by the Louisiana Beaver on the Amite River in St. Helena Parish. ake mee DUeUS a nue Teepe 
cashed in their catch for $4,000 

of waters, and the soil settled to the bottom. or $5,000. This may be compared to a continual 

Ponds filled up with silt, turning into meadows; yearly loss to stockmen of approximately $50,000. 
more ponds and more soil developed from little to It has now run into hundreds of thousands. The 
big valleys, getting the whole topography of the proof is plain that a dead beaver may be worth 
country ready for man’s arrival and benefit. The $10 or $15, while a live one is worth $300. 
water table was built up from its sources. For- Perhaps a better example of the loss of wa- 
ests were fostered and conserved moisture in the ter, which means the destruction of wealth, is 

sponge-like soil. Innumerable ponds and lakes shown along Ochoco Creek and its tributaries. 
made homes for fish life, waterfowl and fur-bear- Approximately $1,425,000 were spent on the 
ing animals. Streams grew and fed rivers to Ochoco Dam to create a reservoir for the Ochoco 
irrigate the lower stretches of the land. (Continued on Page 26) 

The proof today is clear that 

a beaver’s value is in his work Nd we ga Ee : 4 
and not solely in his hide. The he ose ae * a 

facts have been uncovered in 4 - ie ee : f “ 

thousands of areas in the West. fi ees nS co Z 7 & 
Beavers were trapped out, i 7 m% a: ' x ee: a * 
ponds and lakes dried up, the a 7 ee ole lien oe 

water table lowered, and grass- 4 

covered valleys reverted to des- J 

erts. Soil erosion and dust * g . 
storms followed which are the : ie i & ° 
tragic pictures of today. BS . p 

Let me give you an example. _ “4 ¢ 4 i, 

Two trappers took out 600 beay- in : 4 Bj 7a 
er pelts one winter from the ne : Seer 

headwaters of Silver Creek and ‘ . igi 
its tributaries in the south- 

eastern part of the Ochoco Na- 

tional Forest in eastern Oregon. Typical work of the Louisiana Beaver in St. Helena Parish.
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pares a a peaees 4 oar ture these animals where they are 
(feces ve is i am rena ml [ : not wanted. They are transported 

we WES el) not _  S. : aa Y alive back to the headwaters of 
Weg aN Agee eer ig box | j streams in the dryer forested 
i hs fd a: oe rtf 4 \£ ENA areas. The increase of small stor- 

led | Seay GET) te Ct ih V age reservoirs through eastern rn = fh : ed Is ag » my Oregon is gradually building up a 
__ NeW art ay « 3 wealth that was once destroyed. 
eee Ch HS ‘z vif f : 1 All this is the wealth bestowed by 
tJ a AL Ns 7 ge Oe £ { } nature, and is not burdened with 
le a By ACTRO y h oN A SSR Ich Ny Saree 

oe Mee ead Old Man Beaver will always be 

De ERE TY VR eueyite = a gentle, unheralded worker for 

Lar WO Tf fixssg ee BAER ens his own sake. Sometimes he turns 

oe Ke C1 Sey ee the laugh on his friends. Up in 

Noh Soy a aes the Wallowa Valley a family of 
\ ah tuke OATS A 4 eet PS waveres beavers built a dam below a little 
a ae (CAB a ue NX mill. The owners insisted that the 

Map showing the location of Beaver colonies along the Comite and Amite Rivers in beavers were a nuisance and asked the parishes of East Feliciana, St. Helena, East Baton Rouge and Livingston. > for theinremovale. Thea tneewar. 

THE BEAVER, FOREMOST WILDLIFE den, having no live-traps, served notice on the 

CITIZEN beavers to move down stream. With a shovel 

___, (Continued from Page 13) and axe he tore out half the dam. Since the habit 
Irrigation District. The District went broke and of the beaver is to work only in the dark, he stuck 
the bond holders lost over $1,000,000. Instead of his shovel and axe in the mud, and on the top he 
enough water to flood 18,000 acres, only 8,500 Hine SARE OIEAT GA. 

ga g. are now watered. ee ? 
Throughout the western part of our country Returning in the morning, the warden ie the mania for building big dams jumps the popu- surprised to find that’ someone had stolen his 

lar mind from millions to billions of dollars. Are tools. The dam was carefully re-built. The 
we not losing our breath in the race? Have we shovel, axe and lantern were buried in the mud 
forgotten that it takes hundred and thousands of and sticks, used by the beavers to reconstruct 
small water supplies to create big reservoirs? their dam. 
Have we forgotten that a great dam costing 
$200,000,000 will silt up in fifty or a hundred Taue- ue See Tice) Gk SiGe GEE ee 
years and be useless unless soil erosion is checked The Calcasieu-Marine National 
at the headwaters? Have we forgotten nature’s Bank 
use of land and water and her simple methods : ines Cum niee RIOR K 
of creating wealth with no expenditure of money? 

Here is where the beaver comes in. Now, we CAPITAL AND SURELUS $600,000, ee 
must admit that he doesn’t fit into an irrigated | Largest Bank in Southwest Louisiana 
farming community because he cannot look at a Member F. D. I. C. 
ditch without wanting to dam it. He is like a bmn nanan 
cow that gets into a garden. He shouldn’t be 
killed, but put back where he belongs. In the 
past when any complaint was made of beavers 708 Julia Street RAymond 1035 
doing damage, an ignorant legislature always 

Bi ccc the ase. The eee did the a O. W. SUHREN 
Fortunately at the present time a plan has . BATTERY AND ELECTRICAL 

been worked out by the State Game Commissions, BALLCRANK GREASING 
the federal Forest Service and the Biological Sur- EQUIPMENT 
vey whereby special live-traps are used to cap-
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WISCONSIN BEAVER Pyro" 

Though mourned as extinct over many regions of former abundance in the 

United States, the beaver is thriving in fifty of Wisconsin's seventy-one counties, 

according to a recent communique of the American Wildlife Institute. They have 

advanced to such a point that trapping was permitted in eighteen of these counties 

this spring. é 

According to J. C. Jacoubek, in charge of beaver control for the Wisconsin 

Department of Conservation this is no sudden irruption. It is the reward of thirty- 

six long’ years of constant effort. “In 1900", says Mr. Jacoubek," the boaver of 

Wisconsin had virtually disappeared. Thore was only ono kmowm colony in Wisconsin.” 

These years of effort have restored the beaver to numbers permitting not only the 

trapping and transplanting of animals to less populated areas, but an open season 

as well. Last year 591 trappers took during the spring trapping season 5,747 bea- 

vers valued at over $56,000. 

Here is a very practical example of the restoration of an economically 

important wildlife species. This work has taken many years and just started to pay 

small dividends, 

We are prone too frequently, to be impatient of the progress of conser- 

vation effort. So thoroughly inbued are we with the hectic haste and futile hurry 

of the times, that the reactions of a violated Nature to constructive restoration 

seem all too slow and ineffectual. ; 

Wildlifo restoration is not an overnight job. In the doevelopmont of the 

original wildlifo abundance, Time was no consideration. Centuries were involved. 

We have occupied this continent less than 500 years. It will take time to restore 

the natural resources that have been decimated in that period. 

Research with careful, scientific probe must first find out what wildlife 
needs for restoration. These needs must then be made knowm in words of ono syllable 
to the people of the country who own and work the land. That wildlife is advantag- 
eous to them must be denonstrated by positive means. ; 

We must be reconciled to a long-time job of work. Sympathetic appreciation 
and active and financial cooperation with roliable conservation agoncies alono can 
spoed up tho work, .
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arthur H. Cook, graduate student, Benton C. Taylor, and W, P. 

Taylor spent November 23-28 on a trip to the '. L. Moody III Ranch near 

Segovia, Kimble County. Efforts to secure live beavers were unsuccessful, 

because no traps were available, but a fruitful period was spent in studying 

beaver occurrence preparatory to attempting to remove some beaver from the 

Moody place. at this locality there is little beaver food of the usual 

type. Spanish oaks (Quercus texana) are being extensively gnawed and even 

girdled by the animals. Other trees attacked are haclberries and junipers. 

The principal food appears to be a species of large zrass, andropogon 

glomeratus, growing in some quantity along the water's edge. In one 

place beavers are living in cracks in the rocks bordering an artifical 

lake. In others they ure found in spring fed terrain not far above the 

main stream (Johnson Fork of Llano River). This stream is very rocky 

and subject to tremendous floods. «All in all it is as little suited to 

beaver occupation as one might imagine. The beavers, however, being the 

final authority on beaver sites, have persisted there when they have gone 

— apparently much more favorable streams. 

No hunting is allowed and deer and wild turkey were extremely 

numerous on the Moody Ranch. 

Fine contacts were made with J. L. woody IIIT, a Galveston capi- 

tulist,vio was at the ranch and with the Showers brothers of the neighbor- 
ing ranch. Jess Showers was the former chairman of the Game, Fish and 
Oyster Commission.
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BEAVER HITCH=HIKER 

I have found in preparing wildlife exhibits and in giving telks 
on the beaver, that the most interesting thing about a beaver to the 
general public, from the small children to the grown-ups, is his tail, 

We hear many stories about the various uses which a beaver makes 
of his tail, The most common of these seem to be that it is used to 
sound warnings to others; it is used as a rudder while swimming; as 
something for him to sit ons as a trowel to help build dams and houses; 
and for many other purposes, We know that some of these are true and 
some false, 

Not long ago while working with beaver, studying, live-trapping, 
and transplanting them, on the South Park District of the Pike, I made 
observations and obtained photographs of beaver making use of their tails 
for @ purpose which I had never before heard described, and which to 
me was new and most interesting. Believe it or not, the young beaver 
(about five or six months old) were actually hitch-hiking rides on the 
tails of the old beaver. 

The young beaver had trouble in keeping up with the "old folks" 
when traveling overland. Time and again they would grasp the hair on 
the backs of the old ones with their forefeet and desperately attempt 
to get on to the tails. Many of these attempts resulted in failures, 
but in several tridls they were successful and went riding off, very 
much like a surf board rider, hanging on tightly to the hair on the 
old beaver's backs with their forefeet. 

= C. C. SPENCER = PIKE 

From Rocky Mountain Region Bulletin (U. S. Forest Service), Wildlife 
Number, Vol. 22, No. 2, February, 1939.
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j By Russell J. Martin ey 4 
Z Education Division Sa das a 

(Pictures by the author) 6 eG), F 
Mi oor ge a . + 

Te SEASON on beaver, the backbone i ae , r 
of the fur trade in the days of Nicollet, so aad Pe: 

Cy opened in Michigan March the 15th. £ 
Pa During the winter months the trappers _ ‘ : al 

Dacia have overhauled and repaired their traps in J rs 
ie Y anticipation of the spring season. New wire ee C 

P besa Z has been obtained on which a U-shaped clip, a. eae 
“3 x attached to the end of the trap chain, will — @ * 
ge <a slide from the set to a stake driven in the ee r | 

ae Bit ; = bottom of the river in deep water. The pur- a ae , 
is 3 ey pose of this is to drown the beaver. This clip a Ps bere inks G 
oe . is so arranged that it will permit the trap TO a cae en ae 

ie y to slide into deep water but will not allow it : Ee a en to come back up the wire to the surface. is ie 3 Ps Sees Oe an 
Beaver trapping is a strenuous business : y) see aa es late. 

and, as followed by the average Michigan ” ' Ait ii ete 
trapper, is no job for a man who is not ei al i wig 
willing to take a lot of grief. At this season . Ghee . a Se : 

; of the year many of the roads leading to the gre alt Sa Be 
. trapping grounds are impassable which ne- al AoE aca 

With the ice 22 inches thick in the lakes trappers f<Si{ates miles SE eyes oeacs down with “Much of the work is done at night. This flash pic- 
were forced to cut holes for their sets. This trap fhe tes eee Moe - nue ones tee ut ture shows a set being readied. hastbeett’ resétcandais. choutior beklawerad: 1e trapper has been successful, he must pack s 

out from one to three beavers weighing from - 
30 to 50 pounds apiece. 

Taking the pelt from the beaver is rather Ss 9 be he 
2 a Tengthy job and few trappers do this- on fas dete. aor oenae: 

- 4 the trap line. Then, too, the careasses of the z - 
beaver are becoming very much in demand 2 sq @ « 

Se as more people are learning that they are fA Ee 
" a Sips delicious eating. Many trappers realize a con- f 

a Remarc ‘ =~" siderable income from the sale of the meat. of 
se The stretching and fleshing of the pelt is f ‘ j 

a job that requires considerable experience. ei j 
c To the beginner, no matter how hard he tries, Ci 

ae 5 the pelt will not present the perfect round Pte 
eo oe eee, appearance that is the pride of the veteran 4 ee ‘ 5 

Sasa oe a 3 trapper. Pelts that are properly skinned, ea 
= oor: _* — Og fleshed and stretched command a much bet- a 
 —— 3 eee ¢ ter price on the fur market than those that “ae oe —_ 
«gilt > are haphazardly put up. If fat is left on the 4 

et cn ee om — skin it will usually result in burning the —«*,, 
0 wet “ sid pelt, thus reducing the market value. 

oe ote at ' Methods of setting beaver traps vary, de- 
es oe pending on the type of area trapped, the 
i amount of water in the lake or river and, What they’re after! The happiest sight that meets 

On the Rifle river this spring ice conditions were the to a large degree, whether or not the lake or the beaver trappers’ eyes. worst ever encountered by veteran beaver trappers. stream is frozen over. In any event the trap- 
per will endeavor to set his traps in such a 

ee aes eS manner that the beaver will drown as soon 
fe on as he is caught. 

‘ Trail sets are made in shallow water where 
bs re the beaver travel up or down the smaller 

. r oe x streams only as a last resort. The trappers’ a “a 4 “<a 
objection to this type of set is that it is i 
impossible to drown the beaver and many 

of them escape from the trap. If this set is 
i used, a larger trap with a high grip is de- 

oe sirable. The favorite set of the majority of 
‘ trappers is made at places where beaver 

:, 3 “ come out of the water to feed. Poplar bark 
a or ee is used as bait as well as a scent made from 4 

4 a oh a product called “castoreum” which is ob- 
rn oe tained from the musk sacs of the beaver 
- gis \. castors. This heavy oily substance is mixed <— dA 

ee po A, with a pure mineral oil and a few drops f ee a = a oe 
: ar placed near the set. ame 

ae , Beaver licenses cost $2.00 and the law 9 
oo sal provides that each beaver pelt shall be sealed ok 
iy iu by the Department of Conservation. The price y 

——- of the seal is $1. Prices on Michigan beaver ¢ : 
es last year ran from $10 to $20 depending on } : 

8 the size and quality of the pelt. Since 1931 A f ‘ 
ee the take of beaver has increased from a 

total of 2,093 to 7,668, and for the past four The “bait” used by beaver trappers is bark. . . as 
Making a shallow water set in one of the few years the season has been open only in the appetizing to a beaver as a steak to a hungry 

places where ice permitted. spring. trapper.
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‘ By Warden W. B. Elley were given a half-dozen live 

The spring of 1932 found the traps and sent out to put it to 

» beaver of our state having a work. Whenever a complaint 
hard time to hold their own, came in we went and took care 
being trapped by the farmer or of it instead of issuing a per- 

whoever could get a permit, the mit. 
game department receiving from Our first adventure was in 

this source 50 cents for a tag south of Presho on the Big 

that was fastened to each hide White river. We had a lot of 

taken to make it legal. equipment, consisting of a 

A warden had to make a trip trailer camp, a four-wheel trail- 
to issue the permit and again er to haul our traps and crates, 

to fasten on the tag. The reve- and a trailer hauling a boat. 

nue received from these opera- This made quite an outfit. 

tions was $283.50, which would We learned a lot on this trip. 

not pay for the gas that was The first thing was that we got 

consumed making these trips. to the trapping ground too late 

Something had to be done. as the beaver had already scat- 

Henry Axlund and I were tered out from their winter con- 
Y called in to talk over the situa- centration; next, we did not 

i tion. At this conference we need the boat, as we could catch 

outlined a long-time plan and them and they would stay 

ee Nn eee ON 
"4 a A: Go eee. 

|e a a ed 

The camp and equipment which state game wardens used in 
their first venture at trapping live beaver.
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where we planted them. What the place from where he start- 
we caught at this place we ed. After about an hour, I 
planted on the Rosebud reser- started back to find him. I 
vation. As this was in the na- could see his flashlight occa- 

- ture of an experiment, we sionally so when I got close 
didn’t trap very long that enough to call him he told me 
spring. that the creek had come up 

The first of August saw us Until he would have to swim to 
again in the field, this time get out. I had been working 

, going to Rapid City where we along the creek and knew that 

set up camp and got under way it was not up so had to wade 
in earnest. In our crude way into those wet bushes and bring 
we took care of the complaints -him out. He says he was not 
in this locality. From there we lost. When we finished the 
went to the southern Hills and night’s work and got back to 
took care of a complaint, then camp it was just breaking day 
gradually worked on north un- With about 18 inches of wet 

til we made most all of the snow on everything. Were we 
Hills. In late October we were wet? You guess. When we 
camped in Spearfish canyon counted up the night’s catch, 
with orders to “just thin them Wwe found that we had 13 beaver 
down some.” Commissioner caught in six traps. 
Allen Toomey came out to have From this trapping expedi- 
supper with us. About dark tion we took 108 beaver, plant- 
it started to rain, later turning ing them at the heads of small 
to a wet, sticky snow, with big streams and wherever we could 
fat flakes sticking to every bush locate suitable places. Most of 
that they touched. After our our planting was taken care of 
company left, we started out to by the forest service as the 
run our trap line. Every time ranger in charge of the district 
we came to a trap we found a_ in which we were working was 
beaver—our trap line extended familiar with the small spring 

over a ten mile stretch. It did fed creeks and wanted to create 
not take very long to fill the lakes further back in the hills. 
crates that we had with us, so From year to year our trap- 

would have to go back to camp ping has grown heavier, more 
and double up our catch to make traps having been added until 

) room for more. As the night we now have enough equipment 

, wore on the snow got heavier to put several trapping crews 
» and we wetter. Henry made a in the field at once. The ex- 

trip around a big beaver dam perience that we have gained 
to look at a trap and found a has been passed along until 
beaver. This dam made a big most of our force are expert 
horse-shoe and was quite long. live beaver trappers. 
He started out packing beaver These planting operations 
and trap, but kept running into have continued both spring and 
water, finally coming back to fall until we have moved some
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1,300 beaver to new territories died, as the water dried up. 
and have built up our small de- This accumulation of water was 
pleted beaver population to mostly from the spring melting 
where our revenue the past year of snow. The springs that run | 
was in the neighborhood of $10,- into it just about kept up the 
000 with the catch just about evaporation, but now all that 
taking our increase. is left is a mud hole, with no 

This revenue is shown in dol- fishing. 
lars and cents from our fur Last fall 21 plantings of 
sales, but this is not all—we beaver were made; 17 of these 
have a hidden revenue that is remained where placed and now 
as great as that shown. One have large dams ready for fish 

oe cage Mage eee a a 
the heads of small streams have poh Tar hidden ee iL 
created large dams that give us 470M ae oe vee f L 
fish nursery ponds. After the ee ay, ai visiting with a “- 
fish have grown to fishable size (OV that lives near a series 0 
they furnish a lot of sport for beaver pa he ne us that 
the fishing fraternity. If it be knew of ten mallard nests. 
were not for these dams _ hold- Most any beaver dam you visit 
ing the head waters of these woe, mal ane 2 Ese yet 
small streams they would be fell ee tha nave of the Hills 
entirely dry. Ona small stream ae ba at ety a eee 
in the Hills we have a colony GUCKS oh Stills i are (Peon 
of beaver near the head of this M8 Ito the Hulls the past lew 
ereek that have several dams Years. Most of vee Te 
that were impounding about ducks live to maturity, as they 

three acres of water ranging ®re protected from hawks and 
from six inches to four feet OW1S by being able to hide in 
deep. Eighty rods below this the brush surrounding these 

series of dams the creek is dry, dams. We fy ae Pee 
These dams were stocked with turtles or min he the upper 
fish and any time you happened noe to pole t Ceeuae HO 

by there You could see Haber. fue beaver dame eford a per men. Some one got an idea 
that if these dams were opened ducks, and more ducks make 
to the creek bed the water More hunters. 
would run down the dry creek ) 
bed and fill a lake some five 
miles down stream. They were e i 
cut and the water let out in a Sore ah 
body; it ran down about two — Co 
and a half miles and disap- ce ee 
peared. The fish which had to  jesaagalecg) oS 
follow down with this head we is ae — 
water, became stranded and oe Soo
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chor [ Cook trapped 17 beavers in Kimble and Edwards counties during 
ye ye { the month. One young of the year died while in captivity. One adult male 

(32 pounds) died from being exposed to the sun 14 hours. Fifteen were 

| lkberated as follows: 
Male Female Immature 

Leon County: 

Sendy Branch t a 1 (1939) 

Mill Creek 3 3 1 (1938) 

Robertson County: 

Cedar Creek 0 2 

Newton County: 

Rocky Creek 2 a 

Jasper County: 

Lewis Creek 3 BY 

Cook studied the effects of floods on beavers following heavy 
| rains and swollen streams. Floods appear to do very serious damage to : 

| the beaver population by removing the food supply, destroying beaver bur- 

| rows, and by actually killing the animals, 

} 
| One beaver, taken on the South Llano, the third such to be 

found, was infected with screw worms. The worms were killed and the 

animal seemed all right during the time it was in captivity. Another 
beaver taken at the same place had deep cuts but no worms. Two cases of 

Beit screw worm infected beaver were found on the C. W, Henderson ranch where 
Os | a high concentration of beaver were reported and 4 captured. The third 

y | one, together with another with cuts, were found at Mr. Price's camp 

| where 11 beaver were seen during the recent flood. It appears that the 

\ cuts may be caused from fighting due to over-concentration. 
} 

\ ee ok oe 

. From Activities Report No. 40, July 1939, Texas Cooperative 

Wildlife Research Unit, College Station, Texas
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Gypsy Beaver 
By F. L. WAUGH, Lead 

Warden Harris has discovered that large cyanide barrels at the foot dams have increased the nesting duck 

beaver in his Black Hills territory of a “slide” into the mill. The beaver population 100 percent; held water in 

have a desire to travel and conse- slid into the “trap” but promptly drought-stricken creeks; serve as a 

quently show up in such quaint places crawled back out on a brush pole he refuge for fish; and, due to plant life, 

as mines, power plants, jails, pig pens, had with him. furnish a by-product of bug life for 

and bath tubs. Witness these inci- On city election night in Sturgis a the fish to feed on. They are to be 

dents which have occurred in recent beaver was found in the middle of a considered an asset to almost any 

years: Main Street intersection. When the conservation program providing they 

Beaver have been found in the True game warden arrived he found the are properly controlled through ‘“har- 

John Mine of the Bald Mountain Min- beaver in the city jail. Police had vesting” excessive colonies in direct 

ing Company, Trojan, at depths rang- placed him in a chicken crate and proportion to the quantity of food 

ing down to 1700 feet underground. lodged him in the bastile for safe- and dam-building materials available 

They go down a 25% incline into the keeping. Mr. Beaver was held with- each year and through elimination of 

mine and locate in the “sumps” where out bail on the trumped-up charge of beaver so located as to cause trouble 

excess water is caught and pumped illegally running in an election for the with their dams. 

out. ‘Several have been killed by position of water commissioner with- a 

ore trains, others have been live- out first filing a petition. TRAPPING TURTLES 

trapped and removed. One night a valley farmer heard his —— 
Operators in the hydro-electric pigs squealing. Investigation dis- Brookings, S. Dak. , 

plants at Hannah and Spearfish are closed a beaver in the pig pen. The ‘State College Station, 

becoming accustomed to beaver antics,. frightened pigs were huddled in a June 13, 1940. 

At the Hannah plant one beaver made far corner. Editor, Conservation Digest. 

several trips thru the pipe line from The best of them all was the call Dear Sir: 

creek to plant. Each time he calmly recently received by the warden— May I contribute an article for the 

deposited a load of brush on the would he please go to the infirmary Digest that to me seems timely and 

screens in front of the turbines, in the girl’s dormitory at tho Spear- worthy, and suggest that all readers 

climbed out of the water, waddled fish Normal and remove a beaver from pass this on to all young Waltonians 

past the machinery and out the door. the bathtub? and sportsmen. 

He would then return to the mouth of Although the last instance smacks Turtles are big eaters of fish and 

the pipe upstream, gather more brush, of a college prank (rather original also kill thousands of full-grown ducks 

and repeat the process. Plant at- one at that), the warden has good each year by getting hold of and 

tendants were amused until one day reason to wonder where’s he’s going drowning them. Our wall-eyed pike 

the beaver managed to lodge a piece of to find the next beaver. The logical attempt and occasionally succeed in 

railroad tie in the mouth of the pipe. place, it seems, would be in an air- drowning ducks. 

The foreman removed the tie and re- plane, 1700 feet in the air. In Southern Texas and South of the 

turned to the plant. Thirty minutes It is significant to note that all of border they use turtle traps which 

later it was back in. The foreman at- the beaver trouble comes in the spring can easily be constructed at practical- 

tempted to remove the tie again and of the year. The warden puts forth ly no cost and are really effective. 

the beaver showed up on the other this theory as a practical solution: Here is the deal: make a 3x4 ft. frame 

end, spitting and fuming. In despair, In the spring the mother beaver drives out of 2x4 in. or 2x6 in. material; 

the man called for the warden. the yearling and two year old beaver using this as the frame, take a suitable 

At the Spearfish plant beaver often out of the “house” before she has her mesh chicken wire and construct a 

come into the building and wander new litter. These “orphans” are basket about a foot deep or deeper if 

around. The superintendent prompt- then forced to travel around in search desired. On the inner side of this 

ly catches them by the tail and places of new homes. The fact that beaver frame, drive 2% inch finishing nails 
them in the valve house pending ar- have been found several miles from in about % to 3/4 inch with head 

rival of the warden. water is evidence of the extent of slightly downward so turtles once in 

Eleven beaver have been removed this migration period. Their gypsy can’t get out. Place trap any place in 

from the Homestake Mine’s mills in wandering results in the recorded in- creeks, rivers, or lakes, wherever 

Lead. Evidently they follow the water  cidents. turtles may be. Some throw in dead 
supply lines and eventually arrive Despite some trouble, beaver have fish or chicken entrails and some take 

within the city limits. They persist been as a whole beneficial to Black a tin can with holes, place meats or 

in getting into the mill and making Hills streams. Aside from the excel- fish in it and put on cover. Once in 
themselves at home under the huge lent revenue furnished from sale of the pen, they can’t eat the food in the 

settling vats. Employees once made _ the pelts of excess beaver, the animals can and they can’t get out. 

an effort to catch one by placing two are important in other ways. Their —Henry Arneson.
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— > prof, Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Medison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Here is the beaver reference that I mentioned to 
you this afternoon. 

Capt. George Cartwright. Labrador Journal. Townsend 
edition. Boston (1911). 

p. 303. (Sept., 1783). "... all hermit beavers have a 
black mark on the inside of the skin upon their backs, 
called a saddle, which distinguishes them." 

The beaver is sufficiently closely related to the 
muskrat that the black marks may serve to determine 
the age of the beaver as well as the muskrat. 

Very truly yours, 

LL 

Ln 

‘) 
e



Wisconsin Conservation Department p. .w) 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 1h eel 

Y 
All Papers 

Madison, Wis.---An all-time record for the harvest of beaver 

skins in Wisconsin was established in the spring of 1946, the conser- 

vation department reported today. A total of 15,280 beaver was taken 

according to department tabulations, and at average value to trappers 

of $46 this meant an income to trappers of $702,880. A total of 

2,878 trappers actually took beaver, an average of more than five 

animals each. g 

Vilas county produced most beaver, a total of 910. Other 

counties where more than 500 beaver were taken are: Bayfield, 868; 

Buffalo, 801; Douglas, 709; Sawyer, 642; Jackson, 628; Price, 583; 

Clark, 570; Chippewa, 567; Iron, 549; Dunn, 513; and Oneida, 504. 

The extended range of the beaver into central Wisconsin and the 

Mississippi river bottoms is indvoetes in the report. 

Wisconsin ranks high among the states in its population of 

beaver with only Michigen and Montana he. vesting as many in a single 

year during the last decade. The recent seasons in Alaska have not 

equaled the number taken in Wisconsin. : 

All Wisconsin trappers were required to haye a trapping license 

and in addition a spe#tial beaver license and tag for each pelt 

costing $1 each. No trepoer was permitted to take more than 10 beaver 

The season ran from March 5 to 25. 2 

we :



Sitgreaves Inspection - 1922 

Young Thomas says that cats eat Juniper 

berries in winter - can tell by their signs, 

Has also seen in the snow where they dig for 

them arcund the base of Juniper trees.



Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Bobcat, young female, killed by Kirby and 

Leopold near Devil's Gulch on Apache Trail 

8/25/23 measured as follows; 

Length over all, incl. tail a7 
wv tail 6" 

Spread at ears, excl. tassel 4" gF 
Root tail to end of outstretched 

hind leg, 1oF 
Height at shoulders, 26" 
Rear paw, length over pads, 2" 
Front ", " n " 1-5/8" 

Very slim andliong animal - forgot to get 
girth,
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NEw MEXICO GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 

1: EW US AN AGECT IV 2 ’ 

* SORCHMENT OF SHE GAME 45D iE 2.AWA- EX i. ne ee ee ea 
2. We STAND FoR FEDERAL CONTROL OF MIGRATO- Rofecrerore rg Bort NI nce ae 

RY BIRDS AND PASSAGE OF THE PUBLIC ig $ ee 6. We nepresent 1500 MEMBERS, PLEDGED TO 

SnoormGe Grounps Bru. oe de OBSERVE THE LETTER OF THE LAW AND THE 
© lee Gama SPIRIT OF GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP. 

eae meee eee oe oe VS! Ree eee eee 
TORY ANIMALS. % hf ie Ay QP 8. We orrer $50.00 REWARD FOR INFORMATION 

4, Wn sraxp ron AN ADEQUATE svsmmM oF Game MBN Ee OF ANY PERSON MILLING ANTELOPE, MOUM- 
TAIN SHEEP OR PTARMIGAN. 

OFFICERS REPRESENTING ADDRESS 

T. E. Keviry, P aN . We. » Pcs oe Beppo nacmtanpionetacenans, ag gcammono, Nat 
E. S. Lew1s, Secoxy Vrcr-Pres. SAN Micurn County Game ProrEcrive AssocraTion peace 
C. G. Marvorr, TREASURER Santa Fe Game PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION ee 

‘Sone LPO ROLD SRC E Eee ALBUQUERQUE GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION aoc eo) ee 

©. A. Wurrep, Vicr-Pres. Conrax County Gam PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION sieges cd ae ay 
DELBERT JACKSON, VICE-PRES. CarLsBAD GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Cc. Bae 

Dr. M. McCreary, Vicx-Pres. MAGDALENA GAME PROTECTIVE AND SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION M. ee eeeet Ne 

H. P. Saunpers, Vice-Pres. Roswert GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION aieaeae. ae 
T. F. Smauuinc, VicE-PREs. McKintey Country GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Gone = fe 

W. A. SuTHERLAND, VICE-PRES. Las Cruces GaME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Las C1 Sad N. M. 

H. R. Leatmerman, Vice-Pres. TAOS. Gamx-anp-FISH PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Be, 
Frep SuerMan, Vrcx-Pres. BorvER GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION eee = ag 

Wm. BauGu, VicE-PRes. MOGOLLON GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Moncaa: N. M. 

P. C. TuEevE, Vicre-PREs. Ex PAso GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION (AFFILIATED) Ex Paso, wesas 

Albuauerque, New Mexico, 
September 11, 1923. 

Mr. C. E. Huthert, 
Forest Ranger,- 

Pinos sltos, New Mexico, 

Dear Hulbert: 

Dr. i. S. Peters, who was formerly a practicing 

physician at Port Bayard, has told me the following story 

which I quote from my notes; 

= ‘pr, L. S. Peters says 70-yr. old woman was ¢ Z 

washing dishes at her cabin 4 miles from Pinos a / 

Vg Altos in 1908. Her husbané was smoking nearby. 

4. she-2+em jumped intr the cabin and mangled her 28 > R 

ae badly. The husband deusea the lion with a bucket ‘ey 

of water, causing the lion to duck under the bed, 

where the husband shot it. Dr. Peters was immed- 

iately called to treat the case, and saw the skin 

of the lion, which was an old suckling female. His 

theory is she was starved for food ané this impelled 

the attack.” 

This is an exceedingly exceptional and interesting 

case and I would like very much to learn more about it. 

I would appreciate it very much if you could ascertain 

by local inauiry the answers t- the following additional ; 

auestions: ; 

(1) Wh was fthe asmg ok the woman who was attacked? 
ames O. CanmpheH 

(2) What time of year was it? 
oS 4G 08 Bthras- He Los 9 Geran ap)



Mr. C.H.H. ; 

(3) Was eR of is there any other 

evidence as to extreme hunger? ae: ee 

i= you very much for helping, me get this infor- 

Very sineerely yours, 

ee 
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a 7 One of our hunters in the Colorado District has written the following, 

{* hich is of interest as showing how rabies may be spread from coyotes to bob- 
cats: "To-day while riding from the Dietz ranch to the head of Cottonwood ‘ 

Creek to follow a poison line down the Creek and back to the ranch, about six € 

miles from cap I was attracted by a barking noise that sounded like a dog i 

Saeed \: sa 

(sex sume) = 6 March , — 

going into a hard fight. In some tall timber which had a thick undergrowth 
I was led by the noise to a point where I got a glimpse of a large coyote and 
large bobcat having a real battle. I could not shoot either of the animals 
from the horse I was riding as it was very scary. I dismounted, all the time 
watching the fight, and thea I tied the lines of the bridle to the foreleg 
of the horse. ‘The bodcat and coyote discovered me by this time and as they 
ran I shot at the bobcat through the thick timber tat did not stop its +) Inca 
near-by tree I noticed another bobcat which was not taking part in the fight, 
but evidently was locking on; I succeeded in snooting this cat, killing it. 
From ali I saw the coyote seemed to be pushing the fight but the cat refused 
to take a tree, The snow was gone from the ground where the fight occurred 
and was only to be found in patches. I could tell from the snow that the 
coyote and bobcat had moved some as they fought. This particular coyote had 
the nerve to take hold of this very large bobcat four or five different times, 
I could see from the signs that the fight had béen on for some little time. 
One place in the snow showed the fall print of the bobcat's body stretched out 
on its side and from the way the snow was torn up it looked as if the coyote 
had throwa him. There was plenty of fur from both the bobcat and coyote to 
be plainly seen."
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g A oY a Ye Fred-G-Smith 

; ey ae A number of facts and no fiction on the bobcat of 
ie ee é the cedar swamps and “hell holes’ 

hy eae cay 

erty lar; re aa and hair were flying and the deer was down four times in oy os 2 Wd Fog Oe. going the next fifty feet; the fourth time the cat held her 
_ .. ==” Sf ae down and as those terrible claws had already severed her 
Ee ea throat veins she soon bled to death and the warm blood ae Se Bee melted a hole in the snow, way to the ground. The cat then 

ee é Cae ate a small portion from her throat, then seizing the deer 
oe ete oe by the ear she dragged her 25 feet down hill under an over- 

eee ae hanging rock and completely covered her with snow; 
the only part of the deer to be seen was her hind 
hoofs. 

HE bobcat or bay lynx is found in practically all A few years ago I was trailing a big cat in the Trenton 
wooded sections of the U. S., Mexico, and Canada. woods and came to where the cat had killed a rabbit. ‘She 
In color he is a mottled brownish gray, much lighter carried it about a quarter of a mile, and without eating a 

on the breast and belly. His tail is from five to six inches particle of it buried it under leaves and sticks in a tur 
long, In southern Maine he very seldom weighs over 35 thicket where there was very little snow and within four 
Ibs. and an average full grown male usually weighs from feet of where she had another buried. This cat also made 
28 to 30 Ibs., the female from 20 a raid on a farmer’s 
to 25 Ibs. rE Fs y . hen coop and carried 

As a game destroyer the bobcat ies | j © off ten hens in one 
. has no equal, being a natural born isa A night, catching them 

killer, and is known to hunters and 3 fea ‘ under a brush pile. I 
trappers as “the scourge of. the é afterward shot the cat 
woods.” Ria c and found that she 

His scent is not nearly as good ee poe was. so old that her as that of the fox or bear, but ™ =«-#—gga. a teeth were nothing but 
his sight and hearing are excellent, : ie stubs and that a couple 
and lightning is slow when com- . of toes were missing 
pared to him in action. ; aa from one front foot, He usually lives in dense thick- oe —— i 4s showing that she had 
ets and is rarely seen except when ae - : ae ce been caught in a trap. being driven by dogse I know ie : Oe a This was the largest 
many men who have hunted and _ See tee — c 4 ae, female cat that I have trapped many years who have never * een fe = ~~ —~—sever'- seen, being 21% 
seen a bobcat in the i ee oe inches tall and five feet woods, When the . pees en i long, but she was very The female usually dogcame to ; poor and only weighed has her den among big the end of the trail, there 31 pounds. 
boulders or in the crev- as one bobcat less. Contrary to the general belief, cats do not catch deer by 
ice of a ledge, but she pursuing them, unless in very deep snow with a crust just 
seldom uses it except during severe rain or snow storms or firm enough to hold the cat. In that case it is easy enough 
during whelping time. > z (Continued on page 34) 

The male usually sleeps in dense thickets or on top of a 
large boulder, but quite often takes refuge in a ledge, por- - 
cupine den or hollow log during bad storms, 

The litter of kittens, usually born during April or the > , 
first part of May, is from three to five, but the reason that r 
cats do not multiply any faster is that if old Tom happens 7 , | 
along when Mrs, Cat is out after food for herself and young Bs : of 
Thomas promptly kills all the kittens, but woe to him if ; 4 oA 
pussy returns and catches him in the act, as the mother cat — 2 Ef 
when defending her young is the most savage fighter of the Lae 4 c 
woods. Si ri 

Well knowing this mania of Tom for killing the young, | 
Mrs. Cat caches a supply of food near her den previous to a 
whelping time. . : | 

In March, 1927, I found where a large female cat had Pe | Bice - = 3 rh 
killed a deer within two hundred yards of her den. There a me B. - @.e4-. 
was over a foot of snow on the ground at the time so it a E ~~ ae | 
was easy to see how it all happened. The cat pounced upon i i ee | 
the neck of the deer from the top of a large boulder, the Willis Dunn, left, and Fred G. Smith, the writer. Five 
impact knocked the poor deer down but she scrambled up cats on one trip, the largest weighing thirty pounds. 
and jumped headlong into a bunch of small birches in a Dogs: “Pepper”, Carlo, and Lead. Lead is the whirl- 
vain endeavor to scrape the cat off. By this time the blood wind cat-hunter and fighter.
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8 a sudden viscious slash of its tail the trout dD of Big Rock Pool disappeared. 
— : Mart reeled up the line, turning the 
3 Sy handle slowly. He unlooped the leader, é * Pm then reeled the line through the guides. ] a. aa Next he wound up the leader on his hands, LoGes Y ‘ : and when he came to the end I gave an 

P | — Has your own involuntary exclamation, Attached to the 
b — % trusty rod ever leader was the old White Miller Number 

is = Pte “reeled”? from the Ten—very much frayed and worn. 
i oy Vd J nN lunge of a muskie? I began to regain my mental bearings a) . fi aM i iP Man....nothing and I said, “Marty, why did you let the i % \ p ss a gives you such a big trout go?” i s x 5 ie o “kick” as that sav- “Dad told me about this trout,” he said. iv : a : age, ruthless strike “Tt was the last thing he told me before 

io 4 3 Ley Gs and the rampant he went away. When I opened Dad’s old 
4 p & ai p.. battle sure to fol- fly book last night and saw this fly—well, , @ 4 eA fe = low with the most you know how it is »..” 

A> t A i Be ferocious fighter So we took our canoe and paddled L a ' me ’ land ; = i _ 7 ee ) pe ae a0 quietly downstream to the lake and on to 
= ~ po ae or? game fish. Musquash. And the strange part of it is ee | cn] —— that in the years that have followed no 
Pa i hee Great Northern Pike, too, grow to one has eve owe the big sauaretall ie 5 2 ne ae i i i rise, nor has he been seen again in his o ae oe | formidable size and welcome a vig- 1 

sae - = 3 | ie orous fight any time in Canada’s haunge ce i ane pool 
. 7 » | clear, cold waters. If you're angling 3 

4 sat 3 \ i ~—Sfor big ones this summer, choose ize ais = 
As \ _, the matchless fishing grounds reached. 

eo: OO : by the Canadian Pacific. | A-B-C ON THE BOBCAT 
mee a | * For full facts and a few friendly tips, (Continued from page 19) 
eg te e | ys write to ee meee of 
bee A ey 
bee. Pose F A. O. SEYMOUR for a cat to overtake and slaughter them, eee XS . at General Tourist Agent but I never yet have seen where a cat ran ta p 2945 Windsor Station after a deer in good travelling. 
=, fas * ee? a Montreal, Quebec, Canada The usual custom of the cat is to get aes _ 5 z ; “a . in a locality where deer are feeding or 4 bas e ge yarding, then climb into a tree, onto an old es AN 1 windfall or on top of a large boulder Y and crouch in wait until a deer comes 

a World’s Greatest Travel System Daetes tpi Mearaiuay alin Cra ee Ee eee s 5 ig ALEW. 3 = > i i 
be ge ii ee neck, but. sometimes the deer sees him FAVORITEZZ 

?, = hey Y TROUT FLIES THERE IS A DIFFERENCE as he springs and makes’ a tremendous (pp nigel sanity aa ueamerie er ree apcses Whore how pu  SINNERS leap and the cat lands on the deer’s back. Ai, epee caDieais te Getlen oe . = He then digs in his claws and crawls Bi = geile Hor much i arte | ape ISS “GP ahead to the neck, swings underneath, 
for American waters after yeare of experience and testing. Ex: ——— — “op hangs on with teeth and claws and with 
state Se ee no. ae eet a at eae Poa “ree iyo cn ‘hires: sone os ‘the fa “Tike Seapine ISHING IN_LGANADAL SS = claws of one front foot severs the neck 

Also authentic Bshing and hunting information on request | | Nos. 0-1-2-3-4 4%&4% 5&6 7&8 9 12 veins and although he may get torn loose ite Now! (stamps not accepte Nos a m6 5 ? ran ALLCOGK LAIGHT & WESTWOOD E8023 (| | xicxel, Copper, White Enamel or Brass “ask your | uring the deer's mad plunges among the ESTABLISHED 64 YEARS. | ] dealer for them and get the best. Catalog on request. trees yet he gets his deer as the poor 224 TORONTO CANADA |] Wa ee St Boston dl i YY BAY. ST. |] HAL ai icine A ce eee et Boston, Mass. creature bleeds to death in a very short 

_ re a When a deer is pounced upon by a cat 
6 é a. he frantically dashes headlong into the 

3 Ne nearest thicket hoping to scrape the cat 
fA a) a | off before he can swing underneath. I 
Ne i eal once saw where a cat jumped on a large a i ee I a (il buck from off an old windfall; apparently 
Pe os = f ge a the buck saw him as he made his spring 5 pee 4 . ] $ Gs ca a sand leaped sideways. The cat landed on the 

@ es ; — | Me ee aN Hl deer’s back; the buck plunged headlong 
oa i | le a a ) Za a 4 | | into a spruce tree with low growing limbs 

We ae a fe ||| and the cat landed in the snow. Apparently 
ARTIN FLY-WATE | o Fa I) the impact with those spruce limbs knocked | iT “ Zs P 7 a a ; ia | \. aa 4, Ca the cane Sports fee as he sulled aay 

ere is one of the sportiest reels that has oe ene at right angles to ie way ie deer ha ever been put on the market. Every fly- | —— el gone. ao = one. ae | This is the “HARDY” 1928 ANGLERS’ pineal ct becomes slorteatt from old 
uick as lightning, sturdy and power- | age or has been maime a trap and ful—yet it weighs only 6 ounces. le a — full of can no longer successfully ee sith the zi very le ave is s ; ee ee useful hints and contains plates of PLIES, (eer he then preys Epon ye smaller Bame RePIELL ELIE ELS disables ces te | LURES, etc., in natural colors. It has 400 such as rabbits, partridge and even the Bech cee caaiee cheleted de peep enraes pages, and will be mailed FREE to all anglers quill pig or porcupine. ak ee Bis eadlonth’ hardened sect writing to HARDY Bros. Ltd., Alnwick, The cat’s method of killing the porcu- Hee made Price GER E1000. Siacdacd Northumberland, England. pine is unique, he creeps up within strik- models with a ‘G” line capacity of 75 to ey Smelicas cue eae i ing distance then springs in, drives one 250 feet, price $4.50 to $10.00 Hardy’s are makers of the famous “PALA- front paw under porky’s belly, which is aah A di KONA” Split Bamboo Rods, used by thou- unprotected by quills, and with one swipe __ Ask your dealer or write us direct for sands of expert anglers, all over the world. ¢; thoce anneHee Mi prices. Free illustrated circular on request. ‘Anglers visiting Europe should make it a duty ° lose. 3 lerous, WS Tips open poor 

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL C0., INC, to inspect Hardy’s magnificent Showrooms Porky’s belly and springs away at the 
Mi NY var | and wonderful display of Fishing Tackle, at same instant, sometimes he is a fraction 

500 Main Street, Mouawx, N. Yo HARDY HOUSE 61, PALL MALL, of a second too late in getting away and 
LONDON, S. W. porky gets a swipe at him with that needle MARTIN “AUTOMATIC Spare covered tail, but this does not often hap- 
= => ss pen. i > Se SS SE When returning § hunt 1 9 a 7X 7 en returning from a unt late one 

Nelle REELS bax ——— afternoon my hunting companion and I
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felt hat and hip boots. And suddenly 
Mart yelled, “Strike, squaretail, strike!” 

I stood spellbound and watched. What 
a scene. The sun, still reddish, was climb- (1 r r 

ing above the dark still pines, and the thin Rod yt | 
almost invisible vapor. rising from the oe ee. s 
water. You could smell the dampness, an S$ 2 a 
the rushing sound of the stream seemed to porting Boot / 
pour into your ears. apy es there The 
fifty-sixty feet away, was Mart Young, He 
the image of old Jim—using the same =e A aia Oi p— 
rod, grinning the same way, saying the Model — 
selfsame words that Jim had said just be- Se 
fore the big squaretail struck—and the \ a 

same big squaretail! ‘S SS I —————_ —_—_ e 7 
Downstream he went, letting the trout Tt = perie tt 

have line, wading in the shallow water, Q € ose to-pe c LOW... fe 
watching, eyes intent, ae RS ae ee # 
to each movement of that fish. he trout 
made for the sharp rock below, and, Itinsists on your comfort 
putting every ounce of pressure on the a Ee eee 
tackle that he dared, Mart managed to eee 

Be ae et Saye see ee Its light weight brings, at the without binding. It is extra 
akin; a rus! or midstream le trout 4 . 2 2. ede ie Shiewere cameyvoule tine Up end of day, only recollections high to permit deeper wading. 

through it, out of it, into the air and of enjoyment. Its lap seam construction gives 
down again. What a fish! Bigger by far Built like a leather shoe, over extra long wear at the folds— 
pet aia eS a ‘footshape’ last in full, medi- where cracking would other- at Mart’s face. The trout was sulking : > ; 
in a pool across the stream, and Mart um and slim widths, there’s no wise soon occur. 
held the line tight against the rod in his shucking at the heel—the per- Yoy will agree with Frank 
left hand. With his right he tipped back fect fit givin, secure footing on. Parsonsand othernoted sports- 
his hat, and wiped the sweat from his slipper ete 5 ror 
forehead. Exactly the same gesture that PP Y . men that there’s comfort in 
old Jim used! I wondered whether I was Its ribbed vamp prevents sag- oe feature of the ‘Rod and 
dreaming ging at the instep. Reel’ Sporting Boot. Look for | 

yung up- «eee . 
eee teitie ong was eee Its éxtension vole protects the Big Gon the tele. It iden- ; , Be very A »: ‘ ‘ tifies the genuine Big ‘C’ Line 
I could see the tip of old Jim’s rod jig- against snagging. oe es & 
jig-jig as the big fish fought the current. lis, Kouséle Ganoldl soseue including Jeather and duck 
I could see the handle of old Jim’s reel ‘drawing’ of the f P nh tops to suit the weather and 
turning ’round and ’round as the fish took Tawie O e feet ani A the occasion. If your dealer 
line, heading for the apron of the dam. ee en isn’t stocked, write our nearest 
Mart waited until the trout was within caught in rocky broo bottoms. ert 
eight feet, then swung hard on the butt, I a fexibl ant ranen. 
keeping a steady pressure all the time. ts top is soft, c ee = > 
Again the trout turned—again the down- tic — clings snugly to thigh iP i F 
stream performance. Again the trout jis, H iE E 
sulked, and again Jim’s son wiped the le — oat | i 7 
sweat from his forehead—just as Jim aw >>) eS i VES 
had done. \ ( } i KA ie i i 

Unconsciously I’d taken out my watch to Weg : — 1% 4 
time the battle. I suppose the picture CH \3 oe 
looked so much the same that taking the ig Rote 
watch out was just a natural part of it. BIG LINE it : ee: 

Twenty minutes, twenty-one! Mart was ‘Rubber Rebtnene ie i 
in the water up to his waist, and his i. 2 
boots of course were filled. He watched Converse Rubber Shoe Co. ray ve 
the line where it cut into the water. His L/ a ey 
kunckles were white where he gripped the Factory & Gen. Offices, Malden, Mass. @ / (7, i: 
rod. He began to reel in slowly, gaining New York Chicago Philadelphia ST La : 
perhaps four feet of line, then letting the Minneapolis 2. Qa 4 
trout rest for a while. e ~Y Cio oN j : 

I watched the line rising gradually as® wS a? o\ dae a “ 
he brought the squaretail slowly to the Hy Was a i 
surface. First the tapered part of the WZ na — sal je 4 : 
line, then the leader where it was looped TEL NSN a A [ 5 
on, then one leader knot after another, and Ce SRN i, eee J 
finally the biggest squaretail I have ever UD SEY: Lees : : 

The trout was moving slightly, and Mart ¢ Le I he) oy A : 
drew him in gently, stooping forward Le Les PSST Ble fe ea) 
after the dip net which lay near him : PE ee : a = 
on the bank. : eke ee a ee gg " 

Slowly he lowered the net into the Le See a ss ea 
water, drew the trout over it, and the ae ee > saa Se - e soe 
folds of the net came up around. : : ee £5 So ; 

By this time I had run up, across the se Soe Pe ioe ee a 
dam, and down the bank to where Mart 
Wasaknecinic. sl could see bis: face as. he ~—_— ed ea y e t 
ees that red-spotted body. He cer- 
tainly knew he had something. He wet —_— 
his hands, removed the hook, held the Tg Y 4 OLD FISHERMAN 2: 
trout ae We exchanged glances, neither i 4) 8 . COP one smiling, just amazed at such a trout : WEE 
from Mopang Stream. And then Mart’s Reepsaway mosquitoes, black tes, pagal CALENDAR. a fon 8 hand, dropped gnats and midges. Oldest, most re- IR THAN EVER -~ pped nearer and nearer the water A Mable. Indispensable to hunters, Tells when you can catch fish eas trout. Without a word he placed the fish campers, fishermen, tourists. Price25e, 5 for$1.00. > 
under water, watched it swim slowly away Atdrug, sporting & general stores. O. F. CALENDAR =e oO v2 a 
as it gathered strength again. Then with [QLUWEoCMCSnCEeR ec | See ch Ste LES, SB =



The following letter received from the "Agpoc portsmen of California. 
needs no comment. \# ; 

May 8, 1928 

2 O. Preston, cording Secretary, 

Associated Sportsmen of California, 
830 Pacific Building, 

San Francisco, Calif. 

Dear Sir: 

* Wish to call your attention to a report of the U,S, Biological 
Survey, appearing in the California Wool Grower dated April, 24, 

1928. 

This report shows the stomach contents of 80 bobcats and 118 
coyotes killed during a period of six months, (July 1, 1927 to 

January 1, 1928.) From this report it may be seen that analysis 
of cats showed 22 hed fed on deer and 17 on quail. That of the 

coyote showed that, 36 had fed on deer and one on quail. 

From these figures it may readily be seen that all sportsmen 
should interest themselves in predatory animal control work, 

Stomach analysis definitely show these animals to have killed 
more of our game than domestic life. 

At our last meeting, motion made and carried that the Associated 

Sportsmen be requested to assist in every way possible in furthers 

ing predatory animal control work. 

Yours for conservation, 

Jase C. Tario, Jre Sectyeo, 

California Forest Guards, Eureka. 

This clipping from the News-Courier, Saginaw, Michigan. 

UNIFORMS BEING SENT STATE GAME WARDENS 

"Uniforms .are being sent this week to all game wardens 

of the state under the new order of the conservation come 

mission requiring officers to don the new dress, Fifty per 

cent of the wardens are now in uniform. Conservation badges 

will be sent to the game wardens Friday." 

——————— 

The weakest alibi for decreasing game and fish is “ease of transportation"- 
modern transportation provides equal facility for maintaining the supplies. 

REG us pATOre



eexx « Boke Ty "' 

Moss Point, Miss., 

Feb. 24, 2929. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just returned from trapping grounds and did not get 

your letter until yesterday; consequently my delay in answering, I 

am reasonably sure that the bobcat does not prey on house cats, and 

am positive that the grey fox does not, In my experience as a woods~ 

man I have never seen any thing that would lead me to believe that 
the bob cat or grey fox were enemies of the house cat, : 

Yours sincerely, 

T. A. Coulson.
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Bor is the name by which the wild cats of the genus | 
Lynx are known in most of the United States, particu- 

larly the warmer parts—West and Southwest. Though ; 
related to the mountain lion, or cougar, both being members : 
of the same family, the bobcat is a much smaller animal and 
of somewhat different habits, so far as the selection of prey 
is concerned. Its larger cousin, the Canada lynx, is found 
in the northern, more forested, parts of the United States 
and in Canada. The economic relations of the two are 
similar, except as forest-dwelling habits are modified by the 
bobcat’s environment of plains and deserts in the Southwest. 

The bobcat has keen eyesight and a good sense of smell, 
though the latter is not so acute as in the wolf or the coyote. 
Most of its hunting for food is done at night, and the animal 
is aided by sight rather than by scent. The advance of 
settlement and the occupation of the bobcat’s former ranges 
for stock raising have not so much crowded back this preda- 
tor as they have given it a new and satisfying provender, 
particularly in the young of the flocks and herds of the 
stockman and the poultry of the farmer. Control of its 
depredations at times becomes necessary to man’s economic 

, welfare. 

Washington, D. C. Issued June, 1931 

On 

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D, C, - - - - - - Price 5 cents



HINTS ON BOBCAT TRAPPING 

By Sranury P. Youna, Principal Biologist, in Charge Division of Predatory- 
Animal and Rodent Control, Bureau of Biological Survey 
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Toa has been found to be one of the most effective 
methods of bobcat control. On its wild ranges the bobcat feeds 

to a large extent upon rabbits and other injurious rodents, but it 
preys also upon such valuable forms of wild life as antelope, deer, and 
other game animals, expecially the fawns, and on wild turkeys, quail, 
and other ground-nesting birds. With human occupation of its for- 
mer haunts, it finds in the young of domestic livestock very satisfac- 
tory substitutes for its ordinary fare in the wild. When its food is 
less easily obtained in nature than among the flocks and herds of the 
range country, it may become exceedingly destructive to domestic 
livestock, especially to sheep during the lambing season, to pigs, 
goats, and calves, and to poultry. The depredations of bobcats in 
parts of Arkansas in recent years have made hog raising on an exten- 
sive scale impracticable in such localities. Losses caused by this 
predatory animal among sheep are particularly severe when lambing 
is conducted on the open range and the lambing grounds are in close 
proximity to the broken, rough, rocky canyons that favor the presence 
of the bobcat. Sheepmen often choose such rugged country for 
lambing grounds because of the protection it affords against storms. 

ON GAINING ENTRY into a flock of sheep at lambing time, com- 
, monly undec cover of darkness, the bobcat carries on its depredations 

in such manner as to cause little commotion there. 
Nature of The lamb is usually killed by a characteristic bite on 
Depredations the back of the neck or head, and then it is pulled 

: down to be eaten. If its lust for killing is not satis- 
fied, the bobeat may kill other lambs by the same method, continuing 
its work quietly until a large number have been destroyed. A single 
bobcat has been known to kill 38 lambs in this manner in one night. 

Bobcats are easily caught in traps of the common double-spring 
steel type, in sizes 2 and 3. Such traps have been used by many 
generations of trappers, and although deemed inhumane by some 
persons, no better or more practical device has yet been invented to 
take their place. The brief description here presented of trapping 
methods to be used in bobcat control is based on field experiences of 
Federal and cooperative trappers who have applied methods developed 
by the Bureau of Biological Survey. 

54852°—31 1
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In sELncrine a site for trap sets, one should be guided to a large 
extent by the tracks of the animal (fig. 1) and by other traces of its 

presence, which are commonly found in the rugged re- 
Where cesses of the open range. Such places as leached limestone 
to Trap ridges, limestone cap rock, or eroded granitic canyons 

: containing an abundance of small caverns and holes sur- 
rounded by rather extensive underbrush form the ideal habitat of 
the bobeat. This may be in low-lying country or in adjacent higher 
mountainous areas. Though it is advisable to use the geatest caution 
in setting bobeat traps, the care with which the art is practiced need 
not be so great as in the case of the wolf or the coyote. 

When the trail of a bobeat has been found, by track or sign, along, 
or leading from its rocky lair, traps may be placed in either double or : 

* . y Va ~~ ™ “4 

' ra is a eee a ies i ‘ 

EE ikea eo He 

ry Ca EE 

Bes bee 
$ i eel rack, a Gk 2 ae eee 

Fry toa ey Pee ete Ae Fy . 

ee CREO Bi nite . tie ee 

ESM aid cons A ae aay ce or 

is ot a oe ee 

: ERAN gh ei eee 
ee Nk te ae sy oa 2 ee 

Ficure 1,—“Blind” or trail set being placed for bobcats. ‘Trails used by both bobeats and cattle 
make ideal situations for placing the blind set for predators during periods when stock is removed 
from such parts of the range 

single sets. If the trail is not frequently used by livestock also, or by 
such big-game animals as deer, the so-called “blind” trap set may be’ 
employed. This set is called a blind because no lure or scent need be 
used around it when completed. 

WHETHER SINGLE OR DOUBLE blind trap sets are employed, they 
should be placed in holes dug directly in the trail of the bobcat 

close to such an obstruction as an exposed root, a rock, 
“Blind” or a clump of weeds, for the bobcat seldom fails to step 
Trap Sets over rather than on such an obstruction in its path. 

(Fig. 2.) If the double set is to be used, the trap holes 
should be only about 1 inch apart, separated just far enough to prevent 
interference of the jaws when the trap is sprung. Each hole should be 
dug only slightly larger than the size of the trap and just deep enough 
to hold the set trap and allow this to be slightly lower than the level
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of the surrounding ground. ee he _ are used, they may be 

joined together with a lap link at the ends o their chains, which in 

turn may be attached to a stake pin driven slightly below the ground 

level; ne ss may be used either made of —— iron or con- 

sisting of a fairly heavy stone. The drag sho d be bedded under 

the traps, in which case more excavating will be required. It is well 

to have a — swivel at the top of the stake pin to prevent a 

captive animal from 
twisting and break- WW~¢; GiygEeze == ee Mike f 

ing the trap chains NY 4 ie SS eh ! 

attached to it. yi adh | Vig BR ER ness 
After the trap has i) Os Wa SPE ae 

been firmly bedded it ‘ MA ) Wh i) eee ay Ae 

is advisable to cover ‘wiW4ivpiiw ‘GEE a eS 
itwith fine pulverized Wil Y/ OE 2 ees 
earth similar to that Rh Vi04 WO ee 22S SSS 
found in the mound (Qitj17 Wop ee Ma. A 7S EN 
of a pocket gopher. ee / ee. SaaS 

This will do for the y@Myiyy~ Be F —, J SSS 
spring of the trap. girs Willis A ERS 
Dry and finely pul AVRQESS ep 7 hoi Mey 
verized horse or cow }WUeyusere = > D: Uae 
manure may be more gp} ee aN WiAeeer . SS 

advantageously used hoe aig Le ee) Aa 

to cover the inside of ea St Sey Se 

the trap jaws. Care ' ee Ne Bes = 7 \ 

should be taken to *} Say, ag a = 1/7 an oo x 

Keep all loose dirt, ¢4¥gy JG Be TSN 
from getting under Uae oo ny § 
the pan and to see eee We eee ads 
that there isan open “Yo 7 iat 

sphoe ' benbath | iti pf Tewsk2 Metal of sttng pp ty pont fn ls ne 
at least a quarter of of trap are lightly packed with cotton to insure springing when the 

an inch. eC 
) | trap pad made of re of old ee slicker cloth for 

finally covering the pan should now be placed on the inside of the 

) jaws; then over all should be sprinkled dry dirt to the depth of a 

* quarter to s half inch, of the same color as the ron surrounding 

the trap. The spot where the trap is buried should be left in as 

natural a condition as possible. 

‘A ScENT ATTRACTIVE TO BOBCATS may be used to advantage to lure 

the animals to trap sets. When scenting is resorted to, however, the 

traps should not be placed in the runway proper, but on 

Scented either side of it, or on one side only, and parallel to 

Trap Sets the trail. They should be set in the same manner as de- 

scribed for the blind sets, between the trail and the spot 

seiseied fripealiens Bie Bee ig: a oy Apot ee pe 

more than 6 to 8 inches from the trap. In placing the scent, ad- 

vantage should be taken of any stubble, bunch of weeds, exposed 

root, or object known as a scent post. These are so termed. from the 

1k that they are the places selected by the animal for voiding urine 

or feces. 
Bobcats usually have their scent posts slightly off the trail, on 

stubble of range grasses, on bushes, or even on old bleached-out
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carcasses. Where the ground conditions are right for good tracking, 
natural scent posts may be detected by the claw scratches and the 
small mound of dirt where the bobcat has covered its excrement. 
Such habits are similar to those of house cats. In passing along its 
trails, the bobcat will usually revisit these scent posts. 
When natural scent posts can not be readily found, one may be 

easily established along the determined trail of a bobeat by dropping 
scent (of a kind to be described) on a few clusters of weeds, spears of 
grass, or stubble of low brush. The trap should be set between the 
trail and the ‘place scented, about 6 or 8 inches from each. (Fig. 4.) 
Any number of such scent stations may be placed along a determined 
trail. The farther from the trail a trap is set, however, the more 

mai mod: ) hes * 

% | be > a 

cs i r=) 
B24414; B24415 

Ficure 3.—Placing a scent set for bobeats: A, double trap set, placed as in blind sets, but a few 
inches off the trail instead of directly in it; B, tra) bedded, and springs and jaws properly 
covered and pan unobstructed, ready for covering with a trap pad, on which the topsoil is to be 
spread. Scent sets are placed between the trail and a clump of weeds or other natural or artificial 

; scent posts 

scent will be needed. For dropping the scent, a 2 to 4 ounce bottle 
fitted with a shaker cork may be used. ; 

THE BASIS OF THE SCENT may be any kind of fish, but oily varieties, } 
such as sturgeon, eels, suckers, and carp, are preferred. The flesh i 

should be ground in a sausage mill, placed in strong tin 
Preparation or galvanized-iron cans, and left in a warm place to 
of Scent decompose thoroughly. Each can must be provided 

with a small vent to allow the escape of gas, otherwise 
there is danger of explosion. The aperture, however, should be 
screened with a fold of cloth to prevent flies from depositing eggs, as 
the mixture seems to lose much of its scent quality when maggots 
develop in it. This preparation may be used within three days after 
mixing, but it is more lasting and penetrating when it is about a 
month old. 

Fish scent alone gives excellent results, but several modifications 
have been found highly effective. To the decomposed fish as a 
basis may be added mice, beaver castors, musk glands from minks, 
weasels, and muskrats, and the bladders of coyotes and bobcats. 
Oil gives body to the scent and to a certain extent prevents freezing. 
If the mixture appears too thin, glycerin, brains, fish oil, butterfat, or 
other animal fat, such as that from woodchucks and ground squirrels, 
may be added. 

|
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The hunter may commence with a quantity of ground fish placed in 
a large galvanized-iron container, similar to a milk can, and as the 
original lot is used on the trap line, he may replenish it by adding 
more fresh fish and others of the ingredients mentioned. The addi- 
tion of new material from time to time seems to improve the desirable 
qualities of the scent mixture. 

Om oF catnip, diluted in the proportion of 35 drops of the pure 
oil to 2 ounces of petrolatum, has proved an effective lure in bobcat 

trapping. As this is a fine oil, the petrolatum is used 
Catnip Oil to give it body, and this tends also to prevent loss of 
as a Lure the scent when exposed to rain. Pure catnip oil is 

manufactured at a few places in the United States, but 
if the pure oil is not obtainable, the leaves of the catnip plant may be 
boiled to a pulpy eae 
sistency in water, and _yypgesquapeeeses DASE Wg WEUAT shy wal WA 
this mail produce a [RRAAO7 \ia RE TRAN 
mild tincture of cat- Na ¥ Ke ih CL GIN D a Wor Nie 
nip which can, be \NUERAMAIZE c/n) Une) 
drawn off. Catnipin } NAY Se NaN peaniipes UO Ni 
this form has been [! YONA. oe AR ae” S\N 

WA Lcd 7 LUE ORNS Nt | usedasalurebysome % NEw Sl Celine = S\N iM 
tengo with a “ys (Nay I Hs vn el ee Sy \ 

egree of success. my i Hd LRN casio Nes 
fow drops of the mix- ay ae Wie Ceo iQ AS 
ture of petrolatum ty Weiss hile We. SSS 4 
and pure catnip oil, “=. ..\! me yh gee ud: 
or of the tincture, = +... 7 7a2, W ees 
should be placed on JK AE 4 \ ip, 
the scent spot every iff gt g AV Ws 1) 
third day. Ue Al Ad ag SoRl KC RS 

Some Biological “Se We = sa “(Neate 
Survey hunters em- _ Ae A We tes See Br 
ploy, this lure by Dra SAE Te ee 

burying at one side poonp 4.—Details of placing scent set on cleared space betwu 
of a bobcat runway trail and a clump of higher weeds or grass used as a scent pos 
a small) glassijar or podoraisa top snd containing cotton sctimead oiehad oto 
bottle (fig. 4) into Aiwieucty nar ae may be sprinkled on the clump of weeds to lure 

which has been zu 
dropped gauze or cotton batting, saturated with catnip oil. The 
mouth of the container is left open, but level with the ground, and is 

' protected by a perforated top. If the top is bright, it should be made 
inconspicuous by moistening it, and while wet brushing it over with 
dust or sand. Trap sets placed, as described around such scent 
points have accounted for many bobcats. 

Success in TRAPPING, whether for bobcats or for other predators, 
is in many respects dependent upon the trapper’s attention to what 

might seem to be minor details. While digging holes for 
Carein the sets it is well for the trapper to stand or kneel on a 
Details “‘setting cloth,” which is made of canvas or a piece of sheep- 

skin or calf hide about 3 feet square. Human scent on the 
canvas may be avoided by previously burying the cloth in an old 
manure pile. The dirt removed from the place where the trap is 
bedded may be piled on the setting cloth. Surplus dirt not needed 
for covering the trap should be scattered areity on the ground at 

|
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some distance from the set. It is well also to wear gloves while 
setting traps, and to use them for no other purpose, though the pre- 
cautions against arousing the suspicion of bobcats are less necessary 
than those in trapping wolves and coyotes. 

: Rust on traps.—Rust is often the cause of the failure of traps to 
spring properly, particularly when the trap panrusts onits post. Most 
steel traps are so constructed that when the trap pan is moved back 
and forth it will spread the joint and thus permit the pan to work 
freely. Putting afew drops of fine oil on the post, as well as in the slots 
thathold the jaws at the base of the trap, will overcomesuch difficulties. 

Frozen ground.—When the ground is frozen it is difficult to keep 
the traps in working order. Some hunters overcome this difficulty 
by lining the bottom of the hole in which the trap is to be bedded 
with clean coarse cotton or wool, and by packing more of this material 
around the pan, springs, and jaws after the trap is placed. When the 
ground is frozen, the dirt cover for the set can be made of such débris 
as is found on ant hills, or by using dead leaves or the fine earth 
obtained under spruce, fir, hemlock, or aspen trees. 

Deodorizing traps——When received from dealers or manufacturers, 
traps frequently smell of grease, perspiration from human hands, or 
other odors caused by contact with various kinds of merchandise in 
the course of shipment. As some of these odors are likely to arouse 
the suspicion of predators, itis advisable to clean all traps before using 
them. This may be done by boiling them in a tincture of sage leaves, 
or of leaves from other native trees. Common soil is a good deodor- 
izer, but it acts slowly. Simply burying the traps for a few days in a 
manure pile (the odor from which does not arouse the predator’s 
suspicion) will often remove all other odors. It is better, however, 
before using traps to clean them by boiling, as mentioned. Never 
attempt to’ rn off an odor over a fire, as this may destroy the temper 
of the sp), nd make the trap worthless. 
Par.*. pads.—Paper pads are not dependable, as they are 

usus’*~- smooth to hold the covering of soil. This is soon swept 
ited.» +per when the trap is set in a windy place, and when this is 
voq. © trap is exposed. Furthermore, rain will readily soak a 
«~~ pad, causing it to break or collapse and expose much of the set. 
.other objection to paper pads is that when an animal steps lightly 

nto a trap jaw, resting its toes barely inside of it but not on the trap 
pan, it is likely to hear the rustle of the paper under its foot as well as 
to feel its smoothness. The result is that it will be shy of that par- 
ticular spot, and thus a catch is lost. Trap pads made of fairly thick 
canvas or woven wire of fly-screen consistency are therefore preferable 
to paper pads. Such trap pads should be free from all odor, and when 
not in use should be kept in a clean container, such as the 1-pound 
cans used for ground coffee. 

THE TRAP MAY BE RESET after a bobeat has been caught, the same 
spot being used if the ground and the natural surroundings have not 

been too badly scratched up or otherwise defaced, and if 
Resetting evidences of disturbance can be cleared away. It may 
Traps be highly desirable to reset the sprung trap in the same 

place, particularly if other good spots are lacking for 
scenting or for taking advantage of the natural obstructions needed 
for blind sets. 
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‘ 
crowding. The growing oysters can be easily shifted from one place 
to another as local conditions change. ‘The building up of a hard 
bottom, which was a prime requisite under the old methods of culture, 

is now unnecessary. It is unnecessary to confine oyster culture to any 
limited zone and the three dimensions of space in the water may be 
utilized. The effect of pests is also reduced. The Japanese oyster drill 
is a bottom dwelling form and has no free swimming larval stages; 
therefore, it does not come in contact with the spat collectors hung 
from floats, and seed obtained in this manner can be imported with 

a minggipEath OPE Bobead 
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AN OUTLINE OF THE HABITS OF THE BOBCAT 

WITH SOME DIRECTIONS FOR TRAPPING 

By E, L. Sumner, Jr. 

I. HABITS 

r i YHE FOLLOWING ACCOUNT of the habits of the bobcat is for 
the benefit of those who contemplate trapping it, and represents 
a brief summary of what is known about the life and ways of 

this animal, rather than a contribution of new material. 
Bobeats are to be found in practically all of the wooded and brushy 

parts of the United States with the exception of a narrow strip which 
includes the northern portions of Montana, North Dakota, Minnesota, 
Michigan and the upper tier of New England States. On the Pacific 
Coast its range extends northward even into British Columbia, while 
to the south it reaches far down into Mexico. Because of its secretive 
habits, however, the bobeat may be fairly abundant in localities where 
its presence is not at all suspected, as for example in those settled 
areas where some few remnants of woodland or broken country still 
persist in the midst of the surrounding farm lands. Thickets along 
stream bottoms, open-forested hillsides and rocky gulches in half-open 
country are chosen by this cat in preference to heavily wooded forests, 
and this is the explanation of its survival in the face of human settle- 
ment. Although considerably reduced in numbers in the Northeastern 
States, it seems to be pretty well holding its own in the South and West 
—perhaps as well in California as in any other section of the entire 
country. 

Dens are made in hollow trees, small caves, or openings among 
rock piles and the young, of which there may be two to four in num- 
ber, are born about May. Not much is known about the size of the 
home territory covered by each individual cat except that in some 
localities at least, it must be of considerable extent. D. W. Maxey 
records finding the remains of two small plymouth rock chickens in the 
stomach of a bobeat which he killed at a point five miles from the place | 
where it had caught them. It is known, however, that this animal is 
for the most part solitary, and that it avoids the company of others 
except during the breeding season.
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Bobeats are nearly as active during the daylight hours as at night 
and for this reason are able to include in their diet a greater variety of 
food than can strictly nocturnal animals. Birds, such as quail, for 
example, which are accustomed to roost in trees where they are out of 
reach of prowling animals during the hours of darkness, become an 
easy prey for the bobcat when they come down in the morning to forage 
upon the ground. Joseph Dixon has found from an examination of 
218 stomachs that rabbits and harmful rodents outnumber all other 
food items combined (63%) with beneficial animals (from the human 
standpoint) amounting to only 27 per cent, and animals of neutral 
significance amounting to 10 per cent (Journal of Mammalogy, 1925, 6, 
34-46). Among the beneficial animals destroyed the quail and grouse \ 
are probably the most important, and there is no denying that at times 
the bobeat may become very destructive to these birds, and to others as 
well. Like all cats it makes up for its short wind and mediocre powers 
of smell by an extraordinary ability to conceal itself even in places 
where one would think there was no cover, and by its lightning-like 
spring when it has crept within reach of its prey, and this makes it a 
particularly dangerous enemy for birds. A vivid description of such 
hunting tactics is to be found in an article by Jim Mast in the American 
Trapper for January, 1931. It is very seldom given even to the oldest: 
woodsmen to witness one of these animals hunting, but Mr. Mast was 
able to observe the cat from the beginning of the performance to the 
end and state that in the final spring it dived at least eight feet through 
the air to land on the rabbit which it had been stalking. H. H. Hunt 
saw a bobeat capture two mountain quail out of a single covey in this 
same manner (CaLirorNIA Fish anp Game, 1920, 6, 87), and Donald 
McLean records an individual which had eaten six western robins 
(CauirorNia Fisu AnD Game, 1919, 5, 160). In stalking it places each 
hind foot directly in the print of the corresponding fore foot, thus 
further insuring a silent approach. Other items of food which illus- 
trate not only the variety of its diet but something of its prowess as 
well, are fish, crayfish, frogs, sheep, poultry, fawns and occasionally a 
full grown deer. There are some good woodsmen who doubt the bobeat’s 
ability to bring down a healthy deer single handed, but we have several 
accounts of such happenings which can hardly be questioned. In one 
ease the story of the struggle was plainly followed in the snow. The 
deer was a yearling of about 100 pounds; the bobeat had attacked it at 
the throat, and they had floundered together for fifty feet through the 
snow before the deer went down. After killing it the cat had eaten 
some from one of the hind quarters and then had covered the carcass 
all over with snow except for the head. There were no tracks of any 
other animal in the vicinity (Young, S. P. 1928, Journal of Mam- : 
malogy, 9, 64-65). The average weight of a full grown bobcat, by the 
way, falls between twenty and thirty pounds, although there is one 
record of a bobeat trapped by S. M. Wiley, having attained the very 
unusual weight of nearly sixty pounds (Cairornia FisH anp GAME, 
1928, 14, 173). 

Cats are hunters the world over, living on fresh meat which is 
preferably, although not necessarily, their own kill, and to this rule 
the bobeat is no exception. The best bait according to Jim Mast 

2—85369
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(American Trapper, 1931, 3, 14-15) is a bit of rabbit fur, or a bird 
wing, which will move a little in the wind when hung above the sets 
and thus attract the quick eye of the cat. Stock trails in the vicinity 
of serubby brush or rocky places make good locations for sets, and 
the traps may be set just to one side of such trails—so as not to be 
sprung by the stock—with the bait hung about two feet above. It 
is better to use two traps, with the springs running parallel to the 
cat’s trail as he approaches the bait, rather than cross ways, and if 
there is much danger of their being sprung by rabbits it is a good 
plan to run a thin dry redwood stick under the pan, with its two 
ends resting on top of the jaws, so that a moderate weight will be 
required to spring them. Redwood sticks of this sort, if perfectly dry 
and shaved down to the size of a very thin lead pencil, should break 
every time under the weight of a bobcat. A rock or a small piece 
of brush can be used where necessary to guide the animal to the traps 
and prevent him from approaching the bait from some other direction. 
Another type of set can be made by placing the bait in the back part 
of a rock crevice, between the roots of trees, or in V-shaped openings 
in thick brush, with the two traps set one close behind the other at 

. the entrance of the V, but this type of set does not catch the eye of 
the bobeat as readily as the other. In any case the bait should be 
renewed every day or two so that it will be continually fresh. Quail 
are said to make the most attractive lure but the wing of an old hen, 
or in fact nearly any freshly killed animal will work. No. 2 double 
spring traps are quite strong enough to hold bobcats and are the best 
size to use, but a No. 3 can also be used satisfactorily. 

Scents do not seem to work as well as bait for these cats because 
of relatively poor powers of smell. Fish oil is the best of the ordinary 
scents for this species and is easy to make, the procedure being simply 
to cut a fish into small pieces and place in an uncovered mason jar 
in the sun for a few days; a foul smelling oil will form on top, and 
this should be poured off and saved. A variation of this, as recom- 
mended by the Pennsylvania Game Commission is the following: 

One pint of fish oil (made as above), 1 oz. oil of anise, 1 oz. oil of 
rhodium, 1 oz. pulverized asafoetida. Mix together in a bottle and 
shake well before using. Oil of catnip is used by the U. S. Biological 
Survey for bobcats and mountain lions and is probably the best of 
all, but is very expensive. In putting out any scent, place a drop 
or two on the bush of rock to which the bait is fastened but never 
get it on the traps. 

Excellent directions for preparing and dressing sking at home are 
to be found in two published articles, one by Joseph Dixon in the 
July issue of Forest and Stream for 1917, and the other by Ned 
Dearborn in a leaflet entitled ‘‘Trapping on the Farm’’ (1919), 
which may be secured from the U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, 
D.C.
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Qe" BOBCATS vs. DEER 

W. D. Barnard, Trout.Lake, cited.an instance where bob- 
cats killed deer, and.Warden W. T. Calhoun, Wausau, adds two 
more cases to the record where the big cats succeeded in 
killing the larger animals. 

Case 1, --. In the town of; Pelican, Oneida county, Feb- 
ruary 1929, a teamster. was hauling a sleigh load of logs 
late. in the afternoon, when he came upon .a bobcat eating a 
yearling buck. Upon investigating the man.found that the 
bobcat had jumped on the deer's back, tore off one ear and 
bit through the jugular vein. The fact.,that the deer was 
still warm and steaming is evidence it. was freshly killed, 

Mr. Calhoun says. The teamster picked up the. deer and 
brought it to Warden Robinson, then located at Rhinelander. 

: Case 2.-=+ In February, 1929,. in. the town of -Newbolact, 
Oneida county, Frank Ajeski, a wolf hunter.was looking for 
two dogs he had lost. the day before when he came upon the 
track of a large doe. Upon investigating he found that a 
bobeat's tracks were following in the doe tracks. Later 
he found only the doe tracks; and in a short distance found 
the dead deer which had been partially eaten. Apparently 
the bobcat had followed the deer, jumped on its back, and 
killed it. This accounted for.the absence of the bobcat 
tracks for the short distance before finding the deer. 
This case was also reported to Warden Robinson. 

re “te Me oe Ae 

SPORTY CARP 

Other states. have no monopoly on the.sport of catching 
carp with hook and line, according to C. A. Forster, Durand, 
Wisconsin. ; 

Mie can get rid of our carp by getting the opener to 
catch them with a fly rod or rod and reel, " Mr. Forster 
writes to the department... "It is real sport. 

"My wife and I use peas or yotatoes and you would be 
surprised the kick you get out of it. Since the fellows 

around here have seen, the fun we were getting out of it, : 

they tried it and we have quite.a number of old trout and 

bass fishermen that fish carp for the sport there is in it. 

“We give them to some’ people and they seem to like them 
like we do pike. Let's try and get the fishermen interested 

in catching carp and in this way also help to save our game 

Piehyas acs ; : ‘ ; 

Oe Me ee
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c WORK PROGRESSING 

Construction work is progressing satisfactorily in 
. forest protection district 4.with headquarters at Antigo, 

in spite of the cold weather, says Ranger Arnold Buettner. 

"The new headquarters rangér station for district 4 
: at Antigo, being built by WPA labor is progressing very 

well," Mr, Buettner says. "The Crandon substation is 
rapidly nearing completion and the Summit Lake substation 
should be completed by the beginning of the fire season. - 

"The WPA roadside cleanup, fire break and slash Gis- 
posal jobs have been slowed uo somewhat by the deep snow, 
but are accomplishing results that will be fully: appreci- 
ated by fire fighting crews in time to come. ~ 

"Tn spite of unusually cold weather, which, in some 
instances has driven the frost to a depth of three or four 
feet, construction of the inter-district telephone line is 

progressing satisfactorily." 

f oe ee 

“SNARED CAT 

Warden A. W. Powell, Bayfield, hung a deer snare up 
in a tree ten years ago and recently found that a cat had 
used the device to hang itself. 

The snare had been brought to Powell ten years ago by 
hunters who had found the decaying carcass of a deer in it. 
He put the snare up in a tree near his kitchen door and hung 

@ squirrel house with it. Last spring he moved the squirrel 
house and left the snare in the tree, ten feet from the 
ground. 

One morning he found a large black ‘and white cat hanging 

in the snare. The cat had hanged itself after Powell had at- 
tempted for a long time to get it off his premises, 

"I have tame chickadees and squirrels that feed from the 
hand and I will not tolerate a cat on the place," Warden 
Powell says. 

ee H He He 

Sixty Wisconsin groups are maintaining fish rearing ponds, 
according to the records of the conservation department. 

ee oe
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R = Upper lisse ogo™ eee UNITED STATES (0 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Cas 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE eee 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER WILDLIFE AND FISH REFUGE 

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT, FEDERAL BUILDING 

: WINONA, MINNESOTA 

February 15 1944 

Dr. Wede Breckenridgee, Curator 
Mimesote Museum of Natural History 

University of Mimespte 
Mimmeapolis, liinne 

Dear Dr. Breckenridge: 
: It occurs to mo that you would be interested 

to know that on January 26, 1944 a local trapper captured an adult 
Bobeat in a mink trap in the mississippi river bottoms near Minnesota 
City, Winona County. The skin, skull and stomach heve been preserved, 
the stomach will be sent to our Demver Laboratory for anlysis. The 
skull and skin will be kept for specimens. 

This is the first record we have of a bobcat 
being taken in the mississippi river bottoms on this refuge. 

Very truly yours 

Ray C. Steele 
ee lt. Joslin =e Superintendent 

Dre Leopold
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February 3, 1948. i 

=the Dr. Aldo Leopold 
x University Farm Place 

Stihl Laas, University of Wisconsin 
5 Madison, Wisc. 

: Dear Dr. Leopold: 

s - I thought that the enclosed clipping 
; < might amuse yous 

7 I was under the impression that Maine had ; 
<a too many deer, not too few, and that the last thing : 

ar: they wanted was a further increase in the deer pop- 
7, ulation. 

f ES Sincerely yours, 

See RHP: ESM Richard H. Pough, 
eS (Enclesure) Research Associate 
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File: Ravens 
Swans 

Extract from a letter from Joseph Dixon, filed under Antelope 

"We had a wonderful time with the breeding Trumpeter Swans in Yellowstone. 

One pair had been known to have bred in the same lake each season for five years 

é in a row without ever raising a single young swan. This year we made it a point 

to be there at the critical period and found that ravens (which had bred up 

through man-made conditions) were pecking holes in the swan eggs (when the swan 

was off her nest) and carrying off the embryos to feed their own young. I used 

the shotgun on the ravens and now for the first time in six years this pair of 

swans has a fine healthy brood of six young."



POR THE CONDOR 
From Aldo Leopold, “ 
Albuquerque, NH. Mexe 

Range of the Magpie in Now Mexico. On D ecember 28, 1919, 

I saw a magpie in a willow swamp on the banks of the Rio 

Grande near Bernardo, New Mexico. I have also seen them 

this winter near Tome, and for several winters near Peralta. 

On October 13, 1918, I saw a large number west of alameda, 

They are pdentiful in summer near Valley Ranch, New Mexico, 

and in Rio Arriba County are found throughout the year. 

Bernardo, as nearly as I know, is the southermost 

reoord. I have never seen one in the Rio Grande Valley 

proper in summer; apparently they do not breed south of 

Valley Ranch, on the upper Pecos. 

Copy sent Mrs. Bailey’ & Mr. Ligon
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Lhat.-Black Rascal— 
The Crow 

VERYWHERE throughout the country at this 
E time of the year, useful wild creatures are trying 
to protect their young from the attacks of enemies which 
seck to destroy them. The birds especially are subject to 

dangers which are continuous. Certain kinds of birds 
and animals spend almost their whole time in secking 
to destroy the useful species. This is so much the case 
that it has been estimated that predatory birds and 
animals destroy ten times as much game as sportsmen 
in the course of a year. The sportsman is regulated by 
law. He is able to shoot only within certain prescribed 
limits. Therefore, for the true sportsman, who observes 

the law, there is no indiscriminate slaughter of game 
animals or birds, but for crows there is no game limit. 

The crow is the worst offender. During the nesting 
season of birds he spends almost his whole time robbing 
nests and eating the eggs and young. The damage he 
does in the aggregate is enormous. In one place alone 
on the Eastern shore of Virginia during 1923 it was 
found that only a few crows, comparatively, had de- 
stroyed more than 3,000 eggs of game birds. It has been 
estimated that each crow—and there are millions of 
them—eats 11 of the eggs and young of useful birds in 
the course of the year. 

The photographs reproduced here were taken under 
the auspices of Dr. B. H. Warren, State Ornithologist of 
Pennsylvania.
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Eggs collected at Cedar Island, June 2, 1923, under five nests of fish crows. 
There are about 1000 egg shells and other remains of birds in this pile. 
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Cedar Island, Va., June 19, 1923. Broken limb of cedar tree about 7 feet from nest of 
crows which on June 2 contained 4 young. On a concavity of this broken limb rested 
33 egg shells with a lot of fragments of eggs, enough to make at least soeggs. There 
were 1 egg shell of laughing gull and 1 green heronegg. The remainder of the egg 
remains were practically all clapper rails. This broken limb was about 15 feet above 
the ground. Under this same cedar tree on the ground were 221 egg shells with head 
and bones of willets and adult clapper rails. There were also fragments of fully 
150 eggs under trees and bushes within a circle of 30 yards about this tree. Eggs 
mostly clapper rails, some laughing gulls and few other birds. The eggs under this 

tree are shown in another photo. 
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A closer view of the mass of egg shells destroyed by crows, with remains of 
young birds eaten by crows. 
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Fully 3000 eggs, etc., collected May 25, 26, to June 2d, inc., 1923, at Wallop’s Island, 3 88: oe}, Pp. 
Hog Island, Mockhoon Island and Cedar Island. 
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Revell’s Island, June 20, 1923. Seventy-nine eggs under tree, No nest in tree. 
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A view of the mass of egg shells destroyed by crows, with the remains of young 
birds eaten by crows. 
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Marsh near Wachapreague, Va.—nest of tern with 2 eggs and aeting labore a day or 
two old. These nests, like those of laughing gulls, are built on drift on top of ae 
green and tough grasses on salt water marshes. The contents of these nests are fully 

exposed to sun’s rays and are easily pillaged by crows. 
June 19, 1923. 
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Nest of laughing or blackheaded gull on marsh near Wachapreague, Va. 
Two eggs from which contents have been taken by crow. 

June 18, 1923. 
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INDICTMENT OF THE CROW 
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Cedar Island, Va., June 19, 1923. Nest of fish crow from which the young have flown. 

This nest, about 30 feet from the ground ina pine tree, was photographed by climbing 

up tree with camera. This nest was full of shells of eggs, 53 in number: 52 clapper rail 

eggs, 1 green heron. A dozen rail egg remains hung on pine tree limbs and bushes under 

nest. On ground we picked up 127 eggs, rail, gull and few green herons. Fragments 

of fully 200 eggs which we did not try to collect were also on ground under this tree. 

Fully 4oo eggs under this nest and tree, which was evidently used as feeding place 
after young crows had left nest. 
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Nest of meadow-lark attacked by fish crow, which attacked the owner of the nest, and 

broke one of the eggs as shown in this photograph. The crow was shot by a gunner 
who was watching in a blind while shooting shore birds, prior to passage of laws 

prohibiting spring shooting. This was at Wallop’s Island, Va. 
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International 
Crow Shooting Contest 
Cee in this vicinity are taking up arms to rid 

the woods of the food- and game-destroying crow. 

In every wood, field and marsh efforts are being made 
to prevent an increase in the number of pests which 
destroy crops, plunder the nests of breeding birds, steal 
their eggs and, in many cases, kill the young birds for 
food. 

Naturalists say that for every game bird shot in season 
there are at least ten killed by such birds of prey as the 
crow. 

Sportsmen, realizing the seriousness of the situation, 

are organizing Crow Killing Clubs, and will tramp the 
fields with all the vigilance of a quail hunt. 

Get your friends together. Organize a Crow Hunting 
Club. Get out your shotguns. Kill off these game destroy- 
ers. You will enjoy these days in the field and at the 
same time preserve the game and get good practice for 
your Fall shooting. : 

Safeguard your sport by going out into the fields and 
woods with your gun to wage war on these pests. 

Enter the International Crow Shooting Contest. Hun- 
dreds of valuable prizes are being offered.



Full details of 

The International Crow Shooting Contest 

with List of Prizes, etc., etc. 

upon application to 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC. 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

Send for “Sport of Crow Shooting and 

How to Kill Them.” 

A-1658*



gee ESE 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. 
Incorporated 

Wilmington, Delaware 

July 16, 1923. 

WILD GOOSE NESTS ROBBED BY RAVEN. 

The following quotation from the Times of Priest 

River, Idaho, tells its own story and shows the necessity 

of anti-vermin activities on the part of all sportsmen: 

"A few days ago Hd Trainer, who has been 
working on the Priest River drive, discovered 

two wild goose nests on an island about 16 
; miles north of Priest River. One nest con- 

tained eggs while the other contained five 

goslings. The nearness of the men on the 
drive drove the mother geese away from the 
nest, but nearness of men meant nothing toa 
big raven that was nearby. It flew down to 

the nests and carried off contents and all 

while the men watched them." 

TARE
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Digest of “Numbers & Local Distribution of Ill. Lend Birds” yt 

By Steyhen A. Forbes & Alfred 0. Gross oe 

(Qulletin of Naturel History Survey Vol. XIV Art. X October 1923.) 

(Pield Work 1906 - 9) 
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tainly tree sparrows. 
(English sperrews only.



DAILY BULLFTIN res 
No.29-142 U. S. Forest Service June 28, 1929 > oy 
X-Action Item Southwestern District WV g ho” 

AP ON 

Oh! Ohi: A woman rarely realizes her age until her birthday cake looks Ky ie 

like a forest fire. 3 
(Eds This really isn't kind but the California District News Letter printeg Qu 

tt five.) 

X-Information Wanted: The Forester has requested the location, including 
postoffice address, of any ranch known by the name of 7 X L, and inform— 
ation of a ranch by this name should be communicated to the District For- 
ester at once, under designation "FA-Supervision". This advice is sought 
by a citizen sof Philiadelphia who states he has been apvointed Amicus 
Curiae of the estate of one Michael ©. McDonald, one of whose heirs, John 
McDonald, is supposed to be connected with a ranch in the west by the 
above name, or using that brand. 

Riding Them To Market: The cow business as run on the 1929 vintage: 

Ranger Pomeroy states .that one of his permittees recently trucked 135 
head of cattle from six months to three years of age, from his ranch to 
Tucson (about 35 miles) at a cost of $90.00 per 100 head. These cattle 
were fed and watered just before londing on the trucks and were in Tucson 
by early morning and brought 103¢ per pound in Tucson. This saved about 
a two day drive to Tucson, the time of two cownunchers and considerable 
shrinkage which would have resulted from the drive, due to heat and lack 
of water. A cowpuncher is not much needed those days; what is needed is 

gas. 

Indiscriminate Killing Of Crows Not Warranted: What a crow eats or does 
not eat is the first question to be answered in any inquiry into its econ- 

omic status, says the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Examination by the 
Biological Survey of the stomachs of 2,000 crows killed in 40 States, the 
District of Columbia and several Canadian Provinces indicates that about 

28 per cent of the yearly food of the adult crew is animal mtter....More 
than two-thirds of the animal food, or about a fifth, of the whole diet of 

the crow is composed of insects, including many of the most destructive 

farm pests....The grasshopper—locust—cricket group is freely eaten. Only 
about a third of 1 per cent of the animal food of adult crows and 1.5 per 
cent of that of nestlings is derived from wild birds and their eggs, al- 
though bird lovers complain frequently of this type of injury. Depreda-— 
tions on young poultry are governed largely by local conditions, especially 

' when the crow has voracious young to feed. Protective measures undertaken 

in May, June or July will reduce these depredations, The favorite mammal 
food cf crows is young rabbits and in such control of these and other rodent 
pests the crow supplements the good work of hawks and owls. More than 
half of the 72 percent of vegetable food of the adult crow, however, is 
corn. In winter, the corn eaten is mostly weste, gleaned from unharvested 
ears. During April or May corn is about one-third of the crow's food. Dam- 
age to roasting ears is caused not only by what the crow eats but also by 
water entering the lacerated ears and causing rot or mold...Many of the 
crow's depredations may be lessened or entirely prevented by protective 

measures, though the good work it does in preying on insects can ill be 

spared, Indiscriminate killing, therefore, is not warranted says the 

Biological Survey. 

Field: Calkins, Long (Coconino); Kerr, Walés (Datil); Randles (Carson) 
Shoemaker (Santa Fe) Leave: Jones (Missoula, Mont.) 

Visitor: Chapline (Santa Rita Range Reserve 
Acting: Lang
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A recent report has been received in this office, showing the results of 

the crow and magpie campaign conducted by the Provincial Government in Alberta, 

covering the years 1924 ~ 1929 inclusive. 

This control work on the part of the provincial Government has undoubt— 

edly saved a great many young wild ducks and eggs from destruction. 

We are listing below the results of this campaign: 

Crow & Magpie Eggs Taken 

Year Birds Killed Crow & Magpie 

1924 44652 107116 

1925 38275 70002 

1926 52864 A4769 

1927 22255 73823 

1928 elo 48858 

1929 54418 202218
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hand Stream—August, 1930 
SAINT OR SINNER? a4 

ARMERS vote the crow more injuri- 
ous than beneficial. Is the crow wholly 

bad or entirely good? It is probably 
neither. 

Ornithologists claim that stomach ex- 
aminations prove the food habits of the 
crow more beneficial than otherwise. Many 
sportsmen and farmers report evidence to 
the contrary. 

An important contribution to the evi- 
dence on the question has been furnished 
by a survey made by the Farm Journal. 
This survey was made in the form of a 
questionnaire addressed to farmers. Re- 
ports were received from every state in 
the Union, from Canada, Portugal and 
the Philippine Islands. 

Of the 9,731 replies received, 
7,829 were against the crow. 
1,801 were in favor of the crow. 

101 were neutral. 
Instances of damage reported included: 
Injury to crops: pulling up sprouting 

corn; destroying corn in the milk stage; 
destroying corn, oats and wheat in shocks ; 
destroying apples and cherries on the 
tree; injury to lettuce fields, watermelons, 
muskmelons, peanuts and seed potatoes. 

Injury to domestic animals: eyes pecked 
from young lambs, pigs and calves; kill- 
ing young rabbits. 

| Injury to poultry: eggs and young of 
chickens, turkeys and guineas destroyed. 

Injury to wild birds: eggs and young of 
song, insectivorous and game birds de- 
stroyed. 

Instances of good done included: 
Stomachs of crows found to contain cut- 

worms, grasshoppers, May beetles, white 
grubs, wire worms, gypsy moths, potato- 
beetles and meadow mice, 

Observed to drive away hawks. 
Served as scavengers. 
Analysis of the reports led to the fol- 

lowing conclusions: 
1. The crow, wherever found in large 

numbers, is injurious to farmers from 
March to December. 

2. Wherever crows are numerous they 
should be reduced in numbers, and this 
should be done under, and with, the active 
cooperation of the state or national agri- 
cultural authorities. The crow need not 
be exterminated. 

3. The good crows do by eating insects 
does not compensate for the damage done 
by eating eggs and young of other insec- 
tivorous birds. 

4. In acting as scavengers, crows carry 
disease; farmers should bury or burn, at 
once, all dead animals.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRI CULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

: April 30, 1931. 

TO BIOLOGICAL SURVEY BIRD BANDING COOPERATORS: 

Through the interest and generosity of Mr. Raymond C. Wheeler, 

of the New Yor Herald Tribune, we are able to send you herewith an , 

article entitled "How Straight Does a Crow Fly," by Gregory Mason. 

This article reviews something of the history of bird-banding activities, 

and calls attention to problems to the solution of which the application 

of the marking methods may contribute valuable information. It is 

hoped that this review of accomplishments may prove stimulating and 

helpful to the further study of our North Amcrican birds, 

Very truly yours, 

Chief. 

~N
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How traight Loes row ly? a. 
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eo i, i? . _ > 2 . ; : ea 4 ots, ee 
amenglbege 7 This Is One of Many Questions of Bird Lore That Are Being Checked Up Through the Banding of Birds—a New System < scaler 

a Kage of Study That Already Has Exploded Many Time-Honored Theories and Verified Others \ BV See ees 
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_— By Gregory Mason : A ro 
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HE eagle in which Caesar’s legions saw an j yy At Mee bs oS * 8 ioe : oo @ Be : 4 ee a 4 4 asked cynically if this were a new kind of still 
| augur of victory was the symbolical ances- Le fen oe , . oe - — < S ed. a Dr. Austin explained that catbirds, chickadees 

tor of birds emblazoned on the banners 3 ee hE ee S = > 2 ; j ek Y a os A — 24 and most kinds of warblers are very fond of run- 
or seals or coinage of a dozen nations today. fe ie ee ? TE c é . 4 : oS - 3 Se ning water, and can sometimes be lured into the 

The legend that a dove found land for Noa® : Me eo 8 4a Co i 5 ae — — y ny ‘ = oS oe —. trap with it more readily than with food. 
has so impressed the human imagination that all 5 é : fe ; es : . : 7, “ye i ——— 4 ee i . “There is such agbhing, too, as trap luck, or 
over the civilized world the dove is now consid- Z UP eee ge Dam = ‘ . Gees : . ee ee trap personality,” his son explained, after noting 
ered a harbinger of glad tidings, an earnest of ee eee ae : : Se “ a ae eo a] down the number of a catbird he had just banded 

: good will among men. 4 ; Ys a ae fe . ; Le ‘ ee 2 — i eo and released from his hand. “For days we'll Less admired than the eagle, less respected i foo oh ae Ee Tr - - _ os eG : 4 find certain traps full and others empty. Then, 
than the dove, the wild goose of high, clear skies. +} / ye Mee ; ee - oo : : (_ 2 es ies oc for no cause yet visible to us, the tide of birds 
is more loved than they by millions of the sons i ee Lhd act : 7 % j — . 2 will change and flow into the other traps. A trap 
of man because he is the messenger of spring. i fi oe? Lt,  * : » os a) : a % ) Pe oe which has caught wething for weeks, when moved 

Man has ever loved birds in the abstract; he / i Cea oo : i 3 p | ‘ Cr ae oe feet away into appagently similar sur- 
has studied them somewhat in groups, in species; i a eee ig . oe ee S : ace ee : , > : er | — neinge, will at once begin to take birds.” 

he has made them the subject of lovely myths i ef oS Mh oe : Bes 4 | ee ‘ae oo Tt is evident that the exact location of the trap 
and poetical fancies; but has he known anything Pe ° Se Oe ae ope gh ty | a See é 7 a oS _ has a great deal to do with the matter, but why 
about them as individuals—except for the few /. oe a 8 j e : : , So ae S 4 , — oes a birds don’t enter a trap at one spot in the middle 
pilserablo: oreatwmih he Ena doses to the. ben a2 Be '? ee J ; — Ae Se 3 : [oe te 4 of a field and flock into the same trap when 
draggled life of the cage? o # = / ee 3 i f ee oes ¥ - <, \ i Ae So a e oF moved away only ten feet into what to human 

Is it true that many birds are monogamous, a S é > JR SO AD ‘ i : : - a i oe MJ S gp OUeS a like identical surroundings, is another 
that they cling to one partner for life with & a” 4 " / 4 i a / : ~ a a ec Me Bae problems that-may prove im- 
devotion which is admired but seldom found in : co . at! 2 i ; : 7 _ oe - if we ever find out the reasons behind 

human kind, refusing to take a new partner when ee Se Bi hts ; ssa S x fe , ; 2 : 2 oe eee —— ae t : . FR HE 8 cee : Jf : oe . : i. ree fe note Sea ace injure the birds in any way. 

It is true that birds have a close-knit family e = 2 ie i ; a 1b : : | — 2 _. . Cl S thologists call ee pair oo ce > life, that the young of one season return the it pace at oe Pes = ah rr S Se ere el former chief of the aie a E E. W. Nelson, 
following spring to nest near “the old homestead” Se ee — — eb . —. eo . chipping sparrow which was ant ae a 
of their own family? A Snipe Dares Off MRE . ee ae ee oe ‘ a Two Yellow Legs trap in Minnesota fifty-five times between April 

Is it true that bird migrations are only North 's , eon ad Lge oe he oo el cern . pili Pr A 14 and 30; 106 times in May and fitty-one times 
and South with the warmth of the sun, and that of this picturesque means of 7 re _ _ 3 "Spas i sm me, oe S é 4 ton, Today any properly quali- in July, despite a four-day vacation at the be- 
every member of a given species takes part in a getting to know the bird, “him- é a Ps — pase eee : r e bos 2S S om wi ‘al ee a a fied person can get from the ginning of the month. When it was carried two 
given migration like a well trained soldier when self personal,” enough data have lees a oe ee ees oo . hse 3 =e oF oo Department of Agriculture a miles away from the trap and released it 
his regiment is ordered to march? been accumulated to indicate oe oe 4 . = ae ’ o te sarees ¥ ee : at oe a . fg fee ae permit to trap birds. He is then promptly returned to its “summer hotel” of wire 

Is it true that such migrations are “as the crow that many of our most dearly Pe > ee tea it: le bags S — ee ee ts supplied with scads of literature © ™esh that very same day. And every station can 
flies”. e., by the straight line which is the cherished preconceptions and pees eS — eo ee se ii aati LP - | 7S od on baits, methods of handling Produce a record of similar performances, in 
shortest distance between “two paints) and. that “most of cunpoctlefancies about BoC Po i od ee a8 ——— « captive birds, etc. and serially Tester or lesser degree. Some individuals “re- 
birds have in their heads a sort of natural com- the feathered creatures of the ac -—., vf oe : : 2 oe numbered bands in several peat” so often as almost to become nuisances, 
pass which enables them to follow this line? air must be abandoned. ee : 2 as sh sizes, The bands are of alumi- In fact, many of the birds do seem to regard 
A agg RCE ioe Re For example, some birds may bee oti i : a “ ee €> 2 <O num and cost the Biological “he traps as pleasure resorts. Certainly they are 

tem, or avian radio, which gives them warning know how to foretell storms, ee Lo : ies : i se -™ Survey about a cent apiece. free lunch counters, and do birds have any 
pera one and cold spells in time to but the fact that thousands are ye m 3 About 4,000 permits to band eee ae than eating? Gourmandizing has get out of danger’ killed by every unseasonable y ; : hae x > birds have been issued to date. ‘1S berlls, however, as a chipping sparrow discov- 

What of the pair of phoebes, which perhaps cold spell or ice storm suggests a ze Fring one oe ae ie c * " s Bird banding is spreading  °Fed after Dr. Austin removed it from a certain 
built a nest under the eaves of your house in that, the average bird is no 7 Fy ee oe ennedy eS throughout our country like trap for the twelfth time. Hoping, perhaps, for 
the spring of 1929, as pair did at the house I — more infallible in this respect Tom Thumb golf, and any man © more succulent fare in another trap on the 
was occupying in Westchester County, N. Y., that than the United States Weather Ch a ao = _ or woman with an interest in  °PPosite side of a pond it entered that cage for 
season? Was it the same pair which returned in Bureau. Banding a Cardinal \ * Be co Robin ane ies wild creatures or with a flare its thirteenth dole of free lunch and fell a vic- 

Ue es oe sens Sooner ered ees Bone speller vies Beusn Tae Courtesy U. 8. Bureau of Biological Surve ‘ io ge be Se . ahaa for outdoor life who visits one ™ to the misfortune which 1s said to surround was the second 1930 brood which took the air eration with thay eueoretrion] urtesy U. S. g! y. : i A“ y oO e : ee a oo A ay Courtesy U. 8. Bureau of Biological Survey of our bird banding stations is that _number—the ill luck appearing on this 
from the same nest along in midsummer the result —_ precision which homely tradition lends to the flight of the’crow, but we know that otheys ee oF s * ve ge a x likely to catch the fever—as I did a few weeks ago when I dropped in at the O.L,  ¢¢asion in the form of a five-foot black snake. 
of the conjugal fidelity of the same two adult actually do follow a meandering or even semi-circular course in migrations. And there Ke, oe ‘e . : a ma - es : % ho se 5 NS Austin: Ornithological Research Station, at North Eestham, Cape Cod. I arrived after (Dr. Austin killed another snake, inside of which 

birds? Or was, perhaps, only one of the parent are the East-West migrations as well as the classical North-South tours. : Oe re eA z wet” . 5 dark and found Dr. Austin and his son, Oliver L. Austin jr. very busy nursing some he found four birds, all banded.) 
birds the same in two or three of these instances? Some birds do return year after year to the same place at the same season, but it is eo Rees “as ® ees \ caged turnstones and sanderlings, which had been alitacked by indigestion or ptomaine If the layman is surprised to learn that birds 
Or was any one of the possibly four 1930 parent definitely known that many do not, as it is already known that many individuals of X eo Wh S. Sen, fe a > after eating some bad whale. By morning the birds had recovered and were released trequently — enter the same trap again and 
birds an offspring of the 1929 mating? (Ye gods, certain species refuse to obey the regimental call to migrate. Some young birds seem se  < CC Am, Ce Tae Ae. after they had beeh banded. again, he is even more astonished to find how 
what combinations and permutations we may be to return to build their own homes in the neighborhood of “the old homestead,” but a Ree ae we he re ss = a We then “made the rounds” of the trap line, which extends over many of the 700 docile is the average feathered creature when held 

ied inta by one phoebe nest!) good many of various species barge off “on their own” to seek private and often remote ere 5 sf we ae ay ‘6... % > woe “ee acres of marsh, meadow and woodland in the Austin station. At the Austin station in the human hand. A pair of fingers gently 
None of the above questions, nor of the almost hunting and nesting grounds. : oe t) AS eee ee oes the rounds of the three-mile trap line are made five times a day, nameiy at 8 a.m., Placed about the neck and another pair im- 

unlimited questions like them which may occur Some birds may observe a most touching connubial fidelity, but a great many indi- oe 44 #4 Oe Cm : 11 a. m,, 2 p. m., 5 p. m. and dusk, and at every other well conducted station a funda- | Prisoning the wings rather seem to soothe the 
to our curious imaginations, can be answered viduals of several species have already been shown by the bird banders to go in for a ne Ss eee ae ee ei, | mental rule is to visit the traps frequently. bird. The average small bird, when held on its 
satisfactorily by the old method of studying birds succession of spouses, and grass widows and easy divorce are common institutions in oS a ee es. ” : OS % A fair sized book could be written about bird traps alone. Most boys who were back in the ornithologist’s hand, soon goes into 
by genera, or species. The information needed the avian world. In a given species some males may be devoted husbands and fathers, \ \e B24. at Pts See Pe brought up in the country have probably experimented with a home-made trap consist- @ sort of trance. Its body goes limp, its’ eyes 
to answer them can be gathered only by study- others almost devoid of even rudimentary paternal instincts; and lady birds, alas, in \ 4 ‘ea . ig oe oo} yee a ing of a soap box, a stick to tilt it on end and a string by which the boy from his hiding close; in short, it is altogether “out.” It may 

ing birds as individuals. Within recent years such. matters of conjugal maternal scruples seem to follow a pattern as variegated as that . 7 t. % Ve re he 2. eee Sd place brings the box down over the first sparrow to investigate the corn which the remain in this condition several minutes after 
a method has been developed, and at the present of homo sapiens. i a? & hs : bs Ae oS BE a2 young trapper has scattered under the box. the human grip is relaxed; then suddenly it will 

time it is being put into wider and wider use Bird banding, which has taught us all this, is mostly a development of the last Rd , ee eg “~S ok S te The principle of this crude device underlies all the “hand traps” used by bird regain its faculties and dart away from the open 
throughout the world, and especially in the ten years. In 1710 there was captured in Germany a heron bearing on its legs several a ee eg = banders. That is, the manipulation of all of them depends on the pulling of a cord by = Palm. 
United States. This method is called bird band- inscribed rings which had apparently been placed there in Turkey. A century later a . Fea sy Magy, x ee 2 oe elie: the ornithologist in hiding. The variety of automatic-traps is great. Practically all of Just why birds fall into this sort of coma when 
ing. Briefly, it involves catching the individual Dutchman named Brugman banded a few storks, and still later our own Audubon made ‘ ge. "ee Ca me Sea i oo them, however, operate on one of two principles—either the trap door or treadle prin- placed on their backs no one has yet explained 
bird alive in a trap, affixing a numbered me- a few experiments with bird banding. But the first systematic work was launched by i % Cs ae he ie eye 9 as ciple or the lobster pot or maze principle. In the former the bird is caught when it satisfactorily. It has been suggested that this 
tallic band to his leg, liberating him and then, a Danish professor named Mortensen in 1899. His results with storks, starlings and Oe a =e a es ay # - et ea = oS 2 alights on a part of the trap which gives way, lowering it into the interior beside the posture upsets the delicate apparatus which en- 

by recatching him later, checking up on his wan- other birds were so promising that a number of ornithologists in Sweden, Great Britain, cS % fe e % oe en coveted bait, or when a gate is dropped over the entrance behind the bird. In the latter ables them to keep their balance, but the facts 

derings, matings, growth, changes in plumage, Germany and Hungary began to use bands and “catch-’em-alive” traps as an aid in ae ge ae oe ae = S the bird finds its way into the trap easily enough, as does the lobster into a lobster pot, have not yet been discovered by bird doctors and 
diseases, diet and general personal habits in the the study of migration. 2 $ oe Wiriien fo but can no more retrace its path to get out than can the luscious crustacean, bird psycho-analists. Small birds can be put to 
mean time. The war slowed up this work all over Europe, and the leadership passed to the . a ae a pe Z Of course, the bait varies with the game, but cracked corn, bread and cracker sleep readily by placing their heads under their 

Bird banding has not yet been practiced exten- United States. In this country amateur societies gathered so much valuable data ey - se ; oe Phos Ke J es crumbs, raisins, etc., form the common bait for ordinary land birds. wings. The reaction is, of course, a physiolog- 
sively enough or over a long enough period to through the marked messengers which they released from their crude home-made traps — vanctinee ~ It interested me much in making the rounds at the Austin station to see several ical reflex. This method is used by many band- 

answer very fully or finally any of the questions that in 1920 the supervision of bird banding throughout the United States was taken traps baited only with running water—a trickle of water spilling onto mossy stones ers to make birds lie still while being weighed on 
propounded above. But already, through the use over by the Bureau of Biological Survey of the Department of Agriculture at Washing- 4 Woodcock on Its Nest within the trap from a rubber tube connected outside with a raised barrel. When I ® balance. Any bird that can be baited cam 
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" * Tone - 16 New York Herald Teibune 
be caught easily. Eyen the lordlyturns” and “recoveries” obtained in known to have made the trans-Atlan- means of numbered bands, probably , south into Mexico, vee California 
bald eagle has been caught andjrelation to the number banded vary| tic flight, however. In 1917 a Negro} none have yielded results of greater | and north into Canada. 
banded. However, this monarch of|with the species and localities. In| paddling down the’ Niger River| interest than those of the white| Summarizing findings on this une 

the skies cannot be depended on to| general the larger the bird the more| picked up an unfamiliar white bird,| stork.” . . . us matter, Mr. Oberholser remarks: 

“go into a trance” when held “in the| “recoveries.” The rate runs as high|dead, and interesting to the black Like the white stork, the Euro- ‘A few cases, such as the marbled 
hand” (the fact being that it takes|}as 15 per cent in ducks down to a| man chiefly because of a metal band pean swallow has a habit of win- godwit in North America, which 
three men to hold him while he’s| small fraction of 1 per cent in most} around one of its legs. He showed tering in Africa. Migrations of as|™Oves both east and west from its 
being given the “bracelet”). sparrows. Some species, as juncos,|the bird to a missionary, and thus much as 7,000 miles have been es- breeding ae and the Spe ue 

Since the word “trap” has an un- | 008 and chipping sparrows, give as/|the Biological Survey got word of the tablished for this bird. Mr. Lin- rer a 4 bes on eee 
savory connotation to some people high as 20 per cent “returns” the/end of one of the 100 fledgling terns coln reports that bird banding thus Pais oe were Wolca soe ane 
the fact cannot be too much stressed | Year after banding at some stations| which were banded by Dr. John Phil-| sa, has tended to establish the an- ae ae ik sonisaey, TRESS a that the traps in no’ way hurt the|®d never come back to others at all.| lips at Muscongus Bay, Maine, in-1918. | cient theory that individual swal- ae ~ Bea a Le ae 
birds, nor does the brief ride that|The bird bander encounters many! Hast-West crossings of the Atlantic’| lows “that breed in the most north- eee sayaisinns Gf die eee acime tirds ave dhked to. wake inthe} Buseloe! are on record as well as those from| ern latitudes, make the longest mi- | Sstonlshing tev dines ee ies 
small carrying cage before they are| TO the layman, perhaps, no result | west to east. A gull banded July 18,| gratory flights, passing entirely over Pe ccinae acres ae one banded and released. of bird banding is more interesting| 1911, at the station of the German| the inhabitants of the intermediate ns z ce ; a ae r dition to its number each | *22" the Jong individual flights which | ornithological Society at Rossiten, on| zones which are presumed either |, Bde oF Weeeme. spenin = 

eee are recorded through this method of | the southeast coast of the Black Sea,}not to migrate at all or to perform | P22UBe has disclosed. For instance, American band bears the legend, nob WOxmiere: 9 A European woodcocks banded near “Notify Biol. Surv., Wash. D. C..” checking up on oe ee turned up the following November in| journeys of much shorter lengths.” old Bt, Petersburg in Rusia have Because of a mistake in the lettering | (0°5* peepee Se ee ee eet Tndies- And) starlings, too, in the opinion of | been found to take three entirely ef some of the first bands issued the Gesdcd eo eee jr ae ean oe oe om Roe] Thomson and other leading | different migration routes which lead “bracelets” are still jocosely referred z z os ~ 6 Zab; ee Tt eo wee sound at ‘Vers Cruz, Mexico, British ornithologists, are divided |to three different and widely “sepa- to by some of the oltier bird banders| Vik Div: nomthenst Labrador. Tt Wes |in February, 1912. A Pe Pm sito a sedentary “amie ceige tee] lod Winter uate 2 = Siac as the “Boll, Serve and Wash” series. | Pot Pcs on October ae Pe ee ban cance oe group, at least so far as the Brit-|ducks banded at Lake Scugog in 
In North America the fact that having Gown 4,000 miles in less than aoe Sead Killed Secu aa artes ish Isles are concerned. It -is in-|SOuthern Ontario pursued two dis- 

Canada and the United States sub- three months. Se ate RESP Memtoun@ana and teresting to compare this finding tinct migration routes, one down the scribe to the same attitude toward On July 23, 1998, thé siakieais Kittiwake gull which was| With the tentative theory of the | Mississippi Valley, the other down 
snlgratory” gate birds le a great -belp'| Be ines Fe ee same es “ticket” at the Farne Is-| Austins that the chickadees found | the Atlantic Coast, as already shown : > $e the ‘ornftlialogist BRGia spreatamras |e ithe each locality. The fol- on June 30, 1924, handed in its | PFeeding on Cape Cod: in the spring |PY Mr. F. C. Lincoln.” = tection to the birds. Above every cs ivig “November. sae wan found “Atl ti steed oe Gross Water | ®Te not the same individuals which In the mind of the ornithologist - other consideration the bird needs oe a e M te, near Port She] Bee hati in October, 1925. winter there. Why should such} there can be no question that a bird : ' Protection in his nesting@place, which es fee See it ae 4 po one ae ‘eivce: ass Mr.| things be? No one knows yet, but |in the hand is worth two in the bush, may be, and often is, thousands of acs eed Le Sane ‘teas peerage tincoln. in charge of ie eventually bird banding may tell us, |In fact, he is worth ten or twenty, miles from points where he is most| ~” : a - Z It is obvious why our koowledge of = days. ‘“Lindy’s only rival a three-| bird-banding section of the Biologi- The records of notable flights of * nae sae by sportsmen or studied eonthecotae baby.” wass newspaper | cat - ae Sal ct cus fore- | Padividual. birds of varlous species game birds is inclined ial faster 

bees rse sat 3 headline recording the athletic feat|most students of bird migration,| might be set down at a length more | ‘288 our knowledge of other species, For instance, in the case of Ameri-| o¢ this young tern. writes that “among the many birds| than sufficient to fill an issue of , ~°' More game birds are pone by fan ducks and geese it has been| -tese birds, were not the first terns| studied in continental Europe by| this magazine. The robin banded | “2 Most hunters respond to the found that giving these, birds a a in Minnesota in July, to be found request on the metallic leg band that 
chance to raise their young UN- fesse. Se ‘ ee : more than twelve months later in SFSY EROUS ones Dare molested in tgeir remote northern | on oe eg southern Mexico; the cormorant| ‘B® Place and date of the death of breeding grounds is as important in 4 oC oo that traveled from Quebec to Flor-| "° Pitd they have just shot. = maintaining the wild fowl popula- j | oe So ee : ida, the great blue heron that mi-| THe economic possibilities cf bird tion as stringent regulations as to | a _. - 2: . Lo ‘4 4 5 5 arated ttm ‘Miniediti 40. Paisine banding are legion, and are just be- 
the manner in which they may be | — . . . a such voyages all have a hint of | &0ing to be appreciated. It means "+ Bunted during the shooting season #4 a romance about them to appeal to| “ars and cents for the nation for farther south. With this in mind the fe 3 eee tis Gee ee see But} *2¢ Department of Agriculture to Department of Agriculture is buying | lL 2 € eee learn just how closely certain birds ee = , i Sie 8 Ses oe wey | where individual flights establish large tracts of marsh where water- |) sg) oe te | definite trends, the scientist is more | CO-OPerate with the farmor tn ute fowl may breed unmolested. Also of ae re ae é os : oe | concerned. : tacking harmful insects. Bird band~ importance are “resting grounds” on | — e Te ae fe , i ing will tell us. / Of course, the bay- the migration routes and wintering | Ss ee Pe .  O os ee eee cereale bina aye How | berry is a harmless product, but OC. L, grounds, where the birds may have bet oe . So & oe the duration of their “stop-| whittle’s conclusion that the myrtle some rest from constant hunting. We fim, fe “ie ( _ gj over"? Do young and adults winter | warbler follows the ripening bayberry have one on the Mississippi and sev- | * ~ Fe Ls . eo 2 a || 1m the same quarters? The questions|is the type of data which would be eral in the Southern states. We need S - | . oo 4 Po gg ce { which ornithologists hope to answer very valuable to the government if many more. — bo NE | &y bira banding are as numerous ss] crop-destroying pest rather than a : At the Cape Cod station where this bo a ee . S . Lj soee ae fascinating. er sone ot the, soipienssa nilaiolataicsst aa , writer watched the bir tooo — =e = a operation it has ean caoaeed = oo Se ie ee ce e ES ae pie aah Bee eee the Likewise, it is a saving to the whole _ js iy per cent of the small bi rds are caught — << — 4 — 2 5 ee ee - ee es ee nation that the pee eee _  again'at the same station within two > | oe a e creeeans a om a a established the fadt that | = eee Weeks of first being banded. Ninety | = 3 -—. — | has been supposed, = low “very <ckt~ sno ahve faw BEN SHOWn tothe sarc 
Per cent “repeat” within three months, Loe oe _ % _ s | cuitous aoe Ae eir migration | prise of many hunters—to be a “mi= which is the time limit arbitrarily |. | fy | oumneys.” Why? Has it anything to | gratory bird.” Henceforth there will 
established for the definition of a ss — ee  . c a do with food supply or ne er be no question about giving this “repeat”—that is, a bird retaken at = = —r—se — Be emai, rnoowical Metter? | beautiful spectes the full protection the banding station before it has hee — — : cS I e : p)|Panding may eventually tell us.| which ducks and geese enjoy. moved out of the vicinity on its mi- |. — x — i er ee O ; 7 | (Many British bird men = elready, Apropos this matter of the co-op- gration. A “return” is a bird recap- | a oe — oe A ¢ | é oe ease: SeipretenCwares” or eration of hunters, the men in the tured at the station where it was Cee 28 et ee ee | pe Se ny ee earned Wilt Biological Survey have their routine banded, after it has flown away. In [ae en SE fF ee | Meteorological conditions.) work lightened by many amusing let- the general sense it is a bird that is ae — f= s a || Another ancient popular credo on| ters. Dr. Cole, in the Wilson Bulle= banded at this cape station, for ex-| oo a — oe .- fe 8 |) # | which bird banding has thrown much | tin, nas reproduced epistles he re- : ample, one summer, is absent all win- | lb _ . 2 jg . eS > ’ Pe | 7% light is the belief that birds return | ceived from two hunters who shot ter and “returns” the next oe co : ee oS i Se ao a ||| regularly to the same locality season | p1ack-crowned night herons he had Or it may be banded in Massachu- | — Se << es | (2 | after season. Dr. E. W. Nelson tells| panded. One man wrote apologet- setts in winter, have gone north to, . ee A 2 ee ul s'of a banded brown thrasher which ically: 
breed in summer and “returned” the I LUC 2 : a | Was CeOk near edt p she sats — towne F  coantienen dear sirs Your bird was following winter. } Res Rie ce oe oS 2 Ship sBleht ayers ai euecessiOn) 78 Fecre t ae here today by me Albert Bailey Some of the “case histories” of in- ! Se ee ord tied by a chimney swift which| +. which I was more than Sorry @ividual and family returns to the| : ee : o - ees Se ee < € ee : pas oun Aye al te enmae Chas when I found it had a ring on. I trap or traps whet the curiosity] ee f | Rey eight ‘successive summers, In-} ) it for a hawk as it flew several mightily. For instance, at North | =< = : Se aaa “= | dividual juncos- and -purple finches times over my yard as I thought after Peetnany last summer a certain Mr. From an Etching by Laurence W. Chaves have: been ae i ee ae es chickens and Gentlemen all I can say rs. Songsparrow and their four 

tering grounds six years in succession. that I am sorry if I did wrong in so offspring were found in the same trap 
But many other experiments have| going and also beg pardon.” every morning for two weeks after F re é d 0 mM shown that in some species a good) But the.killer of the other heron oe as had left their nest. Then 

many individuals do not return with took quite a different tone: ‘© family seemed to split up, some of : anything like the consistency cred- ee Be the young ones turning up in other By Thomas Edwin J efferson es to Sy birds by tapas Sten Hansenls” Nie hearer ot one: ine traps, and two of them disappearing : fancy. Mr. W. J. Lyon, who main- Slosed “was found 'tn-one of our traps entirely as far as their trap record Let me be free always, tains a large bird banding station at| Yesterday morning. Now will you could tell. Were they casualties? As a swift stream is, Waukegan, Ill, has banded 7,000 erg = ae eee ate ani Shee Did snake or cat get this pair of A ild bird white-throated sparrows during the Pests or did you simply capture and independent youngsters, or did they ae Ze . last ten years, on which he has never tag oS see how far it would mi- roam off the reservation entirely? In heedless, maddened flight. had a single “return.” The birds go grate? Ornithology would like to know, and Let me lift up mine eyes ~ by his station on migration, and he| The vital statistics of birddom— the only way to learii is to band, band traps them en route between their | this is what we are learning through - and band. To the boundless sky, breeding and winter grounds. His| banding. Would it not be interest- The old-fashioned method of ob- To the tall trees, experience indicates that they do not| ing to know why of 9,000 swallows 
servation alone won’t tell us much And to all things use the same route, and house martins banded by Shenk of bird statistics. For one thing birds eae ai ee And the theory that migrations are |" Hungary not one “return” was shift their feeding grounds, which merely a matter of seasonal pursuit|TePorted from outside the national 
explains how hunters in one part of And let me hear of the sun has been shot all to pieces.| boundaries of that country? Have the country may conciude ducks are Notes of music unrestyained, Dr. Nelson has been foremost in| Hungarian swallows and house mar- @ying out, while hunters elsewhere The melody of spring rain, pointing out that the researches of| tins somehow been converted to an are vowing that “wild fowl were never the Biological Survey among ducks| intense nationalism, contrary to the so" plentiful before.” One group of And the carefree laughter in the Bear River marshes of Utah| usual avian disregard for political 
ornithologists claims to be able to|, Of children. show that these species have definite | boundaries? And why did junco No. estimate species population accurately Let me be untrammeled east and west migrations as well as 27137, banded by Mr. Maunsell 8, = by the relation of the number of z north-and south. In fact, a consid-| Crosby in January, 1920, fail to re- 
birds banded to the number of banded And know no bonds— erable element of birds. found in| turn to the “home grounds” in 1921, 

5 birds killed. i a - The Song of Life | Utah in September and October was| although he reported later in 1920 The percentage of. “repeats,” “re- Is all too quickly sung. later recovered “as far east as Kansas, Continued on page twenty-four 
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How Straight Does a Crow Fly? ¥ 
Continued from page sixteen é “ 

and also in 1922, 1923 and 1924? Did)he miss a house hunting female. 

he find enough food elsewhere in 1921 | And in order to lure in a mate each 

to make it unnecessary for him to| male sings valiantly at frequent in- 

enter Mr. Crosby’s traps? r tervals, the whole neighborhood ring- 

As to the relations among the|ing with wren music during these 

sexes, our bird students have already | anxious pre-nuptial days. When’ a 

brought in some data of considerable | female does appear at last, the ex- 

“news interest.” It seems that in| citement of the cock wrens is almost 

many species not by any means ~1l| pathetic as they hop about the doors 

the individuals mate in the spring.| of the homes they are offering, each 

A considerable reserve of bachelors | fellow loudly proclaiming the special 

and spinsters is maintained, and if| merits of his domicile and himself. 

catastrophe overtakes a mating pair in | But pathetic indeed is the plight of 

the form of a cat or small boy with|the bachelor when a lady, after a 

@ slingshot the surviving parent | haughty look about the premises, flits 

promptly takes a new mate from this | out of the door with upturned nose. 

reserve. However, male grief is short lived 

Divorce is very likely a common|among wrens. ‘There'll be: another 

phenomenon among many species.| woman along in a minute,” seems to 

Certainly it is common among house | be their motto. And this philosophy 

wrens, as the researches of Mr. S.|is applied, too, when a wife, having 

Prentiss Baldwin have shown. He/|raised one brood with Mr. A,, decides 

finds that not only are both male |she would like to have her midsum- 

and female house wrens likely to| mer children by Mr. B. In such cases 

leave the old mate for a new one| Mr.’ A. wastes no time in moping 

after one season of domesticity but,| about, but promptly looks up the 

moreover, there are quite a few di-|ex-wife of Mr. ©, or, possibly, the 
vorces in midseason—house wrens be- | spinster, miss D. 

ing addicted to ratsing two broods a However, as among human beings, 

year. it is by no means always the female 

Moreover, wrens vary a great deal] who decides on the divorce. Observa- 

in their degree of domesticity. Some] tions indicate that the male is just 

males remain around the nest to help| as often the restless one, and as he 

the female feed the young, while other|is the owner of the home he can 

fathers depart upon their own private|make himself extremely nasty to a 
business. This seems to justify the | sensitive spouse of whom he has tired. 

extreme “‘choosiness” of female wrens, | Infidelity while the children are be- 

whom Mr, Baldwin has found looking | ing reared is much less common, al- 

over the prospective nesting boxes of | though one case was noted where the 

as many as four would-be husbands | mate of a nesting female became in+ 

(male wrens select the home site be-| volved with “another woman.” How- 

fore they have mates to put in them.) | ever, whether in obedience to the 

At Hillcrest, Ohio, where Mr. Bald-| force of public opinion or what not, 

witt gathered his data on the domes- | he finally returned to his home and 

tic relations of wrens, the males usu-| stuck by it till his children were 

ally appear from the Southern resorts, | self-supporting. 

where the birds have spent the win- Naturally it is hard to keep track 

ter, several days in advance of the|of wren genealogies. Scientists hope 

females. When each gentleman has | to learn eventually where the surplus 

picked his particular home from the | among the six to twelve offspring an- 

number of nesting boxes provided by |nually brought in by each pair of 

Mr. Baldwin, he stands guard over it| wrens go after they are turned out 

night and Way—with only brief in-|of the parental home. Banding ob- 

“> snatching his meals—tlest | servations seem to indicate that the
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mother leads the young off to some) “natural death” among birds; all go 

distance where there are less crowded| to a “violent’’ end sooner or later. 

hunting grounds..However, it is prob-| Up until now sixteen years is the 

able that wrendom is in no great}longest period that has elapsed be- 

danger of overpopulation, for the| tween the banding of a bird and a 

probabilities are that the natural} subsequent recapture, but doubtless 

enemies of the birds are sufficiently} this record will soon be surpassed, 

active to keep the wren census prac-| with bird banding threatening to be- 

tically stationary. come a major outdoor sport for Ameri- 

Mr. Baldwin’s banding experiments} cans. It is particularly in the band- 

prove that, whatever may be said|ing of young birds that opportunity 

about wrens, they may not be called | is offered to learn the entire life story 

incestuous. He has found no case of|of many feathered species, as well as 

son mating with mother or daughter | to settle that moot point among sci- 

with father, This should interest an-|entists as to just what does consti- 

thropologists, who have found in their | tute species anyway? 

own field that although there are It would be hard to name another 

plenty of tribes in the world which | activity which equals bird banding 

practice polygamy or polyandry, there|in offering the layman a chance to 

seems to be everywhere among man-| combine pleasant recreation and ge 

kind a fundamental horror of incest.| advancement of science. It is no 

As to other vital statistics of birds, | wonder that the Biological Survey is 

* ornithologists hope eventually to be| threatened with a shortage of equip- 

able to estimate accurately the av-|ment for that growing number of 

erage lifetime of different species. At | amateur scientists who are heeding 

present few details are known, but it | the call of the ornithologist, “Let us 

seems that there is no such thing as! band together.”
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tucked up under the wings, a few at a 
trip, and moved. VG si sg\gpoata Seen't 
smart? 7 Doce cae | 

f; CROWS AND WATERMELONS 
Down in Georgia, where they grow wa- 

termelons by the millions, they protect 
them from the crows by placing a small 
stone on top of each ripening melon. For 

i Some reason, this strange plan, it is 
claimed, works perfectly. |
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON STUDY OF RAVEN'S FOOD 

By Arnold L. Nelson, Junior Biologist, Division of 

Food Habits Research 

During the early stages of an investigation to determine the economic 
status of the raven, the Bureau of Biologicsl Survey has studied the stomach 

contents of 18 adult and 66 nestling ravens collected from June 1 to 23, 1932, 
in the vicinity of the Lake Malheur Bird Refuge, in southeastern Oregon. The 

results of this study form the basis of the following preliminary report, bird 

and egg remains being here given particular consideration because of the some- 

what prevalent belief thst depredations upon nestling birds and bird eggs in May 

and June nullify any desirable habits of the raven. 

Rabbits and Cicadas Form Half of June Diet 

The stomach contents of these 18 adult and 66 nestling birds show that 

the ravens frequenting the Lake Malheur Bird Refuge make more than half their 
June diet of rabbits and cicadas. The rest is composed of other insects, carrion, 

small birds (mostly nestlings), toads, lizards, bird eggs (represented by shell 

fragments), corn, and oats, in the order named. 

Bird Remains Total 6 1/2 Percent 

Bird remains, representing only a little more than 6 1/2 percent of the 
total food of the ravens studied, occurred in 21 of the 84 stomachs--2 of adults 
and 19 of nestlings of 9 broods. In some cases repeated occurrences of an item 
in different stomachs from the same brood meant division of a single catch, rather 
than the making of several kills. 

Shell Fragments Make 2 Percent of Food 

Shell fragments of bird eggs, forming 2 percent of the total food of the 
84 birds, occurred in 14 stomachs—-4 of adults and 10 of nestlings. Since shell 
alone could be observed, the bulk percentage of this item is not considered an 
accurate indicator of the quantity of egg material consumed. Few, if any, occur- 
rences of eggs passed unnoticed, however, for a mere trace of shell is readily 
detected. Shell fragments do not always indicate damage. For instance, some of 
those in the stomachs studied may have been broken bits of hatched eggs. 

Further Studies Needed 

4n estimate of the actual damage represented by bird remains and shell 
fragments must include a consideration of the breeding capecity of a species as 
offsetting the raven's depredations. The damage, in other words, mst not be de- 
termined solely by the number of eggs eaten or the number of nests destroyed 
during one period, but by the effect on the final and total hatch for the whole 
season. Furthermore, no velid general condemnation or praise of the raven can be 
made without laboratory analyses of the contents of a large number of stomachs 
collected at all seasons and in all parts of the bird's range, and these analyses 
must be supplemented by field studies during May and June, when damage to nests 
is likely to be greatest. _
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Museum of Vertebrate Zoology N Ce 

September 26, 1933 Jean M. Linsdale 

The Natural History of Magpies: A manuscript record of information cone 
cerning one kind of bird, 475 pp. and 80 figs. 

Aim of project; Mainly to assemble as complete an account as possible of 
a single group of birds with attention directed to correlation of habits with 

structure and to the contrast in habits which accompanies structural differences 

in the several geographic forms, 

Aim of this review: To outline the point of view and the procedure in 
analysis of the subjects to invite comment that will help in completion of a 

report. 

Materials: (1) First-hand observations upon magpies in the field; (2) 
published notes on the genus Pica; (3) museum specimens; (4) observations on 

captive birds. 

Taxonomy of magpies: Genus Pica belongs to Corvidae, in order Passeri- 

formes; between crows and jays. Of the 17 kinds, 10 eccur mainly in Asia, 
4 in Europe, 2 in North America, and 1 in Africa. 

Procédure; After preliminary acquaintance with two kinds of magpies in 

the field, the bulk of thé available library material was read and excerpts 
were copied from it; next, the items were arranged according to a preliminary 
outline; then, for four seasons special attention was directed to this bird 
on all field trips; finally, all materials were assembled and typed, but with 

provision for inserting new information, 

Topics treated: Taxonomy, distribution, habitat relations, food and 

feeding habits, migration, nesting territory and courtship, nest, eggs and 
incubation, young, anatomy, plumages and molting, general habits, populations, 
relations to other animals, relations to man. These fall into three main 

groups: (1) Discussion of kinds and manner of their occurrence; (2) analysis 

of annual cycle of reproductive activity; (3) general habits and relations 
to other animals. 

Arrangement under each general topic: Introductory paragraphs followed 

by treatment of the separate forms, with nuttallii and hudsonia listed first, 

and usually a summary for the section. Special emphasis is Eiven to the 
yellow-billed bird in California and the black-billed one in North America 

because more new and first-hand information is available concerning them 
than for the others, Conclusions and interpretation are given along with 

material to which they pertain rather than in separate chapters. Details 
of observation are given where significance is suspected but not for such 

items as occurrence (except nuttallii), food, and growth, 

Summary; A résumé of main points in the comparative natural history of 

the magpies, with general comments on implications of the facts and on the 

place of such a report in the study of vertebrates. 

Literature cited: The 8505 papers consulted seem to include most of the 
published information concerning this one kind of bird. No effort has been 

made to include any references except important ones. 
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Library of Al scientist investigates and condemns the crow 

ldo Leopold By O. L. AUSTIN, Jr., Px. D. 
Drawings by DICK SPENCER 

HE crow is the duck’s worst 1. Description: The crow is a bird, there is not a little conflicting evidence. 
enemy. I make this statement un- black in color, about seventeen inches in Scientists used to consider the analysis 
reservedly, but can it be proved? length, with a raucous voice, related to of stomach contents to be the only sure 
The zoophiles and the anti-hunt- the raven, the jay and the magpie. way of determining food habits, and 

ing cranks claim that man in general, the 2. Breeding habits: It builds a crude that the more stomachs you examined 
sportsman in particular, is the duck’s nest, usually in trees, in which it lays the nearer you arrived at a true picture 
worst foe, and to prove it marshal figures from three to six greenish eggs speckled of the bird’s diet. The contents of liter- 
showing the number of ducks killed an- with brown. ally thousands of crow stomachs have 
nually by hunters and the decrease in 3. Distribution: It ranges over the been tabulated, from California to the 
waterfowl throughout the country. The greater part of wooded North America; Carolinas, from British Columbia to 
sportsman is in truth the duck’s best is migratory in some sections and a per- Nova Scotia, and the bulk of the evi- 
friend, for while he takes a certain toll manent resident in others. dence is non-committal. 
of the yearly increase he has a genuine 4. Diet: It is omnivorous, and able to The authorities can only say “the 
affection for the birds, based on long ac- find sustenance almost anywhere. crow is harmful locally, but does an im- 
quaintance, and he works honestly and 5. Intelligence: As far as birds are mense amount of good also,” by which 
sincerely for their preservation. concerned, it has a remarkably high IQ is meant it damages certain leguminous 

To put the matter on a purely selfish (intelligence quotient). crops but at the same time consumes 
basis, the sportsman realizes he can- a large quantity of noxious insects. 
not kill off all the ducks and still i. This is all very well for the farmer. 
have his sport, and he is provident i. il _ fr He can determine which the crows 
enough at his worst to work forthe a rn “Zz ) are doing on his own farm, and act 
continuation of that sport through a POSE ZN iY accordingly. But it leaves the sports- 
the conservation of the species which ae BN, \ man out in the cold. The fallacy lies 
provides it. Thus he supplies food and dll os \ in the fact that no intensive studies 
sanctuary for the birds, and curbs his _agganyy SS I have been made in areas where the 
hunting within due bounds. The crow, #2 \| ay ae OG | crow does his worst damage from 
on the other hand, wise as he is, will A ben Rineas 22=~ the sportsman’s viewpoint, the water- 
eat as many duck eggs ashe can find, FSS SS NN fowl breeding grounds, and that not 
without a thought or care for the “= =]5Re\e > Gace” ase) all of the crow’s food is determinable 
future. There are no figures on the ae &S LF from an analysis of stomach contents. 
annual kill of ducks by crows; but . é Li! 
when the ducks are gone, there will f N? one—not even the most ra- 
still be plenty of crow food elsewhere. As long as men have tilled the soil, they bid protectionist—can deny that 

The controversy over the crow is have taken an interest in the black marauder _ the crow is very fond of the eggs of 
not a new or recent one. For as long other birds and that he eats them 
as men have tilled the soil and guarded These five headings cover all our es- whenever he can get them. The question 
their crops, they have taken an interest sential knowledge of the species. Each is, to what extent does he eat duck eggs? 
in the black marauder. For as long as might be further subdivided and aug- As they seldom show in stomach exami- 
men have loved birds—and that has been mented almost ad infinitum, certainly nation (the shells not being eaten), the 
a long time—there have been attempts ad nauseum, and to do so would fill sev- proportion of eggs to the remainder 
by some to whitewash him. The first eral good-sized volumes. But in consider- of the diet is minute in all stomach 
serious attempt to determine the facts of ing the economic importance of the bird, analyses. But a more accurate picture 
the case was the monograph by Barrows we need confine ourselves only to the may be obtained by studying the prob- 
and Schwartz entitled “The Common high spots of the last three items—dis- lem from the opposite side and answer- 
Crow in the United States’ and pub- tribution, diet and intelligence. ing the question, “What proportion of 
lished by the Department of Agriculture. the duck nests in a given area are de- 
The authors gave no little time to re- Ae first of these allows for no vari-  stroyed by crows?” I have some sug- 
search in the field, and brought together ation of opinion whatever. The crow gestive data on this point. 
most of the data extant at the time. occurs in certain areas and not in others. There is present, winter and summer, 
Since the gay nineties, when the work It breeds across the continent, from cen- in the neighborhood of the Ornithological 
appeared, technical and non-technical tral Canada south to central and south- Research Station on Cape Cod a small 
literature alike have been flooded with central United States. It winters flock varying from ten to fifteen crows. 
articles about the crow, some for and as_ throughout its breeding range and oc- These individuals range over two town- 
many against, most of which rehashed casionally somewhat southward. It is ships, Wellfleet and Eastham, feeding 
the old dope, perhaps added a little new gregarious except when breeding, and in on the exposed sand and mud flats at - 
information, and usually concluded with winter may gather in immense roosts, low tide, foraging over the uplands at 
“therefore I think.” Only too frequently usually in the southern portion of its other times. As the Cape is off the usual 
they omitted the “therefore.” range. Concerning individual movements _ flight-route and its winters are generally 

Tf we eliminate all the “thinks” about comparatively little is known, but we mild and open, its small crow popula- 
the crow and set down only what we are rapidly learning more through the tion tends to be constant the year round. 
know to be facts, we arrive at a simple practice of banding. During three years of work on other 
tabulation somewhat as follows: Concerning the second item, the diet, problems there I trapped, banded and re- 
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leased some twenty-two individual crows. the forty-two mallard nests under the Cape Cod sanctuary, it seems truly mar- 
Many of these “repeated” in the traps pines across the pond, I combed the area velous that any ducks are produced 
month after month, and several re- and found, to my great surprise, that at all! 
turned to the traps three successive the crows had destroyed all but two of The corollary is likewise evident— 
years. It is likely that the surplus young them! I would not have minded at all wholesale decimation of crows will aid 
move on after leaving the nest except had they broken up only four or five the production of more ducks. To this 
when there are vacancies in the flock, nests, for this I expected. I would have end the third item in our summary is 
for the population holds fairly constant. regarded it simply as a natural check on important: the bird’s intelligence. Seri- 
Thus in early spring there are seven or the species, and probably of benefit to ous writers agree unanimously that the 
eight pairs of crows foraging over an _ the breeding stock in eliminating the off- crow has the highest IQ of all our avi- 

area four miles wide and fifteen mileslong. spring of the weaker and more foolish fauna. Those who take the opposite 
Black ducks breed commonly in the ducks. But 95 per cent mortality to the stand usually argue from false prem- 

marshes throughout this area, but it ises, as for instance does Jack Miner. 
is extremely difficult to estimate ac- a __—_, He points out that it took him many 
curately the breeding population and ae Sa years to catch the “silly old goose,” 
the percentage of success of the - ee. but that he can trap any number of 
broods. In the autumn of 1932, how- ja oe “wise old crows” with no trouble at 
ever, there were introduced to the A FO all. That may be very true at Kings- 
eight hundred acres of the sanctuary ll 'r = \ ville, Ontario, and at one or two oth- 
fifty pairs of semi-domesticated mal- de y 2 W- “| er places; but as a general rule, and 
lards, hand-reared from wild eggs. 4 y SA Geox We _yf speak from considerable experience 

On” WN mee oN cf with both species in many places, the 
Tee birds liked the sanctuary ~~ WSS ~ geile goose can be caught with very little 

so well that they remained Ss et ae” P trouble, and the crow hardly at all. 
throughout the winter and, as the Ss 
spring days grew longer, commenced What proportion of duck nests are de- ye is paradoxical with those of us 
to breed. They all flew strongly and stroyed by crows? who trap large numbers of birds 
were free to go where they chose, but for banding that no species reacts 
nost of them built their nests within a nests and eggs is more than any bird similarly to the same trapping methods 
300-yard stretch along the south side of can stand and survive; so I loaded the in two different places, and the crow is 
he pond. Here, shortly after laying com- 12-gauge and hid myself with a crow an excellent example of the paradox. 
nenced late in March, I counted forty- call under the pines in the midst of the Miner’s type of crow trap has never been 
wo nests, all as well camouflaged and broken egg-shells. used successfully except at Kingsville. 
cunningly concealed under overhanging Five crows came eagerly at the first The trap recommended by Firtp & 
vegetation as a wild duck’s nest could be. blast of the call, and I dropped two of Srream, which was employed success- 

It had always been the policy of the them, left and right. The next day only fully on Long Island and in Maryland, 
‘esearch station to let nature take its one bird came within range. The fol- was tried in the midst of the huge flocks 
vourse on the sanctuary and to ob- lowing day I shot a fourth, and during of crows wintering in Connecticut, with 
erve the results. Thus, outside of house the rest of the spring you couldn’t entice no results at all. On Cape Cod I caught 
cats and rats, which were always killed a crow within a half mile of where the most of my crows in a “water-lily” duck 
m sight, all predators were allowed to ducks had bred. Most of the mallards re- trap, with which I failed to catch them 
‘o their ways unmolested, unless they nested, laying smaller clutches than the in either Carolina or Maryland. 
nterfered radically with our investiga- first, to be sure, but which they were The crow cannot be combated with 
ions. In the course of trapping, band- able to hatch and rear. Had I not driven traps any more than it can be curbed 
ng and releasing over fifty predatory away the crows, it is doubtful that any by firearms. Sportsmen have been shoot- 
virds, including seven species of hawks ducklings would have hatched. ing at every crow that came within range 
nd three of owls, I was forced to kill (and not a few that were out of range, 
mly two birds, a marsh hawk and a Bes was a concentration of a large and blamed it on the gun) for some 
Sooper’s hawk, each of which had un- number of duck nests, which a_ time, without any noticeable effect. The 
ortunately learned to tend the bird comparatively small number of crows bird is too wise, too adaptable to chang- 
raps for me. Crows had never given was able to destroy almost completely. ing conditions. But there is a weak spot 
ny trouble, and I did not believe they When it is considered that crows are in his armor of sagacity. 
vould damage the nesting ducks greatly, far more abundant on the large duck- As Ernest Thompson Seton pointed 
specially since most of the mallards producing areas, such as Manitoba and out long ago, the only time a crow is 
vere incubating within a few hundred Saskatchewan, than they are on Cape a fool is at night. During the winter, 
vards of the laboratory. Hence I gave Cod, and that even under optimum wild while individuals may be found anywhere 
hem no second thought. conditions duck nests are almost never throughout the country scattered in 
Exactly one week after I had counted as concentrated as they were on the small flocks, in (Continued on page 54) 
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2g field & Stream—January, 1934 
The west was barely glimmering with The Special Boys’ and Girls’ Prize went THE OLD WARDEN ON RABBITS 

the last streaks of day and the dusk in the to S. Stoney Simons, aged twelve, who Conttaed + a 
swamplands was almost night when the caught a 7%4-pound largemouth in Berk- (Continued from page 35) 
great gobbler suddenly filled the opening in eley County, South Carolina—just where rabbits per acre or mile make good shoot- 
the bank. I could barely discern the white our youthful angler hasn't told us, and we ing; we don’t know how far predators go 
sight of my gun against his dark and splen- don’t know that we can blame him. It in lowerin’ rabbit supply; we don’t know 
did form. I touched the trigger, and im- measured 24 inches in length and 17 inches anything definite about disease or para- 
mediately stood up. in girth, and was caught on October 15, sites in cottontails and danged little in 

What I saw was a big gobbler with a 1932, on a Pflueger lure. snowshoes ; we don’t know seasonal food 
broken wing running for the tall marsh as habits, nor how far they’ll range, nor how 
if a dozen wildcats were after him on YOU CAN’T DUCK THE CROW fast they’ll spread, nor what the sex ratio 
wings. I could not really lay the gun on QUESTION! should be. 
him right, but I let drive with my last shell 5 Z “A lot of us think that sometimes we 
in his sdineean: uence pxoioand settled (Continued from page 13) have lots of ADP and sprichimes we don’t 
over the river and the swamp. It was my A vee ave any, and that nothin’ can be done 
last shot of the hunting year. ceriaul eee Pee pete together about it. I’m not so sure. Where rabbits 

A few minutes later I found my second Cee eae ee sue te coe seem to be hi don’t i hi 
gobbler, killed by a single baekchot in the ently centralized roost. The largest and rabbit sicleess (ie edo ee pierces 
neck, With my two wild turkeys over my pet ewe these Fouts ate on tie Down in Missouri Whee in 1928 e s 
shoulder, I was soon on the homeward Atlantic’ seaboard between Connecticut aper estimated that th da half wil 
road, alon dim starlit paths, familiar to and Virginia, and in the Middle West in fon cottontails wire hip a i theyll 
me since Eo hood da: 2 toward the old Arkansasvand: Oklahoma, Dhelpopulation tell you that the sup; ly ae seit io 
home that hae always fe to me a beloved of the Hartford, Connecticut, roost: alone core than a third, ene wa: one, the 
sort of shrine for = thous memories of Jast winter was estimated by several re- from normal. In other pla a lik Wis oe 
the river, the pinelands, the broom-grass liable observers at 75,000 birds, ‘and there sin and Illinois. ‘ood, feeb’ fence Oh 
fields, the racdine solitary swamps and Wre three other known roosts in the state! record with es uess that ited ve eo 
all their wonderful inhabitants. It is when crows are gathered for the they’ll drop 90 . it bel ce z : night in such heavy concentrations that “Theres a Hace? aation’ thee whee 

control measures may best be applied. apeiee : 
: TALES OF RECORD FISH Even in the big roosts shooting is a Pe Oe x cones all over, 

(Continued from page 39) ae a he TOOSE val re faiee ie Th Wicconst a 1928 tne Glace would 
was packed with thrills and lasted long Qitled to make the least impression on the $2 that the rabbit population was down , 
enough for me to fear for my tackle. total population, During organized crow ° ae oh ane another would report 
After landing the bass I walked back to shoots in Connecticut several years ago, a own: to 9 oy normal, In Missouri, 
the car to wait for my friends, thinking ten thousand crows were killed, which coe and BO ate of cottontails in 
perhaps I had had enough for one day. was hardly 5 per cent of the number win-  .7*, Bee se Periee rom places that were 

While I was waiting I tied on a Hed- tering in the state. And what measurable au a ay miles apart. Here and there 
don Zatseossa Sno a mate ae benefit can ducks derive from a 5 per Pee Gounet ane sahoe eee 
fee fish Aine ae There Sees oe Sane ger a TaDeD cietowes The will ce to be. sick, while the anes ope - lecrease shou! ee at least 50 per cent .— 2 

oat ee ai wk ee to be of use, and the only way it can ® ae a ae cali of rabbits don’t IS S' a 

cast when I felt a hard strike and saw a tiie. fluctuate much in one place, what’s the 
fish come partly out of the water. He 4 BAY reason? If it’s climate, there ain’t a great 
made several rushes, almost snagging the % .  « 2 4 deal that can be done about duplicatin’ 
os ieee held ae he was land- . Lo Wy LY congittans in ae, pace at ” it’s eed 
ed. He weighe pounds 7 ounces—just an a jp 7 and cover, why a lot might be done. An 
two ounces more than the first one, which ANY “Ye ~~ if it should be food and cover, it might be 
weighed 13 pounds 5 ounces.” SN a ee pusmnese or the states that import 

Just like that. What a man! WON INNS - Ze bunnies for the boys to pop at to set about 

Fourth in line is E. W. Hening, Sr. SS ea i) makin’ their wild lands happier places for 
with a_ 1234-pound gpembuth from we 5 y oA the dee ce He le Atiss oar ship- 
Hale’s Pond in King William County, <n . ped over 80, ive rabbits to be shot at 
Virginia. It was caught on July 4, 1932, anes SS on some foreign shore, and the trappers 
on a Heddon Crippled Minnow, and “‘‘'tiimgggpes > ae Te Ea of ae bits apiece for ’em. 
measured 2734 inches in length and 23%4 —-— y the time they reached their destination 
ings ae: a bad way to cele- Poreuinopeneabasernt poe ase cost the hunters quite a 

“We reached the pond between day- : 3 : r “Course, rabbits can be an awful pest in 
break and_ sunrise,” Tsay Mr. ei ever be obtained is by inhumanly drastic, spots. Cottontails will play Abe with 
“Unfortunately the wind was blowing, Wholesale destructive methods, which of orchards some winters; snowshoes will 
which made casting where the wind could course will be strenuously opposed by just ruin young plantations of pine under 
hit the pond rather difficult. There was a ¢very humane society in the country. Pos- certain conditions. But I’ve heard of ring- 
large bunch of pond lilies about half-way sibly poison gas might be employed suc- necks putting a truck gardener out of busi- 
between the center and the shore. I sug- cessfully where roosts are far enough from pess_by muttoning his sweet corn, and 
gested to my partner, Mr. McCray, that human habitation, for no other wild thing grouse have been said to bud on apple trees 
we row as quietly as possible to within can live near a crow roost and the gas in New England until there wa’n’t any 
about twenty-five yards of these pads. would kill crows alone. But such a method apples left in some spots. You can’t con- 

“T cast twice to the left without success could hardly be used in the Hartford roost, demn this or that because he does thus and 
and then to the right. Wow! It felt as which finally located last winter in the so that’s undesirable here and there. 
though a mule had struck my plug, and heart of a municipal park in a heavily 
for the next twenty minutes I had plenty populated urban seni where even shoot- | Ss think that the zabbit hunter, 
of fun. It would have made your heart !™g was impossible. : who helps pay the toll for game ad- 
glad to see the expression on McCiay's The crow will undoubtedly constitute idtentation: hasta much done for him in 
face—and perhaps on mine also. a major problem for the sportsman’s con- most places. It’s time he did. It’ll help him. 

“This was the largest bass I had ever sideration for some time to come. It is And maybe it’ll help some of us who kind 
caught in my fifteen years’ experience as one species concerning which the ultra- of scorn rabbit hunting as a regular pas- 
a fisherman.” conservationist need never worry, for it time.” 

Fifth Prize was awarded to M. H. Cole, ¢an no more be wiped out than can the Henry was lifting the coffee pot from 
who caught a 12!%4-pound largemouth in English sparrow or the starling. Moreover, the coais. 
the Satilla River of Georgia on April 12, it furnishes a problem which cannot re- “How’s that?” he asked. “What's rabbit 
1932, It measured 27 inches in length and ceive too much attention, for its solution hunting got to do with any other hunt- 
21 inches in girth, and was taken on a_ will do much to alleviate the waterfowl ing?” 
Heddon Lucky 13 Minnow. distress. As I said once before, the crow The Old Warden carefully wiped his 

W. J. Grady came in sixth for catching is indeed the duck’s worst enemy. drinking cup with a clean napkin. 
a largemouth weighing one ounce over “I don’t know. I just said ‘maybe’. But 
twelve pounds in Great Caharie Creek, we've Sot a prety iu hunch that the 
North Carolina. It measured 2914 inches - game cycle is the thing that gives us years 
in length and 20% inches in girth, and was Get as Field: Stneamcrowcall of fun and years of woe with grouse and 
caught on June 25, 1932, on a Creek Chub and do your part. quail and pheasants and lots of other up- 
Pikie Minnow. land species. And there seems to be a
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i PENNSYLVANIA GAME NEWS a, 

‘ 
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jeemm,| International Association of Game, Fish 
oe — d C . C . ° 

or an onservation Commissioners 
——s 0ltCi“(i‘ Wage War on Crows 

. oe oe — : The International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners took a 
x : . | good crack at the crow at its annual meeting in Columbus, Ohio, during September, and 

i rightly so. Where the crow is abundant he is a terrible menace in that he destroys count- 
‘ tt less eggs and young of waterfowl and other migratory birds, as well as resident game birds. 

_ Cl Pennsylvania sportsmen who live in crow-infested areas have, by successful campaigns, 
on o |. | kept these pests in check to a reasonable degree. However, they are ever seeking new 

. . 2 lee methods of crow control and will look forward with a great deal of enthusiasm to trying 
_ | the new style trap shown in the accompanying illustration. 

>. This trap is made of 2” x 4” uprights, cross pieces covered with ordinary 2” mesh poul- 
a Y try wire. In size it may be made to any convenient dimensions—12’ x 14’, 9’ x 12’ or what- 

~ & ee ever the available material will take care of. 
ce wm) a It may be made of permanent construction with all parts and pieces firmly nailed to- 
x E | \‘  @& | ether, or the ends and sides may be made up separately and bolted or hooked in place when 

' Be aa fF *\ | the trap is set up. This greatly facilitates the removal of the trap to other various loca- 
4 * oe | | a is tions. When this is done the roof wire should be stapled loosely to the framework. 

fof ij i : Tp 

er [am Se Oe iT 

mer Ta - a 2147 era 
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DOE WITH ANTLERS je ‘S pa IN i 
While it is not exactly common, it is 4p eS Bie se ics i 

not in the least unusual for does to grow EE N\A sais pall i =- 
antlers. The above photograph, snapped —<—— eer ; Heater ae vist sake oe 
by Deputy Game Protector J. B. Miller, of > “ ‘ E LE 
Coudersport, shows a case of this sort. \ | er" 
The doe had a perfectly proportioned set (2% on SS was 
of antlers with three fine points on each. a etn 
On the afternoon of December 7, Deputy 

Miller and a brother officer, Deputy Henry 
Quick, received word that a doe had been The wire mesh covers every part of the framework, with the exception of the ladder ly- 
shot at the home of Sidney Parker in West ing in the V-shaped roof, which acts as the entrance for the birds. This ladder should ex- 
Branch Township. Upon investigating they tend the length of the trap as shown. The first five or six rungs at each end of the ladder 
found the animal in question, which had Should be spaced about 3” apart, and the others in the center about 10”. This gives ample 
been killed by Mrs. Parker. room for the crows to drop down from the latter into the trap and the bait, but the space 

is not large enough for them to fly out with outspread wings. 

Some of the birds may get out in this manner, and if many of them seem to be doing 
NEWLY ORGANIZED CLUBS so it may be prevented by stringing wires across from end to end of the trap about 8 to 

10 inches below the ladder. These should be spaced about 8” apart with the center wire 
slightly lower than the outside two. (See drawing, points P, Q, R, and similar points on 

de eat tae tn Club aati a other end.) If it is observed that these wires keep the birds from entering the trap readily 
they should be removed. It is urged that the actions of the crows when they locate the 

3 Spring City Fish & Game Ass'n, Spring trap be carefully observed from a blind with glasses. This may be the means of modifying 
City, Pa. the trap to suit particular local conditions and trapping much larger numbers of these black 

marauders. 
PA Beene a se te The bait used may be whole corn or meat, carrion or whatever is available. Upon lo- 

OLDEST HUNTER cating the bait, the crows light. on the trap, work down to the rungs of the ladder, and upon 
deciding there is no danger in the offing, will drop down inside. 

Probably the oldest hunter to take to the In some cases it may be advisable to leave the gate open for a day or so, scattering 
Lycoming County woods this autumn in orn poth inside and outside and allowing the birds to enter or depart at will before at- Search of deer was Adam Rothfuss, 92 years tempting to trap them up. 
old, of 230 Adam Street, Montoursville. He Visit the trap every day and remove the birds caught. One or two may be left to act 
took out his license late in the season, but ag decoys, but be sure to leave a pan of water for them. 
not too late to get in some hunting. 

Salty 
———e po ee © ee eRe MA MARES SESE OPT OSE BI POT it Ty Ine fT eh eee ae ee 

THE LETTER “E” It is the beginning of “existence” and the 
LOST The most unfortunate letter in the alpha- end of “trouble.” 

One .22 caliber, U. S. revolver, No. 4341, _ bet, some’say, is the letter “e,” because— Without it there could be no “life’ and no 

lost in Delaware State Forest region, near It’s always out of “cash,” forever in “debt,” Shea en 
: 5 and never out of “danger.” It is the center of “honesty,” and is always Standing Stone Road, Porter Township, That’s all true. Still it’s never in “war,” in “love.” 

Pike County. If found, notify Wesley R. always in “peace,” and always in something It is the beginning of “encouragement” and 
Ahn, Horsham, Pa. to “eat.” “endeavor” and at the end of “failure.”
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Raven folder 

See "Some Early Summer Food Preferences of the American Raven in South- 

eastern Oregon," by A, L. Nelson. ‘The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, No. 1, Jan.-Feb. 1934, 

pp. 10-15.



: Crow folder” 
Grit Requirements 

Extract sk “The Food of the American Crow in Central New York State," by 

Paul B, Hering, The Auk, Vol. LI, No. 4, October 1934, pp. 470-176. 

p. 475: “Mineral matter (about 10 per cent), which, of course, is not food, 

is added here because its elimination would change the proportion of the food ; 

taken, This item was taken so freely that the stomachs without mineral matter 

s were isolated cases. A certain amount of sand and gravel is essential in 

grinding up the various items of food taken, and quantities of pebbles and 

sand were consumed. ‘the largest pebble taken was a little less then one-half 

ineh in length .* /



Raven 

From General Notes, The Auk, Vol. LII, January, 1935, p. 89 

Feeding Habits of the Raven in Winter,-In the afternoon of March 7, 1933, a 
Northern Raven (Corvus corax principalis) was found feeding on refuse near 
e@ hen house in Memramcook, New Brunswick. When disturbed it flew to an 
adjacent field and about 3 P.M. returned, entered the hen house, and killed 
a sickly hen. A farm hand surprised it as it began to devour the bird, but 
it escaped, An hour later it again entered the house after standing outside 
for about 10 mimtes, and again began to feed. This time it was captured 

and killed. Its stomach contained only a piece of skin from the hen and a 
few feathers. ‘The bird was a male and weighed 2 lbs. 14 oz. Roberts 
(Birds of Minnesota) quotes 2 lbs. 5 oz. to 2 lbs. 11 oz. as the weight of 

a Raven. This bird while not fat was not in an emaciated condition. 
It may have been unnaturally bold or may have been forced by hunger to 

approach the vicinity of human dwellings; a heavy snow fall during the 
preceding week may have made food scarce.--Reid McManus, Memramcook, New 

Brunswick, Canada.
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Extract from Notes and Observations, Canadian Meld-Naturalist, 
Vol. XLIX, April, 1935, p. 77: 

Snowy Owl Captures a Crow.--When motoring on April 25th, 1931, in 
the vicinity of Rosser, Manitoba, some twenty five miles northwest 
of Winnipeg, the odd sight of a Snowy Owl (Hyctea mrstan) carrying 
off a Crow (Corvus b. branchyrhynchos) was witnessed by M. C. L. 
Broley and the writer. Through the kindness of Mr. Broley, I had 
been out to see an enormous assemblage of Blue Geese (Chen caerulescens) 
which had been feeding, since their arrival from the south, in the 
grain fields near Rosser, When returning to Winnipeg in the afternoon, 
traveling south along an old trail, a Snowy Owl, carrying in its talons 
a Crow, appeared suddenly from behind the car and crossed the trail 
in front of us. ‘he weight of the crow seemed to hamper the owl in its 
flight as it was losing altitude rapidly, and it alighted in a pasture 
field a few hundred feet to our right. Wo sooner had the Owl taken up 
its position to partake of the catch, than a scattered company of about 
thirty Crows, flocked in from our rear and formed a circle, surrounding the 
Owl. With loud angry cawines and out-stretched necks, the whole scene 
presented a real msical (7?) comedy. This exhibition of mumbers on 
the part of the Crows did not in the least perturb the Owl and it 
calmly proceeded to devour its victim, In a very short time it was 
evident the Crows decided nothing could be done to help their comrade, 
and in small bands they dispersed in the same direction when they came.-- 
Frank L, Farley, Camrose, Alberta.
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Lldo Leopold 
{ Reprinted from ‘The Auk,’ Vol. LII, October, 1935. ] 

The Raven (Corvus corax subspecies) in Dane County, Wisconsin, and 

a Note on its Food Habits.—In October, 1934, Mr. Edward M. Searls and Mr. 

G. W. Longenecker of the University of Wisconsin noticed a dead Raven (shot 

by duck hunters) beside their Duck blind while hunting at Crystal Lake in the 

northwestern corner of Dane County, Wisconsin. Word of this reached me late in 

the winter and I went to Crystal Lake as soon as the snow melted. A short search at 

the spot where the Raven had been found soon located it. Fly larvae had removed 

all tissue so that only the bones and feathers remained. The feathers of one wing 

were still attached and gave a wing measurement of 405 mm., which indicates a 

female europhilus Oberholser. This race however is not recognized in the A. iO. 0; 

‘Check-List’ and of the two forms there listed it would seem by its wing length to be 

C. ¢. sinuatus. 

The larvae had eaten the walls of the gizzard, but the tough lining remained un- 

touched. Upon opening the gizzard, I found three pits which Dr. Norman Cc. 

Fassett of the Botany Department kindly identified for me as belonging to the 

genus Prunus. 

This preservation of the gizzard lining is worthy of attention. In warm weather 

decay may completely destroy the gizzard, but in cooler weather this preservation 

can be of great value in learning of food habits when the body is little more than a 

skeleton.—Leonarp Winuiam Wine, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
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1936 Crow Campaign 

Reports which have come to the office on the crow con- 
trol campaign during this season, indicate commendable activity 
on the part of wardens and very gratifying cooperation from 
sportsmen. Largest kills were naturally made in sections of the 
state where crows were most numerous, and the response to the 
Commission's Crow Control Week appeal définitely indicates that 
as an annual event this activity will grow in popularity with 
the result that South Dakota will soon cease to be a “health re- 
sort" for the black marauders. 

The following is a summarized statement of the number 
of eggs, young birds, adult birds and nests accounted: for by 
wardens in their districts: 

Warden Eggs Young Adult Nests 

Allgier 766 Uo 296 ny, 
Deblon 260 150 
Elley au 4 
Hall 47g 288 
Hagen 1a 1113 34 
Hutchison 55 . 
Liebig 28 36 23 
Engelbert 66 
Henderson g 
Curtis dhs 576 96 50 
Piner 892 ao 204 4O7 
Dahling 328 ay 333 Ugo 
Jensen 342 69 
Bristol fe 17 108 196 
Woods bh 
Peterson t 
Van Leur & 

Thompson Malas 626 2 
TOTAL 2501 2937 3696 186 

Unfortunately, many of the revorts submitted by wardens 
were not specific as to the number of eggs, birds or nests des-— 
troyed. Hence, the total number indicated in this report per-— 
haps does not cover but a small per cent of the actual total for 
the state. Many letters have been received at the office from 
groups of sportsmen, both organized and unorganized, indicating 
activity in crow control. These reports, however, have given but 
few figures on actual results. The following named sportsmen did 
effective work and merit special mention: DeSart Brothers, Ray 
Travis, Jack Fuller and Frank Desper of Mobridge; W. J. Tiffany, 
W. H. Dent and C. T. Kirkpatrick, Aberdeen; Jack Schoenberger, 

ee ies



Watertown; R. V. Summerside, Gettysburg; C. S. Rygh, Miller; 
W. J. Smith, Big Stone City; C. E. Noel, Highmore; C. H. Mork 
and Otto Rodenbaugh, Lemmon; Mike Scholl, Andover; M. E. Koenig, 

Bristol; Percy Dilley, Waubay; Jack Sherbino, Webster; Geo. 

Coyle, Butler; C. Rudberg, Pierpont; Ed Carlson, Holmquist; 
Andrew Swanson, Roslyn; and many others whose names we are sorry 

we do not have. 

To Deputy Allgier, according to wardens! reports, goes 
"the palm" for organization of his district. His report indicates 
active and effective cooperation by organized groups in at least 
12 communities. Dahling and Van Leur also had their districts 
well organized, and their reports indicate organized campaigns 
in most communities in their districts, with a larger total of 
birds accounted for. 

+ % 

Sidelights on the Crow Campaign 

From Lemmon comes a report of a contest, sportsmen 
choosing up sides and the side accounting for the fewest number 

of crows paying for the "feed" and what went with it. 

Deputy Curtis has one for Ripley's "Believe-It-Or-Not". 
In the bottoms of two crows! nests he found nests of young mice. 
Evidently these old birds had heard of the Game Department's 
Crow Campaign and were going to provide their offsoring with a 
food supply in thé event some Game Warden might "crack down" on 
the family breadwinner. 

No doubt all wardens have had several experiences sim— 
ilar to that of Deputy Van Leur. He explains that almost daily 
he is asked to give "lessons" on the crow call. Most students 
seem to think 10 minutes should be all the time necessary in 
teaching one how to become proficient in the art. We suggest 
that some enterprizing warden start a correspondence school. 

The increased interest in crow hunting must.be gratify-— 
ing to our good friend, Tony Hoover. To him must go much of the 
credit for the seriousness with which South Dakota sportsmen are 
going after the "black menace." Interesting reports come to the 
office of the Game Deaprtment from different sections of the 
state of what "Tony" is doing in various communities to stir up 
interest in crow control. One sportsman exnlained how "Tony" 
proved to him that crows, though intelligent, can't count. The 
two men apdroached a crow's nest and before they were within gun- 
shot the old female left the nest. One of the men hid within 
gunshot of the nest, and the other walked back to their automo-— 
bile and drove on down the road. As soon as he was well out of 
gun range of the nest, the female crow immediately returned to 
her nest and doom. 

; “8
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SEX RATIOS IN EASTERN CROW POPULATIONS 

DURING WINTER AND SPRING 

By J. T. EMLEN, Jr. 
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vee General Notes [83 

Sex Ratios in Eastern Crow Populations During Winter and Spring.— 
Roost raids by sportsmen’s clubs and other organizations have been responsible 
for the slaughter of many thousands of Crows in various parts of the country in 
recent years. The bodies of the birds at the scenes of these raids are usually piled 
up or left scattered about on the ground, where they may easily be gathered by any 
bird-student interested in such material. Often enough specimens may be 
obtained from a roost in this manner to give a fairly reliable cross-sectional 
picture of a local population for statistical analysis. 

Specimens of Corn b. brachyrhynchos collected in this manner by the writer at 
three winter roosting sites in the Finger Lakes Region of New York State near the 
northern border of the winter range of the species have furnished some interesting 
statistics on sex ratios. Of 348 watering birde examined, 193 were males and 155 
were females, a ratio of 124.5 males to a hundred females. 

This preponderance of males is in striking contrast to the situation found by 
Dr. Lawrence E. Hicks at a roost near Zanesville, Ohio, one hundred fifty miles 
farther south than the New York locality (Bird-Banding, vol. 6, 1935, p. 35), 
where out of 75 specimens examined only 30 were males, a sex ratio of 66.6 males 
to 100 females. In other words there were 8 males with every 12 females in the 
Zanesville region and 15 males with every 12 females in the Finger Lakes region. 
This would seem to indicate, as Dr. Hicks has already suggested (loc. cit.), that the 
Eastern Crow displays a partial segregation of the sexes during the winter season, 
the females centering their winter distribution farther south than the males. 

The accompanying table (1) gives the statistics for the New York State birds: 

Winter Roosts (Winter Residents) 
Month Males Females 56 per 100 99 
Decstiber! ai..ctss ck | BB 27 122.2 
MBDUAN asco roonp obra td ae 21 85.8 
EPL ghee sae erneate eee arene se) 16 137.5 
Marob) Wena aaccine ns, 220) 91 132.0 

TOtals s<acouaevansscosccsene 108 155 Average 124.5 
Zable 1: Sex ratios in crows taken at roosts in Ontario, Seneca, and Cayuga Counties, New 

York, winter of 1932-33. 

Additional evidence of a partial segregation of the sexes of Crows in winter was 
rocured through an examination of specimens in the United States National 

Araseaen’ the American Museum of Natural History, the Museum of Comparative 
Zoblogy, and the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences. While the specimen 
material in collections is not extensive enough to give a complete representative 
picture of the situation in individual localities, a comparison of the material from 
a few northern and southern localities (table 2) is at least suggestive. 

General Locality Males Females 56 per 100 99 
Boston, Mags...........0.5. 5 4 125.0 
New York, NoY. cfecie.s.5. 9 7 128.7 
Philadelphia, Pa............. 11 19 57.9 
Washington, D.C. 2.20.02... 18 20 65.1 
\GurtitNGk N IG) Vices any “f ll 63.6 

Table 2: Sex ratios of Crows in various localities along the Atlantic coast in winter (November— 
February) as demonstrated by museum specimens. Notice that the female heavy ratio of the 
southern localities is carried over into the range of C. b. paulus. 

A study of the birds in the small roosts which spring up amongst the large winter 
roosts of the Finger Lakes region in late February produced some further data 
of interest. A small sample taken from two of these “spring roosts” contained 
21 males and 32 females (sex ratio 68.7 males to 100 A aranlbay) a preponderance of 

es _ to that found by Dr. Hicks in the winter roosts farther south 
table 3).
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Sprine Roosts (Transients) 
Month Males Females 88 to 100 99 : 
Maoh ty..cossicscsesssivey 10 22 72.7 
Geis A bance eca sc ae 10 50.0 : 
Wetale deca te aee nasal) nak 32 68.7 

Fatt Roosts (Transients) 
October ives so cicieiee vases es 8 9 88.9 

Table 3: Sex ratios from samples of transient Crow populations taken at spring and fall roosts 
in Ontario, Seneca, and Cayuga Counties, New York, fall, 1932, and spring, 1933. 

Although the amount of material in this case is admittedly too small to permit 
the formulation of definite inferences, speculation on the significance of the ratios 
obtained is, perhaps, permissible. The question which arises is: if these new 
spring arrivals resemble in their sex ratio a more southern wintering population, 
can we conclude that they are representatives of such a southern population, 
migrating northward as a unit and remaining aloof from the populations en- 
countered in transit? This would seem to be a logical interpretation, especially 
since a coincident sample of the birds remaining in the rapidly dwindling local 
winter roosts still shows in March the surplus of males of the wintering population 
(table 1, March). Of course it is possible that this preponderance of females in 
the spring roosts may be peeounted for by a differential migration period, or by 
an early desertion of the common roosts by male birds in favor of thes newly 
established nesting territories. Proper interpretation of such statistics awaits 
further observation and study.—J. T. Emuxn, JR., Division of Zoology, University 
of California, Davis, California.
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AGE DETERMINATION IN THE AMERICAN CROW 

WITH ONE ILLUSTRATION 

By J. T. EMLEN, Jr.
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AGE DETERMINATION IN THE AMERICAN CROW 
WITH ONE ILLUSTRATION 

By J. T. EMLEN, Jr. 

In a series of bird specimens it is often convenient if not important that immatures 
be separated from adults. In certain species this is not easy, and many data in 
literature have lost much of their potential value to modern investigators through 
the failure or inability of ornithologists to make such distinctions. 

In the course of certain recent ecological studies with eastern and western crows 
(Corvus brachyrhynchos), a proper interpretation of the data in hand required that 
specimens be grouped by age as well as by sex into four categories: adult male, 
adult female, immature male, and immature female. The well-known characters, 
diagnostic of age, that are associated with the degree of ossification of the skull and 
the presence of the bursa fabricii were found to be reliable only in summer and early 
fall when the fluffy juvenal contour feathers formed an equally accurate and much 
easier means of age identification. Similarly, the blue color of the iris and the clear 
horn color of the undersurface of the claws are distinctive only in very young indi- 

viduals. As winter approaches, the young birds tend to accumulate larger quantities 
of fat around the gizzard and other viscera and generally weigh 20 to 30 grams more 
than adults of their respective sexes. With the approach of the breeding season the
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first year birds do not show the pronounced growth of the gonads typical of older 
breeding birds. Through the breeding season the size of the gonads is, therefore, a 
good indicator of age classes. 

Internal characters are, however, limited in their applicability. External characters 

such as those associated with the plumage, which serve equally well with prepared 
skins and fresh specimens, are of greatest practical value, and it is with these that 
the remainder of the present paper deals. 

An examination of the contour feathers of a large series of birds was made without 
furnishing a solution to the problem. Dwight (Annals N. Y. Acad. Sci., 8, 1900, p. 154) 

was able to see a difference in color in the body plumages of first-winter and second- 
winter crows, and apparently used it in his studies of the molt of the American crow. 
The present writer found himself incapable of applying this character with any 
degree of certainty in a majority of cases. Many unmistakably adult specimens 
showed, to the writer’s eye, the greenish gloss which Dwight described for the first- 
year birds. Attention was therefore directed to the flight feathers. 

In the postjuvenal molt of the crow the juvenal body plumage is completely 
replaced, while the flight feathers are retained and carried over through the first 
winter and the following spring to the second fall molt. The postjuvenal molt of 
the American crow apparently closely resembles that of the European rook as 
described by Witherby (British Birds, 7, 1913, pp. 126-139), in omitting the remiges, 
the bastard wing, the primary coverts and most of the secondary coverts, as well 
as the rectrices. Any characters associated with the retained juvenal wing and tail 
feathers of the crow that serve to distinguish them from those which replace them 
in the second fall molt are useful as identification marks for first-year individuals. 
The following six peculiarities of these feathers were found to be useful in determining 
ages of specimens of the four races of North American crows (C. b. brachyrhynchos, 
C. b. paulus, C. b. hesperis, and C. b. caurinus). 

1. In first-year birds the flight feathers, particularly the rectrices, exhibit more 
wear than do the corresponding feathers of adults, While this is obviously a variable 
and therefore not infallible character, the occurrence of heavily worn tail feathers 
can be linked with first-year birds in a high percentage of cases. It is therefore useful 
as a first step in dividing an unassorted series (fig. 21). 

Wear of the juvenal flight feathers perhaps results partly from the rather severe 
treatment which they receive during the formative stages in the nest, but probably | 
more particularly to an inferior construction which shows up in the brittleness of the 
barb tips. Fault bars are much more prevalent in the feathers of first-year birds. 

2. The first-year flight feathers are less heavily pigmented, having a dull brownish . 
cast in contrast to the glossy black of those of the adults. This is especially noticeable 
on the under surfaces of the wings and tail. The ventral ridge of the barbs is solidly 

; pigmented in adult feathers, whereas in juvenal feathers it shows an almost translucent 
ridge capped by a narrow crest of pigmented keratin. Pigmentation in the barbules 
is also heavier in adult feathers. 

3. The ventral aspect of the rhachis of the wing feathers, particularly that of the 
outer primaries and their greater coverts, is whitish nearly to the tip in first-year 
birds, while in adults the whitish or horn color is confined almost entirely to the 
furrow of the umbilical groove, and extends only part way along the rhachis. 

The whitish color in the rhachis is due to the translucent quality of the keratin 
covering the white central pith. In the outer primary of adult birds this whitish 
color can be traced as a thin line between the two heavily pigmented ridges bordering 
the umbilical groove of the rhachis to within 15 to 20 mm. of the tip. In the first-
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year birds the two pigmented ridges are finer and less heavily pigmented and can 
be traced on a whitish background to about the same point. Transverse sections at 
this point reveal a broad area of unpigmented keratin surrounding most of the 
ventral half of the rhachis in first year feathers. In adult feathers the keratin is 

* pigmented from both sides almost, if not entirely, to the midventral line. 
4. The shape of the rectrices, and to a less extent of the remiges, differs in the 

two age groups. In first-year birds the feathers are bluntly pointed or rounded in 
contrast to the more truncated feathers of adult birds (fig. 21). This character 
has been described for various species of birds and furnishes one of the best and 
most reliable means of age identification. 

Fig. 21. Right outer tail feathers of adult (left) and 
immature (right) male crows taken on October 26, 

1932, at Estes, New York. Compare the shapes of the 

two feathers and note the irregular wear of the barb 
tips of the immature bird’s feather. A 

A May specimen of the western crow (C. b. hesperis) (no. 235191, U. S. Nat. 
Mus.) and a February specimen of the eastern crow (C. b. brachyrhynchos) (no. 
57306, Phila. Acad. Nat. Sci.) possess all the characteristics of first-year birds 
with the exception of a few rectrices which are typically adult in nature, Since the 
occurrence in each case is asymmetrical it may be inferred that odd feathers lost 
accidentally in the first year were replaced by feathers of the adult type. 

5. The shape of the tail of first-year birds is rather square, especially when the 
outer pair of rectrices is not considered. In adults the tail is more rounded. For 
example, typical adult and typical first-year specimens in the collection of the 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology showed the following differences in length between 
the central rectrices and the next to the outermost rectrices.
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Minimum Maximum Average 
10 adult males 7 mm. 17 mm. 12.0 mm. 

7 adult females 8 23 12.5 

13 immature males 2 8 4.5 
18 immature females 4 8 6.7 

6. The wing length of adult birds is generally, though not invariably, greater 
than that of first-year birds. Wings of adult males taken in mid-winter from New 
York state, Pennsylvania and Washington, D. C., averaged approximately 13 mm. 
longer than the wings of immature males from the same localities. Adult females, 
which are 6 to 8 mm. shorter in wing length than the adult males, have wings 12 to 
16 mm. longer than the immature females from the same localities. Individual varia- 
tion is, however, considerable in the crow, and several immature female specimens 
were actually larger than small adult males. Obviously wing measurements are of 
little value in themselves except as they may add weight to a tentative determination 

based on other characters. 
Age determinations like subspecies determinations are often dependent on fine 

distinctions and should be based upon not one but many features. The six characters 
described in this paper should not be used individually, but they should supplement 
one another. By applying them in this manner a high percentage of conformity can 
be obtained, so that very few specimens had to be discounted as indeterminate. 

Division of Zoology, University of California, Davis, California, January 23, 1936.
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New Lie Detector sii " i 

Traps Thief , eu 
a Ms yt ) { AN ~ 

La Ann Arbor police department pe ) me | & 

caught an early-morning front porch bs fish i — 

cream thief redhanded but were unable A j _ 

to ptove his guilt to the judge until they used “ “ ] 
their new type lie detector—a bottle of milk. ; 4 o 

For three days there had been a mysterious itis ' es 

pilfering of cream from homes in the residen- y aa — : 

tial area of the city. Taxpayers demanded Oe 4 : 
the culprit be caught. Two patrolmen were oe a a e 

assigned to the case, and they performed \ ; 
their work nobly. The thief was caught. He x 

was a black and indignant pet crow. er * ae 

; Handcuffed and covered by the policemen’s THE CULPRINGROW CAUGHT ING HE eT DETROIT FREE PRESS PHOTOGRAPH 

six-shooters, the crow was marched back to Uncle Sam's "G-Men" have learned that all gangsters 
the station house, where he was given the have their one weakness that will betray them. 

third degree. The crow refused to talk, so it In this case it was a quart of milk 

was decided to take the case to the Humane Society. officers began their vigil. Convincing himself that he was 

Suddenly, however, the officers hit upon the idea of the alone, the crow hopped up to the milk bottle and with 
lie detector. They admitted it wasn’t much of a lie one deft thrust pierced the cap and began to drain off 
detector; only a bottle of milk with three inches of cream. the cream. The squawking he set up when the policemen 

The bottle of milk, with the cap intact, was placed ina marched in on him brought no sympathy from the judge, 
room with the crow. Leaving the door slightly ajar, the who gave him to the Humane Society for safe keeping. 
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COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION ae 

| SHERWOOD PLANTATION ¥ 

| THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

| August 1, 1936 

| 
Mr. Hilbert R.Siegler, | 

Faville Grove Wildlife Area, | 

Lakemills, Wis. | 

Dear Mr. Siegler; 

Your letter of July 28th has just been received and your questions 

regarding the crow carefully looked over. “hough I have my owm ideas as 

to the probabil rey of the situation regarding these detailed habits, have 

never studied crows intimately from a blind,and this is the only way that 

such information could be secured as far as I mow. 

I have seen young crows in the trees in the general vicinity of the nests 

where they were reared, but do not know whether this is usual, and how long 

they may linger. 

‘ I cam speak with some assurance as to what may happen “oega? eggs in this 

region either after the nest has been broken up by enemies or havé hatched 

normally, a 

Cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidis) sometimes remove the shells from nests 

and the remains will be found scattered for a rod or two dom their trails. 

From the condition of the shells left it appears that the cotton rats 

nibble on them for some reason. Blue jays and possibly other birds ocassionally 

piek up shells and fly off with them. Sometimes they are dropped in the general 

region, I have no idea why this is done,however. Sut very frequently here,we 

find shells in nests which have hatched out as much as a year previously, still 

intact \but of course very fargile). This is particularly liable to happen to 

shells securely hidden in nests with the tops mashed down over them. We find it 

exceptional,however, for shells to disappear from hatched out nests within a 

week;1 doubt that five percent so disappear. 

With best wishes for success in your crow study, I an, 

Very truly ae 

Herbert D.Stoddard.



COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 
HARRISBURG 

; August 13, 1936 

Mr. Hilbert R. Siegler 
Assistant Game Manager 
Faville Grove Wildlife Area 
Lakemills, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Siegler: 

Mr. Luttringer has turned over to me for reply 
your recent communication regarding the feeding habits of young 
Crows. 

I am not in position to speak at all authori- 
tatively on the subject as I have never studied it in particular 
but have made only casual observations at various times. I shall, 
however, give you what little information I have, hoping that it may 
prove of some value to you. 

I have noted in several instances that the adult 
crows feed the young by the bill-toebill process. Whether or not 
the regurgitation process is also employed, I do not lmow. 

Just what the general procedure in feeding eggs 
may be, I do not know, but I have observed on two occasions old 
crows carrying intact eggs to the nest where they were borken by 
the adult and eaten by the young, Also, I have on several occas- 
ions found various kinds of egg shells on the ground below crows 
nests. It is possible that the eggs were originally carried to 
the nest and fed in the manner just mentioned, but I am unable 
to make any positive statements along this line. Whether the ob- 
servations just mentioned are the rule or the exception, I can 
not say. 

Limited observations lead me to believe that the 
young crows as a rule hop and flutter around in trees relatively 
close to the nest in which they were hatched for a week or ten 
days after they leave the nest and that following that time they 
gradually begin to travel about with the old crows, more or less 
in flocks. :



-20 Mr. Siegler 8/13/36 

In regard to the disappearance of hatched or 

broken up game bird nests, I have always thought it very likely 

that sometimes a few egg shells may be carried away by the wind 

but that generally speaking, they are by heavy rains or other 

factors broken into very fine pieces which eventually sift away. 

This is purely theory and not fact based on careful researches 

In conclusion, let me say that I am really not 

in position to speak authoritatively on the questions you have 

asked but merely mention casual observations which may be either 

the rule or the exception. 

i Very truly yours, 

- 7 

Dt K 

tlicarcl Ad 

Richard Gerstezi, Chie 
Div. Game Research & Distribution 

RG:L
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Mr. Hilbert R. Siegler, 
Faville Grove Wildlife Area, 
Lakemills, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Siegler: 

Dr. Pirnie has passed on to me the questionaire 

regarding the feeding habits of crows. 

; I regret that I can be of little help to you. 

In some artificdal nests that I ran this spring numbers of eggs 

were eaten by crows and a few were carried off. I found pheasant 

egg shells showing the typical crow method of treatment apparent- 

ly some distance from any nest. Whether any of these were fed 

to the young I do not know. 

Regarding egg shells Stoddard says that quail 

eggs become increasingly brittle from the time they are hatched. 
He also says "On several occasions nests of the preceding year 
have been found with the shells intact, and just as left many 
months before, but they were extremely fragibe and would pul- 
verize at a touche" I have observed shells in nests two or 
three weeks after hatching and perhaps just plain weathering 
may account for some of them after hatching. I have not observed 

any animal working on such nests. 

I will pay more particular attention to these : 

points during the next year and if anything comes to light, 

I shall let you know. 

Durward L. Allen



tstepnone, 7x1 = W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY  wnesp. mene, mm. v. 
HICKORY CORNERS, MICH. OF MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE DIRECTOR 

OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE 
FREIGHT and EXPRESS CARL@OWER, M. s., 

AUGUSTA, MICH. BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN ASSISTANT 

August 1, 1936 

Mr. Hilbert R. Siegler, 
Faviile Grove Wildlife Area, 
Lakemills, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Siegler: 

I very much regret that I have never 

made close observations on the feeding 

habits of nesting crows and therefore 
cannot offer much help in answering your 

questionaire. 

Not infrequently in mid-summer I have 

seen crows with their broods feeding at 

considerable distance from used nesting : 

sif@ae; and I believe that these families 
wander considerably. 

I have no theory as to what becomes 

of, the egg shells from hatched or” broken- 

up nests. In some instances,at least, the 

dried shells are in evidence for a week 

or two. 

I am turning the questionaire over 

to Durward Allen, a graduate student who 

has been making intensive nest studies, 

and it is possible that he may have some 

information for you. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee m Mn . 

j MW. D.~.Pirnie, 

MDP/gvh Director.
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August 14, 1936. 

Mr. Hilbert *. Siegler, 
Assistant Game Manager, 
Faville Grove Wildlife Area, 
Lakemills, Wisconsin. : 

Dear Mr. Siegler:- 

Your recent letter to Mr. Bump relative to crows 
has been referred to me. I am sorry that we have practically 
no information from our own studies as to the exact methods 
by which crows feed their young. We have records of crows 
breaking up grouse nests and destroying duck eggs on the 

game farm. Many of these eggs are broken and the contents 

eaten at or very near the spot where they are found. Others 

are carried away, but we have not had an opportunity to 

determine just what is their subsequent utilization. Besides, 
shells from the eggs of other birds have been found close to 
erows' nests, but whether they were fed to the young or not, 
and if so how, we have not determined. : 

Observations indicate that young crows and 
their parents do remain together for some time after the 
young leave the nest. Often two or more such family groups 
seem to join forces. The area over which they roam in such 
a way, increases as the birds become older. 

In regard to the disappearance of egg shells 
from hatched or broken-up nests, our observations indicate 
that this factor varies: greatly. In some instances the shell 
remains in grouse nests have been present and capable of 
diagnosis as to whether the nest hatched or was broken-up 
as late as the following spring and early summer. Disinte- 
gration due to the effect of the elements occurs more rapidly 
in exposed situations than in sheltered ones. One of the 
most important agencies in causing the disappearance of such 
shell remains is mice. These animals chew the shells up 
quite finely, so that they soon filter down among the leaves 
and are obliterated, as well as frequently carrying the shells 
away bodily. Occasionally, squirrels carry off a shell or 
two. Also such animals as the skunk and raccoon often find 
these nests and further crush the shells, so that they dis- 

integrate more rapidly.



Mr. Hilbert R. Siegler - 2 - ? 8/14/36 

In connection with your question relating to 
the feeding habits and methods of this species, I think 

: you would do best to refer to such authors as Forbush and 

Roberts. U.S.D.A. Bull. 621 by Kalmbach has a great deal 
of data on all phases of the life history of this bird. 
Also, John T, Emlen, Jr., of the College of Agriculture ~ 
at Davis, California, has a considerable amount of data on 
the habits of crows in New York. 

i regret that we do not have more definite in- 

formation on many of your problems. I hope, however, that 

what data I have noted may be of use. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert Darrow, 
Game Research Investigator. 

RWD:G : ;



eno 
204 Exp. Zool. Lab. 
Champaign, Illinois 

: January 24, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Dept. of Agricultural Economics 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin ; ; 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have recently had the opportunity to sex, 

age, measure and weigh a large number of crows killed 

in roost-bombing by the Illinois Department of Conservation. 

There appears to be quite a wide variation in the sex- 

ratio and old-young bird ratio in the few roosts already 

sampled. 

Has any work of this type been attempted in 

Wisconsin? If not, might I suggest that some work of 

this nature be undertaken? Visiting a roast immediately 

after it has been "shot" by a group of sportsmen will 

often result in the securing of quite a number of the 

birds. Work of this type can be accomplished in a fairly 

short time if only sexing, ageing, and weighing the birds 

be attempted; measuring naturally entails considerably 

more time. 

I have already examined about 900 birds, all 

of which have been sexed and aged; some of these have been 

weighed and measured. Means of determining age (immature 

or adult) are outlined by J. T. Emlen, Jr. (Condor 38:99-102). 

Sex ratio of New York crows has been reported on by Emlen 

(Bird-Banding 7:83-4), and of Ohio crows, by Hicks (Bird- 

Banding 6:65-6). 

It might be of interest to determine variation 

in the make-up of different roosts, according to the lines 

indicated above. 

What do you consider to be an adequate sample 

for determination of sex-ratio or adult-immature ratio? 

For indiviual roosts? For total crow population? 

I thank you for your courtesy in this matter 

Very truly yours, a 4 

CC. f. Black



1532 University Aveme 
: ‘ ; Jamasry 27, 1938 

Mr. G. T. Bleck 
204 Bxp. Zool. Lab. : 
Ohampaign, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Black: ; 

I am glad to hear of your crow project and 
would like to answer your questions, but I don't know how. 
Wouldn't 4t depend somewhat on the range of variation? 
If it is great, a small sample would do. It is small, | 

. you would need a large sample to prove it significant. 
: I would suggest you consult a statistician, since I 

think the answer is mathematical rather than. biological. 

Yours sincerely, ; 

Aldo Leopold : 
vh ; Professor of Game Management



. 1) | Crows, Lacking Foes, Increase jor" 
've-Fold; Need Control, View | Five-Fold; Need Control, Vie cs 

The argument for the crow and | tend with as they have today in) a successful crow banquet given at 
against the crow, precipitated by | the millions of hunters through- | the Park Hotel which was extend- 
the recent crow banquet sponsor-| out the United »,ates, Canada and | ed to a date convenient for conser- 
ed by Dane county sportsmen, | Mexico. vation departmental personnel to 
goes on and on. “You perhaps wonder what| attend. 

Last week Prof. Aldo Leopold | means nature had of keeping the| “For the Director. 
| sniped at the idea of placing crow | crow population under control. The] “Lydia Stumpf, 
hunting on a crusade basis, con-| only two enemies of the crow of| “Chief Clerk. 
tending in a letter to The State | which we can find a record are the| “By Roy L. Straus, 
Journal that haymowers, marsh | great horned owl and the raven.| “Supervisor of License Sales.” * 
and fence fires and WPA crews! The raven is now almost at the Sea 
are far more destructive of game | point of extermination in many 

birds than is the black pirate. sections of northern forests. 
Now comes Roy L. Straus, su-| «That is also true throughout 

pervisor of license sales in the| the Canadian provinces. The rea- 
state conservation department, | son for the decreasing population 
with a statement that the crow is| of the raven cannot be completely 
becoming annually more numer-| given; however, forest fires played 
ous, increasing at least five-fold| 2 very important part in his de- 
in the past 10 years, and should} struction. 
be controlled but not exterminat- Owl on Decline 

ed. The crow population, his let-| «The great horned owl, the oth- 
ter says, is increasing because his| oy natural enemy of the crow, is 
only natural enemies, the raven) aiso on the decline. It 1s not hard 
and the great horned owl, are de-| ¢, arrive at the reasons. He is not 
creasing, almost to the point of). very intelligent bird and is han- 
extermination. dicapped because he is not able to 

Four Nests to a Tree. see very well in daylight. Conse- 
In some locatlities crows have quently, the many hunters can ap- 

multiplied in numbers until they | proach him very easily, resulting 
threaten entire crops, and when |;, many of them being killed each 
as many as four nests are found in | year, : 

a single tree, Straus holds, it is “Now let us look at the natural 
evidence that if they were allowed | . cmnies of our migratory water= 
to increase at this rate it would fowl hich’ taril fish, } 5 owl,- which are turtles, fish, 
not be long before drastic control | 7 oicas hawks, owls and crows. In 
prom ould LS ete as addition to his natural enemies he 
. eb Pee is killed to the extent of ten mil- 

} “Dear Colonel Brayton: .. | Jion annually by hunters through- 
eo. na pen WS Tead in out the United States and Canada, 

our Pe oe : ; “With naturalists estimating the 
ae ponservanene se on the in-| gamage done to migratory water- 
cease ae ee fowl annually by crows as_ being 

‘We do not believe anyone} |, lth Geek note sbeethc-huaians: 

maintains that they have not in- | (4 is only reasonable to believe 
past ten years. It seems evel ; r 

theo are opposed fo crow af miratory, waters by cary, 
control admit that they are an-) 1 iq way. I am not at all in favor 
nually becoming more numerous. a 

To offer a clear picture it will be of exterminating the crow. How- 
* . ever, I do believe that he should be 

pecessaty ‘nt we begin er controlled since ke no longer has the time that man interfered with | Tot te Cnemies to er Tae 
the balance of nature that we have | 24tural enemies to con | 
heard so much about. Farmers Complained : 

| Egg Season Limited “The Wisconsin conservation de- 
| “The crow was placed on earth | partment cooperated with the con- 
for definite purposes which have | servation department of Illinois in 
been brought out from time to| dynamiting a crow roost in the vi- 

time by scientists who have made | cinity of Beloit, Wisconsin, result- 
a study of his habits. They never | ing in the killing of approximately 
fail to stress the point that he] eight thousand crows. Farmers 
does good as well as damage by | complained of crows increasing in 
pointing out the insects that he} their locality during the past few 
destroys which of course are des- years until there are approximate- 

tructive to other forms of life. ly 150,000 crows roosting there at 
“It sounds very well to the | this particular time. 

reader when they sum up the| {np fact, they became such a nui- 
damage done by him in compari- | sance that it was almost impossible 
son with the good he does. The| to keep them from destroying en- 
scientists point out that an anal-| tire crops, particularly corn. When, 

ysis of his crop content in per-| as many as four nests are found in 
centages of food consumed by him| one tree, it should not be hard for 
throughout the year average 1.3| some of our naturalists who are op- 
per cent eggs. The percentage posed to crow control to under- 
there is very small; however, they | stand that if they should be allow- 

fail to consider the length of time | eq to increase at that rate it would 
throughout the year that eggs are | not pe long before it would be nec- 
available for this diet. z essary for drastic crow control pro- 

“If they did carry out this ex-| grams. 
periment during the period of time | " «7 sincerely appreciate the inter- 
that migratory waterfowl and| ect your paper has shown in this 
song birds nest, the picture might | matter and also in the promotion of 
be quite different from that pre-} 

sented as an average throughout 
the year. 

His Part in Nature 
“Coming back to nature’s pur- 

pose for the presence of the crow, 

we believe it is reasonable to as- 

sume that he played a very im- 

portant part in controlling birds 
by preying on their nests and tak- 
ing their eggs. That perhaps was 

one of the more common ways of 
controlling such birds as migra- 
tory waterfowl, for at that time 
they had no such predators to con-



Crow” 
i Mallard 

Nesting 

(Cara from D. E. Wade, Elkhorn, May 3, 1938) 

"Saw crow carry mallard egg yesterday--pierced egg with both 

mandibles together, then carried with one mandible (upper) inserted 

with lower acting as actual carrier. Might not have carried egg away 

if I hadn't chanced along."
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1. Manitoba Game & Fish Association will pay 5c 

per pair of feet (Crows’ or Magpies’) for the first 

24,000 feet turn in to Crow Control office: 505 

Commercial Bldg., Winnipeg. This Contest closes 

when above 24,000 feet are received; or on July 

‘ 31, 1938, at the latest. 

2. For each 50 feet turned in a certificate will be 

issued to the sender, entitling him to a draw for 

valuable prizes (totalling $400.00.) This part of 

the contest open to Nov. 1, 1938.— " iceman 

RULES 
1. All contestants must abide by the decision of the 

judges appointed by the Manitoba Game and Fish 
: Association. 

2. Contest open to any sportsman in Manitoba who is 
over 16 years of age. ° 

. 3. No pay made under contest unless and until 50 feet 
have been sent in by one contestant. 

4. Crows feet should be thoroughly dried or treated 
with a solution of formaldehyde before mailing. 

5. We suggest mailing feet in old shell boxes. 

Sponsored by: 

Manitoba Game and Fish Association 
Crow Control Office: 505 Commercial Building, Winnipeg
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WM GAME & FISH ASSOCIATION WILL PAY 

5c PER PAIR OF FEET (CROWS’ OR MAGPIES’), FOR 

THE. FIRST: 18000 FEET RECEIVED AT. 1IHE CROW... 
CONTROL . DEPOT, 230 FORT Sic WINNIPEG. . THIS 

CONTEST CLOSES WHEN 16,000 FEET HAVE BEEN RE- 

CEIVED, OR: ON. GUYTOBER: 31st, 1930," AT THE LATEST. 

5 1. Contest open to any sportsman in Manitoba who is over 
5 16 years of age. S 

2. No payment made under Contest unless and until 50 
8 feet have been sent in by one contestant. 3 

g 3. Before shipping, either thoroughly dry the feet or have g 
5 treated with a 5% solution of formaldehyde (formalin). % 

d 4. We suggest mailing feet in old shell boxes. : 

Sponsored by 

MANITOBA GAME AND FISH ASSOCIATION 
CROW CONTROL DEPOT, 230 FORT STREET, WINNIPEG 

and Song Birds



Aibrary of 

Aldo Leopold Crow foldin 

[Reprinted from the Witson Butietin, L. September, 1938, p. 203] 

How Do Crows Carry Eggs?—On May 2, 1938, while working on the 

E. H. Fabrice Wildlife Demonstration Area in southeastern Wisconsin, it was my 

good fortune to see a Crow carrying an egg which I judged to be that of a semi- 

wild Mallard. The Crow had first pierced the egg with both mandibles closed 

when it discovered my presence and jumped back from the egg. It immediately 

returned and placed the upper mandible into the opening made in the egg, and 

then by lowering its head, scooped up the egg. It flew apparently supporting 

the egg on the lower mandible and keeping it there by means of pressure from 

the upper mandible. After flying a distance of 100 yards the Crow came down in 

an opening in the woods. I ran after it hoping to get the egg, but it took off 

again, repeating a second time the operation of placing the upper mandible into 

the opening in the egg and rolling the egg onto the lower mandible by a scooping 

movement of the head. This time the Crow flew far into the woods and I lost 

track of it. I should greatly appreciate correspondence from any one of the 

readers who have witnessed Crows carrying eggs or who know of any references 

on this subject in the literature—Dovucias E. Wave, University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis.
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BANDING NESTLING CROWS 

By C. T. Biack 

Tue crow is a familiar, although not always popular, figure of 
: the landscape of the greater part of the United States and southern 

Canada. However, as is true of many common species, certain 
phases of its life history are imperfectly known. Among these are 
dispersal from the nest, migration, yearly survival, and longevity. 
All of these points will remain uncertain unless further and extensive 
banding is done. As long as they remain unknown, no fully accurate 
picture of the relation of the crow to agriculture and wildlife can be 
drawn. 

Since large numbers of crows are killed annually, the number 
of banded birds recovered should be proportionately great. How- 
ever, few crows have been banded, and comparatively few banded 
crows have been recovered. In view of the excellent possibilities 
for obtaining large numbers of recoveries of bands, thereby filling 
in certain deficiencies in the life history of the economically impor- 
tant crow, it is urged that crows be banded whenever possible, 
especially during the present nesting season. 

Capturing and banding adult crows is admittedly difficult. 
Nestling crows can be banded, however, merely through the expendi- 
ture of the small amount of energy required by tree-climbing. To 
further facilitate this work, the services of the usually available 
small boy may be secured. 

Since it is important to determine migration routes and wintering 
grounds of crows which nest in southern Canada and northern 
United States, the especial activity of bird students residing in 
these sections is requested. 

Nestling crows large enough to retain bands may be found in 
April in southern states, in late April and early May in central 
states, in May in northern states and southern Ontario, and in 
late May and in June in most of southern Canada. Number five 
bands will serve. If persons not possessing bird-banding permits 
find crow nests, they are urged to obtain bands from the writer 
(if they reside in Illinois) or from Mr. R. H. Pough, Natural Asso- 
ciation of Audubon Societies, 1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

204 Experimental Zoology Laboratory, Champaign, Illinois.



COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK “.\y 
IN her 

AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
State of Illinois 

College of Agriculture, Urbana, Illinois 
University of Illinois 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
Cooperating May 1, 1939 

To the Farmers of Illinois: 

Re: Crow Damage in Illinois 

Much has been said concerning the injurious habits of 
crows, and many farmers know from personal experience that at 
times crows can cause considerable losses to crops and poultry. 

However, little can be said as to how consistently damage is in- 

flicted, nor how it varies from place to place. In an attempt 
to find out how much, in dollars and cents, crows cost YOU, we 

are distributing this questionnaire to a selected group of farm- 
ers over the entire state of Illinois. 

To determine how much damage is done, we should know 
for each farm the kinds and amount of damage, and roughly the 
number of crows present. Even a trained observer, in several 
years' time, could not possibly bring together the information 
which you can furnish us merely by supplying the requested in- 
formation for your own farm. 

Even if you have experienced little or no damage from 
crows, please do not fail to fill out the questionnaire and re- 

turn it. For us to know the sections of the state in which crow 
damage does not exist is equally as important as for us to know 
those areas in which crow damage is a serious problen. 

We thank you for your interest and cooperation and 
urge your prompt attention to this matter. For your convenience, 
an explanation sheet is attached to aid you in filling out the 
questionnaire and also a self-addressed penalty envelope for re— 

turning it which does not require postage. 

Sincerely yours, 

on © AL fEitler 
. C. Spitler 

Assistant Director 
JCS: WH of Extension



EXTENSION SERVICE IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois 

Urbana, Illinois 

EXPLANATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON CROW DAMAGE IN ILLINOIS 

(Please read before filling out questionnaire) 

In filling in information concerning your farm at the 
head of the questionnaire, approximate acreages will serve. 

Question 1. By "active" nests is meant those which were 
known to be used by crows during the indicated 
periods. 

Question 2. Approximate acreages will serve; for season of 

crop damage, use terms spring, summer, fall, or 

winter, and consider sprouting grains as well 

as mature crops; for degree of crop damage use 

terms slight, moderate, and severe. List addi- 
tional crops in blank spaces at end of table. 
Under damage to poultry, try to include only 
losses known to be or probably caused by crows. 

Question 3. Give in dollars and cents your estimate of crow 
damage on your farm during the 1938 crop year, 

using current local market price of crops at 

harvest; and for poultry, 15¢ per chick, 25¢ 
per duckling, and 50¢ per gosling or turkey. 

Question 4. Self-explanatory. 

Question 5. In giving information concerning roosts, please 

use the outline indicated below: 

ILLUSTRATION: Roost is 6 miles north, 14 
miles east, of Penfield __, and contained 

5,000 crows on _ November 30, 1938 . 

Question 6. Self-explanatory. 

Question 7. For example, if you believe that there were more 
crows in your neighborhood in former years, check 

in appropriate space or spaces (10 yrs., 25 yrs., 

50 yrs.) under "more numerous". 

Question 8. In noting damage to game and song bird nests, in- 
dicate whether or not mowing or other farming op- 

erations had exposed the nest or caused desertion 
of the nest before crows were seen robbing it. 

Question 9. Self-explanatory 

Further Remarks: Under this head record any types of damage 
not covered in the questionnaire, and any other 

facts of interest. 

BS1134



EXTENSION SERVICE IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois 

‘ Urbana, Illinois 

ILLINOIS CROW DAMAGE QUESTIONNAIRE--1938~39 

(The object of this questionnaire is to attempt to estimate how much the 
crow costs Illinois farmers annually. To ascertain this, it is necessary 
to know something of the number of crows present and the kind. and amount 
of damage done on an average Illinois farm. Please fill out this question- 

naire and return it promptly in the enclosed self-addressed envelope. Bx 
cept when otherwise indicated, all answers should vertain to your farm and 
to the crops of 1938 and winter conditions of 1938-39.) 

Name eed Psi Os ; Route. 

Location of farm: county 3 township. 

Number of acres in your farm $ acres cultivated... ss acres 
in orchard. $ acres in timber or wooded pasture amount 

of large hedge fence ; distance from farmyard to nearest large 

grove or hedge ; 

1. Approximately how many active crow nests were present on your farm last 

spring?, How many of these were destroyed or robbed? 
How many are now active? How many destroyed or robbed to 

date? 

2. Please record the following information concerning crow damage (if any) 
on your farm: 

| Acreage Fercent of Degree of Seasons of 
| Crop on crop destroyed i damage caused serious 
| our farm Wnts ow by ows ___damage | 

(Corn cele Wi iui Lala ise i 
Smal] Grains 
Soybeans i pdcrealn 
Bruits JANES! lindas fbi iain 
Melons ; Sa 
Vegetables (SAHA Se RIB TTS OOM Bhiteat 

fp | 
yc Ais aN A ares cotinine disesntinamtttpseerateninmcesiniree camer ete prirtetent str nant 

| Kind No. of young | No. of eggs 
| of birds taken | taken 
 poultr by crows by_crow 
(Chickens 5 
\Ducks 
Geese 
(furkeys { 

' 3. What is your estimate of your financial loss (if any) from crows dur- 

ing the crop year 1938? $ wen 

4. In your opinion, do losses to crops and poultry justify any expendi- 
tures for crow control measures in your community? 

(over)



5. Please give location of winter crow-roosts with which you are familiar, 

and estimated number of crows using roosts. Roost is miles. y 

and miles 7 OF. , and contained, 

crows on. ( 

6. Please indicate present abundance of crows in your vicinity by checking 
the proper spaces for each period: 

Abundant Scar cel 
Spring and summer of 1937 us ee 
all_and winter of 1937-38 act 

Spring and summer of 1938 
fall and winter of 1938-39. | | 

7. If you have lived in your present, county for ten years or longer, please 

compare past spring and summer abundance of crows with their present 

numbers, by checking the proper spaces: 

; More | Same | Less 
j numerous | numbers | numerous 

10 years ago (about 1930 le ec eae | 
25 years ago (about 1915 ; 

50 years ago (about 1890) | | 

If there has been a change in numbers, in your opinion, what caused the 

change? ; 

8. If you have seen crows kill any wild animal or bird, or rob the nests of 

game and song birds, please record your observations, including the 

frequency with which you think such depredations occur: 

9. In your opinion, are crows in any way beneficial to your farm and com- 

munity? Please state reasons why you think they are beneficial, and in- 
dicate whether or not you think its beneficial habits equal or over- 

balance its harmful ones: 

se URSA al) aa alae TO Re LA a Ed ta 

DRGs iy aoe AA ta Oa? BU Ashe Lira lel cM acne Uns cg SM Re Sa 

ADDITIONAL REMARKS; 

me a 

oot TS Me am oc Nee ee  aeoeme eh a ee 

sey ga Se DAO OI mere ASS Ni, SS Miao ne ear GN ea Ne SS 

Date of report. tsi : 
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; 
Crow folder 

Tally of Crows Seen on Motor Trip from Plainfield, Wisconsin, to Delta, Man. 
1939 

Aug. 25 - Plainfield, Wis. to Hudson, Wis. 
Several crows, no exact count made. : 

dug. 26 - Hudson, Wis., to Detroit Lakes, Minn. 
Very few, no exact count made. i 2 

Detroit Lakes, Minn., to U. S. boundary 
: 1,1,1,8,15,3,18, total 47 

Aug. 27 - U.S. boundary to Winnipeg, Man. 
100, 40, total 140. 

Winnipeg to Delta, Man. 
200 : 

A.L.
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Auguat 15, 1939 

Prof. George Wagner 
Biology Building 

Dear Professor Wagner: 

I attach reports on 61 nestling crows, banded by the following 
students who did this work as their field project for my Wildlife Heology 
course: 

anne & H.J.Stroebe Sell centiemnette, at 
Gross Plains, Riley 

f. J. Delwiche BN. Bristol, Middleton 7 

R. M. Schwarts Weukesha Co., Milwaukee 12 

HR. A. Buran Madison, Merrill 12 

W. B. Damn Sun Prairie, Columbus ag 

All these crows were nestlings banded in May 1939. All were 
banded with U.S.B.8. No. 6 bands which I obtained from you in 1936. 

Qwing to the fact that these boys worked as five separate field 
crews the band mmbers run in discontimous series. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Black of the Illinois 
Natural History Survey, who suggested that I do this work. 

I suggest that returns, if any, be sent to me, and I will under= 
take to notify these students. I have for this reason placed my name 
over theirs on the forms as "operator." 

Sincerely yours, 

ve 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



Nestling Crows Banded May, 1939, 
by Students of Wildlife Ecology 116 

for Aldo Leopold 
with No. 6 U.8.B.S. 1936 bands 

J. K. Hatch & H. J, Stroebe (2524 N. Grant Boulevard, Milwaukee) ie 

(Eames, Tom Rode / i S-6a7i8 gp deol Gy OP f 

\ sake ———— Can bo Dig, grantee” ey “| 
eet |e rk Weg Ca 19 yor C pa ange ge v5 SA pace tet 

Be eT-8 

Thomas J. Delwiche (1708 Regent St., Madison) 

Richard M. Schwartz (2305 W. Burnham St., Milwaukee) 

seeps 
Sas: , 

v 

Saakaghe Ges gat UL . Vv 

Hereld A. Buran iy 

selserae thes =) 
a 
ee Se y
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Willis B. Damm (1726 Hoyt St., Madison) 

re.
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February 14, 1940 

Prof. George Wagner 
Biclogy Building 

Dear Professor Wagner: : 

I am pleased to send you herewith crow band No. 36-677127, 
which was placed on a nestling crow at Poynette, Columbia County, 
Wisconsin, May 12, 1939, by two of my students, J. K. Hateh and 
HR. J. Strobe. I am sending them a copy of this letter. 

The band was recovered from a dead crew, evidently shot 
by a hunter, in the town of Dekorra, Columbia Gounty, at a point 
approximately five miles west of Poynette by Thomas Butsen, 916 
Rant Mifflin Street, Madison. ‘The date on which the crow was 
killed is unknown, but it was sometime between November, 1939, and 
January, 1940. I am sending Mr. Butsen a copy of this letter with 
my thanks for his cooperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
onel Professor of Wildlife Mansgement 

| | | 

|
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Project Report for Wildlife Ecology II8 

Crow Banding 

By Glenn Voskuil & Charles Werner 

Crow Nos /‘ Band No. Place \ Date \ Age of crow 

i is ay 36 - 677162 Sun Prairie Wis May I7 1942 Approx. 7 days 
NG I mile S.E,. 

Healt eect = 

(D 677161 " . . 

g (/) 677IIO tt , it it 

rime eo a eo ee on ee ee 

ei 4)  er7t64 " " " 
BN a el a i ca 

‘- 4 AN 677177 " * . 
Fe ih i a etd pie era peeing ctl Mead ee ed 

6 6 677190 3 , F
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ir 9 North Curolina Gets the Gold Watch: One of the District Foresters of 
: . the state forest service cepertment of the orth Carolina Gcclosic:] 

Y and Feonomie Survey clains the récord for shoring « forestry fiir. 
PINES THAT COME BACK was shorn 45 times in three dsys (19 times in one 
Gay) at a recent county feir in castern North Carolina. Yrot as many 

people stovvdd. to view the forestry exHibit ae the ettendert of the 
booth Gesired. The moving picture mechine was part of the exhibit; so 
he sterted it going. The hall. wes~so gloomy that the electric lizhts 
were necessary during the Gay* The screen was 2.30-ineh square cf white 
cardborrd, The lantern was some 12 fect away. A bright picture about 
tvo feet square was shown. It is estimated that over 3,000 people saw : 
more or less of the reel and carrizd away a definite idea of the forestry 
exhibit. Wany more must have received some impre ssion.--E.P.F. 

It Vas ¢ Beld Eagle: \Penger L. S$. xartebner of the Sitereaves Netionel 

Forest, located’ at Shovlow, srizons, reesntly reported having seen ¢ 
black snd white cégle at his station. several times last winter. 

Kartchner stated ithet this bird vas'a, stranger in ‘that region sné 
therefore attracted considerable attention, “He destribed it es teing 
perfectly white as.to head and neck while the body end wines vere jet 
Dlack. : ‘ ! 

# description of ‘this bird was sént to’ the Biologie] Survey end 
quickly identified by, their, experts, as the woll-kmown "bald ceele.! The 
fiologicel Survey wes ereetly pleased rith heving a record of this bird 
from this part of Arizona,--.C.5.. : ‘



PRESS BUREAU FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES 
1775 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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EAGLES PROTECTED 

Pennsylvania Utility Helps 

Set Up Hagle Sanctuary. 

New York, N.Y., August ; Through cooperation of the 

Philadelphia Hlectric Power Company, the nesting site of the last pair 

of Bald or American Hagles in eastern Pennsylvania, Mount Johnson 

Island, has been set aside aS a Sanctuary, according to announcement 

made today by the National Association of Audubon Societies, 

"This pair of Hagles now has two young birds on the wing", said 

Mr, Richard Pougn, of the Audubon association today. "Thus a small 

group of these magnificent birds may be re-established along the Sus- 

quehanna River, where they were once abundant. Early settlers often 

wrote of the interesting sight afforded by these Bagles as they fished. 

"The Bald Eagle, with its gleaming white head and tail, was so 

much admired by the early inhabitants of this country that it became 

the emblem of our free nation; yet it has been persecuted throughout 

: the succeeding 150 years, so that today there are many americans who 

have actually never seen one alive outside of a zoo, 

"The young Hagles will not have white head and tail, nor be 

ready to nest for from three to four years," said Mr. Pough. "In the 

meantime they appear to be just very large, dark brown birds, and are 

frequently mistaken for Golden Hagles or for various kinds of Hawks. 

"In setting up this Hagle sanctuary, the National association of 

Audubon Societies, with the aid of the Philadelphia Blectric Power 

Company, has done what it can to help the people of Pennsylvania save 

one of their most beautiful and picturesque forms of native wildlife. 

Whether the great nest, used year after year, and located in the 

upper branches of a dead tree, on the rocky heights of the island, will 

continue to harbor a family of Bald Eagles is up to Pennsylvanians. 

Will Pennsylvania newspapers continue to make heroes of killers of 

this noble bird, or denounce them as robbers of one of our priceless 

wildlife heritages?" 

eS Or
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First,
 

becaus
e 

it is our Nation
al 

ftmblem
. 

As well ask, “why prote
ct 

our flag?"
 

Both are symbo
lic 

of our 

sover
eignt

y 
and our indep

enden
ce 

as a natio
n. 

Adopt
ed 

as our 

Nation
al 

Emblem
 

by Act of the Conti
nenta

l 
Congre

ss 
on June 20, 

1782, the Ameri
can 

Eagle has been used throu
ghout

 
the histo

ry 

of our nation
 

on our nation
al 

seal, on coins,
 

coats of arms, 

stamp
s 

and vario
us 

emble
ms, 

Dr. Franc
is 

H. Herri
ck, 

who has made the most detai
led 

study 

of the americ
an 

Hagle yet publis
hed, 

says, "The father
s 

of our 

count
ry 

made no mista
ke. 

The Ameri
can 

Bagle is the only one 

pecul
iar 

to the Unite
d 

State
s; 

he is a true nativ
e 

son, being
 

found only on the Conti
nent 

of North
 

Ameri
ca, 

which
 

he has 

never teen known to leave of his own voliti
on, 

unless
 

a few 

may have straye
d 

across
 

Bering
 

Strait
 

into Siberi
a. 

The Bagle 

nests high, as near to the sun as he can get, like a true bird 

of Jove and messe
nger 

of the Star of Day. He is a model paren
t 

and probab
ly 

spends
 

more time - upward
 

of six months
 

~ in rearin
g 

his famil
y 

and givin
g 

his proge
ny 

a fair start in life, than any 
other bird known to this Contine

nt 
if not to the world. He.....

 

is an expert
 

fishe
rman 

in his own right
....A

bove 

all, the Eagle
 

is no rank coward
. 

He is never driven
 

from the neigh
borho

od 

by 
the little

 
Kingbi

rd 
or any other living

 
being except

 
a man armed 

with a gun." 

Second
, 

becaus
e 

it is becomi
ng 

rare, 

In former
 

times it was very widely
 

distr
ibute

d 
as a nestin

g 
bird 

but has now becom
e 

rare in or is actua
lly 

missi
ng 

from a large 

part of its earlie
r 

range.
 

There is a mass of positi
ve 

eviden
ce 

of decre
ase 

and disap
peara

nce 

of the Ameri
can 

Hagle in large 

areas of this Conti
nent.

 
With advan

cing 
civil

izati
on 

suita
ble 

: nestin
g 

sites have been unduly
 

oblite
rated,

 

and the tagle has 
been drive

n 
from many of its feedi

ng 
groun

ds 
by the const

ant 

prese
nce 

of boats and peopl
e, 

and by the pollu
tion 

of water
s, 

Based upon data contai
ned 

in letter
s 

recent
ly 

receiv
ed 

from State 

Game Commi
ssion

ers 

and a few others
, 

the follo
wing 

table gives 

an appro
ximat

e 

idea of the distr
ibuti

on 

of the Ameri
can 

Eagle in 
this count

ry;



STATS NESTING PAIRS REMARKS 

Alabama A few along the coast Rare in interior 

Arizona Uncommon Occasional in winter 

Arkansas 20 pairs ne 

California 25 pairs More in winter 

Colorado Rare, if at all. Some in winter 

Connecticut None recently, 
formerly a few Some in winter 

Delaware 4 pairs -- 

Florida Common == 

Georgia Not uncommon Along seacoast 

Idaho Rare ‘nies ‘ 

Illinois Not common — -- 
Indiana None -- 

Iowa None since 1892 12 convictions for 
killing Bagles 

Kansas None Rare 
Kentucky 5 pairs -- 

Louisiana Nests in various — ' -- 
parts of State 

Maine 25 pairs estimated many more in migration 

Maryland 30 pairs - 

Massachusetts none A few in winter 

Michigan 20-50 pairs estimated ae 
Minnesota Not over 20 pairs -- 

Mississippi Probably 12 pairs -- 
Missouri Very few More in winter 

Montana Perhaps 6 pairs -- 

Nebraska Few nests Formerly more 

Nevada Very rare -- 
New Hampshire 5 pairs oes 
Nev Jersey 4 pairs = 
New Mexico Few, if any -- 
New York 15 pairs -- 
North Carolina 50 pairs -- 
North Dakota Not for years -- 

Ohio 6-8 pairs About Lake Brie only 

Oklahoma Rare Formerly common 
oregon Rare Few in east,some in Cascade Mountains, 

Pennsylvania None now-formerly a few Occurs in migration 

Rhode Island None -- 

South Carolina Common but not to great extent except along coast. 
South Dakota 8 pairs -- 
Tennessee 5 or 6 pairs More in winter 

Texas Only a few Bald Tagles -- 
Utah Rare a 

Vermont 2 or 3 pairs -- 
Virginia 45 pairs -- 

Washington Rare in east,more or less common in west formerly 

West Virginia Rare -- 

wisconsin Rare A few convictions 

Wyoming A few ee



Third, because of its food hatits. 
The U. S. Biological Survey in its publication entitled 
"The North American Bagles and Their Hconomic Relations", 
issued in 1906, sums up the situation by saying, “All things 
considered, the Bald tagle is rather more beneficial than other- 

wise, as much of its food is of little or no direct economic 
value, while the good it does more than compensates for its 

obnoxious deeds." [Its favorite food is fish, both alive and dead. 
In many places fish furnished 75 to 98 percent of its diet. It 
is known to take crippled, sick and wing-clipped Ducks and is 
therefore considered inimical by some duck hunters, but the 
occasions on which it takes a live Duck that is not handicapped 
are very few and far between. The claim is made in some regions 
that the Eagle is injurious to domestic poultry or animals both 
domestic and wild, Studies of the food habits of this bird show 
that such incidents are very infrequent and demonstrate that any 
such damage done is of negligible consequence. Stories of its 
attacks on children are without foundation in fact, and are pre- 

sumably compounded by newspaper writers in need of material. 

Fourth, because it is heedlessly destroyed. 
Not only is the Bagle destroyed today by those who fancy thet it 
is destructive of certnin forms of wild game which they themselves 
wish to shoot, but also by those who seek it as a trophy, attract- 
ed by an apparently ineradicable instinct to kill any unusual or 
conspicuous bird that comes their way. In certain states and 

territories there exists today a bounty on the american Eagle. 
Bounties have long since been approved ineffective and their 
continuance in certain areas is primarily due to pressure from 
those who derive part of their annual income from the destruction 
of these birds in order to collect the bounty. ‘Ye quote again 
from Dr. Herrick; "Shall America, one of the largest countries on 
earth and by all odds the richest in resources, suffer the shame 

and disgrace of seeing its birds, which once destroyed can never 
be supplied, harried to death by the ignorant, the indifferent or 
the base among our population? Cannot america even save from 

imminent destruction, one of the grandest of its native birds, the 

chosen symbol of its own liberty and independence, the American 
Bagle?" 

Fifth, for esthetic reasons, 
This magnificent bird which impresses one as the embodiment of 
power and wildness is an inspiration to those who witness it soar- 
ing easily high overhead on widespread pinions or perching on the 
jagged summit of some great dead tree beside the shore of a wooded 
lake or an inlet of the sea. That the appearance and actions of 
an Eagle are of interest to the general public is obvious from 
the great amount of newspaper publicity; HBagles are a frequent 
subject of newspaper headlines and capture the public imagination 

as do few other North American birds. Unless action is taken now 
to insure its protection by endorsing Federal House bill 5271 our 
children may never have the thrill which comes from a sight of 
this great bird sailing on widespread and motionless pinions,



; DAILY BULLETIN =~ SOUTHWESTLEY DISTRICT 
December Sly 1921. ‘ 
Number 151, : 

Action Item: Reference is again made to your letter of --------~-~----? © 
PLEASE re=read the third paragraph of the Bulletin fcr October 18 before mailing 
plants. 

Borers and Herdwoods: Seme of the hardest woods cf the southwestem wart of the 

United States are singled out by boring insects and are rapidly ruined. Mesouite, 
cat's claw, and Texas ebony ame smong the very hard woods preyed on by borers. 

| Game Protection: The D-4 Daily News tells this incident that occurred on the Payette 
| Forest during the past season, "Emmett “’oody, fire guard stationed at “hite Creek on *~, 

| the Middie Fork of the Salmon River, drove off two enormous eagles fran their attack 

| on a yearling deer. The deer acknowledged the moral support given by Woody, who has * 

| marmed at the time, by trying to crawl under the horsé he was riding, and continued : 
| to follow toward the station for some distance, i 

; Not Saving Imch for the Ranger's Mount: (Applications 1922) t 

Renger~=-How many saddle horses heve you? ‘ ; ‘ 
Applicant~-Now, wait a minute, Senor, I've got a fine black horse I want to sell you 
and then we'll figure up how many I‘1l have ieft, He's a better horse than the one . 
you're riding, - mé eye mocked ovt, cne ear lopped, stiffled a little in one leg, | 

a front foot a little crooked, two cinch sores end a setfest kidney. ‘Jorth $60.00. 
Itl11 sell him to you for $40.00 and: take your pig for part yay. (Apache News)
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THE BALD EAGLE, 

Danger of Its Extinction by the Alaska Bounty 

A criticism of the United States Biological Survey which, 
by its own admission, has for years been authorizing the 
continuance of the Alaska bounty on eagles because of 
“alleged” destructiveness to game, etc., without investiga- 
tion and without proof of any necessity for it. Also an 
appeal for the passage of the bills to protect the Bald 

Eagle now before Congress 

Is it a matter of small consequence whether this magnificient bird, one 
of the largest, most beautiful, interesting and unique of North American 
species, our national emblem and the symbol of the power and authority 
of the United States government, passes out of existence or not? 

Bills S, 2908, introduced by Senator Peter S. Norbeck and H. R. 7994, 
introduced by Congressman August H. Andresen, will afford the Bald Eagle 
protection by the federal government, which it should have, being a migra- 
tory bird in many parts of its range. These bills can hardly fail to force 
the U. S. Biological Survey to take action to end the Alaska bounty on eagles. 
It has had authority to do this all the time, but has done nothing. 

Your help for these bills in the form of letters or telegrams to Senators 
and Congressmen is urgently needed. See the last page of this pamphlet. 

THE BALD EAGLE’S PRESENT DESPERATE SITUATION 
Throughout the United States proper, the Bald Eagle is rapidly dis- 

appearing, abandoning one by one its former nesting places, and deserting 
the localities it used to frequent, in spite of the protection it receives in 
many places by law and public sentiment, for it is by no means so wary 
and cautious as a bird of its magnificient size and conspicuousness should 
be, and there are always unscrupulous people who never let an opportunity 
go by to kill such a large and beautiful creature. Throughout most of its 
range it now has the greatest difficulty in raising any young. Owing to the 
great size of the bird and the slow growth of the young, about five months 
are required to bring up a brood (which does not consists of more than two 
young). Every hour of these long months is full of peril for the parent birds 
and young, for the nests, commonly located in a large tree, are conspicuous 
objects, and trees large enough and located in a place safe enough for an 
eagle’s nest are now hard to find, and harder to find every year. Year by 
year the number of young Bald Eagles raised dwindles. If a species cannot 
breed, it is doomed. 
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Most of the geographical range of the Bald Eagle is now occupied by human 
settlements. It is not a bird of the mountains, as the Golden Eagle is, and it does not 
range far north, Except for extending northward along the coast of British Columbia 
and southern Alaska, it is confined to the United States and adjacent parts of Canada, 
and still further confined’ (except as a transient) to the vicinity of the sea and the 
larger inland lakes and rivers where alone it can find a living. Its extinction is much 
more imminent than most people realize. Many of the individuals that survive today 
appear to have abandoned all efforts to breed, owing to repeated destruction of their 
nests and mates. They roam about, revisiting some of their old haunts year after year, 
for eagles are long lived birds, but when they in turn fall a victim to some sportsman 
or meet with some other end, they will leave no descendants to take their places. 

The Bald Eagle is not at all the fierce and rapacious creature eager to 
attack any human being in sight, and feeding principally on young deer. 
calves, lambs and pigs, varied by an occasional baby, that sensational stories 
and newspaper items have led many to believe. The accusations against it 
contained in the works of early writers on American ornithology which have 
been quoted from one book to another without investigation, cannot be con- 
firmed by modern observations which show that it feeds very largely on 
carrion and dead fish and offal that it picks up along the shores of the sea 
or the inland waters that it frequents. Though capable of swift flight, it 
is too large and heavy to manouver easily. It can as a rule catch living 
game only when it gets it at some disadvantage in open places or over water. 
There are many reports of its seizing wounded birds before the hunter can 
retrieve them, but it takes this risk of being shot itself because of its difficulty 
in catching uninjured and healthy ones. No economic advantage and no 
benefit to the game situation can result from the extinction of the Bald Eagle. 

The Bald Eagle is now so far on the road to extermination in the United 
States proper that its case there is probably already hopeless. Only on the 
coasts of British Columbia and southern Alaska did the Bald Eagle have a 
chance of permanent survival. In these regions the vast extent of coast line, 

the innumerable rocky islands, the strong tides with great rise and fall which 
leave stranded on the shore plenty of dead fish and an abundance of marine 
life, dead and living, on which the eagle can feed, and the sparse settlement 
make an ideal place for such a bird, and up to a few years ago the Bald 
Eagle was extraordinarily numerous there for such a large species. There 
it might have been allowed to survive. 

THE ALASKA EAGLE BOUNTY LAW AT PRESENT THE CHIEF FACTOR 
IN THE EXTINCTION OF THE BALD EAGLE 

The Biological Survey Is the Bureau Responsible for Its Continuance 

Beginning in April, 1917, when the American public had quite a 
number of other things to think about, the territorial legislature of Alaska 
started paying a bounty of 50 cents each on eagles. In 1923 this was 
increased to one dollar, and this bounty law is still in force. As long ago 
as September, 1926, the official records show that the astonishing number of 
41,812 bounties on eagles had been paid by the Alaskan government, and 
the number is now at least 50,000. It seems impossible to understand how 
such numbers of eagles can have existed or been killed in Alaska in thirteen 
years, especially when we consider that beside the birds actually taken and 
their claws brought in to claim the bounty as the law provides, many others 
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must have been wounded and afterwards died where they were never found 
or picked up (the total destruction up to 1926 was estimated at 70,000), 
and that the adjacent Canadian province of British Columbia also had a 
similar bounty law for a part of this time. During 1921 and 1922, after which 
it ended in British Columbia, 9,917 bounties were paid there. 

These figures are all the more unbelievable because the Bald Eagle is 
chiefly confined to the coastal and southern parts of Alaska, not ranging 
much north of the Alaskan peninsula. Throughout the greater part of the 
interior and in the vast northern regions of Alaska, the Bald Eagle is rare 
or absent, as it is not a bird of the far north or of the mountains and barren 
grounds of the interior. This immense number of eagles must therefore have 
been killed within a limited part of the region, and when the smallness of 
the bounty is taken into account, not only the vast destruction of eagles but 
still more the continuance of a practically undiminished supply of eagle’s 
claws for collection of the bounty for thirteen years seem very difficult to 
understand. Have these bounties really all been paid on eagles, or have the 
claws of ospreys and other birds of prey been passed off as those of “young 
eagles” and bounties collected? It would seem as if the taxpayers of 
Alaska would want such astonishing figures investigated.* 

Indeed, without any bounty at all, the destruction of the Bald Eagle 
would go on at a rate not by any means negligible, for, it seems to be the 
practice of a large part of the residents of Alaska and British Columbia to 
shoot eagles at every opportunity on the pretext that they are destructive 
to game or to something or other, or merely on general principles, and the 
bounty, small as it is, is an important incentive to their destruction. It has 
already resulted in wiping out by far the larger part of the eagles in Alaska 
and placing the Bald Eagle in danger of total extinction. Some say it has 
resulted in destroying thousands of ospreys also, a species that has greatly 
diminished in Alaska. 

HOW IS THE PERSECUTION OF THE ALASKA EAGLES EXPLAINED? 

This question is best answered by letting the citizens of Alaska speak 
for themselves. Propaganda of the wildest and most exaggerated kind has 
been widely spread, not only in Alaska, but it was extended to the United 
States as soon as protests from various parts of the nation began to be 
heard. Here is a typical example of it. Note that the only real first-hand 
evidence in it against the eagle consists in finding feathers “from young 
ducks” scattered about one eagle’s nest. Did he visit any others? If so, 
what did he find there? The eagles on the bear’s carcass shows their habit 
of feeding on carrion, not their destructiveness. 

Extract from letter to New York Times, August 15, 1920: 

“The truth about the eagle is this: there is no agency more destructive to the 
fish and game of this country than the American eagle. Ducks, geese, ptarmigan, grouse, 
fawns, young caribou, mountain sheep and goats, all fall prey to this, the fierciest of 

*If we are willing to believe that such numbers of eagles really did exist in Alaska, we 
are also compelled to believe that they can do but little damage to game, for game of all kinds 
was, up to quite recent times, extraordinarily abundant there, In the last thirty years the 
smail human population of the territory has done more to destroy the game than all the eagles 
did in thousands of years past. 
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birds. I have seen feathers from a great many young ducks scattered about one eagle’s 
nest, which was located near the Copper River Flats, the great breeding ground for 
ducks. W. T. Young of Nashville Tenn., tells me that he counted sixteen eagles at one 
time on the carcass of a brown bear which he killed last week. The fishermen tell me 
that thousands of salmon on the spawning ground are destroyed by the eagle, which 
catches them in the shallow water of the streams and, perching on the salmon’s back, 
plucks its eyes out.” 

FRANK H. FOSTER 
Cordova, Alaska, 

July 22, 1920. 

MORE ANTI-EAGLE LITERATURE 
A large part of this bears the stamp of having originated from a single 

person, a member of the Alaska Fish and Game Association, but it has been 
extensively circulated, not only in Alaska, but in various parts of the United 
States as well. 

In it wild statements, not only of damage to game and fisheries, but 
regarding the abundance of the eagle, are made without regard to the fact 
that the truth of them might be checked up. Some of this propaganda is 
too good to omit. 

Extracts from a letter from a member of the Alaska Fish and Game 
Association (name of writer not given), written in the summer of 1920: 

“How many eagles exist in this great territory comprising an area equal to a 
fifth of the U. S. A.? I would not venture to estimate. In discussing the salmon propa- 
gation situation with the man in charge of the Territorial Fish Commission’s work at 
Ketchikan, Alaska, among other things he told me of seeing eagles in flocks numbering 
up to 500 along the salmon spawning streams.” 

[This is flatly contradicted by the statement of Capt. F. E. Kleinschmidt 
quoted on page 9, who spent three weeks in that exact place that same 
summer and who never saw 25 eagles in a flock during 15 years in Alaska]. 

“The birds were busily engaged in picking out the eyes first, then fleshing the 
bones of salmon so killed. Nor were these spent salmon; for they had but recently 
entered the streams. I have seen hundreds of eagles myself during the past two weeks. 
I do not doubt his story. Then, too, many other men have estimated the number of 
eagles seen in favorable localities along salmon streams at even greater numbers. 

“Tf bounty has been paid on some 8,000 eagles since the bounty became avail- 
able, I would estimate the number of eagles killed at not less than 12,000 and probably 
more; for most hunters agree that they do not recover over two-thirds of birds killed. 
Many do not claim the bounty, since they must appear before a commissioner and pay 
50 cents for an affidavit. If they have but a few, their time is worth more than the bounty. 

“Tt is because we know them to be so numerous and to be taking such heavy toll 
of ducks, grouse, other birds, fur-bearers, fish and even full-grown deer, that we feel that 
they should be reduced in number until the harm they do is negligible. 

“As I write, I have before me notes of ten instances where eagles have killed 
not only fawns, but full grown deer.” 

[It is unfortunate but quite characteristic of the anti-eagle propaganda 
that no particulars about the “ten instances” are given. How can an eagle. 
that weighs at most from 6 to 12 pounds kill a full grown deer of twenty 
times its own weight? Moreover, deer are forest animals, and the eagle 
cannot manouver its long wings and bulky body among the trees]. 
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“Should the occasion require it, I do not doubt I could secure hundreds of 
affidavits to the effect that eagles have been observed killing deer.” 

[Hundreds of such affidavits would prove nothing except perjury on a 
large scale]. 

“How many deer they kill out of sight of human witnesses can only be surmised 
by those who are in a position to comprehend the vast, unsettled areas in Alaska.” 

[The greater part of the “vast, unsettled areas of Alaska” is not 
inhabited either by eagles or deer in any numbers, if at all]. 

“The information I have collected and other available would, I believe, convince 
any sincere conservationist that their destruction of valuable water fowl, shore and land 
birds and other small game valuable to man as food or as fur, or food for fur-bearers, 
is sufficient to warrant a small bounty being placed upon them until they are less 
numerous than at present. We (members of the Alaska Fish and Game Club) have 
discussed the removal of the bounty, but the evidence of their destruction seems to be, 
as yet, overwhelmingly against them.” 

[Are the above statements samples of his “convincing” information? ] 

The following extracts are from another letter, though perhaps by the 
same writer: 

“Tn Hawk Inlet, July, 1920, I would be willing to gamble that I could show a 
man 1,000 eagles in one hour, travelling with gasboat, said a recently returned Forestry 
Service man to me only last night. He named a Forest Service man from the Head Office 
at Portland, Oregon, as a witness.” 

[Names of witnesses unfortunately not given.] 

“We saw them along the salmon streams in flocks numbering up to 500, busily 
engaged in picking out the eyes of spawning salmon, said a man in charge of the 
Territorial Fish Commission’s work at Ketchikan, Alaska, to me August 2nd of this 
year. His assistant had related the same story to me but a short time before. Many, 
many other reports confirm the above.” 

[See statement of Capt. F. E. Kleinschmidt, (see page 9), for a flat 
contradiction. ] 

“Salmon is not the only fish they attack. Any fish showing its dorsal fin above 
water in the briny deep is liable to feel sharp claws fastened in its back. Sometimes, 
as has been proved by finding the claws still attached, the fish drowns the eagle.” 

“They are unfit for food. They produce neither fur nor feathers. But every 
mouthful of food they consume might have been of use to man.” 

[Including the carcasses and dead fish? ] 

“Did one of them kill but a few mice each day, those mice might have maintained 
life in an ermine, a sable, or a mink, in winter. A silver fox would appreciate mice, 
too. So few people are in Alaska that the damage done by mice generally is negligible.” 

['] ‘ 

Such propaganda as the above, industriously circulated for many years 
by those who wished to get paid for killing eagles, or to divert attention from 
the real causes of Alaska’s diminishing game and fish supply, has, of course, 
been widely believed in Alaska where the effects of human destructiveness are 
only too noticeable to everybody, and has aroused much unreasoning prej- 
udice against the eagle in the minds of people who have no personal knowl- 
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edge of it and are not themselves affected in the slightest degree. Yet we feel 
sure that the citizens of Alaska would not like to be judged by the following 
sample of sordid narrow-mindedness and mental vacuity quoted in Bran Lore 
for January-February, 1928, p. 88: 

“What good is an eagle anyway? I can understand you wanting to protect Ducks 
and Geese because they are good to eat, and a large number should always be preserved 
for breeding purposes. I can understand you wanting to protect a Robin or a Thrush 
because of the beauty of its song, and the argument for protecting many other birds 
because they eat insects and the seeds of weeds is sound, but you cannot eat an Eagle; it 
does not sing; and so far as I have ever heard it does not eat weed seeds or insects or per- 
form any other special service for man. Is not your interest simply prompted by a feeling 
of sentiment?” 

MORE TALES OF THE “DESTRUCTIVENESS OF EAGLES” 

Space does not permit of much more discussion of anti-eagle and pro- 
bounty literature, but a vindictive attack on the Bald Eagle in British 
Columbia by Allan Brooks, published in the Auk for October, 1922, pages 
556-559, must not be overlooked. The writer of it is well known as an artist, 
sportsman and implacable enemy of our birds of prey, which should, if we 
get his ideas correctly, be annihilated because of killing an occasional game 
bird, only sportsmen having that right. (He has lately, been actively pro- 
moting the destruction of another of our beautiful birds of prey, the Marsh 
Hawk*). In accusing the eagle of destruction of salmon, he states that “very 
large fish were eaten alive, as they attempted to cross shallow bars.” A 
movie of an eagle eating a large salmon alive as it “attempted to cross a 
shallow bar” would certainly be a novelty! How does the bird do it? 
Brooks goes on to relate of over 100 eagles being seen in traveling around 
Lake Sumas, B. C. in 1920. Now this little lake, close to the U. S. border 
and close to a considerable town, is in a well-inhabited district and is a 
summer resort. It is very improbable that many eagles now visit the lake or 
that any eagles at all have nested there for many years. A party who was in 
that vicinity for several days in that same year (1920) saw no eagles and 
heard nothing about any. 

On page 557, Brooks states that in many localities on the coast between 
Puget Sound and Central Alaska, the eagle is the “commonest bird” except 
the Raven. Even assuming, though he did not so qualify his wild statement, 
that he meant “commonest land bird”, any novice among bird students would 
know that a bird the size of an eagle, much less a bird of prey of that size, 
cannot be the commonest bird, but if he could be, it would prove that grouse 
and ptarmigan were not an appreciable item in its diet. 

On page 558, he tells how the young Sooty Grouse in the Queen 
Charlotte Islands are killed by eagles “when they are led out by the mother 
bird to sun themselves on the sand dunes . . . . The result was an almost 
complete extermination of the grouse”. Leaving out of account any doubts 
we may feel of the Sooty Grouse, which is a species living in dense woods 
and thickets, not often going out in open sand dunes, much less leading their 
young there “as soon as the broods are hatched”, we may ask why this 
extermination did not take place hundreds or thousands of years ago, instead 
of waiting till 1923? There were more eagles but plenty of grouse until 
"American Game, Oct-Nov., 1928, pp. 88-91; June-July, 1929, p. 67. 
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white men arrived there. Recently hatched Sooty Grouse would, moreover. 

be infinitesimally small game for a bird that, according to its accusers, is 

accustomed to attack and kill full-grown deer, Canada Geese, foxes, 30 

pound salmon, etc. 

Also, we must take note of the statements of one who, according to Dr. 

T, Gilbert Pearson*, President of the National Association of Audubon 

Societies, is “one of the best informed men on the habits of the eagle” in 

Alaska. 

“Bird lovers living in the States to whom the sight of an eagle living in the 

States is an event, can hardly conceive of the great numbers of the birds to be seen 

along the Alaskan coast. In this region the Eagle probably outnumbers all other 

raptorial birds a thousand to one... .” [!] “The damage done by the Eagle is well 

known to Alaskans, hence the bounty. During July, when fawns are small, great numbers 

of them are caught by the Eagles to feed their young which are nearly full grown at 

this date but still in the nest. This statement is not made at random or based on the 

observations of others. I have found remains of fawns in many Eagles’ nests at this 

season, and, in a great majority of instances, birds shot had fawn-hair on their claws.” 

(G. Willett in Biro Lore, Jan.-Feb. 1928, p. 7.) 

COMMENTS 

It is certainly very questionable whether the minute, fine hairs which 

constitute the coat of a fawn young enough to be carried away by an eagle 

could be positively recognized without a microscopical examination. Are 

we to suppose that any such trouble was taken? 

A fawn more than a few days old would be too heavy for an eagle , 

to fly off with, and do people familiar with birds of prey believe that these 

exceptionally neat and fastidious birds are accustomed to fly around with 

their claws decorated with hairs or other remains of past meals? Birds shot 

at that season would presumably usually have young, which would be left to 

die of starvation, but no death is too cruel to inflict on an eagle. 

This same imaginative writer makes another very similar attack on 

the eagle and those defending it in a communication published in the AUK, 

October, 1927, pages 591-592. Here, however, he lets slip something that 

gives a hint what it really is that ails the Alaska deer: 

“Now others are attempting on sentimental grounds to dictate to us in regard to 

legislation we consider vital for protection of our game. And game is to the average 

_ Alaskan not a Sunday sport, to a very large degree it is his sustenance and is valued 

by him accordingly.” 

That is just the point. The residents of Alaska insist on keeping on 

making deer and other game their sustenance and killing it in season and 

out, long after the game has ceased to be able to bear the strain. It is a 

reasonable guess that more fawns die from starvation because the does are 

shot out of season, than are killed by eagles; if any at all are killed by 

them, except under some exceptional circumstances. 

DISINTERESTED OBSERVERS’ REPORTS 

Captain F, E. Kleinschmidt, well-known as an Alaskan pioneer, hunter, 

scientific collector, and for the remarkable moving pictures he has taken 

~ #Article by T. Gilbert Pearson in Brep Lore, Jan.-Feb, 1928, p. 87. 
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of wild animals in Alaska, gives a very different account of the habits, 
character and abundance of the eagle. Having had fifteen years experience 
in that territory, including the summer of 1920, which he spent in taking 
moving pictures of the birds and animals of the region, there are few people 
better qualified to give reliable and up-to-date information on the subject. 
He kindly permitted making the following quotation from an article he had 
written in 1921, now nine years ago, but its statements apply with even more 
force today: 

“Four years ago our Alaska game law put a bounty on the eagle, and inside 
of a year 5,000 eagles were destroyed, and for what? Was it for the protection of wild 
or domestic life? No, for the fifty cents. Men have gone out into the most inaccessible 
parts of Alaska and killed the eagle by the wholesale for no other reason than to collect 
the bounty. In our zeal to protect domestic and wild life by destroying predatory 
animals, we have committed great blunders in the past, which were later rectified by 
naturalists who thoroughly understood the habits of the animals. In some instances we 
indicted and condemned innocent creatures, in others we entirely ignored the good 
qualities of the accused, even denying them the benefit of the doubt, and so magnified 
the depredations committed that the accused were condemned through our ignorance . . . 
What harm does the eagle commit in the wilds of Alaska? ‘He destroys game’ is the 
indictment. Supposing he does, what of it? Is the destruction so great as to warrant 
his extermination? ...... 

“What destruction is the eagle accused of? The indictment charges him with 
destroying game birds such as ptarmigan, ducks, geese, etc. The eagle is too slow in 
flight and unable to swoop like the falcon or hawk to catch them. He is also often 
accused of having killed small game animals such as hare, rabbit, and young mountain 
sheep and goats. The former live in the bushes, and the eagle, unlike the hawk, is 
unable on account of his great wing spread, to manouver around a thicket, and in rare 
instances he may be able io strike at a young new born lamb left unprotected by its 
mother, but this is as rare as a mountain sheep leaving its new born lamb unprotected. 
Does he destroy domestic fowls or animals in Alaska? If you consider the few chickens 
raised-in Alaska and the habits of the eagle, you could safely offer one thousand dollars 
reward for proof that an eagle ever got away with a chicken. In school books he is 
accused of carrying off babies, but in real life you will find he lives mostly on fish and 
carrion. Curiously enough when the Alaska game law placed a bounty on his head 
he was accused of destroying the salmon, but if you have ever been in Alaska and seen 
the streams choked with dead salmon, you would wonder why the game law would not 
reward him for feeding on salmon. , 

“The only charge that could be brought against the eagle would be one made by 
a few people who have lately attempted to raise blue foxes on some of the islands, 
where there is a likelihood that the eagle might be able to swoop down on the beach 
and carry off some of the young foxes, but this is no reason for placing a bounty on 
him and thereby causing his extermination.” 

The dead salmon referred to above are, of course, those that have 
spawned, for the Pacific salmon ascend the streams to breed but once in their 
lifetime and after spawning they are exhausted and die without returning 
to the sea. The streams become very foul from the dead and decaying fish, 
and the eagle is doing a real service as a scavenger in feeding on them. As a 
fisherman, the eagle is very inexpert, and there is no evidence that they do 
or can catch many salmon as long as the latter are in their active and 
healthy condition. In fact, all but the smallest ones are too large for the 
eagle to manage, and there is a reliable instance on record in which a salmon 
of very moderate size (20 pounds) nearly drowned an eagle who had 
unwisely struck at it when it leaped out of the water. (See PopULAR 
Mecuanics for Nov., 1920, page 747.) 
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Not only the depredations, but the number of eagles in Alaska have 
been grossly exaggerated by the propagandists, as the samples already given 
in previous pages show. 

The truth of such reports of abundance is not confirmed by the experi- 
ences of Captain Kleinschmidt, who spent three weeks in 1920 (during the 
same year that the flocks of 500 were said to have been seen there) at 
Ketchikan, photographing the salmon and the operations of the salmon 
fisheries. He says: 

“I have never during my 15 years in Alaska seen as many as 25 eagles in one 
flock. It is a rare sight to see in the circle of the human vision six eagles soaring at 
one time in Alaska. A lady tourist last summer pointed out to me a soaring eagle and 
remarked on its majestic flight, and I learned that although she had traveled over 
600 miles this was the first view she had of an eagle. The eagle does not live, breed 
or fly in flocks, as anybody ought to know, but like the vulture roams solitary looking 
for carrion. A dead carcass may attract a dozen eagles, but not an entire salmon stream 
could boast of such an enormous number of eagles as you mention, simply because most 
of the streams in Alaska are full of dead salmon, and for that reason each eagle finds 
plenty of them in his own home territory. 

“My observation has been that the percentage of game destroyed by the eagle 
is nil, I have seen him harass ducks sitting on the water and the ducks would dive, but 
I have never seen him succeed in getting one. He has often been able to get a duck 
I have shot before I could retrieve it. Often by his circling he has enabled me to get 
close to game, but I have yet to see him get any live game. The reason for this being 
that he cannot swoop like a falcon and is too slow and heavy to overtake it in flight and 
too conspicuous an object to take it unawares.” 

This account of the character of the eagle is supported by many recent 
observers not only in Alaska, but elsewhere. In this connection the follow- 
ing quotations from a very well-known American ornithologist (William 
Brewster) may be given. After referring to the sensational statements and 
tales of the eagle’s rapacity related by many early ornithological writers, 
he expresses surprise at his inability to verify them and says: 

“In the course of my own experience I do not remember ever having seen a 
bald eagle capture or even pursue a bird of any kind. The most favorable opportunities 
for watching their habits have occurred in Maine, where, about some of the larger lakes, 
I have observed them fishing in the manner of the osprey, and sometimes feeding upon 
dead or even putrid fish which had been cast up along the shores.” (William Brewster, 
Buti. Nurrat Orniru. Crus, vol. V, p. 58, 1886.) 

The remarkable studies on the habits of the Bald Eagle made by F. H. 
Herrick and published in detail in the AUK, the magazine of the American 
Ornithologists Union, in a series of articles in 1924, likewise prove the 
predominatingly fish diet of the eagle (it was 96 per cent fish one season) 
even when feeding its young. Regarding the eagle carrying off lambs, fawns 
young caribou, etc., the following note from Tillamook County, Oregon, 
may be repeated: 

“On April 12, 1914, I had an interesting experience with an adult of this species. 
IT had shot a Farallon Cormorant out oyer the surf, and while it was coming in with the 
tide I walked north along the beach about half a mile. I was out of sight about thirty 
minutes, when rounding a large rock, I saw an old white-headed eagle standing on the 
beach tearing away at my cormorant. Upon approaching to within about three hundred 
yards, the eagle tried to rise with the cormorant in his talons, but it proved too much 
for him, and after three unsuccessful attempts he flew away, before I could approach 
within gunshot.” (Stanley G. Jewett, in the Conpor, March, 1916.) 
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Here the eagle could not lift a dead cormorant, a bird nowhere near 
his own size! 

IMPOSSIBLE ACCUSATION AGAINST AN EAGLE 

Will someone explain how a bird weighing from six to twelve pounds 
can lift an eight year old boy weighing fifty pounds? 

Somerset, Ky., Sept. 22—“George Meece, eight years old, today narrowly escaped 
death from an attack of a bald eagle which swooped down to the hill on which he and 
four companions were playing, seized him by his overalls and took him about twenty 
feet into the air before dropping him. In falling the boy, who weighs fifty pounds, 
landed on his head and was stunned. According to the boys, the eagle had about a 
ten-foot spread of wings. It is thought the shouts of Meece’s playmates frightened the 
bird and caused it to drop the lad.” (N. Y. Heratp Tripune, Sept, 23, 1929.) 

Yet many otherwise sane and sensible people accept such items as true. 
As a subject for lies, preposterous tales and false accusations, it is doubtful 
whether the Bald Eagle is second to any other living creature. In the 
following case from a newspaper item, does the man or the eagle seem to 
have been the aggressor? 

It is worth noting that this event took place in a State where the eagle 
is protected by law. But there is no hint of any prosecution for the evidently 
unprovoked attack that the man made on the eagle. 

Salisbury, Md., Dec. 21—“That the American eagle would fight to its death 
rather than suffer the humiliation of defeat was borne out today when Charles A. Taylor 
of Quantico told of his battle with an eagle which assumed the offensive until it was 
killed. The bird, which was of the bald-headed species, measured six feet seven inches 
between the tips of its wings, and will be mounted for exhibition. 

Taylor, who was driving along a country road, discovered the eagle trying 
to rise in the air with the head of a full-grown hog. The bird attacked Taylor. In the 
struggle the eagle was knocked to the ground several times, each time recovering and 
resuming the attack. Only after receiving a blow upon the head from a club, rendering 
it unconscious, did the eagle give up the fight.” 

No eyewitness of Mr. Taylor’s heroism appears to have been present, 
and dead eagles cannot contradict or tell their side of the story. 

Letter from C. M. Shipman, 114 Ridge Road, Willoughby Road, Ohio, 
President: Burroughs Nature Club and Lake County Garden Club (date, 
Feb. 11, 1930.) 

“For the last six years I have made a study of the wonderful birds of prey 
and it makes me weep to see the cold-blooded attitude of the world at large toward them. 

Even the Horned Owl, whose nest life I studied day after day, brought to the nest 
in the case of this pair of birds nothing from the farm yard and mainly rats and rabbits 
and now and then a skunk and three times only a wild bird, surely offsets it by all the 
beauty of the creature. 

As a whole the Raptores are the most wonderful birds in the woodland, yet people 
say to me, ‘No, I don’t think we want to hear about your birds of prey, they are horrible, 
ferocious creatures.” 

I have climbed to the nests of all the American Birds of Prey and have never 
yet been attacked, this does not mean they are cowards either. Where they know man 
they know that they may be shot, a near approach is usually death. The foolhardy 
have all been shot. I spent 700 hours on the top of a steel tower this past summer 
studying the American Eagle as well as some four seasons before, and I am here to say 
that in the case of the birds being studied, nothing has ever come to the nest larger than 
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a chicken and in five years of watching this happens only about four times during nest 
life, the food being 98 percent fish. 

An Eagle cannot lift more than 12 pounds is my opinion based on what I have 
observed. 

They do not care for animal meat when fish is to be had. I have seen the dogs 
kill 20 sheep in the Eagle woods. One carcass of a lamb laid just under the great nest 
in plain view of the old birds and no move was ever made to feed upon it and it went 
back to mother earth eaten by the carrion beetles and bacteria.” 

A spirit of vandalism and rejoicing in cruelty and in the destruction 
of something as large and beautiful as an eagle is no small factor in the 
case in Alaska, as elsewhere: 

“What sport the gunners of Alaska have had for six years! One hunter tells 
the following story: ‘It was a great shot at an old eagle perched on the top of a tall 
spruce. I took a fine bead and pressed the trigger. He launched in the air and started 
to sail away, but toppled over and dropped with a thud. As I came up, the blood was 
dripping from his beak. The instant he saw me, he threw himself on his back. His talons 
stretched up defiantly. He struck at me, quivered, and the film of death closed over 
his eyes.’ 

How like an eagle! His is the strength and courage that yields not even at the 
point of death. He is an untamed spirit that can never be subdued. Shame on the 
hunter who aims at an eagle for sport—and fifty cents! I would as soon kill my dog 
for the purpose of selling his hide to the tannery.” (Literary Digest, Dec. 22, 1929.) 

NEGLECT AND UNSCIENTIFIC PROCEDURE 

For thirteen years, 1917 to 1929, the persecution and progressing 
extermination of the eagle by means of the Alaska bounty has been per- 
mitted to go on without any earnest and sustained effort to save the bird on 
the part of the United States Biological Survey, the scientific ornithological 
associations, or the Audubon Society. The question of whether the eagle 
was injurious to any appreciable extent was not even investigated. Unsup- 
ported accusations against the eagle by sportsmen (themselves the biggest 
destroyers of game) and by those who were (or whose friends were) inter- 
ested in collecting the bounty, were accepted as truth by government officials, 
no matter how evidently exaggerated and unreasonable. 

The two bills that are at present (March, 1930) before Congress 
represent the first real effort, and much more active work and more sup- 
port than they have yet received will be needed if they are to succeed. 

THE BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ADMITS ITS RESPONSIBILITY 
AND ITS FAILURE TO INVESTIGATE 

Leaving out of discussion what may have been the case previous to 
the passage of the present Alaska Game Law (January 13, 1925), the duty 
of the United States Department of Agriculture and of the Biological 
Survey (which is a bureau of that Department) to have investigated the 
destruction of eagles in Alaska and the reasons for it, is evident. In its 
report to the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry of the Senate (Febru- 
ary 10, 1930) it states: 

“Eagles are included within the provisions of the Alaska game law of January 
13, 1925, and because of the alleged damage by the birds to wild fowl, wild animals 
and domestic stock, and of the attitude of the people of the territory as reflected by act 
of the legislature authorizing the payment of a bounty of $1 each on eagles, the 
department has by regulation permitted the killing of these birds in the Territory.” 
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Thus the Biological Survey, which is the bureau of the Department of 
Agriculture having charge of wild-life protection, admits responsibility for 
the continuance of the Alaska eagle bounty and having had the authority to 
stop it for the last five years at least. 

Was the consent to this vandalism based on any investigation of the 
facts about the eagle? According to its own statement, it was based on 
alleged damage. There is no mention of any proven damage or of any 
investigation of the subject. Evidently there has not been any. 

The Biological Survey claims to possess a vast amount of information 
about our birds and animals and their habits, food and other characteristics, 
accurately recorded and classified, and is supposed to conduct its policies 
on scientific principles on the basis of such data. The reader can judge 
for himself to what extent this ideal is being fulfilled by reading the follow- 
ing astonishing extracts from the letters of one who was a member of the 
“Committee on Bird Protection” of one of our chief ornithological societies 
and at the same time one of the highest officials of the United States 
Biological Survey. 

They were received in reply to letters (the first dated March 9, 1920) 
protesting against the Alaska bounty and inquiring what facts justified such 
a policy. See how much information they elicited: 

“Your communication of March 9 calling attention to the destruction of bald 
eagles by bounty on the Aleutian Chain of islands, Alaska, was duly received. In reply 
it may be stated that is another case in which wild life and economics run amuck. 

“We all deplore the necessity of destroying the herds of elephants in Southern 
Africa, the depradations of which make agriculture practically impossible in the general 
region. As assistant in charge of predatory animal work in the Biological Survey I 
regret that it seems necessary to destroy all the gray wolves in this country. This 
species is among the most interesting of North American mammals, but this interest 
cannot stand in the way when we know that single animals at times kill upwards of 
$5,000 worth of live stock annually. 

“Now taking up the subject of the bald eagle, I would say that it is reported to 
be quite destructive to young blue foxes just after they have left the den and to salmon 
where they are ascending the smaller streams for spawning purposes. Since the sea otter 
has almost disappeared from this region and is protected by law the natives have to 
depend upon the blue fox for trading purposes. As a matter of fact it is the only com- 
modity which the Attu natives have to exchange with the traders. The blue foxes bring 
forth large litters, but through the depredations of the eagles and other causes, rarely 
raise to maturity more than three or four young. At the present time the fur value of 
adult blue foxes ranges from $100 to $400 each. It seems to me that you can hardly 
blame the natives for attacking the birds which are doing them so much injury. 

“Fortunately Mr. Applegate, who probably knows more about the Aleutian Chain 
than any white man, called_at the office this morning and we had a conference with him 
in regard to these eagles. He informs me that the birds are only killed in the general 
neighborhood of the islands on which foxes exist. On all the islands of the Aleutian 
Chain from Attu to Sennak, a distance of over 800 miles, the bald eagle is a common 
species. I am enclosing a rough map of the Aleutian Islands and on it have indicated 
in red the location of settlements. West of Umnak, a distance of 600 miles, there are 
only two settlements containing at the present time not more than a hundred inhabitants. 
On the whole Aleutian Chain five years ago there were 511 Eskimos. I doubt very much 
whether there are more than 400 at the present time. The large majority are now living 
on Unalaska in five different settlements. Even though eagles were exterminated at 
Attu and Atka, which is next to impossible, there are 600 miles of rocky islands 
inhabited by them which are rarely if ever visited by human beings. When they are 
visited, it is for a more important purpose than killing eagles. 
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“Although I regret that it seems necessary to have some of those eagles killed, I 
think I can assure you that it will be a very long period before they are materially 
lessened on the Aleutian Chain as a whole.” (Date of this letter, March 15, 1920.) 

COMMENTS ON THE ABOVE LETTER 

This reply to a request for real and definite facts regarding the Alaska 
eagles after the unprecedented slaughter had been going on for three years, 
coming from the government official whose special duty it was to have or 
acquire data on such subjects, shows an amazing lack of information on 
the subject. 

Why does the reply pretend that information about the eagles on the 
Aleutian Islands only was desired? The inquiry related to the whole of 
Alaska, the bounty covering the whole territory. 

The destruction of the “herds” of elephants in South Africa that we 
here find an official of the United States Biological Survey approving, was 
one of the most disgraceful and needless pieces of vandalism in modern 
times. There was but one herd left anywhere in South Africa, the last 
remnant of a distinct variety different from that found farther north, and 
Prof. Henry Fairfield Osborn writes of it as follows in Natural History for 
May-June, 1921, p. 244. 

“The deliberate decimating of this herd in South Africa is the latest episode 
in the long history of crimes committed by man in the world of mammalian life. In 
a single shoot under pretense of protecting the crops and of keeping down the nagana 
disease the herd was reduced from one hundred to sixteen. While the government has 
stepped in to prevent further killing, it is doubtful whether this small herd of sixteen, 
which is all that remains of the vast numbers that roamed over South Africa in former 
times, will be of sufficient size to preserve this southern species from extinction.” 

Yet here we have a prominent official of the Biological Survey citing 
it as an example to be imitated! 

No information about wolves was asked for. 

The cause in the decrease of salmon in Alaska is not eagles. The real 
cause may be seen in the cans in the grocery and delicatessen stores all 
over the world, The eagle is at most an infinitesimal factor. Damage to 
the fox farming industry has been asserted and apparently much exaggerated, 
for a Bulletin of the U. S. Department of Agriculture (No. 1350) published 
many years later (1925) on Blue Fox Farming in Alaska, gives in the course 
of its 35 pages only three lines to depradations by eagles. Besides if any 
foxes are killed they are young puppies, not exceptional. individuals with 
pelts worth such sums. Do the Indians get $100 to $400 for fox skins? 
That the extermination of the eagle would make a particle of difference in 
the numbers of blue foxes or the price of their skins, nobody has proved. 
Of all the excuses made for the Alaska eagle bounty this is the only time 
we have heard that it was for the benefit of the “Attu natives.” 

The eagles have been sought out and destroyed in the most remote 
places, despite of this “information” to the contrary. How could thousands 
of eagles be killed in the few places where there are fox farms? 

His statements do not agree with other information that the Bald 
Eagle is not and never was common, except in the eastern part of the 
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Aleutian Chain. The small islands west of Umnak do not enter into the 
question, there being few, if any, Bald Eagles there. If there were, the 
absence of settlements would prove conclusively the lack of any necessity 
for the bounty. 

The eagles had, even in 1920, already been greatly reduced from their 
former numbers, not only on the Aleutian Islands, but all over the parts 
of Alaska where they were common. (See Birp Lore, vol. XXII, p. 253, 
Aug., 1920.) 

Upon receipt of this unsatisfactory and evasive letter, requests were 
made (March 23, 1920) for particulars regarding the destruction of foxes 
and salmon by eagles. 

It seems that the Biological Survey had none, though the wholesale 
destruction of the eagle had been going on for nearly three years on the 
claims of such destructiveness, and though the Survey officials were defend- 
ing the bounty on those grounds! No reply was received until July, 20, 1920, 
nearly four months later. This reply ignored the requests for specific infor- 
mation and answered the inquiries only by the following vague and mostly 
irrelevant discourse on sentiment, and wolves: 

“As you stated in your postscript, young foxes often die of starvation or other 
natural causes, but this will not account for the remains of the individuals which are 
found in and around the nests of eagles. I believe that I am as fond of the eagle as any 
of the men who signed the letters, but I cannot allow sentiment to have full sway. There 
are men in this town who criticise me for killing the wolves in the West. I appreciate 
a wolf and like to hear his howl as much as any one, but I am loath to ask cattle men 
to protect the wolf for mere sentiment when I know that individuals in the West kill 
upwards of $5,000 worth of their stock annually. There is a wolf in Custer County, 
South Dakota, which we have up to this time failed to kill, which is alleged to have 
destroyed at least $25,000 worth of cattle in the last six or seven years. I should not 
like to be the person to request these stock men to allow this animal to roam out of 
pure sentiment.” 

COMMENTS 

Anyone might suppose from this letter that remains of foxes were 
ordinarily found in eagle’s nests. The letter of E. F. Walker, representative 
of the Biological Survey in Alaska, published in Birp Lore, March-April, 
1927, mentions that one such instance is recorded. The same old record, 
seven or more years old, evidently. How reliable it is and on whose 
authority, has never been made public. One record in seven years, in a 
region where eagles then existed in thousands! This would seem good 
evidence in favor of the bird. 

No question of sentiment is involved. The point at issue is whether 
or not the Survey has facts on which to base its condemnation of the eagle 
as an economic factor so injurious as to warrant its wholesale destruction 
at public expense. This rambling and irrelevant letter makes it clear that 
it has no such facts. 

The subject of inquiry was eagles, not wolves, but here we have the 
subject of individual wolves killing $5,000 worth of stock annually rung : 
in for a second time, to make up for the shortage of facts on eagles. 

Should a scientific government bureau accept statements probably 
greatly exaggerated just because they are “alleged”? 
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Nobody asked the stockmen to allow the animal “alleged” to have killed 
$25,000 worth of stock to “roam out of pure sentiment”, or out of anything 
else, although we may remark that apparently they had been allowing it to 
roam for a long time. 

ANOTHER REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 

On October 8, 1920, another request was sent for particulars about the 
finding of remains of foxes around eagles’ nests. Not everybody could be 
depended on to distinguish such remains from those of other animals. No 

: direct reply was received to this inquiry. Over a month later a letter from 
the above official (dated November 23, 1920) was received, containing the 
following irrelevant statements, but none of the information asked for: 

“Tt is a well-known fact among live stock owners and fieldmen that eagles destroy 
quantities of game, as it is among the general public that chickens eat corn. Some 
enthusiasts say that bears do not kill cattle, whereas we have positive proof of individuals 
that have killed more than 25 head in a few months. Some individuals protest against 
the extermination of wolves and mountain lions though it costs the live-stock men on an 
average of $1,000 a year to feed each individual of these species... . . 

“Wild statements and gross exaggerations go far toward discrediting bird pro- 
tection. After carefully investigating these wild rumors people find that there is no 
truth in the statement, they soon get tired of chasing the will-o’-the-wisp and remain 
inactive. From time to time we hear of enormous numbers of game birds killed by our 
poisoning operations in destroying noxious rodents in the West. Although we have used 
thousands of tons of poisoned barley and oats, we have as yet to find one single: game 
bird which has been destroyed by our poison operations. We have asked the individuals 
making the complaint to designate the place or to call our local men’s attention to 
specific instances, but with hardly an exception they do not even show courtesy enough 
to reply to our letters. We do kill some crows, ravens, magpies, and jays, which, in 
their turn destroy large numbers of eggs and young of game and song birds. 

“I do not believe there is any necessity of your worrying about the eagle for I 
think that he is fully able to take care of himself.” 

We shall comment on this letter only to the extent of remarking that 
it is certain that the poisoning operations of the Biological Survey do destroy 
along with injurious animals countless harmless and beneficial ones, game 
birds included. After it the attempt to secure information about the Alaska 
eagles from the Biological Survey seemed hopeless and was abandoned. It 
might be supposed that the United States Biological Survey, after it had been 
obliged to give proof of such complete lack of knowledge regarding the 
Bald Eagle in Alaska as the foregoing correspondence discloses, even after 
the bounty law had already been in force three years, and some 10,000 
eagles destroyed, would immediately take the trouble to investigate the 
matter in a thorough and impartial manner. Did it? Evidently not, for 
seven years later, in 1927, new protests against the eagle bounty having 
arisen, an article on the subject by Ernest F. Walker, Administrative 
Officer, U. S. Biological Survey and Executive Officer of the Alaska Game 
Commission, was given out by the bureau. Unfortunately, it is too lengthy 
to quote here in full (it was published in Brrp Lore for March-April, 1927, 
pp. 157-160) but as an accusation against the Bald Eagle, the article, long 
as it is, cuts but a poor figure, and the case against the bird would be thrown 
out of any court. It hedges again and again. 

What the article proves most clearly is that it was based on no real 
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investigation or accumulation of data by the Survey or by anybody else. 
but was simply such a collection of statements and personal recollections 
as the Biological Survey representative in Alaska could quickly get together 
in response to a hasty call. 

We quote a few extracts from it: 

“In too many cases the arguments have been based on only incomplete informa- 
tion or on misinformation, or they have been made by persons holding to prejudicial 

a viewpoint ... The fish taken are mainly those who have exhausted themselves in 

spawning (the Alaska salmon die after spawning anyway) but unspawned fish are often 

taken when they are in shallow water in riffles or rising at the surface of quiet shallow 

pools. Eagles also make use of fish which are left on the banks by bears and wolves . . . 

The instances in which eagles successfully land salmon from salt water are comparatively 

rare.” 

“When the herring congregate prior to spawning, many kinds of birds, including 

the eagle, also congregate there. Eagles then feed largely on herring found dead on 

the beaches. ... The damage under such circumstances to the herring or birds is 

wholly negligible.” 

He repeats the usual stories of destruction of big game including killing 

adult deer when swimming, fawns, mountain sheep and goats, etc., without 

a single bit of evidence to support them; the same old accusations that have 

been going the rounds for years. If there is a particle of truth in them it 

is more likely that the rare and much more predacious Golden Eagle, not 

the Bald Eagle, is to blame. (The Golden Eagle, aside from its rarity, being 

a bird of the mountains nesting on the most inaccessible cliffs, is not often 

a victim of the bounty hunters.) , 

“Fox farms are profuse in their charges that eagles capture young and perhaps 

in some cases adult foxes. Comparatively few of the charges, however, are based on 

actual observations by the persons making them. They are mainly based on seeing eagles 

sitting around . . . .or occasionally flying down to where the foxes are feeding or sitting 

on the beach. There are, however, a few authentic instances.” (None of which are 

given, however.) 

The article admits that the bounty has considerably reduced the eagles 

in certain parts of Alaska which it names, which happen to be those to which 

the eagle, as far as occurrence in any numbers is concerned, is chiefly 

restricted. When the writer of it states that “evidence that they have been 

affected through the interior and northern country is lacking” he is cer- 

tainly on safe ground. There are not and never were many eagles there to 

be affected! Is the insertion of such a statement in such a context likely to 

give the public an understanding of the real situation? 

SCIENTIFIC ORNITHOLOGISTS AND THE EXTINCTION OF THE 
BALD EAGLE 

The surprising indifference and unconcern of most scientific men and 

organizations to the rapidly progressing extinction of our wild life and the 

destruction of nature in every form is most strikingly shown in the case of 

the Bald Eagle. Conservation of our wild birds and animals is a subject they 

do not as a rule wish to bother with. Yet it would naturally be supposed 

that the destruction of the Alaskan eagles in such astonishing numbers 

would be an ornithological item of enough interest to merit a line or two in 
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the ornithological journals. Apparently not. Let us go through the indexes 
of two of them for the years 1917 onward. 

Taking first the volumes of the Auk, we find mild protests against the 
Alaska eagle bounty only twice* during the period of thirteen years from 
1917 to March, 1930, the date of writing this, and only one other mention 
of the Alaska eagle bounty (without any allusion to the vast numbers 
destroyed by it) during this long period! Yet the pages of the AUK were 
open to the anti-eagle propaganda of Allan Brooks and G. Willett already 
discussed in this pamphlet, pages 6 and 7). 

Going through the indexes of the Conpor and looking up all references 
to “eagles” (kind not specified) and “Bald Eagles’ in the years from 1917 
to date of writing (March, 1930), no mention whatever of the Alaska eagle 
bounty or of the great destruction resulting from it was found! 

Such indifference to the extinction of our native birds on the part of 
ornithologists and writers of books on birds is one of the serious difficulties 
that those who are working for bird protection have to contend with. Those 
to whom the public looks as authorities on birds and who could arouse 
people to their need of protection remain complaisant, silent and uncon- 
cerned while one species after another decreases and dwindles in numbers 
beyond hope of recovery and while the opportunities to save them go by, 
never to return. 

INDIFFERENCE AND INACTION OF THE BIRD PROTECTION SOCIETIES 

The failure, during this long period of thirteen years, of the Audubon 
Societies, National and State, to initiate and carry on any earnest or per- 
severing work to save the Bald Eagle has already occasioned criticism. The 
following extract from the pamphlet, “A Crisis in Conservation” by a well 
known ornithologist (the late W. De Witt Miller) and others, issued in 
June, 1929, may be quoted here: 

“We need not ask whether any warning or opposition against the Alaskan eagle 
bounty law was put up by any of our bird protection societies, for not one of them even 
knew that such a law had been passed until it had been in force for two summers! The 
bounty law went into effect in April, 1917, and not until the early part of 1919, after 
5,100 eagles had been massacred, do we find a mention of it in Birp Lore (see Birp 
Lore for Jan.-Feb., 1919, page 72, and May-June, 1919. page 204). Over a year elapsed 
before the matter was again even alluded to, when another item appears to the effect 
that the bounties paid had run to 8,356 (Biro Lore for July-Aug., 1920, page 253). 
In this item ‘certain movements’ to get the law repealed were hinted at ... Nothing 
about it appeared during the year 1921, either, or in 1922, or in 1923, or 1924, or 
1925, or 1926. Meanwhile, individual members had been making repeated efforts to stir 
the officials of our bird protection organizations to take some action to get the bounty 
repealed or at least to arouse the public to the rapidly growing danger of extinction 
of our National Emblem. Finally, after nearly seven years had passed, and the numbers 
of eagle bounties paid in Alaska had risen to 41,812 (with an estimated total destruc- 
tion of at least 70,000) two or three articles on the subject did appear in Birp Lore 
(see issues of Jan.-Feb., 1927, p. 83, Mar.-Apr., 1927, p. 157 and Jan.-Feb., 1928, p. 90). 

*Article by E. D. Crabb (July 1928, pages 419-423), and a brief item by W, E. Snyder 
(April, 1927, pages 250, 251). Another article, one by A. M. Bailey: Notes on the Birds of 
Southeastern’ Alaska, in the Auk for April, 1927, contains (pages 202, 203) a paragraph about 
the Bald Eagle but makes no mention of ‘the bownty or the destruction resulting from it. It 
is worthy of note that this writer admits the eagles cause little damage in southeastern Alaska 
—the only part of the territory where there are many. Apparently the only case of one 
catching a bird that he observed was when one picked up a duck he had wounded, and he 
mentions finding a pair of crows nesting under an occupied Bald Eagle’s nest. 
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Were they earnest attempts to defend the eagle and condemn the bounty? Did they 
promise any active campaign to put an end to the slaughter? Far from it. They are 
largely anti-eagle propaganda. Their general purport and intent is such as to give any 
uninformed reader seeking information the idea that the eagle is pretty destructive of 
game and fish and that it is not in danger of extinction, in short to at least partly justify 
the bounty and to excuse and save the faces of the “bird protectionists” who for ten 
years have done nothing to put an end to it, and who do not want to be bothered with 
any such troublesome matter anyway.” 

IMPORTANT OFFER REFUSED BY THE AUDUBON SOCIETY 

In November, 1926, Governor Parks of Alaska wrote to the Audubon 
Society as follows: “It seems to me that the logical procedure is for those 
opposed to the (bounty) law to produce evidence that will prove the innocence 

. of the Eagle. With this information it should be an easy matter to have the 
law changed. The Territory cannot undertake to finance such an investigation 
. . . however, if your organization desires to undertake this work, I assure 
you we will be glad to assist you in every way possible. I shall appreciate it 
if you will advise me whether or not your Society will finance such an inves- 
tigation and in that event I shall advise the next Legislature.” 

The Audubon Society replied: “. . . this Society appreciates your 
suggestion that it finance and carry on such an investigation. Much as we 
should welcome this opportunity, there are not at the present time funds 
available for such an undertaking.” (Brrp Lore, Jan.-Feb., 1927, page 85.) 

In October, 1926, the Audubon Society had an unspent balance on hand 
of $79,861.54! 

THE PRESERVATION OF THE WILD LIFE OF ALASKA—THE EAGLE, 
THE KADIAK BEAR, THE CARIBOU AND OTHER IMPORTANT SPECIES 

A MATTER OF NATIONAL, NOT MERELY LOCAL CONCERN 

Nothing could be farther from what is right than the resentful and 
antagonistic positions of some citizens of Alaska that Alaskan game and 
wild life belong to the Alaskans and that what they do with it is the business 
of nobody but themselves. They are wrong, not only legally (for the 
ultimate jurisdiction in the matter rests with Congress, since Alaska is not a 
State), but from every other point of view also. 

Obligations and responsibilities that may not be welcome and which 
may seem unjust but are nevertheless binding and important, may be placed 
on us by nature and by circumstances. Alaska not only possesses certain 

- unique and important birds and animals, but its long coast line and large 
areas poorly adapted for human occupation give it the opportunity, and 
impose on the territory and its residents a serious obligation, to preserve 
many of the North American species that no efforts can succeed in saving 
in the more densely populated states. The preservation of these creatures 
cannot be of concern to Alaskans only. The extinction of such a magnificent 
and important bird as the Bald Eagle which Alaska alone can hope to 
permanently preserve, will be a loss to the whole country—to the whole 
world in fact. Do the residents of the territory believe it good policy to 
allow it to take place for reasons in part grossly exaggerated, in part 
entirely unfounded, or just to provide easy and pleasantly earned money 
at the taxpayers expense, for a few people who prefer hunting to working? 
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THE TIME TO ACT TO SAVE THE BALD EAGLE IS NOW 

The time to protect a diminishing species is while it is still common. 
The way to save a species from extinction is to never let it get rare. 

These two essential principles of wild life protection were neglected in 
the case of the Passenger Pigeon, the Heath Hen the Whooping and Sandhill 
Cranes and others of our extinct or rapidly passing birds. Are they to be 
neglected in the case of the Bald Eagle also? 

Alaskans claim that because there are still a good many eagles to be 
found in some places in Alaska that the destruction may be allowed to go 
on. But the eagle is far nearer extinction than most people realize because 
it is not being permitted to breed. Shooting the old birds when they come to 
the nest, and securing also the helpless young birds unable to fly is the most 
effective method of the eagle hunters. A species that cannot breed is doomed. 

The eagle is not what ails the game, or the salmon or fur industries 
of Alaska. 

Take the case of the salmon. Alaska’s output for the year 1926 according 
to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, Edition of 1929, vol. I, page 503, was 
6,652,582 cases, equaling 319,323,936 one pound tins, an amount even higher 
than during the war period when the depletion of the salmon caused great 
alarm. What good will the extermination of the eagle do in such a state of 
affairs? 

THE BALD EAGLE A MIGRATORY BIRD 

Is it not true that the Bald Eagle is found regularly or frequently about 
many inland lakes and waters in the northern states in summer but not in 
winter? Depending on fish and other food obtainable about water, it has 
to migrate when the lakes and ponds freeze up. 

Forbush in the “Birds of Massachusetts and the New England States”, 
Volume II, page 151, in giving its distribution, makes these statements: 

“Maine: Uncommon resident and migrant ....” “New Hampshire: Uncommon 
visitor and rather rare summer resident . . . . ” “Vermont: Occasional summer resident 
about Lake Champlain and probably other lakes.” 

Where do these “summer residents” go if they do not migrate? Form- 
erly, when eagles were less rare, they might frequently be seen flying south- 
ward with other birds of prey in the fall flights that take place in some of 
the eastern states. The Bald Eagle is stationary in habits only where the 
conditions are good and the food supply sufficient all the year. A flight of 
500 miles is a trifle for a Bald Eagle. If a federal law to protect the Bald 
Eagle is unconstitutional, federal protection for our ducks and geese is 
unconstitutional also. 

HALF-HEARTED AND BADLY MANAGED SUPPORT OF THE EAGLE BILLS 

Why did the Audubon Society not insist on adequate notice and advertis- 
ing of the hearing on bill H. R. 7994? Why, with its abundant funds for 
expenses and its thousands of members, did it bring but two advocates for the 
eagle? It took the false stand that the Bald Eagle is not migratory, when it is 
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so in many places, thereby raising questions of the constitutionality of the 
bills. It attempted to base the constitutionality of the bills only on the 
ground that the bird is our national emblem, which, of course, could not 
affect the matter one way or the other. 

Those interested should apply to the Chairman of the Committee on 
Agriculture of the House of Representatives for a copy of the testimony at the 
hearing on the above bill, and read for themselves what kind of support the 
bill received. 

YOUR HELP WANTED IN THE PRESENT EFFORT TO SAVE 
THE BALD EAGLE 

Bill S. 2908 (or more correctly, a much improved substitute written 
in accordance with the suggestions of the Department of Agriculture) has 
been reported and is now on the calendar of the Senate. Letters to Senators 
will help its passage. 

Bill H. R. 7994 had a hearing before the Committee on Agriculture 
of the House of Representatives on January 31, but received only very weak, 
misdirected and ineffective support. It has not been reported, and at the time 
this pamphlet goes to press, letters or telegrams to members of this committee 
seem to be the most effective way of helping the bill. 

The above Committee consists of Representatives Gilbert N. Haugen, Chair- 
man; Fred S. Purnell, C. J. Thompson, John C. Ketcham, Thomas Hall, Harcourt J. 
Pratt, Franklin Menges, August H. Andresen (who introduced the bill), Charles Adkins, 
John D. Clarke, Clifford R. Hope, Elbert S. Brigham, Donald F. Snow, John A. Garber, 
Victor K. Houston, James B. Aswell, D. H. Kincheloe, Marvin Jones, H. P. Fulmer, 
Thos. A. Doyle, William W. Larsen, William L. Nelson. 

This pamphlet is issued by 

THE EMERGENCY CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 

DAVIS QUINN, Secretary 

3548 Tryon Ave., New York City 
April, 1930 

Extra copies of this pamphlet will be furnished free on application to the 
Secretary while the supply lasts. Voluntary contributions will be used in defray- 
ing the expenses of the Committee’s publications. 
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Copy to Errington 

; ' Aug. 16, 1932 

Mr. Wilfrid EB. Chase 
2009 Adams Street 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Chase: 

I am indebted to you for letting me read "King 
of the Bad Lands," which I am returning by mail under sep- , 
arate cover. 

I heartily share your opinion that this is 
an exceptionally vivid piece of descriptive writing. I wish 
T could do as well. 

‘The only possible eriticiem I can think of ig 
the unnecessary personification of the birds and the imputation 
to them of a "wicked" character. I never could see why an 
eagle catching a lamb is any more cruel or wicked than a quail 
pulling a grasshopper to pieces. ‘The story has plenty of 
eolor and action even ifthis particular part were entirely 
omitted. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 

ay 

>.
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(From the Journal of Mamnalogy, February, 1929, Vol. 10, No. 1, page 830 | 

(General Notes) 

On the plains and in the mountains of the western country the eagle most often observed is the golden eagle. Once in a while, on the Missouri and 
possibly on other large rivers, the white-headed eagle may be seen and some- 
times breeds, 

Among the mammals that the golden eagles kill for food are jack-rabbits, 
some smaller rodents, and the young of deer, antelope, wild sheep and white 
goats. In the old days of antelope abundance, plainsmen frequently told of attacks by eagles on well grow antelope. I myself once saw en eagle stoop at two yearling antelope that were running side by side. Then threatened, the 
antelope reared on their hind legs, struck with their feet at the eagle and 
drove it off. I quoted, years agok a similar observation by my friend, W. H. 
Reed, In old times, eagles Icilled many antelope. 

A hungry eagle may well enough attack any living thing it thinks it can 
kill, It requires flesh end is not critical as to what this is. Two or three 
observations on this point, reported from Montana, seem worthy of record. ‘The first comes from G, Monroe, son of J. B. Monroe of Blackfoot. In the Spring éf 1926 young Monroe was riding from his father's house on the St. Mary's Lakes, 
Montana, toward the home of William Gird, tho lives further dom the St. Mary's 
River. When he ha passed just below the mouth of Hausman Creek, he saw a full- grow coyote trotting along on an open hillside about four hundred yards from 
him, apparently hunting ground Squirrels. Young Monroe had no gun with him and 
rode on. As he watched the coyote he heard a rush through the air and saw a large eagle descend and strike the coyote over the kidneys with its tabons, and 
seem to try to rise with it. At all svents, it vigorously fanned the air with its wings. The eagle continued to hold the prey which presently ceased to 
struggle, The young Monroe rode over the place and drove the Gagle away from the 
dead coyote and later he and Gird examined the animal. Its throat was torn. 

On an occasion when the wife of J. B. Monroe was returning from Two Medi- cine River she saw an eagle attacking a large badger. Apparently the eagle would soon have killed it, but the woman drove off the bird and the badger got inte « hole, 

4 coyote and a badger are fighting animals and might be expected to try to defend themselves, but ne resistance to an eagle could be made by a young deer, 
&@ mountain lamb, or the kid of = white goat. - - George Bird Grinnell, 234 Bast 15th St., New York, N. Y.
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From Forest Products Laboratory File Eagle 

Bulletin, March 7, 1934. 

Flock of Eagles Sighted -- None Blue | 

Presence of a mixed flock of more than 150 eagles at Mormon Lake was | 

| reported today (February 15) by EB. G. Miller, Forest Supervisor. Supervisor | 
| Miller, who said that during all his years here he has never seen more than | 
| one or two eagles at a time, declared that he clearly saw indiscriminately | 

| mixed in the flock, golden, bald, and Mexican black eagles. Miller said he 
j drove his car to within 75 feet of the flock feeding on the ground before 
| any of the huge birds were distrubed enough to take to the air, He was at 
} loss to account for the presence of so many at the lake although he commented 

| they might be migrating, (Phoenix Republic) |
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From Notes on the Tood Habits of the Golden Eagle by Leo T, and 2. B, Murray, 
Dept. of Zoology, McGraw Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y, ‘The Auk, 
Vol, LI, July 1934, p. 371. 

"Parts of animal carcasses brought in as food for the young were usually 

found on the rim of the nest. During one week one cotton-tail rabbit, one prairie 

dog, and three Sparrow Hawis, were noted, The prairie dog mist have been carried 

at least two miles but the other items could have been obtained in the inmediate 

vicinity of the nest.® 
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Reprinted from the Boston Post of March 10, 1935 

° ° ° . 
Our National Bird in Peril 
The noblest bird that flies the air is our own 

American eagle, and the most splendid of that family 

is the bald—or more properly—the white-headed eagle. 

There are other birds with a bigger spread of wing, 
such as the condor, for instance; but for majesty of 

flight and impressiveness in repose the bald eagle is 

easily the king, the emperor of all winged creatures. 

He is truly the nation’s bird, since he appears on 
our great seal and on our gold and silver coins. Old 

Ben Franklin was a wise man, but he made a slip when 

he suggested that the turkey be chosen to represent the 
nation’s unity and strength. The turkey, whether wild 
or tame, is good eating, and, when he struts, with his 

tail feathers spread out into the semblance of a fan, he 

makes a brave show; but somehow the thought of serv- 
ing up the national bird on a dish for feasting purposes 

is not in keeping. It is well that Franklin was outvoted 

by the other fathers. 

But it is a sad thing to know that this magnificent ~ 
: dweller on mountain crags and in high tree-tops is in 

grave peril of extinction—and all because he makes off 
now and then with small domestic animals or preys on 

the fish of the Western rivers sacred to the canners. 
He is not protected by law in almost half our States. 

“Unfortunately,” says a recent bulletin of the Na- 
tional Association of Audubon Societies, “many 
thoughtless people kill these rare birds wantonly, either 5 
from desire to obtain a trophy or to boast of their 
prowess. Future generations ought not to be deprived 
of their right to see the thrilling spectacle of an eagle 
soaring magnificently overhead, or flying to its great 

nest in some tall tree, with food for the young. It 
would be little short of a national crime if the eagles 
are permitted to be driven from the last few places 
where they now persist. And eagle-killing should re- 
ceive the public condemnation it deserves. Over most 
of the northern part of its range, the bald eagle is mi- 
gratory, being chiefly dependent upon the streams and 
lakes where there is open water. A few birds still 
appear in winter along the Hudson and other rivers 
when the ice breaks after a thaw. Only ina few places 
in Ohio, Maine or the Carolinas are bald eagles now 
regular in the East, except that in most of Florida they 
are still common residents. There are quite a few nest- 
ing pairs on the Mississippi and its lower tributaries 
and about Puget Sound.” 

It is in Alaska, which may properly be considered 
a child of the nation, that the most savage onslaught 
on the national bird has been permitted. In that ter- 
ritory there is a bounty on the white head of America’s 
bird, and more than 60,000 have been killed in a few 
years. At that rate how long will it be before there are 
no more eagles in Alaska? Is there no way by which 
Uncle Sam can save his own? It would seem that he 
could proclaim close time on the bird for an indefinite 
period, in spite of the territorial legislature. He saved 
the gulis long ago when they were similarly threat- 
ened. 

Conservationists everywhere should bend every 
energy to the protection of this fine creature of the 
sky, the fabled messenger of the Greek god of Olympus 
and the carrier of his thunderbolts, the golden emblem 
on the standards of the legions of mighty Rome. They 
should demand his safeguarding in every State and 
they ought to discourage in all legal ways the ambition 
to bring him down by gunshot. He is too valuable an 
asset, pictorially and in other ways, to be allowed to 
disappear from earth and sky. 
=
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Save the Bald Eagle 
By Francis H. Herrick 

With photographs by the author 

we MADE the Bald Eagle the of his, and those claws of steel, tell 
living symbol of our freedom, the story. He has been known to 

and then denied it the freedom of kill and carry a small lamb, al- 
which we had made it the emblem. though this is unusual, and if 

At the present time, when we try trapped or cornered he will fight to 
to stop this injustice, and to have the’death like a demon. 
the Eagle’s freedom restored and Might he not also attack a baby 
guaranteed by the National Goy- or a small child, and carry it off to 
ernment, its advocates meet an in- his eyrie? He has been accused of 
surmountable wall of opposition. that. Newspapers recount such oc- 
Washington is full of Eagles, but currences every year, and the un- 
they are mostly of stone; the living critical reader thinks that where 
bird seems to have few friends there there is so much smoke there must 
but plenty of enemies. be fire. Newspaper sensationalism 

What is the meaning of all this? inevitably breeds popular hostility 
Is the Bald Eagle such a culprit that to the Eagle. 
his effigy is a disgrace to our na- According to the New York Herald 
tional seal and coat of arms? No! Tribune of September 13, 1929, as 
I think that the secret of his un- quoted by a recent writer, a Bald 
popularity is more complex and Eagle—whose weight seldom ex- 
reaches down into the maze of hu- ceeds twelve pounds, and who can- 
man psychology. As I analyze the not lift more than its weight— 
situation, its elements, ifnotsimple, seized an eight-year-old boy when 
are at least understandable. The at play, and though he weighed 
Eagle is one of the biggest attrac- fifty pounds, was said to have raised 
tions in the bird world, but from its him twenty feet in the air before 
very size and food habits it is dropping him. It was thought, we 
obliged to keep to the open. Its are told, that the shouts of the boy’s 
great nest also can seldom be con- companions caused the Eagle to 
cealed, for it stands out like a castle loosen his grasp. There was another 
on a hill. Denied the protection of touch of realism about this modern 
forests, the Eagle must go to the story—the boy, in falling, struck on 
sea, the lakes, and the great river his head, and it was said that he 
valleys to rear its offspring, for fish was only stunned, but one feels cer- 
is its favorite food. tain that he must have broken his 

The Eagle is big, but he is fierce neck. 
and formidable also: that scimitar How often has ‘‘the fierce Bald 
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SAVE THE BALD BAGLE 

Eagle, tyrant of the native woods’ year out? It is hard to kick against 

been shot by a citizen, and held up the pricks of prejudice, ignorance, 

to the photographer as a trophy of and injustice. 

his heroism! What is the truth about this 

Our Eagle is known to kill many much-abused national emblem of 

Ducks which hunters have wounded the United States of America? When 

and left to die, and, without doubt, studying Eagles from our lofty 

he kills some which the hunter has towers at Vermilion on the shore 

missed. The Eagle thus becomes a of Lake Erie, we strove with all our 

rival of the sportsman, who is might to answer this crucial ques- 

hardly likely to be his friend. When tion. When it was found that our 

the game becomes scarce, how easy elevated tent gave us a supreme ad- 

it is to pin the blame on the Eagle vantage, we resolved to use our 

and on other birds of prey! opportunity to the utmost, and by 

That phrase, ‘birds of prey,’ de- maintaining an unceasing vigil to 

scribes the Eagles, Hawks, and Owls settle the question of food habits, 

quite accurately, for that is what so far as those particular birds were 

they are. On the other hand, they concerned, by incontrovertible facts. 

are not more predacious than We had to ascertain not only the 

Shrikes, Kingfishers, and hundreds kind, but the total amount of food 

of water-birds. It is a sinister served at the eyrie during the whole 

phrase, accurate but unfair. It has period of nest-life of upwards of ten 
done much, I believe, to incite the weeks. 

indiscriminate anger of people What did we find? That those 

against one of the most interesting Eagles were living almost exclu- 

orders of living birds, to which sively on Lake Erie fish, taken alive 

Linnzus gave the name of Acci- from the water, and on the dead 

pitres, and of which most are fish cast up on the beach; 70 per cent 

friendly rather than hostile to man. of their food being fish in 1922, and 

Thus I think we can see how in 96 per cent in 1923; and the observa- 

modern times an evil propaganda tion time was over 200 hours in each 

has arisen against our national em- case. The observations of other 

blem, the Bald Eagle; and this has years were in harmony with these 

. spread through all the ramifications results; and by a freak of nature we 

of the Press in America and other were able to check the Eagle’s food 

lands and through the journals of habits on this spot, not for two or 

sport interested in fish and game, three years only, but for a quarter 
thus reaching and poisoning the of a century. 
minds of millions of people, most On the night of March 10, 1925, 
of whom are not naturalists or con- the great nest went down ina storm, 

servationists. What one of us, I and by an examination of the mas- 

wonder, could stand up under cal- sive loam-like core of this eyrie that 

umny and abuse uttered by the had been started in 1900 and con- 

many, and, if not shouted from the tained the bony relics of innumer- 

house-tops, repeated year in and able Eagle dinners, it was possible 
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to construct a cross section of the evolution on this part of the planet. 
food habits of these birds for the To destroy our national bird would 
past 25 years. This results from the be an unspeakable folly. 
fact that these Eaglesdidnotremove —__ The Bald Eagle is well satisfied if 
the remains of their food, but buried he can get plenty of fish, but will 
it in fresh layers of straw and grass. occasionally attack other birds and 

It is curious now to observe that small mammals, as well as the 
in this very year of 1925 a report young of larger ones. In the past 
had been broadcast that the Ver- Eagles have done just enough dam- 
milion birds were committing un- age to enable their enemies to fasten 
heard-of depredations and destroy- upon them many crimes of which 
ing large numbers of Chickens, they were innocent. There is no 
Turkeys, and lambs in that region. reliable evidence that the Bald 
An investigation was ordered by Eagle has ever attacked a human 
the Fish and Game Commission of being unless that person was en- 
Ohio, and many feared that the gaged in robbing the nest. 
lives of these famous birds might be The Alaskan Bounty Law was 
declared forfeit to the state. The never justified as a measure to save 
testimony provided by our field thesalmon. So far as anyone knows 
observations and by the case of the the Eagles have been in Alaska for 
great nest itself could not be set centuries, but it was only after the 
aside. The investigation of the canneries came to that coast that 
Fish and Game Commission was anyone ever complained of the 
stopped short, but one might well scarcity of this famous food fish. 
wonder what might have happened The only serious menace, aside 
had there been no means of refuting from the forces of nature, which the 
the clamor that was then aroused. _ game preserves or the fisheries of the 

The core of the great nest held world have ever needed to fear is not 
not a single bone of a Turkey, nor of Eagles, or lions or bears, which 
of any domestic fowl larger than a never kill for sport, but of man 
Chicken, nor of any mammal greater himself; and aside from those same 
than a rabbit! As it was, two male forces of nature, man is the only 
birds were shot at Vermilion, one power which men, as well as ani- 

in 1924 and one in 1930, and it was mals, have ever had cause to fear. 
difficult for us to keep those Eagles We must oppose the Bounty Law 
alive long enough to study them. and fight for federal protection of 
My conclusions can be given in the nation’s emblem. We must im- 

a few words: all things considered, pose heavy fines for the wanton de- 
the Eagles are about the most in- struction of the Eagle and its eggs, 
spiring and majestic members of and grant no more permits to col- 
the bird world, and ate one of the lectors. The Eagle can be saved, 
outstanding triumphs of organic but it will be an up-hill fight. 
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An article pub- The article is illustrated by a picture of théSproud 
v EAGLE SHOOTING lished in Ths Ane. author holding in his hand a slain:-eagle, and another 

IN ALASKA * * * = “a7 Rifleman for that shows ‘The largest day’s bag—31 paits Sdf*claws, 
February, 1935, un- including those in the gunny sack.”+ / 

der the authorship of a devotee of this sport, is a good There follow detailed instructions for seeking out the 
example of the type of propaganda that must be com- haunts of the birds, and regarding equipment and meth- 
bated by those who deplore the wholesale slaughter that ods, the relative merits of different makes of rifles, cal- 
has met these splendid birds along the North Pacific _ ibers, styles and speeds of cartridges, and types of tele- 
Coast for the past several years. For pure heartlessness scope sights and binoculars. 
and cold-bloodedness this account surpasses anything that “One can live off the country better in Alaska in the 
we remember seeing widely circulated. We quote from summer than anywhere else in the world.” 
the opening paragraphs: The reasons given include the abundant stores of 

“Eagle-shooting, of all forms of rifle shooting, isa type edible grass, fish, bears, clams, crabs and grouse and 
of sport that is most attractive to the finished rifleman. ptarmigan. 
Tt is not a game for a tyro, or one that can be played “It is not necessary to have either license or guide to 
pleasantly or profitably with anything but the most highly _ shoot eagles. Deer and bear are protected against shoot- 
specialized equipment. ing for sport, but if one be a traveler, explorer, or pros- 

“Unfortunately, there are few spots left where the pector, and in actual need of meat, or is being molested 
eagle abounds in quantities sufficient to furnish consistent in person or property, he may under the law shoot any 
shooting or to justify the initial effort and expense in- game animal. The code of the North allows the taking 
cidental to successful hunting; consequently there are of meat for food, but wastage is taboo.” 
few riflemen who are familiar with this kind of shooting. Evidently neither author nor editor is troubled with 
I shall therefore try to give a sketchy picture of this purest the fact that the law accords this privilege only to ex- 
of all rifle sports; a sport wherein the thorough shooter _ plorers, prospectors and travelers “when in absolute need 
may have the fun of the game and incidentally pay his of food, and other food is not available.” We doubt 
way as he goes. whether “the highly-trained and efficient members of the 

“Southeastern Alaska is an eagle paradise. The birds Biological Survey and the Alaska Game Commission,” 
abound in great numbers, and due to their predatory if consulted, would consider that “sportsmen” going to 
nature the territory of Alaska has seen fit to place abounty Alaska to kill eagles for the bounty, and intending to 
of one dollar on each bird. The bounty has been on for make the returns from their sport pay their way, would 
some years despite the howl of the sentimentalists back be accorded the privilege of living, even in part, on deer 
in the States, who raise a great racket at the thought of or grouse killed in summer, although the hospitable 
slaying the national bird. The bounty is well placed, Iam Alaskans would doubtless permit them to graze freely 
‘convinced, in view of the examinations I have made of _ on the edible grass on the beaches. 
the stomach contents of a large number of birds, and of Altogether, this is sad reading for anyone who is try- 
the conversations I have had with **** highly-trained ing, for any reason, to keep a few bald eagles alive to 
and efficient members of the Biological Survey and afford inspiration to those who will succeed the present 
Alaska Game Commission.” generation. 
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EAGLE “CONTROL” IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

By FREDERICK H. DALE



EAGLE “CONTROL” IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

By FREDERICK H. DALE 

The use of the airplane in hunting predators, affording as it does a highly efficient 
means for destroying large birds, particularly eagles, should arouse the keen interest 
of all conservationists. Between February 1 and March 31 of this year, I had the 
opportunity of studying first-hand the conditions under which this type of hunting 
was being carried on in the country east of Red Bluff, Tehama County, California. 
It was apparent that several important phases of this rigorous campaign of predator 
control were being overlooked by the persons engaged in the activity. 

During the period mentioned I did not have the privilege of observing the actual 
killing of an eagle, but I did see five eagles that local herders stated had been killed 
or crippled from an airplane, and I saw the airplane hunting for the birds on one 
occasion. The facts reported here have been gleaned from newspaper accounts and 
from interviews with two persons who have actually taken part in the hunting, as 
well as from interviews with other persons connected in some way with sheep raising 

in the Sacramento Valley. 
The method used in hunting eagles is related by Mr. Ben Torrey of Corning, Cali- 

fornia, in a letter published in the sporting page of the San Francisco Chronicle. This 
evidently was written for the purpose of interesting hunters in this new sport. In his 
letter Torrey says, “I use my airplane, which is a three-place biplane. I removed the 
left door so the gunner can shoot out to the left. I have ribbons taped on the wires so 
they will not shoot into the propeller. The ribbons are simply indicators so as not to 
get [the] muzzle in that area. I recommend a shot gun with about No. 2 shot. At times 

I am able to fly within 50 feet of the bird by getting behind and slightly over it. We 
are permitted to kill golden eagles, but not the bald variety .... 

“This is something new and I am in the business of taking passenger-hunters out. 
; In an hour’s time I usually cover over 70 or 80 miles of territory ....”
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In the same article in which the above letter is quoted there is mention of a former 
article concerning the skill of one “Lefty” O’Doul in shooting eagles from an airplane 

“in the upper California country.” 
A few days later, April 8, 1936, an article appeared in the Red Bluff Daily News, 

from which the following is quoted: “When friends of Floyd Nolta, Willows flier, 
heard today that Ben Torrey, the Corning aerial wild game hunter, had killed 38 

eagles by plane, they said that was pretty good but that Nolta had killed 160... .” 
From information contained in this latter item, and from the statements of persons 

engaged in eagle hunting, it is evident that the total number killed during the past 
winter and spring was over 200. I was told by a reliable person that 13 eagles were 
killed in one day by hunters from an airplane. I saw this airplane hunting for eagles 
east of Red Bluff on that day, but did not learn the extent of the area covered in the 
day’s hunting. 

Although the Golden Eagle, Aquila chrysaétos, is a permanent resident of the Sac- 
ramento Valley, the Bald Eagle, Haliwetus leucocephalus, which migrates into that 
region in winter, is more abundant during that season that the Golden Eagle, at least 
in the country east of Red Bluff. The five eagles seen by me, and said to have been 
killed or crippled from an airplane, were all Bald Eagles. If the same conditions with 
regard to the relative abundance of these two birds exists over the whole Sacramento 

Valley, it is probable that the greater part of the birds killed were Bald Eagles. 
One sheepman explained his stand against eagles as follows: “We have lost lambs 

from our corral. We feel certain that they were taken by eagles. We do not know what 
eagles killed them, so we kill all the eagles we can.” There is the general belief that all 
eagles must be alike in habits, and since the Golden Eagle is known to kill lambs, it is 
assumed that the Bald Eagle has similar habits. Another thing held against the Bald 
Eagle is the fact that these birds migrate into sheep country shortly before the 
lambing period. 

I was not successful in learning what loss the sheepmen estimated had been suffered 
from the eagles. One man saw a Golden Eagle strike into a band of lambs and wound 

five of them so badly that they died. The eagle was killed, and I later saw it as a 
mounted specimen. This was the only definite account I was able to unearth, although 

I questioned a great many persons on the subject. This same man stated that he be- 
lieved the loss from eagles would be greater than the seven hundred dollars which was 
said to have been paid by his employer in the form of eagle bounties during the past 
winter and spring. In order for this belief to be correct it would be necessary for eagles 
to kill many more lambs than the evidence I have been able to collect would indicate. 
In spite of the large number of Bald Eagles in the area about Red Bluff, and although 
eagles do their hunting in broad daylight, I was not able to find anyone who had ever 

seen or heard of a Bald Eagle attempting to kill a lamb. Since the Golden Eagle is 
relatively uncommon in that area, it is not likely that the loss of lambs from this 
source would be extremely high. 

In considering the economic status of eagles, the two kinds must be given separate 
treatment because of wide differences in habits. Several accounts of food-habits are 
available for both birds, and it is one purpose of this report to sum up the results of 
the most important of these in an attempt to interpret the status of both eagles in 

relation to the agriculturalist. 
The Golden Eagle is recognized generally as having more predatory habits than 

the Bald Eagle, and investigations have largely substantiated this opinion. Stomach 
content analyses and studies about the nests of the Golden Eagle have indicated that 
this bird is primarily a hunter of live game, although it may on occasion stoop to 
scavenger habits. McAtee (U.S. Dept. Agr., Circ. No. 371, 1935, p. 24) found rabbits
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to be the chief food of the Golden Eagle, as indicated by analyses of 26 stomachs, 
evidently taken from scattered localities. In his analysis, rabbits made up more than 
50 per cent of the food, being found in 14 of the 26 stomachs examined. No other 

_ item was significantly abundant, carrion rating second with 3 occurrences, or about 

\ 12 per cent. 
Oberholser (U. S. Dept. Agr., Biol. Surv. Bull. No. 27, 1906) shows that ground 

squirrels (Citellus beecheyi) are important items of food for Golden Eagles. He cites 
W. L. Finley’s report upon a pair of nesting Golden Eagles near Oakland, California, 
in which Finley estimated that a single pair of birds would kill approximately 540 
ground squirrels during the three months in which they had young in the nest. 
Oberholser also makes a general statement to the effect that Golden Eagles do much 
damage at times on sheep ranges, but does not cite definite instances or estimate the 

amount of damage a Golden Eagle might do. 
Sumner (Auk., vol. 46, 1929, pp. 161-169) found that ground squirrels were the 

most important item of food brought to the nest by a pair of Golden Eagles in southern 
California. Ground squirrels were found in the nest whenever he visited it during the 
nest life of the young eagles. Grinnell and Dixon (Bull. State Comm. Hort., vol. 7, 
1918, p. 622) cite an instance in which eleven freshly killed ground squirrels were 
found in and about an eagle’s nest that contained two eaglets about a week old. 

The benefits to the stock raiser derived from the activities of a pair of Golden 
Eagles operating on his range can be realized when the destructive nature of rabbits 
and ground squirrels is taken into consideration. In normal numbers these pests may 
be of minor importance, but with their natural checks removed they can, and often do, 
become problems of major significance to all phases of agriculture as well as to public 
health. Many of the natural enemies of these pests have been detrimental in some way 
to one or another interest and have been reduced in numbers until they no longer play 
any important part in the natural control of rodents and rabbits. It is unfortunately 
true that any predatory animal large enough to prey upon rabbits and ground squirrels 

may at some time be detrimental to human interests. However, to condemn a species 
because of occasional damage when the greater part of its activities is beneficial is as 
logical as condemnation of the rain because it may bring the flood. It would seem no 
more than just, therefore, to limit killing of eagles to those individuals known to be 
destructive. Persons engaged in branches of agriculture in which the ground squirrels 
or rabbits are serious pests should be entitled to consideration before large numbers of 
these controlling predators are slaughtered. 

When the Bald Eagle is considered, an entirely different problem presents itself, 
for here we have a bird known almost universally as an eater of fish and carrion. 
McAtee (loc. cit.) found the carrion eating tendency so marked as to cause him to say 
that “. . . question arises in the case of almost everything found in the stomach of 
this bird as to whether it may not have been taken as carrion.” His conclusion after 
analysis of 58 stomachs of the Bald Eagle is that the bird is “‘a vulture in the guise of 
a hawk.” The strange condition arises, then, in the eagle slaughter, that the bird shown 
by food habits studies to be the least predatory of all the hawks, the bird selected as 
the national emblem of our country, is the chief victim. 

To sum up the salient facts of the situation, Golden Eagles are highly beneficial to 
agriculture in the sum-total of their activities and should not be destroyed as a species, 
although occasional individuals may require destruction because of lamb-killing habits. 
Control should be limited to the areas where these birds are known to be killing lambs. 
Bald Eagles have not been found guilty as yet of killing lambs and their slaughter 
represents a poor investment by the sheep-owner. 

Red Bluff, California, June 12, 1936.



National Association of Audubon Societies awl 

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals 

1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

November 30, 1936. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin: 

i= Dear Dr. Leopold: 

yd B Thank you for letting me see the letter you. received from 

Nebel. Se Mr. Brown, Editor of Outdoor Life. The article thet ap- 

[psn jodie peared in their December issue by F. Leland Elam originally 

F appeared in the Philadelphia Public Ledger, and was syndi- 

cated through the Public Ledger Syndicate and sold to fifteen 

accounts. I wrote to Mr, Elam and received a reply from 

him, in which he said that he knew nothing about Eagles, but 

simply wrote down the story as he got it and all of his 

statements were merely heresay based on what he had been 

told about Hagles. 

Early this year, long before the story about Mr. Torrey's 

efforts came out, I received articles about a Mr. Floyd 

ERE Nolta who was engaged in a similer type of activity. At 

py) the time thet material came out I started going into the 

a Af) matter and while not obteining any great satisfaction from 

Bow NG the Californie Fish and Geme Commission I finally got the 

I “aap matter pretty well thrashed out with the Bureau of Air Com- 

gw. merece, and I enclose a copy of my most recent letter from 

of them, together with copies of memoranda posted by the Calif- 

ornia Supervising Inspector in his district, and a memoran- 

dum which went to every district supervisor in the United 

States/ I have been informed from Celifornia to the ef- 

fect thet no permits have ever been issued by them for the 

destruction of Eegles in this manner, and I gather from their 

law that the issuing of such permits is not provided for, as 

their law permits the shooting of protected species onhy when 

doing demage, and only by the tenant or owner of the land on 

which the damage is being done. 

= I am afraid anyone who reads these articles and starts this 

prectise, will probeil y find himself in a lot of hot water, 

end stand e pretty good chance now of losing his license as 

a pilot. Mr. Brown is quite correct in saying that the Cal- 

ifornie Commission seid there was nothing in their laws to 

prohibit their shooting oredatory birds from airplanes. Their 

law concerning shooting from airplanes specified only game 

pirds and mammals, and therefore by inference does not forbid 

the shooting of other than geme birds ana mammals. What they 

failed to tell Mr. Brown was that the Bald and Golden Eagles 

are protected by their regular game code and may not be des- 

troyed except in the manner above outlined. 

Yours very truly, : 

esi | Giada dt Ay.



STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
‘ DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

DIVISION OF FISH AND GAME 
San Frencisco 

November 12,1936. 

Mr. Richerd H. Pough, 
1775 Broedway, 
New York, N.Y, 

Dear Sirs ; 

We are in receipt of your letters of 
November 2nd and 6th relative to eagles, We have 
elready teken up with the Division of Avietion of 
the Department of Commerce, the matter of shooting 
from airplanes and they have edvised that they will 
cancel the license of any flyer who discharges 
firearms from en airplane unless he has a permit 
from the Division of Fish and Geme, ‘his division 
will not issue permits for the discharge of fire- 

: erms or any protected game bird or memmal from 
planes. 

: . Relative to the eagle that was reported 
to have been caught by a deputy sheriff at Alemeda 

, County in e trap will say that we heve been unable 
to. locate the deputy sheriff. As you no doubt know 
every sheriff's office has hundreds of speciel depu- 
ties and it is exceedingly difficult to trace down 
any perticular one from the secant information that 
you have given, 

Very truly yours, 

J.S.Hunter, Chief, 
JHSis ureeu Game Conservation. 

C 0 Poe 

z



DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE © q 
BUREAU OF AIR COMMERCE 

WASHINGTON 

November 6, 1936, 

k National Association of Audubon Societies, 
1775 Broadway, 
New York, N. Y. 

Attention! Mr. Richard H. Pough, 

Gentlemen$ 

In reply to your communication of November 
2nd, I am enclosing es copy of a Memorandum to All 
Supervigors calling attention to the reported viola- 
tion of the Air Commerce Regulations involving the 
shooting of eagles. from aircraft, and the necessity 
for the assessment of penalties for such fiolations, 

I am also enclsoing a copy of the Air Commerce 
Regule tions, as you requested, ; 

Ween we can assist you in eny way, please do 
not hesitete to cell on us. 

Yours very truly, 

J, Carroll Cone, 
Ass't. Director (Regulations) 

: By: Joe T, Shumate, Jr., 
Chief, Gen'l. Inspection Service. 

enclasures. 

C 0 P aw ee 
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
BUREAU OF AIR COMMERCE 

WASHINGTON - 

NOVEMBER 6, 1956, 

MEMORANDUM TO SUPERVISORS: ‘ 

I am attaching hereto a hig 4 of a memorandum 
issued by Supervising Inspector Bedinger of the 
Oakland District, calling attention to protests 
received and reported violations of the Air Com- 
merce Regulations involved in the shooting of 
Eagles from aircreft. ; 

It 1s probable that violations of this ' 
nature. have occurred in other Districts and if 
such violations can be substantiated, adequate 
penalties should be essessed against those re- 
sponsible. 

. J. Carroll Cone, 
Assistant Director (Regulations) 

by? 

Joe T, Shumate, Jr, 
Chief, Generel Inspection Service. 

JTS: VV i 
NOV. .6,,1956, 

C Ome eens 
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| ‘Oakland, Californie, 
October 21, 1936, 

PLEASE POST 

TO THOSE CONCERNED: 

This office isbbeing flooded with protests 

regerding the shooting of eegles from airplanes. 

The discherge of firearms from eircraft is 

e violation of the Air Commerce Regulations and 

requires special permission for specific occasions. 

No such permission hes ever been granted from this 

office in connection with eagle shooting. Before 

any such permission will be granted it will first 

be necessary for the epplicent to obtain permission 

from the Stete Fish and Game Yommission. 

Further violations will subject the violsetor \ 

to the penalties provided, f 

R. D. Bedinger, Supervising 
Aeronauticel Inspecitor. 

RDB:S 

oO Pe
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brought many thrills to the y: a VS Sew 
sportsman, but it remained 
for a simple necessity of ranch F. L E LA N D E LA M the interplane bracing wires, so the 

life—the need of a rancher to protect gunner won’t sever them with shot. 
his flocks—to provide an unusual and When he gets close to a bird in flight, 
exciting new sport, that of hunting rey, Corning airport manager, got the Torrey keeps the plane to the right, 
eagles by airplane. idea that, by using a plane, he could and comes up behind his prey. An 

For years, ranchers in the sheep and _ carry on a successful control program eagle cannot fly more than about fifty 
turkey-raising regions of Tehama against the great birds. His idea re- miles an hour, but the birds are difficult 
County, Cal., have had no satisfactory . sulted in the formation of two associa- to outmaneuver. Torrey must always be 
method of controlling these lamb-kill- tions, composed of sheep and turkey careful to avoid. contact with the bird, 
ing, turkey-destroying birds, which nest _ raisers, to carry on raptore control. for, if it touched the propeller, the 
in rocky crags of the Coast Range, in- Whenever any of the ranchers is told plane would almost inevitably crash. 
accessible to the average hunter. Lately by his herders that lambs or young Shooting from the air is quite differ- 
ranchers have taken to the air, to fight turkeys have been killed, he telephones ent from shooting from the ground. 
the eagle in his own element. Ben Tor- Torrey at the airport. Within half an Duck hunters, for instance, shoot ahead 

hour, Torrey is flying over the place of the bird, but aerial eagle hunters 
where the killings occurred. Usually he must shoot behind, because of the 

i a t takes a gunner with him, but, if there speed at which the plane is traveling. 
ey “S “S is none around, he takes off alone, The method has proved unusually ef- 

aiming and firing a light shotgun with fective. The thirty-six members who 
one hand and handling the controls with comprise the two associations figured 
the other. To hit an eagle on the wing, that, on an average, each of them lost a 
while flying himself, a hunter must be lamb a day during the lambing season. 

4 ae na an exceptionally good shot. The sim- Since Torrey started going after eagles, 
BN plest method, Torrey has found, is to and an occasional coyote, the loss has 
ee fly under the bird and shoot up, so that _ been one lamb in ten days. Torrey has 

3 aN the gun will rest steadily against his killed thirty-eight eagles and six coy- 
ia Pe aS — shoulder. otes this season. 

eg eer My When a second man sits in the front That does not mean eagles are no 
pe ene al eye cockpit, he keeps his left leg doubled longer a menace, for it is still necessary 
ed a a under him, to raise him a bit. Vision is to exercise the closest control. Torrey 

a a ae } _—_=soCbetter; and he gets the gun well above and the men lucky enough to accom- 
a sill es oe the side of the fuselage. The door of the pany him on his flights will never com- 

"cockpit has been so rebuilt that it can plain of that. It gives them further 
The claws of aneagle. These arestrongenough be removed, Providing more elbow room. chances to enjoy one of the most stim- 
to kill, and carry aloft, a fifty-pound lamb A white strip of cloth is tied to each of _ulating hunts yet devised. 
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Natural History, Vol. XXXIX, No. 5, May, 1937, pp. 353-356. 

THE KING OF BIRDS—The golden eagle is described in combat 
with its prey and man, and observed caring for its young far up in 
a Highland glen 

By SETON GORDON and frost to purify it. Some of the Scottish eyries 
are, I believe, more than half a century old. 

, I \ HE golden eagle is one of the most glorious The eggs usually number two, but old birds lay 
birds, and is found not in one country only, one only, The first-laid egg is blotched and spotted 
but throughout the world. Without visible with rich red-brown; the second egg may be almost 

movement of its great wings I have seen an eagle unspotted, The egg is approximately the size of a 
climb so high that at last it was invisible except goose’s egg, but is more rounded and the shell is 
through a powerful telescope. The golden eagle’s thicker. The eggs may be laid as early as mid- 
wing-spread may reach as much as eight feet, and | March, but a more usual time is toward the end 
it rises into the blue vault of heaven for the pure of that month. The incubation period is 40-42 days, 
joy of flight. and the female takes the entire responsibility of the 

Throughout the ages the Bird of Jove has inspired brooding. The eaglets are hatched early in May, 
mankind, and around him have grown numerous and are fed at first chiefly on grouse’s liver. Later 
myths and legends. Many peoples of the world have their food is the mountain hare, but young rabbits 
adopted the eagle as their emblem, and the use of and even squirrels are brought to the eyrie. On a 
this symbol in modern times is evidence that the bird _ liberal food supply the eaglets grow quickly and are 
has maintained his figurative prestige. able to take their first flight eleven weeks after they 

are hatched. 

Longevity of Eagle The eagle in combat 
‘The golden eagle is traditionally believed to live A fox and an eagle will sometimes match their 

to a great age. There is an old adage in the high- strength, and Duncan MacRae, a deer-stalker in 
lands of Scotland that Sutherland, witnessed a thrilling encounter between 

es the two. The fox was racing up a hillside less than 
Eines He ee e s CO a hundred yards from MacRae when an eagle flew 
ee ie age a a nae ie age y a stag, up behind him, caught him in his talons and lifted 
ie he coy ofan yale ee gett ap Hoe the fugitive about a yard off the ground. When the 

eagle dropped him the fox turned round and the 
It is difficult, almost impossible, to prove the age two faced each other, the fox with his mouth open 

of any wild bird, yet the veil was lifted for a mo- and his teeth bared in a snarl, the eagle with feathers 
ment in France in 1845 when, according to a con- ruffed and neck outstretched. The fox then made 
temporary newspaper, an eagle was shot with a off but the eagle overtook him and seizing him by 
dated collar of gold around its neck. On the collar the back lifted him this time at least four yards into 
was the following inscription, “Caucasus patria, the air. When he dropped the fox the two enemies 
Fulgor nomen, Badinski dominus, mihi est 1750.” stood facing each other as before and when the fox 
That eagle must have been 95 years old and there again fled the eagle pursued but did not again lift 
seems to be no reason why it should not have lived him. The fox was a big dog fox, and it was re- 
many more years if it had escaped the gun. markable that the eagle was able to lift such a 

The golden eagle probably pairs for life and each weight off the ground. 
pair own two, or even three eyries. The same eyrie A fight between a golden eagle and a wild cat 
is rarely used on two consecutive seasons, for the must have been even more exciting to watch than 
remains of the prey which accumulate during the this encounter between fox and eagle. Donald 
time the eaglets are growing tend to foul the eyrie, Crerar, late head stalker in the deer forest of Ard- 
and a year’s interval is necessary to allow sun, wind verikie and a direct descendant of the Crerar who 
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A proub MOTHER and her only child. When the downy eaglet lay down to sleep, 

the mother was observed to arrange small shoots of heather over it. The whole 

gamut of bird home life was witnessed, from feeding to house-cleaning. The 

golden eagle probably pairs for life, and each pair own two, or even three eyries, 

which they generally use in alternate years. An eagle has been known to reach 

the age of 95, and this is probably well under the limit



is mentioned in Scrope’s classic work on deer-stalk- examined was found to have a deep wound in the 

ing, was the person fortunate enough to see this throat. 
fight. One summer day he noticed that an eagle was The weight that a golden eagle is able to lift has 

swooping, time after time, at the steep rocky face been the subject of much controversy. It is, I think, 
of a hill about seven hundred yards away. The eagle governed by the conditions, and depends upon 
was so persistent in his dives that Crerar at last took | whether the eagle is able to approach the prey at speed 

out his stalking telescope and watched the bird in and lift it, as one might say, in its stride. A high- 
the air. land stalker gave me an interesting account of how 

As he followed the dive he saw that the quarry he saw a golden eagle lift a lamb from the hillside 

was an animal which was sitting on a round stone on where it was lying near its mother. ‘The bird flew 
a ledge of rock, At first Crerar thought that the some little distance, then rested, and the stalker 

animal was the fawn of a red deer; then he thought hurrying at his best speed to the rescue of the lamb, 
that it must be a fox that had been rolling in peat, almost reached the eagle before it again rose into 
because of the unusual darkness of its coat. He was the air with the animal still in its talons. His vocif- 

kept in uncertainty until the animal, infuriated by | erous shouting alarmed the eagle and caused it to 
the continual swooping of the eagle, sprang into the drop the lamb, which was still alive, and not seri- 
air, striking at the bird with its fore paws. ously injured. The stalker carried the lamb home 

and at once weighed it. The weight, as he told me 

Vicious prey himself, was 934 pounds. 4 
‘ A more remarkable instance was given me by 

Crerar then saw in a flash that this was a wild John MacLeod, gamekeeper in the Sleat district of 
cat, an animal that was almost exterminated in the the Isle of Skye. One day in the course of his rounds 
highlands in 1914 but which the Great War years — facLeod found a golden eagle with a large steel 
permitted to increase. Eagles relish tame cats, and trap, weighing about 8 pounds, hanging to one 
this bird was determined if possible to make a meal foot. The trap was of a kind that is not used in the 

off a wild one! Time after time the eagle swooped istrict where the bird was found, and so the eagle 
down, with strong legs outstretched and talons ready must have come at least from the Cuillin Hills, or 
to grasp the tempting prey. Once, when the eagle from the neighboring island of Rum, twelve miles 
came very near the wild cat, the latter sprang so meroecuhensen: 
high into the air to return the attack that Crerar 

distinctly saw the whole of the cat suspended for a Attack on man 

moment in mid-air. In old books and writings are accounts of eagles 

The eagle dived at the cat thirty or forty times, attacking anyone venturing to approach the eyrie. 
but the cat sprang at the eagle twice only. The sec- It is probable that before the invention of firearms 

ond and last great spring must have alarmed the the eagle was bolder than he is today. I have visited 
eagle, for he did not venture so near again and the _ many eyries in different parts of the highlands, and 
affair ended when the cat disappeared into a hole have never yet seen an eagle show any disposition 
among the stones and the eagle sailed away. A few to attack. But a deer-stalker named James Fraser, 
days later Crerar visited the place where he had seen who lives in the western highlands of Inverness, has 
the fight, and found that the cat had her den and the distinction of having been attacked by a golden 
kittens among the stones. eagle. His story is somewhat as follows. He was 

An epic battle high in the air took place between _ sitting on a hillside one day with his dog beside him 
a golden eagle and a stoat, or ermine. Again a stalker when a golden eagle in hot pursuit of a grouse 
was witness of the result of this fight, which oc- passed him close overhead. The grouse to save itself 

curred not far off Cape Wrath in the northwest threw itself at Fraser’s feet and the bafled eagle 
highlands. The eagle on this occasion was seen to disappeared from view. Later the same day the 
rise higher and higher into the air, and then fall stalker was spying his ground for deer when to his 
with wildly-beating wings to the earth. The human astonishment he was attacked by the eagle, which 
spectator ran to the place, and was in time to see he was convinced was the same bird that he had seen 
a stoat appear from beneath the eagle and scamper earlier in the day. The eagle struck its talons deep 
out of sight. The eagle had apparently lifted the into the flesh of his ankle and matters began to look 
stoat in order to make a meal of it (stoats are in- serious for Fraser until his dog rushed to his help. 

deed sometimes carried to the eyrie as food for the While the dog attacked the eagle, Fraser with his 

eaglets), and the stoat in desperation had fastened free foot succeeded in dealing the bird such heavy 

its teeth in the eagle’s throat. The eagle when blows that he killed it. The eagle’s talons were so 
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deeply imbedded in his ankle that before he could __nificent gesture, but soon returned and brooded the 

liberate himself he was obliged to cut them out with eaglet for an hour, during which time she was 

a knife, visited by her mate. 

Vatimate sobseriations Each fine morning during the week that followed 

we left the stalker’s house at sunrise, for no success- 

Far up a lonely highland glen a pair of golden —_ ful photographs—because of the position of the sun— 

eagles have had their eyrie from time immemorial, could be taken after eleven o'clock in the morning. It 

and twelve feet from this eyrie my wife and I have was an effort to leave one’s bed before sunrise, when 

spent many hours in a heather-covered hide, photo- the window was thick with frosted dew, but we were 

graphing and observing the home life of the king the more ready for breakfast on our return from the 

and queen of birds. Our first visit to the eyrie was watch at the eyrie, at mid-day or even later. In the 

on a cloudless morning of early summer. The glen course of a week the eaglet grew greatly on a gener- 

lies high, and as we walked up it the ground was ous diet of blue hares, grouse, young rabbits and, on 

white with frost and the air very cold before the one occasion, a large black water rat. 

sun rose above the hill to the east of the glen. We At the end of the week a thirty-hour continuous 

had scarcely come in sight of the eagles’ rock when watch at the eyrie was arranged. I took the early 

the mother eagle rose majestically from her eyrie watch, and at two in the afternoon was relieved by 

and flew leisurely across the glen. So skilfully had _ the stalker, who watched until ten at night. At 10 

the deer-stalker constructed the hiding place of turf —_ p.m. my wife climbed to the eyrie and took the most 

and heather that we could not see it until we had arduous watch of the three, for she remained in the 

almost stepped on the roof! hide until eight o’clock the following morning, 

Twelve feet from the hide was the great nest, | when I took her place. She was so stiff that it was 

built of heather and branches of the rowan or moun- with difficulty she crawled from the hide, but she 

tain ash. In the nest lay one eaglet, small and had seen interesting things. The mother eagle, stand- 

downy. As the warm rays of the sun fell upon it the ing over the eaglet, had remained motionless in 

little eaglet panted in distress, but when I stood so sleep for no less than eight hours. She had never 

that my shadow fell upon it the quick breathing actually brooded the eaglet, although at the coldest 

ceased and the baby fell fast asleep. hours of the night the shivering eaglet had called 

After I had crept into the hide, with my camera plaintively to her from time to time, imploring 

in position, my wife and the stalker, and our collie shelter. An interesting little comedy was enacted 

dog Dileas, walked away down the glen. It is a just before sunrise. A blackbird which lived farther 

curious thing that birds cannot count—the golden down the glen flew up light-heartedly to a rowan 

eagle is no exception—and when they see human tree beside the eyrie and sang his full song only a 

beings, which are, I think, registered in their minds few feet from the sleeping eagle. Opening her won- 

as ‘danger,’ leave the nesting site they never have derful eyes the eagle looked up at the singing 

any suspicions that one of these human beings may blackbird in surprise, and listened a while with mild 

have remained behind in hiding. interest to his flute-like song before closing her eyes 

Through a peep-hole in the front of the hide I once more in sleep. 

could see the eaglet sleeping on its side, one leg out- We had spent altogether fifty hours watching 

stretched and the small white head quaintly pillowed when I was fortunate to see, and to photograph, an 

on heather shoots. During the space of fifty minutes _ incident which was so remarkable as to be, perhaps, 

there was silence, then came the rush of wings, and unique. A few minutes before the sun left the eyrie 

the mother eagle arrived at the nest. Almost at once the heat was intense, and the eaglet was most un- 

she fed the eaglet with great care on small tit-bits comfortable. The mother then placed herself be- 

from a grouse, then she herself swallowed the rest tween her child and the sun, and very slowly opened 

of the carcass, including the entrails. Like a good her magnificent wings until they were outspread 

housewife she next saw to the cleanliness of the before me in all their beauty and strength. Motion- 

home, tidying up the eyrie and arranging small less she stood thus, looking away up the glen while 

shoots of heather over her only child. She had been the eaglet slept in the shade of her protecting wings. 

a full half hour at the eyrie when for the first time | When the sun was obscured she folded her wings, 

she noticed the eye of the camera lens staring coldly walked to the edge of the eyrie, sprang into the air, 

at her, Full of suspicion she took wing with a mag- and was gone from my sight. 
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Reprinted from JournaL or MAMMALOGY 
Vol. 18, No. 3, August, 1937, pp. 360-361 

MAMMAL REMAINS FROM DETRITUS OF RAPTORIAL BIRDS IN CALIFORNIA 

Study of the litter of detrital material found near the nests and roosting-places of 

raptorial birds often provides records of rare species of mammals. Such was the case 

on March 7 and 8, 1937, when O. P. Silliman, R. L. Rudd, and the writer located an 

obvious roosting-place of an owl on a hillside in northern San Benito County, Cali- 

fornia, 3.5 miles west of San Juan Bautista. Indications are that the species of owl 

concerned was the barn owl (Tyto alba pratincola), but this is not certainly known. 

The site which the owl had chosen as the base for its operations was the nest of a pair 

of golden eagles (Aquila chrysaétos canadensis), located some 60 odd feet above the 

ground on the north face of a huge boulder approximately 140 feet high. The nest was 

unoccupied at the time of our visit. At the base of the boulder below the nest, however, 

there was a considerable amount of the skeletal remains of vertebrates, most of it con- 

tained in owl pellets, with the remainder consisting of scattered osseous elements. 

A large part of this detritus was gathered together and brought to the Museum of 

Vertebrate Zoology for examination. Some of it was quite old, as evidenced by the 

amount of weathering that had taken place, while considerably more than half of it was 

comparatively fresh. Bone materials (chiefly skulls and fragments of skulls) were 

found of 15 species of 4 separate orders of mammals, of 2 species of birds, and of 2 species 

of reptiles, giving a total of 213 individuals as follows: 

MAMMALS 

Neurotrichus gibbsii hyacinthinus, 2 Peromyscus californicus benitoensis, 6 

Sorex trowbridgii montereyensis, 1 Peromyscus maniculatus gambelii, 21 

Sorex ornatus californicus, 1 Neotoma fuscipes annectens, 1 

Spilogale gracilis phenaz, 1 Microtus californicus californicus, 101 

Citellus beecheyi beecheyi, 2 Lepus californicus californicus, 1 

Thomomys bottae bottae, 58 Sylvilagus audubonii audubonii, 1 

Perognathus californicus californicus, 3 Sylvilagus bachmani bachmani, 1 

Reithrodontomys megalotis longicaudus, 9 

BIRDS 

Gallus domesticus, 1 Aéronautes sazatalis saxatalis, 1 

REPTILES 

Pituophis catenifer catenifer, 1 Thamnophis ordinoides atratus, 1 

The two specimens of shrew-moles from owl pellets in this collection are the first 

recorded from San Benito County, and there is only one more southern record of oceur- 

rence. This is from Fremont Peak, Gabilan Mountains, Monterey County, 9 miles 

southeast of the present locality. The two specimens of shrews are also the first re- 

corded for that county. The remaining forms of mammals are present in this region 

in about the proportions listed. 

The skunk, ground squirrels, rabbits, and snakes were obviously animals that had 

fallen prey to the eagles. This was determined on three counts: first, on the basis of 

i
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size of the various forms; second, diurnal habits of all save the skunk (probably cap- 

tured at dusk or in the early morning); and third, the fact that none of the skeletal 

elements representing these forms were found in owl pellets. 
With the exception of the white-throated swift, the remaining species (all mammals) 

were definitely found in ow] pellets, or in the midst of debris that had evidently formerly 
been pellets but had become largely disorganized from weathering.—Jack C. von 

Buorxer, Jr., Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California.
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Nature Magazine, September, 1937, Vol. 30, No. 3, pp. 171-2. 

A Few Random Notes 

on the 

By N. RK. CASIEEO 

HE perennial yarns of the predatory 

A cts of the bald eagle once again : 

have been dusted off and are being 7 

broadcast throughout the land. Just a few _ . ‘ 
days ago I read in a national magazine of x 
wide circulation that “the eagles are seldom : —n 

gentle and are amongst the fiercest birds of 4 
prey. They attack sheep, rabbits and often —o q 

wolves. Eagles have tremendous appetites <i 

and have been known to devour a calf, a i 

sheep and a dog in a single week.” The 5 { < 

author of the article, however, fails to dis- 3? } . 

close whether it was a single bird or a group ee | a i : 

of them that “devoured” the formidable re- wee a a i ‘ale 
past. But, he does convey the impression that 

eagles had actually brought down the animals 

mentioned. 
In another influential periodical it was 

averred that eagles have been known to at- - : pee ee ae 

tack children, and one was seen to fight and itinei «<3 = 2 eee 
carry off a wildcat. Paradoxically, in another a a 
issue of the same paper there was an item § —_— ————— 
about an eagle being ignominiously van- igi Se 

quished by a six-months-old Plymouth Rock TREE EITERE ON EEIEEraTT eS 
ais OUR NATIONAL EMBLEM—A MENACE OR AN ASSET? 

rooster, the latter actually killing the large High atop a dead tree in southeastern Alaska, the bald eagle settles 
bird of prey. on his nest, wondering, Peers why man should point 

With apologies to the Bard, “what man- him out as one of the most malicious of killers 

ner of bird is this?” It surely cannot be the same bird quantities of decomposed fish carcasses that drifted 
that I observed daily during my three-months’ stay on the ashore. In fact, they showed a decided preference for 
Alaskan archipelago; a period during which I never once carcasses that showed the most decay. 
saw an eagle attack anything alive, unless the few salmon People have accused the eagle of destroying not only 

that they pirated from ospreys could be considered living grouse, ptarmigan and waterfowl, but also young caribou, 
prey. mountain sheep and goats. But why the eagles should 

My observations of the birds were not casual, but were leave an abundant supply of their favorite food, avail- 
systematically conducted studies of more than one-hun- able along practically any watercourse, has always been a 

dred individuals. A part of my duties as a salmon trap source of wonder to me, particularly when considering 

watcher was to dispatch as many eagles as possible, so the comparative difficulty involving the capture of the 

that I had plenty of opportunity for observation, although prey that they are accused of taking. To this I might add 
I must confess to a woeful neglect of the prescribed duties that on eleven separate instances I observed young fawns 
in spite of the federal bounty of one dollar. in the company of their mothers contentedly feeding 

It was contended (and still is) by the salmon interests within easy striking distances of several eagles. Did the 
that the eagle was responsible for the tremendously re- — eagles so much as turn a covetous eye in their direction? 
duced numbers of salmon. After I had had a little time I should say not. They preferred to waddle clumsily from 
to size up the situation, I began to wonder how a group one festering pile of fish to another, selecting choice 

of apparently intelligent men could formulate the opin- morsels to eat there on the spot, or to carry off to their 

ions they had about a creature that seemed wholly in- young. 

offensive so far as live fish were concerned. Indeed, I During the summer of 1924 a pair of eagles included 

thought them decidedly beneficial, for they consumed Lake Morey, near Fairlee, Vermont, as part of their range. 
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Again I had unusual opportunities for study because I An average bald eagle weighs between eight and 

happened to be spending the summer there. twelve pounds, and can probably lift the equivalent of its 

At the west end of the lake lived several farmers who own weight. Yet the species has been reported to have 
expressed the belief that their poultry would be unsafe carried off children weighing up to fifty pounds. A 
with the eagles about. But during the course of the season newspaper item before me states that an eight-year-old 
not a single head was reported missing, although the boy was seized by one and lifted a good twenty feet be- 
eagles were frequently seen nearby feeding on the thou- fore he was dropped to the ground. 

sands of dead fish that were killed that summer by fungal Why is it that those who have had the greatest op- 

parasites. portunities to observe the regal birds never have seen 
To determine, if possible, the lifting power of an them performing the sensational feats of strength and 

eagle, I anchored a dead four-pound pickerel to a ten- ferocity with which they are too frequently credited? I 
pound rock in fifteen feet of water, the fish, of course, long ago relegated eagle stories to the same limbo to 
floating on the surface at the end of a stout line. Just as | which I consign most of the snake stories that are extant, 
I had expected, one of the eagles (the female) swooped, Why not give the bird that was chosen as our national 

grasped the fish and tried to make off with it. During emblem a chance? Even if he were as destructive as he 
the short interval of violent wingbeating it succeeded in has been pictured by some, there would still be excellent 

dragging the rock about twenty feet. Then it dropped the reasons for the preservation of the living symbol of 
obstinate fish and winged off in disgust at its failure. our liberty and freedom because it is a fitting symbol. 

e 

| Thi | ings to Think About 
Under a law passed by the 1937 Michigan Legislature seven in the morning to five at night. However, to check 

no roadside zoos or exhibits of wild life for commercial _ the usual slaughter on the opening day of the upland game 
purposes may be maintained without permit from the bird season, shooting will not commence until noon. 
State Director of Conservation. The law authorizes eae 

the Conservation Commission to prepare and enforce reg- While highway zoning is thoroughly discussed in the 

ulations requiring adequate sanitation, housing and safety current issue of The Roadside Bulletin, published by the 
at such zoos. Short of abolition of such exhibits, stringent Njational Roadside Council with the collaboration of the 
regulation is the next best thing. We trust that the Mich- American Nature Association, one of its most striking 
igan Conservation Commission does a thorough job. features is “A Pictorial Story of the American Highway.” 

* eet Mrs. W. L. Lawton, chairman of the Council, has chosen 

Backed by a powerful billboard lobby, an amendment a series of illustrations showing what has happened to 

to the California Outdoor Advertising Act that would the American highway and its environs in most parts of 
have classed billboards as “necessities” along with filling the country, and, by contrast, what can happen when the 

stations and eating places in roadside areas protectively authorities have the vision to guard against the usual 
zoned was passed by the Legislature. The measure was roadside parasites. 
a blow at county zoning rights. The Governor of Cali- This graphic presentation of conditions provides a per- 

fornia is to be congratulated on having given the act a fect background for discussion of zoning as applied to the 
pocket veto, failing to sign it before the time limit ex- rural highway. Albert S. Bard, counsel to the National 
pired. Roadside Council, presents the general case for highway 

ee Ee zoning as opposed to mere regulation. This is followed 
Bills seeking to class the mourning dove as a game _ by a report on the progress in California through county 

bird, to repeal the existing closed season on quail in ten zoning. In that State important practical work is being 
northern counties and to destroy Troy Meadows as a done. Zoning elsewhere is discussed and the Bulletin 
wildlife sanctuary were defeated at the recent session contains other reports of progress from different parts 

of the New Jersey Legislature. Many organizations joined _ of the country. Copies of The Roadside Bulletin may be 
with the New Jersey Audubon Society in an active and obtained from the National Roadside Council, 119 East 

successful fight against these measures. 19th Street, New York City, at ten cents a copy, twelve for 

Spee AE a dollar, or five dollars per hundred. 

Amendment to the Conservation Law of New York PPR E 
by the recent Legislature has set a definite hour for the Oklahoma has succumbed to the anti-crow propaganda 
opening and closing of hunting during the fall and win- and the Legislature has appropriated $6000 to be used 
ter seasons. Formerly hunting started at sunrise and solely for materials and equipment to kill these birds. 
closed at sunset, with resultant argument as to when the At least it will not be doled out to sportsmen’s clubs in 

sun rose and set. Now the hours have been set as from prizes for the most crows shot. 

Ar NATURE MAGAZINE
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When two eagles attacked little Betty Ernestburger (inset) as she played 
In the yard of her home at Gunpowder, Md., Albert Alms shot one down, 
veat the other off. Alms is shown with the eagle he killed. It weighs 

fifty pounds.
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"If we are not responsible for the thoughts 
that pass our doors, we are at least respon- 
sible for those we admit and entertain," 

---Charles B. Newcomb 
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WHAT ABOUT EAGLES? 

You've heard that eagles are killers; that they'1l even 
attack a man. Heard how they swoop, stun a lamb or fawn and kill it. 

Six outdoorsmen were sitting around the stove when the usual 
argument broke out. There were two from the staff of the Colorado 
Museum of Natural History who had spent days photographing eagles at 
their nests; two forest service men who have ridden those trails among 
the crags where the eagle lives; two from the Colorado Game and Fish De- 
partment. A report that eagles were killing half grown fawns had been 
brought in by a rancher. That started the discussion. 

"I'd have to see it," said the Director of the Museum, "be- : 
fore I'd believe it." 

"You say they don't?" challenged one forest man. 

"No; I wouldn't say that," said the Director. "Did this 
rancher actually see an eagle knock down a fawn and kill it?" 

"Not exactly. He's seen the eagles swoop on the fawns. Then 
he's seen them working on the carcass." 

"It could be play," said the Curator of Birds at the Museum. 
"I've got an eagle at home, a pet, and he'll play by the hour with an old 
boot, pouncing on it, dodging around and having a great time." 

"Maybe the deer don't relish the play." 

"It still could be play so far as the eagle is concerned. 
I've seen them dash around with sheep dogs, swooping and diving, with 
not one sign of trying to stun the dog." 

"Try to tell one of the sheep men up around the Colorado 
Wyoming line that they kill lambs and you'll meet stiff argument," re- 
marked the Curator. 

"You sure will," chimed in the Director. "We had a blind : 
set up on the cliffs up there and before the rancher would let us on 
his ranch we had to assure him we were not going to harm the birds. It :
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was lambing time and we watched that nest for as many as nine to eleven 

hours a day. That's the time when the old birds would be bringing in 

meat more often than any other season. They brought prairie dogs, go- 

phers, mice and the like, but not one sign of lamb in all the time we 

observed the nest, and that was for a period of a good many days. The 

rancher had seen the birds working on gophers in his meadows and he 

wasn't going to let them be disturbed." 

That's a good start on any sort of eagle discussion. One 

of the Museum men went on to tell of someone who had been on the radio, 

relating how an eagle had attacked, nearly tearing the shirt off the 

fellow who had approached the nest. And how their experience in trying 

to take movies of eagles in Colorado had shown the birds might swoop 

close, but never jump a man. Even in the blind, the moment the old 

birds sensed there was man around, they were out of there, now. 

And this radio reporter had cinched the fact that it was 

one of the hawks instead of the eagle that tore into him, by saying 

there were "five eaglets in the nest". Rarely are there as many as 

three young in an eagle nest; usually two. 

That afternoon the Museum men and our Game and Fish crew 

were up the canyon watching wintering deer. Up on the side of the hill 

a half grown golden eagle swooped on a fawn. The eagle would come up 

over the running deerlet, dive, whip up into the air again, poise and 
dive, as the fawn ran. 

"The bird hit him," said a Game man. 

"You couldn't be sure," said one other in the group. 

"Playing," suggested one of the Game men. 

"I'll bet the fawn's having a good time," said another. 

Later in the day another such performance was seen. The 

deer ran a little way but did not get out of the country. They stood, 

watching the eagle plane away after a few dives that didn't hit the 

fawn. The exhibition was not dissimilar to a rowdy dog dashing at a ; 

yearling calf; no particular earnestness in it on either side; no des- 
perate fear on the part of the deer, no determination to make a kill on 

the eagle's part. 

In their work on gophers, prairie dogs and other rodents, 

the eagles perform a service. If they kill young wild things, like 

fawns, or lambs, they are destructive in that degree. If they actually 

kill a crippled or sick deer, it might well be looked on as something 

of value in the scheme of nature; and should they confine their diet of 
venison to cleaning up carion, that is a service again.
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The whole point is, eagles have been condemned, justly or 

unjustly, by hearsay or opinions based on observation that comes after 

an animal is dead and they are feeding on the carcass. As far as this 

group of outdoorsmen were concerned, they had seen evidence of attack; 

or evidence of play, one or the other. Even had the eagle knocked down 

a fawn, the question still might not have been answered if the fawn were 

crippled or sick, on its last legs. 

One of the needs of all outdoor lore, is exact and positive 

information. Pehaps there are eagles, like wolves or coyotes or dogs 

gone wild, where the killer instinct has taken hold of the bird and it 
does kill. There is sound reason to believe an eagle might attack a 

very young fawn. Certainly, there is reasonable suspicion they may 

finish an animal already near death. 

i So, if there is a reader of the COMMENTS who actually has 

“witnessed an eagle killing a well animal, domestic or wild, seen the 

whole act, can positively swear he saw the eagle make the kill, we'd 

like to have the report. Meanwhile, the sound attitude is to reserve 

sentence on all eagles, at least for the moment. And if evidence is 

forthcoming, then weigh the good the birds do against the harm they may 
do, and arrive at a sound conclusion. 

Anyone have anything to say about the eagle as a killer? Or 

the eagle as a bird that is far more beneficial than detrimental? 

If you have, be sure it is fact and not a guess, good or bad; 

something someone told you and maybe made a good story. If you do have 

the real "low down" on either side of this perennial question, trot it 

out and be ready to back it with facts and evidence. 
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Try your tongue on this twister: 

A tree-toad loved a she toad 
That lived up in a tree. 

She was a three-toed tree toad 

But a two-toed toad was he. 
The two-toad tree toad tried to win 

The she toad's friendly nod. 
For the two-toed tree toad loved the 

ground 

That the three-toed tree toad trod. 

But vainly the two-toed tree toad 
tried 

He could not please her whim. 

In her tree toad bower, 

With her V-toed power 

The she toad vetoed him. 
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Marcu 7, 1939 

Mr. Cxason introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com- 
mittee on Agriculture 

For the protection of the bald eagle. 

Whereas the Continental Congress in 1782 adopted the bald 

eagle as the national symbol; and 

Whereas the bald eagle thus became the symbolic representation 

of a new nation under a new government in a new world; 

and 

Whereas by that Act of Congress and by tradition and custom 

during the life of this Nation, the bald eagle is no longer a 

mere bird of biological interest but a symbol of the American 

ideals of freedom; and 

Whereas the bald eagle is now threatened with extinction: 

Therefore 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa- 

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
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a. 

1 “That whoever, within the United States or any place subject 

2 to the jurisdiction thereof, without being permitted so to do 

3 as hereinafter provided, shall take, possess, sell, purchase, 

4 barter, offer to sell, purchase or barter, transport, export or 

5 import, at any time or in any manner, any bald eagle, com- 

6 monly known as the American eagle, alive or dead, or any 

7 part, nest, or egg thereof, shall be fined not more than $500 

8 or imprisoned not more than six months, or both: Provided, 

9 That nothing herein shall be construed to prohibit possession ‘ 

10 or transportation of any such eagle, alive or dead, or any 

11 part, nest, or egg thereof, lawfully taken prior to the effective 

12 date of this Act, but the proof of such taking shall lie upon 

13 the accused in any prosecution under this Act. 

14 Src. 2. That whenever after investigation the Secretary 

15 of Agriculture shall determine that it is compatible with the 

16 preservation of the bald eagle as a species to permit the 

17 taking, possession, and transportation of specimens thereof 

18 for the scientific or exhibition purposes of public museums, 

19 scientific societies, or zoological parks, or that it is necessary 

20 to permit the taking of such eagles for the protection of wild- 

21 life or of agricultural or other interests in any particular 

22 locality he may issue permits therefor under regulations 

28 which he is hereby authorized and directed to prescribe. 

24. Src. 3. That for the efficient execution of this Act éeotion 

25 5 of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40
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1 Stat. 755), as amended by the Act of June 20, 1936 (49 

2 Stat. 1555), shall be deemed to be incorporated herein in 

3 haec verba. 

4 Src. 4. That as used in this Act “whoever” includes also 

5 associations, partnerships, and corporations; “take” includes 

6 also pursue, shoot, shoot at, wound, kill, capture, trap, col- 

7 ect, or otherwise willfully molest or disturb; “transport” 

: 8 includes also ship, convey, carry, or transport by any means 

‘ 9 whatever, and deliver or receive or cause to be delivered or 

Bs 10 received for such shipment, conveyance, carriage, or trans- 

: 11 portation. ; . 05 

12 Src. 5. That moneys now or hereafter availablle to the 

13 Secretary of Agricilture for the administration and enforce- 

14 ment of the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 

15 1918, shall be equally available for the administration and 

16 enforcement of this Act.
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424 University Farm Place 
August 7, 1940 

Mr. Murl Deusing 
Milwaukee Public Museum 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Deusingt 

The only information I have on bald eagles is that 
six or eight of them usually winter on the Wisconsin River just 
below the Prairie du Sac dam, where they eat fish which have 
deen injured in the turbines. During the winter they are 
narrowly restricted to the immediate vicinity of the dam, but 
towards spring they are likely to be seen anywhere along the 
Wisconsin River. They do not nest there and are usually gone 
by the end of March. : 

I am very anxious to get an esgle nest both on my 
own place and on the University Arboretum, but I have no infor- 
mation on when they last nested in southern Wisconsin, I will 
be mich interested in your compilation, particularly the data 
on breeding range. 

’ With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Orlando, Florida, April 10th, 1940. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received your letter of March 29th and want to thank you for your 

kind cooperation in this matter. 

The thing that I had in mind was to get back with the Game Division, like 
at Black River Falls or some such project. This was not connected with 

; the State Conservation department. 

I was foreman of the Game Department at Black River Falls and received 
my appointment thru Pete Henicka. Fred Zimmerman was assistant game 
manager there and I was wondering where they are now. 

In the Civil Service test for State Game Warden, I teceived 7th place 

out of 1100 applicants. I realize that this has nothing to do with 
game management but it does give you a little idea of the work that I 

have done. I may also add that I worked as a warden for a year or so 
and then due to too much sand in my shoes, I resigned. Since that time 
I have traveled around a lot and am now ready to settle down &t a job 
that I léke and know more about than any other thing. 

This may be of interest to youe I believe that snakes are one of the 
worst predators in Florida. This has not much bearing on the northern 
states but in the south I believe it is a big item. A car ran over a 
big King snake in front of our house and when I skinned him out I 
found five small fully furred rabbits in him. It is a well known fact 

that Rattlesnakes are fond of quail and I have found Chicken and Black 

snakes with eggs in them. I believe that hawks and owls take very few 
quail due to the thick underbrush but that the main trouble comes from 

ground predators, such as cats and snakes. I hope I haven't bored you 
with all this but thought that the comparison between the Northern and 
Southern st tes in regard to this, would be interesting. 

I have seen a lot of queer things since I have been in Florida and a 
short time ago I saw a spectacle that few people have ever seen so I 
am going to take up a little more of your time and te!1 you about it. 

ps 
- One bright, clear day, two friends and myself were standing out in the 

side yard. I happened to look skyward and there about a mile high was 
a mature bald-headed Eagle. About g half mile farther north and flying 

south was a brown Eagle, possibly an immature bald-head, They were 

both at the same height and without further ado started straight at each 
other. With wings out in back and feet thrust foreward they struck. 
Both must have got a good hold as neither one tried to get away. End over 
end straight down they droped and I started to run to the spot where they 
would hit, but when about fifty feet from the ground they broke apart. 
The brown bird made a hasty retreat but the bald-head soared upward in 
large circles untill he disapered in the blues 

mem Z A
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Mr. Aldo Leopold ante Ft 
Professor of Wildlife Management Ap \ 

2); University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I appreciate very much your good letter of August 17, in 
reference to control of golden eagles in the Trans~Pecos Region 
of this stete. I regret very much that some of the reports in 

reference to eagle control have been badly garbled and have given 

the wrong impression. 

There is little danger that many eagles will be killed 
from privately owned airplanes. Even.where an airplane is avail- 
able for hunting eagles it requires a considerable amount of skill 
and expertness to use it effectively in killing eagles. We have 
made some experiments along this line and have been able to develop 

: only one man who can effectively kill eagles from an airplane. He 
is the same man who pilots an sirplane for our capture of antelope. 
Along with the airplane pilot must go an expert eagle shot, whom 
we have developed in the person of Mr. Ray Williams. 

; An airplane casually searching for eagles to shoot them for 
"sport" would have very little luck. The work is effective only 

: because a considerable number of ranchmen are organized for this 
purpose end inform the aviator whenever an eagle is at work on his 
property. With this information he goes to the exact location where 
the eagle is indulging in his predatory proclivities end usually 
succeeds in killing him. A desultory hunting of eagles from an 
airplane would te entirely too beneficial and time consuming to 
justify such an effort. Even under the well organized plan the cost 
of each eagle killed runs rether high. 

8 Assuring you we appreciate very much your interest in this 

matter, and also that I am glad of the opportunity to let you know



Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Page 2 = August 21, 192 

that my attitude toward conservation has not been altered to the 
extent some of the press releases of this state would indicate, 

I am, with very best regards, d 

Sincerely yours, 

Tucker, 
Exegative Secretary 

WJ irs 

P. S. = By the way, I am releasing a story today advocating thet 
the fat be rendered from the carcasses of fur-bearing 
animals that are trapped this winter as a means of pro- 
viding grease for war time explosives. In other words, 

a plen to get grease from skunks to fight the skunks.
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ir, Staber Reese 
Conservation Department 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Ur. ‘Reese, ; 

i Over the weekend I found the nest 4 f 
of a bald eagle in a pine, and the 
nest was uot so very high from the ‘ i 
ground, It was-e tremendous thing { 
and the eagle was also a huge bird | 
in full plumage. As it happened, 
there was another pine within twenty | 
feet of the one in which the nest | 

: was placed, and this could be easily | 
climbed with trons. As the tree te f 
higher than the one in which the nest t 
is, 1 imagine that if amyone were _ 
interested some very unususl pictures 
could be taken from time to time as 
the youmg develop. 

I don't know whether you have any 
interest in thie but am merely bring~ 
ing it to your attention as the nest 
would be easily accessible from my camp. 

: Sincerely yours, 

GRR: KDS G. . Rahr 

teres Leopold . 

1) 

|



File: N.Y. 

j Foxes \- 
% A 

; Telford of the Forest Products Lab tells me that in Delaware 

County, New York, all the foxes were reds until 1912. Since \ 

then grays have become common in corresponding numbers. As 

near as Telford knows there were no grays originally.



Housecat 
Red Fox 

St. John, Harold. "Sable Island, with a Catalogue of Its Vascular Plants," 
Proc, Boston Soc, of Nat. Hist., Vol. 36, No. 1, p. 28: 

"In 1882 rabbits were again introduced and the story is almost parallel 
with the foregoing. They multiplied and became such a misance that in 1889, 
seven cats were brought from Halifax and in 1890, thirty more, While the 
cats were wintering and fattening on the rabbits, seven red foxes were 
brought from the mainland and in a single season they made an end of all the 
rabbits and the cats,"



cory F o-y Fide 

Moss Point, Miss., 

j Feb. 24, 2929. 

| Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

T have just returned from trapping grounds and did not get 

your letter until yesterday; consequently my delay in answering. I 

am reasonably sure that the bobcat does not prey on house cats, and 

am positive that {ho grey fex dees ast. In my experience as a woods— 

man I have never seen any thing that would lead me to believe that 

the bob cat or grey fox were enemies of the house cat. 

Yours sincerely, } 

T. A. Coulson.
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File: Red Fox + 
Gray Fox 
Pennsylvania 

Extract from Journal of Mamnalogy, Vol. 11, No. 3, August, 1930, Gen'l Notes, p.313. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF FOXES IN PENNSYLVANIA 

For a number of years the writer has been interested in the mammals of the 
state of Pennsylvania and their distribution within the confines of the Common- 
wealth and has published several papers on the subject. There seems to be a 
definite relationship between geographical distribution and habits. For instance, 
the two foxes native to the state, the red fox (Vulpes fulva), and the gray fox 
(Urocyon cinereoargenteus cinereoargenteus), show an interesting relation in this 
respect. 

From data in the writer's personal records and from information supplied by 
the Pennsylvania Game Commission the red fox is shown to be distinctly northern 
in its range while the gray fox is more abundant in southern regions. In the 
northern tier of counties, comprising Erie, Warren, McKean, Potter, Tioga, 
Bradford, Susquehanna and Wayne, from June first 1924 to May 31, 1929, bounties 
were paid on 8703 red foxes and 3960 gray foxes in these counties during the 
same period. In the southern tier of counties including Greene, Fayette, Bedford, 
Somerset, Franklin, Adams, York, Lancaster and Chester, during the above period, 
bounties were paid on 8235 gray foxes and only 2087 red foxes. 

These figures indicate a two to one ratio of red foxes in the northern 
counties and a four to one ratio of gray foxes in the southern counties. However, 
these numbers do not indicate the true distribution of the foxes in the state. 
A study of all available data shows that the gray fox is almost exclusively con- 
fined to the mountainous districts and even in the mountainous northern counties, 
the gray fox is the more abundant. On the other hand, in Greene county, one of 
the southern tier, the bounty lists indicate a great perponderance of red foxes 
in the ratio of eleven to one, while in Fayette, a mountainous county which adjoins 
Greene, the gray fox outnumbers the red fox, in the lists, eight to one. 

While the general averages indicate that the gray fox prefers a secluded, 
woodland habitat, they also show a preference of the red fox for agricultural and 
pastoral districts. 

That the foxes are far from being exterminated in Pennsylvania is shown by 
the bounties paid in the five year period already referred to. During this time 
a total of 39099 bounties were paid on gray foxes and 23558 for red foxes. The 
figures seem to show a greater abundance of gray foxes but it may be that the 
sparsely populated mountainous districts in which the gray fox chiefly lives, offer 
a security which the thickly populated, open districts which the red fox selects, 
do not present. The secluded habitats of the gray fox are less frequently invaded 
than those of the red fox and while the latter produces a greater number of off- 
spring, it lives in much more dangerous districts, for, in addition to living in 
regions where hiding places are scarce there is the added danger of dogs which 
are more numerous in thickly settled districts. The contimed abundance of the 
red fox in its more precarious habitats indicate a keener intelligence than that 
possessed by its relative.--SAMUEL H. WILLIAMS, Universityof Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, 
Pae



EXTRACTS from Texas Yearbooks on Wild Life Conservation, 1928-29 & 1929-30 

1929-30 
p. f Description of licenses game preserves and their results. 

p. 20 Graph showing trend of deer, turkey, quail and prairie chickens 
in relation to sale of hunting licenses. 

p- 33 “Red foxes are not native to Texas but have been imported from 
time to time from their eastern habitat in Tennessee and Kentucky." 

{T. H. Brown planted 10 in 1891 and 23 in 1892, apparently in 
Harrison and Washington Counties. Others also made plants, the 
total being about 100, "Within a few years after these importa- 
tions there were reperts of red foxes . . . ranging from Texarkana 
and Jasper on the east to the Pecos River on the west." Also in 
the Malakoff area, Burleson, Fayette, Colorado and Lavaca Counties, 

also Limestone and Walker Counties. Also San Antonia, Medina lake, 
Junction, Brownwood, San Saba, Lake Dallas, west Texas near Alpine. 
None in McLennan County. Plants on the Bosque died out. ; 

p- 102 Bobwhites. Texas planted in 1929-30 3,336 pbobwhites. 

1928-29 

Practically all species of game birds and mammals are treated in this 
yearbook, occasionally with good information on distribution but little 
on habits or management. These treatises begin on page 50, "History of 

Texas Game." 

p- 83. Pheasants. In 1920 Texas planted about 110 pheasants which 
failed. 

p. 23 Jaguar. Specimen killed in 1910 and 1903. 

Copies: Yeatter ‘ 
Foxes folder —~ 
Texas 
Pheasants 

Quail 
Prairie Chickens Aldo Leopold



File: Illinois 
Deer 
Fox 

Bxeerpt from "Some Concepts of Bioecology," by V.=. Shelford. 

Beology, Vol. XII, No. 3, July, 1931, pp. 457-458. 

"One of the outstanding facts is the increase of the deer 

accompanying the destruction of wolves, foxes, etc., by early settlers 

in Illinois. wood ('10) depicts a contimous decrease in wolves 

and wildeats from the beginning of settlement to their practical 

extinction. When the wolf was reduced to about one half, the deer 

i inereased rapidly for a little less than 10 years, reaching a large 2 

|) sastuun of about three times the original mmber. An increase in 

the raccoon, skunk, squirrel, and red fox began at the same time 

as the increase in deer." 

Accompanying the article, on page 457, is a graph showing 
the changes in abundance of 9 species of mammals following the 

settlement of Illinois.
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rrr Vol. II ALBINO Foxes Typo Nae 8 | 
Of the hundreds of thousands of gray foxes that have been presented | 

for bounty since 1915, only two have shown any indication of albinism. One 
of these was sent in by Carl Hicher, Latrobe, Westmoreland County, on January | 
20. The other was caught on December 10 in Center County. Both pelts are in Q excellent condition and will be mounted for display purposes. Both skins, | while not entirely white, are rather beautiful in their pecullar coloration, 
and they will form a valuable addition to the Commission's ever-growing col- 
lection of unusual specimens and "freaks". Of the hundreds of thousands of | 
Red Foxes that have been received, none has evcr shown any traces of albinism, according to officers of the Bureau of Predatory Animals. |
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FIELD NOTES 
TURTLE DESTROYS FISH came slower, until finally it quit strik- 

Hon. J. F. Posey, Judge of Probate ing altogether. When the snake ceas- 
of Autauga County, saw a loggerhead ed to strike, quick as a flash the fox 
turtle with about half of a 2 or 214 caught the snake just back of its head 
pound sucker in its mouth in his fish and jumped on it with all four feet, 
pond at Prattville on April 27. The biting and pulling it at the same time. 

; turtle, which was extra large, swam When he had killed it he tore off the 

close to the boat, but not close enough skin and made a meal. 

for Judge Posey to hit it. The Judge st 
believes turtles levy a heavy toll on DEER IN SWIMMING 

the fish life of his large pond and he Nineteen deer were seen swim- 
is planning to wage a campaign ming off from Three Rivers Lakes 
against them. Island on March 31, by Frank Boy- 

Ss sae ne ean ee kin of Mobile, and a number of his 

f FOX EATS SNAKE guests who were closing a very suc- 
~ \y M. W. Low, well known fox hunter cessful turkey hunt. Mr. Boykin said 

ie wf’ of Mentone, Alabama, sends us the that the antlers of the deer moving 
" ¥ following very interesting account: UP and down looked like cavalla 

J “On a turkey hunt one morning in Jumping. 
the mountains, arriving at my stand Fee eRL ORT Raine eNO 
at daylight, we heard a rattler com- BIRDS OF BIRMINGHAM 

. mence singing just under a bluff (Continued from page 11) 

about twenty feet high. We slipped sapsucker, joree, field lark, cedar 

up to the edge, and in plain view saw waxwing, hermit thrush, myrtle war- 

a large rattler in coil with a large bler, robin, and golden-and_ruby- 

grey fox circling around it. To my crowned kinglets, all of which are 

surprise, fhe fox would feint toward regular tenants except the golden- 

the snake, causing him to strike. At crowned kinglet which I have seen 

first the snake struck very swiftly, but once and that during the winter 

but as time passed, its movements be- of 1929-30. 
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: 
Twelve ling totaling 560 pounds taken by Donald F. Wilson (left), W. C. Sterritt, 

(right), Sam V. Shelborne and Col. E. L. Higdon, all of Birmingham, who re- 

cently made a trip to the Perdido Bay home of Col. Higdon. Williard Morrell 

was the guide. 

i



i UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN NEWS DISSEMINATION SERVICE i 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

FOODS OF PREDATORY MICHIGAN FUR BEARERS DETERMINED 

Ann Arbor, Oct. O - The issue between farmers and sportsmen on the one hand and trappers 

andfur buyers on the other as to damage done by Brer Fox and fellow predators should be 

clarified by the findings of Dr. Ned Dearborn in two years' study of the foods of fur- : 

bearing predators in Michigan. His results and conclusions have just been published as 

the first bulletin of the School of Forestry and Conservation, University of Michigan. 

Examination of more than 3,000 specimens of the viscera or droppings of a total of 

nine fur-bearing predators indicate that their chief food items in no case include 

valuable game species other than rabbits, and in few cases specimens or eggs of domestic 

poultry. The mink is particularly vicious on occasion and in this study shows a fondness 

in winter for muskrats, rabbits, mice, and fish. Other animals included in the study are 

opossum, raccoon, red fox, coyote, wild cat, weasel, skunk, and badger. Of these car- 

nivores only the raccoon, opossum and badger enjoy a closed season in Michigan. 

In spite of his reputation as a robber of hen roosts and his bad name with hunters 

as a destroyer of game birds, Bre'r Fox gets a rather clean bill of health in this study. 

Mammals (principally rabbits, rats, and mice), insects, and fruits far exceed his bird 

menu by volume both in 1930 and 1931. The examination of more than 500 specimens dis- 

closed less than eleven per cent bird remains and little more than a trace of birds’ 

eges. Dr. Dearborn estimates that a fox may devour two grouse a year in regions where 

the latter are common, and adds that this is not an undue cenpipanke for extensive 

destruction of rodent pests. i 

Another so-called predator whose reputation should benefit from this study by the 

School of Forestry and Conservation is the skunk. This valuable fur-bearer has been 

accused of destroying the eggs of poultry and large game birds from exceptional rather 

than frequent evidence, according to Dr. Dearborn. The examination of 1,700 feces and 

visceral contents of skunks, collected in 1930 and 1931, disclose from 87 to 89 per cent 

of insects and vegetable matter, 10 per cent mammal remains, much of which probably was 

derived from carion, only 2.35 per cent of bird remains, and one-tenth of one per cent 

of eggs. The shells of the latter were readily identifiable and none proved to be eggs 

of game birds. 

With the skunk ranking second only to the muskrat in Michigan as a fur-bearer, and 

with his former legal protection status taken from him on suspicion, the findings of this 

study should interest farmers, trappers, hunters, and fur buyers. 

Photo-Lithoprinted by Edwards Brothers, Inc., Ann Arbor 
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In this entire investigation not one single life was taken, the stomachs examined 

being secured from animals killed for their pelts or by automobiles or by other accidents. 

The collection of droppings was carried on systematically during July, August, and early 

September, 1930 and 1931, in the lower peninsula of Michigan. 

Commenting on the bulletin which is published under the title "Foods of Some 

Predatory Fur-Bearing Animals in Michigan," Dean S. T. Dana of the School of Forestry and 

Conservation says: "It aims to substitute facts for guesses in the consideration of this 

much-argued but little-studied subject and to provide information essential for the 

intelligent management of ore of the state's important resources.” 

A limited number of the bulletins are available. Those who are interested in secur- 

ing one should address the School of Forestry and Conservation, University of Michigan, 

Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Photo-Lithoprinted by Edwards Brothers, Inc., Ann Arbor 
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Sherwood Plantation, 
eee Gee, is 

May 7, 1932. c roy : 

: Yano 
Mr. UM. Porey, : 

Weet Feliciana Parish, 
Plettenberg, La. 

Deer ie. Persy; 

I have your letter and enclosures relating to the relationship existing 
between the gray. fox and the quail. Thie ie a perennial question that we 

. may all have some opinions on, but I do not think that there is a mn living 
who has tho information to anewor your question. This goes for organizations 
de woll as individuals. We earried on cur investigations on quail in country 

, where ( and when) gray foxes were scarce, and got fi evidence on the 
question one way or the othor. ‘ 

As far as my observations go the fox hunting fraturnity have talked 
themselves into believing that the fox is benoficial to game, agrieultura 
and everything else, and I have no doubt that they ara right part of the time 
in some places. On the other hand the bird hunters I have contacted with are 
largely of the opinion that the fox lives on quail end is a eurse to the 
country. And, as the question has never been amply investigated anywhere, over 
a long period of years, one side has as many fects to back them up as the 
other. For instance, foxes (grays) are just now on a great increage in 
parte of Georgia and South Carolina, ¢oineident with years when quail are 
on the dow grade, apparently just the opposite of the sondition you have 
engountered in country where you have been. Here the quail hunters are 
blgming the foxes for their trouble in finding quail, and the yreserves are 
making every effort to control the numbers of foxes. 

Ae far as cotton rate are concerned, they increase here until they 
Yeash o high peak of numbers thon die off quite suddenly ti11 few are left. 
Ae this happened in the spring of 1926 and again,in the sane country, in 
the spring of 1930, we are beginning to strongly suspest thet they have 
a four year oycle, but it will take many years to fully demonstrate this. : 
Although we control cotton rate here to a limited extent both with poison and 

: with traps, we have found by experience that if the cover is kept open by 
controlled late winter burning and alternation of cultivation that our 
cotton rat problem largely solves itself, as they thrive best in dense 
ground cover, and only do wel in opener cover a the peak of a eyele. : 

Now I have theories as to fox -quail relationship like everyone else ; 
{ though a wide open mind on the subject), and if you are interested If will 
give my ideas for what they are worth. I believe, from my om field oxperience, 
that gray foxes prey largely on cotton rats and cottontail rabbits, these animals 
furnishing their staple food the most of the time. Thus foxes may bo 
somewhat benefieial to quail where not too numerous, and where and when 
rate and rabbits, or either one, are abundant. On the othor hand let rabbits 
become very low due (presumbly) to the ravages of tularemia, as happened in 
neny Southeastern localities in 1930 , and let cotton rats disappear at the 

same time due th their disease, whatever it my be, and you have a very
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different condition, which has happened in this region and may happen 
occasionally anywhere. Here wo have an abundance of foxes and a scarsity of 
both rate and rabbite ( of had lsat year, rabbits are now increasing fast). 
Let this happen and it is my opinion that quail suffer from the attack of 

foxes, and this ie the theory we are working on in the absence of the kind 
of information only to be obtained by the examination of great numbers of fox 

stomachs, collected at all seasons under 4 great variety of conditions. : 

I cortainly would not recommend that you import foxes on the 
sey-s0 of fox hunters, ao & moans of quail preservation. (Nor do I believe 

in ware of extermination against foxes on the say~ao of bird hunters).We have 
hed a eouplo of bad broeding seasons éor quail here (drought) but past 
experience hes show that good breeding seasone follow bad sooner or later. 
Im fact, gray foxes seem our mat prosperous suiml just at prosent. 

I hope that sometimes I van get over into your seotion and see the 

conditions yeu describe, ae you have awakened my curiousity. Just why s 

eotton rats should get and remain abundant, when they fluxuate over other 
ponte of Ste seuinenes Say wets Vatas se erer Se yaee oS See 
from North Carolina to Miselesippi quite regularly) has me guessing. You 
have not let up on your Jate winter burning te any extent have you, or 

abandoned a lot of cultivated land % ; 

Very truly yours, : 

Herbert L.dtoddard. 

; Copy to Alde Leopold. %
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FOOD OF THE GRAY FOX 

The food habits of the gray fox vary in different parts of its range 
and depend on the availability and abundance of desirable foods. A food 
present in one locality may be absent in another, and consequently a certain 
percentage of the diet is correlated with local conditions. Further, there 
is change from one season to another, depending on seasonal availability of 
food items. The statements on food habits that follow are the most accurate 
that can be made in the present state of our knowledge. 

Where rabbits are common, the gray fox is sure to make them one of 
its major foods. There is no doubt that this fox is one of the controlling 
agents of rabbits, which are injurious in some parts of the country and po- 
tential pests everywhere. In the winter months rabbits compose about 30 
per cent of the food of this fox. Mice form another important element in 
its diet. Several species are taken, including meadow mice, white-footed 
mice, house mice, and others. Native rats, where common, are also important 
among the rodent foods. Rabbits, mice, and native rats make up about 50 
per cent of the total diet and stand out as staple foods of the fox. 

The gray fox is not averse to taking small birds, especially those 
that get their food from the ground, and occasionally it preys on poultry. 
In a recent study of the contents of 82 gray-fox stomachs it was found that 
small birds composed a little more than 6 per cent of all the foods Gane 
birds were found in only three of these stomachs (in one instance a ruffed 
grouse, and in two cases mourning doves) and contributed little more than 
1 per cent of the total food. 

The vegetable diet of the gray fox fluctuates with the season and 
depends a great deal on the crop of wild fruits. In fall and early winter 
such fruits as apples, persimmons, and grapes are important elements of its 
food; beechnuts, peanuts, and hickory nuts also are significant. When corn 
is available, it also is taken, wnharvested ears probably furnishing the 
greater part. The vegetable diet comprises about 20 per cent of the food. 

Miscellaneous animal foods include insects, chiefly grasshoppers, 
caterpillars, and beetles, which are taken frequently, but probably never 
reach an important percentage in the diet. The average proportion of in- 
sects in the food probably does not exceed 5 per cent, Small snakes, tur- 
tles, and frogs are taken infrequently and are not to be classed as staple 
foods. 

Carrion is not shunned by gray foxes, but probably is resorted to 
principally when the animals are hard pressed.
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FOOD OF TEE RED Fox 

The food habits of the red fox do not differ radically from those 
of its more southern relative, the gray fox. Where the two animals occur 
together, they feed to a great extent on the same foods in about the same 
relative percentages. 

Recent work on red foxes in Michigan by the School of Forestry and 
Conservation of the University of Michigan, similar studies in New York 
by Cornell University, and the Biological Survey!s investigations in Virginia 
indicate that rabbits and mice form the most important food of this fox, 
these two groups making about 50 per cent of the total. ‘The mice taten 
most frequently include meadow mice, white-footed mice, and house mice. 
Other mammals taken include squirrels, mskrats, woodchucks, chipmunks, 
and spermophiles, tut none of these are taken with regularity; they probably 
make Less than 2 per cent of the red fox's diet. Wool of sheep has been 
noted in a few stomachs; this may have been picked up incidentally with 
other food or it may represent carrion feeding, 

Aveng birds, the small ground-feedingones are most frequently taken, 
including an occasional quail. Our present kmowledge indicates that foxes 
do not prey upon quail or any other game birds to any great extent. When 
red foxes live near farmyards, some individuals are likely to make raids 
on povltry and in this respect may become serious pests. At present there 
is evidence, although somewhat scant, that the red fox is more inclined 
to make these raids than the gray fox. 

Vegetatle foods of the red fox include a variety of fruits, nuts, 
and some grain. Persimnons, apples, grapes, blueberries, strawberries, 
and service berries and other small fruits are important as seasonal 
foods. Beechnuts, peamats, and occasionally hickory nuts also are eaten. 
Ripened corn, most of which comes from unharvested ears, is taken in 
foll ond winter. 

, 

Miscellaneous animal foods of the red fox include an occasional 
reptile or amphibian, a considerable number and variety of insects, and 
some Carrion.
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BOBWHITE WINTER SURVIVAL IN AN AREA HEAVILY 
POPULATED WITH GREY FOXES! 

Pau L. ERRINGTON 

From the Zoology and Entomology Section, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station 

Accepted for publication August 24, 1933 

The data incorporated into this paper relate to an area of about five 
square miles which has been kept under observation from 1929 to 1933 in 
connection with studies on bobwhite quail (Colinus virginianus) winter 
mortality. The area is east of Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, and more or less 
typifies the hilly, partially wooded agricultural country of non-glaciated 
southwest Wisconsin, southeastern Minnesota, and northeastern Iowa. 

Wintering data on the Prairie du Sac quail populations dealt with 
have been published for three of the four seasons during which the studies 
have been carried on (Errington, 1933 ¢) ; the past season’s work confirmed 
essentially the earlier findings and in addition was productive of other ma- 
terial of quite exceptional ecological interest. Broadly the 1932-33 biotic 
situation differed from those of previous years in that there was present not 
only a quail population practically at maximum density for what may be 
termed the carrying capacity of the environment but also a most unusual 
abundance of grey foxes (Urocyon cinercoargenteus). 

wee The fox population figures were arrived at through careful calculations 
j made at times when good tracking snows permitted study of cruising ter- 

ritories and individual habits. Quail censues were based upon direct 
\ enumeration of birds in coveys or groups of coveys (see Errington 1933 a; 

1933 e, for detailed description of technique). Field work was done mainly 
by Albert J. Gastrow, a resident of Prairie du Sae qualified by previous 
experience in the course of the Wisconsin quail investigation (Errington 
1933 ¢) to handle duties assigned. 

A fox density of 29 (27 greys, 2 reds) on 5 square miles or one per 
110 acres seemed reasonably correct for December, 1932. This density ap- 
parently varied little during the winter except that the red foxes (Vulpes 
fulva), either left or were killed by hunters as were at least two greys. Per- 
haps, then, a total of 25 or one per 128 acres would represent a more nearly 
actual population for the winter. A composite of the initial quail censuses 
amounted to 406 birds for mid-December or one per 7.9 acres, which gives a 
fox-quail ratio of around 1:16. . 

Such a ratio might logically lead one to look for a high rate of preda- 
tion, particularly in an area supporting both quail and foxes in the densities 
indicated. Let us scrutinize the data available, not alone for the measure- 
ment of fox depredations upon quail but for whatever glimpses of ecological 
significance we might be able to gain. 

The preying of foxes on Prairie du Sac coveys has not been readily 
traceable either through study of the food habits of foxes themselves or 
through the ‘‘reading of sign’’ about quail remains discovered in the wild. 
Local fox stomach and fecal material examined showed no bobwhite and, 
in the four years that the area has been under observation, but twice has 
sign been found diagnostic enough to point to foxes as primary killers, 
though plenty of instances of foxes scavenging upon quail carrion have been 
Bovet Ne aur No, J121 of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa, 
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noted. Hence, in view of difficulties mentioned, it may be best to approach 
the problem by indirect means. 

Insofar as some of the quail territories were situated where they were 
rarely hunted over by foxes, a comparison of winter mortality rates in 
foxless and fox-oceupied environments may bring out something. Food and 
cover notations will also be included in the covey group mortality data, as 
the character of the environment has a profound effect upon the incidence 
and severity of predation (Errington 1931 a; 1931 b; 1933 b; 1933 ¢; 
Leopold, 1933, chaps X to XII). 

The predator population, aside from the foxes was moderately high. 
Red-tailed hawks (Buteo borealis) were common, and Cooper’s hawks 
(Accipiter cooperi) appeared in late winter. <A pair of great horned owls 
(Bubo virgimanus) nested and one or two more frequented the area 
boundaries. There were also one or two barred owls (Strix varia) and 
several long-eared (Asio wilsonianus) and screech owls (Otus asio) ; un- 
known numbers of weasels (Mustela), dogs and house eats. 

FOXLESS TRACTS 

Group I. Food: corn in shocks, but removed by late winter. Cover, 
excellent in quality but too far from feeding grounds. Count of 22 quail’ 
December 18; 20 on March 9; 17, March 23. Loss of 5 in 95 days. Evi- 
dence that the March mortality (remains of one bird found) was due to 
food shortage combined with attacks by a Cooper’s Hawk. 7 

Group IT. Food, excellent (largely achenes of the lesser ragweed, Am- 
brosia artemisiifolia, and soybeans). Cover deficient both as to distribution 1 
and quality. December 12, 28 quail; January 5, 25; February 14, 24; 1 
March 23, 22. Loss of 6 in 101 days. Quail represented in 5 of 50 pellets \ 
from a great horned owl stationed in the covey territory. 

Group III. Food, excellent (achenes of lesser ragweed and smart- 
weeds, Polygonum) Cover good including a long brushy fence row ad- 
jacent to food sources. December 9, 13 birds; April 1, 11. Loss of 2 in 113 
days. Remains of one bird hinted the work of a Cooper’s hawk which had 
been seen about this time. 

Total mortality on the foxless tracts: 11 out of an original 63, or 
17.5% over an average period of 101 days. 

FOX-OCCUPIED TRACTS 
Group IV. Food and cover balance adequate. December 2, 21 birds; 

: December 18, 22 (possibly influx of a survivor from V); March 22, 19. 
Loss of 2 (leaving out of consideration the one gained) in 110 days. 

Group V. Food excellent (corn and soybeans). Cover poor. Novem- 
ber 26, 12 birds; December 18, 6; January 3, none left. Mortality probably 
not far from complete: One kill by great horned owl found, and another 
apparently by the same raptor. The rather small covey territory was 
ranged by 4 grey foxes and one red in mid-December. It may be remarked 
that the covey of corresponding position last winter likewise suffered virtual 
annihilation (Errington, 1933 ¢, group XXXII). This environment for 
quail is truly vulnerable, seemingly by reason of cover scarcity rendered 

‘ acute by horned owl and fox pressure. 
Group VI. Food and cover adequate. December 16, 13 birds; March 

25, 11. Loss of 2 in 99 days. The covey in this territory last winter starved 
out (Errnigton 1933 ¢, group XLII). This season corn left in shocks made 
the land quail-habitable. i on oe
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Group VII. Food excellent (popeorn and ragweed). Cover good. 
December 16, 49 birds in 3 eoveys (21 + 12 + 16); January 27, 47 (19 + 
11 + 17); February 18, 45 (18 + 13 + 14); March 25, 44 (16 + 13 + 
15). Loss of 5 in 99 days. Fox population very heavy in the general 
territory of the three coveys. 

Group XIII. Food (soybeans and ragweed) and cover balance good. 
November 26, 33 birds in 2 coveys (18 + 15); February 14, 33 (coveys, 
after continual interchange of members, had combined) ; March 21, 29 (16 
+ 13). Loss of 4 in 115 days. One bird taken by a horned owl; another 
seen in possession of a red-tailed hawk but feather evidence on a highway 
nearby may signify that the victim had first been struck by traffic. 

Group IX. Food (grain in a farmyard) and cover balance good. 
About 22 birds October 19; December 7, 21; January 27, 19; February 23, 
17; March 25, 17. Loss of 5 in 157 days. One killed by a grey fox; two by 
motor traffic. 

Group X. Food largely squirrel-opened acorns, also soybeans and rag- 
weed. Cover only fair. November 9, 27 birds; December 20, 24; February 
14, 24; March 18, 22; March 22, 21; April 1, 20. Loss of 7 in 148 days. 
Bones of quail in 3 of 36 pellets from a pair of horned owls leaving con- 
spicuous sign in the territories of groups VIII, IX, and X. 

Group XI. Food (soybeans and ragweed) and cover well balanced. 
December 20, 41 birds in 8 coveys (18 + 14 + 9); Mareh 22, 39 (15 + 14 
+ 10). Loss of 2 in 92 days. 

Group XII. Food mainly ragweed and corn, supplemented by squir- 
} rel-opened acorns and some black locust beans. Cover very good, as a whole. 

December 12, 125 birds in 7 coveys (16 + 18 + 21 + 26+ 124 14-4 
( 18) ; January 28, 117 (16 + 14 + 19 + 21 + 12 + 13 + 22); March 28, 

111 (16 + 13 + 18 + 19 + 11 + 12 + 22). Loss of 14 in 104 days. 
Total mortality on the fox-occupied tracts: 538 out of an original 343, 

or 15.5 per cent over an average period of 107 days. 
From the data, then, we may see that the presence or absence of foxes 

in various parts of the Prairie du Sac area did not appear to make any 
appreciable difference so far as net winter survival of the quail population 
was concerned ; indeed the quail in foxless tracts lost at a slightly higher 
rate than those living in territories fox-occupeid. 

This is not to be construed as meaning that foxes do not get quail or 
that the preponderance of quail losses. from. predation may, as a matter of 
course, be charged to the horned owl, the Cooper’s hawk, or some other 
mammalian or avian predator species present in the area. Nor is one to 

. gain the impression that the pressure of specific predators may be expressed 
as constant values in the bobwhite environmental equation, irrespective of 
what constancy there may be, however, in net predator pressure for the 
aggregate of species and upon given quail densities living in habitats of 
given quail carrying capacities. 

Predation being largely dependent upon availability of prey (Erring- 
ton 1932; 1933 b; McAtee, 1932), which is in turn conditioned by the prey 
species abundance, conspicuousness, escape facilities as well as their size, 
strength, agility, and alertness, we can readily appreciate that the capture 
of a quail by most predator species, especially mammals and slower hawks, 
is hardly as simple as the capture of a mouse or a rabbit. The bobwhite is 
prized by hunters for its sporting qualities—hiding ability and explosive, 
skillful flight and is adept at taking care of itself individually under favor- 

|
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able living conditions; winter vulnerability of vigorous, seasoned popula- 
tions to predation may be said to reflect more than anything else inadequacy 
of environment to accommodate existing densities. 

The relatively high average 15.8 per cent loss suffered by the Prairie 
du Sae quail (winter losses for strongly situated populations personally 
studied have rarely exceeded 6 per cent) merely make manifest the top- 
heavy status of the population. The predation loss for the winter of 1931- 
*32 was carefully computed at 15.3 per cent for the same area and for the 
similar density of a quail per 8 acres. 

This indicates that the greater vulnerability of the population is cor- 
related with population density and environmental carrying capacity much 
more than with the predators that happen to be co-occupants of the area. 
In view of the fact that predation loss rates and bobwhite densities have 
been not far from identical during two consecutive winters, while the com- 
position of the predator factor (compare with Errington 1933 ¢, area ‘‘G’’) 
has differed materially, we may even incline toward a thesis that, within 
ordinary limits, the kinds and numbers of native flesh-eaters may not be of 
much consequence in the winter survival of wild northern bobwhite popula- 
tion. Additional data pertaining to this concept are being organized for 
later publication. 

North-central quail observational areas apparently are capable of 
wintering only about so many birds, their carrying capacities—high or low 
—varying according to food and cover combinations and the distribution 
of covey territories. If the environment is weak for the birds it has, the 
surplus has a way of becoming reduced; perhaps through the agency of 
horned owls, perhaps foxes, perhaps several species colleciively, maybe 
through causes entirely unknown. At any rate, as long as there is a pop- 

% ulation surplus whatever may be its density level, its status is unstable and 
the aggregate pressure of the environment may be expected to force it 
down. 
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Virginia Foxes" Journal Of Mammalogy Vol 14 

No I,PP40 = 42 (February, 1933) 

$2 Pads, grays,I5 reds. Mostly rabbits and mice. Only 3 ¢crays and I red 
had eaten game birds. Examinations by U.S.3.5.
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FOXES PREFER RABBIT MEAT TO Much more material, representing all sea- 

QUAIL, GAME-STUDY SHOWS sons, must be studied to reach a final deci- 

Quail-hunters and fox-hunters long have sion, BANS Ww. L. eo = charge oie 
argued as to whether foxes destroy a many Bureau's epee aan Tesearch. On ie 
quail that fox numbers should be reduced, Te¢oTd of these 50 stomachs, GIES, foxes 
thus sacrificing the sport of fox-hunting in can not be condemned for their food ae 

favor of that of bird gunning. First reports 1” Virginia. The worst that can be said is 

of an investigation of the question by the that ae econ sicnal marauder may need to be 
Bureau of Biological Survey do not bear out @!iminated. wii ise 
the contentions of the quail-hunters, the U. mS 

S. Department of Agriculture has announced. I 
Virginia foxes seen to prefer rabbit meat to | 

the flesh of the game-birds, it was revealed 
by an examination of the stomach contents ‘ 
of 50 foxes, nearly all killed in Virginia last | 
winter. These included 88 gray foxes and 
12 red foxes. Rabbit was the leading article 

of diet.- Quail remains were found in only 

one stomach, and remains of small non-game 
birds in only six. 

Eaten by 29 of the 50 foxes, the rabbits | 
comprised about 44 per cent of all the food. 

material analyzed. Mice and native nal | 
taken by 22 of the animals, made up 17 per} 

cent of the whole diet. Other important 

items were: remains of poultry and sheep 

(the latter probably carrion), about 8 per'| 
cent each; beechnuts and corn, more than 6| 

per cent eacn; and persimmons, apples and) 

pears, more than 4 per cent for the three. | 

Considering the time of year at "which the 

animals were killed, the investigators con- 

sidered the apples and pears as waste and 

thought that probably the corn was also. 

The investigation, which is being con- 

tinued, was undertaken by the Bureau in 

cooperation with the Virginia Commission 

of Game and Inland Fisheries to clarify the 
issues in a controversy between fox-hunters | 

and quail-hunters in the Southeastern States.
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Goon Valley Brosim Project - Vernon County 
Aldo Leopold 11-14-33 

Boxes. A. 0. Lee, a skilled fox hunter, says reds were being replaced by grays 

for the last decade, but the reds are now starting again to come up. One 

trapper has poisoned foxes for the fur, and tims wasted many. 

Rabbits, A. 0. Lee says they were nearly all cone 4-5 years ago--about 1928. 

Now plenty. 

Ruffed Grouse. *- B. hee says there were very few } years azo, but lets this 

year. 

Prairie Chicken. A. 5. Lee says there were some left between Weatby and Viroqua. 

(These may be winter visitants.) ¢. A. Weprad says they were originally 

abundant on the ridge prairies. 

Quail. €. A. Neprad says quail were plentiful until the seventies. 

A. 2. Lee has & coveys on 146 acres. He estimates they average 2 coveys 

per farm (doubtless he means in the valley, exclusive of the ridges). He thinks 

most of the farmers will be interested in quail cropping. 

Albert Spellman found a dying covey in about 1916-17. This may have been 

a killing winter.
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A red fox was tagged and released on September 30 in Jackson Town— 

ship, Clarke County. On November 30, Joc Morrow of near Wellman, Iowa, | 

trapped the fox near his home in Washington County. |



New Release Jan. 18, 1934 ‘ 
Iowa Conservation Dept. 

Cds ¥ vy FOX MAKES LONG JOURNEY | 
nw 

A red fox with a tag in its ear was released June 2, 1933, in Viola 

Township, Sac County. On December 28, 1933, the fox was shot and killed 

5 miles north of Eagle Grove, in Wright County, by H. A. Hanson. The 

distance traveled by the fox was near one hundred miles. 
Many birds and animals have been tagged or banded by the Iowa Fish 

and Game Commission for the purpose of learning more of their habits. 

Persons finding birds or animals, or trapping or killing birds and ani- 

mals which have been banded or tagged, are urged to return or report the 

band or tag to the Fish and Game Department.



Ia. Cons. Dept. Release 
February 1, 1934 

S Dok ED BY TAG f a | - ESCAPE ox TRAC Chp (eect j vy | 

One day in November 1933, several fox were ear-tagged by deputies 
Huston and Berry at Des Moines. While the foxes were being transferred 
in a crate in Huston's car along Grand Avenue in Des Moines, one of the 
animals escaped. On December 28 the fox was trapped by G. B, Rankin of | Truro, 34 miles northeast of. Truro. | 

~ 
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_ Extract from letter from C, R, Townsend, Consolidated Paper Corporation Ltd., 

Port Menier, Anticosti, P.0., June 21, 1934, (Filed in Gvele folder) 

"I am enclosing an extract from my last ammal report which I hope 
may prove to be of some interest to you, in connection with this extract 
you will find a graph of our fox take from 1917 to 1934, and in connection 
with this I may say that we purchased the island only in 1926 and I am 
not.sure of the statistics before that date, I am inclined to believe 
that up to the year 1923 poaching very seriously affected the take, also 
I believe thet although 1925 was a comparatively poor year for fox trayping, 
the take of fox was affected by a poor trapping organization that year, 
We still have poaching on the island, but I believe that this does not 

affect our aumal take from one year to another. By this I mean to say 
that poachers take perhaps 10% anmally. Partridge seen to be still 
quite mmerous this year, I will be very pleased to give you information 
on our partridge population from time to time and we will wateh it this 
year partioularly, I recently had a questionnaire to f111 in from Elton 
of Oxford and you may be interested to know that rabbits on the island 
are apparently on the increase at the present time and probably near the 
maximum, I do not believe that rabbit is such an important item in 
the food of fox here as in other parts of Canada, From somewhat limited 

. analysis of contents of fox stomachs, we believe that fox feed pretty 
much on deer meat during the winter and early spring and from observation 
we believe that in the summer their diet is largely fish," 

File: Gycle 
Ruffed Grouse 
Foxv 
Snowshoe



Pa. Game News Tox folder 
Vol. V, No. 6 
Sept. 1934, p, 14, 

FOX HAD TWO QUAIL \ “f\ | 
A gray fox with two bobwhite quii VA 

its mouth was seen recently by Mr. re i 
Steen, of Coatesville. He saw the fox ¢om- | 
ing through the brush and the animal must __ 
have seen Mr. Steen about the same time 
‘because it quickened its speed and dropped 
something. Mr. Steen investigated and found 
two bobwhite quail. The birds were still 
~warm, |
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Apparently some members of the fox family the same as some human 
beings are afflicted with wanderlust or a roving disposition. A letter 
last week from the Rockwell Rod and Gun Club, Rockwell, Cerro Gordo 
County, Iowa, with a tag enclosed that had been taken from the ear of a 

» red fox killed on a fox hunt held by the club on January 6th asking for 
&* the history of the fox, resulted in some very interesting information. 

te The records show that this fox was captured in Crawford County, Stock-— 
«=, holm Township, Section 9, on May 18, 1934, by Deputy Game Warden John 

» F. Holst of Denison, and was given to Stehr Brothers of Kiron, Iowa, to 
be held under a special fox pet permit. Later the fox escaped and was 
killed as stated above. This fox was killed at least 130 miles, as the 
crow flies, from where it escaped. . 

2K RK
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NOTES ON FOOD OF RED FOXES IN NEW YORK AND 
NEW ENGLAND 

By W. J. Hamitton, Jr. 

In 1927 the writer commenced a study of the food of certain predatory fur- 
bearers in New York. Of over two thousand carcasses or stomachs examined, 
the red fox numbers more than two hundred. Effort was made to get fox 
stomachs, or the entire carcass, from trappers, hunters, and fur buyers, with 
moderate success. For supplying me with considerable numbers, I am in- 
debted to Gardiner Bump, of the New York State Conservation Department; 
Elton Clark, of Framingham, Massachusetts; Ainslie Lawrence, of St. Albans, 
Vermont; Dorman Purdy, of Ithaca, New York; Clarence Bowdish, of Espe- } 
rance, New York; and William C. Matson, of Williamstown, Vermont. Others p 
too numerous to mention have supplied me with two or three fox stomachs. 

In all, 229 stomachs were examined, 23 of which proved to be empty, leav- 
ing a total of 206 stomachs that had food in sufficient quantities to make an ‘ 
analysis desirable. These were collected over a period of eight years, from 
1927 to 1934. The animals were killed from October to March, but most of 
them were taken in the late fall and early winter (18 in October, 89 in Novem- 
ber, 43 in December, 49 in January, 29 in February, and 6 in March). 

Table 1 indicates the frequency of occurrence of the various food items, and 
the percentage of bulk each occupies in the total food volume. A discussion 
of these various foods is in order.
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Mice.—Various species of mice were found in 40 per cent of the stomachs examined; 

they comprised 29.8 per cent by bulk of all foods eaten. This is to be expected, as all 

who have studied and written on the food of foxes will agree. The abundance of the 

microtine population and their ease of capture make of them a most important item in 
the dietary of the fox. The species favored, or most readily accessible, is the ubiquitous 

meadow mouse, Microtus pennsylvanicus. To find three or four in a single fox stomach 

is not unusual. Elton Clark found eight and the remains of additional individuals in 

onestomach. Of the 83 foxes that had swallowed mice, ten were found with the remains 

of deer mice (Peromyscus), while four had eaten red-backed mice (Clethrionomys). 
Rabbits.—Cottontails are next favored, during the fall and winter. Occurring in 

( 27.2 per cent of the stomachs examined, they make up 22.1 per cent of the bulk. Ap- 

parently no part is left uneaten, for the ears, teeth, feet, and claws and large masses of 

TABLE 1 

Stomach Analysis of 206 Fall and Winter Red Foxes from New York and New England 
isu ip Onna See ger eee age ge Re ee Se me 

KIND OF FOOD “Uprusent | BY BULK 

Cremer gsc ascwis suse sina nse sie.o:3 .sis-s'a'4ie fini 83 29.3 
RAH biba eee iesisieiasics seeg so siceivisleniaea eal verenrees 56 22.1 
Grease OR te eae ities heneciee nina at's te eee 51 13.9 
Sticks, dirh, Gfaciisscescr ase -ceee-sesevrince cess seen ee 33 6.2 
CRRROG. teas eaatenas sede seine anatase ws's t'019 fees 17 8.1 

IMBGOLE sas cc Henin renee ges tance ce seat ascites pul 3.4 

POULLY ceccce ser esse a wer nome cen snes eaten: ll 3.1 

Gauirrele Ue ate ieee tenia tmiate dees cee sea as 9 2.9 
POVOUPING esse pie tia vee cioleee oes rire oie g/t o hele cicit « 4 1.8 

Gate birdse. yc lie co tepanet ies paca ecm aes weatie g 5 1.4 

ingle itds) os ouster een a nem oneal: ae altro a 3 0.5 

TCWG occa ce aes ioe cesiecee ae clcimemtalsn acl eee ned 3 0.8 

Wolticie resin hous mice teat tone Seatiiiaquaen ie 3 0.8 

GraincanOUthir csc esos pe kei ee et even uersem on pre mans 3 0.4 

‘ fur are frequently encountered in the stomachs or visceral tracts. Of the 56 that con- 

tained rabbit, seven had eaten Lepus, the remainder Sylvilagus. 
Grasses.—It is not at all unusual to find various grasses in the stomachs of foxes 

that have been shot. They constitute 13.9 per cent of the food eaten and occur in 

25.1 per cent of the stomachs examined. Often an amount equal to a good handful 

; will be taken from an animal. Apparently winter wheat is often consumed, while 

other grasses, undetermined, are frequently met with in the analysis of stomachs col- 

lected during the winter months. 

Sticks, dirt, and trash.—A trapped animal will occasionally swallow bits of wood, 

sticks, dirt, and dead leaves in its frantic efforts to free itself. Likewise, in catching 

mice some grass is inadvertently swallowed. Such material goes to make up 6.2 per 

cent of the bulk of stomach contents and was found in 16.1 per cent of the animals 

studied. 

Carrion.—Foxes will frequent the vicinity of a slaughtering house and make off 

with any offal they cansecure. Dead cattle, horses, and sheep are fed upon as occasion 

permits, particularly during the cold months when other food is scarce or not easily
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procured. Deer, killed by hunters during the fall, are a favorite food of foxes during 

the winter season in the Adirondack region of New York. Many cases have come to 

the attention of the writer where this has been a most important item of sustenance 

during winter. Of the animals examined, carrion occurred in the stomachs of 8.3 per 

cent, and made up 8.1 per cent of the bulk of food. 
Fruit—Among the various fruits and berries, the apple takes first place. It is 

usually to be found in some part of the foxes’ range, and during heavy snows and in 
periods of general food scarcity, this frozen fruitisastaple. Aside from stomach analy- 

sis, droppings collected during periods of heavy snow show the characteristic apple 
remains, with parts of the skin and seed. Another important article of sustenance 

during late fall are the wild cherries that are found in abundance over much of this 

animal’srange. Onestomach contained the fruit and stones of 230 rum cherries (Prunus 
serotina). The fruit of partridge berry (Mitchella), wintergreen (Pyrola), Virginia 

creeper (Psedera), and various wild grapes (Vitis) are frequently eaten. Fruit remains 

were found in 8.7 per cent of the foxes examined, and comprised 5.3 per cent of the bulk. 
Insects.—While insects occur in 5.3 per cent of the stomachs examined, they consti- 

tute only 3.4 per cent of the bulk. Even at this, it appears an appreciable amount is 

eaten, especially during the fall months. Grasshoppers, crickets, beetles, millipedes, 
and sowbugs are consumed. While the latter two are of course not insects, they are 

grouped with this order for convenience. 
Poultry.—Hen feathers appear in 5.3 per cent of the animals examined, and constitute 

3.1 per cent of the bulk of the food consumed. While fowls are taken in considerable 

numbers during the spring and summer months, it seems more likely that this item, at 

least during the winter months, is in the form of dead poultry that has been thrown 

out by the farmer. My records certainly indicate this, as they do for the skunk. 
Squirrels.—Nine stomachs contained sciurid remains, which constitute 2.9 per cent 

of the bulk of the food eaten. Gray squirrels were found in four stomachs, chipmunks 
in a like number, while one fox had eaten a flying squirrel. I once saw the remains of a 

gray squirrel on the snow that had been caught and eaten, excepting the tail, by a fox. 
I suspected that it was the work of a gray fox. T. Donald Carter, of the American 

Museum of Natural History, writes me of a den of the gray fox he found in northern 

New Jersey. He says, in part: ‘(One den showed many rabbit remains and also a 

surprising number of gray squirrels, but squirrels were very numerous that year.” 
Porcupine.—We have been led to believe, from the writings of many naturalists, 

that the fisher is the only mammal that safely circumvents the strong armor of the 
porcupine and makes a cautious meal of it. The fox certainly feeds upon the porcupine 

occasionally, for analysis of stomach contents shows quills, fur, and flesh of this animal 
in four stomachs examined, and Elton Clark found porcupine remains in a fox he ex- 

amined. Where “‘porkies’’ are common, the fox frequently brings them to its young. 

Game Birds.—Five of the 206 stomachs that contained food held game birds. Three 

of these contained grouse, and two, pheasants. Of 67 red fox stomachs examined by 

Elton Clark, one contained a grouse. 
Small Birds.—As a rule, passerine birds are too quick for foxes to capture during the 

fall and winter. A junco, a tree sparrow, and a blue jay were the species taken. How 
blue jays are caught must be left to conjecture, but captured they are, and not infre- 

quently. Elton Clark took a jay from the stomach of a fox he shot on October 29, 1929, 

at Plainfield, New Hampshire. Among the small bird remains about the dens during 
late spring, the blue jay is the species most frequently encountered. 

‘Shrews.—Three stomachs contained shrews. One fox examined, from Pawling, New 

York, had bolted three Blarina entire. 
Worms.—Earthworms were found in the stomachs of 1.5 per cent of the animals taken 

during the fall. Like the raccoon, skunk, and opossum, foxes are not averse to adding
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Lumbricus to their menu, and after heavy late fall rains, the worms are frequently 
sought. 

Grain and nuts.—I have found beechnuts, corn, buckwheat, and acorns in the stom- 

achs of red foxes collected during October and November. Elton Clark records corn 
from four stomachs and nuts from three. 

Finally, one stomach contained a Norway rat. 

The winter food habits of foxes in central New York, as reflected in their droppings, 

comprise the following items, found in 54 pellets: 

ADDI TOMIAINA Ye ibicieis e diniay es sells didletbisiee sMiehb eels chuarortele is aleiohs «| OURCUAN 2G, 

Rabbit tur and DONeS oi. .).is cele ais ehisiewiaitlesclo veinlomilingine ajtene wes A OURAN 1S, 4 
MIGUSD LUP BNE BONES weirs a0 sisiniej<nio crnicainls Hie Oo Senr assess eile tO, LS 

Berries (stones of Viburnum plantago).............++0.++++++-2. Found in 3 
MGSHSHOB ca Ce iuictaiie’s sine vice Gren sshiale een lc eto ane Sueree eecwasnie OWE an, 10. 

MPOUIGry Lent hoe. tS 'cih Cis gemes Musto ak nnelannieees wad vot ReT AG Cin iG, 

TABLE 2 

Stomach Contents of 66 Red Foxes Taken in Vermont, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts 

during the Fall and Winter, 1913 to 1932 

oop 17st NUMBER OF TDERS 

Fruit (principally apple and wild cherries)......................00055 32 

GARSOS dia scons ce ee tein oinie ss steal as sini gs oc sieee ame eet He estes 14 

PADD 0c Me tmegut oma siliaclemseemsus soo ngtumetian ee sna tiles 8 
WOM GLY a. ses cueia sem ames ACs Von ica cluosle ainlasalslaiea aii twee esa iae 6 

WGITIOD ised Urea ten enem tie ete ssture ue eas cot ese Satie 5 
COMBS aso Sy autre Cau RCO Canes Uist os Lape ne seuss be reels 4 

Insects (grasshoppers, CriCKeGts)\. ccs asus eetinnecedeitcg ese ceeiclees ales 3 

Bguiprol Meray ie ce vio ka kea ste hier ates sy slatiancvias we asics a eteel ya's 3 
WOOKGH UCI Uc a'as cede as ee MET con tae Eels alesse ac 3 

MUST Ge hic Me cect. sMabt a wer onmamaned ser Ha swato tne sinlacsienaie es 2 

Nuter(becchnuts, chestnute)..06.2. esas ciara nee ct ceeens coe seeuiecen 2 

i PEGEOUBING fersce ule isin one alae Ameer a sien en Sa teaih Cana L 
) GT USe error aia aliste ct on Meow lich) ia tlgracteiedirata ce Mad cule sane eb aed i 

Bluey Pipa aii os) aaaie tise clealsis ast be.. \ cele « Aitaah Reciec ie uneat Uae 1 
PBs sere eamrie ae ay, Aerobie saa ie me euaTe) Yh idk tabse cuttcnbuares aul 1 

Elton Clark, of Framingham, Massachusetts, has been hunting foxes and studying 

their habits for the past quarter century. Mr. Clark has sent the writer a considerable 
number of stomachs, and volunteered a lengthy report on his own stomach analysis of 

the foxes secured by him in New England. The report, listing observations on the 
. stomach contents of 66 foxes examined between 1913 and 1932, gives a fair cross section 

of the fall and winter food of the red fox in southern Vermont, New Hampshire, and 

Massachusetts. A condensation of Mr. Clark’s report is given in table 2. 

SPRING AND SUMMER FOOD 

To secure unpublished data on the food of the red fox during the spring and summer, 

as noted about the dens, letters requesting such information were sent to a number of
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New York and New England members of the American Society of Mammalogists. 

Table 3 lists the various food items at the dens, the number of dens where such were 

encountered, and the total number of specimens found. 
My own observations about seven red fox dens in central New York and eastern 

Massachusetts during May to July include such items as woodchucks, poultry, rabbits, 

two pheasants, muskrats, chipmunks, blue jays, crow feathers, and an occasional short- 

tailed shrew (Blarina). 
During July and August, 1934, Mr. E. E. Brown collected fifty fox droppings in Fulton 

and Hamilton counties, in the foothills of the Adirondacks. The writer collected sixty 
droppings during the summer of 1934 in Herkimer, Oneida, and Cortland counties. 

All droppings were fairly fresh and indicated a fair cross section of the food of the , 

red fox at that season. 

TABLE 3 

Food Remains in about $1 Red Fox Dens, New York and New England 

FOOD NUMBER OF DENS Tea tea 

WoodGhtb ean me nr ci tan ee Glen sie a astalsuasuatete iss 15 33+ 

BADDURy arto sh car acue ees eae elane sane cnaney sey 10 22+ 

MPOUEGEV SMe rier et seca er cit Aste iein sks alse acai ere adel sta 9 13 
IGAIDS DIFOS cites cc sie ties sil civia nisi stasis ais aimee atone eal 5 6 

Moles And BETO Wa series us ce bal ghee sale tocrte carats 5 5 
WENSKTAG: Sohne deg tie einem tienes cantina ey emmys 4 5+ 

CHOW ness pyocipagcesncintereues aiser an eonaieraneces 3 3+ 

Penal) Birds. Ou ks vaca dust ns otra erimaan metas 5 8 
DCUIEPOIS, «on cocoa ceases cur anton rnee sence cee neeen va 3 4 

MOGs a celeste crea latine pou a ciele Micha niererettietats ese type ae sinew nL aie ar 2 2 
MOSGCES, css Usiseenir emesis wana cele cers nts ealaweiftws 2 many 

POMCUPING Wc sb crs cesanensemaccisennesr man terriers 1 1 

CBIPION 53 Usa ou eal me ma rT Weis tent cee kes 1 1 

PWORBOL cet laspier aus Meta ataeleta ealalete vista tstaiy ok alale 1 1 
MP PELOS An cc Sahni eeu esntmomeciiats sre saractss 59 6s 2 5 

Recognizable remains were found in 106 droppings. The fruit of bristly sarsaparilla 

(Aralia hispida) was found in 68 fecal remains. Mice and shrews were recognized in 
43 droppings. The seeds and pulp of blueberries were evident in 37 droppings, while 

35 contained insect remains. Rabbit fur occurred in 16 scats. - The fruit of the service 
berry (Amelanchier) was recorded 11 times; this appears to be a food of first importance 

to this animal. Red squirrel and chipmunk fur was found in 11 droppings, while snakes 

were represented twice. 
During the nesting season of our game birds, and while the young birds are still 

being protected by the adult, the abundance of wild fruits and berries tends to reduce 
the destruction of birds by the fox. Wild fruits and small rodents, where abundant 

enough, act as a buffer agency in supplying the fox with its immediate needs during the 
critical breeding season of the grouse. It has been established that fruits and berries 

are brought to the cubs before they leave the den. 
The following notes are extracts of personal letters. The observer and place of 

observation are listed with notes on red fox food items.
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Lester W. Smith, Babson Park, Boston, Massachusetts. Two muskrats, one shrew, 
two woodchucks, gray squirrel, two pheasants, one grouse, and four domestic 
hens. 

‘ John D. Smith, Boston Society Natural History, Boston, Massachusetts. Wood- 
chucks, black ducks, rabbits, an occasionat hen pheasant, no grouse, many 

house cats, rarely a gray squirrel, and towhees. 

Earle A. Brooks, Moultonboro, New Hampshire. Rabbits, poultry, and many 
porcupine quills. 

Dunbar Lockwood, Cambridge, Massachusetts. ‘I am impressed by the number of 

woodchuck remains around fox dens. I have seen almost no partridge or 
pheasant feathers and very little mouse evidence, one black duck, and a number 

of muskrats, with, of course, rabbits and an occasional chicken.” 
‘ Wendell P. Smith, Wells River, Vermont. Numerous woodchucks, some poultry, 

snowshoe hare, domestic cat, crow, offal from slaughter house, and a grouse. 

Lawrence Harper, Parishville, New York. Four or five muskrats. 
Roy Latham, Orient, Long Island, has actually seen foxes catch muskrats, moles, 

4 leopard- and bull-frogs, and he records about the dens the following items: Wild 

ducks (scoters), domestic ducks and infertile eggs, and cottontails, He gives 
evidence that foxes feed upon pine, meadow, and deer mice; dig out the eggs 

of snapping, painted, and box turtles; and the unmarketable marine fish, 
dumped by the trap fishermen, are fed upon by foxes from April to November. 

Foxes have been instrumental in breaking up a large colony of breeding terns. 
Arthur H. Helme, Port Jefferson, Long Island. Anything in the way of flesh the 

old foxes could obtain. Ducks, skates, cottontails (many), weasels, moles, and 

carrion. A two-thirds grown fox killed at night by an auto had its stomach 
filled with blueberries. 

John T. Nichols, Mastic, Long Island. Majority of snapping turtle nests destroyed 
by foxes, which dig up and eat the eggs. 

Reference to literature throws little light on the summer dietary habits of the red 
fox in New York and New England. The most extended account is given by Crosman 

(1927) who lists the vulpine menu as determined by weekly visits to fox dens over a 

period of years. The locality was in the vicinity of Canton, Massachusetts. Great 
blue heron, young pig, poultry (hens, ducks, and geese), small birds, with blue jay most 

numerous, towhee, muskrats, red and gray squirrel, cottontails, spotted and painted 
turtle, and a great many of the larger beetles are all listed by this author. 

Dr. Charles W. Townsend (1913, p. 58), from examinations of fox droppings on the 
sand dunes of Ipswich, Massachusetts, lists sand fleas and sea scuds, June beetles, 

A tiger beetles, bones of toads and frogs, feathers of birds (among them being poultry, 

night herons and others), mice, rabbits, and the teeth of a young skunk. 
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(SHOOTS LARGE FOX 

i One of the largest gray foxes ever see 
in Westmoreland County was shot and 
killed by Donald Reamer, of R. D. 6, 
Greensburg. The animal weighed in the 
neighborhood of 25 pounds.



CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

Reel Ficy--froteler ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
ALY Bary ITHACA, N. Y. Cot 

ae March 7, 1935, 

‘metro fessor Aldo Leopold, 
mut ftedb.Soils Building, 

‘guniversity of Wisconsin, 
Danpltgtley con Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor Leopold: 
peeasartadadentiren. 

I am mailing you fifteen copies of the fox note, 
soe! received one hundred and fifty separates, H. 0. 

of the Michigan Conservation Department asked for 
éhinkifty copies, which I could not supply. He is having the 

ager lithographed to be distributed to those interested 
Scheer. subject. I have had an unprecedented request: for 
+Heastgeretes, which has greatly surprised me. I do not know 

what disposition the various people who have written me 
propose to do with these notes, but I suspect some propose 
to extract the part which shows that the red fox does feed 
upon grouse, while others may point to the observations 
which tend to show the importance of mice in the diet, 

I studiously refrained from summarizing my data 
to favor the fox, although the temptation was great, I 
was in error in not quoting Dearborn's studies in Michigan, 
although my Work was entirely confined to New York and New 
England. If Dearborn had been quoted, some there are who 
would have thought I went to extremes to prove a condition 
exists in New York similar to that in Michigan, Further- 
more, I omitted Bump's observations, but his observations 
deal with the grouse eaten by the fox, and nothing else, 
I feel much of his data, as published, is largely circum- 
étantial, 

The fox is in imminent danger of extermination 
over large areas'of New York where a few years ago it was 
represented in large numbers, The practice of digging out 
pups and killing them has been a major factor in this war 
of extermination, Fortunately, it will always maintain its 
hold in the Adirondacks, in spite of a number of trappers 
who feel it a poor season when they do not take a hundred 
reas, 

I am sending copies to F. J. W. Schmidt and 
| Hawkins, 

oy Sincerely yours, a 

\ jor WW fPrlam ar, 
, 

oY WEB W. J. Hamilton, Jr.
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GRAY FOX ATTACKS WOMAN " 

A gray fox infected with rabies attacked Mrs. John Gage of Delhi, 
Delaware County, Iowa, according to the Democrat at Manchester. 

The article states that Mr. and Mrs. Gage were on their way home 
and their car stalled when a short distance from home. Mrs. Gage 
started to walk to the home, when the mad fox attacked her. The hus- 
band heard her cries and rushed to the scene, and after a hard battle 
succeeded in killing the animal with his bare hands. The animal's head 
was sent to Iowa City for analysis, and it was found that the fox was 
suffering from rabies. Mrs. Gage was bitten severely on the hands and 
ankles and is receiving the pasteur treatment. 
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man den Teel den Gefahren von Felfenbauen, die nit gegraben Morgen geniigt. Aber diejes ift unerlaplich, andernfalls wird die 
werden finnen, nidjt ausfeken barf, ijt eine alte Regel. Es fommen Humane RKajtenfalle 3um gleiden Martermertzeug wie das verfemte 
auc) nur Baue in Frage, um die freies Sdufeld ijt. In Revieren  Tellereifen. Rajtenfallen werden in breiteren Feldheden, an Baden 
mit wenigen oder in jagdlider Hinjicht ungiinjtigen Bauen empfiehlt und Graben, vornehmlid) aber in Feldremifen und in_ Waldrand- 
fis die Anlage von Kunftbauen, die fiir die Fudjsjagd eine widhtige  didungen_auf frei gehaltenen fiinftlichen Paffen oder Stiegen auf- 

ole {pielen tinnen. Sie Laffen fic) ohne grofe Miihe und Kojten geltellt. Sie brauden nidt betddert gu werden. Neue Fallen lat man 
herjtellen und fo einridjten, dah fie febr bequem gegraben werden vor ihrer Aufftellung im Revier vorieilhaft in einem SHiijner- oder 
fénnen. Bor den Naturbauen haben fie den Borzug, dah man ihren Kanindenftall oder auf einem Taubenfdjlage verwittern. Das gilt auc 
Berlauf genau fennt. Dur Kirrbrocen und Sehleppen werden die fiir die vielen Arten von Wiirgefallen, die Ghnlid) aufzuftellen find. 
Siidhfe gu diefen Bauen hingewdhnt. Cine Betdderung ijt hier meift notwendig. Cine meiner Lieblings- 

4, Der Anfig am Bau lohnt fic) im allgemeinen auferhalb der fallen, die ich, ausgeriiftet nur mit einer fleinen Art und einem Meter 
Rangzeit wenig, weil Reinefe in diefer Beit nur unregelmapig den  Waurerfordel, binnen zwei Stunden allein herguftellen weif, wenn 
Bau annimmt und die Lidt- und Sichtverhaltniffe einen Crfolg meift mir nur ein fleiner Haufen Rniippel, 1 m lang und etwa 8 bis 10 cm 
in Frage ftellen. Dagegen rate ich, fic) in der Ranggeit an befahrenen  Durdymefjer, gur Verfiigung fteht, ijt die Kniippelfalle, die auf Didungs- 
Bauen mit freiem Sdhubjeld moglihjt auf einem Hohfis friihmorgens —jteigen, Leicyddmmen oder in breiten Heden ihren Pla betommt. 
eine Stunde vor Schuflicht angujeken. Da die Fahen dann fehr haufig  Steht fie richtig, faingt fie mit und aud) ohne Roder fider und todlid) 
in den Bauen ftecen, ftellen fic) aucy die Riiden ein. Hat man einen tis und Marder, Rake und aud) das Grofwielel. Diefe Fallen 

é §ucd)s vor dem Bau erlegt, jo: holt man ifn und febt fic) wieder an. werden mit Reijig fo verblendet, dak nur der Sager von ihnen weif. 
Sc fenne alte Fudjsjdger, die in der Rangzgeit vor einem Bau an  Gie foften nicjts und fonnen 3u Dugenden unauffallig iiber das Revier 
einent Morgen gwei bis drei Fitehfe erlegten, und habe es felbft fchon verteilt werden. Todlicy wirfende Fallen wie diefe haben den Borgug, 
auf 3wei in einer Halben Stunde gebradt. Die frifdye Witterung der dah fie nidjt unbedingt jeden Tag nachgefehen werden miiffen, wenn 
Menjchenfpur beadjten die Fiichfe in der Ranggeit wenig. Gie fajeint fic) auc) ihre taglidhe Kontrofle immer empfiehlt. Wo Cdel- und Stein- 
von der Rangwitterung um den ftart befajrenen Bau unterdriidt 3u  marder vorfommen, diirfen todlidy wirfende Gehlag- und Wiirgefallen 
werden, und feliehlidy hat der heranjcpniirende Fudjs fehon die Schrot- nur in den Monateri Dezember und Sanuar fangifd) ftehen. 
ladung, bevor er Berdacht fdhapjt. Lidlic) treffende Sehlafallen laffen fic) auch leidjt mit Hilfe der 

5. Gehr guten Erfolg verfpridjt bei entipredjender Yusdauer feit einigen Sahren empfohlenen und bewahrten Fang{dlifjer her- 
auc) der Anfig am Luder. Es gibt Sager, die ihr Revier ungern mit  jtellen, die fiir 2 bis 6 Me. gu faufen find. Diefe handgrofen Leidjten 
foldjen Anlagen verpejten wollen, die vorteifhaft fdon im Oftober Fangidliffer erfegen die gegen Frojteinfliiffe gewohnlid) empfindliden 
cingerichtet werden und dann allerdings bei Dem im November und  Hilzernen Gtellungen. Mit Paraffin singesieben, bieten diefe Sang- 
Dezember Haufig nod weiden Wetter weithin unliebfame Diifte  jehloffer, die {dywerjte Schlagplatten oder pupperpadier Halle und fic) 
verbreiten. Golde Unlagen griferen Stils oder das Erfdiefen eines dabei vom fleinften Raubwild auslijen lafjen, fidere Gewahr gegen 

alten Gauls an Ort und Gtelle fommen gemeinbin nur fiir groBe und das [eidige Ginfrieren. Wiirgefallen mit Fangidloffern laffen fic in 
febr fuchsreiche Reviere in Frage, fonjt lohnt fic) die Miihe nicht. jeder Grdfe und Schwere Herjtellen. Auch wildernden Hunden werden 
Dagegen find ase die vom Dttober an alles aufnehmen, fie, befddert und vorber befirrt, [eit gum Berhingnis, aber Reinete 
was an Hleifdy und Hifh in der Kiiche abfallt, ferner Gefrheide, Fall- jdeint aud) ipnen wie allen freiftehenden Fallen gegeniiber Borficts- 
wild, erfdofjene Sunde und Ragen, die leicht vergraben werden,  fandidat gu fein. Dod) wir friegen ihn {don mit Lijt, Ausdauer, Pulver 
lohnende Cinrichtungen, die fic) fiir jedes Revier empfehlen, wo der und Blei! Wilhelm Hodgreve. 
Suds feine Geltenheit ijt, und wo man die Kurgzhaltung auf andere 
Weife nicht gu bewerkftelligen weif. Der Lubderplak oder -fdhacht Ratidlage aus der Praxis fix den UAbjdufy des weibliden Reb- 
befindet ficy am beften auf einer WAnhihe oberhalb der etwa 35 Geritt wildes. Den Iabresabfduf an weiblidem Rehwild fehlerfret durd)- 
entfernten Anfisbiitte, jo dah fic) der Fudjs fiir das Wuge des Sagers  sufiibren, diirfte auch einem verantwortungsbewuften Sager faum 
gegen den Himmel abjebt. Das Luder liegt fangs 3um Gehiigen, nit  miodglic) fein. Nicjt annabernd jo jdjwierig wie der woydus, des 
breit, damit es den Fuchs nicht det und diejer zum Sager breit fteht.  weibliden Rehwildes ift die ridtige Wuswah{ unter den Baden. 
Auch der Luderfhacht wird in diefer Weije angelegt. Die Hiitte ift  Beim_weibliden Rehwild fehlt jeder Anhaltspuntt fiir die Beranlagung 
waffer- und luftdidjt abgededt. Cine Rifte mit Hadjel Halt die Fife des Cries und iiberhaupt fiir feinen Budjtwert. Genau wie bei 
warm, fo dab ein mehritiindiger Anfik in folcher Bude auch bei 10 Grad den Biden follen aber aud) beim weibliden Wild, von einem etwa 
Kalte ausgehalten werden fann. Die Gewehrauflage in der Schieflute  libermapig ftarfen Stand abgejehen, nur Gtiice erlegt werden, die 
wird vorteilhaft mit Gadtud) gepolftert. Das Warten am Luderplake fiir die Biele unferes Reidsjagdgefehes nicjt geeignet erjdeinen. Der 
ift gewif umftdndlider als andere Sagdarten, aber es verjpridt, wenn  tidtige Wbfduf des meiblidjen Wildes ift deshalb fo jdwierig, weil 
man bie Fiichfe exjt Hat vertraut merden laffen, ficeren Erfolg und  aufer der auferen Geftalt und Figur dem Sager iiberhaupt fein 
{cadet der Gejunddeit dant der metterfideren Hiitte nicht fo leicht wie  Anbaltspuntt gegeben ijt. AUbgufdiefende Bide werden fajt aus- 
der Unfik im Freien. Ich feof u. a. aus der ,uderhiitte” in der Heide feblieflic) nad) ihrem Kopffdymud beurteilt. Cs liegt mir vollfommen 
in einer Nacht (10. Dezember, leidhte Neue, fcywaches, wedfelndes fern, theoretifdhe Uusfiihrungen iiber die Bererbungslehre 3u maden, 
Halbmondlicht) drei Fiiehje, dDarunter meinen ftartften Riiden. Es geht da foldhe den Gager, der tatjadlic) den Abfduh vornimmt, draufen 
alfo aud) ohne das Tellereifen! im Revier nicht unterjtiigen fonnen. Se) will vielmehr verfucjen, 

Naehft Dem Fuds, in vielen Revieren fogar nod) vor ihm, hat fid) meine langjdhrigen CErfahrungen in einem oberbayerijdhen Revier 
die Hauptaufmertfamfeit des Hegers auf das Grofwiefel oder Herme- gum Nugen unjeres Wildes der deutfden Iagerfdaft formelmapig 
lin gu ridten. Das fleine oder Mauswiefel fteht ihm an Raubgier nit  wiedergugeben. 
nad), ift aber infolge feiner geringeren Gtarte weniger jagd{chadlidy als Bunddft ift dafiir gu forgen, daf tatfadlic) eben meiblides Reb- 
der grdfere Better, der felbjt fcywachen Rebtiken gefahrlid) wird, wie wild gefdoffen wird und nicht etwa ab und gu aud) ein Bod auf der 
einwandfrei ae beobadhtet ift. Beide Wiefel witrden friiher in Teller- Dede liegt. Wem fo etwas nod) nit vorgefommen ijt, hat fic) in 
cijen bzw. Rattenfallen gefangen, in der Hauptfade aber aud) friier diejer Ricjtung entweder nod) nicht viel betatigt, oder er hat nicht den 
{don in den Wippbrettfaftenfallen, die fiir 1 bis 14/2 Me. in den Hand- Mut, dies offen gu befennen. ls unfehlbares Crfennungsmerfmal 
lungen 3u Haben find. Bu beadjten ift, dab an der Gegenfeite des Cin- beim weiblidjen Gtiice halte ic) Heute nur nod die fid) von dem 
laufes eine mindejtens 4 cm hohe Lidtiffnung bleibt, die den Durdh-  weifen Spiegel durd) Farbe und Form deutlid) abhebende Behaarung 
la vortdujdt. Haufig find diefe Lufen gu flein, fo daf das Wiejel des Feudtblattes. Diefe ift gundehft feftguftellen, fie bietet allein 
vom Ginjehliipfen abgebalten wird. 90 vom 100 der bierin febend Gewabr dafiir, da man es mit einem weibliden Gtiic gu tun bat. 
gefangenen Wiefel werden am Morgen verendet vorgefunden. Bei den Der Cinwand, dak man diefe Behaarung bei einem {pik oder Halb 
tobenden Befreiungsverfudjen verenden fie vermutlid) am Lungenfdlag. {pik ftehenden Gtiid nicjt erfennen finne, ift nicjt beredtigt, da auf 
Dieje Fallen, in Mengen im Revier in trodenen Graben, Furdjen, “Wild in diefer Stellung grundfablic) fein Schuh abgugeben ijt. Diefes 
unter Briiden, in Gteinhaufen und Seden verteilt, fénnen grofe Crfennungsmerfmal hat auperdem Anjprud) auf generelle Bedeutung, 
Gtreden ergeben. Humaner find die Rattenfallen mit Gpiralfedern da es gleichzeitig fiir Geipen, Gehmalrehe und weiblide Rie gilt. 
unter den tidlic) wirfenden Biigeln. Gie werden mit einem Gperlings- Sit der Sager erft iibergengt, dab er wirflid) ein weiblides Stiid 
topf befibdert. Giir 50 Pf. find fie in jeder gréferen Cijenhandlung vor fic) Hat, fo fiihlt er fic) fchon ficherer und ijt eine Gorge Ios. 
3u haben. Bum Beweife dafiir, dab der Hinweis auf das ficere Ertennungs- 

Gir den itis und beide Marder foie fiir wildbernde Ragen und merfmal feine Beredjtigung hat, midjte id) furz einen fcwarzen 
Hunde fommen die gréferen Raftenfallen in Frage, die von den Tag aus meinem langen Sagerleben fejildern, den id) ausgeredjnet 
Waffenfabriten in. verjdiedenen Grifen und in verfdiedenen als Jagdgajt auf einem grafliden Revier in Niederfdjlefien erleben 
Gormen gu begiehen find. Gie laffen fic) auch leicht felbjt herjtellen, mute. Sc) weif Heute nod) feine Erflarung dafiir; jedenfalls hatte 
fallen dann aber gewihnlic) nicht fo wetterjider und fangife) gu- ic) innerhalb einer halben Gtunde gmei recht gute Bide, die fon 
verlaffig aus wie die Fabriferzeugniffe, deren Bauart und Material  abgeworfen batten, 3ur Strece gebracjt. Graf v. D., entriijtet iiber 
Gegen die Gefahr des Anfrierens der GStellvorridjtung und der Fall- diefen VBorfall, fubr nun feinerfeits fo5, mit dem Erfolg, daB er den 
tiiren ficjert. Gegen Frojteinwirfung nicjt fichere Fallen ftellt man dritten Bod des Tages zur Stree bracdte. Wir Hatten uns dann 
unter Gchubbadern auf, die die Stellteile vor Néffe fehiiken. Kajten-  gegenjeitig feine Borhaltungen mehr gu maden. 
fallen fangen febend und miiffen im Frithiahr mit Riiefidht auf die Nun fomme id) gu der Auswahl der abjufdieBenden GStiide. 
Miéglidteit des Fanges anderen Wildes taglid) aweimal nadgefehen  Gropte Borficht ift bei alleinftehenden Rehen geboten. Sn den meiften 
werden, wabrend im Winter das regelmapige Nadfehen an jedem Fallen figt der itbrige Teil des Sprunges in der Mahe im Bett,
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THE NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

Milwaukee, Wis., July 6, 1936 

/ 

/ * , 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In accordance with our conversation some time 
ago, the following is a description of the manner in which 
the fox was killed by cockleburs, 

"Some years ago while hunting with another 

young man in Calhoun County, Illinois, we happened on a 

fox suspended by his tail from the fork of a projecting 
limb of a fallen tree, ‘This limb projected some fifteen 
feet into the air. 

There was a bad infestation of cockleburrs in 
that particular part of the county, and the river bottom 

soil is a black gumbo, In running through the weeds and 
wet soil, the fox's brush had become matted with the cockle- 
burrs and gumbo soil until it closely resembled a rather 
large ball. 

He had evidently run up the protruding limb 
to throw the pursuing dogs off the scent, and in jumping 
off again, the matted ball at the end of his tail caught 
in the narrow fork of the branches, leaving the fox 
hanging in mid-air, Unable to release himself, he had 

perished where we found him sometime afterward." 

Yours very truly, j 

A. C. Fiedler j 

Copies for Fox folder \/ 
Illinois folder 

Original filed Accident folder / 
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POLYGAMOUS MATING OF FOXES 

By Chas. E. Kellogg, Biologist, Section of Fur Resources 

Division of Wildlife Research 

Principles of livestock production with regard to feeding, breeding, 

and management have been developed through centuries of domestication of 

one-time wild animals. This period of time is ample for a phenomenal change 

to take place in the type of the animal itself through selective breeding. 

In fact this has progressed to such a degree that many present-day domestic 

animals bear little resemblance to their wild progenitors. The changes have 

been accelerated in recent years by the application of scientific principles 

of breeding, based on present-day knowledge of genetics. 

Properly adapted, the accumulated knowledge of successful livestock 

practices should prove of inestimable value to fur farmers. The difficulty 

in the past has been that the feeding and breeding habits of fur animels were 

M: so little understood that they could not be used as a basis for developing 

ry management practices. In fact, until recently little occasion arose for 

studying the fox, except as to how to prevent it from raiding chicken coops 

i or to inveigle it into a trap. A systematic study of such animals as the 

fox in the wild is extremely difficult. Fox farming required that a 

knowledge of the life habits of the fox be obtained,. but progress was slow 

because of the fact that when penned up this animal does not behave natural- 

ly. Attention given to unscrupulous promotions in the early history of fox- 

farming was for some time a thousandfold more remunerative than the tedious 

study of basic principles of fox breeding and feeding. Ever-increasing and 

keener competition, however, necessitated that these principles be learned 

and diligently applied if a profit was to be made in the undertaking. 

This financial incentive, together with the wide-awake fox farmer's 

constant inquiry as to why successful practices of livestock breeders cannot 

be applied to foxes, has been primarily responsible for the present-day 

progress in polygamous mating of foxes as well as in other phases of the 

industry. Domestic animals mate polygamously and even promiscuously, and 

why shouldn't foxes? Repeated attempts to answer this question proved that 

some foxes, contrary to prevailing opinion, would mate polygamously, and that 

these same foxes would do so later under proper management even more readily 

than previously. A careful study of the rather meager available literature on 

\



polygamous mating of foxes and the technical as well as the practical 

data on livestock breeding suggest unlimited possibilities and advantages 

in polygamous mating. The animals and the fox farmers themselves are the 

limiting factors. 

Foxes have potentialities for wide selection, because reproduction 

in the wild was by promiscuous mating, a procedure conducive to mixed in- 

heritance. The evidence of this variability in respect to polygamous 

proclivities has been disclosed repeatedly by those who at present are suc- 

cessfully practicing polygamous mating of foxes. Continued proper selection 

will enhonce this polygamous tendency. The fox farmers are limiting factors 

because the indifferent, careless, haphazard person will not be successful 

with polygamous mating of foxes. The fox farmer mist have the ability 

through careful observation and close study to recognize the physical indica- 

tions of mating time in the vixen, and then he must develop his management 

practices so as to get the desired results. A careless person cannot manage 

such a program. He had better leave it to the foxes. 

That polygamous mating of foxes is possible there can be no question; 

as to whether it is practicable in 111 casesis another matter. Some ranchers 

may prefer pair-mating because of the size of their remch, the location of 

the pens, inability to obtain competent and reliable assistants during the 

mating season, and personal indifference towards keeping records. 

Following are some of the advantages of polygamous mating: Any male 

having superior germ plasm can distritute the highly prized qualities of 

thriftiness, quality and silvering of the fur, prolificacy, and rapidity 

of growth throughout the herd directly in proportion to the number of vixens 

to which he is bred. Surely a fox farmer would not object to having as many 

as possible of these highly desirable factors in his animals. Polygamous } 

mating also will permit of rapid systematic line-breeding, a most potent 

method of obtaining great uniformity in the stock. ‘The kind of uniformity, } 

good or bad, will depend entirely on the germ plasm of the foxes and the 

ability of the rancher to select his animals for desired traits. Families 

or strains that nick well are disclosed quickly by giving the dog an op- 

portunity to mate in one year with several vixens of different families or 

strains. Perhaps the outstending advantage of polygamous mating to most 

ranchers would be the considerable saving of money invested in pens, equip- 

ment, animals, and feed. With fewer animals the labor costs are materially 

reduced except during the mating season. 

For a detailed description of the vixen during the mating season and 

for successful methods of handling both vixens and dogs during that period 

consult the article on "Polygamous Mating of Males", by Lowell W. Hancock, 

published in the February 1935 issue of the Canadian Silver Fox and Pur, and 

one on "Polygamous Mating", by Wm. B. Erekson, in the December 1935 issue of 

the National Fur News. Valuable discussions of this subject have also ap- 

peared in the other fur-farming periodicals. It is important that every fur 

farmer keep in touch with current developments by reading the fur-farming 

journals. 
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| A check on the heat period of vixens through the physical appearance 
| of the external organs, as described in the articles mentioned, was made by 

\ Chas. F. Bassett, Director of the United States Fur Animal Experiment Station, 

; Saratoga Springs, N. Y., between January 28 and March 15, 1936, with 31 
. vixens, a very small. number it is true. Twelve were pups, and four of these 

pups did not show swollen external genitalia nor were they observed to mate, 
amd they did not produce young. . All the other pups as well as all the adult 
vixens showed various observable degrees of external genitalia enlargement. 

These observations covered only one year. Undoubtedly a technic 
would develop with experience; and a group of vixens selected, in addition 

to other desirable traits, for conspicuousnéss of external signs would 
tend over a period of years to display more prominent evidence of being 
in heat. The above results are good indications, however, of what the 

average breeder may expect with the average group of foxes. 

The practice of mating a male to more than one vixen was begun at 

the Fur Animal Experiment Station in 1922, when 1 male was mated to 5 
vixens. Since then each year (except in 1925) 2 to 4 males have been mated 
with more than one. vixen, a rather broad use of the term "polygamous mating." 

During these 14 years 30 males and 82 females have been so handled. Of the 

30 males, 16 were used one year, 6 two years, 6 three years, and 2 four 
years. Of the 82 vixens, 5 were used polygamously for 5 years, 3 for 4 

years, 7 for\3 years, 16 for 2 years,’ and 51 only 1 year. 

Up to 1931, of 77 attempts to bring about polygamous matings, 9 
vixens showed no indications of having mated and did not produce young. 

‘ .. It is possible that some of the 9 did mate, as there were other cases with 
{ no observable indications of mating that did produce young. During this 

9-year period there were only 2 instances of 1 dog mating with 4 vixens, 
7 instances. of 1 with 3, and the rest of the matings were with 2 vixens 

each. 4 : 

During the 5-year period 1932-36, 13 males were used polygamously. 

with 41 vixens in 70 attempted matings, and only 13 cases failed to result 
in pregnancy. ‘This is about 19 percent failure as far as actual production 

is concerned. Undoubtedly some of the 13 vixens had mated though they did 
_ not produce young. One dog mated with 6 vixens during a period of 15 days, 

all cases resulting in pregnancies; 2 dogs mated with 5 vixens each in 17 
and 19 days, all the vixens becoming pregnant; 4 dogs were mated with 4 
vixens each, with only 2 of the 16 not producing young; 4 were mated with 

3 vixens each; and the remaining dogs were mated with but 2 each. 

Of 5 vixens mating and producing pups each year over a S-year period, 
1 was mated to 3 different males, 1 to 4, and the other 3 to 5 different 
males. A check on the other matings does not in any way indicate that it 

is necessary to put the vixen to the same dog each year in order to effect 

a mating. 
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‘The longest time between the first and the last mating of a dog 
was 45 days, extending from January 19 to March 3. ‘The normal reproductive 

period of male foxes is limited to about 2 or 3 months, if Dr. G W. D. 
‘ Hamlett's study of coyotes in the wild is applicable to foxes. He found 

that the reproductive period of the male coyote was only about 2 1/2 months, 
extending from late in January to the end of March (based upon changes in 
size of testes and presence or absence. of sperm in testes and evididymes) . 

No definite information on this point for foxes, however, is available. 
‘The short breeding season naturally restricts the number of vixens that 
can be mated to a single dog. 

At the Fur Animal Experiment Station no attempts at extensive 
polygamous matings have been made because of the extremely small number 

of animals there, comprising Standard, Alaskan, red, and cross foxes. 

Furthermore, some of the problems being studied there require definite 
matings regardless of the polygamous ability of the animals. Information 
at the station on the production records of the vixens has purposely been 
omitted. Experimental feeding tests, weighing, end the consequent frequent 
handling of the animals, as well as the excitement caused by the visitors 
that are always encountered at a ranch of this kind, have a decidedly un- 

favorable influence on such results. 

A word of caution: A program of polygamous mating, if deemed 
practicable, under no circumstences should be established throughout the 

entire ranch at one time. Foxes of both sexes vary in adaptability to 
polygamous practices. Also, animals used polygamously mst carry the 

maximum of desirable characteristics. Foxes wholly suitable for polygamous 

mating may be hard to find. Most foxes have been accustomed to pair matings. } 
Proper training of the animals in polygamous mating and the development of \ 
this polygamous trait by proper selection are most important. And perhaps 
still more important is the gradual education of the rmcher in proper 

methods of management of polygamous animals. There are many advantages in 
polygamous mating and few, if any, serious disadvantages, but the practicabil- 

ity_of its application in any particular case must be determined by the rancher 

himself. . 
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THE RED FOX IS AN ANIMAL OF INTELLIGENCE, CUNNING AND SPEED 
He therefore is one wild creature that has been able to hold his own against the 

hunter and the trapper. This fox was taken in a humane trap near Wild 
Acres, Md., in July, when he was in his summer coat of short hair 

\ 
. e \ 

‘The: Red Fox in: America | 
| ns 

Library ot By VERNON BAILEY : tet 
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Elldo Leovold Photographs by the Author fe 

HE GEOGRAPHY of wild animals is as fascinating A hundred and fifty years ago George Washington 
as the geography of man and leads us back farther hunted foxes around Mount Vernon and other planta- 

into the dim past and as far into the no less dim _ tions within a day's ride by horseback, and while the foxes 

future. It spreads like a sea of rising and falling waves of generally escaped he had much pleasure and exercise in 

types and varying forms, of beginnings and endings of — their pursuit and in the good company of his horses and 

species and families and orders, of the migrations and dogs and, occasionally, a few choice friends. Those days 

struggles of those that survive and those that disappear, are long gone but red foxes still range in the larger tim- 

not unlike our own struggles, for we too are only one _ ber tracts around Mount Vernon and Wakefield, and all 

of the higher groups of mammals. We pride ourselves around and even within the District of Columbia. In fact 

on our superior intelligence, and our family trees, but we _ they occupy most of their original territory, and over many 

can still learn much from our humble relatives all along of the less populated areas are perhaps as numerous as 

the line. they ever were. This is due partly to the litters of six or 

If the North American Indians had been as crafty and _ seven young and partly to a keen sense of self preservation. 
cunning, as resourceful and adaptable as their brothers, There can be no exact comparison of the numbers of 

the red foxes, they might have survived in greater num- foxes now living with those of earlier dates, but in many 

bers in a civilization not their own. Just stop and think suitable areas there are still enough to keep the country 
of a race of animals that ranges across the North Ameri- well stocked and to take care of the food supply most to 
can Continent, with a high price on their beautiful furry their liking. Their presence adds a charm to any wilder- 

red or silver or black coats, sought for by successive gen- ness area, even though they may be rarely seen or heard. 

erations of eager hunters and trappers, chased by thou- Their unmistakable tracks are the best guide to their 

sands of dogs and horses trained for their capture, and abundance, and their occasional droppings along the trails 

yet remaining nearly as abundant as they were centuries _ the best evidence of their food habits at different seasons. 

ago. It seems unbelievable but it is, nevertheless, a fact. The astonishing part of their record is that they have held 
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their own against such great odds i : " y " 
while many of our native species F . . 
have been nearly or entirely ex- - . M 
terminated over wide areas. The ‘ * 
natural intelligence, cunning, _ oe Bt, ee et ie 
speed and fighting strength of the “ -' | : Fei 
foxes have given them an advan- 

tage over most wild animals. i, ‘y F 3 * 
While we are often exasperated -— a , ai Pg ~ 

by their raids on our cee! yards Pai: é Fi ie a ie as — 

and their destruction of small a et — —_—* 
game that we would like to have p i. m ‘ ‘ i 
for our own use, we can not help Foe co a 
admiring these beautiful, nervy \ : > Mt’ a r ie ee | 
neighbors. Nor need we worry a 4 . Se %' ane q? Pp 
much about their mischief, for if loess YY ae ~ ’ : : a 
they. become too numerous locally ; ‘ i Pal 
there are always hunters and trap- eo : oF re en vo 
pers eager to get their valuable i : Hiv =. aad ae aie iad ; Foc eS 
pelts. In the long run our intelli- ; ee ¥ ee sf : 4 ~ aq 
gence and inventions are more — a ' x pe “ AES se kg . 
than a match for their cunning Zi i ae a * Eo ei 4 4 
and it should be a matter of some = - # E a , 4 
satisfaction that their abundance, 7 Ga Poe : 
distribution and perpetuation are ‘ ree F oe ie ‘ 
wholly within our control. The NW SUMMER SHORT HAIR REPLACES LONG WINTER FUR 
time is rapidly coming when game This old male fox was examined for parasites that might convey tularemia or spot- 

and furanimalsand wild ie gen fod rte ecg are en a 
erally will be given as apprecia- 

tive and intelligent care as that now given to our domestic gophers, chipmunks, rats, or mice, and occasionally a 
herds and flocks, our animal friends and pets. grouse or quail or poultry. 

In home and family life foxes are models of faithful Only while the young are small does the father fox do 
care and affection. Once mated a male and female usually most of the hunting. As soon as they can be left alone 
remain together as long as they live, and each assumes its _ the mother fox makes short trips for food and often visits 
natural share of parental duties with mutual understand- carcasses of dead deer or other animals killed by hunters, 
ing and unselfish devotion. In many cases, in my youth in wolves or dogs, or possibly cattle that have died and have 
Minnesota, have I found an old male fox, curled up on been hauled out to the fields, Meat in the north country 
guard near the entrance to the burrow where the mother _ keeps fresh all winter and when it thaws out in the spring 
and her babies were safely hidden, keeping watch for the is often in prime condition for food. 
approach of enemies that he might drive off or lead away Later in the spring when the half-grown foxes are being 
from the den. With me it was always his effort to attract weaned they begin to run with the parents on short forays 
my attention and lead me away, but with any animal of at night and are taught to catch mice and birds, grass- 
his own size it would have been pursuit or a fight. hoppers, crickets and beetles, and learn for themselves 

At a den that I found in the Adirondacks while snow- what is good and what is not good to eat. They keep close 
shoeing among the deer yards, the old male fox had been to the mother, but if father fox finds a dead sheep or pig 
out hunting and his fresh tracks on the snow showed that _ or succeeds in capturing a young lamb he leads the family 
he was carrying a heavy load. At a little distance the tracks to a great feast and his pride and satisfaction can well be 
led to a large burrow on a hillside, where the snow was appreciated by any big game hunter who has helped feed 
well trampled and marked by the tracks of both old and his own family by his skill in the chase. 
young foxes. The load the fox had been carrying was the Summer is the time of plenty for the foxes. First the 
head of a yearling fawn, probably of one killed in the strawberries ripen and become a welcome change from 
previous hunting season or one that had lost its mother an all-meat diet. Mice, early or over-wintered berries, a 
and died during the winter. It was a heavy load for even few frogs, grasshoppers and other insects, or an occasional 
a strong male fox but it would provide several good meals bird or nest of eggs afford a wholesome variety for a 
for the mother, and many days of practice for the budding carnivore with omnivorous tastes. Later in midsummer 
teeth of a large family of youngsters, just beginning to the blueberries ripen. These big blue bunches of sweet 
come out of the nest burrow. delicious fruit provide the greatest feast of the year for 

Most of the food brought in to the den consists of small _ the fox. If berries are abundant, even mice and birds are 
game—rabbits, squirrels, ground squirrels, woodchucks, somewhat neglected at this season. Still later dewberries, 
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Ne ee al MOE Pe ee ER AN ADIRONDACKS SPECIMEN 
5 a Com: a a 2) This red fox was caught in a hu- 

ae ee Sed at : ms cate pe : mane tie that did not injure 

oe, a: *. vee yu P is foot nor cause pain 

a Pde nn, a, ey 

’ " ae ee. ee i om ok value of their fur, especially of 

gettin es Li y Fe oe 9 Jap eel the once rare black and silver in- 

Bros, wd a é Shue, dividuals, has continued to be 

eA on i f 2 high, and the long-continued ef- 

. . “ Y - A i forts to raise them have been suc- 

the bs ee reG of 4 a cessful and in certain cases profit- 

ae oe ~ ee $V SLA able. The choicest varieties have 

i: i % a o Mod Fe ee * been developed, and high prices 

a Vame * e da are paid for the best breeding 

i WO, ad ry s oe ae, stock, but the business has become 

: te gy S ees ee oy pee. so technical and highly special- 

ee ae ee eS * C es ized that only professionals are 

j ys | BS al 2 ‘ : aa Be safe in entering the field. So many 

Mi is ag. lias’ = ae s pre” i % skins are produced each year that 

fe ee i's a a rs P ee | ? ‘ the market is well supplied and 

ee Cn eet al ee “ ' ‘ the excessive prices of other days 

7 ' aun | " 3 j no longer prevail. Better furs are 

a nate Fs produced in this way, however, 

m . be than those caught in the wild, and 

te 
there is less cruelty in raising than 

in trapping the animals in thewild. 

raspberries, blackberries, service berries, wild plums and The ancient sport of “riding to hounds” in pursuit of 

grapes, peaches and apples help out with a varied diet foxes is still practiced in some sections of the country but 

that lasts well into the fall. Frozen apples furnish some is losing much of its significance since the automobile has 

winter and even spring food. Nuts, acorns and seeds are _ so largely displaced the horse. Fortunately, the fox usually 

also eaten, Beech nuts are a favorite food, and where they gets away and can be hunted another day. The demands 

grow and yield well they sometimes can be found all of fox-hunters result in some protection, and altogether 

through the winter and spring. fox-hunting is probably of benefit to the animal. 

By the time the first snows arrive the young foxes have While foxes belong to the same family as the dogs and 

grown up to be good hunters, competent to take care of wolves, they form a group or subfamily of their own 

themselves. But, alas, their care-free life is over, for each with several genera and species, of which the red foxes 

has then a thick warm coat of fur with a high price on it. are the best known and most widely distributed. Red foxes 

Only the more wary and intelligent can hope to escape occur over most of the Northern Hemisphere and there 

the deadly traps set stealthily for their light feet and are about a dozen recognized forms in North America, 

baited with alluring and tantalizing odors placed to reach and probably as many in the Old World. Their distribu- 

their keen and inquisitive noses. tion in America is roughly shown on the accompanying 

Many are taken every year but those that escape grow map but not too much dependence can be given to boun- 

more and more suspicious and wary until the trappers be- dary lines between geographic varieties that merge into 

come discouraged and give up while there are still enough —_ others on all sides. 

foxes left for a good start next year. If I could write in Foxes were among the mammals listed by most early - 

fox language I would tell them all how to keep out of writers on the natural history of the New World, but not 

traps but then there might soon be so many foxes that they until 1820 were they given a specific name to distinguish 

could not find enough to eat, the mice, rabbits and squir- them from the Old World red foxes, then known as Canis 

rels, the bobwhites, grouse, wild turkeys and many other valpes. From Virginia records, Desmarest called them 

birds would be eaten and there would be a great depres- Canis fulvus, but already Oken had separated the red 

sion, and sadness in the fox world. So what can we do foxes from the wolves and dogs, and called the genus 

about it unless we can in some way soften the trap jaws Vulpes. So our red foxes have long been known to scien- 

so they will not hurt? This we are trying to do, and at the tific authors as Vulpes fulvus. 

same time we are endeavoring to teach a more kindly and When specimens collected over different parts of the 

appreciative feeling toward our outdoor neighbors. country were assembled, slight differences were noted in 

Red foxes have been almost domesticated, perhaps more color, size and form, and these geographic varieties were 

nearly so than any other of our North American mam- given varietal names. In some cases a definite distribution 

mals. Still, they can not be considered domestic animals area can be assigned to these varieties, but in many areas 

as they would take to the woods at once if released. The _ the characters are more or less blended and no sharp lines 
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of separation can be drawn. In a general way, however, all the color phases, the tip of the tail is normally white. 

these variants occupy different types of country, and have Specific and subspecific characters, however, are based 

been developed in direct response to environmental in- mainly on the normal red phase of color and its varia- 
fluences, exerted over a long period. tion from dark red to light or dark yellow with more or 

The accompanying map of the red foxes of North _ less of black on the feet and legs, back of ears and top of 
America gives the type localities and the approximate . tail, and in some cases on the variation in extent of the 
ranges of the various forms now recognized. In many — usually large white tip of the tail. More important charac- 
places, however, especially in the far north, there are ex- ters are found in size and proportions and in variation 
tensive areas from which no specimens are available and _ of ears and tails, in form of skull, differences in teeth and 

where the limits of ranges are doubtful. In fact, Nature __jaws, and other cranial characteristics. 

does not deal in sharp lines so much as in broad areas. In habits, the different varieties are similar, these vary- 

Red foxes range normally from the limit of trees in ing mainly in accordance with the differing climate, types 
the far north to the edge of the cotton belt of the south- of forest, prairie, mountains, shores and islands, and the 

ern United States, through Hudsonian, Canadian and necessity of subsisting.on the various available foods, and 
Transition Zones, with a withstanding the enemies 
slight degree of wander- Ere 7 Sore among which they must 

ing into the Arctic Zone Ke \//al i iN | live. Intelligence and ver- 
on the north and the Au- ee at es fel SA, oy | satility are dominant char- 

stral Zones on the south. Lee oy eg = A \ {| acteristics of red foxes. 
They do not reach to the ms Sle og RY We The brain cavity of the 

. my wie + a8 
Atlantic Coast south of ey, Pi Oi | SDS ee of an adult male red 

Chesapeake Bay or to the i f Se P| Ma ih fox of about 15 pounds in 
; Gee 2: AP ee oes te ; : = 

| Pacific Coast south of Pa ion & oI a . a live weight holds “T83 

about the sixtieth parallel. [3 St / a a Soe Te small white beans or about 

Neither do they penetrate a ee Va = laa 12 beans to a pound of 

<> inta the arid valleys of the wl, iy Sede NN i Ye ; bodily weight. The skull 
rca Southwest. A few scatter- ao GN epee Laberge’ of a 30-pound coyote 

CF ae ee fT SS ety | ( ye. holds 338 of the same 
Louisiana, Alabama, Ar- teal \ Ty K on i J: hos beans or about 11 beans 

kansas, Oklahoma, and \ Geng FI = = bp % to a pound of weight, and 

Kansas are probably of necgeer) i ; ay Se? a collie dog of about 35 
wanderers, or the progeny / SS cde Ges Y\ pounds holds 361 beans, 

of stock introduced for a * i, | or about 10 to a pound of 
fox hunting. The scatter- eit cS weight. While this is a 
ed records from the Arctic ES | ae a crude comparison of little 
Coast may well be of wan- Sh — ¥ a real value, it is not with- 

derers from the borders of Saye | ca | out significance. 
the woods, for such free- SS A While several varia- 

booters can not be re- [Ss st S| tions of the North Ameri- 

strained by mere tempera- pat eel aL can red foxes have been 
ture, and the extent of THE HAUNTS OF THE RED FOX IN NORTH AMERICA described as distinct spe- 
travel by one or a family Vulpes fulva fulva and subspecies can be found in nearly cies, there seems to be 

A any location north of Mexico except in six of our - 
of these light footed hunt- southernmost states and the deserts more or less intergrada- 
ers can hardly be guessed. tion among the mainland 

Red foxes are of varying shades of dull red and light forms while the two insular forms, from Newfoundland 
or dark yellow, but with all recognized forms there are and Kodiak Island, show subspecific rather than specific 

darker color phases varying to pure black, a graded kind characters. Most naturalists agree that the North Ameri- 

of melanism. The first step is the reddish brown with can red foxes are distinct from the Old World forms but 

heavy black markings characterizing the so-called cross the Siberian and Alaskan specimens show close relation- 

fox. The next is the all or nearly all black fur, with white ship, indicating that they are derived froma common stock. 
zones near the tips of the long hairs that give it the name 

of silver fox. Last of all is the pure black phase of com- List oF NortH AMERICAN RED Foxes 

De tr ec gads oe hs eS oe For the present therefore it seems best to consider all 
nally the rarest and most valuable fox fur, choice skins OF a INGE A ea ot ee Dsneies cE 
often selling for $1000, before the animals were bred in eB 

captivity in such numbers as to lose their rarity. At the Vulpes fulva fulva (Desmarest), described in 1820. 
present time, the ranch-raised silver fox skins are the most Type locality Virginia 
valuable and distinctive on the market, although many A rather small, slender, dark red fox of the Eastern 

people consider the red or cross foxes more beautiful. In States and southeastern Canada. (Continued on page 317) 
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4 tion Commission that it has many confused. Mail is very often not de- 
’ livered or delayed because the present Commission is referred to as a 
¥ board or department. 

3 There is only one state governmental unit dealing with conservation 
AY in Iowa. It is the State Conservation Commission. 
ni 

KKK 
2c et aes 

Ve THE FOX OUT-FOXED CL AAs Fix 
Per ie John Fritcher and Maurice Phipps of near Boone, Iowa, have tracked 

2 Q down and killed 33 foxes since the day before Thanksgiving. All of the 
2, foxes were killed within three miles of their homes and were tracked 
y re without the aid of dogs. To put a grand finale to the out-witted foxes 

<A> the men sold 28 pelts to a fur dealer named Fox. They realized $160 
for their efforts. 

2K 2K 2K 2K 2K OK OK



Fox 

Excerpt from letter from Douglas Wade, Beavertown, Pa., April 27, 1940: 

"The historical side of the survey is the weakest at present. 
Perhaps this is due to the fact that originally in the early 1700s, 
red fox were rare in Pennsylvania. Might have been a few northern fox, 

but since white settlement an unnatural condition exists due to the 
importing of the English red fox. I believe that the majority of red 
fox in this State are mongrels. Grays were fairly well distributed 
throughout the State in the early 1700s with the exception of a few SW 
and SE counties. There is considerable evidence piling up in recent 
years that the fox characteristic of the deep South is filtering north- 

ward (that is, the gray)."  . \
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for the past two years without com- the Bureau of Biological Survey. 
pensation, the payments will cer- Ten percent of the money is used to 
tainly help in continuing my wild- enforce the law and pay for the 
life developmental practices. printing and distribution of stamps. 

I do not hunt but I get a lot of _ ——————— 
pleasure out of seeing and reaping Box TURTLE NESTS 
the benefits derived from quail. I RAIDED BY THE FOX 
have noticed that the birds on my Evidence that the fox has an 
farm have increased during the past appetite for box turtle eggs was 

two years. My son hunts a lot and observed in Lenoir County about 
he is sure that we have six coveys five miles northeast of Kinston, 
on our farm of about 224 acres. I North Carolina, on March 14. On 
am able to hold these coveys on the a ridge, in an open stand of short- 

place by leaving strips of grain leaf pine adjacent to the Neuse 
crops such as beans, peas, rye, River low ground, eighteen freshly 
Sericea and Kobe lespedezas adja- excavated box turtle nests were 
cent to woodland borders. _ found. Surrounding each funnel- 

Your monthly bulletin came this shaped excavation, ranging from 
morning and I have enjoyed reading three to five inches in depth and 
it. There are a lot of suggestions four to six inches across the. top, 
in it that should help anyone who is_ were the shells of several eggs, ob- 
interested in developing their land viously those of the box turtle. 

to benefit wildlife. Tracks in the soft sandy soil indi- 
Very truly yours, cated that this had been the work 

(Signed) A. T. GRIFFIN, of gray fox. 
Goldsboro, N. C. —— 

March 22, 1940. EDITOR'S NOTE: 
ee ee Remember the inquiry in the March 

issue of North Carolina Wildlife Conserva- 
THE 1940 DUCK STAMP tion on whether or uot the box pune coe 

* * * * i res? nt came here 
Featuring for its design @ pair of wad a anaes a an fe Athen 

black ducks flying downward over a Might it be suggested that casual obser- 
marsh area, the Federal duck stamp vations on a similar situation as that pic- 
for 1940 will be required of all per- tured, could have brought about the con- 
sons more than 16 years of age who denne rien, ot te innocent box turtle as a 

plan to hunt migratory waterfowl z oe i 
next fall. nS Boe eo RE 

Since August 14, 1934 when the EMT EO NE 
first duck stamps were sold, the mi- [Rgaeune stare tete ip york” 3 mY yi 
gratory waterfowl population as a [geese Riemer J cae 
whole has increased at an encourag- [age AS HS Lore. 
ing rate. Canvasbacks and redheads (Rigg ae" aceegiast Ta aN Ce NY 
seem to be slow in their recovery in [gee Ro e Sp 1 eee ie 

spite of the restrictions which have eh Mee 5 
been placed on these species in re- Or ba SOS , 
cent years. Canada geese also have (gt Soy cs Re ee: ee NS 
made a slow “comeback” due prob- (Ra paeaaes Was Poe hag 

ably to an excessive kill in some tk een re 
parts of the country. SoS Ba - a ds 

Money from the duck stamps is ao bd eT Wise. 
helping to restore these valuable (™ : My a gee 

Dundes a ualeos ie Ur De reeny Ce An excavated box turtle nest. Tracks in 
proceeds we used for the purchase the sandy soil, as well as the eggshell frag- 
and maintenance of _ migratory ments, indicate that this was the work of 
waterfowl refuges administered by a fox.



Pile: Badger 
2 Fox 

Anton Novy of Manitowoe tells me that he has found evidence that 

a badger may dig out and kill a fox in an underground den. He found a 

dug-out den with the remains of a fox and evidence that a badger had 

done the work. : 

A.L. 

5/23/40



March 5, 1942 

File Marinette Co. folder 
Fox folder —— 
Wolves folder 

Wolves, Foxes, Coyotes in 
Marinette County 

Byrl Sotzen of Athelstane, Wis., moved to a farm in Silver Cliff Twp. 

in 1921. He was then 3 years old. 

He remembersh hearing wolves howl. They had deep voices and wers probably 

timber wolves. 

He thinks wolves disappeared about 1925. 

About 1926 his brother trapped red foxes, caught one. About 1931 

fom-hunters from Marinette came out with dogs. Thinks they got some. Dag 

some dens. 

Has the impression no foxes during wolf days; will try to verify from 

old timers. 

About 1933 began to hear coyotes, which were working a neighbor's sheep. 

Thinks there are still some foxes, but not numerous. Coyotes numerous. Chased 

one with car in 1941. 

Conclusion: This looks as if foxes came in when wolves removed, 

possibly because they were removed. Also looks as if at present coyotes might 

be holding the foxes down.
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Uwe. | , 2a LICense eceipts eae Lie . oe . 2 L > a a east 
Ge SONG a ; . 

P| es | oe ae os ms = P a By JOHN MARTIN 
i ae <a. ~ “a . ee : . . a . B + aor aa ae é owe Receipts from sale of hunting and fishing licenses during 

eee y : j ORO ed PS wer @ | the fiscal year 1944-45, which ended June 30, exceeded the 
Re . ae ee “a = total for 1943-44 by $54,765, according to records just com- 
a gs | es i ae E a piled by the State Department of Revenue. 

ig ITS ‘ag - ¥ ee, Fishing licenses netted 
me ee. oe ae $61,681.88 last year as com- 

Always Include cs Poe ba es a Wan red wi The Farmer i a I a of $45,468.30, and gunners 
Not long ago I attended a meet- ow paid $108,988.73 as compared 

ing in a place called Mt. Maria, * ey —- 7 esearc 0 with $74,489.16 the Previous 
near Fightingtown Creek in Fan- . : al % year. Gain in fishing receipts 
nin County. There were approxi- An aa ae bn was $16,213 and hunting provided 

= mately 50 out- ee , Se. re 2 . 7 an increase of $34,499. 
= doorsmen at the . ee _ With t stat vi FR | secre 8 nicer PhsDATORty gr fr bs ovens ve sent is es (AOE FTSHINQ | tee ore, 88 Sores 2 

g from Ep-| that control measures are being mapped to reduce the population of the iti - . “ were fr Dele spactes. This fox is resting on a stump While: hounds! pick UpMmryral munition .;and travel, shortages, 
| ae nee —, Co BRUNSWICK. — Georgia’s oa gain is believed to be a 

A 2 foc Poantatig coast is clamoring for a co- aeese eee as eae 
V r \ farms along oxes ace ig x operative research project to| 11 torr EXPECTS MOR 

‘me seas had a determine the commercial and aq : : 
- « shsyee revenue sources under t' 

a project, and they wanted to see sports fishing possibilities Game and Fish Commission exccbt 
if it could be worked out on a ¢co- ag a that have hitherto been|fur dealers’ licenses registered 
eens basis ai the Game and abused and neglected. gains: zektee law enforcement by 

‘ish Commission. : 3 ; wr a 
They expressed the project in|, Organized warfare against the state’s rabid fox menace Preliminary steps toward Be ton ca ak pha 

simple Terie to HABTOV erms—to improve both the | 1S & See taking shape; with federal,—state—and local effecting such a project were | and an icréase in the number of : 
hunting and fishing along the authorities cooperating. ; made at a meeting here July 11 conservation-minded citizens are 
creek. So we sat down and out-| After more than 40 persons and an undetermined number | attended by groups and officials| the chief reasons for the pheno- 
lined a plan of procedure. Being! of livestock had been reported bit-|---—-—__—_— fi Gl M menal war-time gains. 
summer and the interest on fish-|ten this year federal and state rom Glynn, McIntosh and Cam-|~ GHiarlie Elliott, director of the 
ing paramount at the time, we| officials met in the State Capitol den counties. Represented were|Commission, admitted yesterday 
went to work on the fishing first.|last week to map a campaign to ame the Brunswick Board of Trade,| that the figures were encouraging, 
This year they anne ie Siege combat me was described as a county and municipal governments| “but we are still a long way from 
two rearing ponds, one for bass in| serious and increasing menace. . and the commercial fishing indus-|the totals an adequate ranger 
the valley fields and one for trout Dr. T. F. Sellers, director of try. Members of the legislature staff and a good educational and 
on the head of the stream. The} the laboratory division of the also were present. restoration program would pro- 
city members of the club were to| State Department of Health, told Charlie Elliott, director of the| Vide.” He described an “adequate 
one all the repey pay ee the meeting that of the 63 fox| Dr. Leland Starr last week be-| State Game and Fish Commission, | T278¢T staff” as a good ranger in 
terials peresery to Ae Pa heads he examined last year 60| gan duties as supervisor of rabies| appeared before the groups and|CVery county. 
for these ponds, an e tarm| were rabies-infected. Sellers said/control in the State Department pledged the, cooperation of the| FINES INCREASE b d to do the gradin, P oS members agreed to do the grading} that foxes have become so abun-|of Health. Commission in any movement de- Ps and other labor. dant that control measures must Dr. Starr is a native of Roanoke,| signed to provide better fishing ake fishing receipts are believed PROTECTION PLEDGED be undertaken, he and received the veterinary|and recreation along the coast. = ie eisdime nee ey cor 

z medicine degree from Ohio State i i ‘ a eee arom My job was to — —— fry | TRAPPING RECOMMENDED UniverityagHe wasleawardedaa |G ae coastal fisheries, which showed a 

these sande Ad wetend To rrotect “The only solution,” he declared,| doctorate in bacteriology at the| an offshore shrimp area that would Teen i gegen est thet Stren deci eerie ieeiesri Se out by any means poe OF i ee Ticrese te ee, and catches of Rieck water fis) dealers paid 
7: : is valua . is- " ‘ 

oon ree End lesa eres and He recommended trapping and|and research in large and small| covery of peer peti oe ae Pe oe eet o be en was lished only Wit)! chasing by fox hounds. animal diseases. in the Gulf of Mexico, cff the pera ote a Don Cae, 
8 the ape improvement plan,|_. 28 U- S- Fish and Wildlife Ser-| Formerly assistant dean of the} Louisiana coast, leads the Geor- Pee ere i ated = eee pa eee vice agreed to direct a control pro-| veterinary medicine school at Ala-|gians to believe that such an area pepvaded only. p18. : oe a dees Witold 46 the De eal ject, with a special agent in|bama Polytechnic Institute at Au-|lies somewhere off their own|; Cae or ie mons eneaiaeing 
- et 3 d oth y d charge. The agent will organize|burn, Dr. Starr came to Georgia| shores. Bee ee eer kom neiene 
BO ee eee ree lene OU) arid supervise fox’ control in coun-|from private practice. I Sates a oa collected from fines. The among the neighbors, in order that ea iateeted and wilieiask with Sve ee t was explained that Louisiana| state receives half of the assess- 

all farms could eventually have a county groups where and when he ae provides 60 per cent of the| ments after court costs have been 
bicolor planting. They all agreed | ;. Bede: FINDLAY SUCCEEDS anime on the American market,| deducted. And last year $1,588.22 

to ainere ihe seasne, tnd BE The Game and Fish Commiasion| JAMES AT RALEIGH = [Zit" GStres, orga, Alehams,|was the states share. The year i 3 agreed to assist in the organiza- : A spe eee i : een i everyone hunting in the valley|,: RALEIGH, N. C.—John D. Find-| lina furnishing the majority of the| whil 1942-43 fi totaled Shay cdliten: tion of such groups and to conduct lay has been named Game and|remaining 40 per cent. e $169.60, 4 ee eos the program after the organiza-|tijand Fisheri sees oa eee nnn deco See Mien thai 
It was an excellent beginning on| tion js in operation isheries Commissioner, to 

a.fine game and fish program. It : pee Hinton James, who has . ‘ 
was™»another place in the state} DAMAGE SURVEY resigned, according to Director R. G m d F h R 
where hunters from town and the Bruce Etheridge, director of the a ean Is eceipts 
landowners themselves got to- The Department of Health | department. gether and decided to have a good agreed to: (a) furnish supervision) Findlay had resigned as assis- 1942-43 1943-44 1944-45 
game program between them. And for vaccination; (b) advise with| tant commissioner last May to take Punting sbigenses smmmnnnnnnninnncerane $101,049.62  $ 74,489.16 $108,988.73 

fellow nimrods and Waltonites,|!0c@! authorities in the matter of|/over management of the Lake Fresh Water De ler Licenses ee Moree Senta; that is the only way a game pro-|@uarantine and dog control; (c)|Mattamuskeet Federal Wildlife Re-|] Gommecnl Cond hte vote Bo 0 cau ar ae fimnicti Habotatory inclieee: (dilated cial Coastal Fisheries , 0,261.50 14,312.20 14,438.05 
£ eloped. e ig Trappers’ Li 

assemble information in the termi-} Pps oes sn 2,124.00 3,583.00 3,925.00 
FARMERS TOLERANT wationvehvabiesieaiatetce: and ( : 4 Fur Lealers’ Licenses............. ee 430.00 490.00 350.00 Ca $ e) | counties should: (a) declare quar-|| Fur Dealers’ AG ONES eee SF 35.00 40.00 35.00 If the hunters who live in town act as a clearing house for all|antine when necessary; (b) finance|| Non-Resident Trappers’ Licenses. sy Ze ? 50.00 
abuse the use of land by shooting agencies. operations other’ than those fur-|| Occupational Tax............. mies OS 25.00 
livestock, or otherwise being care-| The Department of Agriculture| nished by Federal and State agen-|| Shad Licenses... cscs vomnns wns aah 178.80 
less with a gun, if they tear down| agreed to make a survey of econ-|cies; and (c) arrange cooperative || SPecial Permits... cniemmnnn rome — 1,966.50 677.50 1,411.50 
fences or make tracks across a|omic damage and need for rabies|agreements between their county fines for Violations nee 169.60 1,072.50 1,588.22 

: young field of oats, if they hunt| and rabid fox control. and adjoining counties and between ionic Le ee es eee et S2 AU Ge 5.16.00 ea Continued on Page 5 It was mutually agreed that the| agencies not listed above. Al —intminmncmmmnnnnnnenunnnn $148,808.26 $142,183.66 $196.948.57 eee a ee
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LONDON & (Ay bisaeasne WALDO W. RINEHARD, Agent 
eae INSURANCE 

AS ROUTE 2, BALSAM ROW PHONE: 901-F2 
INCORPORATED /86! SHAWANO, WISCONSIN 

WESTERN DEPARTMENT 
CHICAGO 90, ILL. 

Get heeeen Dec, 19,1945, 

Professor,Aldo Leopold., 
University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin., 

Dear Professor;- 

I assume you have been wondering what has happened 

to the grouch up at Shawano. 

Yes, I went hunting in Northern Bayfield County, and did 

wade around in that snow for a day and a half and quite and came home 

glad that I did not have to drag one out. Yes that was the first time 

i failed to bring home the venison since 1937. 

However there is one thing I would like to have you 

answer for me.-- 

What was done some time between June lst, and November 

24th that did away with the wolf and fox papulation in northern Wisconsin. 

Apparently whatever was done was done some time int&hep 

dat&erupart of the summer or early fall.e, Yes, the Fawn Crop of deer 

was damaged but the larger deer are there,and some fawns of course. 

I will appreciate the correct answer to the above. 

Merry Christmas.-- 
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i red foxs— 

, Opossum » 5 

: Jedlich (of Cook Co. Forest Preserve) says that when living on 

The Pallas Area in 1919 there were no opossums. Caught first in 

1923. Also no red fox in 1919. Came in during the 1920's. 

Aldo Leopold 
August 27, 1946 

copy for Steve 

j
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Foxes Kill Cows 0" 
Foxes with rabies have killed more* 

than 200 cows in New York and Penn- 
sylvania this year, and have even bitten 
some human beings. Fox population in 
both states is at a peak. Professional 
trappers are at work in the areas where 
most losses have occurred. ‘ 

In New York, farmers whose cattle 
die can collect indemnity from the State 
Department of Agriculture, providing a 
laboratory analysis of the cow’s head 
shows rabies caused death. rennsylvania 
farmers must stand their own losses.
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i" deta age 
SECRET BAIT—This is a two-day fox catch made by Ernest Messling, 
using a secret bait he secured while trapping in Wisconsin’s north- 
woods. Messling, Crawford County farmer-trapper, has caught 700 
foxes in one season, Oddly enough, this fox trapper lives at Lynxville. 

King of Fox Trappers 
Record Season Catch in Crawford County 

Gives hundred foxes in one sea- closed season in many states, and 
son! That is the envied record with a price on his head, he has 

catch by Ernest Messling, a Craw- not only survived but has also in- 
ford County farmer-trapper. creased in population. 

Both state and county pay a Professional trappers make a life- 

bounty of $2.50 on each red or grey study of the fox. His feeding and 
fox that is taken. Messling’s labors Mating habits, his lines of prowl, 
brought him $3,500 in bounties his habitat and range, all come un- 3 

alone. From the sales of the pelts er close scrutiny. . 
he realized from $1.00 for the poor- There are almost as many meth- 
est grade to $9.00 for each prime ods to trap the fox as there are G 
skin. He also gained the gratitude trappers. Each trapper works’ out 
and goodwill of nearby farmers, his own pet system. And these 

‘| upon whose livéstock the foxes had systems are zealously guarded. 
feasted. * $ Bait, scent, trail, springhole, mat- 

A “secret bait” formula is the key ing call, cubbyhole—all have been 
to Messling’s success. He secured tried and all have met with some 
this formula a few years ago when degree of success. Weather, fur ' 
he trapped with a veteran woods- and food eycles, terrain, civilization, 
man in northern Wisconsin. are among the various elements con- 

Richly paid for his sideline efforts, Seer ed by trappers in planning and 
zi ‘ unning their lines. 

Messling, the head of a family of : 
nine, runs a 110-acre farm. He The Adirondack Mountain coun- 

plans to continte his trapline when- try boasts more master fox trap- 
ever his farm work permits. He Pers than any other section of the 
says there are still plenty of foxes land. The bushlands of the Far 
roaming aboyt the back acres. North notwithstanding. Here in 

The fox is all things to man. To the sandy foothills many men pur- 
the livestock owner he is a preda- Sue elusive Reynard. Some men, 
tor. To the hunter crowd he is the after years of trial and error, qualify 
symbol of the chase. To the trap- for the “100-per-season fraternity.” 

per he is a study and a pursuit of The “Dirt Hole Set,” believed to . 
livelihood. have been originated in the Adiron- 

Though normally shy of man, the ' dacks, is the most successful meth- og 
fox will pay calls at farm poultry 0d. This set, with its variations, 
houses. Or make off with some un-. accounts for more fox pelts than 
attended smaller livestock. His any other known set in use, 
boldness, his change in hunting Despite the ruggedness of the 
ways, his instinctive cunning, are game, when the first frost tinges 
dictated by nature’s foéd cycles. the hardwoods and the fox’s twilight 

Considered the craftiest of all ani- bark is echoed among the ridges, 
mals, there is no limit to the fox’s the masters of the long trails will 
uncanny wiles. Without benefit of be out to string their steel.
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Just for the record.-- 

The Sportsmen of the vicinity of Shawano staged a combined drive 
and did kill twowila dogs and one fex south of Shawano, Sunday March 
2nd,1947. 

Regards. 

— apo tke



Shawano Hvening Leader., Shawano, Wisconsin., 
Picthee taken later days of Feb, 1947. 

Most of these were taken with traps. 
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wre umm aad Henry Opperman of Route 2, “Shawanc, have prepared a display of sixty-six fox pelts, both red.and grey, five of bob- 

cats, forty-five wolves from among the predatory animal population of Shawano county. They accomplished their kill with the help 
of their three-year-old hound, “Speed” and their twelve-guage shotguns since last ‘fall. 

They have been willing to help people who have been bothered with these pests and are greatful’to those who-have let them: know where 

some of the animals were.



Besides the above mentioned reports, certain additional Fale Reel Fax 
interesting records were sent in. One was a case revorted by hvlda, 
P. L. Button of Richland county, in which a fox trapner left his 
traps unattended for three days by accident. “Then he returned to 
the travline, he found a female red fox in one of the trans eating 
on a house rat which had evidently been brought by another fox or 
foxes. Around the animal in the trap were three rabbits, one mole, 
four field mice, two house rats, chicken heads and legs, and a 
piece of cow horn! Another interesting record indicating a late 
date for bearing young for the timber rattlesnake came in from 
Stanley Avel in Crawford county. Ye states that on Seotember 26, 
1945, he wetched one of these snakes ovened and saw five fully 
developed unborn snakes inside, indicating thet they must sometimes 

have young after this dete. u/, 

thy?
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Stephen Richards 
May 12, 1947 

Introduction 

On January 1, 1947, the writer was assigned to a research study 

of the Wisconsin foxes, Vulpes fulva, Vulpes regalis, Urocyon cinergo- — 

argenteus, Urocyon cinereoargenteus ocythous. The southwestern and 

southcentral counties were chosen as the area of study due to the fact 

that the largest number of foxes had been bountied there in previous 

years. The counties involved are as follows: Columbia, Sauk, Dane, 

Richland, Crawford, Grant, Iowa, and Lafayette. The greatest number 

of foxes was obtained from Grant, Richland and Iowa counties. 

Since the winter hunting and trapping season was three-fourths 

completed when the project began, it was decided that the twelve most 

productive hunters and trappers in each county should be contacted, and 

arrangements made to examine the carcasses from their remaining take ror 

the season. Names and addresses of these persons were obtained from 

the county clerk's office in each of the above-mentioned counties where 

these foxes were bountied. Regular stops at the houses of these 

hunters and trappers were made on the average of once a week. When 

the temperature permitted (warm enough to thaw out the carcasses), 

examination was possible on the spot, otherwise the carcasses were taken 

along for future examination. To date 166 carcasses have been examined, 

Weight. Data 

A total of 138 fox carcasses was weighed during the collecting 

} period. Mogt of the specimens were froZen, and the loss in weight due 

: to decomposition or drying was negligible. Careasses that were partially 

. decayed or dried were not weighed, as such weights would give an 

erroneous picture. As most of this period was spent in collecting the 

evo 
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greatest number of carcasses possible, there was no way in which to 

get an accurate age criterion for male foxes. As a result, the total 

weights of such foxes are given below, while the females are broken 

down into adults and immature animals. All weights are exclusive of the 

pelt. 

Red Fox 

Females AGG = 912 6.7 56 

Adult females Sh See ats ee 4 7.0 22 
Immature females RS =" 6.6 6.4 34 

The females having placental sites were known adults. Young females 
of the year had uterii that were but a few mm. in diameter, very trans- 

lucent, and with a small vulva. 

Gray Fox 

Sex Weight Range (1bs.) Average = Total 
Males Sil = 1i.5 9.2" Ta 
Females 5-9 - 9.0 8.0 5 

Age and Sex Classes 

The age ratios are inconclusive on the males, and will require further 

study during the summer and fall. The determination of age by the teeth 

is subject to error during the late winter and early spring. Trapped 

foxes were especially difficult to age, as many oi the teeth were badly 

worn or broken from chewing on the traps. Because there were evident 

discrepancies in this method, it was not used. 

Age determination by the praia’ of epiphyseal cartilage in the 

bones was tried, but without success. All bones were closed by the tenth 

| of December, 1946. That method will be perfected in the near future by 

using young animals. 

Females were readily identified as to age by the condition of the 

oviducts. Thin, narrow, translucent oviducts characterized the immature 

females. The adult female oviducts were much greater in diameter, and 

a
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; with or without placental sites. In the case of these adults, the vulva 

was enlarged greatly over the immature animals. 

That this picture is small and incomplete there can be no doubt, as 

the number of animals taken was only a small portion of the cateh for the 

total season. 

External Examination 

Sex Number Per Cent 
Males “Oui Wiggs 
Females ae 44 

Total 166— 100 

Examination of Reproductive Tracts 

Sex and Age Number Per Cent 
Males 7 eo Le aaa 
Adult Females” 22 16 
TNs Dennen sr is 

* The sex ratio was determined by external characteristics only on 32 

carcasses which were deteriorated so badly they were beyond the point 

where internal examination could be made. There were 18 males and 14 

females. 

Reproduction 

Placental scar sites were counted on 22 females. These scars re- 

present embryo implatations, and not the number of young born. Of the 

32 oviducts examined, there was a total of 147 placental scars counted, 

| which resulted in an average of 6.7 embryo implantations per female. The 

minimym number of implantations was 2, while the maximum was ll. 

An important item to be kept de Whee here is that these animals 

examined @re but. a small part of the winter catch for these areas, and 

must not be construed to be the complete picture. 

j Disease, Parasites, and General Condition 

: Dr. Robert Rausch of the department of veterinary science, University 

of Wisconsin, examined 13 Vulpes_fulva, 3 _Urocyon cinereoargenteus, and
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5 unidentified specimens. The results were as follows: 

Red Fok , 
Ascaris - 10 animals infected; infections relatively light. 
Physaloptera sp. - 5 animals infected; intections light. 
Taenia sp. - 3 animals infected; infections light. 

Gray Fox 
Ascaris - 1 animal infected 
Physaloptera sp. - 2 animals infected. 
Taenia sp. - 1 animal infected 

Fox sp. Unknown 
Ascaris - 1 animal infected. 
Physaloptera sp. - 4 animals infected, 
Taenia sp. = 3 animais infected. 

Along with the work of collecting careasses for examination there 

was a survey made of the size of the red fox population in eight town- 

ships of eastern Grant and western Iowa counties. This survey was 

started in early February when it became apparent that the*population 

was making a marked decline. The purpose oi the survey was to estimate 

the numbers of foxes present and the numbers of foxes that were paired 

and selecting denning sites. This information was gathered by making 

track counts after each snow fall and by getting a registery of the 

foxes using a scent as an attractor. . 

Location . 

The study area selected consists of the townships of Clifton, Lima, 

Wingville, Ellenboro, Liberty and Castle Rock in Grant County and the 

townships of Eden and Miflin in Iowa County. The total area was not 

covered as such would be too large an area for one person to cover. How- 

ever, that land that is intersected by the Platte and Pecatonica river 

systems was under study. This region was chosen as the study area for 

two reasons. (1) these two counties are within the area where the fox 

Population was the heaviest and (2) these eight townsnips are within 

the trapping territory of an expert fox trapper: W.E.Hannan of Livingston, 

Wis. 

‘@
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Methods Used 

The writer had the immense assistance of W.E.Hannan and was able to 

gover the areas of greatest fox densities in the shortest period of time. 

In this way the denning areas, travel routes and scent posts of the foxes 

were thoroughly covered. 

Several methods of obtaining fox sign were used. Roadside counts 

from the car around the periphery of sections was the quickest method 

though probably not as accurate as some other ways. All areas were 

covered at least three times, between February 10 and April 29,1947. 

wx | On roadside counts the number of foxes entering or leaving was noted. 

: Large areas were covered on foot after snowfails in order to gather 

not only information as to numbers oi pairs present but also to find out 

where foxes were selecting denning sites. 

The third method and the most conclusive means of determining what 

numbers of foxes were present in any given area was by means of a scent 

stream. Scent stations were set-up along fox travel routes such as cow 

paths, promontories of ridges, ant hills, old badger dens, rock outcrops, 

fence corners and gently sloping depressions up hillsides between two 

sets of valleys. The scents used consisted of odors attractive to the 

foxes that would cause them to urinate and deficate. The latter being 

positive proof of the fox's presence. 

In early February the signs of fox were numerous in most all areas 

though in some places there were pockets of foxes that had larger 

populations than the other areas. By March 20, 1947, there was a 

marked decrease in all areas and by the middle of April the fox pied 

tion had dropped to zero in many areas. An example of this is the area 

west oi Livingston where an area of 5x4 miles was covered and 73 fox tracks 

counted. The tracks counted were those along travel routes and all in 

one direction. The reason for this is that foxes usually hunt into the 

wind. This same area was coverad in early April with NO fox tracks being
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seen. This second survey was made on snow as was the first. 

More data will be given later as it is assembled. It is too early 

to give a complete picture of just what is happening. 

Certain aspects of tnis die-off are apparent however. Areas that 

| were trapped heavily are the areas with the largest number of remaining 

} foxes. Those areas such as the one mentioned above which was not 

trapped at all were the most severely affected. This is best proved by 

the number of denning foxes on both areas. There are certain dens that 

have had pups in years of high and low population. In the heavily trapped 

areas some of these dens are in use at present. In two untrapped areas 

none of these dens are active and no sign of foxes can be founa,. This 

is the preliminary observation and not necessarily the finai one. 

Den Study 

The work on the dens has started and is in progress so that informa- 

tion given here is but a beginning and can't give much of a picture. So 

far four dens are under observation and the number of young per litter 

is 1,7,4 and 3. Besides this three females have been examined and 

placental counts have yielded counts of 5,6,and 4. Records will be 

kept of food brought to the dens so that a food habits study can be 

made. As yet none of the young are taking solid food. 

Summary 
From January 1,1947, to March 31,1947, a total of 166 fox carcasses 

was examined primarily for a food habits study. Of this number 134 were 

examined for sex and age ratios. It was found that 57 per cent were males; 

16 per cent adult females, and 27 per cent immature females. 

The average weights of 186 red fox carcasses (without pelt) ranged 

from 6.4 pounds for immature females, to 7.5 pounds for adult maies. 

The placental sites on 22 females were found to total 147. ‘This is 

an average embryo implantation of 6.7 per female,
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Y Twenty-one foxes were examined by the University of Wisconsin 

parasitologist. Infections of Ascaris, Physaloptera, and Taenia were pre- 

sent but light. 

Surveys were made which showed a marked deciine in the fox popula- 

tion. This die-off reached its peak in March ana April. 

Trapped areas held up better than untrapped areas, the former having 

dens that are now active. 

Den studies have been started witn four dens under observation,
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SUBIRCT: Bounty Gleiw eomserieon April 1986 and 1947 

A Peeent check by \. BK. Berger of bounty elaine tallied 
ee they went over Mr. Kemloski's desk indicates that vith 
omiy the exception of wildest the qumber ia higher in 1947 
than in 1946. The actual count for the two yeara for the 
month of April follows: 

Animal 4246 4242 

Sea Fou 587 768 
Gray Fox 121 2h) 
Wildest 28 $3 F 
Coyote oF Wolf — LO? * 

The large ineresee 16 fozes bountied way have 
some gignifieance. [t shoula be Prenesberea that ineresses 
in licensed hunters and treppers by ser cent are generally 
greater than the per cent of ineresse of bountied aninals 
shown here and thie a wpy in fact thereby indleate e 
slight drop in the bountied cer hanter and trapper. 

WERE ofa 

BOTRD: 

> CC: Aldo Leopold 
We B. Seott



: : / file red fox : 

Ed Lloyd of Lodi, Wis. saw two dead gray foxes, onw on his own farm, Sec 16 : 
Dane Twp,, one on a neighbor's land. This was in March 1947. One was lying in 
open, other was partially in ea hole with rear end sticking out. Both were v2 
loaded with fleas. Not yet decomposed. One fresh enough so neighbor boy 

turned it in for bounty, Didn't notice any emaciation,. : 

Mice still thick - seen in plowing a week ago. Rabbits now thicker than they 

"were, 

: 6/2/47. 

&



men’s clubs are really deserving of rating as real con- 
servationists, but they are, too.few and far between to 
give rise to any real hope for the State’s future unless 
the Division can accomplish the job practically unaided. 
And we don’t believe it can, or that it should. 

We hope, therefore, that Roscoe will put his sugges- 
tion before the convention in May and demand that 
action be taken upon it. 

J, Ea Lae » 

/ A Bounty For Reynard X 

ioe GOSNEY, wholesale poultry dealer up at 
Fort Thomas, writing at some length to The Ken- 

tucky Sportsman, states the belief the Division of Game 
and Fish should advocate crow and fox shooting at 
least; or better still, put a bounty upon foxes, watch 
he says are destroying much of the game today and 
becoming far too numerous for the State’s good. 

We know that Mr. Gosney is not alone in this belief. 
We have talked with many sportsmen who have ex- 
pressed the same theory and advocated the same pro- 
cedure. And we have read numerous articles concern- 
ing this matter; in fact such expressions by sports 
columnists are becoming more numerous, most recent 
being a long discussion of the subject by Sheldon A. 
Keitel, who writes the column “Fins, Fur, Feathers” 
for the Kentucky edition of a Cincinnati paper. 

Mr. Gosney says he has been hunting since he was 
12 years of age, but that the past season was the worst 
he had experienced. He says he visited numerous 
counties and found the shortage of game general, with 
farmers telling him that foxes were on the increase 
everywhere. And, being in the business of supplying 
poultry wholesale for restaurant menus, Mr. Gosney 
is in a position as buyer of this type of food to have 
talked with numerous farmers in the course of his busi- 
ness year. To quote a part of his letter, written just 
after receipt of the December-January issue of The 
Kentucky Sportsman: 

“T hunted last season in Ohio and South Dakota, as 
well as Kentucky and the same condition prevails in all 
three states. These states are doing something about 
it. Ohio now is holding fox drives everywhere. South 
Dakota gives a $6 bounty on dead foxes. 

“To me there is only one answer, I may be wrong 
but I stand to be corrected if so. The foxes have 
cleaned out our game; this is not only my opinion but 
that of almost 100 per cent of any hunter or farmer 
group you talk with. I have been told that you should 
never criticise without offering something better or at 
least a plan, so here it is: 

“First, I think the Fish and Game Commission in 
Frankfort should get busy and advocate fox and crow 
shooting if nothing else, but better yet put a bounty 
on foxes that would be sufficient to buy a little dog 
feed for the hounds, and see how quick farmers wil 
rally to the cause and get and train dogs for chasing 
foxes instead of rabbits.” 

While we do not intend to put the League of Ken- 
tucky Sportsmen on record as favoring a program such 
as Mr. Gosney has outlined, and could not at this time 
if we wanted to, there is no doubt that the time has 
come when there will have to be a showdown on the 
problem posed by foxes. This problem has previously 
been brought before the League in official session and 

. action has been passed. We do not know that it will 
come up again in May, but we do know that it will 
recur again and again and the issue will finally have 
to be faced fairly and squarely, because so many sports- 
men are demanding action. 

\ f »



THE LOUISVILLE TIMES 
LOUISVILLE 2,Ky. 

Office of the Editor 

August 22nd, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

I shall be greatly obliged if you will read the enclosed 
clipping of an editorial from The Kentucky Sportsman, offie 
cial publication of the League of Kentucky Sportsmen, and 

give me your opinion, either in a letter to The Times for 
publication or in a letter to me for my own information. 

It is my conviction that most of the violent efforts to ex- 
terminate crows originate fundamentally with people who want 
to sell sporting ammunition and that most of the agitatiom 
for bounty on foxes originates with persons of the most 
excellent intentions, who, not seeing much game in denuded 

areas which do not provide much food for game, blame foxes. 

I know that you know much more about predators than I do and 
I should like to be able to give Kentucky sportsmen sound 
advice. 

Sincerely, 

Shr hallses 
CG TOM WALLACE. 1 ry) 

(Dictated by Mr. Wallace and 
written in his absence. ) ! 

Ence ;
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Septosbar 2, 1947 

He. fom Sallage 
diter, The loulerille Times 
Louleville 2, Kontutlg 

Bens Tors 

The editorial fron the Kentucky Sportemn on the fex question ig one of seores 
reathing mo during the past three yours from thin and other states. 

t elais no knowledge of the fox question in Kentualy bot we have hed och an 
abvundenee of fomes in Weconein that I have boon formed aa a Commissioner, te 
inform myself on the national eitention. 

There ig no doubt about the foot that during the inet three yenra a fom high 
extended froq the Rocky Mountadae to the Atlentic and thet 4¢ eolnaided in tine 
perm essere Roangp-tnsoe foliage The practical question is: whe the 
game biml shortage caused by the fox high? : 

Here again I digelain the eneyclopedie imowledge whieh would be nogosoary for a 
comprehensive yoo or no. i know this, though, that our pheasant shortage in 
Wisconsin we Just og severe in the counties which heve no foxes ao 16 wae in 
the hoavy fox counties. In Wiseonsin then, foxes eould not have been the sole A 
case of the trouble with phengante., I¢ of course goes without anying thet they 
ate a lot of phesgants and that they ate a Lot of quail in the quail counties 
wut something alee seam to be opemating. 

The identity of this something eleo is wint I ond my students have been working 
on for the last ten yeors. ‘the fact that pheasant ond quaih shortages coincided 
for the eeaond time with the low in the grouse cyele Lends me to guspect that 
the “sonething else” which hits our gwe bimle io the eyole. ‘fmt, however, does 
not explain anything since we do not Imow yet wiat the cycle is. Ye have sone 
hot trails amd hope to kmow something within the next three or four yoara. 

Wiseonsin sportens were equally sure that foxes were responsible and they indueed 
the legislature two years ago to reenact the fou bounty. This bounty is costing 
ue $70,000. per yoar and it was in Sores at the daginning of the high, bat I imow 
of no evidence that it actully controlied foxes. Voxes are now disappearing 
fron at lesat half of our counties and in these spots we are finddag then dead in 
thelr dens from sone disease. We are gunning down the diesase bat haven't apotted 
it yet. If dieense is the mechaniem which Imocka down these recurring highe then 
it is eongelvatle that the trimming agoomplished by bounty might oralony rather 
_ i am not gaserting that as a fact but ag a posei«
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The existence of this controversy owhasiges the ispertence of lowal research 
work within the etate. 1 an wondering whether the Mttean-‘oberteon federal 
add, now aq you imow greatly sugaonted, could not be made the mene of Kentucky 
doing her om worl: on these problems, It is not to be agsunml of gourse that 
the mere pen Gp BT pencil seca My Aquat yg Ede sempre lal 
wor, tat it certainly cone nearey 2 than analogy with other atates. 

With personal ragaria, 

Youre sineorly, 

ALsPit Aldo Leopold



Septonbor 17, L947 

te. Stephan H. Richards 
. Livingston 

Wacenain 

Dear Stever 

Clarence Sarles of Yisconsin Mapids tells me that 
an the Saddle Yound decor arcs during the winter of j 
ightnls, Soe Sie ee St aay oe 

: erossing the roads in the area. By 1 this 
deneity had shrunk to 2 moderste one and dn 196-47 
no fox traile whatever wore seen. I thoucht you 
would be interosted in this rather early date for 
the collapse of the recent high. 

A Yours sincerely, — 

ALP Aldo Leepeld 
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12/1/47 

Grouse at Cable: Byron Jorns says he saw an average of 6 grouse per day, and up 

to a dozen at one spot. Increase since lest year. 

Many red squirrels, many snowshoes, fewer coyotes, lots of pine grosbeaks, fewer 

foxes. : - 

Lots of spikers but few prime bucks. His party killed 3 legal bucks but also 3, 
spikers and a doe, all of which they turned in. 

) ee
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THE TRUE SPORTSMAN fi \ 

THE TRUE SPORTSMAN A True Forester /Wildlife Specialist \ 

ere ae The man who has a piece of Clocks Speed of Fox 
National Youth Administration ..Project ‘ * J 

Blake Posey .................-..+..-.-Supervisor woodland where during the winter How fast can a fox run? 
pee ee months he cuts his fire:wood and On a South Carolina road last 

Roped handset and printed by the fencing and a few logs for the re- winter, a gray fox answered the 
Gee eee eee pairof buildings and implements: question with a burst of speed at 

Sponsored By The Green Bay Board and during certain years when the rate of 26 miles an hour for 

H.O. 2 aaaaeaa seer rector Prices are high, cutssome logs for about 100 yards, gradually slow- 
2 EEE es «the neighboring sawmill, but at jing toa speed of about 21 miles 

STAFF the same time looks after this an hour at the end of a half mile. 

Ue re OYE vices Se nusiness nena piece of woods, clears it of dead Clarence Cottam, of the Bureau 

Robi. J. Stickler................Ass't Editor timber and other rubbish, thus of Biological Survey, was inspect- 

Gavlord Lines bon Compesitors Uscping oul Bee ate ineecte, on0' ing wildlife areae in the South- 
Wilbur Le Page...... otherwise makes aneffort tokeep east, when the fox jumped ahead 
Gordon Duquaine....................Engraver the land covered with forest — of his car. Cottam, interested 

Subscription such a man practices forestry. in all phases of wildlife, tooted 

The True Sportsman will be sent free of His forest may be small or the horn to encourage the fox to 

gharge to anvons who Moa nc Vor, atee: bis ways of doing may be. extend himeelf, and, watching the 
tional School, Green Bay, Wisconsin. simple and imperfect, the trees speedometer, followed close. He 

———————————————————————— | may not be the best kind for the found he hid to throttle down as 

Submarine Ducks particular locality and soil, they the fox lost speed after the first 
may not be as thrifty as they spurt. 

Workers of the Bureau of Bio- should and could be; but never- How does the speed of this fox 

logical Survey are not roving na- theless here isa man who does compare with the best efforts by 
turalists free to follow their own not merely destroy the woodsnor men? Sprinting at 26 miles an 

inclinations. Instead they are as- contenthimself withcuttingdown hour the fox went the first 100 

signed to specific tasks of re- whatever he can use and sell, but yards in a shade less than 8 sec- 
search and administration. But one who cares for the woods as onds. The world record for the 

many of the staff; being keen na- well as uses them, one who sows 100 yard dash is 9.4 seconds. At 
ture students, report several new aswellasharvests. Heisa‘“true 2] miles an hour the fox would 

and interesting facts— only inci- forester.” go half a mile in a little less than 
dentally connected with the tasks ae Taindtersnd 26) seconds, The 

now in hand. For example, Dr. Man vs. Bear fastest half-mile by aman is just 
Clarence Cottom, specialist on According to the United News, under 1 minute and 50 seconds. 

the PRceeEygt100 and Improve- hen an indignant bear knocked ae 

ment of feeding areas for wild ji. deer rifle from his hands,a _ The State Conservation Dept. 
fowl, tells of the peculiar behavior hunter of Quebec went into ac- is furnishing the N. Y. A. of La- 

es tion with both fists. With quick Crosse with 5000 seedling pine 
Instead of trying to escape by footwork and a rapid right and_ trees to be planted near LaCrosse 

ok when Dr. Cottam approach: left to the jaw, he floored Mr. this spring. 

aia boat, ee ducks submerg: Bear for a one-round knock-out... —————_- 

ed. They did not dive, as many Before bruin got over the shock, x 

ducks do, but seemed rather to the hunter picked up his gun and C. ‘ 
sink themselves by deflating— Aho pattie waehic. Pe 

going down with scarcely a ripple 

to mark their disappearance 3 % 

then emerging some distance Mule Crowing em G ozs 

away. Two bird hunters started out eS ae ha 
Because the ruddy duck isa_ their bird hunting astride mules. SSS es 

little slow and heavy in,rising Seeing some crows, one of them is ee ge ao 

from the water, Dr. Cottam be- fired one barrel of his shot-gun. yy ey Sac! Sy 

lieves it employs the submarine He missed. Immediately after the _ EgRgEIINERR A Rese SSH Sy creme 

maneuver rather than flying as shot, the mule bucked - - sending es TUBERCULOSIS 

protection against natura] ene- the hunter into the air. The other ; 

mies. The pied-billed grebe has barrel of the gun accidentally went But modern methods uncover 

a similar habit from whieh it gets off; and—to the astonishment of it before it does harm 

the name of “Sinking Peter.” the hunters, a crow fell. Lab the Doctor be. your guide, i
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Digest of : : 

"Bie Raptorial Birds of Tom" 
by Bert H. Bailey, Iowa Geol. Survey, Bull. No. 6 

Des Moines, 1918 eee 

pe 6% (a “Winters from Iowa southward, . . only a com 
paratively small mumber renain here to nest." ie 

pe 7 stg "I¢ 45 a common species throughout the state, 
‘  avriving ly in April.® ‘ivades question of wintering, but 

says 1t winters in Nebraska. 

pe 83e Goghanie One taken 1906; dig flteht 1916-17 (30 brought in). 
Some as early as October. 5 

p. 97. Redtail. One seen with freshly killed crow. 

Pe 115. eed Nests. Most common in $2. part. Winters? - 
: eatly not considered migratory. 

Pp. 157. Qugkhaws. Nests on palisades of Cedar Ra “ 

pe 22h 3 mentioned in 1905, 1 in 1913, 1 in 1886, 2 in 1882, 
: Se 1 ao 1695, ' : :
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

: BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ss 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FHR-Z _ 

(Qe July 2, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

U.S. Department of Agriculture, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Many thanks for sending me a copy of the announcement of the = 

survey Which you will direct. With regard to our publications on 

fruit bearing shrubs, I may say that they were made without particular 

reference to game birds, but give the fruiting seasons and names of 

shrubs known to be of value in producing food for wild birds according 

to the sections of the country to which they are adapted. Four 

bulletins of this type have already been issued and we are Sending you 

a copy of each of them under separate cover. 

A 
With regard to the status of the barn owl as "vermin", I must 

say that this species does occasionally prey upon birds and that on a 

game farm with plenty of young game birds available it might he tempted ; 

to depart from its usual irreproachable food habits. I should want 
: of Ths 

proof of damage being done by an a Species, however, before 

| approving the killing of the bird. 
% 

Pi Very truly yours, 

OS, RT UNC Ate 
We Le McAtees 
In Charge 

Food Habits Research.
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; Waffed Grouse and Rabbit Shortages 

Digest of Articles in “American Game" pede 

pow 
"Haz Grouse are Scarce" John 3, Buruhen, Jan, 1915. 

% © decrease of ruffed crouse ali the grouse belt of the ” aie tee = 

4, Forester Woodruff of I. ¥. Commission "investigated cause of scarcity 6 eee ae aoe eae seiseaes” inteutinal disease, and a 
: by Bradshaw of Saskatchewan. 

4. "1916 sew greatest scarcity of rabbits throughout the northlend". 

5. 1908 Burahen saw “remarkable migration of goshawks in. ¥. Quebec. poorly ad pra h vannin irony 6 mon in 3 weeks saw 3 partridge; ina year killed 90 fer food in same territory. 

5+ 1916 & 1927 brought goshawk migrations in Northem U. S. : 

5. 1917-8 rabbits were scarce in North ¥. Y. result: in large catch of horned owls on game farm, (also 1916; os,” 

5. Gilman of Minn, ealled attention in fell of te partridge shortages on large game refuges in Minn. & Ontario, ” 

Se “the entire north has been stricken in the present instance in the seme year by the plague” (rabbit). 

5. s of U.5.0.5. says in lt MeKinley .P., Alaska, rabbits very scarce in 192s. Arch deacon Stuek (Yukon) quote: "fhe when this is written (1917) there are no rabbits in the countey* 

- Moore, Scotch Lake, New Brunswick: “In the e spring of 1 . (haves) ware very plenty, -- last winter tous west a oF 
con rermsbers for tine sa the last 50 years that they Uinayensed about the seme time” (Meaning "simultaneously" or "in ? Mele) 

; 5. Twebley, Im Tuque, quebec: "for the last twp years the rabbits have ' nearly entirely disappeared” (Dated Jan. 6) 
5. Masarthur, Southmag, Ontario, Jan. 12: “in my reshles so far thi winter I have seen scaresly a rabbit track.” 

5. ¥. K. Vreeland says catch of lynx at Ft. Meleod, B.C., shows heavy catches of in and 1904~5-6, Burnham infers these were periods of BRAS sternty, toe toes keer te ne, ne



p 6 weae selbteeh Antion the chia nt ne ee ee 
were collected during the winters of 1837. be | Png mo Pneas 8 

ae, EST. The muber of hare sicins collected and by the 
av), reached aria tn the one oF to years imedisiely 

Geass yerkube of tonedeass oe tates sod teemes ee corvetpendtng 
eee alee ee ak Se pubans sf dae 9f Wilh: Cade of, 

xefers to a graph which is doubtless in 0.9.3.5. file). 

6. Mewktt (consulting soologist, Canada): "there is Little doubt that 
. the mortality emong vebbits is due to disease ond that they df¢ lamgely 

aa er ee Says in Lebrader mice play seme role as 

p 6 Burnham concludes from graphs since 1836 eycle is 10 instead of 7 years. 

6. iest preceeding shortage in 8. Y. was in at which time 
” &. i oodraff bailed the evince call rata te Searelty of bffod 

Grous@ in 1907" printed as part of the Commissions report in 1908. 

p YY. Burnhem on cottonteils: “We have been unshle to ascertain whether or 
not cottantall rabbits are similarly affected by disease over their 

p- 7. Woodruff & Deane agtee to heavy flight goshawks in N. %. winter of 
1906-7. Also 1916-17, 1917-18, 

(nteonsslon of Boraients faee te Teseey Ee 

12. Hewitt (consulting Zeologiat, Canada) :" I de not imow if my own ” Inesttgntant md lion ab to gous ofa arr anon ha 
plagae occurs during same throughout the shale of the northern territory. - 1 rather doubt that. - <2 

would say that the plague occurs within shout two years, and at the 
most, three years, 

iz. 3. W. Relson: Correspondent fron upper Quebec River, west of Nt, UeKinley 
” says for 2 yrs. pe eng pds Fu rg ell Recon se fm onan By oeg 

we tr wide dont a at ee : = 

waffed grouse. When the grouse became very scarce, hanks and owls 
suddenly disappeared", 

p 12, (igre. U.&. Expt. Por Fara); Rabbits in 3. W. Ontario Jefferys plenty



Grouse Seorcity Follows Rebbit Digegse (Jan. 1919 Issue.) 

. Governor Riggs of Alaska: “about 2 years ago ptarmigan and grouse 
» Secepnaned thateh santa eri a sensaheanie saat af ation 

wales ice att of tanie at tenn t come 
violbiny entails « 2 tase foueed to yey oh gout . 

gi. whieh killed Allens art: reared ab & weeks Pp Epidemic ; tea, ee te 

or guinea. pig tests?) 

p Sl. Blood suears taken from Living ond freshly shot Dirds, 1 bird hed a 
dlood parasite not yet identified. 

Sl. Wo birds exanined; H.Y. 190, Wich. Mees. UH, #. i. Conn, 
" Uni Ey Sody ttend A Pin. 9, form 35, tie 26; His Th 

B. ¢. 8, Nova Scotia 2, Virginia 1, Warylend 1, wiknom 7. Also 
adult and $5 young in captivity. Total 923. 

pe 82. Seareity in reported in N. Maine, Nove Segtia, ¥. Brunswick, 
cutee Cabrio, tunichy Seiabchnin, bee, Yan Hinton 
a. Pe of Mich,, Hudson of ¥. Y. wp to Albany, Sullivan Co., Pa. 

¥. Conn, “Slsewhere, and at some points within the foregoing 
territery, Grouse were reported in normal or increased nusbers. * 

« 62. No evidence of the one disease theory, "On the contrary over 20 
” different parasites and diseases were found” ete. 

86. Mony of "sick" birds were cripples. One had a 1" twig behind the 
» stomach, healed, no infection.



: a 

p. 29. Tolaremis. Refers te Parker but not Green, 

p 29. Showing Owl & Goshavk migration in 1927. Gwle get few grouse, _ 
Goshawk many. 

D 29. Status ep. Scarce in 1927 throughout ite range excepts 

i. in B.C, & W. & Wash. & SOR et as. dete 
ee ee ee an -« Bbaluth, 
&. P, Mich. and below Green Bay, Wis. : 

5: Sali pate Ta 3, af ince Sphb af Dtale 
Serge spot in Pem. & ¥. Va. : 

J. 3 quali spots in (. Brunewick?) 

Beginning date of Ser oe ‘ 
paw 

) Alberta 1924 & 5. 
¢) Ontario, Quebec, New England, & Middle Atlantic 1926 or even 7. 

4) Virginia, ¥. Va., parts of Penn., & few places in central & 
i. %. N.Y. not hit yet. 

p 29. No. specimens received 1927 by 3 regional caunitteos: 

Mase, 222, M. BH. 165, Maine 145, Conn. 44, B12. 1, Yormont 24, 
a. Y u. Hove Quebec, 22, Mich. B.C. : 

BS tt 3 total 1926 wos’ 923. sutta ie’ ante 2770. 
Of these the New England Committee got 1054. 

pe 30. Blood susars of “Large number of grouse taken in field" os yet yielded 

Color. Thin birds full of dark feathers due to 
»* excess of melanin, ives Af thay molt berore’ ping. 

p 31, Artificial Rearing: Both Bontem & beooder birds died of enteritis 
with the onset of hot huald weather. Also remnant of brood raised by 
@ hen grouse in pen.
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 CONMGNALIR OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Board of Gewe Commissioners 

Barrisburmg, Pa. 

Pebruary 19, 1929. 

Ur, Aldo eh Ghenietey Hiker, 
Madison, Yteconsix. 

Dear Ur, Leopolids ; 

Your letter of Vebruary 19th addressed to Wr. Nose Leffler 
has teen referred to ne. 

I we serry that I can give you so pereomelly collected date on 
weversion of the house cat to conditions sufficiently feral to induce the 

pear Merl Bn Bt mye fe elon, a T do know, how 

maak ip Can tae a ee oe vili.  aenias antatone Bone ° 80 amg fron sor 
as ts TUL Ws be Wadinee hae tava Gee, te aortas omar tone oF 
word, wild, 

These animale are frequently chased, treed and Killed by ‘coon 
hunters. Ac I receli my om experionce im this field we killed from one to 
five such cats on every night trip. Ineddentally, we eleo ran inte a good 
many vlomics, 

£ Sak aah etinaeh nenited Shanken Setar: ine hew meny house aba? 
dons have been found in the by our men but fT know thet eo good many have 
been found, 

Tn your third you refer to a weaee] which wes shot carrying 
o tenis ob tote teor aes tae. i do not mow of this particular case 
ee nee ee ee eee i do know, how- 
te Goer, fe a eae a ee rk tina ot ek 

taemee hang tansoutiog Sip OF aan Se 8h af seat} fue hltoon eos “ao > mn 
San tate SHOU aad GOR wach eebaanan bare te Ut Se teen ee aaa thee 

killing it though they did enteh the weasel, 

hie tiny selinge cay oro Belly gle ap aa pag 
house cat; but I do mew that both Great Horned Gels and Barred Ovle which 
Pfr rthdlag. angen Phe cats upon ot¢esion, A Great Horned Owl which 
Z kept tethered in our beck yard caught two half-grow kittens on one night. 

T oa sorry that this dete is of fragaentary nature and if do not 
ment the antactel Sor sue tine I oma, a0 Ant, ge anne dotinkte saserial Tee 
you within the coming few weeks. 

Very traly yours, 
George Mixech Sutton, Chier, 
Research and Information, —



Digest of ge 
Predator Control on Seline Game Preserve 

(Prom Waller's ?fabulation) : a 
20,000 acres (31 sq. Mi.) im Saline(?) C.,Kensas 

Aver. 
adver. Per Total 1929 

Gloss 392 1925 1926 1927 1926 1929 fotel Per Ye. So.Mi, Bounties Hate 

Falcone or 16% 600 The 1219 16 1222 5363 894 28.2 $2681.50 50¢ 
Darters 

Hawks 782 1810 1746 2302 3025 3295 12,963 216 7 $308.75 256 

Owls 8? 100 172 #324 335 «2391257 209 «6.7 $155.55 15¢ 

nae Sate (21033)( 2510) (2660) (3845) (4776) (4759) (19, 583) (3264) (105. 3) 
& 8 

Rats 325 323 2256 1799 (diseontinued)5303 1326 42.8 $530.30 10% 

Rettle or 328 277 #+\Wo sh 5k6 Nez chs 6435 UU $701.20 15¢ 
Bul lenakes 

Common am2 677 1229 oe 1077 12h 67kh «6112% «656.2 486 STA. «1 

Snakes 

Goyotes _225 8 90 302 18 12) i 55 1.8 $330.00 1.00 

Potal 3113 3793 7286 7260 «(6507 «6611 34,569 
Head 

Total $528 $915 $1366 $1426 $1s12 $1790 $7837 $1306 $42.1 
Bounty 

File 
Kanses : 

Hawks & Owls folder 
Coyotes folder 
Nesk Book (Digests) 
North Central Revort _ “ 
Text on Game Management 

Cory to Major Waller 

Big table in "Predator Control" Box



PENNSYLVANIA GAME NEWS 15 

The title is employed not as any claim mS 
that what is said here is necessarily common- H : re ae = KPI oe Pas a 
sense, but to emphasize the need to substi- : Kx Pibuese 4 a. 
tute for both prejudice and sob-sister senti- " en bd a ee rf es Sai : pe 
mentalism the considered and balanced ' oe 5 * remane teed ‘ ; : 
judgment we try to attain in other ques- ? i feo ieee Beira is ke at: 
tions of human interest. goes qlee ee Ae Oe 

To most men “there is no good hawk but e ry a tea a i if / v be et 
a dead one.” And an increasing number, or iff Ze ae en iy if y hes 
both men and women, go just as far to the 5 Fy eee é be Jha / ~ 
other extreme over the killing of any hawk; : pase age 2 Liv Mos NS Pee ae? 
while a few of the saner are willing to admit Ue Se. @) 6? 4 li OE} Ss ee - f AN - 
the Accipitres—goshawks, Cooper’s hawks a. ‘Ne eae ae ieee | ‘peat 
and sharpshinned—are more harmful than Pn. r ee — aS , ear Og /} 

, beneficial, and that any hawk may be justi- pee eo Se Ss ‘ Ly 
fiably killed in the very act of taking poultry, git ek a 5 . - & kK : ‘ 

But if we really are to haye common-sense ~ ¢ Sea 4 ers = ae i. aN ON ease hawks we must start with the reali- Ns eS — ; le 5 a = y Le 
zation that it is first of all a local question. MSA, SES Fess ee, EP re ee SN oR EN 

No man but must appreciate the standard ey se Oe Ne es oo oe 
books on hawks and owls, but as some of NBC © MZ 5 EE SON es a them haye.not been revised in almost fifty ie fie Os 5k EROS na ey ee an at gta a ester 
years, and most of them are based largely De OIA i EM Sn a ee 
on stomach examinations of birds killed, 
many years ago, on the thinly populated pow gee aoe: 
plains and prairies, we cannot be expected 
to accept them, as the final word on the sub- Eighteen months ago a highly reliable and requires more to eat than his close kins- 
ject. We must know what hawks and owls citizen came in with two broadwinged hawks folk, Cooper's hawk and the sharp-shinned. 
are doing in Pennsylvania today. The and offered to pay the fine if they were a Some of our field force last spring observed 
English sparrow, for instance, has so utterly protected species—saying that he could one pair of goshawks (while waiting for a 
changed his feeding habits in the last twenty better afford to pay the fines than to let photographer to come for moving pictures 
years as to be in effect a_ different species them go on _ killing his chickens,—as—they—~o£~them)—and=foundethenr bringing in a 
today, so far as his economic importance had already taken, before his eyes, more ruffed grouse to their nest every two hours. 
is concerned—in fact, in Pennsylvania he than one hundred young chickens and were And almost every goshawk examined has 
is today one of the most valuable species we killed in the very act of taking still others. ruffed grouse in his stomach. And, beyond 
have, possibly surpassed as the farmer’s This does not mean, of course, that broad- any question, this feathered terror to game 
friend in eastern Pennsylvania only by the winged hawks should be killed generally, is steadily increasing his nesting in Pennsyl- 
starling. but it does mean that these particular rene-  yania. 

So a hawk in densely populated Pennsyl- gades were rightfully killed, and that a man When the bounty was first offered on gos- 
: vania today may well have quite different is worse than a foolish extremist when he hawks a lot of beneficial hawks were sent in. 

feeding habits than the same species fifty asserts that the broadwing is “wholly bene- But most if not all of these hawks would 
years ago on plains and prairies, with their ficial.” have been killed anyhow—many men simply 
seanty population of men and poultry, and Likewise, one “wholly beneficial” barn owl \ cannot let a hawk go by—bounty or no 
their abundance of field mice and other killed forty-three young pheasants at one of | bounty; and it is doubtful whether the 
rodents. If man crowds out or drives to our game farms before it stopped a. load of } bounty offered increased the kill of hawks cover the predator’s natural food, then the shot. by more than a very, small fraction of one predator cannot be blamed, for taking what Many hundred hawks and owls—of every percent—the difference was that more hawks 
he can get instead, even if it is something species found in the State—are examined by were sent in, in the hope that they might 
man wants for himself. We cannot expect the Pennsylvania Game Commission every just possibly; be goshawks. 
him to win our approval by dying of yolun- year, and records strictly kept on file. And And the results are now proving that the tary starvation. But no matter who is to with the lone exception of the sparrow hawk, Commission were right in their belief that blame, human nature will have to be mir- we haye neyer found any species “wholly” sending in these hawks (that would have aculously changed before we willingly allow  beneficial—nor, with the exception of the been killed anyhow) would in the long run him to survive at the expense of our poultry three Accipitres, any species wholly bad. educate the public about hawks generally or our game. The clumsy old redtail shows up, on the far more satisfactorily than either sane orni- 

And when we thus get down to the actual whole, as one of the best. In the hunting  thologists or sentimental extremists had ever 
facts as to the food of hawks and owls in season he is quite often found stuffed on been able to do. The man who kills hawks 
Pennsylvania today, whether we like it or gray squirrel, and he takes an occasional promiscuously can be educated through his 
not, we shall have to revise our accepted rabbit. But the fact that we have never pocketbook when he sheds all other educa- 
conclusions about certain species. There is found gray squirrel in his stomach ewcept tion like water from a duck’s back—and the 
no room left for the man who can repeat in and just after the hunting season is suffi- fees for affidavits, express, and so forth, 
the proverbial dogmatism: “Tf the facts don’t cient evidence that he is getting only the make an impressive teacher. 
fit my theory, so much the worse for the wounded that escape the hunter. We have The ratio of beneficial hawks to goshawks 
facts.” taken two small rattlesnakes out of one and the other Accipitres has dropped rapidly 

For instance, nearly all writers on the  redtail’s stomach, while garter snakes are each year, until last year more Accipitres 
subject agree as to the comparative harm- a common article of diet, as well as craw- were sent in than of all other species com- 
lJessness of the marsh hawk. And yet the fish, and we are sometimes tempted to con- bined. And so far this fall and winter al- 
examination of hundreds of stomachs by the clude that he eats more grasshoppers than most half of the hawks sent in are really 
Pennsylvania Game Commission show that the sparrow hawk. goshawks, and the other half are almost all 
the most common (even if not preferred). The evil distinction of being the most de- Cooper’s hawks—with a very few redtails 
food of the marsh hawk is rabbit—with structive, of course, goes to the goshawk— sent in. At present more than half the hawks 
quail as a frequent substitute, but simply because he is larger and stronger sent in are goshawks.
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Aldo Leopold amERICAN GAME [Aww ory [129 ' al! ) c MERI fp : he 
} a ] »? nesting on the dry hills everywhere and bring- ‘The MarglfFlawk=“Something Wrong Somewhere? Stes oe 4 hls cverpetere and bring 

BY ALLAN BROOKS fining their killings to voles? Well I have just 
— seen where two Hungarian Partridges have 

ee 0 of the Transactions of the Fif- which can still be seen in the British Museum. been worrled to death on each side of an owl’s 
O teenth National Game Conference of | Now I am over sixty and hawks have been my nest and it looks very much as if the owls 

1928 my good friend Dr. A. K. Fisher chief hobby ever since. were the culprits, this when the voles are to be 
takes me severely to task on account of my I would not live in a country where I could seen everywhere in the broad sunlight. 
article on the Marsh Hawk in the October- not see hawks and eagles every day. That is Next year, most likely, disease will have 
November number of Amertcan Game. He why I am content to make a meagre existence cleaned out every vole and the owls and Buteos 
Says: out here. There is no salary big enough to will be seeking fresh hunting grounds. 

“I was very much surprised at the article tempt me to live in the ordered East of clean In all our ornithological journals there is a 
which Major Allan Brooks wrote (on the fields, wire fences and lack of cover, where a continuous and united plaint to save our hawks 
Marsh Hawk) appeming in aprecene pu hawk of any size has to pack his grub with and owls; nothing else counts. The duck dis- 
ee ee Ee very him or else starve to death. On the hills around ease that is ravaging the waterfowl resorts of 
great weight. I have made inquiry among me I can see Golden Eagles hunting any day in our arid West, the crude-oil menace which is. friends and during the recent meeting of the year, yet I have only killed one, some thirty daily killing thousands of sea birds, the increase 
the American Prnmolagis ae ae years ago, until one day last week when I put of our large gulls which threatens the very ex- 
eee ae ae EO tee a couple of barrels into a big fellow which was istence of our most interesting sea birds, the 

carry. One thought that on one occasion taking the lambs of a rancher friend. Bald alarming decrease of many of our eastern smalt 
he saw it carry a Teal from the ground to Eagles catch the wild fowl in front of my win- birds, the pollution of our streams, and the 
a esas are ee e dows each winter, yet it is years since I shot diminution of our marshes, all these mean noth- 
nest cf Mah Hae that were Bene pro- one of these. My whole effort is to try and ing in comparison with the passing of useless 
tected and the man who owned the property protect our beneficial hawks and finer raptors. and never-enforced laws to protect birds that 
even did not cut the grass around the nest. When I travel it is to meet new species of are better able to protect ‘themselves than any 
eS ee Beni Te Gees hawks and to learn their ways. : other class of birds ey a 

ing from three to five pounds, probably, That fine student of hawks and their peerless Now to take up Dr. Fisher’s criticisms of 
Ruffed Grouse in numbers. Neither of delineator, George E. Lodge of England, told my Marsh Hawk article in order. Did I ever 
those birds éver go to the marsh. I don't me a few years ago that in all the wanderings state that they had carried adult Blue Grouse ee ee 
those Marsh Hawks carry adult birds to of any sort take its prey. Now I have seen story say that this particular nest was in a 
their nest. There is something wrong almost every species on the North American list marsh? The facts as stated were that the Marsh 
orn ee Stoddard found ivehec eres do its killing, from Gyrfalcons of the North to Hawk’s nest in question was in a meadow. 
ments in the South, in the 1,100 pellets the Swallowtailed Kites of the Everglades. Here they often nest on a dry hillside a mile 
which they sent forward to the Biological There are only three of the thirty odd North from the nearest water. At the locality where Survey for examination, there were over American hawks that I have not studied in life, these particular hawks nested the grouse, es- 
1,000 Cotton Rats’ remains in these pellets. and every hawk that I ever collected carries on pecially the Blue Grouse, lead their broods far 

i eee Se a ne ie its label a record of its stomach contents. out among the grass. They may have walked 
destruction of quail eggs, among predatory Yet I am assailed on all sides as a hawk- within a few yards of the nest. I have absolute 
animals. There were remains of four hater. My articles are returned to me, I am faith in the narrator, who is Mr. Albert Quesnel. 
quail among the 1,100 pellets, a very small lampooned in the ornithological funnies (there of Lumby, B. C,, the efficient game warden of 

eS eee care to kill or apprehend a are such things) and my bona ‘fides questioned this district. 
banker Who loaned us $100 if he took 25 because I want to see the whole truth published As to Mr. Stoddard’s experiments in the cents away for the use of that money. and no favor shown to such a despicable bird South, I had already alluded to these in my 

“In regard to the Marsh Hawk a fe as the Marsh Hawk. That one man may kill article. The value of pellets as a record of a 
peer ach oe aaa Ava a score of Sharp-shinned Hawks in a day at raptor’s diet is nil. Even stomach examinations. 
shooters, at least a million of them may some point on the Atlantic Coast fills me with may be in error. I have much more to say on 
get their 25 limit during the open season. joy; would it were a thousand! Yet some of this subject and will do so later. 
I have asked various sportsmen how oneny: the Clarence Darrows of our small ornithologi- Lastly, doctor, did you ever see a female Blue 
pds Uo rae oe poe pte eH cal world regard this with dismay. The Sharp- Grouse of “from three to five pounds”? I have 
shot would lose two or! three. Some say shin should be regarded as a check on our weighed a lot of Blue Grouse of four different they lose fifteen. So we can assume that “small grain-feeding birds” and they actually sub-species and have never seen a cock bird of there are a million or two birds on the seriously consider the possibility of its exter- three pounds yet. The hens weigh a pound less. marsh. Now is it any more harm for a nec i ey eee Marsh Hawk or a Skunk or a Raccoon or a mination. Why, they have been trying to ex- Dozens of men have told me of weighing four 
Carrion Beetle to eat up those birds which terminate his congener, the Sparrow Hawk, in pound Blue Grouse but none have ever brought are lost to the hunter? I have been in the Europe since the time of William the Conqueror, such a bird in evidence. Blue Grouse shooting is. 
marsh a good deal in the last 25 years and and he is very much in evidence yet. my favorite sport; a “dropping” Blue is the as the Marsh Hawk has been of great in- é ‘ P es = y eis is terest to me, I have watched him. I have Out here in the dry interior of British Colum- hardest shot there is. Every one of my largest 
never seen him attack a wounded bird. A bia we have this year a vole plague. They are birds is weighed and in no case have they gone 
number of times I have seen them hover on our grassy hillsides in thousands; the over two pounds fifteen ounces. My friend Mr. 
OE Se nce tae sie ade any scourge is the result of several successive years C. de B. Green, who has shot more Blues than commotion, the hawk would pass on. I Ses oe ‘ have also seen them, where a bird fell dead, of heavy snowfalls and plenty of feed. The any man probably (in the good old days when 
alight near it and eat a portion of the last similar visitation was in 1898. In thirty- he was monarch of all he surveyed he used to: breast.” one years is there any evidence of any diminu- have a bag each year of several hundred), has 
I hate writing of every description but justice tion of hawks and owls? I have a good recol- often told me how he could never get a three 

to myself and a good cause compels me to say lection of the plague of 1898 and I can say pound cock—always an ounce short. The only 
something in my defense. First of all Iam not most emphatically that there are far more Blue Grouse that will go over three pounds is 
a hawk-hater. On the contrary, they are one hawks and owls with us this year than there that scarce bird, Howard’s Blue Grouse of 
of my chief interests in life. From my earliest were then. This applies especially to the larger Mount Pinos in Southern California. I have 
childhood my father brought me up among Buteos and Rough-legged Hawks and to the shot a big cock of that form that I think would 
hawks and eagles. As a baby I watched his Short-eared Owl. This is in the face of the weigh three and a half. 
native collector skin the large series of eagles repeated statement that these raptors have seri- No, Doctor, “there is something wrong some- 
and other Indian raptors, the same fine series ously decreased out here. Short-eared Owls are where” but it is not with my facts. 

—
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cluded many stomach and pellet examina- | until the end of the season shooting was 
tions; led to the following-conelusion :__ very spotted. After the season closed, the 

ae study of the great horned owl) birds arrived in numbers, but it was then 
in a well settled district it was found that |too late. Whatever sport the shooters 
the bird is decidedly beneficial. Although | missed because of the lack of birds last 
the nests were not far from farmyards, | season they have been more than compen- 
only one domestic fowl was found to have|sated for this past year. The owners of 
been taken. Apparently there is no dan-|blinds from the southern end of San 
ger if the fowl have access to sheltered | Francisco bay to Suisun declared that 
roosts at night. True, some game birds|it was one of the best seasons for this 
are taken, but these do not average as|type of shooting in many years. 
many as two per nest and we can easily Canvasbacks and bluebills were plenti- 
spare this number in return for the|ful, and many limit shoots were made. 
amount of good that is done. The number|In some places, the pond ducks, includ- 
of other birds that they destroy has no|ing sprig, worked into the bay shore 
economic significance. blinds. This sport is becoming one of 

Probably the greatest benefit to man|the most popular types of duck shooting. 
by this owl is the destruction of enor-| Because of the fact that any hunter who 
mous numbers of moles, gophers and mice, | will work for his sport may enjoy it, it 
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Fic. 86. Liberation of game birds reared at Yountville Game Farm on Snyder 
Ranch, Sonoma Valley. Photograph by Joe Baccaglio, November 13, 1928. 

whose depredations to the grain crops|is the “poor man’s” type of shooting. 
are only too well known. Of not such|There is no expensive club to keep up, 
direct significance, but nevertheless of|no keepers to pay and no baiting to be 
great economic importance, is the destruc- | done. 
tion of rabbits which are often very BUA AR DICH ANGEETEEE 
abundant, extremely injurious to young 

trees, and second only to fire as a factor BUMIGATION 
in checking the spread of the forests.”—| A letter from the orange belt, near 
The Oanadian Field Naturalist, April, |Dinuba, reports the gassing of consider- 
1929, p. 83. able numbers of quail as a result of fumi- 

gation. This is not the first time that 
BAY SHORE HUNTERS HAVE BETTER |reports of this sort have reached the 

SPORT division. It certainly is true that quail 
During the 1927 season, bay shore duck | prefer thick foliage trees for roosting at 

hunters had a very poor year. There were |nights and that they will travel consid- 
a few canvasbacks on the bay in the|erable distances from brush areas to an 
early season, but from the first few days | orange groye in order to find good shelter.
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Extract from The fuk, January, 1930, Vol. XLVIT 

"pritish Birds at a Glance," by Bayard He Christys 

"uy praise of the British, however, in this 
respect is not ungualified. Her advantage is in some 

appeared for a show of ealisny selfisimess has theres 

too, prevaileds We He. Hudson has spoken with sufficient 

-seorn of the system of geme-keoping and cf its effect in 

the destruction of the birds and animals of preys snd 

allusion to what he has seid will suffices spent five 

woolts in the opene I saw a fair number of Kestrels, one 

Werlin, one Harrier, two or three pairs of Buazards, two 

"the Bagle is gone, the Osprey is cone, the Buzzard 

is all but gone. The Raven clings desperately to the 

mountainous coasts end is said to be regaining some grounie- 

perhaps in consequence of a betterment of the public mind. 

Rarest of @i the Corvidae, I found the Chough still hold- 

inc a place along the north coast of Irelands In Belfast 

Sage glad ye gemma gored: forge In telling 

hin where I had been of whet I had seen, I spoke 

of Rethlin Ielend and of the seasbirds in their multitudes 

nesting theres “and €1d you see the Choughe?) he eseerty 

inquired. X was happy to reply thet T indeed seen 

Choughs.* 

c@w * vp veeuseeoewse*# ee eee 8 

"ye is fair to say, in comment the British 
ganeskeoping systen, tat It 18 effective. Bven in the 

eauey <f wy satenl senlewings 2 iraener she Sate 

practically all of the pamebirds--of the Partridge, 

the Blackeock, the Red Grouse, both of Englend and of 

Trelend, the Snipe, the Weodcock, and the Curlowe. The 

visiting Englishman could hardly do as well in Anoricas"
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Extract from The Auk, January 1930, Vol. XLVII 

General Notes, p.84 : 

Great Horned Owl vs. Barn Owl.--The keeper of our local : 
Zoo recently placed two barn Owls (Tyto alba pratincola) ~ 
in the same cage with two Great Horned Owls (Bubo virginianus). 

’ The following morning when he went to look after the birds 4 
he found the two Great Horned Owls but only the feet of the 
Barn Owls. No other creature could possibly have gained 
entrance to the cage so it is to be deduced that the large 

ee Owls ate the smaller ones.--Leo A. Luttringer, Game Conmission, 
Harrisburg, Pa. : .
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Food for Game Birds A PAGE DEVOTED TO CONSERVATION A Bounty on Goshawks 
Everywhere we find the lack of food and FROM VARYING ANGLES From November, 1929, to May 1, 1930, 

cover stressed as a primary reason for the just because he is a bear. People of a certain / a bounty of $5.00 was offered for each \ decline tn Out Getye Games pitds Some Olea oi (illu hedee tae’ secziecr ee (en Go hawk Lilled ia Pennayiacie chelate these statements seem calculated to convince with bow and arrow, a weapon whose in- terest in the subject caused the “Cardinal”, 
the uninitiated that if we could restore these effectiveness compared to the rifle leads official organ of the Audubon Society of 
lacking needs, hordes of game birds would many to regard it as harmless or even Sewickley, Pa., to print a report on the spring up like mushrooms. r humane, but which is in truth most bar- operation of the law in its July number. 
Now no one ioe fail to appreciate that barous when used against a large animal. Two papers are presented: “A Defence of upland game birds must have food and A few individual bears develop destruc- the Law’ by L. A. Luttringer, Jr., of the 

cover, and that water birds need food and tive habits, and must be killed. Some of | Game Commission, and a brief against it 
me eae Bobwhites Cannot exist i Opu- the larger kinds have been known to maim by Bayard H. Christy, well-known conserva- mum numbers on intensively cultivated Jand, —g eyen kill a human being, but such in-  tionist. Here are some of the facts. 
noma ducks exist in’ a waterless desert. ¢sances are rare. In almost all cases, the bear Only 76 actual Goshawks were presented 

* What we wish to emphasize is that there are is blameless in his habits. He is among the for bounty. Besides these, however, there 
still vast areas, abounding in food and cover, most interesting of out wild creatures, were presented, and apparently paid for, 
from which the game has been Killed. Is and we are glad that his friends are plead- 165 red-tailed hawks; 120 Cooper's hawks; the sagebrush getting so scarce that it can- ing his case. And it is especially gratifying 84 red-shouldered hawks; 28 marsh hawks; not support a few thousand sage-grouse? to note that among his champions are some 9 sharp-shinned hawks; 7 rough-legged 
Are there not enough coniferous trees tO who formerly killed him, but who have hawks; 4 sparrow hawks; 3 broad-winged 
keep the Canada grouse from starvation? displaced the rifle and trap with the hawks; 3 duck hawks; 1 pigeon hawk; 1 Who believes that drainage has had aught camera, osprey; 1 short-eared owl; and 1 great- 
to do with the diminution of the woodcock? horned owl. “The numbers of hawks sent 
Within the past twenty years the ruffed in to Harrisburg do not include all the 
grouse, formerly common, has virtually dis- Estimating Wild Life birds killed. Ofttimes game protectors and 
SPF case from the couey ae eo We have been criticised because we inti- justices of the peace were handed specimens 
District of Columbia. But there still’ remain sted that some states issue an unlimited which obviously were not Goshawks; and thousands of acres of mixed woodland number of licenses to kill game without re- these, of course, were disposed of otherwise.” 
abounding in the succulent herbage oe gard to the amount that may be present in The stomachs of all the hawks in proper 
berries and nuts that the grouse delight in, its covers. It seems, nevertheless, that some Condition were examined; the reports of enough to keep indefinitely from want many knowledge of how much game there is to _ these corroborate in the main the generally 
thousands of grouse. Millions of acres in jy) should be the first requisite of game accepted conclusion that the Goshawk, 
one Wane aod only the exile of the gun to administration. Failure to ascertain how Cooper's, and sharp-shinned hawks are the harbor again the birds that formerly graced many fur seals were present, and still allow- most destructive, while the others named 
their coverts. Banishment of the gun will ing 100,000 to be killed each year, nearly are either beneficial or so rare that their 
Borer come bugil eon cece wiped out the greatest herd in existence. No depredations are practically _ negligible. year to bring nearer to extinction the birds farmer would be foolish enough to kill a Nevertheless the destruction of nearly 300 
doles marked for its own, Jet us spend less hundred fowls from his flock each market beautiful birds, most of which were ad- time repeating that game birds cannot live day, unless he knew how many he had.  mittedly beneficial to man, was justified by 
without food and cover. Feed the birds by Failure to regulate the kill in accordance | the Game Commission because a much lesser 
all means, but do not expect food, or covet» with the supply has brought most of our number of injurious ones were taken. A few 
or water to bring dead birds back to life. game species to their present plight. As it of the birds presented for bounty are pro- 

—-- is only a few of the states know how much _ tected by law, but we are not told what : game is killed each year, let alone how much action was taken in these cases. And less 
Protection for the Bear is left. than one in six of the Goshawks taken had 

The bear (we speak in a generic sense) It should be evident that each state should _ eaten ruffed grouse, the bird for whose bene- 
is finding his friends. For several years some _ require of its licensed hunters and trappers __ fit all the destruction was waged! Beneficial 
of the sportsmen’s organizations have been that the kill be reported. It does not seem hawks were killed in practically everyone of 
trying to have the black bear more generally unreasonable that the filingof such a declara- _ the State’s sixty-seven counties, but Gos- 
recognized as a game animal, that he may tion should determine the applicant's fitness | hawks came from only half of these. It is 
at least receive protection during some part to obtain a license the next year. There may __ regretted that Mr. Christy's denunciation of 
of the year. An impression gets around that _ be administrative difficulties, but we are told _ this law, and his plea for its repeal cannot 
the brown bear in Alaska is on the road to _ that wild life management is a large busi- here be discussed in full. He points out in 
extermination, and protests are broadcast. ness, and all great concerns have to establish convincing language the fallacies back of it, 
The American Society of Mammalogistsp-:es _ efficient methods of accounting. As a matter the inconsistencies apparent in the state- 
a resolution recommending that sanctvazies of fact licenses are limited in the case of ment defending it, and the obvious remedy. 
be established in Alaska for his benefit The certain species, and in certain states. Some- Let us hope that the Jaw will be repealed. 
radio is invoked in his behalf. times such laws or regulations are not The passing of such laws, and the results 

‘We are glad to see these concrete evi- generally obeyed, and are not enforced. Your that are evident from even a short period 
dences that the bear has some friends, for average sportsman does not wish to comply of operation, lead us to wonder what 
he needs them. California, after exterminat- with regulations or “red-tape”, although method of reasoning is back of the almost 
ing her grizzly bear, adopted formally a we are assured that he has the welfare of — universal prejudice against hawks and owls 
flag bearing his figure, a relic of pioneer the game at heart. However, he who runs on the part of those who carry guns. For 
days. Today only a few of our western states may read, and if he will look about him more than thirty years the beneficial habits 
can boast a live grizzly, a species considered he will everywhere see the consequences of of most of the species have been empha- 
by many as America’s noblest and most — reaping more than the increase of the crop. __ sized, the conclusions being based on stud- 
distinctive animal. The black bear, with And as surely as the rules of mathematics ies by men of recognized authority. Yet it 
few black marks against his name, still hold true, just so surely will he learn, will be recalled that a canvass of sports- 
survives by virtue of his cleverness in many eventually, that the hope of getting the men’s organizations and game commissions, 
of our states, but he needs all his friends. share of some one else, when his share is instituted a yeat or so ago by the National 
To kill a bear, even a baby one if no better gone, is a vain one. Association of Audubon Societies, revealed 
presents itself, is the ambition of every If the states really sense the situation they an attitude of hostility so general that it 
amateur hunter. In a number of states the will take count of their stocks of game. seems almost useless to appeal to the fair- 
bear receives nominal protection for a part Those that fail to do this surely exposethem- mindedness of those responsible. And boun- 
of the year, but in others he is unprotected selves to the serious charge of being in- ty laws against hawks are still operative in 
or even has a price on his head, seemingly different to the trust they hold. several states. 
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PRIMITIVE PENNSYLVANIA 

Nature in all its grandness and ruggedness wos vividly pictured recent- 
ly by Frank P. Plessinger, Surveyor for the State Geme Commission who just re- 

\ Mrned from a six months! trip in Wyoming County where he was surveying from 
Y fifteen to twenty thousand acres of land recently purchased by the Game Com- 

mission. 

Z y x Meny intimate views of our wild life were secured, some of which would 

tv. Aaewhe 5 doubt be worth their weight in gold on movie film. Tle area under survey 
Neue being so large, it was necessary for those engaged in this work to move their 

ie camp from time to time. Plessinger estimated that the tract is about fifty 
Oey 4, miles around, 

One interesting observation made by the surveyor was the great number 
of Goshawks in that region. In one particuler woodland in Forkston Township, 
an abundance of goshawks were noted and several nests found high in the beech 
trees. At the Ree these nests were observed the young were just leaving. 
The surveyors were informed that the particular woodland under discussion is 
located in the heart of exceptionally fine grouse country, which is no doubt 
responsible for the presence of so many hawks. According to such persons as 

Otto Behr, Deputy Game Protector of that section and well known bird student 
of many years stending, also Mr. Ernest Schregge who resides near the goshawk 
woodland, these birds have nested there for years. Another excellent proof of 
the value of beaver dems comes to us from Mr. Plessinser, who cites the dis- 

covery of what he believes to be an hitherto unimovm dam. It is located about 
six miles from any hebitation, and is almost inaccessible. There are no roads 
or paths leading to it, only the primitive wilderness. The dam in question was 
estimated by Plessinger and his comrades to be at least fifteen acres in area. 
The beaver house was very large in circumference and was 8 feet high. Accord- 
ing to Plessinger the dam could not have existed more than four years inasmuch 
as saplings partly covered by the water were not dead. 

A greet many wild ducks of various kinds were observed on the beaver 

dam, both adult, and immature birds.
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GOSHAWE BOUNLY 

Beginning Novenber 1st, the $5,00 bounty on the Goshawk will again 
become effective and will continue in force until May Ist. During the same 
period last year 76 of these fierce gume destroyers were killed, and, regrett- 

ably, a number of hawks which are worth far more alive than dead. If hunters 
who shoot at any hawk they see, thinking it to be a Goshawk would remember 
that the soaring or slow flying hawks with short teil and long wings are not 
Goshawks, then such valuable species as the Red-tail, Red-shoulder, and Broad- 
wing would be spared to continue their warfare against such pests of mankind 
as rats, mice, snakes, and so forth. In learning to Imow the Goshawk in the 
field, particularly if he is flying, one must look for a large blue~gray hawk, 
built along speed lines and having a long tail and short wings. These hawks 
are about two feef long, Their general all gray coloration should be of con- 
siderable value in making certain their identification, The Cooper's and 
Sharp-shinned Hawks are built along the same lines as the Goshawk, The Cooper's 
Hawk is only about 19 inches long and while it has blue-sray upperparts, its 
underparts are white heavily barred with reddish brown. ‘The Sharp-shin is 
colored like the Cooper's. Im size, however, it is only about 12 inches long. 

The two hawks that are protected are the Osprey or Fish Hawk and the Sparrow 
Hewk which are found only occasionally in winter.



CANNIBALIONIC Ov, 
a In a fairly large enclosure ot the Rolli-g Rock Club in Westmoreland County, 

A Pennsvivania lived together for some time a Great Horned Owl, A Barn Owl, ond a 

— 0 Screech Owl. All were woll fed at all times, Nevertheless, one day the Groat 

He Horned Owl took it upon nimself to eat his two companions. 

pele’ At the Herrisburg Zoo recently a Great Horned Owl ate a Broad-winged Hewk 

which had been placed in its cage several days before. 
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EMERGENCY CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 

413 EAST 72ND ST., NEW YORK CITY 

THE BRODIE CLUB EXAMINES JACK MINER’S 

“FACTS ABOUT HAWKS.’* 

Jack Miner has recently (March 7, 1931) distributed a two-page statement under the 
title “Facts About Hawks,” accompanied by a page giving the results of the examination of sixty 

hawk and five owl stomachs. The stomachs were taken from hawks and owls killed by Mr. 

Miner in and near his sanctuary near Kingsville, Ont., during the time the birds were passing 

over his place on their southward migration last fall. 
The Brodie Club fears that those who have not had an opportunity of reading Mr. Miner’s 

full statement and of studying the results of the stomach analyses which he presents are likely 
to have received from abbreviated press notices a false impression of just what these stomach 

examinations indicate. In the following statement the Brodie Club attempts to determine 

what the stomach analyses reported by Mr. Miner have shown, and to state its attitude on some 
of the controversial points connected with the conservation of the birds of prey. 

Jack Miner’s ‘‘Facts about Hawks’’ is not based on results of stomach analyses. 
The page of analyses of hawk and owl stomachs which accompanied the ‘Facts about Hawks” 
statement gives the impression that the so-called “facts” are based on the stomach analyses, 
but a careful reading of the two pages leads to the surprising discovery that not a single statement 
in the argument against hawks is based on the results of the stomach examinations. The analyses 
are never once referred to in the statement except near the end where it is described how and 
when the stomachs were secured. 

Nearly three-quarters of the hawk stomachs analyzed for Jack Miner were of three 
kinds known to feed largely on birds. Sixty hawk and five owl stomachs are reported on 
by Mr. Miner. Forty-four of the sixty (nearly three-quarters) consisted of the stomachs of 
sharp-shinned, Cooper’s and pigeon hawks, all of which are known to feed largely on birds. The 
list of stomachs examined is as follows:— 

Sharp-shinned hawk (a recognized bird-killer)................0.00e0eeeeee 85 
Cooper’s hawk (a recognized bird-killer). 0.0.0.0... 0. cece eee e ee eeceeee 8 
WMoarsishawhk 7 sre ee ee 
SpairOW BaWic- sea a ee ee ee ee 
BrGad WiN@ed NAW ic os os ee ee 

Red=tailedshawit = es ee ee ee 
Pigeon hawk (a rare hawk known to feed largely on birds)...........-...-. 1 

It is not surprising, therefore, that looking down the list of stomach analyses one is struck 

by the number of small birds found. 

Unfair to condemn “hawks’’ on evidence, nearly three-quarters of which was 

secured from species widely recognized as the destructive minority. Mr. Miner, in his 

statement, admits that he does not kill certain species of hawks (red-shouldered, red-tailed and 

broad-winged hawks). But his statement is called ‘Facts about Hawks,” and the general 

impression which seems to have been created, as a result of his pronouncement, is that he has 
proved that all hawks prey on small birds, and merit general destruction. 

Jack Miner’s ‘‘evidence’”’ casts suspicion on only one hawk generally thought to 
be useful. Of the seven kinds of hawks whose stomach analyses Mr. Miner presents, three are 
shown by his own evidence to be innocent of the charge of killing ‘‘worthwhile’’ birds: 

Sparrow-hawk—Four stomachs examined; all contained insects, and one in addition, 
- feathers, probably of an English sparrow. 

*Publication of the Brodie Club, No. 1.



Broad-winged hawk—Three stomachs examined; two contained insects; one empty. 
Red-tailed hawk—Two stomachs examined; one contained snake (blowing adder); one 

“blackbird” (grackle or cowbird). 
The four hawks whose stomachs contained birds were sharp-shinned hawk, Cooper’s hawk, 

pigeon hawk and marsh hawk. The first three are generally recognized as feeding on birds, so 
that the marsh hawk is the only one on whose good name Jack Miner’s evidence casts suspicion. 
But, what evidence! Seven stomachs taken in one locality at one season of the year! 

Jack Miner’s ‘‘evidence’’ more favourable to some hawks than had been suspected. 
All bird students know that the sharp-shinned, Cooper’s and pigeon hawks feed on small birds, 
but it was a surprise to many to learn from a study of the stomach analyses that these hawks 
destroy so many English sparrows, and to some extent blackbirds (grackles)—the latter another 
of Mr. Miner's pet aversions. 

The number of stomachs of each of the above-mentioned hawks examined and the items 
found, as reported by Mr. Miner, is as follows:— 

Sharp-shinned hawk. Thirty-five stomachs examined; 15 contained native birds, 7 English 
sparrows, 2 blackbirds, 2 unidentified feathers, and 10 were empty. (These individual 
items total 36 because one hawk had eaten a warbler as well as an English sparrow.) 
The food of this species was therefore made up of 58 per cent. birds protected by the 
laws of Ontario; 34 per cent. unprotected birds, presumably undesirable, and 8 per cent. 
unidentified bird remains. 

Cooper’s hawk. Eight stomachs examined; 1 contained a mourning dove, 1 domestic fowl, 
1 apparently a rat, 1 English sparrow, 1 grackle (blackbird), 1 unidentified feathers, 
and two were empty. 

Pigeon hawk. One stomach examined contained a warbler. 

Public unaware of Jack Miner’s favourable view of some kinds of hawks. The 
- Brodie Club stresses the following points:—1. That some hawks are useful and should be pro- 

tected. 2. That those who kill hawks should show discrimination in their killing. 
: Jack Miner agrees with these points, for he says: “I do not expect to shoot the three big, 
clumsy variety of hawks, for as I have said before, while they kill a few rabbits, snakes, etc., I 
know they are not destructive to our small and lovable birds. Moreover, I know Mr. Redtail 
will kill crows and the death of one crow means more live songsters.”’ 

Jack Miner believes some hawks are destructive; the Brodie Club believes some 
hawks are useful. There is truth on both sides, but the Brodie Club contends that it is dan- 
gerous to emphasize the destructiveness of hawks and to encourage people to kill them. Unfor- 
tunately, the lust to kill is still so strong, as to take care of any need for destruction of wild life. 
It is better to emphasize the necessity of sparing useful birds; the killing of destructive ones 
needs no encouragement. 

Because of Jack Miner’s reputation as a bird conservationist, the general opinion 
that he is opposed to all hawks is very regrettable. Jack Miner deservedly has a high 
reputation for his work in bird conservation, and large numbers of people respect his opinion on 
matters relating to that subject. In view of this, the general belief that he favours the destruc- 
tion of all hawks is unfortunate. In the spread and confirmation of this false impression news- 
papers have done harm to the cause of true conservation. 

Jack Miner mistaken in saying birds of prey not decreasing in numbers; some 
species face extinction. The Brodie Club’s contention that birds of prey as a whole are 
‘decreasing in numbers is based on the observations of its members and correspondents, who 
include a large proportion of the more active naturalists of the province. These men observe 
and record the numbers of hawks and other birds seen at all times of the year, and some of them 
have been making such records over a period of many years. Mr. Miner cites the marsh hawk 
in support of his claim that the birds of prey are not decreasing in numbers. The marsh hawk 
breeds in the open wet fields, and is aided rather than hindered by the cutting down of the 

a ae



forests, a factor that has played a large part in the reduction of the numbers of those species 
which nest in woods. The marsh hawk and perhaps the sharp-shinned hawk, whose small size 
makes it inconspicuous, may be holding their own, but almost every other species has become 
comparatively rare, at least in the settled parts of eastern North America, and the bald eagle 
and duck-hawk appear to be not far from actual extinction in this part of the continent. 

Small birds receive almost universal protection; large birds, and especially hawks, 
are killed on sight by almost everyone who carries a gun. It is a mistake to think that 
the present conditions favour hawks at the expense of the smaller birds. The opposite is really 
the case. Small, forest-inhabiting birds have no doubt decreased with the clearing of the land, 
but there has been a proportionate increase in the number of the birds which live in the open 
fields and about farms. 

Mr. Miner’s estimate of relative abundance of hawks and small birds obviously 
wrong. Mr. Miner states, ‘I am absolutely certain that taking all classes of song, insectivorous 
and game-birds into consideration, there were ninety-five per cent. more than there are to-day. 
....... . butas far as the hawks and owls are concerned, according to my observations, they 
are as plentiful now as they ever were.’’ Mr. Miner is referring here to the bird-destroying 
hawks in an effort to justify their destruction, but his statement is an obvious absurdity. No 
animal could maintain a level of numbers in the face of a 95 per cent. reduction in its food supply. 

The majority of individuals of certain species of Ontario hawks concentrate in the 
southernmost counties of Ontario, along Lake Erie on their southward migration; 
Kingsville is in this area. It has long been known that several species of hawks (marsh, 
Cooper’s, broad-winged and more particularly the sharp-shinned), from the vast areas of northern 
Ontario and perhaps Quebec, on their southward migration in autumn, converge on the restricted 
interlake region of southern Ontario. When these migrants reach the old lake-shore or escarp- 
ment of Lake Ontario, the majority of them drift westward and southward, following the higher 
land prominences to the western end of Lake Erie. Many follow down Point Pelee, a funnel- 
shaped land area which offers a short crossing of Lake Erie, and others continue southwestward 
apparently skirting the lake. The natural constriction of the land formation produces a marked 
concentration of hawks, the greatest proportion of which are well-known bird-eaters. This 
concentration would give an observer with a limited knowledge of conditions elsewhere in Ontario 
the impression that hawks are abundant. As a matter of fact, he may be seeing nearly all 
there are to see, of certain kinds. The vicinity of Kingsville is within this area of migratory 
concentration, and the establishment of a song- and game-bird sanctuary there is a good deal 
like putting a chip on one’s shoulder. To eliminate all bird-eating hawks which occur in the fall 
near Kingsville would practically mean extirpating these species from the whole of the north. 

Economic valuation of birds difficult. Mr. Miner may have omitted to present con- 
clusions based on the findings of stomach analyses because he thought that the story told by 
them would be obvious to the reader, or he may have appreciated the difficulty of forming a 
correct valuation of a species on purely economic grounds. It is not enough to find that a hawk 
is a destroyer of valuable birds, it is necessary to find out to what extent it destroys them and 
to what extent its prey is valuable. There are at least four arbitrary classes into which hawks 
and owls may be divided on economic grounds: those wholly beneficial; those chiefly beneficial; 
those in which beneficial and harmful characteristics are about equal; those which are chiefly 
harmful. No raptorial bird is entirely harmful. Several of our hawks and owls belong to one 
or another of the above classes according to the particular region in which they are found at a 
particular time. They may be injurious in one place and beneficial in another. Also a bird’s 
economic status may change somewhat with the seasons, or over a period of years. The economic 
ornithologist has not found it easy to place a monetary value on a hawk or an owl. There is 
nothing absolute in such a value because values change. If a small bird eats an insect we may 
say it is serving us well, but this bird may also destroy insects which parasitise other insects, and 
such parasitic insects are perhaps equally as important as birds, in insect-pest control. Economic 
valuation requires the most careful biological methods, unprejudiced by personal opinion.



Our point of view affects the value we place on birds; personal opinions cannot 
rule. Personal opinions on the hawk and owl question are of little value, largely because there 
is no uniform point of view. The farmer with a cherry orchard may be pleased when he reads 
of a robin being found in a sharp-shinned hawk’s stomach, but his neighbour may miss the 
robin’s cheery song. One bird-lover may regret to learn that a house-wren had been eaten by 
a hawk, but another may feel satisfaction because he had seen house-wrens destroy the eggs of 
his favourite bird, the martin. The mourning dove, which occasionally falls prey to a bird- 
eating hawk, admittedly destroys thousands of weed-seeds, but some birds such as the dove 
spread weeds by carrying seeds in soil attached to their feet. These are only three examples of 
countless similar inter-relationships in nature. If everyone were to destroy the species towards 
which he had a personal aversion, there would be few living creatures left, and it is doubtful if 
even man himself would escape. 

It is illogical to accuse a hawk of cruelty because it gets its living as nature intended 
it to get it. Man is prone to judge nature from his own point of view, and, unfortunately, too 
often from a selfish one. Are we to decide whether a natural act is cruel or not by considering 
whether it is for our own economic advantage or otherwise? Let us picture, for example, a fly- 
catcher, considered to be one of our most beneficial birds, perched upon the top of a dead tree 
watching the surrounding country. An insect, perhaps of a kind entirely beneficial to man, 
flies past, and the bird leaves its perch, darts out and, as Mr. Miner would say, “‘eats it alive.” 
Yet if a hungry hawk comes along and makes a meal of the fly-catcher it is, according to Mr. 
Miner’s reasoning, an act of intolerable cruelty. And yet he apparently sees nothing cruel in 
the eating of a crow by a red-tailed hawk. Whether a hawk is cruel or not seems to depend 
on whether the bird it eats is one which Mr. Miner likes or dislikes. 

The term cruelty is properly applied to such practices as the use of the pole-trap to catch 
hawks and owls. The use of such a cruel device is fostered by the too common attitude of 
regarding the birds of prey as possessed of devils; the same sort of attitude that justified the 
cruelties of the Inquisition. The inhuman pole-trap consists of a steel trap attached to the end 
of a long pole, which is usually erected near pens of domestic fowl. The unsuspecting bird, as 
likely to be of one species as another, alights upon the trap and is caught by the feet. Usually 
the bird tears the flesh from the bones of its legs in its struggles to free itself. Killing birds by 
such means is, we maintain, properly described as an act of cruelty. 

What is the Brodie Club? The Brodie Club is a natural history organization with a 
limited membership composed of professional and amateur naturalists. Most of its members 
are in some degree scientific men; many of them are following some branch of natural science 
as a life-work; the spare-time naturalist members are selected because of their long standing or 
close application to the observation of nature in one field or another. In addition to the resident 
Toronto members, the Club has a limited corresponding membership of the same type of nature 
students, principally in Ontario but to some extent throughout Canada. Communications 
should be addressed to,—R. J. Rutter, Secretary, 20 The Maples, Bain Ave., Toronto. 
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FACTS ABOUT HAWKS ~ By Jack Miner, Kingsville, Ontario, Canada 

Mr. Editor: For release at once. 
As a boy living in the open 365 days in the year and—please let me go back still further—as a child down 

in Ohio, hanging on to mother’s hand, strolling through a little jungle near our humble buckeye home, visiting 

as high as nine Brown Thrashers’ occupied nests in practically that many minutes, and then both Spring and Fall 

back in the Seventies, watching the passenger pigeons, not by the thousands, but by the clouds; then in the first 

year of my teens we moved here to the sunny side of Canada where the woods and the few cleared fields were 

simply all aglow with birds. I am absolutely sure I have seen as high as twenty-five Scarlet Tanagers, I called 

them red birds, in sight at once and when the red bird storm came, as we called it, along about the 20th of May, 

I wish every naturalist of today could have followed me a few hours in the woods and he would have seen more 

warblers in an hour than I can find in a week right now, and the long poverty hours of no boy’s life could be 

made shorter and richer than all these God-given cretaures did mine. In fact I forgot all about my appearance— 

long red hair and freckles—and every Sunday in the summer would find me in my little hiding places allowing 

these creatures to come closer to me than I could get to them, but of course I did not know the scientific and 

Latin name for them. For illustration, I called the Goshawk and Cooper’s Hawks “Bullet Hawks.” The Sharp 

Shinned Hawk my brothers and I called the “Quail Hawk,” and the Nut-Hatch I called the “Tree Creeper,” 

and the Wood Thrush I called the “Brown Linent.” Yes, I knew them and their habits but not their college- 

given names, and I am persuaded that today there are many with their university degrees, who know their names 

but not their habits. 
Let me give you the natural methods of our wickedest hawks’ hunting system in their natural home, namely 

the virgin forest. He darts through the woods at a height of about six or eight feet from the ground, then noise- 

lessly he shoots up at about a one o’clock angle where he will perch on a limb as motionless as a statue about 

fifty feet from the ground, then in about five or ten minutes he will come darting down at a five o’clock angle 

creating speed and making no more noise than a dart, and if any bird moves in front of him he is on it like light- 

ning. When in the open field he travels high and I have seen a Goshawk come down out of the air like a 

miniature aeroplane, and the Bobolinks and Meadow Larks dart and hide in the tall grass, and so swift is this 

hawk coming from this elevated position I have seen him pick an adult forked-tail Barn Swallow right out of 

the air and go on. As for game birds here in Canada at that time, very true, there were no Mourning Doves 

worthy of mention, but I have seen over one hundred and fifty Bob-White Quail fly to the surrounding woods off 

of one settler’s partly cleared farm, and Ruffed Grouse, they were in the woods by the hundreds; in fact I am 

absolutely certain that taking all classes of song, insectivorous and game birds into consideration, there were 

ninety-five per cent. more than there are today. Of course, this includes the Passenger pigeons that were here in 

the early Seventies, but as far as the hawks and owls are concerned, according to my observations, they are as 

plentiful now as they ever were, and before any of you contradict this statement let me ask you what has 

decreased them? Have the hunters gone out to kill them? No, but we have gone out by the millions, and 

combined our force with them and shot the game birds right and left. I do not know when the Passenger 

pigeon started dying but in 1878 I do know they were dying by the hundreds and in 1885 they were practically 

extinct. 
The great complaint about killing the hawk is, you are “Interfering with nature,” or “Upsetting nature’s 

balance,” as they killed the weak and the delicate one, which I firmly believe they did, and the great Provider 

put them here for that purpose. And now with the ninety-five per cent. of their food birds gone, which 

includes the Passenger pigeons, the hawks are left here hungry, and the only way to restore nature, or bring 

nature back to her own, is to reduce them to the same extent that other bird life has been reduced; for reraem- 

ber, while a hawk will take a weak, delicate bird first, he can and does catch any he wants to, all except the 
larger variety of hawks, which include the Red-Tail, Red-Shoulder and Broad-Winged Hawks. Personally, I do 

not shoot these big, clumsy varieties, for while they will take rabbits and a few domestic fowl and so on, that 

does not bother me so much, but to find the feathers of our cheerful Cardinals and dozens of places where Mourn- 

ing Doves have been killed and eaten by such varieties as Cooper’s, ShaYp Shinned and Marsh Hawks, just 

says to me, Jack Miner you are not humane and do not love and know the value of our song and insectivorous 

birds if you will stand for it. Readers, one Cardinal singing good cheer near my home brings me more enjoy- 

ment than to see a hundred hawks and hear the terrorized cries of other valuable birds getting away from them. 

As far as interfering with nature is concerned the same may be said of the sheep dog. Are you going to 

allow him to continue unchecked in your community or are you going to control him? 

The same can be said of the wolves in Ontario, that have been allowed to multiply and have decreased our 

deer alarmingly the last twenty years and will continue to do so until they are controlled by man. 
The same could apply to our field mice or rabbits in our young orchards. If man goes and kills them, 

you, according to some men’s arguments would be interfering with nature. I say this is nonsense, go and kill 

them and save your orchard that it may bear fruit for the rising generations. 

E The same argument, re interfering with nature, applies when you kill the typhoid fly. God created it, 

but he created man to control it. 
So I say, as far as this argument is concerned, it is up to men to control the hawks. Why bless your 

life, He has even given us power to control Niagara Falls. 

It is true the Sparrow Hawk’s chief living in the Fall of the year is crickets and grasshoppers and I might 

say he is a good little mouse catcher, but years ago when I raised pheasants and quail in captivity, the first two 

or three weeks of these baby game birds’ life, the Sparrow Hawk was one of my worst enemies. In fact one 

Sparrow Hawk carried away ten little baby pheasants in three hours. 

Yes, a great deal is said about the mouse-destroying ability of the hawks and owls and, in reply to this, 

the little weasel is the biggest mouse destroyer we have in America, yet I knew one weasel to kill and carry 

away thirty-three baby pheasants in one night and pile them up under mullein leaves, etc. Next to the weasel 

there is nothing to equal the house cat, for both the weasel and the house cat are natural mouse killers, but the 

quicker they are buried side by side the better for the song, insectivorous and game birds; but remember, the 

hawks are natural bird killers.



=== 
: The most plentiful I have ever seen hawks was at Point Pelee; yet in this same locality we had three men 
in one week owning young apple orchards, come to my home and enquire how to poison mice. Here at my 
bird sanctuary where I am condemned for killing hawks there are practically no mice at all. 

Great how some men can give advice on running a bird sanctuary to raise birds and control them, and 
possibly they had the blind down nearly the whole year to keep the sun from dazzling their eyes. Mother 
always said, “An old maid could give you more free advice on how to raise a family than ten successful mothers.” 

h If you have a hatching of several hundred pure bred choice chickens and put them out, and hawks start 
reducing your flock, are you supposed to go in the house and read some Government bulletin or other literature 
to find out whether this is a valuable hawk nine days out of ten. I say right here, take ex-President 
Calvin Coolidge’s advice when he said, “Let every man do the duty closest to him,” or in other words, take 

| the gun and control him because when your chickens are gone he will only start at your neighbors. 
Knowing the depredations of the middle size and smaller hawks as I do, and have known all my life, I 

am completely bewildered to know why intelligent men will advocate the stocking of a country with song, 

insectivorous and game birds and make stringent laws to punish even a child for molesting one of them, and at 
the same time frame laws protecting hawks that eat these useful birds up alive. 

One great excuse is that these hawks and owls kill mice. Let me ask you this question Are mice the 

farmers’ great dread in America? No; the multiplying of weed seeds that the majority of song and insectiv- 
orous birds live on throughout the width and breadth of America is what is bothering us, and I never was 
prouder of our own local Game Protective Association than I was at our last meeting, when they stood up 

unanimously in favor of putting the quail on the song bird list. The Bob-White Quail and the Mourning Dove 

are the two most valuable birds we have on the North American continent, and if any person tells you that each 

bird will destroy as many, and more, than ten thousand weed seeds in one day you believe it, and if we want 

these birds to increase we have got to reduce the hawks in the same proportion as other birds have been 

reduced the last fifty years. Remember, one Sharp Shinned Hawk will kill hundreds of birds in a year. 

It is not humanity and the boys of our land that are keeping our song and insectivorous birds down; educa- 

tion has stopped that. It is the birds’ natural enemies that are all out of proportion. 
One evening last Fall four miles from my home when the Marsh hawks were migrating there were fourteen 

in sight at once and yet men are telling me “They are on the decrease,” they must have poor eye-sight or 

the sun dazzles their eyes. Talk about hawks being scarce, I shot seventeen hawks in less than three hours. 

Do not forget readers these various hawks follow our valuable birds to the South and back again. 

Several of my most particular friends who do not see eye to eye with me on the hawk question, but who 

are among my best friends just the same, are coming from as far as three hundred miles to tag young Mourning 

doves around my little thirty-acre plantation, where the doves nest by the hundreds. And this same class of 

men will take me in their parks near their homes and wonder why the Mourning doves, Cardinals and Robins 

are not as plentiful in their parks, and in the same breath call my attention to a mother Crow on her nest, and 

possibly to what they call a beautiful hawk sitting on a dead limb clear across the golf course, and these two 

birds dominating the whole situation. Why do not these men go to these places to tag Mourning doves and 

Robins instead of coming here, where we control the hawks and other natural enemies? And, by the way, 

right here let me say to the men of the world, because we do not see eye to eye along the line of any study, do 

not let that make us enemies, because there is nothing that will help a friend more than real friendly construc- 

tive criticism. An Indian once said, “Everybody think like me, every body want my squaw.” 

So many people write in and say they like actions of hawks. All I can say is, how can a man be humane 

and watch a hawk come down out of the air and catch and eat a song, insectivorous, weed seed eating bird, eat 

it practically alive? To me, it is more cruel than a Spanish bull fight I read about, which means either life or 

death to the bull or the fighter, because the innocent bird has no fighting chance. 

To read some letters that are darted at me, one would believe I did not know an eagle from a gnat, 

but nevertheless where is the man in America, who has watched and killed more hawks and owls than I have 

the last fifty-five years, and know for myself from all standpoints their relations and their depredations among 

all other birds; and if some of the men who have written criticising letters to me would go out in the fields and 

woods and investigate for themselves, I have this much confidence in them, that they would write letters of 

~ apology. 
i have been opening hawks crops all my life and have always known what they lived on, but so many men 

claimed the sanctuary attracted the hawks, that last September when hawks were migrating I went a quarter of 

a mile east of my sanctuary, built a blind in a fence corner and used a cage eight feet square with twenty-five 

to fifty Bronze Grackle (Crow Black Birds) and Cow birds for decoys and in the Fall as the hawks in this 

locality migrate from East to the West, I got the hawks fully a quarter of a mile before they got to the sanctuary. 

Each night as the weather was warm I would pack them in common salt and express them to the Biological 

Department of the Ontario Royal Museum at Toronto, Ontario. The accompanying report sent back to me 

speaks for itself. They were all killed by myself. The owls I shot at night around the sanctuary. All I wish 

to say is, during September, kill this many hawks yourself and do not take mine or the other fellow’s word for 

it. The facts are, I am giving the balance of my life to the study of conservation, and I know I have struck 

a plan to test out the good and bad hawks, and if you men who are constantly writing offensive letters to me 

because of my stand against the hawks and Crows, are not satisfied with this Black Bird decoy proposition, 

next year I will use Bob-White quail and Mourning doves for decoys. I do not expect to shoot the three big, 

clumsy variety of hawks, for as I have said before, while they will kill a few rabbits, snakes, etc., 1 know they are 

not destructive to our small and loveable birds. Moreover, I know Mr. Redtail will kill Crows and I know 

that the death of one Crow means more live songsters. 

EXAMINATION OF HAWKS AT ROYAL MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

Bloor St. and Avenue Road, Toronto 5, Ontario 

1930 Species Contents 

August 20.—Marsh Hawk—Remains of a young Mourning Dove. 3



September 5.—Sharp Shinned—Part of remains of House Wren. 
ee 5— «« —Part of remains of a Song Sparrow. 

ye 8— “ ««  —Nearly entire remains of an English Sparrow. Fragments from a Sparrow 
taken at an earlier feeding. Few oat grains from Sparrow crop. 

= 8— “ ««—Remains of English Sparrow and also part of feet of another English Sparrow 
taken at an earlier feeding. Several oat grains from Sparrow crop and a few 
dry grass blades. 

fe 38— “ «« —Feathers and a few bones of a young Robin. 
ee 8— “ «« —Remains of English Sparrow, fresh, and part of feet of another from an 

earlier feeding. Four oat grains from Sparrow crop. 
S 8— “ “ —Part of the remains of an English Sparrow. Oats from the crop of a Sparrow. 
s 8.— “ «« ~—Stomach empty. 
= 8— “ ««—Stomach empty. 

The following were taken latter part of September and October: 
Marsh —_—— part of remains of Olive Backed Thrush. 

—Enmpty. 

8 “« —Feathers and bones of House Sparrow and Thrush. 
Gs «« _Feathers and bones of Mourning Dove and feet of a White Breasted Nut Hatch. 

ss ‘« —Feathers and bones of House Sparrow and of small native Sparrow. 
e ‘¢  —Part of remains of a young (pinfeathers) Plymouth Rock chicken. 

Cooper’s Hawk—Remains of at least one Mourning Dove. 
re “«« —Trace of bird feathers. 
a a = of House Sparrow. 

—Enmpty. 

. “««  —Feathers of Grackle. 
s “ _-Remains of domestic fowl. Two leaves, probably taken accidentally. 
c “ _ Empty. 

Sharp Shinned—Empty. 
e “« —A few unidentified feathers of birds. 
ee «« —Feathers of a Thrush. 

be « —Trace of feathers only. 
2 «« —Feathers of a Maryland Yellow Throat. 
= ‘ —Feathers and remains of House Sparrow. : Z 
ee “¢ —Feathers of Thrush. 
ss ««  —Feathers and remains of House Spartow and a Warbler. 
= A = of a Black Bird. 

— Empty. 
& ‘« —Remains of a Chicadee. 
Ge ‘¢ —Remains of a Chicadee. 
- “«  —Parts of remains of a Chicadee. 
x «« —Feathers of a Nut Hatch; parts of small bird foot. : 
Bs “ —Feathers of a Blackbird. 
- e = remains of native Sparrow. 

—Empty. 
a - —Few feathers of small bird, perhaps a Warbler. 

oe 
“ SE ee 2 

. is = of remains of a White Breasted Nut Hatch. 

“ “ ae ss 

o «« —Feathers of a House Sparrow. 
a “«—Feathers of a Thrush. 

Short Eared Owl—Remains of at least two Sapsuckers, one almost entire. 
Great Horned Owl—Part of the remains of a young Riag-Necked Pheasant. 
Great Horned Owl—Part of the remains of a young Ring-Necked Pheasant. 
Broadwinged Hawk—Empty. 

es “ —_A few insect remains. 
_ . ‘ ——— '- on Crickets. 
igeon Hawk—Remains of a Warbler. 

Sparrow Hawk—Remains of a Dragon Fly; partial remains of nine Crickets. 
Cooper’s Hawk—Some rodent hair, apparently Rat. 
Red Tailed Hawk—A young Blowing Adder. 
Sparrow Hawk—Insects, mostly Grasshoppers, Crickets and Dragon Flies. =i : 
Red Tailed Hawk—Entire remains of a Bronzed Grackle, gizzard of another bird (from former feeding) which 

was of the same size as Grackle, two gravels and some coarse grain chaff. 
Sparrow Hawk—Remains of fourteen Crickets. : 7 
Sparrow Hawk—Remains of eighteen Crickets, one Moth, one Grasshopper, several feathers of a smiall bird, 

apparently an English Sparrow. 
Long Eared Owl—Traces of hair. 
Screech Owl—Six feathers of a small bird.
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. Raptor Census from oa 

"Nesting of the Saw-whet Owl in the Monreal District" 

7 
L. MeI. Terrill 

The Auk, Vol. XLVIII, No. 2, (April, 1931), pp-169-174 

Location. Chambly District, Richelieu River, 20 miles from Montreal. 

Area. "Within a radius of about 5 miles." (3.1416 x 57=g0 sami.) x : 

ding Po tion. 

Pairs Head Species 

5 10 Marsh Hawic 

9 18 Sharpshin 

3 6 Redshoulder 

3 6 Broadwing 

. 3 6 Sparrow 

5 10 Longeared Owl : 

2 4 Great Horned Owl 

1 2 Sereech Owl 

i? 3 Saw-whet 

: - = 0.7 raptors per square mile 

= 0.4 pairs raptors per square mile 
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May 5, 193) 

Mr. Re Pe Holland, 
Editor of Field ani Stream, 

New York City. 

Dear Rays 

Being Editor of Field and Stream, you are situated so that you can do a lot of 
good for the desirable birds by starting an agitation to control crows, great horned owls, 
goshawks, Cooper's, sharp-shinned and marsh hawks, and all four-legged vermin that prey on 
our song, insectivorous and game birds. At the present time there are so many weak-hearted || 
indoor maturalists who would lead one to believe that you shouldn't even kill a bedbug. 
For illustration, one of our paid game wardens here in Ontario says that "the same Power ! 
that created the deer also created the wolf." Yes, that is true, and we might go farther-- 
the same Power that created the grain of our fields also created the weeds. Also, the same 
Power that ereated the potatoes created the potato-bug. But how much grain and potatoes 
will you have unless you control the weeds and potato-bugs? 

One little, insignificant weasel killed and dragged away thirty-three baby pheas- 

ants in one night. These little pheasants were about the size of English sparrows. I 
found them hidden by the weasel under millen and burdock leavese 

Often people say to me, "I don't see how you understand the birds so well." In \ 
reply let me say that birds are an open book. The question to me is, how can I understand | 
the human who wants to protect a creature like the weasel or the crow, when personal expert | < 
ence and knowledge compels me to believe that a crow will feed its young from fifty to one } 

hundred innocent bird's eggs in one day, if he can find then? 

The same intelligent human beings who say that all these murderous birds should y 
live are, in the great majority, in favor of capital punishment or life imprisonment for the © 
human racee Yet they sit and listen to our innocent insectivorous and song birds crying and 
screaming for help when these kidnapping murderers are tearing their babies limb from limb, 
right in their presence, and any one of the dozens, yes, hundreds they are killing does more | 
good and brings more cheer than its enemies. 

Today the people of North America are educated, so that they are not shooting car- 
dinals, orioles, native song sparrows of many varieties, indigo-bumtings, the beautiful war- 
blers and many others too numerous to mention. Yet some people advocate the protection of 
the mtural enemies of these valuable birds, and possibly belong to the Humane Society. 
Persomlly, I'ma momber of the Humane Society and am thankfully proud of it; but how can I 
be a credit to that society unless I take God at His word and do my part in controlling can- 
nibals and mrderers of our bird family? God says, “Let mn have dominion over all." 

In closing I wish to say that the greatest conundrum to me in regard to game prop- 
agation is that the mjority of our state, provincial and Federal Governments are wisely 
sending out game birds and young to be transplanted all over America, yet officials of an- 
other branch of the same government are advocating the protection of the mtural enemies of 
these same birds. Remember, my trigger finger has relaxed, and well it should; but I use my 
gun and nets, that our better birds may multiply by leaps and bounds, and I have made a suc- 

cess of it. Hundreds of game birds have fallen into the hands of hunters, where they were 
used for food, instead of into the grappling hooks of the hawks and owls that have fallen 
from my old-fashioned aim.. And remember, I run no chances of being mistaken, for I decoy 
the hawks to me with the very same variety of birds that the various governments release, 
such as bobewhite quail. 

How can I even be a worth-while citizen when I hear the little lambs a-blatting 
and not take the gun and shoot the wolf that is killing ani eating the mother's hams while 

she is still alive? : 

Here's to more sane, humane methods. 

Yours very truly, 

17
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able to raise them, but that it is not practicable. fish which, hungry after their winter fast, when the 

ee Mr. Tuappeus Surser: Exactly. raters pean te ee coed od te chore. 
‘ ae : : Mr. Parrerson (Wisconsin): y thought was 

so peuenesy Coun: That fhe point wanted has if yo had 99 mamy daharen one ake, Now one : : ‘ F many would you have on al e lakes throughout 
ae is doubt as to whether or not you can rear pike ue State and what should be the revenue to the 

‘i - tate. 
Mr. Tuappeus Surser: I sometimes doubt . i - F 

whether it can be done economically on a large scale, ae eee fle diate ales = 
but our chief problem is transportation. We have thie peels ee we thee eu oe se . pee : ear : is a big open lake, and the only thing that prevents 

le aude from ove heteher, whic locate #8 Hating thor daily the prevalence of storms "Ther * A i are two or three thousand boats on the lake. 

Hah in he other part ofthe Sta ou a cr wil ould be hand to sey what revenue we might dive 
trip. SENS Eg 7 . 2 . 

Be IG . . . . . Esnn W. Cops (Connecticut): Provided 
to ee Pe sane eel prem iine ee legal, a man’s catch could run into a 

lion wall-eyed pike beyond the fry stage. Those who ae Tae undred fish on his vacation at Mille 
are familiar with the pike perch operations know ‘ 
that a great deal of the fry that is planted is wasted. 
It seems to me that the important problem is to MISSOURI INVESTIGATES FOOD HABITS OF 
find out why ells are Hee obtained am a cases PREDATORY BIRDS 
from planting the fry; whether it is some fault in the . . ‘i 
planting, lack of food, or some other factor. The Mi wae mast Soe ae encom ef the 

Fatt Bir Aibert lias shown tnt ho can aie a Migow, Game, and Fish Department, recently re limited number of wall-eyed pike to an advanced ? nesor. ta * % i eae . 3 ei x tely 150 hawks and owls stage indicates that it might be worthy of trial in TOES 2D Yeo Ona BELO s ay 
- . turned into the Department by hunters. Only one other states. It would be impossible, of course, to a Fs . s 

rear Jotge Humber, but it might be possible to es- Beas species is uncommon in Minnesota, the 
tablish pike in lakes where we have not been able A i 
to establish them through planting fry and in that RED TAILED HAWK—Fifty per cent of the 
way extend the distribution of the most important total number of hawks examined were of this species, 
fish now propagated in Minnesota. oe py i Be 8. peusriens Te! Denoulire 

I wonder if the members of the American Fish 8 ey ence eee ete Ono ea tong 
eries Society realize the significance of the figures epnbeaned adie; and other Todos aly one on 
which Mr. Surber has presented. I believe that ®°8 © Ded oven. ie . fd hi ae 4 ae Wh 
Minnesota produces for planting more wall-eyed Ws to feed on game he would have done it at the 
pike fry than all the other States and the Bureau time the campaign was a Fe the inter WAR ee Vere. 
of Fisheries combined. The propagation of wall- enough to cause a natural food shortage. 2 
eyed pike in this State is expanding. The facilities BARN OWLS—The stomachs of the 2 specimens 
for hatching have been increased and the work has f this beneficial owl contained only rodents. . 
been conducted so successfully that, while a number BARRED OWLS—Several stomachs examined 
of years ago we were fearful that our wall-eyed pis showed moles and rodents. 
might disappear in Minnesota, it would not seem from BROADWING HAWKS—The 8 stomachs ex- 
a! indications that there is any immediate amined showed only snakes and rodents. 

anger. A 
Dr. J. Van Oosten (Michigan): Has anything al Meee ee eee ee 

been done in Minnesota to establish a figure for the CY Tocents, § a 2 
per cent of yield from planting fry? OSPREY—This “‘fishhawk” contained only fish. 

Mr. Tuappeus Surser: We have no actual RED SHOULDERED HAWK—The 1 speci- 
figures as to the success attending the introduction of _™men contained only rodents. 
fry. We introduced pike fry into a lake which had SCREECH OWLS—The 4 stomachs showed 
been entirely dry for two years; conditions became only mice. 
favorable, and the second season we had to permit SHORT EARED OWL—The 2 specimens show- 
the taking of under-sized Due Depts Sune were ed only mice. 
present in such enormous numbers that they did not x a a 
grow. In es to augers which were introduced, eee The 6 stomachs showed 
the only natural food they had was insect larvae. In F ae 
a number of northern lakes which naturally had no COOPERS HAWKS and SHARP SHINNED 
pike, the planting of fry has produced excellent re- HAWKS—Fewer than a total of 15 of these hawks, 
sults. For instance, five years after we introduced less than 10 per cent of the total number killed, were 
the pike into Caribou Lake many pike that weighed taken. These stomachs showed feathers of several 

( six to eight pounds were taken. If pike fry are plant- Species of birds. s 
\ ed in deep water under our instructions there is no GREAT HORNED OWL—The 15 specimens 

doubt of success, but if they are dumped close to taken revealed birds largely. A rabbit was found 
the shore they become the prey of the carnivorous in one stomach. 

WHERE THE WILDERNESS BEGINS 
ELY, MINNESOTA IN| MINNESOTA’S | ARROWHEAD 

Plan your vacation in the Superior National Forest and the Canadian Lake Regions. 
Fishing—Camping—Canoeing—Resorts—Golfing—Sight-Seeing—Trips by motorboat and airplane. 

1 100 different canoe trips into virgin wilderness. 1 Beautiful locations for summer homes. 
© Splendid resort hotel accommodations. © Airplane sightseeing trips. 
O Log cabins (furnished for light housekeeping. 1D Motorboat excursions. 

RENT OR PURCHASE HQUIPMENT aT ELyY—CHECK WHICH YOU ARE INTERESTED IN AND MAIL TO 
THE ELY COMMERCIAL CLUB 22 South First Ave. East ELY, MINNESOTA



Excerpt from General Notes, The Auk, Vol. XLVIII, No. 3, July, 1931, 
p. 426. 

"By taking the number of individuals of a species and dividing 
by the number of field trips a quotient is obtained which can be used 
in comparing the years 1925-1927 with the years 1928-1930 to determine 
the relative decline or increase in the various species. In general 
the decrease has been in direct proportion to the size of the bird. ‘The 

most important conclusion, however, is that while most of the Buteos 

and larger species have shown a decrease, the more harmful of the 
Accipiters and Falcons have shown a gain in contrast. Our present 

method of educating (7) hunters and gamekeepers has resulted in dimin- 

ishing the species thet should be protected and in increasing relatively 

the more harmful ones which perhaps should be controlled. For the sake 
of simplicity I have shown certain of the comparative species together. 
Considering these as a whole the frequency (number of species per field 
trip) has fallen 25% and the mumber of individuals 33%. 

Marsh and Rough-legged Hawks decrease 54. 
Buteos - Red-tail, Red-shoulder and Broad-wing decrease 344. 
Sparrow-hawk decrease 25%. 
Cooper's, Sharp-shin, Pigeon and Duck Hawks gain 14%, " 

--Warren F. Eaton, 63 NormalAvenue, 
Upper Montclair, N. J. 

File: Hawks and Owls ,“ 
New Jersey 
Predator Control 
Errington 
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Hawk & Owl folder 
Ohio folder 

Frequency of Raptors in Ohio 

Lawrence EB, Hicks - Wilson Bulletin, Yol. 15, No. 3,p. 139 

(As indicated by biris seen 1918-1931, 1500 days, 8,000 miles) 

Turkey Vulture 15,75 ; 

Eastern Sparrow Hawi 3,842 

Marsh Hawi 1,284 

Eastern Sereech Owl 651 

Eastern Red-tailed Hawi 538 

Cooper's Hawk uye 

Barn Owl 301 

Northern Red-shouldered Hawi 263 

Great Horned Owl 236 

: Sharp-shinned Hawk 127 

Black Vulture 111 

Northern Barred Owl 70 

Short-eared Owl 69 

Northern Bald Eagle 37 

Osprey 37 

Eastern Pigeon Hawic 33 

American Rough-legzed Hawk a 

Eastern Goshawk 15 

Saw-whet Owl : 14 

: Long-eared Owl ae 

Broad-winged Hawk ai 

‘Showy Owl & 

Duck Hawi 5



"Filet Cat 7 
i Hawks & Owls 

Maryland 
Prodetor-chapten,._textee 

Extract from “Bird-Banding," Vol. III, No. 1, Jamary, 1932. 
General Notes, page 33. 

AN INTERESTING GREAT HORNED OWL CAPTURE--While returning from tending 

a duck trap on the Walter P. Chrysler estate at Horn's Point on the 

Choptank River, Maryland, just after dari on the evening of October 7, 

1931, I flushed a Great Horned Owl, which fluttered up in front of my 

car and flew laboriously down the road. ‘The headlights showed it to 

be carrying something heavy, something which it could not lift two feet 

off the ground. I gave chase, and the bird dropped clumsily a hundred 

; yards farther on, to crouch defensively atop the prey it seemed so loath 

to leave. I stopped the car twenty feet away and turned on my strong 

spotlight. ‘The owl's attention was riveted by the dazzling beam, and 

while it stood motionless staring into the glare, I crept up cautiously 

on the dark side, threw my jacket over it, and pinioned it down. After 

wrapping the claws in my handkerchief to prevent accidents, and folding J 

the bird safely in my jacket, I stopped to pick up its prey, which, to 

my surprise (and delight) proved to be a half-growm house cat! The kill 

evidently had just been made, for the limp body was still warmand quivering. 

The owl weighed forty ounces, anit from its small size I judged it to 

be a male. ‘The cat weighed nineteen ounces, almost half as much as its 6 

captor. : 

0. L. Austin, Jr., Bureau of Biological Survey, Cambridge, Maryland



wor” ¢ 

On February 21, 1932, in the course of some raptor studies eatt 

of Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, a nesting horned owl (feathers plucked from 

underparts) was found freshly dead ané intact beneath a favorite roost 

tree. It lay with ventral surface on the ground, wings partially spread 
and talons about half closed. Careful examination preceded by plucking 

proved that the bird was in full flesh and bore no external injuries of 

any sort. Hippoboseid (bleed sucking) flies off the carcass were con- 

spicucus ani active. The most recent pellet was smaller than the usual 

: size, and, judging by the mucus, probably less than %$ hours old. 

This owl was sent to Dr. R. G. Green, University of Minnesota 

bacteriologist who has been malcing a specialty of wild life diseases. 

He reported in a letter: “The liver was normal in size, showed some con- 

gestion and mmerous fine necrotic areas. The spleen was greatly enlarged 

and thickly packed with amall discrete abscesses of varying size. All other 

organs appeared normal." A captive horned owl and a sereech owl succumbed 

to innoeulation with infective material; a captive barred owl likewise 

dnnoculsted seemed immne. Dr. Green told me orally that the disease was 

not tularemia (to which none of his experimental raptors have as yet shown 

susceptibility) and that the evidence indicates a virus possibly specific 

for certain owls. He will publish elsewhere the technical data from his 

investigation, 

Unfortunately, I did not again visit the owl territory until 

April 6, when the remains of the second horned owl--the mate of the first-~



ole 

were discovered, also under om of the habitually used roost trees. Only 

the wings and a picked and bleached stermm could be located, so the 

specimen cannot be said to have had more than limited diagnostic value. ‘ 

At any rate, both members of the pair were then accounted for; both 

apparently dead within a short time of each other, presumably victins 

of the same contagion. 

Paul L. Errington, Madison, Wisconsin, May 16, 1932



; File: Ohio 

j Hawks & Owls 

CROSS REFERENCE 

"The Protection of Hawks and Owls in Ohio," by S. Prentiss Baldwin, 

§. Charles Kendeigh, and Roscoe W. Franks. Reprinted from The Ohio 

Journal of Science, Vol. XXXII, No. 5, September 1932. (Filed in 

Predator Control Box)
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LARGE HAWK MIGRATION \ 

A flock of about 300 Coopers 
hawks descended on the Nabors farm) 
114 miles west of Carrollton during 
early October, according to informa- 
tion received from W. W. Beasley, * 
Jr. Ollie Nabors was spreading pea- 
nuts on the roof of his barn late in 
the afternoon, when a lone Coopers 
hawk flew over. He got his gun and 
quickly dispatched it. i 

This hawk, however, was appar- 
ently the advance agent of a migrat- 
ing flock, and within a few minutes 
about 300 settled in the thickets on 
the Nabors’ farm. Ollie Nabors and 
his brother Amos, killed 15 of the 
birds that night and killed 13 more 
next morning before the flock flew 
away about 8 o’clock. One or two 
were killed with shovels. The flock 
was seen that afternoon flying 
north. —— 

The Coopers hawk (big blue dart- 
er) is one of the few destructive 
hawks found in this country. A mi- 

gration of about 150 hawks was re- 
cently reported in Missouri, these be- 
ing judged to be Swainson’s hawks. 
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Reprinted from JouRNAL oF MaAMMALOGY 
Vol. 14, No. 2, May, 1933, p. 162 

THE RED TREE-MOUSE PREYED UPON BY THE SPOTTED OWL 

Papers dealing with the natural history of the red tree-mouse, Phenacomys 

longicaudus, have contributed little or nothing to the subject of enemies of this 

peculiarly arboreal microtine, with the exception of A. B. Howell’s discourse (N. 
Am. Fauna, No. 48, 1926, pp. 59-60) on probable enemies and adverse factors in the 

environment. The small size of litters (two or three in each), even though breed- 

ing may occur throughout the year, is conducive to speculation on the question 

whether as serious a toll is levied upon this species by predators as upon its ground 
dwelling relatives. Howell (p. 60) states that ‘‘raptorial birds must be the chief 

active enemy with which these mice have to contend. . . . ; owls, especially sereech 

owls, would be attracted by the mice, foraging among the foliage of a tree.”’ He 
records considerable damage to litters of young by Steller jays (Cyanocitta stellert). 

On May 26, 1932, I collected a female spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina) at 

a point on Eel River, ten miles north of Garberville, Mendocino County, Cali- 

fornia. The bird was taken at about 9 a. m. in a madrone and Douglas fir wood 
and had in its stomach a nearly perfect skull of Phenacomys longicaudus, together 

with much red hair that was at once recognizable as of this species. Mr. S. B. 

Benson has checked the identification of the skull for me. 

3 Since the northwest race of spotted owl is quite characteristic of, and not un- 
common in, the Douglas fir and redwood belt of northern coastal California, I 

surmise that it is as potent an enemy of the tree mouse as is any other species of 

owl. No actual instances of capture by other owls appear to be known. Screech 
owls do not seem to be particularly abundant in the region. Spotted owls hvae 

been taken a number of times at Mr. H. E. Wilder’s place near Carlotta, Humboldt 

County, California, where much of the natural history information pertaining to 
Phenacomys longicaudus has been obtained. In my experience spotted owls move 

about at night within the trees and foliage, not on the tree tops or in the openings 

in the forest as do horned owls, and hence they would naturally operate within 

the forage range of this mouse.—ALDEN H. Mitimr, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 

Berkeley, California.



Snowy Owl Folder 

A snowy owl showed up at the Consolidated Water Power and Paper Co. 

nursery at Wisconsin Rapids on November 14, 1933.



Cross-References: Predator Box ._ 
Hawk & Owl ~~ 

folder 
Pa. folder 

See "The Hawk Migration Along the Kittatinny Ridge in Pennsylvania," by 

Earl L. Poole. The Auk, Vol. LI, Jan., 1934, pp. 17-20.



Ps File: Accidents 
Hawks & Owls iv 

(General Notes, The Auk, Vol, LI, No. 2, April, 1934, p. 236.) 

Owls on a Louisiana Hichway.--On October 1, 1933, while riding down the new "Air-Line 
Highway" from New Orleans to Baton Rouge, louisiana, I noticed a large Owl lying dead 
on the highway, I stopped and found that it was a Great Horned Owl (Bubo vy. virginiams), 

} evidently struck and killed by an automobile. I had gone seareely a hundred yards 
farther when I found another of the same species, and then another, I was passing 
through a big swamp near New Orleans, and the road seemed literally lined with dead Owls. 
On the ten mile stretch of highway through the swamp, I counted no less than seventeen 
large Owls, lying dead by the road side, I examined several, and found two species, 
Great Horned Owls and Southern Barred Owls (Strix varia alleni). 

This highway had only been open a few weeks, and evidently the big Owls living in 
the depths of the swamp were bewildered and blinded by the lights of the automobiles, 
The rest of the inhabitants of the swamp seemed to fare better, for the only other 
bird seen dead on the road between New Orleans and Baton Rouge was a Southern Blue Jay .-- 
William B, Ward, Timmonsville, S. C. :
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Reprinted from THE Conpor, Vol. XXXVI, May, 1934, p. 114 

Magpies and Ferruginous Rough-leg Feeding Together.—In the Condor for July- 
August, 1938, Joseph Dixon reports three Magpies (Pica pica hudsonia) robbing a 
Golden Eagle of its prey. Apparently there may be association of a sort among 
birds of similar feeding habits. 

On December 4, 1932, I was driving through southern Wyoming, and a few miles 
south of Tulsa I noticed a cluster of birds on the highway some distance ahead of 
the car, apparently feeding on the carcass of one of the numerous jackrabbits run 
over by cars. As I approached slowly I could see that three or four Magpies and 
a Ferruginous Rough-leg (Buteo regalis) were all practically “rubbing shoulders” 
as they busily tore at the jackrabbit remains. The Magpies were the first to leave 
at my approach, and the hawk flapped away reluctantly, to perch on a fence post 
until I should leave. 

Curiously enough, on October 27, 1983, I was driving over that part of the road 
again and in almost the identical spot another jackrabbit had been run over and a 
group of birds was clustered about it, this time several Magpies in company with a 
crow (presumably Corvus brachyrhynchos hesperis). On returning over this road 
three days later, I found these birds still in that vicinity. 

Ball and Court (Auk, 48, 1933, p. 604) in Maryland, observed a Magpie in com- 
pany with some crows, being pursued by a kingbird. Hess (Auk, 31, 1914, p. 402) 
observed a Magpie in Illinois being “harassed by a half-dozen crows in a hedge.” 
Cameron (Auk, 31, 1914, pp. 159-167), in his study of the Ferruginous Rough-leg, 
found remains of young Magpies at the nest, and also saw three Magpies alight near 
the hawk nest. Again, Munro (Condor, 31, 1929, p. 118) flushed a Goshawk from the 
“still warm body of a Magpie.” Taverner (Auk, 36, 1919, p. 252) noted, in Alberta, 
that Magpie nests were invariably found not far from the nests of Red-tails or 
Swainson Hawks and wonders, if the proximity were not accidental, which species 
first chose the locality. 

Apparently relationships among birds of prey, and between them and other 
species, vary with circumstances. I have known an Emperor Goose to hatch out its 
eggs in close proximity to the nest of a Snowy Owl. On the other hand, ati least 
two Short-eared Owls, themselves raptors, in the same district fell prey to Snowy Owls. 

Thus we see that at one time the Magpie is “harassed” by crows, and again the 
Magpies fraternize with crows amicably. We learn that young Magpies are the 
prey of a Rough-legged Hawk. On the other hand, a group of Magpies is found 
amicably feasting on carrion in company with a Rough-leg, when this hawk could 
easily have reached out and seized one of the birds. Which arrived at the carcass 
first, hawk or Magpie? 

It is dangerous to speculate on mental traits of birds, but the subject is worth 
careful study, and more extensive observations by ornithologists may eventually 
throw some light on the influences affecting some of these relationships——OLaus J. 
Muri, Bureau of Biological Survey, Jackson, Wyoming, December 29, 1933.
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A HAWK CENSUS FROM ARIZONA TO MASSACHUSETTS 

BY MARGARET MORSE NICE 
On June 18, 1933, our family left Ohio for a motor trip to Chi- 

cago, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Arizona, returning to Columbus 

July 24. During twenty-one of the thirty-five nights we camped out 

in the open, in woods, pastures, or deserts. On August 7 and 8 wo 

drove from Columbus to Pelham, Mass. A record was kept of all 

hawks, owls, and vultures seen, and also all owls heard while camp- 

ing. The results are given in Table I. 

Taser I 

Census oF Raprores THROUGH TWELVE STATES 

Numrers SEEN Numnen or Mires vo a Burp 

a oe 2g a $ : g oa z ie. Alea lioe 2 fi Bes le 
mE = = ees = 2 2 = |2 
Zo 2 aller lees ESS => |e 

Massachusetts .........| 0 | 71 | Or=0 | 0 | OTE 0: OF E20 220 
Neve Work G2 =| oo Ole |e 391 Sal eeaO 1 4 || 130 0 | 391 | 98 
Pennsylvania | 0 4/0} 0} o| of] 0} 0} Oo} 0 
Ohio 0 410 1 0 4 5 410 0 | 102 82 
Indian eee ne | agile ona | 31a 00) Bion eain) 
Wineis | (656 | | 2] 4 || 656 |.656 | 328 | 16d 
Missouri .........2..--2----- 1 62611 0} O}| 1 S| 220) 0 | 626 | 626 
Kansas: SA) 26 || 0 | Ojai 0 ee Oellien | een enh ee) 
Okjahomas--— == a ey ei, a 83 || 211 | 247 te 39 
sWexasy ee 2} 557 Pore ao lOn\s0el\as (Our ler 38 19 
New Mexico ............ 6 1606 || 28 | 12 | 23 63 57 | 134 69025 
AtizOna) See eee 3 678 Ole 20 alee o) ED ALIS 2260 | 45 

Total couwue..[ 21 | 6858 || 53 | 32 | 71 | 156 || 129 | 214 | 96 | 44 

On the 6858 miles we recorded 53 hawks, 32 owls, and 71 Turkey 

Vultures. This gives one owl every 214 miles, one vulture every 96 

miles, and one hawk every 129 miles. 

The states east of the 94th meridian have a much worse showing 

than those west of it, for in these seven states only 5 hawks, one owl 

and 15 vultures were noted on our drives of 2511 miles; i. e.. one 

vulture to every 168 miles and one hawk to every 502 miles! 

In the western states—from Oklahoma to Arizona—conditions 

were not so dismal. Here on drives of 4347 miles we saw 48 hawks, 

31 owls, and 56 vultures, or one owl to every 140 miles, one vulture 

to every 77 miles, and one hawk to every 90 miles. Yet New Mexico 
was the only one of the twelve states where hawks did not seem scarce. 

The weather was oppressively hot during the drive west until New 

Mexico was reached, the thermometer reaching 107° F. in the shade 

in western Oklahoma on June 30. The heat made most birds inactive
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and perhaps reduced the numbers of raptores to be seen. Yet on our 

thousand mile return journey from Oklahoma to Ohio, July 22 to 24, 

when the weather was not uncomfortably hot, exactly one hawk and 

one vulture were recorded. 

As to the kinds of hawks seen, there was one Marsh Hawk (Circus 

hudsonius), 2 Prairie Falcons (Falco mexicanus), 16 Sparrow Hawks 

(Falco sparverius), while the rest were Buteos. No Cooper’s or Sharp- 
shinned Hawks (Accipiter cooperi, A. velox) were noted, although 

undoubtedly present in the wooded regions. 

Owls were heard on only seven of the twenty-one nights on which 

we camped out, and twice these were Burrowing Owls (Speoty‘o cuni- 
cularia hypugaea). There were 25 of the latter on our list, 3 Screech 

Owls (Otus asio), one Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus), and 5 of 

whose identity we were not sure. 

Oklahoma is the only state for which I have earlier records for 

comparison. From 1920 to 1923 we took 1689 miles of “Roadside 
Censuses” (Nice, 1921, 1922) in the nesting season, in which all birds 

seen from the moior car were recorded (but not those met in camp). 

These trips covered all parts of the state, something which was not 
true in 1933. The earlier censuses showed 16, hawks, 31 owls, and 105 

Turkey and Black Vultures (Cathartes aura septentrionalis, Corygyps 
airalus atratus), i. e., one hawk to every 106 miles, one owl to every 

55 miles, and one vuliure to every 16 miles. If the trips were strictly 

comparable, it would appear that hawks have decreased by nearly one- 
half, and owls and vultures have shrunk to one-fifth their numbers 

ten years ago! 

I do not believe the facts are as bad as this; if our former trips 

were to be repeated, it is to be hoped that the reduction in numbers 

would not prove as great as in these sets of figures. The owls in the 

earlier censuses were all Burrowing Owls, but in 1933 there were only 

two of this species. These birds are very dependent on the prairie 

dog as host in Oklahoma, and as this deligh:ful little animal is ex- 

terminated, the owls disappear. The striking falling off in vultures 

may perhaps be parily due to lack of sufficient food. 
In 1926 a hawk killing contest was staged in Oklahoma in which 

single men shot as many as 277 and 321 hawks. More than 4000 

hawks must have been slaughtered (Nice, 1931, p. 68). It is not 

surprising that only a few of these fine birds are left, especially as 
their persecution never ceases. 

The numbers of hawks in England and on the Gold Coast are 

compared by Winterbottom (33a) in a discussion of censuses takcn
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from trains and motor-cars, the mileage in each country amounting to 
approximately 2700 miles. In another paper (’33b) he reports on a 

census of 352 miles in southern Africa. In both sections of Africa 

there was one hawk to every 82 birds, in England one to every 1060*. 

(In Oklahoma in the 1920 to 1923 censuses there was one hawk to 

every 626 birds). “That our English avifauna was impoverished has ; 
long been known”, writes this author (1933a, p. 90), “but that hawks 

should be reduced to one-tenth of their numbers under more natural. 

if climatically different conditions, is somewhat surprising.” 
We are accustomed to pointing to England as a horrible example 

of a country where most of the raptorial birds have been exterminated. 

How do we compare with her? On the Gold Coast Winterbottom 

found one hawk to every 11 miles, in southern Africa one to every 15 
miles, in England one to every 81 miles. We found one to every 129 

miles. 

The average for the three states west of the 100th meridian— 

Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas—is a little better than England, 

—one hawk to every 70 miles; if we include Oklahoma we are a little 

worse—one hawk in every 90 miles. But the average of the states 

from Missouri to Massachusetts is six times worse than in England. 

Of course a main highway is not the best place in the world for 

seeing hawks, yet if the birds were not pitifully rare, one should have 

the pleasure of seeing several in a day’s trip. 

Our hawks are in a perilous position, and those who love nature 

must come to their rescue. 
REFERENCES 

Nice, M. M. 1921. The Roadside Census. Wiison Buuierin. 33, 113-123. 

—— 1922. Further Roadside Censuses in Oklahoma. Wuitson BULLETIN, 
34, 238-239. 

—— 1931. The Birds of Oklahoma. Pub. Univ. Okla. Biological Survey, 
Ill, No. 1. Pp. 1-224. 

Winterbottom, J. M. 1933a. Bird Population Studies: a preliminary Analysis of 
the Gold Coast Avifauna. Jour. Animal Ecology, 2, 82-97. 

—— 1933b. Bird Population Studies. A. Train Counts between Capetown and 
Mazabuka, Northern Rhodesia. The Ostrich, 4, 63-66. 

CotumBus, Onto, 

*Mr. Winterbottom in a letter informs me that his figure of 36 hawks and 
owls in England ineluded 33 of the former, 3 of the latter.
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Hawk & Owl folder 

¥rom Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 4, October 1934, p. 199. 

Counts of Nesting Raptores.--The abundance of Raptores in northern 
Germany is strikingsly shown in these censuses of wooded areas in the Mark 
Brandenburg since 1929. In a region of ten square kilometers from seventeen 
to twenty pairs of eight species of hawks have nested each year since 1929, 
and in another of seven square kilometers fourteen to fifteen pairs of nine 
species have nested. ‘The number has remained practically unchanged from 
year to year, the birds returning to their homes with great faithfulness. 

A dishearteneing picture, on the other hand, is shown by an automobile 

census of hawks in this country, where over a distance of 6858 miles only 

53 hawks were seen. :



File: Washington 
Hawks Vv 

CROSS REFERENCE 

"Swainson's Hawk in Washington State," by J. Hooper Bowles and 

F. R. Decker. The Auk, Vol. LI, No. 4, October 1934, pp. 44u6-"50.
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BIRDS OF PREY IN RELATION TO WILDLIFE ob 

Wallace B. Grange, formerly cooperative agent, and W.L. McAtee, 
principal biologist, Bureau of Ziological Survey, in their Farmers! 
Bulletin No. 1719 entitled, “Improving the Farm Environment for Wild- 
Life", have written the following very interesting and educational chap- 

ter on "Birds of Prey in Relation to Wildlife". 
"There are so many kinds of hawks and owls, and their habits differ 

so widely, that it is impossible to classify them as a definite economic 
group. No wholesale destruction of hawks and owls, however, should be 
tolerated. Such destruction is not wildlife management, but ignorant or 
willful disregard of facts. There has been much misguided emphasis 
placed by people who should know better, on the destruction of every- 
thing that occasionally kills birds. 

"Game managers should get the facts concerning each particular area 
that is under control. Practically all predatory game relationships 
must be determined as local problems—-instead of county, State, or nat- 
ional--and the degree of control must be adjusted to local needs. Local. 
conditions often prove markedly different when carefully studied, al- 
though to casual observation they may appear similar. 

"Every hawk and owl, except individuals actually seen destroying 
poultry or species that are consistently destructive, should have the 
benefit of intelligent consideration before its guilt or innocence is 
decided. Owls have the habit of rolling all the coarser indigestible 
portions of their meals into compact balls, or pellets, and regurgitat— 
ing them, Examining these dry rolis of bone and fur or feather is not 
at all offensive, and they afford a dependable check on the food habits 
of owls. Care must be taken, however, to identify correctly the owl 
that ejected them, if the observations are to have value as a guide to 
control policies in game management. Observation of the hawks and exam-— 
ination of their nests will show whether the birds are doing more good 
than harm. 

"The pellets of hawks are not so easily found nor so easily stud- 
ied as those of owls. For judgement on hawks, it is necessary to con- 
sider the published results of general studies of stomach contents and 
to check these with the impartial local observation, deciding the mat- 
ter upon this basis. Hawks of nearly any species may at times prey upon 

song or game birds, but the vast majority exert a distinctly beneficial 
effect on game by controlling food competitors; by eliminating diseased 
and unfit individuals, which menace the good health of their fellows; 
and by keeping wild creatures alert and in sporting condition. Hawks 
and owls and other predators are probably necessary to top-notch fitness 
and alertness of game. Few sportsmen have any desire to shoot half- 
tame birds that have been reared in an environment where safety is al- 
ways assured. 

"By and large, it is cheaper, easier, and better to improve the 
emergency game and songbird coverts on the farm than to undertake cx- 
tensive control of winged predators, even where the need exists, except 
in the case of the great horned owl, and of the sharp-shinned and 
Cooper's hawks. When control is undertaken influx of predacious birds 
from other areas soon fills the vacancies. The yearly toll taken by 
predators on many game farms is almost constant, indicating that no 
Teal progress has been made even where wholesale control is attempted. 
It is impossible to control predacious forms on an effective scale, on 
most farms, by individual effort. 

“If control of these birds is necessary, directions for carrying 
out preventive and (in extreme cases) aggressive measures may be ob- 

tained in leaflet 96, Protecting Poultry from Predacious Birds." 
oe 2 KR
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: W. Va. 

Extract from General Notes, Wilson Bulletin, December, 1934, p. 259. 

Jastern Goshank Tight tn Beat Visginia.—-One af the interesting 
features of Bird-Lore's Christmas Bird Census for 1933 (Bird-Lore, Jan.~Feb., 
1934) was the searcity of observations of the Eastern Goshawk (Astur 

atricapillus atricapilius). In view ef the fact that the seven-year cycle 
since the great goshawk flight of 1926-27 was completed during the 1933~34 
season, this seemed noteworthy, and it may be of interest to record that 
West Virginia did have an extended goshawk flight during the latter season, 

For purposes of comparison, I quote from my 1926-27 notes on this species: 
: "First observed on November 2, 1926, when a neighbor woman shot a female 

goshawk while it was raiding her fleck of chickens, During November and 
December, 1926, seven dead specimens came under my observation, all taken in 
Upshur County, West Virginia. I observed the species almost every day, 
specimens being taken in Lewis, Harrison, Barbour, and Monongalia counties, 
and seen in a number of others. ‘Three were captured alive by state trappers 
in pole traps at Trench Creek, One individual attacked a full-grown Wild 
Turkey at the State Game Farm at French Creek, ‘The species was common throughout 

the winter, and was last seen on March 20, 1927." 
Notes for 1933-34 summarize as follows: 
"First observed near top of Cranberry Mountain, Pocahontas County, October 

15, 1933. ‘wo individuals seen that day, one flying over Big Glade (Wilson 
Bulletin, March, 1934, page 65). One seen at French Creek, Upshur County, 
October 17, A -dead specimen brought in by one of my students on October 20, 
Fairly common in Upshur County during November and December, Individuals 
seen in Barbour and Harrison Counties, Species not seen during Jamuary and 
February, but an individual observed March 7, at Prench Creek, Seen in 
Upshur County, March 9, 13, 14, 16, 20, 23, and 29, ami April 2; the latter 
being last one seen.” 

From these notes it may be seen that during the normal winter of 1926-27 
the birds wintered in Central West Virginia, tut that during the excessively 
cold 1933-34 winter they moved out, presumably farther south, since they 
reappeared in March. Not nearly so many individuals were seen during the 
latter flight as during the former, nor were so many poultry depredations 
reported. ‘There was, however, a large 1933-34 flight in Central West Virginia, 
more individuals being seen than in all the intervening years since 1926-27,— 

' Maurice Brooks, French Creek, W. Va.



Hawks & Owls 

From Proceedings of the Wilson Ornithological Club, December, 1934. Mrs, 
Charles N. Edge, Emergency Conservation Committee, speaking of Hawk Mountain: 

"More than 10,000 birds of prey were counted passing the mountain 
during the fall of 1934. These were of great interest to bird students and 
included the following species: Vulture, 166; Eastern Goshawk, 125; Sharp- 
shinned Hawk, 1913; Cooper's Hawk, 333; Eastern Red-tailed Hawk, 5609; Eastern 
Red~shouldered Hawk, 90; Broad-winged Hawk, 2026; Rough-legged Hawk, 20; 
Golden Eagle, 39; Bald Hagle, 52; Marsh Hawk, 105; Osprey, 31; White Gyrfalcon,1; 

' Black Gyrfalcon, 2; Duck Hawk, 25; Pigeon Hawk, 19; Sparrow Hawk, 13. 

(From p. 85, Wilson Bulletin, Vol, XLVII, No. 1, March, 1935.)
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Reprinted from Ecorocy, Vol. XVI, No. 1, January, 1935 
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Wrnytertnc or Fierp-tivinc Norway Rats 1n SoutH-ceENTRAL WISCONSIN 

In connection with the bob-white quail investigation carried on at the University of 

Wisconsin from 1929 to 1932, observations were made on the wintering in the wild of the 

Norway or barn rat (Rattus norvegicus). These observations may be looked upon as 

typical for the south-central part of the state. 
The summer rat population seemed sporadically distributed considerable distances 

from buildings, notably in grain fields, along the shores of lakes and streams, and, of 

course, about straw and manure piles, dumps, and abandoned farm buildings and corn 

shocks. 
After the cold weather shifting, that portion of the population still remaining away 

from man’s habitations appeared localized about particularly good sources of food. The 

species was observed to persist along the shore of Lake Kegonsa quite late into the winter 

of 193031, living in holes in the banks and feeding upon dead fish, duck carcasses, and 

other available animal matter. The bulk of the field-resident rats, however, stationed 

themselves in the corn shocks left out in varying quantities throughout the area. 

Field-wintering rat populations were never very dense, consisting in most instances 

of two or three or a half dozen individuals occupying the corn shocks on a given farm. 

Track trails in the snow seldora indicated the presence of more than one rat in a single 
shock, and this was substantiated by the findings from shocks torn apart for examination.
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As winter progressed, the rats of observational areas usually diminished steadily in 

numbers until by spring there would be practically no survivors about the shocks; indeed, 

save under exceptional circumstances, the whole out-of-doors away from buildings and 

used dumps could be said to be virtually rat-less at the end of the winter. Repopulation 

took place mainly through summer spread from buildings. 
Owls and food shortage apparently constituted the major weaknesses in the winter 

equation of the field-living rats. The rats, even at remarkably low population densities, 

showed a peculiar vulnerability to the attacks of native owls. Owls as small as screech 

owls (Otus asio) took occasional individuals, and long-eared owls (Asio wilsonianus) 
have been noted to exert a highly disproportionate pressure upon the species.1 The 

supreme enemy was the great horned owl (Bubo virginianus) ; unpublished as well as 

published data? revealed a pressure exceedingly severe in view of the comparatively 

insignificant numbers of rats commonly living in the wild. 
On the basis of data from many thousands of owl pellet analyses, I would judge that 

native mammalian species anywhere near rat-like in size are scarcely represented in owl 

diets at all, if occurring in the wild at no greater than the usual rat population densities. 

Dependence upon conveniently accessible and ample food resources, with consequent 

shortening of daily radii of movement, would itself place non-hibernating species at a 

decided disadvantage. A rat confined to one of two or three isolated corn shocks has not 

so many alternative courses of action in the event of emergencies. If an animal has or 

can find only one small habitat fit for it to live in, either it lives there or it doesn’t live. 
South-central Wisconsin furnishes field-wintering rats what looks like marginal 

environment at best, and it is not difficult to believe that the weight of owl depredations, 

plus those possibly of other enemies, is just enough to swing the balance completely 

against them. Doubtless, the rats accentuate their vulnerability of position through 

certain of their own specific habits. Running across the white snow surely exposes them 

to watchful predators. Their frequently noisy nocturnal behavivr could hardly help at- 

tracting attention, and a hungry owl on a post would conceivably have plenty of time to 

await a rat the rustling of which it heard in a corn shock near by. And, too, a species, 

however adaptible and long successful against its ancient enemy, man, may not find 

racially new enemies easy to cope with. 
Pau L. Errincton 

Iowa Strate CoLLece, 

Ames, Iowa 

1 Errington, Paul L. 1933. The long-eared owl as a ratter. Condor 35: 163. 

2 Errington, Paul L. 1932. Food habits of southern Wisconsin raptors. Part 

I—Owls. Condor 34: 176-186.
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CROSS REFERENCE 
See “The Goshawk (Astur atricapilius atricapillus) Nesting in Wisconsin" by 0. J, Gromme, The Auk, Vol. LII, Jamary, 1935, pp. 15-20,
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Extract from Notes and Observations, Canadian Field-Naturalist, 

Vol. XLIX, April, 1935, p. 77: 

Snowy Owl Captures a Crow,--When motoring on April 25th, 19351, in 
the vicinity of Rosser, Manitoba, some twenty five miles northwest 
of Winnipeg, the odd sight of a Snowy Owl (Hyctea nyctea) carrying 
off a Crow (Corvus b. branchyrhynchos) was witnessed by M. C. Le 
Broley and the writer. Through the kindness of Mr, Broley, I had 
been out to see an enormous assemblage of Blue Geese (Chen caerulescens) : 
which had been feeding, since their arrival from the south, in the 

grain fields near Rosser, When returning to Winnipeg in the afternoon, 

traveling south along an old trail, a Snowy Owl, carrying in its talons 

a Crow, appeared suddenly from behind the car and crossed the trail 
in front of us. The weight of the crow seemed to hamper the owl in its 

flight as it was losing altitude rapidly, and it alighted in a pasture 

field a few hundred feet to our right. No sooner had the Owl taken up 

its position to partake of the catch, than a scattered company of about 

thirty Crows, flocked in from our rear and formed a circle, surrounding the 

Owl. With loud angry cawings and out-stretched necks, the whole scene 

presented a real mmsical (?) comedy. This exhibition of numbers on 

the part of the Crows did not in the least perturb the Owl and it 

calmly proceeded to devour its victim, In a very short time it was 
evident the Crows decided nothing could be done to help their comrade, 

and in small bands they dispersed in the same direction when they came.-~ 

Prank L. Farley, Camrose, Alberta.
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Nest-Hunting the “Great Horn” est-Fiunting the reat Morn 

ERHAPS the most persistent By WALLACE GRANGE into old nests. Ignorant hunters do 
Piinerauder on game farm and pre- this, sometimes, thinking that they may 

serve is the ubiquitous great horned accidentally kill “vermin” in this man- 
owl, found in one variety or another Mr. Grange will answer questions ner. It would be wholly an accident 
in every one of the forty-eight states. of general interest mailed to him if this occurred. Usually, what is left 
His very omnipotence is evidence of care of this Department. Enclose is a dead grey or fox squirrel. 
his shrewdness. In one locality, his self-addressed f cio Lege Sepelope ‘You can tell whether any particular 
home and domicile may consist of a lone personalerc diy, nest is used by the great horned owl 
well-wooded large city park. He is in a very simple manner. If it is occu- 
equally at home in the cypress swamps breeders rightly hesitate to set pole pied you will find, invariably, downy 
of the South, the spruce forests of traps for fear of destroying bluebirds, feathers hanging to the branches, twigs 
Minnesota, the mesquite ranges of robins and flickers. No one likes to or bark of the tree, within a few feet 
Arizona, or, more often than not, just remove the mangled remains of these of the nest. In fact, the first clew to 
over the hill from some farmer’s dwell- birds from pole traps. As mentioned many an owl nest is a bit of down on 
ing, in the woodlot. To survive in so before in this department, one solution a bush. Look again when you find 
wide a variety of surroundings is trib- is to use a much heavier trap: So heavy that, and you will probably find more. 
ute to his success in the biological that no small bird can spring it. Even In that case you are either near a male 
world. Adapted and specialized in the this is not always satisfactory. But if owl’s roost or you are close to a nest. 
art of taking prey, he is almost as well the owls persist in troubling you, per- In any case, mark the spot for future 
adapted in the art of not being preyed haps there is a better way of meeting reference. 
upon. He is, therefore, no ordinary their challenge. One of these spring 
enemy to reckon with. His greatest days you will feel that touch of spring Le great horned owl is an early 
enemies are the axe and the plow. Give fever which urges you to drop your nester, having eggs or even young 
the “great horn” just reasonably rug- routine duties and get into the woods. before the snow is completely gone. 
ged country, not too far despoiled by Well, why not? Arm yourself with The eggs require about a month to 
these instruments of man, and he will your gun and devote the day to nest incubate, and often hatch several days 
held his own year after year. Only in hunting the “great horn.” It’s not a or a week apart, so that the young are 
wide open areas is he at any serious lazy job, but probably that spring fever _ of different sizes. These young remain 
disadvantage. Even there he is apt to was just an excuse to get away, in the nest for a protracted period. 
persist in some coulee or ravine with anyhow. Altogether, owl nesting is a long pro- 
hardly enough woods, one would think, Systematically search your wood- cess and you haye a period of almost 
to support a screech owl. lands for a distance of up to two miles three months in which to locate the 

Some people insist that the “great in all directions. Quite a task? Yes, nest. In the latitude of northern Wis- 
horn” is dumb, ranking far down the if you are in very heavily wooded terri- consin the young leave the nest in 
scale in intelligence. This rating has tory. Search the more mature wood- May, or at the latest in early June. 
always seemed incorrect to me. The lands first, in that case. Where you Even after this, however, they sit about 
skill with which he seizes every oppor- are located in woodlot, or broken in secluded trees close to the “old 
tunity to raid the rearing field has woods country, the problem is more nest.” 
never impressed me as dumb. Not long _ simple. If you discover the nest of a “great 
ago I had two live great horned owls Look everywhere! The “great horn” horn,” bide your time if this is possi- 
in a wire cage. A pole was run through nests both in old crow nests, made ble, until you can make sure of both 
the meshes of the wire, to form a over, or in hollow stubs. You can easily parents and the young. The old owls 
perch. Constant pouncing upon the tell which on any particular hunt, as will probably keep their distance as 
pole eventually broke one strand of follows: If you persist in expecting the long as the nest contains eggs. You 
wire. Within two hours the owls had _ nest to be of sticks, be sure you will will find it difficult to sneak up within 
enlarged this hole and were on their eventually find it in a hollow tree! If gunshot. After the eggs hatch, how- 
way. It impressed me at the time as you pound hollow trees all afternoon, ever, the parents show great concern 
showing more mechanical perception your owl is nesting in plain sight! and will afford closer shots. Don’t 
than one might suppose. That, of course, is part of owl hunting. shoot until you are certain of your dis- 

At this season of year many game A word of caution! Do not shoot tance, because owls “catch on” quickly. 
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Crows, bad as they may be, have one ee 
excellent point: They make an unholy a, 
racket whenever they discover and can fi ro q A NEW FOOD 
beleaguer an owl. You will note the Juba ta Po 
owl’s general hang-out through listen- Bes aN Se AN ES ae FOR GAME BIRDS 
ing to the crows, and in many instances SSS j j 5 2 
will be saved much time in that way. | SS a Contains All The Natural Quali- 
Remember, however, that the crows i a en ties of A Natural Food. 
may be pestering the male owl, and he hea... a) 
is very apt to shift his position some ee ge ta, JELAB KERNETS 
from day to day, usually, however, re- eR. a Mls different andl remarkable 
maining within half mile of the nest. SA eA”: y 
nee reine neceuntiae a0 2 pric. “ SNS “= food makes it easier to grow game 

tical means of combatting horned Ba birds in confinement. 
owls, I wish to urge readers who take ar 
this advice to heart, to discriminate 
between owls. | would far rather omit YO U B E T H E J U D G E 
a eo to suggest a See for Yourself How Jelab Kernets 
method which will result in the de- e Poets 
struction of such beautiful and valu- e Promote Health and Vitality 
able owls as the barn owl, the long- Eliminate Waste ae 
eared owl and even the screech owl, ® Reduce Feather Picking 
although I will admit that this latter Send for our leaflets and circular 
species may asionally . : : 
Po ee Feeding Nature’s Way—Incubating Pheasant Eggs. 
large grey, barred owl, which is often Also our Jelab Bulletin for Game Birds. 

mistaken for the “great horn” in flight, 
and which usually nests in hollow JEFFREYS LABORATORIES 
trees, is a pretty good actor for the Calcium, New York Y B00 2 
IMOst Spates ne Occasionally bitte cys 01g ee 
Ea cE cl rae fk EE 
its worst vices. I have yet to find the PHEASANTS — PEAFOWL — DEER 
barred owl doing much actual damage Pore ee == Bee eee Eared, Golden, Silver 

7 : i : eafowl: Blackshoulder, Green, White and Blue 
to game. The delicate long-eared oe Ringneck, Redrump and Derbyan, Parrakeets 
is as beneficial and worthy an owl as Axis and Chinese Barking Deer. Pronghorn Antelope 
the “great horn” is bad. Unfortu- Write for prices 

nately, both species have “horns” or RANCHO SESPE GAME FARM FILLMORE, CALIFORNIA 

ear tufts. The long ear is slender, 

small and longer tailed than the “great EGGS BEER IRL Pe eee LE QUAIL 
ne ” s 

neta a eee as Hy HALF-BRED MONGOLIAN-RINGNECK PHEASANTS 
EUOELUES and they ane DOE CLs ee Also Golden, Silver, Amherst and Buff Cochin Bantams. Prices cheerfully 
That gaunt, peculiar monkey-faced furnished and satisfaction guaranteed. 
owl,” or barn owl, is much interested HENLOPEN GAME FARMS, INC. Phone 31R13 
in sparrows, starlings and mice. Most Wm. M. Foord, Pres. Member of North American Game Breeders’ Assn. Milton, Del. 
of these smaller owls keep busy in the 
interests of, rather than against game. 20.000 EGG6ES 
It may seem a far cry to protect screech frome rereelione atone ar 

owls as a benefit to forests, but that is | RINGNECKS —MONGOLIANS MELANISTIC MUTANTS 
not strange after all, considering the ea eee ee 
screech owl’s feeding habits. The CU OUTAGIITGcHNER Prices ; 
larvae of the ordinary june bug is de- PETER J. STUDER - - Clinton, New Jersey 
structive to the roots of seedling pine Member of North American Game Breeders’ Ass'n. 
trees. Have you never seen screech 
owls in the dusk on the lawn, picking 5000 RINGNECK POULTS 
up june bugs?—grasshoppers, too! Pe ee eee reer seer 

‘The great horned owl, which lives Early Hatched Birds From Hardy Northern Stock 
upon rabbits, squirrels, pheasants, Also Pure-Bred 
muskrats, and other game and fur BLACKNECKS - MONGOLIANS - CHINESE - MUTANTS 

species, (but including some barn rats, WISCONSIN PHEASANTRY, KANSASVILLE, WISCONSIN 
it is true), must be severely dealt with 
in the vicinity of game farms and pre- 
serves. In sheer self defense, locate his GAME Breeder & Sportsman : 

nest and deal with him as you would 205 East 42nd Street New York City 
any other robber. But in catching this Gentlemen: 

pe ey ee oe Please enter annual subscription to GAME Breeder & Sportsman for 

standers or relatives who merely hap- paichy Eenclose 2.00: 
pen to have the same last name. If *3 Years INGITG 5) veoeistmre tour sieticen intact en oa ence ee een 
the bird you see looks almost as large 
as a buzzard or an eagle, you have for $5.00 WAAR tare ert eae te RRR Ae de a eng cy S 
the right party. If he’s not quite as {arsenic eer srr nett ati setae en es 
large as a crow—don’t shoot. ee 
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a 
A’s the practice of game technology in- le as hl 
creases, so does our appreciation of the re- Aa =. 
lationship of ildlif ies. How- — TS lrlrlt~”~—S ationship of many wildlife species. How Ss # |. 

: : : .  — tr —  ° |... = ever, there is still much prejudice abroad a aa ~~ 
against all creatures not classed as wes, ue “tgs a 
“same” and passing the buck for all our i i\y, i» > Se ~~ 
wildlife ills to the predators is a hangover — lS A FLULUtCOCO f Peace eo Nf | wee 0 0ClCUe rom the dark ages. WAG 

a. i oa —_ « 
ee, NA at % san, ° ii 

_ yy “te aa. _-. 

iG Sia a —_ 
.—C 7A 0CUC” 

Sata. 
| es eas «| eS 

we TT ee sD 
REDTAIL HAWK =» eC S = 

(in first year plumage) us —  —-, oe ll 

By ceasless warfare against =" = , ht se 
the enemies of nesting quail 2 ) Sg” aisle 
and other birds this hawk has ug 4 PS ea 7; 
more than earned all the pro- se “1 @ MO hg =. & ; = 
tection we can give it. Ag. gee yy 7. 

get a a | 
aS” Oe FCF 

Fs ye ae atc i xs Photo by Dr. C, T. Vorhies 

By D. M. GORSUCH 

N NO other manner does the man with a gun so Why Predator Campaigns? 

frequently satisfy his Poe i Cry his ignor- Hawk and owl campaigns are invariably ill-advised but 
ance, as in the ceaseless slaughter of our native 441) popular in some quarters, to the everlasting shame 

hawks and owls. Traditional beliefs, based mostly upon 6¢ the groups sponsoring them. I know of no instance 
misinformation aud See ae a a PSy- where such action was recommended by qualified orni- 
chology which in its active aloe has the ee thologists following an investigation of pertinent facts. In 
of inherent primitive enmity for t ese Species Of our each case coming to my attention such action was based 
avian fauna. So pronounced has this destructive tend- {pon misinformation and prejudice. Assuming purely 
ency become that many species, particularly the more  {o, argument’s sake, that such campaigns might be help- 
beneficial ones, have been reduced in number until their ful, who shall take part in them? Perhaps without ex- 
extinction is not only possible, but probable. ception the participants have very little general, and no 

Hawk and owl carcasses nailed to barns, gates, tele- specific knowledge of the birds they condemn. The re- 
phone poles, or lying where they have fallen arouses the _ sults are the slaughter of all hawks and owls encountered 
deepest disgust in the well-informed nature lover. This most of which are beneficial and should be protected. 
feeling is not one of sentimentalism; it is the realization Since the ornithologist is often puzzled regarding the 
that prejudice worthy of the “dark ages” persists and is identity of a hawk or owl in the field how can the layman 
being practiced. be expected to distinguish between the species? 

Sound wildlife, game, range, or farm management in- In oe — as in other a. ee the 

cludes the protection of beneficial species as well as the 'S¢° ne oa oN ee aan ae ne 
control of harmful ones; we have only to determine into ae : a eee sat ae ‘i 4 ie e oe OWE 
which category each falls and proceed accordingly. It is ae i Sate oe a ae ah ¢ aan o mone 
doubtful if any one species is ever completely good or ean a etal Baers ene a ee ‘is 
completely bad. In any measurement of wildlife values a a : ag “eribat th s ‘ ewe aN Pa 
single act, whether this be beneficial or harmful to our for. pe a ee Some Mysterious sAct of Go caieeeee ae Fonte dsealGaniene b \ 1 despite the denuded condition of the watershed. A 
Bee fe & Ge ey ae a as eh 7 mace only  rancher’s cattle or sheep starve and he woefully tells us 
neat ne ie we ee oF 7 armful and bene- of the “Bad Year” when overgrazing is the obvious cial acts is known. If it is logical to condemn all hawks cause. So, too, in game matters; regardless of wrong 
and owls because individuals or Species prey upon game shooting practices, habitat depletion, etc., when game 
or other birds, then it is equally logical to condemn all numbers become noticeably low the resort of many is to game because individuals or species at times prove in- tightly close their eyes to the real causes and shout in a jurious to cultivated crops, etc. loud voice: PREDATORS!



During the course of the Gambel quail investigation the proportions, and upon which they fed. After working 
writer has given much attention to the relation of pre- ceaselessly until the grasshopper menace was definitely 
dacious mammals, birds, reptiles, etc., to quail in Arizona, checked, thereby making possible the continuance of stock 
New Mexico, and Sonora, Mexico. The findings, sub- grazing in the locality, the hawks were slaughtered in 
stantiated by ornithologists and workers in related fields, countless numbers by men who prided themselves on 
lead to the conclusion that a decided over-emphasis is their knowledge of game matters. 
being placed upon the value of predator control, par- In the south popular opinion for years condemned the 
ticularly as such control applies to hawks and owls. No Marsh hawk as a destroyer of quail. Stoddard (1931) 
denial is made that some species prey upon game and exposed this fallacy by finding but four bobwhites in 
other birds, and in some localities merit control. It is 1100 casts of this hawk although 84 percent of these con- 
untrue, however, that all hawks and owls should be de- tained cottonrat remains. The cottonrat has been found 
stroyed as popular opinion seems to contend, an attitude to be one of the worst enemies of quail nests in the south 
which has been productive of much harm and little, if as in the southwest. Marsh hawks perform like benefits 
any, proved good. in the southwest and should be included in our list of 

Blue Darters Relish Game Rations protected birds. 
Hawks and owls coming under the more or less con- Owls Devour Rodents 

tinual observation of ee en a Se Ses hawk, Of the owls we can drop all from our consideration 
Swainson hawk, Marsh hawk, Harris hawk, Sparrow put the Great-horned owl. The Screech owl is commonly 
hawk, Mexican black hawk, Caracara, Prairie Falcon, 5.44 above the range of the Gambel and Scaled quail, 
Cooper hawk, Sharp-shinned hawk, Western goshawk, while the long-eared is too scarce to be of importance. 
Great-horned owl, Barn owl, Screech owl, Spotted owl, The Barn owi shares its well deserved reputation as a 
Long-earned owl, Elf owl, Pygmy owl, and Burrowing destroyer of rodents such as rats, mice, ground squirrels, 
owls Ot tiecemuimcteen=apreico tic sevdcICc IS" OVEl a4 nf ce ei. withuthe, Geneechmands lonescared™ Grail 
whelmingly in favor of fourteen. Enough data to justify 2 pees Ae the:Pyomy. Elt.and BRE GC Avena 
conclusions are wanting on the Prairie Falcon and Black ie ee earn Lsbite aia eae livaedonane 
hawk, but an obvious scarcity eliminates need for their aa scouned while/small: hicds ue Parcly sit ievers taken 

serious consideration as enemies of desirable species. The Numerous casts weres exanunedtin ante the eee 

blue darter” group alone shows enough destructiveness tionship between Great-horned owls, game and other 
to merit control im some localities; this includes the 4:45. the exact number of these I do not have at hand 

. ; , 
— ee. oe hi but it is in the hundreds. The results of these analyses 
__ Blue darters, of which the Cooper is the most common 35. almost 100% rodent remains including cottontail 
in the southwest, have a decided taste for game and other appt. gophers, kangaroo and other rats, and various 

birds. Twenty states were included in the reported find- nice; in he instance here game or other birds found. In 
ings of Dr. A. K. Fisher (1893 pp. 42-43) on the Cone one case only were chicken remains found while a sprink- 
hawk as follows: “Of 133 stomachs examined, 34 con ling of snakes and lizards appeared in several casts 
tained poultry or game birds; 52, other birds; 11, mam: The argument may be preenel that owls of the larger 
Batiy ee cccinel peat eee species carry off poultry. This is not to be denied, but I . i ; A : 
birds. During one winter the writer collected eleven Haye yet fo: deaner Oh a caie 1 vied or paged) 
stomachs of this hawk, two of which were empty; 5, : 
mammals; and 6, contained birds two of which were i 
Gambel quail. The above evidence seems to justify some ger ew 
control of the Cooper hawk and the other two members ms : 
of this group since their habits are almost identical. It ~ 
should be added, however, that such control is needed * é : — 
only in some localities and only after such hawks are — “ “es 
properly identified. hl lh ~ 

During the summer of 1931 forty-three Redtail hawks :  _ ae 8 “y 
were taken at the height of quail nesting season in lo- ae fe. 
calities abounding with quail. In no instance was quail (_ao.lUwtC<( aS CU \ 
or their eggs found in the stomachs of these hawks, but — bed ’ 2 
in every one were found the remains of the roundtail : PN ae | f Ma 
ground squirrel, cottonrat, or both, notorious destroyers po : 
of quail nests. Here is an excellent example of benefits oe = |” 
conferred by hawks through their preying upon raiders |. #7 \ e 1] 
of quail nests. Unfortunately this hawk most frequently i. A og 
falls to the hunter’s gun. iL 

Equally helpful are other of our hawks of which the | | Ff , 
Swainson and Sparrow hawk are prominent ; the Swain- . At 3 

son by preying upon quail nest raiders, grasshoppers, etc., eo _. oo / 
and the Sparrow hawk because of its voracious appetite wm, 0)lUltCt aT 
for grasshoppers and insects injurious to quail food a 4 

ek ica: ~ Ba. 
Prejudice Responsible for Ruthless Slaughter .- MX?) 

A striking example of the injustice done hawks is _ | ty 2 4 a 
shown in the following: For a period ea\) ,L,a 
covering five years a group of sports- . a _ 2. oF e oe 

men gathered each fall at a location Fee Oe oO Bigg es 
where Swainson hawks concentrated BARN OWL fC .. 7 2 eee 
prior to migration. The birds swarmed 4 gs i. g F en el 
into this grassy valley with the advent Pad SUR atietndie pene ae — + 
of grasshoppers which reached plague farm’ and ranch. o oy
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where an owl battered down the door to get at poultry > a imi Tne 
properly housed. bi a, yg aa celia 

Although most of the above applies to studies confined Py. 3 _ Lat 
to the southwest, and does not include all species in the a a t A oat OS Dat we 
United States, the habits of those named are similar ~~ ae ee yrs ae 
throughout their range. No defense is offered for hawks ] Be bn oe ee ad om 
and owls found preying upon game, insectivorous birds, bd 4 ‘aoe a 

or properly housed poultry; such should be destroyed 4 Dg es a 
when caught in the act. Renegades may be produced in : Ys , ee @ 

any wild group, but it is unjust to condemn the entire [74 + - a. | ros 
species because of one individual. It is equally unjust aT : a 5 
to condemn all hawks and owls because one species may =¢ ™— — as e : 
prove harmful. Sportsmanship implies intelligence and, fe nn — as 
above all, fair dealing. If you area sportsman you have ‘ses : 6 “ee 
these qualities ; exercise them. ~~ a ' @S 

Give the Birds a Break mye oo 

Purge yourself of the hawk and owl complex. To ll / >» 
assume that all hawks and owls are your friends is much 7a" a ——— | xi ~’ 

nearer the truth than the opposite assumption. Discount jaa) @ ~~ e 2 a vs 
‘= ninety percent of the stories you hear regarding their gy ke ~~ = — —- 

depredations, and give the birds a fair and impartial PR gag ee ye 

trial. Read all you can, by qualified ornithologists, and a iy : a 2% morass Bas 

then evaluate the information keeping in mind the fact = ail 
that if a hawk or owl takes an occasional game bird it is Photo by D. M. Gorsuch 
not important if the same bird confers benefits which GREAT HORNED OWL (Fledgling) 
more than compensate for the harm done. Is it justice to A voracious eater of rodents that are injurious to game, farm 
slaughter a bird which may take five quail per year if and range. 
the same bird destroys raiders of quail nests to the extent 
of saving five quail broods? I believe not. that, because of natural wariness, seldom offer themselves 

Learn the identifying marks of the various hawks and as targets to the man with a gun. You will not err if you 
owls. It is an interesting study that will add much to _ leave the larger species strictly alone; in fact by so doing 
your days in the field. It is ironical, but true, that the you will be contributing vastly to the welfare of the game 
few species which at times become injurious are those and other birds you so highly prize. 

Are you interested in more information on the eagles, falcons, hawks and their allies? Then 
we suggest Dr. John B. May’s new book, “The Hawks of North America” illustrated with 

thirty-seven color plates and silhouettes of the various hawks as viewed from beneath when 
in flight. It's a grand book for all outdoor-minded folk, and a bargain at $1.25 the copy. 

Order through National Headquarters.
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Pasti f Kings Revived 
By Dr. FRANK THONE 

_g Falconry, pastime of thusiasm of various duck hawks they have put up much of a show. The Cooper’s hawk 

gs Ba s kings and nobles in the trained, especially of a favorite bird they amd the sharp-shinned hawk they find ex- 

<5 +s. Middle Ages, has been re- still have, called Ulysses. cellent birds; but their favorite is the duck 

~ ery. vived in modern America They have, however, successfully chal- hawk, and its relative, the prairie falcon, 
aa a by a little group of lenged tradition in the matter of the train- is also a fine hunter. 

= 4a - Washington, D. C. high ability of owls, which are zoologically rather Two small hawks, the pigeon hawk and 
= 2 er school boys. Under the lose relatives of hawks. Owls are supposed the sparrow hawk, they also find interesting 

a aes os? leadership of Frank and to be either too stupid or too sleepy to learn and worth training, though these are not big 
LA ny Cen John Craighead, : twin anything, but they have succeeded in train- enough to do any serious hunting. They 

COs RM YS sons of a scientist in the ing several of them; though they admit that are named, as a matter of fact, for their 

U. S. Department of owls are better as pets than as hunting com- size rather than for their choice of prey; the 

Agriculture, these modern falconers capture panions, since they lack the vigorous hunt- sparrow hawk is little larger than a spar- 

and train their own hawks, fly them at such ing instinct of the hawks. row, and the pigeon hawk is about the size 
game as rabbits and sparrows, and at last Small rodents on the ground, pigeons of a pigeon. In spite of the diminutive 
willingly turn them loose as free birds, to which they purchase themselves, sparrows stature, however, they really can capture 

live their own lives of fierce liberty. and starlings in the air, are about the limit. their namesake-birds if given a chance. 

For the Craighead lads and their com- ‘They will not loose their hawks when there For hunting purposes, female hawks are 
panions are not primarily hunters, and they are small songbirds in sight; though as a usually chosen. This is partly because in 

are emphatically not trying to commercialize matter of fact relatively few of these fall most species they are a good third larger 
their hobby. Thrill and reward enough for victims to hawks, even in the wild. Song- than the males, and partly because they are 
them in the hazardous climbing of-cliffs and birds, most of them, are creatures of woods  fiercer and more eager hunters. Some male 
trees to obtain the young, half-fledged birds, and brushland, and most hawks are hunters hawks, however, are excellent birds. Ulys- 

and then in winning the confiderce and of the open sky. ses, the male duck hawk, is a “honey” in the 
friendship of these wild, independent-spirited The Craighead twins have tried out all opinion of the boys. He is swift, a sure at- 

pets. kinds of hawks, and have their opinions of tacker, and yery tame and good-natured. 

The hawking adyentures of the Craig- the value of each. The big, heavy-bodied He has but one fault; once loose, he likes 

heads are a curious mixture of the tradi- hawks, like the red-shouldered and red-tailed to wander for a good, long while before 

tional and the modern. They whistle their hawks, are too dull-and slow, they say, to coming back home; hence his name. 
hawks back to fist, or swing a lure to call 
them down from the air. They fetter their READY FOR TRAINING 

legs with jesses, which are little handcuffs 

of soft leather, snapped on to a swiveled - ie ae TF r—™_ : 
leash. They give them wooden blocks of : Tie is Se ee ce 
approved ancient pattern for their perches. f Hi a a Ys ra _ 7d aa 

But when they ride afield they go not on oe ae fi eye ee ag y 
gaily caparisoned horses like the knights j PS. oid. Zig \ 8 gr Y. ra hs 
of old, but in a small auto. And the swift- da S Le, «eo -. s \ W A le Agee ae” 

ness and sureness of their birds is recorded, 2 Mt . A ‘" ae es. gee Cie CY sek id 2 3 

not in rimes of admiring troubadours, but | seo uy ae 4 /) x . 
on 16-millimeter moyie film. Ps Ay) } dn 

Nor are they bound by tradition even in pe Peal ae YY gar Paar & 
this most traditional of all sports. They are ts mee) 2 ps te Pitas o4) Se 

experimenters, and like to find out for them- janes ae Phd vaae . nd Ps oat ~~ en 
selves. Sometimes they discover that tradi- . f Ce <—— ei 4 Bs er 
tion is correct, sometimes they show that it ks a OE a je '& te Cure rio ae 
is not. fe ee ie 

Tradition has it, for example, that the fi a oe . i 
finest of all hawks is the peregrine falcon, Si re — ne eh eae aa ces : 
a medium-sized bird all swiftness and dash. SEE ea ene \ —— oF [Sse eS 
This they found out to their own satisfaction Beg eee 7 ‘ —. rs a = eT : 
to be true, for they have had most success Soe Sones Rie os i aes oe 
with the American first-cousin of the pere- ” : eal N fetta 

grine, the species known in this country as = ee) NS . 
the duck hawk. They speak with most en- eS . 2



Library of 4 

Eildo Leovold : 

HAWES WHat tiaby- BAL 
By LEO A. LUTTRINGER, (Rees ——UmrmrUr™~—~—~—~—~—OOSS (ce 

LARGE broad-winged hawk with short, red-brown + _ 8 
A tail soared lazily above a grassy field near afarm- | . 7 

ern’s barn. Suddenly it dropped, and the farmer, ee 2 a 
observing the maneuver from a window of his house, said _ ea 
to himself, “There goes another one of my Rhode Island _ wf 7 — 
Red peeps. That's a couple of dozen that critter got in ~~ F 7 o | 
the past few days. I'll get him if it takes me all summer.” » (em te 
But that big old red-tail hadn’t touched one of his chicks | | a 2 ie 
—not to say he might not under some conditions, how- kee ae oe oa / 
ever. Every time he stooped he gathered unto himself 7 aL» ee : oiyt a ae 
not one of the farmer’s poults but a nice juicy field mouse. ‘ (fF. . Aah ye = 
He had caught hundreds of these rodent pests while the 7. tf MN 8 3 
real culprit—a sly old weasel from a nearby rock pile Hey, 4 aN | 4 -— Ue 
—continued his daily slaughter unhampered and unseen. : gd Wn “S88 84 oe 
How misunderstood and misnamed our big friend the aguas wie 8S 7 a= 

red-tail! “Chicken Hawk” they call him locally and as | AiG Ty 7, ™& 
such farmers seek his scalp whenever they can. And so | yi 8 4 ys c 
it is with his kin the red-shoulder and broad-wing hawks. = map rs ell — 
They go about doing one good turn after another day , 7 Mmmm FY 0 mw a 
after day—Boy Scouts of the air—for which they deserve 7 ee i 4 ~~ 
much credit and get little. ow See ee 
Now I consider myself by no means one who fails to | ™ eo pie my 

see the bad in any creature, nor do I fail to see the good ~<7 - ee ie 
in them. I am not inclined to brand a whole species as _Z ee ; < — 
killers simply because there happen to be a few Dillingers é ' 
among their numbers, nor will I refrain from advocating s ~~ 
a strict program of control of any group, good or bad, f 
if their numbers in any locality are great enough to [am 
threaten the welfare of other more desirable or more A SPARROW HAWK Photograph By William L. Finley 
valuable forms of wildlife. Where to draw the line is a This attractive little hawk includes many insects in its 
problem to be worked out only after the most serious diet and does not merit persecution 
study is given the subject in the area in which it occurs. : f : ; 

And now, having established myself in this more or Bounty with the following results: eighteen Coopet’s 

less neutral position, I present for the perusal of all those hawks were trapped; sixteen goshawks; seven red- 
interested in our birds of prey a record of the stomach tailed hawks and twelve red-shouldered hawks. 
contents of 2232 hawks of various species that it has been It is extremely unfortunate that the stress of other 
my privilege to examine during the past eleven years. duties prevented the examination of any hawks during 

Fully fifty percent of all of them were examined per- the period between February 6, 1934 and May, 1935, as 
sonally, and no stone was left unturned in an effort to these data would have added greatly to our records. It 
gather all data possible surrounding each case, or to 18 hoped that, however, the study will be continued next 
prove conclusively by checking series after series of fall if time permits. During the above period there were 
bones, feathers and fur, insects, etc., just what kind of *eceived 24 marsh hawks, 7 sharp-shinned hawks, 135 
creatures constituted each individual bill of fare. Cooper's hawks, 175 goshawks, 93 red-tailed hawks, 34 

All in all from November, 1924, to February 6. 1934, red-shouldered hawks, 8 broad-winged hawks, 6 rough- 
a total of 2232 hawks were forwarded to the offices of legged hawks, 5 duck hawks, 3 ospreys, and 5 sparrow 
the Pennsylvania Board of Game Commissioners, the vast hawks. Me 
majority being received shortly after a bounty of $5 was It is also regrettable that no stomach examinations are 

placed on the goshawk in 1929. and which is still effec- made of the hawks turned over to local Game Protectors 
tive during the period between November 1 and May 1. for identification, but these men are far too busy with 
Some of these were not examined, for the simple reason their law enforcement and other duties to keep such 

that many were too decomposed for even a keen en- records. 
thusiast to tackle. Readets may wonder why percentage charts are not 

A number of the hawks whose stomachs were empty used to show exactly how destructive or beneficial each 

had been caught in traps and a record was kept of this species was. There is a good reason why this was not 
information during the first two years of the Goshawk done. In the first place it would be most unfair to credit 

such species as the red-tail and red-shoulder with as 
= Bs Sa ts eats Sage pty much game as the records show they consumed when our 

si pete adn al te Renters Game New babs rudy proved beyond any doubt that mach of it was 
is Chief of Education for the Commission. crippled. Many a squirrel, rabbit, or quail taken from



these species held shot grains, and it is only logical to mitted; of these, 218 stomachs were empty and 20 were 

assume that had they not been injured they would hardly —_ unfit for examinations. Eight held rabbits; 12, gray squir- 

have fallen prey to such slow-flying hawks. If space per- _rels; 9, red squirrels; 1, a flying squirrel ; 1, an opossum ; 

mitted the complete recording of all those birds examined 1, a skunk; 2, ring-necked pheasants; 1, quail; 38, song 

during the summer, or shall we say those examined prior birds; 11, feathers (unidentified) ; 1, a wood rat 19, 
to the hunting season, during the hunting season, and mice, 1, fur and hair (unidentified) 33, chickens; 3 

after the hunting season, proof beyond a doubt could pigeons; 1, snakes; 1, beetles; 4, plant material and 

be offered that in only a very few cases did the Buteos seeds; 11, unidentified flesh. Of these stomachs 1 held 

take game. And as has been mentioned before, oneshould the remains of a chicken and a gray squirrel; 1 held 

not blame any species as a whole for the depredations parts of a chicken and rabbit; 2 held remains of several 
of a few. If this were true then Pennsylvania, perhaps pigeons and other small birds; 1 held remains of a gray 

the greatest bear state in the Union, would brand all squirrel and rabbit; 1 held parts of a gray squirred and 

these splendid creatures outlaws simply because a few field mouse; 1 held the fur of a rabbit, several mice, 2 

develop the individual habit of destroying livestock and grasshoppers and 1 white grub. 
beehives. 

On the other hand it must be admitted that strict pro- 

grams of control are necessary when such species as the GOSHAWK 

Accipiters become so numerous in a community that the There were 777 goshawks sent in for examination, the 

ranks of the game and song birds are seriously depleted. stomachs of 230 being empty and 9 unfit. Ninety-five 

A mistake often made nowadays is that most persons fail held rabbits; 33, gray squirrels; 5, red squirrels; 1, black 

to recognize the living conditions of our birds of prey squirrel; 14, ring-necked pheasants; 153, ruffed grouse; 

with advancing civilization. Man has naturally upset the 20, quail; 1, parts of a duck (unidentified) ; 17, song 

balance of Nature, and, as a very good friend of mine birds; 25, feathers; 3, chipmunks; 8, mice; 15, fur and 

once said, “A hawk in densely populated Pennsylvania hair (unidentified) ; 51, chickens; 2, pigeons; 1, a small 

today may well have quite different feeding habits than snake; 5, plant material and seeds; 14, unidentified flesh. 

the same species fifty years ago on plains and prairies, 
with their scanty population of men and poultry, and 

their abundance of field mice and other rodents.” ; 

In many localities advancing settlement has crowded 7 _— | ; 4 

out or driven to cover the predator’s natural food, and == ye bk. 

in such instances the predator cannot be blamed for == i a |. 

taking what he can get instead, even if it is something _ a eae © 

Man wants for himself. oe 3 mee 
; P i. Io hae lll 

Let us give our hawks and owls a square deal, and if i eR t+ Ff 

at any time we are forced to investigate their status in a LC — SS ec <r C 

community, let us bear in mind that the problem is purely a 2 : a es — = |. 

local, and not apply the age-old rules of habit which are i 7 , _% “" 24 

usually applied to the various species universally. — | y Na 0 

7s , ir - 
ce Dy oue e © 

FOOD HABITS SUMMARY . aq, %y"\ “A 3% 
ea 87 ra UmrmUCt 

MARSH HAWK Aes ee 
There were 95 marsh hawks sent in for examination. 4 — is - ath ae 

The stomachs of 38 were empty; 3 were unfit; 3 held Ds ty .. - : ee 2 _. _ 

rabbits; 4, red squirrels; 4, quail; 8, song birds; 1, feath- — ft : ‘ 4 _. 2 a. 

ers (unidentified) ; 28, mice; 1, unidentified fur and . TU es 

hair; 1, chicken. Of the above, 1 held parts of a rabbit i=. ‘ok ae iso \ a 

and the bones, fur and feet of several field mice; 1 . « ai. ee He “= a _. ~ 

arts of a quail and a rabbit; 1 held remains of several = Oe ce Ze, me 7 

tl lad the fur and bones of a chipmunk; and 1 jal ts : 7; Gage ra _A 

contained the remains of a gray squirrel, and a partly oe LS Be) Ps, ie PE wae a 

digested Blowing Viper. oe i i es Site ef | 

RED-TAILED HAWK Photograph By Jack D. Pullen 

SHARP-SHINNED HAWK Often unjustly accused of predatory activities, it is 
Two hundred and one sharp-shinned hawks were re- ruthlessly killed by “vermin hunters’” 

ceived, the stomachs of 87 of which were empty, and 4 

unfit. Of the others, 1 held rabbit; 98, song birds; 6, 

feathers (unidentified) ; 1, mice; 1, chicken and 1, nem- : : 

atodes (parasitical worms). Of these, 2 held remains of a gray squirrel and a ruffed 

grouse; 1 held two grouse feet and a wad of hair; 1 

held a small rodent (unidentified) and a grouse feather; 

COOPER’S HAWK 2 held remains of a ring-necked pheasant and ruffed 

Four hundred and twelve Cooper's hawks were sub- grouse; 2 held remains of a rabbit and chicken; 1, the



remains of a rabbit and 3 freshly eaten white-footed mains of a hermit thrush and a chipmunk; 1, the re- 
mice; 1 held the feathers of a robin and a red squirrel; mains of a field mouse and a chipmunk; 1 held remains 
1 held the remains of a small snake (unidentified) and of 2 red-backed mice and a small passerine bird; 1 held 
some feathers, likewise unidentified; 1 held remains of a _ several crickets and a longhorned beetle; 1 held a garter 
woodpecker and white-footed mouse; 3 held the remains snake and field mouse; and 1 held several grasshoppers 
of a rabbit and feathers from some small passerine bird; and a half-grown leghorn chicken. 
2, rabbit and gray squirrel; 1, some field mice and small 

birds; 1, remains of a rabbit, and a song sparrow; 2 held 

remains of a rabbit, squirrel, grouse and some small 
birds; 1 held remains of quail, rabbit and squirrel; 5, RED-SHOULDERED HAWK 
the remains of rabbit and ring-necked pheasant; 1, the There were 221 red-shouldered hawks sent in for 
remains of 3 rabbits and 1 grouse; 1, parts of a rabbit €xamination, the stomach of 82 of which were empty 
and pigeon; 1, parts of a quail and rabbit; 1 held feath- and 44 of which were unfit. Five held rabbit; 3, gray 
ers either of a grouse or ringneck; 5, quail and grouse; squirrels; 3, red squirrels; 1, a muskrat; 1, ring-necked 

1, rabbit, ringneck, also a few quail feathers; 1 held the pheasant; 9, song birds; 1, unidentified feathers; 31, 
remains of a quail, gray squirrel and feathers of a blue mice; 1, shrew; 2, unidentified fur and hair; 6, chick- 
jay; 2, feathers of quail and several song birds; 4, re- ems; 5, snakes; 1, fish; 1, a frog; 1, a salamander; 4 
mains of chipmunk and grouse; 13, parts of squirrel, gtasshoppets; 2, insects and bugs; 2, plant material and 

chipmunk, grouse, rabbit, white leghorn and red squir- seeds; 1, unidentified flesh. Of these 1 held 5 small 
rel; 1, remains of a chicken and some feathers of small snakes (garter) and a field mouse; 1 held 18 grasshop- 
birds; 1 held parts of 2 grouse and 2 rabbits; 4 held pers and parts of a crawfish; 1 held a grasshopper and 
remains of grouse and rabbit; 1, small birds and gray  white-footed mouse; 1, the remains of several mice, a 

squirrels; 1, rabbit fur and field mouse; 5, quail and rab- small garter snake, and some scanty insect remains; 2 
bit; 1, squirrel and quail. held grouse and a garter snake; 1 held a gtasshopper, 

several crickets and a field mouse; 1 held a caterpillar 

and some unidentified feathers; 1 held insect larvae and 
RED-TAILED HAWK some fur; 1 held a caterpillar and a mouse; 1 held 37 

Four hundred and sixty red-tailed hawks were sub- grasshoppers and 5 crickets; 1 held an eight-inch garter 
mitted. One hundred and sixty-one were empty and 106 snake, 40 odd grasshoppers and a cricket; 1 held craw- 
unfit. Thirteen held rabbit; 12, gray squirrel; 20, red fish and remains of a Plymouth Rock chicken; 1 held a 
squirrel; 2, raccoon; 1, a skunk; 4, ringnecks; 2, grouse; crawfish and a mouse; 1 held remains of a rabbit and a 
1, quail; 1, song birds; 4, feathers (unidentified) ; 2, whole mouse. 
chipmunks; 1, brown rat; 49, mice; 3, shrews; 1, mole; 
13, fur and hair (unidentified) ; 13, chickens; 3, snakes; 
3, grasshoppers; 2, beetles; 2, nematodes; 1, insects; 3, 

lant material and seeds. Of these 1 held a red squirrel [Seeman Ge 900 50s ceeceeeee 

i a mouse; 1 held two water snakes and 6 ereten: a eS 
pers; 1 held a small unidentified bird and a mouse; 1 — gg aot : a | | 

held a red squirrel and a spring peeper; 1 held rabbit |. _. £ “> sts” 
and field mice; 1 held parts of a grouse and 4 mice; 1 _ £4 vw 
held a bob-white and the head and ears of a young rab- -—. xg Le bts 
bit; 1 held several mice and small frogs; 1 held remains a i / 
of small passerine birds and several field mice; 1 held  ) 4 Guy . 
the greater part of a white leghorn chicken and 1 whole i | ee , ‘ oF 
field mouse; 1 held 35 grasshoppers and parts of ared = sg Vay —...—”lUt*~ 
squirrel; 1 held 6 grasshoppers and 1 whole mouse; 1 | Hs f rr 
contained the remains of a Plymouth Rock, a field mouse | fi Aad — 

and a grasshopper; 1 held 3 whole field mice and 2 gar- | —— 
ter snakes; 1 held a Plymouth Rock and 1 garter snake; | | +> 7 (. E 
1 held 2 garter snakes and parts of a red squirrel; 1 held | d 4 . 

two mice and 1 garter snake; 1 held a field mouse and a | i a 
nematode; 1 held a grasshopper, crawfish, caterpillar, | haa oo 

° Ee ae Ve spider, shrew and field mouse; 2 held grasshoppers, a  =§ | ag : a, (ee 
deer mouse and parts of a small passerine bird; 1 held Fig <0 a i) , — 

. ~~ r Fs 
earthworms, several nematodes and parts of a rabbit; 1 Es a  . ee 
held 3 nematodes, a piece of grass and some feathers; 1 bo yy  . 
held the remains of a small snake and a compact ball of “™ os .. = ~~. 
field mouse fur; 2 held remains of field mice, frogs and > ae i - 
some feathers which resembled those of a chicken; 1 iz | e eas | 

held remains of a large snake, probably a water snake, 7" ¢ \) a a 
feathers from some small passerine birds, and fur =~ ™ 13 i ee. : 
and bones from field mice; 1 held 2 crickets and 2 katy- _ — fre = 
dids; 1 held the entire body of a shrew and much flesh TYE DUCK HAWK T phe taeraah By NOV. en lonlcal Socicty 

and feathers of a ruffed BOSS, 1, the remains of a field Also the object of persecution and shooting by hunters 
mouse and snake, the latter unidentified; 1 held the re- who do not know one hawk from another



BROAD-WINGED HAWK OSPREY 
Of twenty-two broad-winged hawks received, 5 were Only 3 ospreys were received. 1 was unfit; 1 was not 

empty, 4 unfit. Two held mice; 1 held part of a small examined, and the other contained the backbone of a 

unidentified snake; 1 held beetles. Of these 1 held a small fish. s 
mouse and parts of a cricket; 1 was literally gorged with 
beetles and grasshoppers; 1 held a number of large 
grasshoppers maa ne bones and fur which were noe SPARROW HAWK , 
identified; 1 held a field mouse and a large bug; 1 held Eleven sparrow hawks were sent in, 5 being empty, 
several grasshoppers, the remains of a hard-shelled beetle and 1 unfit. Two held remains of song birds and 1 held 
and a good deal of field mouse fur; 1 contained a partly 4 caterpillar. One held several beetles and grasshoppers ; 

digested mouse and some blue feathers, apparently those 1! held grasshoppers and katydids. 
of a blue jay. 

PIGEON HAWK 
ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK Only one pigeon hawk was sent in and it was empty. 

Ten rough-legged hawks were received, 6 being empty These birds are rare in Pennsylvania. 
and 3 holding mice. One contained the remains of a 
Plymouth Rock and a mouse. 

DUCK HAWK 
Eleven duck hawks were submitted, 6 of which were 

empty and 1 unfit. One held song birds; 2, feathers (un- 
identified) ; 1, parts of a pigeon. 

*Reprinted from Nature Magazine, September 1935 pps. 173- 
177 for the National Association of Audubon Societies, 1775 
Broadway, N. Y. C. 

The Turkey Vultures examined by Warren contained 
The above reprint is far more complete than the ma- only carrion and the Osprey only fish. Of three Duck 

terial published by Dr. B. H. Warren, in his Report of Hawks examined, 2 were empty and 1 contained a do- 
Birds of Pennsylvania, 1888, pp. 74-104. The following _mestic Pigeon; of the few Pigeon Hawks examined the 
data is quoted from that work and is inserted here for stomachs contained only birds—common pigeons and 
comparison and completeness. sparrows. 

No. of Snakes, Small 

Specimens Mice Frogs,etc. Insects Mammals birds Game Mise. 

Marsh Hawk . 5 ee ee 2A 7 3 2 1 3 <a = 

Sharp-shinned Hawk = a5 19 2. = 2 — 9 8 — 

G@ooper's "awh 22s. anie eee 34 3 1 3D 2 10 18 — 

Rede tatledad aw Keres eee ercent ete t 7 128 3 3 10 15 17 4 

Red-shouldered) Hawk = ee 7 44 11 14 4 2 = - 

IBroad=winged: Hawk ese ee 12 4 5 1 es 3 a a 

Reush-lesaed= Hawk eee eee IT alot — _ — — vss — 

Spatrow Hawk 222 eee 116) 32 — 24+ — 11 — —
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A ee —(—itsti—™S 
i By Leo A. Luttringer, Jr. 

+ rté‘COisOS rss : _ 
-rt‘C<arzs—Oe—OSN  . — 

ee * - — 
_  . _ . | a. 3 : — ther confirms studies of other ornithologists 

—s—‘_l— | .  —ese relative to this species’ decided preference 

fs r (_ for our state game bird. 
FF _ — Hundreds of hawks were turned over to 

i; . a i — local game protectors in the field for iden- 

—. =. 86 _— = > tification, and it is unfortunate indeed that 

i lt = re CJ the many other duties of these men pre- 

ee .  , #£+#+$;$»“<_ : -— |. yented them from examining the stomachs. 

ae ee o Ta -. + | , al There were received during the period 

a i=, hl, a C; between February 1934 and May 1935 the 

+ So. ts Fl ee total of 24 Marsh Hawks, 7 Sharp-shinned 

| i 7 a ee 4 st Hawks, 136 Cooper’s Hawks, 175 Goshawks, 
_ | . >  - gf : — 93 Red-tailed Hawks, 34 Red-shouldered 

7 ‘M-  —«£ ae Hawks, 8 Broad-winged Hawks, 6 Rough- 
oo . i... » | legged Hawks, 5 Duck Hawks, 3 Ospreys, 5 

, a yo ee _ ] Ve _. Sparrow Hawks, and 8 Short-eared Owls. 
ann x ag P 7 - , | a Due to the stress of other duties these were 

“nae, UFC : — : BAe ocamiied 
s 0 —Ch—Ci“isert . pe ‘ . 

1. _- | a : The writer is by no means a sentimentalist 

: y= “a 2 ’ S who fails to see the bad in any creature, 

Go: lr nor does he fail to see the good. He is not 

= / inclined to brand a whole species destructive 

ee simply because there happens to be a few 

— hg Te game or chicken killers among their num- 

“ia 7 LZ ve bers, nor will he refrain from advocating 
on = iiig DUCK 5 
a 7 yp HAWK a strict program of control of any group, 

: oe good or bad, if their numbers in any locality 

DizZ=s the past eleven years the writer education the tables are reversed today, and "7° great enough to threaten the welfare 

together with Dr. Geo. M. Sutton and more Goshawks are received on the average of other more desirable or more valuable 

Dr. T. E. Winecoff former Staff members of than any other species. forms of wildlife. The mistake which is 

the Game Commission, and Harry Van Cleve Most of the hawks were received during aiesile Bo ree HUES coe ae He Der 

of the Bureau of Predatory Animals, made November and December at which time game °°°% zoe adjust the living Gaines of 

a study of the stomach contents of a large started to show up in the stomachs of such °U" birds of prey with advancing | clyilza: 

number of Pennsylvania hawks and the re- species as the Red-tailed and Red-shoulderea “°™ 
sults proved most interesting. As a whole  yarieties which are generally conceded to be Man has naturally upset the balance of 

not nearly as much beneficial wild life was peneficial. With the close of the hunting "#ture, and, as a very good sue 
killed by these winged predators as is gen- season no more game was found in these Ce Said, “A hawk in densely populated 

erally supposed, and a record of the hawks species. Of particular interest also is the Pennsylvania today nay’ well have quite 

which preyed upon game and the number fact that most of the game found in the different feeding habits than the same spe- 

and different species of game taken was stomachs of the above species had been “eS fifty years ago on Reais es oa 

prepared and is set forth below for your wounded, and in three cases which T remem- Wim tein Seamty populandn) Of mens ana 

information. ber particularly shot grains were present in poultry, and their so bundace of field mice 

STOMACH CONTENTS the remains of the carcasses of gray squir- 4 other rodents. ( erie 

= a  asGmy -rels whicha ther hawks. had cates ait, is In many localities advancing civilization 

wo. eae quait eS Groustt logical to assume that had these squirrels 88 crowded! Out on jdeiven UD Os ag 

Wash Hawks. 95.4 #4 +««. +. gd not been injured they would not have fallen predator's natural food, and in such in- 

Sharp-shinned ... a Ue prey to such slow flying hawks. Further- stances the predator cannot be blamed for 

Coopers) cin 4 eo a ass sg «Oe, a number sot Giie Nawke | wnose taking what he can get instead, even if it 

Red-tailed ...... BY 13 1 : 2 - stomachs were empty had been caught in something Man wants for himself. 

ea Sie GURY ONO traps and a record was kept of this informa- inet us’ eive oux, hawks and owls a square 

Rougbiegged <:. 30 9 9 9 9 © tion during the first two years of the Gos- ea), and if at any time we are forced, to 
ee es Bee OMe Omen 0220) hawk Bounty with the following results: 13 ipvestigate their status in a community, let 

Sparrow Hawk .. a ° i 0 y 9 Cooper's Hawks were trapped; 16 Gos- US bear in mind that the problem is purely 

Bigesn Hawn 0s 8 et hawks; 7 Red-tailed Hawks and 12 Red- local, and not apply the age-old rules of 

2224 116 «2620 15788 shouldered Hawks. habit which are usually applied to the vari- 

Most of the hawks were received soon Tt must be remembered that all hawks 0US Species generally, - 

after the Legislature of 1929 placed a bounty are opportunists and as such will act ac- Results of all examinations made are as 

of $5.00 on the Goshawk, such bounty being cordingly, irrespective of the time or place follows : 

still effective between November 1 and or what their prey happens to be. Many of Cae ete ES ant Guster eeamtiua® 

May 1. the creatures they take under these circum- tion. The stomachs of 38 were empty; 3 were unfit; 

I might also add that when the Goshawk stances have proved to be weaklings, or to Sere ea a nana a ee Bae 

bounty was first declared, a great many be sick or crippled. Consequently, they were identified fur and hair; 1, chicken. : 

hawks other than Goshawks were submitted of no value whatever in Nature’s scheme of ,, SPBCTAU pe a elt ee aud 

by individuals who did not know the differ- things. parts of a quail and rabbit; 1 held remains of several 

ence between them and other species. How- The great number of Ruffed Grouse found small eee ate ee SE a 

ever, as a result of a state-wide program of in the stomachs of the Goshawks only fur- partly digested Blowing Viper.
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SHARP-SHINNED HAWK SPECIAL REMARKS: 1 held several beetles and ee a ee a Dr. Moore Resigns srasinnnest 2 ald sree erm md tri empty, and 4 unfit. Of the others, 1 held rabbit; 98, The sportsmen lose a very good Only one Pigeon Hawk was sent in and it was song birds; 6, feathers (unidentified); 1, mice; 1, friend th hh thi i ¥ ie chicken and 1, nematodes (parasitical worms). Se Ea CUB UE tuo rc EnaMOny Or De eee DENS are sexton pe eae SPECIAL REMARKS: 1 held a small rodent. (spectes William H. Moore of Philadelphia. cane SHORT-EARED OWL g . i: 3 ey fan ‘ eS Anat es e pee cant of Dr. Moore's retirement from the Hight Short-eared Owls were sent in during the first 
OGEEN A EeES E service culminates 4 years of enthu- and second years the Goshawk Bounty was in effect. 

Four Hundred and Twelve (412) Cooper’s Hawks siastic service. He was particularly ee gare Sas e Sa aes Baste were submitted. 218 stomachs were empty and 20 were interested in the propagation and While most of the hawks are fairly common, it is unat for examination, § held rabbits; 12, gray equlr- educational work of the Board. definitely known that the Rough-leg is present only in 
POS a Sn Sta sae eee ato very limited numbers; that the Duck Hawk is fast 
i ef nD ne eee Donen aE EO disappearing and should be protected, and that the 
19, mice; 1, fur and hair (unidentified); 33. chickens: Another amendment to the duck Soe i career ne Wenere ter ee 
8. pigeons; 1, snakes; 1, beetles; 4, plant material and hunting regulations makes it pos- 
Seeds; 11, unidentified flesh. sible for hunters in blinds or legal SPECIAL REMARKS: 1 held the remains of a és re S RECENT ACTION OF THE BOARD chicken and gray squirrel; 1 held parts of a chicken floating craft to hunt within 100 feet (Continued Page 2) 
aoe a ae Sa of several pigeons and other of natural vegetation that may be CEU RB TAL 
small birds; 1 held remai P ; TSG ; MENSA ueee ee a eee ee naa sae: some distance from shore. The origi- All field officers of the Game Commission, 
ae fonite cab. a rabbit; several mice, 2 grasshoppers nal provision limited hunting to have been requested to make a systematic 

"  GOSHAWKS areas within 100 feet of vegetation survey of their respective districts to deter- 
There were 777 Goshawks sent in for examination, continuous with the shore. mine where the best purchase projects can the stomachs of 280 being empty and 9 unfit. 95 held : i i indivi PabbitsriGay gtiy. euuierels, Gr vedi equintele’ A MIRC The above regulation applies to be developed. Sportsmen, individually or as 

squirrel; 14, ring-necked pheasants; 153, ruffed grouse; hunting upon inland rivers and lakes clubs, interested in securing State Game 
20, quail; 1, parts of a duck (unidentified); 17, song as well as to coastal waters. ars 3 A + bites; 2, feathers; 8, chipmunks; 8, mice; 15, fur end Lands in their sections are advised to con- 
air (unidentified); 51, chickens; 2, pi st 1 ; issi snake; 5, plant Vaatenian and Ah ae Sacuaaed and 44 unfit. 5 held rabbits; 3, gray squirrels; 3, rea tact local officers: of the Game Commission. 

feab: squirrels; 1, a muskrat; 1, a ring-necked pheasant; 9, Those officers will, in turn, make appro- 
SPECIAL REMARKS: i song birds; 1. unidentified feathers; 81, mice; 1, : i 

equitvel ait fared Saeed Gea Fees eet scotia shrew; 2, unidentified fur and hair; 6, chickens; 5, Dtiate reports to the Harrisburg office. 
a wad of hairs 1 held a small rodent (unidentified) and fuaiees a fish; i oe 1, seme eo SSS a grouse feather; 2 held remains of a ring-necked hoppers; 2, insects and bugs; 2, plant material an 
Pheasant and ruffed grouse; 2 held remains of a rab. Seeds; 1p unidentified flesns ; SUMMARY SHEET OF BOUNTY CLAIMS 

it and chicken; 1, the remains o: rabbit and 3 : el SUIBU BRAKES) (Gare y ALS freshly eaten white-footed mice; 1 alot g-tea utes of ter) and a field mouse; 1 held 18 grasshoppers and BELOW ED ON NOMOUS. ANIM poe a robin and a red squirrel; 1 held the remains of a arts of a crawfish; 1 held a grasshopper and white- ING THE MONTH OF JULY, 1935 
small snake (unidentified) and some feathers, likewise footed mouse; 1, the remains of several mice, a smal): eee unidentified: 1, held remains of a Woodpecker and garter snake. and some scanty insect remains; 2 held Wild Gray Wea- Gos- 
white-footed mouse; 8 held the remains of a rabbit eTouse and a garter snake; 1 held a grasshopper, sev- County Cat Fox sel hawk Amount 
and feathers from some small passerine bird; 2, rabbit eral crickets and a field mouse; 1 held a caterpillar Se Sie a a RE a eon and gray squirrel; 1, some field mice and small birds; 824 some unidentified feathers; 1 held insect larvae Adams ......... 0 8 52 0 84.00 
1, remains of a rabbit, and a song sparrow (positive and some fur; 1 held a caterpillar and a mouse; 1 held Allegheny ...... 0 at o 80.00 
identification); 2 held’ remains of rabbit, squirrel, 87 grasshoppers and 5 crickets; 1 held an eight-inch Armstrong ....-- 0 5 35 0 55.00 
grouse and some small birds; 1 held remains of quail,  arter snake, 40 odd grasshoppers and a cricket; 1 Beaver .......-- 0 0 4 0 4.00 
rabbit and squirrel; 5, the remains of rabbit and ring- held crawfish and remains of a Plymouth Rock Bedford ......-. 0 0 33. 0 33.00 
necked pheasant; 1, the remains of 3 rabbits and 1 chicken; 1 held a crawfish and a mouse; 1 held re- Berks ....---.-- 0 2 208 0 214.00 
grouse; 1, parts of a rabbit and pigeon: 1, parts of mains of a rabbit and a whole mouse. Bilin |e fsconee 0 2 6 0 84.00 
a quail and rabbit; 1 held feathers either of a grouse BROAD-WINGED HAWK Bradford ....... 9 ey eg or 0o or ring-neck; 5, quail and grouse; 1, rabbit, ring-neck, Twenty-two Broad-winged Hawks were received, 5 Bucks .--.-----+ 2 Bi tee ei 27.00 also a few quail feathers; 1 held the remains of a of which were empty, and 4 unfit, 2 held mice; 1 Butler ......--- 0 ‘ony Ba 
quail, gray squirrel and feathers of a blue jay; 2, held part of a small unidentified snake; 1 held beetles, Cambria ........ p ee Gu rts feathers of quail and several song birds; 4, remains of SPECIAL REMARKS: 1 held a mouse and parts of Cameron .....-. ib é 2 0 (17.00 chipmunk and grouse; 13, parts of squirrel, chipmunk, a cricket; 1 was literally gorged with beetles and Carbon .......-. a i a 0 79.00 grouse, rabbit, white leghorn and red squirrel; 1 ree grasshoppers; 1 held a number of large grasshoppers Centre ....-...- 9 Shins aro mains of a chicken and some feathers of small birds; and some bones and fur which was not identified; 1 Ohester --.-.--- 9 . a 0 56.00 1 held parts of 2 grouse and 2 rabbits; 4 held remains held a field mouse and a large bug; 1 held several Clarion .....--. u 9 es 0 50.00 of grouse and rabbit; 1, small birds and gray squirrels; grasshoppers, the remains of a hard-shelled beetle and Clearfield .....- a A a 0 45.00 1, rabbit fur and field mouse; 1, squirrel and quail. a good deal of field mouse fur; 1 contained a partly Clinton .......-. i ance 0 62.00 RED-TAILED HAWK digested mouse and some blue feathers, apparently Columbia ....... ° eis 0 19.00 

Four Hundred ond Sixty (460) Red-tailed Hawks those of a Blue Jay. Geawordiscoik 0 ee 0 51.00 
were submitted. 161 were empty and 106 unfit. 13 ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK Cup ee 0 1 72 0 76.00 held rabbit; 12, gray squirrel; 20, red squirrel; 2, rac- Ten Rough-legged Hawks were received, 6 being DauPMIM s+-+--- 0 0 616 0 16.00 coons; 1, a skunk; 4, ring-necks; 2, grouse; i, quail; empty and 3 holding mice. mee 0 1 8 0 12.00 
1, song birds; 4. feathers (unidentified); 2, chipmunks; SPECIAL RUMARKS: 1 contained the remains of pi. °2121222122 0 0 24 0 24.00 1, brown rat; 49, mice; 8, shrews; 1, mole; 13, fur a Plymouth Rock and a mouse. tie etesseee: ° 0 84 0 84.00 and hair (unidentified); 13, chickens; 3, snakes; 3, DUCK HAWK Tae 0 0 1 0 1.00 
Srasshoppers: 2, beetles; 2, nematodes; 1, insects; 8, Hleven Duck Hawks were submitted, 6 of which franklin ......- 0 5 46 0 — 66.00 
SPECIAL REMARKS: 1 held a red squirrel and a anetnen at Sere pee Dine jSyee eee Walton foe tiye a aaee a ° is00 mouse; 1 held two water snakes and 6 grasshoppers; 1 bist 3 a 0 2 88 0 91.00 

held a small unidentified bird and a mouse; 1 held a 0: Ses Hen nates 0 1 63 0 67.00 Fed Guna EEd a RS eee Uae epee aes nly 3 Ospreys were received. 1 was unfit; 1 was Indiana ....-.-. Oreste 
field ‘mice; 1 held parts of a arouse aad fomiven| not examined and the other contained the backbone of Jefferson “J...... ° 1 48 ovigas os 
held a bob-white and the head and ears of a young ® Small fish. Sun ean oe 8 Ge ae 0-11.00 rabbit; 1 held several mice and small frogs; 1 held See Oe eee Be ae 6 25 0 249.00 remains of small passerine pide and ceettal Reig _Hleven Sparrow Hawks were sent in, 5 being empty, Lancaster ...... 0 a8 Die 
mice; 1 held the “greater part of a white lege, Md 1 unfit. 2 held remains of song birds and 1 held Lawrence «..... 0 One 26 Oe gee 
chicken and 1 whole field mouse; 1 held 35 grass- ® Caterpillar. Fee ignae ¢ 0 6 0 66.00 hoppers and parts of a red squirrel; 1 held 6 grass- See ee seein 0 6 59 0 83.00 hoppers and 1 whole mouse; 1 contained the remains ) Mum ____—szerne t 8a Or hoo of a Plymouth Rock, a field mouse and a grasshopper; ee 0 O16 0 16.00 1 held 8 whole field mice, 2 garter snakes; 1 held a Pe ee 0 0. 16 0 15.00 Plymouth Rock and 1 garter snake; 1 held 2 garter Mercer ......++ 0 0 380 ~©0-,_ 80.00 snakes and parts of a red squirrel; 1 held two mice , Saas ciniae 0 1 «24 0 28.00 and 1 garter snake; 1 held a field mouse and a nema- Municea rena i 1 0 77.00 tode; 1 held a grasshopper, crawfish, caterpillar, Man some es Oe PoE Gas 0° SU aatsION spider, shrew and field mouse; 2 held grasshoppers, @ : —. .” ae 0 3 (44 0 56.00 deer mouse and parts of a small passerine bird; 1 held : —  * Normempen ee 48 0 48.00 earthworms, several nematodes and parts of a rabbit; .- —  _ . Nagi mined $ gee 0 48.00 1 held 8 nematodes, a piece of grass and some ——— | Sorry wanceterss 0 0 0 ; feathers; 1 held the remains of a small snake and a Se llrt—t—C| SCOP hiladelphia ...- ‘ 2 9 0 "82.00 compact ball of field mouse fur; 2 held remains of es OF hl Cti«SsCiR ket 0 0.) (19 0 19.00 field mice, frogs and some feathers which resembled ' Ci CPPotter ests 3 107 0 119.00 those of a chicken; 1 held remains of a large snake, 2 — er —sC Ree io 0 82 0 82.00 probably a water snake, feathers from some small ge. cae > 278 0 286.00 passerine birds, and fur’ and bones from field mice; +. _- ee ee 0 7.00 1 held 2 crickets and 2 katydids; 1 held the entire ee Se ern 6 aaa 0 25.00 body of a shrew and much flesh’ and feathers of a | /™ a 4 om = || icauehanna 0 4 0 44.00 ruffed grouse; 1, the remains of a field mouse and || 9 9 | : | Biogas A a . 0 18.00 snake, the latter unidentified; 1 held the remains of | | | == = Conia aor 8 0 ‘i 0 13.00 a Hermit Thrush and a chipmunk; 1, the remains of | @ag | FP = Sets Bees rsnags ° oe 3c 0 6.00 a field mouse and a chipmunk; 1 held remains of 2 =, . ——rt—“—S—C*=EhE sO Wyarren ene 0 41.00 red-backed mice and a small passerine bird; 1 held —-— ¢ -— + +~~~ =| «Washington .... * es 0 28.00 several crickets and a long-horned beetle; 1 held a a — ~~ +=} Wayne .......- . pee 105. garter snake and field mouse; and 1 held several — —r—“CO™=C*C*C(;L:COWgstmoreland =. i es 3 8200 grasshoppers and a half grown leghorn chicken, 2 _ Be |e OE sets: a natn. We ety i RED-SHOULDERED HAWK oe Sill EE OR oe rae 

ere were 221 Red-shouldered Hawks sent in for see 5 3216 0 $8721.00 
examination, the stomachs of 82 of which were empty IMMATURE GOSHAWK Woabee of nieenee tor Boe eine .
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a uae * A ' cue By W. J. BRECKENRIDGE 
a ee The Great Horned . 
fee . es E oe by a oo is = — 
oe a ee of our Minnesota 

ee ae oe) Ce Owls, like snakes, have never enjoyed a 
es a a4 .. - ee fe good reputation, yet only one of Minnesota’s 
if lt RF. Niearach eleven owl species may be regarded as a 

of off a p< > t (Courtesy sees 
nk WE Eterm liability 

over a period of several years. It is a bird of the 
deep woods and, despite its great size, is primarily a 

This is the second of two articles discussing Minnesota’s Mouser. Fifteen of the 18 specimens examined con- 
hawks and owls. In our November issue Mr. Breckenridge tained small mammals while the remaining three 
showed that hawks, as a class, are beneficial.—The Editor. Were empty. Those bent on condemn‘ng our owls 

certainly would get little satisfaction from the con- 
2 2 vincing record of this bird. 
Oo N handling the question of the economic value of The Barred Owl nests throughout the wooded 

wv & our owls, we encounter the same situation as parts of Minnesota as does the Great Horned. Al- 
° So __ with hawks—each has its own status and no though nearly as large as that bird, it is much 
& @ Single statement will answer for all. ie 0g weaker in the feet and does not attack prey of any 
& fat ,, In Minnesota we have four large owls, distinctly great size. It tends to feed on the ground to a great 
2 larger than crows. The Snowy is mainly white and extent where it finds mice, frogs, salamanders, and 
® © is found here commonly only in winter. The Great insects. But few game birds have been recorded as 

42 Horned Owl is the only very large owl having prom- falling prey to the Barred Owl. 
= 3 inent ear-tufts or horns. It is dark brown in color. The four medium sized owls, appearing about 

bs] The Great Gray Owl is very rare in Minnesota. It crow-size or only slightly larger, are easily distin- 
is dark bluish-gray, without ear-tufts, and with guished from one another. The Long-eared lives in 
longitudinal breast markings. The Barred Owl has the dense woods, is dark colored, and has long, con- 
no ear-tufts, and is gray with dark crossbars on spicuous ear-tufts. It must not be confused with 

be upper es and longitudinal streaks on the the ais ae ae ed Cea ae 
ower breast. is often calle e Marsh Owl as it is always foun 
The Great Horned Owl is perhaps the commonest in the open meadows and marshes. It hunts near 

of this group, breeding throughout the wooded parts the ground and is frequently seen by day. It is 
of the state. Its large size enables it to prey upon light, yellowish-brown and has no evident ear-tufts. 
almost anything up to the size of skunks and house The gray Hawk Owl is a rare bird of the northern 
cats. Rabbits comprise the major part of its food pine woods, has a very long tail, and short wings, no 
in this state but poultry and game birds are not ear-tufts, and like the Short-eared, often hunts by 
infrequently taken. The distribution of the foods in day. All three of these owls though living in dif- 
the 21 specimens examined is probably a fair a 
indication of its regular diet. From these data / 
it appears to have enough black marks to keep : 
it off the protected list. However, its con- § bes 
trolling effect on the populations of rabbits, a. } 
weasels, mice, et cetera, makes an intelligent Pg . ,,, 
evaluation of this bird difficult and many in- ie 
vestigators are reluctant to condemn it, as yet. : » : 

The Snowy Owl breeds in the arctics and is 4 ‘. 
found here only in the colder months. Periodic » 
food scarcities in the north are usually cred- : > ee 
ited it ae marked ait er as ‘ae : oot — 
of these birds every few years and only during — Miocene — ‘a 
these winters are the Snowy Owls found in 4 re a : 
Minnesota in any numbers. This large owl [fy 4 sn Fail ee a ee 
preys chiefly on mammals, the various rabbits #4 0 7 7 | ~ oe gee 
being its principal food. It can, however, take [js jgs 7 sis gi smu 7 ea Se ie. ee 
poultry and game birds, and when forced by = aig eS git i eg ee a EE Na gel : 
winter hunger, is sometimes quite destructive wats ee Cee, es. 
when it invades settled districts. a a eo Fr A rs 

The Great Gray Owl nests rarely in north- | 4 ee a. 
ern Minnesota but has never been recorded as (Me aul gt te > 5 lx. Og Xe Gee. 
common even in winter. The 18 Minnesota [i | | | Sei May | eee me A . 
specimens reported on here were collected “ ae of ce Ph Se a. pw, 

a a ee Oe Lg 
Another view of the Great Horned | Y _- oo oo ae ei. eg ey a og aml 
Owl—its vices and virtues make [gg MMMMMeg Mg ae , ys eget ts 

it difficult to classify. ee a ee) ee ee Ae 
Photographs by Alfred M. Bailey | 4 ino : es Pe < re a a a 

and R.J.Niedrach 44 ol. _. a er eee | OA 7 ot ee
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ferent habitats, have nearly identical food records 
which show them living almost wholly on small z ee ate Z 
mammals and only infrequently taking small birds. Boge ae ese z 
The Barn Owl is a rare resident chiefly in southern eee Sham Ser Waar 
Minnesota. It is very light in color, being almost SaoetnOel 8 sce eee f= 2 
white below and a light tawny above with white |, Die 3 Oa A : 5 a io Ze ; eB 
flecks. The face is strangely bordered with a white Guat come Owe. 18 is Ol 0. 20 n Of. 3 
fringe which gives it the name of monkey-faced Owl. | Barred Owl.......... 3 1 0 0 0 i 1 1 
No Minnesota specimens of this species were exam- | Snowy Owl gece 4 1 Pee 210i 0 0 OLY 
ined but all workers with this bird have unanimously rate Owl oi TOE OG 05 Ea Ot 0g 0 ees 
agreed that it has one of the best food records, from | Short-eared Owl Re ee an oe ees 
man’s standpoint, of all of our owls. It lives almost | Screech Owl ........ 6 0 9 3 0 0 0 8 
exclusively on small mammals, taking an astonish- | Saw-whet Owl ....... 15 7 0 1 0 0 0 8 
ing number of house rats and mice. The evidence | Richardson’s Owl ..... 6 4 0 1 0 0 0 2 
ee is overwhelmingly in favor of protection 
of these four medium sized owls. one d aera oot Th & 

We have four small owls in Minnesota, the Pee eer (zope); coe eae 
Screech, Saw-whet, Richardson’s, and Burrowing. ae ee alent Bele rennet 

ere ow ae only ee eps Tans ioe In summarizing the foregoing owl food data, we 
Ha ere ere wae Suu OUr Owe a 2a and, thay, of our 11) species of owls, the ‘Great 
ing a bright brown and gray color phase independent Horned only is sufficiently common and destructive 
of age or sex. This little woods’ owl is often found 4 he considered a possible economic liability. ‘The 
ae ae a a ieee eae: the centers - Snowy and Screech Owls are perhaps neutral in 
ae gia fe like Pe oe t ck Seti aad their value, while the remaining eight species are 
doce bi SALA pinnbees Ceol cont binde Th decidedly benefiting man in their feeding activities. 

y taking numbers of small song birds. The Aoain it might be asked, “Should we condemn these 
Saw-whet is our tiniest owl and is found throughout 4; ‘ 4 i i ia tiotegrosted Gatto or (ie tetak Tt i eatin birds when the evidence is so much in their favor? 
Beene a ‘I o 4 a eS ae cont Man’s inborn prejudice against hawks and owls 

Pee alee Toh aCe or Toncontaon of tnice and 8 @ heritage from generations back, almost as 
: a, uel lat cer percentaec, 0 mite dO) irons sas hisidisike of snakes, aud is.a, peejudice 
insects than does the Screech and only occasionally ill : £ ti d f 
molests small birds. Richardson’s Owl resembles eccilas See oe Eee on 

os oo ee ee round hawks and owls have been struck from the lists of 
a: 3 a. +218 point winners in a few of the annual spring crow 

oy ae Tae a ae ™ shoots indicates that such scientific evidence is mak- 

record of living almost exclusively on mice with ie te sre s Ps ae With 

small birds appearing only rarely in its diet. The 1S TS ee ee a CeO Maaco ee 
last of our small owls, the Burrowing, is so entirely reason to believe that intelligent sports- gy 
different in appearance, home, and habits from the men will eventually put aside their prej- 
others as hardly to be thought of as an owl. Its  udices, read the evidence presented in an 
home is in some deserted badger or woodchuck hole unbiased frame of mind, and come out 
on our western prairies; it hunts commonly by day; favoring the protection of our predaceous 
and stands and runs about agilely on very long, un- __ birds. 
owl-like legs. No Minnesota specimens were exam- _ 
ined in the present study. This was probably due, in “ 
part at least, to the fact that many farmers on ; oo - 

whose lands these little owls take up their residence ve x : 

are aware of the fact that they live and feed their : ae fee 

large familics almost entirely on insects, mice, and : Ao ep 

py 
os a - 17 dp, aii om iB ek pho 

sek So lCUE oe oS Cece : 
a. ro ns oC ree 

F ) ie as os | ae 

ge C—O gett. 
Oe «A — i *« : Be 

oe a...,.tw”wt~—~— — he sas a 

. a cs x a8 : : a hee f oS 

ce ’ ’ ¥ ; Sus dl Nesting in February e ye (Courtesy 
= eC ae qi F 7) ana March, youns A rmorican 

: ‘ yo os : | - P a, pee ne <a ie eer! ns 
: 7 8 7 man by inj 

“ as . 4 ip —o aut 4 ee pares insects and mice, but 
. ~ — 3 ng bird: so included 
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Pe = AW Lo Ass — - Cad wane baer 
ie Sapte is ene ete Se WA & 5 
a” GOSHA PLI IFUL YY. 
rom Ost KS PLENTIFLU aa We 

ring MUL yovember 410 gos- 

hawk re received at the offices of tl 
Gam Commission, just less than have 

been received since the bounty law went 

into effect in 192¢ The goshawk punt} 
season extends from November ist unti 
Ma st and in 1929 only 76 birds wer 
probated; in 193K 28; 1931, 46 @ o4 

Apparently there is an influx judging 
from the great number which have been 

received so far this seaso In all probabil. 
ity this influx may b tributed to a 
care of d in the nortl untry as 
was tk ise during the years 1926 and



Cs 
_ Bubo virginianus virginianus (Gmelin) Great Horned Owl. ag 

1934 Permanent resident 1936 | 
1935 . " 

Inhabitant of zone 32. 

The only area where these birds were found was zone 32, the 

largest wooded portion of the Arboretum. A pair was often flushed 

throughout the year of 1934 but the nest (which I am sure was there) 

was never found. The same pair was in zone 3 all of 1935 and nested 

in the same area. Most of my observations were made in 1935 due to 

the birds being more centralized, that is, in the region of their 

nest. In 1934, the birds were seen in various parts of zone 2 and 

I was not able to study them very well. : 

In the winter months of 1934 and 1935, they had a certain 

area of the woods set aside where they ate their prey. At no 

place in the woods did I find pellets, feathers, rabbit feet and 

bones except in this area. It was a rather open patch with 

large trees, many with dead branches and a few oak trees with a heavy 

foliage of clinging leaves. This area was approximately 100 yards 

in diameter, outside of which very little was found. ‘In searching 

over this area, I found 7-8 pellets weekly. An example of 

what I found in the week of February 1€ to the 23: 13 pellets, also 6 

rabbit feet, clumps of fur of a Fox squirrel, one pheasant leg, 

Blue Jay feathers and a large pebble, probably taken with an animal 

: —— on the road. pots 15 atte 

Thirteen pellets Sais ee og mice; (Microtus pennsylvanicus) | 

and perkheps—seome—wore--of=tire shite Footed Deer Mouse (Peromyscus 

leucopus), the beak and part of a skull of a Bob White, two Mole skulls 

(scalopus agquaticus) 4 shrews (Sorex cinereus) some large bones, that



were pretty well cracked up (either of a squirrel or rabbit) and 

one leg of a blue jay, besides fur and skin. 

From what I have found these birds preying upon, they appear 

to be quite beneficial except for the one or two Bob White and 

Pheasants that they occasionally take. Rodents were very abundant 

in the Arboretum, which may account for the Great Horned Owls not 

preying upon the game birds. I have seen Pheasants walking under the 

tree that the Great Horned had its nest in, with no apparent fear of 

the Owl that was on the nest watching them. A covey of 

Bob White wintering not 150 yards from the nesting tree did 

not seem to decrease very much in numbers. However, as the spring 

; advanced and young birds were hatched, the diet changed from 

beneficial to harmful. I will elaborate on this as I discuss the nest- 

ing of the Owl. 

The Owls, no doubt, regulated to some extent the numbers 

; of rabbits in the arboretum. During the winter of 1934 and 1935 

there were something like 300 rabbits teapped over this area 

and still they were numerous. The tracks of rabbits in the 

vicinity of the nest were scarce compared to other portions of 

the woods. Hither the rabbits numbers were kept down by the 

Owls preying on them or the fear of the rabbits kept them in 

the other sections. 

On March 2, 1935, I saw the male Great Horned Owl strike a 

rabbit that was hopping along the edge of the woods over the snow. 

The Owl was apparently watching the rabbit from a large oak tree. I 

did not see it until it had left its perch and 

swooped down with talons outstretched, striking the rabbdit back 

of the head. ‘Peere was a squeal, a ruffling of feathers and a



silent flight into the woods with the limp rabbit dangling from the 

talons. Where the strike was made, the snow revealed the wing tips 

of the Owl, a hole in the snow and a little drop of blood. 

The nest was first discovered by Wm. Elder on January 25, 1935 

(the earliest record of a Great Owl nesting in this region.) It was about 

55 feet up in a Red Oak tree which had no branches less than 16 feet 

above the ground. The nest was in a "sling shot" crotch which had 

“a small stub off from one side to balance the structure. It looked 

like an old crow's nest with a few more sticks thrown on it and lined 

with coarse rootlets and leaves. On the date that the nest was dis- 

covered, there was one round, oblong, dirty white ege. 

On March 1 there were two eggs and one young which was about two days! 

old. The young was covered with a white down. One egg was pipped 

and.nearly ready to hatch. At this rate the incubation period last- 

ed 32 days from the time the first egg was discovered. If computa- 

tions are made, the 2nd egg was laid about January 39 and the third 

egg about February 2. 

In the nest at this time were the remains of a White Footed 

deer Mouse and a rapbit. 

March 25, there were three young in the nest out only two 

could be seen, the third was practically hidden. If one figures 

$2 days for incubation, the young hatched February 37, March3 and 

March 6 or 7. The pin feathers of the larges§ of the young owls 

were nearly three inches long. The Owls were so large that the nest 

itself was practically hidden. The oldest was about 37 days old. 

The food at this time was found on the ground below the nest. 

There were the remains of three Fox Sparrows, one Junco, 4 rabbit



feet, one Meadow Mole and Pheasant feathers. 

At This time Wm. Elder had climbed to the nest and while taking 

: pictures was attacked by the female. Before I could scare her away, 

she struck Wm. Elder in the neck and upper arm, nearly knocking him 

from the tree. He had on a heavy jacket but the talons inflicted 

large scratches on the arm and three talon points on the neck. 

From April lst on, the adults had to sit on the branches near 

the nest pecause the young were too large to permit them to sit on 

the nest. 

April 5, Wm. Elder and the writer accompanied by three others 

went out to the Arboretum to band the three young Owls. 

Bill climbed the tree and put the young Owls in a gunny sack and low- 

ered them to me. At this time, the Owls were fully feathered 

with down only on the head. The wing feathers were large enough 

to hold them in a gliding flight. The talons were nearly an inch and 

a half long on the oldest Owl and sharp as needles. The band numbers 

were 6623550 on the oldest of them which was approximately $8 days old; 

662549 on the youngest 30 days old and 662548 on the middle one, 35 das 

old, At this time, these young ones were old enough to leave the nest 

and perch on the neighboring branches. In the nest were 

4 Fox Sparrows, 1 Flicker, 1 male and 1 female cowbird and one Bob 

White. Below the nest were 2 Fox Sparrows and tail feathers of a 

male Pheasant. 

After banding the young, I put them back in the gunny sack and 

Bill pulled them to the nest. The adults were in the neighboring 

trees, being scared by the other men with us at every time 

they started for the nesting tree. The Owls kept calling to each 

other.



April 13, only one young Owl remained in the nest, guarded by 

; one of the adults but on April 17, two were in the nest and the other 

young Owl, perhaps the oldest was 84 paces away in an old Crow's 

nest. Under the one nest where the two young were, I found the tail 

feathers and one leg of a male Pheasant besides the bones of 

a rabbit. Under the other young Owl was another leg of a Pheas- 

ant and rabbit bones. This apparently showed that the adults ; 

tore the Pheasants and rabbits into pieces for the various young. 5y 

April 25, all the Owls had left the nest. 

I did not find them again until May 25, when I saw 

two young and an adult om the opposite side of zone 2 from the nest. © 

During the summer months, they were well concealed by foliage. 

September 30, I found three Great Horned Owls in zone 2 near 

the lake. One was a young of the spring; I saw the band on its leg. 

October 16, one Owl with a band was being molested by Blue Jays 

and Blackbirds. ‘*t was perched in a poplar tree in zone 1 near the 

lake. 

In the spring of 1936 another pair or two should nest in either 

zones 2 or 5. It will offer another interesting study with more 

new.material.



Naw 
Reprinted from Tur Conpor, Vol. XXXVIII, March-April, 1936, p. 85 

Speed and Eyesight of a Pigeon Hawk.—in an experiment with a female Eastern Pigeon 
Hawk (Falco columbarius columbarius) trained for falconry the bird came at once to the lure from 

measured distances up to 900 yards. The lure was a flat, padded bag, approximately 3 by 4 by 1.5 

inches in size, with a pair of small-bird wings fastened to each flat suriace. It was swung in a circle 

at the end of a 3 foot thong to call the bird; to human eyes at such distances it was perfectly in- 

visible. The hawk was timed in both directions on a nearly windless day over a course of 1542 feet, 

and it averaged 29.9 miles per hour. It is well known that a trained bird makes no such effort or 

speed in coming to the lure as it shows in pursuit of live quarry. This hawk seemed, purely by 

guess, to go about 50 per cent faster in pursuing a live bird. 

In comparing it with birds it was attempting to capture, it was observed that the Pigeon Hawk 

flew faster than quail (Lophortyx californica) or Meadowlarks (Sturnella neglecta), and more 

slowly, at least in a rising flight, than Horned Larks (Otocoris alpestris). It could catch a shrike 

(Lanius ludovicianus gambeli) in a long course free from cover; it was keener after shrikes than 
after any other bird. It could catch, bring down and kill a dove (Streptopelia risoria), or even a ~ 

strong adult common pigeon if released within about 50 feet, but was easily outdistanced by these 

birds after they had attained top speed. 

The hawk was often harassed by hummingbirds, sometimes six or seven at once. They flew 

circles around her. Sparrow Hawks (Falco sparverius) usually outmaneuvered the Pigeon Hawk, 

but few of them seemed to outspeed her. A wild, male Western Pigeon Hawk (Falco columbarius 

bendirei) attacked her one day, kicked several feathers loose from her, and finally drove her to the 

ground, His speed was greatly superior to hers—Ricuarp M. Bonn, Oakland, California, December 
3) 1935. e
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fe Is It Backward or Progressive? 

. ] _ Young Bald Eagle. Only three 
: 4 : So pairs are known to nest in Penn- 2 ‘ 
J v/ - ay. 8 sylvania at this time. By Richard Pough 

ee’ i a ee rado, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Car- specifically naming them as being exempt 
EY ih Pe ee ee olina, Texas, and Wyoming; while Utah from protection. In the case of the Broad- 
Oo game 4 4 - . gc , - x . exempts the Prairie Falcon and protects winged Hawk, for instance, which has 

| 4 . Qh nor ™ | Boe ah the Duck Hawk. been unquestionably shown to be 100% 
A PY ee. A bay) . We find two states going still further: beneficial, this is hard to understand. 
ae Zon a he ue Sed” Illinois, in addition to not protecting the Pennsylvania specifically names and lists 
: te Sayre oo —s ae" | Duck Hawk, also exempts the Pigeon on their hunting licenses, in such a way 

ae Pe te Hawk, and Oregon the Prairie Falcon as as to actually encourage their destruc- 
he oF Sa aot J = es ay well as the Duck Hawk. The State of tion, the following that might be called 

ee ee pores Pr Ah Washington protects none of the three. harmful: Goshawk, Sharp-shinned Hawk, 
mo os a ee le i The next category only numbers one Cooper’s Hawk, and the following that 

Sr cae. OR ee state. For some quite unknown reason, can be considered only completely bene- 
— fe 6 | 6elUe POmnI, «the State of Nebraska feels that it is ficial: the Broad-winged Hawk, Red 

: ht le necessary to exempt the Red-shouldered Shouldered Hawk, and the Rough-legged 
- ~~ and the Sparrow Hawk from protection, Hawk, and the following that are gen- 

a ee > in addition to those we have just dis- erally considered to be far more useful 
Ba i A cussed. than harmful: the Red-tailed Hawk, the 

New York State, while starting out with Marsh Hawk, and then finally the two 
z a law not protecting any hawks, but beautiful falcons that are today becoming 

ce status of the birds of prey subsequently finding proof of their bene- S0 rare as to be curiosities, the Duck 
Hanes all ae ee Hom bore eee ficial habits, now protects the Red- Hawk and the Pigeon Hawk. 
aan a oe ae eae on Ne ee ie shouldered, Broad-winged and Rough- Pennsylvania, lying as it does, on the 

sean peace Te ikge cil yak dae legged Hawks. Strange as it may seem, great migratory highway of thousands of 
Conctea Sharp-shinied) and (Goshawk- in view of the fact that many states hawks, is in a particularly strategic posi- 
an Giher: Se ordae ail ute the bird killin > specify the Duck Hawk as being exempt tion with regards to the future of these 

Hapis-whiek ao ae timesibetome aaeae from protection, New York State protects birds. Carefully protected by law in the 
what troublesome, especially if present in Hite Reduced to a few pair for the whole states where they nest and to whom they 
crea enumbers tine dibermieaiate’ He state, this relative of the famous Euro- may be more properly termed to belong, 
Pe eentnese 4ge ie CGBbEaTA SELES GLEE pean Peregrine Falcon of the medieval these birds that pass only a few days at 
exemple one onlemoremendineralie neces falconers, is one of the most interesting most in Pennsylvania are killed by the 
omuaprotecnonmennese mere ee ee Bot of all our native birds to the orinthologist thousands, while in contrast the states 
Spenenie ane ériticiem aeithose whieh of all our native birds to the ornitholo- where they normally reside over the 
roteet none: P Theses fact that. the gist, and is in danger of extinction. greater part of the year carefully pro- 
Fait GenGain birds soe Een SH Finally we come to Pennsylvania, tect them. 
alae erapie La ene aH a whose laws on the subject of hawks are No better example of the conditions 
intellieentls Pp. rather unique in that they exempt from which brought about the Federal Migra- 

as ; protection certain highly beneficial tory Bird Treaty, which took the responsi- 
_To summarize, the following states species, not simply by including them in _ bility for the protection of most birds out 

simply do not protect any hawks: Ala- the general category of hawks, but by (Continued on page 23) 
bama, Arizona, Arkansas, Connecticut, 
Delaware, Georgia, Idaho, Maine, Mary- 
Jand, Michigan, Minnesota Montana, 

Nevada, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, oF rE 
Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia, West OF ee 
Virginia and New Mexico. ae Pian ee ae : 

The following states afford ideal pro- ade ee ee oa eee ~~. 
tection for all birds of prey, except the 3 Pee a fo gg ae agp ~~ ee) 
Goshawk, Cooper’s and Sharp-shinned OP ota Be isa Fae Met eee fos gece e 
hawks: Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, 4), ousands of hawks ae es alg SoG = or  — 
Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Se et See iarees ao oe nay elle ea - — £ : eee Pe niall an - 
Jersey, North Carolina, North Dakota, sianehteredealone oe Gb = Le! 4 pe a 2 
Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, and Wis- “Hawk” Mountain, @8 40. ae Ge Poses eS i oe Ca ie Ss 
Se Schuylkill County. Rie Se Solos a "CS Se C The following states, in addition to ex- The mountain has agua aa ee ive Se ee “li: 
empting the above, also do not give pro- since been purchas- a oe oe = mea a, ee Ne ‘| 
tection to the Duck Hawk because he ed by naturalists to See a ot.-< ae 14 A 
kills birds. The Duck Hawk would no stop the wanton es Gafie Bx aes Ve et Cf} pan oy = 
doubt be a serious menace if found in killing. ae lege of a OG gl 
great numbers, but the bird’s present — = : s Ce tte 43 Sie —— 
scarcity warrants its protection, even ae ame Ny ee Rs awe -é 
though it kills a few larger non-game - “eee ee a Boke 8 Fe 
birds. The States are: California, Colo- 2 Pe 354 S Ef fae
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° Bes BORES AND CHOKES OF THE 
Location Game Commission AMEMMMnLSHOn GUN 

onus (Continued from page 7) 

Training School down through the years rather than a 
mere means of securing the full bag 
limit. Then when you have reached the 
age when you can no longer hunt you 

1 can call in that splendid youth, your stal- 
wart grandson, and say to him: 

| Was “My boy, I have just been taking an- 
i 1 3 other look at ‘Old Betsy.’ She is in 

QI Py LEGEND better shape than I am, in fact she is 
—|-— SEN y 3 qi mm 72/7 Routes just as good as ever, the barrels gleam 

ier 1 ny S\ ar —JInproved Roads just as brightly as they did when I 
: eo yrceway = —=Ynimproved Rozds | ought her over fifty years ago. I guess 

t : : ) -F four County Line | T have taken better care of that gun than 
| Flic Aiton ~~) J ee, I have of myself, or it may be that a 

j i ol MA SF a good gun will out-last a good man. It 
/ SL tt BEF sy Sie won’t be long now until I depart for an- : accra OF f Farman ¥ alee other land, and I am not re that she 

NA wy, inp Sta, YK E L K ?oegusltines can serve me over there, so I want to 
iY ef Ny se give her to you. I have been watching 

i ( TRAINING. \ you for the past two or three years and 
| soe . } I am convinced that you are a chip from cS Pendertys SS { Poroirenge the old block—you look pretty much as 

Nov \ on ~ I did when Old Betsy was new. I want 
Jc Ep \ Brockway \ Pbrocko & you to remember that when you are out 
Te he \ | stOL with her, you are in the company of a 

LS § ¥ _\ Gx eaai| Nw personality that never had any part in 
xy x 2 Gleos CPE cae wy the breaking of a single game law, and I 

Li ae : x CPentield know that you will be mighty careful to 
3 Y xy g ers, see that Old Betsy will never have cause 

‘\ Fe pee wy to hang her head in shame.” 
BROOKVILLE) f = 

aay GREER IPN Bu BOS —— 
e 00», is 252 LSGretrer 

. Roklehome _. Home Comp 

/ ge: ) PENNSYLVANIA AND THE 
Knox als oe» — 2 HAWK PROBLEM ~~ iQ “\Sa/em oLr2s 4 

| Sa 
Oo (Continued from page 8) 

<n eee of the hands of the State and gave it to 
the Federal Government, could be found. 

The Game Commission Training School is located about five miles northwest of a Pennsylvania owes the responsibility to 
point on Pennsylvania Highway Route 28, between Brookville and Brockway; which nearby states, that as a good neighbor 
point is sixteen miles northeast of Brookville and two miles northwest of Brockway, it brings its laws into agreement with the 
Jefferson County. A large Keystone sign, bearing the wording “Game Commission findings of scientific research, and stop this 
Training School—5 miles,” will be observed along the northerly side of this high- foolish, wasteful slaughter of highiecuses 
way. Follow this designated road for approximately five miles to the School. ful birds. Th sof dell 2 ab 

The Training School facilities are inadequate to lodge and provide subsistence for *U- g ousands Of dollars have been 
relatives and friends of student officers and other guests, and the nearest town, Spent to study this problem by both Penn- 
Brockway, is approximately seven miles distant. Brookville is approximately twenty sylvania and the Federal Government. 
miles distant. __,, The U. S. Biological Survey have ex- 

Visitors to the School should plan their trips accordingly. It is necessary to limit amined over 5,000 hawk stomachs and in 
the visiting hours to Saturdays between 10:30 A. M. and 4:30 P. M., and on Sun-_  Gircular #370, “Food Habits of Common 

days between 9:30 A. M. and 4:00 P. M. Hawks” a clear picture is given of how 
we should regard each species. 

a SS Pennsylvania has examined over 2,500 
stomachs in addition, and the results check 

. ihe ined a blbchsa cieianaueen most remarkably with those of the Bio- 
comprise e irs “ - logical Survey. With this final confirma- 

orga fe tee proved for purchase in Mercer County. tion of the findings of the Federal Bu- 

332 acres of farm and woodland, ex- eau of Biological Survey, by the exam- come a part of State Game Lands No. 108. jena Teoh remrivens | were i 
Two offers are pending in Bedford Céllent ringneck pheasan TY, ination of hawks actually taken in Penn- 

. i offered in Middletown Township, Sus-  sylvania, the facts concerning the value County, one of 62 acres in Snake Spring h C t Mbie ie eaiedeciable i 
Township, and one of 400 acres in Mon- uenanna “ounty. 2h hi © of most of the birds of prey can safely 
roe Township, the latter adjoining State ‘tact and the Commission ee ee con- pe said to be incontrovertible. 
Game Lands No. 97, which is all excellent Summate the deal in the near future. 
turkey country. Another tract of 660 acres of woodland At OD Jip Bel elt ein: ovine ade i) 

67 acres of good farm land have been has been offered in Harmony Township, 

offered in Cherry Township, Sullivan Susquehanna County, which, if approved, ; ; , 
County. It adjoins State Game Lands will connect up with State Game Lands and Todd _ Townships in Huntingdon 

No. 66. No. 70. State Game Lands No. 35, also County, which, if purchased, will be a 

Eight offers totalling 836 acres are be- in Susquehanna County, will be rounded valuable addition to State Game Lands 

ing investigated in Mercer County, Sandy out by 200 acres purchased in New Mil- No. 67. A tract of 207 acres in Warriors 

Lake Township, and if the titles are ford and Great Bend Townships. Mark Township, also in Huntingdon 

clear, will be accepted They adjoin and 836 acres have been offered in Carbon County, was offered.
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Food Habits of Marsh Hawks in the Glaciated 
Prairie Region of North-Central United States* 

Paul L. Errington and W. J. Breckenridge 

Both authors have for some years been interested in the correlation of 
the food habits of the marsh hawk (Circus hudsonius (Linn.)) with the 
availability of Pptey species and have, with this objective in mind, carried on 
studies in different types of North-Central States environment. The need 
was felt especially for data of recent origin secured from areas with which 
one author or the other was intimately familiar. The literature, therefore, 
has been of limited help to us except in a general way, and we have relied 
primarily upon the products of our own joint or separate investigations. 

Errington’s (’33a; ”33b) earlier work in Southern Wisconsin was conducted 
in connection with an ecological study of the bob-white quail (Colinus vir- 
ginianus), and the population status of this species on the observational areas 
was well known. Data on other animal populations resident on the marsh 
hawk hunting grounds were acquired incidentally and were recorded more on 
the basis of general impressions than upon actual measurements. 

The detailed studies of Breckenridge (’34; 735) on a sample square mile 
of land in Central Minnesota were planned more as an inquiry into the 
ecological inter-relationships of the marsh hawk and the chief vertebrate co- 
occupants of a local area. Population levels of mammals were calculated by 
trapping and those of birds by census (Breckenridge, ’35a). Contemporaneous 
studies on the food habits of other predatory species, notably the great horned 
owl (Bubo virginianus), on the same area, provided additional data on the 
comparative vulnerability of small vertebrate types taken also by marsh hawks 

(Errington e¢ al., unpublished MS.). 

This paper deals with data derived from the glaciated prairie agricultural 
region, topographically represented by Northwestern Iowa, Southwestern Min- 
nesota, and Eastern South Dakota. The land is gently rolling and largely in 
cultivation, with unpastured acreage usually in corn, oats, barley, and alfalfa. 
Lakes and marshes are distributed here and there, though many have been 
drained or dried up by drought. Swales or other low places grown to dense 
herbaceous or brushy vegetation are of frequent occurrence. Trees are con- 
fined mainly to planted groves or to the borders of watercourses. 

* Journal Paper No. J-350 of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, 
Towa. Project No. 330. Acknowledgement is also made of the particular 
cooperation of the Museum of Natural History, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. o
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Our summer data are by far the most complete and resulted for the most 
part from intensive studies near Ruthven, Iowa, during three seasons from 
1933 to 1935. Emphasis was placed on the recording of food items brought 
in to nests and to tethered juveniles (“tethering” refers to the fastening of 
active juveniles in the vicinity of the nests by means of chains and leather 
anklets—for description of technique, see Errington, °32, pp. 82-83). 

Examinations of the gullet contents of the juveniles were productive of 

superior data, for, by judicious squeezing (Errington, "32, pp. 78-79), the 

young hawks could be relieved, without injury to themselves, of the food fed 
them by the attending adults. Gullet contents from nestlings or tethered 
juveniles could often be collected once or twice daily. In case the suspicion 
arose that a young bird was being robbed of too much of its food or was not 
getting enough to eat, it was force-fed at the end of each visit. In this way, 

visits could be prolonged far past the time that the young would have left 
their nests, until the adults no longer brought food. The young, then, if 

they had survived the various perils of disease, parasites, predators, man, and 

heat, were banded and released. 

Gullet contents are as a tule identifiable and provide a good cross-section 

of the foods brought to young marsh hawks by the parent birds. They may 
provide a picture mote truly applicable, however, to the food habits of the 
adults than to the food habits of the young after the latter have left the 
nest. The clumsy, inexperienced juveniles, when hunting partly “on their 
own” in a normal manner during the gradual tapering off of feeding or 
“weaning” by adults, feed to a considerable extent on carrion, large insects, 

and other items which are not so apt to be brought to them by the old birds. 
The adults, moreover, while they catch and eat insects themselves, rarely if 
ever take the trouble to carry them to the young. 

At Ruthven the collection and analyses of the gullet contents and the 

prey items were made mostly by Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., Miss 
Ruth Dudgeon, and Errington. Identification of prey items was accomplished 

with the aid of a fairly adequate reference series of skins and skeletons of 

locally resident mammals and birds. The greatest effort was made to obtain 
food habits data of quantitative rather than qualitative significance, and, with 
this end in view, the gullet contents of all nestlings or tethered juveniles of a 
hawk family were combined at each visit and the mass then worked over to 
determine if possible the minimum number of individuals of prey represented 

by the collection. 

While many of the prey species of the area were observed in an incidental 

way, many others, especially some of economic importance, were made the 

subjects of intensive research for at least part of the period covered by the 
marsh hawk studies. These included ducks (Bennett, ’32; "35a; Errington 
and Bennett, 34; B. V. Travis, unpublished), marsh-nesting birds, generally 
(Bennett, ’34), coots and grebes (C. E. Friley Jr., unpublished), shorebirds 
(Bennett, 35b; Spawn, 35), ring-necked pheasant (Hamerstrom, °35; °36). 
blackbirds (Ammann, ’33), muskrat (Errington, unpublished). We also
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have unpublished data on the Hungarian partridge and some other common 
species from this area, and we did a certain amount of small mammal trapping. 

It should be pointed out, however, that despite much work done by several 
investigators on the area which comprised the hunting ranges of the local 
marsh hawks, we have few population data on prey species that may be ex- 
pressed with numerical exactness and still fewer that may be correlated with 
any precisely known carrying capacity of occupied environment. Nevertheless, 
we know what the chief terrestrial vertebrates were; and, in a broad way, about 

how abundant they were and about how available to a predatory species having 
the physical powers and habits of the Marsh Hawk. 

The Ruthven data may best be presented by seasons. 

Summer, 1933 

Rainfall was favorable for plant growth and for the fair maintenance of 
established water levels in the marshes. The season could probably be termed 
“normal” in most respects. 

A total of 289 individuals of prey were recorded from 169 gullet collections 
between June 17 and August 25. The data from four nests may be lumped 
according to weekly intervals. 

WEEK oF JUNE 17 To 23: Twenty-four gullet collections. Contents, in individuals 
of prey: young cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsi), 1; meadow mouse (Microtus 
Bee eat meet leper ccna) ertice de aemnditenuieel (CrelismttiecemTnesiie) 20: 
young Fringillidae, 1; undetermined small bird (incl. 1 young), 3. 

Week oF June 24 To 30: Twenty-five gullet collections. Contents: young cotton- 
tails IC Eee ii lenialeeeptcl aetaere IA (Gereliese) cele ecee oie tine el ceed erttadd 
squirrel (mostly young), 26; young undetermined ground squirrel, 1; grasshopper 
sparrow. (Ainmnodranus  scomnnanmebantenlatuaye (We iyellowsheadedi blackbird (chs 
thocephalus xanthecephalus, incl. | young), 3; English sparrow (Passer domesticus), 1; 
puaine homed! lack (OtscorstalpetiG prauccla) eo young red’ Veaded! wacdpecker 
(Melanerpes erythrocephalus), 1. 

WEEK or JuLy 1 to 7: Twenty-eight gullet collections. Contents: young cotton- 
tail, 1; meadow mouse, 1; deer mouse (Peromyscus sp), 1; young Franklin's ground 
squirrel, 1; striped ground squirrel (mostly young), 30; Fringillidae, 1; young yellow- 
Readed! blackbirdeule trou acadowlarta(Suimelle eat) 63 cundelermanedlcierdaetilh 
young wren (Troglodytidae), 1; kingbird (Tyrannus tyrannus), 1; undetermined 
young small birds, probably passerines, 3; very young sora (Porzana carolina), 1; 
young (about 6 weeks) ring-necked pheasant (Phasianus colchicus torquatus), 2; 
stita me (chic) ee laneari@nelsartrtl ea (seni tecc1 oye ie ceek ine teor baie ines 
inmecit teal (Qernreialnia: ena) lee cae (ance), alt 

WEEK oF JuLy 8 To 14: Nineteen gullet collections. Contents: young Leporidae, 
fe younel Erenllinateroind sui crime rotnelue wine Gaels youn oclatialt 
sizes), 15; swamp sparrow (Melospiza georgiana), 1; meadowlark, 2; undetermined 
passerine bird, 1; red-headed woodpecker, 1; flicker (Colaptes auratus luteus), 1; 
vanpenboretece: el Sierra mortar Wmancelenmined charsibeda (Gharsdmiieny al 
Voth clbaea teen cen (C ites cate aimee Sie Nye genes ice ced 
pheasants Wendetcan eds voureteallinaceote bits 1 eendletecraned! ertallie deste
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Week or Jury 15 To 21: Eleven gullet collections. Contents: young jack rabbit 
(Lepus townsendii campanius), 2; young Franklins ground squirrel, 1; striped ground 
squirrel, 5; young Fringillidae, 13 ‘grackle (Quiscalus quiscula aeneus), 1; young (4 
weeks)! pheasant I: undsteunined! yaung/igallivaccou bird) f 

WEEK oF JuLy 22 To 28: Nineteen gullet collections. Contents: young cottontail, 
1; young jack rabbit, 1; young Leporidae, 1; young Franklin's ground squirrel, 5; 
striped ground squirrel, 7; savannah sparrow (Passerculus sandwichensis savanna), 1; 
grackle, 2; meadowlark, 2; robin (Turdus migratorius), 1; flicker, 5; mourning dove 
(Zenaidura macroura, probably carolinensis), 1; young Virginia rail (Rallus limicola), 
1; young domestic chicken, 5; young Hungarian partridge, 1;young medium-sized 
bird, probably gallinaceous, 1; undetermined small bird, 2; frog, 2. 

WEEK oF JuLy 29 To Aucust 4: Ten Gullet collections. Contents: young cot- 
tontail, 1; Franklin's ground squirrel, 2; striped ground squirrel, 4; grackle, 3; 
meadowlark, 1; flicker, 5; young mourning dove, 1; young (about 2, 6, 9, and 10 
weeks) pheasants, 4. 

Week or Aucust 5 to ||: Thirteen gullet collections. Contents: striped ground 
squirrel, 4; grackle, 2; red-winged blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus), 6; yellow-headed 
blackbird, 6; ficker, 2; mourning doves Us) Viiginia raill ls young (about 10 weeks) 
pheasant, 1; nearly grown Hungarian partridge, 1; frog, 1. 

Week or Aucust 12 To 18: Fourteen gullet collections. Contents: young cotton- 
tail, 2; striped ground squirrel, 4; grackle, 3; red-winged blackbird, 5; yellow-headed 
blackbird, 7; undetermined passerine bird, 1; red-headed woodpecker, 1; young 
screech owl (Otus asio), 2; young mourning dove, 1; Virginia rail, 1; young (about 
7 weeks) pheasant, 1; Hungarian partridge, 1; frog, 3. 

Week or Aucust 19 To 25: Six gullet collections. Contents: striped ground 
squirrel, 2; yellow-headed blackbird, 2; meadowlark, 1; young screech owl, 1: 
Hungarian pastudge, 14 frogs. 

Summer, 1934 

This was a season of extreme early drought, accompanied by scanty 
growth of vegetation, excessive pasturing, and unfavorable conditions for wild- 
life, generally. Vegetation recovered somewhat with mid-summer rains, but 
much of the best remaining habitat for many species was flooded out. Many 
unseasonably late young birds were seen. 

One hundred nine gullet collections from 4 nests yielded 158 individuals 
of prey. 

Week or June 17 To 23: One gullet collection. Content: undetermined small 
Bid probanly iced 1b 

Week or June 24 to 30: Eight collections. Contents: young Leporidae, 1; 
young striped ground squirrel, 2; young undetermined ground squirrel, 2; Fringillidae, 
1; young yellow-headed blackbird, 1; young Rallidae, 1; undetermined small bird, 1; 
foul 

Week or Juty | To 7: Eight gullet collections. Contents: young cottontail, 2; 
young Franklin's ground squirrel, 2; striped ground squirrel, 6; young yellow-headed 
blackbird, 1; young meadowlark, 1; undetermined vertebrate, |. 

Week or Jury 8 to 14: Six gullet collections. Contents: young Franklin’s
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ground squirrel, 1; striped ground squirrel (mostly young), 4; undetermined young 
eoundiacuinels 1; young: yellowehendeds blackeid Fates 

WEEK oF Jury 15 ro 21: Four gullet collections. Contents: young striped ground 
Pourelie le tyounelk dug llidne ily ineeyellewehen destin ekbyde ot 

WEEK oF JuLy 22 to 28: Eight gullet collections. Contents: striped ground 
Sguirrel\(OsaPringillidass 2 Hicker, 17 ivaunesiens probeblyalonters. 1: 

WEEK oF JuLy 29 to Aucusr 4: Twenty gullet collections. Contents: meadow 
mouse, 2; striped ground squirrel, 3; undetermined young ground squirrel, 1; swamp 
sparrow, 1; meadow-lark, 1; bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus), 1; young Icteridae, 5; 
red-headed woodpecker, 1; flicker, 1; mourning dove (incl. | young), 2; young 
domestic chicken, 1; young (incl. individuals from about 4 to 6 weeks) pheasant, 5; 
Hungarian partridge, 1; undetermined young bird, 3; frog, 1. 

Week or Aucust 5 To 11: Twenty-one gullet collections. Contents: meadow 
mouse, 9; sitiped round! equirel) 12) red-winged Gleckbitd 3° yellow-Headled Elack- 
bird, 3; young meadow-lark, 1; undetermined Icteridae, 1; undetermined small bird, 
probably passerine, 1; flicker, 1; mourning dove, 4; young domestic chicken, 3; 
young (about 6 and 12 weeks) pheasant, 2; young Hungarian partridge, 1; undeterm- 
ined young bird, 3; frog, 1; undetermined vertebrate, 1. 

Weex or Aucust 12 To 18: Three gullet collections. Contents: undetermined 
ground squirrel, 1; grasshopper sparrow, 1; undetermined Fringillidae, 1; young 
meadowlark, 1; undetermined Icteridae, 1; young mourning dove, 1; half-grown 
domestic chicken, 2. 

Week or Aucust 19 To 25: Seven gullet collections. Contents: meadow mouse, 
Up young" Franklin's, ground: squirrel) ls Sstriped: ground equitrel ds! youre” leconte’s 
sparrow (Passer herbulus caudacutus), 1; young Fringilidae, 2: meadowlark, 2; 
prairie marsh wren (Telmatodytes pallustris dissaeptus), 1; king rail (Rallus elegans), 
1; young (about 9 weeks) pheasant, 1. 

Week or Aucust 26 to SEPTEMBER 1: Fourteen gullet collections. Contents: 
> young cottontail, 2; young Leporidae, 1; meadow mouse, 2; striped ground squirrel, 5; 

randetermineds ground squirrels 1 livesper, epaniow (Poceceiss sramiucudnoe Pangilli: 
dae, -2> unigaddwlark © (5 cpudivien tants wsenell oumickers Oe youre. Virgina tral @ le 
undetermined young fairly large and medium-sized birds, 2. 

. 

‘Week oF SEPTEMBER 2 To 8: Eight gullet collections. Contents: young Lepor- 
idae, 1; meadow mouse, 2; striped ground squirrel, 2; vesper sparrow, 1; Fringillidae, 
1; meadowlark, 2; Virginia rail, 2; sora 2. 

SEPTEMBER 10: One gullet collection. Content: Virginia rail, 1. 

Summer, 1935 

This season the rainfall was heavy and the vegetation lush. Breeding 
conditions for resident wild species were generally favorable. 

Records of 110 individuals of prey were obtained from 68 gullet collections 
from 4 nests.
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Taste 2 

Proportions of summer prey taken by Marsh Hawks at Ruthven, Iowa. 

Rae re re eee een “Number and Percent of Total 
Prey Individuals [Sian eo ye amie oe teat) ST reese 

[a toe neste Gepr emir ore eel eons 1033 
: ‘August 1933] 1934 | July 1935 | to 1935 

Young Leporidae, mostly | 120f289 | 7of 158 | 210f110 | 40 of 557 
cottontails with a few | or4.15 | or4.43 | or19.09 | or7.18 
jackrabbits. __._--_-----__| _percent_| percent | percent | _ percent 

Mice, mostly meadow [sear orite | eonorat pleas Uones Ieca(5 or 
se aie ee see SENT} 04 pores a tometer coe ai petenleDiG Tanck 
Sciuridae, mostly ground P1342 0r | A ere Ses 5 ear = e210) or 

squirrels, --______________| 4637 pet. | 25.95 pet.’} 3182 pet. | 37.7. pet. 
Undetermined mammal or I | Deere ior] 3 or 

prcbabieticrecdee een es) [el27pent [MOS pene | A084 set 
| 6 or | 16 or | 140 or 36° or 

Fringillidae __________________]_ 2.08 pet. | 10.13 pet. | 12.73 pet. | 6.46 pet. 
Grackles and [PEt eore al iver] 2ror | 54 or 

blackbirds. -________________| 14.19 pet. | 6.96 pet. | 1.82 pet. | 9.7 pet. 
Meadowlarks and a few WOvcr Wor | 10 or | 37° or 

other Icteridae, —-_-______--_| 3.46 pet. | 10.76 pet. | 9.09 pet. | 6.64 pet. 
Miscellaneous passerine LG er | Seer pl Ore) 16 ur 

Dehra es ete eco patel ea leave peten | See pcts | e287 inet! 
Picidae, mostly [aeors | ver [2 or | 25 or 

flickers. _--_-_--------.--_| 5.88! pet. | 3.79 pet. | 1.82 pet. | 4.49: pet. 
| 4 or | Wore acl | II or 

Mourning doves, ----_____-_-_] 1.38 pet. | 4.43 pet. | 1.96 pet. 
Rallidae, mostly Virginia | 4 or | 8 or | Nore |e aitor 

fails and sora, | 1B ypet, | 506 pet | 09 pet 1-2 2.93.pet, 
Miscellaneous marsh birds, | 3 or | Tor | 40 | Sor 

mostly terns, -------------| 1.04 pet. | 0.63 pet. | 3.64 pet. | 1.44 pet. 
Young domestic | dor —4| 6. or | [PNISigor 

uc kenaiae easton te wee | Ache nes 70s cee 1233 pcs 
Young ring-necked Hetei2 or rs] 8 or | 4 Oris, jon oer 

pheasants, ----------------_| 4.15 pet. | 5.06 pet. | 3.64 pet. | 4.31 pet. 
Hungarian partridges, hee eee ae 

mostly young, —-_-_-______| 1.73 pet. | 1.27 pet. | 1.82 pet. | 1.62 pet 
Miscellaneous and undetermined | 15 or | TI or | heres econ 

birds, mostly probable passerines.| 5.19 pet. | 6.96 pet. | 0.9 pet. | 4.85 pet. 
ob ele S0 Fonn a Aver Sele. tore nian lO ner 

toe dees ea ee ee pei repat lo ogenet al 3 Odtwets lo DIRT ace! Serre al cr ad se ek) US se i TS, Rw 

WEEK oF JuNE 24 To 30: Two gullet collections. Contents: house mouse (Mus 
musculus), 1; striped ground squirrel, 2. 

WEEK oF Jury | To 7: Eighteen gullet collections. Contents: young Franklin's 
ground squirrel, 4; striped ground squirrel (mostly young), 14; undetermined young 
ground squirrel, 1; Fringillidae (incl. 2 young), 3; young meadowlark, 3; young 
Forster's tern, 1; young Hungarian partridge, 2; frog, 1. 

Weex oF Juty 8 to 14: Twenty gullet collections. Contents: young Leporidae, 3; 
young Franklin's ground squirrel, 2; striped ground squirrel, 7; undetermined small 
mammal, 1; dickcissel (Spiza americana), 1; Fringillidae, 1; meadowlark (incl. at
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least 3 young), 5; bank swallow (Riparia riparia), 1; young prairie horned lark, 1; 
young red-headed woodpecker, 1; black tern (Chlidonias nigra surinamensis), 2: 
young Virginia rail, 1; pheasant chick (about a day old), 1; undetermined small bird, 
1; frog, 1. 

WeEK oF JuLy 15 To 21: Seventeen gullet collections. Contents: young cotton- 
tail, young jackrabbity 1, young [eporidae, ly yaune Pranblin’s ground squirel Vi 
striped ground squirrel, 2; grasshopper sparrow, 1; dickcissel, 1; young rose-breasted 
grosbeak (Hedymeles ludovicianus), 1; Fringillidae, 2; red-winged blackbird, 2; 
icadawiare ei nertkersvelicn ti can (G-ciiluaiinch sneha nit Veet aine 
Barre alle ye ((ricadoeery hemeasien Meee came: fede terre elem youn «(cul 
6 and 7 weeks) chesant 2. 

WEEK oF JuLy 22 To 28: Eight gullet collections. Contents: young cottontail, 4; 
young jack rabbit, 3; young Leporidae, 2; meadow mouse, 2; young swamp sparrow, 
1; young vesper sparrow, |; dickcissel, 2; undetermined young warbler (Compsothly- 
pidae), 1; young flicker, 1; young (less than week) pheasant, 1; young grebe, probably 
picdibilled (Padilumbus podicess), I= fros) 2. 

Week or Juty 29 to Aucust 4: Three gullets. Contents: young cottontail, 1; 
striped ground squirrel, 2. 

The weekly data are condensed for more convenient reference in Table 1, 
the prey types being listed in this case in the order of their numerical 
importance. 

Tape 3 

Proportions of summer prey taken by Marsh Hawks at Madison, Wisconsin. 

Seay pp nts ee ui Tiree suNimabervand= percent eceieen 

remainder: fics jandaal = line cael 
| “to | and | and seasons 
August, 1929] July, 1930_| July. 1931 11929 to 1931 
|None of 74| 12 of 115 | 19 of 149 | 31 of 338 

Young cottontails | or 0.0 | or 10.43 | or 12.75 | or 9.17 

Se ee se oes os | sypercent’Y |! percentit. [percent 2] Sperent a 
Mice, mostly meadow I | O6Hor |. 2Bcor | AZ or a] liver 

(RIG e eee eee OU le pete 2435. cpebs.| Il sporeleeeOaepet 

Seuuridae; imésllaatriped [eS Seen ts? or (2 on sets lor 
ground -squicrela ees eee A D5 pct 4s 22 pets. | 5 1iOl ance | SBi7eRpen 

Shrewes (Blatnelspaand aac [oer ee ho: 
Sores’ op.) si eee ee ees Ope | | 0.67 pet. | 0.89 pet. 

Ss | | Bron || [REE 
Biingillidae ukemi ie Delencral [ee OBOn eck 

| | leans er. | 4 or 
Blackbirds; =. === se] | 0.87 pet. | 2.01 pet. | 1.18 pet. 
Meadowlarks and a few | Sore 2 or | 7 other lor 

other llerendneee ee wee 05 ern) Gal 7d wer sl od dere ote siS5 oper 
Miscellaneous passerine | | Tore 4 or | 5 or 

Bindi > sree tee| JeLOSZipeen |e 2es per ale 148 per 
| | | lor | 1 or 

Fligiae so iecseaeaeee ae ae eh | IP Oey pee cle O25 pel. 
Youngedomente eae more | eae 

chic Pen elliamnemeeinee on | feosz nc [e020 nek 
Miscellaneous and undetermined | iisieee| Sei vomaletoa ie, 

birds, mostly probable passerines. | 435 pet. | 11.41 pet. | 6.5 pet. 
[10 er | Ea ee es 

Eisai vintabrmeene es eatin P2eB Te pet | 268 pert aera erat.
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Composite of Summer Food Habits 

Table 2 summarizes the food habits of the hawks about Ruthven, Iowa, 
for the period studied, both according to specific summers and for the three 
seasons as a whole. 

Of the 289 items of prey for the summer of 1933, 149 ot 51.56 percent 
were mammals (mostly ground squirrels), 132 or 45.67 percent were birds 
(mostly Icteridae and other passerines), and 8 or 2.77 percent were am- 
phibians (frogs). These represent prey for a season of “normal” precipitation. 

For the drought season of 1934, the 158 listed prey items may be divided 
into 59 or 37.34 percent mammals (mostly ground squirrels), 95 or 60.13 
percent birds (mostly Fringillidae, Icteridae and other passerines), 4 or 2.53 
percent amphibians (frogs). 

The 110 prey items for the wet season of 1935 were made up of 60 ot 
94.54 percent mammals (mostly young cottontails and ground squirrels), 46 
or 41.82 percent birds (mostly Fringillidae, meadowlarks and other passerines), 
4 or 3.64 percent amphibians (frogs). 

Mammals comprise 268 or 48.12 percent of the 557 items recorded for 
the three summers; birds, 273 or 49.01 percent; amphibians, 16, or 2.87 
percent. 

For purposes of comparison, some Wisconsin summer data (Errington, 
°33a, pp. 20-21) have been summarized in Table 3. 

Seventy-one or 95.95 percent of the 74 animals recorded for 1929 were 

Tape 4 

Proportions of summer prey taken by Marsh Hawks in Anoka, Co. Minn. 
Mie ae Ne Ee 

| 

Prey Individuals | June and | June and | Two seasons — ee Jay, 1932_|_ Judy, 1933 | __ 1932-1033 
=e ae | 5 fol 6 on mile aec tm Vace | 8 TarIGa or 
Young cottontails. ----------_| 7.58 percent | 17.65 pet. | _9.64 pet. 
Wises mon lyimeadcar Pps | ee eee 
MIC eee ee ee | 2273 tte 5.88 pet. |__ 19.28 pet. 

Saal 1 or | | 1 or Rocket iecpher tte S| Si Je eet 
Sciuridae, mostly striped | 13 or | 3 or | 16 or ground. squirrels. | 19.7 pet._|__17.65 pet. | _ 19.28 pet. 
Small birds, mostly | 19 or | 3 or | 22 or passerines sieOMomes ne We | E9879) por elt 917.65 spat) 05 lores 
Young ring-necked | 1 or | | 1 or 

pheasants o- <8) eee o> a1 52 pct | | 1.2 pet. 
| 1 or | 1 or | 2 or 

Bob white v2 50 -e. Soe ee 152) pet | 5.88 pet. | 2.45 pct. 
| 1 or | 2760 | 3 or 

Fire a a et ee ot pet. 
Undetermined vertebrates, | 10. or | 4 or | 14 or 

mostly mammals and birds. __| 15.15 pet. | 23.53 pet. | 16.87 pet. as Ec US RG NGS ESIC N ONCE sl vas 29099 pet AIGS7 pets
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mammals, very largely meadow mice which had reached an exceptionally high 
population peak; only 3 or 4.05 percent were birds (Icteridae). The follow- 
ing season (1930), 92 of 115 or 80 percent were mammals (mostly ground 
squirrels, with mice and young cottontails to a lesser extent); 13 or 11.3 
percent, birds (mostly Fringillidae, Icteridae and other passerines); 10 or 
8.69 percent, amphibians (frogs). The third season (1931), 113 of 149 or 

75.84 percent were mammals (largely ground squirrels); 32 or 21.48 percent, 

birds (almost entirely passerines); 4 or 2.68 percent, amphibians (frogs). 

For the three Wisconsin seasons, mammals represent 276 of 338 or 81.66 
percent of the total items; birds, 48 or 14.2 percent; amphibians, 14 or 4.14 
percent. 

Breckenridge’s Minnesota data on summer marsh hawk food habits are 
similarly summarized in Table 4 for comparison. 

Food Habits of Marsh Hawks in Late Summer, Fall, Winter, and Spring 

Our data on the food habits of the marsh hawk for seasons other than 
the nesting season are not too voluminous and we have had to use data from 
various sources to piece together any sort of coherent picture. 

The food consumed by the young for some weeks after they begin flying 
is largely supplied them by the adults, as illustrated by the data earlier in 
this paper. The old birds gradually become less interested in the young, and 
the latter shift more and more for themselves. Awkward and inexperienced, 
the young may not find it easy to make a living, as one may deduce from 
their frequently observed hunting at all hours of the day in late summer 
and fall, the adults at this season satisfying their own needs without much 
effort. 

Long before the family groups disperse and parental feeding ceases entirely, 
the young supplement the food supplied by adults with what slow, weak prey 
they themselves are able to catch, large insects in particular. Two lots total- 
ling 38 mixed adult and juvenile pellets, collected in July and August, 1929, 
from near Madison, Wisconsin, contained vatying quantities of insects in 20, 
spiders in 4, and a snail in 1. Some of these invertebrates (identified by the 
U. S. Biological Survey) were doubtless eaten as stomach contents of marsh 
hawk prey, but the insects were, for the most part, such Coleoptera as Phyl- 

lophaga sp. and other large forms which are regularly eaten when available 
by the juveniles of predaceous mammals and birds. Breckenridge found that 
a collection of 10 pellets disgorded by young birds recently on the wing con- 
tained just twice as many insects as did a similar collection of pellets of 
adults taken at the same time. 

Garter snakes (Thamnophis sp.) seem to enter into the diet of marsh 
hawks somewhat more in late summer, and these are very likely to be among 
the first vertebrates to be caught by the clumsy juveniles. Of 310 June and 
July pellets gathered at Madison, Wisconsin, in 1930, 14 contained snake 
remains in conspicuous quantities.
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We have little save field observations from which to draw conclusions 
with respect to the feeding of the self-sustaining juveniles. Their acceptance 
of the fresher grades of carrion which they may find in fields or along high- 
ways is evident from simple observation. Carcasses of poultry, ring-necked 
pheasants, and rabbits killed by motor traffic are highly available and are 
utilized by both young hawks and old. Juveniles—probably famished— occa- 
sionally try to attack prey which the adults leave alone; but after futile grab- 
bing at flying small birds and perhaps some decisive rebuffs by species formid- 
able enough to make the lessons smart, the young seem to adapt their hunt- 
ing technique to their physical abilities and try for what they are more certain 
of getting. Grasshoppers (, Melanoplus sp.) occur at times in extremely avail- 
able numbers and are accordingly eaten by many predators, including marsh 
hawks. 

Our recent (1930-34) fall data are limited and represent those obtained 
from the contents of 10 stomachs and some general field observations. Cotton- 
tail remains judged to be carrion were found in 3 stomachs, and another 
stomach contained remains of a green-winged teal (Nettion carolinense) which 
was probably a bird lost or crippled by hunters. One other stomach con- 
tained the heart of a very large young bird, uncertainly determined as tame 
gosling, probably a traffic victim. Individuals of prey: meadow mouse, 6: 
Fringillidae, 3; red-winged blackbird, 1; cricket ( Gryllus sp.), 3. Aside from 
a striped ground squirrel thought to represent killed prey, most of the items 
observed to be eaten by marsh hawks in the field were of roadside carrion, 
principally rabbit. 

The marsh hawk winters only sparingly in the southern part of the 
region with which we are concerned, and, as a consequence, we do not have 
many quantitative data for this season either. These are mainly from 8 
stomachs, 2 high-grade pellets, and 4 field observations. Items: cartion cot- 
tontail in two instances; meadow mouse, 18 individuals; deer mouse, 1; shrew 
(Sorex sp.), 1. In addition to the mice and frozen cattion which seem to 
constitute staple winter foods, marsh hawks may prey to some extent upon 
bob-whites, particularly those that are in weakened condition or are forced 
to live in unfavorable or over-crowded habitats. 

Our chief source of information on early spring food habits has been the 
contents of 19 stomachs, mostly of those sent to Breckenridge by Minnesota 
cooperators in 1933. Three of these were empty, and, of the others, 6 con- 
tained cottontail and 1 jack rabbit, probably carrion in all cases. Small ver- 
tebrate prey included: meadow mouse, 4; deer mouse, 1; Franklin’s ground 
squirrel (possibly carrion), 1; Fringillidae, 2; frog, 1. One stomach contained 
remains of a cock pheasant which was surely catrion; and another contained 

portions of a hen pheasant which evidently represented a kill. A mass of 
broken bits of feathers filled up one stomach and doubtless indicated scav- 
enging, probably upon a large gallinaceous bird. One insect was found— 
an undetermined beetle. 

Food habits data of quantitative status for late spring but prior to the
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nesting season are available mainly from observational notes and from exam- 

ination of the bony contents of Wisconsin pellets, 1930-31. We may list 
the following individuals of prey: Very young cottontail, 1; young Norway 
rat (Rattus norvegicus), 1; meadow mouse, 18; short-tailed shrew, 1; savan- 
nah sparrow, 1; garter snake, 1. 

On the whole, the diet of the marsh hawk during the colder months 
appears to run strongly to small mammals such as mice, with a varying pro- 
portion of small birds from sparrow to blackbird sizes. Studies by Stoddard 
(31, pp. 209-211) on marsh hawk wintering grounds in Georgia support this 
conclusion, as do the general food habits data presented by Fisher (’93) and 
McAtee (’35). 

The Adaptations of the Marsh Hawk for Securing Prey 

The marsh hawk is a raptor of rangy build and comparatively weak grasp. 
It rarely attacks mammals larger than third-grown cottontails, two-thirds 

grown Franklin’s ground squirrels, and adult striped ground squirrels; nor 
birds larger than flickers, mourning doves, half-grown domestic chickens, 
three fourths grown ring-necked pheasants, and adult Hungarian partridges. 
The great preponderance of its prey is, indeed, of sizes much smaller than 
these, although astonishingly large tender-fleshed immatures may now and 
then be taken. 

There is, of course, much difference in prey sizes that individual hawks 
are able to handle, since the females are decidedly larger and stronger. Prey 
animals of the usual small sizes—mice, very young ground squirrels, Fringil- 
lidae, etc—are dispatched and eaten more or less easily, the heads often 
being pulled off and swallowed soon after capture. Prey animals of larger 
and intermediate sizes are held without difficulty, but the capturing hawk may 
not have the strength to sink its talons deeply enough into the body of its 
catch to kill it; in such cases, the hawk usually does a certain amount of 
plucking, biting, and eating of flesh from neck and breast until the victim 
finally dies. 

In flight, the marsh hawk is much too slow to overtake many birds on 

the wing, with the execption of heavy-flying juveniles or individuals handi- 
capped as by injuries or weaknesses. It can drop swiftly, however, and is 
agile in striking out in all directions with its long legs. Its characteristic low 
gliding over fields and marshes permits it to surprise alert and quick-moving 
animals which it could not otherwise expect to capture. It is at a disad- 
vantage flying through trees and is seldom seen doing so; it may, nevertheless, 
quarter over low woodlands, as well as it does over weedy or brushy grounds, 
ready to wheel and dive into openings after some mammal or fledgling that 
may be tardy about getting into suitable cover. 

Temperamentally, marsh hawks are quite variable, but it seems safe to 
state that the species shows considerable adaptability, though here again we 
may not be sure how much behavior may be due to inheritance and how much 
to experience. That at least some marsh hawks are well able to learn from
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experience and to modify their living routine accordingly is a conclusion to be 
drawn from observations both of captive and of free birds. 

So far as we can see, the marsh hawk is but slightly selective in its prey- 
ing and exhibits very few if any food preferences. Captive young have dis- 
played a distaste for frogs when first fed, soon accepting them, however, as 
regular articles of diet. Entrails of young rabbits, ground squirrels, or of 
other young animals containing a large proportion of vegetable debris or foul- 
smelling material, are commonly discarded, and we have not observed the 
birds feeding on carrion after putrefaction has advanced. But, with respect 
to prey types on the whole, the hawks do not seem to care especially what 
they take, as long as the prey may be conveniently caught and handled. 

Immatures* of various prey species bear the brunt of marsh hawk pressure 
during the summer, for the primary reason that they are easy to find and are 

not so adept at escaping. Adults may fall prey as they may be caught 
through surprise or chance or through disadvantageous environmental changes. 
Mowing of alfalfa and haylands, harvesting of small grains, close grazing by 
livestock of pastures and road-sides, burning, plowing, floods, autumnal 
changes in vegetation or those accompanying drought, and other human activ- 

ities of natural phenomena bringing about wide scale modifications of environ- 
ment, all may result in exposure of prey populations in some habitats and 
over-crowding in others, with a consequently increased vulnerability to the 
depredations of marsh hawks and similar raptorial enemies. 

Marsh hawks seemingly range over a relatively limited portion of their 
hunting grounds at a time, but work that portion thoroughly, going again 
and again over the same route. Then, when the easily available victims have 
been picked off and the general prey population has become too wary or too 
secure otherwise to make continued hunting profitable, the hawks modify their 

hunting routine to cover territory that has not suffered such recent exploita- 

tion. This tends to result in “waves” of certain prey species appearing in the 
diet of certain hawk families. 

For example, flickers were represented at one nest on 9 of 14 consecutive 
gullet collections, whereas only 4 were found during the rest of the season 
for 86 gullet collections. All three of the young screech owls listed as prey 
were brought to one nest, 2 owlets in one day and the third seven days later. 
Young domestic chickens of different sizes may be brought in eyery day for 
a few days, then few if any for the duration of the season. The same may be 
said of rails, young pheasants, frogs, and other species which are not usually 
staple marsh hawk foods, but which occur in its diet with varying frequency. 

These “waves” of prey items ate noticeably conspicuous from week to 
week when the hawks are living upon what we may call staple foods. For a 
few days, there will be a “wave” of ground squirrels, then of young rabbits, 

* The proportion of immatures taken is in actuality considerably higher than that 
shown in the tabulations, for the distinction between adults and full-sized 
juveniles was not always made in the notes, even when evident at the time of 
examination.
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mice, blackbirds, perhaps ground squirrels again, sparrows, meadowlarks, with 
miscellaneous items sprinkled promiscuously throughout the list. We doubt 
if the shifting of pressure from one prey species to another reflects selectivity 
on the part of the hunting hawks; in all probability what is taken is governed 
on the whole by what is most available or most vulnerable to attack in the 
sundry environmental types over which the marsh hawks hunt. Breckenridge, 
in his studies from a blind, has noted several young of identical size of both 
cottontails and striped ground squirrels to be brought to a nest at very short 
intervals, and he suspected these of being members of particularly accessible 
family groups. 

Marsh Hawk Pressure Upon Prey Populations 

McAtee’s (’32) generalization to the effect that predation tends to be in 
proportion to population was founded chiefly on a study of the food habits of 
insectivorous birds and seems to govern the feeding of marsh hawks on insects 
and lower vertebrates about as much as anything we can see, size limits and 
availability in habitats also being considered. For prey species of manageable 
sizes, sluggish in movement, and possessed of the more stereotyped behavior 
patterns, it seems broadly true that the more abundant they are the more 
heavily they will be preyed upon. Young of more active and more highly 
organized species may fall into this category during the period of their greater 

helplessness. 

There is evidence, however, that a great deal of predation may not be so 
much in proportion to population as to over-population (Errington, ’35c; 
Errington and Hamerstrom, ’36). In other words, recent and current re- 
searches seem to indicate that a number of vertebrate prey populations may 
be composed of distinctly vulnerable over-populations and comparatively 
secure residua, the proportions of these two varying with the species and with 
its population levels in relation to the accommodation capacity of its habitat, 
and having little evident connection with the kinds and numbers of predators 
ordinarily present. 

While the bob-white is the only wild vertebrate species which has been 
studied with sufficient thoroughness to justify conclusions as to the mechanism 
of predation and the net effect thereof upon population levels (Stoddard, ’31; 
Errington, °34; Errington and Hamerstrom, ’36), the accumulating data from 
other researches show a trend of thought away from the idea that predation 
has a dominant influence on animal numbers collectively. There are doubtless 
many prey species the abundance of which may be strongly influenced at one 
time or another by the pressure of natural enemies; but the more local in- 
tensive studies are carried on the less apparent it seems that predation is as 
much of a limiting population factor as we have been in the habit of assuming. 
An increasing awareness of the role of weather, food, cover, intra-specific 
territorial relationships, non-predaceous competition, breeding rhythms, the 
imperfectly understood phenomena associated with “cycles,” etc., makes it 
appear more and more that predation is but a symptom rather than a cause 
of much population instability.
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Indeed, so much of the predation upon some species—bob-white, for in- 
stance (Errington, °34; Errington and Hamerstrom, ’36)—seems to be con- 
fined to portions of populations which are, in analysis, unproductive or in- 
secure to the extent of being doomed anyway, that one may be tempted to 
postulate more with respect to other species than our present grounds may 
justify. For all of that, we may touch briefly upon the trend of the findings 
of other population researches. 

Gause (’34, p. 24) quotes Kalabuchov and Raewski to describe the secure 
position of mouse populations in the Caucasus after the removal through 
predation of what evidently amounts to the vulnerable surplus. Errington 
has similar but fragmentary data which hint that cottontail and muskrat 
(Ondatra zibethica) populations may also show thresholds of comparative 
security, even at times when the populations may by no means be reduced 
to insignificant levels. 

Nice (’36) finds for the song sparrow (Melospiza melodia beata) a cor- 
relation between severity of losses from enemies and the adequacy of its 
environment. This being the case, we may expect the principle to hold for a 
host of small passerine birds of like habits and living requirements. 

Our local studies of nesting waterfowl (Errington and Bennett, ’34; Ben- 
nett, °35) have brought out very plainly a connection between the quality of 
the environment and the losses from predation suffered, especially by eggs 
and young. 

Considerable work has been done on the ring-necked pheasant (Hamer- 
strom, ’36; Spawn, unpublished) to determine how much its population levels 
may be influenced by predation and how much by factors such as food, cover, 
territory, etc., but we have insufficient basis for many conclusions. We are 
coming to suspect that predation may be of greater importance in the life 
equation of this species than seems true for the bob-white. The Hungarian 
partridge, another introduced species, has been studied in this country, notably 
by Yeatter (’34), but it is still something of an enigma in many respects. 

It is our growing impression from the severity of predation upon exotic 
species which has been recorded (Breckenridge, °35c; Errington, ’35a; °35b; 
and unpublished), that some of these may not be too well adjusted to their 

racially new environments. This is advanced purely as a possibility, and not 
as a substantiated fact. 

It is true that the marsh hawk may not exert such a blanket pressure upon 

vulnerable prey species as general predation may, but it is often to be seen 
that prey species are vulnerable both to specific and to general predation. If 
a species is decidedly vulnerable to the marsh hawk, the chances are that it is 
vulnerable to other predators also; if vulnerable to general predation it will 
probably yield toll to the marsh hawk among other predators, although not 
necessarily in the same way or at the same times. 

By and large, the weight of predation seems to be borne by that propor- 
tion of the prey populations which may be living at the greatest disadvantage.
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This boils down essentially to a matter of there being more prey animals 
present than their habitats can take care of, whether through increase of popu- 
lations or through decrease—temporary or otherwise—of environmental carry- 
ing capacity. And, broadly speaking, there are usually enough prey animals 
of some sort insecurely situated from one cause or another to keep ordinarily 

heavy predator populations well fed; and the net weight of the resulting 
pressure usually does not approach that which the prey species could safely 
bear if they had to. Predators as well as non-predators have their own natural 
population checks, and, as McAtee (’36) has written, only under exceptional 
circumstances do wild populations increase up to or even near the limit of 
their available food supply. 

Summary 

Summer food habits studies in Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin have 
given us recent data on nearly a thousand individuals of vertebrate prey taken 
by marsh hawks hunting in areas we have under some degree of contem- 
poraneous ecological observation. Supplementing the summer data, we have 
some for other seasons, although these have been acquired from miscellaneous 
sources and from localities with which we were familiar in but a superficial way. 

The marsh hawk, in common with most other predators, seems to feed 
chiefly upon whatever it finds conveniently available as food, whether that 

food be carrion (of fresher grades) or captured prey. The carrion eaten is 
represented in large measure by carcasses of animals killed along highways by 
motor traffic; the prey, by young rabbits, mice, the smaller ground squirrels, 
passerine birds, and young or crippled individuals of larger species, including 
ring-necked pheasants. 

From the findings of intensive studies of vertebrate populations, it is be- 
coming increasingly apparent that the réle of predation in determining popula- 
tion levels of prey species may be of far less consequence on the whole than 
has been previously believed. A great deal of the pressure of predators—that 
of marsh hawks included—seems to be centered upon those proportions of 
the prey populations that tend to exceed the capacities for accommodation 
of their respective habitats. 
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The Rough-leg, arch-enemy of meadow mice. 

'N 1928 the city of Reading acquired a meadows were naturally covered with a 
tract of about 3500 acres along the luxurious growth of grass and supported 
course of the Maiden Creek in Berks the usual large population of meadow mice. 

County, as a site for an impounding dam. Today, between the infant pines, the for- 
In this area, during the next few years, mer meadows have developed into weedy 
about 2,500,000 seedling Red and Scotch tangles that form ideal retreats for all sorts 
Pines were planted, so that now a promis- of small creatures of the neighborhood, 
ing young forest surrounds the recently and in addition to the mice, support a large 
completed lake which furnishes Reading population of rabbits, ringneck pheasants, 
with its water supply. skunks, groundhogs, and weasels. These 

= in turn have attracted a following, particu- 
Much of this land was formerly devoted larly during the colder half of the year, of 

to agricultural _ Purposes, perhaps the the Birds of Prey that find the broad land- 
greater area having been given over to the scape, now nearly denuded of older trees, 
raising of grain or to grazing. The former a productive hunting ground.



The fact that hundreds of pheasants and their way into the museum’s collection 
Probably thousands of rabbits have been before the matter came to my attention, 
captured in this territory and distributed and on checking over the stomach con- 
to sportsmen throughout the country, isan tents I found that every one contained 
interesting illustration of what may happen meadow mice exclusively. 
to game in a restricted region in which A short time before this the city forester hunting is not permitted, and nature is brought a number of girdled pines to me 
allowed to maintain its own balance. and sought information as to the cause of 

From October until late April, anyone this high mortality rate among the young 
standing in some favorable spot on this trees. I accompanied him to the watershed, 
watershed could certainly see with the aid and noticed that an appalling number of of binoculars here and there on the few the infant trees had been girdled by mea- 
taller trees that remain in the area, or dow mice—most of the work having evi- 
coursing over the young plantation at least dently been done under the cover of snow. 
half a dozen of the various species of In some areas where there was an 
Hawks that have found the watershed a abundance of ground cover, the proportion haven of refuge and bountiful source of of loss must have been upwards of 40 per 
their favorite food supply—the common cent, and in certain spots practically every meadow mouse—Microtus pennsylvanicus. tree over a radius of 100 feet had been 

At night the Owls take over the self-im- completely girdled close to the ground and 
posed task of the Hawks, and sweep over consequently killed. 
the meadows throughout the hours of After a survey of these conditions, it 
darkness. Often during the day I have was not difficult to convince the head of 
flushed flocks, up to sixteen in number, of the water bureau that what was needed 
the increasingly scarce Short-eared Owls, on the area was not less Hawks, but more 
as they rested in some patch of weeds, and Hawks, and orders were given that no 
still oftener have I come upon the pellets more shooting of Birds of Prey was to be cast up by these nocturnal hunters. Being permitted. 
interested in mammalogy, and having The writer is not a fanatic on the Hawk learned by experience that these winged question. Well does he realize that the nimrods have a way of occasionally turn-  jong-tailed accipiters, the Cooper and 
ing up rare and little known species of Sharp-shinned Hawks, and the Goshawks small_mammals, I have always made a prey on bird life, but he is firmly of the be- Practice of collecting the pellets regurgita- fief that sportsmen, farmers, foresters and ted by these Owls, and by the Barn Owls conservationists can get together on a 
which hunt over the same meadows. middle ground and see the complicated 

In the course of years I should judge problem of wildlife relationships as it is. 
that I have examined well into the thous- Blind partisanship and such statements as 
ands of these pellets, and have always “The only good Hawk is a dead Hawk,” 
found the skulls and fur of Microtus to achieve nothing. 
form at least 95% of their bulk. As to the There have been sufficient data gathered Hawks, an interesting opportunity to esti- by the Department of Agriculture and the 
mate their function in an area of this sort various State investigations, such as ours came in the winter of 1934-35, when one in Pennsylvania, to make the actual feed- of the local deputies who happened to be ing habits of the Hawks and Owls no trapping pheasants on the area for distri- jonger a matter of conjecture, but of actual bution, took it upon himself to shoot as knowledge. 
many Hawks as possible. These were later The fact that ringneck pheasants and turned over to, or acquired by the Reading rabbits are more abundant on the area 
Poseum and thes stomachteontentwexam- “sien biave described: than in any equat 
ined. area with which I am familiar, amply 

The winter in question was remarkable demonstrates that the six species of Hawks 
for the comparative abundance of Rough- and Owls most abundant on the area, 
legged Hawks, which had previously be- namely, the Red-tailed, Red-shouldered, 
come quite rare in this part of the country. Rough-legged, Marsh and Sparrow Hawks, 
As these large Hawks come from the far and the Barn and Shorteared Owls, will 
north, where they have few opportunities pay little attention to anything else, so 
to come in contact with humans, they are long as their natural food; the meadow usually unsuspicious, and form tempting mouse, is abundant and easily obtained. 
targets, so that a number of them found —Eart L. Poor. 

Note: Mr. Poole, Curator of the Reading Pub- traveled in many parts of the world and his lic Museum, has made a life study of the studies of mammalogy and ornithology have habits of birds and mammals, and has beau- been widely recognized. tifully and characteristically portrayed them 
in his fine etchings and line drawings. He has (Reprinted from Pennsylvania Game News.)



acre) it is easy to see that this number 
f will reduce the crop yield by a ton of 

green or a half-ton of dry hay per acre. 
azalliiig,- The U. S. Department of Agriculture esti- 

bp mates that on the assumption that prob- 
bp ably no farm land today averages less than 

; Hie — 10 meadow mice per acre, the loss on the 
sy \\ RNS 65,000,000 acres of hay fields in the country 
eX cosas NEN runs a minimum of 3,000,000 tons of hay 

= ORES A 4 a year, and more if predator destruction 
- Ss i= allows mouse populations to rise above 

—7 ee pa ey SiN 7 the 10-per-acre figure. 

= Ge ie ve Ay That meadow mouse populations are 

RET st he Ne Z generally above this figure of 10 per acre 

Ce eee. (and tending to increase) is apparent in 
BE Oe aay i 22—— many regions, as the continued killing of 

(Fm bon eS eo rodent predators (Hawks, Owls, snakes 
I =, and carnivorous mammals) reduces the 

ET Hane _natneal jepentiets ane queaaew 
mouse has often been calle ie “stait o: 

= ee esa ginule. by usedewmion a life” for caRyores (nest eaters) because 
, : . :. it transforms annually an enormous 

Mr. Poole’s story is typical of what is amount of vegetable food into animal food 
happening in many sections of the country, which is then available to support a great 
take a = ee Jalltng, of the variety of carnivorous birds and mammals. 
Owls. In fruit growing regions, orchard So as long as the meadow mice are here 

‘, mae * we need all those species that prey upon 
owners are suffering losses running into  {j, pac ices ois ceadowenice 
thousands of dollars in a single winter as thems 1 re o66 a: cechers-alo- have 
a result of the girdling of fruit trees, by sate ES SU : t eeeo cian saute’ s 
meadow and pine mice. Working under ae OMT: ABPOEERE Tone to Play: 
the cover of snow this damage goes un- °° Sm ee 
detected until spring thaws reveal the Attempts at artificial control of meadow 
scarred trunks. Although this barking of mice, through poison, appear little short 
orchard trees and forest plantings, as in Of ridiculous when one considers the re- 
Mr. Poole’s account, is the most conspicu- Productive rate with which nature has 
ous type of winter damage done by these endowed the meadow mouse, presumably 
rodents, it is equalled in seriousness by $0 that it might survive in a world where 
the damage done to many species of native it normally is preyed upon by so many 
shrubs, vines and small trees. When it is “enemies.” If provided with an abundance 
realized that these plants are of great value Of food they have been found to produce 
in providing both winter food and cover 17 litters a year from 2 to 9 young, the 
for many species of native birds, particu- average being 5. As the young are ready 
larly our game species, it can be seen that to breed at the age of 25 days, the poten- 
the natural control of meadow mice popu-_ tial increase of one pair exceeds a million 
lations is of importance, even on non- individuals in a year’s time.* 
agricultural land. Also, it should not be for- Many people simply cannot believe this 
gotten that mice often eat the same weed figure until they work it out for them- 
seeds and grain that our game birds de- selves, and one wonders how anything is 
pend on, to enable them to survive hard able to keep meadow mice in check. The 
winters, and therefore an excessively high answer, though, seems to be that under 
mouse population may contribute towards normal conditions the rate at which they 
winter food shortages, and ultimate star- breed just equals and balances the rate at 
vation for many birds. which predators catch and eat them. For 

As a nuisance to agriculture, the mea- this to be true, predators and other causes 
dow mouse ranks high and its work is far must destroy 43 mice a year for every 
more insidious than that of most animals ™ouse of the normal, average population; 
or insects, as its depredations usually go that is, they must crop 430 mice a year on 
on completely unsuspected in hay, clover ¢ach acre, on the basis of a normal breed- 
and alfalfa fields. Tests have shown that ing population of 10 per acre as assumed 
it actually takes 23 pounds of green food above, if the average mouse population of 
a year to support one meadow mouse, not that area is not to rise. 
to mention what is cut down and not fully Of course, many factors tend to vary 
eaten. As 100 meadow mice to the acre is_ this. A high population level leads to a 
not unusual (during “mouse plagues” they _ greater availability of mice to natural ene- 
have been estimated at over 1,000 to the mies (assuming there are some left), or as 

Ren Breeding, F Feeding and Other Life Habits of Meadow Mice,” Vernon Bailey, Journal of Agricultural



is often said, the mice become more vul- dow mouse population of the summer, are 

nerable to predation, and as a result the then able to carry the entire remaining 

number taken exceeds the number raised population through the winter and none 

and the population level tends to be re- are forced to the eating of bark, which 

duced. On the other hand, nature has ways _ they resort to largely as a means of avoid- 
of looking out for all her wild animals and ing starvation. 

should the meadow mouse population be As Mr. Poole’s account has shown, these 
lower than normal they will be more diffi- migrating Hawks will interrupt their mi- 

cult to find and catch, causing some pre- gration and stay on an area that has an 
dators to eat fewer and causing many to excessive mouse population, until they 
move to other regions where the food have reduced that population to the point 
supply is better. where the area does not afford a more 

The ability to move about is a character- seatily obea oc unply aan ne 
istic of most animals. Among the species cached, Be cour a Pawics aoe on 

that prey on others it reaches its highest further south, unless winter is over by that 
development as an adaptation to fluctua- time in which case they return Aoi to 
tions in available food. In this way, they freed. y 
save themselves from death if their normal = , 
food becomes difficult to obtain in a cer- Herbert Stoddard of Thomasville, 
tain area, as it may from time to time, as Georgia, the Quail expert, has similarly 
a result of many possible causes. found that Marsh Hawks tend to concen- 

trate in the winters on areas in the south 
The extent to which animals move varies where cotton rats are found in large num- 

greatly, but birds as a group represent the bers, and eat them almost exclusively, to 
maximum of mobility and because of their the great benefit of the Quail, as in the 
ability to shift rapidly over long distances, spring the cotton rat is a destroyer of 
they are outstandingly effective as controls Quail nests, being fond of eggs. 
on plant eating species that tend at times The story of the meadow mouse and the 
& assume the proportions of a plague. way its presence affects all other living 

ertain examples of this sort are famous. things, plant and animal, that occur in the 
The appearance of the tremendous flocks same surroundings with it, is just a typi- 

of Franklin’s Gulls that saved the crops cal example of the complicated interrela- 
of the early Mormon Settlers in Utah from tionships that exist in the world of nature. 
grasshoppers, is now commemorated by a These are gradually being unraveled by 
monument. The appearance of great num- men known as ecologists, whose interest 
bers of not only Hawks and Owls, but is in knowing how each living thing is 
Crows, Herons, Jays and Shrikes, has in- affected by and affects the surroundings 
variably been noted at times of mouse or in which it lives, and the other living things 
vole plagues both in America and Europe. that inhabit these surroundings with it. 

Less well appreciated are the effects of Gradually, these ecologists are learning 
the large concentrations of birds that regu- Brat ey coy sana sbeces fits into the great 
larly occur during the spring and fall pattern of life. Each occupies a vital niche 

migrations. The hordes of small Warblers i jibe structure that supported the varied 
reaching us from the south in the spring, 2%4 @! undant wild life that once inhabited 
* * » this Continent. Unquestionably, this wild just as the leaves are coming out on the ji¢ iG . 
trees, and the leaf-eating insects are ap- ue moe meee cant pceey, ian 
pearing, aid greatly in reducing these in- “OU ad understand nature's mecha- 
sects to a point where there are not enough Hea and instead of needlessly upsetting 
to do any serious damage to the tree dur- : ene, Eien pene tbe ow aliace Dy allow= 
ing the summer. The movement in the fall inet eee continue to maintain those 
of northern Hawks to their wintering eae checks and balances that we are 
grounds, means that over most of the area ene e. fhe lad to the healthy adjust- 
where the danger of winter damage by ment of the relative abundance “of all 
meadow mice is greatest, these mice are ‘SP°1S of living things. 
normally subject to a heavy drain by Red- —Ricwarp H. Poucs. 
tails, Rough-legs, Red-shouldered, Broad- National Association of Audubon Societies 
winged and Marsh Hawks, just before the (For additional copies of this leaflet apply 
ano coat Following this de- one Association of Audubon Societies, 
struction in numbers, the stores of winter 5 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Also “Hawks 
food that are set aside by the larger mea- perm Posariee! Wietived colored plates ®f 

& 
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EASTERN HAWKS—What They Look Like in the Air 
Atlantic Coast West to the Great Plains All Birds Drawn to Same Scale 

| BROAD-WINGED or MOUSE HAWKS POINTED- WINGED | 
FALCONS 

es 2 ‘ie ae ics i. ioe 

: } iY | Oo : puck Hawk RoucH fg Hawk REDTAILED. HAWK 
LEGGED : 

SS) y a MARSH HAWK PIGEON 3% HAWK 

RED- 3 HawK 

SHOULDERED™= A e eo 

(Cee = 7 i = a ag = xo SPARROW I) Hawk 

en 
Ee SHORT-WINGED or BIRD HAWKS 

i S 

me COOPERS HAWK SHARP-SHINNED HAWK 

SMALL-HEADED or CARRION BIRDS 

TURKEY VULTURE BLACK y VULTURE 

WHITE-HE ADED or WATER-FREQUENTING BIRDS 

bi LM) . BALD yy EAGLE : a BALD £7\ EAGLE a 

Al ETERSO a 
OSPREY @ [if : lee 

Some of These Hawks are Among Our Most Useful Birds



WHAT er eee Our Wildlife is in Your Hands 
HA \ KS Nature has a place and a need for every Native Hawk. They are all part of 

our wildlife, and each plays an essential part in regulating the abundance of 
ore the animals on which they prey. 

Based on studies by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 

Gircalat Nor 370, “Food. Hae of Common Flawke.” pub: KNOW YOUR HAWKS 
lished 1935, price 5c, from Supt. of Documents, Washing- 
ton, D. C.) 

BROAD-WINGED HAWK or Snake Hawk eee TRY TO INCREASE THE ONES THAT 
: y ri gat ARE NEEDED LO HELP US- PRESERVE 

= v2 a1 y; > 
Ss. oa 5g HEALTHY BALANCES IN OUR WILDLIFE 

SS. Vy: POPULATIONS. 
Insects 39.7 Frogs, Snakes 30.9 +r 

23 ets eee wie 

RED-SHOULDERED HAWK or Singing Hawk 2 $ 2% 
© =e De ‘ Fs ( wv oe SEE 

§ ba 348 MOUSE HAWKS You t ares: SOARING IN CIRCLES 
sects 32 Rats Mice Frogs, Snakes 25 PERCHING IN OPEN 

appt LARGE SIZE 
RED-TAILED HAWK or Hen Hawk a ai TAMENESS 

“3 uP SLOW FLIGHT 
« &R Vay WIDE WINGS 

ots Mice Insects ethene Hide Poult SHORT, BROAD TAIL 
ss 10.5 9.3 9.2 oS 

ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK or Winter Mouse Hawk s & o 3 y 

ieass 
a <= mm Og § 

ef e @ e cua 
Rdrs MMrce -Sgues : 

72 8.6 

SPARROW HAWK or Grasshopper Hawk 3 a FALCONS 
j : z # fe 2 RAPID FLIGHT 

> mw a LONG, POINTED WINGS 
we DEEP WING STROKE 

insects esas STREAMLINED SHAPE 

COOPER'S HAWK or Chicken Hawk ie 

ii 5 BIRD HAWKS 
Zo BRKLER ve ees x e Nae PERCHING UNDER COVER 

Soe Be Sa ee DIRECT RAPID PURSUIT 
SHARP-SHINNED HAWK or Small Blue Darter ay 3] SMALL SIZE 

Hite LONG TAIL 

BRRERERALR a 
Small Birds 96.4 

<9 9 
MARSH HAWK or Mouse Hawk 4 z = MARSH HAWK 

Bi 33 LOW COURSING FLIGHT 
Ay. LONG WINGS AND TAIL 

Small Birds fe hee Souets Siete nie HIGH WING ANGLE 

Species With Simple Feeding Habits: Species That Are Generally Very Rare: 
VULTURES These useful scavengers eat only dead animals. GOSHAWK A northern Hawk, coming south only in 

BALD EAGLE Our National Emblem is such a slow and certain years. Eats poultry, game, rab- 
heavy flier, that it lives chiefly as a scavenger, bits, squirrels and mice. 
eating fish, carrion, and any sick or crippled @ DUCK HAWK Eats shore birds, sparrows, and other 
birds and animals it is able to catch. non-game birds. Now very rare. Don’t 

OSPREY Lives entirely on fish, chiefly non-commercial shoot it! 
varieties that swim near enough to the sur- PIGEON HAWK _ Fats small birds and insects. Is never 
face to be caught. common, and is too small to harm game. 

Additional copies and further information may be obtained from the National Association of Audubon Societies, 1775 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 
Printed in U.S. A. Circular 25
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Reprinted from THE Convor, Vol. XXXIX, May-June, 1937, pp. 130-131 

Notes on the Saw-whet Owl.—The known breeding range of the Saw-whet Owl (Crypto- 
glaux acadica) extends southward in the mountain ranges of western North America to southern 

California (San Jacinto Mountains, Stephens, Condor, vol. 4, 1902, p. 40), southern Nevada 
(van Rossem, Pac. Coast Avif. No. 24, 1936, p. 24), central Arizona (San Francisco Mountain, 
Mearns, Auk, vol. 7, 1890, p. 54), and probably northern New Mexico (Bailey, Birds of New 

Mexico, 1928, p. 338). But also the species is known from Mexico south to Vera Cruz. A related 
species occurs in the arid tropical zone in Guatemala (Griscom, Am. Mus. Nov., no. 438, 1930, p. 1). 

It is entirely in keeping with this widespread occurrence that this owl should be found in south- 
eastern Arizona, and it is only surprising that it has not heretofore been met with in this section 

of the western cordillera. 
On the evening of May 18, 1936, in Bar Foot Park, 8300 feet, in the Chiricahua Mountains, 

Cochise County, Arizona, the rhythmic whistling of a Saw-whet Owl was heard at a distance. The 
next evening at twilight, just after the Whip-poor-wills had become active, one of these owls 
began calling in some low aspens at the foot of a talus slope near camp. I had no difficulty in 

approaching the bird and shining its eyes. The owl was collected (no. 68855, Mus. Vert. Zool.) and 
‘ proved upon dissection to be a male, with testes 7 mm. in length. At 2:30 a.m., the same night, I 

again heard the notes of a Saw-whet in the distance. A lengthy stalk, lasting more than half an 
hour, was made possible by the continuous calling of the bird. Although I could not induce 

it to move toward me by imitating its note, it was not disturbed by my noisy approach through 
two hundred yards of deciduous oak scrub on a talus slope. Finally its calling tree was reached, 
a dense Pseudotsuga on the crest of a ridge bounding the park. There it remained effectually 
concealed in the dense foliage immediately overhead. With every gust of wind, it stopped calling, 
and finally, shortly before daybreak, it ceased altogether. 

This experience substantiated a belief that, several years before, I had called one of these 

owls into camp one night in the Sierra Ancha, Gila County, central Arizona. In the evening of 
June 6, 1931, on Workman Creek, west of Aztec Peak, in the low Transition zone of these 

mountains, at 5500 feet, the rhythmic whistle of this owl was heard. The note was coming from 

a steep slope above a cliff on the north-facing side of the canyon. After my imitation of it for 
about 15 minutes, the bird came down into the canyon bottom, fluttered overhead, and perched 

close to me in an open tangle of live oaks and alders. There it called excitedly and loudly. In the 
beam of the light it appeared distinctly yellow, and no ear tufts were noted. Unfortunately an 
effort to collect it failed. 

It has been a matter of surprise to me since then that the Saw-whet occurred so low in 
the Sierra Ancha in the breeding season. But further evidence of tolerance of conditions that 

are almost Upper Sonoran now is at hand. On July 24, 1936, F. G. Palmer collected a juvenal 
Cryptoglaux (no. 69522, Mus. Vert. Zool.) 4 miles south of Hernandez, San Benito County, 
California. The exact locality was Laguna Ranch, 4000 feet. The arid inner coast ranges of 

central California have only a scant representation of the Transition zone. The owl was taken 

in a black oak and Coulter pine woodland. This record represents the only known instance of 
breeding in the central coast ranges of this state. 

So many diverse accounts of the Saw-whet Owl’s notes have appeared in the literature, that 

it might be well to stress that the notes which I have traced to this species have been uniform 

in type. Presumably all the birds encountered were sexually active males. The notes consist of 

round, almost liquid whistles that are repeated at the rate of nearly two per second, rarely with 

the faintest trace of an aspirate. The pitch varies slightly, but it averages about C or C#, two 

octaves above middle C, which is near, but slightly higher than, the notes of Pigmy Owls. The 
notes are repeated without interruption for long periods. Great change in intensity is characteristic, 
and at a distance the notes fade out completely. A bird which was watched in midafternoon 
(3 p.m.), June 2, 1934, near Bowron Lake, British Columbia, called continuously for 15 minutes. 

At 25 feet, the notes were sometimes barely audible, but the bird, which remained quiet with its 
head thrust out of a woodpecker hole, could be seen moving the mandible in unbroken rhythm. 
Notes distinctly different from those here described evidently are given on other occasions. 

Ridgway (Birds N. and Middle America, vol. 6, 1914, p. 629) mentions “a slight average 
difference in the hue of the brown of the upper and under parts” of Saw-whet Owls in different 

geographic areas. The color is “more grayish brown in those from the Rocky Mountains.” Van 
Rossem (Joc. cit.) questions whether pale birds taken in the Charleston Mountains of Ne- 

vada may not represent an undescribed race. In handling the bird from the Chiricahua Moun- 

tains in the field, and later upon comparing it with other Saw-whet Owls, the grayish-brown 
dorsal coloration, the paler streaking below, the more prominent white on the forehead, and the 
greater amount of white in the lateral scapular area were striking comparative features. These 

observations accord with those of van Rossem and, as further evidence, lend support to the idea 
that these birds from desert ranges may be more than just individual pale variants—Atpen H. 

Mutter, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California, March 16, 1937.
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Wilson Bulletin, Vol, XLIX, No. 2, June, 1937 
General Notes 121 

Summer Food Habits of the Short-eared Owl in Northwestern lowa.— 
While winter data on the food habits of the Short-eared Owl (Asio flammeus) 
have been rather easily procurable in those parts of Wisconsin and Iowa where 1 
have carried on field studies in recent years, it has not proved so conyenient to 
obtain summer data on this species. 

The data from the examination of the comparatively few summer stomachs 
and pellets that have come to hand are of considerable interest, however. Sum- 
mer diet does not show quite the monotony of mouse representation that winter 
diet commonly does;’ and, moreover, it provides a better index to the upper size 
limits of prey which the owls are able to handle. 

The specimen material from northwestern Iowa consisted of thirty-four pel- 
lets and one stomach from two localities, for which the data may be briefly sum- 
marized. The determinations of food items were made by Mrs. Frances Flint 
Hamerstrom. Items representing contaminations have not been listed. 

June and July, 1933—Pasture in the vicinity of the University of Iowa Bio- 
logical Station, Lake Okoboji, Towa. 

Of 25 pellets, 1 contained jumping mouse (Zapus); 1, house mouse (Mus); 
22, meadow mouse (Microtus) (39 individuals); 2, deer mouse (Peromyscus) 
(4 individuals) ; 2, undetermined mice; 1, young Franklin’s ground squirrel 
(Citellus franklini) ; 3, striped ground squirrel (C. tridecemlineatus, including 1 
young) ; 2, short-tailed shrew (Blarina) ; 1, shrew (Sorex) (2 individuals). 

June, July, and August, 1934—Marshy ground, near Mud Lake and Bar- 
tinger’s Slough, Ruthven, Iowa. 

Of 9 pellets and 1 stomach, 1 contained young cottontail (Sylvilagus flori- 
danus); 1, jumping mouse (2 individuals) ; 1, Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) : 
5, meadow mouse (6 individuals) ; 3, deer mouse; 2, Fringillidae; 1, Red-winged 
Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus); 1, young (about three and one-half weeks) 
Ring-necked Pheasant (Phasianus colchicus torquatus). 

The question has previously been raised by Errington (Condor, Vol. XXXIV, 
pp- 176-186, 1932) as to how strictly the related Long-eared Owl (A. wilsonianus ) 
takes its prey in order of availability and may well apply to the Short-eared Owl, 
also. The lack of insect prey in the diets of pasture-living Short-eared Owls 
suggests that, if availability is the chief factor influencing food habits, it may at 
times be operative within narrower limits for these owls than for most other mid- 
west owls studied. On the other hand, higher vertebrates ranging in size up to 
adult ground squirrels and adult meadowlarks (Errington, op. cit.) seemed to be 
preyed upon more in accordance with what might be judged their comparative 
availability in habitats occupied—Paut L. Errincron, Iowa State College, Ames, 
Towa.
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i A | Reprinted from National Sportsman 

iam _ and Pennsylvania Game News goshawk—a potential oS 
destroyer of small game ; 
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D ESPITE the fact that most hawks aia : -" oS of them);-58 held cottontail rabbits, 
are beneficial to mankind, it is still gare a Stee owt 19 held ringneck pheasants, and 15 

necessary to furnish proof of their 5 i ge b os yo held gray squirrels. 
economic value to a large number of #4 coe mae) aelUmUlt(“‘i‘ eS % Very few goshawk stomachs con- 
skeptics who insist that the only good a wie kg cath oe a Le ae Ax Ae ay tained mice or shrews, but a large 

hawk isa dead one. >. ~—=—hlucS8lCULL ee es ‘ eee z number held small passerine birds, and 
You would think, in view of all the i * J) af AS, «<i SC) ae 50 stomachs contained domestic fowl of 

stomach examinations that have been Ve i —« ge j one kind or another. 
made, that even the most prejudiced ate 4 bot. — on . Wf , | ayer While most hawks were killed dur- individuals would reverse their opin- y iN ie y { q Eee 4 ae A: ing the hunting season, a fairly repre- 
ions when confronted with the over- ei v. (pee = e a bhi, : a Q sentative number were taken during whelming evidence that has been gath- . - we "7 ewig ; ‘ other months, thus permitting a study 
ered in favor of hawks during the past J Oe, i ” ya 4 i of their food habits generally through- half century — evidence to prove that (th wo WV Ve hey a ey out the year. Also, enough hawks of 
we can’t condemn call hawks simply at Oa 7 Ph oN 8 the most frequently discussed species 
because there is a killer or two ene ee. Be ke FAO te — were examined to permit a very fair them. There are plenty of outlaws in we ee pee!) Sess een 
the human race, but that is no reason bad ba ad iP Ee 5] b SS 
for branding them all as killers. se |W a 4 

In the next few paragraphs I am e | 3 bd ee 

Bones tO ollene what olnbetoye: to 5 Be yay ar iastsst ie mie ced oa — Remains of grouse and conclusive proof of the economic value the Permbylyania Gane lommissiont i , rabbits found in 
of most of our so-called birds of prey. in its studies of predation which Me ¥)\ 4. | wi ene wares 
The figures are authentic and can be Sreireported in tile astel § ee 4 
supported by records if necessary. ¢ i. ae i o. - 

—> These records begin November 1, 1924, and end May 1, 1937. - ee ers ae SS 
During that period a total of 2817 hawks were received, of fae f — mm 
which 1544 held food, 1079 were empty, and 194 were unfit for Z ¥ Of - oe " TA iN 
examination because of decomposition. awe. eS V eh: 

I could go into a lot of detail and include many charts and ya ii Bp oa me \ a 
diagrams to supplement these findings, but they would only wa * SS at Fy nee 
bore you and would not offer any more conclusive proof of the ‘ ~ a | 14 
good or bad habits of hawks than the simple statements which Rh op 3 S 4 any li iy 
follow: es ei OU a ee ay 

The red-tailed, red-shouldered and broad-winged hawks 4 iB a ? p=? : 
contained almost altogether mice, shrews, caterpillars, grass- Tt a SS ls % _— 
hoppers, beetles, snakes, etc. In several instances red-tailed ‘ a % am Fh OE re , 
hawks had eaten rabbits which subsequent examination showed e ~~ see . \ : OS 5 x 
had previously been crippled by gunshot, and admittedly, some aN 1: ee 
few held remains of domestic poultry—but very few. Y r 3 263 | oes La 

The marsh hawk proved to be decidedly more beneficial than R ef re 
harmful, although we found in the stomach of one a young 5, : EN i} < 
ringneck that may or may not have been crippled or wounded € e Ya NA ‘ 
when captured. ‘ne x : x 

True to form, the goshawk, Cooper’s, and sharp-shinned «6S is : 
hawk headed the list of game, poultry, and songbird destroyers. 

Here is an example: 70 goshawk stomachs contained ruffed Photos from : Se ore ss nated. Pennsylvania grouse (we found parts of two and even three grouse in some ‘Game Sete imian :



summation of their normal diet: 488 red-tailed, 231 red-shouldered, past the numerous lookouts—a thrilling spectacle for the hun- 
23 broad-winged, 103 marsh, 1269 goshawks, 453 Cooper’s and dreds of people who gather there on week-ends to watch the 
203 sharp-shinned hawks were examined. marvelous demonstration. 

Other hawks received included 10 rough-legged hawks, 14 duck In years past, when hunters mowed down thousands and thou- 
hawks, 3 ospreys, 11 sparrow hawks and 1 pigeon hawk, the num- sands of hawks along the Blue Mountain, and one could wade 
ber in each case being obviously too small to present any fair almost ankle deep in shotgun shells at the various vantage points 
argument either pro or con. Nevertheless, it is iieresons to note from which they bombarded these beneficial creatures, little was 
that 3 rough-legs held only mice, one held parts of a Plymouth done to stop the wholesale destruction. 

Rock chicken, while the remaining 6 were empty. Se At first the shooting was done by only a few local individuals, 
Three duck hawks held the feathers of some small unidentified but as news of it spread, hundreds of other hunters were attracted 

birds, one held remains of a eee ead the remainder were to the area, which ultimately became nothing short of an abbattoir. 
empty. One osprey held the backbone of a small fish. Two spar- I well remember the awful stench of dead birds the first time I 
row hawks held songbirds, one held a caterpillar, and the remain- visited the mountain. 
der were empty; the pigeon hawk When the Pennsylvania Game 
also was empty. Commission finally investigated, 

There should be no question of ed Drawings by prompt steps were taken to stop 
the economic value of the latter two fo A Eee Sree the practice. The Commission was 
species even if they do occasionally ess handicapped, however, because 
take a songbird. Their benefical fh ELA hunters insisted that they had the 

food habits have been proved bE . right to kill unprotected species, and 
ei a fee ae gt Seer 

oa Hl Nendcean oi Ee Viens algae pack cases 
aed EGE Fe, 
stomachs; likewise the rough-leg is By ee where protected species were in- : 7 Bee ; far more beneficial than destructive. ee volved, and there were then only 

The duck hawk, if present in ea two protected hawks— the osprey 
great numbers, would no doubt be Pe AS and the sparrow hawk. Enforce- 

a serious menace locally, but its eee ment was not as easy as it seemed, 

alarming rarity won for this z (Ee eS” for it called for far more surveil- 

splendid falcon the protection it so PE Pee = si lance than the Commission’s staff 
: fg = +2 rst SA Sage sa =: = - 

richly deserves in one State at least SEG Pe ee ip Dy, could provide at that particular time. 
—Pennsylvania. : Se ee et a = The Commission could not detail 

In fact, the 1937 legislature of MN ash ee a SS a large group of protectors to the 

Pennsylvania gave protection to all Ra ae area for several months, because of 

hawks except the goshawk, Cooper’s & es ts the expense. And a few individuals 

and sharp-shinned hawk, and all ee pede = See could not control the area because 

owls except the great horned owl Sees S Fe it was so large and had so many 

and snowy owl. And when the Reve eS Se means of exit and approach. Thus 

epavtchien” of Pennsylvania, who ery 4 eee little headway was gained at the 

have always been prejudiced against eed CSAP outset, although striking examples 

all hawks and owls, condone action RCA Se FF were made of a few individuals who 

of this sort, you can bet your bot- \ SASS were caught killing eagles, ospreys 
tom dollar that they have learned to See and sparrow hawks. see. 

recognize the true value of most So Not until the acquisition of the 
birds of prey. a= SSeS ees es “Rese mountain around Drehersville by the 

If you sit down sometime and eS See Emergency Conservation Commit- 
figure out the hawk problem ser- eS SS a tee and the employment of a care- 
iously you will find that there is 4 Sphere ae taker, was the practice curbed. It 
not much difference between a SEE, pS | still continues in a few sections, but 
hawk and a human being. We have Eee a DIS ina short time the Game Commis- 
our normal likes and dislikes, and fe BoP Nee sion hopes to have the entire situa- 

as. long as we have enough of the ae Gy tion under complete control. 
things we like to pee us ae Caan yy Pennsylvania’s experience with 

we're not going to bother with the Se TS i the hawk problem is valuable to 
= eqs Beeea 

things we dislike. On the other Soa other States and the sportsmen of 
hand, when the things we like be- é TSS eres ) other regions. It would be unfair 

: come scarce, and we can’t have the gua eee aes to condemn those who have sought 
food we are used to, we are very SPREE a measure of sport by shooting 
likely to turn around and eat a lot RaTTS hawks indiscriminately, because the 
eh bites ae would never think of ean segregation of harmful and 
eating otherwise. Wo harmless species has been made 

One of the most interesting dis- NY only during the past few years. 
coveries of the entire investigation, Here’s how the three bird-eating species look from below. Top: However, in view of the new 
asl see it, is the fact that in quite a nae te dee fF Suoroms She ete, arisen knowledge of hawks that has been 

iz 
few instances the animals and birds at any hawks whatsoever. gathered and now published, good 
en showed positive evidence: of sportsmen will confine their shoot- 

aving been wounded or crippled ing to the three which have been 
before they were taken by the predator. Of course, it must be ad- proven by facts and figures to be bird-eaters; the Cooper’s, sharp- 
mitted that most of. these findings took place in the fall months, shin, and goshawk. The others are not only harmless under nor- 
especially during the hunting season, and tended to prove that the mal conditions, but very ferquently are beneficial, particularly to 
hawks were getting away with a lot of crippled game that the farmers. 
hunters failed to find. After all, it is easier for birds of prey to At the present time the Game Commission is making stomach ex- 
catch the runts and weaklings of a species than it is for them to aminations of great horned owls. The analysis, when completed, 
catch the healthy, active ones. promises to be extremely interesting. Since October 1, 1937, when 

Have you ever visited the famous Hawk Mountain Sanctuary a bounty was declared on these owls over 750 have been examined. 

near Drehersville, in Bucks County, Pennsylvania? This mountain, The report, when finished, will be published in the GAME NEWS, 
a chain of the Blue Ridge, is the direct flyway from the north, official monthly magazine of the Commission. 
and on days following low weather depression areas in southern The Commission is likewise continuing its examination of hawk 
Canada and New York, hawks by the thousands float majestically stomachs, a report of which also will appear later on. 
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THE HAWK AND OWL SOCIETY 
(Founded by Warren F. Eaton.) 

As a means of serving the interests of both conservation and 
ornithology, the Hawk end Owl Society seeks your assistance in 
a cooperative study cf the Duck Hawk, Falco peregrinus anatum. 

No one person is exnected to answer 211 of the questions listed 
below, Observers, who can suvvly informstion for onlv one 
question, should realize that it is only from many such frag- 
ments that a camplete picture can be obtained...and that such 
contributions will be warmly welcomed. 

The publication of individual evrie sites is not contemplated 
now or in the future, and information elong these lines will be 
held in strict confidence. 

Data may be sent to: 

Richard A. Herbert, Joseph J. Hickey, 
O61 Fox Street, or 2952 Marion Avenue, 
New York, N, Y. New York, t.- 2. 

Population Data < 

1. What is the approximate lecation of eyries known to you to 
be now in use or formerly in use? 

2. Give the years that you can say these have been occupied. 

3. What is the minimum distance which you have found between 
actually occupied nesting sites? 

4. How many individual Duck Hawks in your region would you 
classify for the last year as: 

Winter Resident Permanent Resident 
Summer Resident Transient 

Survival Ratios 

5. Give the size of Duck Hawk clutches which you have found 

(indicating year, locality, and if any were known to be 
first or second sets). 

6. What hes been the amount of infertility in these sets?



ape 

7. Do you know how many birds were fledged from these or other 
sets? 

8. What are the cases of Duck Hawk mortelity in your region about 
which you definitely know —-- 

Eggs Juvenile birds 
Nestlings Adults 

Miscellaneous : 

9. Have you informt tion on the habits of either male or female non- 
breeding birds or on the replacement of breeding individuals? 

10. Have you ever been,able to distinguish a breeding individual 
from year to year by means of some special plumage or behavior 
character? 

11. Have you any data on interspecial tolerance? 

12. Have you hed any soring migrants or winter residents which were 
in immeture plumage? 

13. Have you noticed a difference in the migration dates of juve- 
nile and adult birds? 

14. Have you any statistics on the sex ratios of fledglings? 

15, What plumage differences (if any) heve you noticed in the adult 
males and females breeding in your locality? 

16. Have you been able to notice any differences in the color of 
the cere or feet in adult breeding birds at the same eyrie? 

17. Are the sexes about evenly distributed among your wintering 
birds? 

18. Have you any knowledgecf juvenile plumaged birds ectually breeding? 

19. Would you be willing to assist in banding a number of young Duck 
Hawks this year,or do you know of others who might like to do so? 

20. Would you be in a position to contribute new data along these 
lines for the coming season?



THE HAWK AND OWL SOCIETY 
(Founded by Warren F. Eaton.) 

As a means of serving the interests of both conservation and 
ornithology, the Haw: end Owl Society seeks your assistance in 
a cooperative study of the Duck Hawk, Falco peregrinus anatum. 

No one person is exvected to answer all of the questions listed 
below, Observers, who can suovly information for only one 
question, should realize that it is only from many such frag- 
ments that a camplete picture can be obtained...and that such 
contributions will be warmly welcomed. 

The publication of individual eyrie sites is not contemplated 
now or in the future, and information along these lines will be 
held in strict confidence. 

Data may be sent to: 

Richard A. Herbert, Joseph J. Hickey, 
961 Fox Street, or 2952 Marion Avenue, 
New York, N. Y. New York, N. Y. 

Population Data 

1. What is the approximate location of eyries known to you to 

be now in use or formerly in use? 

2. Give the years that you can say trese have been occupied. 

3. What is the minimum distance which you have found between 

actually occupied nesting sites? 

4. How many individual Duck Hawks in your region would you 

classify for the last year as: 

Winter Resident Permanent Resident 
Summer Resident Transient 

Survival Ratios : 

5. Give the size of Duck Hawk clutches which you have found 

(indicating year, locality, and if any were known to be 

first or second sets). 

6. What hes been the amount of infertility in these sets?



IOs 

7. Do you know how many birds were fledged from these or other 
sets? 

8. What are the cases of Duck Hawk mortelity in your region about 
which you definitely know -- 

hege Juvenile birds 
Nestlings Adults 

Miscellaneous 

9. Have you inform tion on the habits of either male or female non- 
breeding birds or on the replacement of breeding individuals? 

10. Have you ever been able to distinguish a breeding individual 
from year to year by means of some special plumage or behavior 

character? 

11. Have you any data on interspecial tolerance? 

12. Have you hed anv spring migrants or winter residents which were 
in immature plumage? 

13. Have you noticed a difference in the migration dates of juve- 
nile and adult birds? 

14. Have you any statistics on the sex ratios of fledglings? 

15. What plumage differences (if any) have you noticed in the adult 
males and females breeding in your locality? 

16. Have you been able to notice any differences in the color of 

the cere or feet in adult breeding birds at the same eyrie? 

17. Are the sexes about evenly distributed among your wintering 

birds? < 

18. Have you any knowledge of juvenile plumaged birds actually breeding? 

19. Would you be willing to assist in banding a number of young Duck 

Hawks this year,or do you know of others who might like to do so? 

20. Would you be in a position to contribute new data a'ong these 

lines for the coming season?



on ee December 1, 193” 

University of Wisconsin le ke ¢ Oeubs 

Banding Returns - Report No.1 

(a) Wild Birds Released in Place 

Date 

Band Number Species Date Place recovered Place Distance 

B671606 US Pinnated 2-26-35 Trempealeau B-14-36 Ladysmith 100 mi. 
grouse,F Co. 

2713 Pheasant,M 2-4-37 Faville Grove 10-30-37 Faville Gr. 30 yds. 
2712 Pheasant,F 2-4-37 Faville Grove 7-23-37 Faville Gr. 1/4 mi. 

2703 Pheasant ,M. 2-4-37 Faville Grove 11-1-37? ? ? 

2714 Pheasant ,F. 2-H+37 Faville Grove 2-5-37 (raptor 1/2 mi. 
killed) 

B671566 US Mallard,F 10-25-35 Arboretum 11-15-35 Green lake 
Co. 

B671506 US Mallard? 8-6-33 Arboretum 10-13-36 Green Bay 
235853 US Redtail 5-11-30 Lodi 2-14-31 Hopkins Co., 

hawk J Tex. 

235859 US Redtail 5-15-30 Verona 1-31-31 Bunice, La. 
hawk J 

235860 US Redtail 5-17-30 Denzer 11-130 Rush, Tex. 

hawk J 

303344 US Redtail 5-2-31 Middleton 5-25-32 Friesland, Wis. 
hawk J = 

303345 US Redtail 5-2-31 Middleton 11-2-31 Fosston, Minn. 
hawk J : 

303347 US Redtail 52-31 Middleton 11-1-31 Waunakee,Wis. 
hawk J 

303350 US Redtail 5-12-31 Baraboo 5-6-32 Wonewoc ,Wis. 

hawk J 

456978 US Marshhawk,J 6-13-30 Fish Hatchery 7-26-30 Coloma, Wis. 
A626609 US ql " 6-11-30 " " 11-17-32 DeKalb Co.,I11. 
4626610 US " " 6-11-30 " " 2-1-32 Mineral Springs, 

Ark. 
4626612 US " " 6-11-30 " fi 12-10-32 Jackson Co. ,Miss. 

: 4626613 US " " 6-11-30 it " 12-25-30 Elgin, Tex. 
4626615 US " " 6-11-30 n " 11-5-30 Rayne, la. 
A626621 US " " 6-13-30 a " 8-21-30 Downs ,Kan. 
4626623 US " " 6-13-30 " " 12-5-30 Branch, La. 
4673917 US " " 6-26-30 " " 2-11-31 Santa Rosa, Tex. 
A673928 US " " 6-20-31 " 10-2-31 Merse,Mo. ; 
4673931 US " " 6-20-31 u " 8-22-31 Lowry ,Minn. 

(found dead) 
4695914 US " "7-35-31 Bear Bluff, 10-31-31 Cassoday ,Kan. 

Jackson Co. 

4695953 US " " 7-18-34 Cranmoor Twp., 9-30-34 Lindsey ,Neb. 
Wood Co.



Banding Report No. 1 

(>) Wilda Birds Moved 

Date Place 
Band Number Species Date Moved recovered recovered Distance 

37-70480L US Redtail 54-37 North Leeds 5-21-37 McFarland 8 mi. 
hawk to Madison 

37-704806 US Redtail 5-U-37 North Leeds "spring Oregon 10 mi. 
hawk to Madison 1937" 

2696 Pheasant,F 1-14-37 Madison to 
Fish Hatchery 4-19-37 ‘ ? 

2203 Pheasant,M 1-15-37 Madison to 4-8-37 Fennimore same 
Fennimore farm 

2207 Pheasant,F 1-15-37 Madison to Te1-3t Fennimore ab mi. 
Fennimore 

2632 Pheasant,F 1-9-37 Madison to 3-12-37 Nakoma 1 mi. 
Hammersleas 

2698 Pheasant,F 1-15-37 Madison to 3-19-37 Fennimore = mi. 
Fennimore 

2629 Pheasant,F 1-9-37 Madison to U-~6-37 Arboretum 13 mi. 
Hammersleas 

2264 Pheasant,F 1-23-37 Madison to 2-9-37 Faville + mi. 
Faville Gr. Grove 

2257 Pheasant,M 1-23-37 Madison to 10-34-37 Faville 14 mi. 
Faville Gr. Grove 

2274 Pheasant,F 1-23-37 Madison to 3-18-37 (found 4 mi. 
Faville Gr. dead) 

2261 Pheasant,M  1-2Uu-37 Madison to 5-20-37 (found 2/3 mi. 
Favillo Gr. dead) : 

B671554 US Mallard,M 10-25-34 Madison to 10-19-35 = L. Puck- = 
Lake away 
Puckaway 

B671558 US Mailurcs,F 10-25-34 Madison to 12-25-35 Found x 
: Lake dead 

Puckaway L. Puck. 

; (c) Artificially Roared Birds 

Date Place 
Band Number Species Date Place recovered recovered Distance 

A626604 us Canada 7-11-29 Arboretum 12-5-30 Davenport, 
goose? Ia. 

34-702382 US Redtail 6-20-36 Biol.Blag. 11-24-36  McComb,Miss. 
hawk,J ‘ 

(Many artificially reared pheasants banded in 1937 are being returned. They will 
be covered in Report No. 2.)
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Raptor Field Note ye 

yr 
January 19, 1938- University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

K This morning Sperry found where a pheasant had been killed in 

an open field S.E. of Headquarters. The kill was later investigated 

and it was determined thet early in the morning or the evening 

before a hen pheasant hed been walking across the field when an owl 

hed struck, rode down, and decapitated it. After eating all of the 

head except the upper mandible, the owl flew dragging the whole 

pheasant over the snow 45 yards where it carefully concealed the 

pheasent under a small Juniper tree. ‘ 

The next morning (1/20/38) or the night before the owl returned, 

ate a part of the pheasant and then helf dragged and half carried 

jt 40 yards and cached it under another Juniper. A study of the 

owl's behevior end its "K" shaped tracks lead us to suspect that 

it was a Barred Owl, although such a depredation is not at all 

cheracteristic of the Barred Owl's usual food habits. To be sure 

thet we had not drawm an erroneous conclusion, we padded two #1 

steel trans and set them on each side of the pheesant. That evening 

two boys hid in a deer trap and waited for the owl to return. About 

10:30 P.M. the owl lit # few yards from the cache, welked over to two 

different Junipers but not finding the pheasant there flew over to 

the right tree, sprung the trap, ate more of the pheasant snd flew . 

off towards the woods with the remaining half of the pheasant. 

The next morning (1/21/38) after a little search the missing half 

of the pheasant was found cached at the base of a Pin Oak tree in 

the nearby woods about 150 yards from where it had been taken the 

night before. The pheasant was then tied to the tree and the traps 

more carefully reset. The boys weited up again this evening, using 

a stone shelter for a blind. At 12:30 A.M. the traps rattled and 

a lerge Barred Owl with yellow beek and big brown eyes was caught. 

The next morning (1/22/38) I took movies and still photos of the. 

Owl, banded it with USBS band #38-703401. and released it in the woods 

where it was caught. So far as is known this is the only Barred Owl ~_ 

on the Arboretum. It is an umommon bird in Southern Wisconsin and : 

its habits are considered chiefly beneficial.



: 
Hawks & Owls 
Diseases 

Excerpt from Bird-Lore, May-June, 1938, Yol. XL, No. 3, pp. 233-23U: 

RED-SHOULDERED HAWKS DEAFENED BY MAGGOTS 

On June 20, 1934, a female Red-shouldered Hawk, and later her 

two young in the natal down and about three weeks old, together 

with the nest, were collected in Swanzey, N.H., and a habitat group 

made by Iuman R. Nelson when turned over to him for his museum in 

Winchester. ; 

When skinning the Hawks, twenty Protocalliphora maggots were 

taken from the ears of both nestlings. These maggots are uncommon 

: in open nests but very common in such nests as those of the Bluebird 

Chickadee, and Tree Swallow, and have been found in Phoebe nests. 

The maggots infesting the Hawk nests had attacked the ears of the 

young enough to destroy the drums, without doubt totally deafening 

the birds and, while the parasites are Week tikes. had eaten not 

only around the outside of the ears but disfigured the outer ear 

cavity to such an extent that the result of their ravaging is easily 

seen in the mounted specimens. 

There has since been another such case discovered in 1934, ana 

these immature birds have also been preserved.--Lewis 0. Shelley, 

East Westmoreland, N.H.



From Nature Magazine, Hawk folder. 

October, 1938, p. 494. 

s : 

. 

fh | ‘h R ¢ | v il d | | k Of course we do not pretend to say that no red-tails came north 
€ Cc = A: e€ a W in 1937, as we saw quite a few in other parts of our Province, 

but the gradual decrease in the figures is very disturbing. My 
Si residence is at the point where the counts are taken, and on days 

n Ato a I could not take it I engaged a capable young man to keep the 
records. 

1 i . ae 
ik HSE - y 1 - oe a © c is of On April 4, 1938, he wrote as follows: “I think the red- 

EDDIE Spe sae O ial ic expresses num selt 23 LONOWS 7 tail flight is over. Not a bird has passed my viewpoint, 

although in five trips west of the city I have counted 
Iam much concerned about our hawks. I need only refer you to t three birds.” ‘Writi ‘as PENA hi ‘ 

the enclosed seven years’ census [printed below] I have taken of SHEREY: HEE mes: ENE ewe a eae ee 

the spring migration of red-tails, made at a given point each year Not one red-tail passed my place this year.’ 
» on the Red River right at the south end of Winnipeg. There is ; 4 

another flyway twenty-five miles west of the river. This is a Numbers of red-tailed hawks observed in Red River - 
stretch of trees that the hawks also follow, and of course it is Valley near Winnipeg, Manitoba. Notes taken each year 
quite possible that some of my red-tails have swung over to this at the same spot. : 
route. But the river is always a favorite path for these birds and — | 
the rapid decrease indicated by my census is very alarming. sre vig iS ee ee 

This year our spring has been three weeks ahead of the usual April 102 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Total 

' date, in fact we have had a very remarkable March for Manitoba, 1930 0 11 0 10 93-87300838 60 38 47 1 0 0 1485 ¢ 
and yesterday I noticed a few red-tails twenty-five miles west of a ; 5. 

Winnipeg. The red-tail migration is two weeks ahead of sched- tO eee Come ce ote to ae Sette 

ule, but so far no birds have passed my observation point on 1932 0 0 0 0 O O 3146322231 6 0 0 6 714 

the Red River. 1994. -O)d5> ay 2S — 2278250502 2 nO. 10) 570 
Each fall we used to see from two hundred and fifty to three i eet 35 2 2 2 30 12 

hundred rough-legged hawks on migration, but last fall we saw i ea gent eeenee ee 

only four and I was in the field a great deal. This spring I have L956- OF =0) 50. OU On Oa O mei te 02. O10). oat 

seen only six. 1937 0)-00" 0 0' 2090-070). Ui 01, 0-00 0 

494 NATURE MAGAZINE



DV A RODENT DESTROYER ON THE NEBRASKA 

eon. a3 
Cor A visit to the gréat blue heronry (j/2) on the Bessey District of Eg 

the Nebraska on April 12, 1936 revealed for the second time the presence ae 

of a great horned owl roosting in oné of the old heron nests, which are oe 

placed in a group of hackberry trees ga 

A fow of the regurgitated owl pellets were collected from the base oS 

of the tree. Examination by Professor E.R. Hall of the University of ey 

California showed the diet of the owl to be kangaroo rat, jack rabbit, ae 

pocket gopher, meadow mouse, pocket mouse, and Peromyscus (white-footed ee 

mouse). 
: B 

me syanry ; Re 
This large owl, which is shot on sight in many places, seems to be mica 

of benefit at tires, particularly near a tree planting job, if the above Bo 

record can be used as an indication. This species of owl was also noted a 

near the Bessey Nursery along the Middle Loup River in May of the same pein: 

year. It was also noted at this time that the common sparrow hawk consumed ao 

large quantities of grasshoppers. Se 

: - ARTHUR F. HALLORAN - GUNNISON d S 
8 

The American Bison Society, fourded in 1905, is considering a memorial dg 

to the bison in the heart of the old buffalo country, in Nebraska. - i q ja 

From Science News Letter, Jan. 14, 1939. Wo 

-18- 4 

2



Farmers Digest, Vol. 3, No. 5, September, 1939 

£%) Ave They Vermin? (III) 
BEG 
Ce SH E. Lawrence Palmer 

ae Cee nD Prof. of Rural Edueation, Cornell University 
(ESLER 
fey Cy 

LP ¢ (hs SNOWY OWL 

Se | f/% > - (Nyctea nyctea) 
-h 9 fie 
2) le 
NEO September. Sees in daylight or 

Oe darkness; has unusual vision, 
Relations and life history— hearing, and, probably, sense of 

One species to the genus. Close to smell. 

horned owl. Family Strigidae. Relation to man’s interests— 
Breeds in treeless country with A highly useful bird in breeding 

nest a mere depression. Eggs, 4 area; provides an excellent check 
to 11, smooth white, 2.55 by 1.9 on multiplication of small mam- 
inches, laid May or June, incu- mals. Unprotected in New York 
bated about 32 days by female. and 17 other States. 
One annual brood. Juvenile Description—Length, to 27 
plumage molted by first autumn inches; wing spread, to 5% feet; 
except main feathers of tail and weight, to 5 pounds. Female, 
wings. Complete molt second fall Jarger than male. Largely white, 
followed by adult plumage. particularly when seen from be- 
Behavior—Feeds chiefly on low, so much larger than barn 

small animals. Of 38 examined, owl that they are not easily con- 
18 contained mice; 9, other birds; fused. Wing, long and broad. In 

2, game birds; 2, mammals other flight, head held close to body. 
than mice; and 12, nothing. Kills Where found—In open or 

few domestic or game birds in wooded country or in farm lands 
the United States except when in winter. Not uncommon near 
mice are hidden by deep snows. seashores within range. 
Erratically common in certain re- Range—Breeds Bering Sea to 
gions; abundance possibly asso- northern Greenland, Russia and 
ciated with abundance of food. Siberia, south to central Kee- 

Reaction to heat, light and watin, MacKenzie, and northern 
moisture—Unusual in the United Ungava, Winters south to middle 
States, rarely found from May to United States. 

Reprinted by permission from Cornell Rural School Leaflet 
83
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THE DESIRABLES: The pigeon (2), red-shouidered (3), broad-winged THE UNDESIRABLES: The Cooper's (1), sharp-shinned (5) and gos- 

(4), marsh (6), sparrow (7), and red-tailed (8) hawks are, in gen- hawk (9) are the acknowledged gangsters of the hawk family and 

eral, classed as beneficial, and should be protected. Normally they deserve little or no protection from the hunter's gun. Their flight is, 

prey little on animals and birds; heavily on destructive rodents and in general, faster and more direct than that of the Desirables, and 

insects, particularly grasshoppers and mice. Comparatively slow in they are not so frequently seen soaring at great heights. Note that 

flight, they are often seen circling lazily at great heights. The spar- the wings of these three birds are much the same, neither sharp- 

row hawk hovers on rapidly beating wings; the marsh hawk is often pointed nor excessively broad, and that all three have thin tails. The 

seen flying low, searching the ground for mice. Note that most of Undesirables love to raid poultry yards, are very destructive to grouse, 

the Desirables are broad of wing and tail, while two of them, the quail, and song birds, and feed little on insects and rodents. To aid 

pigeon and sparrow hawks, go to the opposite extreme with thin, sharp- sportsmen in distinguishing between the Desirables and Undesirables 

ly pointed wings. Remember that some of the thin-tailed hawks are of the hawk family, these drawings have been carefully made to the 

harmful, but all of the broad-tailed species are classed as beneficial. correct scale and are reliable for use as a means of field identification. 

8 NATIONAL SPORTSMAN



May 1942 

Extract from letter by Dr. Raymond S. Hirsch, Viroqua, Wisconsin to 
Aldo Leopold, May 13, 1942 

"The warden and a young farmer near town have been watching an owl's nest 

near his farm. A few days ago they founda two fish in the nest; I believe 

they were suckers. We thought they had probably been picked up from the 

bank somewhere, but the other night this farmer was down by the creek about 

dusk, and there was a stump in the middle of the creek which flew up and lit 

on a post nearby, and he put his flashlight on him, and it was Mr. Owl who 

had evidently been fishing." 

ce horned owl folder~ 
food habits folder 
Paul Errington 

Fran Hanerstrom
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Great Horned owl and Barred owl predation. 

A group of about 80 large pelléts taken from 

an area where at least two Great horned owls 

and two or three Barred owls were seen were 

collected. They were taken along the Wisconsin 

river bottoms near the Leopold Shack. ‘The pellets 

were collected on Feb yé1946. Due to the snéw 

condithons it is believed that none of the 

material was over 60 days old. A list of the g 

species of prey idéntified is given in Table 1. 

Table 1 

= Prey of Great Horned and Barred Owls 

: Species # Great Horned Barred 

Microtus sp. 249 # # 
Peromyscus sp. .y # # 
Blariva sp 2 # # Sylvilagus floridanus. 3 # 
Seiurus sp. He # 
Bonasa umbellus Bt # 

. Mus domesticus a # # 
Synaptomys sp. 1 # # 
Unidint, skulls 5 # # Te a 

Any of the species on the list except the cotton- 

tails, rabbits, squirrel and ruffed grouse may 

have been teken by either owl. The cottontail, 

squirrel and ruffed grouse were taken ty the 

Great horned owl as this species is the only one 

able to chop up the heavy leg vones and skulls of : 

/ these species. 

: j 

, a



The number. of each species listed in the table 

is the minimum figure because an individual was 

not tallied unless there were enough duplicate 

parts to prove its presente. This precaution 

was taken because parts from a single large prey 

will be found in several pellets and often at - 

considerable distances apart. 

Field observations showed an. extreme high in 

Microtus and wovetiae a low in rabbits. While 

the rabbit is usually the main buffer species 

when the snow is on the ground the evidence is 

that the high Microtus population acted in this 

capacity. Only 3 rabbits, 1 ruffed grouse, and 

1 squirrel being listed from the game species.
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SNOWY OWL RECORDS 

State Conservation Commissioner Virgil Dickinsen saw a snowy owl 
that had been killed Section 36 T 6 M R25 E, near Hau Claire 
about December 1, 1945. 

Conservation Commissioner Guido Rahr saw a snowy owl that had been 
killed near Manitowoc, Wisconsin about December 15, 1945. 

The taxidermist at Superior, Wisconsin is said to be mounting a 

great number of snowy owls. 

My friend, Karl Kahmann, taxidermist at Hayward, has doubtless 

received snowy owls and would doubtless furnish you with information 
on request.
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Snowy Owl Inquiry 

Apparently there is another invasion of Snowy 

Owls similar to the flight of 1941-42. If the Snowy Owl 

has been noted in your region this autum or winter, 

will you kindly send me the following information: 

(1) Dates and exact localities of all individuals seen 

by you or reported by others. (2) Number of individuals 

killed and cause of death, if known. Thank you for your 

cooperation. 

Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr., 

Member ,Snowy Owl Committee, 

Carleton College, 
Northfield, Minnesota



February 15, 1946 

Dr, Pettingill, Jr, 
Member, Snowy Owl Comittee 

Carleton, College 
Northfield, Minnesota 

: Dear Pettingill: 

Dr, Cole is 411, and his office has forwarded to me 
your postal inquiry about Snowy Owls, ‘The same 
postal has reached me and Bob McCabe, and we are a lumping our replies in the attached memo. If we $ 
learn of any additional records, we will let you 

. ‘ know, 

With personal regards, ig 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ALMW 
Enclosure
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August 20, 1946 

My. Don S. Prentice 
5216 Rast Drive 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Prentice: 

I don't recognize the namo "Rar Creek" and hence 
I am unable to connect it with any raptor migration. 
Perhaps you refer to the migration along the 
shore of Lake Michigan, in which event I would 
suggest you write 0. J. Gromme, Milwaukee Public 
Museum, Milwaukee. Grommo, like myself,is 
intensely interested in the conservation of 
raptors, hence you will have to convince hin 
that your inquiry implies no publicity and no 
harm to the birds. 

I imew about the ayries along the Mississippl, 
but since you asked about the Wisconsin River, 
I did not mention them. I am relieved to hear 
that some of them are still occupied. 

Sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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A. W. SCHORGER 
168 NORTH PROSPECT AVENUE 

MaApISON 5, WISCONSIN 

Mareh 11, 1948, 

i oa 0 ; 

puree 

Dear Aldo: 

Yesterday, in the woods east of Paulson's place, 
I found the nest of a Great Horned Owl with two voung, 
I hope that they will not be disturbed, The tail of a 
fox sauirrel could be seen at the edge of the nest. 
There were no food fragments beneath the tree, 

Sincerely,



DATA ON BIRDS FROM POYNETTE 
Species _:Sex:Weight sLength : Ex. os: W : Tail : Bill : Tarsus : Bursa : Date 

Pigeon Hawk : f: 152 : 2862 : 565: 191 : li7: 163: 39 +s OF : 9-26-46 
Sharp S. " :me Sl: : 561 :176 : 1442: 16 : 39 sdamaged: 9-21-46 
Red tail ems: 1250 s: 573 : 1280: 397 : 253: 49 : 9 3: — : 10-3-46 
we sms 858. : 537-3 199625972 +: 27 « 36 2: 92 “¢ + 9-23-46 

s sf: 1278 : 568 +: 1269: 393 : 262: 48 : 86 =: =L : 26-46 
Ree sme: 911.5: 543 2: 1195: 389 : 259: 4l : 82 =: I, tt QJn1lO46 
o> cmt 2055.5: 570: ¢ Wael st 40h. @ 2522 4b: 92 ¢ Tl sf 16-be6 
Wivwe gf: TS2.5: 554 : 1268 2 307 ¢ 26h : 362% 83 2 Ws 9-306 

Cooper Hawk : ff: 555 : 482 : 867: 267 : 241: 27 : 75 +: Otmp : 10-17-46 
_ * sf: <4446:5e 491 +s 857 « 268 2 235 + 29 <= 69 8 8 :s 9-17-46 
" ® gf: Giicde 51 ¢ 903. 2.272 ¢ 26. : 0 s St + 6 = O30—K6 
- " sf: 514.5: 492 ¢ GO0i2 264 : 261: 29 ¢ TH  & O¥mp: 8-26-46 
" © gms BUfels 4h: 719s eo: 204: 22 s GE + Tk + 9-35-46 
" " zme £600. * QO cs B87 < 265 + 252: 26 « F £250 2+ F346 
" " gm@2 (“Qffays 426 3-774, 3 292 s 293.24 ¢ GE - © 8 = Goti6 
" © 2% s 266.5: 46h 3 -O47 : 2G) =< 226: 28 : 76 : WM 2. Ba4-46 
" * sf: 523 : 484 s 866: 266 : 246: 29 : 78 : Okmp: 9-18-46 
" ® gms, 29ls2e 42h 3 752 5 228 ¢ 214: 239 3: 6 ¢ TO 2 20-646 
" togem ¢. £69.5: 489 © 6h 2 257 = 236° 27 + G& “eg IO =: Gak7-46 
" W 22: 5O6iGe° 52k s «GOR: 273 : 2635-27 = RH -e 4. © 10-28546 
" © sf 503.3: 499 s S87 s 265 =< 2495 gb 2 76 +: 10 + G-19=46 
" "gfe S530 2+ 4500 : 896 : 266 ¢ 248 2 2B 2 79 +« 10.2 9-28-46 

Barred Owl :f : 697.5: 510 : 1158: 320 : 247: 36 s 72 : 10 &: 925-46 
GeHorned Owl: f : 1601 2 56L 213143 386 3 2572 45 2 67 =: 13) : 26-46 

" “sms 1918.5: 581 2 302 2 362 ¢ 257 2. 47 =: 6%-- 2. 11 = 10-16-46 
" © ¢f¢ 191, =< -53f £3314 ¢ 362 2 23% & 44 s CF +: & _s 12-20-45 
" “sme: 1388.5: 552. : 1994 : 362 3: 257s 43 = 68 +s 12 ¢ 10-18-16 
" Wefs. 1955 2: 552. 2 1994 s 369 2 2422 48 2 6 cs 7 8 10-646 
* Wig Pe 155s 2 SY. t 1974 s BA & Bohs ATs. 7S S278 2 

RedTail Hawk: f : 1188 : 568 3: 1333 3 404 : 267: 51 : 82 : llmp: -————- 
" ":f: 1212.5: 567 21338: 407 : 28: 49 : @4 : lOms -———- 
9 Mos Ms 8 ee Se Be ete tl tt 1 
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Salt & Mineral Requirements 
Hawks & Owls:~ 

Extract from "The Role of Environment in the Life of Birds" by S, Charles Kendeigh. 

(Filed in Ecology Box.) Page 38%. 

"Recent studies of Hou (1928, 1929) are of interest in this regard, since he 
connects the presence and use by birds of the preen gland (glandula uropygialis) 

- with the proper effect of irradiation. Birds preen their feathers with droplets 
from this gland, and mich oil is left between the barbs and barbules at the surface 

of the plumage, Later, after exposure to the sun, these oil droplets are rubbed off 
by the bill of the bird and swallowed. A chemical analysis showed that this oil 
from the preen gland contained a large amount of cholesterol, which contains 
ergosterol, and a large smount of this same substance can be removed from the 
feathers, If this concept is eventually proved to be true, this will go far towards 
explaining how birds are successfully irradiated by the sun, and how they may obtain 
the anti-rachitic vitamin so necessary for health. Hou found that experimental 
removal of the preen gland from adult birds produced in some (fowl and duck) a marked 
disturbance of the plumage and an impairment of general health and in others 
(pigeons) only a slight disturbance of the plumage. Removal of the preen glanis 
from young rachitic or normal fowls produced permanent rickets in spite of subsequent 
normal feeding, environment, and sunshine, Rowan (1928), in supporting this concept, 
gives further evidence indicating that in some species of hawks and owls, feathers 
mast be fed to the young during growth in order to prevent rickets,"



8. 

Noticing his dog remained on point ever so long, a hunter crept si- 
lently up to the creature to behold a crippled quail, 2 leg and a wing broken, 
probably by some passing hunter, Several other quail were in attendance, and 

had brought grain from the fields for the injured bird to feed upon. The dog 
like the hunter, was watching this touching drama with more than human inter- 

est. Silently, dog and hunter crept away. (Sent in by Sue D. Schoen, Monett, (. 

Mo.) Bw) 

e * % i 

An immature specimen of Duck Hawk, the fastest flying of our raptor- 
ial birds, and incidentally our only true falcon was killed recently by Walter 
F. Nye, of Middletown, Pa., when it attacked his racing pigeons. The hawk 
forced one of the pigeons down on a noighbor's porch. Tho pigoon tried to get 
through tho window but dropped to the floor. The hawk seeing the reflection 

of the pigeon in the glass struck the window viciously, later pounecing upon 
the pigeon and cutting its throat. Mr. Nye states that many times some of his 
finest birds come home with their craws cut. 

A pair of Duck Hawks have nested for years on the cliffs near Dau- 

phin, Pa., and have preyed continuously on pigeons in that vicinity. However, 

the pigeons have now become so accustomed to the attacks of the Duck Hawks 

‘that they fly beneath the telephone wires when passing the hawks! lookout, and 
do not emerge from this safety zone until they have gone perhaps a half mile 
or more. The Duck Hawks are afraid to fly beneath the wires.
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